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U. S. MX GAIN IN SOUTH PACIFIC AND ASIA

Texan in Dual Trust Action, Arbitration Asked
War-time Increase at 10%;
England Found Big Loser;
Soviet's Progress Steady

Percy Wade to File in Behalf of Dallas Theater;
Move is Without Precedent
By S. G. Howell
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Dallas — An anti-trust action for
an amount yet to be determined and
a demand for arbitration involving
clearance ax*e ready for simultaneous
films' by Percy Wade, owner of the
(Continued on Page 6)

Mayer to Hawaii
As Grilfis Deputy

Washington

Question V
You are familiar with the motion picture industry's
splendid record of war-time service. Do you feel that
the general public is fully acquainted with what the industry has done for the war effort? Or do you feel that
the industry has been remiss in not publicizing its contributions as have such industries as motors, aviation,
etc.?
The Critics Find —
While almost all of the critics participating in the 1944 FILM DAILY Forum feel that
the motion picture industry is doing a bang up war effort job, only slightly more than
half — 59 per cent — believe the public is familiar with the effort. At the same time,
only 38 per cent believe that the industry has been remiss in not publicizing its contributions. Scribes seem to feel that films have not suffered from a lack of publicity
during the war as have industries whose products were off the market.

Arthur L. Mayer has been named
deputy commissioner of the Red
Cross for the Pacific Islands area
and will work out
of Hawaii in association with
Stanton Griffis,
commissioner for
that area, whose
appointment was
made recently.
Mayer, whose apPrizes totaling $5,000 are offered
pointment was
by a group of national fan magazannounced Friday
ines for exploitation methods develby Griffis and Baoped by exhibitors in connection with
s i 1 O'C o of
n n other,
the Sixth War Loan Drive, John
chairman
Hertz, Jr., publicity director of the
American Red
campaign, announced Friday. Awards
Cross, will leave
will be given on the basis of ingenuwith Griffis shortity and effectiveness of Bond-selling
ly for their new ARTHUR L. MAYER
ideas and not for total sales or inposts.
crease in sales over previous drives.
Mayer, who is well known as an
Contest, designed to encourage
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 4)

Fan Mags. Offer
Bond Prizes

Crescent Case May
Postpone Schine Trial
Buffalo — Saul E. Rogers, who recently underwent an operation, has
completely recovered and Friday returned to the Schine defense counsel
staff at the anti-trust trial here.
Calling of witnesses is scheduled for
today, but it was unofficially reported Friday that pressure of the
Crescent case will force postponement of the Schine trial here on
Oct. 16th for an indefinite length of
time.

Drop Cobian-Warner
Cuban Circuit Deal
The reported deal whereby Warner Bros, was to have participated
with Ramos Cobian in the operation
of the Smith Circuit, which the latter took over in Cuba, was said on
Friday to have been called off. Cobian, well known circuit operator of
Puerto Rico, recently leased the circuit for a five-year period.
Negotiations have been in progress since Cobian arrived here a few
weeks ago from Havana but they re(Continued on Page 4)

World Equipment

Survey Set

U. S. Embassies to Act for Commerce Dept.
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
Clark Gable AAF Pic
Washington — In an effort to obtain
Won't Reach Theaters
accurate figures concerning the po-

tential market for American-made
booth equipment abroad, the Department of Commerce has authorized
Washington — The hour-long film
of bombing missions over Europe circulation of a detailed questionmade by Major Clark Gable before
naire to all American embassies.
his retirement from the Army will Drawn up by pix specialist Nathan
not be shown publicly, it was ascer- D. Golden, it's now being prepared
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 4)
Washington
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Washington
— The market
for
American pix has picked up strongly in the more important areas of
the South Pacific and Asia, accord(Continued on Page 6)

'Army at War' Tour
Guided by Skouras
The Army at War, an exhibition
of 100 paintings and drawings presented by the Treasury and War
Department, will
open at
itsthe
national
tour
Roxy| I
Theater on Oct.
11 u n de r thel
guidance
of a na-l
tional executive!
committee of |
which Charles P.
SkourasA ispreview}
chair- 1
man.
at which Mrs.
F r a n k 1 y n D.i
Roosevelt and
Secretary
the Ij
Treasury of
Henry
Morgenthau were
present was held
on Friday at the CHAS P. SKOURAS
Jules Laurents Studios here, with a
(Continued on Page 6)

AAF Production Unit
Continues — Keighley
The Army Air Forces has no
thought of closing its Hollywood production unit— just about the busiest
studio in Hollywood today. Col. William Keighley, erstwhile Coast director, and head of pix for AAF, said
Friday that there is absolutely no
truth to the rumor. It sprang up apparently, he guessed, because of the
decision to employ civilian gaffers.
A labor union was consulted, and
it apparently got the impressicn that
the service personnel would be let
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'Hopalong Cassidy' Series
Adventure Pictures Corporation
has completed arrangements to produce a new series of the Hopalong
Cassidy stories, it was announced
over the week-end.
The part of Hopalong, formerly
enacted by Bill Boyd, will be played
by a new personality, with the first
of the new series planned for production about Jan. 15.
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

August Deals In Film
Securities Reported Light

Appointment of Paul E. Ackerman
as director of advertising and publicity for Paramount International
was announced Friday by President
John W. Hicks in a move to streamline for overseas post-war film advertising, exploitation and publicity.
Ackerman has been Paramount's
foreign publicity chief for the last
four years and has been a member
of the company's overseas advertising and publicity department for the
last 10 years.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

p-W AY & j
47th St. j
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'BRIDE

Washington — August dealing in
pix stocks was extremely light, with
no major transfers reported over the
week-end by the SEC. Joseph Moskowitz was reported to hold 500
shares each of Twentieth-Fox common and $1.50 cumulative preferred.
Trem Carr dropped 1,500 shares of
Monogram dollar par common, retaining 5,167, while Ray Johnston
dropped 497 shares of the same stock,
holding 18,690 personally and 900
through Monogram Pictures, Inc.
J. Miller Walker sold 100 shares
Wakoff Leaves Reade
of RKO dollar par common and warTo Open Own Office
rants for another 2,000, retaining
none of the stock and no warrants.
Arthur Wakoff, buyer and booker Walter Green picked up another 100
for the Walter Reade theater circuit, shares of capital stock in General
tendered his resignation to become Precision Equipment, now holding
effective Oct. 28.
Wakoff leaves the Reade organi- 220 shares, and Loew's bought another eight
Loew's holding
Boston
zation after 10 years service to open Theaters
$25shares
par of
common
his own buying and booking office, 121,221 shares.
acting as representative for theater
owners in the New York metropoli- March of Time Using
tan area.

York, Para. Scandinavian
Chief, Here for Parleys

BY

ALAN MARSHALL
MARSHA
HUNT

Extra!

MISTAKE'
•
LARAINE DAY
• ALLYN
I0SLYN

BRAZIL

Today

PARAMOUNT
present!
Fred MacMUR RAY
Barbara STANWYCK
Edward G. ROBINSON

"DoubleIN PERSON
Indemnity"
THE ANDREWS SISTERS
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND

P4*AMOi/#r
HELD

OVER— 4th WEEK

Starring

"STORM OVER LISBON'
Vera

Hruba
Ralston — Richard
Erich Von Stroheim

Arlen

with Otto Kruoer — Eduardo Clannelll
Robert Livingston-Mona Barrie
A Republic Picture
Air Cooled

Title of Nizer Book

REPUBLIC

THEATRE

B'way Bet. 51st and 52nd St».

The March of Time has obtained
permission of Louis Nizer to use the
title of his book "What to do With
For his first trip to the United Germany"
for its current issue,
States since 1934, Carl P. York, Parwhich
presents
many of Nizer's ideas
amount's general manager for Scan- lem.
of the solution to the German probdinavia has arrived here from Stockholm for conferences with John W.
It was learned Friday that the
Hicks and George Weltner, president edition of the book published in Engand vice-president, respectively, of
land by Hamish Hamilton, Ltd. had
Paramount International.
been completely sold out.

Tel. CO.

5-9647

RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Center
GARY
COOPER
TERESA
WRIGHT

A

Because of the great number of requests for seats and the
limited capacity of the RKO Projection Room in New York
(originally announced place of showing)

in International Pictures'
"CASANOVA
BROWN"
NEW
WALT
DISNEY
CARTOON
and "ROCKEFELLER
CENTER"
("This Is America" Series)

SPECTACULAR

STAGE

1st

Reserved.

Mezz.

Seats

PRESENTATION
Circle

6-4600

DAILY

Hollywood—Questioned regarding
a report that Adventures Pictures
Corp., would produce a series of
Hopalong Cassidy westerns, Harry
.Shorman said he planned to continue
to produce the Cassidys and would
not dispose of his rights.

JIMMIE

ON SCREEN
H
p^i 'MAISIEGOES

g^BT

RKO RADIO PICTURES
now announces the

NEW

YORK TRADE SHOWING
NORMANDIE

THEATRE

M-G-M's New Musical

JL^L
r=l

J0HN SOTHERN
HoDIAK
ANN

fSSpj!

TOM DRAKF

A-

at the

51 East 53rd St., at Park Ave., New York. N. Y.
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joyn!r&

presents

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"Frenchman's Creek'
*

RIVOLL B'way & 49th St.

Monday, October 9, at 10:30 A. M. Sharp
of the second great production from
International Pictures, Inc.

EDWARD

G. ROBINSON
and

JOAN BENNETT
in

"THE

WOMAN IN
THE WINDOW"

-kjcj VICTORIA
St.
Broadway
Ijjglll
I ll]
Doors Open
9:45 A. M.& 46th
• Continuous

f ARRYL F- ZANUCK^

r *~~r
« Hello- UissBro^n-J

selling
pete's sake, st<>P
_^

CENTURY-FOX
KEEP SELLING

BONDS!

The company that made 'WILSON'

TOE*** I
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Top Canadian Warner
Post to Ralph Clark
Naming of Ralph H. Clark as the
company's general manager for Canada, replacing Wolfe Cohen, who has
been given a post
in the foreign department, was announced on Friday by Ben Kalmenson,
general
sales manager for
Warner Bros.
Clark, who at
the outbreak of
the war joined the
home office sales
organization a fter having served
as general manager for Australia and New ZeaRALPH
H. CLARK
land, departs for
Toronto early this
week to assume his new duties.
His son, Ralph Clark, Jr., who was
Sydney branch manager for Warners before the war, is now a Lieutenant in the U. S. Navy, stationed
in the Australian zone.

Clark Gable AAF Pic
Won't Reach Theaters

COmmC and come
TED
rector,

National
War
Finance
York Friday conferring \

Harry" Brandt,
national
Sixth War
Loan,
on
drive.
trip.

industry
leader of
matters
concerning

WENDELL BERCE, State Dept. anti-trust ct
returned to his office Friday from a West C

• • • "PLEASANTLY SURPRISED" appeared to be a popular
two-word description of the first full-length musical comedy written
solely for television which was presented Thursday night over the Dumont
station
WABD
by
Esquire
Magazine
Critical
comment
placed it head and shoulders over anything previously attempted on
a smaller scale and any defects were blamed on the physical limitations
of television in its present development
From a production standpoint, the musical titled "The Boys From Boise," was good — very good,
in fact, when you consider that lavish sets and big stages are not yet
a possibility for video
Anyway, the presentation of the musical
Thursday night can be considered a momentous occasion in the history
of the new art, just as Warners' first all-talking "Lights of New York"
back in 1927 was an eye-opener to the film trade, despite the fact that
it would be considered crude by today's standards
▼
T
T
•

•

• BATTLE OF WATERLOO
The friendly "war" between Loew managers to see which can pile up the biggest increase in

gross on "Waterloo Bridge" on its return engagement, as compared with
the previous run in 1940
is raging with Loew's Akron
(Ohio)
Theater banging out a break-through to go into the lead with 279 per
cent of the original gross! The battlefront now is ranged up behind
Akron as follows: Norfolk, 223 per cent; Canton (Ohio) 187 per cent;
Indianapolis 182 per cent; Houston 180 per cent; St. Louis 170 per
cent; Memphis 165 per cent; Kansas City 160 per cent; Richmond
150 per cent; Louisville 145 per cent; Toledo 143 per cent; Springfield 127 per cent; Nashville 124 per cent; so far only one spot failed
to do more business this time than on the first run and that spot

(Continued from Page 1)
tained here Friday. Although there
has been doubt about theatrical
showing for this film for some time,
missed it by only a few dollars
the only prize in this "battle of
it was learned here on good authority that the picture was nixed by
Waterloo" on the Loew circuit is the fun of winning
the WAC, on the ground that it was
T
▼
▼
O
•
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
too close in subject to 'Memphis
Belle," the film of the same length
made by Maj. William Wyler and
shown theatrically last Spring.
Made for the Ai-my Air Forces,
the Gable film was composed of footage made by Gable and his crew during numerous bombing forays on
which the star himself went along.
It is reported to be an excellent film,
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued from Page 1)
and had lengthy consideration by
WAC before the WAC group finally showmen to develop exploitation portedly broke down last week when
decided against sponsoring it for methods to sell more Bonds, will get the parties were unable to reach an
public showing.
under way as soon as details are agreement.
finalized. Committee to handle final
FDR Calls Harry Gold
Harry Gold, United Artists East- details comprises Stuart Little,
ern division manager, was summoned chairman, of Screen Stars; Ken Joy,
to the White House last Thursday Modern Screen; Richard Roffman,
and conferred with President Roose- Movieland, and A. Stearn, Fawcett
velt. Nature of the conference was
Warner circuit ad and publicity
Publications. Latter group will ap- men will gather in New York today
not revealed.
point a committee to name the con- to confer on the handling of the fall
Three New Pix to Start
test, select judges, set up rules and product. Among those coming in
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY set the type of awards to be made from the field will be J. Knox StraHollywood — Three new pictures go to winning exhibs.
chan, Cleveland; Dan Finn, New HaOther publication representatives
ven; George Kelly, Newark; Charles
into production this week, making
at the meeting include Dorothea Smakwitz, Albany; Irving Blumberg,
total of 46 shooting.
Lee McEvoy, Screen Guide; Bessie Philadelphia; Jim Totman, Pittsburgh; Frank LaFalce, Washington.
Love, Screen Stars; Fred Sammis,
Photoplay, San Nelson and Edward
The principal speaker will be Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
Lauer, Ideal Women's Group; Eliott
Odell, Fawcett Screen Unit; Henry Warner Theaters. Among others who
P. Malmgreen, Modern Screen-Screen will be heard are Harry M. Kalmine,
Romances; Ray Pearce, John Dun- assistant general manager, and Hargan, Screenland Unit; Ernie Moeller
DEE LAWRENCE,
M-G-M
home
office publicity
staff.
Goldberg, the circuit's publicity
and William Dasheff, assistant to and ryadvertising
director. Mort BluMARION
LONCAKER.
NBC
staff
Hertz.
menstock will participate.

Fan Mags. Offer
$5,000 Bond Prizes

Drop Cobian-Warner
Cuban Circuit Deal

WB Circuit Ad-Publicity
Meeting to Open Today

FEfnmE TOUCH

R. GAMBLE,
was in New

HAL
HORNE,
CHARLES
SCHLAIFER
and
). McHALE of the 20rh-Fox publicity-adverti
department and LOUIS SHANFIELD,
head of
company's
art department,
have
left fc'
Coast.
MERVYN
LeROY, who recently signed a Ic
term deal with Warners
and will resume
|
ducing
at that studio about
the first of
year, arrives in New York today from the Coa
JACK COHN, A. SCHNEIDER, NATE SP
COLD and ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia Picti
executives, left for the Coast over the w<
end for a month's stay.
RUBE
JACKTER, assistant general sales rr
ager,
Pictures, left yesterday for
/ahoma.Columbia
CARL LESERMAN, United Artists general n
jger, is expected from Hollywood today.
BARRINCTON C. CAIN and DR. ALEXAN
3ALPERS0N, who represent ). Arthur Rank,
en route to the Coast.
ALFRED N. SACK, of Sack Amusement Ei
today. Dallas, is in town.
prises,
GLENDON ALLVINE returns from Washinj
BURTUS BISHOP, JR., M-C-M district n
ager, has returned to his Dallas headqua
after a visit to Kansas Cty.
JOHN J. MALONEY, Central sales manager
M-G-M, is back at his desk in Pittsburgh aj
a visit to Kansas City.
BEN MELNIKER of M-C-M's legal staf
back after a short trip to Buffalo.
GUS METZCER, Southern California State
hibitor chairman for the Sixth War Loan D
accompanied by DAVE BERSHON, retiring cr
man, have returned to Los Angeles fror
swing
huddles. around the territory for pre-camp
JAY EMANUEL, appointed administrative
ficial of the Sixth War Loan Drive, an
from Philadelphia today.
PRODUCER
ARTHUR
SCHWARTZ,
DIREC
MICHAEL
CURTIZ
and
LEO
TOWNSEND
:HARLES HOFFMAN, Warner writers, are at
Waldorf-Astcria from the Coast.
MARCEL HELLMAN, head of Excelsior F
of
from England,
London. has arrived in the United St
A. J. O'KEEFE, Universale Western sales n
ager, is visiting Chicago,
Minneapolis and
Moines.
He will return Oct. 7.
GUS EYSSELL. managing director of the M
day.
Hall, returned Saturday from a two-week tri
Hollywood.
ROY ROGERS arrived from Philadelphia !
EARL J. HUDSON, president of United
troit Theaters, associated with Paramount,
New York visitor.
JINX from
FALKENBURC,
who leaves
arrivedshortly
in Newon '
Friday
Hollywood,
overseas USO-Camp
Shows tour.
RODNEY BUSH, 20rh-Fox exploitation m,
ger, has left for Chicago and Omaha.
SAM SHIRLEY, Metro Midwestern district n
ager; D. C. KENNEDY, Des Moines branch m.
here
today.
ger, and
H. A FRIEDEL, Denver head, are
T. J. CRECORY and LOUIS HARRIS,
Theater execs., are on the West Coast.

Alii

SEND MRTIIliT
GREETINGS TO.
October 2
Steve Edwards
Irving Helfont
Margaret Landry
C.
W.
Bunn
Charles Drake
C. L. Dees

P.Rita
A.

La
Roy
Parsons

"I've got
a NEW
Mrs. now!

That's GREER GARSON being
kissed by WALTER PIDGEON
and, oh boy, how she rates all our
love and kisses for her
gorgeous performance in
M-G-M's "Mrs. Parkington."
It's next at Radio City Music
Hall and the next Big One
in M-G-M's phenomenal
of

parade
ii^ Anniversary Hits!

GREER

. pinG£OH
*\Z>
w ALTER

Edward ,,Arnold
j«Aoorehead ♦

,

frances

ke>p H^
s Cooper
Glady
RafffV
Dan DuryeaLawford-Dan
7
Lukes
Mar\owe.ands1heeenpiayby
Choristers *
dPoHy James
R0bSf ""the Sovel by to*
Bromfield d by Leon
Garnett • ^
G.w Picture

^Z
Keef> Setting Bonds '■
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U. S. Pix in War-Time
War-time Increase at 10%;
England Found Big Loser;
Soviet's Progress Steady
(Continued from Page 1 )
ing to a study just completed by Nathan D. Golden, Department of Commerce pix specialist. Golden finds
Hollywood the source of between 80
and 90 per cent of all features shown
in this area today — about 10 percentage points better than before
the war in many places. Big loser
has been England, with the Soviet
Union making steady progress.
In his analysis of pix needs for
the area, Golden poses an important
problem which has already been demanding serious consideration in the
West Coast production center. American films, he says in effect, must
put our best foot forward. Pix have
an important propaganda job to do,
and Golden apparently feels, on the
basis of reports coming to him from
American consuls through the area,
that Hollywood features to be shown
in this part of the world should be
limited to those which show America and Americans in favorable light.
Most Hollywood producers have
done this for years but many of the
outstanding productions of recent
years have featured a hard realism
which has its artistic advantage and
has a definite box-office appeal in
this country and in urban centers
abroad. Such films, however, appear
to be undesirable for a considerable
portion of the foreign market.
Golden's findings are reported in
a 45-page printed booklet issued today by the Department of Commerce.
Taking up each country separately,
the publication contains many interesting- observations:
AUSTRALIA

: Ten production companies,
but no features last year, one in 1942 and
four in 1941. 1.570 theaters plus 12 newsreel houses. About three million weekly attendance, from total population of seven
million. Quotas favoring- native and British
during- war. Sophisnot
product
ticated comedyoperating
musicals and drama preferwesterns
and slapstiek in
red in cities
country.
CEYLON: Twenty-six theaters, five showing English language, films exclusively: Six
Indian product exclusively and the rest
varying. Yearly attendance about 1,250.000.
Good American features and animateds
popular. Bulk of imports from India, with
America somewhat ahead of Britain in volume.
CHINA: Extremely important area for
exportation by American industry after war.
with Chinese in seven major cities just
learning about films.
Thirty theaters now

1 ussie v Bid Disney
To Produce Cartoon
Canberra, Australia (By Cable)
Walt Disney has been invited to visit
this country to investigate possibility
of using aboriginal subjects in an
animated cartoon film with an Australian theme. The invitation is an
official one, extended by the Government, itis announced by A. A.
Calwell, Australian Information Minister.

South Pacific, Asia Gain:

World Equipment Survey Set Texan in Arbitration
U. S. Embassies to Act for Commerce

Dept.

And Trust Action

(Continued from Page 1)

for final approval by the State Department and will probably go out
within a few weeks.
Golden has no accurate indication
of the extent of the market, aside
from a general knowledge that the
possibilities are tremendous. Scattered information reaching him from
various parts of the world indicates
a crying need for projectors and
sound systems both as replacement
and for the large number of new
theaters already up or planned.
"And it appears," Golden said
Friday, "that our industry will be
able to get back into production for
export far ahead of the equipment
people in other countries.
There is
some

question

about

how

soon

Germans will be turning out booth
equipment — or whether they will —
and it is certain that our industry
will have a head start on the British." Even when the British do get
into production, he said, their domestic needs will be great.
An important question in the
equipment picture is the disposition
of equipment now held by the Army
and the Navy overseas. Some of
these projectors and sound systems
will doubtless find their way into
civilian hands abroad, but it is difficult at this point to make any supportable estimate of the number.
General
impression,
however,
is
I that it will be small in comparison

the ' to the expected demand.

Mayer to Hawaii
As Griffis Deputy
(Continued from Page 1)
exhibitor, WAC executive and more
recently as a writer, has been giving his full time to the war effort
ind has been head of the motion picture branch, industrial services division of the Bureau of Public Relations of the War Department. Under Mayer's direction, a field organization was set up which serviced
films to an estimated 8,500,000 war
olant workers each month.
A son, Michael, is in the ChinaBurma-India theater of war. Another son, Peter, is with the Signal
Corns in Astoria after serving in the
Mediterranean area. A daughter,
Nora, was married over the weekend to Fb>ht Sergeant Frederick
Bethel. RAF. Mrs. Mayer is active
on civilian defense organizations.
"-■'ting 25.000. Our films most popular,
with war and adventure subjects liked. a«
w»l] as animateds and — best at the box-nffiee — "pictures in which action or weird
f-mtnsv predominates."
FIJI ISLANDS: About 85 per cent American films, with European audience prefer"ine comedv, musicals, war films, natives
westerns and mysteries. Golden says pix
undoubtedly have great propaganda value
hen- as most natives do not read or write.
American progress, strength, decent living.
opportunity, justice should be shown, he
says.
Ten theaters.
INDIA: Quotas — 100 per cent British imnorts during 1041-42: 75 per cent U. S
imports during 1938-39. U. S. origin of
nhout 65 per cent all features, with over
150 native features reported in 1942. About
1,526 theaters seating1 750.000. with e=timated annual attendance 7K.ooo,ooo. Ouv
films best liked, with natives especially
star-conscious and to a lesser degree director-conscinns.
Animateds
popular
NEW ZEALAND: Quota eails for 20 per
cent playing time British, but war haw caused
relaxation, with our features shown in nine
out of ten houses. 548 theaters seating
2<S7.0OO
Comedy,
animateds,
mysteries

'Army at War' Tour
Guided by Skouras
(Continued from Page 1)

reception
at the SherryNetherland following
Hotel.
Serving on the national executive
oomrnittee with Skouras are Frank
H. Ricketson. Jr., vice-chairman; B
V. Sturdivant, director, and the
wesidents of the film companies
The national committee sponsoring
+he exhibition has Mrs. Roosevelt as
honorary chairman and Mrs. Morgen+hau as chairman. Among others or
+he committee are Vice-President
TTenrv Wallace and Chief Justice
Harlan Stone.
After three weeks at the Roxv the
exhibition will visit the other 27 cities with a population of 300.000 or
m^re. Where Possible the showing
will be in film theaters.
The nurpose of the exhibition is to
stimulate the sale of War Bonds,
arouse greater tmblic interest in the
war anH familiarize Americans at
home with the soldier's life.
love triangles popular, with stars important
to box-office.
TRAN: Increasing- Soviet imports, but we
otitl have 70-80 per cent of the business.
Thirty-six theaters seating 25.000 with annual audience five million. Action and adventure popular, war pix both liked and
effective as propaganda. Here again Golden
points
for portrayal of. "better
sides" oftoU.need
S. life.
IRAQ: American films most popular in
36 theaters, of which 15 reserved for military. Other imports from Egypt, India and
England, in that order. War pix, sentiment,
adventure popular with annual audience of
six million (doubled since start of war).
PALESTINE : Proportion American product from 75 per cent before war to 90 per
cent today, with Soviet product becoming
popular. No domestic production for entertainment. About 18.000,000 crowd annually
into 49 theaters, important attendance pickup in past two or three years. War pix and
sentimental
drama popular, with strong star
following.
SYRIA: and LEBANON: 70 per cent
American pix, 10 per cent French, British
and Arabic. 51 theaters, with annual est: ited 20 million.

(Continued from Page 1)
Wade Theater, Dallas, through
attorney, Seymour Lieberman of t
Houston law firm of Ladin & Lier
man. Suit will be filed in the Fedi
District Court here.
(It was said in New
York
Friday that the contemplated
Wade case was the first instance
where an exhibitor planned a
simultaneous
court action and
arbitration proceeding.)
Court action will be for damag
allegedly suffered by the theater d
to its failure to receive clearance f
second-run
downtown
on a 90-d;
claim
will be after
made, first-run.
it was learneT'
availability
that this is the prevailing clearan
in Dallas for 30 cents admissions
Arbitration
proceedings
will a:
for the establishment of such clea
ance and availability. Defendants
both actions are Paramount,
Wa
ner Bros., RKO, Columbia and R
public, although the latter two cor
oanies are not parties to the Ne
York consent decree.
In each cas
^laim will be made with respect
Republic that its westerns
are r
leased to the Fox Theater for fi
-uns after first-run at lower admi
sion prices than prevail at the Wac
The Wade has been a "flesh" hou
with strip tease and late-run filr
until recently when it dropped tl
stage shows and began negotiath
for second-run
pictures at 30-ce
admission.
James Adams, manage
said that he had second-runs fro
20th Century-Fox,
M-G-M,
Unive
sal, United Artists, Monogram ai
PRC.

WE's Williams Retires
F. M. Williams, Western Electric
general installation engineer, will r
tire under company's pension ph
Oct. 1, after over 35 years of se
vice, it was announced yesterda
He will be succeeded by E.
Searles, superintendent of resul
and industrial relations.

Australia Thanhs WAC
For Red Cross Short
Australia's thanks to the industry
for the short subject starring opera
star Marjorie Lawrence, used in that
country's Red Cross drive, were expressed at the week-end by Capt.
Alfred Brown, secretary general of
the Australian Red Cross. "Exhibition of the film," Capta:n Brown
told Francis S. Harmon WAC executive vice-president, "did much to contribute to the success of the appeal."
Harmon responded that the industry
was prepared to aid again, if it was
necessary. Short was produced by
20th-Fox New York studio, under Edmund Reek.
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THE BEST

with NINA FOCH

• GEORGE

ZUCCO

• JEANNE

BATES

Bosed on the populor CBS Radio Program "Crime Doctor" by Max Marcin
Story and Screen Play by Eric Taylor
Produced by RUDOLPH

C. FLOTHOW

• Directed by EUGENE

J. FORDE
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[TWO WITNESSES ON STAND AT SCH1NE TRIAL
War Brings 40% Increase in Swedish Theater Biz
Hollywood Pix Popularity
pains; Nazi Product Off
Iscreens There, Says York

Forced to Sell Houses at
Loss After Schine Built
Theater, Witness Testifies

Motion picture theater business in
llweden has increased 40 per cent
lince the start of the war in Europe
Ind Ameiican
pictures are more
opular than ever, it was said here
esterday by Carl York, Paramount's
eneral manager for the Scandinavun countries, who is making his first
[isit here in 10 years.
York said there had been no direct
liformation as to the condition of
(Continued on Page 3)

Buffalo — Robert L. Wright of the
Justice Department yesterday placed
two witnesses on the stand as the
Schine anti-trust trial again got to
the testimony stage.
The winesses, both from Ohio,
were Daniel Gutilla, Bellefontaine,
and Milton A. Mooney, Cleveland.
Gutiila was the prior leaseholder

find Priorities lor
tooth Accessories
'ashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Paper work concerni with the purchase of and producon of booth accessories such as
.lm tables, reles, changeovers, re' inders and film cabinets was elimiated over the week-end by an
nendment to L-325 which permits
,'ansactions for thes* item* without
(Continued on Page 10)

Michael Hoffav Named
fchairman of the IFRC
Michael Hoffay, director of RKO's
|>reign relations department,
yesrday was named chairman of the
hternational Film Relations Com1 ittee, succeeding Albert Deane of
jaramount, under the rotation polly.
At a meeting yesterday, the article
(Continued on Page 6)

Pensacola Slaps Tax
On Theater Tickets
Pensacola, Fla. — City amusement
tax, passed at the last session of
the Council, becomes effective Saturday. Rates are one cent on tickets
up to 25 cents; two cents en 26 to 50
cent admissions and one cent on
each 10 cents or fraction on admissions of 50 cents or more.

Question VI

-- ■?■■'
:.-Hollywood
during the war years has reduced the number

of features made annually.
Do you fert such a policy
should be continued in the post-war period?
The Critics Find—

(Continued on Page 6)

Sixty-three per cent of the motion picture critics for newspapers, magazines, w're
services, syndicates and radio statins favor continuance of fewer features after the
war. Points in the pol'cy's favor include the hope that fewer pictures will mean
generally better product ons, while many of the commentators see the eventual
end of dual features — a long standing horror among critics.

Dom. Distribs. to Aid
'Bresak'
Asks
n U.
Hellmafor
On Conciliation Draft Here
K. Film

Philco Gets Permits
For 7 Tele Stations
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

Fll.il

DAILY

Washington — Philco Radio and
Television, which last week asked
the FCC for permits to build seven
The practice of reciprocity between experimental television stations in
To-onto — At a meeting of the Moving Picture Distributors Association the United States and Great Britain the area between Philadelphia and
of Canada yesterday it was decided in the showing of film product was the District of Columbia, was
that all member companies would nrered yesterday bv Marcel Hellman, granted permission yesterday to conhave a representative at the confer- B'
itish producer freshly arrived in
struct the relay stations- for carence at the Royal York Hotel tomor- this country.
(Continued on Page 6)
row to discuss with the National
Upon the return of normal times
Council of Independent Exhibitors the American industry should make
of Canada the final draft of a Con- it a policy to play a certain num- West Va. Unit to Ask
ciliation Board code for the whole
ber of British films yearly in return License Tax Change
country.
for the generous treatment accorded
The proposed organization com- Hollywood product bv the English
W. Va. — Amendment
prises regional boards in six cities people, Hellman asserted. The pro- of Charleston,
the law governing town and city
ducer concluded that one of the big license taxes will be sought by the
and a trade appeal board in Toronto,
each consisting of quota membership difficulties facing the British film in- West Virginia Managers Association
dustry in attempting to widen its
from distributors' chain companies
(Continued on Page 10)
and independent theater owners to market in America is the fact that
handle all grievances or disputes there is too much Hollywood-made
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)

Plan 21 -City Pre-Drive Swing

National Committee to Outline 6th Loan Plans

Canadian Circuits Will
Not Close on V-E Day

A pre-campaign swing through 21
regional key cities will be undertaken by the national Sixth War
Loan Committee between Oct. 20 and
Toronto — According to announce- Nov. .15, Harry Brandt, national
ments by important circuit compa- chairman, announced yesterday. At
nies no theaters will be closed in each -stop, the committee will outline
Canada on the day hostilities cease a complete program and discuss plans
in Europe, the attitude being that to set in motion the machinery nectheaters should continue to operate
essary in each locality for the in(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 10)

Col. Capra to Mahe
Special Palau Pic

It is reliably reported that Col.
Frank Capra has completed a deal
with the Navy and Marine Corps
for the turning over to him of prints
of all footage shot by service crews
in the Palau Islands — in Peleliu and
Angaur, so far. Col. Capra is expected to select film from the islands
for a special feature on the action
there, with a view toward early
availability for public showing. Footage given him will first be offered
the newsreels however.
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Rep. Closes Great States Deal
Republic has closed a deal with
Publix Great States Theaters Circuit
of Illinois and Indiana, covering the
entire 1944-45 program. Will Baker,
Midwestern District sales manager,
represented Republic, while John
Dromey represented the circuit.

1600 BROADWAY.

STUDIOS,
N. Y. 19

INC.

Circle 6-6686

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

ferring with Cole Porter on "Night and Day."
ARTHUR
SCHWARTZ
is scheduled
to return
."0 Hollywood
today.

GRETA GARBO is expected here this week from
he Coast.
COL. JOHN HAY WH'TNSY, AAF, who recently !
was captured
by the Nazis, then escaped,
has
GEORGE JESSEL arrived in Los Angeles by
arrived from France.
WA from New York at the week-end.
GEORGE FISHMAN, UA exploiteer, returned
E. K. O'SHEA. M-G-M Easte'n sales manager, '
returns tomorrow
from a Southern
trip.
to Philadelphia to work on "SYWA" opening
it the Masfbaum.
STEVE BROIDY is in Hollywood for Moncgram
conferences.
FD H NCHY, head of the Warner Bros, playdate department, leaves today for Pittsburgh
WILLIAM R. FERGUSON, M-C-M exploitation
Cleveland and Chicago.
director, leaves for Cincinnati
Oct. 10.
M.RVYN LeROY arrived yesterday to make
RICHARD
F. WALSH,
head of the IATSE, has
ests, sign talent and find a writer for "The
gone to the Oast to iron out some jurisdictional
lobe" which he will make for RKO before beroming a producer for Warners.
disputes.
He'll be gone a couple of weeks.
CLIFF WORK has arrived from the Coast.
HERBERT WHITE, manager of 20th CenturyMITCHELL RAWSON of M-C-M's publicity
department left for the Coast yeste'day to do
some advance work on "Ziegfeid Follies."
row.MARY ASTOR arrives from the Coast tomorton.TONY

MUTO

is in Hollywood from Washing-

EDWARD CROfS, film and Broadway producer,
wi.i leave for the Coast today and expects to
return to New York by the end of the month.
JOE ORNSTEIN of 20th-Fox's Washington exchange left yesterday for the Capital after a
with his family here.

week-end

RAY MILLAND
California.

is at the Waldorf-Astoria from

BL0CMINCDALE

is back from Holly-

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Fox's
Cuba ofrice, is visiting the home office foi
:onferences.
BERT

METCALFE

arrives

today from St. Louis.

M. J. WEISFELDT, Columbia sales exec,
back at his desk after a Midwestern trip.

is

TOM BA'LY, executive director of the California Theater Council, who has been loaned
to the WAC and T'easu-y for the Sixth War
Loan, leaves for the Washington post Friday.

45 drive of Cinema Lodge B'
B'rith has been named by Chairn
David Weinstock. Members inch
Irving H. Greenfield, Miles H.
ben, Edward M. Schnitzer, I
Jaffe, Harold L. Danson, Ado
Schimel, Norman B. Steinbe
Harry H. Thomas, Leo Abrams, J
aph Hornstein, Harold Rodner, M
tin Levine, Joseph Ingber, J. J. Gc
berg, Henry Randel, Julius M. C
lins, Nat Lefkowitz, Albert A. Se
and Milton Livingston.

3ruce Gallup Goes With
Skip Weshner Associates
Bruce Gallup, veteran industry
vertising-publicity director, has jc
ed David Weshner Associates,
was learned yesterday. Gallup, 1
with Showmen's Trade Review
trade relations head, filled top po
during his lon°: career with H
kinson, First National, United
Lists and Columbia.

Chicago Ends Brown-out

Ted Kempkes Dead

Chicago — This city's theaters will
be allowed to use full lighting in the
future brown-out regulations are bein? relaxed.

Fairbury, Neb. — Ted Kempl
partnerTheater
with Tri-States
the B
ham
for many in years,;
dead.
Survivors include his wici
and a son, Robert, with the Navy
California.

FCC May Hear Tele
Spokesmen Tomorrow
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

WARNER BROS/
TRADE SHOW

DAILY

Washington — The State Department's division of motion pictures
and radio, headed by John Begg, has
been renamed the International Information Division, it was revealed
\ere lasf week. Four pix specialists
are working with the unit — two on
iroduction and two on distribution,
but the unit is not engaged in production and has no immediate plans.
A.t present it is simplv doing liaison
work with OWI and CIAA.
Eventually, according to present
o]ans, this unit will take over from
GIAA and OWI a portion of their
16 mm. work, with circulation abroad
handled by State Department field
officers.

DAILY

NEW

Arthur Sachson, assistant general
sales manager for Warner Bros, left
last night for an extended tour of
the southern territory. He will spend
today and tomorrow in Charlotte,
with Atlanta, Memphis, New Orleans, Dallas and Oklahoma City also
among the cities on his itinerary.

YORK-NEW

JERSEY

TERRITORIES ONLY
//

The

D0UGHGIRLS
MONDAY,

Washington — Television representatives will probably be heard by
;he FCC tomorrow or Thursday.

Sachson Touring South

REEVES
SOUND

C. L. CARR'NGTON. Altec orexv. H. V MORRIS, merchandise manager, and BERT SANFORD.
N;w York manager, will attend the equipment
Jea!ers' meeting in Chicago this week.

MICHAEL CURTIZ, and CHARLES HOFFMAN
3nd LEO TOWNSEND, scripters, are en route
back to the Coast after a week in New York con-

state Dept.'s Pix Div. Now
Tnternat'l Information Div.
1%
Net
Chg.

Close
441/2
5
231/2
164%
189V2
22V2
653-4
2683/4
24%

(AMES R. CRAINCER. Republic president,
leaves for Toronto today. He will return to
New York this Friday.

ALFRED
vood.

Oct.

STCCK

23 V2
5

Committee to conduct the 19

10 Cents

ALICOATE
M.

Cinema
Lodge'sNamed
Drive
Committeemen
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9TH

2:30 P. M.
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321 West 44th St.
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War Brings 40% Rise
n Swedish Pix Biz

ian 21-City
re-Drive Swing
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

istry's greatest efforts in the drive.
Scheduled to make the tour, in adItion to Brandt, are Francis S. Har:pn. WAC co-ordinator; S. H. Fab!,,i|n, theater division chairman; Ned
division
distributors
Depinet,
ad; John Hertz, Jr., publicity di' ctor and nine co-chairmen: William
Crockett, Hugh W. Bruen, Jack
■ rsch, John Rugar, Henry Reeve,
Steffes, Leo Wolcott, Fred Weh* mberg and Nathan Yamins.
Initial meeting will be held in Oklama City on Oct. 20 to be followed
itc Los Angeles, on the 23rd and San
j-'ancisco on the 24th. Committee
11 then break up into two groups
d divide the following dates: Portid and Salt Lake City, Oct. 25;
I attle and Omaha, Oct. 26; Kansas
!' ty and Des Moines, Oct. 28; Chigo. Oct. 30; Cleveland, Oct. 31;
;troit, Nov. 1; Buffalo and Louis.. le, Nov.
2; Pittsburgh,
Nov.
3;
0 irtford, Nov. 9; Philadelphia, Nov.
; Baltimore, Nov. 14 and New York,
>v. 15.
Each session will be atided by regional directors appointby co-chairmen.

Paramount's offices in Norway and
Denmark, except that the film had
been seized by the Nazis at the time
of the invasion. Whether the film
was destroyed is not known.
It is understood that Ufa is operating the Paramount office in Oslo.
German pictures have disappeared
from Swedish screens during the last

1 avy and Army Films
y Support Sixth Drive
ishington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

hoenstadt Case Oct 13
Chicago — The Schoenstadt antiist case before
Federal
Judge
arles MacDonald goes over to Ocier 13 by agreement of counsel.

Ei\D IIRTHDA1
1EETIMS TO..
October 3
Henry Clive
Lou Cuimond
L. ). Kaufman

•

CHRISTMAS

IN OCTOBER!

la a full page ad the other

2,200 employes in the armed forces — LO!, the new Loew employes'
magazine, in its second issue, just out, describes how top executives,
including Prexy Nicholas M. Schenck. personally picked the contents
of the packages
And then found they had chosen so much that
it was necessary to send two overseas boxes to each employe!
LO! pictures four wives, now employed by Loew's Home Office, wrapping packages for their husbands overseas, the husbands also being
Loew employes. . . • Girls of the Paramount Pep Club yesterday began packing Christmas boxes containing a dozen useful articles as
gifts of Paramount to approximately 450 home office and exchange employes in the services
Of these, 250 will be shipped to Paramounteers on the war fronts, on ships and at bases in all parts of the
world
▼
▼
▼
• •
•
BE KIND TO ANIMALS DEP'T
Harry M. Warner,
who has been receiving congrats from horse-racing fans on the way
his horse, Paper Boy, has been coming through on the tracks, affirms
that he never bets on his own horses— and never gets angry with them
when they don't win a race

r

Leo McCarey
ames R. Grainger
Claude Allister

•

▼

DAILY

vyr Washington — Ted R. Gamble, War
nance director and Harry Brandt,
^tional industry director for the
<th War Loan are working
t plans for an industry trailer to
used in all theaters. Treasury ofials are arranging with OWI for
3 necessary raw stock. Utmost
•operation by the military is asred again.
Already the Treasury has lined up
powerful non-theatrical program
support the drive, with heavy emasis upon the Pacific warfare. Five
acial shorts have been made by
j Navy for this program — one of
;m scripted by Archibald McLeish,
jrarian of Congress. Three are
3-reelers and two are two-reelers.
:n addition, the Army has prepared
two and one-half minute subjects
precede and follow the Navy
)rts. The entire series is known
the "How to Get Tough About
series, and includes hundreds of
it of flight combat footage.
,

in

•

day, Macy's told of its overseas Christmas gift package department
and made an incidental mention that "one company shot $12,000 in
one clip" for employe
gifts
That company
was
Loew's, Inc..
and the $12,000 is only part of the cost of sending packages to some

TV

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: The University of Nebraska will
confer an honorary degree on Darryl F. Zanuck at Lincoln on Oct. 18
That night Zanuck will attend the Midwestern premiere of "Wilson" in Omaha. . . • Hardeen, brother of the late Harry Houdini, has
been made technical adviser on Vanguard's production based on the
life of Houdini, which may go before the cameras in January
Meanwhile, Noel Wesley who negotiated the deal has formed a prestidigitating unit, featuring Hardeen,
to tour presentation
houses. . .
• Syd Gross, tub thumper for the Rivoli Theater, goes on vacation
Friday and will devote the time to work on a book on which he is
collaborating with Monty Salmon, managing director of the Rivoli
The opus will be called 'It's a Wonder Movie Managers Aren't Nuts!"
and it will deal with the million and one nutty things that happen in
the nation's movie houses, as well as with the countless pests, chiselers
and crackpots who bring premature greyness and stomach ulcers to
the managers. .
▼
▼
▼
• • •
set down by
ing if John
peal in 'Bell
•

•

•

THE ERA'S BURNING QUESTION in Hollywood, as
Hedda Hopper in her syndicated column: "I'm wonderHodiak, dressed in uniform, will have the same sex apfor Adano' as he had in 'Lifeboat' undressed."
▼
▼
▼
CUFF NOTES: Treasury Dept. award was presented Carole

Landis at last night's "Bond Bowl Game" at Ebbets Field, Quentin Reynolds doing the honors. . . • Universal has signed George Blake as an
associate producer. . . • Irving Browning was at the camera when
this year's Christmas Seal trailer, starring Bob Hope, was shot the
other day at Fox Movietone, with Gene Martel of Paramount directing
Browning also has just photographed two shorts for Ben BlakeColumbia. . . • Believe it or not, when the Marines recaptured Guam
they found 1941 Screeno billing in Agana's Gaiety. . . • Gobs at the
Naval Training Center at Bainbridge, Md., no like the calibre of pix
they're getting
The WAC might take a look at the Sept. 30 issue
of the Bainbridge Mainsheet for details
•

•

•

AVENGE

▼
PEARL

▼
T
HARBOR!

two years, York said, and the exhibitors appear to be glad of it. There
has been no delay in the flow of
product to Sweden, the pictures arriving regularly by air from England. "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
is now in its 25th week at the Folkan Theater in Stockholm and is
breaking all records, York said. Two
pictures which are "typically American" are proving popular and are
in for long runs in Stockholm; they
are 'Standing Room Only" and "The
Miracle
of Morgan's
Creek." people
York
said he believed
the Swedish
are
being "Americanized" through
the screen.
The only real competition to American pictures in Sweden is the locally-made product. Production has increased in Sweden since the start of
the war. Prior to the outbreak,
Swedish studios produced about 30
pictures a year, whereas they are
turning out 50 pictures annually now.
The Swedish people naturally like
pictures made in their own language
and the native product is very popular, he said.
York said that the Swedish industry was anxious for the United States
to accept some of the better Swedish
short subjects. He will see what
can be done about it during his stay
here.

Trigger to Entertain
Trigger, Roy Rogers' horse, is
giving a party for his master at the
Astor Hotel this afternoon, accordcording to the invitations sent out
yesterday by Republic Pictures.

UJEDDIDO BELLS
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Monroe Rubinger, of
Alex Evelove's publicity department
at Warners studio, leaves for New
York the latter part of next month
to marry Marjorie Krasne of Omaha.
Verda Young of the Warner casting department married Russell
Piatt, who plays a pilot role in "God
is My Co-Piiot," Saturday in the
First Congregational Church of Los
Angeles.
Philadelphia — Franklin Pease, Paramount booker, and Ann Smith, secretary to Harry Green, Ross Federal
manager, were married here.
Birmingham, Ala. — Pvt. Mickey
Rooney was married here Saturday
to Bette Jane Rase, Miss Birmingham of 1944.
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2 Witnesses on Stand
At Schine Trust Trial

reviews of new
"West films
of the
"None But the Lonely

(Continued from Page 1)
with Gary Grant, Ethel Barrymore
on the Opera House, Majestic and
113 Mins.
Strand Theaters in Bellefontaine be- RKO
CHIEF ASSET OF THIS ONE IS ITS
fore they were sold to Mooney in
1924. Mooney is now president and SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS; PIC PROVES
general manager of Co-operative HEAVY GOING.
Theaters of Ohio. He formerly was
A depressing recital of the personal hisa branch manager and salesman for
tory of a free soul bom of the London slums,
Vitagraph, Inc., in Cleveland.
the film version of the Richard Llewellyn
Direct examination of Mooney will best-seller is likely to catch the fancy of
continue today, when he also will be those who take an unduly serious approach
submitted to cross-examination by to life. The production displays a social
Schine counsel.
consciousness that will advance its cause
Mooney testified yesterday that he among certain groups of our population.
operated the three houses in Belle- It is too bad that the story of a life-loving
fontaine successfully until 1931 when knockabout faced with the bitter realities
Schine built and opened the new
Holland Theater. He charged that of life has not been developed more coherently or with greater regard for the elethe circuit prevented him from obment of entertainment.
taining film product and that he
The story is a loose affair often moving
eventually sold the leases on the the- at a pace that is painfully slow. Few will
aters to Schine for $2,500, having
be those who will escape a feeling of
paid Gutilla $15,000 for them seven tedlousness.
To make matters worse, the
years before.
Mooney further charged that when cockney accents render much of the dialogue difficult to the ear.
Schine opened the new Holland, he
Our hero is compelled to turn to crime
was forced to cut his admission
to ease the final moments of his mother, a
prices to meet the circuit's low prices. victim of cancer, and to enable him to obTestimony of the Cleveland man
tain the wherewithal to be married to the
was objected to throughout by Ed- former wife of the criminal boss for whom
ward F. McClennen, representing
Schine, on the grounds that his he is working. He loses girl as well as
statements regarding conversations mother in a most unhappy ending.
The acting is one of the best things about
he had with various branch manag- the film. Cary Grant does well in the
ers of film distributors would not
top role. Ethel Barrymore is outstanding
hold up because "branch managers
are not empowered with authority to '.n her return to pictures. June Duprez is
tell an applicant for films the selling the girl Grant loses.
Produced impressively by David Hemppolicy of the company for which he
stead, the film has heavy-handed direction
works."
by Clifford Odets.
Gutilla's testimony also was obCAST: Cary Grant, Ethel Barrymore, Barry
jected to by McClennen, who asserted Fitzgerald,
June Duprez, Jane Wyatt, George
Coulouris,
Roman Bohnen, Konstanthat the witness' appearance came tin Shayrie,DanEvaDuryea,
Leonard Boyne, Morton Lowry,
"as a surprise." McClennen said his Helen Thimig, William Chalee.
record calls for the appearance of a
CREDITS: Producer, David Hempstead; AsTheodore Gutilla, not Daniel Gutilla.
sociate Producer, Sherman Todd; Director, Clifford Odets; Screenplay, Clifford Odets; Based
It developed there was a mixup in
novel by Richard Llewellyn; Cameraman,
first names on the Government record on
George Barnes; Special Effects, Vernon L
and there is no such person as Theo- Walker; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino,
Okey; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera,
dore Gutilla. Gutilla's son is named Jack
Harley Miller; Sound, Richard Van Hessen; MusiJack.
cal Score, Hanns Eisler; Musical Director, C.
With regard to conversations with Bakaleinikoff; Film Editor, Roland Cross.
DIRECTION, Static.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
branch managers by exhibitors McClennen said: "Conversations with strangers to the Schine defendants

Heart"

IN NEW POSTS
EDDIE BONNS, United Artists field exploitation
staff, Atlanta.
LOUIS VAN BAALEN manager, Film Classics of
Cincinnati.
SIGMUND SILVERS, assistant manager and assistant Dublicity director, Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md.
CROVER MCDONNELL, Monogram manager, Oklahoma City.
THOMAS CRACE, manager, Eastwood, East Hartford, Conn.
E. C. ELDER, booker, Monogram,
Dallas.
W. S. WADE, head booker, Republic, Dallas.
WALTER HOPKINS, salesman, Tower Pictures,
Dallas.
HARRY COLDSTEIN, publicity director, Monogram, New York.
HTNRY KALIS, manager, Franklin Park, Boston.
JOHN C. FISHER, manager, Stanley, Camden,
N. J.
SYD CHAPMAN, salesman, Paramount exchange,
Detroit.

Philco Gels Permits
For 7 Tele Stations
(Continued from Page 1)

with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton
Monogram
57 Mins.
WESTERN WITH A MORAL IS GOOD
FARE FOR HORSE OPERA DEVOTEES.
This film deserves more serious consideration than the usual western in that it
carries a message. That message is that
if you want good government you must
exercise your right to vote — and exercise it
honestly and intelligently.
The thought is conveyed entertainingly

Rio Grande"

rying the programs of Philco sta
tion WTPZ in Philadelphia. The ste
tions will operate on channels 11, 1<
13 and 14 with A5 and A3 emissior
15 watts visual and 10 watts aura
Permits had been asked for sta
tions at Havre de Grace and Sapping
ton, Md., and Honey Brook, Pa. Philc
also recently received permission t
erect a new experimental tele rela
station in New York.

via the story of a western community's
struggle to free itself from the control of a
master villain. When an election is called
on a proposal to select another community
as the county seat, the villain does everything in his power to fix the election, knowing that if the opposition wins, his golden
racket will be ended.
Johnny Mack Brown, a U. S. marshal, foil*
the baddie by passing himself off as one of
the gang. He brings loads of excitement
and thumping action to the job. He is assisted ably by Raymond Hatton, a fellow
marshal who poses as a schoolmaster. Kenneth MacDonald gives a sterling account
of himself as the villain.
CAS I: Johnny Macx Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Dennis Moore, Christine Mc In tyre, Lloyd Ingraham, Kenneth MacDonald, Frank La Rue, Art
rowier, Hugh Prosser, Edmund Cobb, Steve Clark,
jack Rockwell, Hal Price, John Merton.
CREDITS: Production Supervisor, Charles j.
Bigelow; Director, Lambert Hiilyer; Screenplay,
Betty Burbridge; Cameraman, Arthur Martinelli;
nlm Editor, John C. Fuller; Sound, Glen Glenn;
Musical Director, Edward Kay.
DIRECTION, Good.
KHOTOCRAPHY, Good.

Wide interest in television wa
shown in a survey made in the Met
ropolitan New York area by the Al
len B. DuMont Laboratories. Fou
out of every 10 persons interviewe
said they planned to buy televisio:
receiving sets after the war, whil
six out of 10 would postpone th
buying of tele sets within three year
after the end of the war. Six ou
of 10 also stated that clarity of th
picture would not influence thei
purchase of sets.

Alexander Smith Names
Garst Its Training Head

Paul Garst, floor covering exper
and widely known among the indus
try's circuit operators and indie ex
hibitors in this connection, has beei
appointed by Alexander Smith &
Sons Carpet Co. to serve as organi
zation's Sales Training Director. It
Michael Hofiay Named
this new post, he will be responsibl<
for all forms of training essential t<
Chairman of the IFRC
maximum sales of both Alexande:
Smith and C. H. Masland lines, ac
(Continued from Page 1)
cording to W. D. Gardner, vice-pres
on the American motion picture in- ident and general sales manager.
Since 1926, Garst has been witl
dustry which the editors of En Guardia have been preparing in collabora- Alexander Smith. He was formerl:
tion with the committee received with Bigelow Hartford Carpet Co,
final endorsement. This was de- Thompsonville, Conn.
scribed as the CIAA's answer to the
committee's suggestion that equal RKO Managers Pick Guild
representation of the industry and
Managers and assistant manager
its war efforts to the Latin Americas employed in 41 RKO houses in th;
appear in the publication.
Metropolitan
area voted in favo
of the Motion
Picture Operating
Managers and Assistant Manager!
Night of Stars Calls
Guild as their bargaining agent in ai
Stars of Decade Ago
should not be admitted."
election last week at the State La |
Judge Knight finally overruled all
The vote waj
Stars of a decade ago will be bor Relations Board.
objections and Wright continued with called
back to repeat their original 51 for the union and 44 against. Th<
his direct examination until after 5 Night of Stars performances at the union, which is unaffiliated, repre
p.m., when court was adjourned.
only RKO managers and as
11th presentation of the United Jew- sents
sistants.
ish Appeal benefit, Robert M. Weitman, chairman, said Saturday folOctober WAC Pix Focus
lowing a meeting of the producing
committee. Goal for the show will
Attention on Pacific War
be to raise $100,000.
Two October WAC releases will
focus attention on the Pacific war Bob Jonasson Appointed
and a third subject will serve as a Reade Circuit Booker
Chicago — Jack Eckhardt, 20th
trailer for the Sixth War Loan CamFox exchange chief booker, an
Bob
Jonasson,
formerly
city
manpaign. "It's Murder," to be renounces the birth of a baby girl a1
leased Oct. 12 by Columbia, is a
ager of the Walter Reade theaters the Ravenswood Hospital, named
in
Perth
Amboy,
N.
J.,
has
been
"don't talk" subject, while "TargetLinda Lou. Grandfather is Clydt
Japan," starring Navy Secretary upped to circuit booker at the New manager.
20th-Fox Los Angeles
James Forrestal and Admiral Ernest York home office to fill Artie Wak- Eckhardt,
J. King, will be released Oct. 26. The off's spot when he leaves the comdrive subject, to be attached to all
pany in two weeks. Jonasson will
Hastings, Neb. — Earl Engstrom.
newsreels the week of Oct. 9, fea- also aid Walter Reade, Jr., in the manager of the Strand, has a new
making of film deals.
tures Marine Corps personnel.
baby girl, Gretchen.

STORK REPORTS

I
There's the Romance

of American Showmanship

in M-G-M's

campaign on "American Romance"-
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OHIO
INDIANA
WEST VIRGINIA
KENTUCKY
—and then the
whole nation!

Never before such coverage! Radio,
newspapers, posting, exploitation,
parades, banquets. Promotion to beat
the band— and to beat records. Watch!

WE

1

ON ft

I
—Just because RKO'S newest group of five
pictures contains THREE of the season's
TOPS-'NONE BUT THE LONELY HEART"THE MASTER RACE - TALL IN THE SADDLE"
—we post this friendly warning to exhibitors
not to overlook the high-grossing possibilities
of the sleeper on the list -"MY PAL, WOLF"
Take your money tip from the Trade Press on "My Pal, Wolf": "Set this one apart
as a sleeper and give it running room at a time when entertainment counts," from
Motion Picture Da//y..."A sleeper... excellent and sustained entertainment, and
focusing attention on a new child, Sharyn Moffett" from Variety, and "Has definite
sleeper possibilities... Good in any situation," from Showmen's Trade Review.

GO AT RKO!

10
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End Priorities for
Booth Accessories
l Continued from Page 1)
priority ratings. At the same time,
another amendment to the same order was announced, promising increased production of rectifiers and
perhaps even projectors.
The amendment regarding accessories was approved
only
after
WPB

announced

yesterday the

relaxation of restrictions on manufacture of another important
item of theater equipment. Although neic models of fluorescent
and other electrical discharge
lamps are not yet permitted, the
order limiting manufacture has
been killed. Restrictions on material for manufacture remains in
force, hoicever, so that no large
scale production increase is to be
expected.

lengthy argument within WPB, theater equipment chief Allen G. Smith
finally convincing the clearance committee that it would not mean increased production of these accessories. Dealers were formerly permitted to maintain « 90-day supply
of these items because replenishment of their stocks was extremely
difficult. Orders from manufacturers can be filled much more easily today, Smith said, and the amendment simply provides recognition of
the improved supply situation and
eliminates
necessity for cramping
paper work.
Extremely helpful to Smith in winning'
approval foV the amendment was his recital
of the effective policing work done by theater supply dealers, who have made certain
that their stocks have not gone off the shelf
capriciously.
A second amendment provides for manufacturers of booth equipment to take advantage of Donald Nelson's pet order PR-25.
This order permits extra quota production
of booth equipment in areas where manpower is plentiful, materials can be taken
from idle stock and war orders will not be
slowed. Washington does not authorize such
procedure: requests for permission are handled by the WPB field offices, where manufacturers can obtain full information regarding their qualifications.
This amendment will probably not mean
any great increase in production, however.
because most important equipment plants
are in "tight'' labor areas and because
materials are obtainable only on a AA-5
rating — far less powerful than the AA-2X
rating used for production of booth equipment under the WPB quota.
The amendment provides also for a
change of form in the filing under L-325.
The new 1319 form will hereatfer be used,
but with special instructions permitting- applicants for new equipment to leave blank
many of the questions to which reply is not
needed for the purposes of the theater
equipment section. The old or the new form
may be used this month — thereafter only
the n<;w.

TO THE
*
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DECORATED

Alabama Exhibs. Cited
For Their War Effort

*

CAPT.

LEONARD D. LANCE, AAF, formerly assistant manager, Warner's Sheridan Square,
Pittsburgh, awarded the Air Medal and four
Oak
Leaf Clusters.

*

PROMOTED
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WILLIAM HETZNER, USA, formerly manager,
Majestic,
Kankakee,
III., to sergeant.
JOHN G. HEINTZ, AAF, formerly of the Princess, Alton, III., to staff sergeant.
VERNE EVERROOD, USN, formerly Great States
city manager, Pekin, III., to seaman 2/c.
ROBERT S. VAN BOGART, USA, formerly, Palace,
D'nville. III., to sergeant.
ENSIGN DOUGLAS NETTER, son of Leon D. Netter. Paramount Theater executive, to lieutenant (j.g.) in the Facific area.
SAMUEL ROSEN, USA, formerly Rosen Film Deliveries, New Haven, to major.

Calling the effcrt of members of
the Alabama War Activities Committee Theaters Division "a great
job of mobilizing the civilian population for the war effort," Gov.
Chanucey M. Sparks, chairman of
the State defense council, and Haygood Patterson, have forwarded the
Off.ce of Civilian Defense Service
Award

to each member. Commendations called attention to the work
of exhibs. in support of Bond sales,
salvage drives, recruiting campaigns,
victory gardens, food conservation,
0?A orders, labor-supply programs
and other war activities.

*ARMY*
|ACK

THOMPSON, salesman,
change, Detroit.

Paramount

ex-

* wavFs *
HELEN

ZERRINC,

Paramount

Exchange, Chicago.

West Va. Unit to Ask
License Tax Change

Dom. Dislribs. to Aid
On Conciliation Draft
'Continued

from Page 11

without recourse to the courts or
(Continued from Page 1)
reference to the Federal government
during the next session of the legis- for trade regulation.
lature and the subject will be discussed at the Association's
annual Quebec ATI Would Limit
meeting here on Oct. 17.
% Deals to First-Runs
Organization leaders believe the
Montreal — Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries at its recent annual
coming meeting will be the most
important in the last nine years in meeting passed a resolution opposing the present policy of selling film
view of the many problems on the
on
percentage except in first-run
agenda for discussion.
Montreal houses and called for a
straight rental policy, it is learned.
Group also set up a legislation
WB Circuit Execs. Here
committee to investigate taxes following the tax committee report
For Home Office Talks
that taxes have reached a level so
James E. Coston, zone manager high as to affect the future of the
that there is discrimifor Warner Theaters in the Chicago industry,nationand
in Quebec with regard to
territory; Alex Halperin, booker and taxation.
buyer for that zone; Nat Wolf, Cleveland zone manager, and Tony Stern, Canadian Circuits Will
buyer anad booker for the Cleveland
zone, and L. S. Gran of the Milwau- Not Close on V-E Day
kee zone staff, arrived in New York
'Continued from Page 1)
yesterday for conferences with Josregular
hours for those who prefer
eph
Bernhard
and
Harry
M.
Kalmine.
film entertainment for relief or diversion.
They will be here several days.
Alfred Kvool of the Milwaukee
Regular programs will be presentzone also came in yesterday to take
ed and no organized move made for
part in the advertising and public- stage ceremonies to commemorate
the occasion.
ity men's session.

Two Philly Men Die in Action

'Bresak'
K. Film
Here
Hellmaforn U.Asks
(Continued from Page 1)
product that has to be taken care cf
by the exhibitors.
Hellman said that the British irJ
dustry was prepared
to face thjj
problem of making pictures accepts
able for distribution through majc ,
channels in the United States.
Hi
added that the British were deter
mined "to make pictures acceptabl
to all the world."
The producer
over there propose to bend every ef
fort to advance the cause of Britisi
films in the United States, he let i
be known.
As a means to this enc
the British producers will attemp
upon the end of hostilities to worl
out a system for the exchange o:
talent between his country and ours
According to Hellman, the Brit
ish producers' chief problem toda^
is getting studio space, most of tht
studios in England having beer
requisitioned by the government fo.
war purposes. The problem, he said
was complicated when the Warne:
Bros, plant at Teddington, the onh
one available for independent production, was hit in a robot bomb attack. He reported that the Britisr
Board of Trade was making every effort to find production space for the
country's producers. The Britisr.
government intends to turn the studios back to them as soon as conditions permit, it was said.
The British producers are further
bedevilled by the shortage of stai
names — a situation complicated by
the war, said Hellman.
"The costs of production are too
high to make important pictures
without star material," he asserted.
"And we must have stars to give our
films their best chance in the AmerHellman
described film business in
ican market."
England
as
"What
will happen "magnificent."
atfer the war no
one
knows," he observed. "In all probability business will drop."
The producer, who is head of Excelsior Film Productions, Ltd., is
negotiating a releasing deal with a
major company for his future films.
After three weeks in New York, he
will spend a similar period in Hollywood. He plans to return to England the end of November.

Get 42 Weeks Back Pay

Forty-two weeks of retroactive pay
going back to December, 1943, when
an initial contract was signed between the Motion Picture Office Employes, Local 23169, AFL, and Paramount Sound News, has been distributed to the newsreel company's white
collar workers. Approval of the.
contract terms was not obtained until recently. Negotiations for a new
The block includes "Frenchman's
Creek," "And Now Tomorrow," contract are expected to get under
"Ministry of Fear," "The Man in way within the next couple of weeks.
Half Moon Street" and "One Body "Window" Showing Oct

Philadelphia — Two former Film Paramount Puts Five
Row men are reported killed in ac- Pix in Second Block
te^. tion in France. Sgt. John K.
Paramount's second block of five
p| Mullen, 23, USA, was formerly manager of Warner's Ard- pictures for the 1944-45 season were
more, while Pfc. Paul W. Winter, announced yesterday by Charles M.
28, was a projectionist.
Reagan.

Local 306 Absorbs MPPA

WB Buys Radio Time

The membership of the Motion
Picture Projectionist Association,
comprised of operators in the Harlem district, will be formally absorbed into Local 306 tomorrow at
the latter union's regular membership meeting in Manhattan Center.

Warners will have available a new
exploitation outlet tomorrow when
9
the company begins participation in
modernized production of CePhil Cook's "Cook 'n' Corn" over TooTheMany."
National
trade-screenings
of InWABC (CBS). The program is aired
cil B.
"The Sign of the
ternational's "The Woman in the
Wednesdays and Fridays from 8:15 Cross" DeMille's
will be released simultane- next
Window"
will be held by RKO Radio
to 8-30 a.m.
Monday.
ously with the second block.
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REPUBLIC THEATRE
BROADWAY, N.Y.
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VERA HRUBA RALSTON • RICHARD ARLEN • ERICH VON STROHEIM
cuitA OTTO
GEORGE

KRUGER

SHERMAN,

•

EDUARDO

Director • Original Story

CIANNELLI
by ELIZABETH

MEEHAN

A REPUBLIC

•

ROBERT

LIVINGSTON

• Adaptation by DANE

PICTURE

•

MONA

LUSSJER • Screenplay by

BARRIE
DORIS GILBERT

In Today^s Issue, The Equipment News Section

(See Pages 11 to 18)
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DEWEY WOULD END U. S. ADMISSIONS TAX
Nation's
Critics Urge Greater Theater Comfort
Seats, Lighting, Sound

G.O.P Presidential Candidate Calls for Dropping
Of Excise Levies

Lnd Projection To Fore
ls Principal Channels

Physical deterioration of theaters,
bevitably springing from wartime
conditions which preclude strict
iainten".nce, is strongly reflected in
he 1944 Critics' Forum conducted
innually, and on a nation-wide scale,
y The Film Daily among motion
icture editors, critics, news syndiates, wire services, and film commentators of radio stations, results
f which have just been compiled.
Gleaned from this large cross-sec(Continued on Page 8)

ighi Squeeze Looms
)n Raw Stock Supply
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although WPB has
pecified that the industry may have
;s full quota of raw stock for the
■ext three months, 75 per cent of
he 1941 rate of consumption, inIde fact is that it will be an exremely tight squeeze to keep up to
| his quota for the next few weeks.
If distributors were to start a sud(Continued on Page 5)

)eane Heads Censorship,
diting for Para.-Int'l
i Albert Deane has been named
jianager of Paramount Intemationjl's censorship
and Hicks,
editingpresident,
department by John W.
pormerly director of foreign adverjising and publicity, Deane has caried censorship along with his other
?ork.

The censorship and editing depart(Continued on Page 5)

Richmond

Theaters

To Operate

on \ -Day

Richmond, Va. — All local theaters
will remain open V-Day. Arrangements have been made with the Office of Civilian Defense to flash the
news to the theaters just as it has
flashed blackout warnings in the past.

Question VIII
The post-war period will see many new theaters constructed and many more modernized and re-fitted. As
a more-frequent-than-most movie-goer, what innovations,
improvements and changes in architecture and equipment would you like to see?
The Critics Find —
Comfort, eye, ear and b"dy, and elimination of distractions from the screen are
sought by the nation's motion picture critics of both press and radio in the postwar theater. Topping the:r list of looked-f:r equipment improvements are pleas for
better air crnditioning, including Summer cooling and ventilation in both warm and
cool seasons. Tied in second place are demands for comfortable chairs and for more
leg room between rows so that patrons will not have to stand up to let pecple in and
out of adjacent seats.
Coupled with the latter, the critics would like improved seating arrangements to
eliminate
bad perspective
from front and side seats, with chairs staggered
and the
(Continued on Page 8)

Albany, N. Y.— The Federal admissions tax was introduced as a
presidential campaign issue, perhaps
for the first time in history, last
night by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey,
Republican standard-bearer, when in
a radio address over the Mutual Network from the executive mansion
here, he called for its elimination
alongcise with
taxes. many other present exGovernor Dewey, in including the
abolition of the Federal admissions
(Continued on Page 5)

Rank Asks Tax Cut;
Odeon Going Overseas

Schine Suit Spotlight Ottawa Exhib. Attacks
On Theater Operation 16 mm. Encroachment

London (By Cable) — A frank
warning to the British Government
that the domestic film industry cannot continue to pay taxation at the
present scale in the post-war yearns
and disclosure that Odeon circuit will
invade the theater field in other
Toronto — Bitter criticism of the
Buffalo — Spotlight in the Schine
when" reasonably
trial will continue on Ohio theater encroachment of 16 mm. operators countries (Continued
on Page 5) assured
operations throughout this week, it on the field of theaters was regiswas indicated yesterday when Robtered by Ambrose Nolan of Ottawa
ert L. Wright of the Justice Depart- at the annual convention of the On- Illinois Allied to Co-op
On Consumer Survey
ment stated that following the extario Motion Picture Theaters Ass'n
amination ofMilton A. Mooney, ex- here. Nolan included the Federal
hibitors from Ravenna and Kent will National Film Board in his comChicago — Allied Theaters of Illitake the witness stand.
plaint over rental charges for Govnois will co-operate with the HerWright yesterday concluded his
ernment films which play makeshift
ald-American ina consumer survey
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)
of- post-war merchandise heeds of
the public, Jack Kirsch, president,
announced, following authorization
(Continued on Page 2)

See Delay on Decree Hearings

Judge Goddard

Not Notified of Changes

Retroactive Pay Boosts
To N. Y. SAG Next Week

The U. S. District Court for the
Southern district of New York resumed its sessions on Monday but
as yet there has been no date set for a
Wage increases retroactive to May
on the consent
Government's
for a modified
decree. motion
4, 1943, will be distributed by the hearing
majors next week under the terms
The office of Federal Judge Henry
of the arbiter's award that ended W. Goddard, before whom the mothe contract dispute between the
tion will be held presumably, reportcompanies and the Screen Publicists
ed yesterday that the hearing date
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 2)

Maj. Thompson Again
In Bond Drive Post
Maj. Leslie E. Thompson,

RKO

vice,-president, will serve as chairman on the stage, screen and radio
section of the War Finance Committee for the forthcoming Sixth
War Loan campaign. Maj. Thompson served in the same capacity in
the Fifth War Loan.
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JOHN
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ALICOATE
direct
examination
of Mooney, CleveDONALD M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
land, O., theater operator and forand General Manager
mer branch manager and salesman
Editor
CHESTER B. BAHN
in Cleveland, covering Northern Ohio.
Publlsned daily except Saturdays, Sundays Mooney in the afternoon was undergoing cross-examination by Saul E.
and Holidavs at 1501 Broadway, New
Rogers, chief Schine counsel.
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Rogers brought out that Mooney
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- was in the employ of WB at the same
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Edi or. Entered
as second class matter. Sept. 8, 1938, at the time he was an exhibitor in Bellepost-office at New York, N. Y., under the fontaine, O., where the Justice Deact of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
partment claims Schine forced him
United States outside of Greater New York out of business.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Mooney held leases on and owned
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications equipment in the Strand, Opera
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadwav.
House and Majestic, but under vigNew York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
orous interrogation by Rogers, ad9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address;
Filmday, New York.
mitted the Opera House and Majestic operated only about a week every
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone vear "during the Logan County
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. Fair" and that neither house ever
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W„ Phone installed sound equipment even
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph though it was available during his
Esler, 6241 N Oaklev Ave., Phone Br.ar- last few years as operator.
gate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. FredTestifies on WB Sales
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
Earlier,
in response to queries bv
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Wright, Mooney testified as to WB
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYD- product sales to the Kent and Opera
NEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanchez Ortiz. MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael. House Theaters in Kent, O.; the
Ravenna and Ohio Theaters in Ravenna, O., and the Civic, Roxy and
Colonial (now the State) Theaters in
Fostoria.
After Schine acquired some of the
pvoperties,
Mooney testified, his home
(Tuesday, Oct. 3)
office instructed him not to negotiate any more deals in either Kent
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
N3t or Ravenna.
High
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Chg.
After Schine took over the Opera
165/g 16% +
%
Am.
Seat
16S/8
i/2 House in Kent, he declared, he had
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%) 193/4 19y2 19'/2 +
44% 44%
Columbia Pic's, pfd.. 44V2
off" the operator of a com5
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Con. Fm. Ind
5%
house.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 25%
233/4 25% + 2
164%
"Later I had to tell him I was unEast. Kodak
164'/2 ' 64
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able to make a deal," he said.
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Mooney also told of film deals
65
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—
3/4 with the Princess Theater in Medina,
Loew's,
Ine
65
Paramount
26
25%
26
RKO
8V8
8% 918% —
% O., before and after Schine acquired
PKO
S6 ofd
91 V2 91
25 per cent interest in the house in
20th Century-Fox . . . 24%
245/8
247/8
September, 1937.
313/g
20th Century-Fox pfd 31 V2 313/8
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One House on Full Time
Warner Bros
12%
NEW
YORK
BOND MARKET
Rogers successfully showed that
Par. B'way 3s55
while Mooney was an exhibitor in
NEW
YORK
CURB MARKET
33/4 33/4 +
% Bellefontaine, only his Strand TheMonogram
Picts.
. . 3%
RKO cvs
1%
1 1/4 1 '/4 —
%
ater was operating full time, and
Snnotone Corp
2%
2%
23/4
further that when Schine opened
Technicolor
22
213/4 22
+ 'A
the new Holland Theater it was
Trans-Lux
4
33/4 4
-f- %
Universal Pictures .. 19%
19% 19% —
3/3 Mooney and not Schine who first cut
Universal
Picts. vtc. . ....
admission prices. This was contrary
to Mooney's testimony under direct
Robert Harrington Dead
examination by Wright on Monday.
Rogers produced documents to
Robert E. Harrington, 54, former
actor and B. F. Keith theater man- show that the $2,500 Schine paid
Mooney was only for the lease on
ager, died at his home in Bayside.
and equipment of the Strand Theater and not for all three of the Bellefontaine theaters. He charged further that Mooney did not assign
leases on the Opera House and Majestic to Schine; that it was Daniel
Gutilla
instead.
Just before adjournment Perce
Essick, Medina O., testified under direct examination that he was unable to obtain WB product after completing construction of a new theater in that city. He will continue
on the stand today.
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Illinois Allied to Co-op
On Consumer Survey

cominc and come

(Continued from Page 1)

by the board of directors. Paper will
provide ballots on which patrons may
register first, second or third preferences on a list of suggested items.
Publication will also supply ballot
boxes for use in the lobbies of 150
Allied theaters.
"Survey," said Kirsch, "not only
proves worthy in indicating post-war
manufacturing schedules to re-stabilize employment, but serves as a
means of continuing projection of
our theaters as civic institutions
through which the public can express
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Allied Directors
Aid War Fund's Drive

LILLIAN HELLMAN
and
London.

Chicago — Allied Theaters of Illinois board members have been appointed by Jack Kirsch, president,
to serve as committeemen to contact
member theaters to co-operate in the
Community and War Fund Drive.
Allied committeemen include Van
Nomikos, Richard Salkin, Verne
Langdon, Lou Harrison, Joseph
Stern, Jack Rose, Ludwig Sussman,
Benjamin Bartelstein, Charles Nelson, Sinuel Roberts, Benjamin Lasker, Abe Goldstein, Jack Semadales,
Arthur H. Davison, Ben Banowitz,
Edward Trinz, Basil Charuhas and
Han? Nepo.

PHILIP KEENAN. general manager of Hillm
Periodicals, pubLsheis of Movieland and off
magazines, is in Toiedo,, Ohio, to attend t

Retroactive Pay Boosts
To N. Y. SPG Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)
Guild of New York, Local 114, CIO.
The increase amounts
to five per
cent.
The companies are Paramount,
Warner Bros., M-G-M, United Artists, Universal, RKO Radio, Columbia, 20th-Fox, Marcus Loew Booking Agency, RKO Service Corp.

Paramount Pep Club
Elects J. L. Brown Prexy
J. L. Brown, of the comptroller's
office, yesterday was elected president of the Paramount Pep Club.
Richard O'Connell, of the foreign
department, was elected vice-president; Richard Bennett, of the accounting department, treasurer, and
Rose Mirell, secretary.
New members of the board of governors are G. Knox Haddow, outgoing president; George Weltner,
David Cassidy, Harriet Miller and
Al Sicignano.
At yesterday's meeting, Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the executive
committee of Paramount, said farewell to the organization prior to his
departure for Hawaii where he will
serve as Red Cross commissioner
for the Pacific area. Adolph Zukor,
board chairman, said that Paramount,
through Griffis and Harvey Gibson,
board member and Red Cross commissioner for Europe, was making
an important contribution to the welfare of the world.
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JOHN R. WOOD, JR., March of Time sal
manager, left last night for a visit to Bufta
Cleveland and Detroit.
OSCAR MORCAN
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New
Or. ears and Memphis.
LT. <j.g.) ROBERT ESTILL, USN, formei
Paramount head booker in Seattle, is a Nc
York visitor.
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AL. O. BONDY, film distributor for Genei
Electric, left New York last night for Chicas
Indianapolis, and other Mid-Western
points.
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WHELAN, RKO Radio producer-direetc
in New York from
Hollywood
yesterd.

RKO Circuit to Receive
Managers Guild Proposal
Proposals of the M. P. Theater Oi
erating
Managers
and
Assistai
Managers Guild, made up of manaj !
ers and assistants in 41 RKO houst
in the metropolitan
area, will li
placed before representatives of tl
circuit this afternoon.
The unici
won out in a bargaining election la
week.
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nternational Pictures, Inc
Presents

SUPER-MYSTERY

fashioned

with coil-spring tenseness
... in a story whose mounting
drama races in strides of
fear through flirtation, murder
and guilty panic . . .
SUPER- EXCITING!

Edmond Breon • Dan Duryea
Directed by FRITZ LANG
A NUNNALLY JOHNSON Productk
Released by RKO RADIO
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Rank Asks Tax Cut;
Odeon Going Overseas

wey Would End U.S.
^missions Tax
(Continued from Page 1)
in his present tax program, folV in the path of the Committee
/Economic Development whose
ida for post-war reform was anlced recently. As outlined by the
P candidate last night, the nas excise tax structure would be
ricted to levies on liquor, too and gasoline.
Sd Kuykendall,
MPTOA
presiin a bulletin released late last
e to his membership,
asserted
the Administration still favored
ncrease in the present Federal
issions tax rate to 30 per cent).
jther highlights of Governor
ey's tax program are:
evision on personal exemptions
hose earning as little as $11 a
k will pay no income tax.
eduction of rates on personal ine tax.
Iteration and reduction of the ine tax on incorporated business,
at the end of the war, termina
of the special wartime taxes.

v't Fights Reversal of
ortionists' Conviction
oris Kostelanetz, special assistant
S. attorney general, today will
'ise a move for the reversal of
conviction last year of the seven
accused of extorting more than
)0,000 from the film industry,
ps learned yesterday. The argut will be heard in the U. S. CirCourt of Appeals.
i)nvicted were Louis Compagna,
. DeLucia, Phil D'Andrea, Fran|vlaritote, Charles Gioe, John Rosand Louis Kaufman, former
ness agent of IATSE operators'
tl 244 of Newark.
All but Kaufare serving 10-year terms. Kauf, who drew seven years, is out
ail.

e Carbon Adaptors
lm Priority Control
ington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

{Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

HISTORY REPEATED at the Hotel Astor yesterday after a

lapse of two decades when Trigger. Roy Rogers' equine pal, at home
in a specially constructed ballroom corral, hosted a reception for his
master, attended by the town's journalistic and radio elite
It was
back in 1924. when the late, great Tom Mix was riding high, wide and
handsome, on and off the screen, that his prize hoss, Tony, set the
precedent, with an assist going to Joe Lee, then Mix's nimble-witted
press rep. and now Fabian ad-publicity chief in Brooklyn
The best
Tony could do, however, was get into the dining room — it was left for
Trigger to negotiate the ballroom
Yesterday's parly, at which
Rogers put Trigger thru his paces and the Riders of the Purple Sage
entertained, was a sorta curtain raiser to Rogers' Madison Square Garden
rodeo p.a. which starts tonight
Republic's contingent who assisted in receiving the 350-odd guests yesterday embraced
Walter
L. Titus, Jr.. Steve Edwards. Charles Reed Jones, Albert Schiller, Edward
Seifert, E. L. Becker, Seymour Borus, Evelyn Koleman, Jim Conniff, Beatrice Ross
Also Maxwell Gillis, Grover C. Schaefer, Herbert J. Yates.
Jr., M. H. Lavenstein, R. V. Altschuler, R. I. Poucher and Milton C. Green.
V
▼
V
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Ottawa Exhib. Attacks Long Delay Expected
16 mm. Encroachment On Decree Hearings
(Continued from Page 1)
halls.
Nolan criticized the Federal
government
service for permitting
free open-air film shows with films
which had not played theaters.
John Grierson of the National Flim
Board did not reply to the complaints, but announced that the Government did not plan further restrictions on theaters. He denied the
current report that the Government
intended assuming control of the film
industry in Canada.
The meeting was told that the association has 300 paid members in
Ontario.
Preparations for handling crowds
on V-Day were discussed.

ashington — Carbon adaptors,
-end alarms and safety control Sanford to Coast to Confer
:es are to be considered among On Film Relief Funds
accessories released from conby the amendment of L-325 anAs a member of the welfare comiced here yesterday, WPB
exmittee of the Motion Picture Assojaed. There had been some conciates of New York, Bert Sanford,
|Dn within the industry regarding Altec's metropolitan sales manager,
J classification for these items, who leaves for Hollywood tomorrow,
some quarters holding them to
will confer with motion picture reepair parts.
lief fund heads of the various Coast
organizations. Morris Sanders, president of MPA, said this move was
tro's Final Auditors'
prompted by a suggestion William
et in Cincy Oct. 21-23
F. Rodgers, M-G-M's general sales
made at a previous meeting.
-G-M's third and final meeting manager,
office managers, field auditors

(Continued from Page 1)
had not been entered on the judge's
calendar; in fact, it was said that
the judge's office was not aware that
such a motion had been filed. The
judge went on vacation July 28 and,
according to his office, there was no
correspondence on hand indicating
that the Government had recommended modifications to the decree.
The motion for a hearing on the
modifications was filed Aug. 7.
It wsis b^li*v,?d 'n industrv leoral
circles that a hearing on the decree
modifications will not be held in the
immediate future inasmuch as Judge
Goddard's diary is probably complete
for the next few months. It was
pointed out, however, that the
schdule might be revised to permit
an earlier hearing. The court clerk,
apparently, has not notified the judge
of the Government's application.

Deane Heads Censorship,
Editing(Continued
for Para.-Int'l
from Page 1)

ment checks pre-production elements
of the company's pictures and devises all forms of international* editing and adaptation
following that
a film's
completion.
It is expected
the
department will become more important with the return of worldwide disribution. Deane, who has
»| membe
will bersheldof atthe
the "comm
Netherando"
lands Ql. Allied Theater Meeting
Chicago — Illinois Allied theaters been with Paramount for 25 years,
a Hotel, Cincinnati, Oct. 21-23,
was announced yesterday by will have a luncheon meeting of the continues as editor of Paramount International News, house organ, and
rles K. Stern, assistant treasurer entire membership at the Blackstone
joew's, Inc. A similar meeting Hotel tomorrow. Jack Kirsch will the monthly
service men's publication, The Paramounteer.
held in Kansas City last week. preside.

that political differences are satisfactory settled featured the annual
report yesterday of J. Arthur Rank,
man.
Odeon Theaters, Ltd. hoafti chairWardour St. quickly reacted %o
Odeon expansion disclosure and accepted it as toidentifying
the by
particular medium
be employed
Rank
in building up the overseas exhibition empire he is known to envision.
Rank emissaries already have visited Canada and India, and other
countries on their itineraries are
said to include Egypt, South Africa
as well as those on the European
Continent.
The Odeon report showed profits
of 2,815,930 pounds, an increase of
52,243 pounds. Eight million pounds
were paid in taxes, but despite this
there was a record 20 per cent dividend for the year to shareholders.
Discussing the tax situation, Rank
advocated tainments
a reduction
in the entertax.

Tight Squeeie Looms
On Raw Stock Supply
(Continued from Page 1)
den flurry of printing, taking a disproportionate share of their allocation for the quarter within the next
few weeks it is doubtful that WPB
would be able to honor the certificates for the quarter which have already gone out.
Film
off last Summer in production
order that fell
the factory
labor
might take vacations, and in order
that machinery might be overhauled.
This let down was supposed to last
only a few weeks, with inventory
believed sufficient to hold out over
the period of low supply. Although
most plants are now back in full production, the production rate is not as
high as was hoped and it has not
been possible to build up any considerable inventory of raw stock. Similarly, the European war situation
has changed complexion and the optimism of five weeks ago regarding
an early end to hostilities in Europe has given way to fear that the
fighting may go through the Winter.
This, of course, means continued
heavy
military demands for film of
all types.
A meeting of the industry advisory
committee was to be called here
early this month by WPB Chief Lincoln V. Burrows, but setting of the
date has been delayed because of
the uncertainty regarding the overall supply of raw stock. Although
WPB officials do not care to discuss
the situation in detail, they are hoping it will not be necessary to call
the producers and distributors to
Washington to ask them to take another cut in film. They do not expect that this will be necessary, but
are by no. means certain.
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lists Stress Need For Better Equipment
Journa
Pix
Small Houses of Stadium

Soundproofing to Eliminate Balcony Noises, Loud
Speakers Thru Thea. Urgef1

Type Praised; Narrow
Spacing of Seats Scored
(Continued from Page 1)
tion of professional opinion, thoroughly conversant also with viewpoints of patrons attending: film programs in all sections of the country,
poll's information deals largely with
improvements expected, and, in many
instances, virtually demanded.
Most strenuously advocated is the
stepping-up of bodily comfort for
the movie fan. Among the great
number championing such improvement is Hal Johnson, Daily Gazette,
Berkeley, Calif., who urged "more
room between rows of seats so that
a patron doesn't have to go through
setting-up exercises letting others
in and out during the picture."
Not only is more space called for
between rows of seats, but movable
seats themselves are urged to give
entrance accommodation to the seatseeking patron and make it easy for
exit, as well as to eliminate inconvenience to others who occupy the
row. Among the many who ask the
exhibitor to install the so-called movable seat is Velma Dart, film commentator of Station WKST, New
Castle, Pa.
Want More Leg Room
Scores of film critics stress the
absence of leg room in present-day
houses and claim that little consideration is given to the patron whose
height is over average, and who must
sit in a cramped position throughout
a performance. Henry Murdoch,
film critic of the Chicago Sun goes
so far as to declare that the "wide
row should be universally adopted,"
and Arthur J. Mackie, of the Jersey
Journal, calls wider . seat space a
"must."
Adding her voice of condemnation
to the narrow rows prevalent now is
Dorothy Masters, of the New York
Daily News, and she also calls for
"two arm rests for every chair." Her
colleague, Kate Cameron, asks for
"more commodious reserve seat sections," while a large block of critics
in all areas of the land assail the
fact that seats themselves are too
small, lack comfort, and are not sufficiently elevated in progression for
the average patron to get a full and
unobstructed view of the screen.
Seats "on a more elevated plane"
will do much, J. S. Calloway, of the
Johnson City Press-Chronicle, Johnson City, Tenn., says to maintain
and increase attendance.
Favor Stadium Type
Tendency of theater architects,
clearly at the demand of the theater
operator, to put as manv seats into
auditoriums as possible, is scored by
a large segment of those expressing
views in the Critics' Forum. Theaters are too cramped, and aisles too
narrow and poorly lighted. Congestion is particularly criticized in balconies. Will N. Speegle, of the Humboldt Times. Eureka, Calif., seeks

(Continued from Page 1)
Wider aisles are
view of the screen from all seats.
clear
a
auditorium sleped to assure
also proposed.
.a .,
the
Modernized lighting was mentioned by many of the constant moviegoers, with
frcm the
most repeated suggestion one to graduate lights so that a person coming
seeks a
bright outdoors will be eye-accustomed to interior darkness by the time he
iladequately
to
arranged
be
should
lights
isle
that
place to sit down. Critics hold
luminate the aisles but not so they can shine in the eyes of patrons in aisle seats.

Proper acoustics and improved sound reproduction are sought with many complaining that their local hruses have dead spots so far as sound is concerned.
archiAs for new theaters, critics feel they should be small, featuring functional
tecture and less gaudy decoration. Some call for stadium type houses, eliminating
hardbalconies. There were scattered suggestions of glass enclosed standee space,
founsoda
rooms,
rest
improved
sections,
ch'ldren's
rooms,
of-hearing devices, check
tains, nurseries or "cry" rooms for babies, recreation space, more drinking fountains,
sugclocks visible to audiences, and parking space adjacent to theaters. One critic
gested an escalator between the main floor and balcrny of his local theater.
number
a
Critics would eliminate candy and popcorn machines from theaters and
would eliminate those who eat candy or popcorn during performances.

"better lighting of floors to permit
to reach seats" comfortlate-comers
ably and safely.
The stadium type of house, without
balcony as such, is highly favored
among the Forum participants.
Patron practices and deportment
come in for adverse comment, a large
number being out of patience with
eating in the theater. "The most
important innovation I can think of,"
says Harriet S. Jeanes, Rock Island
be
111., "would
Argus, Rock
ment Island,
establish
of a section
provided
especially for popcorn eaters and
candy bar wrapping rattlers, for
then the more fastidious patrons
would be able to find seats in a comparatively uncluttered section of the
theater, free from crunching pop'
corn underfoot and loudly chewingcustomers in surrounding seats."
On the subject of eating in the theater, however, Max L. Simon, Sunday
Eagle, Passaic, N. J., contends that
the theater of the future will have
■ a place not only to serve drinks but
also meals, — a night club angle.
William H. Ely, The Times, Hartford, Conn., wants "a trend in architecture toward more modern and simple style," and Margaret T. Riley,
Center Daily Times, State College,
Pa., urges "less expensive decorations." Evelyn Hart, Station WFIN,
Findlay, 0., seeks "more lobbies indirectly
lighted."
Architects
and showmen generally
can obtain a clear idea of what the
critics, as a group, desire in the theater of tomorrow. Many of them are
without patience regarding the remodeling of stands which are too old
on the ground that exhibitors operating such houses are not basically discriminating and are out of touch with
the public needs or modernity.

fixtures and furnishings were made
of metal, preferably aluminum."
Przymusinski, Everybody's
(GeorgeBuffalo).
Daily,
"The growing cultural appetite of
America does not invite anything too
permanent in theater construction
unless definitely on the beam of the
future." (Clif Bradt, Knickerbocker
News, Albany, N. Y.)
"I would like to see a theater as
a recreational center." Robpart ertofE. Murphy,
Star- Journal, Minneapolis).
"Eliminate front orchestra seats
at sides from which distorted views
are
had ofL. figures
the screen."&
(George
David,on Democrat
Chronicle, Rochester, N. Y.)
"More evenly heated and ventilated
theaters will be a boon." (Alice P.
West, Ogden Standard Examiner,
Ogden, Utah)
"Better provisions for accommodating box-office lines." (John H.
Thompson,
Torrington Register, Torrington, Conn.)
"Better air-conditioning. A gradation of light from bright of lobby
slowly dimming down to darkness of
the inner theater." (Maurice C. Tull,
Kokomo Tribune, Kokomo, Ind.)
"Escalators to balcony seats, a
cooling system that doesn't change
| N.
Y.)
patrons
ice cubes."
P.
Schrader,into
Buffalo
Courier,(James
Buffalo,

"Three Dimensional films." (0. H.
King, Pomona
mona, Calif.) Progress-Bulletin, PoFor Better Interior Decorating
"Improvements ... in interior decorating." (Herbert A. Swartz, Goshen News-Democrat, Goshen, Ind.)
"Smaller Houses . . . better sound."
(Jacob
Rachman,
Herald, Omaha,
Neb.)Omaha WorldParticipants' Comments
j Some comments by participants in
"Acoustics, ventilation, cooling and
the poll:
heating could be improved in many
'T would like to suggest that all houses." (E. B. Miller, Plainview
new theaters be safe and fireproof. Evening Herald, Plainview, Tex.)
This could be accomplished
if all
'Clocks concealed in the aisles."

(Margaret Bean, Spokesman-Review
Spokane, Wash.)
"Rail for feet, individual arm rest.'
(Paul Draheim,
Herkimer,
N. Y.)Herkimer Telegram
"Would like to see pastel shades
used, also cleaner theaters . . . cashiers to have latest coin changing maW. Va.) chines, ticket machines." (Elsia
Thomas, Station WHIS, Bluefield.
'Soundproofing to eliminate bothersome noises from balcony kids . . .
perhaps five or six speakers through
the theater instead of only one behind the Elmira,
screen." N.(Tom
Gazette,
Y.) Byrne, StarSTATEMENT
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This boy is going to die.
Too bad. Nice kid. Might
have been a great man
some day. Doesn't matter
— he's going to die.
"Killed by enemy action," the
telegram will say.
But it ought to say, ''Killed by
complacency!"

Whose Complacency? Not yours?
Good — but hell still be dead . , ,_-,,

Listen — Americans by the millions are relaxing their efforts on the
home front... letting America down
in her moment of greatest need!
That's
meaning
fighting
ounce of

complacency — a six-bit word
death — death for American
men who need our last
homefront support.

That's why we urge you to make
room on your program NOW for

weBATrtfRKTHEflAftAMAS
Show this 100%-nlmed-under-nre twd-reeler
at every performance! Made by Marine Corps

FREE AT YOUR
WARNER

EXCHANGE!

combat photographers, "THE BATTLE FOR
THE MARIANAS" is filled with actual
scenes of Jap snipers at work— Jap mass suicide—Jap civilians under combat conditions.

STAStT IT GOING
NOW.'
SHOW IT AT EVERY PERFORMANCE!
DO THIS FOR AMERICA!
Photographed by Marine Corps cameramen. Edited and distributed by Warner Bros, for U.S. Government Office
of War Information and exhibited under auspices of the War
Activities Committee, Motion
Picture Industry

COPPER

still critical!
V^opper is still on the critical shortage list of essential war materials. It was never more necessary that
every last possible ounce of it be saved.
The copper that drops from your Victory and "Orotip" Carbons to the bottom of your lamp housings, and
that which you strip from stubs, quickly finds its way
back into essential products of war when you turn it
in to your distributor or local salvage headquarters.
Your cooperation has been most effective. Your Government urges you to keep it up! And for further saving of copper . . . and for efficient use of carbons ... a
bulletin describing completely the operation of Victory
High Intensity Carbons . . ."National," "Suprex," and
"Orotip". . . has been in general distribution. If you
have not received your copy, write today. National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland 1, Ohio, Dept.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

7-J.

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New
§

5§Kf

*

BUY

UNITED

STATES

WAR

BONDS

*

York 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

The registered trade-marks "National," "Suprex," and "Orotip,"
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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EDPA MEET TO TACKLE TRADE PROBLEMS
quipment Vistas Growing Brighter. Says Smith
r. Extent of Cutbacks Is
Vital War, Peace Topics
estion Mark, and End of
Notes
On Agenda; Attendance
:r Is Also Speculative
t
en
pm
May Soar Over 200 Mark
Equi
By ALLEN G. SMITH
ief, Theaters Equipment Section,
vice Equipment Division, WPB
ashington — Every indication is
the film equipment industry will
through the war period in good
e.
Through the worst of it,
have been kept running. We
iters
hopeful that production will inse shortly and that there need
10 further worries about booth
jpment.
'le important questions are (1)
n Germany will fall, and (2) how
(Continued on Page 12)

w Theater Epidemic
ips Detroit Sector
By HAVILAND

F. REVES

.M DAILY Staff Correspondent
etroit — A rash of plans for posttheater building has broken out
, with a dozen or more signs
:g up on vacant lots scattered
around the city, about projected
I theaters.
In nearly all cases,
truction is centered on the outig suburbs
or remoter parts of
?oit itself — in areas where there
nly about one-third of the resiial section built up.
: the downtown section, and midl, no new houses at all are being
(Continued on Page 12)

Attest Wometco Stand
Hits Municipal Snag
Miami — Wometco Theaters, Inc.,
running into difficulties in its
roject calling for a new de luxe
»use because cf municipal fire preention bureau's objections. Plans
all for entrance through a long
ayer opening from Flagler St., city's
lain business thoroughfare. TheIter itself would be located on N. E.
irst St. and would be provided with
'"de exits on either side of the
creen to that street. Matter will
ome up again after plans'

revision.

PORMAL announcement of filing of in' corporation papers in Albany by the
Educati nal Film Producers Association has
understandably evoked widespread interest
in film equipment circles. Latter see the

be finished in tile, as will the ticket
booth.
Both the men's and women's
ceiling.
lounges are to be tiled from floor to

*

*

*

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
Equipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY
Chicago — With war reaching its
climax in Europe, and posing problems of orderly reconversion on a
scale permitting

Hans Teichert, well-known theater exnew organization's policy of advancing
pert, has completed paint and overhaul job the physical restudy, understanding and appreciation of
educational, instructional and informative to three Chicago stands of Warners,^the h a b i 1 itation of
film theaters, and
films, and its intention to promote produc- Ogden, Stratford and Rhodes.
* *
*
tion and distribution cf such pictures, as
possible
construction of many
new
constructive national and trade force which
Pvt. Tilford Coyle, formerly of the
houses, and, at
will result in expansion of projection, sound, RCA Victor plant, Indianapolis, has
screen, and other equipment sales to many been wounded in action in Erance. the same time, enable the nation to
new outlets.
Latest reports say he is hospitalized in

*

*

#

England.

Activity in Michigan, aimed at keeping theaters in good repair by replacement of wornout and obsolete booth
equipment, is currently of strong proportions, it is reported by Clarence
Williamson, NTS branch manager in
Detroit. Emphasis is declared to be on
projectors, arc lamps, and sound units.
There is also apparent a brisk demand,
he says, for stage draperies.
From Barry, III., comes word that reconstructs work on the Clark Theater there,
swept by fire last March, is proceeding
at a rapid pace.
general contractor,
of Louisiana, Mo.,
new house will be

*

Harry Branch
and Russell
the owner.
in excess of

*

*

is project's
Armentrout,
Cost of the
$50,000.

Cleveland wing of the trade reports
that Jack Shulman and associates have
purchased property in Mentor •Township and will build a Drive-In stand
as soon as materials are available.
George Ebeling has prepared the plans.
Partial relaxation of the lumber situation is expected to solve some of the
problems.
* *
*

*

*

*

The Foreign Economic Administration,
replying to the recent questions about how
the Argentine government was able to get
out shorts bitterly caricaturing Secretary
of State Cordell Hull, asserted that ship-

turn out adequate
sinews for the
defeat of Japan,

the annual
vention ofconthe
Theater Equipment Dealers Protective Association opening in
ments of American f'lm to Argentina was
Ray G. Colvin
stopped last April. Trade realists properly
the
local
Bismark
contend that direct shipment can be halted, Hotel here on Friday morning, takes
but what is to stop some other sources in
(Continued on Page 17)
Latin America from trans-shipping enough
film to Argentina to make production of
the shorts there possible?

Many equipment manufacturers in
various sections of the nation are already girding for the forthcoming Sixth
War Loan, with management and employes dedicated to working in the fullest concert to see that this "most difficult of all the War Loan drives" attains its objective. Plants in Chicago
are reported particularly active in tightening existing personnel organization
for the campaign and creating potent
promotional aids.

Charles Morse of Morse & Rothenberg
anticipates that the 933-seat Strand, Norwich, Conn., one of the f:ur stands to be
Fred and Roy Anthony, who recently purclosed by the State Police and Fire Departchased the old Pratt's Theater building in
ments following a thorough inspection of
Fultrn, Mo., now say they will demolish
it and build anew. Erected back in 1903, every theater in the State last July, will
be reopened in a few weeks. It is reported
it was considered for a number of years
that the floor is being lowered and police
thereafter as one of Central Missouri's requirements met. The Strand, Mystic,
finest theaters.
operated by John P. Findlay, has already
* *
*
been reopened after a $7,500 repair job
Tile is being very expensively used which included new piles, since this house
in remodeling of the Ritz, Mariana, is built partly over water, and new exit
Via. Entire front of the building will and exit walk facilities.

U. S. Equip. Makers
Have Inside Track
By NATHAN D. GOLDEN
Department of Commerce
Washington — Study of the figures
in my files and the reports which pass
over my desk from all over the world
leaves little doubt in my mind but
that the American theater equipment
industry will find a tremendous ex(Continued en Page 13)

Reports Brisk Demand
For IVeu? Type Lenses
New

Orthoscope auxiliary lenses

recently introduced by National Theatre Supply are reported by J. W.
Servies, of that company, to be in
strong demand and favor with exhibitors. Currently, NTS is averaging
25 orders per week in each of its
28 branches, he says.
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A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.
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Equipment Outlook
Is Brighter-Smith

(Continued from Page 11)
far our military production program
will be cut back at that time.
Already there have been some cutbacks
for equipment manufacturers, some
delivery dates have been deferred,
and notice has gone out that some
future contracts will be cancelled.
If all goes well, we will be able to
use these freed facilities for civilian
production.
Further long and hard
fighting in Europe, however, may en! danger this portion of the program.
How much of a cutback will follow
(Continued from Page 11)
I the capitulation of the Nazis is the
second question mark.
Both Mr.
planned, although some reconstruc- Nelson
and Mr. Krug have indicated
tion of so-called ' blighted" or slum
areas may call for new theaters.
|that a 40 per cent cutback is a good
Among the projects which may be [ possibility. This would be especially
of sound
itemized from a survey of the city, iimportant for production
and the list is necessarily incomplete | svstems, which item is now the most
because some plans are being kept difficult of all for picture booths.
I ishorcage of electrical components is
well under cover, are:
the bottleneck, but capacity for proWisper and Wetsman Theaters, — a I! duction
of these components is today
3,000-seat theater as part of a 38acre recreation project, and another 500 per cent greater than before the
I war.
A 40 per cent cutback in this
house in the northwest section;
Saul Sloan, — new theaters in the field would throw open for civilian
northeast and northwest sections of production far more facilities than
the city, latter to be known as the were at hand before the war, and
equipment
manufacturers
will be
Alpine;
Redford Theater Co. (Komer and able to share in this bonanza, since
Goldberg Circuit), — new house in the their rating for parts is on the same
level as those of the manufacturers
northwest section;
Associated Theaters, — new theater of mining machinery, locomotive rein the south end;
pair parts and other essential machinery.
Mercury Theater Co., — new house
It
was
pleasant to eliminate just
in the northwest section;
Max Allen, — 2,000-seat theater last week a good deal of paper work
near his present house in Lincoln involved in the procurement of accessories, and we hope to be able to
Park;
Walter Shafer, — new house, tenta- eliminate all restrictions just as soon
as it is practicable, which means
tively named Academy, in Wayne;
Saul Korman, — large Negro house, when the supply and demand situations are once again in balance.
the Duke, in the north end.
In recent weeks, we have discovIt is notable that all projects are
ered a substantial supply of ballby existing circuit operators.
Indibearings suitable for projectors, and
cations are that little new capital
will be brought into the industryJ have thus been able to keep that proI gram close to schedule. Another proOverseating Specter Rises
duction bottleneck threatened with
Much comment on Film Row indicates realization of the grave danger electric motors, but that shortage
of overbuilding. Sentiment locally has been averted.
Throughout the time I have been
among exhibitors was that the town
was badly overseated before the war, with WPB, my task has been simplified by the excellent co-operation I
indicated typically by the heavy competition for product, between both have had from the industry- In taking cases from the industry before
old and new houses. There was protracted litigation over product in various committees and officials, I
the densely competitive central area have always been able to assure
these people with complete confidence
of the city.
Subsequently, as a five-year epi- that neither exhibitors, dealers nor
demic of theater building gained manufactures, were trying to take
pace, before the war, it became al- advantage of any loopholes to gain
most the rule that the opening of anything not absolutely essential for
the continuance of their essential
every new house was speedily fol- wartime
service.
lowed bv either a lawsuit or arbitraI
can
make
no prediction as to the
tion over product problems — to force
selling of product wanted, better time when full production may be
resumed. I can say only that I am
clearance terms, or the like.
Local exhibitors were largely hopeful the day is not too far off,
saved from the dangers of overseat- but I have no idea that the war is
ing when the war brought an esti- over, or even half over.
mated 600,000 additional population
here, but much of this will probably Weston To Exhibition
Portland, Ore. — Harold Weston has
be lost after the war. At present,
there are 189 theaters with 190,000 resigned from the B. F. Shearer Co.
seats, in town — or about one seat for to become manager of the Hollywood Theater for Harry Ulsh.
every 12 people.

New Theater Epidemic
Grips Detroit Sector

Nlarmorstein Project
Includes 2,000-Seater
Cleveland — Announcement is made
here cf a $750,000 post-war building
project to be constructed on four
acres of land at Warrenville Center
and Kinsman Roads in Shaker Heights.
Plans call for an ultra-modern shipping and amusement center, including a 2,000-seat de luxe motion picture theater. The property, reportedly
valued at $125,000, was purchased by
Max Marmorstein and a group of associates. Architect is Maxwell H.
White.

Progressive Relaxation
Of CMP Seen Starting
Washington
Bureau First
of THE step
FILM by DA"
Washington—
WPB '
is regarded as having been taken
here toward eventual elimination of
the Controlled Materials Plan. Action has come in form of revision of
CMP Reg. 1 which for the first time
since the inauguration of the materials distribution system does away
completely with the requirement
that allotments of aluminum be made
on the basis of specific controlled
forms and shapes.
The change, although it appears to
be technical in character, actually
reflects a very substantial easing of
the controls which will henceforth
be exercised over consumers of
aluminum. Further, it suggests the
pattern that will be employed in
loosening controls over steel and
copper, and other controlled materials.

According to present plans as outlined by J. A. Krug, WPB's chairman, CMP will be revoked on
the day of Germany's defeat, except
that the distribution of steel and
copper will be continued to be regulated by CMP for remainder of the
quarter
occurs. in which Germany's collapse

Adler Third Dimension
Aluminum Letters Return
Chicago — Trend to normalcy in
theater equipment field is further
indicated by announcement by Adler
Silhouette Letter Co. here, who have
been engaged largely in war producits "Third Dimension"
changeation,
blethat letters
in all sizes are
now available again in cast aluminum. Firm states that these letters are of pre-war quality, and possess the durability and long life
for which they are noted.
Coupled with these all-metal, cast
aluminum letters is company's supporting frame equipment, available
as before in stainless steel and embodying the well-known, exclusive
•'Remova-Panel" feature for saving
time and labor in maintaining
changeable letter signs.
Theaters can now put their marquees in tip-top operating condition
by replacing older-tyne changeable
letters with the Adler Silhouette Letters, J. J. Arnsfield company's vicepresident, asserts. ,

Altec To Hold Most
Important Confab
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAL

Hollywood — Altec's 1944 busine
conference
of district and bran
managers will definitely be held/
the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel ht
Oct. 16-20, and company conside i
it the most important in its annal
This year field supervisors will al
attend to review ways and mea:
Altec has devised to keep soui j
equipments at peak performance
i
wartime, and discuss new and ir
proved company techniques in se J
vicing and furnishing repair and r I
placement parts. Officers attending will be G.
Carrington,
H. M. Bessey, E.
Walters, Stanley Hand, H. S. Mo i
ris, and the following district ai
branch managers,
and district s j
pervisors: H. B. Moog, L. J. Hac \
!ing, R. C. Gray, 0. E. Maxwell, Wa
i ren Connor, M. G. Thomas,
C. j
i^ern, G. E. Wiltse, F. C. Dickeiy,
M. Pariseau, R. A. Quinn, Bert Sa
ford, Jr., A. J. Rademacher, L.
Patton, D. A. Peterson. W. E. Gre
ory, and C. S. Perkins, managt
j Electronic Division.
Altec Lansing
executive perso I
; nel include A. A. Ward, J. B. Lar ]
ing, John K. Hilliard, E. O. Wilschl
A. Fiore, E. B. Lee, J. Mauri
Dodge.
Ridge, J. A. Cameron and Harry ^

"Welcome

Conventione

ers

GENERAL
SCIENTIFIC
CORPORATION
4829 South

Kedzie Avenue

Chicago 32, Illinois

Manufacturers

•

of

Lumotron Photo Electric Cells
Super Lumo Projection Lenses
Magnum Special Sound Lenses

•iednesday, October 4, 1944

S. Equip. Makers
ave Inside Track
(Continued from Page 11)

|:-t rion
business
awaiting All
it with
the
of hostilities.
over the
^jurld there is need for new projecBjl. sound systems, and other items
•cooth equipment.
! *)n order to provide the industry
* fth a clear picture of these needs,
- !; Department of Commerce will
a tyrtly send to all American consun <ies, with the approval of the State
;e ipartment, a questionnaire design' 0|to elicit pertinent facts about the
s'irld theater supply situation. It
•' r 1 be vital to our industry to have
•se facts and figures.
; the American
industry will be
• Ldy for the major portion of this
^»(3ort trade, it appears, before any
' ifective competition can be offered,
is'thout certain information from
kt'rrmany, we cannot say definitely
W'SJ! condition of the industry there,
'■ p it is to be presumed that it has
&M.ny
jpn largely
and from
that
facilities convei'ted
have suffered
- nb attacks. There is no certainty
•it At Germany will be a strong comer in world trade for some time,
rardless of the conditions of its
1 1 fustries.
d Dur industry will also be prepared
tilstep into the world market earlier
m&n that of Britain or any other
jlJroTHKm country.
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I . S. Can Soon Have
An Eastman Division

Rochester, N. Y.— The 11,000th
person to enter military service from
Eastman Kodak is Adrian J. Ryan,
18-year-old Hawk-Eye Works employe, Of the 11,000 Kodak workers from all parts of the country, 83
have given their lives. About 500
women are serving with the armed
forces.

Government Cracks Down
On Factory Dismantling
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— WPB, to assure continued textile production and also
prevent loss of textile workers to
other industries, has issued an
amendment to its General Limitations Order L-215 which requires
that no mill or plant may be dismantled without specific permission
from WPB.
Step was initiated by the Government agency after several mills effected dismantling and thereby, it
is contended, went counter to interests of the general war effort.
Although WPB has taken similar
action in the case of certain other
industries, its amendment to L-215
is believed to be the first step of its
kind taken in the textile field.

BUY MORE

WAR

BONDS

*Very fictitious t

Yes, they're probably eating up every word, too, because that RCA
Projectionists' Handbook is packed with good information on the
care of theatre equipment. Theatres all over the country have ordered
this 76-page manual, prepared by our experts in theatre service, because
they realize the importance of preventive maintenance . . . preventive
maintenance to prevent costly breakdowns.
Care of your equipment will continue as number one on your "must
/irf." That's why we urge every theatre manager to back his projectionists in setting up a preventive maintenance program at once. Your
projectionists are doing a swell job — Mr. Manager — and deserve your
utmost cooperation. Send the coupon today! Address: RCA Service
Company, Inc., Box 70-77F, Camden, New Jersey.

TODAY'S
esAIRce

{Blowers Coils • Cooling Systems • Fans
jhausters Heaters • Washers • Wheels
>8

PRODUCTION...

All America can look forward to products
of superior quality when the war effort is no
longer the major customer of U. S. industry.
For in meeting the exacting specifications of
Army, Navy and Maritime Commission,
men are designing and building better Here at
UsAIRco, while taking the daily task in stride,
we're planning to serve American Retailers
better by developing greater values in low-cost
comfort cooling. Right now is a good time to
get complete information on Kooler-aire
Evaporative Cooling, and Refrigerated Kooleraire. Data promptly furnished on request.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING
NORTHWESTERN

TERMINAL

• MINNEAPOLIS,

CORPORATION
MINNESOTA

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

This 76-page manual "RCA Photophone
Handbook
Projectionists"
— chock-full
of goodforpreventive
maintenance suggestions. No obligation.—
RCA SERVICE CO.,
Name
Theatre_
Address.
City

Inc., Box 70-77F., Camden, N. J.

-

SALUTE!
THE RAULAND
4245 NO. KNOX

The letter "E" emblazoned on the field of the coveted Army-]
Navy pennant, signifies "Excellence."
It might well signify;
"Equipment," and in a very true sense it does, because Equipment is synonymous with the material needs of our armed forces
abroad and our civilian warriors of the home front, — in the sup- 1

DeVRY CORPORATION

CORPORATION

1111 ARMITAGE

AVE., CHICAGO

World's Largest Line of
Motion Picture Sound Equipment

Manufacturers of Television Tubes of Qtiality

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY,

INC.

Serving the industry that serves so well the wartime and
peacetime needs of the American people . '. .

BeU & JfoweM 6a.

2823 NO. PULASKI ROAD, CHICAGO
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Motion Picture Da-Lite Screens

WAGNER

SIGN SERVICE, Inc.

AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Samuel Levinson — Owner
Tel. Webster 4518

WASHINGTON,

MANUFACTURING

Lobby Displays. Translucent Plastic Changeable
Letters.

844 SO. WABASH

HOLLYWOOD
LONDON
Established 1907

ABBOTT
THEATER
EQUIPMENT CO.
1311 SO. WABASH

AVENUE

CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS
TEL. CALUMET

D. C.

RADIANT

216-218 SO. HOYNE AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CHICAGO USED
CHAIR MART

AVENUE, CHICAGO

6160

1114-1146 WEST

SUPERIOR

CORP.
ST., CHICAGO

Manufacturers of Radiant Projection Screens

AMPRO

CORPORATION

2851 N. WESTERN

AVE.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Am pro Precision Equipment
-

STANLEY
THEATER
EQUIPMENT CO.

OSCAR—
Wants To See You!

1235 SO. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Central States Distributors
Ballantyne Sound Master

427 West

42nd

St., New

York,

N. Y.

Theater Equipmer
Association Three-Da
Hotel,
Chicago

I>\y of which the motion picture industry has and will
rontimie to play a leading role. At hand is another
hree-day convention of the Theater Equipment Dealrs Protective Association in Chicago's Bismark
otel, Oct. 6-8, inclusive. Again this is a Council of
ar, dedicated to continuance of all ways and means

I

MOTIOGRAPH,

INC.

for Victory's complete and rapid attainment. It is
also in a measure, and wisely so, a Council of Peace,
for all that is deliberated will affect the future of our
industry which is so vital a part of the American Way.
We welcome TEDPA's many members and friendly
supporters!

WHITE WAY
Electric Sign & Maintenance Co.

4431 WEST LAKE ST., CHICAGO

Manufacturers of Motion Picture Projectors

WENZEL PROJECTOR

THOMAS

Best Wishes

MILLS INDUSTRIES, Incorporated

Manufacturers of Wenzel Precision
Projectors and Replacement Parts

GOLDE MFG. COMPANY
1214 W. MADISON

4100 FULLERTON

CONTINENTAL

R.

E. SMILEY,

JOE GOLDBERG
INC.
Mfgs. Corn Popping and
Peanut Roasting Machinery
CERMACK

ROAD

AND JEFFERSON

STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

alers Protective
Bismark
£eeting,
tober 6, 7, and 8

-A

ELECTRIC CO.

GENEVA, ILLINOIS
CHICAGO OFFICES:
903 MERCHANDISE MART

Manufacturers of Motion Picture Lighting and
Lobby Displays

& CO.

AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

STREET, CHICAGO

C. CRETORS

PRESIDENT

315-17 W. WALTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
DELAWARE 9111

COMPANY

2505-19 SOUTH STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

F. FLANNERY,

1255 SO. WABASH

AVE.

Promotion

Manager

KROEHLER
MFG. COMPANY
666 LAKE SHORE DRIVE

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

RCA-Ideal
Seats —
Brinkert Lamps

Manufacturers of
Push-Bak Seats

FENSIN
SEATING CO.
62 EAST 13th STREET
CHICAGO

5. ILLINOIS

RCA VICTOR DIVISION

RADIO CORP.
OF AMERICA
445 NO. LAKE
CHICAGO.

SHORE
ILLINOIS

DR.
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Good Seating Boosts
Fox Midwest Grosses

POINTS
on the

TEDPA MEET
By JOSEPH

FILM DAILY

ESLER

Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO

CULL

directorate is all set for the big

' conclave, namely Prexy Ray Colvin, Joe
Hornstein, F. H. Van Husan and Art Thiele
....There's
plenty inof for
evidence
television will come
s:me that
hot stove
league chatter, what with the Rauland
Corp.'s audio-video lads, C. P. Cushway
and R. M. Gray on list of delegates, and the
company's plant (where theater tele is an
avowed objective) right here in town....
And don't forget that RCA and GE are
mighty tele-related. . . .Latest data on Radiant screens will be offered by A. W. Wertheimer. . . .This corner recrmmends particularly to the seating boys what the country's pix journalists have to say about comfort in post-war stands right in this issue
....The visiting firemen from New York
and Brooklyn ain't gonna take any backwash
from the Cub rooters out this way for the
ball they've been bearing from the Giants
and Dodgers, for if it weren't for the Sperry
Gyroscope plants down New York and Brooklyn way, where would the Chi. equipment
makers have gotten their ball bearings recently?. . .

*

*

#

/"NCTOBER will be remembered by the
^**' Aire: delegation as "Meetin' Month"
. ...So'n after they finish up here, they'll
hike for Hollywood for the org.'s four-day
huddle, from Oct. 16-20
R. E. Smiley,
promotion manager for Continental Electric, will do the honor f:r his outfit at the
conference. .. .G. H. Siivertsen of General
Scientific, is invit'ng the boys to visit that
company's plant during their stay....N. J.
Anderson, representing Mohawk Carpet, will
easily earn the title of "The Answer Man"
...Lots of questions will be shot at him
on the flo"r covering situation which is one
of the tightest items of equipment. . . .With
the strong and ever-growing swing cf 16 mm.
to record importance in the post-war era,
Ampro's W. F. Scrantcn will be another
much-consulted gent. . . .

A LVIN

LEVINE

will represent the Stan-

** ley Theater Equipment Co. and the
Ballr ntyne Sound Master equipment. ... His
brother, Lt. S:anley Levine. U. S. N., is confined to the Naval Hospital, Norfolk, Va.,
and sends greetings to his many friends in
the trade. .. .Among the lads who'll play a
prominent rle at the convention, as they always do n this biz, include Stuart Barlow,
Thomas Leedom Co.; Hirold Abbott and
E. J. Peterson, Abbott Theater Equipment;
Tom Flannery and Dick Weil, the Whiteway
moguls; Clyde Tompkins and W. L. Laib,
Reynolds Electric; B. B. Buchanon of Kroehler
(recently returned from the West Coast);
Max (A.ner. Ticket) Roos; Joe Goldberg
and Charley Williams, equip, solons here;
Fred Heck and Chet Cooley of Da-L'te; Fred
Wenzel, projection magnate; and many
others. . . .

Detroit — As if he were virtually
expressing the composite opinion of
film critics, editors, news syndicates
and wire services, as well as motion
picture commentators, probed in the
nation-wide Critics' Forum of The
Film Daily, David M. Idzal, managing; director of the local Fox Theater,
largest house in the Midwest, declares that emphasis in modernizaj tion of theaters after the war, and
construction of new houses, will be
on comfort, with special emphasis
on seating rather than upon decorative effects.
"Folderols of construction and decoration will be out of the theater
after the war," Idzal said. "The accent is going to be strongly upon
comfort.
"The proof is what happend with
one of the leaders in this field, — Fox
Midwest Theaters. They have even
sacrificed seating capacity, using
bigger seats for greater comfort.
They have cut down 1,000-seat theaI ters to 800-seaters, using 18-inch
seats instead of 16 inch — but the
reports show that the grosses are
bigger than before. People will pay
for comfort.
' We can see the same thing right
here in Detroit. We have several
thousands of customers who will
come to our own theater, just because we have bigger, comfortable
seats, while they will not go into
certain other houses because of their
smaller seats."

Veteran Calif. Exhib.
Announces New Theater
Los Banos, Cal. — John Peters, pioneer exhibitor of Northern California, has acquired land, 200 x 300
feet, in this community with announced intention of erecting a theater and business block.
Plans are being drawn and work
will get under way immediately following WPB authorization. The
project will provide a 900-seater theater and some six to eight stores.
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New Low Is Expected
In Carpet Allotment

Former Mono. Mgr.
Tahes Over Theater
Kingsport, Tenn. — J. Harry Spa,
former branch manager for Monogram
f.r Louisiana, Georgia, North Carol na
and Tennessee, and before that operator of a movie chain in Texas, has

Floor covering merchandise al)° |
ments to the trade in the final mo/

taken over management of the Garden Theater in Lynn Garden, Gate
City Highway.

of this
are expected
hr.new
low, year
channels
close to thet'o carp
mills assert.
While no formal a
nouncement as to the exact figure

Owens-Illinois Changes
Its Promotional Setup
Toledo — Following resignation of
Thomas K. Almroth as general advertising manager of Owens-Illinois
Glass Co., here, effective Oct. 15, it
was made known that principal operating divisions of the firm have
been set up to direct their own advertising, and product publicity.
George Baldwin has been transferred from the general advertising department, which ceases to exist under the new setup, to the Insulux
Products division, where he is advertising manager of that division.
The export division, 0. R. Hecht,
manager, and film division, Harlan
Hobbs, manager, continue as the only
administrative operations relating to
sales. Sam K. Beetham will direct
the display department, which has
been transferred from the general
advertising department to the film
division.

with
but released,
one or twoit exceptions,
not been
is indicated ha1'
th;
allotments based on 1941 sales w.
in most instances be lower than
■ any previous period this year.
Shortage of raw materials ai
manpower
has the
reached
which allows
mills the
no poi:!
oth
course if they are to carry out Go
ernment contracts for duck, blanke
and numerous other war materia!
Most mills, particularly those pr!
|ducing duck, have recently stepp>
up their production of this urgent
needed material.
As domestic floor covering outp
declines,
the
demand
increase
! Stocks of distributors as well
I retailers are down everywhere ai
, buyers are grateful for whatev
yardage thev are able to obtain.
Most mill men believe that t j
situation will get worse before
gets better, and it may be a loi
time after the war ends until an
thing resembling generous stocks a
available in the market.
// the other guy's theatre
seems smoother-running —
more profitable — three will get
you five that an Altec contract
is on the job. Ifs like having
green pastures on both sides of

LOCKING
FOR GRIEN
PASTURES?

your fence. In fact, Altec's
year-round protective service
will rest your jangled nerves
like a stay in the country.

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE 0PSUPPIT FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL

Oepercoole

service

OFFERS:

. . . Low

cos! . . .

47 years' experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement
parks, etc.
We
can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, c'z.
Write (or sample!, prices or other information.
Delive-r tree Maine lo Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKE

TfSACOMPANY

52 CR4FI0N iU.
Sales Others

\**/
NEWARK,
N. J.
in Principal CVnrcs

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION

OF THE

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY
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rade Leaders Participating In TEDPA

?B Representatives To
nart Industry Course
JfThree-Day Meeting
(Continued from Page 11)

Cumberland Amusement, Crescent Affiliate,
Will Expand Chain Via Three New Outlets
Winchester, Tenn. — Cowan Oldham, Cumberland Amusement Co. prexy, of
the Crescent affiliates in the recent anti-trust suits has announced plans for
construct on of three new theaters as soon as materials can be obtained. One
of the new houses, a 1,030-seater, will be here, and another at Franklin,

ital significance to both the trade
public,
seating capacity of which has not been revealed as yet. "Acquisitkns" in
"competitive situations" were enjoined in the Crescent decision by Judge
i addition to wartime problems,
Davies, but the construction of new houses is not forbidden.
He which the industry must face
peacetime, and inevitably so, in
r relation to the manufacture
the outlook for motion pic- Matthews, Roy Boomer and Ray
distribution of theater equip- Goldenture trade
in the foreign market, as Sherman. Post-war plans of the comt, are also on the agenda of the
gleaned from information regularly
pany will be presented to interested
■ie-day TEDPA conclave.
dealers.
reaching his desk in the D of C.
'jayof G.
Colvin,
president-secreIt is also expected that WPB ofThis city's Film Row will hold
the Association,
declared on
ficials in the local area will attend "open house" during the meet, and
' evethatof leaving
St.
Louis
for
tlr's
some
of
the
sessions
as
a
means
of
the
leading Chicago theaters are set
TEDPA
will enter this
to extend their hospitality.
co-ordinating
Government
and
trade
mention with the largest memRCA, National Carbon, U. S. Air
for strong and continuhip in its history. — a total of relationships
ing teamwork here, where much of Conditioning, Altec, National-Sim.ctive members. This is said to
the largest number of theater the manufacture and distribution of plex-Bludworth, Century Projector,
and many other leading companies
pment manufacturers and deal- film equipment is centered.
will be represented by important
^ever affiliated in a single organiexecutives.
Equipment "Previews"
on.
A number of local firms will proM. H. and E. W. Goldberg, plus B.
Record Attendance Seen
vide the delegates with a "look see"
represent GoldE Manat some of the items which are cur- Pearlman, will
ufacturing Co. at the convention;
rently being manufactured to aid the Samuel Levinson the Chicago Used
ssociation's
present
strength,
:h is the result of concerted and war effort, as well as previews of
a^e service to the industry as certain equipment virtually ready or Chair Co.; and C. G. Anders, and V.
hole, cannot be judged solely on in blueprint stages for the post-war H. Naylon the Droll Theater Supbasis of numerical membership, market.
E. plyR.Co. Fensin will represent Fensin
to the present convention will
DeVry Corp. has arranged for ese scoi'es
of industry
leaders
tablishment ofdowntown headquartse interests and those of their
ers at the Bismark during the meetinizations are closely linked
ing, and William C. DeVry has exi TEDPA. Consequently, registended a general invitation for all
ion for the various sessions in delegates and visitors to make use of
Bismark on Friday, Saturday and the lounges at any time. He also
day will, it is anticipated, rocket has announced that transportation
e to, if not above, the 200 mark, will be available to take conventionne of the features of the conclave aires to the recently remodeled Debe a series of roundtable disVry plant on the near North Side
ions covering the mutual prob- where they will be shown the recent3 of manufacturers and dealers,
ly completed electronic, optical and
etailed into the proceedings will mechanical development and research
tuthoritative charting of courses laboratories, and interesting prodthe trade, not only for the balucts which the company is building
b of 1944 but also during the for both the Army and Navy.
ing year, whether peace or war
Bell & Howell, which will be repi prevails.
resented by James Booth, vice-presirominent in the spotlight of this
dent, and several others from the
mention will be Allen G. Smith, Chicago headquarters, has also arB theater specialist, and Nathan
ranged for delegates to visit the
JoMen, Department of Commerce plant.
officer, both of whom will come
As is usual at conclaves of TEDPA
n Washington, D. C, where they here, much interest will be centered
iquarter. Smith is scheduled to upon the plant, activities and product of Motiograph, whose large dele■ the delegates a first hand pic! of the materials situation, and
gation will be headed by the Brothers
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Conclave

Chicago Manufacturers
Set To Disclose Some
Of Their New Equipment
Seating Co., and Ed Wolk and Ira
Autok the Ed Wolk organization.
H. A. Mcllvaine, president of Continental Electric Co., and R. E.
Smiley, sales promotion manager,
are that firm's top delegates. Continental's post-war plans are due for
at least partial unveiling. They will
definitely introduce at the meeting
new rectifier tubes for theater use.

Odeon Theaters to Build
A London, Ont., House
London, Ont. — It was announced
here that Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd., of Toronto, has secured
property in a downtown location in
this Western Ontario city for the
construction of a theater to seat 2,000, the work to get under way at
the earliest possible date to provide
the first Odeon house here. It was
also disclosed that the Elmwood Theater in South London suburb had
been bought by Sam Fingold, owner
of theaters in many other towns.
Fingold is an associate of Odeon.

ake a tip
from Showman Chum
and coddle your
Auditorium

LISTEN

.. .

with SUPPLIES from . . .

If you're interested, the facilities of our
large sound studio in New York is now
available. Superbly equipped, acoustically
perfect, with crews and talent at your im.
mediate disposal. Rental fees are nominal.
"Location shooting" wherever necessary.
Write today— give full details

FILMCRAFT

•■> . ."

NATIONAL

PRODUCTIONS
of

SUPPLY

Division

Division of Notional « SimpJ«x « Bfudworth.lnc.

SOUNDIES
OISTRIBUTIN6
CORP.
OF AMERICA
213 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago 6. Illinois
2S24
Decatur Ave., Bronx, N. Y. — rO. 7-9300
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Projected by Simplex. . . magic words that

•r-l-P
Q CO

constitute an assurance of perfect projection.

c
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■OrC

All the subtle artistry of inspired direction, plot and
performance are merely a series of shadows caught on celluloid ... until the

C+3

miracle of perfect projection creates life . . . action . . . sound . . . and mood.
c

.00 (D

Because perfect projection is the interpretive link between celluloid and screen, the discriminating exhibitor turns naturally to
SIMPLEX

for projection of time-proven dependability.
Since the birth of motion pictures, exhibitors have looked
to our products for leadership in projection. Tomorrow
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EPORTU. S. PLANS TO OPPOSE ARTHUR MOVE
KO Theaters Supervisory System to be Revised
jotiations With Mgrs.
ild Cancelled; Latter
peals for Mediation

Tntervention by St. Louis
Amusement Co. in Consent
Decree Will Be Fought

KO is planning a revision in its
.ters' supervisory system "rad„y" affecting the responsibilities
;ently exercised by the circuit's
.agers.
his disclosure was made yesterby N. Peter Rathvon, the comv's president, in a statement exning the circuit's disinclination
legotiate a contract at this time
(Continued on Page 11)

Formal opposition to Harry C. Arthur's moves to declare the arbitration system illegal and to intervene
in the New York anti-trust action
reportedly is being contemplated by
the Department of Justice, it was
learned yesterday.
Arthur's motion is scheduled tentatively for a hearing Nov. 3, although a postponement is not imIt was reported reliably yesterday
probable.
that the Government plans to fight
(Continued on Page 7)

honorary Chairmen
eked (or 6th Drive

Question IX
Does your paper give preference to motion picture stories
and art originating with news services and syndicates, to
publicity supplied by studio publicity departments or to
material you develop locally?
The Critics Find —
Material developed locally by critics is given top preferance by motion picture
editors, while radio commentators depend equally on news services and studio publicity
for their information, using little self-developed material.
Breakdown shows that 38 per cent of newspaper editors participating in the 1944
FILM DAILY Critics Forum prefer local material, 30 per cent favor the syndicates
and news services, 12 per cent like studio matter and 17 per cent concede that they
use all mediums as background informaticn or in some other way.

Sought to Control
In Medina-Essick

j that the industry's Sixth War
n Campaign will have the full
jrience of Bond-selling knowledge
ned from earlier drives, chairof four War Bond campaigns
2 been made honorary chairmen
the Sixth Campaign, Harry
Buffalo — Cross-examination of
ndt, national chairman, announc/esterday.
Perce E. Essick, Cleveland, 0., theater operator, was completed in the
onorary chairmen, comprising S.
(Continued on Page 11)
Schine anti-trust trial by Edward
F. McClennen, Schine counsel, who
succeeded in drawing from Essick
3, Local 23169 Sign;
an admission that he had sought to
ntract Going to WLB
"control the situation" in Medina
where he built a theater, because "it
he new - contract . between War- is best that theaters be together."
and the Motion Picture Office
With his partner, Meyer Fine, Essick operates a chain of theaters
oloyes Union, Local 23169, AFL,
been signed and will go to the composed of more than 20 houses in
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 11)

13 iff et. Area Houses
Set to Open "Wilson"
Forty-four theaters of the RKO,
kouras and Randforce Circuits are
cheduled to show "Wilson" begining Oct. 20. The Merrick, Jamaica,
md the Rivoli, Hempstead, will cpen
he film on Oct. 20, and three days
ater 39 houses in the New York
rea will play the 20th-Fox pic simulaneously, it was announced yesteray by W. J. Kupper, general sales
ianager.

AFL "While Collars"
In New Parent Union

Raw Slock Production
17% Above Average
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Raw stock production is progressing at better than 17
per cent ahead of the 1943 quarterly
average, WPB indicated yesterday
Recognition of the American Fed- with the second quarter output for
this year totalling 158,639,000 square
eration of Labor Office Workers' In- feet— about 16,000,000 square feet
ternational Union as the parent of more than in the same neriod of
(Continued on Page 10)
all white-collar groups in the motion
picture industry is expected to eliminate any possibility of a jurisdic- Convicted Extortionists
tional dispute within the AFL which
might, in time, affect thousands of Say Evidence Improper
office employes in the business alThe appeal hearing of the seven
ready under the AFL banner, it was
persons
convicted last year of exlearned here yesterday. AFL aptorting more than $1,000,000 from
proval of a charter for the office
the industry opened yesterday in the
(Continued on Page 7)
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Counsel for Louis Kaufman, former business agent
of IATSE
operators'
Lo(Continued
on Page
10)

Yanks Held by Nazis Get Pix
Newest Hollywood

Films to Prison Camps

3-Man Team to Exploit
SYWA in South America
A three-man team of experienced
American publicity men will spearhead an all-out exploitation drive
for David O. Selznick's "Since You
Went Away" in all Latin-American
capitals, it was jointly announced
(Continued on Page 10)

Despite heavy censorship by U. S.
authorities and by German censors,
an average of 25 programs of features and shorts pass the required
tests and are shown to American
prisoners of war in Germanv. it was
revealed by Dr. Tracy Strong, general secretary of the World YMCA,
who has just returned from Stockholm after a tour of European discontinued on Page 11)

U. K. Studio Worhers
to Aid Bomb Repairs
London (By Cable) — Thirty studio
craftsmen will be transferred temporarily to Nazi robot bomb repair
work following negotiations between
the British Producers Association, the
trade unions in the film field and
the Ministry of Labor, it was announced yesterday.

w
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Studio Notables Attend
MacRae Funeral Today
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — Funeral services for
Henry MacRae, 68, Universal producer who died Monday, will be held
at
the Church of the Recessional
today.
Honorary pallbearers will be Nate
Blumberg, Cliff Woik, Martin Murphy, Joseph Gershenson, Ben Pivar,
David Garber, Ford Beebe, Jack
Gross, Ray Taylor, Carl Laemmle,
Jr., J. Marchant, John Mack Brown,
Isadore Bernstein, George Plympcon, Eddie Tyler, William Sickner,
Jerry Ascher, Jack Lawton, Lewis
Collins, Norman Lacey, Edward
Dodds, Noah Beery, Jr., William
Desmond, Eddie Polo, Maurice Pivar,
Edward Lilley, Warren Wilson,
Frank Lloyd, Robert Z. Leonard,
John Ford, Frank Borzage, Alfred
E. Green, Allan Dwan, King Vidor,
William Seiter, J. P. McGowan, Mack
Wright, Francis Ford, Lew Landers,
Eddie Sedgwick, Walter Lantz,
Breezy Eason, Hoot Gibson, Harry
Carev, Val Paul, Archie Hall, Dannv
Hall, Morrie Weiner, Eddie Hull.
MacRae joined Universal in
1911, acting as general studio manager between 1912 and 1915. After
the first World War, he became director-general and in recent years
had headed the serial department.
MacRae is credited with introducing
many innovations in production, including the use of artificial light to
make interiors possible, the invention of the wind machine, double ex'-"
Vi
posures and shooting at night.

London 'By Cable) — The London
CEA branch has deferred action on
a uniform policy to be adopted on
V-Day. Proposals for closing and
normal operation both have strong
advocates.
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Barney Balaban, Paramount president, had the thrill of seeing films
of his 22-year-old son, Sgt. Burt
Balaban, fighting with the Marines
in the South Pacific, in a recent issue of Paramount News and in the
current issue, No. 11. Pictures were
of the Guam D-Day action.
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Funeral Services
For Father of Al Wilkie

Columbus, O.— Pete J. Wood, ITO
secretary, in a current memFuneral services will be held Mon- of Ohio bership
bulletin calls for exhib. supday in Wheeling, W. Va., for Albert
port of National Screen Service's
L. Wilkie, father of Al Wilkie, Para- George
Dembow Drive. Bulletin
mount publicity manager. Wilkie, points out that NSS has always been
who was 86, died in Hollywood last
Monday after a brief illness. He "ready and willing to promptly correct any justifiable complaint."
was a retired department store owner and real estate operator.

Pittsburgh — The joint testimonl
dinner which was sponsored by tl
local Variety Club for Mark Goj
man, who was recently appointed d

trict manager for PRC, and Ha1
Greenblatt, promoted from bran/
manager for RKO-Radio here to Mi
Western district manager, helc
Borup Services Today
Doan Borup, 69, stage player who the Urban Room of the William Pe,
died on Monday, will be buried this Hotel, was attended by approximate
afternoon from the Walter B. Cooke ly 300 persons. Goldman and Greel
Funeral Home, Broadway and 72nd blatt were presented with brief caa
St. Interment will be in Kensico and traveling bags. Moe Silver ma|
the nresentations.
Cemetery in Westchester.

NSS Dembow Tribute
2ets RKO Sales Co-op

In tribute to George Dembow in
appreciation of the service rendered
by National Screen Service, of which
+ % he is the sales chief, Ned Depinet,
RKO president, has instructed district and exchange managers and
+ %
salesmen to give NSS their full cooperation during its sales drive which
+ % is called the George Dembow Tribute. Depinet has sent personal letters to RKO exhibitors inviting them
to join with other exhibitors in showing their liking for "one of the
friendliest, most popular and square
shooters in our industry" by pledging themselves to additional purMonday chases.
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Hollywood — Funeral services for
Henry MacRae, 68, Universal producer who died Monday, will be held
at the Church of the Recessional
today.
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London CEA Uncertain
on Policy for V-Day
London (By Cable) — The London
CEA branch has deferred action on
a uniform policy to be adopted on
V-Day. Proposals for closing and
normal operation both have strong
advocates.

300 at Testimonial for
Goldman and Greenblatt;i

Pittsburgh — The joint testimoni
dinner which was sponsored by t)
local Variety Club for Mark Go?
man, who was recently appointed d:
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B

COminC and come
SPYROS

(Continued from Page 1)

kers' international is due to come
jugh momentarily.
he Screen Office Employes Guild,
ch takes in all white-collar work1on the Coast, is taking steps to
out of the AFL's International
therhood of Painters, Decorators
Paperhangers
and affiliate itwith the new international to
ch it already has applied for a
rter. The charter will be acted
n as soon as the new internationibtains its own charter from the

• • • CHEW! CHEW! David Quirk, drama columnist for the
N. Y. Daily News, pokes good-natured iun at Billy Rose in reporting
the producer's suit against Loew's. Inc., for $500,000 to cover what he
says was damage and deterioration of the Ziegfeld Theater
Quirk
quotes Rose as claiming that there was some 200,000 pounds of chewing gum under seats, etc
Lotta gum, jibes Quirk, who also thinks
$500,000 will buy a lot of cud
Incidentally, $500,000 would more
than rebuild the entire theater, which. Rose seems to forget, was a
movie house for 12 long years. Rose has a new show opening soon
law suits are always good publicity springboards!

▼
he Motion Picture Office Ernes Union, Local 23168 of the
which covers white collarites
;he Warner Bros, and Universal
le offices, also intends to file for
arter in the international, it beie known yesterday.
: was said that neither the SOEG
the MPOE would lose its identity
affiliating
mational. with the office workers'
he IATSE was expected to transits white-collar members to the
group with little objection.

Execs, to Toronto
Install Ralph Clark
group

of

Warner

executives

J'ded by General Sales Manager
l|i Kalmenson leaves tonight for a
onto meeting at which Ralph H.
rk will be formally installed as
eral manager for Canada
sucIding Wolfe Cohen, who recently
Is transferred to an executive post
Pthe foreign department.
Iaccompanying Kalmenson will be
rt Blumenstock, head of adver(ng and publicity in the East;
■man H. Moray, short subject sales
nager, Cohen and Clark. All but
jrk are due to return to New
Irk the end of the week.

Dodyear, Poteat Named
Stanton Griffis Staff
{. Conger Goodyear and Douglas
eat have been named
deputy
imissioners for the Red Cross in
Pacific islands area by Stanton
ffis, commissioner for the terriy.
They will join Arthur
L.
yer who recently was named to
iffis' staff.

END MRTIIDA1
REETINGS TO..
October 5
Arthur M. Loew
Kathryn
Crawford
David M. Loew
Louise Dresser
Ceorge
Irving
Ralph Clark

P. SKOURAS

and TOM

CONNORS

left

Chicago
yesterday for the Coast.
BEN KALMENSON, MORT BLUMENSTOCK,
NORMAN H. MORAY, WOLFE COHEN and
RALPH H. CLARK, all of Warner Bros., depart
for Toronto tonight.

•

•

•

MORE

OR

T

T

LESS LITERARY:

Right merry reading is

"Please Don't Streamline Mother While I'm Gone," by T/Sgt. Philip
Reisman, Jr., USMC, just published in book format by Whittlesey House
Satirical poem originally was written for Yank by the son of
RKO's foreign chief. . . • That all-star editorial staff of Loew's LO!
boasts still another industry "name"
Si Seadler, Metro ad manager, has joined as special features editor. . . # Credit Liberty's swell
two-page story on the industry's film gifts to the armed services to
"planting" by the WAC publicity dept. . . « And here's still another
literary note: Several studios are showing interest in Ted Saucier's latest
literary effort, "Hay market," a romantic novel about Neiv York's notorious Tenderloin district written by the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel's
drumbeater in collaboration with Edith Martin, Hollywood scribe. . .
• One thing sure leads to another
Maxwell Shane will produce
"You'll Be the Death of Me," with Jack Haley topping the cast, for
Pine-Thomas as a Paramount release. As soon as he finishes that one
he'll make "Cheese It, the Corps"

T

T

▼

• •
•
CUFF NOTES:
The local Republic exchange
is enjoying
some
plaster surgery
doors are being moved
Offices are
being rebuilt and decorated and the paint job is expected to be completed

H. M. RICHEY leaves over the week-end for
Datroit and from there will go to Cincinnati.
RODNEY BUSH, IRWIN ZELTNER and FRED
JOYCE are in Chicago preparing for the opening of "Wilson" at the Apollo Theater, Oct. 20.
nextHERBERT
Tuesday. CROOKER leaves for Cincinnati
LUPE

VELEZ

is in

town.

ROCER FERRI, editor of the 20rh-Fox house
organ Dynamo, is en route to Hollywood.
I. F. DOLID, supervisor of Exchanges for
Warners, left yesterday for Boston. He returns to New York at the end of the week.
IRVING RAPPER, Warners' director who recently on
finished
"The for
CorntheisCoast.
Cieen," leaves
York
Monday

NiW

DJON
LI arrives in New
from
the Ml
Coast.

York

SEYMOUR MORRIS, Schine home
HARRY UNTERrORT, city manager
Syracuse, will leave for Buffalo this
ROBERT HUTTON has arrived in
for a short visit.

tomorrow

office, and
for Schine,
week.
New York

BETTE DAVIS will return to Hollywood next
week from the East.
A. A. HICGINBOTHAM of New Orleans, partner in the Paramount-Richards Theaters circuit
and head of D.xie Theater Corp. of Louisiana
is a New York visitor.
NORMAN ELSON, vice-president of TransLux Movies Corp., goes to Washington today,
returning to New York on Monday.
HERBERT J. YATES
from the Coast.
RAYMOND

MASSEY

is expected to arrive today
has arrived in New York.

JOSEPH COTTEN and JOE ROBERTS of Vanguard Films have returned from the South.
CESAR ROMERO, of the U. S. Coast Guard is
in Chicago, helping the Chicago War Community
Fund.
JAMES GORMAN, CENE ATKINSON, and
CLARtNCE JALAS, Chicago operators union officials, are in Peoria, attending the state AFL
convention.

by next week. . . • Nat Cohn, branch manager, Columbia's New
York exchange, threw a farewell party for Irving Wormser Monday night
at the exchange
Over 50 of the branch personnel had a hel'.uva
good time, and Wormser was presented with an expensive travelling
bag
Wormser has just joined Film Classics as Eastern division
manager. . . • Pete J. Wood, the irrespressible, having used his
tape measure, says that the shorter Metro contract uses 204 square
inches of printing space as against the old contract's 356.125
Adds Pete in a membership bulletin, "If this saving in square inches in
the 500,000 copies of contract forms used annually by Metro were laid
end to end and side to side, the space could utilized to build another
Ohio Stadium"

T

▼

▼

• • • SOCK 'EM IN THE SIXTH! Aside from the patriotic
aspects, it is reported
that the important "affiliated" circuits are
going all-out to back the Sixth War Loan
because they want to
show the "independent" exhibitors, who are leading the drive, that
the "affiliated" groups are behind them full force. .... .Understand that Loew's circuit, for instance, is cooking up a circuit-wide
■"■■. add at least 100,000 "E" Bond sales to their
stunt that they hope 'will
Fifth War Loan
total, which was a record
Incidentally, many
promotion plans for the Sixth drive may have to be revised because
the German defeat isn't as imminent as expected a few weeks ago
Emphasis was to be on Japan, figuring the European war would
be washed up before the November drive started
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

T

PEARL HARBOR

T

Government to Fight
Arthur Decree Move!
(Continued from Page 1)
the action of Arthur and the St.
Louis Amusement Co. but further details were not revealed. The arbitration case, in which the St. Louis
Amusement Co. is an interested party and from which it sought a dismissal, is due to be heard in St.
Louis on Nov. 13.

THEATER DEALS
Indianapolis — Settos Theaters has
acquired the Crescent, Jansonville,
Ind., effective Oct. 1.
Rison, Ark. — Van Sadler has purchased the Rison Theater from L. C.
Carter.
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IICHAEL- A HOWARD HAWKS PRODUCTION

Jules Furthman and William Faulkner
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THE

Sought to Control
In Medina-Essick

MDUSTRV
West

(Continued from Page 1)
metropolitan Cleveland, the one
farthest away being about 90 miles
from the city. Schine obtained an
interest in the Princess Theater,
Medina, in September, 1937.
Myer S. Fine, who with Essick
operates the Cleveland theaters, testified under direct examination of
their plans to erect a theater in
Medina, 0. He was on the stand
only briefly and was not submitted
to cross-examination.
Robert L. Wright of the D of J called
to the stand Charles E. Dickinson, a salesman
for a New England firm, who formerly was
associated with his father in the Palace
Theater, Loekport. Dickinson testified the
1,800-seat Palace encountered difficulty in
obtaining- product while operating in opposition to Schine's Rialto and Hi-Art, the
latter a house which was reopened after
having been closed for seven years.
On a trip to New York to inquire about
product for the Palace, Dickinson said he
was told by W. F. Rodgers at M-G-M: "A
contract with the Palace in comparison with
the Schine chain would amount to peanuts."
Dickinson also testified as to difficulties
he had booking films with branch managers
of the various distributors in Buffalo.
The Palace, sold at auction in 1936, finally
was acquired by Schine in October of that
same year. Dickinson said Schine had
tenanted the Palace but in 1932 was evicted
for non-payment of rent. He said the Reliance Theaters Corp. was then formed with
Nikitas Dipson as president and himself as
vice-president. In 1933, he said, Peter
Grafiados, a relative of Dipson's became
president.
Although October 12 is Columbus Day and
a holiday, Federal Judge John Knight will
continue to sit and the trial will go on
that day.

Convicted Extortionists
Say Evidence Improper
(Continued from Page 1)
cal 244 of Newark, and the six other
defendants argued that improper evidence had been submitted at their
trial.
Boris Kostelanetz, special assistant
to U. S. attorney general, told the
court that the evidence presented at
the trial had clearly established that
the defendants had committeed extortion.
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Hollywood — Pvt. Marcus Loew, II,
son of David L. Loew, and Ethel
Snyder of Beverly Hills, will be married soon.
Waukegan, 111. — Frank Loquidis,
USN, formerly of the Academy Theater, was married recently to Virginia Birchfield.
Brookline, Mass. — Lt. (j.g.) Alvin
Hillner, USN, formerly of the Pantheon, Chicago, was married to Betty
Hannema.
Otsego, Mich. — Alexander M. Lucas, USN, formerly of the Chicago
Theater, Chicago, was married to
Margaret Storey.
Chicago — Mary Laing, of the B &
K booking department, and G.
Haynes, of Davenport, were married.
Engagement of Thelma Zipkin to
Lt. Leonard Spinrad, Army Overseas Motion Picture Service, has
been announced. The couple expects
to be married in November of this
year. Spinrad is a former member
of Warners home office publicity department.
to

Lenore "Kiki" Gilbert,
William
Morris, Jr.,

secretary
theatrical

Local 702 Nominates
New Slate Saturday
Nominations for officers, executive
board and trustees of the Motion
Picture Laboratory Technicians
Union, Local 702, IATSE, will be
made Saturday at a meeting of the
membership at the Fraternal Clubhouse. The election will be held on
Oct. 21.
At the Saturday meeting the membership also will select a negotiating committee which will meet with
John Francavilla and Adolph A.
Grade, respectively president and
secretary-treasurer of Local 702,
and representatives of the Eastern
laboratories to discuss new contracts
to replace those expiring on March
10, 1945.

Pincus Sober of M-G-M's legal department is the father of a six and Para/s Former Gen. Mgr.
a half pound girl, Carol Toby, born In France Back in Paris
at the Mother Cabrini Hospital. Mrs.
Sober was formerly Ruth Glass and
worked in the M-G-M home office unHenry Klarsfeld, Paramount's prewar general manager of distribution
der Alan F. Cummings, head of exfor
France, Belgium and several
change operations.
other countries has re-appeared in
Charlotte — Mrs. Rachel M. Dulin, Paris after having been missing for
of the Universal inspection depart- the last 27 months. A cable to John
ment, has a second son.
W. Hicks informing him of Klarsfeld's presence in Paris and his readiMort Bratter, formerly manager
ness to re-join the company did not
of the Roosevelt Theater, Newark, account for the former general manN. J., now of the Marines, is the
ager's whereabouts or activities durfather of a new baby boy.
ing the long period of silence.
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Raw Slock Production!
17% Above Average

agency head, became engaged to
Dave Gould, a former United Artists

(Continued from Page 1)
This is the overall fib I
last year.
figure, including all types.
military demand i
Unprecedented
Camp Blanding, Fla. — Sgt. George
Wendahl, former Waukegan, 111., have kept the reserve to a mini
however, and, as revealed \
Great States manager, was married mum,
The Film Daily yesterday, there i
to Jane Dowd.
still grave concern within WPB abov.
Cleveland — Florence Gordon will the maintenance of industry quota
During the Industr,
resign as secretary to Charles Rich, under L-178.
Warner district manager, and will Advisory
hei.
meeting
Committee
be married shortly to 1st Lt. Philip Sept. 8, creation of a special tas
Aster, USA.
try use c.
group to study non-indus
film was recommended, but it is nc,
that the group has yet bee
Winnamc, Ind. — Phil Tyrrell, the- believed
ater agent, was married recently to formed. It was pointed out here tha
Arlene Pinta.
users — tli ,
non-industrial
major
Army and the Navy — would not dii (
grou |
civilian
a
with
detail
in
cuss
Chicago — William Adams, former their usage of film.
Great States manager, was married
A fourth quarter supply of 555
to Florence Castle and has returned 000,000
linear feet is estimated i j
to Shawnee, Okla., Navy base where WPB,
with non-industry
claimant ,
he is stationed.
for 231,000,000 feet.
The 324,000
000 feet left for the industry is 2&;
Sally
Schachman,
Warners'
New- 000,000 less than average industi
ark office,
will be married
December
consumption for the first two quar
17, to Boris W. Moss, wholesale shoe ers of the year, despite increase
distributor of Baltimore, Md. Sally,
who has been with Warners for the production.
Industry usage will drop from (
past 10 years, will retire from show per cent of the total to 58 per cem
business. Rabbi Weiss, Temple B'nai and representatives stated at tl
Jeshuran, will officiate.
meeting that 324,000,000 feet is ii
sufficient for industry commitment
Production was held up during tl
3-Man Team to Exploit
Summer when WPB urged a cu ,
iYWA in South America
down on use of raw stock, and r<
sumption this quarter will not 1
(Continued from Page 1)
possible, they said.
Despite the paring down of Arm
yesterday by Neil Agnew, vice-pres- requirements
it was stated at tl
.dent of Vanguard Films, and Wal- meeting that the needs for the four!
ter Gould, foreign manager of United quarter of the Air Force (for 35 mr
Artists.
film) are 28,000,000 feet, for tl
The three special field exploiteers ground forces 46,500,000 feet (12/
000,000 feet less than in the thii
include Len Daly, of the home office quarter); for the Navy 42,000,0(
foreign publicity department; Ed- feet and for OWI (which supplii
ward Ugast, whose experience in the other Government agencies and sma
industry includes service in foreign private producers) 25,000,000 fee1
Twenty-five million feet is ticketr
film distribution and domestic ex- for export.
ploitation; and Alfred Katz, Broadway publicist and former newspaper
man in the Orient and South America, who has been granted a leave
of absence by Proctor & Friedberg,
advertising agency, to accept this
assignment.
The three men will work in cooperation with the local UA manag- FRANCES HARRINGTON, billing clerk, 20th-Fi
ers in the Central and South AmeriOmaha.
ANN JORDANSEN,
booker's stenograph
Omaha.
can territories under the supervision MARY20th-Fox,
of Sam Seidelman, Latin-American TIBBYE WOLFSON. assistant cashier, 20th-Fu
Omaha.
supervisor.
The "IinDo's"
week.
last for
salesman,
are scheduled
sometime
November.

FEfllfflE TOUCH

O WI Still to Determine
Territory for Armour
Reginald Armour, formerly European general manager for RKO
and more recently an executive with
the Schine theater circuit, who has
joined the OWI staff, will head the
overseas film distribution in one of
the theaters of operation. Specific
area has not yet been determined.

DOROTHY
KERCHNER,
ners, Omaha.
MARGARET ANDERSEN,
MAE

lie, Omaha.
SCHOLLE,
cinnati.

booker,

information
contract
Film

desk,

clerk,

Classics

Wt.

Repi
of O

RITA MALTZ,
assistant, College, New Haver
ESTELLE
CALEGMAN,
assistant,
Lyric, Brid|
port, WRAY,
Conn.
PAULINE
biller, Columbia,
Charlotte.
BETTE
CLEASON,
Paramount
publicity depa
ment; Chicago.
MRS. ALBERT SIDNEY KLINE, assistant to M
Ray Morrow,
Malvern,
Ark. operator of the Ritz and ji

iw
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KO Circuit Revising
upervisory System
(Continued from Page 1)
I Ith the -Motion Picture Theater Ophting Managers and Assistant Manners Guild, the membership of
lich is made up of managers and
< Jsistants in 41 RKO houses in the
jtropolitan area.
iNegotiations between the union
Id the company were cancelled
ruptly following the presentation
the managers' proposals to Rathjn and other representatives of the
m.
Managers Appeal for Mediation
Spokesmen for the union charged
at the company
had challenged
■£ managers' right to unionize. An
peal was immediately dispatched
the New York State Mediation
* S >ard to step into the picture.
''Company
representatives
besides
ithvon
were
Major
Leslie
E.
lompson, James Brennan,
Wilbur
England and Monroe Goldwater,
?al spokesman.
;The union was represented at the
'eeting
Dunn,
iwrence by F.Managers
Greib, George
Al Arnstein,
irry Lyons, Leon Kelmer, George
ddwin,
Rudy
Kramer,
Harold
ily and J. J. Thompson, Assistant
anagers Arthur Plafke, Mrs. Ethel
:f nith and Ed Butler and Hyman
: ickstein, its counsel.
The Guild's Demands
[ 'The union sought a two-year contact providing for a 20 per cent
age boost, a 40-hour week with
tjne and a half for overtime, a Guild
op, severance
pay, a minimum
age scale calling for $115 for manners and $75 for assistants weekly,
rit and service increases, paid
» « lidays and sick leave, restoration
"J! jobs to returning service men.

We Accuse" to Include
i<xzl Atrocity Footage
'We
picture
dealing
Gerand of
Kharkov atrials
th the Accuse,"
counman atrocities in conquered
ies, will be released shortly by
reving Shapiro, who resigned
ntly as general manager of Film
Much of the mateassies, Inc.
al in "We Accuse" is the same as
at which appears in a documenry picture playing successfully in
= ;)gland under the title of "Justice
i ; Coming," but Shapiro has utilized
'^elusive Russian government footje and captured German newsreels,
liich he obtained from the U. S.
-ivernment.
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FDR Asks Petrillo
To End Ban on Discs
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — President Roosevelt
yesterday called on James C. Petrillo, president of the American
Federation of Musicians to withdraw its ban against playing for
records for commercial use. While
holding that recording is not a vital
war function, the President argued
that non-compliance with the NWLB
order may encourage other instances
of non-compliance which would impede the war effort, and requested
that AFM accept the NWLB directive
"in the interest of orderly Govern-

Hal
ment."Chester to Make
"Joe Palooka" as Pic

Theaters as Child
'Parhing Lots9 Nixed
Columbus, 0. — Lt. Charles Berry,
police juvenile squad head, has
warned that parents who park their
children in film theaters at night
will be prosecuted. He said managers reported children had been
left in theaters for many hours,
where they engage in fights and disturb audiences.

Yanks Held by Nazis
See Newest U. S. Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

Formation of a new producing tribution centers established by the
company and the acquisition of the YMCA War Prisoners' Aid.
Dr. Tracy said that the programs,
screen rights to Ham Fisher's carpart
the industry's
giftover
to the
toon strip "Joe Palooka" were an- armed offorces,
are turned
by
nounced yesterday by Hal E. Ches- the Army Pictorial Service. They
ter who has been associated with the
travel via Red Cross boat to Mar'Little Tough Guys" and the "East
seilles, thence to Geneva, and from
Side
Kids." plans call for the pro- Geneva to the prisoner camps in
Chester's
duction of two pictures a year, first Germany. While verification of acshowings is almost impossible,
of which will be based on an original YMCAtualworkers
who visit the camps
by Fisher. Negotiations are under report reception of the programs by
way for a release and a well known
director.
American prisoners as "enthusiastic
andRecent
grateful."
shipments included "Saratoga Trunk," "Devotion" and "Crime
by Night," not yet shown in this
country, as well as "Step Lively,"
Vladimir Lissim, division manager "Casanova Brown," "Higher and
in RKO Radio's foreign distribution Higher," "In Society" and "Arsenic
department, has received word that
his father and mother had died some- and Old Lace."
where in France during the last days WB, Local 23169 Sign;
of the German occupation. No deContract Going to WLB
tails accompanied the notification.

SKO'S Lissim Nitified
Of Death of His Parents

Paramount Picks Films
For Thanksgiving, Xmas
Paramount has picked "And Now
Tomorrow" as its Thanksgiving holiday attraction, with national release
on Nov. 24, and "Frenchman's Creek"
as its Christmas pic, with Dec. 22
national release.

Rites for Max Stearn
Columbus, O. — Funeral services
were held here for Max Stearn, 70,
pioneer Ohio theater man. He was
active in the ITO of Ohio and was
among the founders of Variety Club
Tent No. 2. His widow and a sister
in New York survive.

4 Honorary Chairmen
Picked for 6th Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
H. Fabian, L. C. Griffith, Charles
Skouras and R. J. O'Donnell, will
work in co-operation with committees now being mobilized so that
the full resources of the film industry may be realized for what may
be the toughest Bond-selling campaign thus far.
Brandt revealed that plans
are being formulated to award
a Medal of Honor to all exhibitors active in the $14,000,000,000
drive.
Newsreels will again play a big
part in the campaign and the chiefs
of the Pathe, Paramount, Movietone, News of the Day and Universal reels have pledged that drive
messages will be tied in with stories
whenever possible. Three newsreel
bulletins have been set and will
be attached to the issues of Oct. 19,
Nov. 9 and Nov. 23.
A special trailer featuring Jennifer Jones will be available shortly,
Brandt announced, with free distribution through National Screen Service exchanges.
Dave Bader, 20th-Fox publicist,
has been loaned to the national committee to act as advance man for
the committee's 21 regional key city
meetings. He plans to leave for the
Coast Oct. 10 and will work East
ahead of the rallies.

Goldburg to Film Life
Of Ex-Gov. Alfred E. Smith
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jesse J. Goldburg of
United Screen Associates has applied
WLB for approval today or tomor- for copyright on a story dealing
row.
with life of the former New York
The contract, affecting more than Governor, Alfred E. Smith, who
600 white collarites at WB and run- died yesterday.
ning from Aug. 11 of this year to
Goldburg is now preparing for
Feb. 10, 1947, provides for two wage production of a feature based on
boosts of eight per cent, one in Aug- his life entitled, "The Happy Warust, 1945, the other in August, 1946.
rior." Negotiations are pending
Provision also is made for promo- for major release.
tional increases of at least 10 per
cent over the present scales or up to
the minimum of each job classification, whichever is the greater.
Twelve provisions call for more liberal vacation schedules and the payment of overtime on a daily basis. LOUIS MEYER, manager, Palace, Chicago.
Pending before the WLB is a joint NORMAN WROBEL, manager, Palace, Cleveland.
AHRENS, manager, Orpheum, Des
application by the union and Uni- WALTER
Moines.
versal asking approval for an eight
JR., manager, State, Cainsville, WEIDNER,
Fla.
per cent wage increase for the com- HAROLD
pany's white collarites.
WILLIAM L. PEIRCE, JR., publicity-advertising
(Continued from Page 1)

Champ N. Belden Dead
Akron, O. — Champ N. Belden, 79,
' pimcm H. Brack Dead
in ,Toledo, O.— Herman H. Brack, 76, who built the Thornton Theater in Edward Wenner Rites
loneer stagehand and a charter 1913 and operated it until his son
Maiden, Mass. — Funeral services
.[ember of Local 24-IATSE, died. He Park A. Belden took over the manfor Edward B. Wenner, father of
believed to have been IA's oldest
agement, isdead.
ember in years of service.
Robert B. Wenner, owner-operator
of the New Star Theater, WhitinsMrs. Fox Rites Today
9uis Newman Dead
ville, were held yesterday at Ward
Cleveland — Funeral services for Funeral Home. He had been emj Buffalo — Louis Newman, 72, for< Wly associated with the late Percy Mrs. Simon Fox, 81, mother of Sam
ployed by his son at the New Star
insdowne in the operation of the and Harry Fox, of Sam Fox Music for several years and previously had
asque and the old Sun Theaters Publishing Co., New York, will be worked in theaters in Everett and
dead.
Wakefield.
held today at Mayfield Chapel.

IN NEW POSTS

manager,

BOB

Lester Cowan

Hollywood.
MASTERMAN,

BYRON

ADMANS,

RKO

Production, Inc.,

salesman,

Charlotte.

United Artists branch mana-

ger, Charlotte. CARL BURTON and JAMES
HARRY WILLIAMS,
T. BLACKMON, United Artists salesmen,
Charlotte.
ROBERT B. SULLIVAN, United Artists office
manager, Charlotte.
RICHARD FREDERICKS, manager, RKO Palace
Kansas
City, Kans.
JEROME

HERZOG, New
change, New York.

Jersey salesman, PRC ex-

You Gavk Them Hope!
o

'XE of the biggest jobs the U.S.O. did last year
was to carry a slice of home to our boys overseas.
Traveling shows that gave to those fighting men
the best talent and entertainment this country had
to offer.
Bob Hope . . . Carole Landis . . . Joe E. Brown
. . . Kay Francis. The top names of radio and
Hollywood. Vaudeville and night club headliners. Singers, dancers, magicians, swing bands.
Entertainment that gave them the chance to
relax and remember what home is like. That's
what your dollars helped make possible — in
hundreds of overseas outposts.

It's hard to measure the effect this boost in
morale had on all the gains we've so far made
in this war. That it had an effect, an important
effect, has been acknowledged by our military
leaders.
>
But most important, it helped relieve for a
while the loneliness of millions of boys away
from home. And that was certainly worth every
dollar you gave.

The job isn't over yet. There are still millions
of boys across the seas. There are millions of war
victims in the United Nations who need our help.
Your gift to the Xew York War Fund goes to
support U.S.O., War Prisoners' Aid, United Seamen's Service and all of the war relief services
among the 31 agencies participating in the 1944
appeal. So give generously — once, and for all ! Remember your gift lasts for a whole year, and you
can pay your pledge in installments, if you like.

Give generously to

NEW YORK WAR FUND Jjgt
ONE GIFT

For our own -For our allies
tmmgMm *** National War Fund

AGfMCfS

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 31st floor
New York N. Y.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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(ESTEN WOULD SEND TELE BACK TO THE LAB
Mexican
Gov't
Mapping Aid for Native
Trade
ve-Point Program Calls
CBS Vice-Prexy Urges
Results of Silverstone's Latin- American

or Domestic Manufacture
f Raw Stock, Censorship

Survey to be Placed Before All Companies
West

Mexico City (By Air Mail)— The
?xican film industry will be the
;ipient of Government aid under
program designed "to assure its
esent progress and future secur," it is announced by Miguel Ale»n, Mexican Minister of the In"ior.
The Cabinet member explains the
oducers' need of public assistance
the ground
that "it is in the
:erest of the national economy to
(Continued on Page 8)

Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Latin America, with its 130,000,000 people, will provide a great
market for the American film industry, said Murray Silverstone, vice-president
in charge of foreign distribution for 20th-Fox, following his return from his
South-American trip.
Silverstone, who pointed out that the countries are untouched by war,
is here to confer with fellow 20th-Fox executives regarding the survey he
made of the Latin-American market. On his return to New York, he will
call an informal meeting of all company foreign department heads at which
time he will disclose general findings of his trip.

Fear Mich. Cities
Wright Calls Schine
ludio Walkout May As Gov't Witness
May Use Ticket Tax
Detroit — Threat of local taxes
Buffalo — Cross-examining Charles
iad to Strike Vote
E. Dickinson, Jr., Shepherdstown, theater admissions is expected

It Be Held Up for Finer,
Color Pictures After War
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Holding up of television development in the presetft
channels in favor of the final pictures that will be possible through
color transmission after the war was
urged dentyesterday
by CBS
Paul Kesten.
In a Vice-Presistatement
submitted to the FCC, Kesten urged
immediate widening of the FM
broadcasting section of the spectrum
(Continued on Page 10)

Mary Pickford Buys
"Venus" for UA Pic

on
to
Long-pending negotiations for the
W.
Va.,
president
who
formerly
highlight
the
discussions
at
the
anhst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
nual convention of Allied Theaters screen rights to the Broadway musbooked films for the Palace in Lock"One Touch of Venus," have
|Hollywood — The producers will port at the Schine anti-trust trial of Michigan which opens a three-day been ical,
completed by Mary Pickford
at the Book Cadillac Hotel who will
:ognize the studio set decorator's here, Attorney Saul E. Rogers yes- conclave
produce the picture for
on Monday.
Jl»n
ion ofas the
beingConference
under the ofjurisdicterday sought to show that during
(Continued on Page 8)
Studio
A study by the State Tax Comin early on1930's
that Dicklions.
Set dressers as a group the years l Continued
(Continued on Page 8)
Page 8)
Detroit Carriers Stop
}iled to appear for work at M-G-M
(Continued on Page 8)
Service Strike Menaces

quipment Dealers Open
hicago Conclave Today

Merge Netco, Hercules
Into Para. Theaters Corp.

Netco Theaters Corp. and Hercules
Theater Corp. have been merged into
Chicago — More than 40 members Paramount Pictures Theaters Corp.,
the Theater Equipment
dealers fhe latter being the new name of
•otective Association, augmented Paramount Broadway Corp., which
representatives of some 50 top owns the Paramount Theater Bldg.
(Continued on Page 7)
Except for a change in the name of
(Continued on Page 7)

Mexico City Theaters

Detroit — The film carrier situation here was upset again yesterday
Mexico City — Nearly half of Mexof delivery of adico City's movie houses will be with the stopping
vertising paper by regular carrier
closed today unless there is a last(Continued on Page 8)
minute settlement of the sound and
projection
servicemen's
differences equipment
with Western
Electric
Develop World from
Co.
The repairmen, members of the
Bottom, Says Warner
(Continued on Page 8)

Extortionists Appeal
Decision Reserved

Dec. 7 to be Free Movie Day

Decision was reserved yesterday in
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
on the appeal of the seven persons
convicted last year of extorting more
than $1,000,000 from the industry.
The defendants are Louis Compagna,
Paul De Lucia, Frank Maritote, John

Pearl Harbor Date Picked by Bond Committee

Rosselli, Phil D'Andrea, Charles Gioe
and Louis Kaufman, former business
agent of IATSE operators' local 244
of Newark. They argued their case
on the ground that improper evidence was offered at their trial.

Circle Film Laboratory
Acquired by Hirliman
George Hirliman, former president of Film Classics, has purchased
the Circle Film Laboratory which
was owned by Film Classics and
other interests. As president of
Circle, Hirliman will turn the labor(Continued on Page 8)

Adv. Paper Deliveries

Thursday, Dec. 7— Pearl Harbor
Day— this year will also be observed
as National Free Movie Day for the
Sixth War Loan campaign, Harry
Brandt, national chairman, said yesterday. Selection of the .well-remembered day is expected to serve
as a tremendous stimulus for sales
of "E" Bonds in theaters, giving
both operators and public an oppor(Continued on Page 7)

In the effort toward improvement
of conditions of small peoples and
small nations, "the world must be
developed, not from the top, but
from the bottom. In accomplishing
this, there is no force or medium
that can do the job so effectively and
as pleasantly as the motion picture," Harry M. Warner, president
of Warners, said in a message to
the President and Government of
Cuba. Cuba recently awarded the
three Warner brothers the Order of
Carlos Manuel de Cespedes. Message is being taken to Cuba by Peter
Colli, Warner Caribbean general manager, who leaves for Havana today.
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Phil Laufer Resigns at UA

"Name" P.A.'s Preceding
Cincy "Romance" Debut

Film Exposition Opens
In Mexico City Oct. 12

Cincinnati — Plans have been completed here for the premiere of MG-M's "American Romance" at the
RKO Albee on Oct. 12 with day-anddate showing in 132 kev spots in
this area. Radio Station WLW has
inaugurated an extensive publicity
campaign.
Director and Mrs. King Vidor, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Abel, Brian Donlevy, Ann Richards, Nancy Walker,
Gene Porter and Rags Ragland are
making personal appearances in
war plants and hospitals in the territory and will be present at the premiere. A banquet on the eve of the
debut will start the premiere festivities.
Coming from New York for the
event are Si Seadler. Howard Dietz,
W. R. Ferguson, William Ornstein,
William Danziger, Herb Crooker, H.
M. Richey, Jack Gilmore, Al Burke,
C. C. Deardourff, Norman Linz, Irving Wallenstreet, William Coleman,
Charles Dietz, George Baron and J.
E. Watson. Eddie Carrier is in
charge of arrangements.

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Many
of the hemisphere's leading producers, distributors, and exhibitors will
be represented at the Motion Picture
Exposition which opens here next
Thursday. The committee in charge
of arrangements is composed of Arturo Garcia Formenti, Jorge Mendoza Carrasco, Bias Lopez, and Miguel A. Sana.
Among the features will be statistical presentations of the number
and location of Mexico's film houses;
a survey of the newest technical developments in the industry; revivals
of early silent pictures made in Mexico; a prize contest for amateur
movie-makers; free showings of
newsreels; p.a.'s by Mexican stars;
and the actual production of a film
in a model studio erected on the
exposition grounds.

MP Associates Will Act
On Death Benefit Tilt
Definite action will be taken to increase the membership death benefit
of the Motion Picture Associates
from $250 to $1,000 at a luncheonmeeting of the board of directors to
be held Tuesday in the Famous Kitchen.
In discussing the MPA's activities,
Morris Sanders, president, said that
Jesse Stern, attorney and president
of the Unaffiliated Exhibitors Association, is presently engaged in
streamlining the constitution; also,
that the organization has voted
against the admittance of female
members.

an"
"Key-M
e Each
to Have
Film
To
UA Promot
A new system of publicity supervision for United Artists pictures
was announced yesterday by Louis
Pollock, publicity and advertising
director.
The plan places added responsibility on the unit publicity director
usually assigned to each picture
when production starts. He now
becomes the "key-man" for the entire promotional career of his film.
When shooting is over, he goes on to
New York for perhaps the most important half of his assignment, the
pre-opening buildup and the first
key-city engagements.

'Frenchman's Creek' Tradeshow Here on Oct. 23

Special invitation trade previews
of Paramount's- "Frenchman's Creek"
will be held in exchange centers on
Sherman
Interest inBuys
His Partner's
Co.
Oct. 23, the showings to take place
in theaters. Charles Reagan, viceWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY president in charge of distribution,
Hollywood — Harry Sherman has announced that the other four picpurchased the interest of his partner,
tures in the second block and the
Dick Dickinson, in all productions modernized version of "The Sign of
released as well as physical proper- the Cross" would be tradeshown in
ties of Harry Sherman Productions most
17.
exchange cities on Oct. 16 and
at the California Studios. He also
acquired full rights to various story
In Philadelphia,
properties they owned jointly.
Creek"
will be shown "Frenchman's
at the State
Dickinson, who was with Fox West Theater on Monday, Oct. 30.
Coast before joining Sherman, plans
to re-enter the exhibition field.

Phil Laufer, New York newspaper "U" Picture to Mark 10th
contact for United Artists, has resigned effective Oct. 13. Following Anniversary of Technicolor
a vacation, he will announce future
Technicolor in its present form
plans. Laufer formerly held important publicity posts with Warner will observe its tenth anniversary
Bros., B. S. Moss, Loew's, Strand, next year with the release of UniHollywood, State, Criterion and Riversale "Can't Help Singing" starvoli.
ring Deanna Durbin. This picture
marksance inMiss
color. Durbin's first appear-
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111. Allied Dedicates

Service Men's Honor Roll

Chicago — A honor roll listing the
names of 268 former employes in
theater-members of Allied Theaters
of Illinois was dedicated yesterday
at a general membership luncheon
at the Blackstone Hotel.
Jack Kirsch, president of the unit,
in his address said that the sacrifices
of the service men "make it our
Stanley
Jacques
Recovering
solemn duty to express ourselves in
Cincinnati— Stanley Jacques, RKO Polio Declines in Ohio
advancing democracy on the home
Cincinnati — With over 850 cases front by graduating to higher standbranch manager, is convalescing at
home following an operation at the listed in Ohio, polio is on the deards the theater as a civic instituJewish hospital.
crease, i -

tion."

co mine and come
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, Loew's
arrives from Hollywood
Monday.

presider

STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of the Par;
mount executive committee, leaves today f
Hawaii to take up his work as Red Cro
commissioner in the Pacific Islands.
MARY
PICKFORD returns to the Coast rods
C.

L.

CARRINGTON,

president

of

vice, BERT
SANFORD,
Altec's
New
trict manager
and H. S. MORRIS,
agent
and
merchandising
manager,
Chicago
for the TEDPA
convention.

Altec

Sa

York dl
purchasir
are

E. K. O'SHEA, M-C-M's Eastern sales man:
ger, arrives in Atlanta today for conferenci
with Charles Kessnich, district manager, an
William Zoellner, branch manager. On Sur
day he will be in Charlotte for a meeting wit
Rudy Berger, district manager, and Benn Rosen
wald, branch manager.
ROY
HAINES,
Western
and Southern divisio
sales
manager
for Warners,
leaves
over
tli
week-end
for
Milwaukee,
Kansas
City
other
midwestern
exchange
centers.
HERBERT CRIFFIN
from the Coast.

is en route to New

JACK
FISHER
is in
PHYLISS
THAXTER,

town
who

femme
role in "30 Seconds
for the Coast yesterday,
to
second
M-C-M
picture.
ARTHUR
York from

BUDD

from Chicago.
plays the leadin
Over
start

Tokyo,"
lei J
work
in ht

L. PRACHET
has arrived
a South American
tour.

WALTER
BIEDERMAN,
The
Talace,
Cincinnati,
following combat action
ROGERS

Yor

in

NeJ

former
manager
ej
is home
on
furloug
in the Pacific area.

leaves for Hollywood

today.

;

JACOB SEGAL, Columbia assistant foreign sale
manager, returns from a vacation on Monday.
E. W. AARON,
M-G-M circuit sales head, re?
turns from a seven-week tour which took him t
the Coast.
EDWARD
L. ALPERSON
leaves for the Coasj
the latter part of next week, when he will be
gin production
on his first picture
for 201
Century-Fox.
ARTHUR GOTTLIEB of DuArt Labs., leaves ove]
the week-end
for Toronto.
OSCAR A. DOOB plans to leave for Cirl
cinnati Oct. 10 for the preview premiere cj
"An American Romance" at the Albee there.
j

"London Town" Ruggles i
First For Eagle-Lion
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA1V.

Hollywood — Wesley Ruggles wiW
produce a feature Technicolor mus
ical, tentatively
"Londoi
Town"
for Eagle-Liontitled
Films, Inc. Ijj
will be made in England. He wil
use several new players and will sigli
a duo of composers to write eighji
song numbers. Costumes for thl
Ruggles production will be designel
here. He expects to launch his pr<J
duction about May 1.

SEND BIRT1ID41
GREETINGS TO..
October 6
Janet Gaynor
Alice Knowland
Owen
Davis,
Jr.
Louis
Borel
Lee Trent
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Dec. 7 Picked As
Free Movie Day

genline Shipping
n Fails lo Hit Pix
l(an on ships flying the U. S. flag

(Continued from Page 1)

!p calling on Argentine ports is
llout effect on film shipments, acting to William Massce, of
ijsce, Barnet Co., film shippers.

tunity to partly avenge the sneak attack on Hawaii.

j.'assce
thatthefilmwar
shipments
to
entina said
since
had been
e on Argentine boats or those
feher countries and that while the
continues, ships of other counts will be used. No immediate efi on film forwarding is thus seen.

uipment Dealers Open
Icago Conclave Today
(Continued from Page 1)
it film equipment manufacturing
js, are here to attend that orjization's three-day meeting which
mences today in the local Hotel
^Inarck.
oon
aftern
and tion
ngassocia
«joda
membe for
willmorni
ionsy's
i only, but tomorrow and Sunday
t dealer-manufacturers sessions
scheduled. Tomorrow's program
jp for President Ray G. Colvin to
side and turn both morning and
,rnoon sessions over to Allen G.

nth, WPB's theater equipment
f. H. G. Sylte, regional officer
WPB
here, will be a featured
*ker.
inal sessions
on Sunday
startat 10:30 a.m. and concluding
Ittp.m. will be followed by the
mention banquet. Among the im;ant speakers will be, in addition
Smith, Nathan D. Golden, Dept.
Commerce; Ray Boomer, Motiooh's sales manager; Jack Kirsch,
;ident of Allied of Illinois; and
G. Meyer, of General Electric's
a Park plant, who will talk priily on post-war conditions,
ome manufacturers are repre:ed by as many as five delegates,
al attendance will be over 200.

C Climbing Aboard
ideshow Band Wagon

iRC's

New York Exchange will
a tradescreening of "When the
ats Go' On Again" and "The
at Mike" Wednesday at 10:30
., at the Preview Theater, 1600
ad way.

Nazis' End To Unleash
More Lens Advances?
Rochester, N. Y. — Sources close to
iausch & Lomb express the opinion
■ere that successful conclusion of
Ihe war in Europe may well be the
ignal for the firm "to take the
•lankets off" some
of the optical
■■idvances which have been made since
earl Harbor, and that amrng these
■ill be highly improved lenses for
notion picture theaters.

•

•

• A SHADOW CAST BEFORE: The joint United Artists-Vanguard announcement that a three-man team of experienced American
publicists will serve as a SYWA expeditionary force to Latin-American
capitals well may be a hint of the shape of things to come in the early
post-war period
The trio (Len Daly, Ed Ugast and AH Kratz) takes
off for Central and South American lands in about 10 days, or as soon
as a special SYWA Spanish pressbook is printed and the necessary State
Dept. formalities have "been ^completed
There are, it is estimated,
some 130 million people in Latin America, and, as of today, the film
market potentialities from the U. S. standpoint scarcely can be said to
have been scratched
although the native industries have made forward strides during the war years
There will be red-hot competition for the Latin-American screens once the war is over
Our British cousins have their well laid plans, of course. .... .And Mexican
and Argentine studios naturally will be very much in the race
One
approach to the problem thus presented is that which UA-Vanguard has
elected to pioneer
What develops will be close'.y followed — and
appraised — not only by David O. Selznick, et al, at UA-Vanguard, but by
all canny producer-distributors
And if it clicks you may rest assured
that in the air age ahead exploitation assignments in New York home
offices to Rio, to Sydney and to Johannesburg will be commonplace
T
T
▼
• • • HOLIDAY CHEER: Among items that about 300 Warners'
home office employes now in military service' will receive for Christmas
will be a "recreation special" consisting of five games in one package
being sent to them by the Girls Service Unit of the Warner Club
This is in addition to what the club itself and the company will send the
boys and girls, and the usual Warner. Club Christmas Party
Members of the Service Unit now pitching in to get the packages in the mail
before the October 14 deadline are Ruth Weisberg, executive chairman;
Ann Goebel, Sadie Broner, Harriet Pettit, Irma Flanders, Camille Garrity, Madeline Goldberg and Judy Leibowiti.
T
T
▼
•

•

•

ODDS

AND

ENDS: The Foreign Policy Association will

have a look-see at the MOT's "What to Do With Germany?" tomorrow
at the Waldorf-Astoria forum luncheon. . . • Independent Voters
Committee of the Arts and Sciences for Roosevelt will toss a "Broadway
for Roosevelt" dinner at the Astor on the 22nd. . . • Henry Koster
will direct and Joe Pasternak will produce Metro's re-make of "Two
Hearts in Waltz Time.". . • Louis, Hyman, Sol Lesser's general manager, presently engaged in daily huddles with UA execs, re sales
policy, advertising campaigns, and setting the release date on "Three's
A Family." claims he has about six more weeks of work in New York and
then, back to the coast
• .Remember
that swell news photo of
Mai. Gen. Erich Eisner cheerfully surrendering 20,000 Nazis at Romorantin, France, to a party of young Yank officers?
Sure, you do — you
could hardly forget it
Well, did you recognize the Lt. Bertram
Kalish of the Ninth U. S. Army, one of the two American officers offering
the terms, as formerly with Metro's News of the Day and also Ruby
Camera Exchange? ...
• Irene Hervey is another Hollywood actress
who is taking time out to join the Broadway
scene
Irene will
open here in November in the new Owen Davis play, "No Way Out."
... • Fifi D'Orsay who has just completed a p.a. tour of New England
and is preparing to go overseas for USO-Camp Shows, will be guest of
honor at a shindig at PRC's home office this afternoon. . . • The Lane
and Arden Theaters, operated by I. Zatkin, celebrated their 11th
anniversary simultaneously this week with civic and social leaders participating
▼
▼
T
•

•

•

PROMOTION

TO Fit: Loew's New York circuit is mak-

(Continued on Page

10)

Special accessories, including cooperative ads, posters and onesheets, are being prepared and will
be available
to campaigns.
the nation's theaters
for
their local
Brandt, accompanied by William
F. Crockett, Max Youngstein, Ted
Lloyd, Herman Schleier and Herb
Berg, leave tomorrow for Atlantic
City to confer with Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau, Ted Gamble, national War Finance Division
and other WFD executives. Lloyd,
20th-Fox director of radio, has been
loaned to the national committee to
supervise all radio tie-ups and handle both local and Coast-to-Coast
programs.

Merge Netco, Hercules
Into Para. Theaters Corp.
(Continued from Page 1)
the former Netco organization,
which operates Paramount upstate
houses, no change in the status or
personnel of the company is to be
effected. Hercules Theater Corp.
way.
qperated the Paramount and Broad; The consolidations mainly are of a
real estate nature. The Paramount
Los Angeles Corp. which owned the
Paramount Theater Bldg. in Los Angeles and the Paramount San Francisco Corp., which owned the Paramount Bldg. there, recently were
merged into Paramount Pictures Theaters Corp. Several minor real estate subsidiaries also were merged
into the new company.

Rites for Harry Beresford
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harry Beresford, 77,
veteran stage and screen player, is
dead. Funeral will be held tomorrow
in the Little Church of the Flowers.

Mexican iVetrs Writer
Hits Language Reels
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Carlos de Negri, newspaper writer whose
daily column is one of the most influential organs of public opinion in
this country, has called on the Mexican Ministry of Public Education to
make it clear to all the Latin-American countries that Mexico had no
hand in the making of the first
four cf a projected series of educational cartoons produced in Hollywood by the Disney Studios. De
Negri praised the color and appealing drawings in the reels but held
that the subjects, designed to teach
Spanish, are full of "technical and
pedagogic
are
said to have deficiencies."
been supervised Films
by three
Mexican professors.

Wright Calls Schine
As Gov't Witness
(Continued from Page 1)
inson complained he could not book
first-run pictures, the major companies, by selling to Schine, were
"dealing with an old customer."
Rogers emphasized that Schine had
operated the Rialto in Lockport before Dickinson became associated
with the Palace and were regular
customers of the "eight big" distributors. The witness agreed.
Rogers next endeavored to show
that in 1934-35, the Palace had contracts with Columbia on the basis of
a two-year franchise, and with
United Artists, producing several of
the contracts for identification. He
also produced documents showing
that Dickinson obtained product from
Paramount and Universal.
Dickinson terminated his connection with the Palace in April, 1936,
when his father's estate sold his interest in the Reliance Theater Corp.,
leaseholder. His father died in 1933.
Rogers took exception to Dickinson's prior
testimony that the Eialto operated by Schine.
was converted from a skating: rink.
""Don't you think it was entirely rebuilt
and wasn't just changed from a rink to a
theater?"
Rogers asked the witness.
Dickinson said he did not.
"Didn't you know that Paramount originally closed the Hi-Art and that Paramount
was the tenant of the Palace prior to Schine's
occupancy:''
Rogers inasked.
Dickinson replied
the negative.
Wright
Calls Schine
Robert L. Wright of the Justice Department followed an unusual procedure when
he called Schine executives to the stand
as Government witnesses.
Wright was encountering difficulty in
establishing who Howard Carroll was in
October. 1933. when Dickinson said he
talked to him and that Carroll said Schine
would reopen the Hi- Art if he (Dickinson)
failed to accept an offer of $16,000 "plus
percentage" for the Palace.
Carroll later became Schine's district manager in Rochester, but neither J. Myer
Schine, president of the defendant corporation, nor John A. May. corporation controller, provided the information Wright wanted
when he called both of them to the witness
stand for interrogation.
Wright asked Schine if his records in
Gloversville might show who Carroll was
in 1933 in connection with the Schine organization. Schine said they might. "Can
you produce them?" Wright asked him.
Schine said he possibly could, but it would
take several days.
Must "Connect Up" Testimony
Federal Judge John Knight admitted the
testimony from Dickinson with regard to
Carroll only if it is "later connected up
Apparently the court has not yet been satisfied that Carroll, if he was employed by
Schine. had authority to make statements
regarding circuit affairs to Dickinson in 1933.
Dickinson testified:- "He gave us a few
days to decide whether to accept the proposal (offer of $16,000) otherwise they
would reopen the Hi-Art theater. I told
him I wasn't interested."
Identification of inter-office memoranda
contracts and recommendations subpoenaed
from the files of Columbia Pictures occupied the balance of the session. Wright
placed on the stand Max H. Rose of Brooklyn, an attorney employed by Schwartz &
Frohlieh. counsel to Columbia. Rose was
iated by that company to compile the
material called for the subpoenaes.
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Projectionist Shows How to Lose a Job
As Colonel Cole Turns Temporary Manager
Dallas — Col. H. A. Cole, national Allied vice-president, and president of
Allied of Texas, has not been actively in charge ot a house for some 15 years
until his brother, Maj. H. 5. Cole, went East to visit New York. The Colonel
agreed to act as house manager for a time and soon learned something of labor
dirticulnes in connection with present day theater operation. Lesson One
came wnen he found the house projectionist on the mam floor blissfully watching a reel run out and the screen go blank. Seemed the operator wanted a
WLB

transfer and didn't know how to get it unless he could work a discharge. Second lesson came as Col. Cole went to the home of a missing

porter
who didn't show up on time and found him sleeping off the night before s drunk.

fear Mich. Cities
May Use Ticket Tax
(Continued from Page 1)
mission has resulted in a suggestion
chat amusement taxes should be left
to the municipalities and exhibitors
here are of the opinion that if one
municipality inaugurates a local admission tax, other localities will do
the same thing. National taxation
also is in the docket for consideration.
National Allied leaders, including
Abram F. Myers, general counsel,
are scheduled to attend. H. M.
Richey of M-G-M is listed as a speaker from the distribution branch.
David Palfreyman of the MPPDA
will be another visitor. Convention,
which is being billed as the silver anniversary meeting, is being arranged
by Fred E. Pennell who became business manager about a year ago.
• Other topics on the agenda include
adverse legislation, the consent decree and selling policies of the major
companies.

Walkout at Studios
May Lead to Strike Vote

(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday morning, pleading illness.
At noon 180 painters and 35 machinists joined the set decorators by
walking off the lot.
Herbert Sorrell, business representative of the painters' union and
president of the Conference, said no
action pertaining to a general strike
will be taken until after a meeting
of the painters' local on Sunday. He
said the set decorators had also
sought a 10 per cent increase for
their afternoon shift workers.
Government labor conciliation representatives yesterday asked for a
conference with Sorrell. He contends
that Government overture is unnecessary and that the union is willing to
meet with the producers. Studio
representatives believe the threatened strike involves no employer-labor disagreement, but originates in
a jurisdictional dispute between the
Mack Vessels Dead
Conference and IATSE. Producers'
Columbus, O. — Mack Vessels, 60, attorney said the set decorators
former stationary engineer at Loew's could not be recognized unless they
Obio, died.
were certified by NLRB.

Mary Pickford Buys
"Venus" for UA Pic

Mexico Maps Aid tori
Native Pic Industry '
(Continued from Page 1)

avoid any risk to one of the cou
try's
basic
industries."
While
details
of the program a
still being worked out by Gover:
ment officials, Aleman reveals th
it will cover the following five point

(1) Elevation of the "standan
of quality" of native productions.
(2) Establishment of the Office
Motion-Picture Supervision, Gover
ment censorship bureau, as a pe
manent entity.
(3) Elimination from newsreels

influence
political interior
propagandaelections.
which mig'
(4) Stimulation of the manufa
ture of raw stock within the countr
(5) Dissipation of the theor
(Continued from Page 1)
prevalent among certain native pr
United Artists release. Ultimate re- ducers, that American films wi
turn for the screen rights may be
in Spanish spoken parts &■
in the neighborhood of $750,000, ac adubbed"menace" to the domestic industr,
cording to Gradwell L. Sears, vice
president of UA, who was present Detroit Carriers Stop
at the consummation of the deal
Miss Pickford's tentative plans call Adv. Paper Deliveries
for a budget of $2,500,000 for the
(Continued from Page 1)
production
which will be in Technl
color.
organizations using separate true! I
Miss Leah Salisbury, representing from those used for films.
Exhil
the authors, S. J. Perelman, Ogden tors accordingly are picking up the
Nash and Kurt Weil, and Miss Cheryl own paper until the situation
Crawford, co-producer of the stage cleared. Stoppage appears to be tl
play, signed the contract turning result of opposition by the paper ca
che film rights over to Miss Pickfora, riers' union which has sought tl
who left for Hollywood yesterday af- right to handle it, rather than ill
ter closing the negotiations. No teamsters' union which has alwa;
handled it here.
casting has been started.
Film deliveries are not affected
20th-Fox Buys Screen Rights present, but the situation is ten ;
to "Junior Miss" for $40u,0U0 with discussions still unsettled a!
Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday ter the one-day strike of two wee!
purchased the screen rights to "Jun- ago.
ior Miss" for a reported sum of Service Strike Menaces
$400,000.
Rights to the Broadway play have Mexico City Theaters
been in negotiation for the last year.
(Continued from Page 1)
Originally, Mary Pickford was dealing for the rights and then 20th-Fox Union of Employes of the Mexico
was dickering for the piay on a per
centage basis. Warner Bros, tenta Motion-Picture Industry, are d
tively set a deal for a figure said to manding a 50 per cent pay increas
have been in the neighborhood ot A. postponement of the walkov.
originally scheduled last week, w;
$400,000.
ordered by the Federal Board .
Conciliation and Arbitration in o
Grant Clearance Relief
der to give the workers time to co:
To National in Boston
sider WE's offer of a 10 per cei
wage boost.
Clearance held by the Rivoli Theater, Boston, over the National Theater was fixed at 30 days on RKO
and 20th Century-Fox pictures by
Arbitrator George Gordon in the
complaint brought by the National
Theater Corp., operating the National. Paramount, Loew's and Warner
Bros, were dismissed from the action on the grounds that the 30-day
clearance granted by Loew's and the
21-day clearance granted by Warners were not unreasonable. Paramount was dismissed because it
owned an interest in the Rivoli.
Previously, the Rivoli had a 60day clearance over the National on
20th Century-Fox product, while
there was no time limit on the RKO
contracts.

Circle Film Laboratory
Acquired by Hirliman
(Continued from Page 1)

atory over to International Thea
rical and Television Corp. as tl
first unit in that company's expa:
sion plans in the 16 mm. field. De
was completed on Wednesday.

Screen "Lady in Window
At the Normandie in N. Y.
RKO will tradeshow "The Lac
in the Window" in New York Moi
day at the Normandie Theater, ii
stead of at the New York exchanj
as announced.

rko

RADIO

p\Cl URtS

of SAMUELpresentation
GOLDWYN'S
of

BOB HOPE

WrenceSS
with VIRGINIA MAYO and Walter slezak
WALTER BRENNAN • VICTOR McLAGLEN
DIRECTED BY DAVID BUTLER

Screenplay by Don Hartman, Melville Shavelson and Everett Freeman

BRANCH
Albany

PLACE

Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Memphis
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Haven

New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma
Omaha

City

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Sioux Falls
Washington

OF

SHOWING

Fox Projection Room
RKO Projection Room
RKO Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
RKO Projection Room
RKO Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
Paramount Projection Room
Paramount Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
Blumental Projection Room
Paramount Projection Room
Edison Hall
Ambassador Theatre
Fox Projection Room
Warner Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
Normandie Theatre
Fox
Fox
RKO
Fox
Star

Projection Room
Projection Room
Projection Room
Projection Room
Pre-view Room

S'Renco Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
RKO Projection Room
Jewel Box Projection Room
Hollywood Theatre
Fox Projection Room

ADDRESS
1052 Broadway
191 Walton St.
122 Arlington St.
290 Franklin St.
308 So. Church St.
1300 So. Wabash Ave.
12 E. 6th St.
2219 Payne Ave.
41 2 So. Harwood St.
2100 Stout St.
1300 High St.
2310 Cass Ave.
116 W.Michigan St.
1330 Baltimore Ave.
Ambassador Hotel
151 Vance Ave.
212 W.Wisconsin Ave.
1015 Currie Ave.
40 Whiting St.
200 So. Liberty St.
E. 53rd St. & Park Ave.
10 No. Lee St.
1502 Davenport St.
250 No. 13th St.
1715 Blvd. of Allies
925 N.W. 19th St.
3143 Olive St.
216 E. First South St.
251
231
212
932

Hyde St.
8 -2nd Ave.
No. Philips Ave.
New Jersey Ave.

Tues.
Day & Date
Tues. 10/10
Tues. 10/10
10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues.
Tues. 10/10
10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues.
Tues. 10/10
10/10
Tues.
Tues. 10/10
10/10
Tues.
Tues. 10/10
10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues.
Tues. 10/10
10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues. 10/10
Tues.
10/10
Tues. 10/10

TIME
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30
2:30
8:15
2:30
2:30
2:30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

2:30
2:30
2:30
8:30
2:30
2:30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
2:30
2:30
2:30
10:30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M

2:30 P.M.
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Would Send Tele
Back to the Lab.

Mono, to Dub Full
Program in Spanish

(Continued from Page 1)
to provide room for 4,000 or 5,000
stations and 10 national networks,
while tele be taken back into the
laboratory. Present tele operations
should be permitted to continue and
to die out of their own weight, he
said.
At the same time, Kesten said he
believes CBS will be able to broadcast
fine quality color within a little
more than a year after the close of
the war — on 16-megacycle channels
rather than six-megacycles channels.
Technicians Handicapped
The six-megacycle band, Kesten
said, limits the job the engineers and
technicians can do. "As we have
heretofore expressed it," he said,
"the ultimate in six-megacycle television is equivalent to approximately 250,000 picture elements per
image, while in 16-megacyele television the ultimate is the equivalent of
585,000 picture elements. As the
image is enlarged through projection
or other means in the home receiving set, the coarser picture tends to
fly apart and could never approach
the fine-screen television in its clarity and detail.
"I said earlier that I spoke of the
URAC report with respect. We
heartily endorse its television proposals, or any other allocation plan
which the Commission sees fit to
adopt, provided only that it include
four basic points:
"1. That television be moved up in
the spectrum above 300 megacycles
where there is room for higher-grade
pictures.
"2. That no fewer than 30 channels be assigned to it.
"3. That each channel be at least
16 megacycles wide.
"4. That as quickly as possible —
by which I mean as soon as the improved pictures are fully tested and
demonstrated on the higher frequencies— the lower frequencies be withdrawn from television service."
On the fourth
point Kesten
de-

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

LT. ELLIOTT W. CALISCH, son of Edith Lindeman, Motion Picture editor, Richmond Va.,
Times Dispatch, the Air Medal, for "meritorious achievement" in action over Europe.
S SCT. JAMES ELLIS, AAF, formerly of B O K,
Chicago, awarded the Air Medal.
COL. MELVIN GILLETTE, Signal Corps. USA, the
Legion of Merit, in Italy.

*

PROMOTED

*

HENRY L. HACHAT, USA, formerly manager,
Palace, Denville, III., to corporal.
EDDIE SECUIN. USA, formerly of B & K's
publicity department, Chicago, to sergeant.

*ARMY*
DON

UTZ,

manager,

State,

Bellevue,

O.

• NAVY*
RIQHARD

TESSLEY.
mont, O.

manager,

Friday, October 6, 19

Strand,

Fre-

(Continued from Page 7)

ing unusual plans for the promotion of "Dragon Seed"
The pic
broke records at the Music Hall where it had only dignified "epic" advertis ng.. .However, when it hits the neighborhoods, Loew's is keyiyig
the promotion to fit the customers
At Loew's Canal, near Chinatown, the Chinese angle will be emphasized
In other neighborhoods
it will be "Why did Hepburn poison so many men?"
In others it
will be "the new Hollywood Romeo, Turhan Bey, who steals Hepburn's
heart"
In others it will be "soft, tender sweetheart
but a
woman-of -steel"
Despite the boom, Loew's goes on the assumption
that there arc empty seats to be filled
T
▼
T
• • • "EATING IN!" That handsome, cozy new executive luncheon
room recently created for Loew-Metro atop Loew's State building is apparently starting something. It is reported that several other Home
Offices are now having architects working on dining room plans
T
T
T
• • • DRAMA OF THE YEAR! In its September issue, National
Foundation News, official organ of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, gives its lead story to praising the remarkable results of
the industry's March of Dimes in 1944.
The editor calls it the most
dramatic story of the year
The industry's annual report booklet
covering the drive will be mailed within a week, according to Oscar Doob
who is compiling the record, which, among other things, will reveal
the value in dollars for a movie seat in collection drives
T
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

Monogram's entire 1944-45 pr
uct, plus the last 10 releases on 1 1
'43-44 commitment, will be dub'i:
in Spanish according to H. Alb
Mestanza, Latin-American sales .
oervisor.
This will include the 16 Westeil
of the new season's product, M
tanza explained, since this type
feature is easily dubbed and is g<
erally popular throughout the La
Americas.
The theaters
Spanish is market
with goo"*i
3,000
particularly
he added, with Spain controlling th
own dubbed versions of Americ
films, since the accent in Spain
different
from that used in the I
tin-Americas.

Dubbing is now being done w
mixed
voices
from
all the Lat J
American countries with preferei
given those actors that have "ne ;
ral
accents,"
Mestanza
reveal
Close to 400 actors are now availa .
in New York for this work, larg<
through the efforts of the Office
the Co-ordinator of Inter-Americ
Affairs. here
Many when
of these
"voices"
brought
a school
waswc-jI
ganized to prepare for Latin-Am
ican short wave radio programs, i

Tele to be Great New
Industry, Asserts Beal

Chicago — Electronic televis
stands forth as a prime example
a major achievement of research a
dared public resentment would place prise. The fact that only 7,000 sets engineering and is now on the vei
high if a large investment in sets were sold in an area containing 3,- of becoming a great new indusl
for low frequency reception went 000,000 homes during nearly two and a service to the public, Ral
sour with improvements in the high years of pre-war broadcasting is a R. Beal, assistant to the RCA L;
bands. Makeover of these sets will danger signal in itself. The fact oratories vice-president, told the >
that the majority of our independent tional Electronic Conference.
not be possible, he said.
do not believe present teleNoting that television reseai"So every consumer who buys a affiliatesvision
pictures are good enough to has tapped virtually all the res
pre-war type of set and wakes up be viewed
for
more
than
an
hour
voirs of knowledge in radio, che
one fine morning to discover that
there is a new and better television without eyestrain, or good enough to try, optics and electronics, he s;
in large quantities in an- that the medium today rests up
on the air which his set cannot re- sell sets
other omen.
its own solid foundation of resear
ceive at all is going to be very resentful. Multiplying that by 1,000,000
"Finally, the fact that present
Set Home Pic Tradeshows
sets— or about $200,000,000 of pub- television standards provide for no
lic investment — and it becomes a color is alarming to even the most
National tradescreenings of Savery frightening predicament. That practical mind — one not at all con- uel Goldwyn's Technicolor picti
cerned with the artistic beauties of
is why we urge speed, more speed,
"The Princess and the Pirate," st;
and still more speed in achieving color. Television in the home must ring Bob Hope, will be held by Rl
the new pictures.
compete for the leisure-time atten- Radio on Oct. 10. In New York, t
tion of the family against movies in trade shown at the Normandie Tl
"If the Commission can quickly the theater. More and more of these ater at 10:30 a.m.
assign the new and higher frequen- movies as well as home movies will
cies to television, if CBS, with the
be in full and brilliant color after
co-operation of one or more of the
manufacturers, can get the brilliant, the war. Television must also compete as an advertising medium with
higher-grade pictures on the air in
a matter of months rather than color reproductions of the advertisers product in magazines, in Sunday
years (and we believe we can) the
supplements, or billboards, posters
Irving Ludwig, buyer and bool
whole changeover can be made be- and car cards. Many an advertiser
fore public investment is deeply in- has told us that he will not take for the Rugoff & Becker theater c
cuit, became the father of a I
volved. This, we believe is imperative. It would be a fraud upon the television seriously until its images pound baby girl, Jacqueline Sue.
broadcasters to delay new television are improved and are in color."
Seattle — John Peterson, manai
standards.
of the Palomar, announced the bii
Brueck Funeral Today
Standards Not Good Enough
of a baby boy.
Rochester — Funeral services will
"There is more and more evidence
to indicate
that present
television be held today for Theodore M.
Wichita Falls, Tex.— David Ru
standards are simply not good enough Brueck, 74, inventor, superintendent noff, violinist, became a father w
to put television over as a real pub- 1and co-founder of the Ilex Optical the birth of a son to his wife, t
former Myrtice Dean.
Co.
lie service or even as a going enter- '
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< :< REVICUJS OF TH€ DCUJ flLfllS if if
"Irish Eyes Are

m From Arkansas"

-i Slim Summerville
and
El Brendel
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
68 Mins.
-.INERT AND VERSHEL
MAKE
PROR DEBUT
WITH
GOOD
HILLBILLY
EDY WITH MUSIC.
H.

Kleinert

and

Irving

Vershel

make

::w as producers and have done nicely
their
initial offering.
It has
hilland
western
songs
and
its cast
insuch experienced funmakers as Slim
erville, El Brendel, Cliff Nazarro, Ar2. Bryan, Maude Eburne, Flo Bert and
4 John.
my
Wakely,
the
Pied
Pipers
(from
and Carolina Cotton, a yodeler, are
[ the singers used, while Bruce Bennett
Hs Adrian take care of the love inEddie
Paul functioned
as musical
STor, and Lew Landers turned in a good
! directing.
hfork.
Ark.,
becomes
an
important
on the map when
dw, gives birth to

Esmerelda, a proa record litter of

'- Nazarro
moves
his show
troupe
of
'to Pitchfork.
A
packing
company
that an unknown
hot springs
mud
smerelda, and its representatives try
the property from Maude Eburne at
ulously low figure, but are foiled by
irian and Bruce Bennett.
": Slim Summerville, El Brendel, Iris
Bruce Bennett, Maude Eburne, Cliff
i Al St. John, Carolina Cotton, Danny
, Paul Newlan, Harry Harvey, Arthur Q.
John Hamilton, Douglas Wood, Walter
i, Flo Bert, Jimmy Wakely, Pied Pipers,
e Girls, Milo Twins.
UTS: Producers, E. H. Kleinert and Irving
; Director,
Lew
Landers;
Author,
Marcy
Screenplay,
Klauber,
Joseph
Carole;
: :«nan,
Robert
Pittack;
Art
Director,
F.
rlos: Editor, John Link; Musical
Director,
aul.
•ACTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Marked Trails"
:-x i with Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele
a; ram
59
rJNGS
IN THIS
AVOR OF THE
- team
nore
tern
cvers
S Bitjej :e

Mins.

ONE
SHOULD
WIN
WESTERN FANS.

of Hoot Gibson and Bob Steele
rides in the cause of justice in
primed
with
action
that
will
of horse operas constantly on
Adding to the interest is the

of an

' * a of Veda

eye-filling villainess
Ann

in

the

Borg.

I ' story has the boys with

the

badges

:'i h trail of a gang specializing in an
;]Jket.
The baddies victimize the helpitizens
right and
left until Gibson
» >eele get on the job.
The two have
irt to masquerading, with Steele getflimself accepted as a member of the
ljbefore they can corral Miss Borg and
y-friend associate (Mauritz Hugo).
Sf on and Steele handle themselves well
the
direction
of J. P. McCarthy,
er, it is Miss
Borg who makes
the
;st impression.
film has solid scripting by McCarthy
ictor Hammond.
ai : Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, Veda Ann
.alph Lewis, Mauritz Hugo, Steve Clark,
Stevens, Lynton Brent, Bud Osborne,
Worrell. Allen B. Sewell, Benny Corbett.
'ITS: Production Supervisor, William
ch; Director, J. P. McCarthy; Screenplay,
McCarthy, Victor Hammond; Cameraman,
Neumann; Film Editor, John C. Fuller;
Glen Glenn; Musical Director, Frank SanCTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

with June

Woolley
Haver,
Dick Haymes,

Smiling"

Monty

20th-Fox
90 Mins.
LAVISH MUSICAL SHOW ABOUNDS IN
POPULAR
ENTERTAINMENT;
HAYMES
CLICKS HEAVILY.
Twentieth-Fox has applied its sure-fire
musical formula once mere with huge success. In "Irish Eyes Are Smiling" it has
contrived a show that bulges with popular
entertainment. None of the company's
musicals has stirred a stronger sense of
nostalgia than the current exhibit.
In telling the highly romanticized story
of Ernest R. Ball, the composer of pcpular
ditties who was all the rage in the era
preceding the first World War, the film
brings back to life a whole world of sentimental songs, including the one inspiring
the title of the film.
The story details Ball's romantic and
financial ups and downs in the pattern
made familiar by 20th-Fox. Dick Haymes
makes a charming fellow of Ball, with June
Haver appearing extremely fetching as the
love of his life. Monty Woolley is his
usual vitriolic self as a theatrical impresario.
Leonard Warren and Blanche Thebom of
the Met ccntributed
musical interludes.

several distinguished

Damon Runyon gave
Technicolor production.
rected ably.

the film a lavish
Gregory Ratoff di-

CAST: June Haver, Dick Haymes, Monty Woolley, Anthony Quinn, Beverly Whitney, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Veda Anna Borg, Clarence Kolb,
Leonard Warren, Blanche Thebom, Chick Chandler, Kenny Williams, Michael Dalmatoff, Marion
Martin.
CREDITS: Producer, Damon Runyon; Director,
Gregory Ratoff; Screenplay, Earl Baldwin, John
Tucker Battle; Based on story by E. A. Ellington; Cameraman, Harry Jackson; Dance Director,
Hermes Pan; Art Directors, Lyle Wheeler, Joseph
C. Wright; Set Decorators, Thomas Little, Al
Orenbach; Film Editor, Harmon Jones; Special
Effects, Fred Sersen; Sound, George Leverett,
Roger Heman- Musical Directors, Alfred Newman, Charles Henderson.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"They Live in Fear"

with Clifford Severn, Otto Kruger, Pat Parrish
Columbia
65 Mins.
FAIR DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT
IS
DISPENSED
PRESSES.

IN THIS

FILM;

SEVERN

IM-

"They Live in Fear" is another in the
long parade of second-place features inspired by chronicles of Nazi viciousness.
The production, turned out by Jack Fier,
is run-of-the-mill dramatic entertainment
held together primarily by the superlative
performance of Clifford Severn as a German
lad who escapes to America to learn the
ways of democracy.
A good measure of interest has gone into
the depiction of how our young hero comes
to an understanding of the democratic
process. The climax of the lad's life in
America presents itself when he denounces
the Nazis in a radio address in the full
knowledge of the reprisals that will be
visited upon his family back home.
The direction of Josef Berne does much
to

overcome

the

routine

quality of

the

script of Michael L. Simmons and Sam Ornitz.
Seven
is
sincere
and
earnest.
Otto

*

SHORTS

*

"Design for Loving"
Columbia
20 mins.
Excellent Musical
This is one of the best 20 minutes
of musical entertainment to be turned out by the B. K. Blake unit. The
numbers by George Blake and Dick
Leibert are far above the average
and would have been an asset to
any feature production.
The story is centered around a radio station with Frank Borden, an
able warbler, and Edna Skinner, not
hard to look at, as the lovers, doing
the singing chore. The two have the
usual spat which sends Borden to
Grand Central Station in quest of
his sweetheart. This locale affords
excellent production value for the
"All Aboard" number. They finally
catch up to one another in the radio
sponsor's office and their quarrels
are patched up through clever musical numbers.
Ray Sinatra's band is most effective with Stubby Kaye, Ralph Bunker, Ollie Franks, Harry Gibson and
the Grenadiers doing an okay job.
Produced and directed by B. K.
Blake, from the story by Henry Morris and photographed by Don Malkames, a series of this type of shorts
would afford an excellent proving
ground for future star talent.

tors that caused the weakening of
that country to the point where it
fell easy prey to the Nazi war machine. The production gives a good
idea of the forces that were at work
in France in the years leading up to
World War II. Emphasis is placed
on the division that existed in France
in those turbulent days. The film
points a moral and sounds a warning. In telling its story it presents
varied aspects of French life. Although familiar, the material has
been well assembled.
"Flicker Flashbacks"
(Series 2— No. 1)
RKO
10 mins.
Hilarious
The first release of the second
series of shorts offering scenes from
pictures of long ago is mighty funny.
Two subjects make up the reel. One
is a romantic bit from a film of 1909.
The other consists of footage from
a Charlie Chaplin film of 1914,
"Dough and Dynamite," which is a
howl.
"Popular Science"
Absorbing
Paramount
10 mins.
(J4-1)
A most instructive reel, this. The
detection of flaws in railroad tracks,
valuable kitchen hints for the housewife, and the latest equipment for
locating metal fragments in wounded men are among the matters taken
up in the Magnacolor short, one of
the most absorbing of the series.

"Swingtime Holiday"
(Name Band Musical)
Universal
15 mins.
Hot Diggity

"Pitching (Popeye)
Woo at the Zoo"
Paramount
7 Mins.
Good Pitching
The "dig me" fanatics will find
This is the best of the series since
plenty
heat in
rootin'-tootin'
musical ofshort.
Thethisblasting
is done it went Technicolor. The reel has
by the Gus Arnheim band. The more than the usual number of
chief vocal attraction is the Delta laughs. Popeye is kept busy rescuing his Olive first from a wolfish
Rhythm Boys. Other warblers are
Jean Davis and Jimmie Dodd. Also animal keeper and then from a leopon hand is Kirby Grant. Heard are
ard's cage. The exhibitor will have
no trouble with this one.
'Pagan Love Song," "Do Nothin'
Till You Hear From Me," "Hot
Licks," "You're My Dish," "Shake
"From SpruceVariety
to Bomber"
(Interesting
View)
Well Before Using," "Rhythm RhapUniversal
9 mins.
sody," "Jersey Bounce."
Highly Instructive
"Inside France"
The making of the famous Mos(World in Action)
quito bomber is told absorbingly in
UA
19 mins. this excellent short. The film starts
Very Timely
with the felling of the giant spruces
The liberation of France has im- which go into the construction of
pelled the National Film Board of the plane and ends with thrilling
Trade of Canada to review the fac- scenes of the testing operations.
The short is highly instructive as
well as entertaining.
Kruger is fine as his mentor in America.
A word, too, for Pat Parrish as the girl
with whom
he falls in love.
CAST: Clifford Severn, Otto Kruger, Pat
Parrish, Jimmy Carpenter, Erwin Kaiser, Danny
Jackson, Jimmy Zaner, Jimmy Clark, Danny Desmond, Billy Benedict, Kay Dowd, Eileen McClory,
Douglas Wood,
Frederick Giermann.
CREDITS: Froducer, Jack Fier; Director, Josef
Berne; Screenplay, Michael L. Simmons, Sam
Ornitz; Based on story by Wilfrid Pettitt;
Cameraman, George Meehan; Film Editor, James
Sweeney; Art Directors, Lionel Banks, Carl Anderson; Set Decorator, Joseph Kish; Sound, Lodge
Cunningham.
DIRCTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Cood.

"Abou Ben Boogie"
(Walt Lantz Swing Symphony)
Universal
7 mins.
For Jive Hounds
A fairly entertaining animated cartoon about a jiving fool doing his
stuff with a half-draped cutie. The
scene is Siam. The action is fast
and furious. The short, which is in
Technicolor, makes its appeal primarily to those with jittery feet.
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5 MILLIONS FOR POST-WAR EQUIPMENT
iov't Urges Sifting of Films for Latin
America
Prolonged Hostilities May

pnsular Reports on MarIt Published as Lasting
Idustry Reference Work
tjiington Bureau of THE

FILM

PICK 18 6TH LOAN STATE CHAIRMEN
Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO
Vice-President,
Appointed
Metropolitan New York Area Campaign Head

DAILY

Washington — More specific attenn to the film tastes and needs of
• American neighbors is called for
the new publication "Motion Pice Markets of Latin America," by
partment of Commerce pix chief
than D. Golden. Published as a
ting: industry reference work, the
>k is an interpretation of facts
the South American market gathd by U. S. consular offices there
(Continued on Page 13)

Appointments
of 18 State chairmen, covering the entire Northeastern area from Maine to North Carolina, as well as a
Midwest
appointee in Wisconsin,
for the Sixth War
Loan drive, were
announced
F r iday by Harry
Brandt,
national
campaign
chairman for the industry.
Simultaneously,
Malcolm Kingsberg, vice - president of RKO, was
W Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
appointed Metropolitan New York
Hollywood — The walkout in the area
chairman. MALCOlm kincsberc
nference of Studio Unions-IATSE
Kingsberg
will
isdictional dispute over set dechis
committee
announce
litors on Friday spread to Colum- shortly
where decorators, painters and
(Continued on Page 9)

li

talkouISpreads
) Columbia Studio

tendance in Mexico
1% Ahead oi '43 Peak

Will Argue Crescent
Appeal This Week
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

'jirhisil will
a record attendance
year for mo-in
picturebe theater
Washington — Airing of the Cresxico where patronage so far in
cent Amusement Co.'s appeal from
. 14 already is approximately 15 per
the Tennessee Circuit Court's rul(Continued on Page 9)
ing is scheduled for the Supreme
Court chamber on Wednesday or
Thursday of this week. Exact date
Detroit Sales Chiefs
depends upon the length of arguus 'Handsome Waiters'
(Continued on Page 13)
Detroit —

Chicago — Exhibitors nationally will spend for equipment
which will operate in this area cov- replacements and improveering the 14 down-state counties of
ments to their theaters in the early

New York, Westchester, Nassau, Suffolk, Richmond, Queens, Kings,
Bronx, Ulster, Sullivan, Rockland,
Putnam, Orange and Dutchess.
Among the other State Chairmen
appointed were:
From Maine, Connie Russell of
Bangor; Vermont, Frank Vennett,
Rutland; New Hampshire, Ed Fahey,
Manchester; Massachusetts, Sam
Pinanski, M & P Theaters, Boston;
Connecticut, Harry Shaw, New Haven; Upstate New York, C. J. Latta,
Albany; Northern New Jersey, Harry Lowenstein and Frank Damis,
Newark; Southern New Jersey and
Eastern Pennsylvania, Ben Fertel,
Philadelphia; Western Pennsylvania,
M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh.
Also from Delaware, A. Joseph
(Continued on Page 8)

More U. S. Evidence
For Schine Trial

post-war period at least $25,000,000,
and this figure may easily reach $50,000,000, particularly if the war is
prolonged, it was disclosed by a
survey of manufacturer-dealer opinion at the Theater Equipment Dealers Protective
(ContinuedAssociation's
on Page 14) three-

Canadian Indies May
Ask Government Aid
Toronto — A delegation of independent exhibitors is understood to have
asked for government intervention,
following the inability of Canadian
film exchanges and circuit officials
(Continued on Page 9)

Drop Plan for Group to
Check Gov't Film Usage
Washington

Buffalo — Following the testimony
of Chester Fenyvessy, Rochester
realtor and former operator of theaters in that city, the Schine antitrust trial Friday afternoon was adjourned until 2 p.m. today, when
more Government witnesses will be
called.
Fenyvessy owned the Madison,
(Continued on Page 10)

Local distributors are

turning "handsome waiters" tomorrow
night in connection with the Allied
Theaters of Michigan convention.
The exchange heads, taking over
Variety Club to play host to the conventionites, are planning to don
waiter's aprons and napkins to serve
all exhibitors. Event is being arranged by a committee of three
branch managers, Arvid Kantor of
National Screen Service, Irwin Pollard of Republic, and Moe Dudelson
of United Artists.

Double Figure; 800-1,000
New Theaters Will Arise

New Para.-IntJl Assignments
Perkins, Pratchett, Graham

tipped by Hicks

New assignments for James E.
Perkins, A. L. Pratchett and Robert
That
Rank-FPC
"Deal'
Is News to Balaban
L. Graham were announced Friday
by John W. Hicks, president of ParaReports from London to the effect
mount International Films, Inc. Assignments were made in line with the
that J. Arthur Rank was nearing a
Canadian circuit deal for the show- company's post-war plans.
Perkins has been named division
ing of his
organization's
product or
(Continued on Page 14)
(Continued
on Page 13)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Creation of a task
group of the Producers and Distributors Industry Advisory
Committee to check over Government film
(Continued on Page 8)

Local B-179 Moving
to Organize Nabes
Detroit — A drive to organize neighborhood theater employes is being
launched by Detroit Theater Employes Local B-179, IATSE, according
to James W. Padfield, president and
business agent. Present membership
of the local, around 300, is to be
more than doubled, Padfield said,
with calls now being made on outlying houses. Most downtown and
larger houses have already been organized for sometime.
The local has jurisdiction over
candy girls, ushers, doormen, and
cashiers.

13%
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Detroit First-Runs
Bid for Negro Biz

Extra Phone Girls, Radio
Offset Absence of Papers

Rochester — Extra telephone git/ls
and sharply stepped-up radio advertising provided the answer of local
Publisher
(OHN
W.
ALICOATE
Detroit — Competition for Detroit's theater managers to the non-appearNegro patronage among first-run
ance last week of the two local GanDONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
theaters reached an all-time high
nett dailies caused by a dispute beand General Manager
last week, with three of them oftween the typographical union and
fering colored attractions for the the Gannett management. As a reCHESTER B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
first time. While the attractions,
sult, managers said the box-office
Publlsned daily except Saturdays, Sundays particularly at two of the houses, had not
been affected.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, Xew normally would draw a large white
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film patronage as well, in. the background
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Roffman Leaves Hillman
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- lay the presence of Detroit's estiTreasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
mated 300,000 Negro population, who
Richard H. Roffman has resigned
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the naturally go strongly far any race
as public relations director for Hillpost-office at Xew York, N. Y., under the attraction.
man Periodicals, effective Nov. 1.
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
The Adams Theater booked in
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, 55.00; 3 months,
S3. 00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should "Stormy Weather" in what is a
remit with order. Address all communications precedent-breaking booking for a
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, first-run house after the film had
Xew York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, played a first and some subsequent9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address: runs in town. However, it had playFilmday, Xew York.
ed no white houses, being generally
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. declined last year when it came
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone along at the time of the Detroit race
The Season's
Surprise Hit!
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone riots, and going for a three-week
"MY PAL,
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph first-run at the Paradise, then to
with WOLF"
Esler, 6241 N Oakley Ave., Phone Briar- some subsequent-run colored houses.
Offering direct competition, the
SHARYN MOFFETT
gate 7441. LONDON — Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour Downtown Theater, half a block
St , W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
Jill Esmond
Una O'Connor
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU — Mrs. Annabel from the Adams, which recently set
George Cleveland
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio a figure next to house record with
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYD- Lena Home in person, booked in the
Charles
Arnt
NEY—Allan White. SAX JUAN— E. SanClaire Carleton
chez Ortiz. MONTREAL — Roy Carmichael. Film Classics short, "Boogie Woogie
Dreams," with the same star, who is
An RKO Radio Picture
also starred in "Stormy Weather."
BRANDTS
REPUBLIC
The Downtown is plugging the Home
name in extra size type, bigger than
B'way between 51st and 52nd Streets
either the names on their regular
feature or on the stage show which
Phone CO-5-9647
(Oct. 6)
is the usual chief drawing attraction
of the house.
NEW YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Net
At the same time, the Paradise
li
High
Low
Close 4- Chg.
Theater is offering its usual consisMIRANDA
Am.
Seat
17 1/4 17
17
tent policy of all-colored stage shows,
DON
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i'2?o) 20
197/g
20
AMECHE
Columbia Picts. pfd
with a first-run picture policy.
Vol. 86. No. 69
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Swiss Again Getting
U. S. Pix Via Lisbon

10 Cents

XEW

YORK

The free flow of American fil
shipments to Switzerland throuj
Portugal has been resumed, accor
ing to cable advice received 1
Massce, Barnett & Co. forwardei
from the company's agent in Lisbi
on Friday. All film product tld
has been lying in Lisbon was r
: ported moved to its destination.
The change in the shipping situ
tion was made possible by remov
Nazi barriers by the liber atii
! of
of France.

THEATERS

RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Center |
GARY
COOPER
TERESA
WRIGHT]
in International Pictured
"CASANOVA
BROWN"
A NEW
WALT
DISNEY
CARTOON
B'WAY
and "ROCKEFELLER
CENTER"
("This Is America" Series)

SPECTACULAR
1st

RKO

5%
257s

534
25

534 —
25
—

22%
66
26U

225s
657s
261 2

2258
65's —
2634

Vs

9

9V8 +

Vs

91 Vl
91 Vl —
25
25%
3134
32
13!i
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Correction
Dropping of three words in transmission of a Hollywood wire caused
Film Daily to erroneously say on
Friday that the producers will recognize the Studio Set Decorators'
Union as being under the jurisdiction of the Conference of Studio
Unions. The story should have
stated that the producers had refused such recognition.
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Grainger Closes Republic
Program Deal With FPC
Toronto — Republic has closed a
deal with the Famous Players Canadian for the 1944-45 product. The
deal was closed with John Fitzgibbons, FPC president and Ben Geldsaler, chief film buyer for the Circuit, by J. R. Grainger, president of
Republic; A. W. Perry, general manager of the Empire Universal Films,
Ltd., Republic distributors, and Archie Laurie. Canadian sales manager
for Republic.

British Pic in Next
20th-Fox Three-Block
Three films, comprising block four
for 1944-1945, will be released by
20th-Fox in November. They are
"Laura," "Something for the Boys"
| and "The Way
Ahead."
a British
I production.

Monopoly Report Before
CEA at Meeting Wed.

;
DAILY

Hollywood — Ten new pictures are
set to go into production this week,
making a total of 49 shooting.

—

London (By Cable)— The CEA will
discuss the Films Council's Monopoly
Committee report, made public in
August, at a meeting on Wednesday.
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Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"Frenchman's Creek

OF TIME"
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& 50th St.

RTVOLI, B'way & 49th St
PARAMOUNT
presents
Fred MacMURRAY
Barbara STANWYCK
Edward G. ROBINSON

"DoubleIN PERSON
Indemnity"

VICTORIA
ROXY 7t

THE ANDREWS SI8TEUS
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND

Broadway & 46th St.

Doors Open 9:45 A. Nl. • Continuous
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E
HAY
"
BBY
"GA
GEORGE
AUDREY LONG
ELISABETH RISDON
DON DOUGLAS

SURE-FIRE

ENTERTAINMENT

for theatres from Main Stem De

Luxe to Side Street Action! . , . It's one of the best pictures ever
made among the screen's greatest Epics of the West.. .Double-barreled
for attraction and satisfaction with powerful marquee names and
top-budget production -AND BOX-OFFICE THRU AND THRU!

Mexicans Raise Cry
Of Jenkins Monopoly
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— Mexican industry resentment against
American penetration of the exhibition field here by interests headed
by William 0. Jenkins crystalized
at a stormy conference called by the
Association of Motion Picture Impresarios (theater owners).
The Association, it is reported, authorized close scrutiny of the American operations and, at the same
time, voted to seek the aid of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors.
Specifically the cry raised against
the so-called Jenkins group, reportedly including Cines de Tampico,
Cines Unidoes, Cine Feforma de
Pachuca and Cine Guerrero de Puebla, among others, is one which will
have a familiar ring across the border— "monopoly."
The Jenkins group, it is said, already controls some 60 theaters in
Oaxaca, Puebla, Vera Cruz, Tehuscan, Orizaba, Cordoba, Pachuca,
Guerrero and Aguascalientes, and is
moving into Tampico, Torreon, Guadalajara and this city.
The AMPI investigation will be
conducted by a special theater owners committee headed by Roberto
Cervantes Casasus, its general secretary, and by Eduardi Chavez Garcia, general secretary of the Union
of Mexican Exhibitors.
A leading spirit in the move is
Vincente Villasana, president of Espertaculos, Tampico circuit, with
which the Jenkins group has come
to grips.

Dezel's Film Classics
Office Opened in Cincy
Cincinnati — Albert Dezel this week
opened his new Film Classics of Cincinnati exchange at 1635 Central
Parkway. Louis Van Baalen, former
office manager for RKO and booker
for Paramount, is manager of the
office. Miss Mae Scholle is the
booker and assistant to Van Baalen.
Dezel also owns the Film Classics
franchises in Detroit and Cleveland.

Heavy Rogers Met. Bookings
Three hundred and fifty-seven theaters in the Met. area will be playing Roy Rogers production during
his p. a. as guest-star of the current
World's Championship Rodeo at
Madison Square Garden.

•

• • CUFF NOTES: Hearst's American Weekly (Sunday section) may be printed in full color on coated stock once peace comes.
• If his present plans jell. Orson Welles will join up with John Golden

to do "King Lear" on Broadway
Orson would star and direct, too.
• Mary Pickford's down payment for the rights to "One Touch of
Venus" reportedly was S150.000 against 10 per cent of the UA gross
That is exactly 5,000 more than was invested in the stage production which, in its year on Broadway, grossed about SI, 650,000. . .
• Ross Federal checker in Atlantic, la., reports a farmer and his missus who were so impressed with "Going My Way" that they purchased
a dozen tickets and presented them to passers-by on the street. . .
• William F. Rodgers, as is his wont following a Coast visit, will back
bread at the Astor tomorrow with the boys of the industry press. . .
• And tomorrow, too, NBC is hosting a press luncheon at "21" in
honor of Amos 'n' Andy. . . • Loew's LO! is organizing a Loew's
Sons-in-Service Club. . . • Benjamin T. Pitts, Virginia circuit operator,
has been appointed finance director of the State Democratic campaign
organization. . . • October issue of Cosmopolitan, now on the stands,
carries an article by H. Allen Smith, giving a condensed version of his
tenure as a writer at the Paramount studio under B. G. DeSylva

October 9
Irving Cummings
Jane Woodworth
Marjorie Beebe
Wally Brown
Jeannette Loff
Michael St. Angel
Dennis ). Shea
Hilda Lesser

A

Boy,
and for
a Dog,"
nearingin Minneapol
complete
leaves a theGirl Coast
his home
tomorrow.
He will
return
to Hollywood
three weeks.
HENDERSON M. RICHEY, director of M-Cexhibitor relations, arrives in Detroit today i
the first lap of a 10-day trip to five key citi<
From the automobile city he will go to Ci
cinnati, Richmond, Washington and Pirtsbur;
before
returning
to New
York.
MITCHELL RAWSON of M-C-M's publici
department has arrived on the Coast.
BILL SHARTIN, manager of UA, New Havs
was in New York Friday.
MAURICE
WOLFE,
Metro
district
r
was a New Haven visitor last week.
PHIL BERLER, booker for the Strand, Wallin
ford, Conn, and the Drive-In Theater, Milfo
Conn.,
business was
trip. in from Boston for a New Hav
CHICK LEWIS leaves Chicago today for
three-week stay in Hollywood.
PAT
SCOLLARD,
head
of exchange
ope
tions for Paramount,
is visiting his son in I
Navy
at Durham,
N. C, and will return
New York tomorrow.

Article is a condensation of Smith's forthcoming book, "Lost in the
Horse Latitudes"

DON DeFORE, film player, arrived in N
York from the Coast and is angling for
Broadway role.

•

SAM BURGER, Loew's home office fore
representative, will leave next week on a f
months' sales trip through Latin America.
JOHN DALL has returned to New York fi
the Coast to appear in the new Norman Kra

T

T

▼

• • UNDOUBTEDLY, you've noted that corking merchandising promotion campaign which has been tied in with the New York

Rivoli engagement
of Paramount's "Frenchman's
Creek"
Along
with word-of -mouth, it has played no small part in making the pic
a record-breaker
With R. H. Macy & Co. as the spearhead and
with Dorothy Gray's new "Frenchman's Red" cosmetic line inspired
In the pic still further inspiring design of numerous women's accessories, the tie-ups have been extended to other leading department
stores and some 100 midtown
Manhattan
drug stores
Batteries
of eye-compelling windows and interior displays and literally thousands
of lines of advertising in New York dailies have resulted
Now the
promotion will be extended throughout the country, reaching a peak
about Dec. 22, when the picture will have its national release
Little wonder that Bob Gillham points to the campaign, executed b\
Alec Moss, as one of the biggest merchandising promotions of its
kind

▼

T

T

• • • TO PARAMOUNT NEWS, in the wake of the death of
Cameraman Damien Parer from machine gun fire at Peleliu, have come
many a tribute to his outstanding work and character
Typical is
that written by George Weller of the Chicago Daily News who was in
close contact with Parer throughout their combat reporting in the Pacific
"The mark of his work was its thoroughness and rigid authenticity
His superiority was as evident in his own character, modest, pious
and partiotic, as it was in his work"
desired?

▼
e

SEO BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..

R. ). O'DONNELL, one of the four honora
industry chairmen for the Sixth War Loa
Drive, will arrive in New York today accompanie
by RAY BEALL, publicity director during td
last drive.
TOM BAILY will arrive in New York fro
Hollywood this morning to act as liaison fi
the industry with the War Finance Commits
during
the Sixth War Loan
Drive.
W.
R. FRANK,
his latest
production,

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

What better epitaph could be

▼

▼

HARBOR!

Para.'s "Radio Premiere"
Chicago — Paramount's "National
Barn Dance" will be given the first
"radio premiere" in history next Saturday night from the stage of the
Eighth Street Theater. Stars of the
picture plus the cast of National
Barn Dance NBC radio show will
participate in the program which will
be followed by a screening of the
picture.

comedy,
"Dear
Ruth."
ROBERTfor assignment
TAYLOR,
USN, Glenview
has
arr't
in LT.Chicago
to
N; ]
Air Station.
BARBARA
STANWYCK,
his w
is expected shortly.
IRVING RAPPER will leave New York
Hollywood this week after a short stay in
East.
C.
J. LATTA,
Albany
zone
manager
Warner Theaters,
and MAX
FRIEDMAN,
bi
and booker
for that territory, were
weekvisitors in New York.
f
LUCIA
FERRICO
of Warners'
Midwest
exploitation
staff is in Milwaukee
working
the premiere of "The Very Thought of You.'
HENLEY
SMITH,
operator
of the Impe
Focohontas, Ark., is vacationing in New Yorl
EGON
KLEIN,
ductions, returns

representative of Caldron
to Mexico City next week

WILMA FREEMAN, United Artists promo
manager, is en route to the Coast.
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, London managing dire
for Columbia, will return to his office as
as a transportation
priority comes through.
JOEL LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booker le
for upstate today and will be back the I.
part of next week.
HARRY ALLEN, Canadian exhibitor, is in I
from Toronto.

THEATER DEALS

Philadelphia— A. M. Ellis The;
Co. has
purchased
the
600-;
Southern Theater, operated for
Pittsburgh — Milton Brauman, vet- past six yeai*s by Mrs. F. Felt. I
eran M-G-M employe, has been ap- and Krumgold acted for Ellis.
pointed sales manager, succeeding
Portland — Broadway Amusen
Saul Gottlieb who was recently pro- Co., headed by Mrs. J. J. Par
moted to branch manager upon the president of J. J. Parker Theal|
has purchased the Broadway 1
resignation of Bryan "Buck" Stoner, ater building for $425,000. Pa
who now heads Pennsylvania Enter- Theaters has leased the house
prises, Inc., new booking combine in
this territory.
many years.

Brauman Now Sales Manager

Put this 1-sheet
in front of your
theatre. It sells
tickets!
FOft0

-—
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"TJTpredVcted the
BURN
PAUL

Rise of Hitler

EINDFIILD

CYRIL

HOW WILL
HITLER
DIE
m
A sensational Short Subject has
been made by M-G-M. It shows
that 400 years ago the amazing
prophet Nostradamus predicted
the rise of Hitler and how he will
meet his end. This is the timeliest,
ticket -selling short you can put
on your screen!
*

'-'&•

CAREY

WILSON

DOES IT!

(Reprint from Newsweek)
Carey Wilson . . . has won screen credits
on some 70 feature pictures . . . (such
greats as "Ben-Hur," "Lilac Time,"
"Mutiny on the Bounty," now he produces the "Andy Hardy" and "Dr.
Kildare" gold mines for M-G-M) . . . but
his specialty — and his distinctive success
— has been in the short subject. Most
famous are his Nostradamus shorts!
NEWSWEEK

PETE SMlffif
•FOOTBALL

„

THRILLS Of
1943'

MORE TIMELY SHOWMANSHIP FROM LEO, JR.
FOR THE FOOTBALL SEASON!

DAILY:

Italian Producers
Ask Okay to Resume

fitu News Range
Riding Herd on the Hollytvood
THE'

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — News roundup: Harry A. Gourfain, New York stage producer,
has organized Harry A. Gourfain Productions, Inc., and will make "Murder in
Spades" for PRC release. ... It's to be a mystery-melodrama with music...
Richard Wallace will direct "Kiss and Tell" for Columbia with Shirley Temple
in the top spot, courtesy of Dave Selznick. ... Speaking of Dave, is it true

Rome (By Air Mail) — Scalera Film
Co. and several other Italian producthat he's now the fifth largest Columbia stockholders?. .. John Payne, just
ers are attempting to get permission
from the Allies to resume motion
out of the Army, will make his 20th-Fox screen return in "The Dolly Sisters,"
which will have Alice Faye and Betty Grable in the title roles. .. .Talk persists
picture production. Scalera has two
that Michael Todd is teaming up with Joseph P. Kennedy to produce pix here
scenarios prepared, one based on a
...Frank Cavett will script "My Wild Irish Rose," based on Chauncey 01documentary taken by an Italian sea
captain showing the escape of Italian
cott's biog., for Charles R. Rogers. .. .Don't be surprised if James FitzPatrick
turns up in Europe one of these days to make a series of shorts depicting
ships to Malta after the surrender
to the Allies.
war's ravages in Britain, Russia and Germany, among others.
Scalera studio was able to salvage
better than 90 per cent of its equipment as the result of some quick
thinking on the part of Signor Sealera. As the Germans were readying
their retreat north, he instructed Stirs Interest as "Cure" for Dual Bills
each man to take home the equipBy HAVILAND F. REEVES
| ganized by Howard Bruce of
men he used at his work, thus leavFILM DAILY Staff Correspondent | the Amusement Booking Service.
ing little for the German looters.
Detroit — Revival of vaudeville in Bruce is building six acts and a band
Much of the equipment is modern,
this city has resulted in renewed in- into a regular unit, to play around
some being U. S.-made.
terest in stage shows as a method of the circuit, about three day stands.
successful attack by leading exhibi- By offering perhaps two weeks
French Studios Ready
tors on double bills. Local sentiment straight work, he is making vaudeTo Resume Production
ville in the suburbs attractive to acts
in the trade is almost unanimous
against duals, coupled with the usual again; at the same time, by limiting
Paris (By Air Mail) — While sevthe total run, he assures that acts
eral French studios are ready to re- feeling that "nothing can be done
do
not repeat quickly in nearby theabout
it."
Past
interest
has
centered
sume film production, actual work is
aters. By offering acts of competent
largely in the formal agreements of
being held up over prolonged wran- exhibitors in a given territory, but showmanship but not big name value,
gles to determine who, if anyone, is
agreements have inevitably he brings good entertainment withto be blacklisted for collaborating such
broken down when one man failed to
in the buying range of the neighwith the enemy. French producers comply.
borhood theater.
operated throughout the Nazi invasInspired by the example of most
First unit on Bruce's new circuit
ion and public response to their prod- upstate
cities, where dual bills are opened at the Allen Park Theater in
uct is said to have been better than
a
great
rarity, some exhibitors be- Allen Park, operated by Nicholas
in pre-war days, due largely to the
lieve that a stage show policy in
absence of other entertainment.
a number of houses is the answer. In George, with the Krim and Abingnumerous cases, especially in the ton, both operated by the Krim
nabes, however, the stage show is Brothers, following. Other houses
Drop Plan for Group to
coupled with a duals policy, which are under negotiation.
merely makes a bad situation worse
The Bruce experiment is being
Check Gov't Film Usage
in the opinion of conservative exhibitors.
closely watched by other key exhibi(Continued from Page 1)
tors as a possible answer to the dual
A circuit of nabes houses
usage, recommended last month when
has
been
or- bill situation here.
the full committee met on the raw to play vaudeville
stock situation with WPB, has been
Heavy Mag. Campaign
abandoned, it was learned here Fri- Local B-179 Business Rep.
day. It was decided after the meet- Meets Death in France
ing that no formal group should be
For "American Romance"
set up and that no group will atDetroit— Pvt. John W. Krivo, 35,
tempt to gather together the whole was killed in action Aug. 30 in
Advertising on Metro's "An Amerpicture for the industry. Composite France, his family has been advised.
ican Romance" during the next three
knowledge of requirements, demands
months will appear in 22 magazines
and needs is of course the function ttjp^ He was connected with Detroit
theaters for 17 years, starting with a combined circulation of apof the WPB office headed by Lincoln KgjS
1 * as usher at the Palms-State
V. Burrows.
proximately 30,000,000, it was anyears at the Fox Thenounced Friday. Picture will have
After discussions with military of- and forater.many
He was an organizer of Deficers concerned, it was decided by
troit Theater Employes Local B-179, a 132-city premiere in Ohio, Indiana,
committee members and New York
and West Virginia on Coofficials of the distributors not to IATSE, and later became its busi- Kentucky lumbus
Day and will be followed
ness agent. He held the latter popress for creation of a task group.
sition at the time of his death, with Oct. 26-27 by showings in the 48
Industry representatives will con- James W. Padfield, the president, state capitals and Washington, D. C.
tinue to discuss raw stock matters acting during his absence. He is
Since Sept. 11, WLW in Cincinnati
informally with the various agencies. survived by his widow and one daughhas
been giving special announceIn the meantime, Burrows said
ments to the premieres.
ter.
Friday that his office is "continuing
to watch the film situation" and widespread theater construction will trades expected to provide work for
has not yet called another committee be getting under way for some time millions of workers now in war promeeting. As revealed here last week, yet. Although lumber and some duction.
Burrows is waiting until he can tell other materials are considered espeOne group within WPB, it is redefinitely whether a further cut for
ported, would be willing to okay
cially tight, the major problem continues to be manpower and is likely practically a blanket building authe industry will be necessary before calling another meeting. He to be for many months to come.
thorization now on the theory that
remains hopeful that no further cut
Early resumption of theater build- little construction work would get
will be required.
ing— probably some time next year — under way before Spring and that
Although an early relaxation of is not unlikely, however. Construc- we will be ready for a major proWPB construction orders is believed
tion work is certain to be one of
gram by then. The military, however, is reported ready to turn
up for consideration by WPB offic- the most important aspects of the
ials now, there is no indication that reconversion program, with building thumbs down on the idea.

Vaude in Detroit Upsurge

Monday, October 9, 19

Pick 18 6th Loan
State Chairmen
(Continued from Page 1)
Defiore, Wilmington; Marylai
Frank Durkee, Baltimore; Washir
ton, D. C, Hardie Meakin; Virgin
Morton G. Thalheimer, Richmoi
West Virginia, Sol Hyman, Hunti
ton; North Carolina, George T.
penter, Valdese; and Harold F
gerald with headquarters in Milw;
kee for the State of Wisconsin.

I

Fitzgerald Holds Kick-off
Meeting for Drive Today

Milwaukee — State Chairman H

old J.meeting
Fitzgerald
will 6th
holdWar
a "ki<
off"
on the
Lc
campaign
with
members
of
the
St;
WAC here today.
"As a keynote of the meetin
Fitzgerald
"we ;
honoring thesaid
oldestFriday,
independent
hibitor in this territory by invit:
as special guests a list of 25 exhi
tors who knew him 'when.' We ;
then
going to appoint him Honor:
Chairman.
"We are also advocating in e-<
community in this state that
hibitors arrange to honor the old
independent merchant in that cc
munity at a special affair and na
that merchant as honorary 6th V
Loan Drive chairman for that p
ticular community.
"Exhibitors in each commun
will go ahead and arrange a dinr
appoint town committees, and h
all Bond functions center around
oldest independent merchant in tr
community."

Chaperau to Import 16
Pix Held in Bordeaux
"Barcarolle d'Amour," a Frei
film with English titles, featur
Charles Boyer and Annabella, m;
in 1935, soon to be released and <
tributed by Reko Pictures, is
first of 16 films retrieved by Alb
Chaperau from France. Chaper
a member of the newly formed R
corporation, claims ownership
these films which are being held
a laboratory in Bordeaux and
hopeful of presenting many of th
this season.

Film Men Attend Nationc
Safety Meet in Chicago
Chicago — Many film men are
tending the National Safety C
gress war conference. Thirtysafety films have been shown
delegates. The National Saf
Council has sent out a special 1
Day.
letin urging theaters to close on

WB Club at Studio Re-elects
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DA

Hollywood — Ed DePatie, gen<
auditor at the Warner Bros. Stu
has been re-elected president of
Warner
tive year.Club' for the sixth cons€

-ionday, October 9, 1944

elkoul Spreads
i Columbia Studio
(Continued from Page 1)
iihinists failed to report for work.
Herbert Sorrell, president of the
inference, said decorators used to
,je an independent union and last
j-ember voted to join screen set
,'gners Local 1421 and a cross\*k of the local's membership
9s made by producers substanled the union's claims that all set
orators were members of the oriization. Sorrell said producers
1 refused to deal with decorators,
sting they be certified by the
RB, which would require a wait- period of at least three to four
•lths. B. C. Duval, business agent
JATSE Local 44, declared that
tie some set dressers did join
al 1421, many did not and are
lnbers of Local 44. He contended
charter granted the IATSE in
I (9 by the American Federation of
or gives Local 44 jurisdiction
r all set dressers and decorators.

sentiality Standards
r New Houses Stand
hniglon

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although applicants for new theater construction,
1 odeling and other alterations are
ling in at a steady rate to the
jR Recreation
and Amusements
jtion, there has been no relaxaji of the strictness of essentiality
pdards, Maurice
Green of OCR
I Friday.
All applications in■ring more than a $10,000 outlay
e been processed in Washington
two months now, as provided in
oecial amendment inspired by the
f)artment of Justice. Purpose was
, insure against OCR approval in
njr.es where new construction would
stitute violation of the anti-trust
s. and to aid in stimulating; confiction by independents
rather
i jm by large circuits.
4'rreen is working presently on a
{ jailed report outlining the prog|fe of his office in handling these
i plications and tabulating the num1 and types of applications
rewed. _ This should be ready some
e this month.

aio Operators Ass'n
sets Greer as Prexy
Columbus, O. — R. W. Greer has
pi elected president of the Ohio
|te Association of Moving Picic Operators and Stagehands.
I'e-presidents elected were Herbert
jiell, John Shuff, Albert Miller, H.
{McGroin, W. W. Hofferbert, and
arles Ring. R. W. Mills was rented executive secretary.

iio Closes Theaters
^armington, N. H. — Amusement
ces and schools have been closed
health authorities here as the reit _ of the infantile paralysis epi-

REVIEWS Of
"The Mark of the
with Richard Dix
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Columbia
61 Mins.
GRIPPING AND ENGROSSING THRILLER
SHOULD CLICK EASILY.

RCUJ

y
an Indies Ma
nadiGovernment
f ILfnSj^aAsk
Aid

* SHORTS

*

Whistler"

Here is a gripping, engrossing
that holds interest to the end.

thriller
It has

been given splendid direction by William
Castle and adequate production values by
Rudolph C. Flothow.
The acting is topnotch, with Richard Dix
as the star. John Calvert, the magician,
makes his screen debut and does convincing work as one of the principals. Janis
Carter is an attractive heroine, while Paul
Guilfoyle, Porter Hall, Matt Willis and Howard Freeman are among the important principals.
Dix, a vagrant, learns that a bank is
seeking the owner

of a dormant

bank

ac-

count exceeding $100. The owner's name
is identical with his own, and Dix does
enough research work to convince the
bank that he is the rightful claimant.
The bank gives Dix more than $29,000.
He is trailed by Calvert, who is convinced
Dix's father had ruined his father. Guilfoyle, a crippled news vendor, tries to help
Dix elude Calvert. Dix is wounded by Calvert, and Dix discovers that Guilfoyle is the
real heir. He gains Guilfoyle's forgiveness
for the fraud.
CAST: Richard Dix, Janis Carter, Porter Hall,
Paul Guilfoyle, John Calvert, Matt Willis, Matt
McHugh,
Howard Freeman.
CREDITS: Producer, Rudolph C. Flothow; Director, William Castle; Author, Cornell Woolrich; Based on the CBS radio series, "The
Whistler"; Screenplay, George Bricker; Cameraman, Ceorge Meehan; Art Director, John Datu;
Editor, Reg Browne; Music, Wilbur Hatch.
DIRECTION, Splendid.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

'What To Do With Germany?"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
18 Vz mins.
Of Vital Interest
The vexing and vital question of
the treatment of Germany after the
war is tackled from all sides in the
latest of the March of Time series.
Every suggestion advanced so far
to prevent the Germans from doing
it again is given an airing. The picture, commendably produced, presents impressive evidence why some
way must be found to curb the German lust for war. The footage does
an excellent job of focussing interest on a subject that is uppermost
in our minds today. The yearning
for a lasting peace should drive all
of us to view this picture. To book
it is to perform a real public service.
"Idol of the Crowd"
(Popular Person-Oddity)
Universal
9 mins.
Packs Lot of Interest
A group of interesting personalities is offered herein. The idol of
the title is Jim Jeffries, who is seen
in action on his Burbank (Calif.)
ranch. Equally as attention-holding
are clips showing a 90-year-old billiard champ, a collector of sea shells,
San Antonio's woman constable and
a New York patent attorney who
handles some of the oddest inventions.

110,832 Pound Profit

"Shadow of Suspicion" For Rydge Aussie Chain

with

Marjorie

Weaver,
Peter
Tim Ryan

(HOLLYWOOD

Cookson

and

PREVIEW)

Monogram
68 Mins.
NEAT
BLENDING
OF MELODRAMA
AND

COMEDY
SHOULD
AGE AUDIENCES.

PLEASE

AVER-

Melodrama and comedy are nicely blended
in this A. W. Hackel offering which is
released by Monogram. Tim Ryan, as a
private detective, supplies most of the comedy, while all the roles are in capable hands.
William Beaudine turned in a good job
of directing. Marjorie Weaver is decorative
and capable, while Peter Cookson is a
breezy, likeable detective. Pierre Watkin,
J. Farrell MacDonald and Clara Blandick
are among the principals. Marcel LePicard's
photography is expert.
Tim Ryan and Peter Cookson are sent
to the Chicago office of an important New
York jeweler to safeguard a diamond necklace. Pierre Watkin, manager of the office, turns out to be a gem thief, working
in conjunction with Clara Blandick of New
York. Marjorie Weaver is Watkin's secretary, with whom Cookson falls in love.
CAST: Marjorie Weaver, Peter Cookson, Tim
Ryan, Pierre Watkin, Clara Blandick, ). Farrell
MacDonald, John Hamilton, Tom Herbert, Anthony Warde, George Lewis, Frank Scanell, Ralph
Lewis.
CREDITS: Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director,
William Beaudine; Author, Harold Goldman;
Screenplay, Albert DeMond, Earle Snell; Additional Dialog, Tim Ryan; Cameraman, Marcel LePicard; Editor, William Austin; Musical Director,
Lee Zahler.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Expert.

Greater Union Theaters, Ltd.,
which has an interest in 63 houses
in Australia, showed a profit of 110,832 pounds in 1943 as against 106,891 in 1942, according to figures
made available here on Friday.
The figure for 1942 was arrived
at after a reserve of 106,859 pounds
for tax purposes had been allowed
in that year, with the 1943 reserve
considerably larger. Since Norman
B. Rydge, managing director and
board chairman, assumed control of
the company in 1937 the whole of
the bank overdraft of 343,364 pounds
then existing has been paid off, the
circuit now reported as having a
"very substantial" credit balance.
Fifty thousand pounds were allofor dividends
out going
of ' 1943
profits, cated
with
60,832 pounds
to
reserve.
During the year the company added 12 houses to its Sydney suburban circuit.
Rydge is at present in the United
States.

(Continued

from Page 1)

to reach an agreement with independent theater representatives on
conciliation proposals for the trade
under a central organization for selfgovernment. The indie delegation
reportedly will confer with J. R.
Croft, administrator of theaters and
films for the Federal government, to
renew complaints on alleged differences with the distributors.
The secret conference with Croft
is regarded here as a startling turn
in developments, but exchange and
circuit heads declined to make any
statement. Delegation was made up
of independent operators for what
was to have been a final session to
adopt a draft of conciliation agreement, but the meeting broke down
with agreement reached only on a
few minor points.

Attendance in Mexico
15% Ahead of #43 Peak
(Continued from Page 1)
cent ahead of the banner year of
1943, it was said Friday by A. L.
Pratchett,
Paramount's
ager for Latin
America, general
who is manhere
for home office conferences.
Pratchett attributed the rise in
attendance to the increase in the
number of Spanish-speaking pictures
rather than to a direct result of the
war, as has been the case in the
United States. The program of 70
pictures produced in Mexico this year
will be the same numerically in 1945,
he said. The advancement of the
Spanish-speaking picture has created a new public in Mexico.
A new 2,500-seat theater opened in
August in Mexico City and at least
three others are in the course of
construction, Pratchett said.

Columbia's Team Takes
Tourney Foursome Event
Toronto — A team from Columbia's
Canadian head office here won the
foursome event at the Canadian Motion Picture Golf Championships,
held at the Oakdale Club Sept. 29, acquiring the N. L. Nathanson challenge trophy from its former holders, United Artists. The tournament, in which 62 players competed,
was sponsored by Canadian Filr
Weekly and will be an annual event.
Profits went to charity.

Sack In "10 Nights" Deals

Sack Amusement Enterprises, of
Dallas, has closed a New York and
Northern New Jersey distribution
deal for the Tom Santchi-William
Miss Rosenstein to Coast
Farnum version of "Ten Nights in a
Gertrude Rosenstein of Para- Bar Room," with Saul Solomon of
mount's legal department has been Exclusive Pictures Corp., Alfred N.
transferred to Hollywood where she Sack, revealed Friday. Guaranwill be associated with the studio
teed Pictures Corp. has closed for
legal staff.
the foreign rights, he said.
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More U. S. Evidence
For Schine Trial
(Continued from Page 1)
Monroe and West End theaters and
owned the fee of the Liberty until
February, 1939, when they were sold
to Schine. The Fenyvessy family has
been in the motion picture business
in Rochester since 1939 and in that
city considered pioneers in the industry.
The Rochester man's direct examination was conducted by John F.
Claggett, who is assisting Robert L.
Wright of the Justice Department.
Claggett succeeded in having placed
in evidence more than a score of
letters exchanged between Fenyvessy and the major film distributors and copies of film contracts and
clearance provisions.
Fenyvessy said his houses were
forced to "play behind" Sehine's Riviera, Liberty and Dixie theaters.
Other witnesses Friday were Seth
Raisler, Laurellton, 0., assistant to
the general sales manager of Columbia Pictures, who testified as to the
identity of several Columbia executives whose names have been
mentioned in testimony or whose
names are to be mentioned some time
later during trial.
Concludes Lockport Testimony
Wright concluded his case on the
city of Lockport with several more
witnesses. Among them was James
A. White, who was executor of the
estate of the late Charles Dickinson, who owned an interest in the
Palace theater. The Palace was sold
at auction on April 20, 1936, to Dipson interests but was acquired later
that year by Schine. Warner F.
Thompson, attorney who represented
both Dipson and Schine in the transactions, testified also and dropped a
bombshell into the proceedings when
he declared he had negotiated with
Willard S. McKay, present Schine
counsel, who at various times from
1936 to 1938 represented himself as
an officer in the Schine organization.
Wright then declared that his records show that McKay was vicepresident of Schine-Lexington Corp.
from Oct. 1, 1936, to Nov. 4, 1938;
that he was a director and vice-president of Chesapeake Theaters Corp.
from April 26, 1938, to Dec. 30,
1938, and that he was vice-president of the Schine Circuit, Inc., Aug.
27, 1938, "at intermittent periods
to date."
Wright capitalized on the situation
as disclosed by Thompson and
promptly had McKay take the stand,
creating the strange situation of a
Schine defense counsel in the role of
Government witness. Questioned by
Wright, McKay admitted," I have
held
some
Wright
asked office
him at
if he
heldtime."
an office
now
and McKay said his recollection was
that he did not.
Thompson was recalled as a witness. He gave further details of the
Dipson and Schine deals in Lockport and told of an attempt by Dip-

IN NEW POSTS
BILL BRIMMER,
Warner salesman,
Des Moines.
WALTER H. AHRENS, manager, Orpheum, Des
Moines.
NORMAN WROBEL, manager, RKO Palace, Cleveland.
MARTIN GODWIN, Columbia salesman, Dallas.
CROVER

McDONALD, Monogram branch manager, Oklahoma City.
W. S. WAID, Republic head booker, Dallas.
E. C. ELDER, Monogram
booker,
Dallas.
WALTER HOPKINS, salesman, Tower Pictures
Co., Dallas.
AL
SUCARMAN,
Columbia
branch,
Pittsburgh.
JACK
FLEX,
manager,
Keith's, Syracuse.
RICHARD FELDMAN, manager, Paramount, Syracuse.
EDWARD
KEARNEY, manager, Eckel, Syracuse.
NAT
BOB
BOB

MARCUS,
waukee

city salesman, Warners,

Mil-

LYNCH, Erie sales rep., Warners, Pittsburgh exchange.
KENNEDY, Metro talent staff, New York.

BILL FOWERS, Fox Inter-Mountain city manager,
Butte, Mont.
IRVING SIMPSON, Fox Inter-Mountain city
manager,
Caldwell,
Ida.
JACK WELCH, Fox Inter-Mountain city manager,
Lewiston,
Mont.
FRANK

LARSON, Fox Inter-Mountain city manager, Missoula, Mont.
ROBERT ANDERSON, Fox Inter-Mountain city
manager,
Pocatello,
Ida.
R. J. NEAL, Republic manager, San Juan,
Puerto
Rico.
HAROLD
JOHN

WESTON, manager, Hollywood Theater, Hollywood.
PETERSON,
manager, Palomar, Seattle.

MacMurray, Fenton Form
Mutual Productions
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Hollywood — Fred MacMurray and
Leslie Fenton have organized an independent producing unit to be
known as Mutual Productions. MacMurray, who recently signed a sevenyear contract with 20th-Fox, and
Fenton, who recently directed "Tomorrow the World," for Lester Cowan's United Artists release, will form
the nucleus for an organization that
will be joined by other very important stars and directors when plans
for company expansion are completed.
Mutual Productions' initial release
will be "Pardon My Past," a magazine story by Patterson McNutt
and Harlan Ware. MacMurray, who
is permitted by 20th-Fox to make
one outside picture yearly, will be
starred in the first production.
Although several major offers are
being considered, no releasing deal
has been made as yet. Fenton will
be producer-director and in the first
picture will have Patterson McNutt
as associate producer.

"Climax" in Twin Bow
Twin world premiere of "U's" "The
Climax," will be held Wednesday at
the RKO Keith Memorial, Boston,
and the Orpheum, San Francisco.
son and Schine to get together on
an operating agreement "covering
theOther
whole witnesses
town."
were Thomas F.
Murrau, Universal, who identified
records subpoenaed from the company's files, and Stephen W. McGrath, UA.

SELLS UP TO
THAN ANY TOTHER
6% FAS ER*
3MAGAZINE
IN THE FIELD
Yes, until every single copy is sold out, Photoplay
sells at a faster rate than any other magazine in the
field! That's because Photoplay has not sacrificed
quality for quantity, character and position for
extra sales.
First ambassador of a great industry to its public,
Photoplay keeps on giving the public more text,
more color, more top-flight writers and illustrators
than any other magazine in the field.
Established by a recent survey involving 4 consecutive issues covering sales
of more than 20,000 newsstands.

PHOTOPLAY
FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S FIRST MILLION MOVIE-GOERS

GEORGE SANDERS— Photoplay's
digest of the first mystery novel by
the cinemo's top detective.

ANN SOTHERN pens prophe
lines for the wives of millions of hor
oming fighters.

Bob Walker Talks about Jennifer
If My Daughter Were Seventeen

Jones

Crime
on My Hands
Visit from
Van
Johnson

Louella O. Parsons
Frank Sinatra
.-

That's Hollywood
for You!
,
What Kind of Woman Will Your Man Come Home
~-~& Cowboy
in the
//
Impressions
/
I

Velvet — Roy

Rogers

George
Sanders
Elsie Janis
to?.

Thornton
Delehanty
Pearl S. Buck

If You Were Alan Ladd's House Guest
Growing
Pains
Glorious De Haven .
"Why I'm Still Single"
Measure of a Man — John

Sidney
Shot sky
- -Ann Sothern

Eleanor Harris
."Fearless"
Ruth Waterbury

Wayne

Rosemary

Photoplay's Command
Performance
The Tired Admiral — Richard
Jaeckel
What Should I Do?
Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

Fredda

West

Dudley

56
58
60
62
64

*ffiifimlZ ws^^vhx**
lehanty
gem for Roy's fabulous fans.

June
Allyson
Van Johnson
Laraine Day
Jeanne Crain

37
39
42
42

Gloria De Haven
Joyce Reynolds
Roy
Rogers
Katharine Hepburn

43
43
46
48

^^claLTm^m-134 Inside Stuff — Cal York
Beauty
Brief Beviews
26 Photoplay's First Run Fashions
Casts of Current Pictures
131 Speak for Yourself
The Shadow Stage
21

PAUL

HESSE I cover portrait of

Fred R. Sammis, Editorial Director
Elaine Osterman, Western Manager
Marian H. Quinn, Associate Editor
Edmund Davenport, Art Director
Hymie Fink,

75
4

Helen Gilmore, Editor
Adele Whiteley Fletcher, Associate Editor
Sara Hamilton,
Associate Editor
Ruth Waterbury, Contributing Editor
Staff Photographer
GLORIA

Judy Garland that almost breathes!

DE HAVEN— inimitable

character portrait by inimitable Waterbltryv

Cover: Judy Garland, Natural Color Photograph by Paul Hesse
Costume designed by Irene, Executive Designer of M-G-M Studios
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ies Sifting Pix
Latin America

94
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By RALPH
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(Continued from Page 1)
transmitted to Golden through
(State Department. Detailed and
jching questionnaires were sent
2 offices last year by Golden,
llection of films for the export
f should screen out those which
\r crime, gangsterism, undue em:-is upon sex, disregard for rein and other ideas which, says
en, show this country in a poor
,;. Our foreign service represents find these films damaging to
•-American understanding, just
/as
reported
discusof the
Pacific inandGolden's
Asian market
;;ek ago.
Espite the emergence of native
uction, Golden found no strong
ence that American films are
ig their popularity below the Rio
ftde. While the native product —
9y that of Mexico and Argeni— is gaining in popularity, the
-all pickup at the 6,848 Latin
rican box-offices is sufficient so
Hollywood's business has acy increased during the war per80% Pix Shown Are U. S.
■oportion
of American
films
m ranged from a low of 65 per
in Argentina to 95 per cent in
British West Indies. Overall ave was 80 per cent.
•'
three major
in the
: p,theMexico
has thecountries
least theaters
aas an overall capacity of 1,300,persons, whereas
Brazil seats
900,000 in 2,150 houses and Arina 695,000 in 1,495 houses.
; in importance are Cuba, with
theaters and 176,000 seats, Chile
287 theaters and 143,500 seats,
;zuela with 229 theaters and 144,seats, Colombia with 340 thei and 140,000 seats and Peru,
259 theaters and 120,000 seats,
ilden made a particular point of
ig upon Hollywood greater care
nguage for this market. Where
l-American characters appear
king incorrect English on the
nal sound track, great care must
aken to insure that their Spant Portuguese, which ever it may
s correct. In the case of Brazil,
v;ver, additional care is required
nake certain that the dialect
en is Brazilian Portuguese,
■ the Brazilian tongue differs
European Portuguese just as
/ American diction from British,
wise, he points out, great care
Id be paid the linguistics whersound tracks are dubbed or syn-

© THE COLORS!
* PROMOTED

*

ROBERT S. THOMPSON, former manager of
le Mercury Theater, Detroit, to corporal.
i-E BERNS, daughter of Harry R. Berns,
aerator of the New Bijou Theater, Detroit,
id commander of Theatrical Post of the
merican Legion, to Seaman, Second class,
'AVES.
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|_JAL B. WALLIS has concluded a deal for
' Robert Russell, co-author of "The More
the Merrier," to write the screen play for
"Don't Ever Grieve Me," one of the five
stories he has acquired to produce for
Paramount. The story is an original by
Robert M. Smith, novelist, and concerns the
romantic adventures of three returned
American fliers and a girl. Wallis also
has an optional contract with Russell to do a
screen play annually for him after completing "Don't Ever Grieve Me."

•

•

Will Argue Crescent

SPEAKING
WILE

Come The Co-eds," scheduled to start
Oct. 20. Following "Here Come The Coeds," Peggy will co-star with Jack Oakie in
"That's The Spirit."

•

•

"The Golden Years" will be the screen
title of Paramount's picturization of the
Augusta Tucker best-seller, "Miss Susie
Slagle's," now being filmed with Sonny
Tufts, Veronica Lake and Lillian Gish heading the cast. The new title is deemed more
expressive of the story.

•

•

Gracie Hanneford, 19-year-old daughter
of "Poodles" Hanneford, world-famous circus bareback and trick rider, will make her

Jack L. Warner has extended the contracts of Dick Erdman, who plays the student in "Janie" and will soon be seen in screen debut in "San Antonio," Errol Flynn
"The Very Thought of You," and Robert starrer.
Alda, who portrays George Gershwin in
•
•
Following the return of Michael Curtiz,
"Rhapsody in Blue" and has the male lead
director, Arthur Schwartz, producer, and
with Joan Leslie in "Cinderella Jones."
•
•
scripters Charles Hoffman and Leo Townsend
Ralph Lewis, Monogram contract player, from New York conferences with Cole
has been signed for the role of Tony in
Porter, starting date of "Night and Day"
"John Dillinger," gangster drama which has been set for Nov. 13.
•
•
starts this week under the King Bros, production banner.
Mel Torme and his vocal group, the Mel

•

•

Recording studios where short commercial
air-jingles are conceived and recorded will
be the background of a new Columbia
musical, "Sing While You Dance," now
being written to star Lynn Merrick.

•

•

When Peggy Ryan returned to Hollywood following a three-week visit in New
York, she discovered she had been set
for the feminine comedy lead in Abbott
and Costello's new Universal picture, "Here

Tones, were signed by Columbia for a featured spot in "Let's Go Steady," the musical
which has Pat Parrish and Jackie Moran
in the top roles.

•
Gil Lamb

•

has reported to Paramount to

prepare for
his role
"Duffy's
Tavern"
following
a return
frominthe
East, where
he
did personal appearances in New York, Boston and Buffalo. Lamb's most recent appearances for Paramount were in "Rainbow
Island" and "Practically Yours."

York in Swedish-Language Feature Tie-up Scale
For Paramount Shorts
Broadcast on OWI's Show
Carl York, Paramount general
manager for Scandinavia, now in
New York for his first home office
business meetings in 10 years, did a
six-minute Swedish-language broadcast Fridayofon America.
the OWI's York
program
The Voice
was
interviewed by Ruben Karlstedt, of
the OWI Swedish section, on Broadway and Hollywood. The OWI program is heard on three wave lengths
in Sweden over BBC relays from the
United States.

Extensive tie-ups on Paramount
short subjects are being effected on
a scale comparable with those made
on its features.
The November issue of Fawcett's
Mechanix Illustrated carries a ninepage section on the George Pal Puppetoons. Tie-ups with roller skating
rinks have been completed on the
Grantland Rice Sportlight "Rhythm
on Wheels," while further tie-ups
have been made with the railroads
on Popuar Science J4-1 and with the
Gulf Oil Co. on Popular Science J4-2.

Willkie Bests Strep Throat

First U. S. Pic in Paris

Wendell L. Willkie, 20th-Fox board
chairman, was reported recovering
at the week-end from a strep throat
which hit him as he was about to
leave the hospital where he has been
confined by a stomach disorder.

Paris— Twentieth-Fox's "Tales of
Manhattan" opened at the Moulin
Rouge last week, becoming the first
American film to be shown to French
civilians since the liberation of their
country.

chronized. Golden remarked also
upon the importance of showing Latin American characters in a proper
light.
In general, Latin American audiences are not too keen on war pix,
it was found, although they do like
plenty of action. Musicals and comedies without too much subtlety or
sophistication are usually popular,
and many of our most popular stars
are likewise revered in Latin Amer-

Blanke Rites on Coast
West
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Appeal This Week
(Continued from Page I)

ment in cases earlier on the docket.
As yet, there is no indication who
will handle the oral presentation for
either side.
In the meantime, the expected
amicus curiae brief from Mary Pickford, Sam Goldwyn and other independent producers, supposedly being
drawn up by Morris Ernst, has not
yet been filed here. Ernst has received permission from the Department of Justice to file, however, and
the brief may yet come in.
Crescent is charging 26 errors in
the Federal Court decision, and asking that the entire verdict be set
aside. The Government, on the
other hand, asks not only that the
verdict be sustained but also that
it be strengthened by an injunction
against further theater acquisitions
outside Nashville by Crescent or other
Sudekum-controlled circuits without
prior court approval.

Is
News
to Balaban
That
Rank-FPC
"Deal'
(Continued from Page 1)

the acquisition of an interest appear
to be without foundation, according
to authoritative comment.
One London trade paper story
hinted that Rank, through his emissary, John Davis, who recently surveyed the Canadian market, was
close to a deal with Famous Players Canadian, but Barney Balaban,
Paramount president, said last week
that he knew of no such negotiaing.
tions. Odeon officials likewise indicated that no deal was in the mak-

Court Orders Material
Swap in Carlisle Suit
New Haven — Judge J. Joseph
Smith has ordered that plaintiff and
deefndant exchange further material
required by each in a series of motions, in the $300,000 plagiarism
damage suit of Helen Grace Carlisle
against Warners.
Plaintiff moved that Warners furnish her with the shooting script and
dialogue
of "Princess
O'Rourke,"continuity
while defendant asked
for
a true story
copy ofwhich
"Rich Mrs.
is the Carlisle
Heart,"
original
alleges she submitted to Warners
in the form in which it was submitted. The case was filed April 10,
in the Federal Court here and is being heard in Hartford. In addition to
the_ $300,000 damages and costs,
plaintiff seeks an injunction restraining further distribution of the film.

Hollywood — Funeral services for
Mrs. Anna Blanke, 65, mother of
Henry Blanke, Warner producer, Skirball, Manning Sign Colbert
were held Saturday.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack S. Skirball and
Cobb Ashes Interred
Bruce Manning have signed ClauPaducah, Ky. — The ashes of Irvin dette Colbert to star in "Guest
S. Cobb, who died on March 10, were Wife," an original by John D. Kloburied here on Saturday in a plot rer. Shooting is scheduled to start
in November.
dedicated to the humorist's memory.
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See Exhibs. Spending 25 Millions for Equipmen
Prolonged Hostilities May
Double Figure; 800-1,000
New Theaters Will Arise
(Continued from Page 1)
day convention which ended here last
night.
Exclusive of the minimum
825,000,000 aggregate, and possibly $50,000,000 which will need
to be spent, the manufacturers,
dealers, and some of the visiting
delegates, believe that new theaters in the number of a minimum 800, and probably 1,000,
will be erected during the early
post-war span. Their cost will
probably average $125 per seat
in all communities because of
the trend toward higher manufacturing costs of materials as
well as labor.
Channels surveyed assert that
most houses will be in the 1,0001,500 seat class as these are most
economically operated and lend
themselves best to the average
exhibition situation. Potential
of new construction, exclusive of
real estate, is set as $100,000,000.
Post-war demand for equipment
will be greatest, it is pointed out, for
those particular items which have
been most sharply curtailed since
Pearl Harbor, but a general deficiency exists in all classes of equipment, and therefore, every product
connected with theater operation will
come in for a post-war boom, it is
stated.
Leading the early post-war demand will be booth equipment, which
has taken a beating for the past
three years, and has stood up only
in those instances where servicing
has been resorted to by the conscientious theaterman. Projectors
will be needed in thousands of existing houses, and with them rectifiers,
arc lamps, sound units, and other
key items.
Dealers here were virtually unanimous in naming, along with projectors and sound, the most needed
items as new chairs, carpet, and
stage equipment, including screens.
A group of 18 equipment manufacturing firms were direct sponsors
of the TEDPA convention here. They
are C. E. Ashcraft Mfg. Co., Altec,
Automatic Devices, Baldor Electric,
Continental Electric, Da-Lite Screen,
Daly Ticket, DeVry Corp., Golde Mfg.
Co., Ideal Seating, Lavezzi Machine,
Motiograph, Neumade Products, National Carbon, Strong Electric, Wenzel Projector Co., and Edward H.
Wolk Co.

Para.-lnlernalional
Assigns Hew Posts

"British Pix on Mexican Screens Via Tele";
Pass the Marihuana, Pal, and I'll Tell One
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — British producers are planning to distribute
films in Latin America after the war by television, according to El Universal,
leading morning daily, which publishes a dispatch from its London correspondent. Story asserts English engineers have developed a new type of television receiver which is said to guarantee the perfect reception of motion
pictures over long distances.
With the receivers regulated to pick up a specified wave-length, ail an exhibitor will have to do to arrange for a showing at a stipulated hour is contact the producer by trans-Atlantic phone or cable. Thus, the article concludes, Mexican audiences will be able to tune in on the premieres of the
latest British productions.

Film Classics Deals Set
Reception
Welcomes
WB's
Clark to Canadian Post
In Michigan and Ohio
Toronto — A reception was held
Friday to welcome Ralph H. Clark
as Canadian general manager of
Warner Bros, in succession to Wolfe
Cohen, who has been transferred to
a post in the foreign department.
Among those present from the home
office were Ben Kalmenson, Norman
H. Moray and Mort Blumenstock.
Guests included officials of all film
companies and theater circuits in
the Dominion.

British Producers-Union
Agreement Hailed by Bevin
London (By Cable) — Ernest Bevin,
Minister of Labor in the Churchill
Cabinet, principal guest at a luncheon here Friday to celebrate the
four years studio agreement between
producers and the studio union declared that the pact was in line
with Government policy.

Show "St. Louis" Oct. 31

M-G-M will hold tradeshowings of
"Meet Me In St. Louis" in all exchange centers on Oct. 31. The picture will be included in the company's Tenth block and released generally about New Year's. A world
premiere is planned for St. Louis
sometime in November, at Loew's
Theater, but the date has not yet
been definitely set.

Col. Completes Golf Shorts

Columbia has already completed
shooting of the series of one-reelers
golfers Byron Nelson and Jug McSpadden are making for an early
release. Maxwell Cohn produced
with Harry Foster directing.

"Yucca" in Next Hopalong
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Albert Dezel, franchise holder for
Film Classics' Exchange in Detroit,
Cleveland and Cincinnati, has announced that a deal has been closed
with the Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan for the Samuel Goldwyn
release, "Dead End." The film will
play in over fifty houses during the
month of October.
Following the showing in the Cooperative Theaters, deals have been
concluded with General Theater Service and Mutual Theaters to play
"Dead End" immediately at the close
of the Co-operative run.
Starting Oct. 11, the Telenews Theater in Cincinnati, a first-run house,
will play, as a double bill, "Dead
End" and "Kid From Spain" for an
indefinite period.
"Dead End" has also been booked
for the RKO State Theater in Dayton
and the Palace Theater, Columbus.

(Continued from Page 1)
manager for all territories fronji
pan to India, including China, PH|
pines, Dutch East Indies, Straits f
tlements, Burma, Ceylon, New 2
land, Australia and South Afr
Prior to the war in the Pacific, P<
ins was Paramount's managing di;
tor for Japan, China, the Philippi
Straits Settlements, Dutch East
dies and India. He was a prise
of the Japanese in Manila but
repatriated and returned to the
S. on the Gripsholm in Decern
1943.
The
new
assignment
given
Pratchett by Hicks makes him divi
manager for all Latin America, I
ing in all countries in Central
South America from Mexico to
including Argentina and the Ca
bean area. This increases the t(
tories now under Pratchett by
addition of Argentina, Brazil, C |
Uruguay and Paraguay.

Graham International
has been named
as a o:'.I
amount
special
seas representative
with a re
assignment which first will take
to the European scene. Graham
called from his post as branch r
ager in Mexico City to make a
survey of Spain in February of
year.
He returned in May and
been
office. doing special work for the 1
Charles C. Randolph

Dies

Gary, Ind. — Charles C. Rand<
67, manager of the Family th<
here for 18 years and secretar
the Gary Theater Association i
its organization 15 years ago,
RCA has acquired the patent for in Mercy Hospital. He is sun
a device which promises better tele- by the widow, a daughter and a
vision reception through a system daughter.
whereby the effect of increased sensitivity of an electronic scanning
tube of the cathode ray type may
be obtained.
Invented by Robert Shelby of Tea. . . on the Film Fron <
neck, N. J., the scanning system
calls for the time period between
scannings to be lengthened, thus increasing the effective sensitivity of
Ann
Sheridan
signed up at the
any given area of the mosaic elec- Normandie Theater to give a pint of
trode in the tube. It utilizes two to the Red Cross becoming, the 75
image-scanning tubes, each adapted donor to register in a theater lobby
to receive light images approxi- the start of the campaign in New
mately the same and it also switches
Campaign,
under
the
means for alternately rendering the last year.
of Edward
Dowden, will co
independent scanning tubes and the manship
associated preamplifiers operative indefinitely, with several theaters !
taining enrollment
booths in their II
and inoperative.

RCA Acquires Patent
For Improved Television

WAR

Hollywood — Harry Sherman will
use "Yucca," owned by Fred Yancey,
Van Nuys, as a a wild outlaw equine
Air Show Switches Time
in "Murder on the Range," first of Mike Fish on Press Tour
Effective Oct. 11, the Blue Network Sherman's new "Hopalong Cassidys."
Chicago — Mike Fish, art editor of
the Warners publicity department
show "On Stage Everybody," which Cincy Warner Club Elects
at the Burbank studio, arrived here
will provide some of the talent for
a picture of the same name to be
Cincinnati — George Daumeyer was late last week on a tour of key cities
made by Universal, will be heard elected president of The Warner with special "Rhapsody in Blue" art
Wednesdays from 7 to 7:30 p.m. It Club, Mary Weller, secretary and layouts for newspapers and magazines. Fish also will visit New York
formerly was a Saturday evening Eardean Carter, treasurer at the recent election.
show.
and other Eastern cities.

•0.81(1 suo nonP^r-d

each

SERVICI

week.

Chicago — Alliance
Theater Circui
donate
one day's receipts to the fund for overseas troops, S. J. Grego I
nounced.
West
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Hollywood — Purchases of War Boi
employes of Paramount Studio have r f
a total of $10,000,000.

-a *n

The Daily Newspaper
O i Mo tion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Vears
Old

-itimate in Character
iternational in Scope
idependent in Thought
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OTTLENECK IN KEYS TIED TO "A" RISE
Arthur's
Arbitration Petition is Due Increase
Next in Number
Week
of
ty Seek Treble Damages
Result of Adverse
mrd Made a Year Ago
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INDUSTRY, NATION MOURN WILLKIE
Rites to Be Held Today for the hate Chairman
20th Century-Fox' Board of Directors

Washington — Filing of a petition
i an injunction against any adFilmland, of which he had been an
e arbitration award which might
e in the future is tentatively integral part during most of the
his quest
pduled for next week by the St. four-year span following
of the Presidency
is Amusement Co., it was learned
of the United
;! yesterday. Attorney Russell
States in 1940,
;dy admitted that such a petition
gave expression
ht be filed in St. Louis, explainyesterday,
in comthat his purpose was to protect
mon with the
rest
(Continued on Page 4)
of the nation and

peoples throughout the freedomloving world, of
its grief over the
death of Wendell
L. Willkie, chairman of the board
o f 20th -Fox,
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Wendell L. willkie which occurred on
ollywood — "With no solution to
Sunday at 2:20
jurisdictional
dispute
being
It
in local Lenox Hill Hospital.
hed at the meeting of producer a.m.
esentatives and union leaders
rr
(id by Commissioner
Earl
J.
dy of the Department of Labor's
filiation service, indications are
War Labor Board will be asked
ntercede in the case.
t the session, Richard
Walsh,
1 of IATSE, maintained that his
"Frenchman's Creek" will be ex(Continued on Page 10)
hibited at regular admission scales,
despite its lavishness and , demonlie Roush Forms New
strated ability at the box-office,
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vicelustrial Film Company
president in charge of distribution,
announced yesterday.
! ipslie Roush, who for the last 15
It is planned to give the production one of the biggest day-and-date
;j's has been associated with Parajnt's industrial and short subjects
(Continued on Page 5)
( ,irtments, has resigned to form
' lie Roush Productions, Inc., for
jpurpose of producing industrial,
national and television pictures.
ssociated with him in the enter-

idio Walkout May
Appealed to WLB

of

Flags along local Film Row were
flown at half-mast, and the day's
business routine was relegated to a
place of secondary importance as a
subdued and shocked trade could not
be reconciled to the unexpected demise of the man whom it held in
lofty esteem for his contributions to
its welfare and unity, and served so
well as an inspirational force.
Many executive offices, ostensibly
open, were shuttered by executives
who paid tribute in person to their
industry compatriot and friend as
his remains lay in state at the Fifth
Ave. Presbyterian
Church.
Funeral
This Afternoon
Today, outstanding industry personages, predominantly those of his
20th-Fox
organization,
will attend
(Continued on Page 4)

Frenchman's Creek Raw Slock Output
At Regular Scales
Up 45% Since 1941
Washington

Distribm Committee

■c

(Continued on Page 5)

Western Electric
Joins Tele Assn.
Board of directors of the Teledsion Broadcasters Association yessrday approved an application by
Vestera Electric Co. for an affiliate
lembership in TBA.
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Washington — Output of raw stock
has gone up 45 per cent since 1941,
WPB revealed in a special release on
the film situation which appeared
over the week-end. Production
reached nearly 160,000,000 square
feet — an all-time record — in the second quarter of this year, dropping
(Continued on Page 4)

Named

Depinet Pkks*41 Aides for 6th War loan
As the national committee nears
the completion of its list of state
exhibitor chairmena for the industry's participation in the 6th War
Havana — Esther Prieto, manager Loan Drive which runs from Nov.
of the Cuba Hispania Arts Films, 20 to Dec. 16, Ned E. Depinet, chairdistributor of the Spanish pictures
man of the Distribution Division,
in Latin American countries, will yesterday announced the complete
leave Havana for Mexico this week line-up of his committee composed
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)

Cuban Company to Make
One Picture in Mexico

First-Runs Viewed as the
Best Solution to Problem

An all-time
high infrom
number
"A"
pictures,
resulting
the of
steady
climb in average quality of product
over the past several years, is ironically the chief factor responsible for
the product bottleneck that has prevailed in many key cities, in the
opinion of several leading sales executives interviewed by Film DAILY
yesterday.
Even in good business times, one
sales official pointed out, extended
runs are nossible only if the product
(Continued on Page 10)

Sale of 4 Houses to
Fore at Schine Trial
Buffalo — The question of who is
going to be permitted to buy four
Schine theaters in Kentucky and Virginia yesterday overshadowed the
anti-trust trial itself and consumed
the lion's share of the court's time.
Lengthy arguments were heard by
Judge John Knight in his chambers
(Continued on Page 5)

New Start is Planned
In RKO, Union Parleys
Another

start on contract negotiations between RKO and the Motion Picture Theater Operating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild,
(Continued on Page 4)

it

Col. Blimp" Running
Time Cut 35 Minutes

"Colonel Blimp," first Arthur
Rank's Eagle-Lion releases to be
distributed through United Artists,
has been cut from 173 minutes to
138, eliminating only matter of particular English appeal or references
which would be foreign to American
audiences, without injury to the continuity or production
value.
A huge promotional, advertising,
and sales program has been prepared.
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M-G-M Execs. Off For
'American Romance' Debut

Washington

Springfield, Mass. — Springfield
and West Springfield have postponed
elaborate V-E Day plans following
a wave of public sentiment against
such celebrations. Cities will instead adopt the suggestion of Nathan E. Goldstein, president of Western's Massachusetts Theaters, Inc..
who advocate a religious observance
of the Xazi collapse. Several other
towns on the Western Massachusetts
circuit had previously agreed with
his plan of quiet observance.

A group of M-G-M home office executives leaves today for Cincinnati
to attend the banquet and special
preview
of at
"AntheAmerican
Romance,"
to
be held
Netherlands
Plaza
Hotel and RKO Albee. respectively,
tomorrow night in advance of the
132-city world premiere of the King
Vidor Technicolor production. They
include Howard Dietz. Silas F. Seadled. William R. Ferguson. Herbert
Crooker. William Danziger, and Carl
Rigrod of the Donahue & Coe adv.
agency. Also Oscar A. Doob. Loew
circuit's ad-publicity head.
C. F. Carrier, in charge of arrangements, has been in Cincinnati
the past week making extensive plans
for the openings in Ohio, Indiana.
Kentucky and West Virginia.
Brian Donlevy. star of "An American Romance," and other cast members will attend both functions, as
will Vidor. The M-G-M players after taking part in the Columbus Day
parade, will report back to Hollywood Oct. 15.
John J. Maloney, central sales
manager, Pittsburgh, and John P.
Byrne, district manager, Detroit, are
due to arrive in Cincinnati tomorrow. Henderson M. Richey, director
of exhibitor relations and now in Detroit, also will attend, making the
stopover en route to Washington.
Richmond and Pittsburgh.
William F. Rodgers. M-G-M v.-p.
and g.m., today will be host to the
trade press at a luncheon at the
Hotel Astor. and reveal the company's tenth block in addition to
other information
regarding M-G-M's
future
plans.

A. D. V. Storey, Veteran
Publicity Man, is Dead

Leo McCarthy on Swing
Of PRC Exchange Cities
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Washington — The best booked foreign-made film in history, it appears.
is the official British film, "Desert
Victory." which piled up a total of
9,475 showings through June of this
year and is still going strong. The
film has been issued lately in 16 mm.
as well as 35 mm., but the major
portion of the 9.475 showings were
in the full-sized print.
Most widely shown of the British
war shorts has been "These Are the
Men." with 6,235 bookings through
M-G-M. This has also been issued
in 16 mm. Paramount has booked
"Letter from Ireland'' 4.451 times.
20th-Fox has booked -'Common
Cause" into 3.205 theaters, and Warners' has put 'In the Drink" into
2,850 theaters.

WMT V-Day Proposal
Adopted by Springfield

A. D. V. Storey, 67, veteran publicity-exploitation man, died yesterday at his home in Brooklyn. Recently editor of Miniature Movies,
he had been secretary of the 16
mm. Board of Trade. His publicityexploitation experience was with
Universal, CBC (now Columbia) and
Fox. At one time he edited "Screen
Snapshots" and was producer of his
own shorts series, "Federated Screen
Review." Survivors include his
widow and three children.

Rep. Mexican Office Ready

Svenson Dies
INC.

Circle 6-6686

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

«n

Tuesday, October 10, 194

Best Booked Foreign-Made
Picture, "Desert Victory"

Republic Pictures de Mexico, Inc..
"To Have" Bows Tomorrow
subsidiary of Republic Pictures
"To Have and Have Not," will Corp. started operation yesterday at
have its world premiere tomor- Avenida Morelos 63. Mexico City.
row at the Hollywood Theater, Carl Ponedel. former Puerto Rico
following the six-week run of "The manager, is in charge of the new office. Morris Goodman. Republic ForDoughgirls." General release of the
pic is not scheduled before January.
eign head, left Mexico City Saturday for Panama.

REEVES

% DAILY

Chicago — Corporal Eric G. Svenson, formerly of the Pantheon Theater service staff, lost his life when
his troop transport was sunk in the
Mediterranean recently, according to
word received by his parents.
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Hollywood— Leo J. McCarthy. PRC
general sales manager who has been
in Hollywood for several weeks conferring with President Leon Fromkess, left Sunday for San Francisco
as the first stop on his swing across
the country visiting various exchange centers in conjunction with
PRC's
national
tradeshowings Oct.
11 and 25.

COmiltG and GOMG
ARTHUR

W.

KELLY

leaves

morrow
to attend
the "Silver
quet"
of the Allied Theaters

for

Detroit

Anniversary
B
of Michigan.

C. L. CARRINCTON. Altec's prexy, and Bl
5ANFCRD. New York district manager, arrive!
Hollywood to attend Altec's Annual Bus;
Conference
ater
needs. to discuss post-war sound and '
STELLA

UNCER

MARGARET
business.

is in New York from the

ETTINGER

is

in

New

<

York

JOE
E. BROWN
arrives
in New
York
latter part of this week from the Coast.
JOSEPH
FELDMAN. assistant zone manager
Warner Theaters in the Pittsburgh
territory
returned to that city from New York.
RODNEY
20th-Fox.

BUSH.
exploitation
manager
is back from Omaha and Chicago

PAT SCOLLARD of Paramount is due back f
Durham.
N. C. today.

M-G-M Visiting Exchang
Execs. Depart for Home
Two M-G-M branch managers 1
one district manager left their
spective headquarters Friday af
spending
a weekvarious
at company's
ho
office visiting
departmer.
heads and sales personnel. II
are Sam A. Shirley, district m.
ager, Chicago; D. C. Kennedy, I
Moines branch manager; and H.
Friedel, Denver head.
Arriving yestei'day for similar \
its were John
P. Byrne,,
disti]
manager with headquarters in
troit; J. F. Willingham,
St. Lc|
manager and C. J. Briant, Xew
leans head.
George A. Hickey, West Coast <
trict manager, has been added
the list of M-G-M field executi
due Oct.office.
16 for He
a week's
to.
home
will visit
supplem
Mauricemanager,
Goldstein,
Ha'
branch
and Xew
Benn Ros
wald. Charlotte manager.

McCarthy will leave the Bay City
for Denver tomorrow, and leaves the
following Sunday for Kansas City
where he will spend two davs. Oct.

Rep. Closes Odeon Deal
Toronto — Republic has closed
deal for its 1944-45 product with
Odeon Circuit of Canada. The c
was closed with Haskell Mas:
president of the Odeon. and Ra
Gale, chief film buyer, by J.
Grainger, president of Republic.
W. Perry, general manager of 1
pij'e Universal Films, Ltd.;
Archie Laurie, Canadian sales n:
ager for Republic.

and
arrives
in he
XewwillYork
22.
19, 20.
and 21.
be inOct.
S't. Louis,

Fromkess Signs
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Pictures to be shown in PRC's exHollywood — William K. How
changes on Oct. 11 are "'The Great
Mike." "Swing Hostess," and "When who directed "When The Lights
On Again," has been signed by L
the Lights Go On Again."
On Oct. 25, showings will be held Fromkess to direct PRC's top |
ductionnewspaper
in 1945. "Iautobiography
Ring Doorbe
of "I'm From Arkansas." "Blue- the
beard" and "The Town Went Wild." Russell Birdwell, now a well kn
public relations counselor.

For
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Hollywood — A promotion and public relations service exclusivelv for
! little known players is being established by Diana Dunning Office at
6808 Sunset Boulevard. Operation
will be on a membership basis.

Robert Paige Here
Robert Paige who recently
pleted
Help picture
Singing,"star 1
versal "Can't
Technicolor
Deanna Durbin, arrived in Xew ^
yesterday for a short stay. He
accompanied by Mrs. Paige.

WENDELL

L. WILLKIE

Chairman of the Board
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation

3n ifflemortam
October 8, 1944
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Arthur Arbitration
Petition Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)
his client both in St. Louis and in
New York.
Argument is set for Nov. 3 in New
York on Hardy's petition to have his
clients exempted from provisions of
any future consent decree in the
New York case. He also asks that
the court, regardless of its final disposition in the New York case, recognize the validity of St. Louis contracts which run until 1946.
Hardy said he had no clear idea
whether the Government will oppose
his New York petition. If it is not
successful, however, he says an appeal will be entered. Although Hardy would not discuss his plans for
St. Louis in detail, it was learned
here that he and his clients are considering suit not only for injunction
but also to recover trable damages
as the result of an adverse arbitration awai-d about a year ago. This
cut the clearance of two of the circuit theaters, and has reportedly hurt
their business somewhat. Filing for
treble damages would be permitted
under the Sherman act. Suit would
presumably be brought against the
distributors, the American Arbitration Association and the exhibs. who
brought the action. The present arbitration case, brought by Adolph
Rosecan, will be heard Nov. 13, according to present schedule.

New Start is Planned
In RKO, Union Parleys
(Continued from Page 1)
the membership of which is made up
exclusively of managers and assistants in 41 of the circuit's houses in
the metropolitan area, is due to be
made within the next week, probably Friday, it was learned yesterday.
The decision followed a conference between Monroe Goldwater,
RKO attorney, and representatives
of the State Mediation Board, whose
aid the union invoked last week
when negotiations were called off
after the company asked the huddling be deferred until it had had
a chance to put into effect a revised
theaters' supervisory system "radically" affecting the responsibilities
presently exercised by the circuit's
managers.
The union recently won the right
to bargain for the managers and assistants in the 41 houses.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..
October 10
Helen Hayes
Malcolm
Harry Richman
Richard
Janis Carter

Kingsberg
Jaeckel

INDUSTRY, NATION MOURN WILLKIE
Rites to Be Held Today for the Late Chairman
20th Century-Fox' Board of Directors
(Continued

the funeral services in that church
at 3 p.m., which will be conducted
by the Rev. John Sutherland Bonnel,
pastor, and a close friend of the
family. Burial will be in Rushville,
Ind., the time to be determined by
the return of Lt. (J/G) Philip Willkie, USNR, who is on convoy duty
in the Atlantic.
During the Presidential campaign
of 1940, into which he was rocketed
from virtual obscurity through the
Republican convention in Philadelphia, Willkie made his film debut,
aside from his newsreel appearances,
in a short subject produced by RKO,
and which subsequently received
more than 10,000 bookings from
circuits and exhibitors in every section of the land. Thus it was that
Wendell L. Willkie actually "entered
the industry" as an "actor," a circumstance in which he always took
good-natured pride.
Defended Filmland
In the wake of Pearl Harbor, when
the charges arose that the film industry was injecting propaganda into
its footage, an indignant Willkie in
the early autumn of 1942 blasted
the propaganda probe, which, through
his efforts more than those of any
single individual, was thoroughly
discredited and finally "sunk." It
was during the hearings in Washington that Willkie castigated Senator Nye, and the text of the Willkie defense of films was published
a few days later, winning for him
the industry's gratitude and the admiration of all right-thinking wings
of public opinion. Hollywood, which
had heard him deliver a campaign
address a year previously in the Hollywood Bowl, now recognized him as
the ace defender of the motion picture industry centered there.
After his successful defense of
film content during the early months
of the war, the Screen Actors Guild
publicly commended him for fighting for "freedom of the films" which
was held to be as sacred as the
freedom of the press and freedom
of speech.
Picture Pioneers' Guest
The first in-person contact which
New York's Film Row and those of
nearby keys had of Willkie as an industry personality of the first rank
was when they gathered at the Picture Pioneers' dinner on the night
of Oct. 29, 1941, where he was the
guest of honor. He told a cheering
audiences that he had followed every
major investigation in Washington
during the past decade and that "no
industry has come through with the
same quality and spirit as has film-

of

Raw Stock Output
Up 45% Since 1941

I

(Continued from Page D
to
136,000,000
in the third quartr
address evoked a tremendous ovation.
With Willkie on the dais were James because of a seasonal decline in mai
J. Walker, Barney Balaban, Jesse L. power, vacations and necessary ove
Lasky, Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn, and hauling of machinery.
*
Harry Brandt.
Early in 1942 it was reported that
Production is being maintained™
Willkie had received overtures from capacity now despite manpower ar
MPPDA, but he promptly denied the material problems, WPB said. Whi
rumor. Toward the end of Febru- there is no serious shortage of m
ary that year, he addressed the Mo- skilled workers, technicians ai
tion Picture Academy of Arts and
scarce, with skilled men for pe
Sciences, his text being "Let's Begin forating film working 10 and 1:
To Win!," and this speech further
enhanced his prestige in the indus- hour shift and yet hardly being ab
try and the nation.
to keep to schedule.
Heads 20th-Fox Board

from Page 1)

On April 9, his filmland role further solidified as he was elected
chairman of the board of 20th-Fox,
a move militantly advocated by Spyros P. Skouras, company president,
and other high officials of the company. Summer found him on his
historic world trek by plane which
gave him great international prestige and brought forth his book "One
World" which 20th-Fox immediately purchased for a feature motion
picture. His globe-encircling trip
finished, Willkie made his "Report to
the Public," and prominently therein was expressed praise for the goodwill role films were playing so strongly in the war effort of all the Allied
nations.
Nemesis of Intolerance
Willkie's hatred of bigotry and
intolerance made him the flaming
champion of oppressed minorities
everywhere. In November of 1942,
he was awarded the American Hebrew Medal, and was also honored
by the Sons of Indiana, the National
Conference of Christians and Jews,
and many other organizations, including seats of higher Teaming,
notable among the latter beino- Oberlin College which gave him an LL.D.
degree. In July, 1943, he took to
the radio on a national hookup to
plead against race violence.
Last year he was re-elected to the
20th-Fox board chairmanship, and
later journeyed to the Coast for company confabs. A year ago this month,
he was a guest star on "Information
Please," and joked with his many
friends in the entertainment world
that he was "an actor again."
His withdrawal as a presidential
candidate last April occasioned deep
regret in many segments of filmland, but the trade felt that there
was a measure of compensation in
that he might devote more time and
energy to the motion picture affairs.
Tributes Voiced
Among the scores of tributes to
Willkie expressed yesterday were:
"The nation has suffered an irreparable loss. No man loved his
He added that the industry "went
inland."
and took off the gaff, and came country more. No man was loved
out better than it was before." He more by his country. As chairman
asserted with ringing conviction that of the 20th-Fox board, he was a constant stimulant and inspiration to all
he was "proud to represent them
(film interests) on any rostrum." The of us who were privileged to be as-

sociated with him." — Spyros P. Skoi
Film Corp.
ras,
president, 20th Century-F(
"A grand American has pass

away. man,
Wendell
wasthough
a vei '
great
kind, Willkie
generous,
ful.
One of America's
most di
tinguished citizens, he honored oi I
company and our industry with h i
association and service." — Tom Co: |
nors, vice-president
of 20th Ce
tury-Fox Film Corp.
"The cause of peace has lost ;
ardent champion in the death
Wendell Willkie. He put the righ
of mankind before personal ambitio
and thereby proved he was a vei
great man." — Darryl F. Zanuck, vie
president in charge of productio
20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
"The motion picture industry h;
lost a staunch friend and associat
Humanity's
loss is executive
even greater."Joseph M. Schenck,
head
dios.
production, 20th Century-Fox St
"He was a fearless champion
American liberty and a torchbear
for the cause of freedom. He kne
no prejudices and his influence f<
good will be missed the world ovei
— Charles P. Skouras, president, N
tional Theaters Amusement Co.
"Wendell Willkie will be mourm
all over the world by all those wl
cherish freedom and liberty, tl
principles for which he stood ai
fought." — Murray Silverstone, vie
president in charge of foreign di
Corp.
tribution, 20th Century-Fox Fil
"Wendell Willkie's untimely dea
comes as a shock to all of his mai
industry friends. The industry, t)
nation and the world have been d
prived of a great wisdom that wou
have aided in charting a cle;
course through the difficult da;
ahead." — Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., pre
ident of Screen Publicists Guild
New York.
"We of the entertainment industi
wish to extend our sympathies i<
we, too, feel today a sense of gre
loss. Wendell Willkie not only syr
bolized but actively fought for tho
principles of racial equality and a
tistic freedom to which our orgar
zation is dedicated." — Herman Shur
lin, Entertainment Industry Emer
ency Committee.
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epinet Announces
istrib. Committee
(Continued from Page 1)
41 capable veterans located in 11
E)ortant districts covering 31 key
es.
in the opening shot in his camLgn, Depinet revealed that his comj)tee is now prepared for one of
! most effective campaigns ever
iertaken. He feels confident, he
id, that once again his co-workers
branch managers and salesmen
,1 contact every exhibitor in this
mtry for active participation in
s $14,000,000,000 drive.
The complete list of distributor
lirmen, according to Leon J. Bam•ger, assistant to Depinet, consists
many persons who served during
■ Fifth War Loan Drive and are
• regular distribution chairmen
!i district chairmen for the current
ax in all War Activities Commitprojects.
Distribution chairmen in the folding districts are:
n the Metropolitan District —
;k Bowen, Loew's district chairn, with Ralph Pielow for New
Tk and B. Abner, for New Jer-

DAILY

Archers to Produce First Feature Picture
In Scotland, Titled "I Know Where I Ant"
London, via Air Mail — The first feature film to be produced in Scotland, as
far as is known, tentatively titled "I Know Where I Am," will be made by the
Archers Film Productions Ltd. on the Isle of Mull.
With the cameras scheduled to start rolling this week, the script calls for
some of the dialogue to be shot in Gaelic. However, English subtitles will be
applied on these sequences for the benefit of the English as well as the
American market.
The story has been written by Emeric Pressburger, one of the directors of
Archers, and will feature Wendy Hiller, last seen in "Major Barbara."

Leslie Roush Forms New
Industrial Film Company
(Continued from Page 1)

"Frenchman's Creek" Will
Play at Regular Scales
(Continued from Page 1)

prise is Jules W. Sindic, formerly of openings as a Christmas holiday attraction in important key cities
Caravel Films. Headquarters have
been established at 119 W. 57th St. throughout the country, with prerelease engagements in several key
Chi. Greeks Collect $45,000
centers
vantage. selected for strategic adChicago — Greeks in this city colReagan said that the enthusiastic
lected $45,000 for Greek War Relief response on the part of both the
as a result of the talk made by Spy- public and exhibitors to the regular
ros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, at
the La Salle Hotel meeting.
price
policy of "Going
My Way"of
has demonstrated
the soundness
this
policy
and
has
set
a
precedent
ley, RKO, in Denver and G. Davison,
for big pictures of this type which
RKO, in Salt Lake City.
demanded a higher adWest Coast District — Henry Her- usually have
mission scale.
bel, Vitagraph, district chairman,
"Frenchman's Creek" after two alland the following Vitagraph men:
Seattle, Vete Stewart; Portland, time record weeks will set a new
Oregon, Al Oxtoby; San Francisco, high for a third-week gross in the
Al Shmitken and Los Angeles, Fred 27-year history of the Rivoli theGreenberg.
ater, Broadway. Business on Sunday
Spyros P. Skouras, president of of the third week equalled the corresponding day of the second week.
20th Century-Fox, who arrives here
today by plane from Hollywood, has
informed Harry Brandt, national Cuban Company to Make
chairman for the 6th War Loan One Picture in Mexico
drive, that he will conduct a special
(Continued from Page 1)
meeting with his company's advertising, publicity and exploitation exto put a feature production, "Gerecutives in New York City today.
trudis Gomez De Avellaneda," the
biography of a Cuban intellectual
Gamble Meets 500 Filmites
lady, before the cameras in Mexico.
In Chi. on 6th War Loan
Miss Prieto expects to produce several pictures in Cuba. Her company
Chicago — Ted Gamble, Treasury will handle
Mexican films due to the
War Loan executive, met with 500
at the Drake Hotel to plan for the poor returns the company has had
Sixth War Loan. Illinois-Indiana- here with Spanish pictures.
Wisconsin quota for the Loan will
exceed $1,500,000,000 of which Il- Local 702's Negotiating
linois will sell $1,000,000,000.
Committee Is Selected
Gamble says that the amusement
industry will have a more prominent
Members of the Motion Picture
part in the Sixth War Loan than in
any previous drives. It is better or- Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, IATSE, have elected a comganized to do its job under Harry
mittee of seven which will meet with
Brandt than ever before.
Gamble left last night for New laboratories in the East to negotiate
Orleans where he will meet Secre- new contracts. Chairman is John
tary Morgenthau. From there they Francavilla, president of the union.
go to Los Angeles. They will be Others are Nicholas Koutrouby, secretary-treasurer ofLocal 702, Richaway about 10 days.
ard Gramaglia, John Conrad, Charles
Peterson,
Rose
Vanoli
and George
Quota of 470,000 Bonds
Waugh.

tfortheastern District — A. M.
ne, Paramount, district chairman
i the following Paramount men
1 his area; New Haven, John
ore; Albany, C. G. Eastman; Bufo, M. A. Brown; Boston, A. M.
'ne and Ed. W. Ruff.
Eastern District — R. J. Folliard,
'"O, district chairman, with Sam
dss, 20th Century-Fox in Philaphia; M. E. Lefko, RKO, in Pitts:-gh and J. B. Brecheen, RKO, in
ishington.
Eastern Central District — Jack D.
ldhar, United Artists, district
thman, with the following UA repentatives: Cincinnati, Harris Duson; Cleveland, Maury Orr, and
: Detroit, M. Dudelson.
Southeastern District — Paul Wili, 20th Century-Fox, district chairn, with the following 20th Cen•y-Fox co-workers: Atlanta, Fred
dson; Charlotte, John E. Holston;
w Orleans, E. V. Landaiche.
Southwestern District— J. B. Un•wood, Columbia, district chairn in Dallas, with the following
lumbia men: Memphis, J. J. Rog■■; Oklahama City, C. A. Gibbs.
i.Midwestern District — Sam Shirley,
iew's, district chairman in Chicago
;h the following: Minneapolis, W.
J Workman, Loew's; Chicago, W.
. Banford, Loew's; Milwaukee, Don
Vitagraph.
t)ods,
ndiana-Kentucky District— Claude Set for Southern California
Kean, Vitagraph, in Indianapolis. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Prairie District— J. E. Garrison,
Hollywood — Although a quota of
-liversal, district chairman in Kan- 470,000 Bonds has been set for Southing
ern California in Sixth War Loan
; City, with the follow
Unir *sal men: St. Louis, Harry Hynes; drive, Charles P. Skouras, who heads
nsa City, Jack Langan; Des
ed the Fourth War Loan drive for
>mes,
y; Omaha, H. B. motion picture industry, told memuison. Lou Lev
bers of the theater division for this
ftocky Mountain District— J. Her- territory they should aim to sell
: 't Maclntyre, RKO, district chair- 550,000 Bonds. Chairman Gus Metz•n in Los Angeles with Tom Bai- ger presided.

Carroll Heads Post-War Clinic
Springfield, Mass. — Edward J. Carroll, owner-manager of the Riverside
Park-In Theaters, has been named
chairman of a clinic on post-war activities in amusement parks and
beaches, to be held in Chicago Dec.
4-8. He will also speak at the convention of the American Recreational Equipment association during the
same week.

Sale of 4 Houses to
Fore at Schine Trial
(Continued from Page 1)
on the question, the controversy ending with the court refusing to confirm sale of the houses to a Niagara
Falls exhibitor, A. Charles Hayman.
Hayman signed a contract with
Schine on Oct. 2 for purchase of the
four theaters and left $10,000 with
Schine as a down payment. He was
to take possession Oct. 22, but now
he doesn't know whether he's purchased the properties or not.
When Judge Knight refused to
confirm the sale, Hayman and his
attorney, Francis T. Findlay, asked
that the offer be withdrawn and the
$10,000 returned. The court, however, ruled that the offer be permitted to stand, but subject to a
further hearing on the sale next
Monday at 2 p.m.
The D of J's Robert L. Wright
charged Schine should not have negotiated privately with Hayman but
should have submitted the offer first
to the court for approval, as it did
when M. K. Murphy offered to purchase two of the houses, the State
and Appalachian in Appalachia, Va.,
several months ago. That deal never
went through.
"Can I withdraw my offer?" Hayman personally asked Judge Knight
during
the against
conference.
want
to be bid
by a "I
lot don't
of people
who want to shake me down."
Findlay then praised his client's
arguments more clearly. He said
Hayman, by such action on the part
of the court, would become a "lever
to work more money out of Schine's
prospective buyers." He said he
saw no reason why Hayman's knowledge, experience and judgment should
be used by others who might now
wish to acquire the properties in
question. He further insisted that
the amount of money offered by
Hayman for the theaters be kept
secret. Judge Knight indicated the
amount
divulged. of the offer would not be
Because of the time consumed on
the Hayman-Schine question, Wright
had time only to call one more Government witness in the trial. He
was Morris Kronick, former operator
of the Orpheum Theater, New Amsterdam, a300-seat house acquired by
Schine in May, 1941. He was crossexamined only briefly by Saul E.
Rogers for Schine. Rogers, by his
line of questioning, appeared not too
concerned about the story Kronick
told under direct examination.

Look Magazine Has Made
12 Shorts in Last Year
Look Magazine has produced 12
short subjects based on its own illustrated features since it entered the
short production field about a year
ago. Its latest, "Decisions That
Make
History," is currently playing
at the Embassy Newsreel theaters.
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with the greatest all-star cast in screen history!
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.BERT •IONES • GOTTEN -TEMPLE •WOOLLEY • BARRYMORE •WALKER
DIRECTED BY JOHN CROMWELL ■ Released thru United Artists
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Studio Walkout May
Be Appealed to WLB
(Continued from Page 1)
organization had jurisdiction over
the set decorators and that the IA
had lived up to the AFL pledge of
"no strike." Herbert Sorrell, president of Conference of Studio Unions,
which claims jurisdiction over the
decorators through Local 1421, conthat "if producers
in theirtended contention
that are
thisserious
is a
jurisdictional dispute they can have
it resolved in 48 hours bv applying
to the WLB." He said: "Local 1421
is willing to submit its records for
cross-checking to participate in any
election or take any steps that do
not involve further delay."
IA representatives contend the
decorators are in reality prop foremen and should be in the same union
with prop men.
At Sunday's meeting of Moving
Picture Painters Local 644, of which
Sorrell is business representative,
he said that rumors that theater projectionists might be called out were
revived to coerce the producers, but
that he felt the executives would not
be frightened easily. Eight set decorators and 120 painters failed to
report for work at Warner Bros.
Monday and indications are that the
walkout would spread to other studios thus far unaffected. Studios
previously affected are M-G-M, Columbia and Paramount.

RKO Personnel Sending
Gifts to Armed Forces

&*%

reviews of new films
"The Woman

'Alaska'

in the
with

with Edward G. Robinson, Joan Bennett
RKO-lnternaticnal
99 Mins.
POWERFUL
MELODRAMA RATES
RAVES; SUPERBLY PRODUCED, ENACTED
AND SCRIPTED.
Representing melodrama at its finest,

Window"

"The Woman in the Window," the second
effort of International Pictures, is as
smooth a job of its kind as one can hope
to see. It should rate easily among the
year's top contenders in its class.
Produced by Nunnally Johnson with uncommon smartness, the film has a script
by him that is a model of intelligence.
Under the crafty direction of Fritz Lang
the film works up suspense that will hold
the audience breathless. A sense of power
is conveyed by the simplicity and straightforwardness with which the story has been
unfurled.
The film has been beautifully acted by
a cast headed by Edward G. Robinson and
Joan Bennett. Robinson outdoes himself
as a college professor who dreams of being
involved with a lovely woman (Miss Bennett) in a nightmarish murder case. The
efforts of man and woman to escape apprehension for a crime committed by Robinson
in self-defense have been grippingly depicted. Raymond Massey as a district attorney and Dan Duryea as a would-be blackmailer are other standouts.
The attempt to provide the film with a
happy ending has robbed the story of some
of its impact.
CAST: Edward C. Robinson, Joan Bennett, Raymond Massey, Edmond Breon, Dan Duryea, Thomas E. Jackson, Dorothy Peterson, Arthur Loft,
Frank Dawson, Carol Camerson, Bobby Blake.
CREDITS: Producer, Nunnally Johnson; Director,
Fritz Lang; Screenplay, Nunnally Johnson; Based
on novel by J. H. Wallis; Cameraman, Milton
Krasner; Musical Score, Arthur Lange; Art Director, Duncan Cramer; Set Decorator, Julia
Heron; Soecial Effects, Vernon Walker- Sound,
Frank McWhorter; Film Editor, Marjorie Johnson.
DIRECTION, Aces.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Aces.

For the third consecutive year
more than 140 former RKO Radio
home office employes, now serving in
the nation's armed forces, will receive
Christmas packages from the home
office this Yuletide. These gifts,
especially designed for the men and
women now in service, were again
made possible by a fund to which Equipment Dealers End
the home office employes contribute Meeting With Banquet
voluntarily each week which in turn
is matched by a similar sum doChicago — Allen Willenford of the
nated by the company. Each Christ- National Carbon Co. was toastmasmas package consists of a variety of
ter at the equipment dealers' banluxury items.
auet. Nathan Golden, Allen Smith,
Chick Lewis, Leonard Genier (representing Jack Kirsch who was unGive Ambulance Airplane
able to be present), Eldon Peek,
Chicago — Chicago operators' union
members have subscribed $150,000 Roy Bloomer and Ray Colvin were
for the gift of an ambulance air- the speakers.
Genier told the diners that the
plane to the Army Air Forces, according to President James Gorman. Chicago Allied organization would
co-operate with equipment trade in
supplying Allied members with
WB Tradeshowing Oct 30
needed equipment. Smith said he
"The Very Thought of You," will
be nationally tradeshown by War- hoped next year to be seated with
ners Oct. 30. Picture goes into gen- the dealers instead of at the speakeral release Nov. 11.
ers table. "Chick" Lewis stated
tradepauers had done a fine job for
the equipment industry and that the
dealers appreciated it.
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Gill's Team Leads Drive

Kent Taylor, Margaret
Lindsay, John
Carradine and Dean Jagger
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
76 Mins.
LIVELY STORY WITH AN ALASKAN
BACKGROUND, ENHANCED BY GOOD
ACTING AND DIRECTION.
This offering based on Jack London's
"Flush of Gold" has been given excellent
production values and authentic atmosphere.
Lindsley Parsons functioned as producer,
with Trem Carr as executive director. George
Archainbaud
turned in a good job of directing.
The acting is excellent, with Kent Taylor enacting the role of the son of a
miner, who is killed by claim jumpers. Margaret Lindsay is a dancehall queen, who is
loyal to her husband, John Carradine, an
actor who loves his liquor and Shakespeare.
Taylor is arrested for killing the two
claim jumpers who slew his father. He is
brought into town by Dean Jagger, a U. S.
Marshal, who waits for the trail to open
to Juneau.
Nils Asther, who runs the dance hall in
which Margaret works, becomes jealous of
the interest Margaret shows in Taylor and
causes the jail, in which Kent is held, to
be burned. Carradine saves Taylor, who

Tie Bottleneck in
Keys
to "A" Rise
warrants the additional playing tii
(Continued from Page 1)

He said the public is still shopp
for its entertainment sufficiently
create a very noticeable differe
between a top attraction and a

I

picture.
Besides
the being
greaterturned
number5
strong
pictures
out
major companies, another execul
said, the independent producers i
have followed the trend with an
creased percentage of pictures
which they
time
showing
as seek
single"A"
bills,
in firstconti

to the predominant double-featur
and "B" or "C" time for indep
dent product in former years.
Although the Broadway situal
has been unduly aggravated rec<
ly by a combination of exceptic
box-office pictures, it was poir
out that this is unusual and t<
porary, not reflecting the over
picture for the country as a wh
There has been little or no acl
increase in the average exten
playing time of pictures in the |
year or two, it is stated, altho
the situation has continued to tigr
in some spots due to the gre:
finally learns that Jagger is the "brains"
of "A" pictures.
behind
and theMargaret
town's thugs.
CAST: Asther
Kent Taylor,
Lindsay, John number
One sales official was of the
Carradine, Dean Jagger, Nils Asther, Iris Adrian,
lief that an increase in number
George John
Cleveland,
Lee Maxwell,
"Lasses" first-run houses in a few key cen
White,
Rogers,Dewey
Jack Robinson,
Gorton, John
Warren Jackson, Dick Scott.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Director, would be the best way to solve
George Axhainbaud; Executive Director, Trem problem. In smaller cities and c
munities at large, he said the us
Carr; Adaptation of Jack London's novel, "Flush
of Cold"; Screenplay, George Wallace Sayre, product from several distribut
Harrison Orkow, Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Camera- instead of from only one or twc
men, Mack Stengler and Archie Stout; Editor,
Richard Currier: Art Director, E. R. Hickson; is the custom with many exhibit
Dialog Director, Harold Erickson; Musical Di
would take care of the matter ea:
ector, Edward Kay; Lyrics and Music by Kay
New season's product annou;
and Cherkose; Dance Director, Jack Boyle.
ments indicate a possible further
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good
crease in "A" product. Wai
Bros., for example, is now mal
Iowa Exhibs. Over Quota nothing
but "A" pictures, which
On Russia Clothing Drive being released in keeping with
market's ability to absorb them, v
Des Moines — The "clothing for two Broadway first-run outlets,
Russia" drive conducted by the mo- Hollywood and Strand, Warners
tion picture industry in Iowa far ex- so is in a somewhat better posi
ceeded its goal, A. H. Blank, WAC than other companies in firstchairman and head of the campaign, playoff of pictures.
announced yesterday. The goal was at
least two pounds of clothing per per- Sells British Rights
son in the state.
Blank described the campaign as To "Enemy of Women"
the most successful drive ever put West Coast Bureau of THE FILM Dj
on by the motion picture industry in
Hollywood— W. R. Frank has
the state with over 250 theaters tak- the British Isles and British
ing part. Motion picture men served
of
as local chairmen in their respective minions rights to "Enemy
towns.
men" to
New Realm,
English
distI '
ution
company.
Arthur
Freed,
In Des Moines over four car loads
don
agent,
handled
the
deal
of clothing and shoes were received Frank, who is also negotiating
although an actual count has not sale of Latin-American rights
to
been made as yet. Cities reporting picture which is being distribute
at least one car load include Ames the United States and Canada
with 25.000 pounds, Ottumwa, Cedar Monogram.
Falls, Oelwein. Waterloo, Washington and Keokuk. Oskaloosa had six
tons or one-half car load; Eldorado
five tons, while many of the smaller
towns reported between two and
three thousand pounds.

George Gill, captain of Team C in
Key West, Fla.— Lt. Sonny Shep- PRC's "100 Days— 100%" Contest,
herd, formerly manager of Wometco is in the lead for the fifth consecu- "Laura" Into the Roxy
Circuit in Miami, became the father
tive week. Gill's team comprises
of a girl, Sarah Jean, born last week the Chicago, Los Angeles, New OrTwentieth-Fox's "Laura" goes into
in the Naval Hospital.
leans, and Omaha offices.
the Roxy tomorrow.

FEflimE T0UCI

MYRA MILLER has been named publicity i
sentative for Artkino, U. S. distribut
Russian films. She was previously asso<
with 20th-Fox's radio department.

Yes, our product is Scotch . . . when it comes to demanding

the last dime the traffic will bear

. . . and at any box-office in the land . . . Hoot Mon !. . . Else why would we unleash such an all-out
array of posters, trailers, heralds, cut-outs and banners ... if we expected half of the local
amusement

dollar ... to stay sweatin' in the laddies' and lassies' hands? . . . Why

. . . For though the weather be darrk and dismal and dirrty . . . whenever

indeedy?

we hear th' shillin's

bounce on the ticket ledge ... it is always a braw, bricht, moonlicht nicht, th' nicht . . . Aye
laddie! . . . For then we know that theatre ... is usin' advertisin' that's verra guid . . . Ours!
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Mr. Lester Thompson
M. P. Productions Dist
21st floor
28 Wo 44th St.
New York K. Y.
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The record-breaking ASTOR
performance of M-G-M's KISMET
has been repeated in Los Angeles and
Philadelphia ... so

now

get ready

to give your engagement

5M

in showmanship
happy

run.

for a long

Another

the tops
and

f])| ki
f% hit from

Leo!
Keep Selling Banc
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TEN CENTS

«DIE EXHIBS. IN MIAMI STUDIO PROJECT
4etro Plans to Boost Trade Show Attendance
tibs. Who Attend Tradews Better Equipped,
igers Tells Press
G-M is seeking a formula which
(boost the attendance of exhibiat tradescreenings and a plan
be worked out shortly, W. F.
,ters, vice-president and general
manager, said yesterday at a
e press luncheon.
The average
idance per showing throughout
country, Rodgers said, was 250,
h hardly jusifies the cost.
But
'.ost is not so important, he indi3, as the value that the screencan offer. Rodgers said an ex(Continued on Page 9)

Mayer to be Feted by Industry Oct. 18 Prior
To Departure for Red Cross Post in Hawaii
The industry will honor Arthur L. Mayer at a dinner at the Starlight Roof
of the Waldorf-Astoria on Oct. 18 prior to his departure for Hawaii to take
up his new duties as aide to Stanton Griffis functioning as deputy commissioner
for the Red Cross in the Pacific area. In charge of arrangements are Harry
Brandt, national chairman of the Sixth War Loan Drive, S. H. Fabian, David
We'nstock

and

Edward

Schreiber.

45 Slate Chairmen
Added to 6th Loan

With the first of 19 scheduled
cross-country key city exhibitor
meetings but two weeks off, Harry
Brandt, national chairman for the
motion-picture industry's participation in the $14,000,000,000 6th War
Loan Drive yesterday announced
the appointment of 45 other exhibitor state chairmen.
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
This new group of exhibitors, with
illywood — Newest walkout in the previously announced 18 state
.et decorators' jurisdictional dis- chairmen, now provides the national
occurred yesterday at 20th-Fox,
(Continued on Page 9)
e 225 employes, including decors, painters and machinists Paramount is Dismissed
d to report for work.
From Cameo Trust Action
prbert Son-ell, president of the
!erence of Studio Unions and
Paramount Pictures and Para'less representative of the paintmount Film Distributing Corp. have
i local, reiterated his previous
been dismissed with prejudice by
(Continued on Page 9)
stipulation from the anti-trust action brought by the Rosyl Amusevices Held for Willkie;
ment Co., operating the Cameo Theater, Jersey City. Twenty-two commorial Rites at Studios
panies were named in the action.
Rosyl Amusement Co. seeks triple
neral rites for Wendell L. WillContinued on Page 2)
chairman of the 20th-Fox board,
held yesterday afternoon in the
1 Avenue
Presbyterian
Church
outstanding names of the in(Continued on Page 9)

5 20th-Fox Workers
n Studio Walkout

A syndicate composed of independent theater owners and independent
producers is preparing to erect a
motion picture studio colony in the
Little River section of Miami, Fla.,
it was learned here yesterday.
Among those reportedly interested
in the project are E. M. Loew, circuit
operator; I. E. Chadwick, independent producer; Sonny Barkas, of the
Walter Batchellor Advertising
Agency, and Matthew Black, Los
Angeles attorney representing indeWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pendent producers.
Washington — Air priority for
Independent exhibitors who are
shipment of negative film stock to
(Continued on Page 9)
newsreel pool correspondents in
three major war theaters have been
arranged through agreement with
the Army and the reels, WAC Newsreel Co-ordinator Claude R. Collins
admitted yesterday. Collins has been
working almost since his arrival in
Washington nearly three years ago
Detroit — Allied Theaters of Mich(Continued on Page 9)
igan's silver anniversary convention
RKO Talks With Union
opened yesterday afternoon. President Ray Branch of Michigan Allied
To Get New Start Fri.
in his keynote speech touched off
the theme of threatened state legisContract negotiations between
lation as a possible immediate postRKO and the Motion Picture Theater European war development. The
Operating Managers and Assistant immediate threat in Michigan is the
Managers Guild which were cancelled revival of proposal of last Winter
last week are definitely scheduled to to authorize the levying of municipal excise taxes by cities, aimed
start on Friday, it was said yesterday.
primarily at theaters.
The negotiations were called off
"Because of the war," said Branch,
Continued on Page 2)
after RKO asked they be defened
until the company had had a chance
Continued on Page 2)

Steady Film Supply

To Newsreels' Pool

OCR Okayed WO

'etrillo Snubs FDR
On Recordings Ran
Chicago — The American Federate of Musicians, via James Petrillo,
sterday rejected the President's
ea that it permit the making of
cordings for some commercial uses
compliance with a WLB order.

=

E. M. Loew Reported To
Be Interested in Plan;
Indie Films Proposed

Warns Mich. Allied
Of City Tax Threat

New Houses

War Boosts Use of 16 mm.
600%, Eastman Reports

Rochester, N. Y. — Approximately
six times the amount of narrowBulk of Applications From Indie Operators
gauge film used in an average prewar year is now being used annually
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
services in 16 mm.
Teamsters' Union Pickets
Washington — In one year of op- by the armed
(Continued on Page 9)
House in Det. Carrier Row
eration, the Amusements and Recreation Section of OCR here has authorDetroit — The local film and adverized 100 new theaters, it was learned
Day.
tising delivery situation was further i yesterday. Office was established
IV© Paper Tomorrow
confused yesterday by the start of Oct. 9 of last year. Of the 100 theThere will be no issue of THE
picketing at the Annex Theater by
aters given the green light, 63 were
FILM DAILY tomorrow, Columbus
the teamsters' union. The theater new projects and 37 instances of rebuilding because of fire loss. Addiis a suburban house operated by
(Continued on Page 9)
Continueu* on Page 2)
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WILLIAM F. RODGERS. general sales manager of M-C-M, left last night for a brief
■ rip to Pittsburgh.
J. H. MOSKOWITZ. vice-president and Eastarn studio representative for 20th-Fox, is due
here Monday after four weeks on the Coast.
day.BUDD ROGERS arrived in Hollywood yester-
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from appearances bein Europe, is at the
actor,

is in town.

J. RADEMACHER,

Altec

Warns Mich. Allied
Of City Tax Threat

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phont
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N Oaklev Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON- Ernest W. Fred
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardoui
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanchez Ortiz. MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael.
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RKO Talks With Union
To Get New Start Fri.

(Continued from Page 1 1
•'the film industry has developed into the biggest business today except
for war equipment manufacturing.
In nearly every section we are underseated. Eyes of the world and
especially of legislators are focussed
upon us, Huge sums of money constantly pouring into the treasury
from our box-offices is causing much
speculation.
"Legislators must face some program for post-war rehabilitation.
Their chief concern is what to do
with boys when they return. The
tax study commission appointed by
the Governor has reported that the
Legislature at its January session
should empower municipalities to
levy
ning. excise taxes for post-war plan"If this bill should pass, a tax
comparable to the Federal excise
tax would be used as a pattern, the
thought being that the public is
flush with money."

Trade Veers from Gov't Rule,
Richey Tells Mich. Allied
Detroit — Declaring that too many
times when attacks are directed at
one side of the industry the other
side is prone to rub its hands in glee,
H. M. Richey, director of exhibitor
relations for M-G-M yesterday
warned the Michigan Allied convention that "it is a very short step
across the line to the other's own

back
yard."
Commenting
on the taxation problem facing Michigan exhibitors,
'Continued from Page 1)
Richey said: "Who knows but an
to put into effect a revised theater adverse
pattern born in one state
supervisory system "radically" afto another?"
fecting the responsibilities present- willAs notto spread
intra-industry
problems,
ly exercises by the circuit's managers.
Involved are managers and assistants in 41 RKO houses in the metropolitan area.

Paramount is Dismissed
From Cameo Trust Action
(Continued from Page 1)
damages under the Sherman
antitrust act for alleged restraint of
trade.

OCR Has Approved
100 New Theaters

Service New York branch managers, leave New
York for the West Coast this week to attend
wood.
Altec's annual business conference at Holly-

(Continued from Page 1)
tionally, numerous smaller aln
tion and remodeling jobs have I
(AMES ASHCRAFT, Philadelphia M-G-M ex- okayed.
ploiteer, was in town
yesterday.
No approved projects thus far
HOWARD DIETZ, SI SEADLER, BILL FERCUiON, HERB CROOKER, OSCAR DOOB, BILL likely to run into anti-trust act
OCR's Maurice Green, head of
DANTiGER, CARL RICROD, and BILL ORNSIEIN of M-G-M will arrive in Cincinnati
section's theater desk, declared ;
today to attend the 132-city world premiere 0, terday, because all applications
"An American
Romance."
checked by D of J's anti-trust le.
E. K. (TED) O'SHEA returned yesterday from ists prior to action by OCR.
a two-week swing of Southern M-G-M
branches.
Bulk of applications, Green 3.
are coming
from indie exhibit
In some cases, however, the C
eminent has not been able to
satisfactory
answers
to inqui
about proposed management of
ater applied for, and has apprc
compiling applications from an
tablished circuit, affiliated or
Buffalo — Chester Fennyvessy, This is contrary to D of J po
Rochester realtor and former opera- as this branch has proposed that p
tor of theaters in that city, was reerence be
given topossible,
indies agains'
called to the stand yesterday in the filiates
wherever
but is <
Schine anti-trust hearing in Fed- in order to eliminate "hijack
eral Judge John Knight's court for wherever possible.
Green says that on several 0
cross-examination by Edward J. McClennen, defense attorney. His tes- sions applications have come in f
timony was to effect that Fenny- individuals who have no partic
vessy's father actually desired to intention to build. When they
sell the Rochester theater proper- approval, they then take their
ties to Schine.
tificates to established exhibs. in;
Thomas E. Warne, former opera- district to hold them up for w!
tor of the Hippodrome, Little Falls, building.
ever they can get in return for
also was on the stand as a government witness. He testified that the
In addition to the new buil
house was sold to Schine in 1936 af- program, OCR continues to woi\
ter he was unable to obtain second- theater supply problems. Only
run product from branch offices of week authority was obtained foi
the distributors in Albany. Cross- semblv of 25,000 theater seats. SI
examined by McClennen, Warne ad- ly before that, 20,000 seats
mitted he had used first-run Para- okayed and another application
mount, Universal and Columbia sec- like amount is in, but no full-.ond-run, plus Standard, Pyramid and seat program looms at present
First Division product.
problems ahead, Richey said
Metro firmly believed they coul
Richey said that "virtue cannot be solved better within the indu
legislated and fair dealing must be
part of a company policy to be ef- than without. "It is our coi
tion," he said, "that we must r
He said he did not know if there the exhibitor's problems our l
was
going to be a consent decree lems. In turn, we expect his
fective."
divorcement or whether the rules set derstanding of what we are
by the Justice Department were against in order that togethei
can arrive at a workable coi
practical, but that "our horizons veer
entirely away from Government regulation and are aimed at and will
continue to be aimed at better relationship between us and our cus-

Gov't Calls Warne As
Schine Suit Witness
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Pointing out that there were many
tomers."
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From Cincinnati across the nation echoes the SuperShowmanship World Premiere in 132 Cities of Ohio,
Indiana, Kentucky, West Virginia. Never before such
coverage. WLW Radio campaign, big newspaper
space, posting, exploitation, parades, banquets.
The works!
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ie Exhibs. Join
mi
(Continued from Page 1)
|o be parties to the enterprise
ose who have expressed themas being opposed to "regulapertaining to the purchase of
from the major companies,"
Ing to a spokesman. It is
;d to make independent pictures
■e lance stars and players for
tion in those theaters owned
mbers of the syndicate who are
ing the plan. Leases for stu;es are now being signed, it is
ed, although the identities of
arsons involved have not been
ed.
studio colony project also
'or an exclusive residential disi'or
prominent stage,
anda group
screen ofpersonalities
who
lid to be interested in the studans. The railroad station
i as Military Junction in the
River section is to be re1 Cinema City.
is are taking shape for an
iiate post-war enterprise. Stubpresentatives from the Coast
Ibeen sent to Miami to discuss
oject with Milton Harris, resijnanager of E. M. Loew's Driveeater, who is said to represent
iup of free lance stars.

listers' Union Pickets
se in Det. Carrier Row

THE

Houses in Two Michigan Communities Ban Kids
Under 13 in Move to Halt Ringworm Epidemic
Detroit — All theaters of Lansing, capital of Michigan, and East Lansing
are refusing admission to children under 13, in an attempt to head off an
epidemic cf ringworm. This is believed to be the first time that theaters
have placed a ban on juvenile attendance for this particular disease. In a
further move to control the situation, all theater seats and other public equipment are being cleaned with a specially-designated antiseptic solution.
The ringworm disease has attacked some 200 Lansing children and become epidemic.
The ban was suggested by Dr. Floyd R. Town, the city health director, who
rep:rted that the disease was confined almost entirely to children under 13,
so that, by isolating them from contacts, as in theaters, and with proper school
control, the disease could be stopped.

Steady Film Supply
Pool
To Newsreels'
(Continued from Page 1)
to insure a steady supply of film to
the cameramen.
The present arrangement, finally
approved this week, calls for weekly
priority shipments by Army plane
to London for the Northwestern
European theater, bi-weekly air priority shipments to Italy and monthly
air priority shipments to the ChinaBurma-India theater. There has
been no difficulty in getting film to
Hawaii for photographers with the
Pacific fleet. Navy handles distribution from Hawaii. Cameramen
assigned to the Army activities in
the Pacific are able to buy film in
Australia and New Guinea.
Collins revealed also that two new
men are being sent into the Pacific,
Norman Alley of News of the Day
and Howard Winner of Pathe.

L (Continued from Page 1)
Detroit Theaters and picketlas carried on all day although
tmse did not open until night.
Ikets and union officer both deJ to give the house manager any
Inent of the reason for picketCheckup of operators of over
Services Held for Willkie;
f Detroit's houses indicates the
is the only one being picketed, Memorial Rites at Studios
oarently was selecter as a test
possibly because it is the first
(Continued from Page 1)
alphabetically operated by the
dustry in attendance. At the same
t local circuit.
time memorial services for the 1940
presidential candidate of the Re|rBoosts Use of 16 mm.
publican Party were conducted at
all the Coast studios. In the eveyo, Eastman Reports
ning the body was sent to Rushville,
(Continued from Page 1)
Ind., for interment.
Among those who participated in
(Kodak, according to officials of
Eastman Kodak Co.
the services were all officers and directors of 20th-Fox in New York.
i film is being used in visual
ng of troops, in recording bat- Twentieth-Fox executives visiting
the Coast took part in the memorial
jront action and for V-mail as
as
numerous
other
services at the company's studio.
purposes.
—
Although none of the studios suspended activities for the day, all observed a minute of silence to mark
the start of the funeral services.
Work at the 20th-Fox studio was
halted while final rites were being
conducted here.
All 20th-Fox exchanges in the
United States and Canada were
October 11
Jules Lapidus
Maurice Pivar
closed for the duration of the ser■illian Hackett Joseph Freiberg
vices. The company offices and exOctober 12
change here shuttered at 1 p.m.
eph S. Skirball Amerigo Aboaf
JSob Doidge
John Graham
Willkie died early Sunday morn-rauford Kent
Peggy Diggins
ing at the Lenox Hill hospital of a
William Nigh
Adele Roberts
heart condition caused by a streptococcic infection.
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45 State Chairmen
Added lo 6th Loan
(Continued from Page 1)

committee full coverage consisting
of one or more chairmen located in
principal cities in every state of the
Union.
Several of the appointed chairmen have been active in previous
Bond drives and agreed to serve for
the 6th War Loan drive which gets
under
way November 20 through Dec.
16.
Among the new state chairmen
appointed were the following: Alabama, R. M. Kennedy, Birmingham;
Arizona, Harry Nace, Phoenix; Arkansas, Claude Mundo, Little Rock;
California, Gus Metzger, Los Angeles, and Rotus Harvey, San Francisco; Colorado, Wallace Rex, Denver; Florida, J. L. Cartwright,
Tampa; Georgia, J. H. Thompson,
Hawkinsville; Idaho, Adam Schubert,
Gooding, and Walter E. Casey, Bonners Ferry; Illinois, Ed Zorn, Pontiac, and Ed Silverman, Chicago;
Indiana, Don Rossiter, Indianapolis;
Iowa, A. H. Blank, Des Moines.
Also, from Kansas, Howard Jameyson, Wichita; Kentucky, Lew Hensler, Lexington; Louisiana, E. V.
Richards, New Orleans; Michigan,
Ray Branch, Detroit; Minnesota, E.
R. Ruben, Minneapolis; Mississippi,
Burgess Waltmon, Columbus, and
Arthur Lehmann, Jackson; Missouri,
Rex Barrett, Columbia, Marty Burnett, St. Louis, and Elmer Rhoden,
Kansas City; Montana, J. A. English, Anaconda; Nebraska, William
Miskell and Sam Epstein, Omaha;
Nevada, N. Dow Thompson, Reno;
New Mexico, George Tucker, Albuquerque; North Dakota, Mike Cooper,
Grand Forks, and Ed Krauss, Fargo;
Ohio, Charles Raymond, Cleveland;
Oklahoma, Ralph Talbot, Tulsa; Oregon, 0. J. Miller, Portland.
Also, from Rhode Island, Martin
Toohey, Pawtucket; South Carolina,
Warren Irwin, Columbia; South Dakota, Fred Larkin, Sioux Falls; Tennessee, E. W. Street, Knoxville, and
Kermit Stengal, Nashville; Texas,
John Q. Adams and Phil Isley, Dallas; Utah, Hall Baetz, Salt Lake
City; Washington, Frank Newman,
Sr., Seattle; and from Wydming,
Tom Knight from Riverton.

Belter Tradeshow
Attendance Urged
(Continued from Page 1)
hibitor who first sees the picture he
expects to buy is better equipped to
advertise and promote the product.
There have been times, Rodger s
explained, when not a single exhibitor has appeared at a screening, but
the picture was run off in order to
conform with the law. Metro, he
said, wants to encourage greater
attendance for the benefit of all concerned.
Having recently returned from the
studios, Rodgers described the forthcoming Metro product as the greatest ever released by the company.
As examples, he pointed to "30
Seconds Over Tokyo," "National Velvet," "Ziegfeld Follies," "Anchors
Aweigh," "The Picture of Dorian
Grey," "Meet Me in St. Louis," "The
Thin Man Goes Home," "Red
Adams," "Music for Millions" and.,
"Blonde Fever." He said that ',the.
lineup of the next block had not beep
determined.
Commenting on the new abbrevr
iated Metro contract, Rodgers said
he hoped that there would be a further reduction in the size and wordage of the exhibition agreement.
A public demand for pictures starring Clark Gable may result in the
company
co-starredreviving
Spencer "Test
Tracy.Pilot," which
Rodgersfor indicated
program
next seasonthat
may Metro's
be increased numerically if the company
believed the market could absorb a
large number of pictures.
As a leader in all unity movements,
Rodgers was asked to comment on
the status of the industry since
the previous unity plan collapsed.
Rodgers said that unity needed sponsorship and that some day a means
would be found to eliminate all infra-industry bickering. He pointed
out that if the WAC could do such
a splendid job in wartime there was
no reason why it could not have its
equally important place in peacetime.
Rodgers reiterated his belief that
the industry should go after a policy
of maintaining the public it has
built up during the war and of seeking new patrons. A permanent alliance with the public must be
achieved, he said.

225 20th-Fox Workers
Join Studio Walkout
(Continued from Page 1)

stand that producers should petition
the War Labor Board and that the
producers could have the trouble resolved in 48 hours. War Labor
Board representatives have informally contacted Sorrell, who said he
was agreeable to any settlement that
would not involve a long delay.

Buys
"10Stanzler,
Nights" Providence circuit
Meyer
operator, has purchased "Ten Nights
in a Barroom" for distribution in
five New England states from Al
Sack, owner of the picture.

tion uisi-^ or
M. P. ProducSt.
21st flo
28 W. 44th
H. Y.
New York

4&zvti*ty
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5ott & Costeilo Next
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ly, Says Riskin, Head of
OWI Overseas Pix Bureau

DAILY

ishington— Louis B. Mayer, Mhead, retained his usual post
ie top of the nation's earners
a single source during- the year
.g August 31, 1943, the Treasrevealed this morning-. Total
i" by Mayer was reported to be
500 in salary and a commission
1,034,492.47, adding up to $1,'92.47.
mpensation from Loew's, Unii Continued on Page 6)

companies within 10 days to two
weeks, it was announced at a press
conference with Robert Riskin, chief
of overseas motion picture bureau
of OWI, on Wednesday.
The names and records of available
(Continued on Page 6)

i War Loan Posts
r Agnew, Ginsberg

Michigan Allied
Re-elecls Ray Branch

Dpointment of Neil Agnew
ry Ginsberg
as honorary

and
co-

By SAM BERNS

FILM DAILY

Staff Writer

All industry films will be
turned back to French representatives ofthe American film

Sensational opening day for the pre-release engagement of "LAURA" at the Roxy,
New York. Gene Tierney, Dana Andrews and Clifton Webb are the stars of this
newest hit from 20th Century-Fox. — Advt.

WLB Averts Threat
Of Studio Strike

Rochester's Little
In Schine Spotlight

Detroit — Allied Theaters of Michigan re-elected Ray Branch of Hastingsficers
as president.
ofare W. James Other
Olson,newClare,
vice-president; Edgar E. Kirchner,
(Continued on Page 7)

TWA Looks to Global Pix
Distribution by Planes

West

NEIL AGNEW

HENRY

CINSBERG

rmen for industry sales in the
(Continued on Page 7)

British Trade Fetes
Korda on Knighthood
|
London (By Cable)— With Brendan
J bracken, Minister of Information
in
. he Churchill Cabinet, as the principal speaker, the British film in. Jusrry feted Sir Alexander
Korda
Wednesday,
the affair marking
Sir
Mexander's knighthood, bestowed by
King George in June, 1942.

Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Definite
impetus
was
given
to
Buffalo — A sister of Chester FenHollywood — Threat of a general nyvessy of Rochester, whose testi- physical distribution of film on a
studio strike was averted late Wedmony as a Government witness has world-wide scale as TWA, through
nesday when the War Labor Board been completed, was called to the its president, Jack Frye, announc(Continued on Page 6)
Wednesday in the Schine antimoved intodictional
the dispute.
set decorators'
juris- stand trust
trial in Federal Court here, also
Representatives
of the decorators, painters and ma- as a Government witness. She is
chinists' unions were notified to have Mrs. Florence F. Belinson who, with
$1,000,000 Talent
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

In 150-Ft. Trailer

U. S. Stamp Honors Films
Commemorates

Industry's 50th Anniversary

Announcement was made in a let"Mr. Emmanuel" to be UA's
ter from Postmaster General Frank
First Eagle-Lion Release
C. Walker to George J. Schaefer,
WAC's national chairman, and disInability to obtain sufficient Techclosed by the latter yesterday that
nicolor prints for "Colonel Blimp" a special 3-cent stamp will be issued
has necessitated the selection of "Mr. by the Postofnce Department to
Emmanuel" as the first of the Eagle- commemorate the 50th anniversary
Lion pictures to be released by of motion pictures. The stamp, spe(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

First of the series of Sixth War
Loan Drive trailers, "The Fighting
Generatkn," will be short in length
but very, very long on production
genius. It will be made by Producer David 0. Selznick, Director
Alfred Hitchcock, Academy Award
Winner Jennifer Jones, and Author
Sydney Longstreet! WAC's Hollywood
Division, with John Flynn, co-ordinatrr, will supervise this ace trailer,
and it will be available FREE to all
exhibitors via their local National
Screen Service Exchange.
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British Films Council
To Tackle Percentages

Screen rights to the forthcoming
musical comedy, "On the Town,"
which George Abbott is directing for
Oliver Smith and Paul Feigay, have
been acquired by M-G-M. The film
company is, according to informed
channels, investing $62,500, half the
production cost, for a 25 uer cent
interest in the show. Another film
company, RKO, is sinking $31,500
in the production.
Metro's J. Robert Rubin has confirmed the screen rights deal but has
not disclosed further details. Reports along local Film Row are that
M-G-M is making a $100,000 advance payment in addition to turning over certain weekly sums based
on b.o. takes until a $250,000 ceiling
price is reached. Smith and Feigay
are represented by H. William Fitelson, amusement field attorney.

High praise for the job done by
the film business in the last Red
Cross campaign is voiced by Basil
O'Connor, chairman of the American
Red Cross, in a letter made public
yesterday by Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner theaters and
chairman of the industry's 1944
drive.
Collections made during Red Cross
Week in the theaters are referred to
in the letter as "the largest sum ever
collected by the motion picture industry for a national charity," offering "ample evidence not only of
the generosity of the American people but of the immense effort and
careful
planing" of Bernhard and
his associates.

London (By Cable) — Perc<
terms charged by distribute]
films in Great Britain will be c
ared at a meeting of the Films
cil late this month, it was 1<
Wednesday.

Tack Warner, Einfeld and
Starr Arrive from Coast
Three top Warner executives arrive in New York today from the
Coast. Jack L. Warner, production
chief, and Charles Einfeld, ad-publicity head, are due in to discuss
rilans for 1944-45 releases with home
office aces. Third member of the arriving party is Herman Starr, head
of Warner music firms, who has been
at the Burbank plant for the past
=everal weeks discussing musical
films on the seasonal line-up, with
emphasis upon "Hollywood Can-

Charles
H. Amos Dead
teen."
Nashville, Tenn. — Charles H.
Amos, 53, manager of Crescent
Amusement Co.'s Paramount Theater here for the past 14 years and
rated as one of the top managers
of the South, died after an illness
of several weeks. Prior to coming
fo Nashville he was for some time
connected with the advertising and
Promotion end of film business in
Hollywood. A severe injury caused
by a fall several vears ago had undermined his health.

Charles H. Wuerz Dies
West

20%

203/4

+

1/2

IP Appoints Buchanan
Appointment of Buchanan & Co.
to handle the advertising for International Pictures, Inc., was announced yesterday. Appointment is effective immediately and includes newspaper, national magazines, radio and
outdoor advertising.

Willkie's Body Home

/

O'Connor Lauds Industry
For Red Cross Assistance
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Metro, RKO Coin in Show,
But Pic Rights Go to Leo

Rushville, Ind.— Body of Wendell
L. Willkie arrived here on Wednesday from New York, and was placed
in a crvpt to await the arrival of
Willkie's
on
convoy son,
duty.Lieut. Philip Willkie,

Coast

Bitreau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Charles H. Wuerz,
Sr., 63, Broadway and road manager
of two decades ago, died here.

N. Y. THEATEI
The"MYSeason's
PAL, Surprise
WOLF
SHARYN

Swedish Exhibs. Group
Assails FWTBT Terms

Jill Esmond
Una O'Cori
George Cleveland
Charles Arnt
Claire Carleton
An RKO Radio Picture |
BRANDT'S REPUBLIC

Stockholm (By Cable) — Declaring
that the rental terms on Paramount's
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" were too
high, the Cinema Owners Alliance
of Sweden yesterday issued an edict
nrohibiting its members from showing the picture.
The order, however, will not prevent the picture from being shown
in many of the subsequent-runs, inasmuch as some of the Alliance
members who previously had withdrawn from the organization are
l'unning the picture anyway. Picture
is now in its 26th week at the Folkan
Theater.

Purchase of Winsor Novel
Waits Approved Treatment

B'way between 51st and 52nd Sti
Phone C0-5-9647
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
H i
Showplaee of the Nation — Rockefeller C |
GREER GARSON
•
WALTER
PIDCJ
in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
'MRS.
PARKINGTON"
Edward Arnold •
Agnes Moore
Cecil Kellaway
SPECTACULAR
1st Mezz.
Seati

Col. Sets Quarterly Dividend
Columbia's board of directors has
declared a quarterly dividend of
$.68% per share of the $2.75 convertible preferred stock payable
Nov. 15, to stockholders of record *
Nov. 1.

Ill YORK TRIE SHOWING
of

"filRL Rl'SH"

STAGE
Reserved.

'Music In Manhattan"
Anne
SHIRLEY

. Dennis
*

ROOM. 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Phillip

DAY

TERRY

PARAMOUNT presents |
Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"Frenchman's Cree
RTVOLI, B'way & 49th St
"Our Hearts Were
with Young and Gay
starring GAIL RUSSELL • DIANA LYN
Paramount's
CHARLES RUCCLES
• DOROTHY CIS
IN
Frank Sinatra • Eileen Barto
PERSON Raymond
Paige and his orl

pA*A*tcn/Afr
ON

SCREEN

BUCK'S
WAG0H

PEARL

Wed., Oct. 18, at 11:00 A.M.

RKO PROJECTION

PRESENTA1
Clrtlt 6

HJiit.m***

While the Production Code Administration has reportedly frowned
on Kathleen Winsor's novel, "Forever Amber" as picture material,
20th Century-Fox will prepare a
treatment for the PCA approval before it closes a deal for the purchase
of the screen rights. Twentieth-Fox
was to have closed for the rights <k
this week.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
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To Turn Pix in France
Back to U. S. Reps.

TWA Looks to Global Pix
Distribution by Planes

(Continued from Page 1)
ed at a press conference Wednesday
plans to institute, upon Government
(Continued from Page 1)
authorization, both passenger and
U. S. representatives for France cargo air travel between New York
have been submitted to the compa- and Calcutta via London and Cairo.
nies for their consideration. In sur- Later expansion of this route is
veying possible selections through planned to include Washington as
the major companies' foreign depart- the point of origin.
ments, Henri Lartigue will take over,
Eventually, Frye said, TWA would
temporarily, for M-G-M, it was provide round-the-world service from
learned, until such time as either both West to East and East to West,
Laudy Lawrence, formerly in charge providing a link from the West
of the Continent for M-G-M, now Coast to Alaska, the Aleutians,
with the OWI serving under the
Japan, Manchuria!
Psychological Warfare Division, or Kamchatka,
North, Central and South China and
Allan Byre, the company's represen- then to Calcutta.
tative for France now with the BritOn this complete global circuit, C-75
ish Ministry of Information, can be Boeing planes would be employed, — aircraft
have been turned back to TWA by
relieved of his duties. Marcel Genteel which
the Government and totally reconditioned.
has been appointed to take charge They will accommodate 36 passengers as
for RKO. Representatives for the the pay-load plus some 2,000 pounds of
Later, when available, Lockheed
other companies are expected to be freight.
Constellations will be used.
named shortly.
Hearings on TWA's proposed global serwill commence on Monday before the
The PWD will maintain a super- Civil vice
Aeronautics Board in Washington, and
vision of existing films in France a decision
is expected in the early months
which have not met distribution, of 1945. Frye
said TWA has all the necessary equipment to start the service as soon
purely for political content. The
OWI will continue to recommend to as the green light is given.
Travel, he said, will comprise to an imthe major companies here the type
portant extent patronage by film industry
of films for export.
reps, and plans of TWA. he added, "include
films very definitely." When the ConstellaOWI Documentaries
tions come into service, "there will be sperates inaugurated for shipment of film
It is expected that the OWI docu- on acialsubject-to-space
basis with guarantee
mentaries which are being distributed
of
delivery
within a specified time," he said.
through the PWD will be handled
On the initial New York to Calcutta
physically by one or more of the link via London, seven round trips will be
weekly between New York and Loncompanies which commence operat- flown, don;
two round trips from London to
ing again in the liberated areas, Cairo: and one round trip from Cairo to
similar to the method now employed Calcutta. Rates will be on a per-mile
by the companies in distributing basis of seven and a fraction cents, and a
mile is planned for freight subOWI shorts in the Allied and neutral 70c-per-tonstantially
below present scale. New York to
countries.
London fare, for example will be $263.80.
At present mobile units or portable projectors with, generators, supplied by the
Army, used to set up shows lor the local
populace in newly liberated areas, is the
only instance of free distribution. No films
are given free to anyone who charges admission. Acting as trustees for the films
and turning over all accounts to the companies, the motion picture division of the
PWD operates on one formula only, charging a straight 40 to 50 per cent for feature
films. This eliminates any one authority to
decide on rentals.
Three Paris Theaters Open
The main obstacle of theater operation
in Paris being the rationing of power, only
three theaters have been allowed to open
there. One of these is operating on a generator loaned by the Army. In southern
France there is no power problem and a
great many theaters are now in operation.
It was also reported that the raw stock
situation is okay and that the laboratories
and studios are in fine shape.
The situation in Italy, however, is not
so good, and there is no immediate indication of turning the distribution back to the
company representatives for this area, since
the transportation facilities must be improved and secured before any such move.
There are over 1,000 theaters, with 136
in Rome, that are currently being serviced
through PWB.
Exchanges are being reopened in Belgium.

IN NEW POSTS
FRED

BOND,
chief of service,
Loew's
State,
Syracuse.
WILLIAM
P. VENARD, manager, Madison, Peoria,
III.

BOB LEACH, manager, Molo, Moulton,
D. A. WHITTAKER,
manager,
Rock,
la.
HARRY

WEISS

la.
Rockford,

20tb-Fox exploiteer, Cleveland.

and New York to Calcutta $699.40.
ent per-ton-mile is from 85c to 90e.

Pres-

Trafford Killed In Crash
Montgomery, Ala. — Lt. Channing
Trafford, former doorman at the
Empire, was killed in the crash
of a B-24 Lieberator at Alamogordo, N. M. He was an
aerial navigation instructor.
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Mayer's $1,138,992
(ContinuedAgain
from Page 'Tops'
1)
Earnings
versal and Columbia was listed this

morning,
other studio lists having
been made public early in the Summer.
Next behind Mayer came Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, who collected from Universal a total of
$789,628.89, of which $208,000 was
salary and $581,628.89 other compensation. Universal paid producer
Walter Wanger $77,500 in salary
and $632,872.03 in other compensation, a total of $710,372.03. Next in
line was Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's
president, who drew $512,391.33 from
his
company of which $105,300 was
salary.
Eddie Mannix of the same company drew $372,739.14; J. Robert
Rubin, $317,927.54; Sam Katz, $170,139.14; David Bernstein, $333,434.80
and Al Lichtman, $316,604.36.
Highest "take" for acting talent,
except for Abbott and Costello among
the current listing, was Universal's
$282,250 to Edna Mae Durbin, followed by William Powell's $251,250
from Loew's, with half a dozen other
stars hitting the $200,000 mark.
Other industry people earning
above $75,000 in the current listing
follow:
COLUMBIA
Brian Aherne, $144,958.33; Fred Astaire.
$75,635.86; Samuel Bischoff, $91,000; Sidney Buehman, $115,250; Charles Coburn,
$91,666.67; Harry Cohn, $150,788.96: Jack
Cohn, $88,394.48; Al Hall. $108,458.33:
Joel McCrea, $118,750.00: Abraham Montague. $78,000; Edward G. Robinson, $129,166.67; Abraham Schneider, $78,000: Wm.
Seiter, $130,000; George Stevens, $101,282;
P. J. Wolf son. $87,500; Loretta Young. $85,000.

Edward Arnold, $99,583.34: Wallace Beery,
$150,000: Busby LOEW'S
Berkeley, $109,875: Pandro S. Berman, $156,000;
Frank Borzage,
$79,625; Clarence Brown, $201,933.33; Edward Buzzell, $78,000: Lenore Coffee, $87,780: J. J. Cohn, $118,416.67; J. W. Considine, Jr., $123,500; Jack Conway, $209,118.41; Joan Crawford, $194,615.27: George
Cukor, $90,850; John S. Cummings, $104,400; Roy Del Ruth, $83,375; William DiePaula Seliaman Leaves Rep.
terle, $156,000; Howard Dietz, $78,000;
Donlevy, $141,250; Tommy Dorsey,
Paula Seligman, Eastern story idea Brian
Irene Dunne, $200,000; Sam
woman for Republic Pictures, ha3 $165,817.91;
Eckman. Jr.. $100,000; Victor Fleming,
concluded her extended assignment $212,500: Sidney Franklin, $182,000; Arthur Freed, $104,000: Tay Garnett, $90,with that company, and has decided
101.42; Greer Garson, $159,083.33; Cedric
to remain in the East to complete Gibbons.
$91,000: Ben Goetz, $105,145.42;
a musical screen story on which she Frances Gumm. $89,666.66; Katharine Hepburn, $110,333.37; Arthur Hornblow, Jr..
has been working.
$183,060.01; Harry James, $128,559.69;
Kyser, $99,999.93: Vincent Lawrence,
American films with superimposed titles are Kay
$100,333.33: Charles Laughton, $128,562.50:
being shown there, and are expected to be Robert Z. Leonard, $208,000; Mervyn Le
viewed by Netherland audiences shortly.
Roy, $182,000: Albert Lewin, $90,333.34;
"Toscanini," a four-reel subject, and "Sa- Anita Loos, $86,625: James J. McGuinness,
lute To France," both made here by the $91,000: Norman MeLeod, $92,560.50: HedOWI are now being shown in the liberated wig K. Mandl, $88,250; Joseph Mankiewicz,
areas.
$153,000; J. G. Mayer, $78,000; Frank
Free World
Newsreel
Morgan, $185,610.50; George Murphy, $83,The Free World, a newsreel made up in 666.66; Joseph Pasternak, $143,000; Walter
London for France and other liberated coun- Pidgeon, $99,333.33; William Powell, $251,tries by the OWI, MOI, and representatives 250; Harry Rapf, $109,847.76; Samson
of the countries where they go, contains Raphaelson, $78,750: Gregory Ratoff, $151,Allied news and specific news of the respec- 388.64; Everett Riskin, $104,000; Mickey
tive country.
Rooney. $156,166.66: William F. Rodgers.
When questioned regarding plans for op- $115,400; Wesley Ruggles, $210,600: Dore
eration in Germany, Riskin said that a spe- Schary, $97,750; Louis K. Sidney, $76,750;
cial program of features has already been Ann Sothern, $84,333.32; Norman Taurog,
prepared with a "different approach" at $156,000; Robert Taylor, $176,983.07; Benreaching the German populace.
jamin Thau, $198,069.57; Richard Thorp,
All German films will be seized for study $91,000: Spencer Tracy, $219,871.82; Dalby the various intelligence offices at home ton Trumbo, $76,250; Lana Turner, $87,and abroad. Theaters will be reopened with 000; W. S. Van Dyke, $109,083.33: King
Russian. British, and American films
Vidor. $208,000;
L. Weingarten.
$222,534.-

cominc and coin
CHARLES EINFELD, director of advertisii
publicity for Warners, arrives in New
today from the Coast for home office c
ences on plans for new season's product.
LEON
FROMKESS,
president, and LEO
CARTHY,
general
sales manager
of PRi
expected
to arrive from
the Coast
Oc
CHESTER B. BAHN, editor of THE
DAILY, returned yesterday from Greenville
ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eastern publicity re|
tative for International Pictures, left
York yesterday
for Cincinnati.
ARTHUR SACHS0N, assistant general
manager for Warners, has arrived in Ok
City from Memphis and leaves tonight f<
las.
ED HINCHY, head of the Warners' playd,
partment, will be in Milwaukee today, re
to New York over the week-end.
CASEY ROBINSON, the writer-producer
the Waldorf-Astoria from California. Wi
is his wife, TAMARA TOUMANOVA, ball!
L. J. HACKING,
New manager
England
manager,
with C. S.Altec's
PERKINS,
Electronic Division of Altec Service Corp
Boston.
ington, Mass., are en route to Hollywoo
LILI MESSENGER of M-G-M's studii
department has returned to the Coasl
two weeks in the East.
MITCHELL is RAWSON
M-G-M's
department
due backoffrom
a studip
next week.
E. C. CARRIER, special exploitation re
tative for M-G-M, is due back fror
cinnati at the end of the week.
CLARENCE
BROWN
and RICHARD
\|
M-C-M
directors,
are in New
York fr
Coast.
MYRNA LOY and MARY ASTOR, undi
tract to M-C-M, are visiting here fn
studio.
MARGARET ETTINGER, West Coast p
head is in New York for a brief stay.

Picketing of the Anne?
Detroit, Called Off
Detroit — Picketing

of the

Theater started
by theTuesday
teamsters'
which
was
off Wednesday. No reason for
ing or stopping the picketin;
been discovered and the movr
have been the result either
mistake or conflicting instruct:
viewpoints within the union.
79; Corey Wilson, $107,000: Robert
$108,500: Sam Zimbalist, $94,208.33
UNIVERSAL
Frank Borzage, $95,833.33; Nate
berg, $239,220.37: Charles Boyer, $0
Leo Carrillo, $87,208.35: J. Cheever
$239,225.37; Julian H. Duvivier, $1
Henry Koster, $130,000; Ole Oleson
Johnson, $151,795.37: Randolph Scott
187.50; Charles D. Prutzman, $136,
Joseph Seidelman. $136,159.51; J
Tone, $101,111.01;
Cliff Work, $162

SEND MRTIIII
GREETINGS Tl
October 13
Laraine
Day
Marilyn
Ha
Irene Rich
Wheaton Char
Harry Hershfield Cornel Wil<
October 14Benita Hun
Lillian Cish
Cyril

Gardner
Pert
John October
J. Maloney
15

Kelto

Mervyn LeRoy
Harry Web I
Ina Claire
Nat Lewi
R. M. Copeland
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War Loan Posts
Agnew, Ginsberg
(Continued from Page 1)
■ .:: rar Loan Drive, Nov. 20-Dec.
it
lusive, was announced yester■ Harry Brandt, national chairif n f the industry's efforts in the
ign.
ew, vice-president in charge of
ution for Vanguard Films, Inc.,
member of the UA board, will
-Icharge of industry War Bond
cjn
and Ginsberg,
lenttheandEast,general
manager vicein
1 of studio operation for Para:: . who has directed Bond sales
! Coast in several previous
will again serve in a similar
vlJJIty for the 6th War Loan.

m i<sberg Fills 16 Posts
• W. Y. 6th Loan Drive
ieen organizational
appointfor the local 6th War Loan
were announced
by Malcolm
berg, of WAC,
and general
" vian of the industry's New York
campaign, at an executive comin the Hotel Astor
xk fi [ luncheon
dnesday.
Committee members
it at the session were Leo
r«t tjpr, James Brennan, Si Fabian,
Lesser, C. C. Moskowitz, Sam
,
Schwartz
Ed Rugoff,
] jjr,
Weinstock
and Fred
William
White.
l Ctl

Leslie E. Thompson was named camjireetor: Wilbur B. Engiand, campaign
lator; Harry Mandel. publicity dircciward C. Dowden, special events; Eraerling:, War Finance Liaison; Peter
i Treasury Department Liaison; Irving:
' Broadway chairman; James Sauter,
ro-ordinator; Leonard Goldenson, Corchairman; W. Stewart McDonald.
-office chairman; Garrett Van Wag-jounting- chairman;
Mike Rosen, laations chairman; John A. Cassidy.
iaison: Ed Rug-off and Dave Wein! [((issuing- agents, and Ralph Pielow.
.Eiifl tor liaison.
the meeting: were Harry
.; mo* attending:
Max A. Cohen. John Hertz. Jr..
J Crockett, Max Young-stein and Her: fchleier who discussed briefly some
1 Committee plans. In a few days,
rg- will announce boroug-h and county
Coal

Si

cs From 12 Cities
Romance's" Preview

innati — A preview of Metro's
anerican Romance" at the Alleater which was preceded by
}uet at the Netherlands Plaza
last night launched the 132rorld premiere of the picture,
newspaper
and trade press
|s and critics from 12 cities atthe banquet and preview, in
>n to Director King Vidor and
[of the picture.
Jrs who were here for the fes5 were Howard Dietz, Si Seadl M. Richey, Herb Crooker,
' -Ferguson, Bill Ornstein, Fos' uker. Jack Sogg, Charles Dietz,
J. Maloney, Oscar Doob and
ishop.

DAILY

THEATER DEALS
Newark, O. — The Orpheum Theater Building has been sold by Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Schiffler, now of
Washington, D. C, to William T.
Carson, Utica, 0.
Huntsville, Tenn. — Crescent
Amusement Co. has purchased the
Grand Theater from the Hutchens
Co. for a consideration of $60,000
after having leased it for the past 12
years. There will be no change in
personnel, but Manager Fritz Thomas
announced plans for modernization
and improvements as soon as materials can be obtained.

Michigan Allied
Re-elects Ray Branch
(Continued from Page 1)
Detroit, secretray- treasurer; Fred E.
Pennell, Decatur, business manager.
Directors are Cass R. Beechler,
Charlotte; William A. Cassidy, Midland; Glenn A. Cross, Battle Creek;
Thomas H. Ealand, Ferndale; Harry
Hobolth, Imlay City; Fred E. Pennell, Decatur; Peter C. Schram, Kalamazoo; William J. Schulte, Detroit;
William E. Schuttenhelm, Detroit;
Jacob E. Stocker, Detroit; H. S. Gallup, Marquette, and Joseph P. Uvick,
Flint.
Election of Gallup to the board
signals the extension of Michigan
Allied into the remote Upper Peninsula with six theaters from that territory now mmebers for the first
time in decades.
Wednesday's session was devoted
to concluding discussion of problems aired Tuesday. No serious
clashes of opinion developed, and the
exceptional unified atmosphere of
the field was the keynote. This included affiliated circuits and independent exhibitors who co-operate closely with Michigan Allied although
not members,

WLB Averts General
Studio Strike Threat
(Continued from Page 1)

Tele Coverage Via
CBS Election Night
CBS has announced plans for
video coverage of election night.
Set aside will be a three-hour period
from 9 p.m. to midnight on television station, WCBW. Returns of
early voting, statistical and analytical
talks will be presented, with special
attention being devoted to New York
results.

Rochester's Little
!n Schine Spotlight

(Continued from Page 1)
her husband, Ben, operates the Little
Theater at 240 East Ave., Rochester.
Mrs. Belinson testified unrest in
Europe in 1937 resulted in her losing
foreign film product for the Little,
but that she succeeded in obtaining
second-run Columbia on a day-anddate basis with the Monroe and
Madison, at that time operated by
her brother. Later Schine acquired
the Madison and Monroe. Mrs. Belinson said when the houses changed
(Continued from Page 1)
hands,
she no longer was able to obcial delivery size, depicts a group of
tain second-run product on a dayservicemen viewing one of the in- and-date basis. She placed in this
dustry's 16 mm. gift films overseas. category not only Columbia, but
It will be placed on "first day" sale M-G-M'and UA as well.
here and in Hollywood on Oct. 31.
The name of Jack Bullwinkle, Columbia
In his letter to Schaefer, the Post- salesman from Buffalo, was injected into
master General said:
the proceeding's when Mrs. Belinson testified he refused to license second-run Colum"I take great pleasure in announcbia product to her after Schine began operating- the Madison and Monroe. Ralph
ing the issue of a 3-cent stamp com- Maw, M-G-M
Buffalo branch manager, she
memorating the 50th Anniversary of
said,
also
to license second-run
motion pictures and the impressive product from refused
that distributor and that comrecord of the function of motion
munications to William F. Rodg-ers at the
office in New York were to no avail.
pictures in the war effort . . . the home
The letters were placed in evidence by the
Department has given considerable D of J's John Clag-g-ett, assistant to Robert
study to the subject. . . I sincerely L. Wrig-ht.
With regrard to UA, Mrs. Belinson said
hope that you and the members of Sydney
Buffalo branch manager,
the War Activities Committee will told her Lehman,
he would like her business, but
regard it as truly interpreting mo- "you will have to contact the home office
tion pictures in this great war.
uidMrs.
Mr. Belinson
Schine." told of Harry Gold of UA

Stamp Issue Honors
50 Years of Movies

"It is true that motion pictures have
taken the finest actors and best plays to the
crossroads and villag-es of the world; that
they have become predominant as an instrument of education and outstanding- in the
development of culture, bringing- to the peoples of the world a visualization of the life
ind habits and customs of one another. It
is likewise true that motion pictures are
in important means of communication and
one
of theof great
mediaButof I expression
education
this age.
am pleased anr'
tr

'nform you that the Department decided
upon this recog-nition of motion pictures at
this time because of their splendid contribution to the war effort, both from a technical and morale standpoint.
"The Post Office Department is happy to
issue this special stamp on the Fiftieth
Anniversary of Motion Pictures."

Monogram
Net Profit of ReioQrts
$177,822 Year's
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — President W. Ray
Johnston of Monogram announced
company's n.t profit for the vear
ending July 1944 amounted to $177,822.99 after all charges, including
provision for Federal income and
excess profit taxes of $369,012.25
This compares with a net profit of
$99,144.45 for year ending June 26,
1943. Film rentals, after deducting
commissions to exchanges not owned
and agents' selling commissions, totalled $4,300,626.61 for the year ending July 1, 1944, as against $2,567,186.78 for a similar period ending
June 26, 1943.

their men report back to work, and
in the notification Gene L. Green,
director of disputes, Tenth Regional
Labor Board, emphasized that "no
matter how great the grievance, how
aggravated the situation might be.
there can be no justification for local
strikes or stoppage of work."
Ed Mussa, representing the decorators, Wednesday, preceding notification, had already staged his men
would return to work if WLB stepned
into the picture, and Herbert Sorrell, representing the painters, is also known to have held like views. Herman Steinberg Dead
Regional War Labor Board is exMadison, 111. — Herman Steinberg,
-:::<
pected to set a date for a hearing
! ;^nnati—
two-day meeting of
1 districtA field
representatives on the dispute as soon as men who owner of the Madison Theater, is
oened yesterday by William R. have walked out have returned to dead. Survivors include his widow
and two sons.
•son.
work.

•efusing- to license her second-run and of
Iriving- to Gloversville with her husband
to see Mr. Schine.
"We told Mr. Schine we wanted secondrun M-G-M and UA, explaining- we didn't
want that
the entire
she testified.
"He
5aid
meansproduct,"
we (Schine)
would pick
->ut the best pictures."
Clag-g-ett pressed his queries further and
Mrs. Belinson said that during- her talk
with Mr. Schine "the answer to everythingwas, no." Mrs. Belinson said the Little
is still in operation in Rochester, but that
it is forced to play pictures "after every
ither theater in town has had them."
This statement was in response to a pergonal query from Federal Judg-e John Knig-ht
and was not made a part of the court reporter's minutes. The Government has now
moved to the cities of Auburn and Canandaigna, having- called to the stand Paul
Paulvin of Auburn, who owns the Capitol
theater building-, and Anthony J. Lauer of
Auburn, a real estate, investments and insurance man who neg-otiated a deal with
-eg-ard to construction of a theater in Canandaigua.

"Mr. Emmanuel" to be UA's
First Eagle-Lion Release
(Continued from Page 1)

United Artists. A national campaign, particularly for the larger
cities, is being created. Picture
was produced by William Sistrom
and directed by Harold French.

Richard Bennett Critically IU
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Bennett, veteran stage and screen actor, is critically ill from a heart attack at his
Beverly Hills home, with two of his
daughters, Constance and Joan, at
his bedside. The 69-year-old actor
was reported to have been placed
under an oxygen tent.
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TON'T TOLERATE DICTATION, SAYS BERGE
elevision Theaters Prospect is Slim— Raiboum
earth of Material" Said
jor Obstacle by DuMont
>s. and Paramount Exec.
•ington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

lashington — Possibility that telen will displace the screen as
now know it is very slim, Paul
;>ourn,
Parajnt and
Du
t exec, told
ncheon meetof interested
eminent offichere Thursr. Although
/ision theaare a possiy, he said,
; are a very
,m possibility
(fly because of
irth of mate" unless much
he program is
epend on culPAUL RAIBOURN
.1 and educaal material, and even soap op(Continued on Page 7)

SI

line-Hayman Deal
peeled to Get Okay

OPPORTUNITIES IN AFRICAN MARKET
Post-War Expansion Well Worth Industry Attention,
Commerce Dept. Says Following Survey

Washington

Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY and the Pacific regions, made public
Washington — Post-war expansion earlier in the month.
of the pix market in Africa, which
More important, however, than in
counted more than 84 million admis- the other areas is the problem of insions in 1942, is held a project well
creasing screen facilities in Africa
worth industry attention by Nathan and spreading the pix habit among
D. Golden, Department of Commerce millions of natives. He finds, for inpix specialist. Problems there are
stance, on the basis of consular renot dissimilar from those Golden
ports reaching his desk, that there
found in his studies of South America
(Continued on Page 7)
Washington

Vest Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production returned to
iormal Friday, with nearly 1,000
triking set decorators, painters and
nachinists resuming their work at
Ivl-G-M, Columbia, Paramount, 20th:ox and Warners. As its first move
|o adjudicate the jurisdictional dis>ute which resulted in the walkiuts, the Tenth Regional War Labor
ioard is expected to name a panel
f three members to hear claims of
he Conference of Studio Unions and
'ATSE representatives.

yi

By ANDREW
Bureau

of

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Department of
Justice will not tolerate any condition in the pix industry which permits dictation by either distributors
or exhibitors in their relationship
with each other, Wendell Berge, antitrust head said Friday.
In his first record discussion of the
pix cases since his West Coast trip
last month, Berge said there is ab(Continued on Page 7)

SIMPP Crescent Brief 7 Regional Meetings
RKO, Managers Guild
Hits Defense Barrier For Sixth Drive Set
Open Contract Talks
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Because counsel for
the Crescent Amusement Co. refused
permission to the SIMPP to file its
brief as amicus curiae in the appeal
from the decision of the Tennessee
Circuit Court on the anti-trust case
against Crescent and affiliated cir(Continued on Page 7)

Meeting places of the first seven
of 19 scheduled regional Sixth Drive
Negotiations for a contract between RKO and the Motion Picture
campaign meetings and the national
committee members to attend each, Theater Operating Managers and
were revealed at the week-end by Assistant Managers Guild, the membership of which is made up of manHarry Brandt, national chairman.
agers and assistants in 41 of the
First meeting will be held in the
Continued on Page 2)
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on
Continued on Page 2)

Picture Pioneers Dinner
Set for Waldorf Nov. 16

Tele. 16 mm. to Fore
At SMPE Conclave

uffalo — The Schine anti-trust
will resume this afternoon as
Sam Dembow, Jr., and George
| as Federal Judge John Knight
on the sale by Schine of four Dembow have been appointed coters to A. Charles Hayman, Ni- chairmen of a special dinner committee which will be in charge of
Continued on Page 2)
the next Picture Pioneers' dinner,
Jask Cohn, house manager of the
Continued on Page 2)
itudio Strike Threat

Over; Men Go Back

Neither Exhibs. Nor Distribs. Can Throw Weight
Around, D of J's Warning

Sam Dembow, Jr., Para, exec, has
Continuing problems of industry accepted the post of civilian consuluntil the emergence of peace, and the
tant to the Secretary of War, attached to the Motion Picture Branch
necessity of co-ordinating technical
Continued on Page 2)
advances and effort to meet exigencies of the immediate post-war
period, particularly with respect to
Continued on Page 2)

Revive Foreign Trade Ass'n
Plan for Industry Group Now
Ferguson Announces 20
Metro Plaque Winners

Sam Dembow to Serve
As Consultant for Stimson

Finds Support

Re-emergence of plans to set up a
foreign trade association of U. S.
film companies within the framework
of MPPDA, and operative under the
Twenty plaque winners for best Webb Act which permits legally a
exploitation campaigns during Met- frank monopoly in overseas commerce independent of the domestic
ro's Twenty- Year Anniversary week
were announced Friday by William Sherman Anti-Trust act, evoked favFerguson, at the conclusion of a
orable comment in responsible industry circles on the week-end. The
two-day meeting with 12 field ex(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

Wo Compromise Move
By Distribs. — Berge

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — There has been no
approach to the D of J from the
majors on the possibility of a compromise in the New York equity
suit, Wendell Berge said Friday. "I
can't see any possibility of not going
through with it as now scheduled."
He said that he was "willing to
stand" on his Los Angeles statement
of last month, when he made it
plain that anti-trust action would
not
confined to the case against
the be
majors.

<w
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Tele, 16 mm. to Fore
At SMPE Conclave
(Continued from Page 1)
the industry's place in television, will
be the two major considerations at
the 56th semi-annual conference of
SMPE opening at the Hotel Pennsylvania. William C. Kunzmann is
the convention vice-president.
Due also for thorough analysis and
discussion, according to a tentative
list of papers scheduled by Barton
Kreuzer, chairman of the papers
committee, are the production and
expanding use of 16 mm. films, and
the latest advances in sound recording, film processing, lighting, and
equipment.
Presentation of the Journal Award
and Progress Medal will take place
at the informal dinner-dance in the
hotel's Georgian Room tomorrow evening. Newly elected officers for 1945
will also be announced at that time.

Picture Pioneers Dinner
Set for Waldorf Nov. 16
(Continued from Page 1)
film veterans' organization, announced at a special meeting held last
Friday at Toots Shors. Thursday,
Nov. 16, and the Starlight Roof of
the Waldorf-Astoria was decided
upon as the time and place. Dinner committee comprises the Messrs.
Dembow, Jack Cohn, Jack Alicoate,
Hal Hode and Gilbert Josephson.

Montez Stork Club Party
Universal is hosting a cocktail
party at the Stork Club this afternoon for Maria Montez.

I

(Continued from Page 1)
Oct. 23 with the following in attendance: Gus Metzger, Harry Nace
and George Tucker, state exhibitor
chairmen; Brandt, William F. Crockett, Ned E. Depinet, S. H. Fabian,
John Hertz, Jr., Hugh Bruen, Leo
Wolcott and Capt. Ray Wild, latter
lepresenting the Treasury Department.

(Continued from Page li
agara Falls exhibitor. The theaters
in question are: the State and Appalachia, Appalachia, Va.; the Liberty, Pikeville, Ky.; and the Viv,
Corbin, Ky.

It is expected the court will confirm the sale to Hayman, who already has given Schine $10,000 as a
The delay in conFollowing will be a session at the down payment.
firmation came after Robert L.
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, Wright of the D of J objected to
Oct. 24, with the following: State
Chairmen Rotus Harvey and N. Dow Schine "negotiating privately" with
and the circuit's failure to
Thompson; Henry Herbel, Brandt, Hayman
place the offer before the Court in
Crockett, Fabian, Depinet, Hertz, accordance with provisions of the
Jr., Captain Wild, Bruen and Wol- temporary order of May 12, 1942,
cott.
which adjourned trial for two years
After that session the national commit- on condition Schine divest itself of
tee will divide and take up the following'
itinerary: Benson Hotel. Portland, Oct. 25 more than a dozen theaters it acwith State Chairmen O. J. Miller. Walter
quired since 1943.
Casey and Crockett, Bruen. Harvey: LieuMeanwhile, the trial continued at
tenant Largrley. of the Treasury Department;
Pay Reeder and Henry Herbel. Utah Hotel. a bit faster pace.
Salt Lake City, Oct. 26. with State Chairmen
Hall Baetz. Tom Knight and Walter Casey,
and Tom Bailey. Brandt. Fabian. Depinet,
Hertz. Jr.. Captain Wild. Wolcott and Rug'ar.
Olympic Hotel. Seattle, Oct. 26, with
State Chairmen Frank Newman, Sr., J. A.
English and Tom Knight: Crockett. Bruen.
Harvey. Herbel. Lieutenant Largley and
Reeder. Fontenelle Hotel. Omaha. Oct. 27,
with State Chairmen. Sam Epstein. William
Miskell. A. H. Blank. Mike Cooper. Ed
Krauss. Fred Larkin and E. R. Rubin: S. W.
Fitch. Ted Gamble. Brandt. Fabian. Depinet,
Hertz, Jr., Captain Wild. Wolcott. Rug-ar
and Al Steffes.
Muehlebach Hotel. Kansas City, Oct. 28,
with State Chairmen Elmer Rhoden and
Howard Jameyson : J. B. Underwood, C. A.
Gibbs, Gamble. Brandt, Fabian, Depinet,
Hertz. Jr., Captain Wild. Jack Kirsch. Rug-ar
and Fred Wehrenberg-.
Details of meeting's in Chieag-o, Cleveland,
Detroit, Buffalo. Louisville. Pittsburg-h. Hartford. Boston. Charlotte, Philadelphia. Baltimore and New York will be announced
shortly.

RKO and Managers Guild
Open Contract Parleys

NEW
The

YORK

Season's

"MY

Surprise

PAL,

Sam Dembow to Serve
As Consultant for Stimso

(Continued from Page 1)
of the Industrial Services Divisij
the War Department announced I ,
day. Dembow succeeds Arthur I
Mayer, who resigned to become d ,
uty commissioner of the Red Cr]
in the Pacific Islands area.
The Motion Picture Branch, wrj
shares office space with the \Vj|
in the Paramount Building, is he]
ed by Maj. Monroe Greenthal. D«i
bow's acceptance follows a series
conferences in Washington with I
der- Secretary of War Robert l]
terson, his assistant, Howard C. II
ersen, and Mayer.

Correction

Cable transmission error resu
Friday in the identification of
British trade leader honored al
Dorchester House testimonial as|
Alexander Korda. Actually, j
knight honored was Sir Alexarj
Boyne King,
theater
operator.distinguished Bri]

THEATERS
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HAL
Showolace of the Nation — Rockefeller Cen
CREER GARSON
•
WALTER
PIDGECl

Hit!

WOLF"

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

SHARYN with
MOFFETT

Edward

Jill Esmond
Una O'Connor
George Cleveland
Charles Arm
Claire Carleton
An RKO Radio Picture
BRANDT'S REPUBLIC

Arnold
•
Agnes Moorehe
MRS. PARKINCTON"
Cecil Kellaway

SPECTACULAR
1st Mezz.
Seats

WM

Bros, advertisement announcing the return to the company

Phillip

Phone CO-5-9647

SHIRLEY

the copy

line, "after completing The Robe.' "
This statement is published in fairness to all parties, including RKO
Radio which will release "The Robe,"
a Frank Ross production which LeRoy
directs.
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Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova
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A 20th Century-Fox
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"Frenchman's Creel
*
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St. 4

with Young and Gay"
"Our Hearts Were
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CHARLES
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• DOROTHY
CISH1
IN
Frank
Sinatra
• Eileen Barton
PERSON Raymond
Paige and his orkj

P/1#AMO£//Vr

of Mervyn LeRoy, published in THE
FILM DAILY Friday, failed to include
in part of the press run

S

'Music
In Manhattan'
Anne

B'way between 51st and 52nd Streets

Plus

Correction
Warner

PRESENTATK
B'WAY
Circle
6-U

47th

(Continued from Page 1)
circuit's houses in the metropolitan
area, opened on Friday.
Representing the company were
President N. Peter Rathvon, James
Brennan, Wilbur B. England, John
M. Whitaker and Monroe Goldwater,
counsel. The union was represented
by George Dunn, Lawrence F. Greib,
Al Arnstein, Harry Lyons, Leon Kelmer, George Baldwin, Rudy Kramer,
Harold Daly, J. J. Thompson, Arthur
Plafke, Mrs. Ethel Smith, Ed Butler
and Hyman Glickstein, its counsel.

STAGE
Reserved.

**} VICTORIA
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^§§mi

IjH
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floors Open 9:45 A. M. • Continuous
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Foreign
Trade
Ass'n
Gains New
Support

on't Tolerate
tation-Berge
(Continued from Page 1 I

ely no change in the Govern.'s determination to press the
York case and to act against
I and all circuits, affiliated or
\vhich threaten the competitive
jition within the industry which
Ijovernment wants to achieve.
FBI Goldwyn — Report In
igarding the complaint of SamIjoldwyn that his pictures have
locked out by conspiring Westexhibitors, Berge said he be,d the report of FBI investigais now in but he has not yet
a chance to study it. Even if
ad, he admitted, he would not
iss it at this time.
ig-e said. too. that he was not familiar
ithe action of the St. Louis Amusement
whose attorney. Russell Hardy, last
i filed in Xew York a petition for ex,n of St. Louis from the coverage of
e»- consent decree or any decision which
result from a court fight against the
s.
Berge said he had been on the
when this petition was filed, and that
not familiar with it. Informed briefly
e intent of the petition, he said he
1 not be sure how the department
will
I to it. but "'I imagine we would oppose
Argument has been set for Nov. 3.
ge stated
that
he had
seen
galley
|j« of the amicus
curiae brief
which
scheduled to be filed in the Crescent
jement
appeal
which
will be argued
' the Supreme
Court this week.
This
■ was physically at the court, but had
ret been filed because
permission
had
leen granted by Crescent.
It was filed
e office of New York attorney Morris
on behalf of the SIMPP.
fge said "I approve of the brief 100
jent."taken
leaving
of theit
Ion
by no
the further
filers. doubt
Although
(Ot been stated, it was understood that
M-ief would support the Government
against Crescent.
Serge said he plan* to argue against
Crescent appeal personally when it
aes before the court.
we are going through with divestiture
e theaters held by the major compa;." he said, discussing the New York
r case, "we cannot overlook
other cirwhich by their size or their practices
en independent
exhibitors.
We have
s considered
that a necessary
accomlent of any action.
Wherever
there
•wding out by a circuit of small compn. there certainly is a case for us."
Berge Calls for "Balance"
added
that it is equally
important
i there be balance between
distributors
.exhibitors.
Circuits
which
by their
the shorn distribuI^tze
cannot can be outweigh
permitted
carte blanche, he
j if the distributors are not themselves
tted to own theaters or organize among
elves "for collective
bargaining."
In
! he said, the purpose
of the depart. is to rule out any possibility of "dieby either distributor or * exhibitor.

MIMIC ni 60IHG
COL.
HAL
ROACH
of the
Army
Air
II is in New
York for a short visit.
He
I :ompanied
by MRS.
ROACH.
Ii EDICT
BOCEAUS
has arrived from Holly-

»
f
I
f
I
I

VARD DIETZ, SI SEADLER and
KER of M-C-M returned from
day. WILLIAM R. FERGUSON
ORNSTEIN are due back today.
NE DUNNE arrives in New York
i today.

HERBERT
Cincinnati
and WILfrom Hol-

(KALMENSON, general sales manager for
rs, returned over the week-end from a
■> the Cincinnati, Cleveland and Pittsburgh
les.

(Continued from Page 1 )
plans, now being polished by companies' counsel with approval in principle by producer-distributor heads,
are aimed at giving strength to U. S.
film commerce in foreign lands in
the post-war world.
Idea of such an association, it is
pointed out, is nothing new, a charter having been drafted by the late
Gabriel Hess and MPPDA officials
before the outbreak of the present
world conflict. At that time, dictatorial laws and other regulations
hamstrung U. S. full-length and
short product, as well as newsreels,
in Axis countries and those under
their influence, and no united front
could be presented by the American
producer-distributor group to alleviate the situation.

Channels close to the new foreign trade
association plans asserted that needed further protection for U. S. films is. in itself,
justification for the move, and only by this
method can such product hope to compete
with pictures of all other nations in the
days of peace. As foreign trade now stands,
with respect to American films, the United
Kingdom is the only sector capable of fully
absorbing
the Hollywood
output.
Under the Webb Act. reports will have to
be made to the U. S. Government periodically, and this aspect of Government control
is seen as an advantage in that the interests
of the association in the foreign field would
receive what amounts to official aid along
with other exported goods should unfair
tactics arise in the world market, or unwarranted discrimination be shown.

SIMPP's Crescent Brief
Hits Defense Barrier
(Continued from Page 1)
cuits, to be heard this week by the
U. S. Supreme Court, filing of that
brief has been held up.
The court was scheduled to consider on Saturday the petition of
SIMPP Attorney Morris Ernst to
file the brief, with decision due perhaps today. A very short motion
filed for SIMPP by Attorneys Harold H. Stern and Harriet W. Pilpel
of the Ernst firm related that Crescent counsel had demanded to see
the brief before filing could be permitted. Apparently permission was
denied, and the motion asks that the
court accept the brief at its own discretion.

DAILY

Golden Sees Opportunities
In the African Market

Tele Theas. Prospect

(Continued from Page 1)

Slim, Says Raibourn

are only 13 theaters for the 24 million inhabitants of Nigeria, seating
about 8,200. First of these was
opened as late as 1937, and none of
the Nigerian theaters can yet pay
the salary of a full-time manager.
Yearly audience there is now about
625,000, but Golden feels that industry aid to the West African Pictures
Company, the Niegerian circuit,

(Continued from Page 1)
eras as sound broadcasting does now.
"So far," Raibourn continued, "no
one has been able to sell much of
these items and satisfy the paying
audience in a theater. Furthermore
the film program at the present news
theaters is shown over and over
again. If theater television programs should be shown over and
over again, we would again find a
would pay handsome dividends. "If situation where television is comthey are given assistance by film
peting with film as a distribution
people and projection machine deal- medium to the theater. Present day
ers," he writes, "they can open up
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
the country as no other organization
Washington — A new type of
broadcast service, which offers the

Films Kept from Natives
Throughout the lesser-known parts
of Africa Golden found similar possibilities. At the same time, he
recognized that it is not always just
can."
a business
problem. Their Belgian
masters do not permit the 14 million
natives of Belgian-Congo to attend
the movies, for instance, except on
rare occasions. Half the films received in the Union of South Africa
are denied the ten million natives
there by government censors, but
these ten million natives — especially
during wartime prosperity — offer a
large potential audience.
Major market on the continent is
the Union of South Africa, with 450
theaters and an estimated yearly attendance of 30 million. U. S. films
are most popular, with no dubbing
necessary although Portuguese or
French slides are used in some areas.

As in other African lands, the propaganda
effect of pix is considerable. Golden reports.
Blatant "we-won-it-before-and-we'11-win-itagain" stuff is harmful, he reports, but intelligent propaganda built around real troop
action, explanation of U. S. home front
problems and the democratic working of our
selective service system are all extremely
helpful.
Attendance has picked up in Northern
Africa since the liberation from Nazi-Italian
control, Golden intimates, although it is too
early for his figures to reflect the increase.
Total attendance at the 196 theaters in Algeria during 1942 was only slightly under
20,000,000, with the attendance in Egypt's
121 theaters perhaps a couple of million
less. A weekly check in French Morocco
last year indicated attendance on an annual
basis of about 5.580.000 in 70 theaters seating only 39.875. while annual attendance of
about three million is estimated for the 28
theaters of Spanish Morocco.

film industry potentially stiff competition for upper-class patronage,
was

put before the FCC Thursday when Joseph L. Weiner, erstwhile WPB vice-chairman, asked

for frequencies to start a "subscription radio" service.

economics are decidedly against such
a possibility, for repeated film per;f ormance
decidedlyCo-operating
cheaper."
Sees isGroups
Raibourn
traced
the points
of
| similarity between tele and the mo: tion picture.
If there is any question, he said,
who will of
shove
whom
|Iaround,
it is "of
a problem
Eastman
Kodak, Dupont and Ansco as against
the telephone company, RCA, General Electric, Philco and DuMont
rather than broadcasting companies
as against so-called motion pictures
companies."
It is film versus electrical television.
The two groups
named
above,
Raibourn
said, than
"are
more likely to help each other
to hurt each other as they build talent for each other and make it pop-

Raibourn pointed also the need for
a collection agency to pay for production. With Class A films costing
as much as $25,000 per minute of
screen time,, he said, there must be
an agency such as the theater to
finance production. B and C pix, he
ular."
said
average from two to three thousand dollars per minute, here striking the level of expensive sound
broadcast costs. Advertisers can
thus, perhaps, be interested in paying the costs of production. He
spoke also of the possibility of putHatch Succeeds Clark
Ferguson Announces 20
ting shorts into theaters via teleIn WB Contract Post
Metro Plaque Winners
vision, mentioning also the possibility of combination of tele news and
(Continued from Page 1)
Promotion of Stanley Hatch to motion picture news.
ploiteers.
They are: Brock Whit- head of the Warner Bros, contract
sales department was announced on
lock,
Loew's Fox-Palace.
Colonial, Reading;
Birmingham.
Milwaukee; H.J. H.C. Friday by Ben Kalmenson, general
Hunter. Ritz. Tulsa: Gene Kilburg. FoxVariety. Milwaukee; Arnold Coffey. Caro- sales manager. Hatch takes over
lina, Hickory. N. C: Mae Quirk. Victoria, the duties handled by Ralph Clark
Carmel. Pa.: Jack Cole. World. Keaney. Neb.;
R. Toups. State. New Orleans: Harold Tur- before the latter's elevation to Canadian division manager. Arthur S.
ner, Leit. Lafayette, La.; Charles Taylor.
Jones succeeds Hatch as head of the
Shea's Buffalo. Buffalo: Sam Gilman, Loew's
Regent. Harrisburg: Jack Matlack, UA, Port- contract department.
October 16

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS Til..

land; Adve Thomas. Center, St. Lake; Harry
Besel, Fox- Wisconsin. Milwaukee; Grace
Fisher, Maryland, Cumberland. Md.; Jack
Fass, Loew's Richmond, Richmond: Kenny
Mead, Main, Pueblo. Colo.: Don George.
Don. Alexandria. La.: O. C. Ratte. Palace.
Washington. D. C; and Eddie Forrester,
Des Moines, Des Moines.

Four New
West

Coast

Pix to Start
Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Four new pictures go
into production this week, making
a total of 44 shooting.

Linda Darnell
Lloyd Corrigan
Rex Bell
Frank D. Ormaston
Lucille Fairbanks
Bill Elliott
Harry Rapf
M. J. Weisfeldt
Molly O'Day
Clayton
Bond
Carl Kent

Officicl U.S. Marine Corps Photc

You have to stick your neck out
for "shots" like this
COMBAT movie men in our Armed
Forces are in the thick of every
engagement. They've wallowed ashore
at Anzio, Tarawa, and Saipan, parachuted to earth in France. They're getting some of the greatest shots of all
time . . . shots that are proving invaluable in training ... in planning future

strategy . . . shots that bring the war
home to all of us when they flash on
the theater screen. No praise can be
too high for the industry-trained cameramen who unhesitatingly and constantly stick their necks out to make

°neo<«

seri

es 0,
the most complete photographic recadvertisem
ord of a war ever attempted.
ents by
KODAK

testifying to

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.
the achievements of

FORT

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
LEE
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

the movies at war

in $20,000,000 Bond Buy:

Barney Balaban, Paramount president, yesterday informed Neil Agnew, Sixth

3. Ill JZU ,UUU ,VVJ\J DOna
DUy: War Loan Eastern sales chairman, that Paramount would purchase $20,000,000
• Bonds during the forthcoming drive. Purchase will represent an increase of $5,000,000 above the amount bought in the Fifth War Loan.

mate
in Character
rnational in Scope
spendent in Thought
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IDE THEATER TELE EXPERIMENTS ASKED
3wdin Sees Films in Strong Post- War Position
rersal Board Chairman
bts National Income
3 Will Hit Box-Office
dieting that the motion picture
ess would emerge from the war
greater stature as an industry
ever before
n the stronginancial coni in its hisJ. Cheever
lin, chairman
n i ver s a l's
i of direcs, yesterday
nented on the
:ipated postperiod in a
r to the com■'s stockhold-

Sixth Campaign Plans Outlined to Field
Men in Nine-City Telephone Conference
A complete picture of plans being formulated for the Sixth War Loan Drive
was outlined yesterday by Harry Brandt, national chairman, in a nine-city telephone crnference with co-chairmen in Los Angeles, Dallas, Minneapolis,
Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake City and Des Moines. Speaking from the WAC
headquarters, in addition to Brandt, were Ned E. Depinet, Jay Emanuel, Max
Cohen, Ted Lloyd and John Hertz, Jr., while co-chairmen hooked in included
Hugh Bruen, Los Angeles; Henry Reeve, Dallas; Al Steffes, Minneapolis; Jack
Kirsch, Chicago; Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis; Jchn Rugar, Salt Lake City; and
Leo Wolcott, Des Moines.

Panel 6 Recommends Use
Of Ultra-High Frequencies
For Tele Relay Service
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Extensive experimentation intheater television was recommended by
Panel 6 of the Radio Technical Planning Board, in its presentations on
television before the FCC last week.
Eventual use of the ultra-high frequencies— probably between one and
(Continued on Page 8)

Coming to Set Pix Rentals Hit al
Move Gets Golden OK Davis
Rank Deal for Odeon!
Foreign Trade Ass'n

W. Pa. Allied Meet

Organization of an industry foriwdin said he
eign trade association under the provisions of the Webb Act would offer
ved there
"a distinct advantage to our compaid be an innies in their dealings with foreign
sed number
J. Cheever Cowdin
atrons in both
countries." Department of Commerce
country and abroad, with an pix specialist Nathan D. Golden said
;anding record of service to the here yesterday it would permit a
id forces and with the opportu- "united stand against inimical forces
abroad." Golden declared in addi1 Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 4)

Consummation of a deal whereby
J. Arthur Rank will acquire an interest in a Canadian circuit, presumably Odeon, looms as an immediate
possibility, it was learned yesterday.
John Davis, who as an emissary for
Rank made a survey of the Canadian
theater field in August, is scheduled
to leave London immediately for Can(Continued on Page 5)

I Rules Governing
nd Premiere Films

Altec High-Quality
Court
Okays
Hayman's
Buy
Sound Speaker Previewed
Of Four Schine Theaters

Pick 49 State Publicity
Heads for 6th War Loan

Pittsburgh — Allied's program includes opposition to the monopolizing of the field of exhibition by affiliated theaters and opposition to
all manner of unfair practices and
support of the Government in its
effort to curb them, Abram F. Myers,
Allied's board chairman and general
counsel, stated in addressing the
(Continued on Page 7)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
A group of 49 experienced showHollywood — Opening day meeting
men have been appointed state pubBuffalo — Federal Judge John
licity chairmen for the Sixth War Knight late yesterday confirmed the of Altec Service Corp.'s annual con(Continued on Page 6)
;tails of the distributor agree- Loan Campaign, John Hertz, Jr., na- sale by Schine Chain Theaters, Inc.,
t in respect to furnishing pictional publicity director, announced to A. C. Hayman of Niagara Falls
,s for War Bond Premieres dur- yesterday. Group will co-operate of the State and Appalachia Thethe Sixth Drive, were announced with state exhibitor chairmen and
Crescent Appeal Will
aters, Appalachia, Va.; the Viv, Corerday by Ned E. Depinet, chair(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 4)
he
Argued iVot?. 6 Week
I! the
of the
distributors'
division. Unagreement,
all national
disWashington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
continued on Page 7)
Washington — Argument of The

Exhibs' Stake Big In Tele

Paramount Organizes
Spanish Subsidiary
Paramount Films de Espana, a new
subsidiary of Paramount Internaional Films, Inc., has been incorpor•ted in Albany for the possible future
conduct of business in Spain. Paranount's previous Spain subsidiary has
>een inactive in recent years.

SMPE

Told It Will Be Boon To Film Houses

Film Most Stimulating
Teaching Facility — Disney

Vast potentialities of television in
film theaters, and the large and vital
"stake" exhibitors have in the audioHolding that the animated film is video science were stressed at the
perhaps the most flexible, versatile opening day sessions of SMPE's 56th
and stimulating of all teaching fa- Semi-Annual Technical Conference
cilities, Walt Disney yesterday told in the local Hotel Pennsylvania by
the Herald Tribune Forum on Cur- Ralph B. Austrian, executive vice(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

Crescent Amusement Co. appeal before the Supreme Court was deferred
yesterday until the week beginning
Nov. 6. It had originally been
scheduled for this week. At the

same time, the court deferred action on the motion of SIMPP that it
be permitted to file a brief in the
case as amicus curiae — in support
of the Department of Justice position. This motion was filed last
week by Morris Ernst.
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JACK L. WARNER
from the Coast.

STUDIOS, INC.
N. Y. 19

is at the Waldorf-Astoria

AL BURKS, Charlotte M-C-M exploiteer,
returned to his headquarters yesterday after
a week-end visit here. He came on from
Cincinnati
for the trip.

Circle 6-6686

SEYMOUR POE, Eastern sales rep. — also acts as
talent scout — for Sol Lesser, left for Florida
over the week-end to select a couple of Chimpanzees for Lesser's "Tarzan and the Amazons," now in production.

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia assistant general
s?les manager, left yesterday on a trip to
Charlotte.
NORMAN ELSON, Trans-Lux
president, left for Washington
turning tomorrow.

theaters viceyesterday, re-

RAY BEALL went to Washington over the
week-end.
He'll be back in a couple of days.
BING CROSBY, back from a USO-Camp Shows
tour of France, arrived on the Coast yesterday.

RICHARD de ROCHEMONT, March of Time's
producer, arrived in London over the week-end
as war correspondent for The March of Time.

Broadway production "Holiday For Girls."
OSCAR F. NEU, president of Neumade products, has returned from a business trip in the
Midwest.

JACK SHEA of the Shea circuit is back from
a trip to Ohio and Pennsylvania.
WILLIAM C. BISHOP. Western exploitation
reDresentative with headquarters in Chicago, arrives in town Oct. 26.
ALLEN SPARROW. Loew Western district manager, is in town
from Columbus.
ALFRED
York from

HITCHCOCK
Hollywood.

ROBERT
York
from

BENCHLEY
Hollywood.

EDGAR

BERGEN

has

arrived in New

has returned

is here

from

to New

Hollywood.

HENRY WILLSON, executive assistant to Daniel O'Shea, president of Vanguard Films, arrived
from Hollywood yesterday.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING. 20th-Fox Western
s'les manager, d'scha-ged from the Barnes Hospital in St. Louis, is back in New York. H»
will rest at his home for a week or so before
returning to his desk.
TED
rep. is
filming
PHYLl
to N;w

SAUCIER. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel press
due in Ho'lywood today to he'n in the
of M-C-M's "Week-end at the Waldorf."
IS BROOKS is en route from Hollywood
York, where she may do a show.

LT. l-%) JULIUS CORDON, president of Jef'erson A-nusement Co., Beaumont, Tex., now
senrng with the Nivv in Bos^n, is in New
York on leave. VICTOR PELISEK ef Jefferson
Amusement
is also in town.
BIRDWELL

CEODCE

arrived yesterday from

ARCHIPA' D, controller of the Bri-

Vb *-;sh Min:stry of Information, is en route to
New

1%
l/g
7/a

<?i{<

SOL A. SCHWARTZ, general manager of RKO
out-of-town theaters, and WILLIAM HOWARD,
his assistant, left yesterday on the Century
for a tour of RKO's Midwestern
theaters.

York

JOHN
manager,

from

London.

J. MALONTY. M-G-M Central sales
is due from Pittsburgh
next week.

H. A. ROSS, president of Ross Federal, leaves
todav for Chicago to cnnd"ct a so°cial meeting
of division managers. WERNER BAADER, national
director of supervisors,
accompanies.
MARGO

has arrived from

Mexico City.

IOSEPH FELDMAN. assistant zone manager,
Warner theaters, returned to Pittsburgh last
week from New York.
CORP. DAVE MELEN, formerly booker for Jay
Emanuel theaters, spent his furlough in Philadelphia.

REEVES
Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

from

visit.

TOM CONNORS, 20rh-Fox distribution head,
was back yesterday from studio conferences.
Returning with him were HAL HORNE. ROGER
FERRI. LOUIS SHANFIELD and W. ]. McHALE.

RUSSELL
the Coast.

M-G-M field executives who arrived yesterday for home office visits were George A. Hickey, Western
district manager; Benn Rosenwald.
Charlotte manager, and Maurice
Goldstein, New Haven manager.

1600 BROADWAY.

returned

JOHN BALABAN. head of B & K Theaters,
~t>:e'>g->. is a New Y->rk visitor, accompanied by
DAVE WALLERSTE1N
of B & K.

Metro Field Execs. Here

SOUND

SCHENCK

after a two-week

ANN SHERIDAN returns to the Coast this
j week to prepare for her next WB picture,
! "The Time, the Place and the Girl."

Oct. 16)

STOCK

M.

Coast yesterday

JOB WANTED
Former publicity man and trade - paper
editor. New York Coast experience 19
years — directed, wrote shorts — last 2 years
working for Government. Age 47. What
have you?
Not fussy.
Box

215,

THE
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DAILY

HARRY DELMAR and AL BORDE arrived on
the Coast yesterday to engage plavers for their

EUGENE
J. O'BRIEN,
director
of radio activities for Unive sal,
has
arrived
from
the
Coast to arrange network outlets for the Jerome
Kern score of the new Deanna
Durbin
picture,
"Can't Help Singing."
CARL LESERMAN, general sales manager of
United Artists, returned from the Coast last
week.
ROBERT HUTTON, screen player is at the
Waldor-Astoria
from Beverly Hills.
RUTH MEYERS, M-C-M exchange secretary,
returned to her desk in Philade'phia after a
three weeks'
honeymoon
in Miami.
STELLA UNCER is in New York to make arrangements
for
the
Broadway
production of a
musical
comedy.
CRANE WILBUR, director; ANDRFA KING,
CHARLES DRAKE and WARREN DOUGLAS, members of the cast, and RAY FOSTER, cameraman,
are in Springfield, Mass.. to shcnt scenes for
the short "It Happened in Springfield."
MITCHELL
HAMILBURG. Hollywood agent, is
•adio
a.gent.
in town to discuss film deals with Paul Kapp,
SIDNEY K1NCSLEY, signed to a three-year
Metro
contract,
returns from the Coast
to his

C. Floyd Hopkins, 65,
Film Veteran, Expires
Philadelphia — C. Floyd Ho
65, Harrisburg city manager foi
ian-Wilmer & Vincent Theaters
in local Temple Hospital yest
after a year's illness. He enter?
hospital recently for a routine c
up.
One of hethehadterritory's
vfe
film figures,
been active
legislative contact for the bus
in Harrisburg and had been wi:
circuit since 1907.
His widow

Harrison Rites Held;
Burial to be In Texas
Funeral services for Saul E.
rison, 56, pioneer motion pictui
rector, were held yesterday at
Park West Memorial Chapel,
rison, until recently an educ
specialist with the motion jiii
division of the Army Signal (
at Astoria, will be buried in I
j ham, Texas.
New
Jersey home
treatment
of "The
first pic under the
RAY MILLAND
week.
COLUMBIA

this week
to start
Homecoming
of Ul)
new deal.
leaves for Hollywood

SILEO

has returned from K

where she was picture chief for a "Hish
Mexico" which Carlton Beals is writing.
Altec's
New
York
branch
managers.
PATTON
and A. J. RAD"MACHER.
are it
lywood to attend Altec's 1944 annual confe
CCNSTANCE CUMMINCS is here from
don.
SAM

COSLOW,

producer, who

recenrh

quired the film rights to "One Touch Of V
in partnership with Mary Pickford, will
tion.
the Coast Nov. 2 to view the Broadway pr
SHIRLEY TEMPLE is in New York to.,
at the Herald-Tribune
Forum
today.
CLARENCE BROWN
from Hollywood.

is at the Waldorf-4

MGM TRADE SHOW

"NATIONAL
VELVET

N. Y.-N. J. Territories only
MGM SCREENING ROOM
630 9th AVENUE, N. Y. C.
10:30 A.M.
► 2:30 P.M.
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THE CONSPIRATORS
SYDNEY
GREENSTREET- PETER LORRE
VICTOR FRANCEN JOSEPH CALLEIA CAROL THURSTON

WARNER PICTURE
names*.
ki
N

Directed by
Mf-siiM rrtsvn
NEGULESCO

Produced by
screen ciay by viaaimir Kozner ana Leo Rosten • Additional Dialogue by
' ■ ™, ," Zf_/% t>
ia/m/
• Jack Motfltt « From the Novel by Fredric Prokosch • Music by Max Stelner • JACK CHERTOK
• JAUK

KEEP SELLING EONDS!
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(Continued from Page 1)
tion to facilitating
co-operation
to
keep rentals
to a fair figure and
cutting down distribution costs.
Another official of the Department
of Commerce said in Washington
that the Webb Act was "designed
to skirt the provisions of the antitrust law insofar as foreign trade is
concerned." The Department of Justice has brought suit against a couple of Webb Act combinations recently, he said, but on the ground
that they have had illegal agreements with foreign cartels. There
is no reason for the pix industry to
expect anti-trust interference, he
said, so long as the Webb Act agreement does not interfere with the foreign marketing of competitors who
might not be parties to the association and does not in any way result
in restraint of trade price-fixing in
this country.
George Canty, pix specialist in the
State Department's telecommunications section, said in Washington he
could not comment upon the proposed formation of such an association. It has not been discussed with
him, he asserted.
Canty said that although his office has marshalled a huge pile of
facts and figures on foreign trade,
there is no immediate prospect of
international discussion of post-war
international pix marketing. There
has not yet been any move toward
an international conference. He said
he does not believe there is much
point to a series of discussions with
individual countries. Bilateral agreements would be extremely difficult
to conclude on favorable terms, he
said, adding that a world-wide conference on the matter offers the only
substantial hope for breaking down
barriers.

Willkie Interment Today
Rushville, Ind. — Funeral services
for Wendell L. Willkie will be held
here today at 3 p.m. in the Wyatt
Memorial Home. Burial will be in
the Rushville Cemetery.

Ruth Sipe Dies
Indianapolis— Ruth R. Sipe, M-G-M
cashier here, who had been with the
company more than 20 years, died.

Parisians Mob Cinema
To See V. S. Pictures
Paris (By Cable* — Initial showings
of American features and newsreels
since the liberation of Paris resulted in good-natured near-riots in
the Champs-Elysees as some 50,000
Frenchmen milled about trying to
get into theaters to see their first
propaganda-free pictures since 1940.
Police took special precauti ns on
the following night in order to prevent a repetition of the disorders.
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• • • THERE'S A LOT OF excitement over at RKO Radio these
days on account of because the boys over there believe something of
a record has been established
The fact is — and they've searched
the records without finding a comparison — that between now and Nov.
1 the company will premiere seven big top "A" pictures, the largest
number to be released in a similar period of time since the company's
inception
And the boys in Barret McCormick's
advertising and
publicity department are working night and day turning out material
with which to launch the lineup
Among
the pictures is Eddie
Golden's "The Master Race" which will be given a big sendofi in the
Dal' as and Oklahoma
City territories tomorrow
to be followed
by the New England premiere of 106 cities on Oct. 25 and then in the
Des Moines, Omaha, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis and New York
territories. . . • Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith will hold its annual
theater party on Jan. 17 and they've selected "Sadie Thompson" as the
show to see
Incidentally, "Sadie" which is being produced by
Abe Waxman will have its premiere on Oct. 24. . . • Ruth Taylor
has been appointed editor of Movie Show magazine, one of the three
fan mags published by Liberty. . . • Out in Des Moines, Harry
Gottlieb of 20th-Fox has been named president of the Film Salesmen
Club. . . • And in Cleveland first steps have been taken to form a
social club made up of exchange office managers, bookers and cashiers
Herbert Horstemeier, Universal office manager, is the. organizer.
• Bob Weitman announces that 500 outstanding personalities of the
entertainment world have been lined up for the 11th annual "Night
of Stars" at Madison Square Garden on Nov. 14. .... .Proceeds will
go to the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs and
Palestine. . . • Bill Goodwin has nicknamed his ranch at Fresno,
Cal., "Moonlight Sinatra" after his pal Frankie
▼
T
T
•

•

•
WIT
and sportsmanship
characterized
Wendell
Willkie
At the Picture Pioneers' dinner in Toots Shor's Restaurant
on the night of Oct. 29, 1941 he was honor guest and principal speaker
One of the dinner's sidelights was a raffle, using the numbers on
the ticket stubs, with prizes donated by various film industry manufacturers, dealers, etc
One such prize was a 9 x 12 rug
A
small group or revelers at the dinner hatched a plot for Willkie
to win the big rug, for all prize winners had to carry out their "loot"
at the banquet's
end
Just before the drawing,
the plotters
relented, wishing to avoid embarrassment to Willkie because there
were news photographers present
Later in the evening, when apprised ofthe "conspiracy," Willkie laughingly expressed his disappointment, and remarked that rules are rules and that he certainly would
have put the rug on his shoulders and taken it home
Then with
a grin he said slyly: "I carried 10 states, I should, be able to carry one
rug!"
T
T
T
• •
•
A LETTER FROM Sgt. Leo Pillot tells of the great work Bob
Hope is doing for Bond sales and Wac recruiting
Leo was at a
Topeka, Kans., war loan rally where the Wacs presented Hope with
the Pallas Athene official insignia and then proclaimed him the "Wacs
Number One Wack"
Leo closed his letter with the remark "They
say Hope springs eternal — Bob does even more than that!" . . .
• Claire Leonard is the exclusive agent for Philip Yordan's "Anna
Lucasta" for which there is keen bidding for the screen rights
T
▼
T
• e
•
.' THOUGHT FOR TODAY: Maybe it's a helluva good
thing we don't have global television today after all
Consider
the possible reaction of G/ Joe to a telecast of the Bobby Sox Brigade's
current reaction to THE
VOICE
V
▼
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR

(Continued from Page 1)
outline local publicity and adver
ing campaigns for the drive.
Appointees
Alabama, Billinclude:
Wolfson, Montgi
ery; Arizona, A. G. Pickett, Pi
nix; Arkansas,
Sam
Kirby,
No
Little
Rock;
California,
Seym
Peiser, Los Angeles, Mort Goodrr
Hollywood,
and
Fay
Reeder,
Francisco; Colorado, Miss Marpi
Goyette,
Denver;
Connecticut, ]
Brown, New Haven; Delaware,
gar J. Doob, Wilmington;
Flor
J. L. Cartwright, Tampa;
Georj'
Spence Pierce, Atlanta; Illinois,
Bishop, Chicago; Indiana, Ken (
lins; Indianapolis;
Iowa,
Dale
Farland, Des Moines; Kansas, Woi
Barritt, Wichita.
Also, Kentucky, Lew Hensler, Ij
ington; Louisiana, Maurice F. Bj
New Orleans; Maine, C. J. Russ
Sr., Bangor; Maryland, Louis
Shecter, Baltimore; Massachuse
Harry Browning, Boston; Michig
Miss Betty Smith, Detroit; Min
sota, Norman Pyle, Minneapo
Mississippi, Burgess Waltmon,
lumbus; Missouri, Jerry Zigmo
Kansas City; Montana, Jack Edwai
Helena; Nebraska, Ted Emers
Omaha; Nevada, Harry Hunsal
Reno; New Hampshire, Frank K.
ridge, Concord; New Jersey, Geo
Kelly, Newark, Eli M. Drowitz, Ci
den; New Mexico, George Tuc
Albuquerque; New York, Chat
Smakwitz, Albany, Charles B. T
lor, Buffalo, Harry Mandell, r
York City; North Carolina, Roy
Smart, Charlotte.
Also, North
Dakota,
Ed Krai
Fargo; Ohio, J. E. Watson, Cin«
nati, Charles Deardourff, Clevela
Oklahoma, Robert Busch, Oklaho
City; Oregon,
Jack Matlack,
Po
land; Pennsylvania, James M. T
man,
Pittsburgh;
South
Carol
Sam
Suggs,
Columbia;
South
kota, Cliff Knowles;
Mitchell,
Ken
Peters,
Pierre;
Tennessee,
W. Street, Knoxville, and J. R. 1
Eachron, Jackson; Texas, Ray Be
Dallas;
Utah, Miss Helen
Garr
Salt Lake City; Vermont, Eugene ;
Keenan,
Newport;
Virginia,
Br
Whitlock,
Richmond;
Washingt
D. C, Frank LaFalce; Washingt
Vic Gauntlett,
Seattle;
West V
ginia, partial, James
M. Totm
Wisconsin, William V. Geehan, J
waukee; and Wyoming, G. H. Turn
Lusk.

send eiRTiiDiti
liREETIMS TO.
October
Rita Hayworth
Jean Robinson
Arthur
Casey
Marilyn
Morgan
Roy Stewart
David
Bennett

17

Marian Marsh
Radie
Harris
Frank
Jantz

Hapsbuerg
Liebe
William
J. Kupper
Rosemary LaPlanche
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es Films in Strong
Iwl-War Position
(Continued from Page t)
■ of playing a post-war role of
greatest significance in helning
!unite the peoples of all lands
jpugh a common bond of ideals and
jjipathies.
A sharp decline in national
ticome is not likely to affect
lotion picture revenues for a
ubstantial period of time in view
f the huge accumulation of
>avings in the hands of the pubic, Cowdin said, adding that
I lithe movie box-office, of course,
•o some degree reflects the ebb
nd flow of general economic
onditions, but to a less marked
xtent than most other indusHi
ries."
^he
motion
picture inindustry
;vdin said,
is fortunate
that it
tes no reconversion problem, al; ugh studios and theaters will retre new equipment to replace that
*rn out during the war. The large
nber of new theaters that will be
:;i It will contain many new immea 'vements and anything that inM ases the effectiveness of the permances and the comfort of the
Hi atergoers adds to the popularity
moviegoing, he said.
The overall foreign business availe to the major film companies
.Gi 1 be large, Cowdin predicted. The
ritz, eration of both Europe and Asia
i Ti 1 not only permit the reopening
CI previous markets but there is
ery indication that new markets
1 be created, Cowdin concluded.
sse Rites Held

HOLLYWOOD

SPEAKING

By RALPH
THE

Hollywood
William Beaudines today mark their

RKO will make
musical.

•

came

on for the 132-city world

premiere of "An American Romance,"
Bill directed the taxi driver to pass
his former home and showed the
visitors his prized tree. There were
no leaves on the tree, but the catalpa stood there stubbornly bare in
the back yard, having weathered all
storms and hurricanes. It was a
dismal sight but Danziger was nonetheless ever so proud.

"For Men

Only" as a

•

' 30th wedding anniversary but celebra- j
tion is deferred until after the war since ner.Leading role cf Twentieth-Fox version of
their only son, Lieut, (j.g.) Bill Beaudine, "Junior Miss" goes to Peggy Ann GarJr. is now with the Navy in the South
•
•
Pacific.
RKO has signed Zoe Akins.
•
•

•

Columbia has purchased an original, "Gilda" by E. A. Ellington for a reported $26,500.
•
•

•

Robert Armstrong will play Premier Tojo

Broadway musical •
"Beat •The Band."
Eleanor Parker has been voted the "actress most likely to achieve greatness in

PRC's "I Ring Doorbells."

•

•

RKO has acquired film rights to the 1942

in James Cagney's •"Blocd• On The Sun."
If Leon Fromkess has his say Walter
Winchell will play Russell Birdwell in

•

John Farrow will direct "Don't Ever
Grieve Me," Hal Wallis' third production
for Paramount.

•

1945" in a poll conducted on her home lot,
Mary Astor is quitting Hollywood for a Warners,
with more than 3,000 workers
casting
ballots.
Broadway appearance in "Many Happy Re•
•
turns," Clare Kummer's
• comedy.
•
New revised edition of the Encyclopedia
Frederick Jackson joins PRC as associate
Britannica, just out, contains a section on
producer.
more.
•
•
the art of makeup by Warners' Perc West-

•

Joan Crawford's first picture for Warners will be "Mildred Pierce" which
Michael Curtiz will direct.

•

•

Don Ameche

•

Ray Young, former Monogram studio manager, joins PRC's production department as
an exec.

•

•

Frank Orsatti is New York bound from
the Coast with three Broadway scripts.

•

and Victor Moore are the

latestInadditions
"It's
The Bag."to Fred Allen's starrer,

•

"Lola and The Wolves," an unproduced
play by Hardie Albright and Eddie Emmerson, has been purchased by Columbia.

An improvement in the quality of
film product shown our service personnel in the European theater of
operations was reported by Bing
Crosby and Fred Astaire who have
just returned with separate units
from a USO-Camp Shows tour
through England, France, Holland,
and Belgium. According to each,
the troops are getting the latest releases, although films like "Holiday
Inn," in which both appeared, are
still getting a pretty good play.
Among the pictures screened for
the soldiers during his tour Crosby
cited "Casanova Brown," "Bathing
Beauty" and his own "Going My
Way." In fact, the last-named film
preceded Crosby's entertainment unit
by a few days wherever the group
played,
terview. it was disclosed at the in-

Grand Rapids to Get
Newsreel House Nov. 1
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Grand Rapids will get its first newsreel house
when the Powers Theater opens
about Nov. 1 with Foto News, owned
by John D. Loeks. Theater is being
redecorated; it has been shuttered
much of the time in the last few
years.

Truly Epochal!

Para. Pep Club Installs
New Officers on Friday
Paramount Pep Club will install
its new officers at an inaugural dinner dance
in the The
Astor's
grandelected
ballroom Friday.
newly

funeral services for Joseph Hesse, slate is headed by J. L. Brown, pres-eran film accountant were held in ident.
gota, N. J. Hesse had been conFormer
Paramounteers
in the
ned with World Wide, Educaarmed
forces
will
be
special
guests J
nal, Grand National and Skibo, Inc.
at the affair.
An hour's entertain- 1
men't will be provided by the stage
show of the New York Paramount j
through the courtesy of R. M. WeitDanziger's Tree
man, managing director. Mark TowGrows — in Cincy
ers and his orchestra will play for
dancing.
Cincinnati — Regardless of the
fame garnered by books dealing with
Irving Singer is chairman of the
arbors, with William Danziger of
committee in charge. The committee also includes Ray Fisher, Ted
M-G-M's home office publicity and
Schreiner, Emilie Ullman, Helen
advertising department it's "A Tree
Callan and Al Sicignano.
Grows in Cincinnati." And this is
why. Twenty years ago, when Danziger left this town, where he was
born, he planted a catalpa tree in
his backyard. So, whenever he has
anyone in tow, as he did the other
day when Howard Dietz, Si Seadler,
Herb Crooker and Oscar A. Doob

WILE

Troops in Europe
Getting Belter Pix

^V

Davis Coming to Set
Rank Deal for Odeon?
(Continued from Page 1)
ada to wind up the negotiations.
Davis may be en route to Canada
now.
Reports from London say that the
Rank deal is with either Famous
Players Canadian or Odeon. However, Barney Balaban, Paramount
president, yesterday reiterated a
previous statement to the effect that
he knew of no negotiations between
Rank and he Paramount theater subsidiary. Odeon, therefore, emerges
as the probable circuit involved.

ROBERT SCOTT - ADELE JERGENS
ROBERT WILLIAMS • KENNETH MacDONALO

most UMB
thrilling
COL IA'S
SERIAL to date!

Original Screen Play ij Sherman Lowe, lack Stanley, liljhtcn Brill, flayil K Call

Produced by RUDOLPH C. FtOTHOW - Directed try LEW LANDERS

J
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Altec High-Quality
Sound Speaker Previewed
(Continued from Page 1)
ference included a preview of wartime-developed electronic equipment
which will be available for post-war
installation. The preview was highlighted by a demonstration of a duplex speaker reproduction of high
quality sound on a frequency range
of from 38 to 15,000 cycles plus. According to George L. Carrington,
president of Altec, it promises to
revolutionize the method of sound
reproduction.
Also demonstrated was a new theater two-way loud speaker system
which it is claimed will also improve
reproduction in the theaters. It has
the same wide frequency range as
the Duplex speaker. Attending Altec meetings are district and branch
managers and field supervisors.

Equipment Clearing House
Plan May be Widely Copied
Chicago — Illinois Allied's equipment clearing house, to be established in January, may be the pattern
for independent exhibitor associations throughout the country to follow, it was indicated here yesterday. Plan was lauded by manufacturers and dealers at their recent
convention here.
A survey of manufacturers and
theater supply dealers will be
launched next month as a prelude to
the opening of the clearing department in January. The department
will function for all purchases for
the association's 150 theaters. It
will tabulate in advance the postwar needs of its members for utilization by manufacturers in stabilizing employment and production during the conversion period.

War Dept.'s Petersen
Mayer Dinner Speaker
Howard C. Petersen, executive assistant to the Under Secretary of
War, ner will
dinto be speak
given at
in the
honor"Aloha"'
of Arthur
Mayer by the industry at the Waldorf tomorrow.
Petersen will represent Secretary Stimson, to whom Arthur
Mayer has been serving as civilian
consultant until his present appointment as aide to Stanton Griffis as
deputy commissioner for the Red
Cross in the Pacific Islands area.

Zevin Sentence on Nov. 20
The sentencing of Isadore Zevin,
former secretary to George E.
Browne, convicted ex-head of the
IATSE, and the trial of Harry Hochstein, former Chicago morals official, were postponed yesterday in
New York Federal Court to Nov. 20.
Both were indicted for perjury in
connection with the investigation of
racketeering in the film industry.

reviews of new mms
"The
Conspirators"
with Hedy Lamarr, Paul Henreid
Warners
101 Mins.
AN INTRIGUING SPY MELLER, SPLENDIDLY CAST, RICHLY PRODUCED; DEFINITELY PULSATING ENTERTAINMENT.
Jack Chertok has spared little in giving
Hedy Lamarr a worthwhile production for
her first Warner effort. On the other
hand, Hedy does well by the producer in
breathing glamour into a spy role that adds
lustre to the entire offering. However,
Paul Henreid will satisfy the femmes as
well as the action seekers with his juicy
portrayal of a Dutch underground fighter.
Jean Negulesco's direction of a script that
gives an array of attractive feature names
equal ODoortunity to share acting honors,
is interesting, suspenseful, and arresting.
There is much that has been injected to
give more to a general audience than they
may expect. All of the copious situations
have been bound by a thrill-provoking musical score.
The film gets under way when Henreid,
known as The Flying Dutchman, escapes
to neutral Lisbon, Portugal, after committing several acts of sabotage. There he
accidently meets Lamarr at a cafe, and she
leads him a merry-go-round until forced to
disclose her marriage to Victor Francen.
Both she and Francen are also members of
the same underground fighters. However,
Francen is killed as he attempts to betray
his group of conspirators. Affirming their
love for each other, Paul vows to meet Hedy
again somewhere, sometime, after he completes his present assignment.
CAST: Hedy Lamarr, Paul Henreid, Sydney
Creenstreet, Peter Lorre, Victor Francen, Joseph
Calleia, Carol Thurston, Vladimir Sokoloff, Edward Ciannelli, Stephen Ceray, Kurt Katch,
Gregory Cay, Marcel Dalio, Ceorge Macready,
Doris Lloyd, Louis Mercier, Monte Blue, Billy
Roy, David Hoffman, Otto Reichow, Leon Belasco,
Frank Reicher.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Chertok; Director,
Jean Negulesco; Screenolay, Vladimir Posner and
Leo Rosten; Music, Max Steiner; Cameraman,
Arthur Edeson; Art Director, Anton Crot; Film
Editor, Rudi Fehr; Sound, Robert B. Lee; Special
Effects, William McGann; Set Decorator, Walter
Tilford; Montages, James Leicester; Cowns, Leah
Rhodes; Makeup, Percy Westmore; Music Arranger, Leonid Raab; Musical Director, Leo F.
Forbstein; Assistant Director, Reggie Callow.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Good.

"The Princess and the
with

Bob

Hope

RKO-Goldwyn
94 Mins.
BOB HOPE FANS WILL FIND THIS
COMEDY A HOWL; TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION STUNNING.

Pirate"

"The Princess and the Pirate" is a field
day for the Bob Hope fans. The comedian's latest screen effort is a generous
serving of rowdy nonsense presented in
Samuel Goldwyn's best manner — which
means all-out lavishness accentuated by
superb Technicolor.
Hope has never been involved in more
hectic doings. The film is primed with
gags which the funny man fires so fast as
to make one forget how many are old
chestnuts. The direction of David Butler
gives Hope free rein to indulge himself to
the limit of his comic resources.
As his medium Hope has an adventurous
tale of pirates and a lady fair that is a
burlesque on the business of buccaneering.

'Laura"
with Gene Tierney, Webb
Dana Andrews, Clifton
20th-Fox
88 Mins.
DISTINGUISHED MYSTERY
MELODRAMA STRONGLY FLAVORED WITH
ROMANCE IS HUMDINGER.
Twentieth Century-Fox has pulled a surprise. This "Laura," based on the Vera
Caspary novel, is a most unusual murder
mystery strongly marked with distincticn.
The picture, accorded a polished production
by Otto Preminger, to whose deft direction
the offering owes much of its success,
should prove one of year's most satisfying
pictures of its kind.
Jay Dratler, Samuel Hoffenstein and
Betty Reinhardt have contributed a literate script set in an atmosphere of sophistication. The story heavily flavored with
romance, has been intriguingly developed
and acted out capitally.
While Gene Tierney and Dana Andrews
add luster to their acting careers as the
stars of the film, it is Clifton Webb, who,
playing his first role in pictures, rates
special attention as a cynical man-abouttown who, in attempting to kill Miss Tierney
to prevent anyone else from having her,
slays another person by mistake. Andrews
enacts a detective who, in in working on
the case, falls in love with Miss Tierney.

CAST: Gene Tierney, Dana Andrews, Clifton
Webb, Vincent Price, Judith Anderson, Dorothy
Adams, James Flavin, Clyde Fillmore, Ralph
Dunn, Grant Mitchell, Kathleen Howard, Lee
Tung Foo, Cy Kendall, Harold Schlickenmayer,
Harry Strang, Lane Chandler.
CREDITS: Producer, Otto Preminger; Director,
Otto Preminger; Screenplay, Jay Dratler, Samuel
Hoffenstein, Betty Reinhardt; Based on novel
by Vera Caspary; Cameraman, Joseph La Shelle;
Art Directors, Lyle Wheeler, Leland Fuller; Set
Decoratoss, Thomas Little, Paul S. Fox; Film
Editor, Louis Loeffler; Special Effects, Fred Serserr Sound, E. Clayton Ward, Harry M. Leonard;
Musical Score, David Raksin; Musical Director,
Emil Newman.
DIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Fine.

Clearance Award in N. J.
Upheld by Appeal Board

Film Most Stimulating
Teaching Facility — Disn
(Continued from Page 1)
rent Problems that the aim of
cators should be to train coi
generations
so that no school i
can be so small or remote tin
lacks educational films.
"I place no limitations of 1
tory
thatmotion
classroom,"
"For on
in the
picture he
we .
a medium that speaks all langua
What we can do in this countn
can do in the classrooms of Fr;
or Germany, India or Jap;
throughout the world. That is w
the educational picture will find
real level. That is where the si
of democracy, peace and happr
named three elements
canDisney
find birth."
essary in a practical program of
instruction: first, a high autho
an the subjects to be treated;
ond, a teacher who specializes
conveying knowledge, and final]
picture producer who is sympath
understanding — and above all — t
nically competent.

New Latin-American Pos
At 20th-Fox to Ed Cohen
Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox *
president in charge of foreign
tribution, has appointed Edward
hen, the company's manager in I;
ama, supervisor for the territor*
Brazil, Argentina,
Urug-uay, Pj
guay, Chile, Peru and Bolivia. The
mainder of the Western Hemispl
below the Rio Grande is under
supervision
of Joseph Mullen,
company's
supervisor
quarters in Mexico City. withThus,he
nervision
of the company's
Latin-American
business will beenh
died by Mullen and Cohen.
The post of supervisor in the
ritories to which Cohen has been 1
pointed is a newly created post. Pr
iously, the business in these te;
tories was
Office.handled directly from
Home

An arbitrator's award reducing the
seven-day clearance of the Beacon
Theater, East Orange, N. J., over
the Ampere Theater to one day has
Master Race" Premiere
been affirmed by the appeals board. In Southwest Tomorrow
The board also upheld the award
which eliminated the clearance held
RKO home office and studio i
by the Ormont over the Ampere.
ecutives leave today for Dallas
The comedian is a cowardly actor who falls attend the world premiere tomorr
into the hands of Victor McLaglen, blood- of "The Master Race" at the Maj
thirsty pirate, along with Virginia Mayo, a tic Theater, the focal point for
100-city debut in Texas and Ok
lovely princess. Thereafter he spends his
time trying to rescue Miss Mayo, who is homa. There will be a big celeb
running away from her pop, the king. Hope tion in Dallas where Bob O'Donn
and a committee have set the i
falls in love with the princess but loses her rangem
ents.
to Bing Crosby, who appears in the very
Ned E. Depinet, Robert Mochr
final scene to provide the film with a surNat Levy and the producers, Edwa
prise finish that is a howl.
CAST: Bob Hope, Virginia Mayo, Walter Bren- A. and Robert Golden will atte
nan, Walter Slezak, Victor McLaglen, Marc from New York.
Charles Koern
Lawrence, Hugo Haas, Maude Eburne, Adia
Kuznetzoff, Brandon Hurst, Tom Kennedy, Stan- heads a studio delegation which i
eludes the stars of the picture. T
ley Andrews, Robert Warwick.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam Coldwyn; Associate Texas
Qualite.y Network will gi
coverag
Producer, Don Hartman; Director, David Butler- radio
Shavelson'
Hartman. Melville
Don Adaptation,
Screenplay,
Everett Freeman;
Allen Boretz,
Curtis Kenyon, suggested by story by Sy Bartletf
Cameramen, Victor Milner, William Snyder
Musical Score, David Rose; Art Director, Ernst
Fegte; Film Editor, Daniel Mandell; Set Decorators, Howard Bristol; Sound, Fred Lau; Special
Slifer.
Effects, R. O. Binger, Clarence
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Swell

Samuel Bensunsan Dead
Havana (By Air Mail)— Samo
Bensunsan, well known
tor here, died last week. film d'strib

r«
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!.Rentals Hit at
Pa. Allied Meet
(Continued from Page 1)
Lntion of Allied of Western
I sylvania.
lied continues to oppose high
rentals and favors extension of
to exhibitors in resisting the
ibutors' demands, and maintenof an effective information serHe warned of the growing
petition of 16 mm. exhibition in
non-theatrical field, describing
lem as very serious. Schools
churches are pressuring for the
sands of Government projectors
er free or at low prices." How
Sthis equipment be retired withinjury to established industry,
sked. Myers also warned of adi legislation, particularly taxa-

ed Beedle, presiding, named a
i and means committee with JosGellmen, Charles Mervis, Harry
Glenn Carruthers and HeriPc iele,
Spahl. On resolutions were
)[]g| | am Walker, Guy Ida, William
el and Frank Panoplos. Beedle
•Foi d all exhibitors to join the local
jlnittee for economic development,
eakers included John Maloney of
o, Mark Goldman of PRC,
ge Dembow of National Screen,
!3erman Harrington, Ralph Merand Mrs. M. A. Silver, wife
ie Warner circuit zone manager,
in behalf oi the the blood bank,
irtin Smith stated that the inry is in a very healthy condition,
being reflected in the tremendous
ts made by the major distribu— profits not showing proportion' to independent exhibitors with
result that the latter are more
more thinkinar in terms of gov:iental
control.
Distributors
:ld be more temperate in their
mds for higher film rental and
:':;■: xious playing terms, he said.
i are less restricted bv govern:al edicts than any other businiei j regardless of manpower loss."
that the print shortrrow thwascharged
an artificial creation. Howuntil total victory, everything
is "chores."
fventy-five attended the first
session.

EODIftG BELLS
rtland, Ore. — Dorothy Therion
S. S. McFadden wili wed late
month. Miss Therion for 11
has been associated with the
; Film Exchange, and McFadden
been booker for RKO Radio and
recently with the auditing denent of Columbia.
igagement of Lt. Jerone M.
ieldt, son of M. J. Weisfeldt,
-mbia exec, and Ellen Rosenthal,
itary in the office of Jack Cohn,
announced over the week-end.
Weisfeldt
' was formerly
with
Fox.

DAILY

tf*JM*s' Stake Big In Tele
SMPE Told " WiM Be Boon To Film House$
(Continued from Page 1)

<
president of RKO Television Corp., the7Ination's
theaters can add directly
speaking on the topic "Some Eco- to their prestige as community cennomic Aspects of Theater Televisters by using their screens for intele in "off hours," thus
"Home tele's effect on theater dovetailing structional
this function into that
attendance will," he declared, "un- of local educational institutions.
doubtedly follow
To Bring New Personalities
ion."
the pattern set
Prices for tele entertainment and
by the advent of
"plus" events will be worked out, he
radio broadcastsaid, and it is inevitable that tele
ing, which was no
will bring hundreds of new personalieffect at all until
ties to the public eye as radio did.
several million
Theatermen can make it worth while
sets were in opfor stars to perform for theater auderation, and then
iences, as such stars are developed
in home tele field.
there was a perceptible dip in
The public will pay for tele, he
concluded.
theater attendAmong the other featured papers
ance." He added,
however, that this
at the SMPE conclave yesterday
recession was
were those of D. W. Epstein and I.
short - lived and
G. Maloff of RCA, titled "Projecfollowed
by full
tion Television," and H. S. Osborne,
recovery.
_ ,, „
AT&T's chief engineer, on "Coaxial
-iTr-j-T.„
..
Ralph
B.
Austrian
Within
a year
Cable and Other Facilities for Teleor two after home
vision Networks." Former cited basic problems of projection tele and
te1^ becomes entrenched, Austrian
said, perhaps even sooner, equipment stressed rapid development of the
will be available for satisfactory and cathode ray tubes. These, in 1940,
showmanship-like exhibition of tele had reached a capable delivery of
images on large-size screens of the- 150 candlepower, whereas in 1935
aters. In his opinion, exhibitors will the top was 10 candlepower, — an
certainly avail themselves of the box- improvement of about 15 to 1. Osborne explained the importance of
office possibilities of theater tele, because of showmen's initiative and the coaxial cable in introduction of
also for the reason that they control tele as a new means for nation-wide
distribution of information, news and
huge audiences.
entertainment.
"All that theater tele needs," he
Other SMPE Papers
pointed out, "to become a reality, other
than theater equipment itself, is the
Other papers at yesterday's sesmeans of inter-connectina1 a chain of
sion were "An Automatic Mercury
theaters with camera or cameras loLamp Control Circuit," by Hacated at the scene of the subject mat- Vapor
novia Chemical and Mfg. Co., Newter desired for theater screen exark, N. J.; "Methods for Measureof Brightness
hibition."
by M. ment P.
Jones, R. ofJ. Carbon
ZaveskyArcs,"
and
Exhibs.' Big Stake in Tele
W. W. Lozier, National Carbon Co.;
Austrian cited, in support of his
contention that film theater owners "Study of Radiant Energy at Motion Picture Film Aperature," by R.
will be very much in the vortex of J. Zavesky,
M. R. Null and W. W.
tele application, the fact that there
is one theater chair for every 12 Lozier, National Carbon; "Film Drymen, women and children in the U.
ing with Kathabar Dehumidifiers,"
by E. A. Windham, Surface CombusS. Theaters' "take," he said, is
tion, New York; "Organization of
about $150,000,000 monthly, and this Committees
on Engineering of the
is a bigger "take" in two months' SMPE," by Donald Hyndman, Sotime than the broadcasting indusciety's engineering vice-president;
try's in a year. How great the ex- "Developments at the National Film
hibitors' stake in tele really is can be
of Canada, 1939-44" by Rayadditionally substantiated by the cur- Board mond
Spottiswoode, National Film
rent investment in theaters, namely
Board, Ottawa; "FM Calibrator for
about $1,900,000,000.
Disk Recording Heads," H. E. Roys,
So-called "plus" attractions lend RCA Indianapolis; and "The Art
themselves admirably for theater Reeves
Motion Picture Reflex Campresentation, Austrian told his
by Art Reeves, Art Reeves
SMPE audience. Such attractions Motion era,"
Picture Equipment Co., Hollywill include sporting events, and, as wood.
an example of what they will mean
Two films were shown at the firstto the b.o., he stated that it is enday
sessions, "A Greatly Improved
tirely within reason for the theater
by Thomas Kulka, Clevepatron interested in the Kentucky Reel Band,"
land, and the Army Air Forces proDerby willingly to spend for his film
duction, "Target for Today." Latter
show and televising of the event an was exhibited
at 8 p.m. in the Salle
admission price of one dollar and Moderne, Hotel Pennsylvania, as feaperhaps two. Such an expenditure
ture of the evening session.
would be virtually as gratifying as
SMPE conclave opened with address of welcome by President Herattending the "spot" event itself, and
would surely be more economical.
bert Griffin, and report of the conAvailability of programs for thevention by W. C. Kunzmann, Conater will be solved, he asserted, and
vention vice-president.

Set Rules Governing
Bond Premiere Films
(Continued from Page 1)

tributors will furnish any picture
contracted for, not earlier than 30
days before availability, provided
the exhibitors having clearance do
Prea Bond
usewillin be
not object,
Re-issues
considered
miere. for
the same as new films.
Distributors will also furnish a
picture for
Children's
Morning
Premiere
undera the
same conditions.
Where the population of the exhibitor's town is not over 7,500, and
the picture has been generally released prior to May 1, 1944, distributors will furnish a feature even
though the exhibitor may not have
it under contract, and regardless of
whether the exhib. is a regular customer of the distributor.
Distributors have endorsed National Free Movie Day on Pearl
Harbor Day, Dec. 7, and agree that
admissions may be given free to
Bond purchasers on that day. Distribs. will also provide pictures for
repeat showings at War Bond Premieres, when desired by exhibs. Advanced-admission priced features are
excluded from the agreement.

Toris Ivens to Indies
In Dutch Film Post
Appointed film commissioner for
the Netherlands Indies, Joris Ivens,
producer of Dutch documentary films,
will leave soon for the southwest
Pacific to begin his new assignment.
Ivens recently completed work on
films dealing with the Far East for
the special service division of the
War Department, and has plans to
make five pictures in the Netherlands East Indies.

Edgar A. Licho Dead
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Edgar
A. Licho, 68,
veteran character actor, is dead.

STORK REPORTS
Felix Greenfield of the Warner
Bros, publicity department is the
father of a girl, born at Israel Zion
Hospital,
It's the Greenfields' Brooklyn.
second.
Syracuse— Announcement is made
of the birth of a son, Stephen Spauling, to Sgt. Hayden Hickok, on leave
to the Army from the local HeraldJournal which he serves as film
critic.
Omaha — A 6% pound baby, Karen
Kay, was born to Mrs. Harris Kuntzelman here. Kuntzelman, a former
shipper for 20th-Fox here, is now
with the Marines in the Pacific theater.
A daughter, Judith Ann, was born
to Pfc. Mark I. Finklestein and Mrs.
Finklestein. Before joining the U.
S. Army Private Finklestein was an

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21stTMI^«|floor
New York
K. Y.
Tuesday, October 17, H
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Wide Theater Tele
Experiments Asked

BRIEfMG THE DRY'S nEUJS

(Continued from Page 1)

three thousand megacycles — for relay service was recommended.
Great difficulty looms for areas
such as New York, where it is foreseen by the SMPE that a heavy number of wide channels may be needed
for city-wide tele coverage in theaters.
On the whole, the panel recommended immediate post-war exploitation of the present tele service
with high-frequency wide-band color
service to follow along: in due course
Testimony of Joseph Ream, CBS
vice-president, highlighted the weekend activities. He was questioned by
the FCC on the identity of the manufacturers previously mentioned by
Paul Kesten, exec. v. -p. of CBS, as
favoring the high-frequency type
of tele service which is favored by
CBS. These manufacturers, said
Commissioner E. K. Jett, should come
to the FCC and support the CBS
position.
Present Service 'Temporary"
Jett also asked how the CBS plan
differed from the IRAC recommendation that there be a dual system effective during the transition from
the present commercial bands to the
ultra-high frequencies of the future.
Ream replied that the CBS does not
advocate immediate scrapping of the
present service, but feels that the
FCC should warn the public that this
service is only temporary. "Unless
CBS rushes ahead now," he said,
"they'll lose out by default and be
saddled with the pre-war inferior
type of television."
Col. Willi? m Roberts, for Television Broadcasters Ass'n, charged that
CBS had tried to delay the setting
of commercial tele standards by the
FCC in 1941 because CBS was not
yet ready and asked that Kes ten's
statement that pushing the sale of
pre-war tele receivers "would be a
first-class fraud upon the public and
the broadcasters" be stricken from
the record.
Tele and Advertising
Raymond E. Nelson, Charles M.
Storm Agency vice-prexy, declared
"that after an extended period of
honest experiment, television is destined to write one of the most dynamic chapters in the story of advertising."
David B. Smith of RTPB Panel 6,
a Philco engineer, asserted that it
would take a good four or five years
before standards can be set for wide-

IN NEW POSTS
JERRY LASWELL,
Ore.

manager, Orpheum,

Court Okays Schine
Purchase by Haymi

Portland,

ROY

SMITH, assistant manager, Orpheum, Portland, Ore.
J. A. WALKER,
manager, Liberty, Portland, Ore.
"ROB" ROBBINS, doubles as manager, Music
Box and Playhouse,
Portland, Ore.
ELLEN PRENTICE, assistant manager, Playhouse,
Portland
Ore.

Griffis Trip Pays Off
Score one for Stanton Griffis; the
Swedish Foreign Office announces
that all export of Swedish ball bearings to Germany has ceased.

Rome Lynching in Newsreels

•
Reeve Set for Sixth

"Thought of You" in Demand

Newsreel footage showing the
lynching in Rome of Donato Carretta,
former vice-director of the Regina
Coeli Prison and the execution of
•
Pietro Caruso, Fascist police chief
Gene Kelly Into Army
of the Italian capital, will go into
Gene Kelly goes into the Army in the theaters today.
•
about a month as a result of a presidential selective service appeal.
Dallas — Henry Reeve, regional
chairman for the Sixth War Loan
drive, has established his headquarters in theh local Variety Club.

•
Stars to Tour for Sixth

Although it does not go into national distribution until Nov. 11,
WB's "The Very Thought of You"
already has 115 first-runs set to
open before that date.
•

Zucker Talks on Booking

Cincinnati — Lester Zucker, Columbia branch manager, addresses the
Hollywood — First players set to
ing. Motion Picture Council Thursa Sixth War Loan tour are Mono- local
day on the modus operandi of bookgrams's Johnny Mack Brown, Gale
Storm and "Lasses" White, who will
•
tour New Mexico Nov. 1-15.
West

Coast
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•
"U" Host for Robert Paige

AMPP
West

in Awards Disclaimer
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(Continued from Page 1)
bin, Ky.; and the Liberty, Pikevi
Ky. The price was not disclosed
Confirmation was held up a wi
in order that the properties might I
offered generally for sale to any
dependent exhibitor who might
interested.
Before confirming t
Hayman deal, Judge Knight rep
manded Willard S. McKay for "p
vate
Robertnegotiations,"
L. Wright of as
the charged
D of J, a
reminded McKay that in the futi
all offers for remaining propert
must first be submitted to the Coi
before they are acted upon.
Schine has until the middle
next month to dispose of the rema
ing five theaters named in the cot
order. If there have been offers
these houses, McKay did not disci
them yesterday.
Before M-G-M sold GWTW t
Schine house in neighboring
ford, Del., a week before he was p
mitted to play it at his Palace t
ater in Seaford, Del., Thomas
Ayres, Delaware exhibitor, testif
in the Schine anti-trust trial that

Universal is tossing a cocktail in
Hollywood— The AMPP has disclaimed any connection with the
the Hampshire House's Cottage,
Western MP Awards Association and
Thursday for Robert Paige.
•
its Nov. 5 program in the Bowl.
was
,forced toHe "take
a bad loss"
the picture.
said M-G-M
pleac
•
Lamour Pic Into Criterion
a
"print
shortage"
was
responsib]
Click
Magazine
Suspends
Ayres declared Schine sought
"Rainbow Island," Paramount's
Triangle Publications announces engage in a partnership with n
Technicolor pic starring Dorothy Lamour, will open at the Criterion on the suspension of Click Magazine telling him "they could buy V
Oct. 25.
with the January issue; paper saved tures cheaper than I could anc
•
will go to expand its new Seventeen. would probably make as much mor
•
Plague for Stars & Stripes
as if I was by myself." Ayres op
Fifth Army plaque for meritorious 'Bernadette' in 6 More Chi. Subs. ates other theaters in Maryland.
Bernard
Ulman,
president of
service has been presented by Lt.
Chicago — "Song of Bernadette" corporation which operates the
Gen. Mark Clark to the Mediter- goes
into six more Schoenstadt subranean edition of the Stars & Stripes, sequents at advanced prices this man and New theaters in Salisbu?
of which M/Sgt. David Golding, week; B & K reportedly balked at Md., told of efforts on the part
John May to obtain leases on th
FILM DAILY staffer on leave, is upped scales in its subsequents.
two theaters for Schine.
•
managing editor.

•

PicadUly Trust Suit Up Today

Chicago — Picadilly theater antitrust suit comes up before Federal
negotiating for the film rights to Judge Charles McDonald today.
•
"Follow the Girls," which Dave Wolper is presenting on Broadway.
Ober, Journalism Instructor

Columbia
"Girls"
Columbia After
yesterday
was reported

•
Ralph Ober, UA publicist and ex"Doughgirls" Tradeshown Nov. 6 newspaperman,
is teaching journalism at Abbe Institute.
National tradeshowing of "The
•
Doughgirls," has been
set
for
Nov.
6.
•
16.000
War
Chest
Pledges
Col. Buys Wormser Story
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

tion yesterday afternoon at the St
Club in honor of Maria Mon
Local film journalists attended,
well as company's home office offic
and promotional representatives.

TO THE COLORS

DAILY

"The Road to Carmichael's," Satevepost story by Richard Wormser,
Hollywood — MP War Chest camwas purchased yesterday by Colum
paign aires dy has has netted about
bia as a screen vehicle for Chester 16,000 pledges of a potential 25,000
Morris.
I donors.
band tele service in the high frequencies. Smith would assign the channels
between 460 and 1,000 megacycles,
sought by CBS for commercial tele
service in the future, to stations for
experimental purposes and for commercial relaying "until such time as
it nuy be required for commercial
broadcasting."

Maria
Montez
Feted
by "TJ"rec
Universal
hosted
a cocktail

SPG Members Will Get
Retroactive Pay Oct. 28

Distribution of wage increases of
five per cent retroactive to May 4,
1943, which was to have taken place
this week under the terms of the
arbiter's award that ended the contract dispute between the companies
Sinatra
to
Be
"Fall
Guy"
Frank Sinatra will be initiated and the Screen Publicists Guild of
into the Circus Saints and Sinners 28.
New York, Local 114, CIO, has been
as its "fall guy" on Oct. 26, at the deferred to the week starting Oct.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

*
FREDERICK

DECORATED

*

BERG, son of chief booker Sam

of the
20th-Fox
exchange,
Boston,
awarded
the Bronze
Star for merito
service in France.
SCT. DAVIS ROSS, formerly of the B I
accounting department, Chicago, aw.
the Bronze Star.

— * —

*

PROMOTED

*

LT.

MURREL
BOEHM,
formerly Schoenstadt
cuit manager, Chicago, to first lieutenai
2ND
LT. JOHN
NAUCHTON,
AAF,
former
saness manager, Chicago, to 1st lieute
WALLACE
IMMERMAN,
USA, son of Elmer
merman, B & K personnel director, Chi
to sergeant.
JACK
THOMPSON,
USA,
former
Paran
salesman,
Detroit, to corporal.

WILLIAM

• NAVY*

TARNOWSKI,

Radio Theater, Chi

38 w. ^xn st. aist
New York
N. Y.
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UOTAS FIGURE IN FOREIGN TRADE ASS'N

r

:opg Jjl
K(

A Resumes Fronf-of- House Organizing Drive

raf

ibilization of Theater
iployment Situation Is
'y to Alliance's Drive

IJS

HYNDMAN OF EASTMAN HEADS SMPE
Engineering Vice-President Moves to Society's
Top Spot to Establish a Precedent

By LOU PELEGRINE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
test ampaign to unionize front-of- theClimaxing the current three-day
Itbj
se employes in the New
York 56th Semi-Annual Technical Conferloss
ence of SMPE in the local Hotel
theaters which was halted by
P e n n s y 1 vania,
I pie war shortly after it got started
which concludes
ransi been resumed by the IATSE on
scale, it was learned
ough intensive
today, the unopposed election of
fiterday. The Alliance was impelled
suspend the drive by the heavy
Donald E. Hynd(Continued on Page 11)
man to the organization's presi.:
d e n c y was announced last night
vhnd

ceed himself in office, and, consequently, a new president, Hyndman,
was elected by the balloting of the
active, fellow and honorary members. The full slate of incumbent
officers was returned to their respective posts, namely, Loren L.
Ryder, executive vice-president; Arthur C. Downes, editorial vice-president; Arthur S. Dickinson, financial
vice-president; William C. Kunzmann, convention vice-president; E.
Allan Williford, secretary; and M.
at
the
conclave's
re-instituted din- R. Boyer, treasurer. Griffin moves
sk
ner dance, at into the past-president slot now ocwhich Herbert
cupied by Emery Huse, and the latGriffin, incumbent ber. ter takes on status of a usual memna
president,
whose
'ittsburgh — Morris Finkel, city
Establishes a Precedent
term expires Dec.
:ibitor, was elected president of
ied of Western Pennsylvania, sue
31, presided.
Circumstance of Hyndman becomBecause of proDONALD
HYNDMAN
ing president from the office of envision of Article
J 'gton
ding was
M. A.re-elected
Rosenberg.secretary,
Fred Hergineering vice-president is a situaand
tion which until now has not been
IV in the SMPE constitution, Griffin
JLasurer.
eph
Gellman
was
re-elected
(Continued
on Page 8)
Fred Beedle was named is not immediately eligible to suc(Continued
on
Page
4)
S)

. Pa. Allied Elects
nkel President

"7

_3eakin Named Asst. Div.
lgr. for RKO Theaters
-lardie Meakin, manager of Keith's
eater, Washington, has been proved to the newly created post of
(Continued on Page 5)

Stars to Ash Fans
to Purchase Bonds
Washington Bur.. THE

■j '
a

FILM

Beginning ab~ut four weeks before
the drive, a personalized appeal will
be inserted with every star photo
mailed to fans from Columbia, Metro,
Para., RKO, 20th-Fox, Universal and
Warners studios.

Tele for Big Cities
Only, Don Lee View

Boston — Speaking before the an- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — It will be a good
nual Boston Conference on Distribution, Thomas F. Joyce, RCA Victor many years before any city with a
television executive, declared as population of less than half a million can support a television station,
probable that "there will be over
40,000,000 families in the U. S., and Don Lee head Lewis Allen Weiss,
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 14)

DAILY

Hollyword — More than three quarters of a million appeals to buy
Bonds — and to buy them at theaters— will go from film stars to
fans during Sixth War Loan, according to arrangements made by the
Public Information Committee, Western Division.

P

Sees 30 Million Tele
Sets by End of 1955

'Stage Show to Launch 6th
Top 'Names' at Madison
BIR Hears Talent Plaints
On Salary Stabilization
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— First of three or
four sessions in which officials of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue are listening to the plaints built up after
two years of operation under the
(Continued on Page 14)

"Machinery" for Proposed
Group Now Being Mulled
By Distribution Execs.
How the "machinery" of the proposed foreign trade association of
U. S. film companies will operate,
as an aid to the marketing of Hollywood., product in countries overseas,
and in protecting the interests of the
member producers and distributors
of MPPDA in whose interests - the
plan is suggested for harnessing;,
was a topic of discussion and specuation yesterday along local Film
Row.
One of the obvious advantages of
the association would be, it is pointed
out, to participate importantly in
(Continued on Page 8)

Arbitration Squawks
In 2-Month Slump
Only three new demands for arbitration were filed by exhibitors
during the two-month period from
Aug. 17 to Oct. 17, representing the
lowest number of complaints for a
similar period since arbitration under the New York consent decree
became effective.
Inactivity on the part of exhibi(Continued on Page 4)

Goldstein to Selznick
As Pub.-Exploit. Head
Appointment of Jack Goldstein as
Eastern director of publicity and exploitation for David O. Selznick Enterprises, Inc., and Vanguard Films,
Inc., was announced yesterday by
(Continued on Page 4)

Sq. Garden Nov. 20

With top stars of the amusement
world studding the cast, a huge combination radio and stage show will
launch the Sixth War Loan campaign in Madison Square Garden on
Nov. 20, it was announced yesterday by Max Cohen, chairman of the
campaign's special events committee.
Tee-off of the campaign will find
(Continued en Page 14)

Quota Stand Before
U. K. Short Producers
London (By Cable) — British producers of short subjects will meet
here today to decide whether to
support cr oppose the cost test for
the short film made for quota purposes.
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101,270 Pounds Record
Net for British Lion

Picture Pioneers Dinner
To Honor Walter Vincent

[Wac Recruiting Efforts
Win Praise from Terry

Annual dinner of the Picture Pioneers will be billed as Motion Picture Exhibitors Night and will have
Walter Vincent as guest of honor.
"Mr. Vincent has always typified
everything that is fine in the exhibition field," Jack Cohn, house
manager, said yesterday. "In honoring him we will be paying tribute
to all theater owners whose efforts
have helped make the motion picture
industry as respected as it is great."

New York exhibitors, chairmanned
jby Fred Schwartz and Sam Rinzler,
were paid tribute today by Maj. Gen.
i T. A. Terry, Commanding General,
Second Service Command, for their
co-operation with the War Department in thecampaign.
Women's Army Corps
enlistment
In a letter to Francis S. Harmon,
executive director of the War Activities Committee, General
Terry

extended his "sincere" appreciation"
and assured showing of the War DeFrancavilla, Gramaglia
| partment
film, "To the Ladies" is
|"a great stimulus to the General
Seek 702's Presidency
[Jonathan
Mayhew
Wainwright
reResults of balloting for a new j cruiting
Throughcampaign."
the co-operation of Frank
slate of officers are announced by Damis, New Jersey WAC, the recruiting plan has been extended to
the Motion Picture Laboratory Tech- New Jersey.
nicians Union, Local 802, IATSE.
The nominations: John Francavilla (incumbent) and Richard Gramaglia, for president; John Conrad Maryland Stands Favor
and George Waugh (incumbent), Protective V-Day Steps
first vice-president; Vera Dorey (inBaltimore — Questionnaire sent oue
cumbent) and Joseph McCarthy, second vice-president; Nicholas Kou- by Motion Picture Theater Owners
trouby (incumbent) and William of Maryland suggesting that theVermont, secretary-treasurer; Rose
aters stop sale of tickets should anHook and Viola D. LaPreste (incumnouncement ofV-Day come while a
bent), recording secretary; Phil movie is in progress, and refrain
Berner and James Branch (incum- from informing patrons already in
the theater, has evoked 65 favorbent,) sergeant-at-arms.
Three trustees will be elected
able replies, it was learned here yesterday. All but two of the 65 houses
from the following: Paul Press, Arthur Sarnataro, Rose Vanoli, Charles are nabes. Only the downtown Mayand Little have replied to the
Voelpel, Sally Waugh, Dave Wil- fair
son. Twenty-four are contending for recommendation.
the 10 places on the executive board.
The Maryland MPTO's questionnaire gave choice of stopping tickThe election will be held Saturday
at the Fraternal Clubhouse.
et sales when Germany's surrendei
is announced, or risking destructive
celebrations in the theaters.

Chi. Operators Withdraw
Suit vs. Majors, Theater Cos. Cooper-Para. Motions
To be Argued Oct. 24

Chicago — Peter Bridges, attorney
for union operators, suing B & K,
Warner Theaters, Schoenstadt Circuit, Essaness Theaters, RKO, M-GM, United Artists, Paramount, Warner Bros. Pictures, and John Smith,
former union business agent, for
wages due them, which thev were deprived of, by previous agreement allowing one operator per booth, in
smaller theaters, withdrew the case
from Judge Phillip Finnegan"s court.
Bridges said the present union officials would not support the action.

Wife of Herb Berg Dies
Following An Operation

Mrs. Helen Berg, wife of Herbert
London (By Cable) — Net profits of
British Lion soared to a record high Berg, trade press contact for United
of £101,270, the shareholders were Artists and currently for the Sixth
advised yesterday.
War Loan, died early yesterday
morning following an operation. Mrs.
Berg: suffered complications from a
hip fracture two years ago and had
undergone several operations. Two
children also survive.

met A »«T
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Argument on motions by Joseph
H. Cooper for an order confirming,
and another by Paramount for rejection, of a special
master's
recommending
dismissal
of an report
action
against three Colorado corporations
brought by the company for adjudication of its rights to certain stock
in the firms was adjourned yesterday in Federal Court to Oct. 24. The
three corporations are Rialto, Inc.,
Interstate Theaters, Inc., and J. H.
Cooper Enterprises, Inc.
The special master, after extensive hearings, recommended that the
three corporations be dismissed from
the suit on the ground that the court
had no jurisdiction over them and
that they did not transact business
in his state.

Brown Heads Paramount's
Sixth War Loan Com'tee

E. A. Brown has been named chairman of Paramount's participation in
the Sixth War Loan in the Metropolitan area. Brown will appoint a
Harry Godfrey Dead
committee to serve during the drive
Harry Godfrey, 54, production and in obtaining purchases of extra war
copyright manager of Mills Music, Bonds among employes. He is the
general cashier in the home office.
Inc., is dead after a long illness.

October 18, 191

COmmG and GOIflC
M. RICHEY
is due back tomorrow from
to a number of M-C-M exchanges.
HARRY M. KALMINE, assistant general m;
ager of Warner Theaters, and CLAYTON BOK
fi.m
H. buyer for the circuit, are in Washing
for a few days.
visit

DAVE PALFREYMAN is back
Kansas
City and Columbus.

from

Detn

E. sales
T. GOMERSALL,
Universal's
assistant
eral
manager, will
arrive in
Washing*
today for a two-day business trip.
CHARLES

SCHLAIFER,

assistant director

advertising-publicity-exploitation of 20th— I
will arrive in New York today from the Co
THOMAS BAIRD, director of the film divi;
of British Information Services, whose rel
to New York from England has been expe<
for the past week, may arrive today.
TOM
BAILY,
liaison between
the execu
committee
of the
Sixth War
Loan and
Treasury, has reported in to his office in W.
ington.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE left for Toronto last n
EARLE BEATTY, of the M-C-M legal der
ment is vacationing in Virginia. He is
back a week from today.
FREDA KOPELMAN, secretary to Charle
Midelburg
of the
is
vacationing
here. Capitol, Charleston, W.
EDITH
GRAHAM,
Charleston,
W.
Va.
York the first week

amusement
editor of j
Gazette,
will
visit
in December.

M.
N. WOLFF,
New
England
M-G-M
trict manager with headquarters
in Bosto |
in town.
WALTER
BROOKS, assistant to H. M.
returns today from Detroit.
TOM
DONALDSON,
leaves today for his
day visit.

Boston
M-G-M
mar
headquarters after

BORISstaff,
KAPLAN,
of Coast
Paramount's
talent
leaves head
for the
Friday. E;

A.
). O'KEEFE,
Universal's
western
manager,
left yesterday
for Chicago
am
Midwest, and will return at the week-end
)ULES B. WEILL, Ross Federal Service E I
division
manager,
leaves
tomorrow
on a:
to Cincinnati,
C'eveland,
Pittsburgh,
Wa
ton
and Philadelphia.
ALEC

MOSS,

Paramount

exploitation i

ger,
from a week's trip tc
lanta has
and returned
New Orleans.
0. 0. DULL, M-C-M producer, is a
Waldorf-Astoria
from California.
TED
SCHLANCER,
zone
manager for V
Theaters in the Philade.phia terruory, and
TURNER
and LOU
DAVIDOFF,
film buyer i
in New York for home office conferences,
i
L. J. KAUFMAN, Warner Bros. Thl
executive, left yesterday for a business tj
Cleveland.

Corp. Grover Brown Killed
Evansville,

ttj~
Brown,
K3|
soldier
"
battle
Fraiice Sept.

Ind. —

Corp.

Gij

who played a Gei>
in "Sahara"
diei.j
with
the German
25.

Mrs. Rehfield Dies
Bloomfield, la.— Mrs. H. E.
field, wife of the operator of the
Theater, is dead.
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"Henry's on line trying to get tickets and we're
wondering if we'll ever see him again! "
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mpire-U Unaffected
By Rank-Odeon Deal
Toronto — The reported deal whereby J. Arthur Rank may acquire an
interest in Odeon circuit of Canada
will not disturb the distribution arrangements already set with EmpireUniversal on Rank productions, it
was learned here yesterday. Rank's
representative, John Davis, is due
here sometime during the week of
Oct. 29 with the final agreement for
a coast-to-coast circuit affiliation
and, while the name of the circuit
has not been identified, all indications point to Odeon, according to
industry authorities here.

W. Pa. Allied Elects
(Continued from Page 1)
vice-president. Rosenberg was elected to the board of directors. Frank
Panoplos was retained on the board
and Harry Walker succeeded Guy
Eda.
Feature address yesterday by Abram F. Myers, board chairman and
general counsel of national Allied,
wras a complete review of the consent
decree. Martin Smith, Allied prexy,
discussing industry relations, explained his opposition to the continuance of the War Activities Committee after hostilities cease. Exhibitors who are co-operating one hundred per cent and without question,
are dissatisfied with "the big shots
grabbing the glory." They are not
unmindful of the job to be done, nor
do they seek individual publicity. Exhibitors resent the physical handling of WAC with too many "big
shots" crowding
each other.
By resolution the exhibitors
thanked retiring President Rosenberg for his good and faithful service and they wished him a speedy
return to excellent health. They
also wished the same for Frank
Horning, president of the Maryland
exhibitor organization. H. M. Richey
was a speaker for Metro. More than
100 registered for the convention.
An out-of-territory guest was A. G.
Constant of Steubenville. Banquet
last night closed the convention.
Ralph Boots Stricken
Greenfield, Ind. — Ralph Boots, who
operated the Riley here, died from
heart disease.

SEND l!li!TIII),n
GREETINGS TO..
October 18
Miriam Hopkins
Bob Custer
Lamar
Trotti

Guy Wonders
A len Usher
H. J. Yates, Jr.

BOOOK
dinner, Wa!

Mayer farewell dinner,
Tonight:
A-thur L.
dorf-Astoria.
final
session,
Hot
Today:
SMPE
convention
Pennsylvania.
Today: Al.ec Service and Altec-Lansing busine
conference,
Hollywood.
Today:
W.-st Virginia Theater Owners
meetin
Daniel Boone Hotel, Charleston.

• •
•
HISTORY
DEPARTMENT
There comes
to Phil M.'s
desk the minutes of the iirst meeting to form an exhibitors' association
in Ohio, the granddaddy of the present Ohio ITO
The document
is dated Feb. 10, 1909, and tells of how 20 theatermen met at the
Hartmon Hotel in Columbus in response to a call sent out by the
Toledo Film Exchange ....-• which goes to show you that if the distributors now find exhib. organizations in their hair, they have nobody
to blame but themselves for instigating their founding
Well, anyway, the big problem of 1909 was not rentals or clearance or extended runs, but whether the exhibitors should favor the "independent
manufacturers
and renters" or the Motion Picture Patents Co
According to the record, the ranks were divided on the subject but
they decided to go ahead
and set up an association regardless of
which side of the controversy the members favored
W. C. Quimby
of Zanesville was elected president and Max Stearn of Columbus was
elected secretary
Of the 20 persons who attended, only nine apparently were willing to put up $5 apiece to defray expenses
Obviously the original intent was not a strictly Ohio organization inasmuch as the charter members included George Spathelf and B. E. Reynolds of Ann Arbor, Mich
It was decided to hold another meeting
on Feb. 24 at the Neil House to set up a permanent organization
We don't know whether it was held or not
for sending us the historical document
T

T

Thanks to Pete Wood
T

• • • APPLAUSE IN ORDER: To the gang on FILM DAILY
who worked with M/Sgt. David Golding that citation given the Mediterranean edition of the Stars & Stripes by Lt. Gen. Mark Clark brings
deep satisfaction. .. .Read its text and you'll comprehend
staff has shown keen judgment in balancing the news against the
space available so as to present a comprehensive picture of
events
By high journalistic standards, achieved through
and conscientious efforts of all members of its staff, The
Stripes has made an important contribution to the morale and

"The
limited
current
sincere
Stars &
general

welfare of the armed forces"
So along with the Clark citation
to Managing Editor Dave Golding of the Stars & Stripes goes Phil M.'s
own decoration, the Order of Applause (with Two Palms)
T
▼
T
• •
•
CABLEGRAM:
Maj. Clark Gable, home from the wars, to
return to work for M-G M, tells this one on himself
It seems a
two-headed
man was sitting in the lobby of a London
hotel when

Today:
Theater
0<vners
Caro'ina
convention,
Today:Pittsburgh.
Allied MPTO
of
Nov.

11:
Loan

Motion
dinner,

of Nj:th
and
Sou'
Charlotte.
Western
Pennsylvani

Picture Associates
Hotel Astor.

Sixth

W

Nov. Square
14:
Uth
of
Stars,"
Mad'/
Garden. "Night
16: Picture
Pioneers
dinner, Waldorf-A
tcria.
Nov. 20: Sixth War Lean campaign opens wi
mammoth
Madison
Square
Garden
Radi
Stage Show.
Nov. 24-25: Variety Clubs of America conventlo
Statler Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Nov.

Dec. 7:
Sixth Television
War Loan "Free
Movie Day."
Dec.
11-12:
Broadcasters
Associati i
of Conference, Hotel Commodore.
Dec. 16: Sixth War Loan campaign closes
Jan. 21-22: Theater Owners Association of Not
and South
Carolina
convention,
Chariot

Arbitration Squawks
!n 2-Month Slump
(Continued from Page 1)

tors in the filing of complaints
regarded in trade circles as an inc
cation that the independent oper
tors are awaiting
the outcome
the decree negotiations before see
ing further adjustments.
There
a feeling
in the trade, also, th
there will be no further
develo
ments on the future of the deer
until after
the Presidential
ele;
tions.
Meanwhile, no date has been s1
for hearings on the Department
Justice's
recommendations
for |
modified decree.

Goldstein to Selznick
As Pub.-Exploit. Head
(Continued from Page 1)
Neil Agnew, vice-president.
Go
stein recently
resigned
from
2C
Century-Fox
where he was publicmanager.

"Gable's not like that," he told the two-headed man, "he's not conceited,
he's not stuck up — he's a regular guy"
The two-headed
man
thought a while, then said, "I guess you're right
I'm wrong
Gable probably just didn't recognize me"......
T
T
T

Goldstein has held important pi
licity and advertising posts in 11
amusement business since 1919, h;
ing served with the Netoco, Pal
mount-Publix
in Boston,
Shub >t
theaters in New England, RKO taters in Brooklyn and Long IsIe 1
and RKO theaters in New Engla
Later he was
exploitation direc r
for United Artists and subsequen 7
held an important post with Wit

•

Disnev in the exploitation of "F-.j-

Gable
walked
by
"Hello,
Clark,"
said one head
"Hi'ya,
Gable," said the other
Gable ignored both salutations walked
right by
"Why that conceited so-and-so," stormed the two-headed
man, "that egostistical Hollywood
ham, that stuck-up this-and-that!"
A mild little fellow in the lobby interrupted the tirade

•

O

COURAGE:

There must be something about the wearing

of the uniform that gives our bachelor lads courage to say "I do,"
which they couldn't do before
Anyway, that's the way it is with
two more of Mort Blumenstock's former publicity boys over at Warners T/Cpl. Lester Dember is the latest to march down the aisle,
with Lt. Leonard Spinrad set to hit the trail next month
Monroe
Rubinger, now out of service, is another recent benedict, and before
that came Lt. Robert Schulberg and a few others
T
T
▼
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

UJEDDMG BELL!
tasia." West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DA I

Hollywood — Mary Akin Care
widow of Edwin Carewe, direc
and producer, will be married
Nov. 11 to Gerard Colcord, archit

(1
r
r
t.
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etroit Stage Hands
?in WLB Increase
Detroit — Award of increases to
ileal 38, Stagehands, IATSE, by the
jgional War Labor Board came as
surprise locally, inasmuch as the
,;nel hearing the case turned in a
pjority report by the public and inistry members denying; the incase. However, detailed report by
eorge Clancy, secretary of the Mupians Union, as minority labor
.ember, was sufficiently strong to
•rsuade the Board itself.
4 ,, Increases
are
effective
in the
nited Detroit and Wisper & Wetsjan Circuits, and also in the Fox,
lollywood, Paradise, and RKO Upwn Theaters — practically all stage
Jt'iiow and motion picture theaters
rge enough to employ stage hands
a.
hthe Detroit are
| They are granted an increase of
in per week per man, made retroacve to Jan. 1, or about $250 per
an. They had asked for retroac'Ue of November,
1942.
The in■ease amounts to 7% per cent inead of the 10 per cent sought by
,he stagehands.
They are now seeking other in: eases throueh Form 10 Procedure
afore the WLB
in other depart... tents.
In Jam Handy
Organiza. t on, motion picture producers, stage•:,;ands have won
agreement,
now
litinsr WLB aDDroval, of increase
.;Lrom $1.75 to $2.00 per hour for
affers, plus the important addition
on with pay for
eks' vacati
f two wely
11 steadi
employed men.
-: In legit, theaters, they are seeki ia\ also through agreed procedure
nder Form 10, to raise department
eads $2.50 per week, and all extra
nen 25 cents per show.

[ectkin Named Asst. Div.
Igr. for RKO Theaters

BRIEflllG THE DRY'S ilEUJS
WB

Hosting Mervyn LeRoy

Warners will hold a reception in
honor of Mervyn LeRoy, who is rejoining the company shortly with his
Arrowhead Productions, on Friday
in the Vanity Fair Room of the
Sherry-Netherland Hotel, with Jack
L. Warner acting as chief host.
0

it was announced yesterday by Robert M. Weitman, chairman of the
producing committee.

•
All-Hillbilly Precedent

Fabian's St. George Theater, S. I.,
set a precedent last night with an
all-hillbilly program, embracing
Para.'s "National Barn Dance" plus
a Hillbilly Jamboree staged by Edgar
Mayer Dinner a Sell-out
There are just no more tickets to Goth, Fabian district ad-publicity
director.
the "Aloha" dinner being tendered
•
to Arthur L. Mayer tonight at the
Buys
Play
Before
Production
Starlight Room of the Waldorf-Astoria. So please, Harry Brandt and
Warners in a pre-production deal
David Weinstock plead, don't call has bought screen rights, reportedup the WAC for tickets.
ly advancing $150,000 against a ceil•
ing price of $300,000 (difference to
be paid in weekly payments based
20th-Fox's Four on Broadway
on box-office percentage) of Herman
Twentieth Century-Fox's musical,
"Sweet and Lowdown" starring Ben- Shumlin's psychological stage thrilny Goodman and his Band, opens at
ler, "The Visitor," which opened last
the Globe, giving company four pic- night at Henry Miller's
Theater.
•
tures playing simultaneously on
Wayne as Canteen Emcee
Broadway, others being "Laura,"
(Roxy); "Wilson" (Victoria), and
Jerry Wayne, Roxy's current headliner, will emcee the first anniver"Dangerous Journey," (Gotham).
•
sary party of the Newspaper Guild
Canteen Oct. 27.
"Creek" Preview for Exhibs.
•
Special invitations have gone forward to exhibs. in the New York Kennedy Nazi Prisoner
metropolitan area to attend the inRadio Gunner Sergeant Ed Kennedy, formerly of the accounting divitational preview of Paramount's
"Frenchman's Creek" to be held at
vision of RKO Radio's foreign department, reported missing in action
the Normandie next Monday.
•
since Aug. 17, is now safe, though
a German prisoner of war.
On Notre Dame Rally Com.
•
Charles M. Reagan, Para, vicepresident, has been named a member Bob Condon Joins "This Week"
Robert Condon, recently resigned
of the Honorary Committee in charge
of the annual Notre Dame-Army from the WAC, where he was assistant to Francis S. Harmon, co-ordiRally Nov. 10 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Among other member's are Postmas- nator, has joined the staff of This
ter General Frank C. Walker and Week magazine, Sunday supplement, as an associate editor.
George J. Schaefer.

•
Forest Hills House to Skouras

•
"Daffy Dittys" as UA Series

John Sutherland and Larry Morey
Operation of the Midway Theater,
have
decided upon the name of
Forest
Hills,
L.
I.,
has
passed
from
Go,
RKO to the Skouras circuit under "Daffy Dittys" for their new Tech(Continued from Page 1
nicolor animated cartoon series for
ssistant division manager of RKO the alternate operating agreement; UA release.
RKO had the house for two years
Ilouses in the Cincinnati and Dayton and it will be under Skouras masI erritories, it was announced yester- agement for the next two years and "Rock" in Twin Coast Bow
■n j'lay by Sol A. Schwartz,
Hollywood and San Francisco pregeneral then go back to RKO for another
!?, Hlmanager of RKO's out-of-town the- two-year period.
miere dates for "Thunder Rock," an
aters. The Keith in Washington
•
English Film, Inc. release, has been
;;;vill be added to the territory. Sol
set for Friday.
Mtftporkin has been promoted to the "Two Yanks" Set for Globe
•
Edward Small's UA release Leo Burnstine Wounded
v.: managership of Keith's. Meakin has
ii»lal»een with RKO in Washington for "Abroad With Two Yanks," will go
Springfield, 111. — Leo Burnstine,
into the Globe following the i*un of owner-manager
direcMf-4 years.
of the State and
A
"Sweet and Low Down."
Southtown, is hospitalized at St.
•
Norton's Nephew Killed
left leg.with a pistol wound in his
John's
Alleged Absconders Nabbed
Amherst, Mass. — Horton Grant,
Memphis, Tenn. — Wanted on a
•
19-year-old nephew of screen actor charge of absconding with $7,212
Cecil Vogel Recovers
Edward Everett Horton, was killed
from
Loew's
State
here
last
July
3,
last week in an automobile accident Johan Klinck, former assistant manMemphis, Tenn. — Col. Cecil Vogel,
near Amherst College, where he was
manager
of Loew's Palace who has
ager,
and
Richard
Covington,
for•<a student in his junior year.
mer chief of service, are under ar- been seriously ill for several months,
rest in San Francisco, where, ac- has completely recovered and is back
cording to police, they have con- in harness.
•
fessed.
TO THE COLORS

2

11!

•

*

DECORATED

LT. BOB BERC'N, AAF,
Elm St., Worcester,

*

former assistant at the
Mass., Air Medal.

Havana Closes Theaters

(Havana (By Cable)— This city's
Sinatra
at "Night of Stars"
Frank Sinatra will sing at the theaters closed yesterday afternoon

eleventh annual "Night of Stars" at as a hurricane precautionary measMadison Square Garden on Nov. 14, ure.

IN NEW POSTS
]. UTIGARD,
CUY BLACK,

manager, Oriental, Portland, Ore.
projectionist, Lyons Theater, Lyons,

CARL Neb.
KRUMRIE,
operator, State, Omaha.
GEORGE
NASH,
booker,
Universal,
Omaha.
HAROLD
LEVY, booker,
Universal,
Philadelphia.
GEORGE PACE, Brandeis Theater, Omaha.
IRA CRANE,
manager,
Bonham,
Fairbury,
Neb.
ELMER
DUNAS,
salesman,
Columbia,
Omaha.
JAY VISOCKIS,

assistant manager, Grand, Chi-

cago.
Time. WETZEL,
ROBERT

editorial board, March

of

HARRY MOORE, manager, Paramount Theater,
Cedar Rapids,
la.
HORACE SPENCER, manager, States, Cedar
Rapids.

Gov't (losing Schine
Prosecution Monday
Buffalo — The Schine anti-trust
trial yesterday was adjourned until
2 p.m. Monday, when the Government will wind up its case and call
its final witnesses. The adjournment was necessary in order to permit Robert L. Wright of the D of J
to return to Washington where he
has other commitments. His trip to
the capital will not be for arguments
in connection with the Crescent case
because they have been set down for
November 6 and 7. (The 7th is not
aElection
holidayDay).
in Washington although
Speculation was high here last
night as to whom Schine will call as
defense witnesses the week after
next. Some observers believe the
country's best known distributor
heads will be in Buffalo to offer testimony in behalf of Schine.
Latest Government witnesses before the adjournment were William
Tishkoff, operator of the Webster
Theater, Rochester; Irving Cohen of
Rochester, a Salamanca and Coining exhibitor, and Peter Vournakis,
Watertown exhibitor. They followed
Hubert P. Wallace, suburban exhibitor, who up to the present time holds
the record for being on the stand
longest as a Government witness.
All asserted they were unable to
obtain good product in the face of
Sohine opposition.

WAC's Exhibit Steals
War Show in Albany
Albany — "Movies Go To War" exhibit set up by Charles A. Smakwitz,
local WAC
public relations chairman, attracted huge crowds during
the Capital District War Show held
in the Albany armory.
A

little theater

was

partitioned

off carrying the sign "War Movie
Theater," where scenes from world
battlefronts played to packed houses
all during the exhibit. The reels
were supplied by the Mrtion Picture
Branch, U. S. Army, Industrial Services Division, through the co-operation of Maj. Monroe Greenthal.
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HYNDMAN OF

Quotas' Importance
een in Trade Assn.

Another school of thought being
advanced in the framing of the foreign trade association holds that all
major producer-distributor companies here make a sufficient number
of "suitable" pix for all markets
each season or calendar year so that
the association could accept from
each company a list of "nominations," and, from these, make up an
annual "block" to meet export needs,
and, at the same time, protect the
MPPDA members themselves from
partiality, which might easily cause
friction both in their ranks and
among their representatives abroad.
This is being termed the other main
facet of the plan. Which of the two
will be finally adopted when company counsel get through weighing
the facts and expectancies, or whether both angles will interlock, depending upon the various types of
quota
regulations
which
foreign

FEmfllE TOUCH
ADA

MAZER, secretary to Barney Pitkin, RICO
manager.
New
Haven.

MAE

SCHOLLE,
Cincinnati.

secretary-booker. Film Classics,

McCANN VINSON, Paramount
ing department, Cincinnati.

DORIS IRENE
dianapolis.
MRS. SHIRLEY

ROGERS,
BORRELLO

account-

cashier, M-C-M,
is the new

In-

chief of

service at RKO - Schine - Keith's, Syracuse, and is being assisted by DOROTHY
CALANOS.
MRS.

OLIVE SCHAAR is the new secretary in
the Loew's State manager's office, Syraeust.
EDNA BACHMAN, cashier, Convent Theater,
Chicago.

NETTIE

TURNBY, stenographer. Western
ater Supply Company, Omaha.

HEADS SMPE

g Vice-President Moves to Society's
Engineerin
Top Spot to Establish a Precedent

I Continued from Page 1)
film quotas, as and when these are
more or less definitely established in
the post-war era, and enable the individual films best suited to exhibition in each country to play the
screens of that country. Much stress
is being: placed by observers on this
latter angle.
Selectivity One Angle
Tentatively, channels close to the
establishment of the association are
agreed that if the marketing of films
abroad is done by putting the most
suitable product of MPPDA member
producer-distributor firms in foreign
houses, box-office grosses will be
greater and American prestige advanced, along with international
good-will. This would mean that
some costly films, popular in the U.
S. but held less appropriate for overseas consumption, might not be given
the opportunity to compete for its
potential world gross. On the other
hand, a film of moderate budget,
comparatively, could be used in its
stead for houses abroad. Thus one
of the over-all plans for distribufactor.tion envisions "selectivity" as a big

LOUISE

sftn$
3
EASTMAN

The-

THEATER DEALS

Memphis, Tenn. — The De Sot I
nabe house, was purchased from ,
T. Lester by R. W. Tyson, and Waj |
^m^^^^^z^^
(Continued from Page 1)
^=^^^^^^^
ner Williams, Sr., of Jackson, Misi
amateur, professional and color Tyson until recently operated
experienced in Society annals. There- of
fore, John A. Maurer, an SMPE cinematography.
chain of theaters at Jackson, whei!
governor, was appointed to serve as
For their jointly authored paper, Williams was associated with hirj
engineering vice-president by the "The Removal of Hypo and Silver Williams will manage the De Sotj
board until it meets early next year. Salts from Photographic Materials
This leaves the board of governors as Affected by the Composition of
Water Valley, Miss. — Leon Rou.J
one member shy.
the Processing Solutions," John I. tree, owner of the Holly Spring j
New governors elected are J. I. Crabtree, George T. Eaton and Lo- theater, has purchased the loeJ
well E. Muehler, of Kodak Research Grand.
Crabtree, Peter Mole, and C. R. Daly.
Re-elected were R. 0. Strock and Laboratory, received the SMPE
H. W. Moyse. These five, along with Journal Award for 1944.
la. — John
R. Lew'
Members who were made Fellows andState
Mrs. Center,
Lewis have
purchased
til
Frank E. Carlson, Charles W. Handley, Edward M. Honan, Clyde R. of the Society last night were Earl State Theater.
Keith, Earl I. Sponable, and Wallace L. Arnold, Eastman Kodak; F. T.
V. Wolfe, comprise the board as it Bowditch, National Carbon; Dr. PeSpringfield, 111.— Fox Midwest Th
ter C. Goldmark, Columbia Broad- aters, Inc. has purchased the Li:
is duly constituted, less Maurer's
casting System; Barton Kreuzer, coin Theater building which the eij
participation.
RCA Victor; Dr. Wallace Lozier, cuit has operated for a number j
Two Awards Presented
Formal announcement was made National Carbon; C. J. Staud, Eastman Kodak; and James R. WilkinHuntsville, Mo. — Ray Jeanette h
son, of the West Coast studios of years.
at last night's dinner of the Society's
taken over the Roxy.
Paramount
Pictures.
awarding to John G. Capstan7, Eastman research scientist, of its ProgThe dinner-dance was largely atress Medal for 1944, in recognition
Antioch, 111.— William
E. Nelsn
tended, and registration for the first
of the latter's advancement of mo- two days of the conference was above has sold his interest in the Lak
Theater to his partner Bill Lemke
tion picture technology in the field the 300-mark.
Portland, Ore.— C. G. Anderson j
Walsh Praises Altec Co-op. Walla
Metro's Accounts to Get
Walla, Wash., is the new owj
With IA Projectionists
er of the New Star theater hei|
Exploitation Assistance
purchasing the house from Claren i
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY Pallay for $25,000.
Hollywood — At Altec Service CorEvery theater owner playing MDetroit — Tyler Kennedy has tak
G-M product will be contacted diporation's annual conference's openrectly or indirectly by a salesman
ing session, Richard F. Walsh, In- over the Elite Theater from Geor
or exploitation representative and
ternational president of IATSE, ex- Curran.
given whatever assistance necessary
pressed gratification for the spirit
Youngstown, O. — Peter Wellm 1
in the promotion of forthcoming of co-operation existing between the
purchased the Home from Har |
product, under a plan adopted at a corporation's field personnel and has
Steinberg.
recent meeting of field men with IATSE projectionists and paid tribWilliam Ferguson, director of exute to the men who have kept theChicago — S. R. Spector and ass
ploitation. Anumber of exchanges
ater' sound reproducing equipment
already have put the plan into effect running on a quality basis during ciates have purchased the Jeff Th
ater from Halper Co.
and within the next few weeks every the war period.
Addresses were made by President Carleton Eelsey Dies
branch will co-operate in the company's policy to aid. all M-G-M out- G. L. Carrington, Vice-President H. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI.
lets. Every theater on the com- M. Bessey, Comptroller E. Z. WaltHollywood — Carleton Kelsey,
ers, J. K. Hilliard and Stanley Paripany's books will be blanketed by
seau, Los Angeles district manager. orchestra leader of Ken Murray
the new promotional service idea.
"Blackouts
of 1945" and
form
screen and radio musical directi
countries enact, is not clear at pres- their regulations, frequently vitiat- died of a heart attack,
ing international practices in order
ent.
Shorts and Newsreels Too
to obtain the effects of 100 per cent
Aside from feature product, shorts nationalistic propaganda on screens. Joe Hall Dies in Fire
and newsreels will come in for close
That U. S. companies have no inPortsmouth, Va. — Joe Hall, opei)|
tention of .knuckling to repetitious
study under the plan.
Genesis of the foreign trade asso- situations explains, in brief, why a tor of the Lyric, perished in flam
Tj
ciation, which is not a new idea, as trade association is virtually certain which destroyed the theater.
blaze, which started in the boo
to emerge.
spread rapidly.
pointed out in these columns yesterday, can be traced to the period im- Wood to Direct One
mediately following the rise to power
of the Nazi and Fascist tenets in
"Eccew-trtcles"?
Skirball-Manning Pic
Europe and Japan. During MussoMichael
Todd, Broadway producer,
lini's erstwhile tenux'e in Italy proper, U. S. films took a bad beating West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
will pull another rabbit out of his
Hollywood — Sam Wood has joined
from the angle of discrimination
hat when he sponsors a midnight
springing from dictatorial legisla- forces for one picture with Jack H.
spook and magic show, with a cast
Skirball
and
Bruce
Manning,
United
tion. All representations by MPPDA
made up of players in his current
Artists
producers,
and
will
direct
and the State Department went for
offerings, tentatively scheduled to
naught, and even at that time a for- Claudette Colbert and Don Ameche
open Hallowe'en at the 48th St.
eign trade association was reconsid- in "Guest Wife" based on an original
Cinema. The house will continue
ered by the trade here, but held story by John B. Klorer, with screenits normal policy of films while the
play by Klorer and Manning.
useless because "the horse had
new legit attraction, "Spork ScanWood recently announces indepenalready been stolen." Germany,
dals," will be shown midnight-iy on
Japan and satellite partners were
a reserved seat basis.
dent production at Columbia of "Juequally contemptuous of the Amer- bal
Troop" which will also star Miss
Colbert.
ican film's position as evidenced by
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Three were his to Love • • •
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jle (or Big Cities
lyr Don Lee View
(Continued from Page 1)
|d the FCC yesterday.
Appearing
the commission's frequency allo;ion hearings, Weiss said he ared at that minimum by counting
\000 family units for the city of
),000, figuring tele receivers in
per cent of these homes. No
pup of less than 12,500 tele revers would be attractive to an
Sertiser, he said.
feiss estimated
that the large
•tropolitan
centers — New
York,
icago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles
Packard Manufacturing Co. of
Minnnapolis, headed by Homer E.
Capehart, has perfected a process
for recording tele programs on
waxed records, it was disclosed
here yesterday by Raymond Binney who said that a public dentonstr"tion is planned within a
month.
jjd a few others — could support six
e transmitters each, but said that
Revision is a luxury for which
sidents of smaller cities will have
jt wait."
Self-sunporting
small cities
will not be service
an acality "for a long time to come."
i added that chain telecasting
>uld not materially alter this picre.
The Don Lee station in Los
iAngeles, he said, has an operating ove-head of $150 per hour, a
ba=e figure on which must be
added production costs. He said
he is especially worried about
production costs b?cause of the
various craft unions "insinuatinfi themselves into the picture."
adding that the claims of 23
unions in Ho'lywood would have
"the color of validity."
Don Lee believes in proceeding at
ce with commercial service, Weiss
id, declaring that color is "a re?te development." When FCC Genal Counsel Charles R. Denny asked
m about the investment
loss if
le were to be moved to the ultraeh frequencies, Weiss
estimated
at Don Lee has a quarter-million
'Par inves+ment
in tele now — a
rge part of which would be a total
ps.
Chairman
James
Lawrence
v at first objected to this line of
'pstinning — declaring it not pertitat — but subseauentlv withdrew his
•ipction and agreed that the ques1",'TI? was important to the issue.
Weiss said in reeard to produc-
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reviews of new m.ms
"To Have and

"And Now Tomorrow"
with Alan Ladd, Loretta
ward Young, Susan Hay-

Have Not"

with Humphrey B:gart
Warners
100 Mins.
FIRST-RATE MELODRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT; NEWCOMER LAUREN BACALL AN EYE OPENER.
Inspired by Ernest Hemingway's novel
"To Have and Have Not," Howard Hawks
has produced a forceful if disjointed melodrama that is a sort of "Casablanca" of the
West Indies. Intrigue in which sex plays
an important part makes the film a potent
box office lure, for the men especially.
The picture, vivid, cokrful entertainment
alive with commotion, is compounded of
familiar ingredients dished out attractively.
The scene is Mart^nque in 1940. The
air is filled with conspiracy, with agents
of Vichy lined up against friends of Free
France. An American who operates a
cabin cruiser, becomes embroiled in the
feud — on the side of the Free French, cf
course. How he crosses up the Vichyites
makes an exciting and engrossing story.
Humphrey Bogart perfroms stalwartly as
the hero. As his romantic vis-a-vis the film
introduces Lauren Bacall — reedy, sultry,
throaty-voiced. Playing an adventuress, she
brings a strrng sex appeal to her scenes.
The boys will find her dynamite. Another surprise is the presence cf Hoagy Carm'chael,
the song composer, in the cast. Walter
Brennan is seen at his best as an alcoholic.
There is plenty of zing to Hawks' direction.
CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Walter Brennan,
Lauren Bacall, Dclores Moran, Hoagy Carmichael, Walter Molnar, Sheldon Leonard, Marcel Dalio, Walter Sande, Dan Seymour, Aldo
Nadi, Paul Marion, Patricia Shay, Pat West,
Emmet Smith, Sir Lancelot.
CREDITS: Producer, Howard Hawks; Director,
Howard Hawks; Screenplay, Jules Furthman,
William Faulkner; Based on novel by Ernest
Hemingway; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Art Director, Charles Ncvi; Sound, Oliver S. Carretson;
Film Editor, Christian Nyby; Special Effects,
Roy Davidson, Rex Wimpy; Set Decorator,
Casey Roberts; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.
DIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Philco Asks Tele Station
Permit for Arlington
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Construction permit
for a new experimental television
station is asked of the FCC by
Philco Radio and Television Corp.,
for Arlington, Va., a suburb of Washington. Assignment to channel four
was asked, with A5 and special emission, power of three kilowatts peak
for visual and three kilowatts for
aural.
This will anchor the chain of seven
relay stations already approved,
which will swing down from Phila">n that special events are much delphia.
itter received bv tele viewers than
•p stas-ed productions, and said that perimentation is not concluded, Goldoiection* to the small size of the mark said, but he believes "the new
reen (10 x 12") are heard more system would be superior to any
om those who have never seen the
utilized." also stated that to per■rvi^e than from those accustomed yetGoldmark
' viewing.
mit comfortable viewing by several
Pete C. Gpldmark, chief tele en- persons, tele pictures will have to be
ineer for CBS. provided extensive larger. Plans for post-war receivSrhn^al discussion of the progress
ers call for projected pictures several times as large as pre-war
' "CBS-type" television — ultra high
images.
■equency color transmission.
Ex-

Paramount

85 Mins.

TEAR -INCITING FILM IS WORTHY
DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT OF SPECIAL APPEAL TO WOMEN.
The Rachel Field novel has been turned
into a satisfactory screen drama under the
capable guidance of Associate Prcducer
Fred Kohlmar. The picture is one that
tity. appeal strongly to the femmes, from
will
whom it should elicit tears in generous quan-

!A's Front of-House
Drive is Resumed
(Continued from Page 1)
and constant turnover in the ranks
of ushers, cashiers and doormen
caused by the draft and by the lure
of better-payinT work in war industries and elsewhere.

In explaining the IATSE's decision to go ahead with its organizational drive at this time, Joseph
Basson, special Alliance representative supervising the campaign, said
that the situation in the fieli of
"And Now Tomorrow" is the moving front-of-the-theater labor "is beginstory of the daughter of a wealthy family
ning to getthis
more
less stabilized."
was orespecially
true in
cursed by a deafness that threatens to ruin He added
her romantic happiness. To her rescue the case of doormen and cashiers.
comes a young doctor frcm the other side
3 Locals Conduct Drive
of the tracks. In curing her he falls in
The drive is being conducted by
love with her. The hitch is that the girl three locals created two years ago
is engaged to be married to one of her
when the IATSE announced its inown set. The problem is solved when the patention to organize front-of-thetient discpvers her fiance and sister are
house help in the city's film theaters.
carrying on a romance. It's the old story The locals are B-170, which is looktJd in interesting terms.
after Brooklyn and Queens; BThe acting is first-rate. Alan Ladd and 171, ing
which covers Manhattan, and
Loretta Young play doctor and patient. The
fiance and the sister are enacted by Barry B-172, which is in charge of the organizational work in the Bronx. LoSullivan and Susan Hayward.
cal B-171 is serving as the pivot of
Irving Pichel's excellent direction makes the drive.
the most of every dramatic opportunity.
CAST: Alan Ladd, Loretta Young, Susan
A contributing factor in the
Hayward, Barry Sullivan, Beulah Bondi, Cecil
Kel.away, Crant Mitchell, Helen M^ck, Darryl IATSE's decision to press its drive
Hickman, Anthony L. Caruso, Jonathan Hale, in the film field at this time is the
Conrad
Ccnnie Leon, George M. Carle-1 success the Alliance's Legitimate
ton, Leo Binyon,
Bulgakov.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Fred Kohlmar; Theater Employes Union, Local BDirector, Irving Pichel; Screenplay, Frank Par- 183, has had in negotiating a new
tos, Raymond Chandler; Based on novel by contract with the League of New York
Rachel Fie'd; Musical Score, Victor Young; Cam- Theaters in behalf of front-of-theeraman, Daniel L. Fapp; Art Directors, Hans.
Dreier, Hal Pereira; Special Effects, Farciot house labor in the legit, field here.
Edouart: Film Editor, Duncan Mansfield; Sound, The IA won increases all along the
Earl Hayman, Joel Moss; Set Decorator, Ted line. Under the new agreement with
von Hemert.
the legit, theaters ushers are jumped
DIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
from $11 to $15 per week, directresses from $13 to $17, chief ushers
Zcmuck Party in Omaha
from $15 to $20, ticket takers and
backstage doormen from $22.50 to
For "Wilson" Premiere
$27. The frbnt-of-the-house workOmaha — Darryl F. Zanuck, accomers in the legit, theater were organized at about the same time the
panied by Roddy McDowall, John IATSE launched
its initial drive in
Payne, George Jessel, Carole Lan- the film field.
dwis, Sheila Ryan and Mary AnderAbandoned
Usher Drive
son, arrived yesterday for tonight's
The
IATSE's
movement
to organMidwest
the Omahapremiere
theater. of "Wilson" at
ize ushers, doormen and cashiers in
While here Zanuck will visit his the film houses started in the Spring
old home town of Wahoo and re- of 1942 on a minor scale, with ushers
ceive an honorary degree from the as the main target of the union.
University of Nebraska at Lincoln. The drive was abandoned while the
IA busied itself with organizing
Rodney Bush, 20th-Fox exploita- front-of-the-house help in the legit.
tion chief, spent several days here
making preliminary arrangements. houses. Whem the IA was ready to
tackle the film theaters once more
Other arrangements* are being han- the war had changed the situation,
dled by Arnold Stoltz of the New
with the IA announcing that the drive
York home office special events de- would be deferred until the time was
partment, Walter Hoffman, expoliv
teer from Minneapolis, Omaha The- more favorable.
ater Manager Rolling K. Stonebrook
Nebraska.
Radio
spot announceand William Miskell, Tri-States Thements have been continuous for the
aters district manager.
All 2,000 seats are reserved at past two weeks and all of the local
$1.10 for the premiere. Tri-State radio stations are having talks by
officials from Des Moines, as well as the stars and plan to discuss the picture as well as review it on the air.
local dignitaries will be special
Prior to the opening, the stars entertained at Army and Navy camps,
Banners and placards all over the
guests.
flying from one to another in B-17
city read, "Welcome Home, Darryl bombers.
Zanuck,"
because he was born in

Starring

VERA HRUBA RALSTON
RICHARD ARLEN
ERICH VON STROHEIM
with

OTTO KRUGER
EDUARDO CIANNELLI
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
MONA BARRIE
GEORGE
Original

SHERMAN,
Story

Adaptation
Screenplay

by

Director

ELIZABETH

by DANE
by DORIS

MEEHAN

LUSSIER
GILBERT

I__3I i

A REPUBLIC

PICTURE

*Zj^
lovely as a tropic
tlowei . . . exciting
as a new love . . .
dangerous as dynamite!
The destinies of nations
were in the power of her
promise . . . the touch of her
lips . . . the sound
of her voice/

3fe?
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Radio-Stags Show
Will Launch Sixth
(Continued from Page 1)
the huge amphitheater in New York
a Mecca for the top-flight stars of
stage, screen and radio, who will
perform on-stage for the Bond-buying
customers, while simultaneously
reaching millions of radio listeners
throughout the country with the most
effective Bond-selling messages that
can be conceived. It is anticipated
that through the co-operation of the
radio networks and specifically several of radio's biggest quiz shows,
the "opening gun" of the Sixth War
Loan will be heard by the maximum
possible audience.
Through the co-operation of the
Hollywood Victory Committee a
group
of its
will
be shaken
loosebiggest
for the"names"
event, with
the remainder of the talent for the
show to be drawn from the legitimate
theater, nigh clubs and networks in
New York.
Malcolm Kingsberg as stage manager and Ted Lloyd as radio director, have been appointed by national
chairman Harry Brandt to function
for the show, scheduled to be one
of the key "special events" of the
entire campaign.
Cohen and the members of his
committee, plus Kingsberg and
Lloyd, are completing plans for the
as vet untitled show, which will be
revealed shortly.

Hadaway to Direct 6th
War Loan Special Events

HOLLYWOOD

Wednesday, October 18, 191

SPEAKING

By RALPH

WILZ

HOLLYWOOD
and William Bendix have

series of experimental television western
subjects for Patrick Michael Cunning. Lynn

*^ been signed for important roles in "It's
in the Bag," starring Fred Allen and produced by Jack H. Skirball.

has just completed his role in Republic's
"Next Comes Love."

SIDNEY

TOLER

•

•

Jack Moffitt has been signed to write
the screenplay for Warners' forthcoming
screen biography, "The Life of Will Rogers,"
which Mark Hellinger will produce.

•

0

•

•

•

' •

Judy Clark has been chosen for the name
part in "The Kid Sister" at PRC. Constance
Worth and Roger Pryor have the adult
leads.

•

•

As sorn as Alfred Zeisler finished diConstance Collier, Rosemary DeCamp and
recting "Divorce" for Jeffrey Bernerd, he
Michael Kirby have joined the cast of w.ll begin directing rehabilitation films for
the Government.
Metro's f:rthcoming "Week-end at the
Waldorf."
Ingrid Bergman

•

•

Twentieth-Fox has cast Reginald Gardiner

will be starred by
for a principal comedy part in "Molly, Bless
David 0. Selznick in "Notorious," post-war Her," the Gracie Fields-Monty Woolley picstory written directly for the screen by ture.
•
e
Lois Anderson, a magazine short-story
writer.
Production will begin in February.
David
Reed,
who
scored
in "Janie," has
•
•
been signed by C lumbia for the role of
M-G-M, Columbia, Paramount, RKO, and Tommy Lowry in "Our Wandering DaughSamuel Goldwyn intrcduced their newest
•
•
players at the Woody Herman and his
Orchestra opening at the Hollywood PalAlan Mowbray has been signed by Reladium last night.
public for the part of a bibulous nobleman
•
•
in "Earl Carroll Vanities."
•
•
Whether John Considine, now in New
Minna Gombell is slated to do a 15York on a story hunt, will become affiliated with another major studio cr join minute fashion show over the air each
ters."
the ever-growing list of independent pro- week beginning with the first of the year.
•
•
ducers, will be answered on his return from
Gotham.
Camera work on Hal B. Wallis' first pic•
•
ture for Paramount release, "The Love LetDick Haymes will achieve stardom in
ters," will start M:nday and on the same
day
Random
House will publish the book.
20.vh-F6x's musicalized version of "State
•
•
Fair." Kathryn Grayson may be borrowed
Plans for the national campaign on
from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the top
feminine singing role.
Para.'s "Frenchman's Creek" are now be•
•
ing set at the studios by R. M. Gillham,
Emmett
Lynn has been set to make
a ad-publicity
director.

Charlotte^ N. C. — H. F. Kincey,
general manager of the Wilby-Kin- Pour New Ross Federal
cey Theaters, announces that Norris
Hadaway, his city manager at Divisional Heads Named
Greensboro, hes been loaned to the
Treasury. Hadaway will be in
Four new division manager spots
charge of special events for the whole were created at a special Eastern
nation during the Sixth War War division meeting of Ross Federal
campaign.
Service, H. A. Ross, president, announced, and a series of meetings
Kingsberg Picks Chairmen
will be held during the next two
For Sixth War Loan Drive
weeks in Chicago, Memphis and Los
Angeles, to outline further plans to
Malcolm Kingsberg, New York increase
services and add more
Area Chairman in the 6th War Loan executive field
employes.
Drive has announced his Borough
New appointments include: Jules
and County chairmen, as follows:
Charles B. McDonald, RKO and B. Weill, former New York branch
George Ritch, Skouras, in Manhat- manager, now Eastern division manager in charge of Cincinnati, Clevetan; Julius Joelson, Joelson Theaters
land, Buffalo, Boston, Albany, New
and Eugene Meyers, Loew's, in the York, Philadelphia, Washington,
Bronx; Erwin Gold, Randforce, and
Paul Binstock, Rugoff and Becker, Pittsburgh and New Haven.
Walter I. Brown, former Chicago
in Brooklyn; H. Russell Emde, RKO
branch manager, becomes Midwest
and James Grady, Loew's, in West- division manager embracing Chicago,
chester; Fred Bruhelle, Century and
Jack Harris, Skouras, in Queens; Detroit, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Indianapolis,
Irving Liner, Fabian, in Richmond;
Jack Harris, Skouras and Emanuel Des Moines and Omaha, while' Walter 0. Anderson, former Atlanta
Friedman, Century, in Nassau; and
Walter F. Higgins, Prudential, in branch manager, takes over the
Suffolk.
Southern division managership, including Atlanta, Memphis, Charlotte,
Borough and County chairmen will
Dallas, New Orleans and Oklahoma
appoint captains.
City. Appointment of a manager
for the Western division, including
Herbert Hayman Dead
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and Seattle, will be made when
Baltimore — Herbert Hayman, manRoss reaches the Coaat.
ager of the Capitol, is dead.

BIR Hears Talent Plaints
On Salary Stabilization
(Continued from Page 1)
stabilization act in Hollywood was
held here yesterday. Commissioner
Joseph Nunan, Salary Stabilization
Unit Chief Nathan Burford and
other bureau officials were on hand
for the Government.
Representing the industry were
Morris Cohen of the Screen Writers
Guild, Mabel Walker Willebrandt of
the Screen Directors Guild, Adrian
McCalmont of the Artists Management Guild, Fred Jackman of the
Society of Cinematographers, Walter Abel, William Berger and John
Dales, Jr., of the Screen Actors
Guild, Mendel Silberberg and Maurice Benjamin for the majors, Bernard Shapiro for the small independents and, for the large independent producers, Ed Raftery, John
Flinn, and Richard Hugate.
Yesterday's session was devoted
simply to a wide open discussion of
the difficulties the industry has met
in living under the law. While
troubles on long-term contracts have
been less frequent than was anticipated, the problem of the freelance artist continues to be vexing.
Although details of the talent proposals have not been released, it was
1patent that their plea for relief will

Sees 30 Million Tele
Sets by End of 1955
(Continued from Page 1)

if television
is given television
the 'go ahe:1
now,
and assuming
p I
duction gets under way in 1945, I
can confidently predict that thr< I
fourths of these families will Ij
come owners of television sets |

theHeendadded
of 1955."
that "assuming the a
erage cost of the television receiij
to be $200, this would represent]
10-year market for over $6,000,00
000 worth of television receivers. !
Joyce said that he is convincj
that at the end of the third full tej
vision production year, radio a]
television industry's emoloyment vl
be about 600,000 as compared w j

theMuch
pre-war
peakaddress
of about
of his
was 300,00-;
devoU
to tele as a channel for effectilj
commercial sales of products, and i
Dointed out that tele in the home i
f ers American manufacturers, who
salers and retailers, some 30, 000, (
"showrooms" in the home, compaij
to the 1,770,000 showrooms used I
display
ml
chandise. the Henation's
declared pre-war
that telei
the most powerful force on the he
zon for setting into motion the coi
try's static wealth, and advanci
economic welfare.

Canadian Appeal Court
Hears UA Corp. Argumer

Montreal — Argument
was he;
yesterday in the Court of Appeals
the appeal of the United AmusemCorp., Ltd., from an interlocuti
judgment
of the Superior
Co
rendered last April 3, which h
that the corporation
and Geo:,
Ganetakos,
its managing
directf
and Larry Stephens, manager of
Snowden
Theater, violated an
terim injunction against the she.
ing of certain photoplays
at
Cnowden
Theater before the K,
Theater had the opportunity to shj
them.
Appellants'
counsel argued t
the company had not acted in c
tempt of the interim injunction v.
as a poster in their lobby adverf
ing a certain picture, had been pla i
there by an employe in error, l'j
been removed when noticed by an ji
ficial of the theater and, in fact, i
film in question was never sho4
by the theater.

"National

Velvet"

Tradeshow

Film of "National Velvet," whj
Metro is giving a special show I
tomorrow, is a work print in bl
and white. At the regular tra j
show later the print will be in Te:
nicolor.

be based largely on their content ji
that many fine artists and other I
ent, reaching the height of till
commanding power, are prevented y
the regulations from cashing in n
their capacity to earn.
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IGHER POST-WAR ATTENDANCE FORECAST

fflra

lo Decision Free-Lance
Reached
in Para.
BIR's
Salary
Hearing
Col. Jack L. Warner Sees
Subsidiary
Talent, Bound

Reeling 'Round -an
i,4

WASHINGTON
ANDREW

H. OLDER

Washington

WASHINGTON
[OST interesting portion of the Crescent
brief now before the U. S. Supreme
jrt is Section II, entitled "Nature
of
" business."
This is a discussion of the
liomatic facts and principles involved in
business of I.censing
and exhibiting

Dur

ti.n pictures," with especial reference
the small-town market.
It is in eight
ttions. Briefed — and without comment —
-y are:

•

IRST:

Film

rentals,

•

having

no

market

standard, are fixed by "horse trading."
lib. tors want a minimum number of pix,
« best box-office attractions only, early
s and low rentals, but they are frequently
ng to delay their run for a l-wer price.
COND: There is usually an oversupply
of product to be shown, so that no exor need be without an attraction. These
not of uniform box office value.
IRD:

Distributers want maximum
revenue. To obtain this, distributors may
refuse to release good box office at:tions for as long as a year, unless speterms are met.
Similarly, exhibitors
refuse to show the pix of a particular
butor whose terms are unsatisfactory.
ce competition
among exhibitors genlly enables a distributor to be assured
licensing its pictures in the town, and
obtain higher film rentals and dispose
or, }J its inferior pictures as well as its good
■ an ifjies, it is to the decided financial advantage
1 the distributors
to have competiton
ytinong exhibitors, provided the competition
of a substantial character."
iowiCOURTH:
"Staying
power"
of the two
parties is an important factor.
Unless
<f\j.n exhibitor is part cf a circuit, affiliated
r independent,
or has unusual
personal
sources, the advantage is with the dist-ibutor.

•

•

By Oct. 3, 1942 Salary,
Presents the Big Problem
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Conference of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue officials
with representatives of Hollywood
talent groups and producers on the
application of the salary ceiling for
employes earning over $5,000 per
year was concluded yesterday with
morning and afternoon sessions following the single session Tuesday.
No aecisions were reached, of course,
the bureau officials merely listening
to the suggestions of the industry
group for alcering the regulations in
Continued on Page 2)

War Heroes to Tour
For 6th Loan Meets

Gets Part of Loan
A loan of $6,000,000 from three
New York banks has been obta.ned
by Paramount which will advance
funds to Paramount Pictures Theater Corp. to pay off approximately
$5,000,000 in 3 per cent bonds
called for retirement. Paramount
Pictures Theater Corp. is the new
name for the Paramount Broadway
Corp. and is now a wholly owned
subsidiary. The new funds were obtained by reinstating $6,000,000 of
Paramount's $15,000,000 loan of last
July which has been reduced approximately one-half.

Ky. Exhibs. lo Ask
End of State Tax

Maintenance of Quality As
Key to Box-Office Boom
Today's film attendance, estimated at upwards of 95 millions weekly, can be still further
increased if Hollywood maintains
or surpasses
the
quality has
level
which
been
hit during the last
few years, in the
opinion
n e r s

of Warexecutive

producer
Col.
Jack L. Warner.
Warner, here
with other company execs, for a
of home ofnseries
c e conferences,
expressed

that

ing a Warner
Louisville, Ky. — Through the re- view in address- C0L 'ACK L- WA™ER
meeting
yesterday.
Sitting
cently formed Kentucky Association GHQ
Three World War II heroes repre(Continued on Page 12)
senting the Treasury will accom- of Motion Picture Exhibitors, theater owners in this state will seek
pany members of the Sixth War
Loan National Committee on their
the
elimination
of Kentucky's admistours of 19 cities to organize the
sion tax which, it is claimed, is excessive
and
discriminatory.
industry for the campaign, Harry
Andy Anderson of Hartford, who
(Continued on Page 10)
Continued on Page 2)

Ivens to Produce Dutch
Newsreels in East Indies

For his first task as the newly
appointed Film Commissioner of the
Netherlands East Indies, Joris Ivens
will organize a film unit to make
newsreel reports on the vital part
(Continued on Page 11)

Arthur Mayer Asks
WAC for Peace Era

Pays Tribute to Trade
For M of D Collection

A strong plea for some sort of
unified organization to face the postwar problems of the industry without discarding any existing organiNicholas M. Schenck paid tribute
zations was made last night by Aryesterday to the work done by the
thus L. Mayer at a banquet in his
national committee, the state chair- honor at the Waldorf-Astoria on the
men, theater owners, managers and
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 7)

Pix in Chins Security Plan
Called Vital at Dumbarton Oaks, Lo Says
Tele Station Costs Told
Acknowleding the power of films
as
a weapon of war, Dr. T. Y. Lo,
At FCC Allocations Hearing deputy
director of the Chinese Mili-

"IFTH: Prior to the New York decree,
small-town second-run houses were freDAILY
uently unable to get product shown by Washington Bureau of THE FILM
rsr-run competition, because distributors
Washington — James D. MacLean,
ealize more from the first-run if it is not
General
Electric's television sales
nown that the film will later be shown in manager, yesterday at the Federal
he same town at reduced prices. First- Communication
Commission's
allo(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 7)

tary Pictorial Service at Chung' king and a member of the Chinese
Supply Commission in Washington,
declared emphatically at the final
session of the SMPE's three-day
(Continued on Page 12)

Ash Roadshow Booth
Scale in Subsequents
Chicago — Further bookings of "The
Song of Bernadette" are be'ng held
up by Warner houses here until a
settlement is reached en the de110 formandaof IATSE
roadshowoperators'
scale forLocal
the
showing of the film at subsequent
run theater engagements at $1.10
admission charge.
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Bob Montgomery Leaves
20th-Fox for Cowan
Robert Montgomery, for the past
19 months executive assistant to Hal
Home, director of advertising-publicity-exploitation of 20th-Fox, has
tendered his resignation effective
Oct. 27.
Montgomery will join Lester Cowan Productions as Eastern publicity
rep.
,

Gaumont British to Pay
6% for Third Straight Year

(Continued from Page 1)
was elected president of KAMPE, in
a statement yesterday said that the
members were not seeking favoritism
but equality with other business.
"Kentucky has had no exhibitors'
organization in the past," Anderson
said, "and the results are self-evident. No state has higher admission
taxes than ours but we shall remedy this at the next regular session
of the General Assembly in 1946.
Exhibitors in all sections of the
state have rallied to the call and our
movement
is growing
rapidly."
A bill which
would have
increased
the over-all amusement tax to 40 per
cent died in the Stat* Senate last
Spring, but the threat resulted in a
campaign to organize the exhibitors
through nine conferences held in
each Congressional district. Each
district elected one director to represent the theaters in the area. Willard Gabhart, Harrodsburg, was
elected vice-president; Fred Switow, Louisville, treasurer, and W.
Freeman Smith, Beaver Dam, executive diretcor.
Directors elected by the exhibitors were Leo Keiler, Paducah; W.
E. Horsefield, Morganfield; Sylvester
Grove, Louisville; C. S. Caldwell,
Cave City; Tom Hill, Covington;
Willard Gabhart, Harrodsburg; W.
J. Ward, Pikeville; A. J. Sexton, Jr.,
Ashland; Charles R. Mitchell, Barbourville; Fred J. Dolle, Louisville,
and Andy Anderson. Headquarters
have been set up here at 427 South
Third St.

Arbiter Hears Testimony
Of St. Louis Stagehands
St. Louis — Hearing on stage
hands case was resumed yesterday
before special arbiter Jules E. Kohn
at Melbourne Hotel with local 6 presenting additional testimony in support of its position that all of the
stagehands presently employed by
the motion picture theaters here
should be retained.
Indications are proceedings may
continue through another several
days. However, the testimony is covering practically the same ground
as in the proceedings before the War
Labor Board panel several months
ago which paved the way for the
present investigation.
Russell B. Hardy, counsel for theater owners, may seek to expedite
hearing by asking Stewart Flanagan, attorney for union, to stipulate
certain testimony already in record
of prior case and being considered
by arbiter in this proceeding.

Resume Lobby Broadcasts
London (By Cable) — Gaumont

British for the third successive year
Worcester, Mass. — Roving Reporwill pay a 6 per cent dividend to its
ter broadcasting series has been resumed from the lobby of the Poli,
shareholders, it was announced yesover WTAG.
terday.

Amateur Song Writer
Charges Infringement
Suit for $250,000, an injunction
and an accounting was filed in New
York Fedeial Court yesterday by
Myron Pallant, amateur song writer, against Frank Sinatra, Tommy
Dorsey, Sammy Kahn, Jule Styne,
T. B. Harms Co., Robbins Music
Corp., RKO Radio Pictures Corp.,
NBC, CBS and Decca Records for
alleged infringement of the song
"Come Out, Come Out, Wherever
You Are." The plaintiff charges
that the song was originally submitted to Tommy Dorsey and eventually turned up in the RKO film "Step
Lively," starring Sinatra. The crooner was vocalist with the Dorsey
band at the time the alleged piracy
was committed.

BIR'iis
sionryinHear
No Deci
nt Sala
Tale
(Continued from Page 1)
order to make them work better
the pix industry.
Big problem is reported to be c .
tracts for free-lance talent with <
cial permission required for any (
tract calling for more than the
tist was making on Oct. 3, 1942

an
artist was
at a helo-vi
than-usual
rate working
on that date
difficulty. Likewise if his popula
has mounted since that date t
point where he would normally c
mand greater returns.
Action by the Bureau can com
one of two ways: It is possible,
not likely, that there might be
Goldwyn Office to Move
amendment to the regulations; n
Offices of Samuel Goldwyn at 729 probable, if any relief is gran
Seventh Ave. will move to the RKO the relief will be provided by a
Bldg. shortly after Dec. 1. New ing on some specific case, settir
quarters will be on the 8 th floor.
precedent.
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It s so absorbing
I can 't put it down. "

GREAT
BOOKS
MAKE
GREAT
PICTURES
AND WHEN

YOU

PUT

GREAT
STARS
IN THEM

OH

BOY!

GREER G ARSON -WALTER PIDGEON ,•* M-G-M1
"Mrs. PARKINGTON77
w!th EDWARD

Gladys Cooper

• Frances Rafferty

ARNOLD

• Tom Drake

• AGNES

• Peter Lawford

Screen Play Ly Robert Tlioerc-n and Polly James
Directed

■^

Ly TAY

MOOREHEAD
• Dan Duryea

• CECIL

• Hugh Marlowe

• Based on the Novel Ly Louis Bromfield
CARNETT

• Produced

Ly

LEON

KELLAWAY

• and the Saint Luke's Chorister

• A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

GORDON
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WASHINGTON
(Continued

lardize that revenue by competing with
self. Where first- and second-run
ses are jointly cwned, the exhibitor will

z>^b£s&

both competitive and non-competitive
is, distributors can insist upon full:uit deals as a prerequisite to selling pix
the competitive towns. Conversely, the
ibitrr can ins'st upon his own terms for
non-competitive towns to force agreeint on the competitive towns.
fv'ENTH: Local competition helps keep
rhe film rentals up and reduces income
A

theater

play-

late runs with low adm'ssion and l~w
tals may make more profit than one
wing good pictures early at high prices,
house showing action and western pix
y do better in Tennessee, for instance,
n one playing high-rental films of the
ter grade.

•

fGHTH:

•

Exhibitors are dependent

upon

cnstant flow of product; in the rismarket of the last decade, Crescent
ads, distributors have been constantly
king a greater portion of the box office
;e. Reaction and resentment by exhibis led to frequent disoutes and delays,
nsequently, the "franchise"

s^s'-em was

.eloped as protection both to distr'but'rs
d exhibitors. Naturally, distributors were
erested in making these only with
itors of financial stability.

•

ex-

•

All of which is basic in an important
ent of the current anti-trust lition.

lgsberg Names Final
cth Drive Chairmen
ith the naming of county chairin, Harry Royster in Dutchess;
rs. Bess Fisher in Lower Orange;
red Lichtman in Rockland; Robert
ase in Ulster and Max Cohen in
jllivan, Malcolm Kingsberg, WAC
2neral chairman for the New York
ea in the 6th War Loan Drive, has
pleted the roster of industry
irmen in the 14 downstate coun-

no. Paris Rep. Safe
Ernest Wettstein, formerly Monoam representative
in Paris, has
led Norton V. Ritchey, head of
nogram's
foreign
distribution,
aat he is alive and well.

m HiKTiiim
I HREETIMS TO..
d 1,1 I1

October 19
Roy Del Ruth
Helene Turner
Marie Carolan

ifo

Ray
Eddie
George

Coffin
Forman
Mathews

Wt7J9trMyyWsrL
T

In dealing with circuits including

exhibitors.

nflHfl

RICHARD De ROCHEMONT, now abroad as a
M of T war correspondent, leaves London for
Paris at the week-end.
LEON FROMKESS is due here Tuesday. LEO
MCCARTHY
arrives frm the Coast Saturday.

try to protect his first-run revenue.

competing

comma tad come

from Page 1)

revenue is so much greater that it is
i nst the interest of a distributor to

XTH:
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* I
• •
• THE PERSONAL
TOUCH: Friday's social calendar has a
new entry
Joe E. Brown is being hosted at a "21" cocktail party
by McKesson and Robbins. ... • June Knight replaces Lupe Velez.
as first announced, to co-star with lane Withers in the film-star-studded
Broadway musical "Glad To See You" which opens in New York late in
November. ... • Quentin Reynolds will speak at the "Broadway for
Roosevelt" dinner sponsored at the Hotel Astor on Sunday night by the
Independent Voters Committee of the Arts and Sciences for Roosevelt
Stars of Broadway, Hollywood and radio will be featured in a
program being produced by Herman Shumlin, Russel Crouse. Edward
Chodorov. Beatrice Kaufman. Charles Freedman. and the Messrs. Kaufman, Hart and Harburg. ... • Bob Hope is the subject of Look's new
type of magazine biography. ... • Word received by Ralph Staub at
Columbia from Sgt. Ed Hamilton reveals that Hamilton is the glamour
hero of his engineer battalion in New Guinea
The GI's gave him a
spontaneous ovation when the sergeant suddenly appeared on their
screen in one of Columbia's Screen Snapshots, which Staub produces,
with his arm around Jinx Falkenburg
The subject was filmed when
the sergeant was at Camp Arlington
T

T

T

• • • PERHAPS no single issue to date of the March of Time
packs as much consequence to both domestic and world audiences as
"What To Do With Germany"
It is a film which has "plus" interest for several reasons
Its title was unstintingly given for use
by one of the industry's ablest lawyers, Louis Nizer, author of the remarkable book, "What To Do With Germany"
In it appeared a
number of the industry's strongest boosters,— Walter Winchell; Sumner
Welles, former Assistant Secretary of State; General Dwight D. Eisenhower; and Britain's Lord Vansittart, who reviewed the British edition
of Nizer's book in one of England's top-flight newspapers, right on
Page 1 at that!
Its exploitation campaign is the product of some
of our trade's
and 20th-Fox's
Germany," on
you intend to
the tomorrows

most ingenious promotionalists,—M of T's Phil Williams,
Hal Home and staff
The title, "What To Do With
your marquee, Mr. Exhibitor, is a shining badge of what
do to solve the most important problem of our day and
of the whole wrld
T

▼

T

• • • ODDS AND ENDS: A Two-page mimeographed letter is
sent every week to 50 service men by Esther Geier. the Girl Friday to
Ed Schreiber at WAC
Called The Geier Flyer, the news letter gives
all the local gossip and topical information
Incidentally, "Etty"
Geier's husband now has the Purp'e Heart with two stars. ... • Reported that Film Classics is about to close franchise deals in Kansas City
and Denver. ... • Jim Murphy, assistant director of the arbitration
tribunals, still hobbles on crutches due to a broken ankle. ... • Don
Gillette of Warners had a story in the Journal-America's Saturday supplement iit'ed "The Perfect Secretary". ... • March of Time's 16mm.
versions for schools are selling beyond
original expectations. . . .
• Anne Danson has succeeded her father, the late Colin Danson, as
the manager of the Sussex. N. B. Strand
Her two brothers, formerly
on the staff, are in uniform. . . • Several major studios are anxious to
secure special footage from a full-length co'or travelogue titled "Mexican
Holiday" which Robert Friers filmed and is using on a current lecture
tour
Film features the spectacular stages of growth and the amazing eruptions of the Paricutin Volcano in Mexico, still active after 20
months, and can be viewed for the next four Sundays at Carnegie Hall.
T
T
▼
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

MURRAY SILVERSTONE, head of Foreign Distribution for 20th-Fox, who recently concluded
an extended tour of the company's exchanges in
Latin-America, will return to New York from
Hollywood on Friday.
LT. CHESTER B. BAHN, )R., AAF, is home on
leave from Greenville (S. C.) Army Air Base.
WALT

DISNEY

returns to Hollywood tomorrow.

I. J. HOFFMAN, zone manager for Warner
theaters in Connecticut, returns to his New
Haven headquarters today from New York.
LEON CORDON, Metro producer, is at the
Waldorf-Astoria from the Coast.
"BUCKY"

HARRIS,

Syracuse for advance

RKO

exploiteer arrived in

work

on

"The

Master

M. NATHANSON, RKO publicist is in Syracuse for advance tie-ups on "The Princess and
CHARLES E. KURTZMAN, New England divithe manager
Pirate." for Loew's theaters, is in Syracuse
sin
on visit.
E. H. COLLINS, executive assistant to W. C.
Race."
Gehring, Western sales manager of 20th-Fox,
is in Omaha for the opening of "Wilson"
GEORGE COULOURIS, following competition
of his rele
in Warners'
"Nobody
Lives
leaves
the Coast
for New
York to
starForever,"
in the
new Jed Harris play, "The Vulture."
CEORCE ARCHIBALD, comptrol'er of British
Information Services, arrived in New York by
plane yesterday afternoon from London. THOMAS BA'RO, who succeeded A chibald as head
of the BIS film division in New York, is now
en route to Naw York from
London.

and

SIDNFY KULICK, PRC's Eastern division manager, returns today from a tour of New England
Mid-East exchanges.

MITCHELL RAWSON cf the M-C-M publicity
staff is due back from the Coast tomorrow.
H'NRY L. NATHANSON, president of Regal
Films, Ltd., of Canada, arrived in New York
yesterday.

Pays Tribute to Trade
For M of D Collection
(Continued from Page 1)
their staffs in piling up the record
collection of $4,667,000 for the March
of Dimes at a luncheon for the national committee of the 1944 M of D
drive held in the penthouse dining
room atop the Loew building.
Among those present were E. L.
Alperson, Barney Balaban, Harry
Brandt, Tom Connors, Oscar A. Doob,
Ernest Emerling, Gus S. Eyssell,
Leonard Goldenson, Charles C. Moskowitz and Walter Vincent.

LUEDDiTiG BELLS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Marriage of Producer
Max Alexander of Alexander-Stern
Productions to Jeri Zola, in Phoenix,
Ariz., in April, is announced.
Des Moines, la. — M. E. Lee, booker
for Central States Theater Corp. of
Des Moines, was married to MarChurch.
jorie
Dickens in the First Methodist

Paramount^

DOROTHY

LAMOUR,

EDDIE BRACKEN,

GIL LAMB in "RAINBOW ISLAND"
with Barry Sullivan • Directed by
RALPH MURPHY • Screenplay by
Walter DeLeon and Arthur Phillips.
Songs by Ted Koehler and Burton Lane.

Going Your Way Again with t

st Great Musical Hit of 1944-45 technicolor !
ason's First Big Entertainment in

10
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War Heroes to Tour
For 6th Loan Meets
(Continued from Page 1)
Brandt, national chairman, announced yesterday.
The treasury representatives will
address the all-industry gatherings,
which will be launched with a big
exhibitor-distributor rally in Los
Angeles next Monday. Each of the
three groups of National Committee
members making up the nation-wide
tour will be accompanied by a Treasury representative.
Capt. Raymond W. Wild, AAF,
one of the Treasury representatives,
will arrive in New York from Washington tomorrow to attend a National Committee staff meeting with
Brandt and other national officials.
Captain Wild will address the inaugural meeting in Los Angeles next
Monday, and thereafter will accompany the Committee group headed by
Brandt to San Francisco, Salt Lake
City, Omaha, Kansas City, Chicago,
Cleveland, Louisville, Hartford, Boston and Charlotte.
Lt. Colonel Roswell Rosengren,
Corps of Engineers, AUS., will start
with the Committee on Nov. 1 at the
meeting in Detroit. Following, he
will attend the rallies in Buffalo,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Baltimore
and New York. This group will be
headed by Vice-Chairman W. F.
Crockett.
Lt. Louis Largey, USMC, a veteran of the Pacific theater, who was
decorated with the Silver Star by
Admiral Nimitz, will appear at the
Portland meeting on Oct. 25 and the
Seattle meeting on Oct. 26, accompanying the group headed by Crockett.
Brandt and John Hertz, Jr., campaign publicity and advertising director, leave on Friday for Los Angeles. W. F. Crockett, vice-chairman, will leave for the Coast meeting
on Saturday. Ned E. Depinet, distributor chairman, has already left
for the inaugural meeting.

Sixth Loan Drive Regional
Meet in New Haven Nov. 9

BRIEFinG THE DAY'S IlEUIS
3-Day Cincy Metro Meet

Heads PRC Publicity

M-G-M's meeting of office managers scheduled to start Oct. 21 in Cincinnati will last three days instead
of two as originally planned. Sessions will be attended by 35 home
office and exchange executives at
the Netherland Plaza Hotel, with
Charles K. Stem, assistant treasurer of Loew's, and Alan F. Cummings, in charge of exchange operations, presiding.
•

West

HARRY LYON, manager, lllini, Moline, III.H. A. ARATA,
M-G-M
salesman, New Orleans.
LOUIS
VAN
BEALEN,
Film
Classics
manager,
Cincinnati.
MORRIS WHITE, booker, Republic, Dallas.
WM.
F. BUCIE,
salesman,
Republic,
Dallas.
BERNARD CURTIS, maintenance engineer, Loew's,
Richmond.
WALTER
SILVERMAN, salesman. Columbia, New
Haven.

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Don McElwaine, formerly with M-G-M, has been appointed supervisor of PRC's publicity
and advertising, succeeding Martin
Mooney who will devote all his time
to production.
•

Lesser Buys Novel
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Purchase of film
rights to the new best-seller, "Alarum and Excursion," by Virginia
Herb Allen Recovers
Perdue, is announced by Sol Lesser.
Estherville, la. — Herb Allen, own- Book is a psychological drama, and
er of the Hollywood, has returned to will be placed into work immediateoperating his theater following a
ly, making a total of five stories
Lesser is now having prepared for
siege of pneumonia.
the coming year.
•
•

Whitman's Civic Service

Hope Sole Film Talent Rep.

;s being set in motion for Connecticut, Rhode Island and Southern Massachuset s. Afirst regional luncheon
meeting has been scheduled for Nov.
9 at the Hotel Bond, Hartford, with
Gov. Raymond Baldwin, as honor
"•uest, together with Mayor William
H. Mortensen of Hartford, Ted Gamble, Harrv Brandt, Si Fabian, Ned
Depinet, Bob Hertz, Ray Wild, Nate
Yamins, Edward Kirsch, Martin Tuhey, Harry Shaw, I. J. Hoffman,
Henry Needles, Al Kane, Lou Brown
and other civic and industry notables.
Henry Needles is in charge of arrangements. Acontingent of Wac
and Waves will also be present
and the event will be broadcast over
WTHT and WTIC, Hartford.

chairman Walton Ament, three different newsreel bulletins will be exhibited, the first being on the anniversary of the Marine Corps, the
second starring Lt. Tyrone Power
and the third a talk by Admiral Chester Nimitz.
The trailers are to be distributed
as a WAC effort by National Screen
Service.

Dartmouth, N. S.— Avard Whit- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
man, manager of the Dundas, has
Washington — Bob Hope is the sole
rounded up 30 boys and young men, industry talent representative in the
for the construction of a dam that
Living Hall of Washwill allow public skating in the Win- newly opened
ington, a section of the Smithsonian
ter and public swimming in the
Institute, composed of 50 small staSummer.
tues, two feet high, of eminent con•
temporary Americans, selected by
Hyman Again President
W. M. Kiplinger, and sculpted by
Charleston, W. Va. — Re-election of Max Kalish.
•
S. J. Hyman as president of the
West Virginia Managers Association Dow Reverts to Pix
with J. C. Shanklin as assistant and
Hartford, Conn.— The Dow, forconvention chairman, and W. H. Holt,
merly the Proven Pictures, has resecretary-treasurer, highlighted the
verted to four-a-week pix, with the
annual convention here.
rest of the week devoted to flesh.

New Haven — With Harry F. Shaw,
Loew Poli division manager, chair- Trailers and Newsreels
man of the Sixth as well as previous To Plan 6th Loan Sales
War Loans in this territory, and
Henry Needles, Hartford Warner disMilitary and motion picture "stars"
trict manager as co-chairman, the will sell War Bonds to the public
machinery for the forthcoming loan during the Sixth War Loan campaign via two trailers produced in
Hollywood.

IN NEW POSTS

Arthur Mayer Asks
'WAC tor Peace Era

Jennifer Jones stars in "The Fighting Generation," made by David 0.
Selznick, directed by Alfred Hitchcock from a script by Stephen Lonorstreet. Paramount is filming Eddie
Bracken in the second, which was
scripted by Robert Lees and Fred
Rinerold, directed bv Jos^nh Youngermin and produced by William Miekeljohn.
Through the co-operation of the
WAC
Newsreel
Division,
under

Altec Demonstrates Various
Loud Speaker Systems
West

Cnast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

(Continued from Page 1)
eve of his departure for Hawaii
become deputy commissioner of tl
Red Cross for the Pacific Islam
area.
More than 500 men and women
the film industry were present
pay
tribute
to Mayer
"Aloh;w:
dinner
at which
Harryat the
Brandt
toastmaster.
"in the
f urna i i
of Mayer
war we said
havethat
wielded
an ideal
strument for such united action.
is high time that our picture industr
which played so essential a role
the war effort, gird itself with equ
vigilance for the peace effort. F
the problems of peace will be no le
complicated and devastating th;

Among
the speakers was Howa:]
those
of war."
C. Peterson, assistant to Under-se
retary of War
Robert
Patterso
with whom Mayer was associated ;
civilian consultant.
Peterson laud<
the industry for its contribution
|
the war effort, "which produces m<
such as Arthur Mayer."
Others wl
spoke briefly were Barney Balaba
S. H. Fabian, Herman
Gluckma j
Francis
S.
Harmon,
Bob
O'Donneai
Sam Rinzler, George Schaefer
Ed Schreiber.
Mayer was presented with a go \
cigarette case and a scroll and w; I
serenaded by Frank Sinatra who hi
two special records for the affair. I
Seated on dais were Neil Agne^
Walton Ament, Jack Alicoate, Jo
sph Bernhard, Nate Blumberg, Wa
t-er Brown, Max A. Cohen, Jack Coh
Tom Connors, William Crockett, Sa
Dembow, Jay Emanuel, John Hert I
Jr., Ma'colm Kingsberg, W. (
Michel, Charles Moskowitz, Ferd
nand Pecora, William F. Rodger
Grad Sears, David Weinstock ar
Adolph Zukor. Mrs. Mayer and h
son, Peter, who is in the Army, a
tended. Another son, Michael,
with the Army in the China-Burm;
India theater of war.

DAIT.Y

Hollywood — -A comparative demonstration of loud-speaker systems of
various manufacture was given yesterday under the direction of James
B. Lansing, vice-president of Altec
Lansing Corp., for Altec representatives and technical advisors of the
film industry. Requirements of postwar sound systems necessary to produce hieh-quality response to enable motion picture theaters to meet
the standards to be set bv po=t-war
films was presented by John K. HUliard. chief engineer of Altec Lansing Corp.
Altec men then visited Alfec Service Corp.'s West Coast laboratory
for inspection of the various electronic apparatus developod for the
motion picture industry and held
technical discussions as to their
proper application in servicing of
sound systems in 6,000 theaters serviced by Altec.

RKO Pix in Rumania, Belgium
Two countries, Rumania and Be
°;ium, have resumed distribution <
RKO pix, according to cables rt
ceived
at Bucharest
the company's
Prints in
were home
saved offic
froi
the Nazis by hiding them.

FEITimE TOUCH
RITA SUMPTION,

secretary,

Columbia,

Omaha

VIRCIN'A
GOODRICH,
stenographer,
20th-Fo
Omaha.
THELMA
ROBBINS,
night
manager,
Libert
Portland, Ore.
MURIEL
STEVENSON,
relief manager,
Carillo
Va.
Richmond.
PHYLLIS STEWART, cashier, National, Richmon
IOYCE RODDA,

M-C-M,

Omaha.
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"The Man in Half

One
n jacK
naley
Jack Body
Haley, JeanToo
ParkerMan
and y"
Bela

Lugosi
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
amount
74 Mins.

ack haley goes to town in a
ell comedy thriller, ably dl:ted.
ack Haley really goes to town in this
nedy thriLer. It's a romp for him and
piles up many laughs. Director Frank
iDinald effectively guided the prcceedis. while Bill Pine and Bill Thomas funcled as producers. Winston Miller and
xwell Shane wrote the original story
i screenplay.
lean Parker and Bela Lugosi are corred with Haley. Bernard Nedell, Blanche
rka, Douglas Fowley, Lyle Talbot and
c.en Littlefield are among the important
2 i ncipals.
rialey is an insurance salesman and has
Ion appointment with a wealthy prospect,
no is an enthusiastic devotee of astrology.
:k comes to his home and is mistaken
a pr.vate investigator, who is to guard
2 coffin conta.ning the body of the proscf, whose death is unknown to Haley.
The heirs of the dead man have as-nbled at his mansion to hear his will
ad by his attorney, Nedell. Lugosi, the
tier, Blanche Yurka, the housekeeper,
d William Edmunds, an astrologer, are
nong the strange figures in the houseId. There are some slayings and other
mplications before the final clinch, with
• aley and Jean Parker in each other's
• ' 'ms.

ol

I 3iCAiT: Jack Haley, Jean Parker, Bela Lugosi,
nard Nede.l, Blanche Yurka, Douglas Fowley,
rorhy Granger, Lye Talbot, Lucien Littletield,
Apd y H.lm, Maxine Fi.e, W.lliam Edmunds.
CR-DilS: Producer, Bill Pine and Bill Thom» flA p Director, Frank McDonald; Authors, Winston
i.ler and
Maxwell
Shane;
Sc.eenpiay,
same;
imeraman,
Fred
Jackman,
Jr.; Art
Director,
Paul Sylos; Editor, Howard Smith.
Set DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

yens to Produce Dutch
fewsreels in East Indies

"Ministry of Fear"

with Ray Milland, Marjorie Reynolds
Paramount
84 Mins.
FORCEFUL MELODRAMA ABOUT NAZI
PLOTTING IS PASSABLE AS ENTERTAINMENT.
"Ministry of Fear" is a taut mekdrama
with many gripping moments. While
me film under the forceful direction of Fritz
Lang succeeds in creating a mood of fear,
ts plot has not been developed with too
,nuch clarity in the screenplay of Seton
I. Miller, who also has functioned as associate producer.

"Bluebeard'

with J:hn Carradine, Jean Parker, Nils
Asther, Ludwig Stossel
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
73 Mins.
SPLENDIDLY PLAYED
MELODRAMA
PACfCS PLEN1Y OF EXCITEMENT AND
SUSPENSE.
Here is easily one of the most ambitious
offerings to bear the PRC label. It has
been given splendid direction by Edgar
Ulmer, with production cred.ts going to Leon
Fromkess
and his associate producer, Martin Mo.ney.

The acting is excellent, with John CarThe scene is London in wartime. Ray Milradine enacting the title role of a Parisian
land, just released from an asylum where artist-puppeteer of the year 1855. When
,ie has been incarcerated for the murder
a model, whom he loved and painted, is disof his wife, finds himself caught in a
closed as a harlot, he goes on a rampage
plot concocted by enemy agents in an ef- and garrots girls in whom he becomes infort to get valuable information cut of
terested. Patti McCarthy, his assistant, is
England. In attempting to get to the one of his victims.
oottom of the villainy he is almost killed.
Carradine meets Jean Parker, a dressThe film contains the hint of a romance bemaker, and becomes fond of her. Her
rween Milland and Marjorie Reynolds, a sister, Teala Loring, is a police agent and
.efugee Austrian girl wluse brother Carl works with Nils Asther, prefect of police.
jfsmond, turns out to be the villain of the
They set a trap for Carradine, but police
plans go awry and Carrad.ne garrots Teala
piece.
The acting does much to hold the audi- with his cravat. Jean, who had sewn the
ence's interest in the goings-on.
cravat, accuses Carradine of the murder
The story has been given a good produc- and he confesses.
tion, with a special nod g:ing to Henry
CAST: Stossel,
John Ca;iadine,
Jean Parker,Teala
Ni's Asther,
George Pembroke,
Loring,
.Sharp for the dramatic quality of his Ludwig
ling. Sorei, Lis Ajrian, Hemy KoUer, hm.,,e.i
jonia
photography.
CAST: Ray Milland, Marjorie Reynolds, Carl
Esmond, Hillary Brooke, Percy Waram, Dan
Juryea. A. an Napier, Erskine Sanford, Thomas
Louden. A.ninta Dyne, Eustace Wyatt, Mary
i-ie.d. Byron Foulger, Lester Mathews.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Seton I. Miller;
director, Fritz Lang; Screenplay, Seton I. Milier;
Based on novel by Graham Greene; Cameraman,
Henry Sharp; Musical Score, Victor Young; Art
jireciors, Hans Dreier, Hal Pereira; Film Editor,
Archie Maishek; Sound, W. C. Smith, Don Johnson; Set Decorator,
Bertrarn, Granger.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Good.

lirsch Heads Chi. V. C.

Chicago — Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy, was elected president of
Jie Chicago Variety Club. Jack Rose,
Indiana-Illinois Theaters, and EdI
mund Brunnell were named assis(Continued from Page 1)
tant barkers, Irving Mack, property
,
layed by the Dutch Army, Navy, master, John Balaban, doughboy. All
Bin 5nd Air Force in the overall pic- directors were re-elected with Jack
ire of the United Nations struggle Rose added to the board.
l the Pacific, it was learned at a
iron I'ess conference yesterday.
the U. S., he added, and practically
A feature-length documentary is all
his documentaries will be cut and
Iso planned by the Dutch director
dubbed in America for quality and
nd producer of internationally rec- presentation
to the world markets.
gnized documentary films which
ill deal with the liberation and deActing as a public relations officer and using a military unit, Ivens
elopment of future Indonesia and
Jill show the Dutch and Indonesians further plans to collaborate with the
_losely together on a footing of com- Civil Affairs Committee of liberated
lete equality. Upon the freeing of areas in gathering "hot" film news
*u (he Indies group, Ivens will organ- of what is being done immediately
(H ne units to work on an important by the government in rehabilitation,
lucational film program
to cover to be projected right up behind the
ocial, hygienic,
agricultural
and front lines in an effort to build morale and speed up the fight against the
ther
aspects
of
Indonesia.
hi
The film commissioner expressed Japanese aggressors.
ifficulty in getting a full compleRequiring extra forces to collaborate on this work, Ivens will take
ient of technicians and cameramen,
o fill his units, from the U. S. but Miss Helen van Dongen, film pro/as hopeful of securing some from
ducer in the OWI motion picture division, to Australia with him next
he Canadian Film Board and, in the
rain, from Australia. Raw stock and month as an aide in organization and
ther supplies will be coming from production.

Lynn, Patti McCarty, Carrie Deven, Anne

Ster-

CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess; Associate
Producer, Martin Mooney; Director, Edgar Ul.ne. ;
Authors, Arnold Phillips and Warner H. Furst;
Screenplay, P.erre Gendrcn; Cameraman, Joc*ey
A. Feindel; Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Assistant, Angelo Scibetta' Editor, Carl Pierson;
Musical Director, Leo Erdody; Marionettes by
Barlow & Baker.
DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOCRAPHY, Very
Good.

with Nils Asther, Helen
Paramount

Walker
92 Mins.

Moon Street"

WELL-MADE MELODRAMA WILL APFANS.
PEAL MOST STRONGLY TO SHOCKER
This effectively produced film has many
of the attributes of entertainment of the
shocker school. Possessed of an air of
the macabre, the production sustains the
attention
well throughout its suspenseful
course.
The screenplay cf Charles Kenyon, as
based on a Garrett Fort adaptation of a
play by Barre Lyndon, has an element of
believability despite its fantastic story. It
doesn't
overboard :n its toying with the
science go
of endocrinology.
The film is the story cf a scientist, Nils
Asther, who has cheated old age via a
series of gland operations. He has had
to commit many murders in his efforts to
contravene the laws of nature. His passion for a lovely young woman, Helen
Walker, has s.mething to do w.th his desire to remain youthful. Death descends
upon him when something goes wrong,
saving him from the wrath of the law.
CAST: Ni.s Asther, Helen Walker, Reinhold
Schunzel, Paul Cavanagh, Edmond Breon, Morten Lowry, Matthew Boulton, Brandon Hurst,
A.ninta Dyne, Arthur Mul.iner, Edward Fielding,
Reginald Sheffield, Eustace Wyatt, Forrester
Harvey, Konstantin Shayne.
CREDITS: Director, Ralph Murphy; Screenplay,
Charles Kenyon' Adaptation, Ganett Fort; Based
on play by Barre Lyndon; Musical Score, Miklos
Rozsa, Cameraman, Henry Sharp; At Directors,
Hans Dreier, Walter Tyler; Film Editor, Tom Neff;
jound, Ferol Redd, Philip W.sdom; Set Decorator,
Sam Comer.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Tele Station Costs Told
Bay State Trade Rallies
At FCC Allocations Hearing Behind Pinanski for 6th
(Continued from Page 1)
cations hearing, in buttressing the
statement of Lewis Allen Weiss, of
the Don Lee Broadcasting System,
that television is too expensive for
any but the largest cities, told the
FCC that the initial expense for a
tele station would run from $150,000
to $300,000, with operating expenses
amounting to another $350,000 per
year. The estimate for the initial
cost makes no provisions for grounds,
buildings and antenna supports.
G. R. Town, Stromberg-Carlson
engineering manager, estimated that
$300 would be the minimum cost for
ultra-high-frequency television of
the type proposed by CBS. Receivers for the present tele channel, he
said, would cost about half as much.
Such sets would include tele, FM
and AM dials.
McLean estimated the initial expense for an intermediate station at
$140,000 to $165,000, with the annual operating cost at $231,000. Sa-

Boston — With Samuel Pinanski of
M & P Theaters once more playing
the leading role as Massachusetts
State chairman in the Sixth War
Loan Drive, full co-operation of the
entire local industry has been assured, letters promising all-out support
setts coming
leaders. from many MassachuThe latter include Nathan Yamins,
head of Independent Exhibitors; T.
C. Barrows and James Burke of
Local 182, operators; James J.
O'Brien, IATSE; Edward Ruff, for
the Distributors; John Loftus, Eddie
Comi, K. R. Douglass, H. J. McKinney, and Joe Cifre, representing supply companies.
At the annual meeting of the Allied Theaters of New England, a
resolution was adopted which stated,
in part,
with deep wishes
appreciation that"It
the isAssociation
to
extend to Pinanski an enthusiastic
and unanimous vote of confidence in
his leadership for this drive, and to
Nazis Hold Lt. Mock
pledge ourselves individually and as
South Bend, Ind. — Lt. Glen Mock, an Association to work and co-operate with him in every way to make
whose wife is on the Palace Theater
staff, was wounded in a flight over this drive an outstanding success."
The Massachusetts Sixth drive goal
Germany and is now a prisoner of
war.
is $706,000,000.

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th 8t. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.
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J. L. Warner Forecasts Higher Peace Attendance
Maintenance of Pix Quality |p/x Mii China.

SeCUtUy

Level Viewed by WB Studio
Head as Key to B.O. Boom Called Vital at Dumbarton Oaks,

PlBMi

c
Lo bays

So. Calif. 6th Loan
Committees Ready

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI I
in were: Harry
M. Warner,
Ma- conclave in the Hotel Pennsylvania provided for foreign language capHollywood — Committee personnc
jor Albert Warner, Charles Einfeld, that the power of motion pictures tions beneath the picture by optical- for the Southern California theaters
is
world ly i educing the picture when it
Joseph Bemhard,
Ben Kalmenson, as a means
of maintaining
participation in the forthcomin;
Samuel Schneider, Harry M. Kalmine,
' printed. Tnis method avoids the ois- Sixth War Loan was announced yes
greater.
even
is
peace
on
titles
nashing
by
Joseph S. Hummel,
Wolfe
Cohen,
caused
traction
He told the industry's engineers
terday by Gus A. Metzger, stat
Mort Blumenstock, Arthur Sachson, that in the China Secuiity Plan of- the picture area of the screen,
lollowchairman.
The groups, which al',
Roy Haines, Jules Lapidus, Norman fered to the Allies at Dumbarton ! Traae comment yesterday,
have met in several pre-canr
H. Moray, Robert W. Perkins, Harry Oaks, the motion picture is empha- ing Dr. Los aadress, centered large ready
paign strategy sessions and are head
sized as a vital medium for promoGoldberg, Jacob Wilk, Samuel Cardeclaration that interna- ed in most instances by veterans c
tion of international friendship and ly on his
tional misunderstandings may even the five previous war loan drives i
lisle, W. Stewart McDonald, E. K.
Hessberg,
I. F. Dolid, Ed Hinchy, understanding. He warned, how- be increased unless proper interpre- this area, are as follows:
Stanley Hatch, Albert Howson, Gil
tation is injected into product for
ever, that use of films for this purGus R. Metzger, state chairmai
Golden, Larry Golob, and others.
pose may fail, and misunderstand- exportation by the U. b. to China Theater War Finance Committer
ings may even be increased, unless and otner lands in the post-war per- O. N. Srere, vice-chairman; Cherri
Warners'
production
chief
iod. Lo's warning iound strong
adequate attention is given to probsounded a warning against any
Corwin,
vice-chairman.
lems of interpretation in producing
Executive
Committee: Dave Be:
t on this point irom indusexhibitor
resort
to "cheap ter
agreemen
foreign version films.
estabshon,
George
Bourke, Hugh Bruei
the
pictures as protection against
ng
advocati
channels
try
In films where the use of a langlishment of a foreign trade body George Bowser, Rodney Pantages
an uncertain future," and deuage other than that of the speaker now under the Webb Act and within
Advisory Committee: Mike Rosei
clared that "the only result that
would not seem unreal or misleading, the fiamework of Mr PDA. One of berg,
can follow from cheaper
and
Robert Poole, Al Galston, Ha I
he said, the most suitable method of distribution angles tor Hollywood ry Vinnicoff, Charles Feldman, Ha
poorer pictures is to drive peointerpretation is the dubbing-in of product in the foreign markets at ry Cohen, Chet Bell, Al Hanson.
ple out of the theaters."
dialogue or narrative in the langu the war's end envisions selection of
Publicity and Advertising Con
"The motion picture industry has age of the audience for which the ' U. S. product which will be the most mittee: Seymour Peiser, chairmai
educated the public to better picfilm is intended. To facilitate lip ' suitable for audiences of the mdivia- Mort Goodman, co-chairman; Da1
tures," Col. Warner said, "and the synchionization, Lo added, it has ual countries to which it is sent, re- Martin.
only way we can hold their patron- been found helpful to draw curves in ' gardless of the negative cost oi the
Special Events and Bond Show
age is by giving them consistently
curve to picture or who has produced the pic- Ben Wallerstein, chairman: Jay Su
print, a indicating
workexample,
the for
ink on
the
right,
ture,
better pictures. What's more, I am
ton, Bruce Fowler, M. A. Anderso
confident that with the co-operation closing of the lips, while a curve to
High-speed photography, motion Rube Wolf.
of all branches of the industry, we the left would indicate opening of
Film Distributors Committe
picture devices in use by the armed Fred Greenberg, chairman; Wayi
can give them not only as good pic- the lips.
services, and training film problems,
tures as we have in the past, but
Where realism or dramatic values largely constituted
topics of finai Ball, Clyde Eckhardt.
still better ones. I am also confident
Mobile Unit Committee: Spenc
that we will have a sufficient high would be lost by dubbing in another jday's sessions at the SMPE meet Leve, chairman; Dave Ross, Alii
language,
he
asserted,
space
may
be
I
ing.
level of general business activity
Marten.
to support the present volume of De Witt C. Webber Dead
Statistical Committee: John La
Lambs' Election Today
motion picture business."
chairman.
The Lambs will hold their annual ery,Chairmen,
Denver— De Witt C. Webber, 79,
Metropolitan Los A
"There is every reason to believe owner
of
the
Webber
theater,
died
geles
Area: Joe Kennedy, North HO
this
officers
of
that we have a post-war boom ahead
meeting and election
lywood; Lew Clark, Long Beach; ]j
of us," the Warner exec, continued. in a local hospital after a six months'
organization's head- Penn, San Pedro; Harry Schlinki
"While there may be some tempor- illness. Webber, an attorney ranch- afternoon at the
quarters, 128 W. 44th St. The regu- San Pedro; George O'Brien, Redon
er, legislator, etc., started in the theary slackening in business activity
ater business in 1907 when he built
lar ticket of candidates is as fol- Beach;
Ernst Sturm, Ocean Par
to permit re-adjustment to a peace- the Majestic in Colorado Springs.
lows: Shepherd, John Golden; Boy, Earl Barry, Westwood Village; Vj
time basis, the backlog of civilian
In
1908
he
began
operating
the
Iris
tor J. Rosen, Beverly Hills; Jul
demand is too great to permit slowRaymond Peck; corresponding secre- Lourent, Pasadena; Carl Meek
ing up in our national business vol- in Denver, operating that until he
secrerecording
Clark;
tary, Bobby
ume. Exhibitors and producers who built the Webber, which he operated
tary, Jack Whiting; treasurer, James Glendale; Grover Smith, Glenda
make the mistake of turning to until 1935, when he leased the house E. Meighan, and librarian, John S. John Klee, Pomona; J. G. McMam
to Fox Intermountain and retired.
cheaper pictures now will find them(Ole) Olsen.
Hollywood; Robert Corbin, Holl'
selves out of the running later on.
Ned Alhambra;
Calvi, Hawthorne;
JanEdwards,
Jack Goldbei
The surest way to get into a hole is welfare of our industry should co- 1 tures they can respect, and the whole wood;
to climb down into it and that is operate to keep standards high," future of the motion picture indus- East Los Angeles; Tenry Pines, 1
exactly what happens when you try Warner added. "As soon as the war
try depends on how well we satisfy glewood; James Bradley, Huntir
ton Park; Bill Jenner, Comptc
to force down the quality of pic- is over the American motion picture
industry is going to face a degree of that demand."
Harry LeSeff, Burbank; Milton I
tures."
competition that it never had be- Warner Sends Five More
thur, Long Beach.
Cites Long-Range Reason
fore— the competition of newly de- Pictures Into Production
County Chairmen: Jennie Dodj
"There is also a long-range reaVentura; Homer Gill, Bakersfie
veloped film industries of other countries. During the war they have
son why everyone interested in the
Col. Jack L. Warner, now in New Harry Denny, San Bernardino; E
been learning a great deal about the York to hold a series of home office Hunt, Riverside; Dick Smith, S
art of film-making, and while they conferences, yesterday notified the Diego; Mike Lustig, San Diego; H
have a long way to go _d consistent- studio to start shooting on five new ry Golub, San Diego; John Ech(
2,000 Service People
ly equal the best American product, pictures within the next 30 days.
Santa Barbara; Willard Osbor
we will not be able, to ignore them.
At "Night of Stars'9
"Stolen Life," starring Bette Da- Santa Barbara.
Two thousand servicemen and
They will be worthy competitors.
vis, and "Hotel Berlin," from the
women of the fighting forces of
"The years after the war will see Vicki Baum best-seller, go before the Receipts for War Prisoners
the United Nations will be guests
a change in American motion picture cameras Oct. 30. "Mildred Pierce,"
Chicago — Alliance Theater Circ
audiences. These men who made up
at the 11th annual "Night of Stars"
Joan Crawford starrer; "This
which will be held in behalf of the
the great battlefront motion picture first
is giving one day's receipts to lo
Love
of
Ours,"
the
story
of
Marine
United Jewish Appeal for Refugees,
audience have learned what the mo- Sergeant Al Schmid, starring John organizations for the benefit and
0/erseas Needs and Palestine, at
tion picture can do and they will Garfield, and "Happiness," from the of American war prisoners and h
Madison Square Garden, Nov. 14.
expect and demand great things of Mildred Cram novel, with Ida Lupino jpital wounded from the communii
|where it has theaters.
it. They will insist upon seeing pic- starred, starts rolling Nov. 13.

production
28 W. 44th St.v 21st floor
New York N.
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TEN CENTS

00 NEW THEATERS TO COST $7,500,000
leith- Albee-Orpheum
i-0 Stock Passes to
r . Keith Corp.; Same
icers Will Continue
■K0 Corp. has dissolved the Keith;>e-Orpheum Corp., one of its oldsubsidiaries, it was learned yesay. The K-A-0 common stock
pass to the B. F. Keith Corp.
ph. is owned to the extent of aptimately 99.9 per cent by the parcompany.
The K-A-0 preferred
k was recalled on June 15, leav(Ccntinued on Page 3)

Corp. Dissolved by RKO

WAR LOAN TOUR TO END IN N. Y.
Rally Here Will be held at Astor on Eve of Start of
Drive; Brandt and Hertz to Los Angeles

With the industry's Sixth War
Loan kick-off rally to be held at the
Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles
next Monday, the series of 19 regional meetings mobilizing the industry for the campaign will culminate
in New York City with an all-industry meeting on Friday, Nov. 17,
at the Hotel Astor, Harry Brandt,

livery of Del. Adv.
20th May Pick New
per al Standstill
Chairman on Thurs.
etroit — Delivery of advertising

sr for theaters here stopped eny at noon yesterday, affecting
fly National Screen Service, but
exchanges carrying their own
fer and independent advertising
•ces.
Teamsters' union advised
I ters that paper must be delivby their members if at all, and
Continued on Page 2)

W

iefl

Hardy in St. Louis
To File Arthur Case

The question of a successor to
Wendell L. Willkie, late chairman
of the 20th-Fox board, is expected
to come up at the company's directors' meeting next Thursday. The
meeting, which was to have been
held yesterday, was postponed a
week by President Spyros Skouras'
absence from the city,

IArb'n Awards Pending;
w Complaint in Chicago Standard System Sought
iling of a demand for arbitra- For Mex. Distribution

chairman,
announced
yesterday.
' national
The New York rally will take place
virtually on the eve of the drive,
which will start Nov. 20. Arrangements for the New York area rally
are being made by a committee headed by Malcolm Kingsberg, New York
(Continued on Page 3)
I

St. Louis — Russell Hardy, former
special assistant to the U. S. Attorney General, is in St. Louis putting
the finishing touches to the petition
for an injunction against the American Arbitration Association, the
five consenting companies and others
which he contemplates filing in the
Continued on Page 2)

Starr
Plans Announces
for 1944-45 Ampa's
Season

by Marchesi Bros, in the ChiMexico City (By Air Mail) — Esb tribunal brings the total num( of cases pending to 33. Eight tablisbment of a standard system of
rds are still pending in the New distributing films in Mexico is exk tribunal and six in Boston, pected to result from the joint con(Continued on Page 3)
ferences now being held between
(Continued on Page 6)

Ampa plans a constructive and en
tertaining program for the 1944-45
season, Martin Starr, president, announced yesterday,
i Starr said that Ampa's activities
(Continued on Page 3)

Wore WLB Back-room
Applications Studied

Detroit Nabes

Trying Vaude

More War
Labor board applicants drawn up by IATSE back-room
"change locals in a move
to obain wage increases were studied by
epresentatives of the union and the
lm cempanies
yesterday
preparapry to their being approved
and
■igned for submission
to the regnal War Labor
Boards.
The
I'gmng is expected to take place at
■ meeting of union and company
spokesmen on Wednesday.

Six-Acts-Flus-Band

Bruce Units for Circuit

Detroit — Vaudeville is arousing
8 & L's Board Chairman,
scattered but significant interest here
William Bausch, Is Dead
as an answer to two of the industry's key present day problems —
Rochester, N. Y. — William Bausch, product shortage, which aroused the
84, board chairman of Bausch & general complaint of exhibitor leadLomb Optical Co. and last surviving
ers at the just-closed convention of
son of John Jacob Bausch, com- Allied Theaters of Michigan, and
the universal double bill.
pany's founder,
died Heyesterday
at
In the dual aspect, stage shows as
his residence
here.
was active
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

63 of Houses Authorized by OCR Are New; 37
Burned to be Rebuilt
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Authorization of
OCR for the construction of exactly
100 new theaters in the span since
office's establishment on Oct. 9,
1943, until the same date this month,
involved an approximate expenditure, by the circuits and exhibitors
having the houses built, of $7,500,000, including equipment, it was said
yesterday by Maurice Green, head
of the section's theater desk.
The relatively low cost of these
100 houses, 63 of which were new
projects (Continued
and the balance
on Page 6)of 37 re-

More Studio Equip.
Seen After V-E Day
Dropping of order L-267, limiting
production of equipment for Hollywood studios to 12 per cent by weight
of the amount of critical materials
used in 1941, is a virtual certainty
for V-E-Day, it was learned here
yesterday. Cameras, doLies, lights
and various other stage accoutrement are covered by this . order.
Lincoln V. Burrows, WPB pix
chief, discussed with agency officials
(Continued on Page 3)

RKO, Union Expected to
Resume Talks Next Week
Contract
negotiations
between
RKO and the Motion Picture Theater Operating Managers
and Assistant Managers Guild which hit a
(Continued on Page 6)

Howard Hughes Gets
Control of the TWA
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The C vil Aeronautics
Board yesterday authorized the acquisition of control of Transcontinenal & Western Air, Inc., by
Howard Hughes, who is also closely
industry.
identified with the motion picture
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MARKET

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
16i/4
16i/4
16'/4
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%)
■
47
47
Columbia Picts. ptd. . 47
Con. Fm. Ind
SVi
51/2
51/2
25
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd . . 25 'A 25
166
East. Kodak
166
1 66
64%
8 1/2
do pfd
26%
Cen. Prec. Eq
22%
Loew's,
Inc
64%
22%
22%
26%
Paramount
.
26/2
64%
8 1/2
RKO
81/2
RKO
$6 pfd
90%
90%
90%
25%
25%
20th Century-Fox
. 25%
31%
313/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
32
Warner
Bros
13
12%
13
MARKET
N'W
YORK
CURB
Monogram Picts
3%
3%
33/4
RKO
cvs
1%
1%
Sonotone
Corp.
Technicolor
217/g
2J3/4
213/4
Trans-Lux
197/8
20
Universal Pictures ... 20
Universal
Picts. vtc

not by managers, ushers or other
employes, or violating theaters
would be picketed.
No attempts were made by exhibitors to take out their paper after noon, and the situation is very
quiet on the surface. However, many
theaters attempted to stock up on
paper for coming attractions in the
preceding 24 hours, trying to get
paper as much as a month ahead.
It is probable that the pinch will
not be felt for a few days for this
reason.
However, James F. Sharkey, general manager of Co-operative Theaters, contends: "We don't need paper nor trailers. We could fill frames
with institutional advertising and
keep it up permanently," indicating
the theaters feel they are innocent
bystanders in the differences that
concern the film or paper carriers
and the union.
For the first time, delivery of upstate paper has been stopped. For
che past several weeks this has been
carried by separate truck operated
jy the Film Truck Service, so that
about 600 theaters are now affected.
The situation remains largely confused even to industry leaders closely concerned with it. A possible
clue to the source of the difficulty
lies in the contention of the men
that carrying paper and films togethir 1 causes extra work and paper is
not/4 covered in the regular union
contract.

Arsenic" Sets Record
At Strand on Broadway
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Mrs. Sadel Dies
Mrs. Irene Weber Sadel, secretary to Loew's Eastern division manager, Carter Barron, during the past
12 years, died yesterday in Washington, D. C, after an illness of several months. Her husband, T/Sgt.
Dave Sadel is with the Army Medical Corps.

FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH-PORTUCUESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound

from Page 1)

Studios

41 E. 42nd St.. N. Y. 17 . MU 2-5358

An all-time New York Strand paid
attendance record of approximately
500,000 was chalked up by "Arsenic
and Old Lace" in its seven-week run
which ended last night, according to
Zeb Epstin, managing director of
the Warner house.
The engagement of seven weeks
also was the longest for any picture to play the theater in more
than a dozen years.
"The Conspirators" opens at the
Strand today.
Extend Condon Deal
Columbia Pictures has extended
its deal with Richard Condon, Inc.,
for special publicity services on several important forthcoming productions, it was announced by Frank P.
Rosenberg, director of publicity and
advertising for the company. Among
the new Columbia pictures the Condon organization will work on are,
"Together Again" and the Technicolor musical, "Tonight and Every

(Continued from Page 1)
United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Missouri here on
behalf of the St. Louis Amusement
Co., and other clients some time early
next week.
There is a strong probability that
the local suit when it is filed may in
addition to seeking an injunction
against future interference with the
petitioners' houses also seek damages to cover the results to them of
former decisions of the arbitration
system. If the action is brought
under the Fedeial anti-trust acts, ii
would be permissible for the petitioners to seek treble damages.
The Princess case is docketed by
the local AAA tribunal for Nov. 13.

Loew's, Inc., Promoting
New Film Industry Stamp
While the new 50 th Anniversary
Commemorative postage stamp whl
be sold on issue day, Oct. 31, only
in New York and Los Angeles,
Loew's Capitol, Washington, D. C,
31 promotion
an Oct.
is planning
stunt
in the latter
city.
Hank Shields, Loew publicity man,
has arranged with philatelists, newspapers and the Postmaster General
to place an impressive lobby display
in the theater from President Franklin D. Roosevelt's personal collection.
Part of this display will be "fir^t
day cancellation" stamps which will
be postmarked in New York, 12:01
a.m., Oct. 31, and rushed to Washington.
Stunt is tied up with "American
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F.

ZANUCK

has

left to

SID

BLUMENSTOCK,

assistant exph

leavi
Century-i-ox,
of 20th
managertonight,
..oston
whe:e
he will setislip th
^aign on "Irish Eyes Are Smiling."
DIRECTOR CaANE WiLBUX and A
.(.NG. WA.<REN DOJGLAj and CHARLES
.re in Springfield, Mass., for filming cf
or Warner's new documentary film based
Springfield
plan of education
for tolera
M.LT YOUNG, Warner theaters pi
iept., Philadelphia, paid the home 0 \
visit yesterday.
BUCK RAM and HAL KANNER, soni
/jam, and writers or thha original V
light club score, are back from Hcllyw
JOHN R. WOOD, JR., March of Tirr j
nanager, returns today from a visit ,
.0th Century-Fox Boston branch.
IRENE DUNNE is at the Waldorf-Astoi
Hol.ywood.
On Nov. 1 she will go t •
,eal to participate in the Canadian seve
and
MAX
FELL
loanHARRY
drive. THOMAS
vljnogram execs., are en route East from I
/ith
planned
stopovers
in Kansas
C \
Louis, Cincinnati, and other points.

BELITA, Monogram skating and danc; I
terday. to Hollywood following ccmplc q
returns
ler Oriental Theater, Chicago, engagem 1
FRANK

SHAW,

associate producer

j

Jackson on Deanna Durbin's pictures jj
/ersal, arrives in New York over the vl
from Hollywood.

LOTTE PALF1, who has just finishei »
in M-C-Ms "Son of Lassie" left Hi
Tuesday for New York on a business trip 1
MARY
BLAIR, art director for Wall
r"ork
vacation.
Aril! return to Hollywood today followin
ABEL VICARD,
legal department,

head of the Warner
goes to Chicago on

^izer Offers Theaters
)eal on "Germany" E

Romance."
Rites
for Mrs. Irene Siddell
Washington

DARRYL

premiere of "WHsi
tne Omaha.
tol. owing
CoastO.naha
tne
Theater,
MiRVYN
LeROY, who returns to the |
Bros,
lot as soon
as he
tinishes
pr<
' 1 he Robe"
for RKO, leaves New York
row for the Coast.
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Washington — Services will be held
this morning for Irene Webber SidLoew's division
dell, secretary
manager,
Carton toBarron, who died
Wednesday after being ill for the
better part of a year. One of the
most popular film figures in Washington, Mis. Siddell had many friends
in Hollywood and New York, including dozens of industry leaders and
stars, for whom
madestopped
hotel reservations whileshethey
in
Washington.

Reception for Robert Paige

A reception for Robert Paige, who
has just completed a role opposite
Deanna Duibin in "Can't Help Singing," was tendered to the Universal
star yesterday at the Hampshire
House. Among those who attended
were C. D. Prutzman, Fred Meyers, F. J. McCarthy, Maurice Bergman, J. H. Seidelman, Mr. and Mrs.
Helen
Meyers
Hospitalized
Night."
Hank Linet, E. L. McEmanuel,
Jay
Helen Meyers, assistant at the
, Mona BarMacKenzie
Fay
Evoy,
Poli, New Haven, is ill at New Haven rie, Sam Machnovitch, Al Horwitz,
Bob Ungerfeld and J. J. Jordan.
Hospital.

Louis Nizer, author of "W;
Do With Germany," which pi
the title for the latest Ma
Time release, is offering the:
deal under which book
throughout the country will
available copies of the volur
posters for window and lobl
play.
The theaters may have the*
is V '
price ion
(regula
at $1.50 $1
as rcommiss
taining
may be ordered on memoi
from the publisher, and theate
return any unsold copies. Tlj
lisher is Ziff Davis, Empire
Building, New York, or 540 N
igan Ave., Chicago.

"Mrs. Parkington" 1st Wee fa

n of "The hh
exceptio
With the
which play!
Story,"
delphia
theater New Year's week, 1 1I
week's gross on "Mrs. Park jt
M-G-M picture t si
topped
Music Hall. These |C
the any
at

such attractions as "Dragon f«
"The White Cliffs of Dover,'1 1«
ame Curie," "Random Harve
"Mrs. Miniver."

-
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Ih-Albee-Orpheum
(solved by RKO
(Continued from Page 1)
1,226,142 shares of common of
a only 626 shares were held by
mblic.
!,der the plan, individuals own|L4 1/3 shares of K-A-0 will be
lied to one share of B. F. Keith
non. K-A-0 was formed in 1928
iigh the merging of the Keith
Orpheum circuits,
.'lasmuch as the officers of K-A-0
- almost identical with those of
'. Keith, changes in the Keith
! are slight, except for the addiof Garrett Van Wagner as comper and A. W. Dawson, treasurer,
|e board of directors. As it now
• is N. Peter Rathvon is president
t F. Keith Corp.; Gordon Young| vice-president and general counMalcolm Kingsberg, executive
^president; J. Miller Walker, sectreassj:y, and A. D. Dawson,
J3
r(,

tv Announces Ampa's
sis for 1944-45 Season

II MUMS

TO..

October 20
Evelyn Br°nt
Dave Colding
Rita Corday
Russe'l Hal-nan
Larry Wheat
James H. MacFarland
October 21
Groucho Marx
Edward G. Levy
Lloyd Huhges
Vincent McCrath
lossphine Lovett
Robert Schless
Don Hancock
Ruth Terry
October 22
"''ns'ance Bennett
M;'zi C-een
Joan Fontaine
Bela
Lugcsi
John Sutton

I

More Studio Equip.

WAR LOAN TOUR TO END IN N. Y.

Seen After V-E Day

Rally Here Will be held at Astor on Eve of Start of
Drive: Brandt and Hertz to Los Anzeles
(Continued from Page 1)

City exhibitor chairman, with Harry Loewenstein and Frank Damis,
Northern New Jersey co-chairmen.
Brandt and John Hertz, Jr., publicity and advertising director, leave
today by train and arrive in Los Angeles Monday morning. Ned E.
Depinet, distributor chairman, is due
n Los Angeles Friday morning by
plane. ^~~ ■ Captain Raymond W. Wild, Army
bomber ace', one of the th/ee - outstanding war heroes who will accompany the national committee
members on their totirs as representatives of the Treasury Department,
eported to national committee headquarters yesterday. He and W. F.
Crockett, vice-chairman, will leave
Saturday
night by plane, arriving

in Los- Angeles at noon on Sunday.

Vogel Surveys Loew Circuit
To Aid Sixth War Loan Drive

I

of yLoew's
Vogel, head
JosephownR. circuit,
out-of-t
yesterda
completed a city-by-city, theater-by-theater checkup of the circuit in relation to the Sixth War Loan activities, asling
part df
Loew'sin effort
to set
Bond-sel
records
the coming
Bond drive.
j' An analysis was made of Bondsales in the previous War Loans, especially the Fifth. Every spot where
the Bond sales fell below the circuit
average in the Fifth Loan, is being
urged to take immediate steps to
bring that theater up to the record-breaking average of the circuit.

BRIEFIDG THE DAY'S E1EUJS
Chi. Fund Gets $200,000

Chicago — The Chicago amusement
division of the Community War Fund
(Continued from Page 1)
has raised mor than $200,000 for the
(the season will soon get under fund.
and will include a series of
•
:mgs and forums
with leading
Yolen
Returns
to
WB Publicity
iesentatives of the press and raWill Yolen is back in Warner's
who will give the industry's
rtising and publicity men their home office publicity department after completing an assignment for
.points on motion picture pubV, advertising and film merchan- OWI overseas as managing editor
,ig. Plans call for a series of of the news section of ABSIE, the
tes to the press and radio. First American broadcasting station in
he salutes will be to the critics Europe. He suffered a concussion
he New York daily newspapers. from a robot bomb and spent three
r announced the appointment of weeks in a London hospital.
•
• es Dunn, publicity manager of
:ed Artists, as chairman of this "Target for Tonight" Pilot Killed
tion.
Captain P. G. Pickard, who portrayed the pilot in the "F for Freddy" crew in the documentary film,
Theater Building Co.
"Target for Tonight" has been killed
jpicago — C. H. Norris, H. T. Pas- in action. •
and Dr. Wiiliam Allen have or- WB Booker Dies of War Wounds
zed a theater company
with
iquarters at 1625 Monerey AvePvt. Walter "Jimmy" Schmidt,
to build and equip theaters in formerly of the booking department
area. The new company has a at the local Warner exchange, died
of wounds received in action in the
\ tal stock of $100,000.
French invasion.

m minium
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Establishes Glaucoma
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

Clinic
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Variety Club Tent
No. 11 has set up a public glaucoma
clinic at Episcopal Hospital. Glaucoma is an eye condition said to be
responsible for between 11 per cent
and 15 per cent of the blindness
among adults.

•
Write Sketch for FDR Dinner

•
Cocktail Party for Chi. Press

Chicago — Darryl Zanuck hosted
the Chicago press at a cocktail pa1 ty
at the Hotel Sherman yesterday
afternoon, meeting the 20th-Fox
stars here for the "Wilson" preTheater. miere, tonight at B & K's Apollo

saifi relaxation of L-267
mean Imlimitied production
•making4 lequi^ment.
Statu1941.
tory ban will f|e^fone, he pointed
out, but manufacturers will not find
limitless quantities of all production
materials awaiting them, nor are
they apt to find all the manpower
they need at once.

33 Arb'n Awards Pending;
New Complaint in Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

the two spots having the greater
arbitration activity. Since the start
An original political sketch writ- of the present arbitration system,
ten by George S. Kaufman and Moss there have been 386 cases filed, 252
Hart will be presented Sunday night awards rendered and 101 cases withdrawn. There have been 100 appeal
at a "Broadway for Roosevelt" dinner to be held by the Independent decisions made with four appeals
Voters' Committee of the Arts and still before the board.
Sciences for Roosevelt at the Hotel
Marchesi Bros, claim unfair clearAstor.
ance over the Geneseo Theater,

•
Tex Ritter Opens Tour Nov. 2

Geneseo, amount
111.,
and name
Loew's, Par-It
and RKO
as defendants.
is charged that the clearance granted to the LeClaire and Illini TheHollywood — Tex Ritter opens a
aters, Moline, 111., and the Majestic
Southern and Midwestern tour with
Strand, East Moline, by the
his Western and Hillbilly Jamboree and
three defendants is excessive and a
at St. Charles Theater, New Or- reduction is asked. It is further
leans, Nov. 2, following completion
of two western picture assignments charged that the three defendants
have failed to license the Geneseo
at PRC.
on some-run.
•
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

•
St. Louis Arbitration Clerk Quits WB Club Election Tomorrow

St. Louis — Harold D. Conner, arbitration tribunal clerk here, has resigned to enter private law practice.
J. Noble1 Braden, executive secretary of the American Arbitration
Association, is here seeking a successor.

(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday the possibility of relaxing
controls of the items when word of
victory in Europe comes. He made
see any imit plain that he cannot
mediate possibility of doing away
with order L-178, which allocates
raw stock. With Army and Navy
needs for raw stock only now reaching full scale, and with the military
film programs expected to continue
at full speed for a substantial period
after the fall of Germany it will not
be possible to free the raw stock
supply at once, he said. He said
the present raw stock supply situation is one of "touch and go," but
that 1he :iisushoping the worst is over.
He still cannot be certain, however,
that it will not be necessary to ima further cut on the industry,
which posenow
sits 75 per cent of the

Annual meeting and election of
the Warner Club will be held tomorrow at the home office. Martin
F. Bennett, president of the Welfare organization, will preside at
the business session, which will be
followed by the annual luncheon in
the Hotel Piccadilly.

•

RKO Showing "Girl Rush"

to Operate CJiC ^/ebster
Chicago—Russell tfswetsky and D.
F. QuinnCo.have
organized
WebsterTheater
to operate
the Webster
Theater. ' ■ . ,, / ..-.

STORK REPORTS

RKO Radio has set special tradeLou Gerard of 20th Century-Fox's
screenings of "The Girl Rush" to- exploitation department, and Mrs.
day in Los Angeles and New Gerard are the parents of a six and
York. New York showing: will be at one-half pound baby girl (Meryl
' room.
j11 a.m. at the exchange projection Ann) born Oct. 17 at Beth David
Hospital.
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Milwaukee

soon

in 30

houses typical of its sensa-

tional performance record!

THIS

sweersua
Benny Goodman's sounding
^. ■' a hot box--.
office note in over 50 key spotss*y this
month!
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I
in Technicolor

in Technicolor

First dates topping 20th's musical highs

You'll love holding the Cherry Blonde

as Variety predicts it "will measure

like they held her in Philadelphia,

up

to highest standards!"

Seattle, Boston, Providence!

Jom¥ty

AND

IBoxoffice calls it "Absorbing . . . exciting!" Broadway holds it 3 thrill-packed
weeks at the Gotham!

COMING!
KEEP SELLING

BONDS!
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Detroit Nabe Houses
Trying Vaudeville
(Continued from Page 1)
a possible alternative are not new.
However, most attacks on the acknowledged evil locally have centered upon common agreement of exhibitors to end duals on a certain
date — an agreement inevitably and
repeatedly thwarted by the refusal
of some one exhibitor in a given
area to concur.
Stage shows, in the meantime,
disappeared from the local houses
almost completely. Until the Paradise started it a couple of seasons
back, there was not a single major
theater regularly running "flesh."
Upstate, the situation was operating more smoothly with some occasional stage shows, as business conditions warranted, bocked in the Butterfield Circuit and other houses.
However, dual bills were not generally prevalent in Michigan beyond
the Detroit area, with a few local
notable exceptions.
In the past three years, a number
of neighborhood houses in Detroit
have tried to put on stage showsplus a double bill, thereby making a
bad situation much worse.
Currently, however, Howard Bruce
of the Amusement Booking Service
is working up a small circuit of
neighborhood houses to play vaudeville— with single bills. Policy opened at Nicholas
George's
Allen Park,
Pa'k
Theater
in the suburb
of Allen
fol.cwed by the Krim Theater, operated bv the Krim Brothers. Next
on the list is the Abington Theater,
being readied for opening by the
Krims at present. Other houses are
under negotiation.
Builds Acts Into Unit
Bruce is interested in the matter
from the talent standpoint, and is
bu:lding on a sound, if modest foundation. His maximum objective for
the present is a two-week circuit of
houses, to play about three days
aniece. He is using six standard acts
plus a band, bu:lt into a regular unit
to day the circuit.
Bv offering this much straiglr
woik. he is again making vaudeville
attractive to acts who have been consistently lured by night clubs. At
the same time, by limiting the total
run to a small number of theaters.
he assures that the acts do not repeat too soon in the same neighborhood, which maintains local patron
following. By offering acts of component showmanship, but not big
name value, and offering several consecutive dates, he brings the talent
cost within the buving range of the
neighborhood theater.
Can Be Over-Done
The one thing against the development is that it can speedilv be overdone if too manv houses follow the
same policy — although the existing
ta'ent shortage w-uld probably stop
this. The Allen Park Theater tried
s*-age shows once before and dropped
them because of the then more acute
talent situation — before the increased

REVIEWS Of D6UJ FILMS
"The Very Thought
with
Dennis Morgan, Eleanor
Warner

Parker
99 Mins.

of You"

TENDER TALE
TAIN TO WIN
PATRONS.

OF ROMANCE
HEARTS OF

IS CERWOMEN

Here is a tender tale of two young
people in love that will hit the women
squarely in the heart. The direction cf
Delmer Daves succeeds in keeping the
interest constantly alive despite a story
that is not possessed of too much substance. The film owes much also to the
attractive production
Wald.

accorded

it by Jerry

"The Rainbow"
with Natasha Uzhvey, Natalia Alisova
Artkino
93 Mins.
A WARNING MESSAGE AGAINST "SOFT
PEACE" TERMS WITH THE ENEMY, REALISTICALLY DELIVERED.
Portraying the indomitable spirit of the
partisan women in their sacrifices f:r the
ultimate freedom of the civilized world,
here
that
the
they

is a
will
Nazi
have

The

Russian film with English subtitles
reach the core of hatred against
rule and the atrocities for which
earned infamy.

story dwells on the ruthless acts of

The lovers are Dennis Morgan and Eleanor
Parker. Their rmance blossoms when Morgan comes back to Pasadena, Calif., after

a Nazi captain, G. Kler'ng, in attempting
to learn of the hideout cf a group of guerrilla fighters whose families are located in
a small Ukranian village under Boche rule.
Highlight of the film is the fiery appeal

a long hitch w'th the Army in the Aleutians. Most of the drama is supplied by

by

the
opposition
of her
Miss
Parker's
mother
i Beulah
Bond i ' and
older
sister (Andrea
King) to the match. Nothing st"ps the
lovers and they are married as the youth is
about to go overseas. The two are happily reunited at the end. There is a secondary romance involving Morgan's buddy
(Dane Clark) and a pal of Miss Parker's
Faye Emerson I.
Clark, who has the comedy assignment,
steals the attenri'n from Morgan and Miss
Parker make a fine romantic pair.
CAST: D3nnis Mcrgan, Eleanor Parker, Dane
Clark, Faye Emeison, Beulah Bondi, Henry
"ravers. William Prince, Andrea King, John
Alvin,
Marianne
O'Brien.
3lck Erdman,
Francis
Pierlot.Georgia Lee Settle,
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wald: Director,
■/elmer D3ves; Screenplay, A'vah Bessie, Delmer
Daves; Based on story by Lionel Wiggam; Musi:al Score, Franz Waxman; Cameraman, Bert
Tennon. Art Director, Leo Kuter; Fi'm Editor,
Alan C osland, Jr., Sound, Everett A. Brown
"pecial Effects. Warren Lynch; Set Decorator
:orbstein.
Tred
M. MacLean; Musical Director, Leo F,
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

* SHORTS

Fine.

*

Natalia Al'sova, as the partisans return to liberate the village, when she stops

a group

of raving women

Those

who

Accenting
ting off easy character
. . ."

To Cost 7 1-2

(Continued from Page 1)
built because of fire loss virtual
their entirety, is explained,
asserted, by the fact that mar
each category were small oi
serving communities of modest
ulation.
Furthermore,
some sa'
was
possible,
which brought
down.
Average seating capacity o:
100 theaters built was placed a
tween 700 and 800, and the co
each house per seat was said
in the neighborhood of $100. E
ment needed was higher propo:
ately than is so in normal tim<

Standard System Soug
For Mex. Distribution

from killing Ger-

man prisoners
withthethefuture
warning,
the
Germans
see what
holds "let
in store
f"r them.

100 New Theaters

die now

will be get-

portrayals, the film

hasCAST:
b^en Natasha
effectively
d'rected
acted. Elena
Uzhvey.
NataliaandAlisova,
Tiapkina, Vera Ivasheva, Anton Dunaysky, Anna
L:syanskaya, G. Klering. N'kolai Bratersky, Vitya
Vinogradov, Alik Letichevsky, Emma Pearlstein,
Vova
Ponomariov.
CREDITS: Story and Scenario. Wanda Wasilewska; Producer, Kiev Studios in U.S.S.R.; Director,
Mark Donsky; Cameraman, Boris Monastirsky;
Music, Lev Shvartz- English titles, Charles Clement; N-rrator, Anne
Sevmour.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

^KO, Union Expected to
Resume Talks Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)
snag early this week when the union
insisted that the circuit set a retroactive date are expected to be resumed next week.
The union, which notified the comnany it would take the case to the
State Board of Mediation if the circuit failed to name such a date,
r-hanged its mind yesterdav when
Monroe Goldwater, RKO attorney,
announced that management was
nrepared
to expedite negotiations,
tivity.
although not prepared at this time
<~o name a definite date of retroac-

"The Cross-Eyed Bull"
UA
10 mins.
Excellent
As the first of a new Technicolor
".artoon series known as "Daffy
Dittys," produced by Larry Morey
"nd John Sutherland, formerly with
he Disney organization, this epiThe union covers managers and
sode in dimensional anhnation assistants in 41 RKO houses in the
mie?ges as a highlv entertaining Tietropolitan area.
and clever subject. Not only is the
-olor and lighting remarkable
but
he direction and animation is ob- ^ & L's Board Chairman,
viously progressive. The story deals William Bausch, Is Dead
with the determination of a crosseyed bull to win the affections of a
'Continued from Page 1)
?ow-eyed lovelv by defeating a dangerous bull fighter.
:n his organization's research laboratories until his unexpected death
"ax on cabarets became effective. ,vhich follows that of his brother.
Proof that the lo^al public will go Edward Bausch, former board chairman, last July.
"11 out for vaudeville, but that even
For
6S years. William Bausch had
"hat volume of demand can be exaggerated as well, is shown in the mod- b^n with the firm and is credited
°ra*e, but n-^t snectacu^r, business wifh the foresight to have started an
if four topflight first-run houses a '-mtical glass plant here in 1915,
"ounle of weeks back when all four saving the countrv from visual chaos
offered stage shows at once for the when the product became unavailfirst time in perhaps a dozen years.
able in Europe during World War I.

(Continued from Page 1)
producers

and

exhibitors

here.

The Mexican Motion Picture
ducers Association suggested
oarleys as a means of betterir
lations between the two grouj
ter the exhibitors had entei
strong protest against the a:
ment of exclusive exhibition :
in the city of Tampico to th<
ater chain headed by William
ins.
Emilio Azcarraga, Roberto ]
vantes Casasus, and Chavez ( i
are representing the thea^ero »
^t the talks while executivi't
^inns Mundiales, Trust Films,
Films,
and Grovas
the
spokesmen
for P'-oductior
the produjf
Although
the
opening
si
°nded without the conferees c\
•"o any agreement,
s^'des !
"onsented
to continueboth
the discu
in an effort to arrive at a so"!

"U" to Hold "Hearing"
Universal
holding of athe"he;J t>b
mstead
of a is
showing
Kern music from the Deanna 3
bin Technicolor
production,
Help Singing."
Inasmuch as ,
of thenextpicture
be av.
until
month. won't
Universal
bii
a sound track of the music tc
York and is using this novel r
of
introducing the score to the j
trade.

Lt. James Crawley Missing
Springfield,
111. — Lt. Jam
Crawley,
former
manager
c
Kerpsotes Brothers' theater a
licothe, is reported missine
•■ion since Sept. 17.
Craw y.
flight officer, was pilot of e§/
plane engaged over Holland.

Sidney Spiegel Dies
Chicago — Sidney Spiegel, r.|
in the Essaness Theater Circu jd
yesterday afternoon.
He was re
urer and vice-prexy of the E<
Circuit.
His widow survives

1

The glories of ''Kismet" in rich Technicolor!^
"Mrs. Parkington," a production of magnitude!
Mighty "American Romance/' Technicolor Titan!
The Bigness of "Seventh Cross"!
Wonderful Technicolorful "Meet Me In St. Louis"!
Never-ending is the magic of M-G-hA
We shoot the bank-roll to bring you HITS!
Read what the trade paper Film Bulletin says:
'This M-G-M lot is humming with big thingsMammoth sets . . .The Penn Station in New York—
A famed tourist street in Los Angeles—
A WAC

dormitory— Lake Arrowhead

Hotel-

Even the Rocky Mountains are not immune—
These are added reasons why M-G-M
Outspends all other film studios."
Right you are, Film Bulletin, and they're
Added

reasons foiffMr%< Leo's Leadership!
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IREATER SELECTIVITY SEEN FOR EUROPE
tank Canadian

Odeon

Circuit Deal Said Set

ill Give British Tycoon
^proximately 100 Outlets
Dominion for U. K. Films

Commerce Dept. Pix Survey
Finds Potentially Enormous
Post-War Income Prospects

Toronto — Sources close to the
eon circuit on Friday confirmed
iorts that there was a deal near
isummation between the Nathan-controlled circuit and J. Arthur
'nk and that negotiations were exited to be completed upon the aral of John Davis, Rank represenive, from London next week.
lether Rank was buying an inter(Continued on Page 8)

Washington Bureau of J HE
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of
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DAILY

Washington — Agitation by imporpjt wings of American industry for
rification of export operations' sta; under the Webb Act after V-E
:y may hasten formation of the
oposed foreign trade association
lich filmland legalists are cur1 Continued on Page 11)

. C. Patterson to London
fithin the Next 10 Days

Carnival
—
Advt. gaiety fills the air, drawing crowds to Rio de Janeiro for the greatest celebration of all time Republic captures this festive occasion in all its brilliance in "Brazil."

15 Nations to Show
At Mex. Film Fair

Urge Retention
Of Film Order L-233

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Hundreds of workmen are busily applyI.Richard C. Patterson, Jr., viceing the finishing touches to the minialaiiman of RKO's board of directure city which will house the Mojrs, expects to leave within the
tion-Picture Fair to be inaugurated
Ixt 10 days for London where he in this capital
about Nov. 1.
11 serve as ambassador to the YuThe first event of its kind to take
l Continued on Page 11)
place in Mexico, the exposition is
sponsored by the government of the
(Continued on Page 11)

Warrior Warnerites
To Have Best Xmas!

Each of the 3,985 WB employes in
the armed services, irrespective of
length of their employment with
the company, will receive a $20 check
this Christmas,— a boost of $5 over
last year and double the 1942 amount.
These checks will go out jointly from
the Warner management and the
Warner Club, to supplement Christmas presents already mailed to the
boys and girls in uniform by the
Girls Service Unit of the Warner
Club.
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Washington — An increasingly selective market, with potentially enormous income-producing possibilities
for American pix, is described in
part in a new analysis of the European exhibition situation prepared
for the Department of Commerce
released this morning by Nathan D.
Golden, pix specialist. Golden does
not discuss the theaters of Italy,
France, Germany or any of the countries under Nazi occupation until
recently.(Continued
Instead onhePage
confines
him7)
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Air Stars at Garden
Show to Launch 6th
Major networks top shows will
entertain and broadcast their Coastto-Coast programs from the hu?e
6th War Loan pick-off show at Madison Square Garden on the night of
Nov. 20, it was announced Friday.
A capacity attendance of 20,000
is expected, with every seat to be
(Continued on Page 8)

Washington — Retention of film order L-233 after V-E-Day was recommended unanimously by the Film
Manufacturers Industry Advisory Pickford as Nebenzal's
Committee, WPB announced Friday. Associate on 'Mayerling'
This order includes all types of film, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIT.Y
whereas L-178 is concerned specificHollywood — Mary Pickford, who
ally with motion picture film. It recently purchased the screen rights
(Continued on Page 11)
to "One Touch Of Venus," Friday
signed a contract to serve as coproducer with Seymour Nebenzal on
(Continued on Page 11)

Production Code tor Mexico?
Censorship by Industry Asked by Producers

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — AmerReport Para. Rushing
ican motion-picture censorship methFWTBT Print to Madrid
ods will serve as the model for the
system soon to be estimated in this
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY country, it is revealed by the Mexican Ministry of the Interior.
Washington — Paramount has rushThe
form the proposed organizaed a special print of "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" to Madrid, it is reliably tion will take, according to the Minreported here, in a last-ditch at- 1istry, will depend largely upon the
(Continued on Page 11)
(Contintijijl ort|Jage IpO^
oH-

.too I J PUS8
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Winter Haven Drops
Proposed Ticket Tax
Winter Haven, Fla. — Proprsed city
admission tax has been dropped by
the City Commissioners in view of
the 20 per cent Federal tax already
carried, and because the proposed
tax would apply to an individual
business.
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Miami Attendance Off
90% Due to Hurricane

Altec Prexy Forecasts
itartling Equip. Advances

Miami — The hurricane which
threacened Miami area last week
took a heavy toll on theater attendance Wednesday, the day of its
expecced arrival. One of the big
chains estimated a falling off 01
fully 90 per cent, with the other
opeiators giving about the same figure.
All theaters were designated by
the Red Cross as emei'gency shelters and at least one of the downtown houses remained open all
night. Reports came in early in the
evening that the course of the storm
had veered and would likely by-pass
Miami, so many people returned to
cheir own homes. Sixty-five per
cent of neighborhood houses closed
early in the day. The question of
power had to be considered. All
bookers report no difficulty experienced in film delivery.

West

4
20

4
20%

—
+
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Honorary Degrees Given
To Griffis and Wilson

Schenectady, N. Y.— Stanton Grifyi
fis, chairman of Paramount's exl/2
ecutive committee and now serving
as
commissioner
for the Red Cross
1/4
1
in the Pacific area, yesterday was
granted, in absentia, the honorary
degree of LL.D. by the trustees of
Union College. Charles E. Wilson,
president of General Electric Co.
and former executive vice-chairman
1/4 of the WPB,
% honorary degree.was given the same

Hollywood — At tbe final meeting
of Altec's annual conference here,
President George L. Carrington,
said: "You have seen and heard why
we predict startling future improvements in the effectiveness of the
presentation of motion pictures.
vVhen wartime restrictions are removed, itwill be possible for manufacturers and theater supply dealers to offer equipment to theaters
which, coupled with studio improvements, will bring a realism to the
today. which cannot be approached
screen

%
%
%

RADIO
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•
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in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
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1st Mezz.
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STAGE
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'THE STORY

Gary COOPER
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and

'HEAVENLY
Extra!

"This

I

Tn

Dr.WASSELL'

With Walter Vincent as Guest of
Honor, it will be called the "Picture
Pioneers Exhibition Christmas Party." Presented by Sam and George
Dembow, Co-chair
men of the Dinner jf
Committee, the idea met with instant
favor on the part of the other members of the Committee. Meetings
will be held this week at which program ideas will be prepared.

MOLLY

DAYS'

Is America'

•NAVY

Series

YARD'

PARAMOUNT

presents

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"Frenchman's Creel

To Tag Eagle-Lion Films
With the Initial G.C.F.

l/4

jaeger, Ex-U. S. Marshal,
Joins Ross Federal Execs.

i\. Y. THEATERS

DAILY

"These new factors add tremendously to the emotional reaction of
audiences and show that motion pictures will continue to be an outstanding form of public entertainCharlotte, N. C— This city, lying
at the outer edge of the hurricane
path through North Carolina, suffered no interference with theater Picture Pioneers Party
performances. Film deliveries in Postponed to Dec. 13
chis territory were all made on nor- ment."
mal schedule.
A sudden decision to have its anDamaged power lines in the area
nual get-together take the form of
of Charleston and Florence, S. C,
closed theaters in that area Thurs- a Christmas party this year has resulted in a change in the date of the
day night, but were rapidly being
next
Picture
Pioneers' Dinner. Acrepaired, the Southern Bell Telecording to a statement issued Friphone office here reported at the
day by Jack Cohn, it will be held
week-end.
Wednesday evening, Dec. 13, at the
Jade
and Bastildon Rooms, WaldorfAstoria.

Arthur Jaeger, former U. S. marshal of the New York district, has
been appointed to Ross Federal Service's staff of executive employes,
Stromberg-Carlson Plans
D. A. Ross, general manager, announced Friday. In keeping with
Rochester Tele Station
plans for wider field operations,
Rochester, N. Y. — Plans for a tele- Jaeger will head his own special
unit which will embrace the addition
vision station for the post-war era, of several executive workers.
are revealed by Stromberg-Carlson
Refugee Plugs Golden Pic
Co. here.
Dallas — Hildegarde Cunow, an
Architectural plans for Rochester's alien
refugee, who felt the lash of
"Radio City" were released last week the Nazi horde, recounted the horby William A. Fay, vice-president
rors of Nazi brutality in her home at
in charge of broadcasting. First Dusseldorf over a state-wide hookup Thursday night as the highlight
hint of the proposed station came in
March when the company applied to of the Texas premiere of Edward
the FCC for a television broadcast- Golden's "The Master Race," at the
ing license, equipment, exclusive of Majestic Theater, focal point of the
multi-city premiere.
building, to coat $154,000.
T:ans-Lux
4
Universal Pictures . . . 20%
Universal
Pic;s. vtc

Coast Bureau

All pictures made by Eagle-Lion
Films, Inc., and released by United
Artists will be presented by General
Cinema Finance Co. and will be
designated by the use of the initials
only, G.C.F., it was announced by
Arthur W. Keily, sales representative for J. Arthur Rank Productions.
In order to establish the G.C.F
trademark to both the trade and the
American public, a special advertising fund has been set aside for its
promotion.

*

RIVOLI. B'way & 49th St.
"Our Hearts Were Youn» and Gay'fl
starring CAIL RUSSELL
with • DIANA LYNKl
Paramount's
CHARLES RUCCLES • DOROTHY CISr
IN
Frank Sinatra • Eileen Bartoi
PERSON

Paige

and

his ork ,

pAXAM(H/#r
VICTORIA
Broadway & 46th St.

Doors Open 9:45 A. M. • Continuous

Mrs. T. P. O'Connell Dies

Chicago— Mrs. T. P. O'Connell,
76 mother-in-law of James Coston,
Warner zone manager, is dead at the
age of 76. Burial takes place today
at St. Mary Cemetery. Her husband,
two sons, Will O'Connell, manager
of Warners Hiland Theater, Harry
O'Connell of the Warner Circuit,
and Mrs. Louise Coston, daugh
ter,
survive.

Raymond

BWLF.
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Trade Press Consensus:

'» «

Presents

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
JOAN DENNETT

Directed by FRITZ LANG

Edmond Breon • Dan Duryea
A NUNNALLY JOHNSON
Production
Released by RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

HALK UP ANOTHER BIG
NE FROM INTERNATIONAL!

m$M

m.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY — First it was 'Casanova Brown.' Now it's 'The Woman In The
Window.' Two goals — hand running — for Messrs. Goetz and Spitz and their International Pictures . . . The second of their four in 1944-45 for RKO is a corker."

Kt.

FILM DAILY — < "Melodrama at its finest . . . Rates raves ... As smooth a job of its kind as one
can hope to see . . . Should rate easily among the year's top contenders in its class."
BOXOFFICE — Showmen should issue a sedative to everyone who buys a ticket to this magnificently produced murder yarn, lest the suspense prove too much for some of the customers,
of which the picture should attract so many that the SRO sign will be worn threadbare."

MOTION PICTURE HERALD — "International Pictures, Inc., follows up 'Casanova Brown' with
another winner in quite a different field . . . The theme is murder and the story is relentlessly logical and continuously fascinating. Rating: Excellent."
VARIETY — "Strong and decidedly suspenseful, with the slick entertainment factors certain to be
reflected in strong box-office returns in all bookings ... A topliner."

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW "One of the most telling suspense-builders ever made. Will
have them popeyed on the edge of their seats . . . With a name cast, ace production, and
almost certain advance interest, the upper money brackets are indicated."
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER — "^ sure soc^ n^- Ofle °^ the most absorbing pictures of the year.
Will keep audiences on the edges of their seats in tense *anticipation to the last frame."
HOLLYWOOD VARIETY — "Most certainly will be one of the talked-of pictures of the year. For
sheer suspense and gripping qualities it ranks with the best of all crime stories of the
past . . . Should be high grosser."

THE INDEPENDENT — "A distinguished melodrama that should rate high when the final accounting of the year's pictures has been made. Finer melodramatic entertainment would be difficult to locate."
FILM BULLETIN —

"First rate thriller. Brilliantly directed. Highly exploitable and will garner

good gross."
awsvv.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

IS INTERNATIONAL!

%
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54 Cents Per Seat,
Dimes March Average
The motion picture industry's
March of Dimes drive for 1944 piled
up 42.8 per cent of the total contributions from all sources, it is revealed in a 52-page booklet compiled
by Oscar A. Doob and Ernest Emerling and sent to exhibitors this week
by the committee.
The book indicates that theaters
with a total of nearly 9,000,000 seats
participated in the campaign which
resulted in collections averaging 54

COmiflG and G0MG
COL. JACK L. WARNER, executive produt
of Warner Bros, and MRS. WARNER left N
font --ver ihe week-end for Chicago, whi
Col. Warner has several business conferenc
scheduled for this week.
SPYROS SKOURAS. 20th-Fox head, return
from the Coast on Friday with SAM SHAI
his assistant.

A Vera, Vera Social Day
• •
• IT WAS A VERA, vera social Friday for the New York
industry, what with two cocktail parties in the afternoon and a dinner
dance in the evening. .... .First event on the day's social calendar
was the McKesson & Robbins cccktail party at "21" for Joe E. Brown,
film and screen comedian, idol of the GI's and, as of last week, author
Film biz, radio and the press rubbed e'.bows at "21," and as the
rural journalist might report it, "A swell time was had by one and
all"

▼

▼

▼

• • • FROM "21," many of the guests wended their way to
the Sherry-Netherland's Vanity Fair Room where Jack L. Warner was
official host at a cocktail party
and reeception honoring Mervyn LeRoy
.LeRoy,
who recently launched
his own producing
unit,
Arrowhead Productions, returns to the Burbank studios about Jan.
I as a producer, following the completion of his present Frank Ross
"The Robe" commitment
With some 300 attending, including
Maf. Albert Warner, Charles Einfeld and Roy Rogers, the LeRoy
OSCAR

A. DOOB

ERNEST

EMERLING

cents per seat. It is estimated that
there were more than 55,000,000 individual donations. Every theater
reporting collections in the 1944
drive is listed by states, with amount
collected and seating capacities. The
tabulations also show the per capita
for each state, both for theater collections and the over-all contributions to the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis. Names of
theaters' owners or managers are
given — a new departure.
The District of Columbia led in
the per seat average — $1.54. Delaware was second with 81.4 cents and
Maryland was third with 58 cents.
The five leading states in total collections out of the $4,667,000 were
New York, $703,330; Ca'ifornia,
$477,129; Pennsylvania, $373,369;
Illinois, $251,131, and Ohio, $231,241.
Most striking feature of the book
is the inspirational note that it
strikes. The cover is a reproduction
of a drawing by Lucile Patterson
Marsh showing a child in prayer.
It is captioned: "and thanks, dear
God, for letting me walk- again."
Throughout the book are reproduced
pictures of child-victims of the 1944
polio epidemics in all sections of the
country.

sk.\d minium
liREETIMS TO..
Octobsr 23
Sa-D E. Morris
Ceor?e H. Morris
Hvry Coh?n
S;ly
O'Neil
Fred Datig
Bernie Zeeman

party was graced by "names" galore
WB executive personnel turned out en masse
and Phil M. shook the hand of Norman
H. Moray, Jake Wilk, Barney Klawans, Stanleigh P. Friedman, Joseph
Bernhard, Wolfe Cohen, Mike Dolid, Samuel Carlisle, Ed Hinchy,
Harry Kalmine, Ben Kalmenson, Mort Blumenstock, Robert Perkins,
Samuel Schneider, Joseph Hummel, Harry Goldberg, W. Stewart McDonald, Gil Golden, James Allen, Ed Zern and Lany Golob, among
others
▼

▼

T

• • * Guests from outside the company embraced such personages
as Ethel Merman, Cornelia Otis Skinner, John Wildberg, Joseph Connolly, Jack A'.icoate, Norman Corwin, Fred Sammis, Lois Wilson, Don
Mersereau, Frances Whiting, Ed Maher, John R. Hearst, Chester B. Bahn,
George T. Delacorte, Jr., Billie Burke, Mrs. Hattie Silverman, Jay Emanuel, Chick Lewis, Abel Green, Sherwin Kane, Terry Ramsaye, Regina
Crewe, Fiieda Inescourt Vincent Youmans
as well as Al Steen,
Jim Cunningham, Jim Ivers, Lou Pelegrine, Roy Chartier, Mori Krushen,
Raymond Levy, James M. Jerauld. Mel Konecoff, Mo Wax, Jack Harrison, George Morris, R. W. Baremore, Chester Friedman, Gertrude Merriam
permit

and many, many others whose mention, space, just doesn't
V

T

T

• • • PARAMOUNT PEP CLUB'S inaugural dinner-dance in
the Hotel Astor's grand ballroom Friday night attracted a turnout of
upwards of 800
Installed during the evening were the new club
officers headed
by J. L. Brown, president
Bob Weitman
sent
over the Paramount's stage show to entertain while Mark Towers' band
played for dancing
T
▼
▼
• • • Gracing the affair, in addition to large groups of service men
and editors of the industry press, were Paramount execs, and guests
The latter included
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balaban. Mr. and
Mrs. John Balaban of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Goldenson, Mrs.
Frank Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dembow, Sam Pinanski of Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Keough, Charles M. Reagan, Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Pereira, Louis Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mohrhardt,
Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Richard, Mr. and Mrs. George Weltner, Carl York, Arthur PTatchett,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Netter, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meyer, Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. Ccksll and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weitman
T
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR

LEO ). MCCARTHY,
general sales manager
PRC
Pictures, arrives in New York today af
a seven-week
visit to Hollywood.
While
rcute East. McCarthy visited PRC exchanges
San Francisco, Denver, St. Louis and Chicago.
FRANK DOWNEY, M-G-M branch manager
Detroit and HARRY SHUMOW, Milwaukee mi
ager, arrive today for home office visits. CLA
TON LYNCH, Los Angeles, and FRANK HENSLI
Kansas City, arrive Nov. 6.
GEORGE
ARCHIBALD,
a controller
of
British
Ministry
of
Information,
arrived
week from London.
PANDRO S. BERMAN, M-C-M
rives from the Coast Oct. 29.

I

producer,

DIRECTOR
EDMUND
GOULDING
plans
leave Hollywood for New York this week, I
lowing completion
of his work
Bondage" for Warner Bros.

on

"Of

Hun

NORMAN ELSON. vice-president of Tra
Lux Theaters Coro., leaves for Boston today,
turning Wednesday.
WALT

DISNEY

is en route to the Coast.

EDWIN
LESTER,
producer of "Song of N
way," current Broadway hit, will leave for
Angeles
Nov. 6.
ELLEN DREW, is in Grand Island, Neb.,
a brief visit with her husband, Lt. Col.
Bartlett, AAF.
BARBARA

STANWYCK

and SONJA

Chicago visitors at the week-end.
ROBERT
STERLING,
executive

HENIE *
assistant

Hunt
Stromberg,
arrived
in New
York
fiHollywood
yesterday
to discuss advertising
exploitation
Sternberg's
House" for UAfor release.

"Guest

In

DOROTHY STONE and CHARLES COLL
are in town from Hollywood to discuss poss
Broadway appearance this season in a strai
comedy.
They
stopping
Fred Stone,
in are
Forest
Hills, with
L. I. Dorothy's fatl

Few Dei. Exhibs. Get
Adv. Paper Delivery
Detroit — Advertising paper sitx
tion was
relatively
quiet Frid;
with
almost
no paper
going
o
Some is being shipped by mail a:
express to theaters, but this is g(
erally considered unsatisfactory
cause
of uncertainties
of deliv<
and the need for larger stock
paper in the territory if it beca
Very few exhibitors have attem
general.
ed to carry their own paper so f
Reports
were current
that pick
would
be assigned
to the Od<!
Theater, small East Side house, *
though Rubin
did not know
carrying - of when he took

Miller, owner, said l
of the union's stpaper - by - exhibit
his out.

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably Discharged
JOHN ELLIS, from the Army, to mintgtr, I
bonnet. Houston, Tex.
WILLIAM T. VALOS. from the Army, t© a, I
ger, Genessee. Wheaton, 111.
HELMER
P. MOSLEY. from the Army, to elf
manager,
M-G-M,
New Orleans.
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^creasing Sy Selective European Market is Seen
(Continued from Page 1)

\ mmerce Dept. Pix Survey
', .ds Potentially Enormous
Bt-War Income Prospects
to the 29,728 theaters seating
(94,232 people in Eire, Finland,
tugal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey,
oR and the United Kingdom. He
,usses briefly the situation in the
untie Islands, with an aggregate
^0 theaters seating 34,385.
Wartime pix attendance in these
i tries alone compares favorably
i current attendance figures for
United States, with a reasonable
mate going to 5,080,000,000. Goldid not attempt actual figures
some of these markets. The
Te above includes Europe only.
U. S. Pix Stay Dominant
[throughout these countries U. S.
have retained their dominant
tion — in some cases despite the
impts of government and some
astry quarters to kill the market
i us.
Demand for our product
9 if |
been so great that business
se has forced several unfriendly
ups to continue featuring our
s.
On the other hand, Golen makes it plain that in orer to retain and expand this
larket it is imperative that the
reatest care be exercised in
loosing production for export.
:• ll Ee has found
the same care
cju yecessary for the Asian, Afcan and South American marets — with different preferences
bf1 mong these different continents
nd among different groups on
it same continent.
econd only to this country
in
size of its film audience, Golden
s, is Soviet Russia — where
he
.Xanates an overall annual attend
Frio r(e of three billion in 18,000 thes. Among the theaters are inlias i •!
iled a number of workers' halls,
equipment for them is in many
s shared between two or three
rent halls.
Soviets Import 20 Features
stock
Although
Russian production has
:bs(. ? been of major calibre, with sev"0 • of its directors responsible for
; \s of great standing in the hisj,.:/ of the art, present trend there
ears to be
towardto more
ed 'iduction
is down
about imports,
30 feafes annually during the war per"— most of them war themes. Imjts for this year include 12 Amerf i nix, six British and two Indian,
dpn savs — adding up to a total
50 features for the year.
The
,ian product is confined to the
1E2 (fhern republics, with only occalal showing in some of the large
■ropolitan centers.
;>"r studios, of course, do not sell
Russia, with the New York of!•)?■ ■ of the Soviet film department
^;r«r here for the country.
C^'den has mentioned in other
tndips the fact that the Soviet
industry is planning to step op

BRIEflllG THE DAY'S REUIS
"Risen Soldier" to Metro

Master Race" will be the next attraction at the RKO Palace TheMotion picture rights to "The
ater.
•
Risen Soldier," written by the Rt.
Rev. Francis J. Spellman, ArchLegion
to
Install
Lacks
bishop of New York, have been acArthur Lacks, in charge of sales
quired by M-G-M. "The Risen Soldier" first appeared in Collier's mag- and distribution of News of the Day
azine and has since been published for M-G-M, will be installed as
in book form by the MacMillan Com- Commander of the American Legion
Post 305th Field Artillery at special
pany.
sei'vices to be held Nov. 2 at the
77th Division Clubhouse, 28 E. 39 th
Golden's 30th Year in Pix
St. He will also address the gathering.
Edward A. Golden, whose produc•
tion "The Master Race" is being released by RKO Radio, is celebrating his thirtieth year in motion pic- Vanguard to Move
ture work, having started in 1914 as
Vanguard Films will move within
a distributor of films in New Eng- the next month to new headquartland. With the recent "Hitler's
ers at 400 Madison Ave. ■ Offices
Children" he turned producer.
"The now are at 515 Madison.
production after the war, and is
liable to offer increased competition to Hollywood. Already,
although Russian films are barred in Spain, Portugal and one
or two other countries, the Soviet film men have been strengthening their foreign exhibitor
contacts.
Second in importance among the
group covered is the United Kingdom, with close to 5,800 theaters
and annual attendance of better than
1,600,000,000. England itself boasts
better than 5,000 theaters, Northern
Ireland 108 seating 80,000, Scotland
358 seating 388.000 and Wales 301
seating about 200,000.
Only production in this group is
in England, with 60 stages and 21
studios. Sixtv-five features were
produced in 1941, 46 in 1942 and 62
last year. Despite the native production activity, 75 per cent of the
footage in British houses last year
was American, and 80 per cent of
all subjects. In Northern Ireland,
95 per cent of the films seen by
about 50 million people annually are
American. No proportion is given
for Scotland or Wales, but it is at
least as high as in England, with
annual attendance figures in those
"ountries estimated by this reporter
'from Golden's figures) at 200 million and 150 million respectively.
Spanish Prefer U. S., U. K. Pix
Despite the auestionable policies
of the neutral Spanish government,
allied features are most frequently
<=een in the nation's 3,335 theaters.
Feature imnorts between April 23.
1941. and March. 1943, included 62
H. S. films, 89 British, 39 Italian,
^9 French and only five German.
This is not because the official policy is pro-democratic, but rather
because the 312.000.000 Spaniards
who pass the box-office during a
vear do not patronize the Axis pi-odnc't
Preference
is for
Britishwillingly.
and American
pix, more
of

which could be profitably shown were
it not for the high tax load imported
pix must bear and the demand of the
government that distributors of foreign film must invest heavily in
Spanish production. Significantly
Argentina produced 16 of the features shown in Spain during the
period covered above.
During the 1941-42 season, Golden relates, only six new American
feature pix were shown, along with
one full-length cartoon. Thirty new
American pix were shown in the
following season.
Spanish Production Grows
Spanish production itself — though
the quality is not good — is growing
in importance, with 169 features
canned since 1939 — 47 last year.
Our pix are clearly the favorite fare
of the vast majority of Spanish
film-goers. Golden calls for strengthening of "the few companies in
Spain which still can be controlled
or dealt with directly from the
United States," even though it is
now impossible for them to band
together formally.
"Possibly a pooling of the
best recent pictures for presentation in Spain might be effected," he proposes, "and the
mere offer of such a urogram of
certain hits should aid in rallying all exhibitors in Spain to
an increasingly pro- American
attitude." One result, he adds,
might be elimination of the
many old American pix still
screening in Spain. He suggests
al«o Government aid — through
OWI — in the choosing of pix for
Spain, hittine- anv tendencv to
unload "DotboiWs" on the Iberian market. The policy of giving exhibs. "ten good ones and
ten bad ones strikes a hanny
balance onlv where ther* is little com netit?on and nothing to
lose. Ino Spain there is dramatic clash of interests,
and

90 Per Cent of Films
Shown in Ireland
Are Made in Hollywood
every card played for the United
States
be aincreasing
good one."comGolden should
also found
petition for the industry from the
Spanish legit, theater — implying that
this was largely due to the discontent of Spanish audiences with the
available film fare.
He detailed the excessive Federal
levies, distribution charges and exploitation costs, estimating that
about 40 per cent of each million
pesetas realized on a film during its
first year gets back to the distributor, from which he must pay the
producer. Returns during the second year approximate 35 per cent
of those for the first year, he said,
and for the third and fourth year
about 20 per cent.
Irish See 90 Per Cent U. S. Pix
A yearly attendance of 21 million
in 260 theaters in Eire sees about
90 per cent American product and
10 per cent British, Golden found.
Irish are rabid film fans, wanting
everything the American market
wants and more of it. Attendance
there is considerably higher than
the estimated 12 million for Portugal, where U. S. proportion is
about 58 per cent, British 18 per
cent, German 14 per cent and Italian
six per cent. There is a stronger
preference for our product in Turkey, where 80 per cent of the 194142 market was ours. Turkey has
150 year-round theaters and another
50 seasonal houses, with annual attendance between 10 and 15 million.
American product is most popular in Sweden, but Golden did not
offer any ratio. Latest figures on
the number of theaters indicated
2176 at the end of 1942, seating about
550,000. Annual attendance was
about 40 million. Swedish production is waxing, with 36 features
shot in 1941-42. In exhibition, Golden reports, there is a strong trend
toward powerful circuits.
Finnish U. S. Ban Fails
Golden likewise had no exact figures on the proportion of our films
shown in Finland, where audiences
— estimated at 20 million annually —
prefer Hollywood to any other production center. Earl" in 1942 the
board of the Finnish Film Chamber proposed a complete ban on U.
S. product, in line with the Nazicontrolled International Film Chamber's decision to ship no films, raw
stock or equipment to countries
where U. S. films were shown. The
proposal was licked, after which its
proponents withdrew, formed their
own organization and superseded the
Finnish Chamber in membership in
the International Film Chamber.
Eight of 22 distributors went along
with the pro-Nazi group, the rest
continuing to handle whatever American product they could get,

m
Air Stars al Garden
Show to Launch 6th
(Continued from Page 1)
filled by a purchaser of a War Bond.
Tickets will be obtained only by
purchasing a Bond in advance. The
Garden will be scaled from Bonds
of from $100 to $100,000 denominaHarry Brandt, national chairthe Sixth
industry's
tionmaninofthe
War participaLoan, as
he left on Friday for the first regional meeting to be held today in
Los Angeles, expressed confidence
that, on the basis of the enthusiasm of state chairmen in the
field, the industry will not only
reach, but will oversubscribe, its
goal in the forthcoming Bond,
selling campaign.

tion per seat, with a few boxes going at $1,000,000 each.
Arrangements for the galaxy of
radio stars and programs were completed on Friday by Ted Lloyd,
chairman of the Radio Division for
the Sixth War Loan, with Max A.
Cohen, chairman of Special Events.
The star-studded show will begin
at 6 p.m. and continue for several
hours. Lowell Thomas will lead off
the show. Following will be a half
hour program of the band of the
Training Command of the Army Air
Forces, with Paul Whiteman as
guest conductor. Other stars on the
show will include: Milton Berle in
"Let Yourself Go"; "Blind Date,"
with Arlene Francis, broadcast over
the Blue network; Gabriel Heatter,
MBS; a special Quiz Kids broadcast;
Spotlight Band, Blue network; "Can
You Top This," with Senator Ford,
Joe Laurie, Jr., and Harry Hershfield; "Dr. I. Q.", NBC network;
Orson Welles, and "Take It Or Leave
It," with Phil Baker, over CBS.

Kingsberg Calls 6th Loan
Conference for Wednesday

Monday, October 23, 19'
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Our Fighters9 Lives
Were Its Dividends
Dallas — "Mission Accomplished"
can be written proudly on the recthe film
industrytopersonnel's
blordord ofbank
donations
the Red
Cross here. Circuit and indie theaters' personnel contributions aggregate 247 pints, given by 158 donors, and 231 pints given by 159
donors employed in general offices.
Thus the exhibition total was 478
pints given by 317 donors.

Rank-Odeon Deal
In Canada Said Set
(Continued from Page 1)
est in the circuit or merely arranging a Coast-to-Coast outlet for British pictures was not determined.
A reliable source said that a deal
undoubtedly would be completed because "it is the desire of Rank and
the British government to get product into all ends of the British Empire." •<*[
Deal would give Rank about 100
Dominion outlets.
Conn. The bride formerly was with
Twentieth Century-Fox.
Youngstein was presented a War
Bond by the National Committee.
This was the first Bond purchased to
be credited to the forthcoming industry drive.
Max A. Cohen, chairman of the
Sixth War Loan Special Events, obtained War Bond pledges totaling
$76,575 from among those present,
to be counted toward the industry's
drive.

Indie Circuit Operators
Join Texas Committee

Dallas — Henry Reeve, regional
chairman for the 6th War Loan
Malcolm Kingsberg will hold a campaign, will add by invitation to
joint meeting Wednesday morning the Texas WAC committee a group
of his 6th War Loan Committees
for the New York Area, at the RKO of unaffiliated circuit operators including: Mart Cole, Rosenburg; RuProjection Room, 7th floor, 1270
ben Frels, Victoria; J. G. Long, Bav
Sixth Avenue.
City; B. R. McLendon, Atlanta; W.
Besides the general executive W. McNatt, Naples; R. N. Smith,
committee, the borough and county Mission; Gidney Talley, Pleasanton;
chairmen and the publicity commit- H. S. Leon, Dallas, and Wallace
tee, Kingsberg has also invited Fred Blsnkenship, Levelland.
Gehle, New York State Director for
Phil Isley already is co-chairman
the War Finance Committee of the with
John Adams for the state.
Treasury and members of his staff
to attend.
Special events to highlight the 88 County Chairmen Will
Aid Ohio 6th Bond Drive
campaign will be discussed.
Cleveland — Charles Raymond,
First 6th War Bond Sold,
Loew theater district manager and
Youngstein Wedding Gift
state chairman for the 6th War
Max Youngstein, Co-ordinator of Loan Drive has introduced an innovation in procedure by appointing
publicity and advertising for the industry's Sixth War Loan, was hon- a leading exhibitor as chairman of
ored with a reception at the ITOA each of the state's 88 counties. All
Hotel Astor headquarters by the information in the state will be
National Sixth War Loan Commit- cleared through these chairmen. Lotee on Friday prior to his marriage
cal plans will be announced followon Saturday to Sergt. Mary Caring the meeting here of the spearhead leaders on Oct. 31.
naghi of the Wacs
in Greenwich,

They haven't had any more breakdowns since they started their
V"r\ Vt
preventive maintenance program * \ \\\
BUY MORE

WAR

BON*

"/Continuous" performance means something different these
V>< days, when equipment is hard to get and replacement parts
are at a premium. For with the long hours and record audiences
that are coming the way of most theatres, equipment must continue to operate.
So we suggest, Mr. Manager, that you make sure you are
backing your projectionists to the limit in setting up a preventive
maintenance program — a program of equipment care that will
assure you of continuous performances.
Your projectionists are doing a swell job today under difficult
conditions; do all you can to help them. A good way to start your
preventive maintenance program is to send for the RCA Projectionists' Handbook — 76 pages of helpful information prepared
by our experts in theatre equipment care. It's free. Just send the
coupon. RCA Service Company, Inc., Box 70-75 fi. Camden, N. J.

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

This 76-page manual "RCA PhotoHandbook
Projectionists"
—phone
chock-full
of goodforpreventive
maintenance suggestions. No obligation.
Nome.

RCA

SERVICE

CO., Inc., Box 70-75F

Theatre
Address,
City

.State.

Camden,

N. J.

Equipment
Maintenance
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LOBAL EQUIP. SHIPMENTS BY AIR SEEN
I

gilding Industry Reconversion Will Be Speedy

\

' at Bottlenecks Cited
Sole Barriers, But
ese Will Be Temporary

Equipment Field Notes

Cargo Planes, Dirigibles
To Be The Carriers; CAB
Considers Applications
Washington

l? BOW jrvey made

by the post-war plan1 committee of the New York
ding Congress
reveals
that in
section as well as the nation
arally the construction industry,
,iuse it is the most flexible and,
ptable of all industries, has no
jlamental reconversion problem
will enjoy partial recovery in the

I N Richmond, Va., Adolph 0. Budina, ar* chitect for Neighborhood Theaters, Inc.,
has received appointments to both the City
Planning
Commission
and
the Board
of
Zoning Appeals.

*

*

*

Accent placed by SMPE on 16 mm.
at its 56th Semi-Annual Technical Conference which closed in the Hotel Penn[ 12 months following V-E Day,
sylvania on Wednesday afternoon demeh span may coincide approxi«ly with the calendar year 1945.
onstrates clearly the growing importheater construction, therefore, if
ance of the narrower gauge field. Interest of the delegates appeared second
four temporary bottlenecks,
Distributors for three important
ely, Government controls, mate- only to the top topic, television, —
supply problems, price problems, and that can well be the reason. , Western territories have been appointed
* *
*
to represent DeVry Corp. in the educamanpower problems, can be overtional field, H. B. Engle announces.
(Continued on Page 10)
B & H gave tangible evidence recently They are American Seating Co., of San
of its solid post-war planning when it ap- Francisco and Los Angeles, for the State
pointed J. Harold Booth to post of vice- of California; Industrial Electronic Co.,
prexy in charge of merchandising.
Portland, Ore., for Oregon and Washington; and the American School SupWestern Electric has added the therply Co., Denver, for the State of Colomistor to its long list of electronic
rado. Engle, back from a swing
and communications equipment now through western keys in 10 States,
being manufactured for the armed
\gton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY forces. Thermistors, company officials says dealers are alert to fact that wartime experience with pix in troop and
Washington — Improvements in say, will have wide application in worker training has created a demand
r photography gained momentum peacetime to the film industry, espe- for movie sound equipment that will
cially in electrical circuits wherever
i this week as 15 patents were
industry's
facilities
in coming
months,
can* be produced. tax
rited to research chemists of East- temperature changes
if
$
* *
*
i Kodak. Among these was No.
Out in Ft. Wayne, Ind., Nels Sherrill has
0,214 awarded to Ralph M. Evans
The Continental Electric Co., Chicago,
Wesley T. Hanson, Jr., of Roch- been named general sales manager of the has issued a new booklet on its line of
a, N. Y., relating particularly to lllustravox division of the Magnavox Co.
roving color rendition of multi- He was formerly sales manager of the Cetron photo-tubes. Charts are enclosed
home insulation division of Johns-Manville with the edition. History of photo-tubes
;r photographic material so that Corp.
and future development are outlined in the
i which contain yellow will turn
* *
*
booklet.
* *
*
(Continued on Page 10)
All four theaters operated by Dr.
Paul Wirtz, Ohio Theater, Lima, O.,
C. E. Herman in Carnegie, Pa., are begrabbed
first place in the recently coming renovated and remodeled. Work
Flame of Promotion
pleted
operators' contest launched by
is
being
done
by
William
Naidenoff,
Brighter Than Fire
interior decorator and contractor of Motiograph on the topic, "What I
Would
Like
To Have In the PostPittsburgh.
Detroit — Last Xmas Day, fire de* *
*
war Projector." Second place went to
stroyed the local Highland Park Theiter, and just a week from today it
From Pittsburgh wafts word that H. B. George Kalhust, Strand Theater, Redondo Beach, Calif.; and third and
will open again, almost completely
Higgins, prexy of Pittsburgh Plate Glass
fourth places were won by Arthur F.
ebu It. But what has caused the
Co., has also been elected head of Pitts- Koch, Alhambra Theater, Decatur,
nost comment hereabouts is that
burgh Corning C:rp., replacing H. S. WherAlfred Stange, Imperial TheAssrciated Theaters, its operators,
rett. R. L. Clause, vice-chairman of Pitts- III., and
ater, Chicago, respectively.
lave widely advertised the house in

lor Film Patents
signed to Eastman

oca! newspapers
> full 10 months
amount of public
135 resulted from
motion.

ever since burned
ago! An amazing
and trade interest
this steadfast pro-

burgh Plate, was named vice-prexy of Pittsburgh Corning, owned equally by Corning
Glass Co. and Pittsburgh Plate.
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of

THE
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Washington — World-wide distributurliter, all steel heavy-weight fluorestion of U. S. film equipment by air
cent luminaire lighting system.
* *
*
in the immediate post-war years
rocketed to the fore here this week
Mid-West exhibs. are tagging Exhibitor
Parrott, of the Milford Theater, Milford, as the Civil Aeronautics Board held
hearings on proposed air routes over
la., "the right kind of guy." Parrott ap- the North Atlantic and received appointed himself a one-man committee to
plications from 11 companies and
help relieve the popcorn shortage in Iowa.
Located in the growing region, he is buy- exhibits from six cities,— New York,
ing the corn by the ton and selling it to Baltimore, Boston, Philadelphia, Norfellow theater owners who find it difficult
folk and Miami — , all asking consideration as future terminals for such
to obtain.
routes.
* *
*

if

*

*

Development of a miniature microphone
boom

by engineers in the sound department, for use in confined quarters, was

Edwin
F. Guth
Co., Chicago,
is announced this week by Warner Bros. Studio in Burbank.
sending to the trade a bulletin on Fu-

A number of the applicants, who
also plan eventual trans-Pacific service and thus 'round-the-world service, are currently placing accent on
passenger travel, along with such
cargo facilities as will permit rapid
shipment of film to virtually all the
(Continued on Page 10)

RCA Expanding Its
Dealer Setup to 30
Camden, N. J. — Dealer organization for the distribution and sale of
RCA theater equipment is to be
expanded shortly, it is learned here.
The step's aim is to make available
more readily and rapidly the various equipment items of the company to the nation's exhibitors until
and after the war's end.
Currently, RCA products are channeled to film house operators through
24 authorized dealers. This number
(Continued on Page 10)

Just a Reminder To
Film Equip. Trade
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Commencing Nov. I,
all ordinary requests to WPB for
permission to sell or lend new equipment must be made on Form WPB1319. For the balance of the present month of October, application
on either Form WPB-3253 or Form
WPB- 1319 is permitted. Copies of
Form WPB-1319 are available at
all WPB offices.

0 • EQUIPMENT

NEWS
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ty Russians
3
Its

RCA Expanding
Dealer Setup to 30
A Section of THE FILM DAILY compreaeasively covering the equipment field, pubished every second week by Wid's Films and
film Folks', Inc., 1501 Broadway,
New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
VI. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B
Equipmem
Morris,
H.
Bahn, Editor; George
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
,
Boulevard, Hollywood
Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.

Reported
Using Glass Screen

Shipments of Equip.
By Air Are Certain

(Continued from Page 9)
will be increased to 30, so that an
RCA dealer will be located in each
principal
film
distribution
sector
throughout the U. S.
The company's aim, it is said, is
to provide, as soon as possible, a
complete line of equipment and supplies to all exhibition outlets. These
are expected to range from the big
items such as projectors, sound syscems, etc., down to the smaller items
which showmen need for proper theater maintenance.

(Continued from Page 9)
principal countries of the globe,
However, routes on which full cargo

Warner Bros. Develop
^ew Recording Disc

planes will operate are also beingstressed, and in this regard the Port
of New York Authority, mindful of
the fact that merchandise shipments,
equipprominently including film
ment, will utilize New York City
as a dissemination point for all Europe, North Africa, and the Middle
making strong representaEast, tionsisto the
CAB.
All categories of theater equipment
can, it is pointed out, be sent overseas by cargo planes, and rates, especially considering the time element
involved, will make such shipments
entirely feasible.
Goodyear Aircraft Corp., in its
memorandum to the Board, served
notice that lighter-than-air is going
to play a big role in future cargocarrying, — a function which dirigibles can obviously perform to great
advantage.

New Michigan Theater
Estimated at $113,000
Detroit — Plans for a 1,500-seat
theater, tentatively named the Academy, for Wayne, war-swollen west
side suburb of Detroit, have been
filed by Walter Shafer, owner of the
present 833-seat Wayne Theater
there. Plans call for a modernistic
cinder block construction, with no
stores or apartments, at a cost of
§113,000.
Contract has been awarded to the
Johnson Construction Company of
Birmingham, Mich., with Talmadge
Hughes of Detroit as architect. Unusual feature will be the construction
of a multifaced rotunda type lobby
on the corner of the building, which
is planned to be a future street corner.
Plans are dependent upon approval of the WPB and other governmental authorities, who are checking over plans for incorporation of
the necessary wartime austerities
in construction. It is Shafer's plan
to retain the present theater, which
is a few doors from the future site,
as a subsequent-run house. New
theater will be provided with a 300car parking lot at the rear. Building: will be 85 by 189 feet.
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Hollywood — For use in the production of musicals, Warner Bros, sound
engineers have developed a new recording and playback acetate disc
equipment, the studio announces.
Used for the first time during the
filming of "Hollywood Canteen," it
consists of a disc cutting head that
eliminates high frequency peaks due
co mechanical resonances in the cutter.
Also included in the new equipment is an automatic equalizer to
maintain constant frequency characteristics regardless of the record
diameter or peripheral speed.
The new equipment, it also was
explained, embraces a new cuing device that is "more accurate than
anything heretofore in use," the accuracy being aided "by converting
the recording machines so that there
is a wider space between grooves,
that
to a 60-pitch
record."
Theis,remainder
of the
equipment

North American Newspaper Alliance's correspondent, James Aldridge, reports that a new type of
glass screen which is said to give
th.rd dimensional effect to ordinary
motion picture images with.ut .the
viewer having to employ stereopticon
aids, such as colored glasses, has
been introduced
in Moscow.

Color Film Patents
Assigned to Eastman
(Continued from Page 9}
out as faithful reds instead of as
red-oranges.
The same inventors also won No.
2,360,225 on a method of using polarized light in photography by masking a photographic record with a
vectograph containing an image corresponding tothe record and in exact
register with the record, and printing onto a photo-sensitive layer from
the masked record by polarized light.
Evans also obtained No. 2,360,213
on a method of special exposure in
color photography to facilitate removal of dyes under the influence of
silver images.
The patents were assigned to the
Eastman
organization.

Speedy Reconversid
Looms for Building
—
(Continued from Page 9)
1 come, is assured of a reason;
early spurt.
Salient among the items cov(]
by the survey were steel, lum
steel windows,
stone, marble,
terrazzo,
foundations,
floorandcover:'
(rubber and
asphalt tile
var \
composition
materials exclusive !
carpet), elevators, hardware, o:j
mental
iron,
non-ferrous
meil
plumbing,
heating,
and
electi |
, work.
Prior to the survey, a sub-cj
mittee probed the material su]]
situation in the New York mar 1
and its chairman, Philip H. Gi|
drew the following conclusions
ter studying the main commit!
general findings: (1) Two to :

months
will be
requiredof for
re<~
version, with
exception
marble
dustry, which will take some
months; (2) Outlook for busines
not particularly good for first
months after V-E Day; therea;
very good; (3) The war in Asia
not be serious deterrent to const
tion activity; (4) Scarcity of Is
will be eased off in about six mon
except for ornamental iron wor
j and stone wo:kers; (5) There ar
satisfactory substitutes for cril
materials; architects should spe
standard
materials
and equipn
RKO Radio
Makes
Sound"Building"
Livelier
and avoid or minimize at first
use of such critical materials i
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
stainless steel, bronze, and poss:
Los Angeles — World's first rever- lumber; (6) There will be no per
beration chamber with remote con- nel shortages except for drafts
trol has been constructed on the RKO who will be scarce for six month
Radio lot. It is used to add more
'life" to sound effects. The concrete a year.
and brick structure, approximately
32 x 12 ft. is divided into two rooms NCC Makes Personnel Shifts j
Chicago — H. A. Stewart is na;
with revolving door between. With
consists of the "latest type feed-back the revolving door, reverberations
manager
of
National
Car*
amplifier delivering 60 watts of un- are regulated. Original recording is local
Co., company
announces.
C.
distorted sound energy to a loud piDed in, and the reverberated sound, Christensen,
of the Pittsburgh
speaker capable of handling this reflected from angled walls, is picked
flees, and C. H. Julian are na '
here.
G.
power with excellent quality."
up by microphone and mixed with assistant managers
Equalizers enable the -operator, it original sound track to produce the Mayer, former local manager, jl
was added, to set the frequency range desired effect.
to Dallas, and Jack Hammond ;
Pittsburgh vacancy.
reproduced for maximum intelligibilSign
Job
To
Crystal
ity and tempo beat for each particular type of recording.
Universal City, Mo. — The St. Louis
With this new equipment, it is Amusement Co. has awarded a conpossible to fill the largest sound
tract to the Crystal Electric Sign
SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
stage with high quality sound and to Co. to erect an electric sign at the
Tivoli
here.
properly cue dialogue.
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR1

LISTEN...
If you're interested, the facilities of our
large sound studio in New York is now
available. Superbly equipped, acoustically
perfect, with crews and talent at your immediate disposal. Rental fees are nominal.
"Location shooting" wherever necessary.
Write

todays— give
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THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET

/Sg\ COMPANY
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Dtreign Trade Ass'n
ails Gov't Action
(Continued from Page 1)
Lilly weighing to operate within
iramewoik of MPPDA so that
J.ywood feature and short prod. can be effectively distributed in
international markets and not be
.■ected to discriminatory tactics
,k as those employed against it by
;o countries and their sympathiz\ before the war, it is pointed out
representatives of the steel indus±or examp.e, are advocating a
v;c-up by the Federal Trade Common, the D of J and other agen1 so that manufacturers will know
'i some exactness just how they
scand in the post-V-E-Day perMuch is being made of the fact,
t least the high probability, that
1 labor costs and other economic
'Ws will place U. S. firms, includ[3 the film business, at a competidisadvantage with other counfs, particularly Britain which is
Ifely industrialized, and Russia
ph has made big strides in that
rction over the past decade.
t'mhorities here explain that the
fj;ent study by motion picture atf .eys of procedure under the Webb
f ( Webb-Pomerene Act) is essen! particularly because they would
f let MPPDA make any direct
re for setting up a foreign trade
"iciation until it is clear that no
j of prosecution will be run. This
{Jains a possibility even though
r Webb Act was purposely set up
permit trusts to operate in the
J'ign markets, although the Sherf. Anti-Trust Act function at home
) outlaw monopoly.

port Para. Rushing
.YTBT Print to Madrid
1 Continued from Page 1)
jPt to avert a ban on all its pi'od[ by the Fianco Government.
£msh pix authorities were report[fjready to announce a complete
l on Paramount product early in
I month, on the basis of reports
I I their London and Washington
fcassies on FWBT.
mbassador Carlton Hayes is reed to have prevailed upon them
■ •'ait until they could see a copy
onally, and Paramount to have
ed a print to Madrid. If the
goes through, it will cap the
|ic story of the film for Para, which was under fire here
ft-pedaling the Fascist nature
i Franco government.

kford as Nebenzal's
iociate on "Mayerling"

reviews of jfnew
films
tlW
"Moonlight And

'Shadows of

with

Marjorie

Weaver, Peter Cookson,
Tim Ryan

Monogram
67 Mins.
BUND OF COMEDY AND MELODRAMA
WILL PLEASE ON DOUBLE BILLS.

Suspicion"

with The Andrew Sisters, Leo Carrillo
Universal
60 Mins.
MUSICAL POTLUCK WITH A WESTERN FLAVOR; WILL SATISFY AS A FILLIN.

"Shadows of Suspicion" is a melodrama
that employs comedy extensively in work.ng
out its plot. Done with tongue in cheek, the
A. W. Hackel production should serve
its purpose on dual bills.
The film, directed at a fast pace by
William Beaudine, deals with the solution
of a diamond theft. The picture builds
up the interest by keeping the audience
in doubt as to who is innocent and who
,s guilty. Peter Co:kson and Tim Ryan,
who at the start give the impression they
are the culprits, eventually turn out to be
a couple of investigators, while Pierre
Watkin, who gives every indication of
being their victim, reveals himself as the
villain.

Handicapped by a flimsy plot but fortified with eight gocd song arrangements,
Director Eddie Cline apparently let the
cast have a good time with the few comedy
situations allowed by the un-song footage.
However, the spirit of fun is catching and
the offering presents itself as a bit of
escapist entertainment.
The Andrews Sisters handle their vocalisthenics in their usual pleas ng style, with
Patty Andrews doubling in the comedy situations. Mitch Ayres and his orchestra
add a favorable lilt to the musical backgroundwhile Tom Seidel, playing opposite Elyse
Knox for the love interest, gets another
show case for his future roles.
Basis for the story is the fun enjoyed by

Marjorie Weaver is Cookson's romantic
interest. Ryan is entrusted with the burden of the ccmedy.
The acting is okay for a film of this
nature.

a group cf merchant marines, on a two-

CAST: Marjorie Weaver, Peter Cookson, Tim
Ryan, Pierre Watkin, Ralph Lewis, Anthony
Warde, Frank Scanell, Cecrge Lewis, J. Farrell
.vlacDonald, Ciara Blandick, Charlotte Treadway, Tom Herbert, Harry Depp, Elizabeth
wVight, Jimmy Aubrey, Lester Dorr, Ralph
Littietield.
CREDITS: Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director,
W.lliam Beaudine; Screenplay, Al DeMond, Earle
jnell; Art Director, Dave Milton; Sound, Tom
-ambert; Cameraman, Marcel LePicard; Film
Editor, Martin C. Cohn.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Cactus"

week holiday, who are invited to Seidel's
ranch, now being run exclusively by cowgirls. Carrillo enters the plot as a good
hearted cattle rustler who returns the loot
to his friend Seidel.
CAST: Andrew Sisters, Leo Carrillo, Elyse
Knox, Tom Seidel, Eddie Quillan, Shemp Howard,
Tom Kennedy, Mitch Ayres and his Orchestra,
Murray Alper, Frank Lackteen; Minerva Urecal.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Frank Cross;
Director, Edward F. Cline; Cameraman, Jerome
Ash; Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Martin
Obzina; Scund, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, R. A. Causman, Leigh Smith; Music Arranger, Vic Schoen; Dances, Charles Curran; Film
Editor, Ray Snyder: Gowns. Vera West.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

Production is Asked
Supreme Court Decision
On SIMPP Brief Due Today By Mexican Producers
Washington

Bureau

of

1 HE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Supreme Court decision on whether to accept a brief
from SIMPP supporting the Government inthe anti-trust case against
the Crescent Amusement Co., which
will be argued before the court next
month, is due today. Crescent refused permission to Morris Ernst,
SIMPP counsel, to file as amicus
curiae.
Ernst followed this up 10 days
ago with a motion for acceptance
despite the Crescent objection. Late
last week Crescent filed a motion
at the court verifying its refusal to
permit the filing of the SIMPP and
opposing SIMPP's motion that the
brief be accepted over objection of
Crescent.
The court was scheduled to consider the matter Saturday, and to
rule Monday.

R. C. Patterson to London
Within the Next 10 Days

(Continued from Page 1)
goslavian government-in-exile. He
will continue to hold the title of
(Continued from Page 1)
vice-chairman of the board at least
he production "Mayerling." The until it has been determined how
ire, with an all-star cast, will long he will stay in London, accordbefore the cameras in January
ing to N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president.
J A release.

(Continued from Page 1)
report of a group of local experts
who are now studying the working
of the censorship set-up, industry,
state and municipal, in the United
States.
Although the knotty question of
whether the new bureau will be government-controlled has not as yet
been settled, a number of Mexican producers have asked President
Avila Camacho that all powers of
review be left in the hands of the
industry via the counterpart of the
MPPDA's Production Code.
The final decision on this point
will probably be made by the nation's chief executive.

15 Nations to Show
At Mex. Film Fair
(Continued from Page 1)
Federal District.
It will occupy a
site on the Avenida del Ejido, in the
shadow of Mexico
City's towering
Monument to the Revolution.
Besides the United States, Great
Britain, Russia, France, and the
Spanish
Republic,
10 Latin-American countries,
including
tiny Santa
Domingo, will be represented. A
notable absentee will be Argentina,
which despite the eminence of its
motion-picture industry, has not
been invited.
A preliminary check indicates that
there will be a total of at least 152
exhibits. In addition to the displays
of the various Federal departments,
and the giant building of the national motion-picture industry, 12
Mexican States will have their own
pavillions.
Among the features of the exposition will be a movie theater seating 5,000 persons, a complete studio
where spectators will be able to witness a film under actual production,
and a number of screens for the
presentation of educational shorts
and newsreels.

Would Retain Film Order
L-233 After V-E-Day
(Continued from Page 1)
was revealed here Friday that WPB
Film Chief Lincoln V. Burrows has
already recommended with the
agency
that L-178 as well as L-233
be
retained.

Film production and delivery under L-233 have been very orderly,
and revocation of the order, while
military requirements remain at a
high rate, would cause confusion in
the industry, committee members
emphasized.
Army and Navy representatives
said military requirements for film
are not expected to drop below the
present level, and will probably increase after the defeat of Germany.
They concurred in recommending retention of L-233. The WPB committee
appointed to review the demobilization of controls also has recommended the retention of L-233.
Through production of photographic paper increased from 866,000,Ten New Pix to Start
000 square feet in 1942 to more than
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY 1,000,000,000 square feet in 1943,
Hollywood — Ten new pictures go the supply, especially of waterproof
into production this week, making stocks, is inadequate, WPB officials
a total of 56 shooting.
said._ They added that military
requirements alone exceed the production capacity of the industry.
"Velvet" After "Porkington"
"National Velvet" will follow
"Mrs. Parkington" into the Radio Jimmy Schmidt Killed
City Music Hall.
Both are Metro
Cincinnati — Warner exchange suffered its first war casualty when
Lionel D. Joel Dead
«~^ Jimmy Schmidt, former bookJacksonville, Fla. — Lionel D. Joel, ff*"N" action in France. His home was
co-owner of the Casino Theater, and |2B| er, died of wounds following
veteran theater operator, is dead,
in New York.

c
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"Hello!... This is opportunity calling. ..about
your Advertising . . . Remember

that even

though you use the best advertising... you can't
sleep on it . . .You've got to keep plugging . . .
Check

over your lobby and marquee

regu-

lary. . . Move those cut-outs around . . . Hunt
out some new ad spots... Remember it's your
showcase . . . keep improving it . . . The buyers
react to the strength of your display... Look
over your outside paper . . . See if you're
getting full value at each location ... Maybe
you need more displays . . . How
Remember

about it? . . .

that keeping perseveringly at it...

with good Advertising. ..is the magic formula...
that fills every seat in your house . . . again
and again . . . That's all . . . Goodbye!"

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old
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UGH COURT REJECTS SIMPP CRESCENT BRIEF
olumbia's 12-Month
Net Rises to Upholds
$2,005,834
Motion Pictures as Aid to Debate Finding
Crescent Refusal

* Share Earnings Up
$4.89 Compared With
36 for Previous Year

et earnings of Columbia Pictures
| the year ended June 30, 1944,
j $2,005,834, or $4.89 per share
:ommon stock, President Harry
n announced yesterday. This
pares with a net profit of $1,279 for the previous fiscal year
h the per share earnings were
3.
"oss earnings for the last year,
(Continued on Page 4)

in Equip. Copper
ntinues Tight
Iington Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Advocates in the Dignified Senate Chamber
Washington Bureau of THE

DAILY

that august legislative chamber. A screen has been hung for the "noble experiment" by Col. Lewis Saunders, attache of the Senate Military Affairs
Committee,
who is trying out projection
from various angles.
Sergeant-atArms Wall Doxey, espying the screen, shouted, "take that thing down
Nothing like that has been hung in the chamber for 100 years and it isn't
going
to be!" (Editor's Note: This is the 50th Anniversary of movies, not
the centennial).
Chairman Reynolds of the Military Affairs Committee

is enthusiastic over

Senate showings of pix on the ground that the Senate "could find out as much
about a matter of legislation in a minute, through pictures, as it could in an
hour of talk." The Rules Committee, headed by Senator Harry F. Byrd, will
have to decide whether to permit the Senate showings.

British MOI to Make
Detroit Exhibitors
May Drop Adv. Paper 20 Pix on Jap War

ashington — The supply of cop
for the equipment industry con
jes to be tight, members of the
Detroit — Efforts are being made
>ographic
Equipment
Industry from several sources to solve the
jisory Committee were told last local advertising paper situation
(Continued on Page 2)
with exhibitors taking the view that
they will dispense with the use of
Way M P Service Heads
this type of advertising in favor of
permanent institutional theater
jiif erring in St. Louis
(Continued on Page 2)
strict and branch managers and
neers of the Army Motion Pic- Riskin to London, Paris
Service are meeting this week
pe Coronado Hotel, St. Louis, to For Gov't Parleys on Pix
(Continued on Page 2)
Robert Riskin, chief of overseas
motion picture bureau of OWI, is
en route to London and Paris where
yish-Boicl Privacy
he will consult with British, French,
Looms for Neptune
and U. S. Government officials re(Continued on Page 4)
A new, all-time "low"' for moon picture "location" is made pos'ble by cameras and techniques for
hotographing the ocean bottom
at
depth of three miles, Dr. Maurice
wing, associate professor of geohysics at Columbia University, told
elegates to the Optical Society of
America annual meeting in the local
iotel Pennsylvania en the week-end.
h is engaged in research for the
Javy with civilian rank of Chief
centist. Dr. Ewing declared that
ome pictures were obtained at a
epth of 18,000 feet, which is close
o three and a half miles.

FILM

Washington — Question posed by Shakespeare, — "To be or net to be," — is now
dramatically before the U. S. Senate with regard to the showing of movies in

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Supreme Court
yesterday refused permission to the
SIMPP to file a lengthy brief supporting the Government in the Crescent case which goes before the
Court next month. The Government
had given SIMPP permission to file
—and Anti-Trust Chief Wendell
Berge had enthused about the brief
(Continued on Page 4)

Gov't May Complete
Schine Case This Week

Buffalo — Before the Schine antitrust trial resumed yesterday before
Federal Judge John Knight, Robert
L. Wright of the D of J declared in
The British government is extend- chambers that the Government exing the scope of its film work to the
pects to complete its case against
(Continued on Page 4)
war with Japan, it was disclosed yesterday by George Archibald, controller in the British Ministry of Information in London who arrived last Rank's "Silver Fleet"
Gets PRC Distribution
week from England.
Archibald announced the BMI has
A one-picture deal has been set
(Continued on Page 4)
between J. Arthur Rank and PRC
Cinema Patents Co.
for
the distribution
"Silver
a GFD
production. ofDeal
was Fleet,"
set on

Is Dissolved by CFI

Cinema Patents Co., Inc., whollyowned
subsidiary
of Consolidated
Film Industries inactive for the past
five or six years, has been dissolved
(Continued on Page 4)

12 Regional Drive Meets Set
Chi. Rally on Oct. 30; N.Y. Confab Nov. 17
San Francisco — Dates and places
of the last 12 meetings of the national Sixth War Loan Drive committee with regional leaders were
Albany — Lou Golding, who recent- revealed yesterday by Harry Brandt,
ly was promoted by Si Fabian to national chairman, here to attend
general manager of the Wilmer- Vin- today's session at the St. Francis
cent Circuit, will be honored at a Hotel. Schedule comprises, following meetings in Portland, Salt Lake
testimonial dinner by the Variety
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 2)

Albany Variety Club
Fetes Golding Nov. 13

to the
To AccedeMove
Okayed
by Gov'tIndies

(Continued on Page 4)

B'tvay Is Eclipsed
By Foxhole Circuit
The war has wrought some wonderful changes. F'rinstance, Broadway is supposed to be the center of
first-run engagements. But you'll
have a tough time selling that idea
to Army Pictorial Service officers
in Central and West Africa. They
picked up a Sept. 10 issue of the
New York Times, and therein were
advertised 48 feature films, 34 of
which had already been received at
the Army Overseas Motion Picture
Service exchange in Central and West
Africa, — thanks to the film industry's 16 mm. gift films and their
quick distribution.
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Nizer, FDR Rally Chairman

Orson Welles 111
Orson Welles, stricken with a
With Louis Nizer as chairman, the
Theatrical and Motion Picture Com- throat infection, was under the care
mittee for Roosevelt, Truman and of two physicians and a nurse at
Wagner will hold a luncheon rally the Waldorf-Astoria last night.
•
next Monday at the Hotel Astor.
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Sen. Rob- Ex-Projectionist Arrested as Spy
Simon E. Koedel, former New
ert F. Wagner will attend.
York projectionist, was arrested by
•
the FBI in Harper's Ferry, W. Va.,
"Lobrary" for Loew Employes
on a charge of conspiring with his
The more than 800 employes in law.
daughter to violate the espionage
the Loew home office building now
•
have their own private "lobrary,"
an innovation in employee-recreation Reopen Dyersville Plaza
facilities. Announcement of the free
Dyersville, la. — Mrs. Anna Lippert
library is made in the current issue hos reopened the Plaza, closed three
weeks ago because of fire damage.
og LO!, employes' magazine.

Film Equip. Copper
Continues Tight

(Continued from Page 1)
week by WPB, it was announced yesterday. Although the situation is
not as serious as a year ago extreme
caution in the use and conservation
of copper should continue to be the
rule, it was said.
The committee urged an immediate simplification of L-267, the photo equipment order, and that it be
(Monday, Oct. 23)
scheduled for abandonment on V-ENEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
-- i/s
Vi Day. That WPB Pix Chief Lincoln
-NetVi V. Burrows had already offered this
Chg.
- V*
High
Low Close
to WPB was revealed by this paper
Am.
Seat
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Extend PRC Sales Drive
PRC's sales drive, "100 Days— 100
Per Cent" contest, wtih $7,500 in
cash prizes to be awarded, will close
on March 1 rather than Dec. 2, Leo
J. McCarthy, general sales manager,
reported yesterday on his return
from the Coast where he visited the
studios and closed a seasonal deal
with Frisco's Blumenfeld circuit.

REEVES
SOUND

STUDIOS, INC.

1600 BROADWAY.

- .

Complete

N. Y.

19

Film

Circle 6-6686

and

Disc -Recording Facilities

Detroit Exhibitors
May Drop Adv. Paper

Abraham

Rosen Dead

Coral Gables, Fla. — Abraham Rosen, 72, retired head of Rosen Film
Delivery of New Haven, died at his
home.

F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal Southern
Canadian sales head, is in Nashville this v
returning at the week-end.
IRENE DUNNE arrived from Hollywood a'
week-end.
DAVE
BADER,
20th-Fox
publicist
on
to the
WAC
for the Sixth
War
Loan,
Cleveland yesterday,
and will make a few
returning
to New
York
in
astops
week.before
DONALD M. MERSEREAU, associate pub
and general manager of THE FILM DAILY,
general manager of RADIO DAILY, leaves fo
Coast today to be gone about two weeks.
R. M. GILLHAM,
Paramount
advertising
publicity
director,
returned
yesterday
to
York from the Holliywood studios.
ARTHUR L. MAYER will leave today I
West Coast port from which he will emba
assume his duties as Deputy Commissioner o
Red Cross for the Pacific Islands Area.
SID BLUMENSTOCK, assistant exploit;
terday.
manager of 20th-Fox, flew in from Chicago ,
M.
A. SILVER,
zone
manager
for W
Theaters in the Pittsburgh
territory, and
RY
FEINSTEIN,
his assistant,
arrive
in
York today for home office conferences.

(Continued from Page 1)
fronts as soon as their present stock
is exhausted.
Jack McPherson, assistant to the
vice-president in charge of operations for National Screen Service,
is in town working on the problem.
McPherson was a former NSS manager here as well as chief barker
of the Michigan Variety Club, and
has many important local contacts.
Reports, unconfirmed, are that
George Dembow or other top NSS
executives would come here later
in the week to attempt a solution.

RUBEsales
JACKTER,
sales
manager, Columbia's
returned to assistant
the home gt<
yesterday from a week's trip to Charlotte.
R. M. SAVINI, president of Astor Pic
returned yesterday from a three-week toi
exchanges and a four-week stay in Hollyi
LEON FROMKESS arrives today from the (

Army M P Service Heads
Conferring in St. Louis

Coast.
HARRY
NOVAK,
ners in Argentina,
from a visit to the
to leave for South
the month.

(Continued from Page 1)

discuss operational problems in connection with the Army
theaters.
Albany Variety Club
Sessions will be conducted by Raymond B. Murray, chief of the AMPS.
Fetes Golding Nov. 13
The engineering staff opened its
sessions yesterday and will continue
(Continued from Page 1)
them until Saturday. Branch and
Club of Albany on Monday, Nov. 13 district managers open their adminat 7:00 p.m. at the Ten Eyck Hotel.
istrative conferences tomorrow and
The committee in charge includes:
Honorary chairman: Si H. Fabian; gen- continue until Saturday.
eral chairman: C. J. Latta; co-chairmen:
In addition to the engineers and
Chas. A. Smakwitz, H. L. Ripps; Treasurer:
0. G. Eastman: arrangements: Saul J. Ull- administrative personnel, the conferences will be attended by Brig.
man; seating: Jos. Shuro, Arthur Newman:
dinner: Max Westebbe, Nate Winig; trans- Gen. Joseph W. Byron, director of
portation and Hotel: Jos. Miller, George
Jeffrey and B. J. Goffstein; publicity: Alex the Special Services Division of the
Sayles; reception: Jos. Saperstein, Milton Army Service Forces; Fred Bund,
Schosberg; area chairmen, Pittsburgh: M. assistant director, and Tom Martell,
\. Silver; Buffalo, Phil Fox; Rochester, Jay
special representative.
Golden: Syracuse, Harry Unterfort; Gloversville, J. Meyer Schine and L. W. Sehine ;
Boston, Moe Grassgreen; Philadelphia, Earl
Sweigert; New York City, Samuel Rosen.
Ralph Pielow; Washington, Carter Barron;
Newark, Wm. Phillips: New Haven, HarryShaw; Warner Theaters, Harry Kalmine:
Wilmer- Vincent Circuit, Jos. Eagen; RKO
Theaters, Wm. Howard.

JAMES R. GRAINGER left for Chicago
terday, and will return to the home otfic
next Monday. EDWARD L. WALTON ac
panied him to Chicago, and will visit Minneai
Seattle,
before he Portland,
returns. Salt Lake City, and Di

Rites Held for Stearns
Olin, la. — Funeral services were
held Saturday for Frank Guy
Stearns, 65, former owner-manager
of the Auditorium, Corydon, who
died in San Francisco.

Maude Rennie Dead
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Maude Rennie, 73, coowner of the Rennie theaters of San
Fernando, died here.

FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theaters e
tive, leaves New York tonight for Chicago.

EDWARD and ROBERT
terday from Dallas.

GOLDEN

arrived

ANN
SHERIDAN
arrived back on the
yesterday, following her overseas USO tour.
JOSEPH CALLEIA is in New York frorr
general
manager
for j
has returned
to New
studio in Burbank and
America
about
the er

Bennett Funeral Today;
Burial to be in Conn.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Dj

Hollywood — Richard Bennett,
screen character actor, former]
stage matinee idol, died of a h
attack at the Good Samaritan 1
pitl Sunday. Funeral services
the father of three actress dai
ters, Constance, Barbara, and
Bennett, will be held at noon t(
in All Saints Episcopal Church, ]
erly Hills. Temporary burial
take place at Forest Lawn Menu
Park, Glendale. Later the body
be buried in the family plot at
Lyme, Conn.
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ALEXIS SMITH
Directed by

JAMES V. KERN

JACK CARSON

JANE WYMAN

JOHN RIDGELY • JOHN ALEXANDER

IRENE MANNING

• CRAIG STEVENS

• BARBARA

BROWN

CHAS. RUGGLES
• ALAN MOWBRAY

Screen Play, Jomei V. Kern. Som Hellman • Add. Dialogic; Wilkle Mahoney • From Hoy by Joseph A. Fleldi • Produced by Max Gordon
JACK
L. WARNER.
F»«il.» Producer

EVE ARDEN

Produced by

MARK HELLINGER
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12 Regional Meets
Set for 6th Loan

Gov't May Complete
Schine Case This Week
(Continued from Page 1)
the theater chain by tomorrow afternoon. Present pace of the trial,
however, indicates this is highly improbable and that it will be next
week before the Schine defense gets
under way. Meanwhile, Judge
Knight announced the trial necessarily will be postponed tomorrow
afternoon until Friday in order to
permit him to be in Arcade for the
marriage of his daughter, Jane.
Two small-town newspaper publishers were called to the stand by
Wright yesterday to identify newspaper articles relating to Schine
plans to build theaters on properties
they had purchased. They were
Reade Clark, publisher of the Perry
Record, and Matthew Weber, publisher of the Salamanca Republican
Press.
Clark said in the Summer of 193-5
he saw John May of the Schine organization and that May told him
of the Schine plans to build a 1,000seat theater in the town. Weber
testified as to a conversation in December, 1938, with a Schine theater
manager in Salamanca, who, he said,
told him Schine was going to build
a new theater on a lot in Main St.
near Clinton St.

City:
City,

Chicago, Oct. 30, Stevens Hot

•

• • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: William Kurtz and George Hoffman will operate the Rivoli while Arthur Mayer is in the Pacific for
the Red Cross. . . • Albert S. Howson, scenario editor and director
of censorship for Warners and Mrs. Howson celebrate their 40th wedding anniversary tomorrow. . . • Col. Jock Lawrence has been appointed assistant chief of state for communications for the European
Theater of Operations where he has been functioning as public relations officer. . . • Frank Ross and Mervyn LeRoy prior to returning
to the Coast signed A. G. Andrews,

luncheon of the New

York Tobacco Table in the Hotel Martinique today

This session will inaugurate the "smokes for servicemen" campaign
of this forum
▼
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

▼
PEARL

Court Rejects SIMPP
Crescent Case Brief

(Continued from Page 1)
when he saw it — but Crescent would
not accede to the motion to file.
SIMPP moved to file over the Crescent protest, claiming that whereas
(Continued from Page 1)
the Government case against Cresvoluntarily, it was learned yestercent was solely on the basis of the
day. Assets of the firm, which held
practices on inConsolidated Film Industries pat- effect on Crescent
dependent exhibitors, SIMPP wished
ents, have been transferred to the
to discuss the effect of those pracparent company.
tices upon independent producers,
the public and the industry as a
whole.

Riskin to London, Paris

(Continued from Page 1)
For Gov't Parleys on Pix
before deducting all taxes, were $6,(Continued from Page 1)
235,459, compared
with $5,481,842
garding plans which concern the
for the previous year.
motion picture industry in the immediate and distant futures, it was
announced here yesterday. Riskin
Romans Embarrassed
will delve into production matters and
At "Great Dictator" \ discuss the current newsreel situation, it was said by his assistant,
Rome — Reaction of an Italian auLouis Lober.
dience to Chaplin's "The Great Dictator," shown at a $2 top at a Red
Cross benefit performance, was generally cne of embarrassed silence
when Napolini 'who is called Buffolini in the Italian subtitles cavorted on the screen, and laughter
which was evoked over his antics
never appeared hearty or genuine.
Persecution is very real to the Italians, and they obviously did not like
portrayal of the fact that they had
lived under a buffoon fsr 22 years.
In northern zones the fans have relatives, and there Mussolini is far from
a laughing matter.

87-year-old stage veteran, to play

Emperor Tiberius in "The Robe.". . • Olivia De Havilland is battling
pneumonia at a South Pacific base. . . • A. L. Pratchett, Paramount's
division manager for all of Latin America, probably
holds the record
for air travel in the motion
picture industry
He has passed
the
millionth mile. . . # Howard Estabrook will be the speaker at the

Cinema Patents Co.
Is Dissolved by CFI

Col.'s 12-Month Net
Rises to $2,005,834

(Continued from Page 1)
Seattle, Omaha
and Ki

T
HARBOR!

British MOI to Make
20 Pix on Jap War
(Continued from Page 1 1
set
up aPacific
programwarof to"about
20 films"
on the
be made
over
the next twelve months. The purpose of the documentary shorts will
be to acquaint the British people with
the Japanese problem.

According' to Archibald, as the war in
Europe neara its end the BMI film production will serve two main aims — step up
British in the Pacific war and take up the
"beginning's of the first step of reconstruction." It will be left to the British Information Services here which of these films
will be suitable for showing in the United
States.

The British government's production of
documentaries will return to its pre-war
basis upon the advent of peace, asserted
Archibald, who disclosed that while the
BMI will be dissolved after the war its film
division will remain
alive.
Archibald announced three feature-length
BMI films earmarked for showing in this
country, the first, "Western Approaches."
which deals with convoy work, being- expected here soon. The picture was described as the first ever to be made in
Technicolor
by the British government.
The other two features are "Journey Together." dealing with the activities of the
AAF and RAF. and a combat film on the
European conflict being made as a joint
American-British effort. Edward G. Robinson is in "Journey
Archibald,
who isTogether."
due to return to London early next month, brought with him a
one-reeler on the robot bombs called "V-l."
It was learned at the interview that Archibald intends
to join
J. date.
Arthur Rank's
organization
at some
future

attendance will be Ed Silverman. Ed
Don Rossiter, Harold Fitzgerald. TGamble. Brandt. William F. CrocketE. Depinet, John Hertz, Jr.. Jack i
and Xathan Yamins.
Cleveland.
Oct. 31. Statler
Hotel.,
Charles
Raymond.
Jack
Goldhar.
I
Harmon.
Brandt.
Gamble,
Crockett. I
Fabian.
Depinet.
Leon
Bamberger,
Kay Wild, Kirsch and Tamins.
Detroit. Nov. 2. Statler Hotel, witl
Latta, Harmon. Crockett. Bamberge(
Col.
Roswell Roseugren. Yamins. and <\
Deardourff.
Louisville, Xov. 2, Kentucky Hotel
Lew Hensler, Sol Hyman. Don R.
Gamble. Brandt, Depinet, Captain Wi
Kirsch.
Pittsburgh,
Nov. 3, William
Penn
with
M. A. Silver,
Sol Hyman,
G
Brandt. Depinet, Kirsch and Colonel
gren.
Charlotte, Xov. 1.3, Charlotte Hotel
George Carpenter, Warren Irwin, J. H. 1
son, J. L. Cartwright. John Q. AdamIsley, E. W. Street. Kermit Stengal,
Kennedy, Claude Mundo. E. V. Ri<
J. J. Rogers. E. V. Landaiche. H:
Crockett, Ritchie. Captain Wild anc;
I rude Bunchez.
Hartford. Nov. 9. Bond Hotel, with
Shaw, Martin Toohey. A. M. Kane, G
Brandt, Fabian, Depinet. Captain Wild'
JJunchez, Kirsch and Yamins.
Boston. Xov. 10. Statler Hotel, wit
Pinanski. Ed Fahey. Connie Russell. .
Vennett.
Gamble.
Brandt.
Fabian,
D
Captain
Kirsch,
Yamins
and
Bunchez. Wild,
Philadelphia,
Xov.
13. Warwick
with I. Epstein, A. Defiore. Ben Fertel
ble. Brandt. S. H. Fabian. Depinet. Y
Colonel Rosengren, and Miss Bunchez
Baltimore. Xov. 14, Belvedere Hotel
Frank Durkee, Abe Liehtman, M. G.
heimer, R. J. Folliard, Gamble. 1
Harmon. Crockett. Fabian, Depinet. (
Rosengren. Yamins
and Miss Bunche
Xew York, Xov. IT. Astor Hotel
Malcolm Kingsberg. Harry Lowe
Frank Damis. Gamble. Brandt. H
Crockett. Jay Emanuel. Fabian. D
Hertz, Yamins and Colonel Rosengren

Rank's "Silver Fleet"
Gets PRC Distribution
(Continued from Page 1)
the Coast during the recent vi:!
Dr. Galperson and Barrington
Rank representatives,
who cc
red with Leon Fromkess, PRC ]
dent.
Release of the picture is aw;
the arrival of a negative print
which the release prints will be
No release date has been set.

Isadore Bernstein Dead

Blaney Funeral Today
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM L
New Canaan, Conn. — Funeral serHollywood — Isadore Bemstei
vices for Charles Edward Blaney,
pioneer showman
and aide ii
76, retired New York producer, aufounding
of Universal
City
thor, and theater owner, once known
here of a heart ailment.
as the "King of Melodrama," who
died Saturday at the Norwalk Hospital, will be held in his home at
Joseph S. Richmond Dead
2:30 p.m. today.
TO THE COLOR
Detroit — Joseph S. Richmond, 77,
"Rube" Milton Dies
operator at the Russell Theater, is
Denver — Frank A. (Rube) Milton, dead. He had operated the Russell
62, manager of the Alpine, died in projectors for 27 years and was
* DECORATED *
). B. L. LAWRENCE,
USA. torn
his home in Welby last week. Sur- financially interested in Russell The- COL. sistant
to the president
of the Asstfl
ater Co. Survivors include four
vivors include his widow and his children.
of Motion
Picture
Producers, Hoi I
awarded the Bronze Star.
mother.

i Intimate

in Character
international in Scope
Independent in Thought
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300% JUMP IN DRIVE-IN THEATERS SEEN
Rank Sets Deals in India, Egypt, Spain, Portugal
Jistribution of 15 Britsh Films in China Also
issured by Latest Moves

Freezing of Equipment Is
Expected to Bring Building of At Least 200 More

London (By Cable) — Bidi ing for a place for British picj|tores in the world market, J.

Washington

rthur Rank has closed deals for
stribution of his product in India,
gypt, Spain and Portugal, it was
earned yesterday, following the ream to London of his negotiating
invoy, E. T. "Teddy" Carr.
L Rank has acquired a controlling
1 per cent interest in British Dis•ibutors (India), Ltd., of Calcutta,
(Continued on Page 8)

A plan for the motion picture in- ifustry to raise an extra $54,000,000
i War Bond sales during the Sixth
„ Var Loan through projection room
•' nremieres was outlined yesterday by
jgrj

(Continued on Page

10)

VB Theater Zone Execs.
Home Office Meetings

m

A "Must" in Lansing
Lansing, Mich. — Easing of the ban
on attendance of children under 14
at theaters in Lans'ng and East Lansing, because of ringworm epidemic,
is accompanied by new regulations
requiring them to wear a tight head
covering when they attend.
Detroit — Ringworm outbreak here
is worrying exhibs. Outbreak comes
on the tail end of an infantile paralysis epidemic that nearly brought
about a juvenile ban in the metropolitan area itself.

THE

FILM

DAILY

the question of equipment for these
theaters, which take a heavier, more
powerful line than regular enclosed
theaters. Allen G. Smith of WPB,
Claude Ezell of OCR and Lou Walters, head of National Theatre Supply's new drive-in department, met
(Continued on Page 10)

Enticing Aurora Miranda, with Billy Daniels, fascinates audiences with a tantalizing
Pan-American dance number featured in "Brazil," Republic's gala musical hit, sure to
break box office records — Advt.

Schine Trust Trial
Pace Slows Down

Buffalo — -Pace of the Schine antitrust trial here slowed down yesterExecutives
from
three
Warner
eaters zones meet in New York
day and' it became increasingly apparent that the Government will not
his week for conferences with Josph Bernhard,
general
manager; have completed its case against the
theater circuit today, as previously
(C:ntinued on Page 2)
had been forecast by the D of J's
Robert L. Wright. This morning
(Continued on Page 8)
Read Bands for Kids
gff'

of

after equipment is once again freed
is predicted
in WPB
eral conferences
havequarters.
been heldSevon

■change Premieres
"o Add $54,000,000

Bureau

Washington — Trebling or
better of the number of drivein theaters within a short time

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Patronage Drops OH
10-25% in Two Areas

Expect Gov't to Ask Hearing Date Shortly

RKO Radio today will launch Edward Golden's "The Master Race"
in more than 200 Eastern cities and
reportedly setting a new mark for
simultaneous bookings. With Buffalo, Boston and Albany as the key
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington

Washington — Although it was
hoped that the raw stock situation
would have been cleared up now, inside fact is that danger of a further
cut to the industry is greater now
than at any time in recent months.
WPB Film Chief Lincoln V. Bur(Continued on Page 7)
A sharp falling off theater attendance during the last two weeks
is reported in at least two terri- RKO, Managers Guild
tories and to a lesser degree in other Resume Talks Tuesday
localities, with the national political
campaign a factor.
Negotiations for a contract beReports from Dallas indicate that
tween RKO and the Motion Picture
business has dipped from 10 per cent
Theater
Managers and
to 25 per cent throughout Texas. Assistant Operating
Managers Guild, which
(Continued on Page 8)
represents managers and assistants
(Continued on Page 7)

"Last Ditch" Fight on Decree
"Master Race" Premiere
In 200 Eastern Cities

Industry Raw Stock
ICut Danger Greater

The five companies that are signatories to the New York consent decree are preparing to fight the Government's recommendations for a
modified decree "to the last ditch"
and company attorneys again are
meeting to get ready for the hearing on the Government's motion before Federal Judge Henry W. God(Continued on Page 7)

Cinema Lodge Honors
Balaban on Tuesday
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, will be the guest of honor at
an open meeting rf Cinema Lodge,
B'nai B'rith, next Tuesday when he
will be presented with a scroll for
his contribution to human welfare
and the traditional idea of American
freedom. Meeting will be in the Oxford Room of the Hotel Piccadilly.

w
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Editor

ARTHUR SACHSCN, assistant general sales
manage" fcr Warners, returned yesterday from
a Southern trip.
NORMAN

H.

MORAY,

short

subject

RA'.PH MAW,
A C. HAYMAN,
night.

sales

manager for Warners,
was in Philadelphia
terday.

CHARLES

yes- Va.,
two

A.

exhib'tr-,
days here.

Buffalo M-C-M manager, and
upstate exhibitor, arrived last
M1DELBURC,
left

yesterday

Charleston,
for

home

W.
after

W. STEWART
McDONALD.
W-rner Theate's EDWARD
CROSS, producer of "Chicken Every
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
is vsiting
Ch cago.
M Iwaukee
and Sunday,"
is back
in N^w
York
after a brief
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New executive,
Cleveland, returning to N3W York on Friday. visit to the Coast.
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Fi.ms and Film
Folk. inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
LT.
(j.g.) JOHN
HOWARD,
USN.
the film S'MON E. SCHIFFRIN head of the Ministry of
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- actor, is here on leave after service in the Inlormation of Free France, and Pierre Blan. ch r, F ench actcr has arrived here by Clipper.
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Enured Mediterranean.
as second class mutter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
BARBARA STANWYCK and EDDIE BRACKEN
WILLIAM
G. BISHOP,
Wistern
M-C-M
ex- I will be in Chicago today.
post-omce ai Xew York, N. Y., under the ploitation
representative
with
headquarters
in
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
MARY BLAIR, decor director at the Walt
United States outside of Greater New York Chicago, is in town for a week's conferences
>"'*h William R. Ferguson, director of exploitaDisney studios, has returned to Hollywood.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, tion.
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
MORRIS MECHANIC, owner cf the New Theremit with order. Address all communications
CARL EANFORD, Asheville Taramount theaater, Baltimore, is in town.
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
ter affiliate, is in town. He conferred with
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, E. W. Airon, circuit sales head for M-C-M,
ISADOR M. RAPPAPORT, owner of the Hippodrome, Baltimore, is visiting New York.
9-7118. 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address: while he:e.
Filmday, New York.
EUGENE W. LEAKE, member of the Loew
VOLDEMAR VETLUCUIN, assistant to t. B.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Gr.i.uc boU/. WASH IXC-TOX— Andrew H.
Older. 5516 Carolina Place, N. VV., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 4S, 111., Joseph
Eslcr, d241 X. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest VV. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damun. MEXICO CiTY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mex.co, D. F. SAN JUAN
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Carmichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
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25

player, got

in

ALAN F. CUMMINCS, in charge of M-G-M
exchange operations; ARTHUR STERLING, assistant to C'jmmin?s; ROSE KLE'N. assistant to
Sterling, and WILLIAM G. BRENNER, head of
branch maintenance, retu'n today from Cincinnati where they attended a three-day office managers' meeting at the Netherlands
Plaza. Returning tomcrcw will be PA'JL RICHRATH, home office assistant to John J. Mi'oney,
Central sales manager. CHARLES K STE°N.
assistant treasurer of Loew's, and I EONARD
H RS1H, home office assistant to E. K. (TED1
terday.
O'SHEA,
Eastern sales manager, got back yes-

MARCELLA NAPP, in charge of talent for
David O. Selznick, has returned to Hollywood

MARKET

I8I/2

NANCY WALKTR, M-C-M
from the Coast yesterday.

SAM PINANSKI of M & P Theaters, associated with Paramount, has returned to Bcston
after a New York visit.

(Tuesday, Oct. 24)
NEW

beard, has returned from a trip to the Coast.

-f-

31%
32</4
12V, i25/8 +
MARKET
31/2 31/2 1 'A
1 Va
2V4
2%
20%
20^4
3%
3%
193/4 19% +

%
y8
%

%

after
th-ee-month stay in Vanguard Films' New
York aoffice.

WB Theater Zone Execs.
In Home Office Meetings
(Continued from Page 1)
Harry M. Kalmine, assistant general
manager, and other home office executives.
In addition to M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh zone manager, and Harry
Feinstein, his assistant, yesterday's
arrivals included C. J. Latta, zone
manager for the Albany territory,
and Max Friedman, his film buyer.
Also coming in, tomorrow, are I.
J. Hoffman, New Haven zone manager, and Max Hoffman and Bert
Jacocks, film buyers for that area.

Thomas Miles Keegan Dies
Montreal — Thomas Miles Keegan, Bob Montgomery Joins
55, who for 15 years was manager Lester Cowan in East
of the Orona Cinema in St. Henri,
western suburb of Montreal, died
suddenly of a heart attack. In his
Bob Montgomery has been apyouth he plaveri lacrosse for the
pointed Eastern director of publicity
noted Montreal Shamrocks. Surviv- for Lester Cowan Productions, it
ing are his wife and three sons.
was announced yesterday by Bernard Kriesler, vice-president. Montgomery is resigning his present position as executive assistant to Hal
POSITION WANTED
Home, 20th-Fox director of advertising, publicity and exploitation to
Secre'ary. Five years' experience with
toi executives. C-ackejack c-rrespondent
join Cowan.
Ccod a'1-round iudgnent. Plaza 5-8673
- In his new position, Montgomery
will handle exhibitor relations in
or write B-.x 213. FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway.
New York City.
connection with Cowan's "Tomorrow
—The World."

MAYER on story material, arrived in New
tor a two-week visit.
EDWARD L. ALrERSON,
rived on the Ccast.

York

UA producer, has ar-

BELITA. Monogram's skating and dancing star,
has returned to HVIywood after a 10-week
tour of Eastern theaters.
L. J. KAUFMAN, Warner theater executive,
.arrived in Cleveland on a business trip.
VINTON FREEDLEY, Broadway producer, is
en route to the Coast to lure film names for
"The Legend of Lou," planned here for January.
NANCY WALKER, M-C-M player, arrived from
the Coast yesterday.
SIMONS,
of M-G-M's
hasMIKE
returned
from editor
Cincinnati.
S0NJA

HENIE

is in town from

Distributor,

Hollywocd.

E. T. COMERSALL, Unive-sal's assistant gen»r?l sales manager, left Detroit yesterday for
Chicago, and will return to New York Friday.
HERBERT J. BIBERMAN, who directed "The
Master Race," is here from California for a
short vacation.
ROBERT STERLING, executive assistant to
Hunt Stromberg,
has arrived from Hollywood.
MARCARET ETTINGER
wood from a New York
JOSEPH

has returned to Hollybusiness trip.

HAZEN, president of Hal Wallis Productions, arrived on the Ccast yesterday to

assist in two of his productions, "Love Letters,"
and
"The Affairs of Susan," now under way for
Paramount.
JACK H. HOFFBERC, distributor of "Courageous Mr. Penn," was in Phi'adelphia yesterday
to screen excerpts of his film to Lord Halifax who is there in connection with the forthcoming Tercentenary celebration of William
Penn.
THOMAS BAIRD, director of the film division
of the British Information Services in New
York, is on his way back to the United States
from England.
BENE RUSSELL, author, left for the Coast
yesterday wth a new musical comedy script,
"Manna From Heaven," with plans for a West
Coast production and Hollywood names.
JOHN BALABAN and DAVE WALLERSTEIN
have returned to Chicago from New York conference.

Universal's "The Climax'' is b
ing given special exploitation tree
ment
through
the assignment
members of the home ofnee staff
future openings following top bu
ness recorded at initial engagemen
Hank Linet will supervise Miciwt
premieres in Cincinnati, Dayton a
Columbus.
Charles Simonelli is
Pittsburgh, Harry Kelley is in /j
lanta and Harry McDona.d is cc
ering New England.
Bob Ung(
feld will be assigned to out-of-toi
engagements next week.

Film Executive of India
Due for Trade Parleys
Mahomed
Akbar
Abdulla
Faz
bhoy, who is amliated with Sou
Studios, Ltd., and General
Fikj
Ltd., in India, and also is managi
director of RCA's subsidiary, R<
Photophone
Equipments,
Ltd.,
Bombay, is en route to the Unit
States
to
attend
the
Inten
tional Business
Conference
at 1
Westchester Country Club, Rye,
Y., Nov. 10-19. Fazalbhoy comes
the dual role of a repiesentative
the Post-War Reconstruction
Co
mittee of the Motion Picture Socii
of India and an advisor to the
dian delegation at the conference

"Master Race" Premiere
In 200 Eastern Cities
(Continued from Page 1)
cities, the premieres will be bacl i
by an extensive pre-opening
ca paign planned by Barret McCorm {
and executed by the field exploi
tion staff headed by Terry Turril
The campaign hit its peak dur j
the last 10 days and included
use of radio, newspapers, 24-she< 1
appearance
of prominent
auth
lecturers and Hollywood stars.
Nazis Hold Lt. Mulry
Dallas— Lt. M. E. Mulry, U! ^
former projectionist at the Persh ?
Theater, El Paso,, is reported a pi oner of war in Germany. He I d
earlier been reported missing in I
tion.

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET

(MS COMPANY

52 GRAFTON AVE. VJffif hiwaik.
n
Sales Offices m Principal Centers

1.

"ME?

I'm Ernie Mott
I make my
rules for life
and love!"
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industry Raw Stock
tut Danger Greater

Last Ditch" Fight
On Consent Dicree

(Continued from Page 1)

iows' optimistic
statement
sounds
onsiderably
strained
at this time,
■ ith the possibility of break through
a any one of the channels requiring
jlm — Army, Navv or lend-lease paricularly — keeping him awake nights.
iuiy appreciable increase in the demands for any of these would force
cut to the pix industry.
Harold C. Hopper, M-G-M studio
jhief and former WPB film execulive, was in Washington over the
week-end and conferred at some
bngth with Burrows on the raw
tock situation. The report he took
irith him to the New York meet of
.oew's executives was in no wise
mcouraging. He warned that the
.idustry could consider itself exremely fortunate if WPB were not
orced to cut down the current alocation of raw stock under order
.-178 — 75 per cent of the footage
:sed in 1941.

4. F. Bennett Re-elected
Warner Club President
Martin F. Bennett was re-elected
or his fourth term as president of
he Warner Club at the organizaion's
meeting held Saturday
t the annual
home office.

Other officers for the year include
E
ernard R. Goodman, vice-president;
. A. BcGuire, vice-president in
large of membership; F. L. Gates,
ice-president in charge of claims ;
luth Weisberg, vice-president in
harge of welfare; Harry Mayer,
ice-president in charge of social
ctivities; Robert Salomons, treassrer; Sam Wolowitz, assistant treasirer; Stuart H. Aarons, secretary,
.nd M. B. Blackman, acting secreary while Aarons is in military serice.
Finance committee includes Samel Schneider, chairman; Samuel Car"isle,
T. J. Martin and W. Stewart
McDonald.
Srown Slain on Tinian
Austin, Tex. —
Corp. Alton
T.
Brown, USMC, formerly of the
Queen
Theater,
is reported
killed in action during the batle for Tinian Island.

rm MRTiiim
UEETIKf.8 TO..
October 25
Paul A. Bray
Sol M. Wurtzel
Herbert S. Berg
S. Charles Einfeld
Fred |. McConnell
Poly Ann Young
Frank Drumm
Billie Bennett
Sid Kramer
Eugene J. Zukor

Reporting on a Report
• •
•
VALUE
OF A SEAT
The imposing
report booklet
just issued by the 1944 March oi Dimes committee
marks a long
step forward in the compilation of facts and figures on a movie industry drive. It represents months of patient labor in gathering and tabulating the results of the record-breaking collections last January
One
dramatically interesting fact brought cut is the va'ue of a movie seat
when it comes to saving the lives of children.
Perhaps, never
before has the humble movie-seat been so graphically presented as
a human life-saver
The report will provide a business-like basis
upon which to chart not only the next March of Dimes drive, but all
other industry collection campaigns
Any state or city chairman,
by analyzing the report, can map out his campaign to improve results
The book shows the state's collections, broken down into cities
and individual theaters; shows how many theater seats are in the
state; how many participated in the drive; the collections per seat
In other words, a chairman can figure that if he can add another
5,000 seats to his participating list, he is almost sure of adding 5,000
times the per seat average
With some 9,000,000 out of a possible
11,000,000 seats enlisted, the average per seat was 39.8c
On a
basis of the $4,667,000 divided by 9 million, the per seat "take" was
54c!
Many theaters, however,
averaged
well over $1 per seat
In the District of Columbia the area average was $1.50 per seal
In that sec. ion, the number of theaters participating came nearest to 100 per cent
Delaware, which had 22,027 seats participating out of a possible 22,632, also was high in seat average, 76.6c
Oscar A. Doob, who has acted as campaign director for all of
the industry's four March of Dimes drives, estimates that 1,000,000
mere seats were "active" in the 1944 drive than in 1943 and that if
another 1,000,000 could be added in 1945 the total collections would
hit $5,000,000
T
T
▼
•

•

•

NEWS

GRAB

BAG: Amos and Andy indicated their in-

tentions ofdipping their fingers into the "television pie" at a recent
luncheon in "21"
Here's how
A film version of their regular
15-minute
radio show
will be made, and
Phil predicts
Amos will dub in his voice for the other characters he portrays, using
live actors for an effective tele-film production. . . • Evelyn Knight,
currently starred as the Singing Princess of the Ed Wynn radio fantasy, may transfer her royal presence to King Arthur's court for the
forthcoming Warner musical, "Connecticut Yankee.". . # Pvt. Max
Katz, formerly John Bolte's ace projectionist at tne Wakefield, Bronx,
writes that the actor he used to get a kick out of watching on celluloid, Pvt. Frank Albertson, is now a personal buddy of his at Camp
Fannin, Tex
T

T

T

• • • HELPING HAND: Loew's Employes' Welfare Fund, estab'ished 18 months ago, has just brought its Case No. 300 to a happy
ending, according to an interesting article in the latest issue of LOL
the new Loew employes' magazine
The story indicates that the
fund is flourishing and has helped many Loew
workers over rough
spots, financially and otherwise
Complete secrecy is maintained as
to the details of cases handled, except in the report on "Stork checks"
sent to employes
upon the arrival of new babies
Twenty-nine
$25 stork checks have been given to Loew
parents to "help with
Dr. Stork's carrying charges"
Most recent baby, 20-day-old Judith
Ann Piku1, daughter of a 19-year-old seventh-floor messenger
girl, is
pictured on the LO! cover
The Welfare Fund is fed by the service
fees on theater passes
T
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

PEARL

HARBOR!

(Continued from Page 1)
dard.
The Government as yet has
not asked for a hearing date but
indications are that a request will
be made shortly.
Inasmuch

as there is no precedent

for the industry's decree situation,
there is no pattern on which the
distributors can set a course of action in combatting the proposed
modifications. In any event, lawyers said yesterday that the five
companies could not accept the proposals of the Government in regard
to an altered decree.

Patronage Drops Off
10-25 P.C. in Two Areas
(Continued from Page 1)
Box-office receipts in the Indianapolis area are down 15 per cent to
25 per cent, and there managers
frankly say they can offer no concrete explanation.
In Texas, exhibitors cite several
contributing factors; namely, layoffs in factories, resumption of
school attendance, early pre-Christmas shopping for service men and
a tendency to conserve resources
against future uncertainties. Most
Texas houses, however, are still on
the profit side.

RKO, Managers Guild
Resume Talks Tuesday
(Continued from Page 1)
in 41 of the circuit's houses in the
metropolitan area, will be resumed
next Tuesday. Talks between union
and company were halted last week
following the former's request that
the latter name a retroactive date.

IN NEW POSTS
WILLIAM
Film

BEDARD, booker and office
Classics, Detrcit.

manager.

HOWARD
BROM' EY, booker,
Midwest
Theater
Circuit,
Detroit.
FRANK
WOOD,
manager, Civic, Detroit.
SID

ZINS,
exploitation
Cleveland.

WALTER
Biow

LURIE,
Co.

ROSS Moines.
BLUCK,

representative

Eastern

program

booker,

RKO

20th-Fox,

manager,

Tne

exchange,

Des

HAROLD
KLINGMAN,
salesman,
Film Classics
exchange; Des Mcines.
CORDOM
IOHNSON,
booker, Columbia exchange,
Des Moines.
LUCILLE WOOD,
Screen,
Des
ELEANOR
New
ANN
A.

shipping
Moines.

department,

HOWARD,
Brooklyn
York
exchange.

SIMONE,
New
Jersey
New
York exchange.
H.
WHEDON,
Beach, Fla.

manager,

booker,
booker,
Delray,

National
Warner'*
Warner's
Delray

SID ZINS, 20th-Fox exploiteer, Cleveland.
HARRY WEISS, 20th-Fox publicist. New York.
JERRY1 ROSS,

manager,

Lyric,

Salt Lake City.

TOE

Schine Trust Trial
Pace Slows Down
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Rank Sets Deals
In Four Countries

Exchange Hallowe'en Party

and Lady," "Young in Heart," and
(Continued from Page T)
"Topper," for Corpus Christi, Laredo, San Angelo, and Big Spring. thus
assuring
representation
nc
Bookings cover both first and sub- only in India but the Middle East.
Rank's deal in Egypt is with Idea
sequent-runs up to
• seven-runs.
Motion
Pictures, while
in Spain
Horstemeier Heads New Club
Rank
will distribute through
thi
Cleveland — Herbert Horstemeier, Chamartin organization, and in Por
Universal office manager, has been : tugal, via Sonoro Films.
Significantly, it is disclosed tha
elected president of the as yet unnamed office managers-bookers-cash- the Indian distributor which Rani
iers club, newly organized for strict- now controls will market 15 Britis1
ly social purposes. Other officers features in China, beginning wit!
are: John Coyne, M-G-M office man- "Colonel Blimp," "The Way Ahead
ager, vice-president; Arthur Engel"Mr. Handel.".
bert, Warner cashier, treasurer and andWhile
all these deals negotiate'
"Mickey" Altschule, 20th-Fox short by Carr for Rank are essentiall;
for distribution, further develop
subject booker, secretary.
e
ments in the way of Rank acquisi
O
tion of theaters in these countrie
Atrocity Photos at Stanley
Loew's Commemorative Stunt
Through the co-operation of Rus- would not occasion surprise in Wai
Nearly 200 movie editors in cities in which Loew theaters are
sian War Relief, the Stanley The- dour St.
ater is having an exhibition of caplocated will receive Oct. 31 "firsttured Nazi atrocity photos in its
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo'
day-cancellation" mail bearing the lounge.
50th Anniversary commemorative
•
postage stamp. Oscar A. Doob is
May Be Astor's Next
writing a letter to each editor and
"Kismet" finished up its eight
$1,500,000
for "King
West Coast Bureau
of THE Arthur"
FILM
DAILY
also is mailing the editors — to tieup
week
at the Astor Monday witj
Hollywood — Appropriation of $1,with the stamp's jungle scene — a
for Hugh Harman's first su- a gross considerably ahead of "Se'
copy of "Thirty Seconds Over To- 500,000
per "Animaction" production, "King Here, Private Hargrove," "For M
kyo." An advance purchase of 10,- Arthur"
has been arranged, it was and My Gal" and "Thousands Cheer,
000 stamps is being
• made by Loew's. announced Friday by studio manager for the same comparable week. ]
's understood M-G-M may boo
MOT
Washington Preview
W. less
Earl than
Shafer.20 " per
"KingcentArthur"
will "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" iht
be
animated.
•
P. A. Williams, March of Time ad"Kismet"
steadAstor
of at following
the Capitol,
as origirir
vertising director who leaves tonight Nine "Creek" Pre-Release Dates the
for Washington, tomorrow will hold
Pre - release engagements o f ally planned.
a preview of the latest M of T is- "Frenchman's Creek" have been set Lt. Fennell Wounded
sue, "What to Do With Germany,"
in the National Archives Building in nine important metropolitan centChicago — Lt. James Fennell, fo:
ers, chosen for their strategic adfor the Washington press and govvantages,
starting
late
in
October,
mei*br
of Warners' Maryland Th< '
ernment officials. He will return to
in advance of the nation-wide Christ- iter, was seriously injured in froir
che city Friday morning.
line
action
in France, the War D<
mas holiday bookings. Charles M. :erday.
9
partment notified his mother ye:
Reagan,
announced.
Ex-FBI Agent Joins RFS
•
D. A. Ross yesterday announced Carmen Hearing Nov. 13
Felix W. Bernard Dead
the appointment of Joseph Quinn to
Detroit — Hearing will be held Nov.
/est Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAIL
the executive employes staff of Ross
Carmen Theater's objecFederal Service, Inc. Quinn has been 13 on tionsthe
Hollywood — Felix W. Bernard, 4
to the ruling of the Federal
a FBI special agent.
master in chancery in its conspiracy
composer of "Dardanella" and othe
•
action against Co-Operative Theaters rit tunes, died here.
of
Michigan
and
most
major
exPreview "When Asia Speaks"
changes.
"When Asia Speaks," new World
in Action film made by Stuart Legg
for the National Film Board of Can- I George Settos 111
ada will be previewed at the second
Indianapolis — George Settos, head
forum of the "People's Congress" at of the Settos Theaters is confined
Syracuse — Murray Briskin, opera
to his home by a serious illness.
Town Hall Friday.• '
•
:ng theaters in Homer, Grotcn. ar
"Pcki's" Booklet Interests
Waterloo, has taken over the Rivier
Rose Frcmken Recovering
The house was formerly operated I '
Arthur 'Paki,' Paderewski, memRose Franken, dramatist and nov- Al Gilbert.
ber of the art staff in Warners adelist, is recovering at Lenox Hill
vertising department, is considering Hospital from a major operation.
Kent, Wash. — Howard Ed'ins hi
offers from three book publishers
•
purchased the Kent Theater fro
Ernie Shields.
:nte:ested in a morale booklet, titled Boyer,
Liberation
Speaker
"The Little Soldier," for which he
Charles Boyer will be principal
did the illustrations. The book has
Roseburg. Ore. — Umpqua Theati
Detroit — Sam Cornelia, operator of
speaker
at the France Forever Libche Van Dyke, became a granddad just been put out for private circuCo. will
open its newEino
Star Minima
Theati
eration and Armistice Day celebra- late
lation by Horace S. Pipe, lithograph
in November.
with the birth of a bey to his daugh- printer, who also wrote the brief
tion at Hunter College Nov. 12.
ter, Mrs. Ruth Mette.
manages
the
house.
•
story for the volume.
•
lack Lefton Hospitalized
Indianapol-s — Mrs. Charles ComLongview,
Tex. — Lease on t:
. a former Warners
employe, R & R Books R^-'ssues
Cleveland — Jack Lefton, local PRC Stranri,
abandoned
by J^fferso I
Dal'as — R & R United has entered branch manager, ill for the past East
is the mother of a 7y2 pound boy,
Texas, has been taken bv Le
bookings
with
Film
Classics
on
the
week,
is
now
undergoing
treatment
Charles Richard, born at the Coleter Dollinson, who will recon'itic!
man Hospital.
the house and call it the Texas.
re-issues of "Dead End," "Cowboy at Charity Hospital.

(Continued from Page 1)
will begin the 26th day of the trial.
With the return to the trial of
Saul E. Rogers, Schine counsel, from
New York it was reported that
Schine is now in readiness to begin
its defense. Rogers was absent
from court Monday because, he said,
he had to "work on other phases of
the trial." This is accepted as
meaning that he was arranging for
appearances in Buffalo of persons
prominent in the distribution end of
the industry.
Meanwhile, cross-examination of
Michael Boumansour, former operator of the Plaza Theater in Malone,
was completed by Edward F. McClennen for Schine and Wright has
now placed on the stand Robert I.
Pierce, a retail shoe dealer, who formerlv operated the Capitol Theater
in Illion.
Another Government witness yesterday was Leon J. McCarthy, who
was editor of The Daily Messenger,
Canandaigua newspaper, in 1931,
when the paper carried an article
relating to Schine plans for building
of a new theater. He testified as
to its authenticity, and to contacts
William MacFarland, Schine theater
manager, had with the newspaper
before the article was published.
Pierce testified as to difficulties
he encountered in obtaining product
for the Capitol in the face of competiticn. from Schine houses in nearby Herkimer and Little Falls. He
was an officer in the firm of Young
& Whitney, Inc., which operated the
Capitol.
"When Schine took over theaters
in Herkimer and Little Falls, the
Capitol had to play behind both
those towns," Pierce testified. He said
when he discussed the product situation with various distributor branch
managers in Albany, he was told "it
was useless."
Wright succeeded in having placed
in evidence several contracts and
agreements regarding operation of
the Capitol Theater.
Cross-examination of Pierce by
McC'.ennen was lengthy and it appeared it would require twice as
much time as direct examination by
Wright.

STORK REPORT

A Hallowe'en party for members
of the local M-G-M exchange Pep
Club will take place at the Film
Center Bldg. on Friday with 20 servicemen from Halloran and the Naval Hospital at St. Albans have been
invited to attend. Arrangements are
being made by President Florence
Perau.
•
Morrell Back at Desk
Ernest Morrell, former M-G-M and
Loew transportation head and now
attached to the sales department,
has returned to his desk after
being laid up several weeks with a
fractured shoulder.

THEATER DEALS

THE SECRETARY

O^ THE

TREASURY

WASHINGTON

October 11,

1944

(To All Motion Picture Exhibitors:
■

I am gratified to learn that we may again count on
the full support of the Motion Picture Exhibitors during
the coming Sixth War Loan Campaign.
The record of accomplishment

which this group has

built up in support of past drives is impressive indeed
and has contributed greatly to the overall record of
which we are so proud.
The development of War Bond Premieres has added
substantially

to the value of their assistance as has

the willingness of so many of the individual theatres to
act as issuing agents for War Bonds.
The task of raising the additional

fourteen billion

dollars required during the Sixth War Loan Drive will
by no means be an easy one.

However, with the knowledge

of the loyal support of groups such as the Motion Picture
Exhibitors we face the task with full confidence.
i

Sincerely,

Henry Morgenthau, Jr.

9fc&&& &&e~ wj&t- /^os^y

Sponsored

by War Activities Committee

^?fca06**t&. ^S/JC7V?S

of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Exchange Premieres
To Add $54,000,000
(Continued from Page T)
Ned E. Depinet, chairman of the distribution division. Thirteen projection room premieres during the Fifth
War Loan resulted in the sale of 1,110 Bonds amounting to $3,000,000
in Chicago, Los Angeles, Charlotte,
Philadelphia, New Haven and Seattle.
Under the new plan, efforts will
be made to have each projection
room in every key city booked with
a special attraction. Depinet pointed out that there were at least six
such rooms in each of the 30 exehange cities. Each room has approximately 50 seats, thus making
1,800 seats in each city for six performances, or 54,000 seats available
for all projection room premieres.
The plan is to sell some important
man in each city to take over one
of the six projection room premieres
and invite his own guests, each to
buy at least a $1,000 Bond.
Based on these figures, Depinet
eaid he believed an additional $54,000.000 could be raised.

New York Area Drive
Publicity Heads Named

REVIEWS Of Mill flLfllS
THE*

"Bowery
Broadway"
Jack Oakie, to Donald
Cook,
Susanna

with

Foster

Universal
94 Mins.
ACE MUSICAL, ONE OF UNIVERSALE
BEST,
HAS MAKINGS OF A BOX OFFICE
HIT.
Unalloyed entertainment wielding a po-

'Girl Rush'
with

Brown,
Alan Carney,
Frances
Langford, Vera Vague
RKO
65 Mins.
THIS ONE WILL GET LAUGHS FROM
THOSE NOT PARTICULAR ABOUT THEIR
COMEDY.
Wally Brown and Alan Carney are teamed

Wally

again in a comedy that will meet the requirements of those who are capable of
laughing up:n little provocation. The humor
has gone into the film's making. Not one is of the brand that goes over big with
moment of the production is devoid of kids. Those who have little relish for the
diversion.
comedy in "Girl Rush" will find a measure
Producer John Grant has brought the of consolation in the singing of several
true showman's spirit to the task in hand. song numbers by Frances Langford.
The result is a film weighty with talent
film, set in the 1890's, has Brown
and prodigal in its staging. The company andTheCarney
as the stars of a show that
has not been above using such players as f:lds up in San Francisco. The story reMaria Montez, Louise Allbritton, Donald
lates their efforts to get the troupe to New
O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Andy Devine, Ann York. In return for money advanced by the
Blyth, Evelyn Ankers and Leo Carrillo in citizens of a mining town badly in need
limited roles in an attempt to make this of entertainment the two maneuver the
a sure-fire box office piece.
company into accepting an engagement
The film directed beautifully by Charles there.
Lament, has been built around the frameProduced in slapdash manner by John
work of a familiar story, the one about the Auer, the film has vigorous directicn by
ups and downs of show business. The Gordon Douglas.
suject has been handled so competently
Brown and Carney work hard for laughs.
that one loses sight of the formula. The
Miss Langford's presence helps to make the
plot deals with the rivalry between a pair footage bearable.
CAST: Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Frances
of showmen, Jack Oakie and Dcnald Cook,
Langford, Vera Vague, Robert Mitchum, Paul
in the golden days of the theater. The Hurst,
Patti Brill, Sarah Padden, Cy Kendall,
two eventually pool their forces for a smash- John Merton.
ing success.
CREDITS: Producer, John Auer; Director, Gordon Douglas; Screenplay, Robert E. Kent; Based on
Cook and Miss Montez and Susanna Fosstory by Laszlo Vadnay, Aladar Laszlo; Camter and Turhan Bey are paired romantically.
eraman, Nicholas Musuraca; Special Effects,
The film is rich in swell performances. Vernon L. Walker; Art Directors, Albert S. D'
"Bowery to
to come
Broadway"
is cnetentofpopular
the appeal,
prize musicals
from
the Universal lot. A little of everything

Harry Mandel, New York Area
publicity chairman for the Sixth
War Loan announced today the committee set up to publicize the drive
in this territory. Edward Dowden Oakie's comedy is outstanding, as is the
is special events director; John A. singing of Miss Foster.
CAST: Jack Oakie, Donald Cook, Susanna FosCassidy press liaison with Paula
ter, Turhan Bey, Maria Montez, Louise AllGould and Ruth Newman; Fred Norbritton, Andy Devine, Frank McHugh, George
man and Nick Matsoukas, radio; Dolenz, Rosemary De Camp, Ann Blyth, Thomas
Gomez,
Leo Carrillo, Evelyn Ankers, Maude
Blanche F. Livingston, printing and
Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Ben
decorations! William Slater, Peggy Eburne,
Carter, Mantan Moreland, Richard Lane, Robert
Foldes and Herman Barnett, bulle- Warwick.
CREDITS: Producer, John Grant; Director,
tins; Harold Holt, newspaper adver- Charles
Lamont; Screenplay, Edmund Joseph,
tising; Al Naroff, Jerry Sager, Sid Bart Lytton, Arthur T. Horman; Cameraman,
Kain, Irving Shiffrin and Janice
Rentchler, Times Square Activities. Lab. Local 702 Re-elects
The borough publicists . handling
the Drive are Al Zimbalist and Ar- Francavilla and Slate
thur Price, Manhattan; Myron SieAll officials of the Motion Picture
gal and Jay Burton, Brooklyn; Sam
Coolick and Vincent Liguori, Bronx; Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, IATSE, were returned to
Ray Malone and Sid Kain, Queens;
Edwar Goth, Richmond, and Arthur office on Saturday, according to reEgberts and Ira Morais, Westchessults of the union's annual election
ter.
made public yesterday.
The publicists will attend ChairJohn J. Francavilla defeated Richard Gramaglia to retain the presiman Malcolm Kingsberg's general
committee meeting this morning.
dency. Others re-elected were:
George Waugh, first vice-president;
Vera Dorey, second vice-president;
Displays,
Badges
For
Sixth Usher's
Loan Via
NSS
Nicholas Koutrouby, secretary-treasNational Screen Service has made
urer; Viola D. La Preste, recording
James Branch, sergeantup a burgee and valance and lobby secretary;
at-arms.
displays for the Sixth War Loan
Chosen to the board of trustees
Drive, John Hertz, Jr., campaign
publicity-advertising director, an- were Charles Voelpel (chairman),
nounced. Also available will be an Sally Waugh and Paul Press.
Sleeted to the executive board were
usher's badge designed to be worn
during the drive. Material will be Maurice Walsh, Albert Dassa, Ben
available at NSS exchanges in about Bloom, Joseph Garlati, Arthur Nickoa week.
laus, Joseph Badner, James De Santis, Anthpnv Imbriglio, John Carlson and Kitty Grogan.
Show "30 Seconds" Nov. 13
Officers will be inducted at the
M-G-M will tradeshow "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo," in all ex- union's next meeting on Nov. 3 in
the Fraternal Clubhouse.
change centers on Nov. 13.

Jump in
Drive-in
See 300-/1Theaters

Agostino, Walter Keller; Set Decorators, Darrell
Silvera, Williams Stevens: Sound, Richard Van
Hessen; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff;
Songs, Lew Pollack, Harry Harris; Film Editor,
Duncan Mansfield.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Charles Van Enger; Supervising Art Director,
John B. Goodman; Sound Supervisor, Bernard
B. Brown; Musical Director, Edward Ward; Film
Editor, Arthur Hilton; Dance Directors, Carlos
Romero, John Boyle, Louis Da Pron; Set Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, Ted Von Hemert.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

N. Y. SPG Backs HWM
Pix Recognition Plan
The Screen Publicists Guild of
New York has voted to sponsor the
plan of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization according special recognition to pictures that are outstanding
examples of a combination of the
best entertainment elements and an
important idea. A special committee will be named by the Guild to
co-operate with the Hollywood group.
The first film selected under the
plan is Lester Cowan's production of
"Tomorrow the World."
To Disband Producing Artists
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David L. Loew has
purchased the interest of Boris Morros in Producing Artists, Inc., and
Loew-Hakim, Inc. Loew also announced that his affiliation with Arthur Lyons in Producing Artists will
be ended shortly and that after he
has liquidated all interests in the
company it will be disbanded. Loew
and Robert Hakim are now making
"Hold Autumn in Your Hand" for
United Artists release.

(Continued from Page 1)

this week to try to clarify the
ture.
Walters told them his conr
has had a great many requests
information on the future avail
I ity of equipment for drive-ins,
mating that the number of pre[drive-ins
100 a— short
will gotimiu
at least —300about
within
ter the war.
The drive-in equipment ma
said Smith, "is hot as a firecrae
No equipment for these theaters
been turned out during the war
iod, with very little demand bee
of the rationing of gasoline and
A swift upsurge is expected,
ever, as soon as travel is freer
Smith said yesterday that on<
thorization
WPB's
thorization" under
plan has
been "spot
appi
— for 200 rectifiers to be turner.;
by the Valdor Electric Co., ii
Louis. This plan permits e:
schedule production where the
power and materials are avail
and the permission is gained by
application.

Shapiro's Mayfair Thea
Project Sold to Mel Fox
Philadelphia — Melvin Fox has
chased from David Shapiro the
ater project in the Mayfair se<
thus ending what looked like a
ater were as well as an argui
with the War Manpower Con;
sion.
Shapiro first started to build
was stopped by the WMC unde
Byrnes edict. Then it was ann
ed that Fox was building a th
in the same sector.
Finally, it developed that Fo:
Shapiro had made a deal, and
would not continue with either
ect for the duration.

Wilby-Kincey to Count*
Meiselman in Charlott<
Charlotte, N. C— Wilby-Kinc
Herman here
Meiselman
awell
newas theater
as soon will
asij *
eminent
regulations permit.
man's announcement
was folM'l i
almost immediately by the di |
ure that Wilby-Kincey will bv 2,250-seated
on
a site
al
acquired in the vicinity of the
erty held by Meiselman.
Harry Richardson Dead
Indianapolis — Harry
Richai H
manager of 20th-Fox adv. sale)
partment,
at St. Vincent's
j
pital
from died
a duodenal
ulcer.
Burton Burkette Stricken
Indianapolis — Burton B. Bur
former organist at the Zaring
ater, died following a heart a

■H
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WE "CAN'T HELP SINGING"
THE PRAISES OF JEROME KERN
£d ooking around ror a statistic, as one will do once in a
while, we discovered that Jerome Kern is now celebrating his
40th anniversary as a composer or hit s<songs.
Well may he know that he is not celehrating alone.
Certainly, everyone who

has enjoyed the beautirui Kern

music over the years win celebrate with him, and certainly
all or his rriends in the music business, all or his rriends in
radio and motion pictures will celebrate also.
We extend our relicitations to Jerome Kern.
And we salute him on the occasion or having completed
a typical, rine Jerome Kern score ror Universal's Technicolor
production, "Can't
You

Help

Singing," starring

Deanna

Durbin.

will be hearing these Kern hits, which include

"More And

More," "Any Moment

Now," "Calirorn-i-ay,"

"Elbow Room" and the title song, "Can't Help Singing."

T. B. HARMS

MUSIC COMPANY
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Of Motion Pictures
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Editorial Offer
ritish
Raw Stock for Robot Pic,
"V-1
Capital Predicts Army
Hardy Asks Triple Damages

"Forward!"
. . . order stands
By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

£ potent voice of Ned E. Depinet,
jresident of RKO Radio, and chairman
>ie WAC's Distributors Division, is the
t additirn to those raised in behalf of
WAC's perpetuation for industry and
»nal service in the post-war years,
^dressing the Sixth War
Loan kickoff
of Southern California exhibitors at
Angeles on Monday, Depinet in urging
nuance of the vital industry war-time
nittee when global h"stilities end,
ed the WAC the most effective film
n zation he has known in his 35 years
the industry, and emphasized, "It
Id not be abandoned."
should not be, and indeed it must not
Which is not exactly a new thought
lis particular space — you read the first
osal and eminent as far back as Feb.
ast, and there has been much in the
? vein since then.
The passing months
served to add materially to the arguts for the adaptation of the WAC to
e service, and it is significant that
2 few who are critical make their tarnot
the organization
or its functions,
rather the physical handling of the
nittee.
lat cr'ticism
have tobasis
ict.
But if itmay
doesor itmay
is anot
matter
be
shed out with utmost candor within the
C's several divisions or its executive
mittee. Remedy any defects, by all
IB. But don't scrap an organization
Ike need w'll be felt long after the final
stice is declared and the last peace
jlty is signed.
ill the WAC
:at.

at the war's end and you

He command

is still, "Forward!"

OMMENT
in this column
not so long
ago on the statement by an unidentiproducer to the effect that some theoperators were solving the overly-long
ure problem by eliminating several reels
resulted in an exchange of correspon:e with P. S. Harrison
to whom
the
anient was made.
3 the suggestion that specifications were
'rder, considering the gravity of the
•fge, Pete rejoins that this sidelines
rver is at liberty to investigate to deiine whether the producer was speaking
(Continued on Page 3)

Curb on Its Consumption of Raw Film Stock

DRIVE BACKING
CHEERS BRANDT

FILM DAILY
Chairman Finds All Affiliates
Washington — The War Activities
Committee will today see the new
Swinging Behind Indies
British short "V-1," a nine-minute
subject on the robot bomb blitz of
London. The film was taken to New
Salt Lake City — Marked enthusiasm has been shown by both afYork last night by OWI Pix Chief
filiated and independent showmen at
Taylor Mills, after two private
screenings here yesterday before en- the two regional meetings of local
thusiastic news and Government of- film men with representatives of
ficials. Mills said that the British the Sixth War Loan Drive commit(Continued on Page 3)
tee, Harry Brandt, national chairman, said on his arrival here.
Reception and co-operation accorded members of the national committee at meetings in Los Angeles
and San Francisco were outstanding,
he commented.
"Most impressive at both meetings was the fact that all affiliated
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Paul Raibourne, Par- exhibitors are swinging behind in(Continued on Page 8)
amount tele-engineer, is expected to
be heard by the FFC tomorrow on
the subject of post-war frequencies
for television. Raibourne is the
only pix man, definitely scheduled
to appear on the subject.
John V. L. Hogan, head of FacI Continued on Page 3)
While the studios are now able to
WPB Theater Building
get by on the present raw stock allotments, any further cut will rePolicy Satisfies Wallgren
sult in a serious situation, Harold
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY C. Hopper, Metro studio head, said
Washington — "There is nothing in here yesterday. He indicated that a
the WPB record on building of new further cut was not improbable.
theaters to indicate that they have Hopper said if all the demands for
stock should be approved by the
gone overboard,"
John Croome, sec(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)
Washington Bureau of THE

FCC to Hear Raibourne
On Posl-War Tele

Raw Stock Cut Not

improbable-Hopper

August Tax "Take" Falls Ott
But $29,042,668 More Than Doubles '43 Total
20th-Fox Board Defers
Willkie Vacancy Action

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — ■ Although they fell
off sharply from the $34,168,118 collected a month earlier, admissions
Question of a successor to Wen- tax collections for September, on
dell L. Willkie, late chairman of the August business, were better than
20th-Fox board, will not be taken double those for the corresponding
up at today's meeting of the com- month of 1943. Bureau of Internal
pany's directors, having been defer- Revenue figures released this mornred to a later date, it was learned
ing show a total collection of $29,(Continued on Page 8)
yesterday.

On Behalf of St. L. Amuse.,
F&M, the Arthurs, Others

St. Louis — Russell Hardy yesterday on behalf of the St. Louis
Amusement Co., St. Louis Ambassador Theater, Inc., Eden Theater Co.,
St. Louis Missouri Theater, Inc.,
Fanchon & Marco Service Corp.,
James H. Arthur, David G. Arthur,
Edward B. Arthur, Thomas G. Arthur, Harry C. Arthur, III, and Edward L. Murphy filed a civil action
for damages under the Sherman antitrust act against Paramount Pictures, Inc., Paramount Distributing Corp., RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., Twentieth
Film
(Continued Century-Fox
on Page 3)

Gov't Completes
Schine Evidence
Buffalo — Presentation of testimony
in the Government's anti-trust suit
against the Schine Chain Theaters,
Inc., was completed yesterday afternoon. Judge John Knight, who
will attend his daughter's wedding
today, will return to the bench to(Continued on Page 8)

^eidelman Will Host
Farewell for Rydge
Norman
B. Rydge, chairman
of
directors of Greater Union Theaters
of Sydney, Australia, will be the
guest of (Cont'nued
honor aton a Page
farewell
lun3)

Levinson, Martin On
WB Dist. Corp. Board
Howard Levinson and T. J. Martin
have been elected to the b~ard of
directors of Warner Bros. Pictures
Distributing Corp., filling the spots
in the distributing unit vacated by
H. S. Bareford, who is on leave for
service with the U. S. Army, and
Joseph H. Hazen, who left the company recently.

&*\
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EDWARD C. RAFTERY,
route to the Coast.
the

UA

president, is en

HAROLD C. HOPPER, M-G-M executive, is at
Waldorf-Astoria
from Culver City, Calif.

HERBERT
RKO's "The
York today.

J. BIBERMAN, writer-director of
Master Race," will arrive in New

PHIL

REISMAN, RKO's foreign chief, is expected to return on Monday from a six-week
tour of the company's exchanges in South
America.
CLAUDE F. LEE, Paramount director of public relations has returned from Tampa, where
he addressed the Kiwanis Clubs district meeting
on war finance, and from Jacksonville.
RICHARD MEALAND, Paramount Eastern story
editor, will leave New York today for Hollywood where he will take on his new duties as
head of the studio's story and writing department.
STEVE EDWARDS. Republic director of Publicity, leaves today for Boston, to ballyhoo
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Lt. Jeff Livingston
A Prisoner in Germany
Lt. Jeff Livingston, former publicist for M-G-M short subjects, who
was reported missing in action since
mid-September, is a prisoner of war
in Germany, according to information received by his wife from the
International Red Cross. Lt. Livingston had completed 30 combat
missions as a bomber pilot. He is
believed to be uninjured.
Zangwill Thriller via Warners
■ • THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners will produce
a pic version of Israel ZangwilPs
"The Big Bow Mystery"
as "The
Verdict."

the

Sixth

War

Loan

drive,

conferences

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
'MRS. PARKINCTON"
Edward Arnold •
Agnes Moorehe
Cecil Kellaway
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATIf
1st Mezz.
Seats
Reserved.
Circle
6-4

C. F. CARRIER, special representative for
M-C-M, left St. Louis last night. He will be
gone several weeks.
has

EARLE BEATTY
returned
from

of M-C-M's legal department
a vacation
in Virginia.

WILLIAM CLEICHER of M-G-M's sales department is back from a trip to New Haven.
EDDIE

NORRIS,

with Young and Gay"
"Our Hearts Were
starring CAIL RUSSELL • DIANA LYNN
Paramount's
CHARLES RUGGLES • DOROTHY CISH
IN
Frank Sinatra • Eileen Barter
PERSON Raymond
Paige and his ork.

the actor, is here from the

Coast.
FRANK HORNIC, president of MPTO of
Maryland is at Mercy Hospital. Baltimore, with
a heart ailment.
RUSSELL
comptroller,

P4*AMoa#r

DOWNING. Radio City Music Hall's
is on a two-week vacation.

HERBERT WHITE, 20th-Fox
! is en route to Havana.
CARL BANFORD,
in Asheville. N. C.

Cuban

manager,

Paramount Theater affiliate
is visiting New York.

Crosley May Resume
Telecasts About Jan. 1

Mich. Up-State Theaters
Again Get Adv. Paper

National Theaters Execs.
Begin Confabs Tomorrow

RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HAL
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Cent
GREER GARSON
•
WALTER
PIDGEC

here.
trip.
"DOC" BAMFORD, M-G-M, Chicago manager,
has returned there from a Minneapolis vacation

LOUELLA
O.
Waldorf-Astoria.

finnnciflL

l'/4
27/8
CURB

following

Roy Rogers rodeo p.a.'s there.
JOHN C. FLINN, co-ordinator of the WAC
Hollywood
Division, returns to Hollywood
today

Cincinnati — Crosley Corp. is revamping its television equipment in
Carew Tower for possible resumption of broadcasts about Jan. 1,
James D. Shouse, vice-president, said
yesterday simultaneously with the
announcement that Richard W. Hubbell had been
named as broadcasting
{Wednesday, Oct. 25)
3/
T/7
production 4 manager for the comVB
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
Net
pany. At the
same time, Shouse anv4
nounced that Crosley may erect a
High 19V2
Chg.
16
CIOS!
13/4
Low
153/4
huge television tower in Kentucky
53/4
16
Am.
Seat
5%
5V4
20
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 20
that would provide television coverCclumbia Picts. pfd .
age for metropolitan Cincinnati.
26 3 4 +
-\- V?
25
Con. Fm. Ind
66
+
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd . . 267'8
Ultimate
cost to Crosley of giv166
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East. Kodak
ing Cincinnati television broadcasts
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22
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do pfd
8 1/4 63 34 —
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Gen. Prec. Eq
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6334
/4 expectedandby $400,000.
257/8
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$350,000
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2638
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64
88 Vi
metropolitan
coverage
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been es89i/a
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25V4
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25V4
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25
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from $150 to $250.
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RKO
cvs
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I\. Y. THEATERS

PARSONS

stopping

at

FIBBER

the

Detroit — Seivice of advertising
paper was resumed yesterday to all
upstate theaters. The situation
here remains in status quo, with no
paper going out to about 200 theaters
in the metropolitan area.
To date, no reports have come in
indicating any theaters actually
running out of paper on current attractions, although some houses are
expected to reach critical shortage
by the week-end change.
John McPherson, home office rep.
of National Screen Service, is here,
where he has valuable contacts as
former Chief Barker of Michigan
Variety Club, and possible solution
is anticipated
by week-end for Detroit field.

20th-Fox Rents Minn.
Theaters for "Wilson"

EJUS

Minneapolis — The Century in this
city and the Riviera in St. Paul
have been rented by 20th-Fox from
John J. Friedl, president of the Minnesota Amusement Co., for the preMeeting' of executives and division
heads of National
Theaters is set to
4miere
showings of "Wilson" in the
start here tomorrow. The confer- two cities.
Circuit reportedly was loath to
ence, at which theater construction
and expansion and television will be play the pic on a roadshow admission scale.
among: the 4-matters discussed, is expected to run for three days.
Charles Skouras. head of National Cooper-Para. Motions
Theaters, will preside. Among others Will be Heard Friday
who will attend from out of town
Argument on a motion by Joseph
will be Frank Newman, Elmer Rhoden, David Idzal. Tom Page, Harry H. Cooper for an order confirming
(~>x. Harold Fitzgerald, Frank and another by Paramount for re'Rick) Ricketson, B. V. Sturdivant,
jection of a special
master's
dismissal
of an report
action
George Bowser and Russell H. Mc- recommending
Cullough. New York executives of brought by the company aeainst
fhe company who will be on hand three Colorado corporations, Rialto,
will be Dan Michalove and A. S. Inc., Interstate Theaters, and J. H.
Gambee.
Cooper Enterprises, will be held in
Newman, Rhoden, Idzal, Page, Federal Court tomorrow. Paramount
Cox and Fitzgerald are already here. seeks adjudication of its rights to
Ricketson is due today from Denver. certain stock in the firms.
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II. Offer Raw Stock

Pic, "V-1"
1 Robot
(Continued from Page 1)
i offered to provide the raw stock
issary for prints for public re! out of their own allocation.
j is an important consideration,
[ intimated, with OWI striving
j:ep its consumption of raw stock
■l to an absolute minimum. He
iled that while OWI used about
-0,000 feet per quarter last WinIknd Spring, plans for the fourth
ter of this year call for less
i 4,000,000 feet.
.position of new curbs on raw
k usage by the Army for motion
lures is freely predicted in WashIon, with Secretary of War Stimexpected to insist upon full ap9al for all subjects before the
ing for produc|:ras
now, dyready
or alrea
in the can
but not
d. This will be in line with the
it order of Navy Secretary For1 setting up a new motion picco-ordination unit under Capt.
Markey.
Seek Pacific Combat Pix
ptain
Markey was unwilling to
8Jj
iss in detail his operation yesM
y, saying simply that his ofEs concentrating on moves to
Ion
-he best possible combat foot:rom the Pacific. The directive
!rei r which he operates, calls for
,'ikay for all Navy subjects al■*h not in any way extending
her uses of film by the service,
eludes also the services under
*Javy, Marine Corps and Coast
A d.
'at a similar directive will be
d by Stimson
is freely pred, although there is no reason
■tpect establishment
of a sepcontrol office.

f

Capitol Plans Initial
Sixth Drive Premiere
Plans for what will probably be the
first Sixth Drive War Bond Premiere
were launched yesterday by the Capitol Theater. House will preview
M-G-M's "30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
on Nov. 15 with tickets for the
theater's 5,000 seats to be exchanged
for War Bonds to be sold in the lobbies of the Capitol, Loews Mayfair,
Criterion, State and Astor.

fCC to Hear Raibourne
On Post-War Tele
(Continued from Page 1)
simile, Inc., appeared earlier this
week to ask the FCC to continue to
reserve for Hollywood studios the
five channels they now have for studio-to-location communications. He
predicted, on behalf of the Research
Council of M. P. Academy, and Twentieth Century-Fox, that the studios
will use walkie-talkies and facsimile
broadcast to transmit drawings and
blueprints. He also stressed in a
brief statement the importance of
ship to shore radio communications
to the pix industry.
Thomas F. Joyce, RCA phonograph and tele manager, told the
FCC that more than 800,000 additional man-hours of employment
within the first five years of full
production will be made possible
through FCC action pegging television in its present portion of the
spectrum. He declared that RCA is
ready to market, after the war, a
line of receivers including television
of greatly improved quality at from
$150 to $395. In order to bring
these out, he stated, an additional
investment of $10,000,000 by the
company
will be necessary.
Joyce supported the RTPB allocation proposals, asserting that they
will make tele a reality for the
American public. He believes that
if tele is given the "green light" by
the FCC, by the end of the fifth full
production tele year, the radio industry, of which tele is a part, will
be giving employment to about 600,000 persons, or about 300,000 more
jobs than if tele is delayed.

Files $285,000 Suit
Vs. Majors, AAA, EtAI.
(Continued from Page 1)
Corp., Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., Warner Bros. Pictures Distributing Corp., Vitagraph, Inc., American Arbitration Association, Apollo
Theater Corp., Harold D. Connor,
clerk of the local AAA motion picture tribunal, Harry G. Erbs, a local
attorney and AAA arbiter, Adolph
Rosecan, owner of the Princess Theater, St. Louis, and Joseph Litvag,
owner of the Apollo Theater, also
of St. Louis.
The suit, filed in the court of
United States District Judge R. M.
Duncan, asked the defendants be directed to cease and desist from conducting or participating in so-called
arbitration proceedings relative to
clearance which may affect the theaters of the plaintiffs, from in any
manner limiting or restricting the
contracts, licenses or other arrangements of the plaintiffs for motion
pictures for exhibition in their theaters, an award of $285,000 in damages, or treble the actual damages
claimed in local AAA arbitration
proceedings affecting their houses,
for a reasonable attorney's fee and
the awarding to the plaintiffs of
such other and further relief as the
court may deem proper. The date
for the hearing before Judge Duncan has not been set.

0

. . . order stands

5/y

(Continued from Page 1)
by fact or fancy, the latter sometimes being
the Hollywood custom.
Pete further expresses the fear that quick
reading of what was originally set down in
this space might lead the reader to form
the opinion that accuracy of the facts as
given by Pete was challenged. Which was
of course not the case. The target necessarily was the unidentified producer.
The charge is his baby, but if he has
the goods on exhibitors who are so mutilating features and gyping patrons — as he
says — he should, for the good of the industry, provide specifications. Frank exposure is the only certain remedy. The
charge, if true, is damaging enough to the
public confidence. The charge, if untrue,
is damnable, for it must undermine public
faith.
Especially if unchallenged.

WPB Theater Building
Policy Satisfies Wallgren

(Continued from Page 1)
retary to Sen. Mon C. Wallgren, D.,
Wash., said yesterday. Senator
Wallgren had written WPB last
week for an explanation of its approval for 100 new theaters in the
past year while other types of essential construction are held up. Senator Wallgren Jiimself is out of
town.
"We were simply interested in getting the story," Croome said, "and
the story we got is perfectly satisfactory to us. It is obvious to us
Seidelman Will Host
that in a lot of towns which have
experienced war booms, they just
Farewell to Rydge
had to go in and build theaters. In
(Continued from Page 1)
our own state, for instance, Vancouver grew from a pre-war 12 or
cheon given by J. H. Seidelman, 13 thousand
to a town of 55 or 60
President of Universal Internation- thousand — and WPB just had to go
al Films, on Friday at the Hamp- in and build. Those war workers
shire House.
J. Cheever Cowdin, Nate Blum- have a right to movies, and we cerwouldn't want them deprived
berg, William A. Scully, Charles D. of that tainly
right.
Prutzman, John J. O'Connor, S.
Machnovitch, Captain Harold Auton, E. T. Gomersall, Maurice Berg- Charlie Dees in Hospital
man, Fred Meyers, F. J. A. McCarDallas — Charlie Dees, Paramount
thy, A. J. O'Keefe, Adolph Schimel, salesman, is hospitalized.
C. A. Kirby, Eugene Walsh, Arthur
Novak, Keith Goldsmith, James J. that in no event should pictures be
Jordan, Harold Sugarman, Morris made available to the Cameo later
Alin and Fortunat Baronat will be than 14 days after the end of the
present at the luncheon.
run at whichever of the following
Rydge is leaving for Australia, theaters shall first exhibit the picture: Broadway, Grand, Steinway
after a sojourn of two months in
and Crescent, all in Astoria.
Hollywood and New York.

j To Rule Out Duplication
preme authority on orientation
sducational films, probably, will
laj. Gen. Alexander D. Surles,
of the Bureau of Public Rela. He will be authorized to rule
various subjects which appear
volve duplication of similar maFa
1 put out by other branches —
| »h would mean a wholesale slicof Air Corps production, it is
rstood here.
so in prospect is a consolidation
■«£^e rehabilitation film plans of
production
work
and many
l PEM lA.rmy._the Navy and the Veter- much
Astoria House Withdraws
j Administration, with a joint thousand feet of raw stock.
OWI Pix Chief Taylor Mills has
'ram for the three agencies ex(3d to result in the saving of been conferring with representa- Case and Files New One
tives of the three agencies in an atAfter withdrawing its original
tempt to work something out which
will please them all, and may soon complaint last week, the Stilson Realty Co., operating the Cameo Theater,
prepare a formal suggestion to be
submitted over the signature of OWI Astoria, L. I., filed a new demand for
arbitration in the New York tribunal
Director Elmer Davis.
yesterday.
Charging unreasonable clearance in
October 26
Thomas Blackmore Dead
favor of the Crescent Theater, AsMark Sandrich
Buddy Messinger
Thomas Blackmore, 40, artist-detoria, by the five consenting comH. B. Warner
Ralph Ravenscroft
signer of motion picture theater
panies, the complainant asks that
Jackie Coogan
Faye Marlowe
Edward Seifert
fronts on Broadway, associated with the clearance be eliminated or reduced to one day.
It further asks
Max Fine Displays, died Tuesday.
'st &

Mn BIRTHDAY
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Sullivan Looks Ahead
Detroit — Detroit operators are wondering ifJoseph Sullivan of the Paradise Theater, who is recording secretary of Local 199, isn't allowing his
strong faith in the advantages of
union organization to carry him a
little too far ahead. Sullivan proudly
brought in an application for future
membership to be placed on file for
his son, Tim Sullivan. Youngster, who
is five 1965.
months old, will be eligible
around

LEO
RINGS
THAT
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AGAIN!
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With the single exception of "Philadelphia
Story/' which played New Year's week, it's the

BIGGEST FIRST WEEK
OF ANY M G M PICTURE
IN MUSIC HALL HISTORY!

Get Set For The 6th War Loan!

p*^4
EER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON in "MRS. PARKINGTON"
5th Edward Arnold, Agnes Moorehead, Cecil Kellaway,
adys Cooper, Frances Rafferty, Tom Drake, Peter Lawford,
in Duryea, Hugh Marlowe, and the Saint Luke's Choristers
"-sen Play by Robert Thoeren and Polly James • Based on
i Novel by Louis Bromfield • Directed by Tay Garnett
sduced by Leon Gordon • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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OTTO KRUGER • EDUARDO CIANNELIJ
ROBERT LIVINGSTON • MONA BARRI

4 ***&*«
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GEORGE
Originol

Story

by

SHERMAN,

ELIZABETH
MEEHAN
Screenplay
by

•
DORIS

Director
Adoptation
GILBERT

by

DANE

LUSSI
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'Oman of mystery

m a

":

intrigue . . .

Ei

ALLURING!
BEWITCHING!
and DANGEROUS!

ILii

Men sold theii country's
secrets to win her lips,
her loveliness, her love!

REPUBLIC

PICTURE
safe.

Wt

W

p. production Dist.
28 W. 44th 8t. Y. 21st floor
N.
New York

Backing for Sixth
Drive Cheers Brandt

BRIEflflG THE DAY'S REUIS

Columbia Honors Tomaso
I Continued from Page 1)
Pfc. Ralph Tomaso, of 32 months
dependent showmen throughout the in the South Pacific, was guest of
honor at a stag luncheon given by
territory," asserted Brandt.
Brandt and his touring committee
Columbia yesterday at Gallagher's
will meet with local film row today Steak
House. Tomaso, who was emand move on to Omaha and Kansas
ployed by Columbia prior to enterCity for meetings tomorrow and
ing the Army in 1941, is the holder
Saturday.
of the Infantry Battalion Medal and
has been recommended for the Sil400 at Frisco Meeting
ver Star. At the luncheon he was
Pledge 6th as Biggest
presenated with $250 in War Bonds
San Francisco — More than 400 by Jack Cohn. Company execs, and
industry representatives pledged department heads were among the
themselves and their organizations guests.
•
to make the Sixth War Loan Drive GPE Net, $218,011
the biggest in the history of indusGeneral Precision Equipment Corp.
try Bond campaigns at a meeting
and
subsidiaries report for the
with representatives of the national three its'
months ended Sept. 30, concommittee. Speakers included Wilsolidated net profit of $218,011, afliam F. Crockett, Ned E. Depinet,
John Hertz, Jr., Leo Wolcott, Hugh
Bruen, Capt. Ray Wild, Lt. L. R.
Largey, Mayor Roger D. Lapham
and Rotus Harvey.

Balaban Loans Waller
For Sixth Drive Work

Raw Stock Cut Not
Improbable-Hopper

(Continued from Page 1)
WPB,
the industry would have to
take a 20-25 per cent slash and then,
he said, "somebody would get hurt."
A meeting of top industry executives was held in New York on
Tuesday when Hopper laid the cards
on the table. He explained the tremendous demands for raw stock from
all sources and pointed out that the
labor shortage in the laboratories
was a factor in the curtailment of
Three One-Sheets to be
raw stock production.
Serviced to all Theaters
Hopper returns to Washington toThree Sixth War Loan one-sheets
day for further conferences with
will be serviced to all exhibitors, the Lincoln V. Burrows, chief of the
national committee revealed yester- WPB film section, in an effort to
day. Posters, now being prepared
clarify the future status of availfor free distribution through Naable film stock.
tional Screen Service exchanges,
in the 6th War Loan, Fred Gehle,
plug
Bond
Childrens'
Matinees
and Premieres,
National Free
Movie State War Finance Committee chairDay.
man, revealed at a first general meeting called yesterday by Malcolm
Kingsberg, general chairman for the
New
York Placed
State's atQuota
For Drive
30 P.C.
industry's met. area campaign.
Maj. L. E. Thompson, New York
New York State will be held responsible for selling 30 per cent of campaign director, presided. Other
the national quota of $14 billions speakers included L. E. Pierson, Peter Finney, Wilbur B. England, Garret Van Wagner, Harry Mandel,
Ralph Pielow and Max A. Cohen.
Zanuck Would Show
Tom Waller, Para.'s ace motion
picture syndicate rep., has been
loaned by Prexy Barney Balaban, to
Harry Brandt, national chairman for
the industry's 6th War Loan Drive.
Waller, who will handle all national syndicate writing, planting
and stunts, is now co-operating with
Max A. Cohen, in charge of Special
Events.

Germans

War Ruins

Omaha — Col. Darryl F. Zanuck
wants to show the Germans what
they have done to the world and reeducate them through movies.
"I want to piece together the official pictures of ruins that have been
caused by the Germans. I want to
go into Germany after the war with
these pictures," Zanuck said here.
"I want to show them Rotterdam,
London. Coventry, Warsaw and most
rf all, Lidice, where for the first
time a vicious enemy set about to
wipe out an innocent community.
Then. I want to show them the way
Americans

live."

Thursday, October 26, 1

Here's How to Request
Military Aid for Drive

ter provision for depreciation, Federal income and excess profits taxes,
renegotiation and contingencies, subject to year end adjustments.
•
Skouras, Shain on Sick List
Both Spyros P. Skouras,
prexy, and Sam Shain, his
assistant, who recently
from a Coast trip, are on
list.

20th-Fox
executive
returned
the sick

•
Gibbs on Rank Account

Donald Gibbs has rejoined the contact-copy staff of Buchanan & Co.,
Inc., after being affiliated with Arthur Kudner, Inc., for the past two
years. Gibbs wall handle the motion
picture account of GCF (Rank) of
England.

Gov't Completes
Schine Evidence

r
i■

ling Ofe"
f
Shows Fai
Taxfrom"TPageak
August(Continued
1;
042,668.57, as against $13,926

for
year onearlier,
one a cent
each when
dime theor ra'
thereof. The current collection
not have had to be even do
show as much business this
as last.
August business, the figures
was substantially better thar
of April and May, though belo
June and July figures.
The Third New York (Broec
Collection .District
experiene q|p
k
rather poor month, the burea
ures indicate. Total collection
was only $1,778,573, of whicl
463,714.93 was accounted for b;
ater admissions, with another
038 collected on ticket broker
Total collection for the eorres
::
ing month of last year was nft »
as
great— $1,706,121—
with tl{
admissions
collection actually

er— $1,531,457.36.
August bu
was sharply off from the tota
lection of $5,792,585.60 from the
for July, of which $5,032,407
(Continued from Page 1'
sented theater admissions tax,
morrow to hear arguments of counThe slack month on Broadw
sel and rule on documentary ex- counted for about 65 per cent
hibits remaining to be presented before the Government officially rests overall drop, indicating that e:
tors through the rest of the coi
its case.
did not do especially poorly in
The final witness was William C.
month
July. the record-bn
Smalley of Cooperstown, operator parison of with
of a New York State 14-theater
chain including houses in Norwich,
Johnstown and Delhi. His testi- To Examine Jack Warne
mony dealt principally with his ex- Tn Hillside Trust Suit
perience in competing with Schine
in Norwich.
The examination of Jack L.
When he began operating the ner, vice-president of Warner 1
Strand there in 1930, Smalley said is scheduled for Nov. 2 in the
the only other house — the Colonia — suit brought against the com
was under Fox-Metropolitan opera- and 18 other defendants by the
tion. He was showing RKO, United side Amusement
Co., operator
Artists and Columbia films, but lost the Mayfair Theater, Hillside,
them when Schine took over the Co- The examination,
notice of fl
J,
lonia in the Spring of 1933. He
was
filed
yesterday
New al ]' jj
had closed the Strand during the Federal Court, will bein held
Summer of 1932 and reopened in No- offices of Hays, Podell and S
vember as the Smalley.
man, counsel for the plaintiff. J
Hillside seeks triple damages
Schine counsel. Edward F. McClennen, produced letters from Co- $900,000 for alleged conspiracy
lumbia's legal department, which the restrain trade and eliminate con
witness said were sent to him after tion in the distribution of film p
he complained about his inability to uct in the Hillside area.
buy film, in which he was informed
that the Albanv office would be glad Eleanor Parker Under Knife
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DA
to arrange a talk about selling' him IVrstHollywood
— Eleanor Parker en
product on a "fair and eauitable ed Cedars of Lebanon Hospital ;
«nlit." Another lettpr asserted that
SmaPev had been offered half of the terday for an appendectomy.
nroduct but did not accent the price.
conn+erms: with a much lower offer
Korda to Finance
wh^li Columbia could not accept.
Discussing: conmlaints that his
Oxford Study Hen
"nricps were too low," Smallev a*sf"-W that five-cent matin^s for
London (By Cable)— Oxford Uni
children in his Norwich Theater
versify plans to send a commissio
to the United States to lork into th
were "snecials" and onlv occurred a
study of drama and motion picture
few times. He was askorl whe+her
at American universities, with ex
he had not -irivertised "free tickets

Proper procedure for requests for
use of military personnel or equipment during the 6th War Loan campaign was explained yesterday in a
memorandum from Tom W. Bailey,
WAC consultant to the Treasury.
"Exhibitors desiring to utilize war
heroes, military bands, personnel or
equipment, should first, make the
request of the WAC Bond chairman,
who in turn is to apoly to the local
War Finance Committee chairman.
Requests from the latter will be
students."
unless there was a catch to
jriven proper consideration by the to "Not
military. This applies to all local it that you are not reading." retorted the witness.
military co-operation," it was said.

penses to be met by Sir Alexande
Korda to the extent of 5.000 pound
(approximately $20,000).

1
I iate in Character
I nationej in Scope
pendent in Thought
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TH-FOX IN MEXICAN PRODUCTION TIE-UP?
5 Million Equipment Market in Latin America
n-American Countries
:ted to Buy Heavily
•st Four Peace Years

Mexico City Reports Company Allying with Moreno
Syndicate for New Studio

i post-war industrialization
n America, estimated by the
>f the Co-ordinator of Interan Affairs to involve a total
of about $10,000,000,000 in the
cade of world peace, will prelanufacturers of motion picluipment with unprecedented
rcial opportunity, officials of
(Continued on Page 7)

By ARTHUR
FILM DAILY
Staff GEIGER
Correspondent
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— With
their industry firmly established as
the third largest in the country, a
number of leading Mexican producers are getting ready to give Hollywood a battle to retain its LatinAmerican markets in the post-war

Feverish nature of the financial
period.
preparations
going on here can be
seen from the fact that consolidations
and expansions*
existing
(Continuedof on
Page 6) interests

adian Conciliation
ision In 30 Days
•nto — The Canadian film indus■awaiting the acceptance or reof the draft of the conciliaroposals as agreed upon by
entatives of the Motion Picheaters Association
of On(Continued on Page 6)

Labor Board to Cut
day Bonus Red Tape

as
5 Tito Guizar leads a troupe of colorA thrilling moment in Republic's "Brazil," as dasf
ful
gauchos
in
the
lusty
"Vaquero
Song"
by
the
noted
composer of "Brazil," Ary Barroso — Advt.

Local 109 Rejects

Travel Famine Gives

5 Majors' Terms

Industry "Jitters"

tomary" Christmas or yearmuses may be paid to employes
Salary and contract terms offered
porations without asking perUnprecedented and steadily-growing difficulties in obtaining railroad
n of the War Labor Board, by Paramount, Loew's, 20th-Fox,
ing to new regulations to be Columbia and RKO in negotiations and plane accommodations were deshortly. Employers also will with the Screen Office and Professcribed by transportation representatives in the home offices of motion
sional Employes Guild, Local 109,
(Continued on Page 7)
CIO, were rejected last night by picture companies here yesterday
the members of the union at a meet- as "alarming" and "likely to seriing in the Park Central Hotel. The
ously impede" even the most neceslack Out Jap Flag
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)
As Sixth Loan Stunt
ISlack out the Jap flag! — that
the theme of an idea being deoped by the Sixth Drive com}ttee for use in theaters and prompt spots in cities. Thought is to
nt a Japanese flag on a 40 x 60,
larger, sign and, with each Bond
rchase, give a sticker to be stuck
the sign to help blot out the emam. Stickers would have space for
rchasers' names and addresses. Jay
'ianuel, national campaign
co-orlator, has forwarded the idea to
-chairmen and exhibitor state chairjn for possible elaboration.

Tele as Amer. Home Service

Lauded and Rejected at FCC Hearing
No Bum Steer for Blank;
O'Donnell Pays Off Bet
Omaha — Bob O'Donnell, who was
chairman of the Fifth War Loan,
will pay off a bet to Abe Blank, state
exhibitor chairman in the same drive,
this afternoon. O'Donnell will present Blank with the finest grade
(Continued on Page 2)

Woshinpton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Emergence of television as a practical service for
American homes and theaters — and
as a picture art to rival the presentday motion picture industry — was
discussed at length yesterday before
the FCC. The video art was both
lauded to the sky and rejected summarily by various witnesses. While
(Continued on Page 8)

Hopper Parleying to
Avert Raw Stock Cut
WasMnpton

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Harold Hopper, MG-M studio manager and former
WPB film chief, arrived here yeswork threatened
out some '
means terday
ofto attempt
avertingto the
disastrous cut in the amount of raw
film allocated the pix industry. Preliminary studies have convinced him,
he said, that while the Army and
(Continued on Page 8)

Maurice McKenzie Rites;
Former Aide to Hays
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services for
Maurice McKenzie, 62, who was executive assistant to Will Hays in
the MPPDA since its inception until
(Continued on Page 8)

All Exhibs. in Ore.
Drive's Co-chairmen
Portland, Ore. — Every exhibitor in
Oregon w II have co-chairman status
for the Sixth War Loan drive, it was
announced here bv 0. J. Miller,
State Chairman. This recognition of
exhibs.
campaign.is a "first" for any industry

Friday, October 27, IS
No Bum Steer for Blank;
O'Donnell Pays Off Bet

"Wuthering Heights' Set
For Key Cities Jan. 1

:

COminG and G0IIH

(Continued from Page 1)
Texas steer. Harry Brandt, national chairman, and his committee
arrive this morning for sessions at
the Fontanelle Hotel. They will be
joined by Ted Gamble, national director of the War Finance Division
of the Treasury Department.

Film Classics will place "WuthJoSo-H I. BREEN, head of Production
ering
Heights"1 in
pre-rereturned to the Coast
lease
on Jan.
and national
confine it
only Administration,
Publisher
JOHN
W.
ALICOATE
to key city metropolitan theaters, week from New York.
FRANCIS
ALSTOCK,
head
of motion p
L. E. Goldhammer, vice-president
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
of the Office of the Co-ordinat<
and General Manager
and general sales manager, announc- divisicn
Inter-American Affairs, planed
out from
ed yesterday. A new advertising ington yesterday for the Coast.
CHESTER B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
campaign, along with lithographs
JACK GOLDSTEIN, Eastern director of
and accessories, has been created icity
and exploitation for Vanguard Film
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
for
the
Samuel
Goldwyn
picture.
last
night for a three-week stay on the Co.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
Caravan Meets War Loan
Goldhammer said there had been a
RALPH MAW, Buffalo M-C-M branch
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Committee
at Salt Lake
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
heavy demand for the picture by ager, returned to his headquarters yes
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretaryafter
three days in town ccn'erring
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
Salt Lake City — A caravan of both exhibitors and franchise hold- :. K. (Ted)
Shea, Eastern sales manager.
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
cars
containing
prominent
exhibiere.
CHARLES
upstate
exhibitor
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
ers.
Other Film Classics pictures to yesterday for HAYMAN,
tors met executive members of the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
Niagara
Falls after a few
be
released
prior
to
Jan.
1
include
United States outside of Greater New York
industry's Sixth War Loan national
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, committee at a point 20 miles outside
''Topper," "Resurrection," "I Am
PHIL
FOX,
Columbia
Buffalo
manager
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
returned
to his headquarters
after three
the city yesterday and paraded Faithful" and "Barbary Coast."
remit with order. Address all communications
ere.
them
to
the
Utah
Hotel
as
a
means
to THE
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
of heralding Salt Lake City's cam- Four Cash Dividends Are
EUCENE
LEAKE,frommerger
"f Loew's
oday.
}f
directors, W.arrived
the Coast.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
paign in the Bond drive.
Filmday, New York.
ERNEST SCANLON,
vice-president and
Among the principal speakers at Declared by 20th-Fox
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD,
28, Calif. a meeting which followed were Ned
Four cash dividends were declared urer of Vanguard films, will leave for the '
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. Depinet, John Hertz, Jr., Leo WolLESTER KRIECER, assistant to Ted Schl I
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. \V., Phone cott, John Rugar and Capt. Ray
yesterday by the 20th-Fox board.
zone manager for Warner Th( i
They included a quarterly payment isPhiladelphia
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, III., Joseph Wild. Exhibitors from Idaho, Wyomin New York for home office conference;,
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briarof
$1.12%
on
the
outstanding
prior
ing, Montana, Utah and Colorado atCRANE
WILBUR,
Warner director, will
gate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredtended.
preferred stock payable Dec. 15 to
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
Vete Iccation work on "It Happened in S I
stockholders of record Nov. 6, a 37%- 'ield" at Springfield, Mass. on Saturday I
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
cent fourth-quarter dividend on the will leave for the Coast.
Portland Drive Kickoff
Damon. MEXICO
CITY — Arthur Geiger,
outstanding convertible preferred
Luncheon Attracts 300
DELMAR
DAVES,
director of Warner's
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
payable Dec. 15 to stockholders of lywood Canteen," will leave the Coast
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Rsv Car'
A
criday for Philadelpha to shoot backsrount
Portland — Three hundred film men record Nov. 15, a quarterly disburse- terial
michael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St,
on the Marine Sergeant Al Schmid :
attended the Sixth War Loan Drive
ment of 50 cents and an extra divi- 'This Lcve Of Ours."
kick-off luncheon here. Plans for
dend of 25 cents on the outstanding
RAY
BOLGER
is due in today
from
the campaign were outlined by common payable Dec. 15 to stock- ood.
holders
of
record
Nov.
15.
Hugh Bruen, national co-chairman,
BURNS & ALLEN arrive in New York
Rotus Harvey, Northern California
week.
GERALDINE
FITZGERALD,
LILLIAN CISJ
(.Thursday, Oct. 26)
chairman, Walter Casey, Idaho chair- WB First to Distribute
man and representatives of the
GEORGE
RAFT wll be early November «|
to New York.
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
Treasury Department. Honor guests Retroactive Pay to SPG
Net
Chg.
BRUCE CABOT is expected here shortly.
included
Com.
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M.
Wassell
High
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Warners yesterday became the
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Seat
and Thomas Mitchell, while O. J.
CHARLES VIDOR arrives in New York!
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V2 Miller was chairman of the meeting.
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See Para.
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Detroit,
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SHU
RKO
ering the period from May 4, 1943, Milwaukee, return to their homes today.
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RKO S6 pfd
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20th Century-Fox
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25 —
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exhibitor relations head, wil
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at
Milwaukee Nov. 8-9.
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Columbia,
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tion of Adolph Zukor, chairman of and RKO Service Corp.
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201/2
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Trans-Lux
20 i/a
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Coast Bureau
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D\
the
Paramount
board,
now
in
progUniversal Pictures . . .
19'/a
195/s
ress. Hillside, operator of the May- 20,000,000 Reduced Rate
3v, —
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Hollywood — Warners will stan
fair Theater, Hillside, N. J., seeks
rol Flynn in a remake of Tt
20th Redeeming 1,867
$900,000 damages in its anti-trust Guests at Loew Theaters
action
against
Paramount
and
18
Shares Prior Preferred
other defendants, charging it was
More than 20,000,000 cut-rate admissions for men and women in the
prevented from obtaining first-run
Twentieth Century-Fox on Jan. 2, product.
armed forces have been issued by
1945, will redeem 1,867 shares of
Loew's theaters, according to a reprior preferred stock out of its prior
port by H. J. Cleary of the statispreferred stock retirement fund at Few Theaters Expected
tical department. From July 7,
Juan."
the required redemption price of To Convert Back to Oil
1941,
to
Aug. 30, 1944, the total was
$100.22 Vs. The shares will be se19,685,710, of which 6,500,000 were
lected by lot from stockholders of Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in
Octobr 27
New York.
record at the close of business Nov.
Jack Cohn
Tookie
Hunteii
Washington
—
Few
theaters
are
exlack Carson
William Barnell
6, 1944.
pected to take advantage of the an- Foreign Dept. Managers
George
John M'chelsoiJ
Mickey Middleton
Mouse
Miltcn
S. Kus I
nouncement bv Petroleum AdminNathan Saland
Glenn Vernon I
Jackson Park Appeal Nov. 20
istrator Harold Ickes that consum- Confer with F. C. DeWolf
October 28
ers who last year converted their
Chicago — Records are being preA. Montague
Beatrice
Ross ||
pared by defense lawyers for the heatina: plants from oil to coal may
Foreign department heads of the
)ohn Boles
Walter L. Titus, j
Roll
in
C.
Hamilton
Bruce
C.
Andn
I
now
shift
back
to
oil.
Number
of
major companies met yesterday with
film companies' appeal in the JackOctober 29
son Park Theater case for presenta- |.theaters which converted to coal last Francis Colt DeWolf, head of the
Jackson J. Rose
tion to the Federal Court of Appeals, year during the conversion campaign motion picture section of the State
Nov. 20.
is thought to be comparatively small. Department.
Vol. 86, No. 82
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Get Set for the
Sixth War Loan I

Tops'

/?P#StfOt£*
• # •

ASK A MARINE BACK FROM THE
BLOODY BEACHES OF TARAWA

PUT IT TO THIS BLUEJACKET
SURVIVOR OF A PROUD SHIP

ASK THIS FLYER WHO'S FACED
THE HELL-FIRE IN THE SKIES

Mr. Exhibitor:
Perhaps you .don't need a jolt - but
lots of Americans do to bring them out from under
their complacency.1
For the facts are - we haven1 t won the battle of
the Pacific by a long shot - nor is everything over
in Europe 1

Peace is still to be earned - by hard fighting.
Peace is still to be bought - by the dollars
Americans put into War Bonds.
The European war has been expensive but the Pacific
War will cost far morel Fleets of planes, fleets
of ships, armies of supplies and men will be required - all to be transported over vast distances I
And this all costs money - and that's where you
come in I With every resource of your theatre every ounce of your' salesmanship and showmanship
needed to put the necessary drive behind the Smashing Sixth I
So put all your 'know-how' and savvy behind those
War Bond Premieres, make Free Movie Day roll up a
record in your theatres - put across the Children's
Premiere in your community - and, what's more,
don't let down a moment any day'.

/

show America
$*&.

what the "movies"
can do for America

JSoensered by Wo> Activities Committee of Motion Picture industry, 150 1 Broodwoy/N. Y. C
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Canadian Conciliate
Decision In 30 Days

20ih-Fox in Mexican
Production Tie-up!
(Continued from Page 1)
are proceeding at so dizzy a pace
that even a hard-working correspondent finds it hard to keep up.
20th-Fox Mexican Studios?
One current report has it that
Twentieth-Fox, together with a Mexican syndicate organized by Dr. Antonio Fernandez Moreno, is planning to 'make pictures in Mexican
studios to be erected after the war
on a site already obtained for the
purpose. Local 20th-Fox officials
refuse to confirm or deny the rumor
but confess to "having heard something to this effect."
(Murray Silverstone, 20thFox foreign head, who recently
returned from a Latin-American tour that included Mexico,
was not available last night for
comment on any Mexican production plans 20th-Fox may
have).
Executives at the Mexico City offices of RKO-Radio told The Film
Daily that Emilio Azcarraga is
fronting for a group linked with
their organization and which is now
building studios on the grounds of
the Churubusco Country Club, on
the outskirts of Mexico City. Whether these studios will be used for the
production of RKO films, however,
they decline to reveal.
Huge Pool Reported
The most sensational of current
reports concerns the supposed formation of a 15,000,000-peso "pool"
for the acquisition of Clasa Studios,
Clasa Productions, Film Munaiales,
and the Motion-Picture Bank. Associated with the movement are said
to be some
of the
prominent bankers
as city's
well most
as Carlos
Trouiye, who has purchased all the
shares of Films Mundiales.

(Continued from Page 1)

• •
•
"OF ALL SAD WORDS of Tongue or Pen. the Saddest are
These, "It Might Have Been"
And no one knows that better than
Paramount's Tom Waller, whose services Barney Balaban has made
available to the WAC for the Sixth War Loan drive
Tom came
up with a stunt for that kickoff Bond show at Madison Square Garden
on Nov. 20th that would have been good for unprecendented wire
service, syndicate
and press breaks
across the country
Stunt
called for nothing less than a boxing bout between, in this corner,
fisticana's Benny Leonard, and, in the other, none other than
THE VOICE himself
Benny was agreeable
And so. too, was
Frank Sinatra
The hitch came when Frankie's attorney stepped
in with a firm "Nix!"
They pointed out that there could be a ring
mishap to the bobby sox idol and murmured
plenty about contract
liabilities, etc., etc
But wotta stunt it would have been, wotta
stunt!
T
•

•

T

▼

• CUFF NOTES: Theresa Stone of M-G-M's public relations department will be the guest of honor today at the New

York City Federation of Women's Clubs' annual convention at the
Hotel Astor. . . # Sgt. Ben Grimm, Jr., son of the RKO advertising
manager, was a home office visitor recently with an air medal with
two oak leaf clusters on his chest
Ben, Jr., has completed
30 missions out of England. . . # New clerks in arbitration tribunals
in St. Louis, Kansas City and Des Moines will be announced shortly.
• /. Noble Braden, AAA
executive secretary, is Coast-bound.
. .
• Herbert I. Brown, manager of the Greenfield, Mass., Victoria {and
a FILM DAILY subscriber of more than 25 years) has taken on the
post of Sunday School teacher at the Greenfield Hebrew Congregation
Herbie warns exchange heads and salesmen not to get too tough
if they wish to avoid long excerpts from the Bible. . . 9 Wanda Tuchock's script for "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" is being studied by
Dr. Frederic M. Thrasher's NYU classes. . . • /. L. Beddington director of the MOI Film Division, London, on behalf of the Newsreel
Committee has cabled Paramount an expression of regret on the
death in action of Cameraman Damien Parer in the South Pacific.
T
T
▼

• •
•
WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!
According to the reports, the Motion-Picture Bank is slated for an ing of Enrique Sarro as president — i while remaining aloof from the
important role in the control of the trend toward mergers, has decided to terminate its distribution contract with Panamerican Films in faenterprise. Recent changes in the with full powers to "conduct the
vor of opening its own agency.
business
as
he
sees
fit"
—
and
the
bank's directorship include the nam- shifting of Carlos Carriedo Galvan
New Grovas Company?
from the bank's management to the
Jesus Grovas, the "father of the
administration of Films Mundiales.
Mexican
motion-picture
industry,"
Ark. (Hit Loan Drive
A development expected to follow :is also said to be founding a production company in combination with
to Honor Mac Arthur
shortly is the transfer of Salvador
Elizondo, present manager of Clasa the well-known directors Fernando
Little Reck — Arkansas motion picProductions, to a post in charge of de Funtes, Miguel Zacarias, and Juan
ture theaters will dedicate their serthe distribution of the 24 films to be Bustillo Oro, and the actor, Jorge
vices in behalf of the Sixth War
turned out annually by the combine, Negrete.
Loan to Arkansas-born Gen. Douglas
Finally, a brand-new outfit, headed
which will be known as "Clasa Films
MacArthur whose invasion of
by Juan de la C. Alarcon and E. GalMundiales."
Usually reliable sources likewise lardo, is engaged in constructing
the Philippines "will make possiinsist that La Filmadora Mexicana, studios in Mexico.
ble a final assault on Japan," district chairmen resolved at a meeting here. A goal of $4,000,000 in
Series E Bonds was set.
Persons who buy Brnds at theaters will be invited to sign a scroll
honoring heroes of Bataan and Corregidor, living and dead. This scroll
will be sent to MacArthur. Claude
C. Mundo of Little Rock will head the
Arkansas theater drive.

tario and the Independent The
Owners Association of Ontario.
decision is expected within 30 i
and if the proposals are apprc
conciliation will become a fac
Ontario.
It is planned to set up a boai
each of the six exchange centei
the Dominion, with the Ontario b
recognized as the central board
filing fee of $10 is to accompany
complaint.
Six articles comprise the co
tution, according to the latest d.
It points out that the object oJ
proposed Ontario Board of Con
tion "shall be to furnish a (
and inexpensive method of set
differences and grievances w
the industry." Board's membe
will consist of eight representa
two from each of the exhibito
ganizations, two from the affi]
circuits and two from the disl
tion branch, with an equal nu
of alternates.
Any exhibitor, circuit or dis;
tor will be entitled to bring a
plaint before the board on such
ters as ethics of clearance and
ing, unfair and unreasonable
iums, games contests and other
tices that may be considered i
and the exhibition of 16 mm
tures in competition with legit
theaters.

UJEDDinO BEL!
Leah Marcus of C. C. Ryan's,
chasing department at Warner j
will be married to Lt. Howar <
penoff next Sunday in New j
Lt. Sapenoff was recently re I
from a prisoner-of-war can
Rumania.
Florence, Italy — Betty Brev
the films, who is touring the
zones with "The Barretts of j
pole Street" company, was ml|
to Lt. Robert A. Hester, AAFI
Portsmouth, N. H. — Doris L. j
kern, a former secretary at tl
tional Screen
PreviewAAF,
Co., and
Ernest
J. Hutchins,
were '
ried recently in nearby Kitter |

Mono. Preferred Stock
To Public At $10 Share

Brain Tumor is Fatal
To B. Fassio, Producer

Joseph
former to
M-G-!
rector
and Losey,
now attached
th!
nal Corps at Long Island Cit I
Louise Stuart, former Para I
cently.
contract player, were marri<|

Emanuel & Co. will underwrite
$1,000,000 worth of Monogram convertible preferred stock which will
be sold to the public at $10 per share.
Application will be registered with
the SEC today or early next week.

B, Fassio, 53, head of B. F. Enterprises and producer of "The
Fighting Priest" and other subjects,
died yesterday of a brain tumor at
Metropolitan Hospital. Fassio had
just
completed
arrangements
for

the production
of a picture il
"Hitler At the End of a Rop||
the independent market when
taken
sick.
There are no 1
survivors.

V*^
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REVIEUJS Of il€UJ flLfllS

h\ 109 Rejects

'Brazil'

1ajor$'
Terms
(Continued from Page 1)

with

EG negotiating committee was
bwered to take steps to have the
is submitted to arbitration or
jfied to the War Labor Board.
e employers' offer was described
"he union as "grossly inadequate
ae face of the employes' needs
in view of the fact that the cora: ?s are enjoying greater profits
2 security than at any time in
history."
' final attempt to negotiate their
I rences will be made by the union
•'■' he companies today. The union's
'-• tiating committee is headed by
jy Young,
SOPEG
president,
- Ellen Davidson, organizer.
Maa ''Leslie Thompson is chairman of
e!r committee representing the emJt: >°otiations, which affect some 2,a ' persons employed in the home
■yf
have been in progress three
■ -»s,
^hs.

•ional War Labor Board
tys F-51 Wage Hike Plea

% application in which IATSE
hen asked for a 10 per
inch \\ F-51 here
wage hike and a system of job
liification for office employes at
Paramount, Warner Bros., Uni■J al and RKO exchanges in New
,i has been approved by the Reg■jjjllWar Labor Board. This makes
!' ATSE
e WLB front-office
applications
submitted
and back-room
238s to be okayed by the regional
Uds to date. The other two were
Seattle back-room workers and
Albany exchange office help.
_.ie local exchanges of the other
■""panies were not included in ap.jjtejltion of Local F-51 because white
" ,irs there are under the jurisdicm, of the Screen Office and Proional Employes Guild, Local 109,

further was learned yesterday
two more back-room
applica3 have been signed by representees of the IATSE and the commit'es preparatory
to their being
Quitted to the regional boards.
se applications cover workers in
■r ijroit and Denver.

IN^NEW POSTS
:j TONE,
ON

assistant
BRYER,

,|.GJiChicag°-

manager,

Co-operative

Olympia,
Booking

Miami,
force,

ii tti- MacMANUS, manager, A'len, Akron, Ohio.
,-jj SHIRLEY,
Columbia
exploiteer,
Cleveland.
),rasZINS, 20th-Fcx exploiteer, Cleveland.
;1ji[ D. MOON, critic, the Atlanta Journal.
BRADY,
public
relations
director,
the
Atlanta Journal.
■ DRENNAN,
manager,
Paramount Theater,
;e ^t'anta.
;: AYS REELING, Western
advertising
mana] Fawcett Publications.
' \f:use.
MORGAN,

—

DAILY :

assistant manager, Eckel, Syra-

Tito

Guizar,
Virginia
Bruce,
Everett Horton

Republic
LAVISH MUSICAL RATED
REPUBLIC;
WOMEN.
Romance

ROMANCE
and

music

91 Mins.
BEST FROM

WILL
are

Edward

CAPTURE
wedded

in

"Brazil" to create a show that is easily
the worthiest of its kind to come frcm
Republic. Hare is big-time entertainment
astutely keyed to popular taste. The film,
superlatively photographed, should profit
materially from our heightened interest in
the South American scene.
For the women particularly is this delightful diversion, what with a plot that is
unreservedly rcmantic and music that
matches the tone of the story. The yarn
moves breezily and gaily in relating the
romance between Tito Guizar, a Brazilian
composer, and Virginia Bruce, a writer from
the States in search of material for a book

"I Accuse My Parents"

with

Mary

Beth
Hughes,
Robert
John Miljan

(HOLLYWOOD
PRC

Lowell,

PREVIEW)
68 Mins.

JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY
STORY
HIGHLIGHTED BY SINCERE WORK
OF
ROBERT LOWELL, NEWCOMER.
This newest offering in the cycle of pictures dealing with juvenile delinquency and
parental neglect is highlighted by the
work of newccmer Robert Lowell, who
gives a sincere performance. Mary Beth
Hughes, John Miljan, Vivienne Osborne and
George Meeker are among the other members of the cast who do good work.
Sam

Newfield furnished competent direction and Max Alexander functioned as

prrducer. Harry Fraser and Marjorie Dudley wrote the screenplay, based on an
orig'nal story by Arthur Caesar. Robert,
son of Miljan, who spends much of his
time gambling, and Vivienne Osborne, who
likes her liquor, does good work in high

on our southern neighbor. With Edward
Everett H rton playing an important role : schorl, but receives no appreciation or affection from his parents. He gets work in
as
a friend of Guizar's the film is constantly
amusing.
a shoe store and meets Mar- Beth Hughes,
The picture is prodigally endowed with
a nightclub sin-er.
Robert falls in love with Mary Beth and
Ary Barroso numbers among them the one
bearing the title of the film. Those who through her meets Meeker, who pays him
rel'sh South American music will revel in very well for seemingly innocent errands.
"Brazil."
He gets into a real jam with the Jaw, when
Robert North has produced on a grand he unwittingly drives a holdup car for two
thugs, who wcund a warehouse guard.
scale, while Joseph Santley has cntributed
expert direction that has inspired topflight Lowell shoots Meeker in self defense when
they grapple for a gun. The youth is
performances from his players. Guizar's
charm should hit the women hard. Also a placed on probation and is reunited with
Miss Hughes.
factor is the presence of Roy Rogers as
CAST: Mary Beth Hughes, Robert Lowell, John
guest star.
CAST: Tito Guizar, Virginia Bruce, Edward Ev- Miljan, Vivienne Osborne, George Meeker, Edward Earle, Gecrge Lloyd, Patricia Knox, Flore'ett Horton, Robert Livingston, Veloz and Yoence Johnson, Richard Bartell.
hnda, Fcrtunio Bonanova, Richard Lane, Frank
CREDITS:
An Alexander-Stern Production;
Puglia, Auroa Miranda, Alfredo de Sa, Henry
Da Silva Rico de Montez, Leon Leonoir, Roy Producer, Max Alexander; Director, Sam NewRoaers.
field' Author, Arthur Caesar; Screenplay, Harry
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert North; Fraser and Marjorie Dudley; Cameraman, Robert
Cine; Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Editor,
Directcr, Joseph Santley; Screenplay, Frank Gill,
Charles Henkel, Jr.; Musical Director, Lee
Jr., Laura Kerr; Based on storv by Richard Zahler; Music and lyrics by Ray Evans and
English; Cameraman, Jack Marfa; Musical DirecLivingston.
tcr, Walter Scharf; Music, Ary Barroso; Film Edi- |ayDIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
tor, Fred Al'en; Sound, Tom Cirman, Howard
Wilson; Art Director, Russell Kimball- Set Decorator, George Milo; DOance Director, Billy Daniels.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.
with Jane Withers, Paul Kelly
Republic
71 Mins.
STORY ABOUT DELINQUENT PARENTS
IS GOOD DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT.
with Russell Hayden
Columbia
54 Mins.
"Faces in the Fog" has its Dnints as an
arraignment of parents who fall down in
RUN - OF - THE - MILL WESTERN WILL
their responsibilities toward their children
SUCCEED IN PLEASING THE YOUNGIt presents some effective dramatic enSTERS.
tertainment, treating its subject without
"The Last Horseman" is a fair western
falling prey to sensationalism.
that lifts Russell Hayden to the top spot.
The film tells its story well with the aid
What the film has primarily plenty of is
of capable acting on the part of the prnaction of the kind that excites the youngcipals, notably Jane Withers, Paul Kelly,
sters.
Lee Patrick, John Litel and Eric Sinclar.
Hayden performs strenuously as the hero Under the firm direction of John English
of the piece. The fellow finds himself the Withers gal delivers a bit of dramatic
in a spot when the villain and his cohorts emoting that impresses.
swipe from him money intended for payKelly and
Miss Patrick are the parents
Their lack of interest in
ment cf the mortgage on his employer's who are remiss.

"Faces in the Fog"

"The Last Horseman"

ranch. The villain's idea is to force loss of j their two children drives one of them, Miss
the land so he can get his hands on it. What I Withers, into the arms of Eric Sinclair, son
makes the property so desirable is that j of the next door
neighbor,
Litel.
When
the young lovers run away to get married
there's a talk of running a railroad through
it. Hayden has to work against time to foM
the plot and get back the dough. Of Thompscn, J. P. Whiteford, Ted Mapes, Forrest T=>vlor.
course, he succeeds signally in accomplishCREDITS: Producer, Leon Barsha; Director,
ing his mission.
William Berke; Screenolay, Ed Earl Repp; CamW lliam Berke directed the Ed Earl Repp
eraman, George Meehan- Art Di-ector, Lionel
Banks; Set Decorator, Robert Priestley; Sound,
scriot at a gallonm1* pace.
Lambe-t
D-v; Fi'm Edif"'. Ipm-ne
Thomas.
CAST: Russe'l Hivden, Dub Taylor, Bob Wills,
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Okay.
Ann Savage, John Maxwell, Frank La Rue, Nick

Sees Big Equipment
Market in So. Amer.
(Continued from Page 1)
day.
CIAA told The Film Daily yesterShould favorable economic and political conditions exist over the postwar decade, — an assumption in the
estimate — , CIAA foresees sale of
film equipment
to the the
20 Pan-American nations outside
U. S., as
very likely to total between $20,000,000 mestic
and manufacturers.
$25,000,000 for our doHigh level of employment in large
industrial countries, a reduction in
trade barriers, the pursuance of
sound fiscal policies, maintenance of
stable currencies, and the adoption
of a cordial attitude toward foreign
capital and foreign technicians are
enumerated as factors which will
largely determine the attainment of
current estimates of trade volume,
CIAA leaders stated.
Much of the aggregate sale of
film equipment will be effected withvears after the war's end, it
wasin four
added.

War Labor Board to Cut
Holiday Bonus Red Tape
(Continued from Page 1)
be given blanket permission to pay
bonuses up to $25 without clearance by the board. The "customary" bonuses are those of the same
amount as were customarily paid
through 1942.
Kelly sho'ts the boy in the bel'ef he has
seduced the girl. Everything works out well
at the finish, with pop and mom having
levned their lesson.
CAST: Jane Withers, Paul Kelly, Lee Patrick,
John Litel.
Eric Sinc'air,
Dorothy Richard
Peterson,Byron,
Gertrude Michael.
H. B. Warner,
Roger Clark, Adele Mara, Bcb Stebbins, Charles
Trowbridge, Helen Talbot, Joel McGinnis, Tom
London,
Emmett Vogan.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Herman Minkowsky; Director, John English; Screenplay, Jack
Townley; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; Film
Editor, Tony Martinelli ; Scund, Fred Stahl; Art
D'rector, Frank Hotaling- Set Decorator, George
Milo; Musical Director, Richard Cherwin.
DIRECTION. Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Cood.

TO THE
*

COLORS!

DECORATED

*

1ST LT. ALLEN J. SCOTT, son of Harriet Scott,
booking dept., and nephew of Jack Bowen,
district manager at M-G-M's New York
exchange, has completed 72 missions as
navigator and boiibardier, and was presented with the Distinguished Flying Cross
and AirIndia.
Medal by Maj. Gen. Davidson at
A'sim.
LT. LUTHER E. SMITH, formerly of the DalSec Theater, Dillas, has been awarded the
Purple Heart, Air Medal, and Silver Star,
and is now at Santa Monica awaiting a
new assignment.

*

PROMOTED

*

CORP.

BILL SARCENT, forme-ly with Paramount at the General Office, Dallas, has
been promoted to sergeant.

*ARMY*
CHARLES

SHARRAN.

shipper,

Paramount.
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Tele As Home Service
Lauded and Rejected
(Continued from Page 1)
President Allen B. DuMont of the
Television Broadcasters Ass'n was
predicting that theater television is
already practical, Paul Raibourn,
Paramount television expert, was
telling the FCC that the video transmission cannot provide pictures to
match the brightness, the clarity or
the contrast of regular motion picture production.
President Niles Trammell of NBC
and two other officials of that company joined DuMont in his attack
upon the CBS proposal that presentday television be held as only a
stop-gap for ultra-high frequency
tele, while T. A. M. Craven, former
member of the FCC and now vicepresident of the Cowles Broadcasting
Co., came forth with strong support
for the CBS stand. U. A. Sanabria, of American Television Laboratories, Inc., brought forth a new
suggestion to meet the economic
problem of television:
Public's Expectations High
"The public expects moving picture type entertainment over television," he said. "Radio broadcasting visual entertainment of the type
commonly employed, or economical
variations thereof, are not good
enough." The public, he said, will be
willing to pay for what it wants. He
proposed subscription type service —
with franchises given for "the five
best present telecasting channels."
Television receivers would be registered and a monthly charge levied.
He suggested something in the
neighborhood of two dollars per
month.
Sanabria would have the television broadcasters purchase the bulk
of their programs from motion picture producers, with a profit-limit on
the hours of film transmission.
Raibourn pointed out that definition of an average black and white
motion picture includes 800 lines, of
an average newsreel 575 lines, of
good Technicolor 525 lines, while
that of television is at best between
300 and 400 lines.
In addition, he

Gift Films Splice
U. S. -Russia Amity
Fliers and technicians of our Army
Air Forces at the 'shuttlebombing"
bases in Russia are repaying an entertainment debt to their Red Army
allies. Unt'l recently, it is revealed
by Col. E. L. Munson, chief of the
Army Pictorial Service, the Americans g t most of their entertainment
from shows staged by the Russians.
But now the U. S. lads are receiving
regularly the motion picture industry's 16 mm. gift films, and always invite the Red Army ground
crew men, who service the American
planes, to the screenings.

Travel Famine Give:

^J*

BRIEfinG THE DAY'S I1EUJS
Texas Allied Meets Nov. 27

"Doughgirls" Release Nov. 25

Industry "Jitters"

(Continued from Page 1)
Dallas — Texas Allied will hold its
National release date for WB's
annual convention here Nov. 27-28.
"The
Doughgirls,"
has
been
set
as
sary
business
of filmland offj
Nov. 25.
«
•
and their organizations.
Wanger Again Heads Academy Metro's Pair Getting Money
Biggest "bottleneck"
is decL
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
"Mrs. Parkington" wound up its
the
transportation
compa'
Hollywood — Walter Wanger was second week at the Music Hall with by
themselves to be trips West of
re-elected president of the M. P. a gross comparable to the first seven cago, but even East of that city
Academy for the sixth year.
of getting reservations
is
days, and ahead of every M-G-M job
•
creasingly tough.
picture with one exception, "Dragon
Second IP Pic on Nov. 3
Seed." At the Astor, "Kismet" con- heads
What andis giving
"jitters" to ist|i
their emissaries
"The Woman In the Window," Intinues to lead all of Leo's pictures fact that the situation is certaij
ternational's second production to be
distributed by RKO Radio, has been for the ninth week, except for "The become progressively worse as t,
set for national release on Nov. 3. Human Comedy." •
accent shifts to the Pacific wail
•
which time any kind of travel p:
Group Seeks New Members
"U" Lilley for Broadway
ity will be at an absolute pren
The Television Producers' Associa- except for the necessary mover |
Universal is permitting Edward
tion has opened its ranks to video
Clark Lilley to direct the Broadway department heads of advertising of armed forces' personnel and t
agencies and their staffs in a drive on important missions for the n
production of "Good Night, Ladies," for
ernment.
Even now, Governr
new members.
scheduled for a Christmas opening.
representatives are finding it
•
•
to get a priority except under
101 Pix for Imprisoned Yanks
Burgess to Play Ernie Pyle
circumstances.
Total of 101 Hollywood features
Lester Cowan announced yester- gent
Air priorities represent at 1
day that Ernie Pyle will be played
have been received at Geneva, Switz90 per cent of all plane aecomm
erland, since January for use by the
by Capt. Burgess Meredith in "G. I. tions between Kansas City and
War Prisoners Aid in Nazi camps Joe,"
forthcoming U A release based Coast, and this percentage will s
where Yanks are held. Prints in 16 on Pyle's
best-seller "Here Is Your experts say, to a point where
mm. are made available by the in- War." Captian Meredith has been margin
remains for civilian ti
dustry. •
placed on inactive duty by the War unless many more planes are tu
Golden Back at B-T
Department to enable him to por- back from the Government.
tray the famous columnist in the
Fred Golden has returned to The
Railroad
spokesmen
assert
picture.
•
Blaine-Thompson Co., advertising Warners
since the beginning of October
Scripting 23
agency as head of its theater departervations placed on sale 30
ment following the completion of his I Hollywood — Writing staff at War- ahead of train departures have
duties for the U. S. Navy as an
ners studio currently is working on snapped up, on an average, wi
23 scripts.
aeronautics instructor.
15 minutes
of their month-al
availability.
On runs less conge
said, pix have a 30 to 1 contrast ra- proved, he said, that the public wants
than
the
trans-continenal
air
tio, with cathode tubes capable of tele now.
train services, the best that cai
providing no better now than a 5 to
TBA's
Three-fold Position
expected by the prospective \xv.\
1 or 10 to 1 ratio. Until the cathode
Allen B. DuMont, head of Tele- is to "gamble" on getting tickei
tube is vastly improved, he said,
vision Broadcasters Ass'n, urged the
television can never hope for pictures to compare with the brilliance end of "indecisions and restraints" Hopper Confers in Capi
upon the industry. The TBA posiof motion pictures.
tion, he said, is three-fold: "First, On Averting Raw Stock <
Existing allocations and existing
Can't Compare With Pix
(Continued from Page 1)
He pointed out also that there is standards have been thoroughly
nothing to indicate that tedevision field-tested and are satisfactory for Navy demands are high, wha
will for a long time present enter- immediate commercial development causing the real trouble is the
tainment of a calibre comparable to of low-priced tele equipment; Sec- mands of foreign governments.
ond, Use of untried high frequencies
Two lengthy conferences are sc
that of Hollywood.
technical problems which uled for today — at least one beli
Lined up against these was Philip introduces
Merryman of NBC, who spoke on will restrict the satisfactory use of to be at the State Department. 1
the economic prospects to present- tele to expensive installations and per is representing the entire in
day tele, predicting that telecasters fo complicated circuits and equip- try in these discussions here,
ment at present unknown to the in- said. He intends to leave here t<
could, through networks, operate
dustry; Third, Television is ready for New York, returning to W
successfully in towns of as few as
with the release of man- ington Monday.
25,000 people. A week earlier, immediately
power and materials to contribute
Lewis Allen Weiss of Don Lee had
declared tele could not be profitable mightily to the absorption of tech- Waste Paper Matinees
nically trained personnel returning
St. Louis — All St. Louis and
in cities of less than half a million.
from the armed forces and wartime Louis County nabes will hold w
Creamer
Hits CBS Position
paper matinees either Nov. 13
Striking sharply at the CBS tele industries."
18,
proceeds
going to the Vai
Maurice
McKenzie
Rites;
Club's
heart fund.
position, Leonard F. Creamer, Du
Mont vice-prexy, told the FCC that Former Aide to Hays
opposition to current tele service
(Continued from Page 1)
was inspired by a desire to confuse
the public and sabotage the industry 1941 and who died of a heart attack,
through postponement until the high will be held today from him home at
frequency tele service is developed. 14916 Camarosa, Pacific Palisade.
Creamer declared flatly that tele More recently he had been a story
Wheatcraft, Ky.— The Wheatc
pictures, under the present stand- consultant at 20th-Fox. He first Theater has been re-opened
ards, have proved highly acceptable, ioined Hays in 1918 when Hays was Thomas Summers. House, dark
and wartime developments will make elected chairman of the Republican a long time, was operated forrr
them even better.
Surveys
have National Committee.
by E. L. Rakes.
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JOV'T SPECIALISTS TO AID FIX ABROAD?
,

.arsen Proposes 75 Channels for Theater Tele
rges Immediate Provision
Dr 15 Channels to Prevent
andicapping its Progress
.> \mgton Bit caii of THE

FILM

DAILY

•Washington — Allocation of 75 20". sgacycle channels for theater teleion was proposed to the FCC Friy by Paul Larsen for SMPE, with
jromise that the pix industry will
."ltribute substantially to the imDvement of the tele art. Larsen
<ed that to prevent any handicap
. theater tele in its initial stages,
'mediate(Continued
provision
of 157) channels
on Page

Pin-Money" Bonds
eying Iowa Drive

Coe Slogan Aids Mexican Directors9 Fight
to Free Industry of Bureaucratic Control
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — As government officials proceed with plans to
institute a stricter supervision over f.lms shown in this country, the Union
of Motion Picture Directors is waging a campaign to do away with all bureaucratic contrrl of the industry.
Adopting the words of Charles Francis Coe, "only a free motion picture
industry is able to serve a free people," as their slogan, the directors mainta'n that "whoever has the interests of the Mexican m:tion picture at heart sympathizes with the drive against censorship."
"Better pictures will be made in Mexico," they affirm, "when censorship
is eliminated entirely and the industry possesses complete liberty to develop
itself to the limit of its creative ability."

PRC to Utilize New
Ansco-Color Process

A deal whereby PRC will use the
recently developed Ansco-color in its
Des Moines, la. — The Sixth War 1945-46 program on an extensive
an drive in Iowa will be centered basis was revealed Friday by Leon
a large degree on the women, with Fromkess, president, at a press conference at the home office. From"ect tie-ups on a "Pin-Money"
kess disclosed that negotiations had
■nd, A. H. ETank, WAC chairman
been in progress for the past six
" Iowa, disclosed Friday.
An all-out effort will be made by months and that a tentative deal
had been consummated. Fromkess
'2 motion picture industry in the
ite to get directly to the women, said that the Ansco-color was a sin'Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 7)

i coltz Co-Owner of R. I.
leater; Quits 20th-Fox

^d Schreiber Quits WAC
To Be Condon Vice-Pres,

Ed Schreiber has resigned as na.Arnold
Stoltz,
head
of special
tional director of publicity for the
1 ents in 20th Century-Fox's
pub- War Activities Committee to join
ity department,
has acquired a
..llf interest in the Pastime Theater, Richard Condon, Inc., public relations agp^cv as vi"e-precident in
Toonsocket, R. I., and has resigned
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

J!

Ban Kids Under 18
From "Spoofe" Shows
Portland, Ore. — Following a meeting with Mayor Earl Riley, theater
representatives have agreed to refuse
admission to late "Spook" or midnight shows to patrons under 18
years. Move followed complaints by
the police and the municipal censor
board that youngsters roamed the
streets until as late as 5:30 a.m.
following the shows.

Schine Defense
Require Three

(Continued on Page 4)

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Expansion plan
for Federal foreign industry
service has not yet crystalized,
but it appears certain that in additioneign
to the
pix industry's
representatives,
there own
willforbe
several Government specialists
abroad to aid this industry.
Two proposals are now receiving
serious consideration: The first calls
for assignment of specialists by the
State Department's
(Continued on foreign
Page 7) service

Shiffrin, Blanchar
Tell French Pix Plans

Use in Film Mfg. Plants
Washington Bu-eau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Schaefer, Flinn Purchases
Inaugurate Stamp Sale

Washington — Two WPB troubleshooters have been sent to survey
Sale of the new three-cent stamp
monpower utilization in fTm manuthe 50th anniverfacturing plants, it was learned here commemorating
sary of the motion picture will start
Friday, in an effort to squeeze the at noon
tomorrow in New York and
utmost from present factories. Ac(Continued on Page 2)
(Cntinued on Page 2)

Arbitration Said Not Covered by Relief Act

Phil Laufer, who resigned recently from United Artists' publicity department, today joins Universal as
special co-ordinator of radio, newspaper and trade contacts. He also

Washington

Buffalo — With Schine counsel expecting to take three weeks for its
defense in the anti-trust trial, it appeared at the week-end that proceedings will continue well into the
Preliminary pTans for the re-esregular Fall term of Federal Court,
tablishment of the French film inwhich begins here Nov. 14.
dustry as a free institution were
Judge John Knight possibly will bared on Friday by Simon S. Shiffask Federal Judge Harold P. Burke
rin, head of the motion picture di(Continued on Page 4)
vision of the Ministry of Information of Free France, and Pierre
Blanchar,
French star who has been
WPB Surveying Manpower
(Continued on Page 6)

Claim Arthurs Lose Rights
T aufer loins Universal
As Special Co-ordinator

Commerce Dept. Plan Calls
For Three, Who Would Be
Answerable to State Dept.

St. Louis — Five members
of the
Harry C. Arthur family now serving in the armed forces are denrived
of their rights under the Soldiers'
and Sailor's
Civil Relief
Act, "because of the unlawful
character
and
j conduct of the so-called arbitration,"
I it is alleged in the petition filed by
| Russell Hardy,
former
special
assis(Continued
on Page
4)

Film Offices Closing
On Election Day
Three of the major companies —
Warner Bros., RKO, and Columbia —
reported that their home rffces and
exch?n«es will be closed all day
on Election Day, Tuesday, Nov. 7,
with a skeleton force operating at
the exchanges only. Indication is
that all the other companies will
follow suit because it is a presidential election and is expected to be
confirmed early this week.
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WILLIAM C. GFHRING, 20th-Fox Western
sales manager, returns to his desk today after
several weeks of illness.
WILLIAM BISHOP returned to Chicago Friday
after a we-k at the Metro home office.
BARBARA STANWYCK and LT. ROBERT TAYLOR were New York arrivals at the week-end.
ALBERT EASSERMAN arrived in New
yesterday from Philadelphia.
LEO MORRISON
ALAN LADD
Nov. 11.

York

has arrived from the Coast.

is due

in from the Coast on

DONALD M. MERSEREAU, associate publisher
and general manager of THE FILM DAILY, and
general manager of RADIO DAILY, is headnmrtering at the Roosevelt Hotel while in
Hollywood.
ARTHUR L. MAYER leaves Los Angeles this
week for San Francisco, en route to Honolulu.
BETTY BORTHWELL of Fawcett Publications
is in Chicago,
returnng next Monday.
KINC VIDOR and MRS.
H:llywcod
late last week.

V1DOR

returned to

HARRY BRANDT and Sixth War Loan executives arrived here Sunday to attend a reception for them at the Standard Club in the
afternoon.
H. A. ROSS of Ross Federal Service has returned from division meetings in Chicago and
Memphis.
MIKE FISH, head of the Warners' studio
photograph department, returned to the Coast
over the week-end from New York.

tually, film production is well up to
Net schedule, with neither labor nor
Cng.
High
Low
Clcse
Am.
Seat
Va management lagging, but the de15/8
15%
155/8 —
mand is so heavy that no possible
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%) 19y4
195/8
193/4 +
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
way of increasing the supply of
Con. Fm. Ind
raw stock can be overlooked. Im5V2
51/2 51/2 —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 25 1/2 26
26 Vi + VVa
V*
a
E st. Kodak
1 66 1/2 166 1/2 166 1/2 +
provements in manpower utilization
Vi
Cen. Prec. Eq
213/4 213/4 213/4 4.
or the hiring of extra manpower
64V4
64
64i/4
+
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Va wherever possible would result in
25% 251/2 25 V, +
V* some increased production, it is
RKO
8i/8
8
81/g ..
hoped.
RKO $6 pfd.
88 V2 88 '/a 88 1/8 —
20rh Century-Fcx
. . . 251/4 251/s 251/4 +
In the meantime, the situation is
32
32 +
20th Century-Fox pfd 32
still touch and go here. Thus far
Warner Br"s
12V2 123/, 123/8 ..
NIW
YORK CURB
MARKET
there is no clear indication that a
RKO
cvs
1%
13/8 13/g +
further
cut in industry allocation
3
2%
3
-fSono'one
Corp
Technicolor
will be necessary, but there can be
201/2 201/4 2OV2 ..
Trans-Lux
no certainty. Harold Hopper, forUniversal
Pictures
. . 197/g
195/g
197/g 4l/4
mer WPB film chief and now M-G-M
studio chief, conferred here Thursday and Friday with the military,
Theaters in Shopping News
OWI, WPB and State Department
To Solve Dailies' Slash
officials, returning to New York Friday night to report on what he has
Chicago — Chicago theaters are found to industry heads there.
partly solving newspaper linage reHopper is expected back here toductions by running display ads in
the Chicago Shopping News which tion. day for further study of the situahas a half million weekly circulation. Latest edition carries display 20th-Fox Role for Jennifer Jones
copy on "Janie," "Wilson," and Wrtf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century"Since You Went Away."
Fox and David O. Selznick have setLuncheon for Bob Montgomery
tled their differences over the services of Jennifer Jones and the old
Bob Montgomery, executive assistant to Hal Home at 20th Century- agreement made between 20th-Fox
Fox, was tendered a farewell lun- and Selznick has been re-instated.
cheon by colleagues and associates, Under its terms, Miss Jones will
at Ruby Foo's on Friday. Mont- make one picture yearly at 20th-Fox
gomery joins Lester Cowan Produc- with her first assignment the title
tions today as Eastern director of role in "Cluny B"own," to be propublicity.
duced by Ernst Lubitsch.
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

GATES, JASON ROBARDS, ERIC
and BABY GHISLAINE PERREAU,

principals of RKO's "The Master Race" and
its director HERBERT J. BIBERMAN, will arrive
in Niw York today for the premiere.
RALPH COLDBERC, Omaha theater executive,
is en route to New Ycrk and Washington from
Chicago.
)OE E. BROWN
York.

arrived in Chicago from New

NAT WOLF, zone manager for Warner Theaters in the in C'eveland
visitor
New York.territory, was a week-

■nd

MONROE RUBINCER of Warners' studio publicity department has arrived in New York for
i 10-day visit with h's family. He is accomlanie by his fiancee, MARJORIE JANE KRASNE,
f Omaha, where they will be married Ncv. 9.

(Continued from Page 1)

Los Angeles. George J. Schae
WAC chairman, will buy the f
sheet from Postmaster Gent
Frank C. Walker and New Y
Postmaster Albert Goldman. ^
Hays, MPPDA president, a for:
postmaster general, will be pre;
at ceremonies on a special platf
at 33rd St. and Eighth Ave.
In Los Angeles, John C. Fl
WAC
Hollywood
co-ordinator
purchase the first sheet from P
mistress Mary Briggs. Special c
monies are planned.

LT. (J.C.) EDDIE ALBERT, USNR, the actor,
s at the Waldorf-Astoria
from Washington.
JACOB
an^ger,
Boston.

N. Y. THEATER!

WILK,
Warners'
Eastern
production
returned
over
the
week-end
from

BRUCE CABOT will leave Hollywood for New
Ycrk today on a two-week business trip following completion of his role in Paramount's
"Salty O'Rourke."
CLIFFORD

SEVERN,

who

RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HAI
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Car
CREER

recently played the

lead in Columbia's "They Live In Fear," ar-ived
in New York Friday en route to South Africa
to enlist in the army of that Commonwealth.

WLR Okam N"W Pact
Of Local 23169, Universal
The War Labor Board has given
its blessing to a new two-year contract between Motion Picture Office
Employes, Local 23169, AFL, and
Universal calling for an eight per
cent wage boost and 33 job classifications with minimum and maximum scales.
The pact is retroactive to July
1, 1944, the effective date of the
agreement. Some 200 Universal
office workers will benefit under the
union-shop contract which provides
for a five-day week of 37% hours
and for grievance and arbitration
machinery. The contract can be
opened on July 1, 1945, on salaries.

•

SPECTACULAR
1st Mezz.
Seats

NAT LFFTON and GEORGE GILL, PRC fran-h'se holders in Cleveland and Washington,
respectively, are in New York for conferences
vith Leo J. McCarthy.

The Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, CIO, on
Friday broke off negotiations with
Paramount, Loew's, 20th-Fox, Columbia and RKO on salary and contract terms after a final attempt
to settle the differences between the
union and the companies fell through.
The companies were understood to
have offered terms which, although
more favorable than those presented
to the union earlier, werp still held
unacceptable by the SOPEG.
The SOPEG negotiating: committee, empowered by the membership
to take steps to have the issues submitted to arbitration or certified to
the War Labor Board as a dispute,
wH decide this week what course to
take, it was said by a union spokesman.

GARSON

WALTER

PIDCE'

in 'MRS.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
PARKINGTON"
Edward Arnold •
Agnes Moorefv
Cecil Kellaway
STAGE
Reserved.

PRESENTATI
Circle 6-4

with

/4
WPB iSurveying
Manpower SOPEG Lcl. 109 Breaks Off
Use in Film Mfg. Plants
Negotiations With Majors

(Continued from Page 1)

(Oct. 27)

NANCY
FELDARY,

Schaefer, Flinn Purchase
Inaugurate Stamp Sale

"Our Hearts Were Young and Ga
starring GAIL RUSSELL
• DIANA LYt
Paramount's
CHARLES RUGGLES • DOROTHY CI
IN
Frank Sinatra • Eileen Bart
PERSON Raymond Paige and his o

pAXAMOMr

EZJEEa
FIBBER

McGEE

and

'HEAVENLY
Extra!

*

MOLLY

DAYS'

"This
Is America"
'NAVY
YARD'

PARAMOUNT

Series

presents

Joan Fontaine
Artnro de Cordova

"Frenchman's Cree
* RIVOLI, B'way & 49th St

WILL
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O.SElfllCK'S
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and Orche;
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Robert
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A MIRACLE OF BIGNESS EVERYWHERE FROM

CENTURY-FOX
The company that made "WILSON"

KEEP
SELLING
BONDS!
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Schine Defense Will
Require Three Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)
of Rochester to come to Buffalo and
preside so that it will be possible to
complete the Schine trial. On the
other hand, another adjournment is
possible. The Fall term has a heavy
calendar.
Meanwhile, introduction of documentary evidence continued on
Thursday and Friday of last week,
Judge Knight being absent Thursday and confined to his chambers
the day following. He consulted with
counsel only when disputes arose
regarding the admissability of certain papers.
Robert L. Wright momentarily is
expected to present his final oral arguments, at the conclusion ox wmch
the Schine defense will begin. Opening of the latter will be made either
by Saul E. Rogers or Edward F. McClennen for Schine. Today is the
trial's 29th day.
Various Schine answers to Government interrogatories were among
documents introduced in evidence
Friday. The final two Government
witnesses were Charles S. Cantwell,
Ogdensburg newspaperman, and
Lawrence J. Carkey, operator of the
Family Theater, Utica.
Cantwell testified as to news articles and ads relating to ope/ation
of Schine's Pontiac theater. Carkey
testified he obtained a lease on the
Utica city market to build a theater,
but never went through with his
plans because, he charged, he could
not obtain product.

Lauier Joins Universal
As Special Co-Ordinator
(Continued from Page 1)
will handle previews in key cities.
Other
realignments
in Universal's
publicity department are expected to
be announced this week.
Laufer has held important publicity posts with Vitagraph, Warner
Bros., Strand, Hollywood, Criterion
and Rivoli
Theaters,
joining UA's
home
office in
1943.

Loew's Is Impartial
Loew's Palace, in Washington,
maintained its impartiality Friday
with a large sign in support of
Navy Day beside the box-office. Directly above, however, the lights
spelled out "I Love a Soldier."

SE.MI BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..

Claim Arthurs
Lose Rights

jftlU

(Continued from Page 1)
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• • CUFF NOTES: RKO and Eddie Golden are hosting a preview of "The Master Race" at the Waldorf-Astoria tonight, with a buffet supper to follow. . . • Ralph B. Austrian, executive vice-prexy of
RKO Television, addresses the Thursday luncheon of the Publicity Club
of New York at the Belmont Plaza
His subject, "Television as an
Aid to Public Relations.". . • Lorraine McLean, Monogram's
stylist
is in town
Local 47, AFM, otherwise the Los Angeles Musicians
Association, marks its golden jubilee tonight with a 13-hour continuous
musical program
in the L. A. Shrine Auditorium
There'll be
9.0G0 guests at the party
Happy birthday, indeed! ... • Galaxy of screen, stage and radio talent will form the setting for this
noon's Hotel Astor luncheon rally of the Theatrical and Motion Picture
Industry Committee
for Roosevelt, Truman
and Wagner
Louis
Nizer and John Golden
are co-chairmen, the former presiding
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Sen. Robert F. Wagner will speak as will
Char'es Boyer and Helen Gahagan
the National Anthem

▼

And Frank Sinatra will warble

▼

▼

• • • STRICTLY PERSONAL: Arthur Loew takes time out
from his other war activities to lease-lend this slogan to the Sixth
War Loan
Committee
"WAR
BONDS
HIT
THE
JAP-POT!"
A Honey!
...
# Arthur L. Mayer, now on the Coast en
route to Honolulu where he will serve as the American Red Cross's
deputy commissioner for the Pacific islands area, is serving without
compensation
Things like that make you mighty proud of film
biz. . . • What General Electric found in its survey of tele audiences' program preferences will be revealed by R. L. Gibson at the
American Marketing Association's radio-in-wartime luncheon Thursday
at the Murray Hill Hotel. . . • Angela D'Angelis Confer, daughter
of Jessie D'Angelis and the late Phil D'Angelis, has joined the Wac.
She will leave for basic training this week. . . • Edward L. Klein,
former Ampa prexy, director of public relations, advertising and publicity of the Russell C. Roshon Organization, national 16 mm. distributors, who resigned the latter spot as of Oct. 1, is taking a long
well-earned rest. . . • Columbia Law Review's current issue contains a 24-page discussion on "Renewal of Copyright" by Theodore. R.
Kupferman,
member
of the Warners'
legal department
The
paper won the Sixth Annual Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition
established by the late attorney to encourage study of copyright
matters

T

▼

T

• • • THIS AND THAT: John J. Dacey, short subjects manager
at the lecal RKO exchange, is sending out a special notice to exhibitors this week, calling attention to the fact that every Tuesday from
2 to 4 P.M exhibitors are cordially invited to preview a variety of new
RKO shorts. . . • James Frank, Jr., local branch head for National
Theater Supply, is quite up in his television and is doing a litt'e missionary work of his own in keeping theater projectionists abreast of its
progress and relative future in the theater
On Friday he addressed
the "25-30 Club,"
a summary of its
Projectionist also
as a summary of

made up of the oldtimers of Local 306, and presented
present status
The October issue of International
features the last of 14 installments written by Frank
television today, omitting technical language

▼

V

▼

October 30
Ruth
Zee
Sue

H'jssey
Arthur
Ben'ine
Akins
W lie Well
Carol
Irving Sherman
H. M. Doherfy

•

•

•

WE'RE

«

AVENGING

«

«

PEARL

tant to the U. S. District Atton
in the $285,000 Sherman anti-ti
suit filed last week against the n
ors, arbitration officials and otr
in behalf of St. Louis Amusen.
Co. and subsidiaries.
Petition contends that beca
James H.. David G. and Harry
Arthur, III are in the USMC and
ward
and Thomas
G'. Arthur
in the B.Army,
the conduct
of the
fense in the pending arbitration ;
ceedings instituted by Adolph R
can is materially affected by re£|
of their military
service.
Statement holds that while ui
the Relief Act they are entitled
have proceedings in any court sts
until the date of their discharge f
service, they are unable to proi|
a stay of the arbitration proc
ings and are thereby deprived
their rights, privileges and imm
ties under the Act.

Sd Schreiber Quits WA<
To Be Condon Vice-Pres.
(Continued from Page 1)

charge of motion pictures.
Resi;
tion becomes effective Dec. 1.
Prior to his post at WAC, wt
he was active in ail industry i
projects with special emphasis
the 16 mm. gift film program to
armed forces, Schreiber was
Warner Bros, publicity departi
for seven years. At one time he
publicity head of the company's
tagraph studios in the East.
The Condon agency, during
present year, has had among*
clients Columbia Pictures,
Magazine, Paramount, 50th ann i
sary of the motion picture indu
United Artists, RKO-Pathe, Rus
government films, the War Ac
ties Committee and others.

Stoltz, Co-Owner of R. I.
fheater. Quits 20th-Fox
(Continued from Page 1)
from the company. Interest
bought from Arthur Darman wh
tains half ownership. Prior to
ing 20th-Fox, Stoltz was exp]
tion director of United Artists
was
associated
Warner '.
and Loew
theaterwith
departments.

Charlton Funeral Held
Funeral services for Robei
Charlton, 67, former indepei
producer, were held Friday at 1
Funeral Home. Burial will I
Claremont, Calif.

TO THE

COLOR

HARBOR!

»

»

»

* PROMOTED

*

LT.
COL.
KENNETH
CLARK,
USA,
f< I
MPPDA public relations chief, to colonel.
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i-Money" Bonds
ng Iowa Drive

BRIEfMG THE DIN'S HEUJS
$225,000 IP Ad Budget

A budget of $225,000 has been set
by William Goetz, president of
4 e theaters will hold special up
International Pictures, Inc. for the
"^es for the women,
cooking
advertising and exploitation of "The
and bridge parties.
h Branton, general manager Woman in the Window," released
- -States Theater Corp. and the through RKO. Buchanan & Company, Inc., will handle the national
-force behind the Iowa cam- advertising.
•
ihcaukee — Additional coaches
Jane Russell to Stromberg
-<\ use of film men attending torVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
> meeting with the national
Hollywood — Howard Hughes is
i Bond Drive committee were
loaning Jane Russell to Hunt Strom1 on by the Milwaukee Road,
berg. •
' old J. Fitzgerald, state exhib.
Teie Station for Hartford
'-' rman, reported.
Hartford, Conn.— The Yankee Netpointed out that there are
work of Boston, has asked the FCC
women over 21 years of age for authority to construct a televisand if each one bought the
ion station in Hartford.
Bond
it would
mean
a
•
n of $16,000,000 or 30 per Henry James Novel for Screen
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
the state's E Bond quota,
Hollywood — First Henry James
'pin-money" idea is to get
men folks to save all their novel to reach the screen will be
change, do the family washing "The Wings of the Dove," acquired
I of sending it to the laundry, by Dave Selznick.
•
penses wherever possible, and
e money to buy a War Bond.
Rich's Wife Recovering
"Pin-Money Bond" idea origCleveland — Mrs. Charles Rich,
in Carroll, and was put over
of Warners' district manager,
ifully in the county and this wife
is at Hanna House of University
he plan has spread to a State Hospitals where she is recovering
; with all the women clubs in from a recent operation.
oehind it.
•
Iowa campaign got under way Franconi on Sick List
of schedule with the film
Dallas — John Franconi, Film Clas: en holding an early meeting
franchise holder, is hospitalized
up plans.
This group met with sics
a throat and chest ailment and
the Omaha meeting Friday
• ! a result was all set to step appendicitis.
•
high gear.
4th Army-Navy E for DeVry
ring anges Closed to Exhibs.
Chicago — DeVry Corp. was awardContinued

from Page 1)

i)ays of Sixth Rallies

- companies have agreed to
im'":heir exchanges to exhibs. dur-M"je day of the meeting with rep■■'■- atives of the national Sixth
■ joan Drive committee, now on
ional tour, Ned E. Depinet,
Umtion chairman, wired yesterio Leon Bamberger,
assistant
'OX aan. Offices will continue their

» NEW POSTS
:. DLDSMITH,
#1S,
'- ska.
is.

Universal

manager,

HOFFMAN,

manager,

Cross

Theater,

manager,

India.
Juneau,

Normandy,

St.

RET GULLATO, assistant manager, Para■ ;:;unt, Syracuse.
■OC'D.
HORNE,
Monogram
foreign
depart.-rnt. N-w York.
AMPBELL,
booker,
Sun Booking
Office,
roit.
C. BIEHL, operator,

—*^3N
"St.

S. MORTON,

Paradise,

operator,

Detroit.

Paradise,

De-

fjO| GREENHAW,
operator,
Center,
Detroit.
/»" POWERS, operator.
Center,
Detroit.
^<ANSFIELD, operator, Mercury, Detroit.
operator,
Downtown.
Deit.BURROWS,
i

500 Celebs. To Be

LDSTEIN, operator, United Artists Thea: I ■ . Detroit.

<?>{'

ed its fourth consecutive Army-Navy
E for excellence in production of
motion picture sound equipment.
•
Israel Levine Handling FC
New Haven — Israel Levine, formerly with Warners, Albany, has
taken over Film Classics distribution here from Phil Sherman.
•
Bataan Short Timed to Invasion
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Anticipating the recapture of Bataan within the next
few months, Warners is completing
a two-reel Technicolor special
"Pledge to Bataan," for release at
that time. Last Minute Philippine
invasion scenes will be incorporated.

•
Ex-"This is Army" GI to WB
IV est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Andrea, firm
member of Irving Berlin's "This is
the Army" troupe to receive an honorable discharge, has been signed to
a long-term Warners writing and
acting contract.

•
Collier Licks Grippe

Baltimore — Rodney Collier, manager of the Stanley, has recovered
from a severe attack of grippe.

•
Riley Under Nazi Knife

Little Rock, Ark. — A German
prison camp surgeon reports a successful operation on S/Sgt. James
Whitcomb Riley, AAF gunner, shot
down in the Mediterranean area.
Riley was formerly personnel manager for Robb & Rowley here.

AtRepresenting
'Night ofevery
Stars'
branch

of
show business, 500 top-flight Broadway and Hollywood personalities will
mount the stage at Madison Sq. Garden for the eleventh annual "Night
of Stars" on Nov. 14, offering the
greatest number of stars ever to
appear in a single show. Proceeds
will go to the United Jewish Appeal
for Refugees, Overseas Needs and
Palestine.
Newest celebrities who have promised to be on hand for the 1944 extravaganza include: Henry Armetta,
Milton Berle, John Boles, Connee
Bos_well, Les Brown and his orchestra, Frankie Carle and his orchestra,
the De Marcos, Llitt' Edwards, Benny
fields, Ella Fitzgerald, Jay C. Flippen, tne Gae Foster girls from the
Roxy Theater, Jackie Gleason, Harry Hershlield, Marion Hutton, the
ink Spots, Hal Le Roy, Joe E.
ijewis, Jcsert Lytell, Jackie Miles, Zero
Moscel, Dean Murphy, Music Hall
Rockettes, Gertrude JNiesen, Walter
0'K.eefe, Tony Pastor and his band,
Molly Picon, Rosario & Antonio, Andy Russell, Sue Ryan, Hazel Scott,
Frank Sinatra, Menasha Skulnick,
Ed Sullivan, Fred Waring ana his
glee club, Bert Wheeler, Henny
ioungman.

Paramount and Cobian
in Partnership Deal
Paramount Films of Cuba became
partners in the Cobian theater circuit on Friday, with capitalization
at $1,000,000, when John W. Hicks,
Jr., president of Paramount International Films, Inc., and Ramos Cobian, presiaent of the new corporation who will operate the circuit,
signed an agreement at the Paramount home office.
Under the new contract the partners participate equally in the operation of 11 houses in Havana and
Camaguey, and a new house now
under construction. All Paramount
product is available to the new circuit under a five-year film franchise,
and a film rental contract with 20th
Century-Fox, which was negotiated
by Cobian prior to the signing of the
Paramount contract, is expected to
be signed soon.
The partnership deal was negotiated for Paramount by George
Weltner, vice-president of Paramount
International and A. L. Pratchett,
Latin-American
division manager.

lowed by Hugh Bruen, Fay Reeder,
Henry Herbel and Rotus Harvey.
Exhibitors from six Rocky Mountain states attended a meeting at
Salt Lake City and promised a full
Uncle Don's P. A.'s Will
Aid Conn. Sixth Drive
quota of Bond Premieres, Free MoArrangements have been made bevie Days and Children's Premieres.
tween WOR, Mutual Network and Speeches were made by Harry
Brandt,
national chairman, Ned E.
Harry F. Shaw, Connecticut state
exhibitor chairman for the Sixth Depinet, John Hertz, Jr., Capt. Ray
War Loan, to have Uncle Don make Wild and Leo Wolcott.
personal
appearances
at children's
Bond shows
in New Haven
on Dec. Latta Names Co-Chairmen
2 and in Bridgeport, Dec. 9, Shaw For New York State Areas
reported to the national committee.
Albany— C. J. Latta, WAC State
Preliminary drive plans in Connec- chairman for the 6th War Loan, has
ticut look promising, he said, with divided the state into areas and made
Bond Premieres, Free Movie Day the following appointments of cochairmen:
and other events scheduled.
Albany, C. J. Latta; Utica, Andy
High Enthusiasm Marks
Roy and Charlie Gordon; Syracuse,
Seattle, Salt Lake Meets
Harry Unterfort; Rochester, Jay
Enthusiastic response and pledges Golden; Buffalo, Geo. McKenna; Elof full support of the Sixth War mira, Ralph E. Crabill; Binghamton,
Loan Drive are greeting members of Tom Walsh; Schine Theaters, Louis
the national committee in their swing W. and J. Meyer Schine; Kallet Theaters, Sid Kallet.
across the country. Meetings in
Co-ordinator and WAC publicity
Seattle and Salt Lake City drew full
attendance, reports from the field head for the Albany area will be
indicate.
Charles A. Smakwitz.
Charlie Taylor, WAC publicity, as
Washington, Idaho and Alaska repCashmere, Wash. — L. A. Gillespie
resentatives heard William F. Crock- well as William Brearton and Gerard
purchased the Grange Theater,
ett, national vice-chairman, make a Westergaren, will act as publicity has
dark for several years.
heads
for
the
Buffalo
area.
I Bond appeal at Seattle. He was folroutine work, but all exhibitors will
be urged to attend the Bond meetings.

THEATER DEALS

vtt

Shiffrin, Blanchar
Tell French Pix Plans
(Continued from Page 1)
leader of the resistance forces within the industry in his country.
Questioned at a press conference
at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Shiffrin,
who arrived from Paris earlier in the
week, said that the industry in
France was expected to renew operations as a free agent "soon." He
reported that all studio equipment
had been left intact by the Nazis.
Shiffrin asserted that controls
would be placed on the exportation
of films made in France under the
Nazis so as to safeguard the future
and prestige of the French industry
by preventing unacceptable product
from being shown in the United
States and other markets. He pointed out that under the occupation
French studios had turned out some
200 films, the great percentage of
which he described as "no good."
Of the total, not more than 35 to
50 would be suitable for export to
this country, he said. Before the
war France made about 150 features
a year. Shiffrin expressed the opinion that in this country French pictures will go over bigger than before the war.
Raw Stock in Quantity
Raw stock is being turned out in
quantity in France and a board of
censorship already has been set up
there, Shiffrin further reported. He
estimated that 25 film theaters had
opened to date in liberated Paris
According to Shiffrin, General De
Gaulle "is taking a personal interest
in the revival of the French film industry."
Blanchar, who accompanied Shiffrin to this country, told the press
that the French Committee for the
Liberation of the Cinema, of which
he is head, had achieved its aim "to
prepare for the future organization
of the French moving picture industry."
It was disclosed by Blanchar that
long before the liberation of Paris
the committee "had prepared a plan
for the future of this industry." He
asserted, however, that the success
of the plan depended "on the final
form of government which France
will have," adding that the proposal
"can be only provisional at present."
Calls Plan "Democratic"
"This provisional plan is as democratic as the regime imposed on the
French film industry between 1940
and the liberation was dictatorial,"
he said. "The purpose of this plan
is to place the management of the
film industry in the hands of those
who actually make the films. This
plan seeks a just definition of the
position of the producer. It seeks to
encourage competition within the industry for the improvement of the
quality of the films. Finally, it
seeks to organize the export and
import of films."
Blanchar added that "the Ameri-
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* REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Navy Yard"
(This Is America)
RKO
I6V2 mins.
Packed With Interest
How the Navy restores our damaged warships to fighting shape is
dealt with interestingly and dramatically in the latest of the series
of two-reelers. After a tour of the
important Navy yards of the nation,
the film settles down to the depiction of the actual work of repairing
a destroyer hit at Tinian in the Pacific. The scene is Mare Island,
Calif. Inspiring indeed is the story
of the ship's return to service 26
days after its arrival at the yard
for repairs. The film was made with
the co-operation of the U. S. Navy.
"JammirT The Blues"
(Melody Master)
Warner
10 mins.
Excellent
An unusual camera study which
lends dignity and mood interpretation to a musical form known as
the "jam session," has been caught
and projected through the expert
direction of Gjon Mili. Made up entirely of Negro talent as an adjunct
to effective fighting, this reel displays a photographic quality seldom
witnessed in short subject entertainment, and could easily serve as
an inspiration to all producers in
this field.
"Gold Is Where You Lose It"
Columbia
16 Vz mins.
Gold Not Found Here

"Miracle Metal"
Al. O. Bondy
10 mins.
Solid Single Reel
Part which aluminum is playing
in the war's prosecution both on the
military and home fronts is revealed
dramatically in this well-made short,
which has high entertainment value
as well as informative worth. Most
impressive is the sequence showing
how an entire aluminum production
plant, ready for shipment to France,
just before the Nazis over-ran that
country, was, through prompt action,
retained in the U. S. to serve our
"Arsenal of Democracy" and later
aid the American war effort valuably. Uses to which aluminum is
put for support of our fighting men
are also clearly depicted. Sound
Masters, Inc., made the picture for
Reynolds Metal Co. The expert technical staff comprised Owen Murphy,
story and direction; Harry Squire,
photography; David Broekman, music; and George Gladden, supervision.
"I'm Just Curious"

quality and style."
Brings French Documentary
In line with this mission, he said,
the French minister of information,
in agreement with the American authorities in Paris, had designated
him to offer to the United States
"The Liberation of Paris," a 30minute documentary made by his
committee, and several features produced during the occupation of his

"Screen Snapshots"

(No. 1— Series 24)
Columbia
10
Acceptable
The series starts off the ne\
son with a Hollywood tour b
soldiers that offers glimpses of
film players and of some of thi
of the film capital. Among
seen are Anita Louise, Ann S
Jimmy Gleason, Lee Bowman.
Canova, Kay Kyser, Marg
Chapman, Hal Mclntyre. The
should draw interest.

"Unusual Occupations"

Paramount
10
Swell
(L4-1)
This absorbing short in A
color goes strong on variety,
sound effects, alligator moi
the orchid trade in Java, the n
of fish lures, the creation c
tionery crests from names a
(Little Lulu)
Paramount
7 mins. lution of the transportation
Cute Stuff
lem by Sao Paulo, Brazil, a
Cute perhaps best describes the subjects treated.
latest of the series of Technicolor
cartoons. Little Lulu attempts to
"Return from Nowhere'
(Passing Parade) M
prove that she's not mischievous at
all but merely curious. The short M-G-M
Absorbing
offers many laughs. An asset is a
An engrossing short has be<
catchy little tune called "I'm Just
Curious" sung by the child.
duced by John Nesbitt on tb
ject of the subconscious. Th<
"Ski Whizz"
relates how mental well-being
(Vitaphone Varieties)
stored to a man by rummagir
Warner
10 mins. the recesses of his mind. Th
Exciting Footage

To say that this "comedy" is unfunny is to be charitable. Only the
kids will respond favorably to the
As good a short on skiing as could
be made. Exciting photography has
antics
of
Andy
Clyde
in
the
comic's
latest tabloid effort. The story has been employed to show the various
Clyde "prospecting" for gold after stages of the sport. Included are
he is fooled into believing there has thrilling scenes of experts on the
go. A number of humorous touches
been a gold strike.
can authorities understand that it country. This action was meant to
is better not to flood the French
the American people's trust in
market with pictures and they will prove
the French "is well-founded," Blanchar
asserted.
help us with equipment and techThe features, made in the face of
means." star asserted that his severe restrictions imposed by the
The nical
French
mission here was "to bring to the
United States the realization that
for the most part the French moving
picture industry and artists, during
the four years of German occupation, fought constantly against German vigilance and that in spite of
moral and material difficulties resulting from the occupation the industry succeeded in keeping its

add to the entertainment val
the
short, which
Blackwood
Grant. was product'

ige, among Nesbitt's best, is
;apsule drama.

"Flicker Flashbacks"

(No. 2— Series 2) W;
RKO
Laugh Riot
Selections
from
three
films make up the second of t
ies for the new season. The
a 1903 item and the second
delicacy called, respectively,
of an Artist's Model"
and
the ofCurtain,
Susie." melc
Th
Nazis, are called. "Poncarral," "Goupi Down
s a bit
exaggerated
Mains Rouges" and "Honorable made in 1909 with Henry B. W
Catharine." The films, which Shiffunder the title "The Sealed
rin referred
to asindustry
"just an
of what
the French
was idea"
able or a Ghastly Revenge."
Th(
to do despite the handicaps placed is a howler.
"It's Murder!"
upon it by the Germans, are intended solely for private showing, it was
WAC
10
said. The liberation film, which, acVital Message
cording to Shiffrin, may be released
in this country by the OWI, will be
Made by Columbia for the
shown to an American audience for "his film is a warning agains
the first time at Hunter College on talk that might serve the pi
Nov. 12. The documentary has an of the enemy. The picture
English commentary spoken by dramatically what can happei
Charles Boyer, who was among those a person shoots off his moutr
present at a reception that followed
troop is
movements.
The film'
the press conference.
sage
delivered graphical]
Shiffrin is scheduled to leave for forcefully. Put this down as
Hollywood on Wednesday with Blan- ture of vital importance th
char. The two will return to France serves widespread exhibition
after a two-month visit in the States. lumbia has done a good job <|
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9 Tele Channels PRC to Utilize New
Urges 75 Thea.
Tele Pix Lack Films7 Brilliance--Raibourn
Ansco-Color Process

t Specialists
id Pix Abroad!

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
i to aid the industry abroad.
Ltive to this is the assignf three or four pix specialists
Department of Commerce —
! eing answerable to the State
ment, however, even though
g closely with Commerce.
second proposal is that pix
; be handled along with other
-5 by a large group of industtaches to be assigned to all
i ant commercial centers in the
q
latter proposal, it is felt here,
close to the pre-war system
acceptable to many industrial
At the same time, it is re: that there have been Fedassigned men abroad to han: alone.
in!
ommerce Dept. Proposal
Commerce Department pror ;alls for the sending of three
) ecialists abroad — one to Eu)ne to Asia and one to Latin
;a. They would work under
• ?rce direction through the
Department.
ead of serving as "reporters,"
tat iime would be devoted to active
entation of the pix industry
II );ters on taxation, quotas, disiation, etc.
The reporting of
.ijji.iic conditions and other gennaterial would not be their
jjjJi.sibility, although they would
fully on any conditions di:ijii i affecting the pix markets.
d
Tli ii determination on who shall
t abroad and for whom is not
for this year.
DeWolf is Dubious
irning from a New York lunwith MPPDA foreign departa - officials, Francis C. DeWolf,
Department
Telecommunica: ±ief, said Friday that he does
;tif|Kpect to see the Department
Dut pix specialists.
mt will happen," he said, "is
he MPPDA will send over its
)eople, who will be given all
nation by our regular commerjjttaches."
jjlVolf made it plain that he does
ej redit reports, otherwise given

Thence, that the Department might

send out industry specialists.
ise, he doubted that the Deent of Commerce
would
be
[jjHed to send specialists abroad.
If said there was nothing prevundisclosed in his conversaID! :in New York.
"S;mply a prog"enort on the work we've been
here," he said, "and nothing
not already printed."
He
-ere was no discussion of the
;ffl>!"sed
ion. industry foreign trade as-

;en New Pix to Start
«nst. B»>-ea«

ni THE

FILM

DATLY

'llywood— Eleven new pictures
to production this week, maktotal of 50 shooting.

below 1,000 megacycles be made.
Equipment for these frequencies is
now developed, he said, but not for
the higher frequencies.
Larsen to*d tne commission that
the pix industry needs television as
a protection for itself, as a means
of safeguarding the business from
the potential drain of home television. Theater television, he said, will
be in competition with home television, and success for the theatrical
type depends upon better showmanship. The pix industry knows how
to present the type of entertainment that will make the service a
success. Both theater and home tele,
he said, must have equal opportunity to progress.
Declaring that the post-war television receiver will not provide definition greatly in excess of 275 lines,
Larsen spoke in terms of 525-800
line definition for black and white
tele, with eventual utilization of 40
megacycle channels for three-color
transmission of 725-line images.
This is far in the future, he implied,
however, reminding the FCC that it
took 25 years to develop color to a
point where 13 per cent of the footage in the theater today is in color.
It'll take at least 10 years to develop color for tele, he predicted.
Rapid Theater
Tele Growth
Larsen predicted rapid growth for
theater tele with as many as 25
competitive companies in an area
as large as New York City. Providing for 15 channels now, Larsen
said that eventually he thought theater television would be satisfied if
all its channels were in the relatively uncrowded portion of the spectrum
above 10,000 megacycles. He made
Lhis prediction after FCC Chairman
Fly had made it plain that the FCC
is not liable to allocate large portions of the lower part of the spectrum for a private system such as
theater tele. Wire lines, even including the new coaxial cables, are not
suitable for theater tele, Larsen
said. They do not provide sufficient
band width for high definition.
SMPE asked five groups of frequencies— all including channels 20 mega"vcles wide: eight contiguous fmm
600 mc; seven contiguous from 860
mc; 15 continguous from 1,900 mc:
15 continguous from 3.QO0 mc; and
30 contiguous from 5,700 mc.
Theater Tele Requirements
Each theater tele production studio to distribute its program locallv
and to relav it to other cities will
require the following he said:
1. Intra-city studio transmitter station; (a) One fixed studio-to-transmitter channel (point
point"): (b)
one cleared
mobileto transmitter
channel (remote pick-up);
2. Intra-citv multiple addressee
station: (a) One cleared transmitter channel for private muPipledirective transmission
from single
i transmitter to a group of specific

addressee theaters within the service
area of the transmitter.
3. Inter-city reiay: (a) One channel for interconnecting cities, for
transmission of theater television
programs simultaneously from a
number of specific multiple addressee stations and/or directly to a specific theater or theaters in interconnecting cities.
Additional Requirements
Larsen presented additional requirements for the ultimate fullyexpanded industry on a large national competitive scale as follows:
1. Improved definition or addition
of color, both requiring wider channels; 2. Additional station requirements per agency for multiple and
diversified programming of theater
television respectively to large central theaters and to neighborhood
theaters; 3. Extra mobile transmitter channel per agency, thus increasing flexibility of programming;
4. Extra relay channel per agency
ing. dual-program or two-way relayfor

(Continued from Page 1)
gle negative process and that the
tests were "beyond expectations."
PRC's 1944-45 program will be
completed by Feb. 1, 1945, and production is ahead of schedule, Fromkess said. PRC has one picture in
color, "The Enchanted Forest," produced in Magnacolor.
Fromkess said that the PRC program would be tradeshown on approximately the same basis as that
of the major companies. ,

Metzer, Out of Army Sans
Toes, Back in UA Spot

Charlotte, N. C. — Discharged from
the Army for physical disability,
Pfc. Angus Metzer, who suffered
frozen feet necessitatin g amputation of toes from each foot, has been
re-employed in his old spot as poster-shipper by United Artists.
Byron Adams, branch manager,
oo,-nfs out that this replacement goes
beyond legal requirements and evidences the industry intention to reIn summarizing the remarks of
place as far as possible all returnParamount television engineer Paul
ing servicemen. Employe who
Raibourn, delivered Thursday at the subbed for Metzer will be placed
FCC allocation hearing, The Film otherwise.
Daily Friday erroneously reported
that he said the definition of tele- in the business of production visual
vision was between 300 and 400 lines, entertainment for the entire world
and that of Technicolor nearly 525 for a considerable number of years.
lines. The reverse is true, accord- Television, except for technical research, is a brand new art and,
ing to Raibourn's statement.
What he said was that "the aver- while it is to be hoped and expected
age black and white feature motion that it will profit by the long expicture has a definition of about 800
perience of the motion picture industry, itis quite understandable that
lines; the average newsreel about
little serious effort has been made to
575
lines;
a good300Technicolorfeature
hasandbetween
and 400 build programs for television which
lines. All television pictures, under could compare in interest with the
present standards, have slightly less output of Hollywood.
than 525 lines, or approximately
"In regard to the second reason,
the same as the average newsreel; it should be borne in mind that there
275 lines less than the black and is an inherent limitation in television equipment which does not exist
white motion picture; and about 150
more lines than a good Technicolor in motion picture film and which permits the production of a more satisfilm. These lines are quite comparfactory motion picture than can be
able to each other with any difference resolvable in favor of the tele- obtained through the operation of
television.
That limitation is due
vision picture. Yet I think that
anyone will say that all three of to the present lack of ability of the
those types of motion pictures are cathode tube to portray any high degree of contrast. This results in a
superior to the television picture.
television picture which does not and
"There are two principal reasons cannot have that quality which is
for this, one having to do with programming technique and the other which
commonly
called
'brilliance'depth,
and
includes
perspective,
having to do with inherent limita- details in shadows and in highlights;
tions in television equipment.
those things which go into the makSubject Matter Below Pix's
ing of a sense of realism. This quality of brilliance is obtainable in the
"With respect to the first reason,
I believe that all will admit that a motion picture and is one, if not the
picture which covers a subject mat- principal, reason why the motion
ter of high interest always seems picture is more acceptable to the
to be of better quality than the pic- viewer than the television picture
ture which has appreciably lesser and here I might add that this is
true and will continue to be true for
the just as long as the ability of the
"that picwould
Few of
intprest.
television
the deny
subject matter
ture of today could not fail to suf- cathode ray tube to portray contrast remains at anywhere near its
fer in comparison with the subject
matter of today's motion pictures. present limitation, regardless of how
After all, the motion picture indus- many more lines of definition are
try of this country has been engaged added to the television picture."

A combat cameraman

of the U. S. Army Air Forces was decorated for his part in the first Ploesti oil field raid.

They're flying... fighting...
behind a movie camera

Evidence of a direct hit

ARMY Air Forces Combat Camera Units are making a superb
/X motion-picture record of the air war on the fronts all over the
world. Naturally, many men from the motion picture industry have
become combat photographers.
i Many more make up — in large part — the First Motion Picture Unit,
the training branch of the AAF Motion Picture Services. This unit has
two main functions: making training films which help turn out in a
hurry thousands of expert pilots, navigators, armorers, and mechanics;
and the intensive coaching of hundreds of motion-picture photographers who make up the Combat Camera Units.
And the cameramen do not work alone. They are supported by a
host of writers, cutters, sound and music editors, laboratory and
other technicians.
There isn't space for a tenth of the story, but the net of it is that the
motion-picture industry has reason to be proud of its share in the
pictorial record of our Army Air Forces.
°n
e°f
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CHINE COUNSEL DENIES ALL GOV'T CHARGES
ligher Tele, FM Frequencies Urged Before FCC
it Teleservice Would
{Between 500 and 1,500
gacycles. Expert Says
Kugtou

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Says Circuit Not Engaged
In Interstate Commerce;
No Sherman Act Violation

DAILY

Buffalo — Following a lengthy argument on the admissability of inter-office and inter-company letters
and communications as evidence, the
Government shortly before 3:30
o'clock yesterday afternoon rested
its case in the Schine anti-trust trial
and Attorney Edward F. McClennen
began his opening address to open
the Schine defense.
McClennen, talking slowly and deliberately, charged that Schine has
not violated the Sherman anti-trust
aws in the past and is not now.
His oration was halted about 4:30

Washington — Highly technical and
krt testimony on Saturday at
FCC allocations hearings, thireatto send television and FM a
1 distance up in the spectrum,
neth A. Norton, well known raingineer now with the Army Air
pes, stated that a good deal of
erto classified research indicates
the two services will function
ibetter in the higher frequencies,
orton discussed F layer and
(Continued on Page 8)

w Cuban President
ds Ticket Taxes
avana (By Air Mail) — Eliminaof the taxes on public enterment was among the first official
ies by Dr. R. Grau San Martin,
ident of Cuba, after taking ofre levy ranged from five cents
30-cent admissions up to 25 per
in excess of 70 cents, but it afiad only the first-run theaters of

(Continued on Page 7)

Canadian Industry
Crowds rejoice as Roy Rogers, world-famous King of the Cowboys, does a command

per-

formance in"Brazil," Republic's new history-making musical hit — Advt.

Federation Luncheon G. I. Jamboree Units
To Mull Drive Plans Tour Texas for Sixth

More than 50 leaders of the industry are expected to attend the
^ncheon-meeting of the Amusement
Division of the Federation of Jewstern Sound Studios
ish Philanthropies of New York on
Dub Para., UA Films
behalf of the current Federation
"ampaign at the Hotel Astor today.
astern Sound Studios, which was David Bernstein, serving as co-chairxporated in Albany
last week,
man of the division with Maj. Aldub Paramount nad United Ar(Continued on Page 8)
i product in Spanish and Italian.
present schedule calls for the
oing of 25 features a vear. Dub(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 7)

Dallas — Four G. I. Bond Jamboree
units will tour Texas, covering 250
towns, for the Sixth War Loan drive.
Each unit will consist of a military
band and entertainers, war heroes,
and civilian speakers, with local
workers for each stand to handle
Bond sales.
Plan has been evolved by John
(Continued on Page 8)

Transmit Tele by Phone Line

Packard Demonstrates
Chicago State Street
Houses Buck PA Plan
Chicago— State St. theaters are
'acking a plan for a m'le-long loudpeaker system to announce important
vents to Loop crowds. Each bhck
"ill be on a separate circuit with
II tied in to operate under the
'oice of State Street circuit.

Revolutionary System

Indianapolis — A successful method for high fidelity transmission of
television over standard telephone
wire is announced by Homer E.
Ben Kalmenson, Warners general Capehart, president of the Packard
sales manager, has called a meeting Manufacturing Corp.
Based on the inventions and disof district managers for Nov. 9-10
coveries of Raymond Binney, teleat the Sherry-Netherland Hotel in
vision engineer, Capehart said this
New York, to discuss forthcoming new development would solve com(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 4)

WB's District Managers
Meet in New York Nov. 9

Toronto — John H. Davis of London, personal representative of J.
Arthur Rank, has not arrived in Toronto with a reported offer to purchase part interest in Odeon Theaters of Canada and there is no
definite word of his expected arrival
(Continued on Page 7)

Resignation of UA Exec.
Is Reportedly Withdrawn
An executive resignation at United
Artists last week was withdrawn
yesterday
when
the difficulties involved reDortedly were straightened
(Continued on Page 4)

Wis. 80 at Chicago
Bally Honors Cook
Chicago — Wisconsin was represented by a delegation of 80 at the
Sixth War Loan rail/ here yesterday,
the numerical strength of the group
reflecting the age of Frank Cook,
80-year-old Milwaukee showman who
is serving as honorary chairman of the
Wisconsin campaign. Harold Fitzgerald of 20th-Fox, state chairman,
headed the Wisconsin visitors.
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Hollis G. Reed owner and operator of the Neptune Theater, McKinley, Me., has filed a demand for
arbitration in the Boston tribunal,
charging unreasonable clearance to
the Criterion Theater, Bar Harbor.
The defendants are Paramount and
Warner Bros.
Reed charges that the 14-day
clearance granted by the two companies is unfair and asks that it be
eliminated. Houses that would be
affected by an award are the Park,
Southwest Harbor; Ellsworth, Ellsworth, and Pastime, Northeast Harbor.

San Angelo, Tex., Case
Is Dismissed in Dallas
The clearance and some-run complaint filed by W. V. Adwell, operating the Roxy Theater, San Angelo,
Tex., has been dismissed by the arbitrator in Dallas. Complainant had
charged that the five consenting
companies had violated the decision
of the arbitration appeal board in
a previous case.
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ICol. Munson Hails New
13-Cent Industry Stamp

|

The special commemorative postage stamp, issued today in honor of
the
motion picture
th
anniversary,
has beenindustry's
hailed by 50Col.
E. L. Munson who, as chief of the
Army Pictorial Service, is in charge
of distributing pictures to the combat zones. The stamp shows a group
of servicemen viewing a picture
behind the battlefront.
Col. Munson said that it was fitting that the industry should be
honored and described motion pictures as the "art that has gone to
war." He said that the 50th anniversary "finds it more vigorous than
ever — helping to train troops, entertaining troops and, through front
line photography, helping to shape
the vital strategical and technical
decisions which will bring full victory." He empressed his views in a
letter to George J. Schaefer, WAC
chairman.

Mary Pickford Receives
Stamp Today for Industry
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Charging inability to obtain Paramount product on any run, H. T.
Burns, operating the Cyril Theater,
Cyril, Okla., has filed a demand for
arbitration in the Oklahoma City
tribunal. Paramount is the sole defendant.

Hollywood — Mary Pickford today
will represent the motion picture industry at a ceremony marking the
issuance of the new commemorative
three-cent stamp. Miss Pickford will
be presented with a special issue
Cecil B. DeMille will preside at the
■orogram which will be broadcast ovei
'he Blue Network at noon, Pacific
time.

Iowa Case Withdrawn

FDR-Truman- Wagner

Some-Run Complaint Filed
By Cyril, Okla., Theater

A clearance case filed against the Luncheon Attracts 1,000
five consenting companies in DecemHigh
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"Lady, Let's Dance" is said to be
William Morris, Jr., Irvthe first Spanish dubbed picture to Kingsberg,
ing Caesar, Oscar Homolka Luise
be ready for Latin American dis- Rainer, Jack Cohn, Nicholas M
FitzPatrick Starts Rep.'s
tribution under the program by
Schenck, Jack Alicoate, Barnev Balawhich a number of companies are ban,
"Song of Mexico" Nov. 6
Mady Christians, Charles
preparing
product.
Dubbing
was
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — James supervised by Rudolph Brent, who Boyer, Mrs. Albert Lasker, Vera
FitzPatrick's first feature for Re- was a foreign newspaper correspon- Zorina, Fannie Hurst, Nate J. Blumberg, Carol Bruce, Moss Hart, Louis
public will go into production here
dent, newsreel cameraman and film
on Nov. 6. Pic, "Song of Mexico," editor in Europe, South America Calhern, Wendy Barrie, David Bernstein, Bob Weitman, Lucy Monroe,
will be filmed in its entirety here.
and Hollywood. He speaks six for- Jim Sauter, Sam Rinzler, and Mrs.
eign languages.
Julius Joelson.
THEATRE MANACER
FOR OUT OF TOWN.
An audience of foreign department
and press representatives saw a prePhilade'phia
vicinity.
Experienced Excellent
handling
ali
phases small
town operation.
view of the Spanish version on Fri- Westinghouse's Merrick Dead
opportunity. Leading independent circuit.
Top salary for right man. Write full
Hamilton, Ont. — Frank A. Merday and described it as being as
qualifications.
Replies held confidential
rick, 75, vice-chairman and former
close
to
perfect
as
possible.
"The
Bex 217, FILM DAILY
Return of the Ape Man" will be the president of Westinghouse E^ctric
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
&
Manufacturing
Co. of Pittsburgh,
next picture Monogram plans to dub
is dead here.
in Spanish,
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COflUnG and GOIfl
LOU rOLLOCK, UA head of exploitati
advertising, was in Boston last week i
nection with the world premiere of "The
HARRY GOLD, UA Eastern division m
returned to New York after a brief visit
Boston branch.
SAM
GALANTY,
Columbia
district m i
has returned
to New York after spendir
|ohn
L."
days in the Cleveland territory.
HARRY
KURNITZ,
M-G-M
writer, is
Waldorf-Astoria from Culver City, Calif.
HERBERT SILVERBERG
and is stopping
at the

is here from th<
Biltmore.

MRS.
JUDITH
K. ROBERTS,
member
Virginia Division of Motion
Picture Cen
s vacationing in New York.
JOSEPHINE HULL, in from the Coast, i
)ing at Hampshire House.
wood.
NANCY WALKER is at the Warwick from
PANDRO BERMAN, M-C-M
>ing at the Savoy Plaza.
RONALD
House.

COLMAN

BEATRICE
IRENE
DON

is stopping at Hai I

LILLIE

HERVEY
LOPER

has

arrived

is in from

is here

JOHN DAVIS
Ihe week-end.

producer, i I

from

from

IJ

Boston.
Hollywood.

left London

I

for Canadl

ROY ROGERS, Republic's "King cf the J
boys," visits the Boston Rodeo this week.
J
EDDIE CARRIER of Metro returned frl
Louis yesterday.
RALPH H. CLARK, Canadian div. manaj
Warners, is in New York for home officl
lerences.
IRVING
YERGIN,
manager
of Warner
exploitation
staff, left over the week-el
Chicago, on fast tour to confer with the!
i.my's district public relations men.
His 1
stop will be St. Louis.
JOSEPH SZIGETI returns to New Yorj
week from the Coast to prepare for a natio 1
-oncert tour.

JULES IAPIDUS, Eastern division sales \
;er for Warners, left yesterday for the Phi
>hia territory, returning the latter part fl
veek.

JOHN NESBIT arrives from the Coast F'j
CEDRIC GIBBONS and MRS. GIBBONS ail
!rcm Culver City on Friday.
JOSEPH PASTERNAK and MRS. PASTM
■rrive on Nov. 25 for a two weeks' New
sojourn.
DAVE

BADER

went to Hartford yesterda]

ALEC MOSS,
Paramount exploitation rn;
left New
York yeste-day
en route to 9
3uffalo,
Albany,
Detroit,
Kansas
Cityj
Louis and possibly Memphis.
NEIL AGNEW, vice-president of Vaj
Films, left yesterday for Hollywood.
WILLIAM BROOKER, Paramount district
terday.
'ertlsing representative in Philadelphia!
Washington, conferred at the home office]
WILLIAM HEINEMAN returned yesterday)
the Coast and a tour of exchange cit
connection with Goldwyn product.
AL BONDY, film distributor for General
trie, is en route to New York from San
cisco via Los Angeles.
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ee the fat receipts now rolling up at the N. Y. Strand and every one of its
jtzen sensational openings! They want Love and Excitement— and they get it!

wi.h VICTOR FRANCEN

• JOSEPH CALLEIA • CAROL THURSTON

. DimM b, jean negulesco

Screen Ploy by Vladimir Pozner & Leo Rosten - Additional Dialogue by Jock Moffitf - From the Novel by

Fredrlc Prokosch * Musk

by Max Stoiner
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Transmit Television
Sy Telephone Line
(Continued from Page 1)
plex
and
tremendously
expensive
problems of distributing nation-wide
television broadcasts.
In eliminating the necessity of
laying coaxial cable at a cost of
$10,000 per mile or the erecting of
booster television stations intermittently throughout the country, the
new invention makes possible the
transmission of television throughout the nation over existing land
wires, it is asserted.
Newspapermen and radio representatives who witnessed a comparison of programs over 12 miles of
standard telephone lines as well as
over shorter coaxial cable and saw
no difference in the quality of pictures yesterday, were also informed by Capehart of a method for
successfully recording television programs for rebroadcast in the same
manner that radio sound programs
are transcribed. This is accomplished, he explained, by increasing
sensitivity of recording beyond the
maximum attained through present
methods.
Robert Auble, consulting engineer
on the project, added that the application of the discovery of new
principles in electrical circuits will
improve the quality of tone in ordinary radio broadcasts and reception, permit the broadcasting of simultaneous radio and television programs over the same wire and radio
stations, and enable home receivers,
through modification of circuits in
the sets, to pick up the telecasts.

jf/Sgt. Arthur Sorenson, Jr.
Slain; Mass on Saturday
A requiem mass for T/Sgt. Arthur A. Sorenson, Jr., whose father
is an editor of Fox Movietone News,
•«™ will be said Saturday morning
KB| in the Church of St. Thomas
* Aquinas, Brooklyn. Young
Sorenson, 22, was killed in action
near Aachen, Germany, on Oct. 12.
Word of his death was received by
his parents on Sunday.
Wise

Quits Mono,

for Para.

Chicago — Harold Wise has resigned as Monogram's Chicago booking
director to join Paramount's St.
Louis exchange booking department.
Tad Reich, from Universal, succeeds
Wise at Monogram.

SEFVD BIRTHDAY

greetings to..
October
Dale Evans
Mary Towers

31
Lawrence
Crant
Albert
D. Levin

DATE

BOO

Today: Tost Office Dept. issue Industry
Jubilee
Commemcrative
Stamp.
Nov.

8-9:
Independent
Theaters
of
sin and upper
Michigan
conventio
waukee.

Nov. 11: Motion Picture Associates Si>
Loan dinner, Hotel Astor.

• • • FILM THEATERS AS ART MUSEUMS? The Army at War
Art Exhibition, jointly presented at the Roxy by the Treasury and the
War Dept., attracted some 80.000 persons during its three-week stay,
ending today
This is described as "probably the largest attendance at any art exhibition held anywhere within the same similar
period of time"
Which is a feather, so to speak, in the caps of
Chairman
Charles P. Skouras
of the traveling Exhibition's National
Executive Committee and his aides
You hear much of late about
the need for bringing art to the masses
Well, what better medium
for that than the film theater, as the Roxy show demonstrates ......
The Exhibition moves on to Rochester on Friday for a week's stand,
and is dated ahead until next July 23 when it returns to Washington.

Nov. Hotel,
13: Lou
Golding testimonial, T>
Albany.
Nov.

14:
11th
"Night
of
Stars,"
Square
Garden.
Nov. A.16: C.ATO of Indiana convention. Ind
Nov. 20: Sixth War Loan campaign op'
mammoth Madison Square Garden
Stage Show.
Nov. 24-25: Variety Clubs of America cor
Statler Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Nov. 27-28: Texas Allied convention, D
Dec. 7: Sixth War Loan "Free Movie Da
Dec. 11-12: Television Broadcasters As
Conteience, Hotel Commodore.
Dec.

• • • STRICTLY PERSONAL: Stella linger and Alec Templeton will do a Broadway musical together when they finish their current "Cabbages and Kings" assignment for Metro. . . « Sgt. Leo
Pillot has been discharged from a Kansas City hospital after licking
'i bad dose of the flu
The ex-home office publicist resumes in
half of the Wac recruiting campaign. . . % Walt Lantz has finished
his \6tli Technicolor two-reeler for the Navy on the Universal lot. . .
• Wounded in France on Sept. 29, 1918, the War Dept. has finally
awarded a Purple Heart to Harris Williams, poster artist of Neighborhood Theaters, Richmond, Va. . . • Three members of the Cuban
film industry were seriously injured filming the recent hurricane
They are Manolo Alonso, director; and Bebo Alonso and Eduardo Hernandez, cameramen. . . « Betty Field quits Hollyivood
in mid-December to replace Margaret Sullavan in "The Voice of the
Turtle" here. . . • Andrew Solt is due in today from the Coast
to huddle with the Shuberts who will do a musical based on his
"Accidents Don't Happen"
T

T

▼

• • • ODDS AND ENDS: Buddy de Syva's arrangements for a
Coast screen test of Andy Russell, the Spanish-speaking singer, when
he winds up his forthcoming engagement at the Paramount Theater
is tied to the post-war Lalin-American market. . . • Paramount's shorts
dept. is using colored wrap-around band to call attention to reprints of
the nine-page color feature on George Pal Puppetoons in the November issue of Mechanix Illustrated. . . • For sheer poignant drama, see
those newsreel clips of captured Japanese films, just released by the
War Department,
showing
the fall of Corregidor. . . • Double-talk
Bill Sargent, formerly with Paramount's
Office in Dallas, now
with the Army
at Hondo, Tex., is official'.y known
as Sgt. Sargent.
• Sgt. Leo H. Handel, formerly director of M-G-M's Audience Research
Department and now with the Fifth Army in Italy, is doing research
on German prisoners of war as an interpreter with the 91st Infantry
Division

▼
•

•

•

FROM

TV

HOLLYWOOD

& VINE: Griffin Joy checked in

on I he RKO Pathe lot yesterday to script "Tarzan and the Intruder"
la) Sol Lesser. . . # Lucille Gleason returns to the screen via
Metro's "The Clock," playing opposite Husband Jimmy. . . • George
lesscl has elected to play himself in "The Dolly Sisters" which he will
produce for 20lh-Fox. . . • David O. Selznick will film "The Scarlet
Lily,"
by the Rev.
Edward
F. Murphy
of Xavier
University,
N e il' Orleans
Biblical
drama
is based
on
the
life
of Mary Magdalene. . . « Emmelt Lynn is organizing a troupe
at burlesque comics to play Army camps and hospitals. . .
▼
▼
▼
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!

13:

Picture

Pioneers

Exhibition

Cj

Party, Waldorf-Astoria.
Dec. 16: Sixth War Loan campaign clos
theater party.
Jan. 17: Cinema

Lodge, B'nai B'rith

Jan. 21-22: Theater Owners Association
and South
Carolina
convention,
C I

Resignation of UA Exe
is Reportedly Withdra
(Continued from Page 1)

out.
been

Controversy was said t
over a circuit deal on I

You
Went
Away."
The re
resignation caused considerabL i
ing on the street yesterday l
denial was
issued that the
off was official and in effect.

Eastern Sound Studios]
To Dub Para., UA Film
(Continued from Page 1)
bing of "Going My Way" in
was completed last week.
New company is headed 1
ward J. and Harry Lee Dal
Studio is at 550 Fifth Ave.

Cy Landau Elected Se
Of United Newsreel C<
Cy Landau,
RKO's legal
ment,
has beenof elected
secre
United
Newsreel
Corp.
to
Joe Bellfort who recently was
ferred from the legal departr
the foreign department .
Richard Morgan, of Parai
legal department, was electee
tant secretary of United Ne\

TO THE
*

COLOi

PROMOTED

*

1ST LT. D. BENJAMIN KRESCH, form
advisor to Warner Bros, in Ph
now with the Ninth Trcop Carrier
in the European theater, to Capta

em

Very soon you will be hearing reports about
Universale extraordinary Technicolor musical
romance, "CAN'T HELP
to mahe this prediction:

SINGING."

We want

"CAN'T HELP SINGING," in our opinion,
is not only the rinest entertainment Universal has
made, hut will take its place among the most
entertaining pictures or all time.
We are happy that it will he available ror
Christmas and New Years so that you and your
patrons may enjoy it and rejoice in its song and
beauty during the Yule season.

eatma

help Sim
0t .n TECHNICOLOR
..ROBERT PAIGE
AKIM TAMIROFF
DAVID BRUCE

LEONID KINSKEY

RAY COLLINS
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ft„,w/„, FRANK RYAN /u.^ FELIX JACKSON ^/to^fUH
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Screen Plov by LEWIS R. FOSTER and FRANK RYAN • Story by John Klorer and leo Townsend
Based on "Girl of The Overland Trail" by Samuel J. ond Curtis I. Worshowsky
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REVIEWS

"Dark Waters"

with Merle Oberon, Franchot Tone
UA
90 Mins.
CAPITALLY PRODUCED MELODRAMA
IS

DEPRESSING ENTERTAINMENT
CELLENTLY ACTED.

EX-

"Dark

Waters," Benedict Bogeaus production, rates notice on the strength of
the tenseness with which it has been told,
the excellence of its atmospheric treatment
and the high quality of the acting. The
film's prime
pressing.

handicap

is that

it is de-

The story, which doesn't rate the fine
handling it has been given, moves at a deliberate pace under the taut direction of
Andre De Toth, who worked from a Joan
Harrison-Marian Cockrell screenplay derived from the Saturday Evening Post yarn
by the latter and Frank Cockrell.
The yarn, laid in the bayou country of
Louisiana, weaves atale of black villainy in
wh.ch a trio of scoundrels headed by
Thomas Mitchell plots to get possession of
a plantation that belonged to the uncle
and aunt of Merle Ober.n, who has gone
there to recover from the shock of a torpedoing. Two of the villains pose as the
real uncle and aunt, who actually have been
murdered. When Mitchell attempts to get
Miss Oberon out of the way, Franchot Tcne,
her doctor-sweetheart, comes to her rescue.
CAST: Merle Oberon, Franchot Tone, Thomas
Mitchell, Fay Bainter, John Qualen, E.isha Cook,
Jr., Rex Ingram, Ode t re M/rtil, Eugene Borden,
Eileen Coghlan, Nina May McKinney, Alan
Napier, Rita Beery.
CREDITS: Producer, Benedict Bogeaus; Executive Producer, James Nasser; Director, Andre
De Toth; Screenplay, Joan Harrison, Marian
Cockrell; Based on story by Frank and Marian
Cockrell ; Cameramen, Archie Stout, John Mescali; Art Director, Charles Odds; Musical Score,
Dr. Miklos Rosza; Set Decorator, Maurice Yates;
Dance Director, Jack Crosby; Sound, Frank Webster; Film Editor, James Smith.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Good.

"One Mysterious
with Chester

Morris

Night"

Columbia
LATEST OF BOSTON
TURES SHOULD BE
MELODRAMA
FANS.
The

61

Mins.

BLACKIE ADVENACCEPTABLE TO

latest of the Boston

Blackie series

is rubber-stamp melodrama that succeeds
in holding the interest, thanks chiefly to
the presence of Chester Morris in the
title role. The plot has been worked out
with a fair amount of rcutine suspense
and with some regard for comedy.
In "One Mysterious Night" Boston Blackie
departs momentarily from his newly-found
respectability to help the police solve the
theft of a priceless gem swiped from an
exhibit. In applying his own methrds to
the task the fellow several times finds himself in the uncomfortable position of being
himself suspected.
The story moves with dispatch under the
direction of Oscar Boetticher, Jr. Ted
Richmond produced the film acceptably.
Morris plays the leading role jauntily.
Of the others Janis Carter catches the
eye
with
her
decrative
beauty.
CAST: Chester Morris, Richard Lane, Janis
Carter, William Wright, Robert Williams, George
E. Stone, Dorothy Maloney, Robert E. Scott,
Lyle Latell, George McKay, Early Cantrell,
Joseph Crehan.
CREDITS:
Producer
Ted Richmond;
Director,

OF

THE

"The Soul of a Monster"

with Rose Hobart, George Macready
Columbia
61 Mins.
MELODRAMA
TAKES A STAB AT THE
WEIRD WITHOUT MUCH SUCCESS.
This melodrama, an abortive attempt to
scare the audience, will have a hard time
gett.ng the customers more than passably
interested in what transpires.
The Edward Dein script tells the weird
tale of a beloved surgeon who, lying at
death's door, dreams of being enslaved by
an evil woman under whose spell he is
transformed into a sinister person with
murder in his heart. Finally he fights to
free his scul. The fact the story is
treated as a dream takes some of the curse
off it.
Under Will Jason's indifferent direction
the cast performs with little credit to itself.
Rose Hobart plays the evil influence, wh \e
George Macready is her victim. Jim Bannon, as a fellow surgeon, and Jeanne Bates,
as Macready's

wife, are the best of the

players.
CAST: Rose Hobart, George Macready, Jim
Bannon, Jeanne Bates, Erik Rolf, Ernest Hilliard.
CREDITS: Producer, Ted Richmond; Director.
Wi.l Jason; Screenplay, Edward Dein; Cameraman, Burnett Cuffey Film Editor, Paul Borofsky; Art Directors, Lionel Banks, George Brooks;
Set Decorator, Fay Babcock; Musical Director,
Mlscha
Bakaleinikotf ; Sound,
H 42h McDiwell.
DIRECTION,
Poor.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.
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action.
George Bilson produced and ing himself out as a jealous sp'
Harry D'Arcy directed.
Claire Car Gilbert is the pal who offers to
leton
and
Dorothy
Grainger
are "the other man." There's plenl
commotion but not much ger
among the players.
fun.
"Community Sing"
(No. 1— Series 9)
Columbia
9Vz mins.
"Booby
(LooneyHatched"
Tunes)
Musical Variety
7 »
Warner
Much Amusement
A large variety of musical numbers is presented in the first of the
The amusing adventures of a
series for 1944-1945. Songs heard that runs around with its body
are "Sing, It's Good for Ya," "Oh, in the shell will be appreciatec
Please Tell Me, Darling," "My Heart pecially by the young folk. The
Tells Me" and "It's Love, Love, which is in Technicolor, has
Love." The organ accompaniment excellently produced.
is provided by Dick Leibert.

"Swim Ballet"

"Once Over Lightly"
Warner
20 mins.
Plenty Funny
A collection of scenes from the
Mack Sennett comedies that will
garner laughs galore. There are
sequences showing Ben Turpin,
Charley Murray, Louise Fazenda,
Snub Pollard, Larry Semon, the Sennett bathing beauties and the Keystone Kops in action. Here is fast
and furious entertainment that will
please universally.

(Sportscope)
RKO
8
Highly Entertaining
Much diversion is to be fou:
this one-reeler. The first hal
the footage deals with the mai
ers of a water ballet. The S(
portion is concerned with the
of underwater fishing. The a<
which takes place in Florida
ers, has been beautifully pj

"Two-Gun Rusty"
(George Pal Puppetoon)
Paramount
7'/2 mins.
Entertaining

(Melody Master Bands)
Warner
10
Melody
and Fun
Four bands are featured in
smarcly produced band short.
Gray's outfit gives out with
and Happy," while Skinnay 1
draws "Three Little Words." "1
light Sonata" is rendered by
Richman's orchestra. Milt Bt
and his boys do mayhem to the
t:
of the "Poet and Peasant" ovei

The latest of the George Pal shorts
has Rusty falling asleep and dreaming he is a two-gun western hero.
The film, beautifully done in Technicolor, is an amusing take-off on
the westerns.

"Lost and Foundling"
(Merrie Melodies)
Warner
7 mins.
A Scream
Audiences will be wowed by this
Technicolor cartoon. The film tells
"First Aiders"
the story of a chicken hawk brought
(Walt Disney)
up by Sniffles, a field mouse, in the RKO
Diverting
7 mins.
belief the bird is a chicken. The
fun stems from the discovery that
chicken hawks eat field mice.
Pluto is tantalizing by a mischievous kitten when Minnie Mouse,
whom he is helping with her first"Nostradamus IV"
aid practice, leaves the two alone
(Carey Wilson Miniature)
M-G-M
10 mins. for a while. The hound tries to get
back at the feline but is bested at
Most Intriguing
every turn. Plenty of fun in this
The fourth of Carey Wilson's Technicolor cartoon.
analyses of the prognostications of
the famous seer is perhaps the most
"Football Thrills of 1943"
intriguing of the lot. Among the
(Pete Smith
Specialty)
Exciting
prophecies is one that is interpreted M-G-M
8 mins.
as applying to the manner of Hitler's death. Decidedly recommended.
Football fans will get a thrill out
of Pete Smith's collection of out"Triple Trouble" 17 mins.
RKO
standing moments from last year's
gridiron games. Covered are some
Strictly for Errol Fans
13 contests. Smith has produced
In this two-reel comedy Leon Er- the short with an eye to laughs as
rol continues his marital misad- well as thrills.
ventures. Differing little from his
"Wedded Bliss"
other shorts, the one under consideration will only bore those who are Columbia
17 mins.
not devotees of the Errol antics. One
Little Audience Bliss
thing the film has no dearth of is
Billy Gilbert's latest comedy short
is stock entertainment so familiar
Oscar Boetticher, Jr.; Screenplay, Paul Yawitz;
that only those who go for anything
Based en character created by Jack Boyle; Cameraman, L. W. O'Connell; Art Directors, Lionel will be able to take an interest in
Banks, George Brooks; Musical Director, Mischa what transpires. The story is the
Bakaleinikoff ; Film Editor, Al Clark; Set Decoraancient one of the husband who tries
tor, Robert Priestley.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.
to recapture his wife's love by mak-

graphed.

"Listen to the Bands"

"Community Sing"
(No. 2— Series 9)
Columbia
Lot of Harmony 9>/2
Here is a group of popular
that will please the young peop

little.
Included are "It's
Life,"
No
Love,
No
"Ikky Tikky Tambo," "Is
Brae
Tonight?"
and organ.
"I'll
Don Baker
is at the

a
Not)
My
Get

"Let's Go Fishing"
Warner
20
Fisherman's Luck
A camera journey to various
ing paradises. The audience is t
to Detroit, Long Island, Cape
teras, Colorado, the Gaspe Penh
in Canada, Cuba and Chile. Cli
ing the thrilling footage are s<
of marlin fishing in Chilean w
shot by the Michael Lerner Ex
tion. Van Campen Heilner and
dre De La Varre directed in I
style. Technicolor gives the
pictorial allure.

Norwalk Theater Arbitration
Chicago — Alexander Eulenber;
been named arbitrator for Nicl
luca's Norwalk Theater arbitr
case against the Big Five distj
tors. Hearing set for Dec. 5.
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BRIEflhG THE DAY'S REUJS

New Cuban President
Ends Ticket Taxes

Trans-Lux Will Pay 10c

lander, Sid Garfield, George Gump'•
Gene Schrott, Bob Ferguson,
Directors of Trans-Lux Corp. de- erts,
(Continued from Page 1)
)ck, when court adjourned, but
clared a dividend of 10 cents per June Blythe and Miriam Brandon.
Havana inasmuch as few, if any,
share payable Dec. 15 to holders of
-ill be continued today,
"Creek" Headed • for Record
t the beginning of his address, record on Dec. 5.
Many theaters
orderthan
cents'
more
charge, in
to get30 around
Uennen indicated the defense will
o
Detroit— "Frenchman's Creek" is houses
the tax, cut their admissions to 29
;ume considerably less time than Lt. Paul Wiley Missing
headed for a record opening week cents. Abrogation of
the tax is exPortland, Me.— Lt. Paul C. Wiley, at the United Artists Theater on the
Government's case against the
pected to bring better business to
ter chain (29 days) but declared formerly with Standard Theate
basis
of
the first four days' receipts second and subseq
rs
uns as it
/ould rather make no predictions Supplies, Boston, is report
ending Sunday night, Earle W. Hud-, will now be possible uent-r
to increase their
o how long it will take in weeks in action in Luxembou ed missing
son,
scales.
president
of United Detroit
rg. He re:ays.
ceived the Pu;ple Heart for wounds Theaters, said yesterday.
Cassin
at
suffer
o.
ed
breakdown of Sherman Act
Film Stock Ownership
Chicago Theater • Sets Bands
cClennen outlined the principles
I
A
Chicag
M
o
—
N
Andrew
1
s
Sisters
n
aw as he interprets them with
go into Changes by Execs. Few
e
TO
6
ov
d.Indiana
polisets— Associ
. ate Theater the Chicago theater Friday for a
;ion to the Schine case and then
n
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
i_e down the Sherman anti-trust Owners of Indiana, Inc., will hold two weeks' stand. Sammy Kaye's Washingto
Washington — Stock ownership
into two separate parts, neither its 18th annual convention and mem- band follows, with Cab Calloway's
bership meeting Nov. 16 at the Ath- band set for the first week in De- changes among pix execs, for the
j'hich he claimed Schine has violetic Club.
cember. •
period from Sept. 11 to Oct. 10 hit
Film Space Quota Cut
•
a new low, with only three relative[jie Schine attorney charged
ly unimportant transfers reported
Bridgeport, Conn.— Bridgeport pajp has been no evidence and ASC Elects First Canadian
1 there will be none by the time
Montreal— First Canadian cameratod'ay by the SEC. The first showed
pers have lifted the 1,000 lines per additi
on of 11 shares to its holding
i is over that will show that
man to be granted membe
in picture restriction on national ads
me has been in a conspiracy to the American Society of rship
Cinema- imposed several months ago, but of Loew's Boston Theaters $25 par
fain interstate commerce. He tographers is Alfred Jacquemin,
n by Loew's Inc.
on cut the quota of film advertisers to commo
total to 121,232 shares. raising the
What in the first place, the Schine the staff of the Associated Screen
10 per cent of last October's space.
ijindants are no more engaged in studios since 1927.
W. Ray Johnston dropped 966
During September the
quota was 15
9
per cent.
shares of Monogram dollar par comstate commerce than the "vil•
mon, retaining 17,724. Monogram
Trans-Lux Changes Name
grocer."
Speigel Estate $500,000
Pictures, Inc., disposed of its last
pClennen also emphasized that
Chicag
Alban
o—
y—
Estate
Trans
of
the late Sid- 900 shares of Monogram Pictures
-Lux Movies Corp.,
ibutors are not a party to the
In even though Schine is ac- chartered under Delaware laws has
ney Speigel, Essaness Circuit part- Corp., and Norton V. Ritchie picked
chang
ed its corporate named to
ner, is valued at $500,000, accord- up 200 shares
,H of conspiring with them. He
of the dollar par comlerated the eight separate con- Trans-Lux Theaters Corp.
ing to the Probate Court's report.
mon, now holding 4,467 shares.
•
His
widow
will
receive
$30,000
;.cies charged by the Government
anOnly other activity was the dropnually from the estate, Jewish
the statement that proof has SPG Names HWM Co-op Com.
Charitie
s
20
per
cent,
United Chari- dollar ping of 2,000 shares of Paramount
and will not be offered to show
A special committee has been appar common by Stanton Grifties, five per cent.
I existed.
pointed by the Screen Publicists
fis' trust, which retains 4,000 shares
*der the heading of monopoly, Guild of New York to co-operate
The F. K. Griffis trust holds 3,000,
with the Hollywood Writers Mobili- "The Master Race" Previewed
the N. Griffis trust 5,000, the T. G.
'[ilenial
ennen was equally vigorous in
RKO
Radio
and
Edward
zation
in
Golden
the
selection of films repthat Schine conspired to
La Touche trust 6,000, and Griffis,
t one possible.
resenting outstanding examples of jo'intly hosted
an invitation preview m his own name holds, 5,250 shares
entertainment combined v/ith an im- of "The
nefactor, Not "Monopolistic"
Master Race" in the Wal- of the stock.
portant idea. The committee condorf-Astoria's grand ballroom last
uch confusion has been brought
sists of Aileen St. John Brenon, night. A buffet supper followed the Maurice Musgrave
the consideration of this matscreening
Dead
.
Halsey Raines, Al Ryter the conception that a unitary chairman;
Chicag
o
—
Mauri
ion is a monopoly.
ce
D. Musgrave.
It is not.
Canadian Pix Industry
Cardinals' Management
( monopolizing,
there must be
widowarysurvive
His
s. x Co., is dead'
jthing which constitutes an unof Celote
45, secret
Swelled Keith's Estate
Awaits Davis' Arrival
liable restraint of trade,
■j man sees a flourishing, prosBoston — Executors of Cardinal
(Continued from Page 1)
ts town with no place of laudalthough circuit officials here hinted O'Connell's will have filed a com- amusement in it. He goes into
plete account of the late Cardinal's
town and builds a theater. He yestreday there "might be some- management
of the estate of the
3 it so well and adequatelv that
thing to announce about Nov. 8." He late A. Paul Keith, theater owner ERNEST EVERHART, operator, Amo,
Detroit.
declined to amplify the statement valued at $2,406,035.6
the inpatronage.
4. The act- HY LEVINE, Connecticut representative, Federal
He" goes
|T?ases
years
that situation.
He except to say that developments counting showed that the estate had
Films, handling
Film Classics re-issues
lot monopolized anything.
All might reach a stage where an an- increased by more than $750,000 (AMESmond.B. CONWAY, manager, Robinson, Richnouncement could be made on that during the 18 years in which the
is done is to create something
date.
Cardinal was trustee, Keith, son of CARL W. BEBBS, manager, Booker T. Richpever existed before."
mond.
Asked if this meant Davis would the late B. F. Keith, founde
jClennen said: 'That man is not
r of the HAROLD MILLER, manager. Walker,
nopolist."
Richmond
be here, informant said there was Keith Theaters, and himself head
of SPENCER
STEINHURST,
manager
the term "closed town," Mc- no definite word, while there was no the chain after his father's
Loew s State,
Syracuse. assistant
death,
en provided his definition be- knowledge that Rank himself plan- bequeathed the estate to Cardina CHARLES
Richmond,
Va.
CHAPLE,
l
assistant
manager,
Loew's
ned to visit Canada.
of its so frequent use by the
O'Connell in memory of Ketih's KARLE HARTE,
, nment during the trial.
Rumors are flying around local mother
20th-Fox Cleveland booker
. Keith stipulated that the
transferred to New York.
trade circles, but the actual news is Cardinal could use the proceed
RY McGREW, secretary to E V Lan
that Canadian Odeon has not denied the benefit of such charita s "for ROSEMA
da.che, 20th-Fox New Orleans branch manble puran offer from Rank is being considposes as he may deem best."
ered, but arrival of Davis here is a
20th-Fox, Omaha.
ager.
question mark. According to a re- British Board Going Inactive
MRS',ntlL'rZABEJH.MARTIN' adsa,« manager.
port in another quarter, Davis is West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY JOSEPHINE COTT, adsales head, 20th-Fox Detroir.
Hollywood— British War Services
said to be in the United States,
probably New York, but Paul Na- Advisory Board will become inactive PHILIP DERCOLE, shipper 20th-Fox, Vancouver.
ZIN3, d.exploitation
ladelphia— Bill Schwartz, Mon- thanson and other executives of Can- at the end of the year with its duties SID Clevelan
department,
20th-Fox
i booker, became the father of
adian Odeon in Toronto are perhaps transferred to the British Consulate- |OE cago
ANTHONY, assistant manager. Apollo ChiGeneral, Los Angeles.
V girl. Deborah, last week.
awaiting his visit.
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G. I. Jamboree Units tor 6th
Federation Lunche i
Higher Frequencies j
For Television Urged 'Medicine Show' Formula Adapted by Texans To Mull Drive Plan:
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
sporadic E layer sky wave signals
and tropospheric waves, and definitely recommended that FM be set
above 130 megacycles and television
above 500 megacycles. While he did
not discuss any of the niceties of
FM and tele service, Norton made it
plain that his information indicates
both FM and tele cannot provide the
degree of satisfaction desired at
their present levels.
Norton said he agreed with CBS
Engineer Goldmark that the expected ratios of the intensities of
the waves traveling by direct and
indirect paths from the transmitter
to the receiver would not be expected
to depend upon the ratio carrier frequency.
"Thus, for a given video frequency
band width, multipath effects would
not be expected to depend upon the
carrier frequency. In those receiver
locations where multipath effects are
found to be serious it will probably
be necessary to use a directional receiving antenna regardless of the
carrier frequency since I know of
no other way of eliminating multipath. If directional receiving antenna is required, the directivity obtainable for a given sized antenna
will be directly proportional to the
square of the carrier frequency.
Thus, I believe it is fair to conclude
that multipath will be far easier to
overcome when they are present as
we go to the higher carrier frequencies."
Best teleservice, he stated, would
be between 500 and 1,500 megacycles.

Election Returns on WABD

Adams, co-chairman for Texas, and
Phil Isley, co-chairman, who will
head a unit. Traveling with Isley
will be Eddie Golden. Other unit
heads will be: Jimmy Allard, Interstate manager, Vernon; Pat Murphy,
Isley manager, Brownwood, and
Conrad Brady, manager of Interstate's radio show "Showtime On

Meanwhile, Harry Brandt, national chairman, urged all state exhibiDates
and
local
arrangements
will
tor chairmen to wire national headthe Air."
quarters in New York each Monday
be made by these exchange salesmen, Walter Penn, Columbia; Bill a complete report on the number of
Wesley, Republic; Francis Faris, new issuing agents obtained.
RKO, and Vernon Adams, WB.
Units will stage an old time medi- WAC November Releases
cine type show on the court house Tied In with Sixth Drive
lawn, or other suitable place, from
Four releases, three of them dealan erected stand. All schools and
ing with the importance of continuplaces of business in the smaller
ing War Bond purchases to tie in
towns will be asked to close. Tours
will extend from Nov. 20 to Dec. 2. with the Sixth War Loan Drive, have
been set for November by the WAC.
The War Loan Drive pictures are
7,500 Bond Premieres to be
"film bulletins" which will be atSixth Bond Drive Objective
tached to all newsreels. The first,
to be released Thursdav, will highKansas City — The theaters' imlight the 169th anniversary of the
portance in the eyes of the Treasury
for the sale of War Bonds was em- Marine Corps. "A Message from Lt.
phasized by National Chairman Tyrone Power" will be released on
Harry Brandt at a luncheon meet- Nov. 9 and "Admiral Nimitz Reing of 306 exhibitors here Saturday
ports on the Pacific" on Nov. 23.
at the Muehlebach Hotel. National The fourth release, "V-l," a British
committeemen who attended included short on the robots, will be released
Ned E. Depinet, John Hertz, Jr., on Nov. 16.
Capt. Raymond. W. Wild, Fred Wehrenberg and John Rugar.
Expect 500 Will Attend
Brandt said that an effort would Cleveland Luncheon Today
Cleveland, O. — Morrison Orr,
be made to hold 7,500 Bond premieres to top the 5,085 in the Fifth United Artists branch manager and
War Loan. Depinet said that in State WAC distributor chairman,
towns of under 7,500 population, an Charles Raymond, state exhibitor
exhibitor could have a picture free chairman and George W. Erdmann,
for a war Bond premiere. Hertz local exhibitor chairman, have made
outlined the publicity program and arrangements to accommodate a
said that specially-made posters minimum of 500 theater owners and
would be made available for the- exchange personnel at the 6th War
ater use.
Loan drive industry luncheon in the
Statler Hotel today when the naWFC Renames Sauter
tional war loan leaders will outline
For Sixth Bond Drive
campaign plans.

In a three-way tie-up election returns will be telecast over television station WABD next Tuesday
night. Program will go on the air
at 8:15 p.m. in a joint arrangement
by the New York Daily News, Radio
James E. Sauter has been reapStation WNEW and the Charles M.
pointed chairman of the Entertainment Industry Division of the War
Storm Advertising Agency. Background material will include pictures Finance Committee for New York,
and recorded voices of past presi- it was announced yesterday by Freddents and newsreel clips, along with
erick W. Gehle, state chairman.
special pictorial versions of the
Sauter, who is executive director
Gallup, Fortune and Daily News of the United Theatrical War Activities Committee, has served the
polls.
Treasurry as a representative of the
entertainment industry since the inception of the War Bond organization in New York in 1941. He holds
. . on the Film Front
a similar position with both the
American Red Cross and New York
War Fund.

WAR

SERVICE

Des Moines, la. — The motion picture industry in Des Moines was one of the first
groups to go over the top in its 1944 Communty and War Chest campaign. Nathan
Sandler, tea/n captain, reported the industry six per cent over its qurta during the
third dav of the drive. The team contributed
over $10,000

11

award committee consisting of himself, state exhibitor and distributor
chairmen. If an exhibitor is not an
issuing agent and desires to receive
the Medal of Honor, he can be qualified by guaranteeing to become an
issuing
agent to one of the committee members.

Drive's Medal of Honor
Roster Will be Verified
Jay Emanuel, national campaign
co-ordinator for the Sixth War Loan,
has asked that the nine co-chairmen
obtain verified lists of all industry
personnel entitled to receive the special Medal of Honor. Each co-chairman has been urged to form an

(Continued from Page 1)
bert Warner, will preside, andjj
for the 1944 drive will be disc
Campaign officers will be nanu
George Z. Medalie, president •!
Federation,
is to be the
speaker.
In urging wide support to th<
eration appeal benefiting 116 cj
able institutions, Bernstein sail
terday, "The Amusement
Di.l
has long and faithfully serve
cause of Fedei*ation.
This
perhaps more than ever bef c
is important
that we enlist
whole-hearted aid behind the^
paign
tinues — this
the year,
regularas Federatio
support
medical and social welfare m
agencies while preparing
the?j
stitutions to serve the comi
in the rapidly approaching po'

WB's District Manaaer
Meet in New York Nov

(Continued from Page 1)
period." and other timely ma
product
District managers attendin
include Norman Ayers, E;
Robert Smeltzer, Mid-At
Charles Rich, Central; Hai
Seed, Midwest; Hal Walsh, P
R. L. McCoy, Southern; Henr
bel, West Coast, and Ralph
Canadian.
Sessions also will be attend
home office executives int
Mort Blumenstock, in charge
vertising and publicity in the
Arthur Sachson, assistant j
sales manager; Roy Haines, ;
ern and southern division saleager; Jules Lapidus, eastern
ion sales manager; I. F. Dol_
pervisor of exchanges; Ed I
head of the playdate depai
Stanley Hatch, contract sale;
ager, and Norman H. Moray
subject sales manager.
Charles Einfeld, director of
Virginia Will Map Drive
rising and publicity, who is
Plans at Rally Thursday
Richmond, Va. — A state-wide Sixth York from the Coast, also v
War Loan conference will be held at dress one of the sessions.
the John Marshall Hotel Thursday.
The opening session will be held on
the Roof Garden at 10 a.m. Luncheon at 12:30 in the Virginia Room
will be presided over by Dr. Francis Gaines, State chairman. The
principal address will be by Ted West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
R. Gamble, National Director of the
Hollywood — Aljeanne Pan.
War Finance Division.
ter of dance director Herm<
and Sgt. Paul Gerard Smi ;
400 Exhibitors at Chicago
former employe at The Selzni
dio and veteran of Saipan,
Regional Rally for Sixth
Tarawa and Guadalcanal, wei
Chicago — Sixth War Loan region- ried in the Blessed Sacrament
al meeting at the Stevens Hotel yes- in Hollywood.
terday, grar-ed both by Governor
Green and Mayor Kelly, drew more West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
than 400 exhibitors, one of the largHollywood — Ervin Berwic
est assemblies ever experienced for logue director at Columbia,
an industry drive in this city.
married Sunday to Mary Levi
Nathan Yamins joined the nation- retary
Cheney. to. Columbia writer J.
al tour hero.
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lave Our Raw Film by Printing on French Stock

ne Method Counted on to
unserve Supply Manufacired Here, Says Hopper
hington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

ashington — Overseas printing of
.lywood productions,
using film
[fllnufactured in France, is one of
methods counted upon to relieve
serious raw stock shortage, HarC. Hopper, M-G-M studio maner, said here yesterday, returning
Washington for further conf eres on the film situation. Hopper,
i'mer WPB film chief, said he is
r'oeful (Continued
that film on production
can
Page 6)

'is. ITO Convention
alls Trade Leaders

DEFER
DECREE INTERVENT'N HEARING
St. Louis Amusement Petition As It Relates to Arbitration
Set Back to Dec. 5 at Request of D of J and Distribs.
Hearing scheduled for Friday on
a petition of the St. Louis Amusement Co., Harry C. Arthur, Jr., and
others for leave to intervene in the
New York consent decree as it relates to arbitration has been set back
to Dec. 5. Requests for the postponement were made by Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the U.

War Loan Breakfast
At Astor On Nov. 17

Conceived with the double-barrel
Milwaukee — The sixth anual con- purpose of welcoming the return to
dition of the Independent Theater New York of National Committee
Tiers of Wisconsin and Upper members now touring the nation to
;:higan will be held at the Hotel mobilize filmland for the 6th War
iroeder in Milwaukee Nov. 9-10, Loan, and formally launching the
:h a cocktail party and general New York Area Motion Picture
;-together affair to precede on WAC's participation in the drive, a
Ijv. 8.
gala 6th War Loan Breakfast will
rogram,
now
nearing
comple(Continued on Page 3)
(Ccntinued on Page 2)

etroit Exchange Case
^oves to Regional
WLB
■

Rites Today for Robb,
Prexy of R & R-United

S. Attorney General, and John Caskey, representing the distributor defendants on the grounds that the
parties involved were required to
be at the Schine trial in Buffalo. The
hearing will be held in New York.
The petitioners asked that the application for modification of the de(Continued on Page 6)

Name Chairmen for
Federation's Drive

Would Continue Modified
Requirements for Another
Two Years, Jump in Third
London (By Cable) — Modified
Films Act quotas would be continued for another two years under a
recommendation to be made to the
president of the Board of Trade by
the Films Council, it was learned
yesterday. Council at the same time
will recommend a renters' quota of
25 per cent for the third year and an
exhibitors' quota of 20 per cent.
Period under discussion starts April
1, Present
1945.
quotas are 20 per cent for
(Continued on Page 2)

Lost Product in Own
Early Days-Schine

In an address before members of
the Amusement Division of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of
Buffalo— J. Myer Schine took the
New York, at a luncheon in the Howitness
stand in his own behalf durtel Astor yesterday, George Z. Meding the Schine anti-trust trial yesalie, president of the Federation
terday afternoon and under quescited the importance and necessities
tioning by his counsel, Edward F.
which will be required to meet the
McClennen, told of his beginning in
post-war situation as well as the
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)

Two-Coast Ceremonies
Mark Pix Jubilee Stamp

Deadlock Ends Talks of
RKO and Managers Guild

Contract
negotiations
between
Dallas — Harold B. Robb, 55, presIssuance of the three-cent stamp RKO
|3etroit — Signing of Form 10 by
and the Motion Picture Theident of R & R-United Theaters, commemorating the 50th anniverhome offices for employes of local
ater Operating Managers and Assissary of motion pictures was marked
Changes has been confirmed by who died here Monday, will be burtant Managers Guild fell through
ied today at Big Springs. He had yesterday by ceremonies in Holly(Continued on Page 6)
rer M. Kennedy,
IATSE
vicewood
and
New
York.
been
hospitalized
for
the
last
five
?sident. Step moves along a raise
weeks and his death was caused by
In New York, with Postmaster Al(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)

NT Executives Study
GE Television Today
National Theaters executives and
d vision heads who have been huddling here since last Friday will go to
Schenectady this morning to study
General Electric's television work
there. The party headed by Charles
Skouras, NT head, will return to
town tonight. Participants in the
conferences will start for home tomorrow night.

Discuss Monopoly
CEA, KRS, Producers Plan Sessions on Report
QE's Tele Discussion
Postponed Indefinitely

London (By Cable) — Discussion
sessions on the Films Council Monopoly Committee's report are scheduled by a number of trade organizaTelevision discussions which were
tions, it is learned.
to have been held yesterday and toCEA is having an all-day session
day by General Electric Co. at the on the document and KRS similarly
Waldorf-Astoria were postponed in- schedules a one-day meeting- on Nov.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)

Stars "Set Records"
For 16,000 Theaters

The voices of six Hollywood stars
will make Bond appeals in the lobbies of approximately 16,000 U. S.
motion picture theaters during the
Sixth War Loan drive through recordings produced by the Radio Subcrmmittee on the Coast under the
chairmanship of Martin Lewis. Voices
of Humphrey Bogart, Paulette Goddard, Cary Grant, Alan Ladd, Fred
MacMurray and Walter Pidgeon, will
be heard.
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Warners Meet at Home Office
Meeting of Warners district managers Nov. 9-10 will be held at the
home office, not the Sherry-Netherland.
A few of the seven out-of-town
delegates probably will be quartered
at the Sherry-Netherland.
Henrietta Crosman Dies
Henrietta Crosman, 83, famous
stage actress, died yesterday at her
home in Pelham Manor.

Federation's Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
urgency for immediate problems to
spur the campaign
ahead of any
previous drives.
Eugene Picker was appointed campaign manager and Nathan B. Spingold vice-chairman by David Bernstein, presiding and acting as cochairman of the division with Maj.
Albert Warner.
Among the chairmen and co-chairmen respectively who were named by
Bernstein to represent committees
for the Amusement Division were:
Columbia, Abe Schneider, Max Seligman; Loew's-M-G-M, Leopold Friedman, Irving Greenfield; Paramount,
Arthur Israel, Joseph H. Cooper;
RKO, William Zimmerman, Milton
Maier; Republic, Ralph Poucher;
Warner Bros., Samuel Schneider,
Max Blackman; 20th-Fox, Joseph H.
Moskowitz, Murray Silverstone;
United Artists, Ed Schnitzer, Samuel Cohen; Universal, Joseph H.
Seidelman, Adolph Schimel; National Screen Service, Herman Robbins,
George J. Dembow, Jr.; Independent
Producers, Budd Rogers; Motion
Picture Exchanges, Chas. Boasberg;
Artists and Bandleaders Representatives, Nat Lefkowitz, Bob Weitman;
Independent theaters, Leo Brecher,
Edward N. Rugoff; Legitimate theaters, Lawrence Langner, Marcus
Heiman, Emil Friedlander.
Marchy Schwartz of the Federation headquarters will act as liaison
officer for all the chairmen.
Among other representatives of
the industry who attended the luncheon were: Barney Balaban, Jack
Cohn, Miss I. H. Garretson, Jesse
Kaye, Malcolm Kingsberg, Fred
Lakeman, S. Machnovitch, Abe 01man, Louis Phillips, Sam Rinzler,
Harold Rodner, Samuel Rosen, Marvin H. Schenck, Sam Schneider, Benjamin Sherman, David Weinstock,
and William Zimmerman.

"30 Seconds" Double Debut
In New York, Chungking

Films Council
Asks Low Quotas

COminC and GOIIKi
RiCHARD
is back from

(Continued from Page 1>

of the \4

SID BLUMENSTOCK, assistant exploit]
manager of 20th-Fox, returned to his '
yesterday
from
Pittsburgh
and Washingtor;
FRANK MELFORD, in town
stopping at the St. Moritz.

to see show!

HARRY
NOVAK,
general
manager
for
ner Bros, in Argentina,
leaves Naw
York
Saturday
for his headquarters
in Buenos
after a two-month stay in this country.
RAYMOND MASSEY, left New York ye1
day for the Coast to start work in WB's "1
LT. CHESTER B. BAHN, JR., AAF, reti
to Greenville
Army Air Base, Greenville, N
last
night.
FRANK N. FHELPS. Warner Theaters exl
five, left last night for Boston.
Berlin."
ANN
RUTHERFORD
is here on vacation. I
JOHN
AUER,
the
director,
has
gone]
Mexico
City to confer with Cantinf las, r.
can star, who will appear in an RKO
filrr :
HARRY MICHALSON, RKO short subjects i.
ager,
and
FREDERIC
ULLMAN,
RKO
F
prexy, are on a tour of Mid-West exchange;'
MAURICE WOLFF, Metro New England
trict manager, arrives here today.
BRUCE
Coast.

CABOT

is due

CUS
SCAEFER,
RKO
| and
MAX
WESTEBBE,
home office visitors.
NAT
GOLDSTEIN
chusetts.

tomorrow

tion, calls for the appearance of
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel; Martin G. Smith, national
president of Allied; Pete J. Wood,
executive secretary of the ITO of
Ohio; Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas and
Sidney E. Samuelson of Philadel-

CORDON
tions staff
to

from

North
Eastern
man.!
Albany
manager, |

arrives

W. M. ERBB, Paramount
is in Charlotte,
N. C.

(Continued from Page 1)

today

from

Mil

division man.

WHITE of the MPPDA
is in Philadelphia.

public

JEANNETTE MacDONALD arrived in Chi.
help open the Sixth War Loan meeting!
LOU ELLA

PARSONS

arrived in New

York

is stopping
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
ARTHUR JARRATT is en route from Lor
to New York.

Other speakers will include Steve
Broidy, Monogram general sales
phia.
manager; Charles Reagan, general
sales manager, of Paramount; Ray
Colvin, president of the Theater
Equipment Dealers' Protective Association, who will talk on innovations in theater equipment expected
in the post-war period; and E. Wallau, priority and order specialist of
the WPB, who will discuss how new
equipment and replacements can be
secured.
As far as social affairs, in addition to the cocktail party on Nov. 8,
the banquet is scheduled for Thursday evening, Nov. 9.

Metro's "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" will have a double premiere on
two sides of the world on Nov. 15
when the picture will be shown in
New York and Chungking, capital
of wartime China. Chungking was
selected because it was there that
Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle and his
men were to meet after the bombing
of the Japanese capital. A print has
been flown over in care of Maj. Ed- Rites Today for Robb,
ward B. Hamra.
In New York, the initial showing Prexy of R & R-United
will be at a War Bond premiere at
(Continued from Page 1 I
the Capitol Theater at 9 p.m. All
a
complication
of ailments. A large
seats will be free to Bond purchas- contingent of Dallas
film people will
ers.
attend the services.
Starting his theater career in
M. L. Curry Dead
1905, Robb twice retired from busiAtlanta -- M. L. Curry, recently
ness but returned each time to exwith the Wometco circuit, Miami,
tend his holdings to their present
died here following a heart attack. scope.

head

HAL
PEREIRA
has completed
his assign
at the Paramount
home
office and leave:
day to resume
his art director duties at
mount's
Hollywood
studios.
CARL YORK, Paramount manager in
Scandinavian countries, has arrived in H
wood for conferences.

renters and 15 per cent for exhibitors. Under the 1938 Act, unless
Parliament acts, renters' quota automatically jumps to 27% per cent
on April 1 and exhibitor quotas will
be increased at the end of 1945. Any
recommendation to Parliament to
modify the 1938 Act must be made
before Dec. 31. and has to be approved in draft by resolutions of
both Houses.
Recommendation is the latest in
a series following a Board of Trade
circular, distributed in July, asking
for proposals to be considered by
the BOT before making any recommendations on the Films Act to Parliament. At present the Act is operating on a three-year modification
of quotas.
In September members of the
British Film Producers Association
recommended an increase in the
renters' quota from 20 to 22% per
cent, to be jumped to 25 per cent
after one year. British members of
the Kinematograph Renters Society
are believed to seek a 25 per cent
renters' quota while U. S. distributors are said to be holding out for
retention of the current 20 per cent.

Wis. ITO Convention
Calls Industry Leaders

F. WALSH,
the Coast.

JAMES OWENS, RCA theater specialist, C
den, is vacationing in Florida.

Appeal Board Affirms
Award Denying Clearan
An arbitrator's
award
deny '
clearance
relief to the
Ritz Theat,
Watervliet, Mich., has been affirn
by the motion picture appeal boa
Sol Winokur, operating the R:
had charged
that
clearance
held by
the the
Loma seven-c'
Theat
Caloma, Mich., and the Hart Tt
ater, Hartford, was unreasonabl
The named defendants in the co
plaint were Paramount, RKO, W:
ner Bros, and Loew's.

!

SEND BIRTHM1
GREETINGS TONovember
1
Laura LaPlante
M. E. A. Tucker
Ernest Rovelstadt
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far Loan Breakfast
rAstor OnNov. 17

British Discuss

(Continued from Page 1 1
(held in the local Hotel Astor on

(Continued from Page 1)
9. Producers meet tomorrow to take
up monopoly report discussions.

9 o'clock,
17 at Leslie
morning, Nov.
jday announced
Ivas
by Maj.
E.
bmpson and David Weinstock who
re made arrangements for the
iction at the request of Chairman
ilcolm Kingsberg.
fhe Breakfast will be attended by
irict and branch managers, salesh from all film companies in New
!-k and Albany, home office exitives, industry leaders, all their managers in the New York
a and in those sections of New
pey where Harry Lowenstein and
nk Damis are chairmen.
Representing
the National
Comie will be Ted R. Gamble, Harry
Jndt, Francis S. Harmon, William
Crockett, Jay Emanuel, S. H.
: Fabian, Ned E. Depinet, John
$tz, Jr., Nathan Yamins and Lt.
n Roswell Rosengren. WFC and
; asury officials, as well as highijring military officers and civic
[sjers will also be present.
pickets for the Breakfast are obi able through David Weinstock,
|j,:Raybond Theaters, 1501 BroadL New York 18, N. Y., and from
uheater and film companies' home
jes and exchanges.

nroit Loan Rally Today
Plan Michigan Drive

Monopoly Report
M it! we st Gossip —

• •
•
THE NEW HOWARD
HUGHES-PRESTON
STURGES
tie-up
reportedly is talking a two-picture deal with United Artists
Under the plan. Sturges would contribute one picture and Hughes would
contribute "The Outlaw.". . • Bob Graham, who is being
to Europe by Paramount, will make Spain his lirst stop. . .
snappy Sixth War Loan banners showing a Jap face behind
X in the word SIXTH is the creation of Frances Weil Berger

assigned
• Those
the letter
of Para-

mount's publicity department. . . • First Fall meeting of the Television Press Club will be held today at the Sheraton
Hotel
Speakers will be Edward Sobel, production director of NBC television,
and John Southwell, in charge of television production for Young &
Rubiam. . . • Ralph Austrian speaks on television tomorrow at the Publicity Club. . . • Time flies: It's a year this month since the blocks-of-iive
and the tradeshow clauses of the New York consent decree expired
and the future status is just as obscure today as it was then. . .
• The pre-election period has caused a drop of 25 per cent in theater
attendance, exhibs. around the country report
and they're hoping for a pickup after Nov. 7. . . • Carol Weill, Film Classics' advertising and publicity director, and her staff has moved over with
George
Hirliman to International Theatrical and Television Corp. . .
• Dorothy Blaine has closed her publicity agency in Chicago and has
joined Richard Condon,
Inc., to handle the concert department.
. .
• Special services for motion picture companies are to be included
later on in the plans of Mary Jane Kroll who has set up "Coverage
by Kro'l," a writing-on-assignment
organization
for radio
Before
her recent resignation as WABC's director of women's programs, the
capable Miss Kroll was program director of Station WNBX, Springfield, Vt
▼
T
T

etroit — Activity
of Detroit
and
ligan film industry in the Sixth
Loan will be planned
at the
ling luncheon here today at the
• •
•
WE'RE AVENGING
ft Cadillac Hotel, under the di(on of Harry
Brandt,
national
state, under
the chairmanship
•man.
Ijnphasis this time will be largely Ray Branch of Hastings.
of
l] Bond Premieres as a matter of
ter participation.
The
strong Cleveland 6th Drive Pep
oeration of all major circuits as Luncheon Attracts 350
as of Variety Club of Michigan
Cleveland — Si Fabian paid tribute
I been
pledged
in this
event,
h will be largely in the hands to William N. Skirball, former ex^ ndependent
exhibitors
in this
hibitor WAC chirman, and to Cleveland exhibs. for their splendid record
in previous War Loan drives in an
*ic Publicists Are
industry pep luncheon held yesterday at the Statler Hotel attended by
War Workers9 — Doob
350 theater owners and distributor
members.
'Declaring that motion picture pubhad brought their profession to
Ned E. Depinet pledged aid to
:ists
ew peak of usefulness and respect
small and timid exhibitors in stagbecoming "war workers," Oscar
ing premieres, free movie days and
Doob, resigning chairman of the
children's matinees in a plea to hold
AC Public Relations Division, yesthem in every theater. Harry
fday addressed letters to the 31
Brandt outlined broad campaign
change area chairmen and 800 city
plans, stressing major industry
airmen.
broadcasts Nov. 20 and Dec. 6. Jack
Doob, who resigned Oct. 1 after
Kirsch, speaking for independent
rving two terms, thanked the
exhibitors, urged every independent
airmen for their co-operation and
to co-operate with premieres on acinted out that they were war
count of publicity for the drive even
rkers in that they had used their
though few Bonds are sold.
ols of showmanship to help win
Other speakers were William
-' war. Doob organized the netCrockett, Nathan Yamins, John
rk of showmen two years ago.
Hertz, Jr., Lt. Louis R. Langey,
new national PRD chairman will be
USMC, a Tarawa survivor, and Capt.
nounced shortly.
Raymond Wild who flew 29 missions
over Germany.

PEARL

HARBOR!

Two-Coast Ceremonies
Mark Pix Jubilee Stamp

Highlights of the committee's report, circulated early in August, included recommendations for legislation stopping the expansion of circuits by vertically-integrated combines except with Board of Trade
consent; some means to prevent control of British film companies passing to U. S. interests; retention by
the Government of studios to be
leased to independent producers; and
a Government film finance corporation to back production and the establishment of branches in overseas
markets.
Block-booking would be prohibited
and a tribunal would be set up to
arbitrate disputes between exhibitors, distributors and producers; distributors would be forced to deal with
booking co-operatives while renters'
and exhibitors' quotas would be increased as soon as production facilities are available.
A strong British distributing organization would be set up in the
U. S. and in the British Dominions,
to be available to British producers
on equal terms and the British government would be asked to initiate
conversations with the U. S. Government with a view to increasing the
exhibition of British films in America.

Detroit Exchange Case
Moves to Regional WLB
(Continued from Page 1)
sought by back room employes in
IA Local B-25 for the past year or
more, which has been delayed by the
various formalities involved. The
matter will now go before the Regional War Labor Board here, Kennedy said.

(Continued from Page 1)
bert Goldman presiding, more than
3,000 persons gathered in the Post
Office lobby to watch Postmaster
General Frank C. Walker sell the
Mrs. A. B. Fielder Dead
first sheet of stamps to George J.
Steele, Mo.— Mrs. A. B. Fielder,
Schaefer, WAC chairman. On the
of the manager of the local
specially built dais, in addition to wife
theater, died.
Walker, Goldman and Schaefer,
were Francis S. Harmon, WAC coordinator; Jack Alicoate, head of the
WAC
trade press division; Ed
Schreiber and Will H. Hays, MPPDA
president and former Postmaster
Richmond, Va.— 1st Lt. Dan WilGeneral, to whom Goldman presented
kinson, former ad department, Neigha sheet of "first day" stamps.
borhood Theaters, was married to
In Hollywood, Postmistress Mary
Cynthia Mason, of Norfolk.
Briggs made a similar presentation
Cleveland, O. — Elizabeth Harding,
to John C. Flinn, WAC Hollywood
division co-ordinator, at a program with the Educational Film Library
arranged in co-operation with Perry Association in New York, will be
Lieber on the RKO Show-Time radio married on Christmas Day at her
show on more than 100 stations of parents' home in Shaker Heights, to
the Blue Network. Charles Koer- John Flory, with the film producing
ner, Cecil B. DeMille, Mary Pickford firm of Grant, Flory and Williams.
and Dinah Shore appeared on the New York, and formerly with Paramount studios in Hollywood.
show.
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Print Pix in Paris
To Save Raw Slock

"Meet Me In St. Louis"

"Something for the

BRIEfinG TH
DflV'S DEW!

(Continued from Page I]
with Judy Garland. Astor
Margaret O'Brien. Mary
113 Mins.
resumed at the large East- M-G-M
be
soon
with Carmen Vivian
Miranda,
Michael O'Shea,
man Kodak plant outside Paris.
Blaine
COMEDY OF FAMILY LIFE HAS QUALISkouras Heads VNS Drive
TY OF FRESHNESS THAT WILL PUT IT
Plans for printing in Paris are
20th-Fox
87 Mins.
OVER IN BIG WAY.
intiSpyros P. Skouras, 20tj
Hopper
rapidly,
g
TECHNICOLOR
MUSICAL
IS HEFTY
proceedin
I he Sally Benson
stories have served as ORDER OF ENTERTAINMENT SURE OF BIG prexy, has accepted the chaii
mated, with lab facilities there believed to be in fairly good condition. the inspiration for a comedy of family life g q
ship of the Motion Picture Di
of the 1944 campaign for fur!
There are also laboratory facilities at the turn of the century that is reThe stage musical with book by Herbert
chemicals
freshing
entertainment
of
the
better
sort.
no
are
the Visiting Nurse Service ofj]
there
in Italy, but
and
Dorothy
Fields
and
songs
by
Cole
Porter
available. Italian film production is It is an offering full of life, warmth and has been converted into a screen show York. The Visiting Nurse S<
sentiment that bores its way into the heart rich in entertainment and noteworthy in known to many by its former
still lost to the Allies, with the im- with
uncommon success. Those who like
portant raw stock plants of the counproduction values. Turned out by Irving "Henry Street Visiting Nurstry in the northern sector, still held their comedy human will be strongly drawn Starr in stimulating Technicolor, the film vice," last year made approxirj
500,000 calls upon the sick in]
by the Nazis.
to "Meet Me In St. Louis."
Set in St. Louis, the film, produced by is among the topnotchers on the 20th-Fox homes in Manhattan. Bronx
~ Present inadequacy of French Arthur Freed in exemplary fashion, is the roster of musicals.
railroads, Hopper said, has prevent- intimate study of a large family living in
•
"Something for the Boys," directed caped delivery of sufficient coal at the
ably by Lewis Seiler, is lively fun delivered
comfortable circumstances, the attenticn
Two
Face
Absconding
Ch
Queens.
French Eastman plant to permit rein high spirits by a good cast headed by
centering on Judy Garland, one of the
sumption of film production.
Memphis, Tenn. — Two police I
daughters, who presses a romance with the Carmen Miranda, Michael O'Shea, Vivian
Belgium Has Film Plant
Blaine and Phil Silvers. The story, ser- ers have returned John Klinck
He said there is also a plant in boy next door, Tom Drake. The footage
viceable for the purposes of musical comedy, mer
assistant manager
of M
made up of little incidents in- has more than the usual number of laughs
State, and Richard CovingtonJ
Belgium which may turn out a size- is largely
volving one or another member of the family.
and
romance
to
spare.
It
tells
how
three
able quantity of film soon, but be- There is a touch of the crazy in the promerly in charge of house serv
cause that territory is under Britwit !
ceedings that adds to the comedy content. cousins (O'Shea and the Misses Miranda face trial for absconding
ish control we do not have full in- Music has been woven into the story to and Blaine i turn a bankrupt plantation in210
of
the
theater's
funds.
•
herited by them into a home for wives of
formation on it. Hopper said: "I heighten the interest.
service men. To get money to run the
don't want to be too optimistic, but
The film has impressive settings filmed
Columbus V. C. Barn Dane1
I think we're going to work this in superlative Technicolor. The physical place they stage a show on the grounds.
Columbus,
O. — The Variety
The film retains some of the original
thing out without anyone getting details are notable.
Cole Porter tunes and adds a number of will hold its annual Barn Dar
badly hurt. It's a tough squeeze,
The cast has been beautifully directed
Nov. 15 at Memorial Hall,
however, and what we want to do is by Vincente Minnelli. Margaret 0 Brien as new ones by Jimmy McHugh and Harold
Adamson. Assisting with the singing chores portion of the proceeds will be;
things so we w-on't have Miss Garland's kid sister will make a big is Perry Como, who makes his film debut to finance the wartime progr;
arrange tight
these
scrapes every fow hit with the femmes. Mary Astor and Leon in the film.
the Junior Hostesses.
months." Demands continue to go Ames are aces as the parents.
CAST:
Miranda,
Michael
Viviup, he said, and certainly will not
an Blaine,Carmen
Phil Silvers,
Sheila
Ryan. O'Shea,
Perry Como,
CAST: Lucille
Judy Garland,
O'Brien,
Mary Glenn Langan, Rcger Clark, Cara Williams,
Bremer, Margaret.
Tom Drake,
Marjorie
drop so long as our armies advance. Astor,
Main, Leon Ames. Harry Davenport. June Lock- Thurston Hall, Clarence Kolb, Paul Hurst, AnAlthough production is up to hart,
drew Tombes.
Henry H. Daniels, Jr., Joan Carroll, Hugh
schedule, Hopper said every effort Marlowe, Robert Sully, Chill Wills.
CREDITS: Producer, Irving Starr; Director,
CREDITS:
Producer,
Arthur
Freed;
Director,
Lewis
Seiler; Screenplay, Robert Ellis, Helen
must be made to step up the schedule
Logan, Frank Gabrielson; Based on musical
Minnelli; Screenplay, Irving Brecher,
itself. The expansion planned, he Vincente
Fred F. Finklehoffe; Based on book by Sally comedy by Herbert and Dorothy Fields; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer; Dance Director, Nick
said, have been slow in coming in, Benson; Cameraman, George Folsey; Musical
and manpower is short in several Director, Ceorgie Stoll; Dance Director, Charles Castle; Art Directors, Lyle Wheeler, Albert
(Continued from Page 1
Hogsett; Set Decorators, Thomas Little, Walter
Walters;
Recording
Director,
Douglas
Shearer;
film producing plants.
Art Directors. Cedric Gibbons. Lemuel Ayers, M. Scott; Film Editor, Robert Simpson; Special
Hopper intends to be here all Jack Martin Smith; Set Decorators. Edwin B. Effects, Fred Sersen; Sound, W. D. Flick. Roger the motion picture exhibition
Heman; Musical Directors. Emil Newman, Charles
ness in 1917 in Gloversville wi
Paul Huldschinsky; Film Editor. Albert Henderson.
week, in conference with Govern- Willis,
Akst.
purchase
first of the Hippo
ment agencies to try to work out a
DIRECTION.
Good.
FHOTOGRAPHY.
Swell.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
FHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
and then the Glove.
permanent solution to the tight supSchine testified he purcha:
ply and demand situation. He said Deadlock Ends Talks of
GE's Tele Discussion
lease on the Hippodrome and
he intends to ask re-examination of
the local Odd Fellows Lodge
Postponed Indefinitely
the requirements submitted by the RKO and Managers Guild
87,500-a-year
rental basis f(
various claimant agencies, in addi(Continued
from
Page
1)
years. He said it was on the s
(Continued from Page 1 I
tion to the study of production fafloor of an old building and
cilities.
yesterday shortly after they had definitely, reportedly at the request inally had been a skating rink
of
the
War
Department.
Scheduled
been resumed following a two-week
had included Dr. W. R. G. said he lost Metro and Fox pi
Postpone Hearing on
halt. Hyman Glickstein, union coun- speakers
Baker,
GE
vice-president and head to the Glove which already was
sel, immediately asked the State
Decree Intervention
Paramount,
leaving him
Board of Mediation to take the case of the RTPB. and A. A. Brandt, ing
only Triangle.
for certification to the War Labor sales manager of GE's electronics de(Continued from Page 1 '
Slim
Business
at First
partment. Other meetings had been
Board.
"I
got
Triangle
and
some pi
cree by the Government be denied,
scheduled for Atlanta and Chicago.
The talks were called off when repinsofar as it provides for the conor
whatever
I
could
get," S
resentatives of the union and the
tinuation of the arbitration system;
said. "I found business was
that the decree be vacated, insofar {circuit became deadlocked over the W. S. Crum Dies
slim at the Hippodrome and ca
as it authorizes, creates or provides question of salaries and hours for
the conclusion the theater w
for the arbitration system, or that managers and assistants in 41 RKO j West Lafayette, Ind. — Winfield
: Stanley Crum, 75, for a number of
the decree be modified by expressly houses in the metropolitan area.
Schine testified he spent aboi
exempting the petitioners and their
' years president of the Luna Amuse- 000 for new equipment and tha
ment
Co.,
died
suddenly
at
his
home
ness
then
improved
to the
trade, commerce, business and prop- WLB St. Louis Stagehands
adequate."
here, leaving a widow and a son.
where the Odd Fellows askec
erty from the application of the ar- Decision Within 30 Days
bitration system; that the defendants
to buy the building.
He sa
be ordered to cease and desist from
St. Louis — Jules E. Kohn, Kansas to set up the hours the stagehands made the purchase and then
conforming to any awards
hereto- City attorney and public member of are to work, a proper description of up plans for further moderni;
I
fore or hereafter made by the Amerthe Regional War Labor Board, who their duties and also a form of griev- at a cost of about S35,000.
ican Arbitration Association relative presided as a special arbitrator in ance clause to be inserted in their then, he testified, that operate
to any clearance pertaining to any the hearings here to determine the working
agreement
with the the- the Glove and Family came t<
of the theaters of the petitioners, number
of stagehands
to be em- aters of the city and county is ex- asking if he would buy their hi
He said he
and that such other relief be grant- ployed in each film theater under pected to announce his decision with- This was in 1920.
$126,000 for the Glove.
ed as may seem just and equitable,
the various classifications, and also in the next 30 days.

Boys"

Lost Product in Ow
Early Days-Schine
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ROY ROGERS

• TRIGGER
SMARTEST

KING OF THE COWBOYS
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IN THE MOVIES

LIGHTS OF OLD SMTA W
Featuring

GEORGE
"GABBY"
and DALE
EVANS
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POWERS
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and BOB
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1 o Deanna Durbin achievement is now
a matter or course.
But we CAN'T
praises

HELP

or Deanna's

SINGING

tke

rirst Technicolor

production, "CAN'T HELP SINGING,"
which becomes an event that not only
Universal heralds with exceeding joy,
hut which exhibitors and the public will
acclaim as one or the most entertaining
pictures or all time.

IN

TECHNICOLOR
it h
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the motion
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EPORT WPB TO NIX RAW STOCK EXPORTS
'wood
May Exchange Technicians WPBWith
U. K.
to Review Domestic
•ne Lays Groundwork
Reciprocal Agree: With the Unions

Situation; Schaefer May
Serve as Liaison

jndwork for a reciprocal agreewhereby Hollywood teehnicould be permitted to work in
studios and British technici Hollywood studios was laid
the recent visit of Ronald
, director of photography for
hur Rank, who returned this
Tom the Coast,
n regulations currently prehe exchange of technicians,
lowing Coast parleys the way
s to have been opened so that

The WPB reportedly has refused
to approve any more requests for
the exporting of raw stock until a
review of the domestic raw stock
shortage can be made.
The threatened drastic cut in raw
stock, it was reported yesterday, is
due to a request by a Federal export agency for 250,000,000 feet of
raw stock for France, Russia, Bel(Continued on Page 2)

More Issuing Agents,
Del. Drive Keynote

(Continued on Page 2)

r-Cily Theater
Relay Planned
on Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

imgton — A new relay system
y pix, in addition to the highrelay for inter-city theater
proposed in the plans of the
on Co., Waltham, Mass., for
transcontinental micro-wave
ystem. This is designed as
lementary service to direct
(Continued on Page 3)

sr Personnel for
WB Foreign Unit
r personnel of Warner Bros.
3 International
Corp., new
setup for Warners, includes
.owing:
h S. Hummel, vice-president,
(Continued on Page 3)

nquet on Dec. 10
For Golden Jubilee
p 50th anniversary of motion
es will be celebrated by the in' at a banquet in the Waldorf<a on Dec. 10. George J,
fer is chairman of the event.
-eting is scheduled for today
committees for the celebration
•e appointed.

L

Gay throngs gather 'round Roy Rogers as he rides through the streets during the spectacular carnival sequence in "Brazil," Republic's lavish new musical extravaganza — Advt.

Pix Standards Not
Suitable for Tele
Present standards of motion pictures are not entirely suitable for
television, Edward Sobol, program
director for NBC, said yesterday at
the first Fall meeting of the Television Press Club. Sobol shared
the speakers' spotlight with John
Southwell, in charge of television
production for the Young & Rubicam agency.
Sobol pointed out that because
(Continued on Page 3)

Schine Denies Any
Pressure Tactics

Local 109 Marking Time
On Dispute With Majors

The Screen Office and Professional
Employes
Guild, Local
109, CIO,
Buffalo — Cross examination of J. has deferred until after the election
Myer Schine, head of the theater
(Continued on Page 8)
circuit on trial here on charges of
violating the Sherman anti-trust act,
by Robert L. Wright of the DepartMovies 'n' Excitement
ment of Justice which began late
March Hand in Hand!
yesterday
afternoon, will continue
today.
Hollywood pix, the Associated
Direct examination of Schine by
Press reported yesterday via a deEdward F. McClennen concluded
layed dispatch from Leyte, have reyesterday by the defendant denying
turned to Tacloban, the island's chief
(Continued on Page 3)

New Tele-Films Service
Production for National Syndication Seen
Reject Splitting Country
Plan for 6th Trailers

Detroit — Michigan
Allied President Ray Branch presided at yesterday's Bond rally here sounding
the local keynote of obtaining more
(Continued on Page 8)

Plans for rendering service in the
sponsored motion picture and television films field were announced
yesterday
by Fred H. Fidler, manWashington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
aging partner in the recently formWashington — Proposal for the died Cine-Television Studios and Motion Picture Networks.
vision of the country into two parts,
with Sixth War Loan trailers to be
Cine-Television will function cur(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 8)

city. First offering was "Double Indemnity" in Tacloban's reopened
theater. Just as this feature of intrigue, suspense and murder was
ending, gunfire rang outside and the
crowd began getting up hurriedly,
thinking there was an air raid.
"Keep your seats," someone shouted
from the balcony where the Filipinos were seated. No one did.
Outside, soldiers milled around with
their rifles ready, in a sniper hunt.
Most of them came back to see the
other half of the double feature, — a
movie of the 1943 world series.
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East. Kodak
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do pfd
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Lt. Marcus, Former Metro
Booker, Killed in France
Omaha — Lt. Jerry Marcus, formerly abooker for M-G-M here, was
^ killed in action in France, the
War Department reports. Lt.
Marcus was a brother of Darwin Marcus, now with the Army
and formerly with National Screen
in Omaha.
THEATRE MANAGER FOR OUT OF TOWN.
Philadelphia vicinity. Experienced handling
all phases small town operation. Excellent
opportunity. Leading independent circuit.
Top salary for right man. Write full
qualifications.
Replies held confidential.
1501

Box 217, FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY

Report WPB to Nix
Raw Stock Exports

U. S. and England May
|Exchange Technicians

Metro to Wind Up Visit!
Of Exchange Manager;
M-G-M will wind up its bi
manager visits to New York
week of Nov. 13 when William I
ner of Atlanta and Louis Ingrs
Memphis arrive here. J. G. K<
gen of Omaha and Saal Gottli
Pittsburgh have been spendin;
week in town conferring with
ous department heads and will
back to their territories ove:
week-end. On Monday, CI
Lynch, Los Angeles head, and 1
Hensler, Kansas City chief, ar
for similar meetings.

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
gium, India and other foreign coun- an exchange plan may be worked out
tries.
after the war.
It was said yesterday that George
Neame came to the United States
J. Schaefer had been asked to serve about six weeks ago to study the imas liaison between the industry and
provements made in studio equipthe WPB on raw stock matters.
ment since the outbreak of the war,
inasmuch as British studio equipAbandon Film Bulletins
ment has been forced to remain the
To Conserve Raw Stock
same since peacetime. He made
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY some tentative deals for the purchase of American equipment, when
Washington — The two special made available and subject to prioritrailers for release during the Sixth
War Loan will be the last of the ties.
Neame said that his initial trip to
Film Bulletins for newsreel distribution for some time, it was learned Hollywood had convinced him that
here yesterday. Regular semi- British producers must become more
monthly Film Bulletin releases by internationally minded if they expect to capture their share of the
OWI will be discontinued thereafter
RADIO
CI
MUSIC
Hi
Showplace of the TY
Nation — Rockefeller C
as a result of the serious shortage world film market. He said it may
take
10
years
for
British
studios
GARSON
CREER
of raw stock. In addition, there is
•
WALTER
PIDC
a strong possibility that the OWI- to catch up with those in Hollywood
in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
WAC Victory shorts program might in organization, equipment and ef'MRS. PARKINCTON"
ficiency, but that Rank was deterEdward Arnold
be sharply curtailed or even abanAgnes Moon
Cecil • Kellaway
mined to expand the British film indoned altogether for a time.
dustry
into
world-wide
importance.
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTA
Strong pressure is being put upon
1st Mezz.
Seats
Reserved.
Circle 6
all Government agencies to curtail To best satisfy the wants of both
their use of raw stock during the British and American audiences, the
current shortage period. Results industry on both sides of the Atlantic should exchange production and
thus far have not been discouraging,
Harold Hopper, M-G-M studio chief acting personnel, Neame said.
Neame returns to England next
here this week working on the raw
SUPER SHOCK SENSATION
stock problem, said yesterday. Al- week to start work on Noel Cowthough the overall supply picture
ard's next picture, "Still Life."
George
remains extremely serious, Hopper
THECOULOURIS
MASTER Stanley
RACE'
RIDGE
Osa MASSEN
Carl ESMONI
continues to be hopeful that no fur- Sears and Leserman Host
ther cut in the industry allocation
will be necessary or, at best, that if Bon Voyage for Coplan
another is required it will be very
Cene Tierney-Dana Andrews-Clifton
small.
David Coplan, managing director
"LAURA"
for United Artists in Great Britain,
A 20th Century-Fox
Picture
was tendered a bon voyage party at
Plus on Stages — Hazel Scott - Jackie
Up Two in "U" Publicity
Toots
Schor's
last
night
by
Grad
Dept.; Spencer to Ga.
jerry Wayne - Harrison
and
Fish
Sears, vice-president, and Carl LesBUY MORE
ROYY
7th Ave
BONDS
ixv/yv i
5flth s
erman, general manager of United
Appointment of Perry Spencer as Artists.
Universal's Southern advertising
Among those attending were: Dr.
representative and the promotion of Alexander Galnerson, Barrington
presents TONY PAST
two others in the home office public- Gaines, Ronald Neame, Lowell CalParamount
IN PERSO
ity department were announced yesvert, David Weshner, Paul Lazarus,
Paulette TUFTS
Sonny
and his
Bam !
GODDARD
Bert
Wheele
terday by Maurice Bergman.
Jr., Arthur Kelly, Louis Hyman.
Spencer, who will work out of the Seymour Poe, Harry Kosiner. UA
Marion Huttc
Atlanta exchange, has been associat- °xecutives present were: Walter
ed with Republic, Loew theaters. Gould, Ed Schnitzer, Harry Gold,
7 Love a Soldier'
Wometco, New York's Academy of Toe Unger, Paul Lazarus. Sr., EmanMusic and the Howard Theater in
uel Silverstone, Lou Pollock, James
Hal Leroy '.
Atlanta. In 1943, he was commis- Dunn. Rex Williams, Phil Dow, Charsioned alieutenant (sg) in the Navy,
ley Steele, Bernie Kamber, Tom
but received a medical discharge.
Mulrooney, Sam Lefkowitz, and -*•/ VICTORIA
Charles Simonelli was promoted ■Jack Ellis.
j^^^^^
Broadway & 46th St.
from an assistant publicist to pubJl^n
Doors Open 9:45 A. M. • Continuous
licist to handle special events and
out-of-town assignments on impor- Tohn Clyde Fisher Back
tant openings. Peggy Mahoney, an As Penn. State Censor
associate publicist, was raised to
publicist to contact New York newsPhiladelphia — John Clyde Fisher
was again sworn in as one of the
F. ZAHUC*S
papers.
IARRYL
three State censors yesterday. He
IN PER
^
r» ON SCREEN
Party for Elizabeth Wilson
resigned two months ago, and since
WIL
2nd WEEK
Elizabeth Wilson, Hollywood rep- that time has been managing the
resentative of Liberty, Screenland, Stanley Theater, Camden, N. J., for
and OR
Silver Screen and Movie Show mag- Warner Brothers. Mrs. Edna Carrol,
0SB0I
azines, now in the East on a visit, chairman of the board, made the
will be tendered a cocktail party to- announcement, and declared at the
RAY EN
morrow afternoon in the Sherry same time that she was "glad to see
Netherlands Balinese suite.

N. Y. THEATEB

P/ueA*fot/#r

OTHE

him

back."

WENT AWAY'

<?fe
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line Denies Any
essure Tactics

Nathanson

Leaves Goldwyn
trol" which the Emerson Yorke Studio is producing for the Office of the
Morton Nathanson has resigned
Co-ordinator of Inter-American Afj (1) he had ever told a prospec- as Samuel Goldwyn's Eastern pub- fairs.
licity and advertising representaIseller that if he did not sell to
•
tive, effective Nov. 11. Announcebe he would have difficulty in
License Fee Jumped 12 Times
of Nathanson's
future
within the
next plans
few
mg product; (2) that he had will be mentsmade
Pontiac, 111. — The City Council
told a prospective seller that days.
has raised the theater license fee
It
was
reported
yesterday
that
e did not sell, he would open
from $50 annually to $600.
formerly
with Vanjher theater in the same town; Leo Katcher,
guard, would succeed Nathanson.
chat he ever told anyone in the
•
Lots of "Smiling" in Midwest
He organization to make such Browning Finishing Shooting
Twentieth-Fox's "Irish Eyes Are
iments; (4) that he was aware
Irving Browning, veteran cinema- Smiling" will have premieres in 64
iny time such statements had
theaters in the Midwest in Novemtographer, has completed camera- ber.
: made; (5) that he, in any way,
work on the film "Mosquito
Confpved of such statements; (6)
he ever had conversations with
jioyes of film distributors telling
. not to deal with a Schine corner; (7) that he had ever writ) uch statements to any of them,
>(8) that he ever said to any
jf the distributors that if they
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
' such a sale he would not buy
f them elsewhere in his circuit, regular pictures are produced for theater tele relay, with news events
-ight's direct examination of screens much larger than those used given priority in order of importance
j.e so far has dealt only with for television, closeups and long for screening in theaters which subi.^ial investments by Schine in shots have been found not to regisscribe to the service.
Hps theater properties. It is exTerminal cities in the network
ter satisfactorily on tele. He indiEd Wright will proceed through
cated that pictures made especially will be Boston, New York, Wash[town in which Schine acquired for television might solve the probington, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,
lem. Television, he said, cannot be Seattle, Los Angeles and San Franfjers.
incidental entertainment, but must
cisco. Relay stations would be set
<Tright Objection Overruled
ight vigorously objected to in- be active and dynamic. He predicted up every 30 to 45 miles between
| ction of photostatic copies of that Presidential campaigning four these cities. Initial frequency requested will be for bands at 1,900,
Ifiaper ads and articles by Mc- years from now would utilize television, just as radio is utilized to- 3,900 and 5,800 megacycles.
r en on grounds, the defense day.
Raytheon expects this network to
j to produce them at times
Southwell told the Television Press take the lead in carrying tele and
Government witnesses, whom
rticles and ads concern, were Club that television, insofar as the FM and will itself apply for tele
advertising agencies are concerned, and FM licenses. It also expects
|te stand.
relay AM broadcasts, but will not
en testimony
of Schine cent- is just another medium of advertis- to
enter the AM broadcast field itself.
ing and that it "must pay off" to
1 around his having to operate
RTPB's Panel 9 on relay recomvalue. He expres"' 'fferson theater in Auburn part have sedcommercial
mended to the FCC that 600 megathe belief that it would pay off.
sjf'for lack of pictures," Wright
cycles in two or three blocks be_:ed and
McClennen
laughed Programming, he said, would "make
tween 300 and 3,000 megacycles be
bud.
Wright sought to have or break" television, but that in the
long run it would be the public that reserved for relay, seeing no great
je's
statement
strickensaid
from
the
lower frequencies. Allo1. Then
McClennen
to the
would decide television's place. And, need for
cation of 2,000 megacycles between
he added, the vast majority of the
3,000 and 10,000 megacycles was
»ur honor, I have been guilty public has never seen video.
asked, and an outer limit of one"ourt offense in not restraining
third of the spectrum above 10,000
^erriment as I think of the ef- Offficer Personnel for
megacycles for "relaying systems
. made by my brother Wright
involving one or more repeaters."
ve other witnesses
tell why New WB Foreign Unit
E. W. Engstrom of RCA, the panel
'closed their theaters.
I had
(Continued from Page 1)
chairman,
declared that television
questions in mind in proceedith this examination.
Now I in charge of Continental Europe, appears to be the most important
t that the answer
should go Africa, Scandinavia, Palestine and prospective user of relay, for network operations. Relay, he preSyria; Wolfe Cohen, vice-president,
"
.
d
r
dicted, would be used in conjunction
answer did go forward, but in charge of Mexico, South Amer- with coaxial
cables. Numerous
ica, Australia, New Zealand and Far
ther form on account of Judge
East; Karl G. Macdonald, vice-pres- other signals can be carried by the
t's request for a "rephrasing."
ident; J. J. Glynn, vice-president and same relay system, he said. He
treasurer; Morris Ebenstein, secre- specified also that tele should be
relayed over the same system as the
tary; M. Greenberg, assistant secre- video.
tary; T. O'Sullivan, auditor; G. R.
Keyser, publicity and advertising
H. Heybeck Dead
director.
Chappaqua, N. Y. — H. Heyback, 55,
architect, who helped design the
"Serenade" Trailers Shipped
November 2
Republic has distributed to its seating and interior layouts of Radio City Music Hall and the Center
branches throughout the nation more
-n Rutherford
James Dunn
arles Kenyon
Lee Bonnell
theater, died at his home here. He was
than
150
trailers
on
"Lake
Placid
I Julienne Scott
Ray Hewlett
an associate of the Walter Dorwin
Serenade"
Don
Wilson. with a commentary by Teague office in New York City.
(Continued from Page 1)
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comma and coins

BMEflRG THE DflV'S HEUiS

Pix Standards Not
Suitable for Tele

Inter-City Theater
Tele Relay Planned

EDWARD C. RAFTERY, UA president, will
leave the Coast Saturday for New York.
WILLIAM F. RODCERS, M-C-M vice-president
and general sales manager, is due to leave
for Buffalo
early next week.
NEIL WELTY, assistant to Ed Peskay in New
York and at the Strand and Palace, Stamford,
Conn, and Pickwick, Creenwich, Conn, is
Texas-bound for a vacation.
was

HAROLD HOPPER, M-C-M studio manager,
in Washington
yesterday.

VALIDAMIR VETLUCUIN, M-C-M studio head
of original story projects, leaves tomorrow for
the Coast after two weeks here.
GEORGE

JESSEL arrived yesterday from

Coast.
ANDREW SOLT, playwright,
lywood at the week-end.
LAURITZ MELCHIOR, who
M-G-M's "Anchors Aweigh,"
return to New York until Nov.

the

is due from Holis appearing in
has delayed his
15.

LOUIS J. HALPER, zone manager for Warner theaters on the West Coast, and LEO MILLER, film buyer and booker, have arrived in
New York from Los Angeles for home office
conferences.
DELMAR DAVES, Warners' director, accompanied by ARTHUR LEUKER, assistant director,
and CHUCK HANSEN, unit manager, will leave
the Coast Saturday for Philadelphia to shoot
background scenes for "This Love of Ours."
M. S. SCHULTER, president of PRC Pictures
of St. Louis, Inc. returns today, after two weeks
of home office conferences.
HARRY HUNTER, Paramount's managng director for Australia and New Zealand, is visiting
at Orting, Wash., before returning to his
Sydney
headquarters.

Reject Splitting Country
Plan for 6th Trailers
(Continued from Page 1)
screened first in one section, then
in the second, has been rejected by
WAC, it was learned here yesterday. Two trailers will be used for
the drive, with close to 15,000 prints
of each expected to consume nearly
2,500,000 feet of film. Proposal was
to issue only half the number of
each, starting each in a single zone,
then shipping between zones midway
in the drive.
There has been talk also of some
sort of permanent zoning system for
nation-wide releases, with the country to be divided into four zones
for consecutive release of features
— or six zones with simultaneous
release in two sectors at a time. No
serious consideration has been given
this proposal, however, because it
is not at this time evident that the
dling.stock situation will become serraw
ious enough to warrant such han-

UJEDDIHG BELLS
Lt. (jg) N. Peter Rathvon, Jr.,
son of the RKO president, will be
married Saturday in Evanston, 111.,
to Miss111. Sally Raymond of Kenilworth,
Marion Bokser of Metro's sales
department will be married Nov. 12
to Jack Bernstein.

THIRTY SECONDS

AN M-G-M

TRADE
SHOW
NOT TO BE
MISSED!
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11/13
MON.

7 P.

MON.

Screen Room

2219 Payne

8 P.
70.30 A.

MON. 11/13

BUFFALO

CHICAGO

11/13

MON. 11/13
11/13

Screen Room

197 Walton
M-G-M

MON.

230

P

MON. 11/13

2 P

MON. 11/13

7 P

MON. 11/13

7:30 P

1300 High Street
DETROIT

If The Big Parade" were being
trade shown for the first time

Max Blumenthal's Sc
2310 Cass Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS

20th-Fox Screen Room
326 North Illinois Street

KANSAS

20th-Fox

CITY

and you did not attend
LOS

a truly important event.

Ambassador
Ambassador

ANGELES

urge every exhibitor to see

THIRTY SECONDS

OVER

TOKYO'

at the first opportunity — the
trade shows listed on this page!
•

It will live forever in the hearts

Theatre
Hotel

11/13

20th-Fox Screen Room
1015 Currie Avenue

MON.

20th-Fox

U/13
MON. 11/13

NEW

HAVEN

2:30 P

MON.

MINNEAPOLIS

Screen Room

MON.

1 p

MON. 11/13

7 30 P
2 P,
70.30 A

40 Whiting Street
NEW

NEW
NEW

ORLEANS

YORK
JERSEY

OKLA'MA

J
\

CfTY

20th-Fox Screen Room
200 South Liberty
M-G-M

Screen Room

MON. 11/13
MON.

630 Ninth Avenue
20th-Fox Screen Room
10 North Lee Street

MON. 11/13
11/13

20th-Fox Screen Room
1502 Davenport

MON.

PHILADELPHIA

M-G-M

THURS. 11/16

Screen Room

1233 Summer

Street

PITTSBURGH

M-G-M

Screen Room

PORTLAND

B. F. Shearer Screen Room

130 P

11/13

OMAHA

MON. 11/13

Also:

10:30 A
2:30 P
1:30IFP

77 A
2 f

1623 Blvd. of Allies

1947 N.W. Kearney
ST

LOUIS

S'Renco Screen Room

CITY

S. FRANCISCO

MON.

Street

3143 Olive Street
SALT LAKE

MON.

"
1 f

11/13

20th-Fox Screen Room
216 East First Street, So.

MON.

20th-Fox

MON.

Screen Room

11/13
11/13

11/13

1/
7 30 /

245 Hyde Street
SEATTLE

a masterpiece of such beauty,

greatest pictures ever made.

1 :309 AP.

11/13

Warner Screen Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

until you have seen with your

you will call it one of the

11/13

MILWAUKEE

You cannot know its magnitude

humanity and patriotism that

MON.

11/13

20th-Fox Screen Room
151 Vance Avenue

of people everywhere.

own eyes these courageous boys
and their sweet wives in

St.

MON.

MEMPHIS

•

We

Screen Room

1720 Wyondotte

you would regret having missed

Rm.

Jewel Box Preview
2318 Second

WASHINGTON

Theatre

Avenue

20th-Fox Screen Room
932 New

Jersey, N.W.

MON. 11/13
MON.

11/13

7 /
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lie took off from Shangri-La .. ."
td and Ellen had been to a dance the night before— excited and
Jy, as if they knew the parting would be soon.
H1And they had whispered the refrain of a song to each other. . .
H love you, T love you, I love vou."
Then, next morning, the word came that he was to take off—
1th the others— on the most hazardous mission of the war.
One hundred and thirty-one days after December 7, 1941, a
^indful of young men who had never dreamed of glory struck
e first blow at Japan.

Out of Captain Ted W. Lawson's true story of that most epochal
bombing mission in all history— when Lieutenant Colonel Jimmy
Doolittle led his valiant group manning their B-25's from
Shangri-La directly to the heart of Japan . . . out of the glorious
adventure of these men who flew into the unknown— M-G-M has
made a truly great motion picture.
It is a drama of stirring courage and deep, abiding devotion—
a picture you will never forget.

A MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION with

VAN JOHNSON

• ROBERT WALKER

PHYLLIS THAXTER

.

TIM MURDOCK

SCOn McKAY • GORDON McDONALD
DON DeFORE . ROBERT MITCHUM
JOHN R. REILLY

aptain Ted W. Lawson,
uthor of "Thirty Secnds Over Tokyo", was
ilot of "The Ruptured
tuck"— one of the bombrs that took off from the
Hornet" at Shangri-La
nd blasted Tokyo.

.

HORACE

McNALLY and

SPENCER TRACY
as LIEUTENANT

COLONEL

JAMES H. DOOLITTLE

Screen Play by Oalton Trjmbo
Based on the Book and Collier's Story by
Captain Ted W. Lawson and Robert Considine
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Directed by MERVYN

PICTURE

LeROY • Produced by SAM ZIMBALIST

l;# il 'J
luced by L1NDSLEY PARSONS
Dciate
cted

IT

Producer
by GEORGE

VERNON

KEAYS

ARCHAINBAUD

FROM

Based

f^nr A ,m$&

MONOGRAM/
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More Issuing Agents,
Del. Drive Keynote
(Continued from Page 1)
The entire session
issuing agents.
lasted four hours and was attended
the principal industry figby 100ures of of
the state.
Traveling speakers were introduced by William Crockett as master of ceremonies.
Nathan Yamins stressed the possibility of theaters selling more
Bonds than other agents because
the public does not have to dress
up for a show as for banks and is
dealing with an exhibitor interested
in putting the deal over. He urged
full compliance with Free Movie
Day as the highlight of the drive.
Leon Bamberger emphasized that
campaign is on the shoulders of independents and said a Bond Premiere was possible for every theater, citing the outstanding record
of some subsequent-runs. He explained meetings such as this as
essential to get showmen steamed
up to do the type or exploitation
they best understand.
Gertrude Bunchez outlined the national publicity program and local
tie-ins. Charles Deardourff talked
strongly in support of screening
room premieres which are being
taken up in a big way by local exchange leaders.
Lt. Col. Roscoe P. Rosengren
called on the picture industry to use
its initiative to find jobs for disabled veterans, especially the armless, legless and blind, as its individual part in their rehabilitation.
Francis S. Harmon outlined the
entire war activities picture for the
industry. Frank N. Isbey, state
treasury drive chairman, paid the
industry a tribute for its past cooperation and told of his past 60
days viewing the battlefronts.
Others on the dais were Earl J.
Hudson, Edward C. Beatty, James F.
Sharkey, and Moe Dudelson, state
and local drive heads.

Bond Show and Dance Will
Launch Century's Campaign
Century's Theaters' campaign in
support of the Smashing Sixth will
get under way on the evening of
Nov. 15 with a gigantic Bond show
and dance in the St. George Hotel,
Brooklyn. All of the chain's houses
in the Borough will give tickets to
Bond purchasers. The Treasury's
newly-formed Blue Star Brigade will

IN NEW POSTS
JACK ZIECLER,
Omaha.

Western

Theater Supply Co.,

BILL FORBES, assistant manager, Princess, Memphis, Tenn.
"RED"
WEISS, office manager, Paramount, St.
Louis.
ROBERT KELLEY, publcity director. Interstate
Circuit's Dall.it theaters.

Thursday, November 2,
DAILY

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"I Won't Play"
Warner
Aces

20 mins.

"Harry

Owens

and

His Royal

Here is a first-class short blessed
with a swell cast headed by Dane
Clark, up-and-coming Warner Bros,
player, among whose fellow-actors
are Janis Paige, Warren Douglas,
Robert Shayne, William Haade and
William Benedict. Based on an original by Laurence Schwab, the short
is the story of a Marine in the South
Pacific (Clark) who is a born boaster.
Tabbed as a faker, the guy squares
himself when wmat is supposed to
be his biggest fib turns out to be
the truth. There is good direction
bv Crane Wilbur.

(Melody Orchestra"
Masters)
Hawaiian
Warner
10 mins.
Pleasant Musical
Those who like music casting a
Hawaiian spell will enjoy this musical short very much. Featured
songs are "Happy Hawaiian Beach
Boy," "Tomi Tomi," "Hula Rhumba," "Song of the Sea," "Maui
Girl" and "Aloha Oe." The accompaniments are by Harry Owens and
his Royal Hawaiian Orchestra.
Hawaiian scenes lend visual appeal
to the film.

Northern Jersey Exhibs.
Meet on 6th Drive Today

Local 109 Marking Time
On Dispute With Majors

Newark — Northern New Jersey exhibitors will attend a meeting today at the Little Theater to hear
plans for the Sixth War Loan
Drive. Session, called by Exhibitor
State Chairmen Harry Lowenstein
and Frank Damis, will be presided
over by Harry Lowenstein. Allied
of New Jersey prexy.
Speakers scheduled include Commissioner John Manning, Internal
Revenue Bureau; Harry Murphy,
deputy administrator; Colonel
D'Olier, War Finance chairman in
New Jersey and George Potter, assistant WFC chairman, while the
industry national committee will be
represented by George F. Dembow,
Ben Abner and Max E. Youngstein.
George Kelly is in charge of arrangements.

(Continued from Page 1)

Fidler Announces
New Tele-Film Co.
'Continued from Page 1)

rently as consultants and pr<»
tion suprvisors in filmed televi
programming and sponsored i\
with its eventual goal being the i
duction of filmed television foi j
tional syndication. An autono:.
distribution division known as I
Motion Picture Networks curr j
is offering "planned distributioj
sponsored motion pictures of |
length" by virtue of its statu I
special sales representative for "]
ute Movies" via General Screen i
vertising, Chicago, and Mq

distributor
of longer
films.
Talking
Picture
Service,
New "i
Fidler, who for 15 years waj
executive of the J. Walter Thj
son agency, said he believed 1
was a great deal to be learned a
television between now and thei
when sets can be made for the j
ses. The intervening period w:'
used for experimentation. He
pressed the opinion that a good |
of television "will always be or
tion picture film." Fidler said
company already was at work j
number of basic filmed tele\
formats including its own andl
eral for clients.

Iits announcement of what action it
will take in its dispute with Paramount, Loew's 20th-Fox, Columbia
and RKO, it was learned yesterday.
Negotiations with the companies on
salary and contract terms were
broken off last week when a final
effort to settle the differences between the parties fell through.
The SOPEG has been empowered
Jby its negotiating committee either
formerly
Associated
with with
Fidler CBS,
are "aJ
to have the issues submitted to ar- Frank,
|hibition or certified to the War La- mount Pictures and the Federal}
bor Board as a dispute.
ater; James Leaman, formerl
CBS Television, WMCA and
companies; Rohama Lee, Holly!
Ticket Demand Assures
and London screen writer; f
Gray, production assistant; H
'Night of Stars' Sell-Out
Rollinson, Motion Picture Neil
With 90 per cent of all available sales manager; William B. Ol
sales staff; Doris LeRoy, distribj
I tickets already sold for the 11th an- development, and Roberta Di|
be saluted that night by Brooklyn
of the
of research and sales service.
Bond-buyers.
Ijnual
Stars,"presentation
assurance that
the "Night
event will
Plans are formulated for such or- |be a complette sell-out was announcby Sylvan
Gotshal, MPTA of Canada Agai1
ganizations asAWVS and CDVO to !ed yesterday
give out cards to Bond saleswomen, i chairman of the mammoth spectacle. Elects Nat Taylor Prexy
which entitles the saleswomen to a
A cavalcade of the foremost perToronto — Nat Taylor, man;
free pass to a Century Theater after ; sonalities from Hollywood,
BroadThe
12 Bonds have been sold.
way, grand opera, and radio will director of 20th Century
Schools in the neighborhood of participate in the show at Madison Circuit, was re-elected preside
the Motion Picture Theaters
Century outlets in both Brooklyn Square Garden on Nov. 14.
and Long Island have been contacted
Proceeds will be turned over to ciation of Ontario, and H. M. ]
Odeon
by the various managers and Bond- the United Jewish Appeal for ref- ers, general manager,
of Canada, became vice-^
selling programs arranged with stuugees, overseas needs and Palestine, aters
Other chief officers arl
dents, with awards running from a which is the nation-wide campaign dent.
of Toronto,
treas,
theater party for an entire class for overseas war relief, rehabilita- Garbarino
Rumford of Forest, Ont.J
down to individual passes.
tion, the reconstruction and defense Floyd
Numerous radio tieups have been of the Jewish homeland in Pales- orary secretary, and Syd Tauq
executive secretary.
effected, and the chain is also emand for refugee aid in the appointed
The association represents p£
United tine,States.
ploying the "floating" booth in cermembership of 300 theaters or l
tain neighborhoods so that Bonds
fourths of all houses operati:
meeting.
From
New
York,
Ned
E.
can
Ontario.
sis. be readily sold on a "spot" baDepinet, district chairman, Jack
Kirsch,
Chicago,
and
Capt.
Ray
Indiana Exhibs. to Attend
Wild, will be present.

Louisville 6th Rally Today

Indianapolis — Indiana exhibitors
will meet with Kentucky exhibitors
today, in the Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville, and make plans for the
"Smashing 6th" War loan drive.
More than 50 persons including
branch managers, district managers,
exchange managers and salesmen
from Indianapolis
will attend the

Complete Chicago Publicity
Setup for 6th Bond Drive
Chicago — Larry Stein, of Warners,
will handle local publicity for the
Sixth War Loan Drive, assisted by
Bill Bishop, M-G-M; Norman Kassel, Essaness Circuit, and David Arlen. B & K.

fEflimE TOUCI
MARIE LOIKA, secretary to RKO district
ger Bernard Kranze, Cleveland.
MRS.
RUSSELL
ROBERTSON,
clerk.
>
Charlotte, N. C.
JOSEPHINE

McGUIRE

oilier.

Warners.
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Well Again Do More

Little Feller
Runs Sixth
Loan Drive

Smash 'Em
with the Sixth
and the war's NOT over
AS

we move closer to victory, it wouldn't be surprising, if you were
saying to yourself — "What's the big idea of asking for all this additional money NOW?
Isn't the war almost over?"
No sir, IT IS NOT! Not by a long shot. Of course, for many months

now you've heard mostly about the war with Germany, where our great-

est effort was concentrated. That's why many people have the idea that
Proving Once Again That He's
Really a Big Guy, With
the war's practically over.
But make no mistake about it— nothing could be farther from the
a Big Heart
truth! The Japanese war is a tremendous undertaking, and victory will

Big Ones, Too, Pitching
In Both Right and Left
All

Arms
of the Industry
Rally to Put Campaign
Over the Top
By TOM W. BAILY

Motion Picture Industry's Consultant to
the Treasury for Sixth War Loan and
Executive
Director
of the California
Theater Council

THE Little Feller of show
business is running the industry's 6th War Loan campaign, but he is proving once
again that he's really a Big Guy,
with a Big Heart and an Oversized Load of Enthusiasm to
do a job.
The Little Feller— the inde(Continued on Page 24)

come
high. We'll have to fight every inch of the war.
The European war was expensive, but almost everything in the

Pacific war will cost

(Continued on Page 18)

3,667,500,000, Minimum Bond
Goal for 6th in N. Y. Met. Area
A fraction more than 86 per cent of the quota of $4,226,000,000
set for New York State will have to be raised in Greater New
York City, it is announced by Frederick W. Gehle, New York
State chairman of the WFC.
This means that the Greater sales. vide a large share of the Bond
Of this $3,667,500,000 goal
City's goal will be a minimum
of $3,667,500,000, and this huge for Greater New York City, insum indicates clearly the enordividuals will be asked for
mous responsibility which faces
while E-Bond inthe hundreds of film theater op- $597,500,000,
vestors are expected, Gehle
erators in the local area, as well
to account for $181,400,as other branches of the motian says,
000 of the individual quota.
picture trade, inasmuch as they
The New York State quota of $4,(Continued on Page 18)
are being called upon to pro-

All Distribi
Co-operat
SaysDepine
Exhaustiveless Efforts of i
Distributor Division
Members Assured

'Greatest Achievemer
By Industry Foreseen
Numbers of Projection Rot
Premieres in Keys to
Set New High
By NED E. DEPINET

Distributor Chairman, War Activil
Committee

a great
beenpart
has the
RE on
THE
of sot
dency
people to believe that this v
with Japan will be a pushov
Let me right now dispel tl
assumption, based on ver.il
military reports.
Faced with the 6th War Lc
Drive in which WE WILL ra
more than our share of the :
(Continued on Page 18)
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lesources for 6th Drive;
^e're Ready,
an Our Share," Is Pledge
??

ixthWill

Sixth War Drive's "Big Three

'Em All
sopForecast

P
RailtltysbuHregahr'ss

m Industry Solidly Molded
Into Greatest
Fighting Force

Morgenthau
Expresses
Gratification
Over FullGov't
Exhibitor Support

ill Go Over the Top,
ith Plenty to Spare
stinted Efforts by Experienced Personnel in
Every Key City
By HARRY BRANDT
iirman, National
Motion
Picture
Industry 6th War Loan Drive

7TTH the opening of the
6th War Loan Drive but
Vw weeks away, it affords me
at pleasure to assure the mopicture theater operators of
erica that their industry
it now is solidly molded into
of the greatest fighting
i :es this or any industry has
f experienced.
t has been a distinct pleasure
(Continued on Page 32)

Impressive Pix Record
Cited by the Treasury
TOP COMMAND OF SMASHING SIXTH, Harry Brandt, of New York, left, serves as
national chairman. William F. Crockett, of Virginia, right, is vice-chairman, while
Jay Emanuel, of Pennsylvania, center, is the campaign co-ordinator.

Regional Meetings to Conclude
With New York City's
Rally on Nov. 17

Nicholas M. Schenck Sparks

With full resources of this
great industry now completely
mobilized for the 6th War Loan
Drive — one of the toughest
Bond-selling jobs in the indusBy ERNEST EMERLING
try's experience — National
Chairman Harry Brandt, today
of
Committee,
Loan
weeks ago, Loew's Sixth War
SEVERAL
which Nicholas M. Schenck is general chairman and Oscar told delegates assembled at the
A. Doob is campaign director, sent out its Bulletin No, 1 to the Pittsburgh
meeting
at the William Penn Hotel
:
Loew circuit : "It's time to start shooting in the Sixth !"
"We are ready! From the
That is just about all that is needed to snap the entire Loew
co-operation and enthusiasm
organization into action as Bond-buyers and Bond-sellers !
This War Bond business has become such a definite part of demonstrated by both affiliated

Loew's Sixth Loan Campaign

(Continued on Page 17)

(Continued on Page 24)
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This Is The Best Way
To Say

Thanks, Mr. Exhibitor
The following pages are dedicated to this
proposition! That the best way this industry can show its heartfelt gratitude to the
exhibitors of America for the historic job
they've done in the war effort is to give
them the best materials to continue their

National
Magazines Direct
War Bond Buyers
To Your Theatre!
Six million Collier's readers will be
told to "Buy Bonds at Your Favorite
Motion Picture Theatre" in a smash
editorial in this Great National
Magazine!

honored task on the home front.
Too many people think this war is in the
bag. But there's heartache aplenty ahead.
The Pacific War will be won only at untold
cost, untold hardship.
The new sales angle for the Sixth War
Loan is to tell America every day in every
way:

"BUY
MOTION

WAR BONDS
AT YOUR

A Serial Pull oi Mirth and Romance

PICTURE THEATRE..

The only place where
you can buy bonds every

tt

evening, Sunday, and Holiday.

The best way we can say "thanks" for the
great job you've done and "Godspeed on
the new" is with fighting materials. And
here they are:

• By Robert i

And This Collier's Feature
is Only One of a Group of
National Magazine Plugs
of the Same Kind . . .
Get Ready for Them.
Your Public Will!

erica's
Fan AmMagazines
Direct Their
20-Million Readers
To Your Theatre
They're behind you with
this three-point program!
1.
A BIG CONTEST
$5,000 in Prizes
A totaJ of $5,000 in prizes— awarded to the 10
exhibitors conducting the most ingenious, effective bond-selling drive in their theatre during the
Sixth. For full details— see your trade paperssee your Fan Magazines.

2.
AN ALL-OUT COVER DISPLAY
During months of November and December . . .
the front cover of every Fan Magazine in the
U.S.A. will display your drive slogan:
"BUY

BONDS

MOTION

AT YOUR

FAVORITE

PICTURE THEATRE"

3.
BIG EDITORIAL COVERAGE
The editorial content of the Fan Magazines during November and December will include generous space on your work in this, and the previous
five War Loans.

* +
RADIO

DIRECTS
TO YOUR

BOND
BUYERS
THEATRE

Every Radio Listener in America Will Be Reached
at Least Five Times During the Period of the Drive!

And Every Broadcast and Guest Star Appearance Will Carry The Sales Message:

Pearl Harbor Eve Radio Show
December 6th
Your National Build-up for "Free Movie Day"

"Buy Bonds, at Your Favorite Motion
Picture Theatre . . . the only place
where you can buy Bonds every Evening, Sunday and Holiday."

Nov. 20th— Monster

War

Bond

Rally with Stars of Radio,
Stage and Screen
Broadcast Coast-to-Coast Over
the Major Networks

A big-time show going out over the air to
the entire country! With famous commentators such as Lowell Thomas and Gabriel
Heatter, radio shows such as "The Quiz
Kids," "Coca Cola Spotlight Band,"
"Blind Date," etc., plus famous stars of
stage and screen— all joining in to open up
the Sixth War Loan with a bang!

On the Eve of the most fateful day in
American History! A heart-stirring radio
show, featuring stars who've entertained
overseas and who will go on the air with
their personal stories of front-line life—
to help sell War Bonds! Names from a
famous roster that includes Bob Hope,
Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Clark Gable,
Carole Landis, Joe E. Brown, Frances
Langford, Lt. Tyrone Power, Al Jolson,
Jack Benny, will be there to make this a
brilliant "pitch" for War Bond Selling!

Other National
Radio Coverage
War Bond Guest Stars will appear on all
leading commercial programs during the
drive to make a special bond selling appeal, built around their own War Activities
in hospitals, the home-front and the
war- front!

NEWSPAPERS,
COMIC
STRIPS
DIRECT
BOND
BUYERS
TO

YOUR

THEATRE

Watch the papers for a flood of publicity
angled to your sales slant . . .
"Buy War Bonds at your favorite theatre."

EXTRA! 2 ADDED

8,000

SETS
COMBAT

OF

FULL -COLOR
PAINTINGS

ATTRACTIONS!

FREE!

800 SETS
COMBAT

OF

PHOTOGRAPHS

8,000 Sets of Full-Color Combat

800 Sets of Combat Photographs to

Paintings (Reproductions) by Lead-

be Loaned for Use ... by the Folmer

ing American Artists Supplied Free by

Graflex Corp. (Complete with Publicity Kit.)

Electric Boat Company.
8 Paintings to the Set, each 19 x 24.

25 Combat Photographs to each

A free set and free display material kit
to each exhibitor who writes in to The

Set. For loan of set and publicity kit,
exhibitors should write to: Folmer

Theatre Display Dept., Electric Boat
Co., 33 Pine St., New York. Exhibitors

Graflex Corp., Rochester 6, New York,
Attention of Mr. R. E. Robischon.

may keep paintings or award as prizes

Exhibitor must pay postage coming

to 8 biggest bond buyers (make your

and going. This is a loan only. Again
. . . first come, first served.

request early... first come, first served).

So Much for the Great Artillery Barrage ... Now .. .

Important presentation to Exhibitors

STERLING

DAL

SIL

OF

HONOR

will be given, free, to every exhibitor who actively
participates in the Drive. Medals presented by the
National Committee of the Sixth War Loan Drive.

NOW

YOUR

^r^

War

THREE

°

MAIN

Bond

OBJECTIVES

ARE

Premieres
©

Children's Premieres
©
Free Movie
DEC. 7

PEARL HARBOR

Day
DAY

Always Sure-Fire On The "Theatre Front"!

It's a proved fact that Bond Premieres
are the single biggest grossers for the

territory a list of several pictures to
allow a choice of selection. A book-

U. S. Treasury Department in any industry. And every exhibitor can put on
a Bond Premiere.

ing will then be made for you and
you will be notified.
The first contact you should make after

HERE'S THE PITCH!

getting the picture is the War Finance
Committee. Advise them of your

1 Contact any of the exchanges with

Premiere date and ask them to set up a

which you do business for a new picture under the rules outlined in Bond
Premiere Agreement. Allow some
choice of Picture.
2 If your theatre is in a town with a
population of not over 7,500, and if
no picture is available, contact the
Distributor Chairman in your territory for a list of available Bond
Premiere pictures.,
3 From this list, select and submit to
the Distributor Chairman

in your

committee to handle the sale of "E" bond
units for your house.
If the local Chamber of Commerce has
a general Bond Committee appointed, be
sure and contact them . . . telling them
fully of your plans for a Bond Premiere.
Enlist their aid in selling your tickets but
bear in mind, the best success comes of
having one central source for tickets.
Don't have four or five places where
tickets can be obtained for it only results in confusion and poor returns.

Get The Youngsters Into The Fight With A

e

Children's Premiere

2V CHILDREN'S PREMIERE is just what it says: a bondselling event aimed at the children and planned for them.
Remember, the Distributors' Agreement is in effect for
a Children's Premiere. Take advantage of this and leave
the rest to the boys and girls. Select a picture with appeal for youngsters . . . action, war or western. Pack the
program with cartoons and other short subjects, sports,
combat, etc.
Some of the ways to make the plan work:
1 You've got to let the children know about it.
Hit the places they congregate and bill the day big.
2 Have spot announcements on local stations in early
evening and daily teasers in newspapers.
3 Have a contest to select a Bond "King" and "Queen."
4 Tell school officials your plans. Organize team competition: Seniors vs. Juniors, etc. Promote awards.
5 Try the "Mayor-for-a-Day" Stunt. Through the Chamber of Commerce arrange to have the leading Bond
seller appointed "Mayor-for-a-Day."
6 Ask the Boy and' Girl Scouts for their efficient cooperation. Boy Scout troops will not only sell bonds
but will distribute throw-aways for you and generally
assist in running the day. They can usher for you and
keep order.
7 Have newsboys deliver handbills on their regular routes.

i

Make \bur Public Remember Pearl Harbor With

o
Free Movie Day
DECEMBER 7th!

With

patriotic fever running

high, everyone will be eager to
"Remember Pearl Harbor" with a
bond. And Free Movie Day is the

and now it's tied to one of the biggest, one of the most important, war
dates in our history. The results can
surpass anything the Motion Picture

event to giy^ your campaign a

Industry has ever done for the

running start for the last week of
the Sixth War Loan Drive.

Treasury Department if you will lay
plans now

As you remember, Free Movie Day
was tried on a nation-wide basis for
the first time in the Fifth War Loan

nation-wide publicity that will urge
every American to Remember Pearl
Harbor with an extra War Bond.

to capitalize on the

Drive. More than eight thousand
theatres participated in a simultaneous bond-selling event that turned
out to be the sensation of the drive.
It's been tested and proven tops,

w
This One's On Us!

Free Movie
December 1th— REMEMBER
Buy a Bond
any
Movie

of Any
Theatre

Day

PEARL

HARBOR

Denomination
and
Receive

at
a

FREE TICKET!
Every Movie-Goer a Bond Buyer!
Every Bond Buyer a Movie-Goer!

INSERT
NAME

OF

PICTURE

HERE

PLAY

TAPS

FOR

THE

JAPS!

^

ir

Accessories
Are Your Ammunition
And These Are
ill

\

/

/

T. i\.T.
\

H

ere THEY ARE! Colorful— Dramatic
— Eye-Catching— Posters and Displays—each one especially created to

put "sell" in your lobby— designed to
make your theatre headquarters for
bond sales in your community. Use
them — they're your T.N.T. to put
explosive punch behind bond sales.

/

PLAY TkP$fi
FOR THE JAPS

^PLAY
FOR THE TAPS
JAPS

V

THH THrE
EM
WIAS
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SMASHING

NOW
OH
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THE SMASHING

WAR
^"LOAN
BUY BONDS
NOWl

mmiHimuHHIHUIHIianr

LET'S BEAT OUR
ANO QUOTA
PLAY TAPS
FOR THE JAPS!
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"Buy Bonds at Your Favorite Motion
Picture Theatre. The only place
where you can buy Bonds every
evening,

Sunday and

Holiday/'

LAY TAPS

FOR

THE

JAPS!

This message was prepared and inserted in the trade press by:
Columbia Pictures Corp.
YOUR
THE

SIXTH

PRESSBOOK
WAR

IS IN THE

FOR

LOAN

DRIVE

MAILS!

It's o working weopon, designed for
eosy use by you. If you foil to receive yours promptly, extro copies
ore ovoiloble ot your neorest
tionol Screen Exchange.

No-

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Pictures
Paramount Pictures Inc.
RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc.
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
United Artists Corp.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
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ndustry Fully Mobilized for 6th War Loan Drive
:retary Morgenthau Ex;sses Gratification
er Exhibitor Support

Honorary Chairmen tor Sixth

(Continued from Page 3)

bulletins playing up motion picture
stars and national heroes in an apBonds.peal for the purchase of additional

I independent showmen at
last 12 regional key citystings I feel confident that
i industry will once again do
-e than its share in assisting
nation in this $14,000,000,; War Loan Drive."

t each of the previous regional
1 city meetings, every branch of
industry was solidly organized
one of the greatest fighting
jes— all for the 6th which runs
i Nov. 20 through Dec. 16.
an expression to industry ex;ors, the Secretary of the TreasHenry Morgenthau* Jr., said:
"I am gratified to learn that
i may again count on the full
ipport of the Motion Picture
ihibitors during the coming
n War Loan Campaign.
The
rord of accomplishment which
is group has built up in supjtrt of past drives is impres!re indeed and has contributed
] eatly to the overall record of
I lich we are so proud.
| 'The
development
of War
ji|nd Premieres has added subIntially to the value of their
| sistance as has the willingss of so many of the individ1 theaters to act as issuing
ents for War Bonds.

SI

FABIAN

L.

C.

GRIFFITH

ing the drive by approximately 25,000 issuing agents and thousands of
plants now using the payroll deduction system. Bonds sold under
the payroll system have been cleared
following the date the Bonds were
sold.
Active Service Committees
Serving with National Chairman
Harry Brandt in this gigantic task
are Jay Emanuel, campaign co-ordinator; W. F. Crockett, vice-chairman;
Ned E. Depinet, Distribution Division Chairman; S. H. Fabian, Theater Division chairman; Francis
Harmon, WAC co-ordinator; John
Hertz, Jr., national publicity director and the following eight co-chairmen: Hugh Bruen, Jack Kirsch, Henry
Reeve, John Rugar, Al Steffes, Leo
Wolcott, Fred Wehrenberg and Nathan Yamins.
Also serving the 6th War Loan as
honorary chairmen are: S. H. Fabian, L. C. Griffith, Charles Skouras
and R. J. O'Donnell, all previous
War Bond chairmen.
In addition to the above group,
appointed to assist the National Committee, were 65 Exhibitor State
Chairmen and 65 Publicity State
Chairmen in key cities throughout
the country.
Ned E. Depinet, chairman of the
Distribution Division, has his committee composed of 41 capable veterans located in 11 important districts covering 31 key cities now
working on the 6th War Loan Drive.
Neil Agnew, vice-president in
charge of distribution for Vanguard
Films, Inc., and a member of the
board of United Artists, will be in
charge of industry sales in the East.
Henry Ginsberg, vice-president and
general manager in charge of studio
operation at Paramount, who has
been in charge of industry sales on
the Coast in several previous drives,
has once again consented to act in
a similar capacity for the 6th War
Loan Drive.
19 Regional Meetings

"The task of raising the adional $14,000,000,000 required
ring the 6th War Loan Drive
1 by no means be an easy
t. However, with the knowlpe of the loyal support of
»ups such as the Motion Picle Exhibitors
we face the
Ik with full confidence."
More Issuing Agents
3 Treasury specifically requeste concentrate on more issuing
ties, Bond Premieres, Childrens'
>iees, National Free Movie Day
ngs for Dec. 7. Where a thei;annot become an issuing agent,
requested to arrange to buy
s they are able to sell their
|jns and friends, through a thei'ssuing agency.
a tentative breakdown, it was
ted, that individual sales will
nt for $5,000,000,000 with
ng and corporation purchases
iring another $9,000,000,000.
ie entire national goal of $14,•0,000, it is anticipated that na'E' Bond goal will approxi$2,500,000,000.
dit for the drive will include
sales reported to the Federal
ye Bank from Nov. 1 to Dec.
This, according to the TreasThe industry's initial campaign
epartment, is necessary to give got under way with a series of nar credit for Bonds sold durtion-wide campaign meetings, start-

GET SET TMOW TO SMASH

L

Regional Exhibitor Meetings Will Conclude With
New York Rally Nov. 17

'EM IJV THE

^^■^nan

The first in this series of special
newsreel subjects will consist of a
bulletin on the occasion of the Marine Corps 169th Anniversary. The
second bulletin will feature Lt. Tyrone Power, U.S.N, flyer. The third
bulletin, ready for Nov. 23 release,
will feature Admiral Chester W.
Nimitz.
Newsreel chiefs of Pathe News,
Paramount News, Fox Movietone,
CHAS. P. SKOURAS
BOB
O'DONNEIX
M-G-M News of the Day and Universal Newsreel have pledged that
ing in Los Angeles on Oct. 23 and
hitting nineteen regional key cities the 6th messages would be tied in
and will wind up in New York on with all stories whenever possible.
Nov. 17 with a monster rally.
Trailer for Exhibitors
The nine co-chairmen throughout
The million dollar production talthe country are now active securing
ents of Producer David O. Selznick,
verified lists of all industry person- Director Alfred Hitchcock, Jennifer
nel entitled to receive the special Jones and Sydney Longstreet, author,
"Medal of Honor."
have prepared the first of a series
Each co-chairman has formed an of 6th trailers, titled "The Fighting
Award Committee consisting of himself, State Exhibitor, Distributor
This 150-foot subject was produced
Generation."
and Publicity Chairmen.
in
Hollywood under the supervision
If an exhibitor is not an issuing of the WAC, Hollywood Division
agent and desires to receive the with John Flinn, co-ordinator. "The
"Medal of Honor" he can be qualified
Generation"
willfrom
be available free to
all exhibitors
their
for such an award by guaranteeing Fighting
to become an issuing agent to one change.
local National Screen Service Exof the above committee members.
Three Free Posters
These special awards will be availTo assure exhibitors the fullest
able to all persons in the industry
who have directly rendered service co-operation with their publicity and
advertising campaigns for the 6th,
on behalf of the 6th.
all showmen will be serviced with
Projection Room
Premieres
special one-sheet posters.
In an effort on the part of the three
This is the first time in any War
motion picture industry to raise at Loan Drive that three posters, each
least $54,000,000 extra in 6th War
Loan Bonds, Ned E. Depinet, Dis- plugging
the three big "musts" in
tribution Division Chairman, has the campaign — War Bond Premieres,
Children's
and National
urged all distributor chairmen to Free Movie Matinees,
Day, will be available
institute an aggressive campaign for free of cost to exhibitors.
extra Projection Room Premieres in
Radio Hook-Up Planned
every key city exchange throughout
the country.
A gigantic radio program is now
Under this new plan for the 6th, being set with its objective "to make
efforts will be made to have each the exhibitor's job easier." There
projection room in every key city will be many coast-to-coast broadcasts, with outstanding names and
booked with a special attraction for
personalities on them, paying triba full six performances.
ute to the work of the exhibitor in
The plan is to sell some important
exhibitor, merchant, banker, civic the previous War Loan Drives, and
or social leader in each key city to for the time and effort he is devoting to the 6th. It will tell the miltake over one of the six special Prolions of listeners to buy their Bonds
jection Room Premieres and invite
at
favorite
motion picture theaters.
his own guests. Admission to these
There will be a major broadcast
screenings are free with each pur- coast-to-coast over several networks
chase of at least a $1,000 Bond.
on the evening of Nov. 20, the kickNewsreels Again Active
off day of the drive, and a major
The industry's five newsreels will broadcast on Dec. 6, the eve of
again play an important role in the Free Movie Day. Records will be
Drive. In addition to maintaining available for use in the theater by
a steady flow of coverage of impor- exhibitors. These will be songs and
tant national events focusing atten- short announcements by outstanding
tion on the 6th, each of the five stars, asking the patron to buy
newsreels will contain special feature Bonds.

SM ASHING

SET WITHSOCKO

SHOWMANSHIP!
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Their Leadership Spurs industry Participation in the Sixi

NED
E. DEPIXET
Distributor
Chairman

LEON
Asst.

BAMBERGER
Distributor
Chairman

JOHN HERTZ, JR.
Publicity-Ad Director

MAX

A.

COHEN

Special

Events

TOM
Treasury

BAILY
Consultant

HENRY
GINSBERG
Western Industry Sales

Eastern
NEIL Industry
AGNE1

Cha

Distribs. Co-operating,
Says Ned Depinet
tion's $14,000,000,000, I have
gone on record to National
Chairman Harry Brandt in assuring him of the exhaustless
efforts of every member of the
distributors' division which embraces all district, branch managers, salesmen and field representatives.
All companies are co-operating 100 per cent in this campaign, and have agreed to close
their offices locally during the
regional key city meetings to
allow full industry attendance.
This division, in an expression
made to me, is fully convinced that
the 6th War Loan Drive will be their
greatest achievement in any industry
effort.
One of the big problems of our industry for the 6th War Loan Drive
is the matter of Projection Room
Premieres. It is with considerable
pleasure I report that during this
drive these premieres in every key
city will far surpass those obtained
in any previous bond campaign.

Drive Pressbook to Exhibs;
Hertz Lauds Work of Aides
John D. Hertz, Jr., national publicity and advertising director for
the industry's 6th War Loan Drive,
announced that the 20-page pressbook for the 6th War Loan will be
mailed to all exhibitors today. The
book, in two and three colors, is arranged as a working manual with all
material on Bond premieres, such
as ads, publicity stories, radio spot
announcements, etc., placed in one
section of the book. The same formula was followed on Free Movie
Day and Children's Premiere. In
addition, for the first time the book
contains a handy index.
Hertz yesterday paid tribute to all
branches of the industry for their

E/W WITH

$3,667,500,000 Bon
Goal in Greater N. Y

Smash 'Em with the
. . . and the war's NOT

over

(Continued from Page 2)

(Continued from Page 2)
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Bonditorial

more.
Take transport costs, for instance.
Because of the longer distances, the SAME
amount of freight COSTS 25 PER CENT
MORE
when shipped to the South Pacific
than to Europe.
And it takes TWICE as many cargo ships in the Pacific to support a
task force of a GIVEN SIZE SINCE TURNAROUND time is TWICE as great!

— 0_ —
IN addition, we will need more of everything. MORE B-29 Superfortresses that cost
$600,000 each. MORE P-47 Thunderbolts that cost $50,000 each. MORE M-4 Tanks,
with bulldozer blades, that cost $67,417 each. MORE amphibious tanks — MORE aircraft carriers — MORE supply ships — MORE gasoline and oil than it took for the invasion of Europe!
And lest anyone forget, we will need MORE battalion aid stations — MORE
stations — MORE evacuation hospitals — MORE convalescent hospitals — MORE
ships.

clearing
hospital

For many, many years the sick, wounded, and otherwise disabled veterans will require
medical attention and care. That's the least Uncle Sam can do in appreciation of what
they've done for us.
o
|"VD you ever stop to think how much money it costs to maintain the 11 or 12
*~ million men and women in our Army and Navy? Whether the men are actually
fighting or not, they must be fed, housed, transported from one training center or
battle area to another, cared for in a hundred and one different ways. That all
costs money and WILL CONTINUE to until the last man demobilized is back in
civilian clothes.
In addition, millions of dollars will be required for mustering out pay, for various
benefits and services voted by Congress to help the boys get started in civilian life.
A ND there you have reasons enough why patriotic American showmen — which
** means YOU — must sell even MORE BONDS during the coming Smashing Sixth
drive.
But there are others, equally important....
If we're to win the peace as well as the war, the cost-of-living must be kept down
and the purchasing power of money preserved. A reckless inflation that would necessarily be followed by the catastrophe of deflation — with its unemployment, bankruptcies, misery and heartache — must be prevented at all cost. Let's make no mistake
— a dangerous period lies ahead. The American people have nothing to fear, howsver, if they show in the future the same common sense they have shown in the past,
^nd CONTINUE TO PUT EVERY PENNY OVER ROCK-BOTTOM EXPENSES INTO THE
PURCHASE OF MORE AND MORE WAR BONDS.
So let all American film people do their part, for their country's sake, for their own.
And, remembering Pearl Harbor, Bataan and Corregidor, "War Bonds Hit the Jap-

contribution and effort in the creation and preparation of the pressbook and took the occasion to specifically thank Herb Berg, of United
pot!" trade paper contact; Ted
Artists,
Lloyd, of 20th-Fox. chairman of the
radio division; Tom Waller, of
Paramount, handling national syndicates; Newcomb P. Thompson, of
RKO, New York newspaper contact,
and Max E. Youngstein, who has
oo-ordinated the advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign.

THE SMASHING

Single Corporate Tax
Rate Is Under Study
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A single corporate
tax rate and general simplification
of corporate taxes in the post-war
period are under consideration by
groups representing the Treasury
and Congress. Group also is studying a single net income basis for
taxation.

SiXTH — BACK

EISENHOWER,

(Continued from Page 2)
226,000,000, he added, is 30 per
of the national goal of $14,000,i
000, and, in turn indicates the
portance of the job facing the
trade in every section of the S
In calling for an all-out effor
New York citizens, Gehle empha;
the need for bond-selling volunfc
and pointed out that a special
ganization, the Blue Star Bri£
has been developed to enlist
workers. The plan, which has air
been adopted in most of New Yi
62 counties,
will operatetheoncamp
a s'
wide
basis throughout
and will reward with an authoi
home-front service ribbon those
achieve outstanding results in '
"The Blue Star Brigade wil
the greatest home-front army
has ever been mustered in the
tory comprise
of our nation,"
said,
will
upwardsGehle
of half
lion salesmen, and will be dedic
to the men of New York whon
remember in displaying the to
tional
blue York
star service
In New
City theflag."
sales c
paign will be preceded by an ir
sive drive for enlistment in the
Star Brigade, with 20,000 wor
sought in Manhattan borough a

130 Iowa Premieres Set
Des Moines, la. — Lou Levy,
versal manager and in charge
film salesmen for the Sixth
Loan drive, yesterday announci
meeting will be held Monday
all branch managers and sales
to organize and plan for the dr:
Levy also announced that alri
a total .of 130 theaters in the 1
territory have signed pledge c
to
War Bond premieres du
the hold
campaign.

Bonus Change to Spur Sale:
The War Labor Board's am
ment to its general order, enal
employes to give bonuses up to
to their employes for Christma
expected to result in extra sale;
the smaller Bonds.

Mae ARTHUR

AND

NIMITWJ! g|

ISSUING

Uncle Sam needs more
AGENTS
FOR THE
SIXTH

WAR

LOAN!

To become an
ISSUING AGENT
Get in touch with

Your theatre is
the only place
where Bonds can

your War Activities
Exhibitor State Chairman immediately!

folks depend

He will tell you how

QU to be an

easily it's done!

be bought evenings, Sundays and holidays!
The public is being told in
every way: "BUY BONDS
YOUR MOVIE THEATRE!"

AT

when tiiey
want
g Agent
to buy their War BoWs!
Join the ranks of the^ thousands ofother patriotic Issuing
Agents in America! \

Sponsored by
^AR^ACTIVITIES

COMMITTEE OF MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
1501 Broadway, New York City

AVvs
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LEO IS FIRST AGAIN!
Announcing with pride . . .

THE

FIRST

BOND

PREMIE

RE

in the Nation to inaugurate the new

SIXTH

WAR

LOAN

•

NOV. 15th-CAPITOL THEATRE, N. Y.
War Bond Premiere of
M-G-M's Great Motion Picture

THIRTY

OVER

SECONDS
TOKYO7
_:

22
: &*\
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tion5* Is
terBecauseOpera
"TheaThis
Task Parallels Their Own

Exhibitors Comprehend
WHY the Sixth War Loan
quota must be attained,
and even exceeded, if rapid and
complete victory is to be gained
in the Pacific, is capable of being understood more clearly by
motion picture exhibitors than
any other segment of the American public.

Tonnage Table of Supplies Required
for 250,000 Men, 30 Days3 Maintenance
Measurement in Tons
Initial Landing

Weapons and Ammunition
Combat Vehicles
General Purpose Vehicles
Signal

This understanding springs from
a striking parallel which exists beRations
tween the operation of theaters and
Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants
theaters of operation. It is virtuOther Quartermaster Supplies
ally axiomatic among showmen that
Transportation
the difficulties and costs of conducting a film house increases in proporEngineers
tion to its size. This is also a virChemical Warfare
tual axiom in the conduct of military
Medical
campaigns.
Air corps
Thus the Pacific theater of operations, stretching over hundreds of
thousands of square miles, demands
Grand Totals
more materiel, more manpower, and
Grand
Total
more money, than does any other
area of the world in which we are
called upon to fight. Translated into
forces, can be gleaned by the
the exhibitor's own terms, the Pa- our
cific theater is a huge "outlet." It following table of distances on the
is like conducting the greatest single Southern as well as Northern apmovie house in the world.
proaches to Tokyo:
Statute Miles
We Are in the Philippines
Hawaii to Tokyo
3,500
Kiska to Tokyo
2,000
Gen. Douglas MacArthur's dramaGuam to Tokyo
1,400
tic landing on Leyte in the Philippines placed him more than 300 miles
Manila to Tokyo
1,700
from Manila, which is still a long,
Hongkong to Tokyo
1,900
hard 1,700 miles from Tokyo! Thus
Formosa to Tokyo
1,100
Leyte is a full 2,000 miles from the
Shanghai to Tokyo
1,000
Japanese capital. Guarding the apSeoul (Korea) to Tokyo..
900
proaches to Tokyo from Leyte is
Ships
have
to
be
scheduled
to
reach
something more than the expanses
places along hunon sea, land and air. There is the a dozendreds ofdifferent
miles of hostile coast at
main body of Nippon's army, esti- precise moments on a designated
mated to be in excess of 4,000,000
dawn, prepared to unload personnel
highly trained soldiers, — plus one of and specified items according to a
history's strongest navies, and an time-table. Men, munitions and other
air force which will have the advansupplies have to be put ashore at
tage of operating close to bases.
Some idea of the magnitude, not prescribed times, regardless of enemy action.
only of contact action, but of the unWhat Invasion Costs
precedented supply problem facing
The biggest price we have to pay
for any- landing operation is in human lives. This cost is incalculable.
Pacific "IVtrt" Jumps
From the standpoint of materiel, the
Like Huge De Luxers
cost of any invasion is so great that
it cannot be easily comprehended by
The vast Asiatic Theater of Opthe human mind. Before Tokyo
erations is some 12 times the size
falls and the Pacific war ends, bilof the present European sector, —
lions upon billions of dollars must
and the cost, therefore, of conquerbe expended. From five to 10 tons
ing the Japs will be enormous.
of cargo, equipment and supplies,
That is why the 6th War Loan
must be landed for EVERY soldier
MUST be fully subscribed, yes, and
who hits the beach. The supplies
over-subscribed. The film theater
include some 700,000 DIFFERENT
owner and operator knows what this
items, from buttons, needle and
job entails, because he knows how
thread, to tanks, planes and railway
film house operational costs jumps
locomotives.
in proportion to the size of the
As set forth in detail by the achouse. For example, a 500-seater
companying boxed statistics 1,889,can be operated (all costs included)
000 tons of supplies are required
for something like $2,000 per week.
for a force of 250,000 men, and nuA 6,000-seater (12 times the size)
merous such landings will be required
would not be any mere $24,000 per
before Japan's fanatical war lords
week but about $109,000 per week!
capitulate. This incredibly huge
supply 'Wnnage will only ayi*ntam
H\

LEND

OVER

HERE

TII„L ET'S OVER

OVER

Maintenance

200,000
325,000
525,000
50,000

12,000

33,000
8,000
30 Days'
5,000
1,000

36,000

20,000
100,000
...
13,000
100,000
1,000
200,000
80,000
25,000
2,000
100,000
3,000
50,000
1,557,000
332,000
1,889,000 tons

Business*

costs 25 per cent MORE when si
ped to the South Pacific than
Europe. And it takes TWICE :
many cargo ships in the Pacific
support a task force of a given j
since tum-around time is twice |

What Your Help Means
In addition, we shall need morn
great!
everything. More B-29 Superf ,
resses at $600,000 each; more I
Thunderbolts at $50,000; more |
Tanks with bulldozer blades at $i
417, more amphibious tanks, aire !
carriers, supply ships, and more ' ,
oline and oil than it took for j
invasion of Europe. We will r
more battalion aid stations, n
clearing stations, more evacua
I hospitals, more convalescent hos
als, more hospital ships.
For many, many years the s
wounded, and otherwise disabled '
terans will require medical atten 1
; and care. We still have an A:j
and Navy of some 12,000,000 :j
and women to maintain. Whe |
the men are actually fighting or j
they must be fed, housed, transpo J
from one battle area to anotl
j cared for in a hundred different wl
|All this costs money and will J
tinue to cost money until the I
man demobilized is back in "ciwi
In addition, millions of dollars I
be required for mustering-out i
for various benefits and servj
voted by Congress. .
These are but a FEW of the J
reasons why every member of I
industry, from top to bottom, I
bottom to top, must make the SI
War Loan, frankly admitted tdl
the toughest drive of all on the hi
front, an unqualified triumph. J
close touch with the public, the I
theater operators of the nation!
in the key position to effect |
triumph. By their efforts, the l
in Europe, and the even grea
task of winning the Pacific war, j
be slashed from what amounts j
prospective "feature" length dl

the 250,000-man force for a single
month! Without the Sixth War Loan,
operations in the Pacific would have
to be reduced to a trickle.
This landing force with their
equipment would require 5,000 separate beachings by assorted landing
craft. To maintain them for 30 days
would require arrival and unloading
of 30 to 35 Liberty ships and 15
tankers. In this connection it can
be pointed out that the large ports
| of Oran and Algiers could not handle
this total of 45 to 50 ships. Their
joint capacity was only 40 ships a
month before the Allies moved in,
and they were far larger than many
Pacific ports.
Bonds Power Attack
Every time the exhibitor sells a
Sixth War Loan Bond to a patron,
and every time he buys a Bond himself, a plane is helped through the
air, a tank is advanced along the
ground, and a ship propelled over the
surface of the sea. Every foot of
the bright lexicon of the i
distance, every yard, every mile to Ina "short."
gained, brings Victory that much trade's patriots, there is no ;l
nearer. Thus each exhibitor acts
as a member of a combat team, just word as "fail"!
as truly as though he were at the
6th War Loan Bonds
front or engaged actively in supplying the particular front.
Will Smooth Pati
Take, for example, a supply ship in
"By methods as crude as tho
the Pacific. It makes a round trip
Robinson Crusoe had to use to get h
from a West Coast port to Hawaii
in 30 to 45 days. A ship carrying
stuff out of the wreck," is said I
Admiral Calhoun to face our Pacif
supplies to Australia requires 90 to
armed forces in beach landings whe
150 days. Thus, four to six ships
port facilities are lacking. Speakit
must be kept in service to supply
of certain islands, including many y
ONE shipload a month, and running
times are increased if it has to manto be invaded, he adds, "There a
no storehouses ... no magazine
euver to escape submarines, or to
travel in a convoy.
no oil tanks, no refrigeration facil
ties. Hurricane weather is frequer
The European war is expensive, —
and tropical climate very destructive
very expensive.
But the Pacific war
Sixth War Loan Bond purchases w
is much more so. Take transport
pay and pave the way to Victory.
J costs.
Because
of the longer distances, the SA^pD amount of freight
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FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

— DO YOUR

SHARE

ts leading up to the transacts
lis first step in the defense corned, Schine attorneys have beI with dates for War Bond Premieres
calling as witnesses film dis- Brown Heads Para. Committee
already pouring in.
|itor personnel, ranging from
E. A. Brown, Para.'s general cashier, has been appointed by Prexy
mien to division managers. First
Barney Balaban, as chairman of the Capitol's Multiple Celebration
pis group to take the stand toNew York's Capitol Theater will
company's partihvas William C. Rowell, Rochescipation in the
the "Smashing
Sixth War Loan jWar
inaugurate
lalesman for 20th-Fox, who tesLoan Drive
at 9 p.m. onSixth"
Nov.
Drive in the New
|1 as to product negotiations with
15, — and it will be a multiple celeert P. Wallace in September and
bration, for additionally the house
York metropoliwill be staging its 25th anniversary
ber, 1941, in the Strand Thetan
area.
Brown's
committee will show and also holding the world
Syracuse.
have charge of
iallace was in the spectators'
the drive at the premiere of M-G-M's "Thirty Secon of the courtroom throughonds Over Tokyo." Admission to
home office, the the gala
premiere performance will
Rowell's testimony and perhaps
New York ex- be only by purchase of new 6th
"be recalled by Wright. Rowell
Bonds.
ied he and Sidney Samson, Bufchange, Para•
mount News
branch manager at that time,
Laboratory and Campaign Song on Records
Sd Wallace three different prod!eals.
Long Island labSpecial records of the 6th War
oratory- Balaban
■janwhile, Andrew
W.
Stmith,
Loan
Campaign Song were comE. A. BROWN
brn Division sales manager for
has
pledgedto Parpleted yesterday and will shortly
amount
the
Fox, New
York, is in Bufbe shipped to the theaters throughpurchase
of
$20,000,000
in
Bonds
i ;and is ready to take the witout the nation for the drive's openstand as a defense witness. for the Sixth War Loan. The coming. "Buy A Bond Today." written
pany purchased $15,000,000 in Bonds by Milton
rogation of witnesses for Schine
Berle and Hal Block, was
in the Fifth War Loan.
|tr has been conducted entirely
recorded by Ray Block's ork with
dward F. McClennen.
Berle doing the vocal. Eli Oberaile reports from Washington More Sales, Warner Circuit Goal stein, president of Classic Records
^te the Schine trial will have
donated his company's quota
Efforts of the Warner Circuit in has
completed some time between
of vital material necessary for the
10 and 15, this is doubted here the Sixth War Loan will be concen- pressings.
•
trated on selling Bonds, according
sularly, because of a two-day
rnment at election time next to Harry Goldberg, advertising and
No. N. J. Exhibs. Pledge Co-op
publicity director for the circuit.
Newark — Full co-operation in the
"In every drive so far," Goldberg Sixth War Loan was pledged by
said, "the Warner houses have come more than 200 exhibitors in the
through with the highest per-the- Northern New Jersey territory at a
ater total sales, and our entire cirhere yesterday at the Litcuit personnel has pledged itself to meeting
tle Theater. Session was conducted
not only repeat this performance by Harry Lowenstein and Frank
but also make every effort to in- Damis, state exhibitor co-chairmen.
crease the sales total in the Sixth
•
(Continued from Page 4)
War Loan campaign."
Promise
100%
Drive
Support
1 return approximately
.
•
p the company which would be
Buffalo — Exhibitors representing
for working capital and expan- Record Turnout at Pittsburgh
236 theaters promised 100 per cent
The dividend rate would be
Pittsburgh — Today's regional co-operation in the Sixth War Loan
,ess than 50 cents a share and Sixth War Loan rally at the Wil- at a meeting conducted by C. J.
nore than 60 cents,
liam Penn Hotel is expected to at- Latta and George H. McKenna at
a letter to the stockholders,
tract the biggest exhibitor and dis- the Statler Hotel. Speakers included
s revealed that Monogram pictributor turnout in history. Mayor William F. Crockett, Nat Yamins,
this year would be shown in Cornelius Scully will head a group Francis S. Harmon, Leon J. Bamtheaters, compared with 3,960 of municipal
dignitaries attending.
berger, Charles Deardourff, Gertrude
Meanwhile, exhibitor interest in Bunchez and Lt. Col. Roswell P.
,2rs last year and 2,870 thethe preceding year. Total rev- the drive is reported running high, Rosengren.
for the year ended July 1,
totalled $4,300,000, the net
from which was $177,000. For Para. Acquires Interest
Delivery of Adv. Paper
receding year, revenue amountIn
Detroit Resumed
•0.$2,500,000 and a net profit of In Sixth B'way Play
A financial interest has been acDetroit — The long-standing differences over hauling of advertising
quired by Paramount in "Star in
svern Will Free Lance
the Window," forthcoming Broad- paper to theaters here were apparer serving as production manently cleared up yesterday with the
way play by L. Bus-Fekete, Mary
and film editor for the past Helen Fay and Sidney Sheldon. Par- resumption of paper delivery to theamount has financial interests in
7ears with Max Lasky Studios
aters. Settlement applies to the city
ilms of Industry, Elmer J. Mc- five other plays; namely "Sadie with upstate deliveries remaining
n resigned yesterday to "free Thompson," "The Perfect Mar- unaffected. Details of settlement
in the Documentary and Inhave not been authoritatively conriage," "Sing Out, Swee't Land" and firmed.
al field.
"Sleep, My Pretty One".

no. Acts Dec. 6
Boost in Stock
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Back Re-issues
(Continued from Page 4)
every one inof the
the annual
"Ten Best"
selected
Filmpictures
Daily
critics poll as far back as 1930 has
potential box-office value, he said,
and those pictures represent an
initial cost of approximately $200,000,000.
The smaller exhibitor contends
that the distributors are not making
the older pictures available because,
by withholding them, higher prices
can be obtained for the new pictures.
They further claim that they cannot
afford to pay the high terms on the
new product and therefore must rely
on the older product to operate.
At a conference held last week between representatives of Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors, Inc.,
and William A. Scully, the Universal
sales chief agreed to release some
Universal re-issues to the smaller
theaters.

%

(Continued from Page 4)
"perfect
agreement"
betweencompany
Mrs.
Maxwell and
the American
which also holds a 25 per cent interest.
The published New York reports,
which termed the supposed deal "a
closely
secret," sought
also said
that the guarded
Jarvie syndicate
to
acquire Warners' interest.
Warners has no intention of disposing of its 25 per cent interest in
Associated British, it was learned in
informed
quarters yesterday.

Schlanger Dinner Off
In Deference to ODT
(Continued from Page 4)
the dinner
to be tendered
Ted
Schlanger, Stanley Warner Theaters
zone chief, has indefinitely postponed
the event.
The affair was to have celebrated
Schlanger's 10 years with the company in the zone leadership post
here.
Jay Emanuel, chairman, dinner
committee, indicated that in addition to inquiries from Washington,
Chicago, and New York, where
Schlanger has held executive
posts, inquiries had come from other
cities throughout the country.
Schlanger is a veteran in both the
distribution and exhibition fields.

Metro
Resume
"Yearling"
West Coastto Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro will resume
production of "The Yearling," abandoned in 1941, in the Spring. Sidney Franklin will produce. Pic will
be made in Technicolor, with locations in Florida.
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Fly Quits Chairmanship
Of FCC for Law Practice
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of
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(Continued from Page 4)

most important factor for all programs with the exception, of course,
of sporting events and news events
which always are hot flash news.
It is quite evident, Austrian said,
that telecasting stations will be in
operation considerably sooner than
network programs will become available, and it is here that the film
transcription, or "telereel" will
prove to be the backbone of the programming system.
Austrian said he believed that the
most suitable type of television programs as they are evolved through
experience will be far different in
character from the feature film created in Hollywood for theater exhibition. In the evolving of such
programs, however, he said that motion picture technique will play a
greater part than existing radio
techniques.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Western Motion Picture Awards Association announced
that the general public has chosen
the following as winners to be given
"bronco" awards at the first annual
presentation of awards to western
stars Sunday: Top western leading
man first place to Bill Boyd, second
to Bill Elliott. Top leading woman,
Dale Evans; all around cowboy first
place to Roy Rogers, second,
Johnny Mack Brown; top juvenile,
Dennie Stewart; top film, "Buffalo
Bill," produced by Harry Sherman,
and released by 20th-Fox. Top director, Robert Tansey; top horse,
"Thunder" owned by Bill Elliott.
Three top bands, first, Spake Cooley,
second, Jimmy Wakely, third Painted
Post Rangers.

Appoint Harold Postman
Assistant to Cummings
Harold Postman, of M-G-M's home
office sales staff, has been promoted
to assistant to Alan F. Cummings,
in charge of exchange operations.
He succeeds Arthur Sterling, who
is taking a short leave of absence
due to illness and who will be assigned to other duties when he returns. Postman has been with MG-M since 1927.
Meanwhile, it was announced that
Cummings and Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer, would hold a meeting of field auditors and Commando
2-6.
Crew girls in the Hotel Astor Jan.

Washington — James Lawrence Fly
yesterday resigned as chairman of
the FCC, effective Nov. 15, and will
enter private law practice in New
York City. Fly is expected to devote considerable attention to the
business enterprises of William Benton, founder of the Benton &
Bowles ad agencv. Fly has headed Lt. Gerber to Leave Army
the FCC since 1939.
Lt. Morton Gerber, member of
Warners publicity department beMetro Calls Cincy Meet
fore going into the Army, is back
M-G-M will hold a meeting of its in New York awaiting orders placing him on the inactive list due to
district managers in Cincinnati Nov.
16-18.
physical disability.

H\

TO 1 1 MSII THE

FIGHT.

FlfiHT TO THE

Nashville — George H. Armistead,
Jr., chief counsel for the Crescent
Amusement Co., and William Waller
leave over the week-end for Washington where they speak for their
clients in the appeal of the Crescent
anti-trust case before the U. S. Supreme Court on Monday. President
Tony Sudekum and probably other
officials of the company will attend
the hearing.
It was indicated here that the
presentation may last two or more
Argument by Crescent is tentatively scheduled to get under way
Monday, with Wendell Berge, for
the Department of Justice, to follow
but probably not on the same day.
Each side will be given one hour
and it is unlikely that the Crescent
argument can begin before 3:30 and
the days'
court sessions close sharply at
day.
4:30. There will be no session Tues-

Three Iowa Theatermen
Slain in Action in France

Western Motion Pix
Awards Announced
West

comma and coin

Argue Crescent's Appeal

A.ULrHE MENJOU is at the Waldon-, .
from the Coast for a two-week sojourn.
CAPT. GEORCE
BREST, known on the
as George K. Arthur, has returned to Nev I
after two years in England
with the 8 j
Force Headquarters.
PIERRE BLANCHAR, French star who ha j
resistance leader of the industry in his ci
is due back today from Ottawa, Canada.
EARLE
SWEICERT,
Paramount
ger, Philadelphia,
spent the day
yesterday at the Fabian office.

branch
in Nev

United Artists-Rank
Deal for 7 Pix Signed
(Continued from Page 4)
and Gradwell Sears and Paul O'l |
represented UA.
Deal calls for distribution in
western hemisphere of "Co
Blimp," "Blythe Spirit," "This H:
Breed," "Caesar and Cleopa
"Henry the Fifth," "The Man
by" and "Mr. Emanuel."

Local 771, Film Editors, !
Re-elects Roizman Prex

Des Moines, la. — Three Iowa members of the film industry have been
Morrie Roizman has been re-d
reported
recently. killed in action in France ed president of Motion Picture '
Editors, Local 771, IATSE.
Oi
Lt. Bernard Pollock, former emretained
were
Jack
Bush,
vice-p
i
b™ ploye of Tri-State theaters at
dent;
David
Kummins,
secrell
p§|
Sioux
City, after
was slain
Aug. to4 Kenneth Cofod and Ed Wyant, I
""** in
France
returning
the front lines following a convales- geants-at-arms; James Molini, I
cence in England from a previous tee. Frank Madden succeeds C I
injury.
Canstein as treasurer.
Comma
Mrs. Robert Chase, cashier at the chairmen
were named
as follf
Zephyr theater at Burlington re- Max Rothstein, by-laws; Bud
ceived word of the death of her husband who served in France under lard, grievance; Cofod, public
Cy Braunstein,
member
General Patton. Chase also former- tions;
Installation
exercises
will
ly was employed at the theater.
place
Dec.
6
in
the
Fraternal
(.
Pvt. Byron K. Allen, former pro- house.
jectionist at the Princess theater at
Sioux City was killed in the European theater, according to word Danson Leaving Para.
received by his mother.

For Kayton-Spiero Agen

So. Calif. Theater Owners
Have Arbitration Plan
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Under an arbitration
plan formula by Southern California Theater Owners Association a
speedy solution to exhibitor-distributor disputes is expected. First move
would be for Albert J. Law, executive
head of SCTOA to find a solution
to any dispute a member may have
with a distributor. If necessary a
round table discussion would follow
with exhibitor and distributing company representatives participating.
With this failing, arbitration would
be required, with the principals to
select their arbitrator or have an
arbitrator appointed by law.
SCTOA declares that under the
current system of arbitration four
to six motnhs of delay ensues, there
is an expense, and arbitrators unfamiliar with film industry are used.

I IXISII! — SELL

THAT

Harold Danson, assistant ac
tising manager for Paramount,
resigned to join Kayton-Spiero
Inc., advertising agency, effe<
Nov. 13.

SEND BIRTIID!
GREETINGS TO.

"E'? EXTRA

November 3
S. Braunberg
Paul Panzer
November 4
Dixie Lee
Sam
D. Palmer
Don Alvarado
William
Hedwig
George A. Hicke;

S.

GigH.Young
Wiliam
Wcrkm.
David A. Levy
Saul
JohnShernow
Kane
Arnold
Stoltz
November
5Joseph Hummel
Will H. Hays
George j. Schaefer
Roy Rogers
Theodore von Eltz

WAR

Helen E. Hughes
Eddie
Edelson
Joel McCrea

BOWDU

Dona Drake
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Urged to Stage Them, to Assure Quota Attainment . . . and Victory

iASED upon the clear logic
Exhibitors Are Urged to Become Sub'Issuing
Agents for Bonds During Vital 6th War Loan
jthat what has been done
■he past can be done better
The more issuing agencies there are in the exhibit'on field during the 6th
[ U. S. Treasury officials and
War Loan campaign, the more effective the drive will be, it is asserted by
Treasury
and trade spokesmen. Film houses are particularly valuable fcr this
film industry's leaders copurpose because they are opened Saturdays, Sundays, holidays and evenings,
sting with them in the
when most other issuing agencies are closed.
h War Loan campaign are
Showmen are urged to go NOW to their bank and the latter will arrange
iestly and urgently asking
for the applying theatermen's outlets to become issuing agents. All monies frcrn
exhibitors in every section
Bond sales are turned in at the banks, just the same a regular deposits.
jhe nation conduct a maxib. number of War Bond
inieres.
Long Tom have. to have the ammuni- to set up a committee to handle the
tion for their respective functions in
combat, so does the Bond Premiere.
Accordingly, Sixth War Loan promotionalists have fashioned in their
potent arsenal of ideas a huge supply of "ammunition" which the theaterman, wherever he may be, can
obtain to "load" his Bond Premiere,
and, thereby, the coffers of our Treasury Dept. This ammunition consists
of publicity stories, radio spots, exploitation, lobby accessories, and
everything else the showman needs.
How It Is Done
Of all the grossing channels for
Bond selling, the Treasury Dept.
rates the motion picture industry's
Bond Premieres as "tops," and the
fine part of it is that EVERY exhibitor has it in his power to readily
stage one.
Steps are as follows:
First, contact any of the exchanges
with which you do business for a picture under the rules outlined in Bond
Premiere Agreement. Allow some
choice of picture.
Next, if your theater is in a town
with a population of not over 7,500,
and if no picture is available, contact
the Distribution Chairman in your
territory for a list of available Bond
Premiere pictures.
Then frpm this list select and
submit to the Distribution Chairman
in your territory a list of several
pictures tp allow a choice of selection. A booking will be made for
you and you will be notified.
The first contact you should make
after getting the picture is the War
Finance Committee. Advise them
of your Premiere date and ask them

|ch events held during the Fifth
Loan proved enormously valuiin vending War Bonds, and set
:jsales records from coast to coast
Dorder to border. Nearly twice
;jiany were given than in the
flth War
Loan drive, and ac:ed for the brilliant results theaen achieved.
Sective of the Sixth War Loan
iaign, as far as Bond Premieres
Concerned, is to strongly boost
ecord figure of the Fighting
drive.
:h premieres, it is pointed out,
»nly sell Bonds for admission,
hey lead to big sales INSIDE
neater, and, in many instances,
"ply the theater's "take" for
ause of Victory.
low a theater's "take" in
id sales can be pyramided via
id Premieres is startlingly reled by the WAC, which cites
case of a 360-seat house in
warden, la. The premiere it1 vended $26,575 in Bond sales.
Bond
auction
immediately
reafter added $166,525, and a
r Stamp Dance topped off the
ning with $300 more. Thus
SO-seat outlet grabbed $193,for Uncle Sam!
s is evidence as to why the
ury Dept. and the industry rethe Bond
Premiere
as the
wagon, B-29 and Long Tom
lied into one. It's the heaviest
n of "attack" in the power of
thibitor, regardless of the size
or houses he operates!
t as the Battlewagon, B-29 and

sale of "E" Bond units for your
house. If your theater is big enough,
scale the seating so larger denomination Bonds in the "E" series can
be sold.
Other Important Steps
If the local Chamber of Commerce
has a general Bond Committee appointed, be sure to contact them,
telling them fully of your plans for
a Bond Premiere. Enlist their aid
in selling your tickets, but bear in
mind that the best success comes
from having ONE CENTRAL
SOURCE for tickets. Don't have
four or five places where tickets can
be obtained for it only results in
confusion and poor returns.
Inspect your equipment and make
sure your theater will have a clean,
gala appearance for the selected
evening. Contact your volunteer
workers NOW! Inform the entire
staff of the plans for the evening so
questions can be answered by all.
Paper your town with posters advertising the event. Get your publicity stories in work and make an
effort for steady plugging through
spot announcements on the local
radio station. If speakers are available, get them out to weekly events,
— Rotary, Kiwanis, etc.
Select a picture with adult drawing appeal. If you have been thinking of special events on-stage, this
is a great night for it. You've got
a Bond-buying crowd in your theater. Try the Bond auction here,
Thanksgiving stunt, or a straight
Bond pitch, — but keep at 'em. And
REMEMBER,— make sure you con-

tact the War Finance Committee so
you get the proper recognition and
credit for your work.
Real Key to Success
Proper procedure for staging Bond
Premieres, as outlined above, is, of
course, a necessity. But there is a
factor above and beyond any rule-ofthumb. That factor is the exhibitor
himself. His bringing to plans for
his Bond votion"
Premiere
the his
"patriot's
deexpressed by
unflagging
enthusiasm and effort to make such
an event, or events, successful will
be a key to accomplishment.
There will be instances when the
showman can harness to his Bond
Premiere promotional advantages
which he knows to exist in his particular community. To use such
advantages, beyond the capacity of
any campaign book to list, will be
to go "all-out" for Victory. No public official, no civic leader, and no
other individual is too big to tie-into
your Bond Premiere plans. When
you seek their aid, you are asking
them to enlist in a cause which represents the very core of the American Way, — which is Freedom and it»
protection the world over.

AAF's "Target for Today'
To Aid Sixth Loan Drive
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A 90-minute Sixth
War Loan special for non-theatrical
showing — "Target for Today*?- — has
been turned over to the OWI nontheatrical pix office by the Army
Air Forces, it was learned here yesterday. Patterned after the British "Target for Tonight," the 16
mm. film is a factual record of an
entire bombing mission, composed
of footage shot in the European theater and put together at the Air
Force production unit in Culver City,
Calif.
Regal Cinema to Rank
London (By Cable) —
Rank has taken over the
ema, big West End house
under long term tease to

J. Arthur
Regal Cinpreviously
ABC.

tese indie Exhibitor Leaders Serve as 6th's Co-chairmen
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Special Kick-off for Sixth at RKO
Distinctive Statue of Liberty Background Designed
For Theaters' Bond Booths
Every RKO Theater in the Greater
New York and Westchester circuit
is planning a special stage rally and
demonstration for Saturday night,
Nov. 18, to kick-off the motion picture industry's Sixth
War
Loan
These rallies, at which heroes,
stars and officials will appear in person, are designed to give added impetus to the start of the campaign,
which will be kept rolling throughout the drive by similar efforts on
the part of each RKO house. In
addition to utilizing unique lobby
displays, valances, burgees, flags,
usher badges, etc., they will have
new Bond booths with a distinctive
Statue of Liberty background.
Working together with the local
War Finance Committees, the RKO
Theaters are arranging individual
plans for special events, displays
and rallies. Theater programs will
carry 6th War Loan slugs as will all
local and metropolitan ads.

Met. Hous

to Attend Boston Rally WW Go Over Top,
Will Coordinate New England Drive Plan
Srantit's Forecast
Boston — Filmland's role in the on- nett, Rutland;
and Rhode
Island,
SOO

coming 6th War Loan campaign will
be brilliantly spotlighted by a rally
to be held in the local Hotel Statler
a week from today, and the event
will closely co-ordinate plans of the
entire New England district to effect Maximum Bond sales from Nov.
20-Dec. 16, inclusive.
More than 500 motion picture industry leaders, dominantly from the
powerful exhibition field, are scheduled to take part in the rally to exchange inspirational ideas for meeting quota, and exceeding it if humanly possible. All the major chains
are working to this end under the
leadership of Sam Pinanski, Exhibitor State Chairman for Massachusetts. The latter and Edward Ruff,
Distributor State chairman for Massachusetts, have announced the following State chairmen for the New
To Reopen in Danbury, la.
Danbury, la. — W. D. Berry is head- England District:
Maine, C. J. Russell, Sr., Bangor;
ing a group of business men in this
town planning to reopen the Dan- New Hampshire, Edward Fahey,
bury Theater here.
Manchester;
Vermont,
Frank
Ven-

IMartin Tuohey, Pawtucket.
Speakers at the Hotel Statler ralt ly will include Harry Brandt, Na|tional Exhibitor chairman; S. H.
Fabian, WAC official; Ned E. Depinet, National Distributor chairman
and RKO Radio prexy; Nate Yamins,
leader of Independent Exhibitors of
New England, Inc.; Ted R. Gamble,
exhibitor, and head of U. S. Treasury's War Finance Division; Jack
Kirsch, head of Allied of Illinois;
Miss Gertrude Bunchez, 6th War
Loan campaign publicity staff; and
Capt. Ray Wild, war hero.
Interstate Circuit will be represented by Harold Stoneman; Maine
& New Hampshire Circuit by John
J. Ford; Kurson chain by Sam Kurson; M & P by Marty Mullin and
Sam Pinanski; and the E. M. Loew
chain by E. M. Loew.
Plans are in work to have Gov.
Saltonstall of Massachusetts, and
Mayor Tobin of Boston, on the dais.
Invitations have been extended to all
New England showmen to participate, along with distributors, labor
film equipment organization personnel, service organizations, etc.

(Continued from Page 3)

for both myself and men
of the National Committc
hear and see the unstinte'
forts being
put forth
by ex:
enced
industry
personne
every key city we visited oi
past several regional meet
Right now I don't hesital
say that based on both the '
enthusiasm and co-operation d<
stra'ted by the trade, this 6th
Loan Drive will go over the
and with plenty to spare.
At the start of this drive, i.
our ambition to top previous
efforts
in Bond
Premieres—
dren's Matinees, Free Movie
and to secure more issuing Aj
During
the 5th Wer
Loan
those efforts resulted in 6,017
ing agents, 8,061 Free Movie
5,032
Bond
Premieres
and
Children Premieres. Just for th
ord — note those figures and
the 6th War Loan Drive com
its conclusion — I assure you
WE WILL TOP 'EM ALL!

Ik BU Shorts of/IIICom h/n^liMfm
...AND HERE'S ONE OF
BEST!
MBIA'S
COLU

iff SINATRA
c

■f

<<K,

fc
*«.

comedy/)^
W f*y£$Ptious mus/'ca/
■x
wirh EDNA SKINNER (featured in "Oklahoma!")
—
STUBBY KAYE • HARRY (The Hipster) GIBSON

Music by Blake and Leibert

/\>

Produced by B. K. Blake

y

NOW BOOKING!

if Today's Issue: The Equipment News (SeeSection
Pages 13 to 16)
itimate in Character
ternational in Scope
dependent in Thought
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ETURN TO ZONING SYSTEMS ADVOCATED
i rmy to Save Maximum
Service's
Picto
iy
ionrial
Officers Map
ribut
ings at Meetings Here
se maximum
conservation
of
.stock was assured at a weekjconference
of film distribution
|*s of the Army Pictorial Serjat the Signal Corps PhotograCenter in Long Island City.
Jars from all service commands,
(her with Air Force and other
n|iry personnel, attended at the
jition of Col. E. L. Munson, Jr.,
| of the Army Pictorial Service.
]-cest developments
in military
(Continued on Page 6)

jmont-British Net
1,785,073 Pounds

Amount

of Raw Stock

American Civil Liberties Union Considering
Decree Intervention on Government's Side
The American Civil Liberties Union may seek to intervene in the New York
consent decree on the side of the Government, it was learned Friday. The
move would not be from an economic standpoint, in which the Union claims
it is not interested, but from the angle as to whether divorcement or the present
reduced block booking affects the public's rights.
The Civil Liberties Union, at a meeting Thursday night, gave some consideration to the extent the Union might go toward intervening in monopolies, with
the view toward tackling the issue at some future date, especially in motion
pictures and radio.

Cost No Determining
Gross Factor-Smith

Buffalo — On the witness stand for
the defense in the Schine anti-trust
trial here Friday, Andrew W. Smith,
Jr., Eastern sales manager for 20thFox revealed the inner workings of
.don (By Cable) — Consolidated film distribution and sales policies
of Gaumont-British for the in the course of interrogation by
ration's fiscal year soared 86,- both Edward F McClennen for
ounds to 2,785,073 pounds, a
(Continued on Page 6)
;r reflection of the film induswar-time prosperity in the
Clayton Lynch Funeral
i Kingdom.
mal report said that negotia- Rites In St. Louis Today
are continuing with the inland
ue authorities on the outstandFuneral services will be held toConrinued on Page 5)
day in St. Louis for Clayton Lynch,
55, Los Angeles branch manager for
M-G-M, who died in Chicago while
Canada's Conciliation en route to New York for a home
fe an Early Reality
office visit. Lynch died in St. Luke's
Hospital in Chicago. He was being
(Continued on Page 5)
onto — Revised draft of a con»n code
for
Canadian
film
ss promises yet to become an
reality following
breakdown
recent Toronto conference for
rial regulations on a national

UA Sets Release
Dates on Six Pix

aie's Returns for
50B&K Theaters
hicago — WENR and the Blue
;»ork will supply election reis tomorrow to 50 Balaban &
theaters throughout the city.
I speakers will be installed esally for the purpose.

Zoning systems that might offset
the present controversies over clearances are being advocated in several key territories, according to industry leaders who recently have returned from visits in the field. While
some industry attorneys express the
opinion that a return to the erstwhile zoning plan could be interpreted as restraint of trade, there
never has been a higher court ruling leaders
against in
the some
practice
and exhibitor
Midwest
areas
contend that a mutually agreed-upon
(Continued on Page 6)

Release dates on six forthcoming
United Artists productions were announced at the week-end by Carl
Leserman, general sales manager.
At the same time Leserman stated
that these films with others now
ready and nearing completion have
an estimated production value of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
$25,000,000. The six announced for
Los Angeles — City exhibitors here
release, with dates, are:
are preparing to combat a proposal
Nov. 10. Benedict Bogeaus's "Dark for a municipal tax on theater tick(Continued on Page 5*
ets. The Ways and Means committee of the City Council has made
Dramatists Guild Com.
an official recommendation to the
Council that it impose a tax, the
To Study Fitelson Plan
amount of which has not yet: been
A committee was appointed at determined.
yesterday's
of the
Dramatists Council
Guild tomeeting
consider
the

Los Angeles Exhibs.
To Fight Ticket Levy

plan submitted by H. William Fitelson, film attorney, whereby an au(Continued on Page 5)

FTC to Clarity the Webb Act

(Continued on Page 2)

Midwest Exhibs. See Zoning As Answer to Present
Clearance Controversies

Crescent Appeal Hearing
To Be Finished Tomorrow
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Appeal presentations
to the U. S. Supreme Court on the
Crescent anti-trust case are slated
(Continued on Page 5)

Hearing to Determine Administrative Scope

Canada Abolishes Ban
On Printed Advertising
Ottawa — The Wartime Prices and
Trade Board has abolished Federal
orders prohibiting the processing
and use of many forms of printed
advertising materials designed as a
wartime conservation of paper supplies. Ban has been lifted on print(Continued on Page 6)

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A hearing involving
38 leading electrical manufacturers
operating in combination under the
Webb-Pomerine Act is soon to be
called by the Federal Trade Commission in a move to clarify the administration of the Act. General
uncertainty about the act has been
one of the deterrents to pix combination under its provision. Ad(Continued on Page 6)

Industry to Observe
Election as Holiday
M-G-M, Warners, Columbia, RKO,
Universal and 20th Century-Fox home
offices will be closed all day tomorrow, Election Day. Paramount
will close at 1 P.M. No decision
had been reached Friday by Republic,
PRC and Monogram. There will be
no issue of THE FILM DAILY.
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scale and after assurances fron
Ontario Independent Exhit
Council that the Federal govern
has
not been
ernment
controlappi'oached
of theatersforir j
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High
Low
Close
16
16
16
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
5%
5%
5%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
273/4 27'/2 275/8
East. Kodak
170
1691-4 169V2
do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq
65% 65'/2
Loew's, Inc
25% 25%
Paramount
655/8
RKO
91
8%
8i/4 25%
91
901/s
RKO $6 pfd
8 1/4
321/4
251/2 25%
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd 321/4 321/a
253/s
1021/4 IO21/4
20th-Fox
ppf.
Warner Bros
12% 12% IO21/4
NEW
YORK CURB
MAR KET
125/s
3%
3%
Monogram Picts.
.
RKO cvs
U/4 l'/4 213/8
3n/4
3
3
Sonotone
Corp
3%
Technicolor
21% 213/e
Trans-Lux
3%
3i/2
19% 19%
Universal
Pictures
31/2
Universal Picts. vtc
19%

Net
Chg.

—
—
+

—
+
—
—
+
—
—
_
+ ■•
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NED DEPINET and LEON BAMBERGER, who
returned Friday from a Midwest Bond tour,
leave Thursday for Hartford and Buffalo.
JAY CARMODY, dramatic and movie critic
of the Washington Star is in town for a week
catching
the shows.
Alabama
exhibitor,
is
LCUIS ROSENBAUM,
due in a few days c I one
of his periodic
trips here.
in

WILLIAM
Alabama,

COLLINS, who operates
is in town.

CAREY
WILSON,
M-C-M
shorts
here on a visit from the Coast.

11

theaters

producer,

BETTY FIELD has arrived in New
Hollywood.

Ycrk from

IRVNG RUBINE, executive assistant to Lester
Cowan, has returned to the Coast after conferences at United Artists on the release of
"Tomorrow
HERBERT
returned
to
ANN

the

World."

SILVERBERG,
Hollywood
at

RUTHERFORD

Coast film attorney,
the week-end.

is here from the Coast.

is

SIMON
S. SHIFFRIN,
head ofof the'
motion picture division
of the Ministry
Information
of
Free France, is scheduled to visit Washington
DELMER
DAVES,
Warners'
director,
accom- ! en Nov. 11 and Ottawa, Canada, on Nov. 15.
panied
by ARTHUR
LEUKER,
assistant
direct::,
He is due to go to the Coast the end of the
and CHUCK
HANSEN,
unit manager,
left the month.
Coast Saturday,
for Philadelphia
to shoot background scenes for "This Love of Ours."
S. SVENSSON,
of Sweden's
Wivefilm
tion Picture Co.,head
is reported
to be
leaving Mofor
EDDIE
BRACKEN
is at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hollywood next month to offer a film role to
from the Coast.
Greta
Garbo.
MITCHELL
LEISEN
returned
to
Hollywood
WALTER BROOKS leaves this week for MilFriday, after several weeks
in Mexico.
waukee.
CHICK LEWIS returned Friday from the Coast.
HARRY
BLAIR left last night for Toledo.

Withholding Tax Ruling
Made Permanent by BIR
Washington

Bweau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Bureau of Internal Revenue Friday adopted as
permanent its decision of last Winter that employers of traveling
bands or entertainment troupes
need not withhold social security or
income tax when they pay the talent. Theater owners booking state
talent for short engagements were
told last Winter that they would be
excused from withholding pending
final determination by the Bureau.
Friday saw the issuance of this
final order. Only case where withholding is required is in the event
a band signs under a form B contract.

Hellinger and Chertok
Exit from Warners Lot
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Twenty-six home office and field
midM-G-M's
attend
willand
executives
season
sales
district
managers
meeting at the Netherlands Plaza
Hotel, Cincinnati, Nov. 16-19. Sessions will be conducted by William
F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager.
In addition to Rodgers, there will
be E. M. Saunders,
E. K. (Ted)
O'Shea, John E. Flynn, John J. Maloney,
George
A. Hickey. Burtus
Bishop, Jr., Charles
E. Kessnich,
Rudolph
Berger,
Sam
A. Shirley,
John P Byrne, Maurice
N. Wolf,
Bob Lynch, John J. Bowen, Howard
Dietz, Edwin
A. Aaron, Alan F.
Cummings, Harold Postman,
H. M.
Richey, Walter Brooks, Charles F.
zahler, Ben Melniker, Paul J. Richrath, and Irving Helfont.

proposal.
Columbia Finishes Bowling
Columbia has completed prodi
on a new bowling short feat
Ijoe Morris, Ned Day, Marian
wig and Joe Falcaro. Harry p
directed for Producer Maxwell

N. Y. THEATEF
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
H/
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller C
CREER GARSON • WALTER PIDC

|

in 'MRS.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
PARKINGTON"
Edward Arnold
•
Agnes Moore
Cecil Kellaway

:
1
!

SPECTACULAR
1st Mezz.
Seats

j

DAILY

Ship Xmas Seal Trailers
Prints of the 1944 Christmas
Seal trailer, starring Bob Hope, are
Dramatists' Guild Names
now being shipped from New York
10 Members of Council
for showings in theaters throughout
the United States and Canada.
The Dramatists' Guild on Friday Titled "Jingle Bells," the film was
elected 10 members of its council of produced by Paramount as a gift
30. They were Philip Barry, Edward of the company through the courtesy
Childs Carpenter, Edward Chodorov, of Barney Balaban, president. The
Dorothy Fields, Oscar Hammerstein 1943 trailer, also a Paramount gift
II, F. Hugh Herbert, Howard Lind- and which starred Bing Crosby, was
say, Ogden Nash, Arthur Schwartz, shown in more than 10,000 theaters.
Victor Wolfson

SUPER SHOCK

THE

PRESENTA
Circle
6

SENSATION

MASTER

George COULOURIS
Osa MASSEN

RACE
Stanley RIDG

Chaplin's "Dictator" and
10 Disney Pix for France
presents
Paramount

Cabled reports that "The Great
Dictator" and Disney cartoons were
conspicuously missing from the |
screens in liberated France, in spite
of requests from the Allied Information Service, brought an answer
day.
from OWI authorities here yester-

GODDARD
Paulette

TONY PAS
IN PERSC

TUFTS
Sonny

and
Ba
Bert his
Wheel

in

Marion Hut

7 Love a Soldier'

Hal Lero:

PAfiAMOV/Vr

'SINCE YOU

"Prints are being made on the
Charles Chaplin film, in compliance
with the request, and 10 Disney
subjects have just been made availsaid. able for French distribution," it was

ON SCREEN
2nd WEEK

IN PER

WIL

0SB0I
and OR

RAYENII

Hirliman Establishing
Outlets for New Firm

OTHE I

*

Initial steps in the establishment
of outlets for the recently formed
Pix Jubilee Dinner Off
Baltimore — A heart attack proved International Theatrical and Television Corp. have been started by
The banquet planned by the in- fatal to Harry J. Gruver, 58, treasdustry for Dec. 10 to celebrate the
urer of the New Theater, and owner George Hirliman, president, follow50th anniversary of motion pictures of the Glen and the New Glen Theing trips to Boston, Philadelphia and
has been cancelled it was learned
aters, at Glenburnie. Funeral ser- Atlanta. Hirliman plans to com*
Friday.
vices were held Saturday.
plete a coast-to-coast set-up.

Harry Gruver Stricken

STAGE
Reserved.

Carl ESMON

Hollywood — Mark Hellinger and
Jack Chertok, producers, have checked out at Warners, their departures
following that of Jesse L. Lasky
recently.

—

26 Metro Executives to
Attend Cincy Conference

post-war
period.
The revised code, providing
ional dispute boards without
diction over film rentals or g
ings of pictures is expected
approved by major distributors
today with further approva
I the executive board of the M
Picture Theaters Association o:
tario tomorrow. The indepen(
council has already signified its
port of the amended concil:

PARAMOUNT

present

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cor dot
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\ Sets Release
ates on Six Pix

BRIEflllG THE
DflV'S REUJS

(Continued from Page 1)
iters," co-starring Merle Oberon,
inchot Tone and Thomas Mitchell.
j'ov. 23. Sol Lesser's "Three is a
|:iily," starring Charles Ruggles,
en Broderick, Fay Bainter, Mare Reynolds and the Lamberton
lis.
iec. 8. Hunt
ihe House,"
1 with Ralph
and Marie

Stromberag's "Guest
starring Anne BaxBellamy, Ruth WarMcDonald,

iec 29. Lester Cowan's "Tomorthe World,"
starring
Fredric
ch and Bette Field, and introducSkippy Homeier.
fcn. 5. Vanguard's Dore Schary
Auction, "I'll Be Seeing You,"
(ring Ginger Rogers, Joseph
ten and Shirley Temple.
*n. 19. "Mr. Emmanuel," first of
IJ. Arthur Rank British-produced
3. under the seven-pic deal made
GFD.
Awaiting Release
A pix finished and awaiting re3 include
Vanguard's
Alfred
hcock production, "Spellbound,"
Ingrid Bergman
and Gregory
:; Edward
Small's
"Brewster's
ions," with Dennis O'Keefe, June
oc and Helen
Walker;
Charles
'Rogers'
"Delightfully
Danger' with Constance
Moore,
Jane
ell, Ralph Bellamy and Morton
I
d; Bing
Crosby's
"The
Great
t L.", with Greg McClure, Linda
ra
lell and Barba
Britton;
Jack
ball's "It's in the Bag,"
starFred Allen with Binnie Barnes,
Benny, Robert Benchley, Rudy
Be, William Bendix, Don Ameche,
y Colonna and Sidney Toler; the
sh-made
"Colonel
Blimp"
in
nicolor;
Noel
Coward's
"This
py Breed," in Technicolor; Cow"Blythe Spirit," in Technicolor;
ge Bernard Shaw's "Caesar and
patra" in Technicolor,
starring
pn Leigh and Claude Rains, proi and directed by Gabriel Pascal;
iry V," in Technicolor, directed
ind starring
Laurence
Olivier,
Man Gilbey," starring Michael
ing and Penelope Dudley Ward,
ms now before the camera in: 'Blood on the Sun," starring
ay Cagney;
"Hold
Autumn
in
Hand,"
starring
Betty
Field
-Zachary Scott; Lester Cowan's
j Joe," starring Burgess
MereAndrew Stone's "Bedside Manwith Ruth Hussey
and John
all starred,
oductions in the planning stage

O THE COLORS!
*

PROMOTED

*

pWARD A. NEWMAN, formerly manager
fl the Plaza, Buffalo, to captain at Rapid
1'y Air Base, S. D., where he is comjnding officer of his squadron.

MERCHANT

MARINE

REEVES, Paramount, Charlotte,

*
N. C.

Fred Mindlin Joins NSS
• THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Arthur Sachson, Warners' assistant general sales manager, returned from a Southern trip youthfully minus his familiar mustache — but denies that the cotton shortage
down
South had anything to do with the barber clipping him. . .
• Howard Lang, former actor and co-producer of the Dr. Christian
films, arrived in New York last week to begin work on his second

Chicago — Fred Mindlin has been
named sales executive for National

Broadway production, "Good Night Ladies" starring "Skeets" Gallagher
and James Ellison, his first, now in the "hit" category, being "School
For Brides.". . • Ralph Budd, personnel director for Warners, is a
horse fancier among
other things, with quite a stable of pure bred
stock
One of his prize ponies is becoming quite an actor and
thus far has mastered 17 different tricks. . . • Producer Jeffrey

Dallas — Personnel from the area
General Hospitals of the armed
forces will be available for the G.I.
Jamboree tours, organized by the
industry for the 6th War Loan drive
in Texas. Military bands also will

•

•

Bernerd has postponed start of shooting on "Divorce," his Kay Francis
picture, until Jan. 9 to allow for script revision. . . • Bert King, in the
public relations department of Fabian theaters, is entering his second
year at the Paramount, Staten Island, with his "Stars of Tomorrow"
stunt. . . • Although "Devotion" will not be released by Warners for
some months to come, Capt. Paul M. Lass writes his father, Sam Lass
of the Warner story department, that the doughboys in the Mediterranean area already have seen the pic. and given it their stamp of
approval

It's a romantic story about the Bronte sisters
T
▼
▼
• • « ADD BELIEVE IT OR NOT DEPT: To a request for
the name of its motion picture editor and critic for inclusion in the
1945 Film Daily Year Book, the publisher of the Bristow, Okla.,

Record replied. . . "After seeing
last night, I fired the motion
picture editor today
We can't print such language in our journal."
T
T
T
• •
•
USHER HERO
Nicholas Nicoletti left his job as usher
at Loew's State Theater, White Plains, to become a soldier. He returned to his ushering job the other day, changing from Uncle Sam's
khaki to Loew's blue and putting away his Purple Heart, won at Anzio,
and his Expert Combat Infantryman Medal. He should have no trouble
holding the Sunday lines of moviegoers!
T
T
T
• • ' • A THOUGHT FOR TOMORROW:
of franchise, VOTE!
T
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

Crescent Appeal Hearing
To Be Finished Tomorrow

Exercise your right

PEARL HARBOR!

Clayton Lynch Funeral
Rites in St. Louis Today

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
to New York by his
to get under way today and, if pro- accompanied
ceedings go according to schedule, wife.
Rites will be held at Donthe hearing will be completed tonelly's Funeral Parlor, Lindell Blvd.,
morrow. Crescent attorneys will St. Louis.
state their case first and Wendell
Lynch joined the old Goldwyn comBerge will present the Department
pany in 1921 as a salesman in Omaha
and subsequently became branch
of Justice's side tomorrow.
manager in Omaha, Des Moines and
St. Louis. In 1936 he was transferred to Los Angeles as branch manare: Sol Lesser's "Civilian Clothes,"
William Cagney's "Only the Valiant"
ager.
and "Bugles in the Afternoon." 8 New Pix to Start
Rogers' "My Wild Irish Rose,"
Hollywood — Eight new pictures go
Small's "Cagliostro" and "Bella
Donna"; Stromberg's "Dishonored into production this week, making
total of 45 shooting.
Lady," PCA's "O'Brien's Navy,"
Arnold Pressburger's "Driftwood,"
Samuel Bronston's "Ten Little In- ward Angel," David 0. Selznick's
dians," John Steinbeck's "Red Pony" "Notorious," Mary Pickford's "One
and "Borrowed Night"; Vanguard's Touch of Venus" and the Pickford"So Little Time" and "Look Home- Nebenzal "Mayerling."

Screen Service here. Dwight Washburn, Bryant Washburn's son, will
join National Screen Service.

•
Hospital Personnel to Tour

be provided for
eration is being
ly to the WAC
by Henry Reeve
Command.
GCF

Account

the units. Co-opextended unstintedorganization headed
by the 8th Service
•
to Buchanan

Buchanan & Co., Inc., has been appointed as advertising agency to
handle the GCF Pictures account
for United Artists. First of seven
pictures to be released during the
next few months

will be "Mr. Em-

Gaumont-British Net
At 2,785,073 Pounds
manuel."

(Continued from Page 1)
ing excess profits tax, while J. Arthur Rank, chairman of the board,
in a statement accompanying the
report expressed the hope that
charges included in the accounts for
the excess profits tax will prove
conservative.

Dramatists Guild Com.
To Study Fitelson Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
thor will be permitted to sell the
film rights to his play prior to production A report on this plan will
be given at the next Council meeting on Dec. 5.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TONovember
Trem Carr
H. M. Wilcox
Paul Ellis
November

6
June Marlowe
Ruth Selwyn
David
Lipton
7

Reinhold Schunzel Edward
Sedwick
Herman | Mankiewicz
Alice Day
Joe Cobb
Mona Maris
Margaret Morris
Lois Ranson
E. I. Werner
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Cost No Determining
Gross Factor-Smith

FTC Will Clarify
Webb-Pomerene Ac

Continued from Page 1 i
Schine and Robert L. Wright
for
the Department of Justice.
One of his more lengthy answers
concerned the production costs of
motion pictures.
It follows in part:
"Cost of the picture is not too
great a determining factor in the
amount of money a picture should
bring in to you. because we generally sell our pictures based on their
box-office grossing ability, based on
their value when they play the theaters.
"We did invest 81,500,000 this
past season, — 20th Century-Fox did
— in a picture called 'Lifeboat.' It
was a well-made picture, directed by
one of the best directors in the business. We had a lot of trouble because we could not get a properscript on it. I think we paid about
8500,000 before we got into shooting
the picture at all. Sometimes we
make mistakes like that. The fact
that a picture costs all that money
doesn't mean the exhibitor had to
pay all that cost. We sold that picture for what we honestly thought
it was worth to every theater to
which wTe did sell it I believe we
have sold that picture now to about
10,000 accounts. A real good picture, like a Betty Grable picture,
'Coney Island,' we will sell that to
about 14,000 or 15,000 accounts in
the United States."
Under cross - examination by
Wright, Smith said he always considered the Schine circuit an organization worthy of "good terms." At
this, Wright became pointed in his
questioning and sought, but unsuccessfully, to show Schine had been
favored in product deals. Smith
faithfully persisted in declaring that
20th-Fox was fair with all exhibitors, whether they were connected
with circuits or not. Smith formerly was general sales manager for
RKO, United Artists and Warner
Brothers and was described by McClennen as "one of the most experienced men in the country connected
with the motion picture industry."
McClennen's description was prompted by an objection on the part of
Wright who interrupted direct examination to charge that Smith was
not "qualified" to testify regarding
Schine's product buying
Trial was to be adjourned Friday
until next Wednesdav.

Continued from Page 1
ministration
of the act is in
hands of the Federal Trade Comir
sion.
Army to the Rescue!
Louisville — Leaving here for the
I meeting in Pittsburgh, members of
Ithe National Committee for the 6th
! War Loan Drive.
Harr y Brandt.
Capt. Ray Wild,
Lt. Lewis Largey,
Ned
Depinet,
John
Hertz. Jr..
Jack Kirs eh and
Edward
Bobe.
were stranded
when their train
left one-half hour
earlier.
With no other
Pittsburgh
train
scheduled, Harry Brandt phoned Ted
Gamble, who arranged in Washington for the use of an Army Transport which got them to Pittsburgh
in two hours. Otherwise they would
have missed the Pittsburgh rally
Friday.
•
Agnew Names Josephson
Neil Agnew-, in charge of Industry
Sales in the East, has appointed Gilbert Josephson to handle all subscriptions and Bond sales for the
6th War Loan Drive from members
of the ITOA and their employes.
•
Bader Ends 7,500-Mile Tour
Dave Bader, loaned to the 6th
War Loan by 20th-Fox. returned to
New York over the week-end after
completing a 7,500-mile trip, mostly

Army to Conserve
Raw Film Stock

(Continued from Page 1)
film distribution, such as the change
in the type of material being filmed
and the reduction in the number of
prints distributed were discussed, in
addition to rehabilitation activities
and post-wrar educational projects
which are now calling for attention
Col. Munson pointed out that the
need for standard- military training
films remained high.
Col. Munson told the officers that
in line with the recent report on
Army film distribution made by Herman Wobber, every effort was being
made to economize on the use of
film stock. He said that the most
careful planning by distribution officers in the various service commands was necessary to make sure
Charlotte, N. C— Edith Louise
that
"every
soldier sees every film
Butler, secretary at the M-G-M exthe
Army
makes
Special
change, and Sgt. Oren A. Finlayson attention was paidfortohim."
the procurewere married at the post Chapel,
ment, maintenance and replacement
Morris Field.
of equipment.

UJEDDinG BELLS

by air, tional
as advance
man forbytheHarry
NaCommittee, headed
Brandt, chairman for the industry's
participation in the drive. Bader
is returning to his 20th-Fox desk as
trade paper publicity
contact.
•
Term. Prepares for Sixth
Nashville, Tenn. — With a series of
area meetings now in progress, film
biz in Tennessee is fast getting set
for the Smashing Sixth War Bond
Drive. Virtually all state theaters
are expected to hold Free Movie
Days, with certain local adjustments
deemed advisable.
•
Minn. Bond Rallies Set
Minneapolis — Sixth War Loan
campaign meetings are planned
throughout the territory with the
first one set for Detroit Lakes
Thursdav. Others will follow at
Redwood Falls Friday; Duluth. 14th,
and Rochester, 15th.
War Bond premieres are planned
for practically every theater in the
territory. In all cities and towns,
exhibitors plan to work with the
American Legion, Junior Chamber
jof Commerce groups and Boy and
Girl Scouts. •
Thompson Loaned for Drive
Newcomb F. Thompson has been
loaned to the Sixth Drive committee
by Barret McCormick. RKO Radio
advertising-publicity director, and
will concentrate on publicity for
metropolitan dailies.

Advocate a Return
To Zoning Systems

Strong
provisions

proponent
is the

of the Wt
Department

Commerce,
which
is ofenthusias'
about the possibility
effect
foreign
marketing
co-operation
tween American companies
In
feet,
the Act permits
of American
companies combinati'
for tfc
foreign business which would ne
be permitted
domestically
by
anti-trust acts.
So far as the
industry is concerned, a strong cc
bination under the act would mi
one single powerful unified group
represent the industry, rather tl
each company having its own r
resentation.
It w~ould be less
pensive and more
influential, f
executives believe.
The Department
of Justice (?
tinues dubious about the Webb .;
however.
Although its position
that it does not object to combi
tions formed
under this law
foreign operations
if they do
result in price-fixing or other tr.
restraints here, anti-trust expt
there are privately of the opin
that combinations
of this type
ways get around to affecting the
mestic market eventually. They c
sider the law unworkable, beca
they do not feel that it can
confined in effect to the fore
trade.
It is up to the Federal Tr
Commission to convince both G
merce and Justice that It can
fectively enforce the law — that
the Webb Act can be an import
boon to American businessmen
foreign marketing without encc
agingfor anti-trust
Date
the hearingviolation
is not yet hi

Canada Abolishes Ban
On Printed Advertising

Continued from Page 1
'Continued from Page 1)
zoning system would eliminate the
ing of posters, throwaways, blotfr
necessity
of arbitration on clear- calendars, listing of showT progn
ance matters.
and printed display cards.
It
The splitting up of a territory in- pointed
out, however,
that '
to clearance zones, it was pointed printing" will continue to be
stricted by the limited paper sto
out by the advocates
of the plan, available for civilian use, but
[ would require all interests to "give longer is there any ban on any t
and take" on the establishment of of printed advertising.
clearances, but at the same time,
they asserted, every exhibitor would
know his own clearance period on
all product without waiting for the
i prior-run to set a deal. It was argued that a uniform zoning plan
would eliminate clearance disputes
Lou Goldburg of the 20th-Fox
without resorting to arbitration.
department at the h<
In the event that the arbitration ploitation
office is the daddy of a gin.
system should be removed from a
future consent decree, it would not
Allentown, Pa. — Ernest Freen
be improbable, according to reports, manager of the Towne theater,
that a move to re-establish zoning Mrs. Freeman
became
the part
would be launched.
of a daughter. Susan Louise.

STORK REPORT!
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AND NOW
IS THE

BIG EVENT
in the meteoric career
of the amazing Paramount star who, in
twelve months and four pictures, became the screen's
Number 1 Man
hailed by
trade observers as "The Greatest Thing Since

Valentino"

f^?DDfor'sThanksgiving!
Back
Great news for the thousands of exhibitors
who could hardly believe their own boxoffice reports on "China," "Lucky Jordan,"
etc
Greater news still that his welcomehome picture is even bigger and more important than the hits that
ALAN
made him an overnight
LADD
LORETTA
sensation . . . .With a disYOUNG
tinguished star role that

AND NOW
Rachel Field's

FROM

THE

AUTHOR

GREAT

BEST-SELLER

OF "ALL THIS, AND

BY

HEAVEN

And Beulah Bondi — Cecil
Kellaway. Directed by IRVING
PICHEL. Screenplay by Frank
Partos, and Raymond Chandler.

THE
TOO"

Tomorrow
SUSAN HAYWARD
BARRY SULLIVAN

Boxoffice calls "Undoubtedly the best perform-

P aramount

ance of Ladd's career!"

s

AND NOW

Tomorrow

Monday, November 6, 1944
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apital Will Have
jx Bond Premieres
\,sluiigton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

(Washington — Drawing heavily
(on the successful experience in
evious War Loan campaigns,
kshington exhibitors are preparing
: make of the Sixth their most sueBsful bond promotion job yet.
iced with a populace which is lookg for relaxation after a hectic
|:ee years, the showmen of WashWon will bend all their efforts to
3 to it that the importance of the
•uggle ahead is not overlooked
?n though a portion of the world
jttle appears to be drawing to a
!se.
All District of Columbia theaters
I participating, with A. E. Lichtiln as chairman of effort, aided by
pa WAC co-chairman Carter T.
jrron and John J. Payette, Loew's
ie manager and Warners division
mager respectively, Frank LaFalce
, Warners, Area WAC chairman
:1 Joseph Brecheen of RKO, area
, change chairman.
Once again the city will be divided
0 nine zones, with constant perlal contact between zone chairmen
ti individual exhibitors and the
ltral strategists. Bond prizes are
Bin being offered for zone leaders
i the local MPTO.
3ix downtown Bond Premieres are
nned, with two each at Warners
pie,
Loew's care
Capitol
RKOith taking
of a and
total the
of 15,000
nds. In addition, the local theaters
1 join in the national Free Movie
/, and most of them will hold Bond
:tions on Monday nights. War
"oes and civic leaders will be on
id for an all-out opening rally
v. 20, sponsored by the district
ubitors.
A huge additional rally is planned
the local ball-park, Griffith Stadi, which seats 30,000. Admission
be by Bond purchase. Details
1:1
/e not yet been set, but there is
possibility that two outstanding
■tball teams will put on a game
the rally, along with other entainment.
Vlany theaters plan to use the
■tory Bowls in their lobbies — bowls
ed with slips bearing the name
1 address of all those who purtse Bonds at the theater. On the
,sing day of the drive, drawings
| held on the theater stage, with
lad prizes donated by local merjmts. These run as high as $1000
Inds.
ik Checks for Drive Kits
dajor and independent circuit optors have been urged to support
motion picture industry's parpation in the 6th War Loan Drive
h nominal checks to defray the
it of the special exploitation kits
ich are now being mailed to thers throughout
the country.
In
Fifth drive, exhibitors generally
tributed $1 per theater to help
ray the cost.

DAILY

THE PRICE Of VICTORY
OUTSIDE of the vast expenditures necessary for planes, ships, and other
major units of military and naval equipment, here are a few of the things
your 6th War Loan Bond sales and pur:hases permit our fighting lads to have:
The Tank Dozer (consisting of a Bulldozer blade mounted on an M-4 Tank),
approximately $67,417;

The Weasel, Ordnance cargo carrier M-29,
$4,815,
To maintain the average soldier in the
continental U. S. in his first year of service,
the Army Quartermaster Corps spends
$215.35 for food, $173.70 for clothing, $44.70
for individual equipment, and $31.31 fcr
barrack equ'pment, — a total of $465.06,
which is $36 lower than a year ago;
Cost of feeding a soldier is now
daily, three cents less than a
(overseas
maintenance
is slightly
sand;
Bungalore Torpedo costs $3,340

59 cents
year ago
lower);
per thou-

A gallon of high octane gasoline delivered
at a South Pacific base ccsts 30 cents;
To sh'p a P-40 plane from the East Coast
to the United Kingdom, approximately
$1,407;
Shipment of this same plane to Australia
costs $1,908;
A charge of $6,530 is required to send a
P-38 plane to the United Kingdom, while a
price of $8,200 is required to send that
same plane to Australia;
Sending gas I ne to the United Kingdom
costs $11.60 per drum, and to Australia
$16.70 per drum;
Shipping charge for sending ammunition
to the United Kingdom is $57.50 per 2,000
pounds, and to Australia $74.75 per 2,000
pounds;
It costs $936 to ship a vehicle to the
United Kingdom, and $1,106 to Australia;
and
Roughly, the cost of shipping freight to the South Pacific as opposed to shipping it to the European Theater of Operations has a ratio of about 5 to 4.

New Drive Records, Ohio Goal
Confident

of Success as Kick-off Day

Cleveland, O. — Every branch of the
local industry" is poised and ready
for the big kick-off on Nov. 20 prepared to exceed all previous records,
in behalf of the Sixth War Loan
drive. Because many people think
the war is almost over and many
others think their war jobs are coming to an end, local industry leaders
recognize that this will be the hardest job they have tackled to date but
they are entering the field confident
of accomplishing the seemingly impossible with more and bigger Bond
premieres, more and bigger Free
Movie Days, a greater number of
juvenile matinees and special events,
especially auctions.
Charles Raymond, Loew division
manager and state chairman, has
already appointed a chairman in each
of the state's 88 counties. Maury
Orr's organization of team captains
who worked for the Fifth War Loan
will carry on again this time. It is
composed of film salesmen assigned

Hears

Southeastern Rally
Will Attract 300
Charlotte, N. C— Sixth War Loan
drive's inter-state rally here on Nov.
13 at which the industry in the
Southeast will tee off for the campaign is expected to attract 300
out-of-state visitors from Texas,
Oklahoma, Mississippi, Alabama,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Virginia, and the two Carolinas. They
will
men. include the WAC state chairIndustry leaders expected include
Burgess Waltman of Mississippi,
William Crockett of Virginia, R. M.
Kennedy of Alabama, and E. V. Richards of Louisiana, Claude Mundo of
Arkansas, J. L. Thompson of Georgia, J. L. Cartwright of Florida, Phil
Isley of Texas, and E. W. Street and
Kermit Stengell of Tennessee, Warren Irvin of South Carolina, and
J. J. Rogers of Oklahoma.
Norman Hedaway, special events
man with the Treasury, will be on
hand. Speakers will include Francis S. Harmon of New York, Henry
Reeve of Texas, Capt. Ray Wild,
AAF, and Lt. Louis Largey, AAF.
It is expected that Hollywood stars
on the East coast for the Sixth War
Loan drive will appear in Charlotte
during the Southeastern event.
Local arrangements for the rally
are being handled by George Roscoe
of Columbia and Mrs. Walter Griffith of the Theater Owners of North
and South Carolina.

John Charles Thomas to Sing
At Denver's Main Drive Event

Denver — The big event scheduled
so far for the Sixth War Loan drive
by the motion picture contingent
here is the appearance at the city
auditorium of John Charles Thomas
who will sing to the accompaniment
of the Denver Symphony orchestra
on Nov. 20. Bernie Hynes, manager
of the Denver Theater, is chairman
of this committee.
Free Movie Day will be the order
of the day in every motion picture
theater in the city and probably in
the territory on Dec. 7.
It is planned to have a number of
Bond premieres in Denver, using
four of the first-runs and perhaps
a theater in each of the sections of
the city. The plan is to have some
of the large industrial plants choose
a film and house to back, and the
workers will race to see which house
can sell the most Bonds.
Tentative plans to be worked out
in co-operation with the schools call
for a kids Bond premiere Nov. 23
in all city houses, with purchases of
Bonds required in some houses and
stamps in others.
Harry Huffman, city manager for
Fox theaters, has been named city
chairman for the drive.

to designated territories who are
held responsible for the co-operation
of the theater owners in their respective areas.
Loew's State, under the management of Howard Burkhardt who was
the state's top Bond salesman in the
Fifth War Loan Drive, fired the
first shot of the campaign with a
lobby exhibit of overseas trophies.
It was seen by approximately half
a million people during its two-week
display, free to the public.
Auctions have been most productive of results in the Cleveland area.
They have been held on theater
stages and in the Public Square.
The outdoor auction held downtown
on the last day of the Fifth War
Loan Drive under the sponsorship of
the Variety Club produced astonishing results. It picked up many thou- Encore for Concert Wrestling
sands of dollars of last minute EHouston — Symphony concert wrestBonds purchased under the stress of
match, one of the ace local
contagious enthusiasm. Weather per- stunts ling
for the Fifth War Loan cammitting, this stunt will be repeated
paign, will be encored for the Sixth.
for the Sixth War Loan.

*
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TITO GUIZAR
VIRGINIA BRUCE
teatutina

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
ROBERT LIVINGSTON • VELOZ and YOU
FORTUNIO

BONANOVA

• RICHARD

LANE

FRANK PUGLIA, AURORA MIRANDA, ALFREDO <
HENRY DA SILVA, RICO de MONTEZ, LEON LEIs

and ROY

ROGERS

KING OF THE COWBOYS, as Guest Star
JOSEPH SANTLEY, Director
Screenplay by Frank Gill, Jr. and Laura Kerr
Original Story by Richard English
^OH$4>:
"TONIGHT
"UPA

BRAZIL

WILL

UPA"

"BRAZIL"
YOU'RE

• "RIO
MINE"

• "VAOUERO

DE JANEIRO"
• "MOONLIGHT

SONG"

FILL THE

• "CAFE"

FIESTA
• "CHOI!

TILL:

says the I rade Hiress

HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER:
"Top honors go to North and Santley. It is very apparent that Republic has
spared neither time nor expense in the production of 'Brazil,' for it is as classy, sophisticated and sparkling a filmusical as the studio could turn out. Head and shoulders above any other picture Hollywood
has made
depicting
WEEKLY

to date in the matters of authenticity and
our South

VARIETY:

American
"Sock

neighbors

to the

musical: top biz and

the capable

handling of the delicate problem

of

world."
holdovers in most spots. Should prove a block-buster at

the wickets."
MOTION
PICTURE HERALD:
"Republic's bid for major attention is now supported by a major attraction
in the musical comedy field. 'Brazil' is gay and tuneful, handsome in setting, engaging in story and well
endowed
ILM

with

singing

DAILY:

and

'Romance

of its kind to come

from

dancing
and

talent."

music are wedded

in 'Brazil' to create a show that is easily the worthiest

Republic. Here is big-time entertainment astutely

keyed to popular taste."

-"ICE: "A tuneful, romantic, bright morsel of good entertainment. Mounted
appropriation that went into its making, the offering is breezily-written and
competently-delineated, and tauntingly-melodied. Production numbers

expertly to reflect the upped
dialogued, expertly-directed,

are clever, original and

masterfully

staged."
SHOWMEN'S
TRADE
REVIEW: "The music, fresh background and intriguing personality of Tito Guizar
will have sure-fire appeal for all types of audiences. This is an 'A' picture and should be handled as
such. Treat it right and it will treat your box office to a party of big
MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY:

"Hats off to a young

clever and extremely amusing

company

profits."

with a grand, big show; a smooth, charming,

musical that fulfills the familiar box-office dictum of being 'different but not

too different.' Exhibitors will do well to reserve a top spot for 'Brazil.'
DAILY

VARIETY: " 'Brazil,' a musical with a Latin-American background
carrying one of the highest budgets in the history of Republic, is worthy
of its production. Excellent humor

in the dialogue; smart, well-timed

direction."
HARRISON'S
REPORTS: "Produced on a lavish scale, this is a
delightful combination of romantic farce and music, different from
the usual run of stories generally found in musical entertainments.
Its Brazilian background

is colorful and interesting, the comedy

situations good, the dialogue witty, and the music by Ary Barroso,
celebrated Latin-American composer, is so tuneful that one finds
himself humming

IIGHLIGHTS
.

the songs at the conclusion of the picture."

REPUBLIC'S

GOLD

NEIGHBOR

POLICY!

I

Ln one hour of firing, one

75 millimeter field gun expends
7,250 pounds of copper . . . copper
that is still high on America's critical shortage list of essential war
materials!
That's how important it is to continue saving the copper that drops
from your projector carbons to the
bottom of your lamp housings. And
the copper that you strip from stubs.
Salvaged copper turned in to your
distributor or local salvage headquarters quickly finds its way into
essential products for war. . . to keep
such weapons as this gun firing.
Your Government asks you to
continue saving copper. You'll save
still more by reading our bulletin
on the most efficient operation of
Victory High Intensity Carbons . . .
"National" "Suprex" and "Orotipl'
If you have not received your copy,
write today to National Carbon
Company, Inc., 30 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, N.Y., Dept.
J K.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

KEEP YOUR

EYE ON

THE INFANTRY. . .
THE DOUGHBOY

DOES

IT!

The registered trade-marks "National;' "Suprex" and "Orotip"
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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OST-WAR PROSPECTS REVISED UPWARD
/E Ready To Manufacture Projectors In Britain
w Models Supplement
Snd Units; Plant Site
Tot Yet Determined
>ndon (By Cable) — Definite
Is have been taken by Western
trie to manufacture film projecfor commercially operating
ters in the United Kingdom, it
verted here by F. C. Leach, WE
ptor, and the decision has been
hed after consultations with repntatives of the home offices in
|U. S.
(hibitors in the U. K., Leach debs, have asked many times in
ipast why the company did not
e projectors, and thus provide
"whole job" for its showmen
lts. Heretofore, WE has manuured only sound apparatus, leav.it up to their customers to ac(Continued on Page 15)

ishington Sector
Get New Houses
mgton Bit -can of THE

FILM

Bright prospects for expansion and
Dr. E. M. Eschtgoin, Argentine dis"general overhaul" of the film industributor
for
the
company,
and
Carlos
** tive caps of the Messrs. Warner is the
try in the immediate post-war perFletcher, of La Paz, Bolivia.
top-flight job being done by the Cunningham Combat Cameras made for the armed
iod are causing the nation's financial
Under the direction of Louis McNabb, interest to revise upward their esforces by the American Camera Co. When
timates of last summer regarding
chief electrical engineer, Bell & Howell
the Warners purchased the Camera divisfilmland as an investment bonanza.
sion of the California Telephone and Electric have developed a new Filmsound Motor for
This past June, when a wave of
their lines.
Co., they made American Camera a subsidfalse expectancy that the war might
iary of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. Col.
be over shortly was spreading, Wall
Nathan Levinson is president of the new
John J. Yafjack has received a per- Street channels plunged into an epicompany.
mit for construction of a 700-seat thedemic of analysis to determine the
ater in East Norwalk, Conn. It is
believed construction will start in the potentialities of the film industry
/. C. Hester, solon of the Florida
in the first few years of peace. DurTheater in Pensacola, declares he will immediate future since this is a war
ing the past 10 days, there has been
industry area.
have the house, recently destroyed by
a brisk renewal of Wall Street interest.
fire, rebuilt immediately . No difficulty
Out in Spokane, Al Rosenberg, Intend
in obtaining materials is anticipated as
Four separate, yet closely related
Pensacola is a high priority defense Empire general manager for Evergreen The- factors, are held responsible for
aters, discloses that new sound equipment
area. Hester's equipment was covered is set for installation in the Orpheum The- financiers' interest in trade potentialities. First is the conclusion
by insurance, and he had use and occuater there. Among other improvements and
(Continued on Page 16)
pancy coverage.
renovations are a a new front and lobby,
A NOTHER

wartime feather in the collec-

Score a decisive victory in the war to

DAILY

ashington — Four important film
ter projects, one of which has
'ved the green light from WPB,
her of which is in stage of deand two others being currently
idered by WPB
for okay, are
as much needed steps in prog both current and post-war
nation for this area.
1 four projects, each initiated by
fferent organization in the ex(Continued on Page 14)

tore St. Louis Firms
iven WPB Clearance
St. Louis — Baldor Electric Co.,
akers of motion picture rectifiers;
uorescent Fabricators Co., producers
portable electric lamps; Missouri
welite Co., electric signs; Artcraft
snetian Blind Mfg. Co., metal venean blinds; and Stout Signs Co., adrtising signs, are among the 16
Iditional firms here receiving perission from WPB to turn out civiln goods.

m

Equipment Field Notes

Wall St. Regards Four
Strong Factors in Trade
As Spurs To Investment

as well as new
Liberty Theater.

sound equipment, for the

Western Electric's electrical gun director.
The device is credited by British scientists
as having been the nemesis of the Nazi
robot bombs.

RCA's Gross Jumps,
But Net Is Lower

The Lyric, Seymour, la., has been
heavily damaged by fire which broke
out while the house was closed. Blaze
apparently started from a defective
Sergt. Albert Kogan, former RCA heating plant. Apartments over the
RCA's net income for the third
Victor employe in Indianapolis, was theater were also damaged and occu- quarter of 1944 amounted to $2,294,wounded in Germany, Sept. 19, and is
pants were forced to escape by using 456.51, and for the nine months of
confined to a hospital in England.
1944 to $6,734,670.91. Both amounts
rope ladders from the windows.
were less than those of the correPost-war carpet needs of theaters in the
sponding spans of 1943, when the
A comprehensive booklet dealing with
Chicago
area are being surveyed
by Mo- Executone inter - communication systems, third quarter net was $2,516,231.28,
hawk Carpet Mills.
Probe
is under
the
which provide theatermen with voice-to- and the nine months net $7,435,025.44.
jdirection of Bernie Anderson.
The earnings statements were disvoice contact with any or all employes, is
closed on Friday by Lt. Gen. James
available now through Executone, Inc., which
In Devon, Conn., Ralph Civitello, headquarters in New York.
G. Harbord, RCA's board chairman,
(Continued on Page 15)
operator of the Devon Theater, reports
that he has purchased two parcels of
A building permit has been issued
land in that community and plans to
to Mid-State Amusement Co., KenneSudehum Is Silent
use them as the site of a post-war the- wick, Wash., for building a theater
ater.
On Site Purchase
there at an estimated cost of $36,000.
Only
first-run
pix
will
be
shown
at
the
Nashville — Crescent Amusement
The Capitol Theater, Oneida, Tenn., has
new house. Application for the permit
Co. has purchased a large residence
completed installation of new sound and was made by Cy Miller, manager of
site, 317 by 165 feet, adjacent to
projection equipment. Following a recent the Roxy.
fire, which destroyed the theater's permanent equipment, the building has been completely fireproofed.

$

*.

*

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. earned $9,963,000, or $4.51 a share, in the nine months
ended Sept. 30, Harry B. Higgins, president,
The Chicago plants of DeVry have reports. Net earnings for the first nine
taken on a Good Neighbor flavor of months of 1943 totaled $8,732,000, or $3.95
late. Recent visitors thereto have been a share.

*

*

*

its Belle Meade Theater on Harding
Road. Although Tony Sudekum could

give no present ind:cation of his
plans for the purchase, it will probably be used for development of the
Belle Meade Theater and shopping
center.
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U. S. Gov't Torpedoing
Nazi Cartel Strategy
A Section of THE FILM DAILY compreaeniively covering the equipment field, pubished every second week by Wid's Film, and
?ilm Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
Si. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
3ahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
8ureau Chief.

New GE Lamps Seen
Boon To Pic Stands
Announcement on the week-end of
a new series of hot Cathode Fluorescent lamps, known as the G-E "Slimline," is characterized as "good news
for film theater owners" by J. W.
Servies of National Theatre Supply,
which will distribute the lamps,
which are described as longer (up
to 96 inches) and more slender (%
inch and 1 inch) fluorescent tubes
that start instantaneously, and
hence are highly advantageous for
pui'poses in the motion piclighting
ture field.
They are a "natural," Servies said,
for use in lighting poster frames because they are slender and extra
long, leaving no dark spots between
bulbs. Behind attraction letters on
marquees and for soffit lighting,
they are certain to be popular, he
added.
For cove lighting in the auditorium they hold much promise because
they will be the first standard
fluorescent lamps that can be buimed
successfully at lower current to produce the desired low level of illumination necessary. General Electric will channel the new lamps to
the trade as rapidly as critical materials are freed from the war effort.
Wurlitzer Meet Held
Chicago— The Rudolph Wurlitzer
Co. sales executives, held a two-day
meeting at the Bismarck Hotel, Nov.
1 and 2.
B & H Service Roll Up
Chicago — Bell & Howell reports
655 employes are now in the armed
services of the country.

Nazi Germany's corporate juggling which permitted the International Geselschaft fuer Chemische Unternehmungen, A.G. of Switzerland
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Washington Sector
To Get New Houses

Frank's Tele Series
Looms in Book Form
As and when

the current paper

shortage relaxes, the series of articles titled "Television Today," which
have been appearing serially in The
International Projectionist, will, it is

(Continued from Page 13)
hibition field, are entrusted tc
architectural firm of John and !j

planned, be issued in book form. The
articles, last of which was published

in the magazine's October issue, are
to act as an alleged "fi'ont" for I. G.
authored by James Frank, Jr., manaFarbenindustrie, German - owned
ger of the New York branch of Nachemical and dye trust, is due to
tional Theatre Supply. These articles
have
evoked unusual interest not only
backfire by U. S. Government action,
in the film industry but also in the
through the Alien Property Custodtele and general electronics field.
ian, acquiring a substantial inter- I
est in the Swiss firm. This would
thrust the U. S. into the German
Loss To Schulte Outlet
corporate setup.
Opportunity comes as result of By Fire is $100,000
declaration recently by General
Aniline & Film Corp. of a Dec. 1
Detroit— The William Schulte Cirdividend, 50 per cent payable in stock
cuit has had its second loss of a
of the Swiss concern. Under the
Dlan, James E. Markham, Alien theater by fire since the first of the
Property Custodian, explained, his
year, with the loss of the 500-seat
office as holder of more than 90 per Bad
Axe Theater at Bad Axe, Mich.
cent of outstanding shares in GenFire
of undetermined origin dameral Aniline & Film Corp. will exerthe house and theater building,
cise its option to acquire approxi- with aged
a loss estimated at $100,000.
mately 20,000 shares of the 50 per
cent paid stock in the Swiss company Earlier in the year, Schulte's Bagin part payment of dividends due ley Theater in Detroit burned, but
reopened after rebuilding a few
the Government. These holdings, and was
weeks ago.
others in the Swiss concern which
Schulte said that plans will be
APC is in a position to obtain, would
at once for rebuilding the Bad
give the U. S. at least 25 per cent made
Axe Theater.
interest in the company. If other
friendly interests join the U. S. in
the move, the Nazi trust setup would
boomerang on the Hitler sanction of
the firm's establishment.
TOMORROW'S
PERFECT

Eberson. with headquai-ters in j
York.
House which has received p
ties is the Cheverly Theater |
1,000-seater, plus a 10-unit sho])
center.
Locale is Landover Rd
the National Defense Highway, j
The Kass
Realty Co., als
Washington, D. C, has delegate
Ebersons to prepare drawings
i
1,000-seater
on MacArthur
]]
near Dana St. here. Applicatio
authority
and priorities has \
made to WPB.
Plans and specifications are j
in preparation for a 1,000-seate
shopping
center
developmen
Alexandria,
Va.
Layout
pro
parking facilities for 800 cars. A
erty adjoins approach to the ne^
tomae Bridge.
Vaughan
Corj
is owner and Alexandria Amuse
Co. are lessees of the theater '
tion of this structui'e.
Applk;
is now being processed by WP •
Other ace project is that 1
WPB
has from Sidney Lust
plans a stadium type theater ir
.lege Park, Md.
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For Excellence in the Production of Motion
Picture
Sound
DeVRY
Alone Flies the
"E"
with
Two
Stars

Equipment.
Army-Navy

When Peace comes, DeVBY
first with the finest In
35 mm. Motion Picture
Sound Equipment and
other precision electronic
devices. DeVBY CORPORATION. 1111 Armitage, Chicago 14, Hi.

These New

will b*

Lenses Will . . .

1. Definitely improve distribute
dark, edges
light
on the screen ... No

2. Eliminate the "hot spot"

DeVRY-

3. Amazingly improve color proj<

LISTEN

6. Give greater picture "depth"

Hollywood

• CHICAGO

• New

York

If you're interested, the facilities of our
large sound studio in New York is now
available. Superbly equipped, acoustically
perfect, with crews and talent at your immediate disposal. Rental fees are nominal.
"Location shooting" wherever necessary.
Write

FILMCRAFT

today— give

full

details

PRODUCTIONS

Division of
SOUNDIES
DISTRIBUTING
CORP.
OF AMERICA
213 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago 6, llllntli
2824
Decatur Ave., Bronx, N. Y. — fO. 7-9300

4. Do away with side and fron
distortion
5a

Perfect background
shot scenes

focus on

7. buckling
Do away with "rainbow" efl
8. Cause film to run cooler,

ASK YOUR

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Diitribvted Exclvsivefy by

FOR I

NAT I ON A I
■nanmnmn
Diviiiso ml Notional « Si»pt>« »>l««'wotla,lnc.
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Chattanooga, Tenn. — Abe Borisky, secretary-treasurer for Independent Theaters, Inc., announces plans for new theater-recreation centers for this city at an
estimated cost of $400,000, and will remodel and construct an addition to the
Park Theater, McCallie Ave., for recreational purposes, at estimated cost of
$100,000. Each of the new houses will seat 1,000, and enlargement of the Park

DAILY

Vashington — A "start" in the
ijfclex problem of selling surplus
[ds back to civilian channels has
in made by the Treasury's Office
Surplus Property with announce!!iit by that wing of the Govern1'it that it will no longer be necqhry for persons to contact each
jal regions of the country to de.|nine what surpluses are availla, because
information
on all
Se quantities of goods will be
J; ilable right "next door" to each
i ional office.
ufcight classifications, one of which
ludes optical instruments and aplatus, and photographic equip,jtit and supplies, have been estabti'.ed. This classification, under
;-ld of "General Products," and in
i*h the film industry is chiefly injested, with the exception of the
Jj carriers, also embodies electrical
Jiliances and lighting fixtures.
9ior coverings are in a separate
egory.
etyie new system will discontinue
fl practice of automatically sendx invitations to bid.
In the fub, those interested will request
citations on specific items after
|y have received notice of what is
.ilable. Furthermore the plan as
exists now will cut down enoriusly on amount of paper and manner consumed in process of discing of surplus.
leneral
hardware,
refrigeration
ipment, glass, etc., are in the
,«nth bracket.

burban Spokane Will
ive New 1,000-Seater

will boost latter's capacity from 700 to 1,000. Selmon
is architect for all three projects.

mr DuPont Book Issued
Chicago — DuPont
is sending the
. de here an illustrated booklet on
ITeerdimensional
seeing.
A sec*n, devoted to Safety Color Code,
||included. This is a new phase of
Pont's color research
program.
e plan will use color as a visual
to safety.

I Continued

T. Franklin, of this city,

(Continued from Page 1)
Charlotte, N. C. — The second plan
for a large and thoroughly modern who told stockholders that the total
streamlined theater building to be gross from all RCA sources, including its subsidiaries, as did the aforeconstructed on Charlotte's main
mentioned net, amounted to $239,936,717
in the first nine months of
street, Tryon, as soon as Government regulations permit was made 1944, compared with $218,240,901 in
this past week by H. F. Kincey, the same period in 1943, an increase
of $21,695,816.
manager of the Wilby-Kincey theEarnings per share of the comater chain. The first was made
pany's common in the third quarter
early in the week by Herman Meisel- of 1944 amounted to .109 as against
.124
in
the third quarter of 1943,
man. The Kincey and Meiselman
and
the
earnings
the common for
theaters, as now planned, will be the nine months ofon 1944,
ended Sept.
near each other on South Tryon. 30, were .315, compared with .363
Both sites have been purchased.
in corresponding 1943 period.
Civic leaders believe that the need
for additional amusement space in Fla. Stand Betters Booth
projection
Stuart, Fla. — New
Charlotte is great enough to justify both buildings, as people stand equipment has been added to the
through films even in the neighbor- Lyric Theater,
L. A. Arbogast is
hood theaters on week-day evenings manager.
and downtown theaters often turn
away patrons.

from Page 13)

says,
from policy,
the company's
post-warspring
expansion
and models will include AC type, using AC
instead of DC for the arcs.
He asserts that both post-war
sound and projection will show great
strides, and images will be improved
strongly. Engineering has, it is unj
derstood, been completed on the new
piojectors.
At present, WE is negotiating for
suitable factory facilities, but where
the plant will be located has not been
determined
yet.

Districts and Regional
Posts Filled by Ansco
Ansco announced on Friday that
Frank J. Mclntyre, formerlv district
sales manager in the Chicago area,
is now in charge of sales in the
West Coast area, including the San
Francisco and Los Angeles branches
and Ansco's offices in Hollywood,
which serve the motion picture industry there.
George Alexander, who joined the
company in 1941 as a technical advisor and sales representative, now
directs the Los Angeles branch.

To

Bridgeport — An announcement
from General Electric states that
W. H. Dennler is now assistant to
the general sales manager of the
company's appliance and merchandise department.
During the war Dennler has been
supervisor of personnel placement.
He joined General Electric in 1933
when he entered G-E's business
training course in Schenectady, and
was transferred to Bridgeport in
1936 from the traveling auditor's
staff.

'^Jpokane, Wash. — Construction will
•in as soon as priorities can be
ained on a 1,000-seat suburban
iater to be built by the Evergreen
te Amusement
corporation
on
Jperty at Garland and Wall Sts.
is is announcement made by Al
r<enberg, secretary of the Ever■en State Amusement Co.
"he new theater is to be one of
: r most modern suburban theaters
the territory, and is being de- !
ned by B. Marcus Priteca, one of |
■ best known
theater architects
i the country.
ifllmple parking space will be proed for the theater. The property
ludes two lots on the south side
Garland at Wall, and is 100 x 120
it.

• 15

quire projectors of various makes.
The new model projectors, Leach

Two New as
Charlotte
Stands RCA's
Grossis Lower
Jumps,
Described
Justified
But Its Net

Dennler Is Named
New Post By GE

NEWS

WE Projectors To

independent Theaters, inc., Set To Spend
Half Million on Big Chattanooga Projects

jv'I Surplus Plan
idergoes Change
Bu cau
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THEATRE

small wam-
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INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write lor samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

signal for an Aiiec

engineer — he's a
ember of the biggest
tribe
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Trade Outlook Is
Now Revised Upward

London (By Cable) — Fortified by
both the Government and the earnest
desire of every influential branch of
the film industry here, the plan
advanced for the practical training
of disabled soldiers for posts as motion picture projectionists is regarded
as certain of acceptance. Now be-

(Continued from Page 13)

New Company

Formed

Bremerton, Wash. — Manette Theater Corp., with $50,000 capitalization, has been incorporated by Frank
L. Newman, Al Rosenberg and A. M.
Ahlakog, all of Seattle. They will
deal in photographic films, motion
picture cameras, theatrical stage and
producing business.

6,

England To Train
Vets As Operators

that new building and remodeling
may well hit the $100,000,000 mark,
without taking into account expenditures for building sites. Secondly,
there are the accepted estimates that
fully $25,000,000 will be spent for
theater equipment within the continental U. S.
Thirdly, there is the persistent belief that Hollywood studios will invest about $20,000,000 in improvements to their "lots" and the mechanics of producing films.
The final, and perhaps the strongest factor with the Wall Street titans, is the optimism of the Dept.
of Commerce, and its logic in contending that U. S. film and equipment will have the "inside track" in
post-war marketing against competition weakened by the war.

Monday, November

DAILY ;

[

ing discussed
facilities'
provision to makeheretheareplan
thoroughly
practical. Certain theaters will be
used for this purpose.

Transparency of Lenses
Boosted by New Process
Camden, N. J. — Treatment of glass
which promises more efficient cameras and other devices employing
optics is disclosed by RCA's Victor
Division here, through Fred W.
Wentker. It consists of applying to
both sides of glass a film of a specific transparent material about five
millionths of an inch thick. This
film, the thickness and hardness of
which is controlled by electron tubes,
increases transparency by minimizing tendency of the glass to reflect
light.
Process is expected to boost materially the effectiveness of lenses
it is asserted.

"He's wt ma hurry
to mail that coupon for the
fC{) Projectionists tiandtok!"
BUY MORE

WAR

BO

T^HE RCA Projectionists' Handbook is full of helpful informat
-*- on keeping sound and projection equipment running. That's v
we've been urging every theatre manager to be sure his projection
have a copy — and to be sure that the projectionists are backed
in carrying on a preventive maintenance program.
Thousands of copies have been distributed. But this is the last ti
we expect to offer this helpful 76-page book through our advertisi
Better send for your free copy today. The book will still be available
even though not offered — but next month RCA Service Engine
will have another valuable book to announce.
Don't overlook this last opportunity to send for the Projectioni
Handbook. Get the coupon in the mail to us at once! Address: R
Service Company, Inc.. Box 70-76F, Camden, New Jersey.

TODAY'S

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.

SKILL...

A Radio Corporation cf America Subsidicry

Micrometer tolerances — perfect balance
— true bearings and exact dimensions — It
takes precision manufacture to
fabricate fine usAIRco equipment.
We are making deliveries for essential
civilian use and of course, direct to our
government. Your inquiry as to
present or future delivery will receive
our prompt attention.
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This 76-page manual "RCA Photophone Handbook for Projectionists"
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of good preventive
mainsuggestions.
No obligation.

CO., Inc., Box 70-76F, Camden,
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XPECT EARLY CRESCENT APPEAL DECISION
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lyman Succeeds Sam Dembow

at Paramount

tnbow to Head Golden
oductions; Fellerman
tmed Aide to Hyman

Berge Asks For Federal
Approval of New Theater
Buys Before Purchase

c
ppointment of Edward L. Hy-

i to succeed Sam Dembow, Jr.,
•head of Paramount theater operations in the
Northern section
of the United
States was announced Monday
by Leonard H.
Goldenson, vicepresident of Paramount Pictures
in charge of thea t e r operations
and president of
Paramount Thea t e r s Service
Corp. Dembow
has resigned to
become president
SAM
DEMBOW
of Golden Productions, Inc., a new
S)any founded by Edward Golden,
bow goes to his new post Dec 1.
.ax Fellerman, for many years
(Continued on Page ID

ivis Here to Wind
i the Odeon Deal
>hn Davis, representative of J.
mr Rank, yesterday confirmed res that Rank was negotiating for
,irtnership deal with the Canadian
.on circuit and that he hoped to
plete the negotiations during the
; few days in Toronto,
avis arrived here from England
(Continued on Page 8)

?ity Council Ohays
CBC Montreal Tele
Montreal — CBC's plan to erect a
requency modulation and television
ration on Mount Royal was approved
■ver the week-end by the City
-ouncil. Group agreed to cede 15,•00 square feet of land on the next
ighest crest to the Cross for 15
ears. Project would be the first
elevision station in Canada.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Belief here is that
the Supreme Court will probably
hand down an early decision in the
Crescent Amusement Co case. Appeal
which was argued before the tribunal yesterday and today.
While
the Supreme
Court has
plenty of work, the case is unusual
since it affects the Schine case and
the big <motion
picture consent deContinued on Page 3)

Bayshore Trust Suit
Names Five Majors
Carnival gaiety reaches a climax as Tito Guizar and Virginia Bruce, stars of Republic's
"Brazil," sing the song of the century, "Rio de Janeiro," by the celebrated composer,
Ary Barroso — Advt.

Print Rotation Plan

A triple-damage action was filed
Monday in New York Federal Court
by the Associated Playhouses, Inc.,
operators of the Bayshore and Regent Theaters in Bayshore, L. I.,
against Loew's, Loew's Theater and
Realty Corp., Marcus Loew Booking
Agency, Paramount Pictures, Paramount Films Distributing Corp., Columbia Pictures Corp., Universal
(Continued on Page 11)

By Army Saves Stock

Brandt Hails Trade
Unity Behind Sixth

A plan whereby prints for the
various film projects in Army posts
will be placed on a rotating or circulating basis as a raw stock conservation move was developed at a
week-end conference of Army film
distribution officers at Long Island
City. Heretofore, there has been a
(Continued on Page 2)

A flat statement that the various
divisions of all industry branches Halper and Mahler Will
have never before been so well Press WLB Wage Action
united as they are in the 6th War
Loan drive came Monday from Harry
David Halper, legal representative
Brandt, national chairman, as with
of
the IATSE, accompanied by Erother campaign leaders he returned
nest Mahler, United Artists attorto New York for a brief breather
ney, went to Chicago yesterday to
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

May Escape Raw

Stock Cut

Hopper Sees Prospects Brighter for the Trade
CFI Third Quarter Net
Better Than '43 Span
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
reports net profit for the three
months ended Sept. 30, 1944, of
$479,520.65 before Federal tax provision. Estimated Federal normal
and surtax amounts .to $201,398.76
(Continued on Page 3)

Indications are that the established
motion picture companies will get
their regular allotment of raw stock
for the balance of the year and that
no cut will be necessary, it was said
yesterday by Harold Hopper, M-G-M
studio chief who has been active in
the raw stock discussions.
Since the WPB has halted the ex(Continued on Page 8)

Mexican TO Ass'n
Convening Nov. 16-19
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — The
Mexican Association of Motion Picture Theater Owners will hold its
convention at the Lions' Club here,
Nov. 16-19. Among the matters
slated for discussion are problems
connected with exhibition contracts,
employes' Social Security, theater
construction, film distribution, theater financing, and government taxes.
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By Army Saves Stock
i Continued from Page 1)
tendency by Army posts to retain
their reels on a permanent basis, but
the new set-up is expected to eliminate the necessity for making so
many prints of individual subjects.
The conference, which was attended by officers from all service commands and presided over by Col. E.
L. Munson, Jr., chief of the Army
Pictorial Service, entered into an
overall discussion of all film projects, past and future in order to assure more effective distribution with
fewer prints and greater economy.
The officers also concerned themselves with the forthcoming educational program, especially in the
use of motion pictures for rehabilitation, and the growing need for
films in Army hospitals. The Army
Pictorial Service faces a bigger job
than it already has encountered and
it must be done with the accent on
economy in materials, it "was said.

Maugham's
"Razor's
To 20th-Fox ior
ZanuckEdge"
Darryl F. Zanuck is slated to produce W. Somerset Maugham's recent best-seller, "The Razor's Edge,"
and
Trotti is Acquisition
"penciled-in"of
to do Lamar
the screenplay.
the rights to the ace Maugham property is understood to have been formally concluded late last week by
20th-Fox and the author's rep., William B. Jaffe, film attorney.
The transaction originally involved
Globe Film Co., producing organization headed by Edward L. Alperson,
but the latter sold the rights back
to Maugham who in turn sold them
to 20th-Fox Agent in the deal as
now7 concluded is Jack Chambrun.

Eastman French Plant
Escapes War Ravages

Although war damage has been
extensive to French industrial plants,
Eastman Kodak's factory, KodakPathe, at Vincennes near Paris, is
reported intact, but is unable to get
Two More Hirliman
into production at this time because
Companies Chartered
electric powrer is not available due
to coal shortage.
Albany — Two new corporations,
Photographic films and paper are
Film of the Month, Inc., and Picture
of the Month, Inc., have been chart- the Vincennes plant's output.
ered here, to purchase and distribute
Picture Pioneers Mull
films.
Exhib.
Service Award
Both organizations have been initiated by George Hirliman, veteran
film executive, with Gettinger &
Picture Pioneers Exhibitors' ChristGettinger, New York City attorneys,
mas Party at the Waldorf-Astoria
handling legal details.
will see the largest attendance of
veteran theater showmen ever to attend a Picture Pioneer dinner, it was
You Could Use This Man
predicted yesterday by Sam Dembow,
A young man, 27 years old, draft exempt,
Jr., chairman of the dinner commitwho has spent eight years in the film busitee. Plans are being considered to
ness gaining experience and knowledge in
contract sales and theatre cooperative adpresent a special Picture Pioneers
vertising. A pleasing personality and an
Award to the theater owner with the
active mind. He is available now. Write
greatest number of years of service
Box 218, Film Daily, 1501 Broadway. N.Y.C.
in the industry.
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Two Stiefel Houses
to Nissensen of S-W
Philadelphia — Robert Nissensen,
who had been managing the Nixon

COminG and GOII

and Roxy Roxborough, from Sam
Stiefel.
Stiefel recently moved to the Coast

EDWARD C. RAFTERY, president of Ur
tists, arrived in New York yesterday fr
lywood where he had many conferenc
United Artists' producers.
NED E. DEPINET and LEON
BAMBER
back in New York after a tour on beha
Sixth War
Loan drive.
DeDinet will I i
morrow for Hartford and Boston.

to engage in activities there, but returned last week to set the theaters deal.

F. J. A. MCCARTHY,
Southern
and >j
sales manager
for Universal,
left yeste
Dallas
and Oklahoma
City.
He
is
back next week.

for Stanley-Warner, was this week
reported to be heading the corporation which is acquiring the Boro

New Arbitration Clerks
Named in Four Cities
New arbitration clerks have been
appointed for the Kansas City, St.
Louis, San Francisco and Des Moines
tribunals.
In Kansas City, Raymond B. Scudder has been appointed to succeed
H. B. Taylor. Mrs. Helen D. Borger has been named clerk in St.
Louis, replacing Harold D. Conner.
Bruce Wilson replaces Robert Joselyn in Des Moines. F. H. Tuttle succeeds Charles Chambers in San Francisco.
Vacancies were caused by resignations.

DeWitt Newing Funeral
Rites at Lakewood, N. J.
Lakewood, N. J. — Funeral services
for --DeWitt Newing, dramatist, director, producer and actor, whose
death occurred here Saturday following along illness, were held yesterday, with interment in Ewing.
Survivors include his widow, professionally Winifred Anglin. Newing some two decades ago was associated with Frank Wilcox in the
operation of a string of stock companies in Syracuse, Albany and
Rochester, N. Y., and in WilkesBarre and Scranton, Pa.

Lt. Samsalig of S. O. S.
Slain in Action in France
First Lt. Monroe Samsalig, formerly shipping clerk for S. O. S.
Cinema Supply Corp., was killed in
«~. action in France, the War De'i^" lig
K5|
partment
reports
Samsawas the
first toLt.enter
the
Service from S. O. S. having been
called up September, 1940, at which
time he was a Sergeant in the 165th
Infantry, New York National Guard,
the former "Fighting 69th." S. O. S.
has 22 of its ex-employes still in
the armed
forces.

1600
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JOHN NESBITT, producer of M-C-M
ing Parade,"
has arrived from the Coa
brief
visit.
BETTY

FIELD

begin rehearsals
in the Broadway
NAT

WOLF,

has

arrived

in

for the Margaret
hit, "The
Voice

New
Sull; ■
of

Warner Circuit zone ma fj

assistant,
arriveterritory,
in New and
YorkTONY
todaySTfl~
the Cleveland
office
conferences.
MONROE
RUBINGER
of Warners' stu
licity department has left New York foi
where he will be married tomorrow to i
Jane Krasne.
A. J. O'KEEFE, Univesals Weste
manager, departs for Los Angeles today.
RALPH BELLAMY is en route to N
from the Coast to produce and play t
ing role in "The Democrats."
COL. JOHN HAY WHITNEY has ret!
Europe from New York.
tie."
EDWIN
LESTER,
director of the Los
Civic Opera Association, who brought
Norway" to Broadway, is en route to t
from New York.
ERNESTO DE QUESADA, representatit
Mexican gov't, and president of the
Opera of Mexico, is back in Mexico C
negotiating for singers of the Mel
flms.
Opera in New York to appear in six
VOLDEMAR
VLETUCIN,
assistant
B. Mayer
on story purchases,
is back
Coast after three weeks in New York
CONSTANCE BENNETT arrived in N
for scenario conferences with Dorothy P
Boris Ingster on her producing and
film,
"Paris Underground."
RICHARD
H. HOFFMAN, publicist
Jules Alberti agency, is back in town ;
era! days in Canada.
BEN WOLFE, M-C-M office manager
at the Boston exchange after a visit[
cinnati.
LILLIAN HELLMAN
has arrived in M
this
week where
he signed
VINTON
FREEDLEY
returnedVictor
from Mt'
William Gaxton for the leads in his ne:
way musical,

"Call

Me Lucky."

SEEKING
A DEPENDA
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR Y

THEATRE
TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable
service . . . Low cost |
45 year's experience serving theat
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.:
We
can
supply
your
needs.
F1
machine
folded, reserve seats,
Wnie for samples, prices or other inform: f
Delivery free Maine lo Virginia.
!

REEVES
SOUND

BETTY HUTTON returns to Hollywood
from an entertainment tour in the South
MITCHELL RAWSON and RUSSELL S
of M-C-M's publicity department lea>
for Washington where they will spent
days, returning Friday.

INC.
Circle

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

6-6686

INTERiWIDNJ!
T I C K E TfrgACOMPA

52 GRAFTON AVE. Xjg/ niwahk. n
Sales Of /ices in Principal Centers i
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French Tele Advance

b Early Decision
Crescent Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)
case soon to get under way in
York.
jendell Berge, assistant attorney
ral in charge of the anti-trust
ion, did not ask merely for ap3ial of the District Court in Ten,ie; he went further and asked
. ruling which would prevent the
tjcent group from acquiring addi*P houses unless they could first
t the Federal Courts that the actions were legal and not in viola of the Sherman Act.
* rge contended that the ruling of
Mii|;rial Judge was ineffective. This
ion provides that every time the
lli i buys theaters
in a manner
i h the Justice Department feels
ercive, the Justice Department
^. go into court after the sale
mjiow the deal was not voluntary.
.sks Before Purchase Okay
'■: rge contended that the time to
!,: ion
a sale
is before
is comd; not
afterward.
He itmade
the
f; point that the public interest
' d be best served by competiW and that the Crescent people
d not be allowed to use their
J) it buying power to coerce cons with the distributors,
m general, his argument followed
'fly the Justice Department brief
some weeks ago.
,,„ lliam Waller, attorney for Cres« and its affiliated companies, arJjP there is no proof of any of the
',|s made
by the Government.
sfore he said, there was no ne| ;y for any relief to be given
^'Se courts. He charged that the
.jl e of the lower court was "simvonfiscation."
siuller ridiculed
the notion that
ent and its affiliated companies
j'.j.roerced the big distributors.
>mbine's Object to Buy Pix
pji said that the Music Hall, New
it ' , provides
more
income
from
licture to a distributor than all
"heaters in the Crescent group
(jade a distributor in an entire
mt He said the only effect of the
g combine was the legitimate
-reive of obtaining pictures a lit^leaper.
jar to the opening of the hearMonday, the Supreme Court re1 a request from SIMPP
that
onsider its decision and permit
independent
producers
to file
brief in connection with the
Justice Hugo Black was the
member of the bench willing
:eive the brief.

BIRTHDAY
iilHTISGS TO..
ett>

November

—

Ted

8

Hadley

During War Confirmed
•

•
Seems
lap soldiers
try vet, Maj.
but recently

THIS IS
as how
and
William
returned

ONE OF THOSE
"Now It Can Be Told" Yams
Washington wanted a cinematic record of captive
in due course the order found its way to that indusHalpern, USMC. was then in the South Pacific, and
on a special film mission
So the Major and

his unit proceeded to "somewhere in New Zealand" where the British
had established a p.w. camp for the Nips
The British were cooperative, the Japs far from it
However, by various stratagems,
including cameras operated by remote control, Halpern got his footage, with the exception of some badly wanted
close-ups
The
captive Nip officers were punctiliously polite and one of them, a lieutenant, who spoke English, invited Halpern
to tea
His quarters
were decorated with Hollywood star photos from old magazines, and
over the tea, the Jap confessed that his post-war ambition was to go
to Hollywood and become a film star
Halpern did some quick
thinking
Then he said perhaps he could help the Jap, for, in civil
life, he was a Hollywood
director
The Nip was
appreciative
"By George," said Bill, "I have an idea
Let me make a
screen test of you now
Then I'll send it to Hollywood and you
won't have to wait until the war's over for a contract"
The Jap
agreed that would be mighty fine
So the next day. Bill made the
"screen test." with not only a camera but a mike as well on the job
And as Halpern and the captive chatted away, the Nip, in reply
to questions, described his excellent treatment, praised the quality of
the food and cigarets, with close-ups galore, of course
T
▼
▼
• • • OVER IN LONDON, where both in and out of the industry there are murmurs about suspected American moves to monopolize film biz, Sir Alexander Korda had some mighty sensible
words to say the other day to C. A. Lejeune
for the New
York
Times
Read
'em:
"Film talent simply is not possible to
monopolize
You can hire all the available talent and find there
is still more
Between the stones new actors grow up
The
greatest trouble would be through all this talk about monopoly the
idea got abroad that whatever happens in the British film industry
would necessarily mean a fight with America
Anyone who interprets our internal politics that way is definitely helping Hitler
We are entitled to our own pictures here, but they must earn and
merit their place in the sun
So far I haven't seen anything either
in or outside the industry that could stop the career of a great picture."
T
T
T

• • • WITH THE INDUSTRY'S Fall and Winter social season
getting under way Phil M. has been pondering the really amazing possibilities for promotional tie-ins that some of the haunts about town
suggest
F'rinstance, the forces of Leo, Sr.. and Leo, Jr., can host
shindigs in Lyons Chop House
20th-Fox can neatly use the Hunting
Room at the Hotel Astor
The Warners can justifiably host in the
Revere Room of the Lexington,— for wasn't hard riding Paul of Revolutionary fame one of history's greatest warners?
What's
the
matter with the Hotel Des Artistes for UA?
And the Waldorf's
Starlight Roof for Universal?
Columbia
might well employ
the
Pearl Tavem
downtown,
for both Columbia
and pearl are gems of
the ocean
RKO is all set with RKO Gateway in its own building
YeP- and a stone's throw from Paramount
is the Paramount
Restaurant
There's
the Hotel America
for Republic
And
again the Waldorf-Astoria
with wreathed
"W-A"
monogram
would
be ideal for W. Ray Johnston's outfit
The case of PRC presents
complications unless the firm could get the well-known
hostelry up at
55th and 7th Ave. to alter its sign to read PaRk Central!
T
Y
▼
•

L

•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

PEARL

HARBOR'

Reports of great progress made
in France in the development of wideband, high-frequency television in
the face of the German occupation
were confirmed yesterday by Edward
R. Murrow, European chief of CBS,
in his regular weekly broadcast from
London yesterday
"I don't know what the Germans
have done with television, nor do I
know what may be waiting to emerge
from the laboratroies in the {Allied
countries,
but television
there has inbeen*developed
in Paris
which the
picture is clearer, sharper and larger
than any that was being transmitted
in America or in Britain before the
Murrow
to
bear
television
in every
it had

said there was

evidence

out
that
"while
had the
more story
or less
stood
still
other belligerent country,
gone swiftly forward in

CFIwar."
Third Quarter Net
France."
Better Than '43 Span
(Continued from Page 1)
or a net, after taxes, of $278,121.98
which compares with a net profit for
the corresponding period of 1943 of
$221,524.57.
Per share earnings for the third
quarter of 1944 are equivalent to
50c on the 400,000 shares of outstanding preferred, and 15c on the
524,973 shares of outstanding common, which compares with 50c per
share earned on the preferred and
4c per share on the common in corresponding quarter of 1943.
The foregoing earnings, it is
pointed out, may be subject to renegotiation provisions of the National Defense Appropriation Act.

IN NEW POSTS
ARNOLD LEOPARD, manager, Broad, Newark.
FRED LEIDICH, manager, Earle, Jackson Heights,
MOREY
SCHAYER,
manager,
Midway,
Brooklyn.
LYNN H. TUTTLE, operator, Parkside Theater,
Detroit.
EUGENE WOODHAMS, manager, Rainbo, Detroit.
HERMAN
JORDAN, manager, Van Dyke, Detroit.
SOL REUBEN, manager, Palmer Park, Highland
Park, Mich.
troit. L. RUBIN, operator, New Bijoii, DeMAURICE
JACK

LOTHAMER,
Detroit.

booker,

Paramount

Pictures

KURT

GOLDBERCER.
shipping
dept.,
M-C-M
exchange,
Des Moines.
ROBERT
PRYOR,
station
WCAU
promotion
director,
Philadelphia,
formerly
RKO
exploiteer in this area.
WALTER CHANDLER,
from treasurer of the Atlanta Theater, to assistant manager,
Winecoff Hotel, Atlanta.
). O. JOHNSON,
district manager,
Ross
Portland and Seattle branches.
B.

E. JOLLEY,
Ross-Federal

director
Service,

of branch
New York.

Federal

operations

I
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.
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Benedict Bogeaus Productions, presents

MERLE

I

I

FRANCHOT

I

r

h

THOMAS

I

ffl

■ -.

"Benedict Bogeaus

from the
Saturday Evening
Serial

rection and brilliant performances."
-THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"Forceful drama. Benedict Bogeaus may
take bows for a picture which suspense-

TER

fully unfolds to highly interesting
effect."
-DAILY VARIETY

N • ELISHA COOK, JR.
fuced by

rings the bell re-

soundingly with 'Dark Waters' . . . easily
one of the top crime and 3uspense pictures of the year. Blessed with a fascinating, off-the-beaten-path story, it comes to
the screen as an outstanding combination of excellent production, superb di-

Directed by

enedict BOGEAUS- Andre DeTOTH
Original Story by Frank and Marian Cockrell
Screenplay by Joan Harrison and Marian Cockrell
Released Through United Artists

"Should yield a goodly harvest in all
situations."

■ -MOTION

PICTURE DAILY

"Ben Bogeaus's got a goody in 'Dark
Waters'. The swamps of Louisiana make
your hair rise. Performances by Merle
Oberon, Franchot Tone, Tom Mitchell,
| Fay Bainter, etc., etc., are tops I "
\
-HEDDA HOPPER

'■ ■

-BY UNANIMOUS ACCLAIM
THROUGHOUT THE NATION! ... for

New Boxoffice Records!
New Attendance Records!
New Hold-over Records!
New Entertainment Records!
"PLAY TAPS FOR THE JAPS WITH
8JXTH WAP, LOAN SHOWMANSHIP!'
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FIRST RETURNS!
EAST!

10 record-breaking weeks at the Capitol,

New

York!

Largest

MID-WEST!
time

To

gross ever!

date,

SYWA

has

set an

all-

high for the State-Lake Theatre, Chicago!

FAR-WEST!

Smashing

at

Artists

the

United

all

long-run

Theatre,

San

records
Francisco!

and thousands of precincts
yet to be heard from! , // /
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DAVID O.SELZNIGK preset?

_

i

his first production since "Gone; With The Wind" and "Rebecca

I
iTTE

JENNIFER

JOSEPH

SHIRLEY

MONTY

LIONEL

ROBERT

ERT JONES COTTEN TEMPLE WOOLLEY BARRYMORE WALKER
DIRECTED

BY JOHN CROMWELL

• RELEASED

THRU

UNITED

ARTISTS

''

Cr *\ DAILY

250 Bond Premieres
Southern Calif. Goal
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — A minimum of 250
Bond Premieres as against 168 in
the Fifth War Loan campaign and
the sale of more than 550,000 War
Bonds as compared with the approximately half million sold in the Fifth
are the goals of the more than 600
Southern California theaters in the
coming Sixth War Loan drive.
Campaign features here include
Bond Night in downtown Los Angeles tentatively set for Dec. 11.
Ten downtown theaters staging Bond
Premieres will tie up with the large
r,etail stores. Each house will present a different major studio feature preview, wit hthe Orpheum and
Million - Dollar offering mammoth
stage shows -4h. addition. It is expected that' ":a minimum: of 25,000
Bonds will be sold;v;^-;'^
Another important tie-up has been
effected between the' ICvhuge war
plants and the theaters. Special
premieres will be arranged for each
war plant at nearby theaters, exclusively for plant employes who
buy an extra Bond over and above
that which they are now pledged to
under the payroll savings plan.

Five "Tokyo" Bond Rallies
At Broadway and 46th
The first of New York's 6th War
Loan Bond shows, the world premiere of Metro's "Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo" scheduled for Wednesday night, November 15, will be a
complete sell-out, according to Herman Landwehr, manager of the Capitol Theater. A Broadway parade of
the U. S Merchant Marine band escorting several of the flyers who took
part in the Tokyo raid will herald the
premiere.
On Friday at noon, the first of
five special "Tokyo" rallies will be
staged at 46th St. and Broadway.
A huge clock is being erected by
Bulova on which it is hoped to register a Bond sale every 30 seconds.
Daily at noontime, for five days,
Bond rallies will be staged featuring prominent entertainers, military
bands, and war heroes. Bond tickets for the Capitol premiere will be
sold from the M-G-M kiosk. M-G-M
and Loew publicity departments are
arranging for the erection of a special stage and for the daily stunts.

165 W. 46th ST.
BR. 9-4 1 53-4

Nov.
20th

Wednesday, November 8, 1'

SIXTH WARMS
■85|

FLASH NEWS — NATIONWIDE

Seadler Again Consultant

— DO YOUR

SHARE

8-Point Virginia Program
F=5 Richmond, Va. — Virginia State ex-

Si Seadler, M-G-M advertising
manager, is again acting as advertising consultant for the industry's
Sixth War Loan Drive. Seadler performed a similar function for each
of . the previous War. Loans and personally wrote all trade paper advertisements in their . behalf. For the
Sixth Loan, he is working in conjunction with John Hertz, Jr., publicity advertising chairman.

•
Bell & Howell Aid Drive,

Chicago — Bell & Howell will loan
16 mm. projectors and volunteer operators from their organization for
co-operation with industry drive for
the Sixth War Loan, with William
ing.
Kruse,
B . & H film manager, direc-

•
Pledge to Surpass the Fifth _

hibitors got off to a flying start here
with the first of four regional state
meetings. State Chairman, Morton
G. Thalhimer of Richmond, presiding, outlined this 8-point program:
(1), Every theater as an issuing
agent; (2), Every agent to have a
Bond Premiere (and in larger towns
have two or more, (3), Every town
have a Kiddie Bond Show, (4), Virginia's 240 theaters to participate
whole-heartedly in Free Movie Day
on Dec. 7, (5) All theaters to run all
trailers at all shows, and (6), To
•utilize all ads, radio and newspaper
co-operation; (7), To put lobby and
theater front to all possible War
Bond promotion use; (8) To sign theater participation pledge being circulated for distributors' committee
by film salesmen.

•
"Serenade to America" Opens

Pittsburgh— The industry's WAC
America" broadcast
of Western Pennsylvania and West via"Serenade
the NBC To
coasfcto-coast
network
Virginia pledged to surpass its Fifth five nights weekly from 6:15 to 6:40
War Loan record at the regional p.m., EWT, will be the opening show
meeting here, preliminary to open- at the Bond Rally in Madison Square
ing of the Sixth drive.
Garden, Nov., 20.

Davis Here to Wind
Up the Odeon Deal

See Trade Escaping
Raw Film Stock Cut

(Continued from Page 1)
over the last week-end and left yesterday for the Toronto parleys. He
said that reports of a 50 per cent
participation in the Canadian circuit
would not "be far wrong." At least,
he said, there will be a very close
affiliation if the deal is completed
as planned.
Davis will return to New York on
Nov. 14.

(Continued from Page 1)
porting of raw stock and the starting of a review of the entire film
situation, the prospects appear
brighter, Hopper said. He indicated
that the situation would be better

Halper and Mahler Will
Press WLB Wage Action
(Continued from Page 1)
appear before the regional War Labor Board there in behalf of WLB
applications seeking wage increases
for exchange office workers in the
Windy
City, Indianapolis,
and Minneapolis.
On the Milwaukee'
way back
to New York the two will make a
similar appearance before the Cleveland board, which has before it an
application filed by the exchange
white-collar local in that city.
On Monday the Boston and New
Haven boards had approved applications granting a 10 per cent wage
boost for white collarites at the exchanges in those cities, with Dec. 1st,
1943, set as the retroactive date.

Brandt Hails Trade
Unity Behind Sixth
(Continued from Page 1)

before tackling the second lej|
the cross-country tour.
Tomorrow, the campaign r
resume their trek, with a reg
rally at the Bond Hotel, Hart
To follow are meetings in Bo
at the Statler on Friday; in (
lotte and Philadelphia, both Mot
in Baltimore on next Tuesday
in this city where the final j
is set for a week from Friday.
meeting
be '
at Charlotte's
the Charlotte
Hotel, willPhilly

the Warwick, Baltimore's at the
vedere
Hotel. and this city's at the . I
Said Brandt Monday:
"I, have never seen the vaj
divisions of all branches of tr.
dustry so well united as in thi i
War Loan Drive.
Each meeti
itself was an inspiration ancj
enthusiasm shown by more tin
500 showmen attending these v£
meetings makes me more than
fident that we will exceed our
in this drive.
From pledges I
received I am more than evei
vinced that we will top all pr<
industry efforts with Free
Day shows on December 7. L
the Fourth Loan Drive, 3,403
showings were arranged, the
Drive accounted for 7,770 an
the 6th War Loan Drive I will
record that we will have be
10,000 and 12,000 theaters ac
participated in National Free
Ned E. Depinet, chairman c
vie
Day."
Distributor's
Division, at ea<
the various key city meeting:
pressed complete confidence i
ability of his division to put
their greatest efforts on beh;
the 6th War Loan Drive.
National Committee membe
addition to Brandt and De
who completed the first leg
tour included William F. Cro
national vice-chairman; John t
Jr., national publicity directo
representatives from both the O
ury and War Finance Departi

next year with the possible re-opening of the French and Belgian film
plants and the completion of the
Ansco expansion program in this
country which is expected to take up
the slack.
Hopper returns to Washington to- Fourth Hunt House Burns
day for further conferences.
Cape May Court House, N.
Max Linderman Stricken
Fire destroyed the only motioi
ture theater here Sunday. Thi
Augusta, Ga. — Max Linderman, 58, seater makes the fourth hous
of New York City, died here of a by William C. Hunt within a
heart ailment. He was the first presi- The other three were destroy
dent of the National Showmen's As- fire in Wildwood, N. J.
sociation and founded the Linderman Fund for destitute show people.
A funeral service will be held in
New York.
Chicago Executives
Harry Born Killed in Action
Harry Born, formerly manager of
the Globe Theater, Broadway at
an- 46th St., has been killed in ac|5£> tion in Europe, according to
* word received by Brandt Theaters.

Bach

Film Worhshi

Chicago — Leading local film exe
rives, have organized the Chic
Film Workshop for Adult Educal
which holds its first film prev
at the Chicago Board of Educal
headquarters Friday.

IT'S AWFULLY TOUGH TO
JET A PULLMAN RESERVATION THESE DAYS...

FIRST ROUSING HIT TO TELL TH
HILARIOUS STORIES OF THOS
MILLIONS OF LOVE-HUNGRY GALS

PULLMAN

WEEK END MANEUVERS

LONG-DISTANCE

ROOM

HONEYMOONS

1 dmk. ''Jfiflkte'^b^.

CIVILIAN CLAIM JUMPERS

LOVE

MONOGRAM

PICTURES

ROMANCE

HUNTERS

ON THE RUN

presents

ELYSE KNOX • MARJORIE RAM BEAU • RICK VALLII
DOROTHEA KENT * HARDIE ALBRIGHT
PrOOUCed

by

I

JDSLEY

PARSONS

Directed

by PHIL ROSEN

Originol Screen Ploy by B. HARRISON ORKOW

Based on an Idea by SGT. JOEl LEVY,

BOOK IT NOW AT MONOGRAM ... AND PLAY IT HOT!
P. S. And "G. I. HONEYMOON"

it
commg so*i.

ijnesday, November

8, 1944

nbow to Golden;
nan in Para. Post
(Continued from Page 1)
RKO distribution and theater
feraents, has been appointed as' t to Hyman.
Hyman formerly
In associate of Dembow and beassociated with Paramount in
in the operation of United DeTheaters
with Earl Hudson.
rmerly was general manager of
entury Circuit and was the first
?ing
director
of the
Mark
d Theater in Brooklyn.
He beais career as manager of the
•ia Theater in Buffalo and durae first World War served as
or of the Picture Division of
'ar Department.
new Golden company is in. a
five stage, according to Golnd has nothing to do with the
luus pictures made by him.

ire
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Bayshore Trust Suit
Names Five Majors

BRIEfinO THE DAY'S HEWS
fit of the Notre Dame Servicemen's
Denies
•
West Coast UA-Internat'l
Bureau
of THE to
FILMMerge
DAILY Fund.
Kern
Music to Hit Ether
Hollywood — William Goetz denied

a published report that he has been
huddling with David 0. Selznick and
Edward C. Raftery regarding a merger of International and UA. A
spokesman for Selznick also denied
there had been any such huddles.
Raftery left Saturday for New York.

•

Daphne
Skouras, Matsoukas' Aide
Daphne Dolores Skouras has joined

the staff of the Skouras Theaters
War Effort Department in the capacity of assistant to the director,
Nick John Matsoukas. Miss Skouras is the daughter of Spyros P.
Skouras, national president of the
Greek War Relief Association and
president of Twentieth-Fox.

•
Joe Shea Going Overseas

(Continued from Page 1)
Pictures Co., Universal
Corp., Big
The Jerome Kern music from Uni- "U" Film Exchanges and United Arvrersal's "Can't Help Singing," will
tists Corp. for alleged violations of
be played over the air for the first the trust
laws.
time Sunday night on the CBS TexSuit seeks total damages of $225,aco Star Theater program. James
Melton will introduce four songs
000 on the charge that the two theaters are compelled to wait as many
•
Manny Reiner in Naples
as 140 days after featured films distributed bythe defendants are shown
Manny Reiner has arrived in
Naples to assume new duties with on Broadway. The defendants are
the Office of War Information. Rei- accused of preventing the plaintiff
ner, former Paramount short sub- from procuring such films after they
jects and newsreel publicity direc- have been shown at the Loew's Valencia, Jamaica, although no comtor, previously was stationed in Iceland for OWL •
petition exists.
Loew's, it is alleged, is enabled
Fowcett Appoints Agencies
W. H. Fawcett, Jr., president of and frequently overbuys for the purpose of withholding films from the
Fawcett Publications, Inc., announces
two houses. The plaintiff claims the
the appointment of McCann-Erick- theaters are deprived of access to a
son, Inc., New York Office, and L.
E. McGivena & Co., Inc., to handle free and open market.
advertising of its various publications. The appointment for both
agencies becomes effective Jan. 1.

Joseph C. Shea, formerly New
York advertising and publicity director for William Cagney Producu's Conciliation Code
tions, who has been working on a
roval is Deferred
•
documentary film for the War Department, is going overseas on a John Philliber Dies
Elkhart, Ind
John Philliber, 72,
onto — Meeting of the Canadian research mission following completion of current foreign service stage and screen actor for half a
n Picture Distributors Ass'n ad|ad Monday before the proposed school training.
century, died here Monday. Philli•
Nation code was formally adoptber returned last August from Holit another session is called for "Harvey" Scripts to Majors
lywood, where he played the doctor
in the week to give final approScripts of "Harvey," Brock Pem- in Sol Lesser's "Three is a Family,"
; was announced.
Broadway hit are ex- saying he "had come home to die."
3 understood that offices of sev- berton's pectednew
to reach the film companies
Rlm exchanges sought amplifi- this week. No price has been set by
i of points in the code but no
yet. However, comis expected in the acceptance. Pembertonpetitiveasbidding
on the film rights
will begin shortly. Preston Sturges
is definitely interested. There is no
iding Herd on the
picture money in the stage production. •
Studio Mews Range

STORK REPORTS

A baby girl was born on Sunday
in New York Hospital to Mr. and
Mrs William B. Jaffe. The newcomer and her mother are reported
"doing nicely," as is the proud papa,
well-known motion picture attorney.

Ross Federal Service, Inc.

1st Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The news roundup:
:hael Curtiz will direct Warners'
'ill Rogers," with Joel McCrea
red
James Cardwelf has asked
and secured his release from
<h Century-Fox. Samuel Bronston
negotiating a term deal with him
Fred MacMurray has been given
lead in "The Bandwagon," the
«ntieth-Fox screen version of the
George Kaufman-Howard Dietz
ge musical. .. John Carroll and
"h Hussey
m Metro
leads in
)ublic has

have been borrowed
by Andrew
Stone
for
"Bedside
Manner"....
signed Minna Gombell

a featured role in "Moonlight and
ses". .. .Frank
Ross
has
opened
joriations with David 0. Selznick
the loan of ingrid Bergman
for
role of Diana in "The Robe". .. .
nuel Bronston who recently acred the film rights to the stage
y, "Decision," from Edward Chodv, has placed it on an inactive
Ms because he is unable to get
oert Cummings
for the starring
le
Columbia
has
confirmed
xander Knox for the lead oppo! Irene Dunne in "Over 21," the
"h Gordon
ton on Dec.play
1. scheduled for pro-

Skouras on Rally Com.

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th-Fox, has been named a member of the Honorary Committee for
the 7th Annual Army-Notre Dame
Rally, which will be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria Friday for the bene-

Joe E. Brown's Daughter
Injured in Auto Collision
Santa Monica, Calif. — Mary
Brown, the 14-year-old daughter of
Joe E. Brown, who was seriously injured in an automobile collision last
Saturday, was reported still in a critical condition late Monday night at
the Santa Monica Hosptial. Dr. L. R.
Leidig, her physician, stated that
she was suffering from a serious concussion, basal skull fracture and a
compound fracture of the right leg
Her condition showed slight improvement, Dr. Leidig said.
Another daughter of the actor,
Cathryn, aged 11, was in the auto
and suffered shock, multiple contusions and lacerations.
The car, police stated, was driven
by the girls' governess, Betty Lee
Case, 22, and was in collision with
amew.
car driven by Freddie Bartholo-
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tV ik REVieUJS OF
"Together Again"
with Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer and
Charles Coburn
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Columbia
93 Mins.
THOROUGHLY DELIGHTFUL, LAUGHPROVOKING COMEDY IS BOUND TO
SCORE HEAVILY.
Here is one of the most thoroughly delightful, laughter-provoking comedies filmed
in many moons. It has sparkling performances by Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer
and Charles Coburn, while newcomers
Mona Freeman and Jerome Courtland, are
two of the most promising youngsters seen in
some time.
Charles Vidor has done a grand job of
directing and many kudos are due Producer
Virginia Van Upp, who also wrote the
screenplay in collaboration with F. Hugh
Herbert. The original story is by Stanley
Russell and Harold Brberman.
Irene Dunne plays a young widow, who
is mayor of Brookhaven, Vt. Her father,
Charles Coburn, is anxious for her to marry
again and is happy when she meets Charles
Boyer, a New York sculptor. Boyer comes
to Brookhaven to repair the civic statue of
Irene's deceased husband and falls in love
with Irene. There are many amusing complications before Boyer finally wins Irene.
CAST: Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer. Charles
Coburn, Mona Freeman, Jerome Courtland, Elizabeth Patterson, Charles Dingle. Walter Baldwin, Fern Emmett, Frank Puglia.
CREDITS: Producer, Virginia Van Upp; Director,
Charles Vidor; Authors, Stanley Russell and
Herbert Biberman; Screenplay, Virginia Van
Upp and F. Hugh Herbert; Cameraman, Joseph
Walker; Editor, Otto Meyer; Art Director,
Stephen Coosson and Van Nest Polglase; Musical Score by Werner R. Heymann; Musical Director, M. W. Sfoloff.
DIRECTION, Excellent. Photography, Very
good.

"Rustler's
Hideout"
with Buster Crabbe,
Al St. John
PRC

60 Mins.

EMPHASIS ON ACTION MAKES THIS
WESTERN SURE-FIRE THING FOR THE
KIDS.
Action galore has gone into the telling
of the plot of "Rustler's Hideout," the
latest of the series teaming Buster Crabbe
and Al St. John. The result is a western
that should have the kids out of their
seats most of the time.
Crabbe, assisted by St. John, is riding or
swinging his fists for the greater part
of the footage. He really lets the villains
have it in a story excitingly related.
The head villain is the town banker who
extends a rancher a loan, the collateral
for which is a herd of cattle being brought
in by Crabbe and St. John. The idea is to
take possession of the ranch by rustling
the collateral. Crabbe has to clear himself of a murder charge in foiling the baddies.
Sam Newfield has supplied pell-mell direction.
CAST; Buster Crabbe. Al St. John, Patti McCarty, Charles King. John Merton, Terry Frost,
Hal Price, Lane Chandler, Al Ferguson, Frank
McCarroll.
Ed Cassidy.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld; Director, Sam Newfield; Screenplay, Joe O'Donnell;
Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Sound Glen
Glenn
Film Editor, Holbrook
N. Todd.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

V

Cood.

"Strangers in the
with William Terry, Virginia
Republic

November 8

Grey
55 Mins.

TIGHT LITTLE DRAMA HAS BEEN
WELL WRITTEN, PRODUCED. DIRECTED
AND ACTED.

Night"

"Murder in the Blue
with Anne Gwynne. Donald Cook
Universal
61 Mins.
EMPHASIS ON COMEDY HELPS TO
MAKE THIS MELODRAMA PASSABLE ENTERTAINMENT.

"Murder in the Blue Room" is a meloHere is a tightly-knit little drama that
drama in which comedy has an important
keeps the audience wondering right up to place. In fact, the comedy overshadows
the climactic sequence. The film tells the melodramatic content to the point of
simply and forcefully an engrossing story
making the plot more or less inconsethat departs from the usual pattern. There
quential. Audiences will enjoy the film
is suspense and an air of mystery that
for its laughs more than for any other reapiques the interest throughout. Rudolph
son.
E. Abel has given the yarn a capable proAlthough not listed among the top playduction and the cast has come through with
ers, the trio of Grace McDonald, Betty Kean
performances that are first-rate.
and June Preisser steals the film, being
Directed well by Anthony Mann, the film responsible for most of the entertainment
is about a lonely cripple (Helen Thimig) and all of the laughs. The gals dance,
who strives to promote a romance between sing and rush about in trying to solve a
a soldier (William Terry) and a lovely murder mystery.
Two murders are involved. One is that
figment of her imagination. The lad doesn't
discover until he gets back from the war
of Anne Gwynne's dad; the other, that of
zone that the girl he has been commua boy friend. Blackmail is at the bottom
nicating with is just a myth created by the of the first murder, while the boy friend
woman to get a taste of the love denied is killed because he knows too much. The
her by her inability to bear a child. The murderer is the family doctor.
blood-and-flesh romance is between Terry
Donald Cook plays a murder mystery
and Virginia Grey, a doctor.
writer interested in Miss Gwynne who solves
CAST: Willian Terry, Virginia Crey, Helena the crime.

Room"

Thimig,
Edith Barret, Anne
O'Neal.
CREDITS: Associate Producer. Rudolph E.
Abel; Director, Anthony Mann; Screenplay,
Bryant Ford, Paul Cangelin; Based on story by
Phillip MacDonald; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; Art Director, Gano Chittenden; Musical
Director, Morton Scott; Sound, Tom Carman;
Set Decorator, Perry Murdock; Film Editor,
Arthur
Roberts.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Cood.

"Bowery Champs"

with East Side Kids
Monogram
62 Mins.
ADMIRERS OF EAST SIDE KIDS WILL
FIND THIS MELODRAMA TO THEIR LIKING.
Those who have not tired of the antics
of the East Side Kids will derive a good
measure of entertainment from the proceedings in "Bowery Champs."' Others are
likely to find the preposterous activities of
the young toughs a bit too much to down
without rebelling.
The presence of the East Side Kids is
an assurance of plenty of action and commotion if nothing else. The mad capers
cf the young players suffice to extract some
laughs from persons
who laugh easily.
Produced in slapdash fashion by Sam
Katrman and Jack Dietz, the film turns the
kids loose to solve a murder of which Evelyn
Brent is unjustly accused. The boys, who
work for a newspaper, obtain proof that
Miss Brent is innocent and then go after
the guilty parties like bulls in a china
shop. When they lower the boom on the
villains they do a good job of it.
Leo Gorcey, a copy boy on the paper,
captures most of the attention.
CAST: Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hail. Biliy Benedict,
Jimmy Strand. Bobby Jordon, Bud Gorman, Anne
Sterling, Cabriel Dell, Frank Jaquet, Francis
Ford. Evelyn Brent, Eddie Cherkcse, Wheeler
Oakman,
Ian Keith, Thelma White,
Bill Rhul.
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman, Jack
Dietz; Associate Producer, Barney Sarecky; Director. Willam Beaudine; Screenplay, Earle
Snell; Cameraman. Ira Morgan: Sound, Tom
Lambert; Film Editor, John Link.
DIRECTION. Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY. Okay.

CAST: Anne Gwynne, Donald Cook, John
Lite! Grace McDonald, Betty Kean, June
Preisser, Regis Toomey, Nella Walker, Andrew
Tombes, Ian Wolfe, Emmett Vogan, Bill MacWilliams.
Frankie
Marlowe.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Frank Cross;
Director, Lesle Goodwins; Screenplay, I. A. L.
Diamond, Stanley Davis: Based on story by
Erich Philippi; Cameraman, George Robinson;
Musical Director, Sam Freed, Jr.; Art Directors.
John B. Coodman. Harold H. MacArthur; Sound
Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators.
Russell A. Gausman. t. R. Robinson: Film Editor,
Charles Maynard; Dance Director. Carlos Romero; Special Effects. John F. Fulton.
DIRECTION. Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY. Okay.

* SERIAL
"Mystery of the
Universal

*

River
Boat"
18 to 20
mins.

v SHORTS
"Jobs After The War'

Newsreel Distributors, Inc.

Constructive Offering
Of decided timeliness and
quence to Americans both n
during the post-war era is thi
subject dealing with the plans
Committee of Economic Devel
for full peacetime employmer
reel, which is in the natur
round-table exposition of th
and means through which it i
to accomplish this vital en
sents Paul G. Hoffman, in t
of chairman of CED, explain
purposes of the organization
is non-political and without ps
ship as regards any group ei
management or labor.
In response
to his queri
businessmen
from
Grand
Mich., Columbus, 0., Evansvil
Worcester, Mass., Richmond, I
Bradenton, Fla., respectively,,
plans for jobs in these comn
six
businessmen
range atfrom
typical
of the nation
larg™
hardware retailer to the inj
titan, but all working
uns
with CED
to eliminate unc
ment entirely after the wai
All theaters conscious of thei
tions as community centers o
mation will want to show th
picture, and, by the same to.]
audiences will want to see
they
have heard of its conscontent.

"Outdoor Living"

(Vitaphone Varities)
Warner
1
Extremely Interesting
Howard Hill, the noted art
the star of this short, prodv
himself. The footage offers,
teresting demonstration of
knowledge of the lore of t
doors. The picture includes

If the first couple of chapters are
any criterion, this serial should have
no trouble at all capturing and hold- pressive account of Hill's J
ing the interest of the kids. Some ness with bow and arrow. I
really lusty villainy is paraded for freshing touch.
the delectation of the action maniacs.
Universal "The Beach Nut"
The story hasn't the utterly fanLots of Fun
tastic quality usually associated with
serials. It has to do with the atHilarious stuff, this cart
tempt of a gang, presumably com- Technicolor. The story has
posed of foreign agents, to get its Woodpecker making a nuis;
hands on a piece of Louisiana swamp himself on a beach, the ta
land rich in oil deposits.
his screwy antics being a
The acting is better than what walrus, whose day the pes
one customarily gets in a serial. completely. The action h
Robert Lowery, whose family is one speed of lighting.
of three owners of the land, is the
hero. Some of the others prominent Wolf Heads RKO Story D
in the cast are Eddie Quillan, Mar- WestHollywood
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
— Manny
Wolf,
ion Martin, Lyle Talbot, Oscar
scenarist editor at Paramou
O'Shea. Marjory Clements.
Ray Taylor and Lewis D. Collins been appointed head of the r
are the directors. The film is the ized story and writing dep
final film chore of the late Associate at RKO, succeeding Willian
who will remain as Wolfs as
Producer Henry MacRae.
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7 BIG WEEKS IN THE NEW YORK FIRST-RUN
BOOKED BY LOEWS AND ALL LEADING CIRCUITS

Hollywood — The California proposition No. 11 which incorporated a proposal for a
T
I
C
*\07
■
p
|»r
lr« l\G|GCTS
& /O
Odl©S
I 8X1
three per cent gross sales tax was rejected. San Bernardino ratified the proposition to
•pose a three-cent admission tax on every admission ticket by a vote of 9,850 for to 8,950 against.
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Charge New Eng. Circuit With False Records
d Lieberman Named
Boston Suit Filed

2,000-Seater for Broadway

Loew's and Para.

Belt;
Dominion's
Odeonto ifExpand
Davis Makes
Deal
London (By Cable) — J.
Arthur Rank will erect a 2,000seat theater in the heart of the

,)ston — Charging "intentionally
; and inaccurate statements" of
s admission receipts, Loew's and
imount, individually, yesterday
an action in the U. S. District
:t here against Fred E. Lieberand the various theater corporns associated with him in the opfon of a circuit of theaters in
around Boston. The actions alid that the defendants joined in a
(Continued on Page 8)

Broadway belt as a show window for
British films although its booking
policy will not be restricted to allBritish, it was disclosed here yesterday by the No. One torchbearer
for the British film industry.
In an exclusive interview, Rank
(Continued on Page 13)

Schine Trial Hearing
Fadeout in Buffalo

$ Tax on Users
Musk in Canada
tawa — Application was made
ithe first time to the Dominion
■rnment by the American
Pering Right Society of New York
permission
to include
music
|3 in the schedule of charges for
coming calendar year in addito copyright charges imposed
year against theaters and radio
dcasters.
(ie New York society proposes to
(Continued on Page 10)

Tito Guizar, world-famous romantic singing star, serenades lovely, blonde Virginia Bruce in a
tropical moonlit scene from Republic's colorful new musical production,

"Brazil" — Advt.

Lab. Contract Talks
$210,000 for B.I.S.
Get Under Way Nov. 22 From U. S. Pix Dates

Buffalo — The Schine trial will end
this week or next, possibly Friday
or Monday, insofar as the taking of
testimony from witnesses is concerned,
Film Daily's
Buffalo representative
learned last night.
It is expected that Schine will call
its final defense witnesses today.
(Continued on Page 8)

Neely, Divorcement Bill

Conferences between the Motion
The various film projects now em- Sponsor, Back in Congress
Picture Laboratory Technicians
ployed by the British Ministry of
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Immercial Tele License
Union, Local 702, IATSE, and the Information are expected to be con- Washington
Washington — Matthew W. Neely,
tinued
after
the
war,
but
probably
Eastern
laboratories
for
the
nego:ed by Texas Interstate
tiation of a basic agreement apply- under a new department, it was in- one-time U. S. Senator and former
dicated yesterday by Tom Baird, Governor of West Virginia, and sponing
equally
to all film processors
'nntoK Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sor of both divorcement and antiashington — Latest to join the with which the labor organization head of the New York office, who re- block-booking
and blind-selling legisturned recently from London. The
applicants for commercial tele- holds contract will get under way
lation while in the Senate, was
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 7)
tn licenses is Interstate circuit,
(Continued on Page 7)
h applied this week for a chanWo. 2 assignment in Dallas, Tex.
mercial television applications
Mrs. Maxwell Denies
(Continued on Page 8)

CEA Backs Monopoly Report

Falls In Line Behind Films Council Findings
'fink to Distribute
in Liberated Lands
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
ink will establish his own distrition organization in the liberated
untries as and when available, he
I THE FILM DAILY in an exJsive interview.

Roach on Army Inactive
List; Coming East in Jan.

London (By Cable) — The full
weight of British exhibition yesterday was placed behind the recommendations of the CEA committee
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY which for several weeks has been
Washington — Col. Hal Roach, who sifting the Films Council committee's report on monopolistic tenhas been with the Army Air Corps
dencies in the British trade.
for about three years, has been placed
At its meeting on Oct. 12, the CEA
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 13)

Sale of ABP

Interest

London (By Cable) — Mrs. John
Maxwell, declaring that she knows
nothing of it, has issued an official
denial of published reports that her 25
per cent interest in Associated British Pictures will be sold to the John
Gibson Jarvie group. In the face of
the denial, however, rumors of such a
here.
move continued in banking circles
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FPC to Build Ninth
Hamilton, Ont., House
Montreal — As part of a post-war
building program, Famous Players
Canadian has purchased from the
Canada Trust Co., the St. James
Building at Hamilton, Ontario. The
property is to be used as the site
of a theater, seating 2,000, probably to be known as the Paramount.
Purchase price was stated to be
$105,000.
In addition, FPC has acquired parcels from the city of Hamilton and
trustees of the Centenary United
Church.
The new theater will be Famous
Players' ninth in Hamilton.

CHARLES P. SKOURAS, head of National Theaters, is expected to return to Los Angeles
early next week.
WILLIAM F. RODCERS was in Buffalo yesterday and is due back today.
W. RAY JOHNSTON and GEORGE
are due from the Coast Friday.
RALPH BELLAMY
from Hollywood.

BURROWS

arrives in New

York today

HENRY W. KAHN, Chicago M-G-M
ager, is in town for a few days.

sales man-

E. W. AARON, M-G-M circuit sales head, left
yesterday for Boston and will return Monday.
LEO MCCARTHY
Boston.

and SIDNEY

KULICK

are in

WILLIAM |. FADIMAN, story and scenario
editor of M-G-M, gets in from the Coast on
Saturday for a two-week stay.
OSCAR F. NEU, head of Neumade Products,
has left for the Coast, from where he will proceed to Mexico City. He is due back Dec.
15.

BORIS KAPLAN, Paramount's Eastern talent
head, has returned
from the Coast.
HUME CRONYN, the actor, is at the WaldorfAstoria from the Coast.
STAFF SGT. NATHAN RUBIN, former manager
of the Lyric, Bridgeport, and assistant at the
Poli, New Haven, has returned after two years
in the CBI Theater.
LOUIS SOLOMON and HAROLD BUCHMAN,
authors of "Snafu," have returned to the Coast
to resume their motion picture work.
J. J. DONOHUE, Paramount Central division
manager, and CLAUDE LEE, director of public
relations, left yesterday to attend the convention
in Milwaukee of the ITPA of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan.
Lee will speak.
LESLIE WHELAN, publicity manager of the
International Department of 20th-Fox, has arrived in Mexico City.
WILLIAM SISTROM
from
England.

has arrived in New

York

MIGUELITO VALDES, singing personality, has
returned to New York after completing his

GEORGE TRILLING, head booker for Fabian
theaters, and MRS. MILDRED TRILLING, now
with the WAC, left for White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., yesterday, to visit their son Sgt. Steve
Trilling, who arrived at this rehabilitation center
from France.

DE VILLAR, Vienna and New York designer,
has arrived in Hollywood for conferences with
three major fashion heads, prior to opening
Europe from New York.

Leader Theater Corp.
Denied Temporary Writ

New York Film Execs, to
Attend Golding Dinner

A temporary injunction was denied the Leader Theater Corp., in its
suit against 20th-century Fox Film
Corp. and Randforce Amusement
Corp. for alleged conspiracy to deprive them of first-run Fox product, by Supreme Court Justice Harday. old G. Walter in New York yester-

Albany — New York film execs, will
trek here Monday for the Lou Golding testimonial dinner at the Ten
Eyck Hotel. Acceptances have been
received
from
Joseph
Bernhard,
"Ted" O'Shea, Abe Montague, Sam
Rosen, Si Fabian, W. F. Rodgers,
Tom Connors, Neil Agnew, Sam Lefkowitz,
Eddie
Schnitzer,
Maurice
Bergman, Lou Astor, Carl Charlotte,
Harry Thomas, Jack Cohen, George
J. Schaefer, Ed Callahan, John Scully, Harry Kalmine and Maurice Wolf.
A group, headed by Phil Fox of
the Buffalo area, has already made
reservations for 35. Boston, headed
by Moe Grassgreen, will have 18.
M. A. Silver, Jay Golden, Harry Unterfort, J. Meyer and L. W. Schine,
Earl Sweigert, Ralph Pielow, Carter
Barron, Wm. Phillips, Harry F.
Shaw, Jos. Eagen and Wm. Howard
are among others expected.

The Leader Corp. now operating
the Leader in Brooklyn sought to enjoin Fox from refusing to lease Fox
product for first-run exhibition upon the same terms which the theater
enjoyed under the Randforce circuit.
The Leader was formerly a Randforce outlet, but not purchased diforce. rectly by the plaintiff from Rand-

NLRB Orders Election
At Rep. Exchange Dec. 15
The National Labor Relations
Board has ordered an election to be
held at the local Republic exchange
on or about Dec. 15 for selection of
a bargaining agent for office workers there. The board acted on a
petition presented by the Screen Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 109, CIO.

George Kamen Appointed
Lantz' Rep. in the East

George Kamen has been appointed Eastern rep. for Walt Lantz, producer of Universal's Cartunes, in
connection with Lantz' plans to make
commercial and advertising pictures.
"Brazil" Into N. Y. Republic
Republic's "Brazil," will open at Currently manager of the Quiz Kids,
the
18. Republic Theater here on Nov.- Kamen formerly handled commercial
tie-ups in Europe for Walt Disney.

role in RKO's "Pan-Americana."

Warners
district managers
at the home office this morning I
the first of a series of confer'
presided over by Ben Kalme
general sales manager.
District executives attending
elude Norman Ayers, Ralph L.
Coy, Harry A. Seed, Henry He
Robert Smeltzer, Hall Walsh, Ch
Rich and Ralph H. Clark.
Also participating in the sesj
will be Charles Einfeld, Mort
menstock, Arthur Sachson,
Haines, Jules Lapidus, Norma
Moray, Mike Dolid, Ed Hin
Stanley Hatch and other hom
fice executives.
Keegon Burial at Trenton
Wildwood, N. J.— Burial of J.
Ham Keegan, 58, general mai
and
Hunt's
died director
at his ofhome
heretheaters
last
was made at Greenwood Cem>
Trenton, N. J.
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Vanguard Signs Hitchcock
To Producer-Director Pact
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'SAN DIEGO,

DAILY

ON SCREEN

Hollywood — Alfred Hitchcock becomes a producer-director for Vanguard Films, Inc., to make one Selznick International picture a year for
five years, according to the terms of
anick.
new contract announced by Selz-

First N.Y. Showing!

IN PERi

JAME
BART
ION HALL

Hitchcock is on his second trip to
England since the war began, both
trips being made at the request of *
the British government for the purpose of producing government shorts.
He will return in the very near
future to continue preparations for
his next Selznick-International film,
"Notorious," starring Ingrid Berg*
man.

, LOUISE ALLBRITTON

3 SUi

PARAMOUNT
I LOVE YOU' presents

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"Frenchman's Cre<
RIVOLI, B'way & 49th S

IEPORT TO THE NATION!
"Mr. Exhibitor ...
Here are box-office FACTS!
Here's a city-by-city record
of my great new hit—
'AN AMERICAN ROMANCE'!
TWO HOURS of two-fisted
entertainment in
exciting Technicolor
that's enthralling the
folks in big towns and
small towns ..."

(next page)

A CROSS-SECTION
OF 125 FIRS
ENGAGEMENTS BEATS M-G-M's BIGGEST
Sure-fire Hit in Big Towns and Small Towns!

AN AMERICAN
TOLEDO,

O. — beats Two Girls and A Sailor

LEXINGTON, Ky.— beats Private Hargrove
MUNCIE, Ind. — beats Dragon Seed
RICHMOND, Va.— beats Dragon Seed
NEWARK, O.— beats Random Harvest
LAFAYETTE, Ind. — beats holiday business Curie
ATHENS, O.— beats White Cliffs
PIQUA, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
ZANESVILLE, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
HUNTINGTON, W. Va.— beats Seventh Cross
MONTGOMERY, O.— beats Private Hargrove
BLUEFIELD, W. Va.— equals White Cliffs
PORTSMOUTH, O.— beats White Cliffs
CHARLESTON, W. Va.— beats Gaslight
CELINA, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
WELLSTON, O.— beats White Cliffs
ST. MARY'S, O.— beats White Cliffs
WILMINGTON, O.— beats White Cliffs
GREENVILLE, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
XENIA, O. — beats Private Hargrove
CIRCLEVILLE, O.— beats White Cliffs
LONDON,

O.— beats White Cliffs

SIDNEY, O. — beats Private Hargrove
NORTHFORK, W. Va.— beats A Guy Named Joe
CARROLLTON, O.— beats White Cliffs
CHILLICOTHE, O.— beats White Cliffs
HAMILTON, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
MIDDLETOWN, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
PT. PLEASANT, W. Va.— also beats Joe
LAWRENCEBURG, Ind.— equals White Cliffs
WILLIAMSON, W. Va.— beats White Cliffs
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.— beats White Cliffs
PIKEVILLE, Ky.— beats A Guy Named Joe
DANVILLE, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
WAR, W. Va.— beats A Guy Named Joe
LEWISBURG, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe

ROMANCE
URBANA, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
WAPAKONETA, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
BECKLEY, W. Va.— beats Bathing Beauty
HILLSBORO, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
JACKSON, O.— beats White Cliffs
POMEROY, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
MT. STERLING, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
MARTIN, Ky.— beats A Guy Named Joe
NICHOLASVILLE,

Ky.— beats Private Hargrove

STAMFORD, Ky.— beats A Guy Named Joe
TROY, O.— beats White Cliffs
MARIETTA, O.— beats White Cliffs
CORBIN, Ky. — equals Private Hargrove
MARYSVILLE, O.— beats White Cliffs
BELLEFONTAINE,

O.— beats White Cliffs

PARIS, Ky.— beats White Cliffs
RICHMOND, O.— beats White Cliffs
WASH. CT. HOUSE, O.— equals Hargrove
SHELBY, O.— beats White Cliffs
KENTON, O. — beats Private Hargrove
DELAWARE, O.— beats White Cliffs
MT. VERNON, O— beats Private Hargrove
TIFFIN, O.— beats White Cliffs
WOOSTER,

O.— beats Private Hargrove

UPPER SANDUSKY, O.— beats A Guy Named Jo<
CALDWELL, O.— beats White Cliffs
FOSTORIA,
BRYAN,

O.— beats White Cliffs

O.— beats White Cliffs

FREMONT, O.— beats A Guy Named Joe
MARION, O.— beats White Cliffs
LIMA, O.— beats White Cliffs
MANSFIELD, O. — beats Private Hargrove
TIPTON, Ind. — beats Private Hargrove
BLOOMINGTON, Ind.— beats A Guy Named Joe
NOBELSVILLE,

Ind.— beats A Guy Named Joe

THEY SOLD TICKETS WITH PUNCH

COPY!

Here are the Ad angles that get the crowds!

^e had H.28 in his pocket...
and love in his eyes!
iVant to meet a guy you'll fall for? That's Steve —
lot much dough but plenty of nerve! A. sock in each
jist — and a smile no girl could resist. He had what
it takes to win! And when he crushed his girl in
us arms — She knew
what LOVE
really meant!

This is Steve —

Brian Donlevy
Rough, rugged and ambitious...
he's got a fighting heart!

M-G-M's

TECHNICOLOR

AN American
Romance
KING

This is the girl
a strong man goes for!
"New find" Ann Richards is
soft, cuddly and beautiful !

DRAMA!

starring

VIDOR'S

Production

BRIAN DONLEVY

with ANN RICHARDS
• WALTER ABEL
• JOHN QUALEN
HORACE McNALLY
• Produced and Directed by KING VIDOR
Screen Play by Herbert Dalmas and William Ludwig
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Isch, Dutch Exec,
ere to Buy Films

Lab. Contract Talks
Get Under Way Kov. 22

Pictures produced in the United
tes in the last five years but not
:ributed in Europe will be sought
e during the current visit of Jan
• • • ODDS AND ENDS: International Pictures and Monte ProsLetsch, Dutch film executive, who
lived from Paris on a Pan-Amerser hosted a cocktail party at the Copacabana yesterday for Don Loper.
L clipper Tuesday. Letsch, who
associate producer of Sonja Henie's "It's a Pleasure," prior to his deI several years was a representa■ for M-G-M and Paramount in
parture for the Coast
Choo Choo Johnson was the party's official
rope, is the owner of Films
hostess. . . • Didia know that Messmore Kendall's Capitol Theater,
which celebrates its 25th anniversary next week, never has had a
unge, a distributing company, and
lis Distributing Co., a distributsingle losing week? ... • Al Margolies' production of "Violet,"
i organization with headquarters
which Metro backed and to which it holds pix rights, folds on Saturday
[Paris. He plans to contact pronight after 23 performances. . . • Out of Navy uniform after service
iers and distributors for pictures
as a lieutenant-commander, Robert Montgomery returns to the screen
be distributed in all liberated
htries.
for Metro in "They Were Expendable" which Com. John Ford will pro■etsch explained
that production
duce. . . • Don't be surprised if Al Sherman, who has Abbott & Cos;Paris now
was
impossible
betello in tow, takes on Mickey Rooney. . . • Universal plans an addi|se of the lack of electrical power,
tion to its horrific cycle, introducing the Creeper in a top-budget pic,
tough he and other producers in
mce continued to make
pictures
"The House of Horrors" which Ben Pivar will produce. . . • Joan
iing the first two years of GerCrawford's first for Warners will be dubbed "House on the Sand"
vi occupation with the understandinstead of "Mildred Pierce.". . • N. Y. Journal of Commerce has just
that half the product would be
completed a new post-war study, "Transition Opportunities," to help
■German and half in French.
He
bridge immediate dislocations after V-E Day
If you're in the equipll that when the German pictures
ment field, you can read it with profit. . . • Leonard Lee, Warners
[yed in Paris theaters, attendance
pped 70 per cent.
script writer on the Coast, will be represented on Broadway by "Mr.
Iter two years of production, the
Franklin," which Al Bloomingdale
has acquired
for production. . .
pis instituted licensing conditions
• That stage musical. "Sadie Thompson," based on "Rain," appears
i.er which the French could make
to be a sun-shower of particular promise anent the friendship of Rouben
yures. Among the conditions was
Mamoulian and A. P. Waxman
The lads are so full of mutual adgranting of export rights to the
•mans by which the Nazis tried
miration, that, 'cording to the Times Square grapevine, they're planEstablish a favorable foreign exning to do several more shows as a producing team
inge so they could purchase
esT
T
T
pial war materials.
The French
• •
•
WERE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!
ducers, he said, refused
to ac<t the conditions, although a few
Roach on Army Inactive
) did meet them were "now pay- Neely, Divorcement Bill
the consequences."
He said the Sponsor, Back in Congress List; Coming East in Jan.
ds wanted to pay for production
distribution
in "worthless
oc(Continued from Page 1)
I Continued from Page 1)
ation francs."
elected
to a Congressional
seat in on the inactive list it was revealed
here yesterday.
Tuesday's
election.
emotional Interests
The divorcement measure originIn Hollywood for several weeks,
ating with Neely has remained beVariety Club Award
fore the Senate during the present Roach will not return to his pix duties with the Army. His plans for
he Variety
Club's
annual
Hu- session — having been reintroduced
litarian Award,
to be made
in by West Virginia's Senator Harley the future are not known here. If
M. Kilgore, a political ally of Neely,
|,5hington Nov. 24, will have in- as a reserve measure in the event he intends to return to production,
liational significance, according to
onal officers.
Policy
does not the Justice Department ran into too it will not be in his own Culver
nit an advance announcement of much trouble in its anti-trust case City studio for some time to come.
recipient, but it has been indi- in New York. It will probably stand Air Forces pix chief, Col. William
1*1 that due to the prominence of before the next Congress as well.
Keighley, said last night that the
Aside from Neely and Mrs. Mel- Army has contracted for the Roach
man selected by the award com:ee the event
takes
on world- vyn Douglas (Helen Gahagan) of lot at least until the end of the war.
e interest.
Hollywood, both Democrats, the elecRoach is studying the production
tion held little personal interest for
n the same day, the Variety
situation and is expected to come
the industry as regards personalities. East about Jan. 1.
p's streamlined business meeting
Several members of the Interstate
| under way at the Statler Hotel
Washington. Chief Barker Bob Commerce Committee of the Senate, M-G-M to Tradescreen
from which Sen. D. Worth Clark of
onnell will preside.
Idaho drew his sub-committee for Five Films in November
the "smear" movie investigation just
prior to Pearl Harbor, passed from
the picture. Among them were Clark
Five tradeshowings of M-G-M's
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" and
himself.
four other pictures will be held in
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY all exchange centers during November. Other product to be screened
Hollywood — Five hundred and
November 9
forty precincts out of 606 gave Helen include "The Thin Man Goes Home,"
Gahagan Douglas 55,966 votes "Blonde Fever," "Main Street After
Forrest Halsey
John P. Medbury
John Miljan
Hedy Lamarr
against William D. Campbell's 51,- Dark" and "Nothing But Trouble."
J. J. Bowen
379 in 14th Congressional District The pictures do not constitute Metro's
next block.
race, winning by 4,587 votes.

(Continued from Page 1)
on Nov. 22 in the Piccadilly Hotel,

PD BIRTHDAY
REETIIGS TO..

it was learned yesterday. In dealing collectively with the laboratories
the union will be departing radically
from its practice of negotiating with
employers separately.
All contracts with the laboratories, totaling 17, run out on March
10, 1945. The laboratories are DeLuxe, Paramount News, Paramount
Pictures (Astoria), Pathe at Bound
Brook (N. J.), Pathe (New York),
Consolidated (Fort Lee, N. J.), Ace,
DuArt, H.E.R., Producers, Film Service, Mecca, Mercury, Vitagraph,
RKO,
National Screen Service and
Precision.
The Local 702 negotiating committee is headed by John Francavilla,
the union's president. Others on it
are Nicholas Koutrouby, George
Waugh, John Conrad, Richard Gramaglia, Charles Peterson, Rose Vanoli. The IATSE will be represented
by James J. Brennan, its fourth vicepresident.
The finishing touches are now being put on the list of proposals to
be submitted to the employers.
Among the concessions the union is
expected to ask for are wage increases, a system of job classifications and a shorter work week.

"Million Dollar Show"
For "Night of Stars"

Through the combined efforts of
a Producers Committee, consisting
of America's foremost showmen, a
comprehensive professional Broadway spectacle with over a million
dollars worth of talent, scenery and
equipment will be represented at the
11th annual "Night of Stars" presentation for the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs
and Palestine, Tuesday at Madison
Sq. Garden, it is announced by Robert N. Weitman, chairman of the
committee.
One of the outstanding features
will be "Tribute To The Pacific
Fleet," a stirring panorama in which
80 Waves will participate. Among
the masters of ceremonies at the
spectacle will be Ed Sullivan, J. C.
Flippen, Harry Hershfield, Henny
Youngman, Bert Lytell, Kate Smith,
and Jackie Miles.

STORK REPORTS
New Haven — Irving C Jacocks, Jr.,
operator of the Branford Theater,
became a grandfather with the birth
of a girl to his daughter, Dorcas.
Chicago — Seymour Hite, manager
of the Victory, announces the birth
of a baby daughter at the Deaconess
hospital.

THE

Schine Trial Hearing
Fadeout in Buffalo
(Continued from Page 1)
Robert L. Wright of the D of J,
however, may call one or two more
witnesses in rebuttal. The court then
will order briefs filed by opposing
counsel.
Meanwhile, the trial yesterday became a mecca for some of the most
prominent men in the distribution end
of the industry. Numbered among
defense witnesses today were Ned
E. Depinet, president of RKO-Radio
Pictures, Inc., William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and sales chief of
M-G-M., Frank J. A. McCarthy,
Southern and Canadian sales manager for Universal, and Herman
Wobber, Western division manager
for 20th-Fox.
Edward F. McClennen, in direct
examination of Depinet asked the
RKO head about factors in arriving
at decisions in the licensing of firstrun pictures where there is competition for the product.
Speaking of the exhibitor, Depinet
said "We don't permit him to take
advantage of us and he does not
permit us to take advantage of him.
It wouldn't make any difference to
me whether he was an independent
or a chain operator in the licensing of my pictures, if he could live
up to the requirements and it was
the best place to sell."
Other defense witnesses were E.
J. Smith, RKO Buffalo salesman,
Elmer F. Lux, RKO branch manager
in Buffalo; Richard Strewe of Albany, employed by Republic but formerly associated with Warners and
Jacob Armm of Albany, Columbia
salesman.

Princess Arbitration
Case Is Set for Jan. 15
St. Louis — The Princess Theater
arbitration case, which is the basis
for the litigation instituted by the
St. Louis Amusement Co. here and
in New York, will be heard Jan. 15
instead of Nov. 13 as scheduled.
Meanwhile, the defendants in the
anti-trust action brought by the St.
Louis Amusement Co. have until
Nov. 17 to file answers. Case has
been assigned to District Judge R.
M. Duncan. Damages amounting to
$285,000 are sought. Defendants are
Paramount, RKO, Warner Bros.,
20th Century-Fox, M-G-M, the American Arbitration Association and the
owners of the Princess and Apollo
Theaters.

Commercial Tele License
Asked by Texas Interstate
'Continued from Page 1)
were received also from the Radio
Sales Corp., Seattle, and the Cincinnati Broadcasting Co., for channels No. 1 and No. 7 respectively.
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Loew's to Hold Bond Meets

A series of 6th War Loan drive
meetings has been scheduled by
Loew's to give momentum to the
company's campaign. At 11:30
a.m. today there will be a Bond
rally of Loew Home office employes
on the home office 7th floor, with
speakers, stars, and announcement
of a $1,000 Bond prize for employes
who participated in the Bond-buying
and Bond-selling drive. At 6 p.m.
Thursday, all managers and district
managers of the Loew New York
circuit will meet in the Loew penthouse projection room for a Bond
conference and buffet dinner. Next
Tuesday all assistant managers will
hold a similar dinner-conference.

•
Coston Loans Secretary

Chicago — Pearl White, secretary
to James Coston, Warner zone theater manager, will be loaned to the
Film Row Sixth War Loan committee.
•
Levinsohn In First Buy
Chicago — Sam Levinsohn, president of Chicago Used Chair Co.,
has annexed the honor of being first
purchaser at local Film Row's new
War Bond Bank. Upon learning that
official War Bond issuing agency at
Warner Bros. Theater Management
Corp. was to open a new department
in its offices, Levinsohn made a reservation for $1,000 Bond, and was
personally present to effect purchase
when the bank officially opened.
•
"Breakfast Is Served" at 9
Chairman Malcolm Kingsberg of
the New York area WAC announces
that the 6th War Loan Breakfast
scheduled for Nov. 17, promises to
be a complete sellout. Because of
the crowded program, breakfast will
be served promptly
• at 9 o'clock.

and the American Legion Posts.
Boys and girls, registered with local theaters, who sell the greatest
amount of Bonds will receive special American Legion honor medals,
200 of such awards having been
pledged for this stunt by 62 Legion
Posts. A special committee will
visit each school and speak at student assemblages, thus reaching
more than 250,000 school children
who will become active in the drive.
•
Barn Dance Revue for Drive
Richmond, Va. — Sam Bendheim,
Jr., general manager of Neighborhood Theaters, and chairman of the
theater group of the Sixth War
Bond Drive, announces that the first
special attraction to be brought here
will be the Renfro Valley Barn
Dance Revue, to appear at the
Mosque on the drive's opening night.
This stage show is being brought
to Richmond by WRVA, but the
tickets will be sold by all local theaters. Prices for the 5,000-seat
house will be scaled from a $25
Bond for the balcony and rear mezzanine, to a $100 Bond for orchestra
and loges. O

First N. J. Meeting Held

Passaic, N. J. — Harry Lowenstein,
co-exhibitor state chairman for New
York with Malcolm Kingsberg and
Frank Damis on the Sixth War Loan
drive, has held the first of a series
of meetings here to plan campaigns
in connection
withcampaign.
filmland's Every
participation in the
prominent indie showman in this
area attended and assured Lowenstein of a 100 per cent showing in
setting up their theaters as issuing
agencies. •
Texas Stresses Promotion
Dallas — To impress every showman
with importance of 100 per cent cooperation with the "Smashing Sixth,"
National Co-Chairman Henry Reeve,
assisted
by
the Texas co-chairmen,
Hartford Huddle Today
John Q. Adams and Phil Isley, has
Hartford — New England regional issued a press sheet now being forwarded to all exhibitors. It consists
meeting for the Sixth War Loan,
bringing together more than 200 of four pages of sure-fire promotion.
exhibitors and distributors from Con- The press sheet highlights Bond
necticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Premieres, Kid Bond Shows, and National Free Movie Day on Dec. 7.
Island, convenes at a luncheon here
today, with agenda including ways
•
and means of increasing sales via Boston to Hear Gamble
Bond Premieres, Children's MatiBoston — Ted R. Gamble, national
nees and National Free Movie Day.
Harry F. Shaw, Martin Toohey and director of the Treasury's War Finance Division, and assistant of HenEd Fay, State chairmen presiding.
ry Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary of the
Lt. Gov. Hadden of Connecticut and
Treasury, will be among National
industry's drive chiefs. will he among
Committee members at the "Smashthe top speakers.
•
ing Sixth" meeting at the Hotel Statler
tomorrow. Other National ComLegion to Award Medals
mittee solons attending will be Harry Brandt, National Chairman; Ned
Philadelphia — Filmland's Sixth
War Loan forces in the Philadelphia E. Depinet, Capt. Ray Wild, Lt. Lewis
area have effected a strong tie-up Largey, Jack Kirsch, Nate Yamins
for the drive with all schools here and Gertrude Bunchez.
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Charge N. E. Circui
(Continued from Page 1)
general plan and design to furr|
the plaintiff distributors with
false statements in • accounting
the license fees due on various ]
tures and that the plaintiff was s
stantially damaged in relying u
such repbrts.
Each distributor claimed that
was damaged not only in being
duced to accept less than it was
titled to on its percentage pictu
but that it was part of the sch^
and plan of the defendants to r
represent
and understate
the
ceipts both on percentage and rental pictures in order to ob1
reductions in the rental terms,
well as to obtain lower terms
payment on future flat and perci
ageThedeals.
plaintiffs claimed that on |
tain
flat
the' exb
tors askedrental
for pictures,
and obtained
a
duction by reporting to the distr
tor an alleged gross which
claimed to be insufficient to wan
payment of the flat rental prov:
by the contract. The distribu
granted
exhibitors'
requestfees
to
duce suchtheflat
rental license
agreeing to accept payment for g|
picture on a basis of a percentag
the gross receipts reported by
defendants, according to the c
plaint. Examination of the exl
tors' records, the complainants
leged, showed that the grosses
ported to obtain such reductions ^
understated and not the true figr
It was further charged that ch
ers were induced by the exhibi
to participate in the falsifieatioi
the percentage grosses reportec
the distributors and that the pi
tiffs were unable to determine I
accuracy the true amount of cer
alleged discrepancies because of
incompleteness of the books and
ords furnished by the defendant
An accounting and many tl
sands of dollars in damages s
claimed. It was requested that
defendants be enjoined and restr
ed from disposing of or altering
books and records pending an a
and accounting. Edward F. McC
nen and Jacob J. Kaplan are the
torneys for each of the distrib
plaintiffs.

Hal E. Chester to Make
Joe Palooka Pix Series
Hal E. Chester, independent
ducer, is planning to make a sc
of films using the well-known c<
character, Joe Palooka, as the 1,
with Hamauthoring
Fisher, the
the screenpl
charac'
creator,
It is understood that Chester is |
ficiently far advanced with his p
to be in preliminary consultat
with one or more major distribu
firms.
William B. Jaffe, pix attorney
representing Chester in the prop<
deal.

I

ELECTED FOR
AN 8TH TERM
after 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th
weeks at N. Y. Rivoli broke
every corresponding record,
week after week, in this
theatre's 27-year history . . .
And the run's just begun!
And now Detroit breaks
every record for popularprice attractions in 14-year
history of the United
Artists theatre!

&>. Si

JOAN FONTAINE and ARTURO de CORDOVA in "FRENCHMAN'S
CREEK," In Technicolor. A MITCHELL LEISEN Production. With Basil
Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Cecil Kellaway, Harald Ramond. B. G. DeSylva,
Executive Producer. Screen Play by Talbot- Jennings. Directed by Mitchell Leisen.
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For Christmas - From Daramount
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reviews of new turns
"The Town Went Wild"

with Freddie Bartholomew and James Lydon
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
77 Mins.
RIOTOUS COMEDY WITH FRESH SITUATIONS MARKS DEBUT OF NEW PRODUCING FIRM.
The new producing firm formed by Bernard R. Roth, Clarence Greene and Russell
Rouse makes a very auspicious debut with
a riotous comedy. It has fresh situations
and has been given splendid direction by
Ralph Murphy.
The opus provides a field day for the
experienced cast and a heavy total of laughs
is amassed.
When Freddie Bartholomew applies for
a license to marry Jill Browning, daughter
of his neighbors, Tom Tully and Minna
Gombell, he is asked to produce his birth
certificate. He applies to Charles Halton,
who finds that through a mixup in signatures of two fathers 20 years earlier, the
then new-born Freddie was given to the
wrong pater, Edward Everett Horton, and
is really the son of Tully.
The investigation also reveals that Freddie's best pal, Jimmy Lydon, is the son of
Horton, instead of Tully. A subsequent
check of birthmarks discloses that Freddie
is the rightful son of Horton and he is permitted to marry Jill.
CAST: Freddie Bartholomew, James Lydon, Edward Everett Horton, Tom Tully, Jill Browning,
Minna Gombell, Ruth Lee, Roberta Smith,
Maude Eburne, Charles Halton, Ferris Taylor,
Jimmy Conlin, Monte Collins. Olin Howlin,
Charles Middleton, Emmett Lynn, Dorothy
Vaughan.
CREDITS: Producers. Bernard R. Roth, Clarence Creene, Russell Rouse; Director, Ralph
Murphy; Authors, Roth, Creen and Rouse; Cameraman, Philip Tannura; Production Manager,
Richard M. Monroe; Art Director, George Van
Marter; Associate Art Director, George Johansen; Musical Director, David Chudnow; Editor,
Thomas Neff.
DIRECTION.

Splendid.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Cood.

$210,000 for B. I. S.
From U. S. Pix Dates
i Continued from Page 1)
new projects, however, will be strictly on a non-theatrical basis.
Baird said that the British Information Services had realized a
profit of approximately $210,000 on
the four features and 16 short subjects released by American companies during the year ended Oct. 1,
1944. The B.I.S. product was handled by the major companies on a
70-30 basis, the B.I.S. retaining 70
per cent out of which it handled
all promotion and exploitation.
On D-Day, Baird said, 207,000 feet
of film was shot of the invasion.
Consumption of 207,000 feet in a
single day is one reason for the
shortage of raw stock for other purposes, he added.
Among the forthcoming B.I.S. pictures is "Western Approaches," produced partly in Technicolor monopak
and partly in tri-pak. Another,
"Journey Together," starring Edward G. Robinson, is nearing completion.
"V. 1," the new British Ministry

* SHORTS

*

"Star Bright"
(Musical Parade)
Paramount
20 mins.
Wins Bright Star
Despite its conventional story, this
capitally photographed Technicolor
musical featurette about a backstage romance is consistently entertaining. Produced with class by
Louis Harris and directed nicely by
Hugh Bennett, the picture is jampacked with diverting dance and
musical numbers. Comedy too has
a place in the proceedings. The love
birds are enacted by Renny McEvoy
and Roberta Jonay — and competently. Mary Walker plays a singing
star wrhose friendship for McEvoy is
a source of jealousy. Jack Norton
handles the comedy burden. Here is
bright entertainment for every member of the familv.

Asks Tax on Users
Of Musk in Canada
(Continued from Page 1)
collect an annual impost from expositions, concert and dance halls,
cafes and other entertainment proprietors using bands, vocalists, radio
music or recordings.
The Canadian Performing Right
Society asked permission to raise
the annual license fee for broadcasting from eight to 14 cents per private receiving set served by radio
stations with "the fee to be paid by
stations on an apportioned basis.
The Canadian society also proposed
to continue to collect five to 15 cents
yearly from theaters based on their
seating capacity and $2 for four
prints made from any 16 mm. negative either producer in Canada or
imported, and $2 additional from each
further four or fewer prints from
the same negative in one year. This
fee to be collected from the distributors of such prints.
The Canadian government copyright appeal board will meet in a
month to pass on the proposed fees.
Organized music users will appear
before that tribunal to argue against
new and larger fees.
Lou Smith With Ettinger
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lou Smith, former
publicity manager for M-G-M has
gone into partnership with Margaret
Ettinger, publicity and talent agency.
of Information short subject, will
be released Nov. 16 by the WAC
through RKO. It is the first photographic report on the robot bomb
since censorship was lifted.

UP TO
THAN ANY
ER*
36% FASTOTHER
MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD
Right down to the last copy on the stands — Photoplay
moves off the stands at a faster rate than any other
magazine in the field.
That's proof that America's first million moviegoers respect the difference! Photoplay has not given
up quality for quantity; has not sacrificed character
and position for extra sales. Instead, Photoplay
keeps on giving the public more text, more color,
more top-flight writers and illustrators than any other
magazine in the field.
Established by a recent survey i nvolving 4 consecutive issues covering sales
at more than 20,000 newsstands.

PHOTOPLAY
FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S FIRST MILLION MOVIE-GOERS
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Girl of the Moment
Bing — As I Know
Him

Adela Rogers St. Johns
Louella O. Parsons

Fontaine's Fling
C for Circe — Jeanne Cram
American Natural — Gary Cooper

Adele

"Nicest Guy in the World" — Bob
Grab Bag on Grable

Hope

The Truth about Hollywood's Lost and Found Stars
Ladies' Knight — Turhan
Bey
Reminder of Maria Montez
Crime on My Hands
Calling on Dana
Andrews

Whitely Fletcher
Sheilah Graham
Elsa Maxwell
Dorothy Kilgallen
..
"Fearless"
Inga Arvad
Marian
Quinn
George Sanders
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cmk to Build Own

Show Window

)0-lSeater for Broadway

mum

Dominion's
t; to ifExpand
eon
Davis Makes
Deal
(Continued from Page 1)
red that one of the two major
itives of the current visit to
jriea of John Davis was the final; of plans for the construction
ihe house as soon as relaxation
Kir-time controls permits.
;(In New York yesterday, it
ips reported that one site un,rsentatives
consideration
rephere bywasRank's
at 52nd
id Sixth Ave.
The property
w is used for parking lot purees).
Rank Coming in 1945
;knk, who will go to New York
7 in 1945, told The Film Daily
inasmuch as sufficient British
luct hardly could be expected to
; the show window's needs, it
id be open for available Amer. pix.
was indicated that Rank had
hed the conclusion, as a result
tudies made of the American
iiet, that the only way to get
■ uate New York representation
British pix was to erect his own
e. New York, of course, is conTed as the key to the U. S. marin that if a British picture can
onstrate its strength in the metllis, selling in the hinterlands
be materially expedited,
ne second objective of the Da/isit, the closing of a deal with
lanson interests for a partnerin Canada's Odeon circuit, also
p in for discussion in The Film
.Y interview with Rank.
the Dominion deal goes through,
K said, that circuit will be ma.Uy extended. At the present
, Canadian Odeon comprises
i 100 houses.
,(In Toronto last night, the
ink statement on Odeon exnsion was interpreted as
Waning that the British tycoon
ght seek to challenge Famous
ayers Canadian premier poion in Canada).
Producing Co. Merger
-nk, outlining
his
producing
3, said that he planned to merge
sis British producing enterprises
[one entity, that is, independent
i'ucers, Two Cities and Gainsagh, making
their pictures at
iam and Pinewood.
te Gaumont-British
Shepherds
studios, Rank
revealed, will
nitrate
on religious,
instruc1 and children's films, with the
sborough Islington studios to be
for making small pictures.
nk said he was establishing a
•al publicity bureau to work in
nation with his product
ion enises here.

Dom. Odeon Execs,
er on Rank Deal
ronto— Emissary for J. Arthur

Coast

Bureau

of THE

in B'way Belt

THE DAY'S REUJS

Yordan Forms Film Co.
West

13
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survived by his widow, one daughter,
and a son, Richard Connell, who is
operator at the Pasadena Theater.

CEA Backs British
Monopoly Report

(Continued from Page 1)
General Council referred the report
to a special committee comprising
20th
Buys "Forever
Twentieth-Fox
has Amber"
acquired the five officers, three circuit represenone delegate from each
I film rights to "Forever Amber," branch andtatives,the
four members of the
! Kathleen Winsor best-seller, for
Films
Council.
This committee rej$200,000 The deal hinges on the
Hays office's okay of the screen treatLondon (By Cable) — Condemn1ment.
•
Lou Pollock Hurts Back
ing
report ofonthetendencies
Films Coun-to
cilthecommittee
Louis Pollock, director of advermonopoly in the British industry
tising and publicity for United Aras unfair to him, J. Arthur Rank,
tists, is in Beth David Hospital sufpresident of the British Producers
Association, told THE FILM
for jfering from a back injury.
Wandell,
Louis— William
St.
•
_
at Para-!
23 years office manager
DAILY that through the associamount exchange here, has resigned !To Dedicate Blank Hospital
tion he was formulating constructo operate a bowling alley in Jer- | Des Moines,
la. — The Raymond
tive criticism for presentation to
seyville, 111. He will also be asso- j Blank memorial hospital for children
the Board of Trade.
ciated financially with the Gasonade I will be dedicated on Sunday, Dec.
3, and will be ready to accept pa
Amusement Co., circuit operator.
•
tients about Jan. 1, A. H. Blank, ported its recommendations yesterday, and, as accepted by the CEA
Tri-States Theater
Corp. president
Rogers on Air via Mutual
Council, they support:
Roy Rogers has been signed to and donor of the hospital, announced.
•
1. No further circuit expanstar in a half-hour coast-to-coast
air show to be sponsored by the Good- Miss Stone to Speak
sion, thus calling for the "freezyear Tire and Rubber Co. The protures. ing" of existing circuit strucTheresa Stone of M-G-M's public relations department spoke yesgram, to be known as the "Roy Rog2. Safeguards against foreign
ers Show," will go out over the Mubefore a women's club at
control of the British industry.
tual network Tuesday evenings start- Colony terday
House, Brooklyn, and will
3. Government construction of
ing Nov. 21. Sons of the Pioneers address the New York State Fedwill be among those featured.
fully
equipped studios for use
eration of Women's Clubs' golden
•
by independent
producers.
jubilee convention at Elmira, Nov.
4. Establishment of an arbitraJoseph Connell Dead
13-15.
"Mrs. Parkington"
will be
tion tribunal.
Detroit — Joseph Connell, Detroit shown.
Miss Stone has arranged a
5. Creation of a film finance
operator and member of IATSE Local luncheon and screening of the pic
corporation divorced from the
199 since 1915, is dead, after a long ture at the 35th annual convention
tribunal.
illness. In recent years, he was at of the National Board of Review in
the Aloma
and Columbia.
He is New York.
6. Organization of a co-operative booking organization.
State Mediation Board
Hyman L. Levy Funeral
7. Abolition of the exhibitors'
Rites Held in Chicago
Hears RKO-Guild Case
8. An investigation into the
better marketing of British
quota.
films.
Oelwein, la. — Funeral services
A hearing on the dispute between
were held in Chicago for Hyman L. RKO and the Motion Picture TheLevy, manager of the local Grand
ater Operating Managers and As- Show 'Hollywood Canteen' Dec. 4
theater, who died in his hotel apartWarners'
" Hollywood
Canteen, "
sistant Managers Guild, which covment last week following a heart
will be nationally tradeshown Dec. 4.
attack. He formerly owned theaters
ers managerial help in 41 of the cirin Council Bluffs, leaving that city
cuit's houses in this area, was held
12 years ago.
yesterday
before the State MediaHe is survived by his wife and two
tion Board. Contract talks between
sisters, Mrs. A. H. Blank, wife of
the head of Tri-States Theater Corp., the parties were called off when no
and Mrs. B. W. Prusiner, both of agreement could be reached on salDes Moines.
W.
C. RICORD,
assistant
to president
Harold
aries and hours.
Fitzgerald, Fox Wisconsin theatres, Milwaukee.
Another meeting at which N. Peter CORDON HEWITT, chief booker. Fox Wisconsin
Rank of London in an offer to purtheaters,
Milwaukee.
chase ahalf partnership share in the Rathvon, head of RKO will be pres- K. D. BRUCE, manager, Isis, Kansas City.
ent, will be held today.
Canadian Odeon chain, John Davis
CHARLES
BARNES,
manager,
Fox-Granada,
Kanspent the whole of yesterday in a
sas City, Kans.
closed conference with representa- Capital Variety Club Elects
sas City.
tives of the Canadian company. No Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY M. D. (BABE) COHN, manager, Uptown,
announcement was forthcoming at
salesman.
United
Artists,
Washington — Fred S. Kogod, cir- BUSTER HAMMOND,
the close of the session regarding
Memphis, Tenn.
cuit operator, was elected chief barkdevelopments.
er of the Variety Club of Washington
assistant manager, Loew's
It was pointed out, however, that at its annual election, succeeding SPENCER
State, STEINHURST,
Syracuse.
the arrival of Davis in Toronto from John Allen, of Metro. J. Edward
ALDERT,
assistant
manager,
Loew's
Penn, Pittsburgh.
New York had been delayed until Fontaine of Paramount, was elected VINCENT
Kanthe previous night and progress of first assistant chief and the second
the
cuse.
the parley had been delayed on that assistant chief is Nathan Golden, MARIE BOLTON, cashier, Loew's State, Syraaccount, but that the outcome would chief of the film division of the De- BARNEY HOHENSTEIN, assistant manager,
be known shortly.
Tryon Theater, Charlotte, N. C.
partment of Commerce.

Hollywood — Phil Yordan, author
of the Broadway hit, "Anna Lucasta," has formed his own independent company and for his first
production will film Maritta Wolfe's
novel, "Whistle Stop," which in 1940
won the Avery Hopwood award,
Yordan's production company, financed independently, is now completing negotiations for release through
a major organization.
•
Wandell Leaves Paramount

•

IN NEW POSTS

M, P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21 sty Ho
Kev; York
N. Y,

J/ouw J/vmrt
#^0 ^

One

or tbe tilings you will long re-

member about Deanna Durbin's rirst
Tecbnicolor
picture, VAi
is tne beautirul Jerome
Kern music .We salute Mr. Kern ror tbis
wonderiui, melodious score wbicb is
typical and wortby or tbe Jerome Kern
tradition.
Tbes< :e songs really warm
Remember

your beart.

tbeir titles: More and More,

Any Moment Now, Calirorn-i-ay,
Elbow Room and tbe lilting title song,

.11-

Can't Help Singing.

^x
c?£-Je<mtz<z

...ROBERT PAIGE
IN
LEONID KINSKEY
RYAN

bww

^^^^^

l
ff
AKIM
TAMIROPF

RAY COLLINS

i, FELIX JACKSON

JUNE VINCENT

a»~. p^,c„ FRANK SHAff

Screen Play by LF.V1S R. FOSTER and FRANK RYAN

•

ANDREW TOMBES
»,,, t, JEROME KERN

THOMAS GOMEZ
t,™ i, E. Y. HARBIRG

Story by John Kicrer and Leo Tomsend

Based on -Sri of the Overland Trai" by Sarmrel J. and Curtis B. Warshawsky • A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Listen to this wonderful music Sunday night (November 12) on your
CBc? station when it will have its inaugural presentation on the Texaco
fctar Theatre program.
It will he a treat ror you.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

itimate in Character
Ijmalional
in Scope
.dependent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

IAY REVISE RAW STOCK EXPORT QUOTAS
ara/s Nine-Month,

Third Quarter Nets Up

e-Month Earnings Rise
512,476,000; its Third
srter at $4,581,000

JCuts May Be Made to Give
Larger Quantities to Both
1France, Italy, Capital Hears
Washington

ttmated net earnings of Parajit Pictures, Inc., for the nine
jhs ended Sept. 30, 1944, were
i -ted yesterday
at $12,476,000,
ding $2,797,000 share of undisted earnings of partially owned
: :onsolidated subsidiaries.
At
l.ame time, Paramount announcj hat its earnings for the third
;er ended Sept. 30 were estimat. $4,581,000 after all charges in(Continued on Page 3)

. Managers May
!k AFL Charter
icago — Drive for recognition of
ion of managerial and other
ier help in the Chicago area
be pressed at the AFL conon which opens in New Orleans
ov. 20, it was learned yesterThe case of the film house manand their assistants and other
(Continued on Page 3)

Aurora Miranda, surrounded by a bevy of handsome beaus, as she gaily gives out with
one of the hit tunes from "Brazil,"

Republic's new million dollar musical — Advt.

Lee Tells Wis. ITPAPix FCC Okays IBM-GE
War Role Outstanding Experimental Tele

Milwaukee — Pointing to the industry's war effort as the best public
relations in the industry's history,
n Joseph, national director of Claude Lee, Paramount's public relations director, addressing the antising and publicity for Uninual convention of the ITPA of Wis1, arrives here Monday to comconsin here yesterday, said that the
the $250,000 advertising camon the Deanna Durbin Tech- record represents "an outstanding
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

-ondon (By Cable) — With the
A General Council backing the
us Council committee's monopoly
>ort recommendations virtually in
o, the KRS committee yesterday
isidered the report at a day-long
eting. The committee, it was said
adjournment, explored the ground
•roughly and will formulate a draft
its findings for consideration later
the full council.

of
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Agnew, Sears Testify
In Schine Defense

i Joseph to New York
Set Big Ad Campaign

RS Mulls monopoly.
Will Draft Findings

Bureau

Washington — Careful examination of the new stock demands of
all claimant groups continues here,
Lincoln V. Burrows, WPB Film Chief
said yesterday, with a reshuffling of
foreign demands a distinct possibility. Cutting off of export is not
likely, however. Some foreign claimants may be cut down, with larger
quantities of footage given France
and Italy, where our films are not
(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Buffalo — The Schine anti-trust
trial neared its end late yesterday as Schine attorney Edward
F. McClennen announced that "the
The Justice
defense
rests." Department informed
Judge John Knight that it will call
rebuttal witnesses, perhaps only one,
and that a few more pieces of docu-

DAILY

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington — The joint application
of International Business Machines Kleinert Talking Deal
and General Electric for an ultra- To Produce for Rep.
high-frequency point-to-point, experimental system between WashingE. H. Kleinert, producer of the
ton, New York, Schenectady and New
PRC's "I'm From Arkansas," is unScotland, N. Y., was approved yesderstood to be negotiating currently
(Continued on Page 6)
with Republic. The deal as now constituted provides for Kleinert to
(Continued on Page 6)

Mexican 'Freeze Out' in Cuba?
Paramount-Cobian

Deal to Cut Playing Time

Schine to Sell Quintet
In New York, Ky., Ohio
Buffalo — Schine Chain Theaters,
Inc., of Gloversville will dispose of
the five remaining theaters whose
disposition was required by a Federal Court order handed down in
1942 by Judge John Knight on or
(Continued on Page 6)

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Members of the Mexican industry are
frankly worried over reports published in this capital that Paramount
has acquired a 50 per cent interest
in the Cobian circuit in Cuba.
Mexican distribs. and producers
view the Paramount pact as an attempt to freeze them out of what
has been one of their best foreign
(Continued on Page 6)

Paramount's Balaban
to Studio for Talks
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, leaves today for his usual
Fall studio conferences. During his
10 days in Hollywood, Balaban will
screen a number of completed productions, many of which will be released during the current 1944-45
sales season.
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Crown Joining Hirliman
In New I. T. & T. Corp.

The four top officials of the
IATSE's Local B-51, which covers
back-room labor at the New York
film exchanges, were declared reelected by acclamation Monday night
in the Capitol Hotel following their
unopposed nomination for another
term. They were Lou Johnson,
president; Leonard Brooks, vicepresident; Harold Marenstein, financial secretary and treasurer; Gerard
Lee, recording and corresponding
secretary.

Alfred W. Crown has resigned as
vice-president and foreign sales
manager of Film Classics, Inc., to
become vice-president of International Theatrical and Television
Corp., headed by George A. Hirliman. Crown will have jurisdiction
over sales in the Midwest and Western territories and will be in charge
of setting new distribution deals. He
formerly was with the Co-ordinator
of Inter-American Affairs and with
the Feldman-Blum agency in Hollywood.
Anne Exelbert, former assistant
treasurer of Film Classics, has joined
I. T. & T. as assistant secretary.

August Kubart, incumbent, and
Harry Bernstein were nominated for
the office of sergeant-at-arms. Leonard J. Malone, Catherine Clark, Joseph Woods and Joseph Goldenberg
will contend for the three places on
the board of trustees. Jack Lewin,
Selig Epstein, John T. Cronin, Raymond Sinapi, Maurice Van Praag,
Michael Buvalic, Albert Zachman,
Rubin H. Frank, Irving Dreeben,
Ben Goldstein, Emanuel Gross, Reuben Sigman, Thomas Murphy, Giro
Tomasetti, Harry Goldberg and Samuel Dolinsky are nominees for the
eight-man executive and grievance
board.

Col. Metzger Hails
Pix War Contribution
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Ament Will Outline
Problems of Newsreel

Los Angeles — A tribute to the ef- Donnelly Succeeds Frank
fectiveness of motion pictures both
as entertainment and morale-build- As UA's Ind. Manager
ers at home and on the battlefront
Indianapolis — Elmer Donnelly,
was voiced last night by Lt. Col.
Samuel Metzger, manpower officer United Artists salesman in the Indianapolis branch, has been named
for the Western procurement district, before an audience of war branch manager, succeeding Richard
workers in the Warner Hollywood Frank, resigned.
Theater. The occasion was one of
two "overall" premieres of "The
Very
Thought
of You."
A similar
audience
witnessed
the film
at the
Warner Downtown.

RKO Sets Hawaiian,
Fox West Coast Deals

COfllinG and GOIf
BARNEY BALABAN leaves today for the
ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA president, \
rive in Atlanta this week-end to vis
King of Capital Theater
Supply Co.
NEIL
F. AGNEW,
vice-president
and
sales manager for Vanguard, returns today
two-day
trip to Buffalo.
LOUIS J. HALPER, Warner Circuit zon
ager for the West Coast leaves Ne\
next Tuesday for his Los Angeles headc
LEO MILLER, buyer and booker for tha
returns to the Coast over the week-end.
GEORGE D. BURROUCHS, Coast offi
the WPB, is en route to New York fro
lywood.
PAT CASEY, studio labor contact, an
week stay.
New York yesterday from the Coast for i
WILLIAM DOZIER will leave Hollywoo
for two weeks in New York.
DAVE
LEWIS,
M-G-M's
Brazilian
arrived yesterday from Rio de Janeiro.

The problems facing the newsreel in wartime will be driven home
by Walton C. Ament, editor of Pathe
News, on a tour of the Western RKO
exchanges on which he embarks today. The necessity of working as
members of a newsreel pool, the
raw stock situation and the reduction in local items and sports news
will be some of the matters to be
discussed by Ament, who will be
gone a month.

DAILY

J. C. BROWN,
M-C-M's isNews
of
manager
in Washington,
honeymooi
Mexico with the Mrs., formerly BELL
STOCK, composer and portrait painter.
terday.
INGRID BERGMAN arrived from Can:
BETTE DAVIS has returned to the C
Atlanta.
SAM ZIMBALIST, Metro producer, arrh
the Coast next Tuesday.
CEDRIC CIBBONS has postponed his N
trip one week.
BELITA arrives in New York in 10 day
GREGORY PECK will be an early E
arrival here.
RONALD COLMAN has returned to He
BRUCE CABOT'S New York visit has I
layed
by re-takes.
JAMES
MELTON is due in from the <
MERLE OBERON'S New York visit is
for Christmas at which time Sir ALE
KORDA is expected from London.
JAMES ELLISON is expected from tl
on Nov. 29.
VICTOR MOORE will visit New York
December.
HARRY W. McHOSE, director of tl
Institute of America, leaves for Holly
Sunday to set film tie-ups.
B. B. GARNER, vice-president and
manager of
Florida in
State
'P.1 H
affiliate,
is visitng
New Theaters,
York witha hi

NEW DATE FOR M-G-M
TRADE SHOW
ST. LOUIS TERRITORY

ONLY

30 SECONDS
OVER TOKYO

//

SATURDAY, NOV. 18, 12:30 P. M

SALE

35mm NECATIVE feature length "KOMBRIC IVANOV" first Red Army film produced by Proletkino of Moscow twenty
years ago in cooperation with Red Cavalry
Brigade. Principals only. Write — Box 219,Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

Friday, November 10,

Local B-51 Top Execs.
Renamed by Acclamation

In a deal involving approximately
120 theaters, RKO Radio has entered
into a year's contract with the Consolidated Amusement Co. of Honolulu. Deal calls for the showing of
Rank's Educational Pix
RKO's entire 1944-45 program, features and shorts, in the Hawaiian
Head Here for Parleys
Islands, it was announced by Robert Mochrie, general sales manager.
Mary Fields, head of J. Arthur
It also was announced yesterday
Rank's rivededucational
film projects,
arhere from London
this week.
that RKO's first group of five pictures for the 1944-45 season had
She will discuss Rank's International been sold
to the Fox West Coast cirLeague of Children with educational
cuit of more than 300 theaters.
and film authorities in the United
States.
FOR
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new, Sears Testify
Schine Defense
(Continued from Page 1)

Nov.
20th

SIXTH WARLORD

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

' tary evidence will be offered.
i court then will order briefs filed.
was the trial's 35th day.
The
B. Momand anti-trust suit trial
Boro Heads Support Sixth
Lpklahoma
City, in which Mc!;|.nen also figured, took exactly
Two of New York City's Borough
Presidents, Edgar J. Nathan, of
fjfeys.
nal defense witnesses from the Manhattan, and James J. Lyons, of
tjs of distributors were Neil Ag- the Bronx, yesterday hurled the
, vice-president
of Vanguard
is and up to last April associated weight of their
Paramount,
and Gradwell
L. influence behind
I, vice-president of United Ar- the 6th War Loan
Drive in the local
Dth Sears and Agnew in response area. Nathan, in
questions by McClennen denied a statement to
Wedge of anyone in their organi- Malcolm Kingsjons having conversations with berg, WAC New
i'ne or Schine representatives York area chairi regard to not selling product to
man, appealed to
ne competitors.
the people of
jQso testifying for the defense Manhattan to "reHobart L. Himes, attorney, who
spond with the
i| of attempts by Hubert P. Wal- same fervor and
of Auburn to acquire a piece
enthusiasm"
as they displayed
in
jiroperty in Canandaigua for the previous
War Loan campaigns.
of a new theater.
McClennen
Lyons issued a proclamation desigpght to show that it was not any
nating Monday, Nov. 20 as "B" Day
' ivity by Schine which resulted in (Bond Day) in all Bronx film theaters. He urged everyone to buy
\ deal's falling through.
inal arguments in trial are ex- War Bonds that day and every day
ited to be ordered made in the until final and complete Victory.
ia of briefs.
•
he Schine trial was not com- Smoky City Drive Flames
|tjed yesterday afternoon. It will
Pittsburgh — A great promotional
[tene at 10:30 today and wind up
barrage unleashed in the interests of
the 6th War Loan has paved the way
'jioon.
for the gala Bond Premiere tonight
icago Managers May
at the J. P. Harris Theater, with the
ilk Charter from AFL
20th-Fox production, "Something for
the Boys," as the main attraction.
(Continued from Page 1)
Bond booths through Pittsburgh are
it-of-the-house workers will be placarded with signs reading "Do
rented by officials of IATSE op- Something for the Boys." Premiere
:ors' Local 110 headed by Eugene tickets are scaled from $25 to $1,inson, its business agent.
000 Bond purchases, to be credited
. charter is expected to be sought to film industry's quota. The big
Itly from the AFL as the IATSE Bond show ushers-in Armistice Day,
mderstood to be reluctant to ac- throughout which sales will be pressed.
ting jurisdiction over managerial
•
) in this territory,
More Dec. Shows Set
ocal 110 is now busy organizing
Harry Dembow, who operates thelagers and other theater help, exaters in Media, Columbia, and Marting to have the job completed
cus Hook, Pa., is already publicizing
lin the next month or two.
in all three towns that National Free
Movie Day will be held at his houses
Dec. 7.

M BIRTHDAY
lEETINGS TO-

November 10
Claude Rains
Thomas J. Martin
William Henry
T. Kennedy Stevenson
Sunset Carson
Edwin H. Wolk
November 11
Roland Young
Edwin
Knopf
David E. Weshner
Raquel Torres
Pat O'Brien
Bruce C. Coleman
Robert
Ryan
November 12
Villiam Collier, Sr.
Jacques Tourneur
Jack Oakie
Kim
Hunter
Cwen
Lee
Edward Durst
Joseph L. Lee
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Animation Application to
Tele, Terry SMPE Topic
Possible applications of animation
to television will highlight the featured address by Paul Terry, originator and producer of Terry-Toons,
at the SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section meeting in the Hotel Pennsylvania, Nov. 15. His subject will be
"Animated Cartoons, — Past, Present
and Future."
Meeting's agenda calls for the
showing of a motion picture to start
the session at 7:30 p.m., and films
will also illustrate the Terry talk.

— DO YOUR

SHARE

Cantor for Chi. Rally
Chicago — Eddie Cantor is booked
for Chicago's Sixth War Loan rally
on Nov. 29.

•

Texas
"Briefed"
Dallas Forces
— Regional
meetings in Aus-

tin, Fort Worth, Tyler, Lubbock and
Abilene gave Texas snowmen "prebattle" briefing for the "Smashin<»

•
Western States Check-In

May Revise Export
Quotas on Raw Slock
(Continued from Page 1)

the most important in the market.
The French film manufacturing industry is now producing about 20
per cent of its pre-war capacity,
with fuel shortage holding down the
output of the large Eastman plant
near Paris. Every effort is being
made to up this schedule.
Belgian production is almost at a
standstill, although the plants there
operated for the Nazis throughout
the out
war,
they are now.
practically withraw materials
Although Burrows will not go on
record as to what the final decision

Salt Lake City— Hall Baetz, ExSixth."
hibitor State chairman, announced will be, the longer he is able to defer decision the brighter the picture.
yesterday that Utah, Montana,
He
is privately of the opinion that
Wyoming,
Idaho, and
of Colorado and Nevada
will parts
observe
Free having been able to hold out this
Movie Day on Nov. 20 to initiate far he may be able to ride out the
the Sixth drive.
storm without having to cut the pix
•
industry's allocation. He is still
far from certain, however.
Pa. Premieres Announced
Final decision on the disposition
Reading, Pa. — Warner Theater
here will hold a Thousand Dollar of available raw film stock — on
Per Seat Premiere on Dec. 4, and the whether a new cut in industry allocation is necessary — may be
premiere will be repeated during the
week of Dec. 18. Similar premieres reached this week, it was learned
with admittance only on purchase of here yesterday. The situation has
weeks. extremely difficult for some
a $25 and upward Bond, is being been
arranged for the Astor, Embassy and
Loew stands here.
Harold Hopper, M-G-M studio
manager and former WPB film chief,
•
is in Washington again conferring
For Freedom From Want
with officials in WPB, the military
Dawson Springs, Ky. — In sending
his contribution to National Head- and several foreign legations in an
out theWAC
dequarters for the film industry's 6th attempt to
mands.straighten
George J. Schaefer,
War Loan exploitation kit, J. H.
head,
was
also
here
yesterday,
and
Meadows, owner of the Strand here,
a more active part in fusaid that he has been "elevated to a may take
ture Washington conversations on
Grandpa" in the past two months and the raw stock situation.
he expects repetition of the honor
soon. Accordingly, he asserted that
his present and expected grandchildren alike will receive $500 "E"
Bonds during the "Smashing Sixth"
and trusts that this "trust fund"
will induce others to follow the same

Para.'s Nine-Month,
3rd Quarter Nets Up

practice.

•
Legion to Award Medals

(Continued from Page 1)

eluding taxes. This amount includes

Philadelphia — Filmland's Sixth
Paramount's
direct and representing
indirect net interest
as a
War Loan forces in the Philadelphia $1,261,000
area have effected a strong tie-up stockholder in the combined undisfor the drive with all schools there
tributed earnings for the quarter of
partially owned non-consolidated
Henigson Due Here Today subsidiaries.
Nine-month earnings for the corOn 2- Week Business Trip
responding 1943 period were estimated at $11,655,000, while the third
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY quarter earnings last year were estiHollywood — Henry Henigson, genmated at $4,268,000, representing an
eral manager of California Pictures increase of $821,000 for the nineCorp. of which Preston Sturges is month period and $313,000 for the
president and in which Howard corresponding third quarter.
Per share earnings for the third
Hughes is Sturges' partner, was due
in New York yesterday on a two quarter on the 3,752,136 shares of
common stock outstanding were
weeks' business trip.
$1.22, compared with $1.14 for the
Local
representatives
of
California Pictures declined to state the previous year's third quarter. The
nine months per share earnings
purpose
Henigson's
trip, but said amounted to $3.32, compared with
he mightof make
an announcement
while in New York.
$3.11 last year.

"TOPS!
"WHAM!"
"ROBUST!"
LUS

"FINE!"
"HARDY!"
BRISK!"
"SOLID!"
"LOFTY!"
"PACE-SETTING!"
Id San Fran d<uo-Ak«>n- Providence
Kansas City -Baltimore- Philadelphia
Pittsburgh! Moved over in Detroit
Cincinnati -New Haven -Bridgeport
Hartford - Louisville - Seattle - St. Louis
Denver-Los Angeles!

The gal with stardom in her eyes!

The lad with stardom in his voice!

Demon Runyon's "IRISH EYES ARE SMILING" starring JUNE HAVER, DICK HAYMES,
MONTY WOOLLEY with Anthony Quinn • Beverly Whitney • Maxie Rosenbloom ♦ Veda
Ann Borg • Clarence Kolb and The Metropolitan Opera Singers • Leonard Warren and
Blanche Thebom » Directed by GREGORY RATOFF • Produced by DAMON RUNYON
Photographed in TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by Ear! Baldwin and John Tucker Battle • Based
on a Story by E. A. Ellington • Musical Consultant: Mack Gordon
• Dances Staged by Hermes Pan

y Tkat'sTop 0' The Industry!

op O'The Musicals

CENTURY-FOX
SMASH

EM WITH THE SIXTH WAR

LOAN!

TW
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Lee Tells Wis. ITPAPix
War Dole Outstanding

BRIEfinG THE DflV'S HEUJS
MPA

(Continued from Page 1)

to Hear Sanford

Bert Sanford, Altec's New York
rep., will be guest speaker at the
Motion Picture Associates' meeting
Nov. 28 in the Hotel Astor. Sanford will report on a survey he made
on the West Coast recently, reviewing methods employed by Coast
charitable and relief organizations
in securing and dispersing welfare
funds.

result in the industry's new identity
in public service." This war record,
to the industry's staaddsimportant
he said,
ture as an
institution in
human society.
Lee urged filmland's continued efforts in the Sixth War Loan to add to
its major role in the record of the
Treasury's War Finance Division in
•
selling "E" Bonds to 85,000,000 individuals.
Cincy V. C. Picks Directors
Cincinnati — New directors of the
Queen City Variety Club, are Lev
Manny Wolfe's Father Dead
Hibbing, Minn.— L. Wolfe, father Bugie, 20th-Fox; Mike and Sol
of Manny Wolfe, RKO's story and Greenburg, Ralph Kinsler, Harry
writing department head in Holly- David, Northio Theaters, Harris Duwood, died here after a long illness. delson, United Artists; Col. Arthur
Frudenfeld, RKO Theaters; Harry
Hartman, Allan Moritz, Columbia
SCHINE TO DISPOSE
Pictures, Pete Niland, Columbia,
Harry Wessel and Maurice White,
OF FIVE THEATRES
William, Onie.

NOVEMBER

15th

Counsel for Schine Chain Theatres, Inc. announced yesterday
that, under the terms of the
Temporary Order of May 19,
1942 entered, on consent, by
Judge John Knight in the Federal
Court in Buffalo, New York,
there are still five (5) theatres
undisposed of.
These theatres are:
1. OPERA HOUSE
Lexington, Ky. (Leasehold)

2. PLAZA

THEATRE

Malone, N. Y. (Leasehold)

3. ADA

MEADE

THEATRE

Lexington, Ky. (Leasehold)

4. MEMORIAL

THEATRE

Mount Vernon, Ohio
(Leasehold)
5. Vi Interest in Corporation
holding lease of MARGIE
GRAND THEATRE
Harlan, Ky.
Written offers on all of these
theatres are invited. They should
be addressed to Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., 40 North- Main St.,
Gloversville, N. Y. and should be
for cash or its equivalent.
All offers must be made and
signed by the principal. All offers will be treated as confidential, except for the necessary disclosure to the Court.
Schine Counsel stated that all
or any of the above-mentioned
theatres will be disposed of on
or before November 15, 1944 in
the event of the receipt of a satisfactory offer for such theatres.
— Advertisement.

Mexican "Freeze 0
In Cuba Forecast

Extend Hope's Suspension?
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The length of the indefinite suspension of Bob Hope by
Paramount for his alleged refusal to
begin work on his third picture for
the company will be added to the
duration of his contract, according
to studio officials. It was uncertain
yesterday as to whether legal action
would result.

•
"Kismet's" Astor Record

(Continued from Page 1)

outlets. The Havana houses i j
Paramount deal are the fm
Encanto, Fausto, and Alcazai
the second-run Florencia, Fa\j
Strand, and Universal. Thre<]
aters in the city of Camaguej I
Principal, Apolo, and Encantcj
also included in the deal.
All these theaters have bee:
turing Mexican films. But, as

Tallying more than $15,000 for the
11th week, "Kismet" has broken all
records at the Astor for any M-G-M
picture which has played that house
that long. Total gross for the Technicolor film so far is close to $325,000 with "See Here, Private Hargrove," the former record holder now
in second place. No date has been set
for the opening of "Meet Me in St.
Louis," which will follow "Kismet."

producers put it, "Paramount
signing up the Cobian facilit
promote our productions, but
own." In support of their c
tion, they claim that America
tures have already been bill*
December showing in these th(
Contributing to the Mexican
simism in respect to the Cubai
ket is the supposed fact th;
America — considered here to
only Havana theater capable o
Schine to Sell Quintet
iWellman Buys, Leases
peting with the Encanto and 1
— is largely closed to Mexicar
Five More Ohio Houses
In New York, Ky., Ohio
because of its owners contract
Metro and Warners.
(Continued from Page 1)
As a result, they gloomil;
Youngstown, O. — Peter M. Wellbefore Nov. 15 in the event of receipt
man, owner of the Mock-Wellman diet that the exhibition of M
of satisfactory offers, it was an- Theater in nearby Girard, has pur- pictures in Cuba may soon t
nounced here yesterday by Schine
chased or leased five houses in the ited to neighborhood houses.
counsel.
At the same time, Schine counsel Youngstown district. These include
said that offers for the houses — the the Newport, which has been pur- FCC Approves IBM-G]
Lexington (Ky.) Opera House, and
chased for $150,000 from Paul Ra- Experimental Televisic
the Ada Meade, the Malone (N. Y.)
ful,
former
owner, and will be
Palace, the Mount Vernon (O.) Me(Continued from Page 1)
morial and Schine's 50 per cent in- placed in charge of Mr. and Mrs. terday by the Federal Comn
terest in the Harlan (Ky.) Margie Peter L. Patti, who have been in
Building
Grand — were invited from princi- Wellman's employ at the Girard for tions Commission.
system is expected to be an
pals, should be for cash or its 10 years.
tant step in the study of relaj
equivalent, and should be sent to
Other theaters involved include ods for television and othei
the Gloversville headquarters.
the Home and the Victory here, and services.
In the instance of all save the the Hubbard (O.) Palace and CampIBM was granted two si
Margie Grand, leaseholds are inbell (O.) Palace. Latter two are in one in New York and the o
volved; in the Margie Grand's case, communities adjacent to Youngs- Washington. GE stations wil
concerned is a half interest in the
town. Wellman said he has leased New York, Schenectady an<
lease-holding corporation.
the Campbell Palace and the Victory Scotland. It is expected that
to Foster Hathaway, owner of the ers between these terminals w !
Kleinert Talking Deal
Bell Theater in Campbell. Well- be erected. The IBM Was!
To Produce for Rep.
man will operate the Hubbard Pal- transmitter will be on the
ace. These three (Campbell Palace, the Mayflower Hotel, with th
Hubbard Palace, and Victory) were Ave.
(Continued from Page 1)
end in New York at 490 1
from Louis Frisch.
make several of the story properties purchased
The Home Theater was leased by
The FCC specified that its
whose screen rights he now owns
Wellman from Harry Steinberg and val of the experimentation
into features for the 1945-46 Repub- will be operated by Wellman, who
way implies that it will la
lic lineup, with possibility that one
owns the Mahoning Country prove commercial use of the
or two may be completed for the also
Club.
for common carrier operatio
present release year, ending late next
Louis Canaris, a former employe
Summer.
Among the Kleinert properties are of Wellman, has pui'chased the Up- John Joseph to New \
town and Mahoning Theaters,
two authored by Beth Brown, "Hang Youngstown. His backer is said to To Set Big Ad Campa
Out the Sun" and "For Men Only." be George Manos of Toronto, O.
Representing Kleinert in the legal
(Continued from Page 1)
aspects of the deal is William B.
nicolor
"Can't Help
Jaffe,
torney. prominent film industry at- Home Ups Pickman
Picture picture
is scheduled
for ChSi
release.
As Exec. Assistant

M. B. Hornbeck Dies

Lafayette, Ind. — Murl B. Hornbeck, 58, former owner and operator of theaters in Monticello, Logansport and Lafayette, Indiana,
died at St. Petersburg, Fla., where
he had gone two weeks earlier from
his home in Indianapolis for his
heatlh.

Jerome Pickman, who has been in
charge of special events for New
York openings of 20th-Fox pictures
since May, has been made executive
assistant to Hal Home, the company's ad-publicity chief. He succeeds Bob Montgomery, who recently resigned.

Ben Heidingsfield Dead

Cincinnati — Ben L. Heidii
76, president of United T
local RKO attorney and dir<
a number of film corporation
ating theaters in Ohio, Kentu
adjoining states, died at
Hospital after a month's Hi
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28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y.

It's flluil lllHiJ this question was
openly discussed
The fact that the circulation of the Women's
Groups— 13,100,000— is virtually equal to the
circulation of the Women's Service Magazines
— 13,600,000— is important, but it is far less
important than the manner in which both
were obtained.
The growth of the Women's Groups is a
phenomenon of a decade or more, made the
more remarkable because it has been based
almost entirely, and certainly unprecedentedly,
upon voluntary purchases at the newsstands.
Women's Groups have earned this immense
circulation because they satisfy a definite
modern reader need and demand.

Let's look at the record...
Ten years ago young housewives and the wage-earner
to realize that the Women's Groups contained editorial
them. Nobody asked them to subscribe. They sought out
and bought it. Sales grew. The Groups, matured and
per cent by 1939. And, in the first six months of 1944,

groups were beginning
matter of real interest to
their favorite magazine—
seasoned, increased fifty
their circulation virtually

equalled that of the Women's Service Magazines. This great new market, created
by the selective process of reader preference, has assumed a position of
importance that cannot be easily disregarded in advertising considerations.
•*6C&t£#i
PRESIDENT,

Haiti*

GROWTH

CIRCULATION

1944
1939
1934

tittti
ttttt
WOMEN'S

SERVICE

NEW

YORK

.... Ideal Publishing Corp.

295Madi«x>Ave.,N.Y.17, N.Y.,MU 3-8191

1934-1944'

1944

CORP.

1934

2 millions circulation J
[one book represents 1

ttttttttt

tut

tit

MAGAZINES

. CHICAGO

PUBLISHING

J^jl^Z/Z^.

1939

THE IDEAL WOMEN'S

IDEAL

WOMEN'S

GROUP

.... Ideal Publishing Corp.

360 N.Mich. Ave.. Chi. 1, III., State 5582

GROUPS

* THE

PAY-ENVELOPE

. LOS ANG ELES Don Harway &Coropony
816 W. 5th St., Los Ang. 13, Cal., Mutual 8512

CLASS

. HULLTWOuU

MAGAZINES

.... Ideal Publishing Corp.

6253 H'wd. Blvd. H'wd. 28, Col.. Hillside 7364

(One of a series of advertisements appearing nationally, comparing the growth of the
Women's Groups' magazines with the Women's Service magazines.)

M. F.
28 W.

Production Dist.
44th St. 21
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I0DERATE IMPROVEMENT SEEN IN PROFITS
chless Joins Para, as European Division Head
nri Michaud Appointed
le; Lapinere to Direct
visional Adv., Publicity
©bert Schless joins Paramount
jiy as European division manager,
>rding to an announcement made
fohn W. Hicks,
president of
amount Interonal Films,
Hicks
dejbed the terril taken in by
division as all
pontine ntal
ope, the Near
t and North
ica.
lso named to
ortant posts
(the European
ribution under
less, are Henri
ROBERT
SCHLESS
haud, who will
assistant
to
general manager, and Elias Lapip, who will be the division's pub(Continued on Page 16)

0 Attend Boston's
rring Bond Rally

Co-operative Theaters of Michigan Would
Slap Detroit Ban on Pea and Bean Shooters
Detroit — A drive for a city ordinance to prohibit, or at least regulate, the use
of pea and bean shooters is being launched by Co-Operative Theaters of
Michigan. Formal petition to the City Council was presented by David Newman, counsel of the organization, with the result that the Council instructed
Paul E. Krause, Corporation Counsel, to study the situation, with possibility of a
new ordinance being drafted.
Considerable damage already has been done to screens, which cannot be repaired, Newman said, and the situation is becoming epidemic here. Detroit, incidental y, isthe national distributing center for at least one principal source
of the shooters now made of plastic.

Schenck Again Will
Direct Dimes March
By designation of the President,
Nicholas M. Schenck will serve as
national
March ofchairman
Dimes of the industry's
drive next January. It will be
the fourth successive year that
Loew's prexy has
been the campaign's
helmsman. Schenck

Report Mellett
May Head the FCC
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Standard & Poor's Survey
Points to Factors Boosting Operating Incomes
"Modern improvement" in the fullyear net for most film companies is
forecast by the current analysis of
Standard & Poor's released at the
week-end.
Industry survey points to gains
made early this year as a factor in
boosting the operating incomes of
companies, and expresses the opinion that the moderate improvement
will
rates. materialize despite higher tax
"The increase in production sched(Continued on Page 2)

DAILY

Schine Brief Answers
To Court By Feb. 1

Washington — Possibility that pix
people will once again find themselves in close contact with Lowell
Mellett, former OWI pix chief now
writing a nationally syndicated
Buffalo — In closing the Schine annewspaper column, is growing here
ti-trust trial Friday, Federal Judge
as a move to place Mellett in the
John
Knight
plaintiff's brief
chair of the Federal Communica- filed by Dec. ordered
15 with 30 days intertions Commission grows. There is
vening
for the filing
of defendant's
(Continued
on Page
15)
nothing official, but Mellett is aware
of the boom, and told The Film
(Continued on Page 16)

shortly will announce hi s ExCanadian
Exhib. Ass'n
Okays Conciliation
Code
ecutive CommitNctt'l
Board
of
Review
tee appointments.
ioston — Close to 500 exhibitors
Conference on Thursday
Toronto — At an executive meeting
In his letter to
distributors from the New Eng- Schenck, the Presof the Motion Picture Theaters
i States of Maine, New HampNational Board of Review of Mo- Ass'n of Ontario here to draft a
ident referred to
e, Vermont, Massachusetts, and the polio epidemic
tion Pictures will hold its 35th An- code of conciliation for the Canadian
de Island, participated in a stir- this Summer and
niversary Conference here on Thurs- film industry was accorded a vote of
N. M. SCHENCK
(Continued on Page 16)
(Continued on Page 6)
day. Morning session, in the Hotel
said "it's obvious,
therefore, that the splendid work Pennsylvania, will hear talks by educators on special fields of the motion
you, your committee, the motion picRati; Stock Situation
(Continued on Page 15)
tohen Names Abeles
(Continued on Page 16)

WB Argentine Head
Arthur Abeles, Jr., formerly maniger for Warners in Uruguay, will
ake over the post of general manager for the company in Argentina,
*ith supervision over Uruguay and
Chile, effective Dec. 4, it is anKunced by Wolfe Cohen, vice-presiJent of Warners International Corp.
n charge of South America, Australia, New Zealand and the Far
Ifast. Abeles will succeed Harry
Novak, resigned.

V-B Day Policies Fixed
Survey Shows Most Theaters to Stay Open
The first comprehensive survey of
Jackson Named Para.'s
the country as to theater policies on
Eastern Story Editor
V-E Day reveals that in a majority
of the major cities the theaters will
Alan Jackson has been appointed remain open, although in some inEastern story editor for Paramount
stances the procedures will be dicby Russell Holman, head of the Easttated by city authorities. Pracern production department.
Jacktically every circuit has given de(Continued on Page 16)
(Continued on Page 2)

Still in Status Quo

Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Negotiations on the
raw stock situation remained in
status quo over the week-end, with
Harold Hopper, M-G-M studio chief,
assigned to represent the industry
here in attempting to straighten out
a tight situation, remarking Friday
that one or two decisions he had
hoped to see made during the day
had been deferred. Hopper continues to be hopeful.
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Nathanson Joins Todd
As General Press Rep.

(Continued from Page 1)
tailed instructions to its managers.
Theaters in 13 cities are scheduled to remain open on V-E Day.
Those cities are Albany, Boston, Buffalo, Los Angeles, Memphis, Milwaukee, New Haven, Oklahoma City,
Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City, San
Francisco, Seattle, Washington. In
Chicago, Kansas City, Portland,
Ore., and Baltimore the plan is to
keep the theaters closed.
Cities in which some of the theaters will remain dark include Atlanta, Denver and New York. Theaters in Cincinnati, Cleveland and
Dallas will remain open if street
celebrations or patrons do not become too riotous, in which case they
all will close by mutual agreement.
Theater operators in Des Moines
want to keep their theaters open,
but will await further instructions
by city authorities, the same situation probably holding true in Philadelphia. No decision has been
reached by the exhibitors in Charlotte, Detroit, Indianapolis, New Orleans, Omaha and St. Louis.
Theaters in the smaller towns are
expected to remain open.

Katcher and Morris Join
Goldwyn's Organization
Leo Katcher has been named East
Coast publicity and advertising representative for Samuel Goldwyn and
Claud Morris has been appointed
Eastern exploitation director. Katcher was a New York newspaper
man for 12 years and sroes to Goldwyn from Vanguard Films where he
directed Eastern publicity for six
months following his discharge from
V* the Army. Morris was director of
exploitation for UA in the Chicago
territory and previously Avas 'with
M-G-M and Fox Midwest Theaters.

- Net
Vl
Chg.

To Iron Out Points In
Cameramen's Contracts

Pat Casey, studio labor contact,
and spokesmen for the newsreels
and the IATSE will go into a huddle probably this week to iron out
Morton Nathanson, who last week
resigned as Eastern publicity and several points that had not been settled when contracts covering camadvertising director for Samuel
eramen affiliated with Local 644,
Goldwyn, has been made general
New
York, and Local 666. Chicago,
press representative for Michael
Todd Productions. He will promote were submitted to the War Labor
Board for approval.
all of Todd's film and theater activiThe points at issue are severance
ties, including the current Broadpay and employment of apprentice
way productions "Catherine Was cameramen.
Great" and "Mexican Hayride" and
the forthcoming " 'Way Up in Central Park." He takes over his new
Unusual
Opportunity
for
post today.
Experienced Motion Picture
Edward McNamara Dead
Production
Man
Boston — Edward
McNamara.
57,
Aggressive in-ii'strial film producer has key
onening for rioht man. Provide all pertinent
e and screen player, died here
data in first letter. Replies held confidential
while on his way to Hollywood from
Write Box 220. Film Daily, 1501 Bway.. N.Y.C
Martha's Vineyard.

limmy Grainger in Dallas
J. R. Grainger, Republic pres:
left New York for Dallas yeste
During his visit there, Graingei
discuss the Sixth War Loan 1
with the sales force of the D
(Continued from Page 1)
Oklahoma City, and Memphis br;
ules, along with higher costs, may es. Grainger will return to
narrow margins of picture producers York on the 20th of Novembe
from now on, but, with revenues holding at high levels, operating income
should be fairly well maintained,"
Standard & Poor's says, adding, "Any
decline would be largely at the expense of taxes, and no great change
in final earnings from the indicated
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HA
Showplace of the Nation — Rocket elier Ce
excellent 1944 level is expected.
CREEP.
GARSON
•
WALTER
PIDCE
Since finances are strong, liberal

Seen
In Major Earnings

N. Y. THEATER

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

dividends are likely."
The report asserts that the film
industry will enter the post-war era
in a stronger position than at any
time previously, as a result of vastly improved capital structures and
strengthened finances brought about
by high wartime earnings. The
analysis further contends that domestic revenues will decline from
present peak levels, as renewed competition from other forms of diversion, now restricted, will doubtless
bring about a drop in theater attendance. According to Standard &
Poor's, the re-opening of foreign
markets and expansion into fields
such as television should provide a
sufficient offset to any decline in domestic revenues to sustain total revenues at a high level.
The strong possibility that there
will be a compromise in the Government's anti-trust action is stressed
in the report.
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Paramount

TONYPASTO
and his Band

Paulette
w Sonny
presents

Bert Wheeler
Marion Hutton
HaJ Leroy

GODDARD^TUFTS
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7 Love a Soldier'

P/1fiAMO£//Vr
-■■ JT 'S
ONANSCREEN
DIEGO,
IN PERSt
First H. Y. Showing!

JAMES

BARTO
3 SUN

ION HALL
LOU'SE ALLBRITTQN

Only Liberation Com. Can
Dicker for Pix for France
The Liberation Committee of the
French Cinema is the only agency
entitled to negotiate on problems
of the French motion picture industry, it was said Friday by Simon
Schiffrin, committee member, in commenting on the statement of Jan J.
Letsch, who, upon his arrival from
Paris last week, announced that he
was seeking to obtain American pictures for distribution in Europe.
Schiffrin said he had no knowledge
of Letsch's mission.

PARKINGTON"

Arnold •
Agnes
Cecil Kellaway

JUNE

HAVER
MONTY

DICK
WOOLLEY

HAYK

'Irish Eyes
YOU' Smilin
LOVE Are
A 20th

Century-Fox
—Plus OnPicture
Stage —in Technic:
RAY BOLCER
- GRACIE BARRIE
WALTER NILSSON
- CARR BROTHE
BUYBONDS
MORE

ir

ROXY

PARAMOUNT

7th
50thAve"St. *

presents

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"Frenchman's Creel
B'WAY I

M3JEB

ir RIVOLI, B'way & 49th St
For Excellence in the Production of Motion
Picture
Sound
Equipment,
DeVRY Alone Flies the
Army-Navy
"E"
with
Two
Stars
When Peace cornea, DeVBY will be
first with the finest in
35 mm. Motion Picture
Sound Equipment and
other precision electronic
- devices. DeVRT CORPORATION. 1111 ArmItige, Chlcaeo 14, 111.

SUPER SHOCK

THE

47th SI

SENSATION

MASTER Stanley
RACE'
RIDGES
Carl ESMOND
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the

new

**ve,

THAT

LUSCIOUS

CHERRY

BLONDE
s'*r «f.v

•
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CARMEN

MIRANDA

• MICHAEL

O'SHEA- VIVIAN BLAINEdheCherry
Blonde) in ^SOMETHING FOR THE

BOYS"withPhil Silvers -Sheila Ryan
Perry Como • Glenn Langan
Directed by LEWIS SEILER
Produced by IRVING STARR
in Technicolor

. Screen Play by Robert

Ellis, Hele/i Logan and Frank Gabrielson • Based on
the Musical Comedy Book by Herbert and Dorothy
Fields • Cole Porter Songs • Music and Lyrics
New Songs by Jimmy McHugh and Harold
Adamson • Dances Staged & Directed by Nick Castle

CENTURY-FO

DAILY:

(nday, November 13, 1944

I. Area Theaters
Colled for NWF
jni houses in New York City and
iau and Suffolk counties will take
ollections for the National War
during the week of Dec. 14
r the supervision of a special
aign committee headed' by Ed
iff. The collection will supplethe distribution of a 10-minIhort, "Memo for Joe," starring
'tin Reynolds, plus an advertisiampaign devised by the memtof the WAC trade press divismder Chairman Jack Alicoate.
full campaign is being planned
, regional basis with meetings
uled for the WAC division rep,tatives in New York, the first
;g been called for late this week
ialph Pielow, head of the WAC
hutors'
division.

ack B. Doherty of WB
s in Action in Germany
Jack Bryer Doherty, 28, foriWarners home office reproduclepartment employe and nephew
] M. Doherty, head of the company's exchange auditing department, was killed in action
in Germany
last month,
acjig to notification received FriS;rom the War Department.
lerty entered
the service
in
1941, after being a member of
lew York National Guard.
He
awarded the Purple Heart after
wounded during the Normandy
ion last July.
wife, Jean, also saw service
teas as a lieutenant in the Army
p Corps attached to the Eighth
lrorce.

. to Tradescreen
Block Dec. 14-15
l.descreenings for Paramount's
block of the 1944-45 season
been set for Dec. 14 and 15,
es M. Reagan, vice-president
arge of sales, announced FriThe detailed schedule of the
rings will be announced later.
• five pictures in the third Parnt block are: "Here Come the
s," "Dangerous Passage," "For
i the Bell Tolls" (to be rel for the first time at popular
■■>), "Practically Yours," and
ole Exposure."

SID BIRTHDAY
IEETINGS TO..
November
ard L. Alperson
ddie Buzzell
trude Olmstead
H. C. Potfer

13
Nicola Napoli
Robert Sterling
Donald Duck
Dauf Kennedy

COmiflG and GOIM
m>
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, 20th-Fox production
head, will arrive in New York today on the
Superchief from the Coast.
H. M. RICHEY, in charge of exhibitor relations at M-C-M,
is in Charlotte, N. C. today.

A 50'50 Celebration
• • • AS THE INDUSTRY currently observes its Golden Jubilee,
the observance has a highly personal meaning for at least one New
Yorker who. too. this year marks a half century's identification with the
motion picture
This true pioneer among pioneers is Francis Doublier.
whose association with films began as a cameraman for the Lumiere
Brothers in Lyons. France, just 50 years ago
Today, still active
at the Major Film Laboratory, Doublier is the possessor of an enviable
museum of camera and projector equipment which may be displayed
at one of the Broadway
houses shortly in commemoration
of 1944's
movie milestone
Doublier also boasts of a preserved compilation
of filmed

subjects,

dating

from

1894,

which

he

has

built

into

a 45-

minute program
titled, "Cinematique
Beginning"
It was recently
reported that the French government will sponsor a Technicolor feature honoring her pioneers in the movie field, and Doublier is understood to have been asked to serve on the committee for research and
data

▼
•

Warners' district managers returning to their
posts from New York over the week-end were
HENRY HERBEL, Los Angels; RALPH H. CLARK,
Toronto; RALPH L. McCOY, Atlanta; HARRY A.
SEED, Chicago; HALL WALSH, St. Louis; ROBERT SMELTZER, Washington and CHARLES RICH,
Cleveland.
HARVEY DAY, sales manager of Terrytoons,
has returned to New York, following a swing
around
Southern
cities.
JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales manager for Warners left yesterday for Indianapolis
and Cincinnati.
WALLACE BEERY
the Coast Nov. 25.
on

PAUL LUKAS
Nov. 29.
DIANA

•

• DOUBLIER WAS PRESENT in Paris as assistant projectionist for the first commercial showing of movies on a projected
screen, Dec. 28, 1895
Admissions were 20 cents and the show

MELTON

WILLIAM
Coast.

SUSAN PETERS
to New York.

reels to change subjects
This show antedated Edison's Kinetoscope
showing Neu> York, April 23, 1896
Doublier recalls that early audiences became panicky and fell backwards when the cavalry charged
forward
The manager frequently had to assure those seeing a
movie for the first time that the people, horses, and trains never
leave the screen

ELIZABETH
Warwick.

•

• • GENERALLY CONCEDED to be the first newsreel cameraman with his filming of the Coronation of the Czar Nicholas II on May
28, 1896, Doublier experienced the confiscation of the films he made two
days later when 6,000 persons were trampled to death as a half million
subjects rushed to receive souvenirs from the Czar and Czarina on a
plain outside Moscow
Doublier in his itinerant days oiten took
pictures of crowds in front of a theater and showed
them the same
evening as a means of luring patrons into the theater
This was
first done in Russia when he used 70 prooi vodka to wipe the film
dry in order to get it on the screen that night
After traveling
over 100,000 miles in four and one-half years, shooting and exhibiting
films for the Lumieres, he returned to the office at Lyons, gave back
the equipment and thanked them for the "wonderful opportunity" they
had given him in travelling and showing films throughout the world
a trade,

so that I can

• • • CUFF NOTES: That's real sod from the garden of Blarney
Castle which graces the Roxy's lobby during the run of "Irish Eyes
Are Smiling"
It's a gift to Producer Damon
Runyon,
by the
way. . . • Metro is granting Jules Bassin a leave of absence to direct Ralph Bellamy's Broadway vehicle, "The Democrats"
Bassin
comes on from the Coast this week. . . # Jack Wildberg is talking
"Anna Lucasta" deals on the Coast with Hal Wallis, among others. . .
• Now titled "First, Last and Always," the Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker biog. pic gets under way at 20th-Fox on Nov. 20 with Fred
MacMurray starred. . . • John Garfield goes to Metro to star in
"The Postman Always Rings Twice"

▼

•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

▼

YOUNG

arrives in New

York

arrives today from

plans an early December

the
visit

is stopping at the Waldorfis staying at the Tuscany.

WILSON

is registered at

ARTHUR WILLI, RKO talent scout, went
Chicago
Sunday
for 10 days.

the
to

LT. ALLEN J. SCOTT, son of Harriet Scott,
of the local M-C-M exchange, will arrive from
India next month to visit his mother and Uncle
Jack Bowen, M-G-M's New York district manager, on a 21 -day furlough.

▼

"Now," he said, "it is time that I learn
settle down and look to the future!"
T
▼
▼

ROLAND

FRIML

yesterday.
York from Holly-

was a Saturday arrival here.

DOZIER

Astoria.
RUDOLF

T

here

is in New

JEANETTE MaeDONALD
from Chicago on Nov. 17.

lasted 20 minutes
The program consisted of 55 to 60-ft. lengths
of films, of trains, cavalry, street scenes, etc., with one minute between

▼

arrived

KAZAN

JAMES

TV

York from

gets into town from Hollywood

LYNN

ELIA
wood.

is due in New

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

MAXWELL CILLIS, Republic's Eastern district
manager,
will leave today for a weeks' stay
in
Washington.
WALTON AMENT, vice-president of Pathe
News, is making a tour of exchanges in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver, Salt Lake City and Chicago.
LIEUT. STANLEY LEVINE, Stanley Theater
Equipment Company, is in Chicago on leave
from Norfolk Naval Hospital for three weeks.
W. F. KRUSE, manager, Bell & Howell Company's film division, Chicago, will visit New
York and Washington for business conferences.
In Washington he will address the Visual Film
Workers
meeting
at the Washington
Hotel.
B. K. (TED) O'SHEA, Eastern M-C-M sales
manager, arrives in Albany today for a brief
visit.
E. W. AARON, circuit sales head for M-C-M,
gets back from Boston today after four days
there.
JAMES COSTON and EDDIE SILVERMAN returned to Chicago at the week-end from New
conferences.

York

Fair Warning
Schaller, la. — This is a warning to
film salesmen who travel through
Schaller.
Joe Feldhans, owner of the Iowa
theater, has been appointed justice
of the peace, and hence will weigh
the scales of justice whenever a
film salesman is arrested for speeding or other traffic violations.
P. S. Also he can
riage ceremonies.

perform

mar-

y1^

Navy Convoys to Tour
For Sixth on Friday

DAILY

sixth hr toons
SRI"*-

Monday, November 13, 1!

on'sy
nd Bost
AtteBond
500 ring
Stir
Rall

(Continued from Page 1)
Completion of all arrangements
FLASH NEWS — NATlOy -WIDE — DO YOUR SHARE
ring
6th
War Loan rally in the ]
by the Navy, the Treasury's WFC,
the New York police dept., and the
Hotel Statler on Friday. Prece
WAC of the New York Area for the
the speeches, an impressive show
staged by members of the ai
"Salute To The Navy" Convoys to Gives Trade Four Stars!
lotte,
will
welcome
the
delegates.
and a surprise feature of
cover all five boroughs and WestRov Rowe. of Burgaw, past president forces,
Four
star
insignia
which
Gen.
rally was the p. a. of Roy Rogers
chester next Friday, was announcDwight
Eisenhower
sent
to
Joseph
of the TOA of North and South Car- jhis horse, Trigger. The Republic
ed on the week-end by Malcolm
olina will preside. Among the speak- star presented Samuel Pina
Kingsberg, WAC local chairman for R. Springer, Ceners will be Christie Bennett, chair- New England chairman with a pi
tury
Circuit
solon.
the "Smashing Sixth."
man of the South Carolina WFC;
Convovs will assemble on 44th St. was turned over
C.
T.
Leinbach, chairman of the North of $25,000 worth of "E" Bond
by him and Fred
between
andconvoy
10th Aves.
at 10:30
name ofover
his company's
Carolina WFC;
and Norris Hada- theTaking
a.m.,
and"9th
local
directors
will Schwartz to Fred
the meetingstud
way, events
chairman
ofthepublicity
and
spe- ' Pinanski, Harry Brandt, nat
report at this point promptly. Navy Gehle, New York
cial
for
North
Carolina
&
officers and police will be present State Chairman of fej
WFC;
William
F. Crockett, vice-, chairman for the "Smashing Si:
to assist in assembling the convoys WFC, at a lunch- 99^-chairman of the "Smashing Sixth" jpaid
for each borough and Westchester. eon in the Geor- ;
istribute
playingto inthethe role
motion
New pi<'.
drive; Francis S. Harmon, WAC co- land
Each convoy will consist of a group gian Room of the
industry and in the general tr
o
r
d
i
n
a
t
o
r
;
H
.
M.
Richey,
DistribuHotel
Piccadilly.
of 50 Navy personnel, sailors, Spars, and the stars will
wholehearted support of the wa
tion Division; Gertrude
Bunchez, fort.
Waves, Coast Guardsmen and a Navy
representing
John
Hertz,
Jr.,
national
be given
to a
In a brief address, Nathan 1
band, plus rolling equipment. The memb
er of the S\j
publicity director; and Capt. Ray
ins declared that every theatc
personnel and band wTill alight from
Wild. Treasury Department.
"Blue
Star
Bri'
New England will do its part ii
trucks transporting them about two
•
who
selk ,
6th War Loan drive as a guar;
blocks from the point of each rally gade"
60,000 Broadsides Go Out
the most Bonds. £:
and march to the rally.
As constant reminder of the four of its success, and Jack Kirscl
Each local committee will have to Gen. Eisenhower's
serted in a plea for solid co-o;
"musts" regarding filmland's parti- tion
that the industry is act
look after (1) grand stand, (2) pub- er
said. to Spring- GEN. EISENHOWER
cipation in the "Smashing
Sixth,"
lic address system; (3) decorations, letter
spearheading
"Smashing S
1 John Hertz, Jr., national publicity and made thethekeynote
"I have worn this set of insigof his
— American flags to predominate;
director, has arranged to have 60,000 "Don't let us down!"
nia
frequently
during
both
the
(4) band of music; (5) prominent
printed
broadsides
slip-sheeted
in
all
Mediterranean
and
European
local speakers; (6) make sure that
John Hertz, Jr., national pub
company press sheets.
The broad- chief, said that, with the exce
Campaigns. I am delighted to
theaters move their Bond booths to
s
i
d
e
s
,
a
one
page
two
color
job,
send it as a token of apprecirally and are ready to sell Bonds
urges exhibitors to arrange
Bond of banks and post offices, there
ation to an American citizen
more important issuing agent
for immediate delivery; (7) neces•
Premieres,
Children's
Matinees,
Na- the motion picture industry.
who is supporting the war efsary local police arrangements; and
tional Movie shows and to become
fort
through
liberal
purchases
(8) local war veterans, Boy Scouts
■ issuing agents.
In addition, 7,500 Louis Largey, Marine hero, dec
of Bonds. American fighting men
and other patriotic organizations to
copies
have
been
distributed
to press- :hat "it's a Jap's duty to die f<
all over the world are obviously
take part in each program.
book
departments
of
20th-Fox,
Co- Emperor, but the Marine's du
entitled to the maximum in morWhen each Convoy moves in, an
, lumbia, UA and Warners, each of see that he does not."
al
and
material
support
from
the
emcee will accompany to present the
whom
has
agreed
to insert the
Ned E. Depinet called attenti
homeland, and I know I can
personnel. Police will have motorslip-sheet in each new press sheets. the fact that the industry ha
speak
for
American
soldiers,
cycle escorts with each Convoy.
opportunity to meet the public
sailors and airmen in this theaM-G-M Office Managers
ter in thanking you for so clearly
every
advantage
thisBond
pri~
Latta Revamps Albany
should be
taken in of
selling
showing through your purchase
To Visit Home Office
Sector for Boost Sales
thereby furnish the essential s
of Bonds that you are giving
Now that the visits of district and for complete victory. Theodc
Albany — C. J. Latta newly-apthem this kind of support."
Gamble gave a serious and f;
pointed New York State chairman
branch managers to the home . office talk
on the financial setup o
Charlotte
Girds
Today
i are in the final stages, M-G-M will forthcoming War Loan drive
for the industry's Sixth War Loan
mark
another
innovation,
starting
drive, has realigned the local terriCharlotte, N. C. — Leading exhibs,
the needs of the Treasury.
tory to facilitate Bond sales, and, in distribs.,
district and branch manag- Nov. 27, when the first group of of- Ray Wild recounted his pilotir
breaking down the area, has apfice managers will come to New York
ers and salesmen from all companies
pointed the following exhibitors co- in North and South Carolina, Georgia, • to spend a week acquainting them- periences in the European are:
chairmen: William Smalley, Central Tennessee, Florida and Texas, will
Roy Rogers, on leaving the
selves with the operations of vari- boarded
a train for the Coast.
Albany area; William Benton, Eastous home office departments.
attend
the
"Smashing
Sixth"
meetern Albany; James Papayanakos,
The
first
group
scheduled
to
arrive
ing at the Charlotte Hotel here toNorthern Albany; and Henry GrossTomori
day. Mayor H. H. Baxter, of Char- ' in New York on Nov. 27 will include Lesser Luncheon
man, Southern Albany.
A. John Mayer, Pittsburgh; Don S. On 6th War Loan Plans
Other appointments announced are
Indianapolis; and Edward
Andy Roy and Charles Gordon, Utica MacLeod,
Managers and executives of I ]
Susse, Albany.
co-chairmen; Guy Graves and Sidney
way area theaters will meet at I
Dwore, Schenectady co-chairmen; and
Shor's tomorrow
from noon
Sid Sommer and Milton Schosberg, Monogram Cuts Costs
p.m.
at
a
"Ham
'n
Eggs"
lunch
Troy co-chairmen.
Of British Distribution
plan for participation
in th
In conjunction with Saul Ullman,
War Loan drive, it is announc
Fabian Theater zone manager, AlonThrough the elimination of ad- Irving Lesser, Broadway chair i
zo P. Adams, of the Treasury Dept.,
vances by Pathe Pictures, Ltd., MonThree aims of the gatherin j
Newburgh, Ind.— Ray C. Thomas, and Frank Williams, county chairogram has reduced the distribution
who operates the Princess is the
man for the campaign, Latta has ar- costs of its pictures in Great Britjplans
(1) round
discussion
in thetable
theaters;
(2) to lj
father of a seven pound, 11 ounce
ranged to open the "Smashing
ain which will result in bigger re- arrangements in Times Sq.. a:
baby boy, born in the Walker Wel- Sixth" at Albany's Palace Theater on
turns to the company, according to
Nov. 15 at 8:30 p.m. via a giant W. Ray Johnston in a letter to to name a reception committborn hospital, Evansville.
the 6th War Loan Radio Re\
Bond Show. On some subsequent stockholders.
Madison Sq. Garden on the ni
Cleveland — A son Roger, born to Saturday morning a children's matiLt. and Mrs. Ernest Perlmutter at
nee is planned at either the Palace Harriet Parsons Leaves INS
Nov. 20.
Mount Sinai Hospital makes Nat L. or Strand.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
attending the lunchec :
Lefton, PRC franchise owner and
Free Movie Day will be Dec. 7 in this
Hollywood — Harriet Parsons has be Also
Malcolm
Kingsberg,
New j
grandfather for the third time. He city, and Latta is understood to have resigned from the INS motion pic- Area chairman; members of :
ture staff to devote full time to her
already had two granddaughters, "blueprinted" a giant feature event
dustry's WAC;
and represen >'
children of his son, Bebton Lefton. to be staged during the drive.
work as an RKO Radio producer.
of the Treasury's WFC.

STORK REPORTS

THREE GREAT M*G*M
WORLD
PREMIERES!

,

ALKER
TIM MURDOCK
SCOTT McKAY • GORDON McDONALD
DON DEFORE • ROBERT MITCHUM
JOHN R. REILLY .HORACE McNALLY

SPENCER

TRACY

Best-Seller
id its real

LIEUTENANT COLONEL JAMES H. DOOLITTLE
JOHNSON:

SCREEN

"How come you're so cut*?

BASED ON THE BOOK

AND

COUIER'S

HAY

BY DAITON

STORY BY CAPTAIN TED W. UWSON

A METRO- GOLDWYN-MAYER

his bride (Phyllis ThaxterJ

DIRECTED BY MERVYN

>ple come to
ling life
the screen.

TRUMBO

»«»« jZ

AND ROBERT CONSID

PICTURE

LiROY • PRODUCED

BY SAM

ZIMBAUST

'

'/ had to be — to get s vcr*
a good-looking fellow."
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SALUTE!
The love story behind the greatest
story of our time. It will run forever
on the screens of the world and in
the heart of humanity.
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HATS

OFF!

Just what the public

needs of glowing good cheer. Come to
St. Louis while the miracle Fair enchants
the world and young hearts are in love
and songs fill the air. "The Trolley Song"
Technicolor
already on honey.
Hit Parade! It's M-G-M's

!

I

I

's Great

NI COLOR

Wm
A CLARENCE
ON

THE

NOVEL

Heart Drama
>"-'

E j y E
VPRODUCTION

BROWN
"NATIONAL

VELVET"

BY

ENID

BAGNOLD

starring

MICKEY

ROONEY
with

DONALD

CRISP

ANNE

REVERE

JACKIE

JENKINS

. ELIZABETH
.

TAYLOR

ANGELA

LANSBURY

. ARTHUR

TREACHER

Directed
by CLARENCE
BROWN
Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN
Screen Play by Theodore Reeves and Helen Deutsch

A Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer Picture
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SEE HERE,
2 GIRLS AND
A SAILOR

THOUSANDS
CHEER

GUY NAMED
JOE

THE BIRTHDAY
PARTY GOES

BATHING
BEAUTY

1 PRIVATE HARGROVE

BROADWAY
RHYTHM

t, i> •), 0 , (>-. I> . i.1

MADAME
CURIE

CANTERVILLE
GHOST

It's been
Hit after
Anniversary Year —
htVfc'WA-'"';6''
#

Hit

our

Never in history so many BIG ones
in a row!

WHITE CLIFFS
OF DOVER

-

^H

And now...

"THIRTY SECONDS

~fA'J"'b

GASLIGHT

To top all that has
M-G-M presents

DRAGON
SEED

all

gone

before
:(>~;ti"J. :f:

OVER TOKYO"

"MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS"

SEVENTH
CROSS

"NATIONAL VELVET"
Three Great World Premieres!
Three Great Entertainments!
MARRIAGE IS A
PRIVATE AFFAIR

Leadership indeed!
KISMET

c*d

MRS.
PARKINGTON

AN AMERICAN
ROMANCE

Jillilii
MEET ME IN
ST. LOUIS
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nine Brief Answers
Court By Feb. 1

Rank's Odeon Offer Today?

Toronto — John Davis of British
Answers are due Feb. 1, 1945. Odeon, London, said here that a
e short closing session saw only statement of J. Arthur Rank's offer
oduction of more documentary for 50 per cent financial interest in
ience on the part of the Govern - Paul Nathanson's Odeon Theaters of
|t by Robert L. Wright of the Canada could be expected after the
week-end, possibly today.
;f J.
•
efore closing of trial, both
ght and Edward F. McClennen, Fine New Cleveland WAC Head
Schine, extended thanks to Judge
Cleveland, O. — Meyer Fine, indie
ght for his "patience and fair- exhib., has accepted the post of WAC
;" to counsel throughout the 36- exhibitor chairman for the area, succeeding William Skirball. The new
trial. The court, in turn, exied thanks to counsel for their exhibitor chairman will be formally
mess to one another" and for inducted into office at the next meeting of the WAC.
r "agreement on matters not in
•
rate."
ounsel immediately departed for From Newsreel to Features
Cincinnati — The Telenews has
r homes.
They included Wright
his aides, McClennen,
Saul E. changed its name to the Strand,
hers and Willard S. McKay, for and is now showing features.
•
■'ine, and John F. Caskey and his
ft, who represented
major film Bernard Seamon Hospitalized
ributors throughout the proceedBaltimore — Bernard Seamon, manager of the Hippodrome, Baltimore,
IcClennen went just one day over has been confined to Sinai Hospital
1 time he required in the Momand for a week. Complications devel2 at Oklahoma City.
oped from a tonsil operation.
/ith an aggregate
total of 75
•
lis set aside for filing of briefs John Sherman Missing
answers, it will be at least Feb.
Detroit — John Sherman, formerly
.945, before any speculation can clerk with National Theater Supply
in as to when the court will ren- has been reported missing in action
its decision.
in Germany.
•
(Continued from Page 1)

Tt'l Board of Review
inference on Thursday
(Continued from Page 1)

:ure, and reports by presidents of
tion Picture Councils from Cleve1, Detroit, Philadelphia, Worces\ Jacksonville, Charlotte, N. C,
j the District of Columbia, plus
jer communities.
•in the afternoon, delegates will be
Ists of M-G-M, RKO Radio, 20thi and Warner Bros, at special
3enings with the Board's Review
nmittee. Young Reviewers will
2t at a post-Conference screening
a Universal feature on Friday afaoon.

TO THE COLORS!
* PROMOTED
JOHN KADOW,
manager, Chicago,
Air Corps.
JIMMY KENNEDY,
aters, Chicago, to
Army in France.

*

formerly Warner Theater
to lieutenant in the Army
formerly of Warner Thecorporal in the overseas

* COMMISSIONED*
£PH ERHARDT, formerly of DeVry Corp.,
Chicago, commissioned an ensign of the
Merchant Marine.

* army *
1 KENNEDY,
delphia.

Film

Classics

salesman,

*

BRIEfinG THE DAY'S HEUJS

Phila-

N STEPHANSON, Capitol Theater, Chicago.
KRASNO, assistant manager, Alhambra,
Chicago.
RY MINTZ, Warner Theater manager, Chicago.

90 "Together Again" Dates
More than 90 pre-release engagements have been set for Columbia's
"Together Again."
National release
will be on Dec. 22.
•
Fred Schader Seriously 111
Detroit — Fred Schader, publicity director for the Fox Theater here for
many years, is seriously ill with
pneumonia in Grace Hospital.

SHORTS

Share John Ireland Contract
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

*

"V-l"

9 mins.
Hollywood — Samuel Bronston and WAC-RKO
Compelling. Footage
Lewis Milestone will share a straight
10-year contract on John Ireland,
This short, compiled'by the British
of Information, presents for
who is now appearing in "A Walk Ministry
in the Sun" and has been set for the the first time the unvarnished record
lead in "Borrowed Night" which will of the havoc wrought by the German
be produced and directed by Mile- robot bombs in the assault unleashed
stone for Bronston.
upon the British by the Nazis last
•
Summer. The footage, a further
tribute to the fortitude of the Brit"Josephine" to Metro
ish people, is an eye-opener. There
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
is much that is terrifying about the
Hollywood — M-G-M has acquired
picture, which is tense and absorbing
screen rights to "Josephine," a new throughout. Included in the film are
novel by Booth Tarkington, and Leon
Gordon has been assigned as producer spectacular views of robot bombs
of the picture.
being destroyed in flight by antiaircraft batteries and fighter planes.
•
All in all, the picture is a vivid,
Para.'s High Water Mark
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY moving story of death rained from
the skies upon the British people.
Hollywood — Paramount has hit a
high mark of activity for the year, Settle Conn. Clearance Case
with 22 features in preparation, five
before the cameras and 10 in the
New Haven — The- arbitration comediting process.
plaint of Herman B. Meiselman, ask•
ing reduction in clearance of the
Wilkinson Theater, Wallingford,
Tuchock Writing Course
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY over his Victory, from 90 days to
Hollywood — Wanda Tuchock, 20th- one day, has been settled before
Fox ace scripter, has been commis- hearing, with the reduction in clearance to a 30-day period. The comsioned to write a special course on
plaint was brought against the conscreenplay writing for her alma masenting distributors, with George
Berkeley.
ter, University of California at H. Wilkinson, Jr., operator of the
Wilkinson, as intervenor.

1

Ross Federal Service, Inc.

•
Foto-News Theater Bows In

Grand Rapids, Mich. — A check for
$125 representing the proceeds of the
opening night of the new Foto-News
Theater, was turned over to the Navy
Mothers Club by Jack Loeks, owner.

Ross Checking Sponsored
Pix for Stanley Neal Co.
In the first deal of its kind, Associated Filmakers, Inc., has entered
into an exclusive contract with Ross
Federal Service whereby Ross will
check attendance in theaters where
sponsored reels are shown. Thus,
sponsors will have accurate data as
to the number of persons who see
their reels and, as the theater and
the distributor are paid on a per
thousand audience basis, an exact
figure will be available.
Associated Filmakers, which is
headed by Stanley Neal, recently
completed the establishment of 29
exchanges in key cities for the purpose of distributing its own pictures
for both theatrical and non-theatrical purposes.

Qhecking Based on Experience in
Nation- WideQoveragezJ&eeting
War-Tirne Problems

Executive Offices:

18 EAST

48th STREET

New York City

™i

16
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Schless Joins Para, as
Div. Head in Europe
(Continued from Page 1)

lie relations, publicity and advertising chief.
Headquarters for the division "will
be in Paris, Hicks said, adding that
the three men will depart for Europe
in the near future to set the division in operation.
During the past your years,
Schless has been general foreign
manager for Warners, and he had
previously been engaged for 20
years in various European posts for
the same company. The other two
appointees are also veteran film men
in the overseas field, according to
Hicks. Michaud served seven years
as a motion picture divisional sales
executive in Europe, and Lapinere
directed publicity and advertising
activities in Europe for a period of

EilAS

LAPINERE

HENRI

MICHAUD

12 years, seven of which were with
Metro.
Michaud is a veteran of the French
Army, having joined the forces as
a lieutenant of artillery at the outbreak of the present war. He was
demobilized in 1941 after having
served with distinction which won
him the Croix de Guerre. •
Since leaving the French Forces
Michaud has carried out several special film assignments in Latin America. Lapinere has been engaged in
his own advertising business in New
York during the past four years.

THEATER DEALS
Daly's theater at 63rd and Broadway was acquired by William Brandt
last week. The house is understood
to be subject to a tax lien of $120,000. A policy of legitimate stage attractions or conversion of house to
films as part of his circuit has not
been determined.
Canton, O. — Wally Schwartz of
New York and Sollie Dembs of Detroit have taken over the Grand here
to present vaude with a touch of
burlesque. Jack Kane has been operating the house and directing the
policy for the past several years.

WHAT'S

NEW

IN

Television Today

Monday, November 13, V.

750 Attendance Seen
For TBA Conference

of approximately
withAttendance
450 registrants
from outs ',
New York City, is in prospect j
the first annual conference
of
Television Broadcasters Assoeiat
the total will hit the 100 mark by the year's end. . . • Television hung up a new
"first" on Saturday when the Army-Notre Dame gridiron classic in New York was at the Hotel Commodore Dec. 11
televised over the country's existing tele network, comprising NBC's local station, it was said Friday by Jack R. P]
General Electric's Schenectady station and Philco's Philadelphia station
NBC re- pele, of WOR, conference chairms
layed the game to the two out-of-town stations. . . • Because the war has placed
Indicative of the wide scope
engineering advances in tele during the past year under wraps, the Award of Merit
the tele industry, which its lead
which the Television Broadcasters Association will make to the engineer at its forthdeveloping
into a 425-mil!
coming Hotel Commodore conference next month will be based on individual contribu- see
business ultimately, it was said t
tions to date. . . • Out-of-town registrants at the conference will be invited by Gen- the conference would attract, in
eral Electric to make
a Schenectady
stop-over
on the return trip to visit its tele dition to those directly engaged
station
They'll be entertained also at a cocktail party and dinner. . . • Gimbel tele, film execs.,
merchants, ma)
Bros., which controls WIP,
Philadelphia, on Friday filed an application with the FCC
for a commercial
television station on Channel
4 for Philadelphia
The Johnson facturers, newspaper publishers
ad agency heads.
Kennedy Radio Corp. of Chicago also filed a tele application for Channel 7.
Lined up to speak at the first c
ference session are Dr. W. R.
Baker, GE vice-prexy; E. N. E
strom, RCA Labs, head; John
Royal, NBC vice-prexy; Robert
Gibson, GE exec; Thomas H. E
chinson, RKO television exec; E
old S. Osborne, AT&T chief ei
neer.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Conductors of Meetings
ture owners and the entire industry Daily Friday that he would cerhave done for those stricken with
A series of panel meetings on
tainly be ready to consider the matter seriously. Going into that spot
this disease assumes an especial sigopening
day will be conducted
following:
would place Mellett in intimate con- the
nificance at this particular time.
tact with the developing television
Manufacturers, C. A. Priest
"I fully realize that this great
humanitarian accomplishment was service throughout the country. It GE; Broadcasters, Samuel H. C
would
probably
not
mean
that
he
the result of all of you devoting
DuMont Program Produce
great time and effort to the crusade would rule on the question of fre- Thomas H. Hutchinson, RKO T
quencies for television.
against a devastating disease. It is
liam H.Advertising
Weintraub;Agencies,
Newspap 1
Mellett said Friday the field cov- vision;
a crusade that will not cease until
ered
by
the
FCC
is
one
of
tremenwe have won victory — to the attaindous interest to him. At the same Clifford Denten of the New "i
ment of which the National Founda- time he
is not anxious to return to Daily News; Theaters and Mo
tion for Infantile Paralysis is dedi- Government employ. It is an even Pictures, Paul Larsen of the SM
and Talent,
William Morris of
cated. Aided by the generous supMorris
Agency.
port of the American people and bet, however, that if he is offered
that spot he would accept, and it is
by the continuing interest and co- equally likely that if the President
Highlighting the second morn
operation of the Motion Picture In- believes Mellett would like the job, session will be a round table dis
sion
by technical experts, led by
dustry, that day of victory draws Mellett can have it.
Alfred N. Goldsmith, vice-chairs
ever closer."
of the RTPB. Questions will
answered by the following:
O. B. Hanson of NBC; Aller
Canadian Exhib. Ass'n
Jackson
NamedEditor
Para.'s
Eastern Story
Okays Conciliation Code
DuMont, president of TBA and 1
of the DuMont Laboratories;
(Continued from Page 1)
C. F. Jolliffe of RCA; F. J. Bin
(Continued from Page 1)
approval after several slight changes, son's appointment follows the promo- of Philco; J. E. Keister of GE; I
tion of Richard Mealand from story ry Lubcke of Don Lee; Jack
it was announced Friday by S. B.
Poppele, WOR; A. H. Brolly of
Taube, executive secretary of the editor in New York to head the stu- aban
& Katz and Klaus Landsl
dio's story and writing departments. of Television
organization which has a 300-theater
Productions, Inc.
Jackson was a member of the edimembership, including chains and
TBA Annual Meeting
torial staffs of the Saturday Eveindividual exhibitors, all in Ontario.
ning Post, Time and Fortune before
The annual meeting of the
It is expected that revisions in
into the Navy in which he was is scheduled for the afternoor
the code which are said to be of a going
a lieutenant. He has just completed Dec 12, and will be opened onl
slight nature will be referred back
of service. John Byram con- TBA members. The rest of the
to a general trade conference for a tour tinues
as Eastern play editor.
ternoon and evening will be s
final acceptance.
in visits to television stations
New York.
Glen Swartz Slain
Canadian Indies Approve
The conference
will include
Code for Regional Boards
Minneapolis — Glen Swartz, brother luncheon sessions, a banquet ar
Toronto — Final draft of a Canad- of Don and Abbott Swartz, fran- cocktail party sponsored by the
ian Conciliation Code for regional tep. chise holders of local PRC television network — NBC, Philco
'^v in
action inwas
boards only as recommended by or- KS|
Italy.
exchange,
reported killed GE.
Awards of Merit to those
ganized independents has been adopted by a majority of the members of
have contributed to television p
the Moving Picture Distributors eral companies have yet to approve ress in various categories wil!
Ass'n of Canada, according to Ed the trade plan and are giving further made at the banquet, the prese
Wells of Toronto, secretary of the study to its clauses. L. M. Devaney tions being in charge of a com
association. He pointed out, how- of RKO Distributing Corp. of Can- tee headed by Paul Raibourn, p
ada is president.
dent of Television Productions,
ever, that general managers of sev\A/ASHINGTON grapevine at the week-end reported that the FCC decision on tele* ' vision channel allocations might be expected before Dec. 1. . . • With 81 tele
license applications already on file with the FCC, informed industry circles predict that

Schenck Again Will
Direct Dimes March

Report Mellett
May Head the FCC

Official U. S. Navy Photograph

!

the boys are months and miles from home, a
WHEN
movie's more than a show. It's a window into the
•

life they've left behind. Here are the longed-for city
streets; their beloved villages and farms; their ways and
their people — their America. "Movies tonight" are a
godsend to Service men and women; one of the most
deeply appreciated gifts the home folks can send.
The sending, of course, is done by you of "the movies."
Hundreds of current features go to fighting craft and
fighting men in every theater of the war. There's "home"
in every reel. And it would do your heart good to see the

°ne°fa

series „,

i «

boys' eyes light up when word gets around that it's
"movies tonight."

advertisem
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KODAK

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, n.y.
FORT

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
LEE
CHICAGO
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testifying to
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the
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movies, at war
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//

F.afurfng

GEORGE

gnd
LLOYD CORRIGAN

and THE

GABBY

DALE
• RICHARD

EVANS
POWERS

• CLAIRE DU BREY

and BOB
NOLAN
SONS OF THE PIONEERS
FRANK McDONALD, Director

Original

Screenplay by Gordon

A REPUBLIC

Kahn

and

Bob Williams

PICTURE

Washington — More optimistic than for a month, Lincodn V. Burrows,
O
V
Tl*
,
I f+
£,
MQ
Ore
KaW
DtOCK
V^UtS
I hlS
T ear ( I WPB film chief, said yesterday that he does not look for any further
1 the film allotment to the industry this year, but was unwilling to go on record with anything like a promise to that effect.
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RUST CASE MAJOR D OF J PROJECT IN 1945
rges
Collaboration on Educat'l Pix Production
k Representative Here

Berge Expects Long-Drawn
Battle Which May Get
Under Way in Late March

tudy Field; Tells of
ressful Eng. Kids Clubs
laboration of the British and
ican film industries in the decent of the non-theatrical and
ctional film was advocated yes.- by Mrs. A: Mary Field, di• of the Children's film departof the J. Arthur Rank organi(Ccntinued on Page 2)

Washington

es International
umenlary Awards
gton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — The New York antitrust case is high on the list of major projects for the Department of
Justice in 1945, Assistant Attorney
General Wendell Berge said yesterday. During a lengthy interview with
this reporter, he remarked also that
he is confident of victory in the recent Supreme
Court onjoust
with Cres(Continued
Page 8)

AAA Renewing Leases

DAILY

^hington — As a means of stimg and improving world-wide
ction and recognition of docum e n t a r y
films, and also to advance Tito Guizar, handsome star of "Brazil," Republic's new super Pan-American
the cause of starts the festivities during the gala fiesta in one of the gay scenes. — Advt.
good- will
among na4*^, jtfft

Appeal Knocks Out
Ky. Clearance Award

tions, Markey,
Capt.
Gene
USNR, special assistant
to the Secretary of the
The motion picture appeal board
Navy
in has reversed the award of an arbicharge of
trator who ruled that the 23-day
photogra- clearance granted to the Family and
T. GENE MARKEY
phies, sug- Shirley Theaters, Covington, Ky.,
gested in his over the Liberty and Madison was
5 at the OWI Audio Visual reasonable and dismissed the com(Continued on Page 8)
plaint brought by the Richard P.
(Continued on Page 3)

mk-Odeon

Parleys
Proceeding "Nicely"
oronro — J. Arthur Rank's negorins for the purchase
of 50 per
S capital interest in the Canadian
Jon circuit are proceeding "niceit was said here yesterday
by
n Davis,
who
is representing
k in the deal with the Nathanson
rests.
However,
Davis said it
ht be several days before a de=>n was reached.
Rank's rep. will
here for another two weeks.

musical,

National Library for
War Films Proposed
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Chairman, Tells of Gratitude

Never Considered MPPDA
Capital Post— -Schaefer

WLB Okays Tilts In
Cleveland Exchanges

Washington — Move for a National
An application
asking
a 10 per
Library to house films and other records of World War II was strongly cent wage boost for back-room labor
launched by the Washington Post at the Cleveland film exchanges has
Sunday when it ran interviews with
(Continued on Page 3)
an even dozen high-ranking military
and civilian figures working with pix
(Continued on Page 2)
Metro's Screen Test

Aussies Hail U. S* Pix GUIs
Ackland, MPDA

The American Arbitration Association again is faced with the task of
renewing leases on its tribunal offices, despite the fact that the future of the New York consent decree and arbitration under the decree are still undetermined. Leases
(Continued on Page 3)

From the beginning of the war in
1939 to the end of September, 1944,
American film companies in Australia supplied 211,872,771 feet of film,
George J. Schaefer denied yester- gratis, to camps, hospitals and miliday a published report that he has
tary posts, it was revealed here yesbeen offered or even considered a
terday by F. McNeill Ackland, chairpost as Washington rep. for the
man of the Motion Picture DistribuMPPDA.
tors Association of Australia. AckIn addition to his other duties
land came to the United States to
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 8)

Show Going Off Air
Metro's Screen Test radio show,
which bowed in on June 12 over the
Mutual net of 71 stations and since
has been offered five nights a week,
originating with WOR here, will go
off the air in early December, it
was learned yesterday. Show has
combined radio promotion with a
search for new film talent. Informed
circles yesterday said Metro had other
and different radio plans under wraps,
shortly.
with an announcement expected
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(Continued

from Page 1)

in Washington. The Post, it said,
undertook the survey following the
discovery that lack of care had rendered useless footage made of Gen.
John J. Pershing during the last
war. Much of this World War I
material was never accounted for,
with other footage stored individually by the services, in the National
Archives
and various other places.
Access to the film library would
be given pix producers, with adequate copying facilities for footage
they might desire to take out with
them. There would also be a recording library, with copying facilities for sound discs as well.
Those questioned by the Post report, opposed the idea of museum
suggesting instead that it should be
"an educational film art and recording librai-y."
Com.
Edward J. Steichen, head of
the Naval Aviation Photographic
unit, ppinted out that work on selection for this library should get
under way now while the military
still has available the experts from
civilian life to do the job.
Some of the comments follow:
Elmer Davis, director of OWI:
"I am anxious that worthy pictures,
both stills and movies be preserved
for the benefit of future generations.
OWI shall take appropriate steps
when the time comes to turn over
films and pictures in our custody to
whatever agency may be designated
as a permanent repository."
Archibald MacLeish, librarian, Library of Congress: "I think there
must be a central film depository
and a central film service of these
pictures in and for the Federal Gov-

Tuesday, November 1

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)
zation, who has arrived from London
to explore the field here.
While Mrs. Field is interested in
non-theatrical pictures as a whole,
she is now primarily active in the
development of a picture program
produced solely for children, founded on the premise that adult pictures are not suitable for children.
It is possible, it was indicated yesterday, that the Saturday morning
club idea, successfully conducted in
England, might find a similar reception in the United States.
Children's Club Project
The British children's club project, Mrs. Field explained, has been
adopted by the Gaumont and Odeon
circuits. Children between the ages
of seven and 14 are eligible, paying
approximately 10 cents for admission to the Saturday morning shows
which are selected strictly for juvenile audiences. The theater takes
out only the overhead, the balance
going into the club treasuries as
the basis for the production costs of
children's pictures. The balance is
contributed by Rank who is vitally
interested in the plan. Approximately 300,000 children now attend
these shows.
It is the goal of Mrs. Field's department to produce 52 two-hour
shows per year when equipment,
film and manpower are available.
Some of the pictures may be made
in Canada, but most of them will
be made in England by established
companies. The clubs have the backing of civic, religious and broadcasting organizations, as well as libraries and parent associations, all of
which comprise a national advisory
council.

ernment."
Lt. Com. Alan Brown, motion pic- T/Sgt. Edward J. Wall Jr..
3%
321/4
321/4 —
%
13H/4
2% 12%
ture section of public relations,
2%
12% —
%
MARKET
Navy: "I am in favor of the project. Slain Fighting in France
CURB
21%
3%
33/8
33/8
21%
3%
But, only if there is a board of di1%
The War Department on Saturday
223/g
rectors, with representatives from announced
2%
the death in Southern
20%
each
branch
of
the
service
to
over%
France on Oct. 25 of T/Sgt. Edward
3% —
%
20
see its own material."
20
ta^ J. Wall, Jr., 21, son of Mr. and
""** donville,
psl
Mrs. Edward
Wall
of LouN. Y. J.His
father
was
FDR, Dewey, LaGuardia
Allied's New Jersey Units
for many years connected with the
Meet Jointly Tomorrow
real estate department of Paramount
Hail "Night of Stars"
and is at present district advertisFirst of a series of joint luncheonMessages from President Frankmanager in up-state New York,
meetings between the South and
lin D. Roosevelt, Gov. Thomas E. with ingheadquarters
in Albany.
North Jersey units of New Jersey Dewey, and Mayor F. H. LaGuardia,
Sgt. Wall was a member of The
Allied will be held tomorrow at the
the purpose of tonight's First Special Service Force, a group
Stacey-Trent Hotel, Trenton. Mrs. endorsing
eleventh annual "Night of Stars"
of American and Canadian
Helen Hildinger and Si Myers, co- show at Madison Square Garden, composed
chairmen, will preside. Prominent are contained in the 1944 United Ap- Rangers. He saw service in Africa,
Italy and in France. His outfit
state officials are slated to address
peal Yearbook issued for the occa- spearheaded the attack of General
the meeting.
sion.
7th Army in the Southern
Proceeds from this affair will go Patch's
France attack.
to the United Jewish Appeal for
Besides his parents he leaves a
Unusual
Opportunity for
Refugees, Overseas Needs and Pales- brother and sister.
tine.
Experienced Motion Picture
Production
Man
The 124-page year book will also "Lupin" Tradeshow Today
"ontain articles describing the deAggressive
producer
has " key
opening
for industrial
riaht man.film
Provide
all nertinent
velopment of Palestine and the posUniversal will tradeshow "Enter
data in first letter. Replies held confidential
Write Box 220. Film Daily. 1501 Bway.. N.Y.C.
sibilities of post-war settlement Arsene Lupin" this morning in- its
there.
eleventh floor projection room. ''

COminG and GO
FRED JACK, district manager, Unit
is in Charlotte from Dallas.
MOSE Corp.,
CUMBLE,
Holding
leaves of
NewWB's
York Music
on Fr
semi-annual
business visit to the C<
MARIS WRIXON who gave up actin
her marriage to Rudi Fehr, Warner
has returned to the Coast from Nev
will resume her screen career.
JOHN GARFIELD, arrives today t
Delmer Daves unit shooting backgrc
in Philadelphia for Warners "This Lov
SAM CLARK, West Coast field rep fl
leaves Los Angeles today for San Fr;
attle, Portland and Vancouver.
COL. ROBERT LEE SCOTT, author
My Co-Pilot," has arrived at the W.
yesterday from the East to assist in f
of the film version of his book.
MOE SILVER, Pittsburgh zone
Warner Theaters, and HARRY FEIrassistant, arrived in New York yesterd
office conferences.
DON MERSEREAU, associate publish
eral manager of THE FILM DAILY,
manager of RADIO
DAILY,
has rel
i
Hollywood.
MRS.
LEON
FROMKESS,
wife
president,
will
leave
Leroy
Sanita
following an operation.
BETTY FRENCH, film editor of
Beacon Journal, will arrive here at
end.
AL O. BONDY, film distributor
Electric, leaves New York tomorrow
tady and will then visit keys an
situations in the Mid-West.
H. M. BESSEY, Altec's vice-pres.,
RIS, merchandise manager and purct
and STANLEY HAND, advertising m
returned to the New York home off
tec's annual conference in Hollywoot
SID KULICK, PRC's Eastern sales i
for Albany yesterday to attend the
dinner, and will then leave to vis
Pittsburgh.
pany's
exchanges in Detroit, Cle
SOL
LESSER,
HAROLD
SHUMA
writer, and PHIL
PARADISE,
art
in Virginia City, Nev. to gather bac
Lesser's,
Silver Flame."
RUSSELL"The
6IRDWELL
has returned
from New

York where he set explo

paign
on PRC's ETTINCER,
"When The Lights
MARGARET
HollywoCi
will arrive from Boston on Thursday
BURNS and ALLEN, are due here Tj
Boston.
CONSTANTIN BAKALEINIKOFF, L
Radio's music department, goes to I
search
trip.
for a month
on a combined vacaf
ROY DISNEY is here from the
nection with the promotion of
Friday. Caballeros."
"Three
CHARLES P. SKOURAS, head of
aters, is scheduled to return to

C
W
l>
(

JOHN JOSEPH has delayed his N
rival from
the Coast until Friday.
W. J. KUPPER, general sales man;
Fox, has arrived in Los Angeles, v
tends to remain for an indefinite pe ]
ating from his recent attack of pm
IRWIN
ZELTNER,
20th-Fox's
exploitation
staff, has ofreturned
from
EARL HUDSON, president of Ui :
Theaters, and JACK KEECAN, buye i
for the circuit, are New York visitc i
GEORGE A. SMITH, Paramount
vision
manager, has returned from a
his territory.
FRANK
HENSLER,
M-G-M
bra,
Kansas City, leaves tomorrow f
quarters after 10 days in town for I
conferences.
ARTHUR SCHOENSTADT and fan
Chicago for Tucson, Ariz., for a re; I

REEVE

sound studios;
1600

BROADWAY.

N. Y.
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C
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(Continued from Page I)
the gratitude of the AustralSay, Department of Informa- Silverstein Here from Paris
m the American Special SerMaurice "Red" Silverstein, Universal foreign dept. exec, on leave
^.-ganizations in Australia for
Inerican
contribu- to the OWI, is back in New York
i the war industry's
effort,
on furlough, called by the illness
jnl of 19,104 programs were of Mrs. Silverstein, in private life,
jl during that period, in addi- Betty Bryant, Australian actress.
,!the regular weekly showings Silverstein has been attached to the
|:elease pictures in New Gui- Psychological Warfare Division of
I other zones, both in 35 mm. Supreme Headquarters in Paris.
Bid said he believed the out|| American pictures in AusJiter the war was excellent
t Australians' interest in the
(^States has been stimulated by
Lence of the American troops
!jralia. The visits of Bob Hope
fer stars also have helped to
'bout closer relations between
countries, he said.
'er business in Australia con0 be good, Ackland said, add1 there had been no drop in
"je receipts despite the withof many troops for the bat-

•
Trauner, Col. Sales Manager

Saul Trauner has been appointed
to the newly created job of sales
manager of Columbia's New York
exchange.

•
Harry J. Gruver Dead

Baltimore — Harry J. Gruver, 58,
treasurer of the New Theater Co.
and owner of the Glen and New Glen,
Glenburnie, Md., died here last week
of a heart attack.

EAT A JAP
FOR
BREAKFAST!
*

THE TIME:

FRIDAY MORNING

NOV. 17 at 9 o'clock! (sharp!)

•
William Lewis Dead

is.

Pittsburgh — William Lewis, drama and motion picture editor for the
ItMotion Picture Distributors
died at his home in
fition is composed of the rep- Sun-Telegraph,
Sewickley. He had been a news|rives of American film compaperman for half a century, and
i,in Australia and serves purBmilar to those of the MPPDA was drama editor of the Sun-Telegraph since 1927. He is survived by
.United States. Ackland will his widow
and one son.
to Australia late this month,
•
off for a visit at the stu-

THE PLACE:

HOTEL ASTOR
MAIN

BALLROOM

Sgt. Howard Craven Slain

Renewing Leases
ibunal Offices
(Continued

from Page 1)

Springfield, Mass. — Sgt. Howard
B. Craven, former head usher at
teg^ the Art theater, was killed in
pjS action in Germany on Oct. 16,
the War Department has advised.

WLB Okays Tilts in
Cleveland Exchanges

of the tribunals expire Dec.
fo of the tribunal offices cur(Continued from Page 1)
jire on a month-to-month babeen
approved
by the Regional War
le one other has another year
non its lease.
Labor Board in that city.
David Halper, legal representaWal of the leases in the 27
tive of the IATSE, and Ernst Mahler,
'A now in progress, although United Artists attorney, have rejiination of decree arbitration
turned from conferences with the
fender the tribunals unnecesDb the other hand, there ap- regional boards in Chicago and
jo be some basis for the be- Cleveland to speed up action on applications filed on behalf of exlt arbitration might be conchange workers in those cities and
regardless of the outcome of
Minneapolis, Indianapolis, and Cinwjbe
unless outlawed by pend- cinnati.
?ation.

ID BIRTHDAY
1ETIKGS TD..
November 14
Is M. Schenck

Eugene O'Brien
Betty Caldwell
John Shaw
Ken Carson

(ion Kam'n
|»nica Lake
Moynihan

B-

■"

»

Appeal Board Reverses
Ky. Clearance Decision
(Continued from Page 1)
Ernst Realty Corp., operating the
Liberty and Madison.
The appeal board fixed a maximum
clearance of 10 days over the Liberty and Madison and 14 days over
the Kentucky Theater, an intervening house. Loew's, RKO and 20th
Century-Fox were the defendants.

IT'S THE GREAT

SHOWMEN'S BREAKFAST
MEETING
Everybody

will be there!

And right after breakfast —

STIRRING RALLY IN
TIMES SQUARE
Every showman

will participate!
*

SMASH
WITH

IN THE 6th!
'EMSHOWMANSHIP!

SOCK

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE, MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY • NEW YORK AREA
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JACK

L. WARNER,
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Wl BELIEVE THIS IS
THE MOST REMARKABLE TRIBUTE EVER
PAID TO A PRODUCING COMPANY BY
A GREAT METROPOLITAN
NEWSPAPER

Play Tops for the Japs with 6th WAR

LOAN

showmanship

"The Miracle
Of The Paramount
and Kindred Surprises
BY ARCHER

WINSTEN, IN THE NEW YORK
October 25, 1944

55

POST

'F or quite some time now the quality of the movies
shown at the Paramount Theatre during 1944 has been preying
on the mind and memory of this reviewer. They were so good,
and there were so many good ones, that it began to seem as
if the Paramount deserved a medal.
'5 anuary to November, there immediately came to
mind a remarkable succession of terrifically enjoyable pictures,
five of which might well constitute half of a Year's Ten Best
List. 'The Miracle of Morgan's Creek,' 'Lady in the Park,'
'Going My Way,' 'Hail The Conquering Hero,' 'Double
Indemnity,' and 'Our Hearts Were Young and Gay' can be
matched by no other two theatres in the first-run category."

Because of the exceptionally long runs
of the above Paramount Theatre attractions, the following Paramount hits played
first-run engagements in other New York
theatres during 1944:— '"Frenchman's
Creek"— "Story of Dr. Wassell"—"For
Whom
the Bell Tolls"— "Till We Meet

Again"— "Rainbow Island"— "The Great
Moment"— "The Hitler Gang"— "Standing
Room Only"— "The Uninvited." And since
The Post's article appeared, "I Love A
Soldier" has opened at the Paramount, to
be followed during 1944 by "And Now
Tomorrow" and "Here Come the Waves."

28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N; Y.
%S%\

Trust Case Major
D of J Project in 1945
(Continued from Page 1)
cent Amusement and its affiliates.
When that victory comes, he continued, "other independent circuits will
have to be mighty careful about their
business practices."
Berge said it appears now as if
the main business of the New York
case should get under way in. the
Spring. The Department, even
though the distribs. have never filed
an answer to its proposal for a new
decree, is not expecting to get away
without a long-drawn-out battle in
the courts. Talk is in terms of "the
trial," and Berge says that although
some additional work will be required "we'veInvestigated
got our case
ready now."
Complaints
To bring: the preparation up to date, lie
said, investigations were made of the numerous complaints which reached the Department after it had filed its new decree proposal calling' for divestiture of distribution
and exhibition. "Some of these parties,"
Berg'e said, "we might want to add to our
list of witnesses, but we have a serious
manpower problem here and are finding; it
difficult to investigate all these complaints
as fully as we'd like to." Berg'e said also
that both he and Robert Wright, special assistant concentrating on the pix cases, hope
to keep their court presentation to a minimum. Depositions, he said, and pre-trial
conferences may be resorted to in an effort
to hold down the record.
Wright, he said, should be back from
Buffalo, where the Schine trial is in progress, by the end of the month. Given a few
days to prepare for further action in New
York, Wright will then seek a hearing on
the proposal for a new decree — notifying the
distributor defendants some time next month
of a hearing date. Berge believes it will be
late next month and he appears to feel that
this will be a brief session ending in the
setting of a trial date.
Trial May Start in March
He is not certain how many issues the
defendants will elect to argue on, he said,
but late March appears to him to be a
safe guess for the trial commencement.
Berge said again that there has been no
behind-the-scenes move to get the Government to back down. "I made it plain on the
Coast that we weren't just making a gesture." he said. "I've even been a little
surprised that there haven't- been any attempts to call us off for political reasons,
but that's the fact. A couple of local
politicians did say in a half-hearted way on
the Pacific Coast that they thought we might
lose out in campaign contributions, but
they didn't press the issue." Berge said he
hadn't checked on the matter, but thought
the contributions had stayed up.

SIXTH WAR LOflllS
FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

300 at Charlotte Rally
Charlotte, N. C. — The industry yesterday opened the Sixth War Loan
drive in this section with a Bond
rally of the whole Southeastern district, including the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma.
Among national industry leaders
here for the rally were William F.
Crockett, H. M. Richey, and Francis
S. Harmon. Exhibitor reps, from the
10 states attending were R. M. Kennedy, Claude Munde, E. V. Richards,
J. L. Cartwright, J. Q. Adams, Phil
Isley, E. W. Street, Kermit Stengal,
Burgess Waltmon, and Arthur Lehman. Roy Rowe, former president
of the Carolina Theater Owners,
Inc., presided at the luncheon, arranged by George Roscoe, Columbia
chairman, for 300 guests.
Capt. Ray Wild, AAF hero, spoke
for the Treasury.

— DO YOUR

SHARE

i attending the opening of the 6th War
\ Loan Drive in Times Square, Friday. •
Zorn Reorganizes Illinois
Pontiac, 111. — Completed organiza! tional setup, to assure maximum results in exhibitor participation in
the 6th War Loan' drive here, is announced by Exhibitor State Chairman Edward G. Zorn. Incorporated
into the setup are the most aggressive showmen in the territory. Zorn
first divided the State of Illinois
into 18 zones of from three to seven
counties each and then appointed a
chairman for every county. Through
the personnel of the organization,
it is expected that all exhibitors in
the State will be reached directly,
thus definitely securing full co-operation for the "Smashing
Sixth."
•

Duluth — The third in a series of
exhibitor meetings for suggestions
in connection with the 6th War Loan
Drive will be held here at the Hotel
Duluth today with Exhibitor State
Chairmen Harold Kaplan and Henry
J. Greene presiding. Both chairmen
will conduct another meeting tomorrow at the Martin Hotel, Rochester. •
Drive Ceremonies Finalized
Members of the Convoy Committee met yesterday in the Hotel Piccadilly with representatives of the
Army, Navy, Coast Guard, the Red
Cross and the Treasury, and made
final arrangements
for ceremonies

Cleve.
MPEA Pledges
Pledgesof "Buys"
Cleveland—
$25,000 in
"E" Bonds, $25,000 in G Bonds and
$20,000 in tax certificates were
pledged yesterday by independent
exhibitors of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Assn. in opening
Bond drive meeting conducted by
Meyer Fine, Northern Ohio WAC
exhibitor chairman; Morris Orr,
WAC distributor chairman, and
Charles Raymond, state 6th Bond
drive exhibitor chairman.
Every exhibitor of Cuyahoga County pledged to hold Free Movie Day
every day of the drive. Raymond
reported that in Akron four firstruns will hold day-and-date Bond
Premieres with the co-operation of
leading organizations. All agreed to
run trailers and participate in national Free Movie Day and Juvenile
Matinees. A buffet luncheon pre
ceded the business meeting.

Ambridge Theater Denied
Writ Against 6 Majors

RKO Will Tradescreen
Five Films in December

•
Map Plans for 6th Drive

Pittsburgh — Harry N. Ball, of
Philadelphia, trustee of the Penn
Theater in Ambridge, was denied a
preliminary injunction in Federal
Milwaukee— John Adler of Marsh- Court last week on a motion seeking
field was elected president of the to prevent six major film distributing companies from entering into
ITPA of Wisconsin and Upper Michcontracts with other theigan at its annual convention here. first-run
aters in that town. A. N. NotoAdler succeeds William Ainsworth.
Charles Trampe of Milwaukee was poulos, of the Pennware Theater
Corp., who is also associated with
re-elected vice-president and George the Altoona Publix Theaters, Inc.,
Langheinrich was re-elected treas- was also named in the suit.
urer. Lucille Forbes was elected
secretary.
Elected to the board of directors Rites for James W. Johnston
were Charles Trampe, James Boden,
Chicago — James W. Johnston, retired treasurer of the Western ElecGeorge Langheinrich, George Fischer,
Jack Yeo, Raynold Black, L. V.
tric Co., will be buried at Rosehill
Bergtold, Lucille Forbes, Russell Cemetery tomorrow. He died at the
Leddy, William Ainsworth, John Ad- Philadelphia home of his daughter,
ler, William Smith, and George Mrs. Katherine Duff. Three daughPanka,
ters and one son survive.

Adler Heads Wis. ITPA,
Succeeding Ainsworth

Tuesday, November 14

DAILY ;

Urges Infernation
Documentary Aw;
(Continued from Page 1)
luncheon at the Washingtoi
here on the week-end that ai
national association, similar
stituted. Such
a setup, awards."
he saic
Hollywood
Academy
be
given of
the Documentary
title, "Interi
Academy
but confessed that "a much
label could be found."
Capt. Markey called after
the fact that there are nv
film representatives of foreig
tries in Washington, and 1
tion's capital afforded, there
good place to make a start,
of example, he cited the pre;
Washington
' of
England, Canada,
other countries,
has
films, —
theseseen
nations.

representatRussia, Gre
and added
great films-

the war,asMarkey
sa:1
an After
organization
the In ten
Academy of Documentary Fi
reach out into the capitals '
cial
in each, a'
very showings
countries held
themselves,
each nation could make its
lections of their Ten Best ar
them in international conn.
"Believe me, while I am jusl
this to you without any foret
and very little malice, too, I
the be
Navy
Photogra]1
the"We
planof can
worked
out.''
fice will be pleased to co-op
the
and otherand agenciS
any Army
way possible,
I'm
wise will be willing to aid i
association," he concluded.

Never Considered MF
Capital Post — Schaef*
(Continued from Page 1)
as chairman of the WAC,
take an active intei'est in t
sock situation, which has
critical, and will devote mucl
time during the next several
in behalf of the industry.

RKO Radio will hold national
tradescreenings of five pictures on
Dec. 5, 6, and 7, it was announced Ethel Barrymore in Ho
yesterday by Ned E. Depinet. The
five pictures are "Experiment Peril- Suffering from Influer
ous," "Farewell My Lovely," "Girl
Ethel Barrymore, whose
Rush," Zane Grey's "Nevada" and "Embezzled
Heaven" was clo:
"The Falcon in Hollywood."
Harkins Heads UA Coast Pub.
day night
to the Hospir
star's
was
taken due
to Flower
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY terday following an attack
Hollywood — Walter Compton has
MissRene
Barrymore's
resigned as United Artists Coast fluenza.
Dr. Louis
Kaufman,ph
publicity director and will make a early yesterday that the st
trip East before opening his own suffering from pneumonia an<
freelance publicity office in January. diac condition, but a later
His
successor at UA will be John said there was no evidence o
Harkins.
monia and that her heart was
Eastern Va. Ends Blackouts
Miss Barrymore, it was stai
Richmond, Va. — Practice blackouts never before missed a perfc
New York. She has no
in this are have finally been elimi- in
factory."
nated.
study in "Embezzled Heaven
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RESCENT DECISION MAY SIMPLIFY NEW CASES
-lay Combine Decree-Harry Arthur Arguments
tf J May Seek to "Kill"
irds With One Stone"
Mew York Hearings
\ington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

ashington — No date has been set
the oral argument on the Dement of Justice's proposals for
ification of the New York con. decree, but Robert L. Wright,
:ial assistant to the Attorney
«ral, may seek to combine it with
Ihearing on Harry Arthur's arbiion petition set for Dec. 5 before
'eral Judge Henry W. Goddard.
'ight said
yesterday
(Continued
on Pagethat
5) as long

WB RESUMES IN FRANCE AND ITALY
Parts, Marseille, Toulouse, Lille as Well as Rome
and Other Italian Offices Reopened

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

Warners' offices in France and
Italy have been reopened and are
resuming operations, it was disclosed
yesterday by Joseph S. Hummel,
vice-president in charge of Continental Europe and the Near East.
Theophile Bellini, manager for
Warners in Paris, has reported to
Hummel that the company's branch
in that city suffered only "slight"
physical damage from the German

ant Latin-Americans Times Sq. Building
Write for Films
Limitation Opposed
hington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A two-month "fishexpedition" for scenarios on
in America which will be suitable
profitable pix for the domestic
•ket gets under way tomorrow,
ffrey Shurlock, an assistant to
(Continued on Page 5)

R May Attend Bestowal
Humanitarian Award
laving completed all plans for
ninth annual meeting of the
iety Clubs of America in Washton . Nov. 23-25, National Chief
ker Bob O'Donnell announced yesMay that the presidents and gen(Continued on Page 6)

Oe iff ille to Sweden
For Film After War
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Cecil B. DeMille has
accepted an invitation from Swedish
orodu,cers to make a picture in
Sweden after the war starring Signe
Hasso. The invitation was made
through Carl P. York, Para.'s general
manager in Sweden who has been
;<n Hollywood conferring with De
*Mille. The picture will be released
through Paramount but its title
cannot be disclosed at this time.

Berge Says No Other
Cases Planned but Warns
On Business Practices

Hearing at 10:30 a.m. today on the
proposed zoning law before the City
Council, in City Hall's Room 16,
will bring forth strong opposition
from segments of both the film exhibition and legit fields, especially
on the resolution that no new thea(Continued on Page 2)

Edqar Price Elected Prexy
Of N. Y. Film Critics

occupation, and that the Warner offices in Marseille, Toulouse and Lille
also have been restored to operation.
Mario Zema, managing director for
Warners in Italy, has resumed direction of the
Italy. and
Rome
othercompany's
liberated affairs
cities in
in
Hummel is now awaiting a French
government
visa
and
transporta(Continued on Page 2)

Brazilian Biz Shows
Steady Gains— Lewis

Whitaker

At the same time, Berge agreed
the mere fact that the Supreme
(Continued on Page 5)

1,352 Bond Premieres
Already Set lor 6th

ment."
Motion picture business in Brazil
has kept pace with the progress being made by all industries, according
to David Lewis, M-G-M's manager
for Brazil, who is here for home
office conferences. Lewis said that
Baltimore — Leaving here last night
Brazil was making tremendous for the final key city regional 6th
War Loan meeting scheduled for
(Continued on Page 5)
New York, Harry Brandt, national
chairman for the industry's camDarryl Zanuck to Address
paign, told delegates assembled in
Nobel Dinner Here Dec. 10 the Hotel Belvedere that "up to
(Continued on Page 6)
Darryl F. Zanuck will be a guest
of honor and speaker at the annual Brown Replaces Schreiber
dinner to be held at the Hotel Astor

Edgar Price of the Brooklyn
Citizen was elected chairman and
Irene Thirer of the New York Post
was voted secretary of the New York ' on Dec. 10 in memory
of Alfred
Film Critics at a meeting
in the i Nobel of Nobel prizes fame.
The
(Continued on Page 6)

DAILY

.r Washington— The Supreme Court
decision on the Crescent anti-trust
case will simplify procedure against
other- independent circuits, Wendell
Berge, Assistant Attorney General,
said yesterday. While admitting that
no other actions against independents are now planned, Berge said
that this would "serve notice on them
that predatory business practices —
directed against competing exhibitors or against distributors — will lay
them open to action by the Govern-

(Continued on Page 6)

Elected RKO

V. P.

As WAC

Publicity Director

Francis S. Harmon, WAC co-ordinator, announced yesterday that Walter T. Brown has been named director of publicity for the committee to
succeed Ed Schreiber, who joins
(Continued on Page 6)

Harry Durning, Port Collector, Joins Board
Election of John M. Whitaker as
vice-prexy of RKO Corp. and of
Harry Durning, Collector of the Port
of New York, as a director was anMartin Starr, president of AMPA,
nounced by President N. Peter Rathat a directors' luncheon at Toots von following a board meeting yesterday. Whitaker resigned from the
Shor's_
that directorate incidental to entering the
sometimeyesterday,
in Decemberannounced
the organizacancy.
Durning filling the vation will commemorate the industry's management,
50th Anniversary with a luncheon.
Whitaker
was
for a number of
Plans are now being formulated
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 2)

Ampa Luncheon to Mark
Trade's Golden Jubilee

^^^^^K

Zanuch's Next Pic for
Release in Germany?
Hollywood — Zanuck's next picture
for 20th -Fox probably will be of a
documentary nature, to be released
within Germany shortly after the end
of the war. Making of this picture
however, Zanuck said, would be entirely contingent on United States
Government approval.
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WB Resume Business Times Sq. Building
In France and Italy Limitation Opposed
(Continued from Page 1)
tion facilities to Paris, in order to
take over direction of Warner activities throughout Europe at the
earliest possible date.
J. J. Glynn, vice-president and
treasurer of Warners Pictures International Corp., has been designated manager of foreign branch
operations, with supervision of the
physical activities of all foreign offices of the company.
Karl G. Macdonaid, also a vicepresident of the foreign unit, has
been designated' assistant to Wolfe
Cohen, who has charge of all activities for South America, Australia,
New Zealand and the Far East.

(Continued from Page 1)
ters be permitted built in the Times
Sq.
area, a checkup of the entertainterday.
ment interest involved disclosed yes-

The resolution banning Great
White Way construction was discussed at a meeting of the League
of New York Theaters' board of
governors in the Sardi Building on
Monday afternoon, and that body
passed a resolution to investigate the
Wales law which establishes the liability of a theater owner in the
event that he books an indecent attraction into his house. The board
also is attempting to line up LNYT
membership to take a stand either
for or against the zoning proposal.
Trucios Appointed
Film lawyers yesterday expressed
the view that inasmuch as zoning
WE Manager in Peru
Appointment of Armando Trucios laws are set up on certain fundamental considerations, there is strong
as Warners' manager for Peru was doubt that free enterprise in buildannounced yesterday by Wolfe
ing theaters in any existing area
Cohen, vice-president in charge of
that territory. Trucios formerly was where they are as dominant as in the
manager
for the company in Pana- Great White Way could be proma.
hibited. Such action would, it is believed, certainly wind up in the SuOperation of the leading firstpreme Court if necessary. Such a
run theater in Lima, the Central, case would not only involve basic
which is under long-term lease to
monopoly.
right,
but also "hover" in the realm
Warners, will come under Trucios' of
supervision.
Sam Bekeris continues as Warner
supervisor
for Peru, Panama
and , Wolcott Urges Small Town

Colombia
territories, with headquar- |Theaters Operate
ters in Peru.

V-Day

Eldora, la. — Leo F. Wolcott, president of Allied-Independent Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, has
suggested to small-town exhibitors
27%
273j
273/8
they should not close during- V-E
169V2 169
169Vi —
Va
21%
21
21
—
l/2
RCA is reported to have developed ' day.
68%
67
67
—
i/2 a revolutionary type of home
televi- "Many small towns and rural peo26%
25Vi
251/2 —
%
8 1/4
81/g
8i/8 —
1/4 sion receiver which projects an image j pie depend almost entirely upon the
90
89%
89i/2 — 1
18 by 24 inches. Images on pre-war |theater for their relaxation and en25%
25 Vi
25 '/8 —
1/4 models were
eight by 10 inches. The : tertainment," Wolcott stated,
32%
32
32
+
% experimental receiver
was displayed
«tt
n
1
123/4
12l/4
12V4 —
%
CURB
MARKET
holidays
than
most
any
other
day.
at
a
preview
party
by
Niles
TramL
,5
-ft
^
+PG°P
.T'V"
3%
33/8
3%
■..
mell, president of NBC, on election
Vi
1 1/4
1%
V-E day will be treated as a holiday
night
before
25
business
leaders.
23/4
—
.
2%
23,4
1% —— 1
Consensus of the guests was that by most of these people. The best
21 Vi
20Vi
201/2
thoughts which have been expressed
19% —
% the receiver far exceeded in sharp20
19Vi
the subject insist that the day
ness and clarity tele images before on
should be one of quiet thanksgiving,
the war.
ATS Symposium Tomorrow
orgy. People are generThe American Television Society
According to reports, the new tele not aallywild
quieter in the theater than any
will hold a symposium tomorrow receiver introduces a new type of
to help clarify television's future flat-headed tube two by three inches
prospects. Leaders in various in diameter. and projects a reflected
CBS Moves To Apply
branches of television will partici- image on a retractable screen.
pate.
Electronic Advances
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%)
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
RKO
RKO
?6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK
Monogram
Picts. .
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
. ....
Universal Pictures

Nine New Pix Start
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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Hollywood — Nine new pictures Jf©
into production
this week, making
total of 43 shooting.
Unusual
Opportunity for
Experienced Motion Picture
Production
Man
Aggressive industrial film producer has key
opening for right man. Provide all pertinent
data in first letter. Replies held confidential
Write Box 220. Film Daily, 1501 Bway.. N.Y.C.

RCA's New Tele Receiver
Shows Pix 18x24 Inches

"Anna Lucasta" Pix Rights
Decision Due Within Week
Following
his return from
the
Coast, John Wildberg, producer of
"Anna Lucasta," said yesterda he
expected to make a decision iny the
next week or two on one of some half
dozen offers for the film z-ights to
the Broadway play. Immediately
thereafter he will go back to Hollywood to close the deal. According to
Wildberg, the minimum offer is
$450,000.

place."
Electronic
advances
which have
been made during the war, and have
inevitable
peacetime
relevancy
to
| both network broadcasting including
{television, have resulted in creation
by CBS of a new Department of Engineering Research and Development
and expansion of the existing General Engineering Department of the
chain, it is announced by Joseph H.
Ream, vice-president and secretary.
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark will head the
new department with title of director of Engineering Research and De-

COmilMJ and coir
BARNEY BALABAN, president of Par;
Pictures, has arrived in Hollywood for ;
of studio
conferences.
JOHN JENKINS of Jenkins & Bourgeois
las, arrives today and will stop at the
Edison.
DIANA LYNN, following a p. a. in Fall
Mass., today, flies tonight
to Montreal.
JACK

KIRSCH

has

returned

SAMMY
KAYE is due
cording
engagements.
MINERVA
SYLVIA

to Chicago

in Chicago 'f|

PIOUS has returned from the

FINE gets iin today from Holly*

C. L. CARRINCTON, Altec prexy, h
rived at his New York office from the
Coast.

RKO Corp. Vice-Pre
(Continued from Page 1)

years associated with Atlas
Shortly after America
entered
War, he served as special assi
to Leon Henderson in the OPA,
subsequently
served with Floj
Odium, RKO Corp. board chai
and Atlas Corp. head, in the (
the predecessor of the WPB.
As Vice-President of RKO,
taker will have administrative di
supervise certain special work
act as assistant to the Presider

Rodgers to Announce
Metro's Next Block of Pi
Announcement
of M-G-M's
block
— the 10th — will
be madi
William F. Rodgers at the mids«
meeting in Cincinnati of the
pany's division and district ma
ers, Nov. 16-19. Sessions wi
attended
executives.by 27 home office and
Indications are that the five
tures scheduled for tradesho
this month will be included in,
next group. They are "Thirty
onds Over Tokyo," "The Thin
Goes
Fever,"
StreetHome,"
After "Blonde
Dark" and
"Not".'
Rodgers
and a home office
But
Trouble."
tingent
of 16 leave today for Cii
nati.
velopment.
William B. Lodge has been ns
director of General Engineering I
will continue to head this departi
in its expanded activities.

**»

*&*

Screen Play by Robert Ellis, Helen Logan
and Frank Gabrielson • Based on the
Musical Comedy Book by Herbert and
Dorothy Fields • Cole Porter Songs • Music
and Lyrics New Songs by Jimmy McHugh
and Harold Adamson • Dances Staged
and Directed by Nick Castle

**
****
KEEP SELLING BONDS1
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Crescent Decision

ant Latin-Americans
i Write for Films
(Continued

May Set a Pattern
(Continued

from Page 1)

(PDA Code Chief Joseph I. Breen,
been lent the MPSA
for this
. and will talk with novelists,
rnalists and educators throughj Latin America. He will be acipanied by Tom Kilpatrick, CIAA
inm. production chief,
jurpose of the trip, Shurlock said
iterday, is to get Latin American
iters thinking in terms of the type
material which Hollywood could
ifitably use. The bulk of the Latin
erican literary output is not suit! for Hollywood
production
bee of its local appeal, Shurlock
but there are phases of Latin
erican history which could be
ie into highly profitable films for
world market.
Fiction as well
d be used by our producers if it
a universal appeal,
hurlock said there is no reason
i film on Latin America — or
i single Latin American nation —
d not "do for that country what
3. Miniver' did for Britain, what
•th Star' did for Russia, and what
hope 'Dragon Seed' will do for
tia."

purlock hopes to send back novels
other material which might be
I by the studios, as well as to inthe preparation of other mail. All this material will funLhrough the MPSA, and Shurlock
not make any commitments with
n American authors.
rst MPSA problem, he said, was
ock pix which might offend Latin
irica. That has been accom|ied, he explained, but MPSA
not yet succeeded in encouragthe volume
of production
on
n American subjects that it de-

pa Luncheon to Mark
de's Golden Jubilee

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Norman Rydge. managing directcr of Australia's Greater Union Theaters and one of the most
potent tycoons down
under, leaves New
York
tomorrow
to return
to Sydney
Rydge and his New York rep., Capt. Harold Auten, will
break bread with the industry press at the Astor today at a bon voyage
luncheon. . . • Plans for the Jerome Kern Silver Anniversary week
next month will be outlined by Paul Whiteman, honorary chairman of the
committee, at a luncheon today at Toots Shor's. . . • A. H. Blank and
Mrs. Blank have issued invitations to the dedication of the Raymond
Blank Memorial
Hospital for Children, Des Moines, on Dec. 3
New hospital is a memorial to their late son. . . • You can credit
Republic's Evelyn Koleman with a swell job in planting features on Roy
Rogers in no less than 14 fan magazines in their November issues
Single pages, spreads and four-page features in color and black and
white is Evelyn's record of achievement. . . 9 International Pictures
hosted a cocktail party in the Drake's Lounge Room yesterday for the
very delightful Ingrid Bergman. . . #1. Louis Rome. Baltimore circuit
operator, is recovering at home from a slight heart attack. . . • Ask
John Hicks, Jr., of Paramount to show you that very funny London News
Chronicle cartoon showing Rudolph Hess standing in line to see Parc's
"The Hitler Gang," billed as "the greatest gangster film of all time.". .
• Western Electric will press preview its "Heritage for Victory," 75th
anniversary pic, at the Monte Carlo's new Casino Room Thursday afterno n. . . • Lucille von Urff, recently with CBS Television and formerly
associate editor of Look magazine, has joined the Evelyn Gerstein Associates. .. • Reports current that Tommy Dorsey will not appear in
M-G-M's "Thrill of A Romance" yesterday were branded as false and
unfounded at the home office. . . • M-G-M's "Meet Me In St. Louis" will
have its world premiere at Loew's State, St. Louis. Nov. 22
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purely by its size, "then we'll not be
In the Crescent case, Berge said,
the Government was not fighting
after
it." circuit but several circuits
just one
which had combined to use their joint
weight in their business dealings.
He said that "our investigations
showed that in many cases Paramount or some other distributor
could have made much better deals
with independents in towns where
the circuits operated. Neither Paramount nor any other distributor
should have that right, but it was
not possible to enforce it because if
it had, the circuit would have said
to them, 'All right, none of our theaters will show any of your product.'
So they gavechief
in." has not yet
The anti-trust
gone over the FBI reports on Samuel
Goldwyn's allegation of discrimination against his product in the Reno,
Nev., area. Most of the reports on
that study are in, he believes, but
a couple of reports are yet to be received. Berge said that he did not believe off-hand that situations such as
those alleged by Goldwyn would be
ruled out by either the New York or
the Crescent case even if the courts
should uphold the Government position all along the line.

May Combine Arthur Brazilian Biz Shows

Henie as the Countess

And Decree Hearings Steady Gains— Lewis

Hollywood
— International
first
1945 Technicolor
pic Pictures'
will be
"Countess of Monte Cristo," starring
Sonja Henie.

(Continued

from Page 1)

as he has to be in New York on that
Starr and a committee thus far
date,
he may try to "kill two birds
ied. Members of the committee
with one stone."
ed to date include ex-president
Russell Hardy, attorney for
ent Trotta, Blanche Livingston, Arthur, is preparing for the New
?? Zabin, Jacques Kopfstein and York hearing on his petition to have
■ Bader.
St. Louis exempted from jurisdiction
under the decree. Wright will oppose the petition.
b for "Mrs. Parkington"
Replies by the distributors to the
jetro's
"Mrs.
Parkington,"
which
a sixth at Radio City Music petition of the St. Louis Amusement
will hit an attendance of 750,- Co. that they be enjoined from exifor its first five weeks, ending
ecuting any future arbitration deciBit.
sions to the disadvantage of the petitioner and for treble damages as a
result of previous proceedings are
due shortly, Hardy said yesterday.
The St. Louis action was filed Oct.
25 and replies are due within 20 days
of that date. There have been no requests for a postponement.
Hardy indicated that the postponement of the Rosecan arbitration case
November 15
in
St.
Louis, which was responsible
lewis Stone
Samuel Ornitz
for the legal moves, to Jan. 15 may
"bert Rawlinson
Hal Danson
have been made in order to delay
Joseph P. Reddy
the hearings until after the New
York argument.
(Continued

▼

from

Court might uphold the Government
case did not in any way give the Department of Justice carte blanche
rights to trim circuits simply because
they were big. Size is not the important thing, he said, and if a large
circuit is not guilty of objectionable
competitive practices made possible

(Continued

from Page 1)

strides in developing its resources
and a steady increase in business,
not necessarily a boom, had been
noted in recent years.
While native studios turn out only
about eight feature pictm*es a year,
production of shorts has been very
active, approximating 500 or 600 a
year, principally in the documentary
and newsreel fields. Although theater construction has been curtailed
by the war, remodeling is on the
uptrend.
Theater admission prices are low
compared with those in other countries, first-runs averaging 30 cents,
exclusive of the 20 per cent tax. On
big pictures, first-runs get a top of
about 50 cents.
Lewis said he believed "Lassie,
Come Home" would be the biggest
grossing picture in Brazil this yeai*.
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UlEDDiHG BELLS
Cleveland, O.— Cpl. Charles Kates,
former Warner booker, home on furlough from his camp at Greensboro,
S. C., has announced his engagement
to Phyllis Jacobson.
J. C. (Brownie) Brown, News of
the Day manager in Washington,
has dissolved his bachelorhood with
the help of Belle Fenstock, painter
and composer.
Shirley Bleendes, secretary to
Walter Brooks of Loew's, and Lee
Rich will be married Nov. 22.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jackie Cooper, now in
service at the Great Lakes Naval
Henie Show Here Ian. 17
Training Station, and June Home,
Sonja Henie's ice show will play 18 actress daughter of the late James
performances at Madison Square Home, film director, are scheduled
to be manned soon.
Garden, opening Jan. 17.

M. P. Production jjis J- or
28 W. 44th N.St. Y. 21st flo
Sew York

m£;..

1,352 Bond Premieres
Already Set (or 6th
(Continued from Page 1)
now, pledges from exhibitors everywhere on Bond Premieres, Children's
Matinees, National Free Movie Days,
and increase in the number of theaters becoming issuing agents, has
exceeded the number secured in any
.previous drive, and, from present indication, these special events will
have more exhibitor participants
than ever before."
National figures on all three
events, and with some exchange centers not yet heard from, now stand
as follows: Bond Premieres, 1,352,
of" which 257 are in towns of 7,500
or under; Children's Matinees, 332,
of which 61 are set for similar towns;
and National Free Movie Day, 2,515.
Dallas is leading the nation now in
Bond Premieres and Free Movie
Days, and Boston in national Free
Movie Day shows, Brandt disclosed.
Stimulating as these totals to date
may be, the industry has considerable distance to go to reach and
pass the totals for the Fifth campaign when there were 5,058 Bond
Premieres, 1,131 Children's Bond
Shows and 8,053 Free Movie Days.

FDR May Attend Bestowal
Of Humanitarian Award
(Continued from Page 1)

era! sales managers of very company
would be on hand Nov. 24 to participatein
. the presentation of the
Humanitarian Award.
><
It was reported unofficially that
President Roosevelt may attend the
presentation personally because of
his friendship for the undisclosed
winner. Previously it had been disclosed that the award would be of international import.
Complete schedule of the three-day
meeting will be approved and released later this week.

Cassidy Gets Two Aides
Ruth Schwerin and Fredr Norman
are additions to the Sixth War Loan
publicity staff of the New York met.
area WAC under Harry Mandel and
will assist Johnny Cassidy, press
liaison.

Precedent Proves
"Variety In Duals"
Cleveland — Filmland's local Variety Club, after counting election
ballets cast for a successor to its
Chief Barker, Bernard Kranze, found
the voting deadlocked. This situation paid the Club double dividend,
for now the tied candidates are
both Chief Barkers, — the first time
such a thing has happened in the
national annals of the Variety Clubs,
according to probes of fact-finders.
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Youth Competes In Ore.
John Day, Ore.— Voted, on several
occasions, one of Oi*egon's standout
woman .Bond-vendor, Mrs. Bertha
Dixon, owner and operator of the
Orpheum Theater here, is headed for
further laurels from the Treasury
Dept. via her organization of the
younger generation of moviegoers
in this community to sell for the 6th
War Loan. Initially, she contacted
all the school boys, and they agreed
to sell-out one premiere. When
the girls of the town found this out,
they volunteered to sell out a second
one.. Thus this community gets double-barreled selling among the children, and record results are expected.

•
Conn. Sets 36 Bond Shows

to 12 screening room previews for
larger-denomination Bond purchasers will net some $1,000,000, with
shows at the Bijou, 20th-Fox, Paramount and Warner screening rooms.

Trad

e,

Nav

y,

In Chi. Tieu
p

Chicago— This city's WAC is extending co-operation to the Navy in
exploitation
of the Pacific
War Theater battle exhibit,
to be staged
on
the Navy Pier during1 the "Smashing
Sixth." Film trailers featuring Rear
Admiral C. H. Woodward and photographic 40 x 60 posters are being
produced
by for
the theater
Navy's Bureau
of
Aeronautics
exhibition.
Arrangements for tie-up were made
by Ed Silverman, exhibitor state cochairman for Illinois.

•

New Haven, Conn. — Thirty-six
War Bond Premieres and Kiddie
Bond Shows have already been set
by state theaters. This figure represents 75 per cent of the total number
of such shows in the state during the
Fifth War Loan. Fishman Theaters,
Inc., New Haven, was the first circuit
to offer all its theaters for premieres.
In addition, it is expected that 10

One thousand dollars in 6th War
Loan Bonds were awarded employes
of Loew's-M-G-M at the first of the
industry's home office rallies during
the present campaign. Under the
chairmanship of Max Wolff, the Loew
committee has set a goal of $325,000
in extra Bond subscriptions.

Edgar Price Elected Prexy
Of N. Y. Film Critics

Brown Replaces Schreiber
As WAC Publicity Director

Loew's Awards $1,000 in Bonds

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Newspaper Guild offices yesterday.
Plans were made for the groups' annual meeting late in December when
they will announce their motion picture awards for 1944. It was also decided to eliminate their party and
radio program this year due to the
war effort.
Winners will be announced in all
the newspapers and will receive their
awards via telegram.

Richard Condon, Inc., as vice-president on Dec. 1.
Brown's duties in the publicity
bureau will be in addition to his work
as associate co-ordinator to Harmon.
Brown who joined the WAC last
April is a former newspaperman and
AP bureau chief in Albany, as well
as a one-time college professor. He
served ex-Governor Lehman as executive secretary.

Darryl Zanuck to Address
Nobel Dinner Here Dec. 10
(Continued from Page 1)

Pep Club Rally Tuesday
The Paramount Pep Club will hold
a Sixth War Loan rally at noon next
Tuesday, in the home office recrearoom, inaugurating
Paramount's
drivetionamong
all departments
in the
New York metropolitan area. Drive
chairman E. A. Brown has appointed
more than 50 Bond salesmen. Al
Finestone is handling publicity.

20th-Fox production head is the first
film producer ever to be invited to
the dinner. Nick John Matsoukas
of Skouras Theaters is secretary of
the executive committee for this
year's dinner. Daphne Dolores Skouras, daughter of Spyros Skouras,
20th-Fox head, is in charge of information.
Gable AAF Pic Bows
Minneapolis — -World premiere of
"Combat America," documentary feaLaunch Xmas Seal Campaign
ture which Maj. Clark Gable made
The 38th annual Christmas Seal for the 8th Air Force, will be held
campaign will be launched today with today before some 10,000 employes
a brief ceremony at the Majestic of the Minneapolis-Honeywell ReguTheater in which Carole Landis,
lator Co., temperature controls manufacturers who make the electronic
Spence Wildey, designer of this
year's
seal,
and
Postmaster
Albert
autopilot
used
on America's heavy
bombers.
Goldman will participate.

OF

CITING,
SURE OF

DOOLITTLE

RAID

IS

MOVING
ENTERTAINS
SMASH
B. 0.

The fame that has accrued to the
little raid on the Japanese homeland n
"Thirty
natural

Tokyo" a

Seconds Over Tokyo"
beyond
any question

of

box <
a

The
production,
a giltedge
achieve'
by Producer
Sam
Zambalist
with
caliber direction by Mervyn
LeRoy,
and sweeping, with touches of the
tional in its almost-documentary stre
' Packing power and excitement out o
usual, the film tells with unflaggin
terest the story of the Doolittle air afc
tions
When

forthe andpicture
the

executionto
sticks

of
the

the:
pre'

it is a tense, gripping document sc
equalled on the screen.
The film is built around the part :
in the raid by Major Ted W. Laws
lieutenant at the time. The role is i
hands of Van Johnson, who dominate
film. The part of Doolittle, a more o
minor one is enacted by Spencer Trac
The tale, never losing sight of b
values, has a world of romantic embrc
The relationship between Johnson an
bride, Phyllis Thaxter, is filled with U
ness and sweetness that will have
femmes on the verge of tears. The
tional force of the film reaches its I
at the end when Johnson minus a le
turns to his wife, after a frightful
following the crash of his bomber o
China coast while seeking the safety!
Chinese
air field.
The film has been drawn out uiirc
ably. Cutting would give it greater
and tightness.
Johnson easily gives his best screei
formance. Tracy makes the most of
appearance. Mis Thaxter, a newcome
much to recommend her. Robert V
stands out in a subordinate role as a.
ber of Johnson's crew. Many othe;
performances grace the film.
Dalton Trumbo drew an expert Si
play from the Lawson experiences!
photography of Harold Rosson and
Surtees mean much to the success
film.
CAST: Van Johnson, Robert Walker,
Tracy, Phyllis Thaxter, Tim Murdock,
McKay, Gordon McDonald, Don DeFore
Mitchum, John R. Reilly, Horace McNall)
aid Curtis, Louis Jean Heydt, WilliamAmes.
Phillips, Douglas Cowan, Paul Langton
CREDITS: Producer, Sam Zimbalist
Mervyn LeRoy; Screenplay, Dalton
Based on book and magazine story by
Ted W. Lawson, Robert Considine: Cam'
Harold Rosson, Robert Surtees; Musical
Herbert Stothart; Recording Director,
Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbon!
Groesse; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis
S. Hurst; Special Effects, A. Arnold C
Warren Newcombe, Donald Jahraus; Film
Frank Sullivan.
DIRECTION, Aces,
PHOTOGRAPHY, A

Porozynsky's Father Dead

Cleveland — Joseph Porozj
father of Frank Porozynsky
owns and operates the Garfiel
New Victory Theaters, died f
ing a brief illness..
____.,.
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AYS CALLS COMMUNITY SERVICE J»ARLEY
ara. to Invade South Africa; Hake Named

Rep.

Ire Follows 3-Month
dy of Market; Offices
uned for Johannesburg

Informal Group Conference
Expected to Pave the Way
for Advisory Committee

lay V. Hake, veteran film exec.
( formerly
with 20th-Fox,
will
psent Paramount
International
is, Inc., in
;h Africa, acing to John
Hicks,
Jr.,
iident,
who
mnced the asn m e n t last
t.

With the designation of an advisory committee that would consider
post-war co-operation among tainment,
entercivic,

jike's
c as appointresident
*esentative in
l Union of
tth Africa
'r k s P a r a mt's initial
'iianent repre'•ation in this
CLAY V. HAKE
wing film
!iet. HeretoHicks said, the company has
i Continued on Page 7)

rs as Partners in
jors' Subsidiaries!

social andtionaleducainterests
expected
result,
Will H. toHays,
MPPDA prexy,

One of the many brilliant production highlights — the Coffee Number — In "Brazil," as
Republic captures the festive Pan-American music and dancing in all its true color
and splendor — Advt.

City Zoning Worries
Theater Operators

irmation of subsidiary companies
New York City's new zoning ordinances, discussed at a public hearJome major companies under a
ing in City Hall yesterday prior to
I whereby the top stars own a
voting by the Board of Estimate,
(Continued on Page 8)
present serious obstacles to the physical construction of motion picture
theaters in the five boroughs, it was
cheneh Sets 'Dimes'
argued by Leo Brecher, prominent
(Continued on Page 7)
Drive for Jan. 25-32
Nicholas M. Schenck, national
airman announced yesterday that
-9 industry's 1945 March of Dimes
'ive will take place for one week,
n. 25-31, inclusive. Opening the
■ve on a Thursday will be a con|nience to the great number of
uses that start their week on that
fHope is expressed that collections
Jan. 31 will set a record, beuse they will come the day after
'■ President's birthday. In previs years, the drive has ended on
30th.

Cordell Hull to Get
Humanitarian Award PRC to Buy Out
Franchise Holders!
Washington — Variety Clubs of
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Ihlll.Y

America will bestow its 1944 Humanitarian Award on Secretary of
State Cordell Hull "for his tireless
efforts in behalf of world peace" at a
dinner at the Mayflower here Nov.
24, it was announced yesterday by
(Continued on Page 8)

Loew's Mulling Stock Split
3-for-1 Division of Common

To Quiz Skouras, Schenck
In Hillside Trust Suit

will host a conference on community problems a t
toria today. -Ast h e Waldorf
Attending, i n
addition to top
film industry figers a ures,
s s willo be
c i leada ted
with educational,
civic, patriotic,
WILL
H.
HAYS
religious, international, cultural, youth and recreational interests.
Move, first publicity disclosed yesterday by the MPPDA, is regarded
(Continued on Page 7)

Said Considered

Wall Street reports yesterday indicated that executives of Loew's,
Inc., have been mulling a suggestion
to split up the common stock on a
Spyros P. Skouras and Joseph M. three-for-one basis. As yet, the proSchenck face examination in the Hillposal has not been submitted to the
side Amusement Corp. trust action board of directors but it is underagainst the major film companies
stood that informal discussions have
and their subsidiaries, according to been held on the advisability of the
notice filed yesterday in Federal move with banking interests and
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

Dallas — Jack Adams has sold his
Adams Film Exchange to PRC which
will operate it as its own branch. It
is reported here that the Adams deal
is the first of an extensive program
(Continued on Page 8)

Name

Liberty Ship

for M. E. Comerford
Philadelphia — A liberty ship, the
SS M. E. Comerford, named for the
late Scranton circuit leader, will
be launched at the J. A. Jones
Construction Co. Shipyards, Brunswick, Ga., on Dec. 14.
Postmaster General Frank C. Walker, a nephew of the late exhib.
leader, will attend. The sponsor
will be named later.
Comerford died in 1939 in Miami.
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NED DEPINET returned yesterday from a
r ving around the country in the interest of the
Sixth War
Loan.
HARRY
bany.

THOMAS

returns today

from

Al-

LEE BOWMAN

SAM HOROWITZ, Vanguard Midwest field
representative,
is in town for sales conferences.

PEARL

in

NEIL ACNEW,
Montreal.

CERALDINE
next week
for

vice-president of Vanguard, is
FITZGERALD
New
York.

IOHNNY MITCHELL
from
the Coast.

leaves the Coast

has arrived in New

York

FRANK R. ROGERS of Florida State Theaters,
Jacksonville, and H. F. KINCEY of Wilby &
Kincey Theaters, both associated with Paramount, are New York visitors.
DANNY
LAURITZ
end.

KAYE

is stopping at the Chatham.

MELCKIOR

is due here at the week-

ANNE RUTHERFORD left New York yesterday for the Coast to begin work in Andrew
Stone's
"Bedside
Manner."

Wolfe Cohen to Survey
Latin-American Field

With Paul Whiteman as chairman,,
a committee Will organize a "Jerome
Kern Jubilee Week" beginning Dec,
11 in commemoration of Kern's 40th
anniversary as a composer of musical
scores for'
and of
screen
tions. Astage
highlight
the producjubilee
Week will be the playing of music1
from Kern's " latest motion picture
score which is featured' in Universal Technicolor picture- "Can't Help
Singing." Plans were set' up at ;a
luncheon given by Whiteman at
Toots Shor's and which was attended
b orche tira waders, radio' person-.
aliti*'- 1 m'I new spttper -critics;

RKO's East-Central divitoday to Cleveland.

DAViD HANNA, drama columnist on the Los
Angeles Daily News, is in town for the next two
weeks and is at the Sherry Netherlands.

ARLINE WHALEN, wife of Hugh Owen, Vanguard Films general sales manager, leaves for
the Coast
today.
....

Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of
Warners Pictures International
Corp., leaves today for his first tour
of his recently assigned Latin- American territory, where he will survey
conditions and set up marketing
plans for the company's new Span(Wednesday, Nov. 15)
ish-dubbed product.
NEW: YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Cohen's first stop will be Mexico
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg. City, after which he will visit Cuba
and other offices in the Caribbean
V63/8
163/8
—
i/8
Am. 'Seat.
16%
field. He expects to be gone about
191/2
Ccl Piers, vrc. i2'/2%>
19i/2 191/2
Columbia
Picts. pfd
six weeks, returning to his New York
Con. Fm. Ind
6
51/2
6
+
1/4 headquarters before visiting other
291/2 + 2 1/g
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
29'/2 27'A
East. Kodak
.
169
1 20%
69
169
—
1/2 South American, Australian and Far
66 V?
East territories under his supervido pfd. '
20%
—
%
Gen. Prec. Eq
21 '/g
671/2 +
% sion.
25 1/8
Loew'.s, Inc. .,;.....-. 67%
Paramount
.
25 y2
25% —
%
Initial group of Warner Spanish8
8 1/8
- • dubbed pictures to be released in
RKO
8 V'g 893,
25
89% +
%
31%
RKO $S pfd . . :
89%
Latin-America, Cohen states, will be
121/4 25%
20rh Century-Fox . . . 25%
% uTo Have and Have Not," the Hum20fh Century-Fox pfd. 31%
' 31%
2'/4 —
Warner
Bros.
...:.:.
12%
phrey Bogart release, which will be
NEW YORK CURB
EXCHANGE
shown in January, followed by "ObMonogram
3%
3%
31/2
%: I iective, Burma,"
starring Errol
Radio-Keith Picts.'
cvs
1%
1%
1 Vg +
Sonotone
Corp
2%
23/4
2%
, Flynn; "Roughly Speaking," with
Technicolor
...
20%
20%
20% + , %; Rosalind Russell; "God is My CoTrans-Lux
Universal
Pictures
■. .' Pilot," with Dennis Morgan; "Men
Without Destiny," with ■ Jean Sullivan; "My Reputation," starring
Whiteman Heads Project
Barbara Stanwyck; "Conflict." with
Humphrey Bogart, and "The Corn is
For Kern Jubilee Week
Green;" starring Bette Davis.

finnnciflL

BERNIE KRANZE,
sion manager, returns

EARL

S. N.

is expected here

CARROLL
S.

has

BUCK

in two weeks.

from

Hollywood.

from

England.

is in town.

BEHRMAN

BLANCHE

arrived

has arrived

SWEET

spend the Winter.
CREGORY PECK
rival here.

has arrived in New

York to

will be a late November

ar-

NILS ASTHER
a fortnight.

heads East from the Coast in

SIR EDWARD
land.

VILLERS

has returned to Eng-

WILLIAM F. CROCKETT, national vice-chairman for the Sixth War Loan drive, returned to
York yesterday
from Charlotte,
N. C.

New

JOHN JENKINS, Dallas; TEDDY SCHULL,
Washington; MAX SHUCOLD, Pittsburgh, and
SAM DECKER, Los Angeles, all Astor Pictures
franchise holders, are here for conferences with
Bob Savini.

Picture Pioneers Will
Induct 25 at Party
Twenty-five applications for membership were okayed by the Picture Pioneers executive committee at
a luncheon meeting yesterday. All
will be inducted at the exhibitors'
Christmas party, held at the Waldorf-Astoria, Dec. 13.
The applicants accepted were
Salem E. Applegate, Henry R. Arias,
John Balaban, Harold Blumenthal,
Frank Boucher, Joseph D. Eagan,
Joseph DeFranes, Jean Hersholt, E.
J. Hudson, William E. Jenkins, Myron J. Kallet, Morris J. Kandel, Sidney B. Lust, William Massce, Vincent R. McFaul, Paul C. Mooney,
Harry A. Post, Max Rothstein, A.
M. Kapf, M. Rudin, William A. Shirley, Andrew H. Smith, Jr., Eugene
Spitz, Harry J. Takiff and William
S. Wilder.

Rydge Leaves Tomorrow
On Return to Australia

Special
Master
Francis
W.
Adams
was awarded
$750 in
York
Federal
Court for ser
rendered
in hearings
on
move
for dismissal
of the
brought
by
Paramount
Pict
against three Colorado corporat
Rialto, Inc., Interstate Theaters
J. H. Cooper Enterprises.
At
same time the court adopted
master's findings, which recomm
ed dismissal on the ground the
porations did not conduct busine '
this state. Paramount sought a
terest in the stock of the three

Hearst
Urges Greek Aic
panies.
At Request of Skouras
N. Y. Journal-American yeste
editorially called for aid to Gr
editorial being predicated on a 1
written by Spyros P. Skouras, !
Fox prexy, to William R. Hearsl
month.

N. Y. THEATER
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HA
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller C
CREER GARSON
•
WALTER
PIDGI
in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

"MRS.

Edward

PARKINGTON'

Arnold •
Agnes
Cecil Kellaway

SPECTACULAR
1st Mezz.
Seats

STAGE
Reserved.

Paramount
Paulette Sonny
presents

GODDARD TUFTS
in

Moorel

PRESENTAT
Circle

IN PBRSOl
TONY
PAST!
and his
Band
Bert Wheeler
Hal Leroy
Marion
Hutto .

7 Love a Soldier'

PAfiAAfOt/#r
OH SCREEN
BARBARA
STANWYCK
FRED MacMORRAY
Edward G. ROBINSON

DOUBLE
in Paramount'^

IN PERSO
JOE

CHAI

SMITH &01
GENEBAYU

£XTRA AODED ATTRAI

The RED CA
Norman
V. Rydge, managing director of Greater Union Theaters,
one of Australia's major circuits,
terminates a New York visit of several months tomorrow when he departs for Hollywood, en route to Aus- I
(^INDEMNITY'
STARTS TO MO R RAW
tralia
where before
he isChristmas.
scheduled Rydge,
to a'r-.'i I
rive shortly
CARY GRANT
in addition to his theater interests, |
"^x-Sen. Brookhart, Foe
NONE BUT THE LONELY HEAR
controls
British
Empire
Films,
dis-.
j
>f Block Booking, Dies
tributing company
which
releases:
MISS ETHEL BARRYMOftE
selected
Republic
and
Monogram
Prescott, Ariz. — Former Sen. product in addition to British imSmith W. Brookhart, sponsor of the
ports, Cinesound Studios and Na*
PARAMOUNT presents
Brookhart anti-block booking bill,
tional Theater Supply Co., Ltd.
Joan Fontaine
died yesterday. While in the Senate, he introduced .his bill in various Peter Krug Joins Agency
Arturo de Cordovi
sessions between 1929 and. 1933 but
the measure never came up for a
Peter Krug, formerly with the
vote. As the first attempted legisla- Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., has
tion to outlaw block-booking the bill joined the staff of the Motion Picture Radio Department of Donahue it RIVOLI, B'way & 49th Si
caused' much comment in the industry
& Coe, Ind
v,
•
and was widely, debated... '.'..'..
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Of Major Parkington
they said: "He will
always be an
adventurer — but
hell always
adore her!"
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' Zoning Worries
iter Operators
(Continued from Page 1)
danhattan theater chain operwho employed as an example
itficulties which would be faced
Im in erecting- a stand now in
jrint form at 53rd St. and Sixth
echer, who joined, local archiorganizations and civic groups
Stacking the proposals of the
Planning Commission, as backed
krily by Robert Moses, and fav| the proposals by Commissioner
jblic Works Huie, said that, aspg
the Moses'
orIces,adoption
his new ofmidtown
theater
1 have to be slashed from a plot
iof 7,500 feet to only 5,875 feet,
jhis would make the house's erecnrtually impossible.
pilar informal representations
also made by theatermen likehaving houses in blueprint
s.
jy officials in the City governf told The Film Daily that
is no immediate action antici{ on the "Use" Zoning proposals
i might affect complete curtailof additional theater construein the Times Sq. area, but that
natter would be on future agen" the Planning Commission and
•quent action by the Board of
:iate.

BRIEFIM THE DflV'S DEWS
Cathedral Canteen Benefit
Frank Fay, Robert Shafer, Hildegarde, Bobby Clark, Morton Downey,
Bernard Brothers, Blanche Ring, Jay
■Jostyn, Jim Barton, Mary Jane Walsh
and other Broadway
stars will api pear at the entertainment and dance
of the Catholic Actors Guild of
America for the benefit of the Cathedral Canteen, the New York City
NCCS— USO unit on the Hotel Astor
Roof tomorrow night.
•

The rest of the slate: Denny, Walter
Scarfe, Robert Poulsen, vice-president; Raymond Roe, Doss, Russ
Stevens, business agent; Lionel Wilcox, financial secretary; George Raaflaub, Lawrence Sherman, recording
secretary.
•
"Night of Stars" Nets $110,000
The eleventh annual "Night of
Stars" show held Tues. will reach
an over-all profit of $110,000 from
the ticket sale and year book, it was
announced
yesterday by Noel MeaTo Film Byrd's Life
dow, publicity director for the event.
Screen rights to the life of Ad- All proceeds
will be turned over to
miral Richard E. Byrd have been acquired by Maj. Polan Banks of the the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs and Palestine.
U. S. Signal Corps. He proposes to
•
make the film himself after the war.
London-Hollywood Air Plug
•
The NBC-BBC hands-across-the'Together Again' to Army Abroad sea radio show, Atlantic Spotlight,
"Together Again," Columbia's
Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer starrer, next Saturday will have a dual Hollywood-London plug for "A Song to
has been delivered in 16 mm. prints
Remember," story of Chopin's life.
to the Army Overseas Motion Pic- In
Merle Oberon, who
ture Service for shipment to the starsHollywood,
in the pic, will appear in a
troops abroad. National release -is dramatization of a scene while in
Dec. 22.
London, Benno Moiseiwitsch, concert
•
pianist, will play Chopin's PolonFour Seek 376's Presidency
naise, pic's theme song, on Chopin's
Syracuse — Melvin Denny, Louis piano. Frank Fay will also be on
Boyd, William Maxon and George the program from New York. Ben
Doss have been nominated for the Grauer emcees here, Leslie Mitchell
presidency
of Local 376 operators. in London.

t Bond Honor Medal
Magazzu, Pa. Exhib.

Community Service Loew's Mulling Split
Parley Called by Hays OF Common Stock

•st award of the industry's
al of Honor" for active particin in the 6th War Loan Drive,
presented yesterday by Harry
it, national chairman, to Pete
izzu, of Eastern Pennsylvania.
yliss Brooks, WAC's official Pinirl for the 6th, made the preseni before a battery of newsreel
ramen at the Pathe offices,
gazzu operates 11 houses in
lall coal mining towns of Penninia. Despite the fact that the
■st gross of any one theater is
over $400 a week, during the
Drive he was responsible for
.g $240,000 worth of "E" Bonds.
based on seating capacity- for
11 houses were over $800 per

(Continued from Page 1)
in the trade as one of the most important public relations steps initiated by the industry in many years.
The meeting today, it was stressed,
will be essentially exploratory and
informal. Hays' guests will be
present in their individual and not
in their organizational capacities.
It is expected to pave the way for
increased emphasis on post-war problems in later public group conferences, which have always been part
of the industry's community service
program.
Former Gov. Carl E. Milliken,
MPPDA secretary, will review for
the conference the community service program of the motion picture
industry. Joseph I. Breen, head of
the Production Code Administration,
will discuss the problems of selfdiscipline in picture production and
Francis S. Harmon, WAC executive vice-chairman will review the
special programs evolved by exhibitors, and others in the industry to
meet screen.
the war-time needs and uses- of
the

igazzu was accompanied to New
by Robert Lynch, Philadelphia
o branch manager.

SMD BIRTHDAY
MEETINGS TO..
November

16 •

iwrefice Tibbett
Corinne Criffith
,

Caryl
Jim

Jruce Mitchell

Eugene

Lincoln
Jordan I
Picker^

Oregon Tax Brings $230,000
Salem, Ore. — Oregon's amusement
tax. receipts for the three,-monthsperiod ending Sept.. 30, totaled . $230,000, -of which Oregon's theaters paid
in the -bulk.. , '

(Continued from Page 1)
company
executives, with very little opposition to the plan.
Loew common is now selling at
around $67 or $68, which means that
the split shares would be quoted at
$22 or $23 per share, if the plan materializes.

Para, to Invade So.
Africa; Hake as Rep.
(Continued from Page 1>
been represented only occasionally by
special overseas field men sent to
South Africa on specific survey assignments.
Paramount's active entry into the
South African field first was foreshadowed in March of this year,
Hicks pointed out, when Del Goodman, Paramount manager in Los Angeles, went to the territory on special assignment to make a threemonth survey of the market. Later
the eventual move was indicated
again by the inclusion of the territory in the recently announced Pacific and South African division headed
by James E. Perkins.
Hake, who started in film biz 20
years ago, served 20th-Fox as manager both in Pittsburgh and in Denver, and in overseas posts he served
as managing director in Australia,
as assistant foreign manager in New
York and as manager in Japan.
Hake, who conferred with Goodman in Los Angeles within the past
10 days, at present is in New York
for a series of conferences with
Hicks, George Weltner, Paramount
International vice-president, and with
division manager Perkins. Preparations are now being made for Hake's
early departure for Johannesburg,
where he will make his headquarters.

Omaha Tri-States Trio
Get Fifth Drive Awards
' Des Moines, la. — Special awards of
i $50 War Bonds for the best job of
promoting the Fifth War Loan drive
among Tri-States Circuit managers
will go to the three Omaha managers
— Ted Emerson, of the Orpheum, Dan
Shane of the Paramount and Rollin
Stonebrook of the Omaha. A prize of
a $25 Bond goes to Georgia Shannon
of the local Uptown Theater for
promotional work.
A $100 War Bond for the best sales
on a per-seat basis goes to Jimmy
Redmond, manager, the Rivoli, Falls
City, Neb.; a $50 Bond, to Ira Crane,
manager, Capitol, Sioux City; and a
$25 Bond to Wallie Kemp, Capitol,
Grand Island, Neb.

of Loew's 1944,
for
theEstimated
fiscal yearearnings
ended August,
are reported at $8.50 per shax-e, compared with $8.01 per share for the
previous fiscal year. Cash position
is said to be between $35,000,000 and
$40,000,000, with an inventory figured at $60,000,000. Production for
the vear has been completed and paid Para. Picks Birthday Pic
"And Now Tomorrow," will be the
for.
screen attraction for the 18<"h anniTo Quiz Skouras, Schenck
versary show of the New York Paramount next Wednesday.
In Hillside Trust Suit
(Continued

from Page 1)

Court. The examination is scheduled for Nov. 20 and 22. Hillside
operator of the Hillside Theater,
Hillside, N. J., seeks triple damages
of $900,000 for alleged conspiracy to
restrain trade in the distribution of
film product in Hillside.

Long Closed House Reopens
Cecil, Pa. — The Grand here,
which was closed for a number of
years, has been - reopened by Elio
Profilo, owner.

IN NEW POSTS
MURRAY

LeBOSS, general manager. Cinema Circuit, Inc., New York.
HARRY SMITH, Southeast director of Red Cross
hospital motion picture service, Greensboro
N. C.
HARRY B. VINCENT, district manager, Florida
State theaters, St. Petersburg.
Fla.
BARNEY HOHENSTEIN, assistant, Tyron, Charlotte, N. C.
At SUCARMAN,
EUGENE
COHN.

Columbia salesman,
Pittsburgh.
M-C-M
salesman,
Pittsburgh.
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Statue Dedication

6th Drive in N.\
Cordell Hull to Get
Humanitarian Awai '

Met. Area Stealing March,
Opening Campaign Three
Days Ahead of Schedule
The New York area WAC Sixth
War Loan drive committee, stealing
a three-day march on the industry
nationally, will kick-off the campaign tomorrow with the dedication
of a giant replica of the Statue of
Liberty in Times Square.
Ceremonies will be preceded by a
Hotel Astor breakfast, attendance
at which is expected to hit 1,200. On
the dais, in addition to city officials
and USN officers, will be the following industry and Treasury execs:
Harry Brandt, Jack Cohn, Max
Cohen, William Crockett, William E.
Cotter, Ned E. Depinet, Frank Damis,
Jay Emanuel, Gus Eyssell, S. H. Fabian, Frederick W. Gehle, Leonard
Goldenson, Will H. Hays, John Hertz,
Jr., Francis Harmon, Malcolm Kingsberg, Harry Lowenstein, Charles C.
Moskowitz, Lucy Monroe, John J.
O'Connor, Herman Robbins, Spyros
P. Skouras, George J. Schaefer,
James Sauter, Walter Titus, Maj.
L. E. Thompson, Richard Walsh,
David Weinstock, Nathan Yamins.
Speakers at the breakfast will include Maj. Thompson who with Weinstock heads the arrangements committee; Kingsberg, New York area
WAC chairman; Frederick W. Gehle,
WFC state chairman; Gault McGowan, N. Y. Sun war correspondent; Harry Brandt, Depinet, Harmon,
Crockett, Fabian, Hertz, Yamins,
Capt. Raymond Wild and Lt. Col.
Roswell Rosengren.
Immediately following the dedicatory ceremonies and departure of
"Salute to the Navy" convoys to
points in the five boroughs and Westchester where 700 theaters will begin
their sales of 6th Bonds, the first
big "in person" show of stars from
every field of the amusement world
will be presented at the Times Square
statue.

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE — DO YOUR SHARE
For a Pressing Cause
Anything to help the Sixth Loan
motivated Marty Waldman of the
Burnside, Bronx, to make one of the
most original tie-ups in the drive
to date. He arranged with a local
valet service to clean the clothes of
any person for one week, free of
charge, in return for the purchase of
a $25 Bond at the theater.
•
Post Incentive Bonds
Baltimore — Following recent organization meeting here. State
Chairmen of Maryland and Virginia,
Frank Durkee and Morton Thalhimer, respectively, and Abe Lichtman, chairman for Washington,
D. C, each put up a $500 Bond and
whichever of their territories vends
the most Bonds, that chairman will
have the privilege of designating his
choice of charity to which all three
Bonds will go.
•
Goal, 95 Mins. of War
South Bend, Ind. — All theaters
here will observe National Free
Movie Day with special shows on

PRC to Buy Out
Franchise Holders!

(Continued from Page 1)
R. J. "Bob" O'Donnell, national
barker.
Award, taking the for:! a silver plaque, carries with it a;
Dec.
7, and
Hugh
will hold
a War
BondMartin's
Premiere,Colfax
and 000 honorarium.
Presentation at the dinner,
a Junior Bond Premiere is slated
for the Grenada. Sales made by local
theaters will be closely watched by jwill highlight a two-day bus
j meeting of the Variety Clubs, wv
the county population, for quota is
made by Albert K. Rowswell, c
$15,800,000, representing 95 min- man of the Awards committee,
utes of warfare. On marquees^ of
the Colfax, Palace, Grenada and by John H. Harris, former nat(
State big clocks will be erected, chief barker and
marked off with 95 minutes to spur a founder of the
goal's attainment. •
showmen's organization which de$800,000 Capitol Premiere
livers more than
Climaxing five days of Bond rallies in Times Square for the Sixth $1,000,000 annually to charities.
War Loan drive, M-G-M's "Thirty
Secretary Hull
Seconds Over Tokyo" had its world received the
premiere at the Capitol last night unanimous vote of
after $880,000 in small Bond denom- a national award
inations were sold for the event.
committee of 34
Simultaneous with the Capitol newspaper men,
event was the Chungking premiere
last night. Generalissimo Chiang magazine
ers and publishradio
Kai-shek was scheduled to attend as commentators,
all
well as Maj. Gen. Claire L. Chen- non - members of
nault. Commander of the 14th U. S.
who balloted secretly.
Army Air Force and other Allied Variety,
CORDELL
HI
military leaders
in the China-Burma-India war theater.
Move is under way to make th<
ner and award presentation e
sively a Washington event in tr
ture. Carter Barron is general c
man
of this year s arranger
committee.

Stars as Partners in

Majors' Subsidiaries!

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
under which PRC
will acquire all
minority
interest in the subsidiaries
branches now operated by franchise
is reported to be in work. Inability
holders.
of the top stars to have adequate
It was said in New York yester- net earnings under the present tax
day that negotiations were under situation is said to have inspired
Dorau Buying for Pouzzner
way with several PRC franchise the new move.
Middletown, Conn. — Ernest Dorau, holders for the purchase of their inInstead of receiving a regular salmanager of the Middletown theaters
terests. Further action on the estabary, according to the report, a star
of Morris Pouzzner, has been apof PRC's own exchange
pointed buyer for the three houses system is lishment
expected to be taken next will dispose of his interest in the subsidiary company at periodic interin Middletown and Pouzzner's Vic- Monday when the board of directors
vals, thus placing him in a lower tax
tory, New London.
meets in New York.
bracket. The star's picture would be
produced under the subsidiary's tag.
Stage Attractions Back

THEATER DEALS

In Tri-States Omaha

Spot

Henry Henigson, representing
Howard Hughes and Preston Sturges,
is here from the Coast to negotiate
a releasing deal for the new HughesSturges production unit.
The number of pictures to be
scheduled by the combination has not
been determined, but it is understood
that Hughes' picture, "The Outlaw,"
will be included in the group. Parleys are said to have been held with
United Artists and Paramount.
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Hollywood — News
roundup:
Paramount
can
swing
it, Gin
Rogers will be opposite Bing Cro
in the plotted Irving Berlin musi<
"Blue Skies". .. .Male lead in M
ro's "Twice Blessed" goes to Jar
Craig. .. .Paul
Stewart,
ersrwl
Orson
Welles
associate
and ra
producer-director
has
joined
David
O. Selznick
set-up..
Robert
Fellows
gets
the
ducer
assignmentJohn for Wayne
RKO's stai
"T
Man
Alone,"
....Henry Lewis will direct Colt
bia's "Out
of the Fog".... Due
Nichols
and
Leo
McCarey

Henigson Here on Deal
Omaha — The Orpheum theater re- For Hughes-Sturges Pix

turned to a much-revived stage show
schedule with Veloz and Yolanda this
week.
This is the first stage show booked
since Tri-States Theaters Corp. and
Local 70 AFM, signed a new contract.
Dispute held up attractions for two
months.
Henceforth musicians will receive
Indianapolis — According to reports
on Filmrow, Trueman Rembusch, In- $74.75 when they play instead of $65.
diana circuit operator, has acquired No change was made in the standby
the Broadway Theater in Denver, price nor the number of rehearsal
changes.
Colo.

Detroit — Sol Feldman, newcomer
in show business, has taken over a
partnership in the Odeon Theater,
East side house, joining Rubin Miller, formerly sole owTier, who is
managing the house.

Riding Herd on the
Studio \eics Rani

scripting "The Bells of St. Mary
Bing Crosby
starrer for RKO.
PRC's
biog. pic based on the
of Dr. Jose Rizal, Filipino patr
will be dubbed
"Heritage". . .
Whitman
novel..../
has
acquiredChambers
"Once
Too
Off: '
drew
Stone
has
started
shoot
"Bedside

Manners," with

Ruth H

sey and John Carroll.
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Pressing a button at his desk in the White House at noon today, President Roosevelt will light
*K
tO
L/GCIICdtC
DtdtUCS
the torch of the Statue of Liberty replica in Times Square, thus dedicating the 6th War Loan
saign focal point here and formally launching the industry's Smashing Sixth in this area.
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jUIPMENT SITUATION MARKEDLY BETTER
ov't Shaping
Up Strong Anti-Cartel
Policy
Ample Repair Part Stocks
Loews Bays S10,000,000 in Sixth Bonds;

ital Sees It Extremenportant in Direct
:t on Pix Equipment
\pton Bureau

of

THE
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shington — Strong Government
against resumption of post' cartel agreements — including
n control of optical patents,
processes and other products
ethods employed in production
x equipment — is shaping
up
It now appears a safe guess
;he Administration will leave
ening for the resumption
of
rtive cartel agreements.
There

National Theaters Purchases 87,000,000

Corporate War Bond purchases totalling $17,000,000 for the Sixth War
drive were announced yesterday.
David Bernstein, Loew's treasurer,
$10,000,000 purchases. Sum will be
Loew theaters and Metro exchanges,
sent to theater and branch managers.

Bond

announced completion of the company's
allocated among the cities in which are
notification of the various amounts being
Purchase is apart from the Bond buying

of executives and employes, and of course, from the Bonds sold in Loew's
situations to the public.
Neil Agnew, in charge of industry sales in the East for the 6th Drive,
announced the purchase of $7,000,000 worth of War Bonds by National Theaters
and its subsidiaries. Charles Skouras, president, NT, told Agnew that this was
just the "opening shot in the NT campaign."

Reported; Military May
Release Unneeded Stores
Washington

By ANDREW
Bureau

of

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Despite the delay
in the windup of European warfare,
the theater equipment situation is
brighter now than at any time during the past three years. Barring
sudden catastrophe, there is nothing
to cause any serious worry about
booth supplies and equipment,
nothing to indicate that the record
(Continued on Page 3)

Sullen to So. Africa
Durkee Asks Service London Daily Claims
Post-War World n New Warner Move Classic in Baltimore
U. S. Edge in France
ten Is Demanded forWiththeJerome
P. Sutten as manager
Baltimore — Frank
Durkee,
WAC
territory, Warner Bros.
(Continued on Page 8)

Exhibitor State Chairman for the
shortly will start distribution of its Sixth War Loan drive has assured
)re an audience of more than own product in
Sen. George L. Radcliffe his gi-oup
lational Board of Review dele- the South African
will guarantee the sale of $21,000,and members
of the press, market, it was an000 in War Bonds if the President
Howe, organization's
presinounced yesterwill move the Army-Navy football
.ieclared yesterday that "if one
day by Joseph S.
game to the Baltimore Stadium.
i Continued on Page 3)
Hummel, viceDurkee, as president of the Park
president of WarBoard of Baltimore, has charge of
n to Grey Agency;
ner Bros. - Interrenting the large Baltimore Stadinational
Corp.
ait Post to Leeboss
um.A $21,000,000 War Bond sale would
A branch office
(Continued on Page 8)
es B. Zabin has resigned as in Johannesburg
il manager of Cinema Circuit will be established upon the
to join the executive staff of
Hays Leads Discussions
arrival of Sutten
rey Advertising Agency, Inc.
On Community Problems
who is now await(Continued on Page 8)
ing transportation to his new
Will H. Hays, president of the
JEROME P. SUTTEN
MPPDA, was host at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel yesterday to a group
post.
*rter Nominated
Sutten
is familliar with the South African ter- of leaders associated
with educaas FCC Chairman
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)
fhngton Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Vashington — Paul Porter was yeslay nominated by President Rooseto serve out the unexpired term
lames Lawrence Fly who resigned
dnesday as chairman of the FCC.
term has five years to run.
*er served as Democratic national
liciry chief during the recent
ipaign. Before that he was a
yer for CBS and administrator
•the
national rent control pron.

ITOA to Press State Control
Introduction of Bill Expected in January
Harris Leaves Skouras to
Become Reade Chief Buyer

ITOA members, at a meeting yesterday, indicated their desire to push
their proposed New York State Motion Picture Practices Board at the
Jack Harris, who has been asso- next session of the legislature. While
ciated with Skouras
Theaters
for no action on the proposed measure
the last eight years, will be chief was taken at yesterday's meeting,
(Continued on Page 8)
'Continued on Page 8)

London (By Cable) — The News
Chronicle, important London daily,
opened fire yesterday on the alleged
inadequacy of Allied pictures in liberated countries and was especially
critical of what it charged was the
(Continued on Page 2)

Rodgers Addresses Cincy
Exhib. Luncheon Today
Cincinnati — With the arrival of
26 M-G-M home office and field executives headed by William F. Rodgers, (Continued
vice-president onandPagegeneral
sales
8)

Stars on 100-Citij
Tours for the 6th
Film stars taking to the field for
the 6th War Loan campaign will be
designated honorary co-chairmen in
most of the States, it was announced
yesterday. Apprcximately 100 cities
in 10 States will be visited by the
Hollywood "names," whose assignments follow: Ingrid Bergman, Minnesota; Alexander Knox and Linda
Darnell, Pennsylvania; George Murphy, Massachusetts; Janet Blair,
South Carolina and Georgia; Franchot
Tone, New York; Paul Lukas, Ohio.
Others will be named shortly.
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London Daily Claims
U. S. Edge in France
(Continued

from Page 1)

"disproportionate showing" of British pictures.
The daily declared that the Psychological Warfare Division allegedly had decided on the distribution of
40 American features to only 12 British pix in France.
"Britain would seem to have been
caught on the hop in the organization of this most important aspect
of liberation," the News Chronicle
asserted.
London News Chronicle's blast
generally was regarded as out of
line in New York industry circles
yesterday. It was pointed out that
at best British producers today were
turning out 62 pix, of which some 21
were quota productions by seven
U. S. Majors, and that on this basis,
the percentage of British pix going
to France was proportionately way
ahead of American.

60-Day Cut in Clearance
Awarded to Conn. House

The Carlton Theater, Jamaica, L.
I., has filed a demand for arbitration
in the New York tribunal charging
unreasonable clearance in favor of
the Savoy Theater, approximately
one mile away. The five consenting
companies were named defendants.
The Savoy has seven days clearance
over the Carlton which the complainant claims is unfair. Elimination of the clearance is asked.

With reports current that Loew's
A national donation of $75,000 to
may split its present common stock
on a three-for-one basis, the issue the National War Fund was announced yesterday by David Bernhit a seven-year high on the N. Y.
stein, treasurer of Loew's. That sum
Stock Exchange yesterday, going to
will be divided among the War Fund
Closing price was 70% for' committees in cities in which are loa71%.
3Vi advance.
cated Metro exchanges and Loew
houses, so that local credits will be
FILM DUBBING
provided.
SPANISH-PORTUGUESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound

Studios

41 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17 . MU 2-5358

Two short subjects dealing with
critical labor areas and which have
been distributed through New Jersey Allied houses in Middlesex and
Hudson Counties will be shown next
in Union, Essex and Hudson Counties, it was decided at a meeting of
the Allied unit in Trenton on Wednesday. The reels have been , of
great assistance in recruiting labor,
according to Capt. McLevy, chief of
the motion picture division of the
Second Service Command.
The 16 mm. situation, which is
regarded by New Jersey Allied, as a
post-war threat, was discussed as
was the forthcoming Sixth War
Loan. Consideration was given to
the distribution of a safety reel for
the Commissioner of Motor vehicles. Harry Lowenstein presided
at the meeting.

Formby Leaves Boxoffice
for Quigley M P Herald
William G. Formby yesterday
joined the staff of Motion Picture
Herald after resigning as editor of
Boxoffice. With the latter publication 17 years, he was editor for the
past 12. Before entering industry
journalism, Formby was on the editorial staffs of Texas and Oklahoma
dailies.
succesarrival
Shlyen,
of Box-

Hirliman and Crown Tour
to Set Up Sales Offices

George A. Hirliman, president of
International Theatrical and Television Corp., and Alfred W. Crown,
vice-president, have started a crosscountry tour of key cities for the
purpose of setting up offices for the
distribution and sales of 16 mm. and
8 mm. film and camera equipment.
Distributors and dealers will be conO. C. Case Withdrawn
tacted to complete the national setSome run complaint filed by H. T.
up for the newly-formed company.
Burns in the Oklahoma City tri- First stop was Columbus, 0.
bunal against Paramount has been
withdrawn
by the complainant.

Loew's Common Hits 7- Year Loew's Donates
$75,000
High on Stock Exchange
To National War Fund

SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE

ILabor Recruiting Shorts
IIn 3 More N. J. Counties

The 90-day clearance held by the
Wilkinson Theater, Wallingf ord,
Conn., over the Strand has been reduced to a maximum of 30 days, according to an award issued by ArbiAppointment
of Formby's
trator Frederick H. Wiggin. The five
sor is expected following
the
consenting companies were defend- in New York Monday of Ben
ants.
publisher and editor-in-chief
office, from Kansas City.

Carlton, Jamaica, L. I.,
Asks Clearance Relief

Friday, November I

Tames L. Fly Heads
Music Film Board

James Lawrence Fly, who recently resigned as FCC chairman to practice law, has been appointed chairman of the board of
Associated Music Publishers' Corp.,
parent company of Muzak Corp., and
general counsel for both Associated
and Muzak.

"Together Again" Opens
Thursday at Music Hall

Piccadilly Suit Hearing Off
Chicago — By agreement of counsel, hearing in the Piccadilly theater
Columbia's "Together Again," will
anti-trust against distribs. before have its New York premiere at the
Federal Judge Charles MacDonald Radio
City Music Hall next Thursday.
has been indefinitely postponed.

COminG and GOI
BEN
returns

KALMENSON, WB general sales
today from
Boston.

CEORCE
HIRLIMAN
and AL CROVv
route to the Coast via stopovers in I
MIKE
HAVAS,
RKO
Radio manager
zuela, is here for home office confer.
MARK RAMON,
RKO Radio salesmai
Louis who
recently
was
honorably
from
the Army,
is in New
York
a
foreign post assignment.
BUDD
ROGERS
New York.
FRED JACK,
United Artists,
Dallas.

left

the

Coast

Southern
left New

yes

district ma
York
last j

JOE UNCER, Western division ma
United Artists, is in St. Louis.

SID
BLUMENSTOCK,
assistant
e: I
manager, of 20th-Fox, is in Chicago t ]
a meeting of field exploitation reps at
Blackstone.
EDDIE COHEN, general supervisor
Fox in South America, with tentat
quarters in Buenos Aires, is in New
conferences
with Murray
Silverstone.
NAT TAYLOR, Canadian circuit opt
publisher of the Canadian Film Weekl
from Toronto.
LAWRENCE
from
Chicago. TIBBETT
SOMERSET
Carlton.
PATSY

KELLY

is stopping a

has returned to New

Canada.
PHYLLIS BROOKS
USO tour.
INCRID BERCMAN
JOHNNY

has arrived in

MAUGHAM

has returned hei
goes

MITCHELL

to the

Co

is visiting in

ELEANOR
PARKER,
Warners
star,
the East on Monday to appear with Jot
in background scenes being filmed in P
for "This Love of Ours.'
ROY HAINES. Western and Southei
saies manager for Warners, leaves CI
night for St. Louis.

Spiegel Estate $1,000,000
Chicago — The late Sidney
Jr., Essaness circuit partn
a million-dollar estate, accoi
probate court records. His wi<
daughter were given permis
Probate
Judge ofJohn
O'Corst
sell 85 shares
theater
approximately $212,000, leav
shares still held by the estat

SEND BIRT1II
GREETINGS T
Edna Murphy Nov.
Crane Wilbur

17
Sara Had
Wilma Fret
Jerry Sag
Mischa
A
Charles
Ke
Ella Ne.

John R.Goldstein
Freuler
Samuel
Frank Fay
Milton H. Feld

Leon Rosenberg
Nov.

18

Roy H.Macgowan
Haines
Claude
Frances Marion
Margaret Seddon
Gene Tierney Nov.
Wallace Sullivan
Ralph Gervers
Nancy Carroll

Seth Rais
Eugenia
Gi!
Lou Form
Arthur H. Scl
19

R. P. Has
William M;
Natalie Tho

Lynn Men
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Post-War World
m Is Demanded
(Continued from Page 1)
hings we want for the whole
iter the war is a free press,
!eld of information and ideas
»ions to circulate everywhere,
t'hance to fight for whatever
• worth out in the open, then
want, when American movies
over the world again, a
rihat is just as unhampered,
jg in its vivid dramatic way
jracy where, as I understand
cy, the motion picture will
(id talk as freely as any part
nmunity."
e ' s address keynoted
the
35th Anniversary ConferI the Hotel Pennsylvania to
ne day only, because of war'strictions, was devoted
inthe customary three days.
><g the list of featured speakihe Conference were Charles
berg of Warners' Educationitu, whose topic was "Educaalues in Entertainment Motures"; Prof. Sawyer Falk,
»2 University's
Director
of
c Activities,
"Experiences
•e Motion Picture at a Uni; Dr. Francis D. Tyson, Uni•iof Pittsburgh's Professor of
ics, "Strategic Role of the
Picture in War and Peace";
Chester C. Marshall, Directhodist Hospital, Brooklyn,
)tion Picture and the Church

SIXTH UJflR LOflflS^
FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

Md. Aims for $300,000 "First"

Baltimore— 12:006 a.m. Monday the
official opening of the Sixth War
Loan drive, Frank Durkee, exhibitor
state chairman, will present a check
for $300,000 to Maj. Gen. Philip
Hayes, commanding general of the
Third Service Command here. This
check will represent the first purchase of Sixth Bonds on the part of
Maryland exhibitors.

•
Celebs. Sell for Mersten

Lucille

Ball

will

co-star

in

— DO YOUR

SHARE

Sponsor for Bond Premiere
Waltham, Mass. — William Hartnett, of the Embassy, has set his
Sixth War Loan Bond Premiere for
Nov. 29. Program is to be sponsored by the Waltham Watch Co.
and the capacity of the theater
(2,100 seats) is already an assured
sell-out. Included in the program
will be a broadcast by the Summer
Welles, who will be introduced by
Gov. Leverett Saltonstall.

•

Sydney V. Mersten, night mana- Brodie's All-Navy Show
ger of the Broadway Trans-Lux
Haverhill, Mass. — Ellis Brodie,
newsreel house, has received pledges
from many of the celebs who drop manager of the Paramount, is putting on an all-Navy stage show on
in, to participate in his sale of
Bonds for the Sixth Loan drive.
Dec. 13 with admission via purchase of a Bond.
•

Smith Heads 20th-Fox Drive
Andrew W. Smith, Jr. has been appointed chairman of the Sixth War
Loan drive for 20th-Fox, which
again has arranged to give prizes in
the amount of $1,400 in War Bonds
to holders of the lucky numbers.
Prizes will be awarded in Bonds
ranging from $100 to $25 and numbers will be drawn at the conclusion
of the drive.

jav
vingandtheToday."
Hotel Pennsylvania Hays Leads Discussions
held in the morning, the On Community Problems
is witnesed screenings of new
(Continued from Page 1)
iys presented by several
rodueer-distributor organiza- tional, civic, patriotic, religious, international, cultural, youth and recreational interests. They met for an
\ T. Dandrea Killed
exchange of views on community
%o — Lieut. Joseph T. Dan- problems. Among the industry
rmer Essaness theater manlas killed in action in France. guests at the conference were:
F. McNeill Ackland, Motion Picscher, Rose Dandrea, survives.
ture Distributors Association of Austrailia; Roger Albright, MPPDA;
James Allen, Warner Bros.; Miss
iny Herd on the
Hettie Gray Baker, 20th CenturyStudio News Range
Fox; George Borthwick, MPPDA;
Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Joseph I. Breen, MPPDA; Jack Brylywood — News
roundup:
Acson, MPPDA; Jack Cohn, Columbia;
Arthur H. DeBra, MPPDA; Irvin
;g Niven Busch's "Duel in the
from RKO, David 0. Selznick
E. Deer, MPPDA; Roy Disney, Walt
produce it in Technicolor with
Disney Productions; Charles Einfeld,
fer Jones starring . . . 20thWarner Bros.; Jeannette W. Emrich,
Ihas purchased
pic rights
to
MPPDA; Earle W. Hammons, Educational Films Corp.; Francis S.
paretand Landcn
the King
Siam," . the
best of seller
. .
Harmon, WAC; Duke Hickey,
Kelly's induction
is now
set
MPPDA; Hal Hode, Columbia; AusUov. 20 in Los Angeles
. . .
tin C. Keough, Paramount; Claude
;s Thaxter gets the femme lead
Lee, Paramount; Walter T. Brown,
American Legion; Wm. F. Crockett,
etro's "The Green Years" . . .
originally scheduled for Milton
MPTO of Virginia; Carl E. Milli: in "The Dolly Sisters" will be
ken, MPPDA; J. J. O'Connors, Uniby Gene Sheldon ... Sol Lesser
versal; N. Peter Rathvon, RKO; J.
mrchased "Flash — Flood," origiRobert Rubin, Loew's; Gordon S.
y Don Swift . . . Van Johnson
White, MPPDA.
i's "Early to Wed" . . . Rumors
Metro might drop its "Dr. Gilser'es featuring Lionel Barryare flatly denied at the studio.
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•
Free Movie Days Monday

Salt Lake City — Exhibitors in this
territory will hold Free Movie Day
shows Monday, the start of the drive,
and Bond Premieres on December 7.
This procedure will go for the whole
Inter-mountain area, spear-headed
by Utah including Montana, Idaho,
Wyoming, and part of Colorado and
Nevada.

Fred Ford to Supervise
RKO Southern Exploitation
Fred Ford, former exploiteer for
RKO in the Memphis and New Orleans territories has been promoted
;o the post of acting supervisor of
he southern area with headquarters
in Atlanta.
Other changes in the field staff
headed by Terry Turner were announced by Barret McCormick.
Maurice "Bucky" Harris transfers
from the Buffalo-Albany area to
Philadelphia, succeeding Bob Pryor,
resigned. Alan Weider moves from
Pittsburgh to Buffalo and Albany.
Charles Radar goes to Pittsburgh
and Bill Prager shifts from San
Francisco to Chicago. San Francisco territory temporarily will be
handled by Dave Cantor, western
states supervisor.

Show
"Target
for
Today"
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — A special showing of
"Target for Today," AAF film produced, edited and directed by Col.
William J. Keighley, erstwhile stellar Warner Bros.' director, was held
Mrs. Nelle Eberhart
Dead
last night at the National Press Club.
Kansas City — Mrs. Nelle Rich- This film, which runs about 90
mond Eberhart, lyricist who worked minutes, has been specially released
with Charles Wakefield Cadman, the by the Army for non-theatrical use
during the Sixth War Loan.
composer, is dead here.

Equipment Situation
Markedly Better
(Continued from Page 1)
of the WPB theater equipment division of never having a theater close
for lack of equipment is in danger.
Major change in the last few weeks
has not been any expansion of production but the improved distribution of repair parts. Not so long
ago supply dealers knew that repair parts would be available, but
were experiencing long delays in
getting them from the factories. Today, in nearly all repair and supply
shops, ample stocks of repair parts
are on hand.
The feeling which pervaded WPB
a few months ago — that V - E Day
was just around the corner and restrictions about to be lifted on most
items
— has yielded
'to a realization
that another
hard Winter
is ahead.
So far as booth equipment is conaerned, a few minor increases in
the production schedule have been
permitted, but nothing of any importance. A move for a sizeable
increase was turned down three
weeks ago by Army and Navy representatives on the program adjustment committee.
About a month from now, however,
negotiation for equipment ordered
by the military for which the military will not have immediate need
will get under way. It is early to
tell how much of this equipment
there will be, but the value of that
released by the military in September was about half a million dollars. In an earlier quarter this year,
the
at aNavy
clip. released 150 sound systems
Liberation of France, Belgium and
most of Italy has not resulted in
any equipment production there
worth mentioning. England maintains a small program for its own
use, and there is probably production going on in Russia. At any rate,
Russia has taken only a handful
of units from this country during
the war.

Navy's Chi. Show Tomorrow

Chicago— The Navy's Sixth War
Loan show will be held at Navy Pier.
Bob Hope opens the drive tomorrow
night. Secretary Morgenthau and
Admiral King are on same program.

$1,170,349 via Films
for Coast War Fund
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Moticn Picture
War Chest Drive under direction of
Chairman Charles W.
Koerner
brought in a record total of $1,170,349, representing 24,534 donors. The
largest number of contributors in
any previous drive was 22,910. The
film industry — with abcut four per
cent of the contributors — gave more
than 15 per cent of all money raised
for the Los Angeles area war chest.

Bonds Buy Bombs! Sock 'em with the 6th!
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IN A NUTSHELL

BUSINESS IS GREAT!
World Premiere at the
Criterion, N.Y. is off to
a Flying Start!

IN A NUTSHELL!
REVIEWER

LEE MORTIMER

IN HIS RAVE
ABBOTT • LOU COSTELLO
LOST IN A HAREM'' with
1LYN MAXWELL • John Conte
llassDumbrille- JIMMY DORSEY
his Orchestra • Screen Play by
y Ruskin, John Grant and Harry
e • Directed by Charles Riesner
luced by George Haight
fetro-Goldwyn -Mayer
Picture

MIRROR

SUMS

IT UP

REVIEW...

"LOST IN A HAREM" is gloom chaser . . . In fact,
what this country needs is more and bigger harems,
added Abbotts, increased Costellos . . . will knock
you out of your seats. I fell over laughing . . . Marilyn
Maxwell, the show's beauty, Jimmy Dorsey is in with
his musicians, around whom colorful production numers are built . . . There can be no harem without lovely
wr/$. There are, therefore- many

of them in this one.
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Gov't Shaping Up
Anti-Cartel Policy
(Continued from Page 1)

is certain to be strong opposition
from some business quarters, however.
Result, peace planners hope, will
be fuller utilization of the discoveries of contemporary research than
has been possible and freer access
to foreign markets. If these results are achieved, equipment manufacturers will benefit tremendously.
Along with them, both producers
and exhibitors will be far better
off than before the war.
Among the cartelists whose effect
upon the pix industry has been
greatest were Bausch & Lomb, General Aniline & Film, I. G. Farbeninndustrie and Carl Zeiss. Projection and camera equipment and
chemicals were all controlled by cartel agreements. In addition, utilization of new metal discoveries and
alloys was either held up or was
extremely expensive.
A successful drive to knock out
cartels for the post-war period, as
urged by the Senate's Kilgore Committee this week, will be extremely
important in its direct effect upon
pix equipment. The Kilgore group
sees also another important effect
upon pix — a far greater chance
through free enterprise of maintaining full employment and domestic
prosperity, which means keeping the
nation's box office busy.
Equipment manufacturers and
dealers will do well to keep their
eye on the international business
conference now in session at Rye,
N. Y. Success or failure of this conference will have much to do with
determining international business
methods in the post-war period.
Although the press has been excluded from the sessions at Rye, reliable information reaching this reporter indicates that the businessmen assembled are prepared to return
to the cartel system. Delegations
from Britain, Sweden, Holland and
Switzerland — the heavily industrialized European countries — are reported supporting cartels, with Argentina's two representatives also
ready to go back to the old system.
The delegations from India and
other colonial and undeveloped countries are dead set against cartels.
The U. S. delegation is pretty much
divided, with no clear policy as yet.

IN NEW POSTS
MILTON

BRAUMAN, sales manager, M-C-M exchange, Pittsburgh.
SAUL COTTLIEB, M-G-M branch manager, Pittsburgh.
|. W. TAYLOR, office manager, Republic exchange, Charlotte, N. C.
ROBERT BRINTON, Ross Federal Service manager,
Denver.
JAY STERN, Ross Federal manager, Chicago.
0. M. YOUNC, Ross Federal Western division
manager, Los Angeles.
J. |. DACEY, Ross Federal manager, Detroit.
RICHARD A. MOORE, manager, Isis and Webster,
Webster
City, la.

BRIEFIHG THE DflV'S
DEWS
vealed when the UA board approved
rai<

ITOA Will Press
For State Control

Linage Slash in Richmond

a releasing deal. Shooting on the
• (Continued from Page 1)
picture, which will star Claudette
members
discussed the bill th
Colbert and Don Ameche, will start
next week.
ly and appeared to be fa
toward having it introduced
•
the solons reconvene in Janus
•
Foreign RKO Spot for Ramon
The New York State Motic :
59 Waste Paper Matinees
Mark Ramon, RKO Radio sales- ture Practices Board would;} I
man from St. Louis is now in New the power to prevent producer =
St. Louis — Fifty-nine nable theaters of St. Louis and St. Louis Coun- York. Honorably discharged recent- tributors and exhibitors frol
ly from the Army, Ramon is await- gaging in unfair methods of tfj
ty ■ will hold special Waste Paper
ing a foreign assignment from Phil tition. Thirty-one practices [J
Matinees, Saturday. Admission will
Reisman.
was declared to be unfairM
be 10 pounds of waste paper.
•
•
listed in the original draft M
Holden. Rickey Join WCBW
Rosenwald Memorial Sunday
ture
virtually
con !|
adopted,
would under
place state
the moti™
Memorial services for S/Sgt. HenOn March 29 of this year,
Charles Holden, for the past sevry S. Rosenwald, USA, who was
eral months laboratory assistant in C. Weisman, ITOA counsel, sa
killed in Italy last month, will be CBS television engineering, has been the measure would be submi :
held at 12:30 p.m. Sunday at Univer- appointed manager of studio operalegislature "if all other, a
sal Chapel, 52nd St. and Lexington
tions at WCBW, CBS television sta- the
of relief appear to be closed,;]
Ave. A member of the ITOA, he
tion in New York, and Fred Rickey, said at that time that the staljfe
was a partner of Martin J. Lewis formerly an assistant director in the
in the operation of the Thalia and network's shortwave department, has tr'ol bill was a "last resort" mi
Fifth Avenue Playhouse and the joined the WCBW staff as a writer. Harry
The Brandt,
Sixth WarITOALoan,presid<
of"
Cinema Theater, Detroit.
•
the national chairman for th
•
industry, also was discussed iterday's meeting.
"Guest Wife" Budget $1,750,000 Saul Krugman Joins Peskay
A budget of $1,750,000 has been
Saul Krugman, who recently received his honorable discharge from
set for the Sam Wood-directed film
comedy, "Guest Wife," which will be the U. S. Navy, has rejoined the Rodgers Addresses Ci
Exhib. Luncheon Todo
produced by Jack Skirball it was re- staff of Edward J. Peskay.

Richmond, Va. — All local theaters
have been notified by both newspapers that their advertising linage
for November and December will be
cut by 10 per cent.

Durkee Asks Service
Sutten to So. Africa
In New Warner Move Classic in Baltimore

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ritory, having served there for six represent 10 per cent of Maryland's
years with other major companies. quota in the current campaign.
The regular capacity of 70,000
He also held important
film posts
could be enlarged to about 100,000
in South and Central America.
for the Army-Navy game. Because
Baltimore is so close to Annapolis,
Indiana ATO Convention
it would be possible for the midshipmen to come up the Chesapeake
Re-elects All Officers
Bay on Navy vessels, as they have
done for other games played in the
Indianapolis — All officers were re- Baltimore stadium by the Navy team
elected at the 18th annual conven- this season. And since it would be
tion ATOI held in the Indianapolis
idea to limit the attendAthletic Club yesterday. Pete Woods, Durkee's
ance to Baltimore purchasers of the
of ITO, discussed current topics — the Sixth War Loan Bonds, there would
16 mm. situation and the number of
be
no additional tax on the railroads.
prints in circulation.
Judge Wilfred Bradshaw, on
wages and hour control, explained Zabin to Grey Agency;
and discussed the history of the War
Circuit Post to Leeboss
Labor Board. John V. Barnett, Indiana Chamber of Commerce, spoke
(Continued from Page 1)
on social security and its cost to
business. He advocated freezing Che Zabin is being succeeded at Cinema
rate of one per cent revenue in ef- Circuit by Murray Leeboss.
fect on all business.
For 15 years Zabin was on the executive staff of Buchanan & Co. and
M. J. Yaler, production 'manager
of the theater equipment division of its predecessor, Hanff-Metzger, Inc.
RCA described the large screen tele- He was the co-author of "Undervision developed by his company and
standing Advertising" and is vicedemonstrated to the general public president of Ampa.
in a New York City theater in 1941.

Harris Leaves Skouras To

manager, it was announced yes
that an exhibitor luncheon w(
held today for theater owners
out of this territory. Approxi
100 are expected to be on ha
the luncheon at the Nethi
Plaza when Rodgers will addr
gatherings.
No meeting was held yes
morning due to the train c;
the New York group being moi
two hours late. Rodgers opei
first session in the afternoo
a welcoming address. Edy
Booth, local M-G-M branch mi
is in charge of the exhibitor
eon. William R. Ferguson, w
scheduled to arrive yesterda
the home office contingent, v,
layed until today.

Gottschalk Dies In London
London —

Ferdinand Got!

87, playwright,
author and
featured
in Hollywood film.'
here
last week.

THEATER DEA1
St. Louis, Mo.— The 700-sea
hoe has been sold by Ivanhc
ater Co., controlled by Mrs.
Schulter, to the St. Louis Amu
Co. This is the third time th
name has changed hands in
two years.

Henry Schoenstadt Improving
Become Reade Chief Buyer
Chicago — Henry Schoenstadt,
(Continued from Page 1)
circuit prexy, who was taken sudDes Moines, la.— The State
denly ill at the Waldorf-Astoria film buyer and executive assistant of at Maxwell has been purcha
27. Walter Reade Circuit after Nov. Paul Swanson from Harold G
Hotel, New York, is home here re- the
covering slowly.
of Maxwell.
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ETTO SMASH ™ WITH SIXTH!
nnk Acquiring Control of French Gaumont
set French Government
-Dcome His Partner;
| to Paris for Signing

Theater Issuing Agents to
Establish Record; Bond
Premieres Will Hit Peak

GEN. EISENHOWER:

/ Ask Your Aid,

Set to "Smash 'Em with the
mdon (By Cable) — J.
Sixth," American film biz, its
ur Rank, making the first
rete move to extend his YOUR assistance is needed and the most important job now for the manpower fully mobilized,
starts today towards its biggest obrical operations to the Conpeople at home is to make the Sixth War Loan a success.

,, is negotiating for control of
To make sure of final victory we must redouble and sustain our efforts,
aumont circuit in France, THE
, Daily exclusively learned at both here and everywhere.
The money must be raised and our men on ail the fronts depend upon
yeek-end.
# Gaumont circuit comprises be(Ccntinued on Page 7)
On behalf of your sons, brothers, husbands, and friends in this great
war
you. theater I request that you do your part to see that the Sixth War
Loan is vastly over-subscribed.— DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER.

II St. Talks Para.
Wright lo Ask Decree
1,000,000 Earnings 20lh's Mid-Season
ancial circles expect that Para5t may turn in yearly earnings Sales Huddle Dec. 4-6 Hearing Date Dec. 5
50 a share, the Wall St. Journal

ted on Friday. On the basis of
J 136 shares of common outstandjhis would mean a net well above
^0,000 for the 12-month period.
]iine months, the company re(Continued on Page 12)

ers Back to England
IfiU. S. Market Report
J-er an extensive survey of the
ican market for English prodluring the past four months,
Edward Villiers, British and
pas distribution head for Ealing
(Continued on Page 10)

scctp Board Meets
Today on /It* it- Home
A special Ascap
board
meeting
[II be held today in the offices at
Rockefeller Plaza to decide on the
ising of the former Anderson Art
Merles at 59th and Park Ave. for
Permanent
home
and new head.Jrrers.
The lease, if signed, will
•bably be for a 21 -year period.
The building has an auditorium
ich Ascap would allow other music
leratrns and organizations to use
meeting purposes.

!»AY: THE EQUIPMENT

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

jective— the putting over the Treasury's sales quota of $2,500,000,000 in
"E" Bonds as part of the campaign's
over-all $14,000,000,000 goal.
In many cities, including New
York, the industry, impatiently
awaiting the campaign's formal
(Continued on Page 10)

Raw Slock Situation
Seen Tight in 1945
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Twentieth-Fox's mid-season sales
conferences will be held in the Hotel
Astor starting Dec. 4 and closing on
Dec. 6. Tom Connors, the company's
distribution boss, will conduct the
sessions.
The meeting will be attended by all
(Continued on Page 12)

Washington — Another tight raw
Washington — Date for the oral stock
situation looms for the first
argument on the Department of Jus- quarter of next year, judging from
for modification
of the
New tice's
Yorkproposal
consent
decree will
be reports current in Washington, concerning the size of the requirement
sought on Dec. 5, when argument on
(Continued on Page 10)
the petition of the St. Louis Amuse(Continued on Page 12)

William Goldman Asking
Philly Clearance Relief

Farnsworth Exec. Sees
Huge Tele Growth by 1950

"Hundreds
of transmitters
and
Charging
that the 14-day clearance held by the Philadelphia first- millions of television receivers will
runs over the Keith and Karlton The- be in operation by 1950," Ernest H.
in charge of
aters is unreasonable, William Gold- Vogel, vice-president
(Continued on Page 2)
(Ccntinued on Page 7)

Predicated on Close Trade-Community Co-op
New vistas of usefulness for both
Metro to Tradeshow Five
commercial and informative films
More Pix in Dec, Jan.
give promise of opening in the post-

war era as a consequence of the
Cincinnati — M-G-M has set ex- MPPDA-sponsored meeting held in
hibitor screenings for five pictures the Waldorf-Astoria last Thursday,
in December and January, in addi- attended by trade, educational, religious, civic and cultural leaders.
tion to the five slated for trade showAlthough no announcement has
ings this month, W. F. Rodgers, vicepresident and general sales manager, been issued regarding the matters
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 12)

SECTION— TURN

TO PAGES

13-14 FOR

Des Moines, la.— The election of
a new governor
for Iowa, Robert
Blue, has resulted in raising the possibility the state's tax picture may
(Continued on Page 7)

Fight for Sunday Pix
Looms in Tennessee

New Vistas Seen for Films

NEWS

Blue's Iowa Tax Revision
May Include Sales Levy

LATEST

Nashville, Tenn. — A determined
drive to enact passage of a new
state law which will make possible
Sunday movies throughout Tennessee looms when the new Legislature
here.
convenes in January, it is reported
Move

is expected to be spearheaded by two newly elected representatives from the Knoxville area
where proponents of Sunday films
have been defeated in local municipal referenda.

TRADE

DEVELOPMENTS

DAILY;

Monday, November

Farnsworth Exec. Sees
Huge Tele Growth by 1950
ns'
(Continued from Page 1)
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Constance Smith Takes
Over Metro Novel Award

sales for Farnsworth Radio and Television Corp., predicted before an
audience at the American Television
Society meeting in the Museum of
Modern Art last week.
Television will arrive sooner than
we can currently appreciate, Vogel
said, but the time of its arrival depends on when manufacturing will
get under way. Prevalent factors
which are facing the manufacturers
are: the length of the FCC deliberations and the nature of their findings; the development of moderatecost, quality programs; and the
marketing of receivers at the economic level of the masses.
"Capital is ready to set up transmitters in almost every major city
in America as soon as the public is
ready," he reported, "assuring television of its place as America's next
billion-dollar industry."
David Hale Halpern, chairman of
the program committee of the American Television Society, announced
that Lew Lehr would be chairman of
the Dec. 14 meeting which would cover the subject of "Television and

Complete
Program for
Sports."
V. C. Washington Meet
Ninth national business meeting of
the Variety Clubs of America will
get under way formally at 10 A.M.
Friday, although an open house and
reception are scheduled for the night
before. Business sessions will be
held at the Statler Hotel, while the
local Tent affairs will be at the Willard Hotel.
According to the schedule of
events, completed at the week-end,
registration starts Friday morning,
followed by the first business session
and luncheon. Second session is
slated for 2:30 P.M. and followed
by a reception at the Mayflower
Hotel. That night the Humanitarian
Award to Secretaray of State Cordell Hull will be made at a dinner
at the Mayflower Hotel. Third and
final business session is scheduled
for 10 o'clock Saturday morning. A
cocktail party, reception and dinner
all at the Willard Hotel are the P.M.
events. National officers will meet
on Sunday.
A large number of home office executives have made reservations.

Constance Smith, former fiction Exhibs. to Get Proven
editor of McCall's Magazine, will Dimes March Campaign
conduct the 1945 M-G-M Annual
Novel Award. John Scott Mabon,
who handled the first Metro Novel
Exhibitors whose collections
Award, has resigned to become an jtopped the lists in each state during
1944 March of Dimes campaign
associate editor of the Ladies' Home jthe
Journal.
will be asked what they did, how they
did it and why they did it in order
to compile data for the 1945 drive.
Kalmenson on Southern Tour
From the facts gathered, a concenBen Kalmenson, WB general sales
sus of opinions and methods will be
manager, left by plane yesterday formed and the information embodied in the 1945 campaign book,
for a tour of the Southern territory. His first stop is Nashville then according to Oscar A. Doob of the
to Atlanta and Jacksonville.
campaign committee.

rnu
Turkey for Exhibs.
Is Feathered Kind
Initial contact

which

New

York's

Film Row will have with the '44
Christmas spirit will be on the night
of Dec. 13 in the swanky WaldorfAstoria, venue of the Picture Pioneers
Exhibitors

Christmas

Party. Organiza-

tion's House Manager Jack Cohen
clarioned on the week-end that gifts
will be presented to most
the Pioneers who attend,
Sam

and

George

Dembow

to it that this is done.

or all of
and that
are

Rep. Bargaining
"White Collars"
Pick
Agentto

The National Labor Rela
Board has set Dec. 13 for the s
jtion of a bargaining agent by ij
collars at the Republic exchl
here. The IATSE also will be 0]
ballot. The Screen Office and
fessional Employes Guild, Loea >
CIO, petitioned for the election

seeing

j\. Y. THEATER

Additionally,

there'll be Christmas trees,
Santa Clauses . . . and turkey.

20, V

several

HOLLYWOOD'S
MUSICAL

Walt Disney Loses Second
Move for Meyerberg Retrial

PAN-AMERICAN*
ROMANCE!

BRAZIL
co-starring
TITO

A second move for a new trial by
Walt Disney in connection with the
suit brought by Michael Meyerberg
was denied Friday by Supreme Court
Judge Lloyd Church. After granting
Disney his motion for re-argument
on newly discovered evidence, the
judge adhered to his original decision which denied Disney his motion
for a new trial.
Action by Meyerberg involved services rendered in refinancing of Disney's firm which resulted in the
underwriting of 150,000 shares of 6
per cent preferred stock in Disney
Productions having a par value of
53.700,000. Meyerbei-g was awarded

B'way
BRUCl

GUIZAR featuring
— VIRGINIA

EDWARD
EVERETT
HORTON
ROBERT
LIVINGSTON
VELOZ and YOLANDA
F0RTUNI0
B0NAN0VA
ROY and
ROGERS
(King

of tile Cowboys)

as Guest Star
Midnite
CO

Shows

A

Republic Picture

REPUBLIC

5-9647

RADIO
Showplace
GREER

51st

&

Theater

CITY
MUSIC
Hi
of the Nation — Rockefeller C

GARSON
in

•

WALTER

PIDC

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

"MRS.Arnold PARKINGTON'
•
Agnes Moore

Edward

Cecil

$40,000.

SPECTACULAR
lit
Mezz.
Seat*

Fitzpatrick to Arbitrate
Local 109-Majors Row
*

At the request of the union, the
U. S. Conciliation Service has named
an arbiter in the dispute between
the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, CIO, and
Paramount,
20th-Fox,
Columbia and Loew's,
RKO over
salary and
contract terms. Commissioner James *
W. Fitzpatrick has been assigned to
hear the case. If arbitration fails,
the dispute will go to the War Labor
Board.
Negotiations between the union
and the
majors
eral weeks
ago. were broken off sev-

Kellaway

STAGE
Reserved.

PARAMOUNT

PRESENTAT
Clrele
6-

presents

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordoiw

"Frenchman's Cre*

Cunning Teleproductions
To Open Studio in N. Y.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Patrick Michael Cunning Teleproductions is set to open
studios in San Francisco and New
York to supplement Stage 8 in Hollywood, where the company makes its
national headquarters.
Cunning will establish Stage 7 in
San Francisco shortly after Jan. 1,
with Armand Piaggi, tele-cinematographer, in charge. The firm now
has that
officescity.
in the Mark Hopkins Hotel
in
The New York studio, which will
be known as Stage 1, will be opened
immediately after the end of the war
in Europe.

RIVOLL B'way & 49th St
IN PERSt

STANWYCK
,BARBARA
ON SCREEN

JOE
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SMITH &D/T

DOUBLE
in Paramount'*
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Paramount

TONY

Paulette Sonny
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Kalmenso;
Ben Kalmenson, WB general sales
manager, left by plane yesterday
for a tour of the Southern terri:
tory. His first stop is Nashville then
to Atlanta and Jacksonville.

sus of opinions and methods will be in that city.
formed and the information emThe New York studio, which will
bodied in the 1945 campaign book, be known as Stage 1, will be opened
according to Oscar A. Doob of the immediately after the end of the war
in Europe.
campaign committee.
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(h Gaumont
rol to Rank
'(Continued

comma and come
i_A,\L . LESERMAN
the week-end.

from Page 1)

i>0 and 60 leading French film
;, with three de luxers located
s — one the Normandy — and
in such provincial centers as
(Marseilles, Toulouse and TouiFrench Government is finaninterested
in these theaters,
the Rank deal of the utmost
nee and significance. The
Ition is that the Government
ain its intex-est in the circuit,
iking it a partner of Rank in
;ish tycoon's venture.
. "Teddy"
Carr,
who
has
Rank's recent deals in InIjfrica, Spain
and
Portugal,
or Paris today to finalize the
itions which, obviously, have
ssing of the British Governi'TardPtir St., Rank's French
, generally regarded as the
[ner of others which will give
l.-eater holdings in Belgium,
and other European counthe post-war period.

im Goldman Asking
Clearance Relief
(Continued from Page 1)
leaters, Inc., has filed a de!or ai-bitration in the Philatribunal.
Keith and Karlton formerly
erated by the Stanley Co. and,
rig to the complaint, the two
played second-run without
irance stipulations. The com; charges that when Goldman
rer the theaters, a 14-day
:e was fixed by the distribuloldman asks that the clearfixed at a maximum of sev-

Iowa Tax Revision
nclude Sales Levy
(Continued from Page 1)
Iged. Blue's campaign platlied for a study and revision
state tax structure.
Her a tax revision as planned
aovernor-elect would include
te sales' tax is not known
e alteration is deemed likely,
from the tax picture, Blue's
ye record is favorable to
siness.

ID BIRTHDAY
EETIIGS TONovember 20
lyn Keyes
Elsa Benham
rCanova
Rosita Delmar
W. Armstrong Richard
Fiske
Bert Moorehouse

was

due

in Chicago over

ROBERT SCHLESS left Friday for Hollywood
where he will confer with Para, studio officials.
He was accompanied
by ELIAS
LAPINERE.

The Sixth Is Launched —
• • • A FIGHTING ARMY of industry leaders turned out for a
rousing breakfast meeting at the Hotel Astor Friday morning to launch
the Sixth War Loan
More than 1,200 persons stormed the Grand
Ballroom to hear the national committee tell about what it had done in
the field and what it expects the industry to do in this all-important
campaign
And when the speeches were over, the entire delegation transferred itself to Times Square where the huge replica of the
Statue of Liberty was dedicated
and a pledge was made to the
success of the Sixth War Loan
The breakfast meeting was the
largest of its kind yet held in connection with the industry's participation in the various Bond drives
It was sponsored by the WAC
for the New York area of which Malcolm Kingsberg is chairman
and it was attended by theater managers, owners, circuit heads,
branch and exchange managers, film executives, boro presidents,
naval officers. Treasury Department and civic officials

▼

▼

V

• • • MAJOR L. E. THOMPSON started off the activities,
following an invocation by Navy Chaplain Maurice Witherspoon and
the singing of the national anthem by Lucy Monroe and the Coast
Guard Quartette
Speakers included Harry Brandt, national chairman; Frederick Gehle, William Crockett, Lt. Louis Largey, John
Hertz, Jr., Malcolm Kingsberg, Capt. Raymond Wild, Ned E. Depinet
and Col. Roswell Rosengren
Gehle of the War Finance Committee told of the goal for which the New York area must work,
inasmuch as its quota is equal to that of the combined quotas of several Western states
Crockett
stressed four important
events:
Bond
Premieres,
issuing agents, Free Movie
Day
and
children's
matinees
Hertz outlined the advertising and publicity campaign
and Depinet described the activities of the distributors' committee
Brandt introduced the speakers and told of some of the incidents on the recent cross-country
tour of the national committee
Highlights of the breakfast-meeting were the addresses by Lt.
Louis Largey, Capt. Raymond Wild and Lt. Col. Roswell Rosengren
Lt. Largey told of his experiences at Tarawa and the sacrifices made by the men in his outfit
He stressed the importance
of money
to carry on against the enemy
in the Pacific
Capt.
Wild who had made many missions over Germany gave a vivid
description of the realities of war, but managed to infect humor into
his talk
Lt. Col. Rosengren gave a stirring account of D-Day
in which he was an invasion participant
At the dais were Jack
Alicpate, Leon Bamberger, Harry Brandt, Major Banks, James A.
Burke, Jack Cohn, Max A. Cohen, William Crockett, William E. Cotter, Ned Depinet, Frank Damis, Jay Emanuel, Gus Eyssell, S. H.
Fabian, Frederick Gehle, Abel Green, Leonard Goldenson, Will H.
Hays, John Hertz, Jr., Francis Harmon, Malcolm Kingsberg, Lt. Louis
Largey, Harry Lowenstein, John Manning, Gault McGowan, Newbold Morris, Charles C. Moskowitz, Lucy Monroe, Edgar J. Nathan,
John J. O'Connor, Joseph A. Palma, Herman Robbins, Lt. Col. Roswell Rosengren, George J. Schaefer, James Sauter, Ned Sugrue, Walter
Titus, Major L. E. Thompson, Richard Walsh, Capt. Maurice Witherspoon, Davis Weinstock, Capt. Raymond Wild and Nathan Yamins. . . .

V

V

▼

• • • IN TIMES SQUARE, Borough President Edgar J. Nathan
accepted the statue on behalf of the city, the motion picture industry
Participating in the demonstration
and the Treasury Department
was a "Salute to the Navy" motorized convoy of six units which
'
at rallies in the five boroughs
later appeared

V

•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

▼

PEARL

▼

HARBOR!

NICHOLAS NAPOLI, Artkino president, is
visiting Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland on a
two
weeks
business
trip.
MICHAEL MYERBERG left for Palm
yesterday,
returning
here
Dec.
22.

Beach

ANDREW
SOLT
is back
in Hollywood after
two weeks
of conferences
in New
York with
the Shuberts
on the production
of his play,
"Accidents
Don't
Happen."
WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, Atlanta, and 10UIS
C. INGRAM, Memphis, M-C-M branch managers,
will arrive Dec. 4.
|EAN HERSHOLT plans a New York visit of
some six weeks, starting in December.
JIMMY DURANTE is expected here from the
Coast in late December.
JACK GOLDSTEIN

has returned from the Coast.

FRANCHOT TONE
from Hollywood.
SUSAN

PETERS

BOB HOPE

has arrived in New

is in

York

Chicago.

is in the Windy City for Sixth War

Loan
drive p.a.'s
CEORCE MURPHY,
Boston for a week.

M-G-M

star, has gone to

CAREY WILSON, M-C-M producer, returns
today
from
Philadelphia.
WILLIAM McCORMICK of M-G-M publicity
department gets back today from Washington.
SAM COSLOW, composer-producer, is stopping
at the Waldorf.
DANIEL S. TUTHILL,
turned from the Coast.

v. -p. of NBC,

jEANETTE MacDONALD
rival until Dec. 2.

has re-

has delayed her ar-

LAURENCE STALLINCS arrived yesterday from
Philadelphia.
MARGARET ETTINGER is stopping at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
GRACIE ALLEN and GEORGE BURNS are at
the Gotham.
WILLIAM
GOODWIN
is in New York.
GEORGE BROWN will arrive today to confer
with R. M. Gillham. He will return to the Coast
in about two weeks.

TO THE COLORS!
it DECORATED

*

CAPT. TOMMY GILLIAN, son of Tom Gillian
20th-Fox Chicago manager, awarded a brenxe
star by General Patton for bravery in the
Marne River crossing.

• COMMISSIONED

*

JAMES

SHULMAN, son of Jack Shulman, Cleveland and Painesville theater owner, now stationed at Lincoln, Neb., commissioned a
lieutenant
in the Air Corps.

* PROMOTED

*

PVT. HAROLD J. ABRAHAMS, son of Phil
Abrahams, head of print and screening
dept. at Warners' home office, to corporal
with the 40th General
Hospital in France.
CADET CHARLES FLEMION, son ■ of William
Flemion, PRC's Detroit branch manager, to
ensign-pilot at Corpus Christi.
LT. PAUL SHORT, formerly National Screen
Service, to lieut. com., Naval Air Station,
New Orleans.

* ARMY

*

EARL SIMPSON, of Central Shipping Bureau.
Detroit, and son of Howard Simpson, owner
of the Bureau.

• NAVY *
EDDIE HOLMES, of Theatrical Advertising
Company, Detroit, and son of Bert Holmes,
veteran stage member of Republic, Detroit.
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Raw Stock Situatio
Seen Tight in 1945

'Em
Squhash
Set htoSixt
Loan!
Wit
(Continued from Page 1)
opening, has beaten the figurative
starter's gun. Here, the trade, always a pacemaker, observed Friday
as its "B-Day," with a breakfast
rally at the Astor, attended by 1,200,
and the dedication of Times Square's
Statute of Liberty replica — a ceremony in which the President participated thru electricity's magic — as
colorful features. (See Along the
Rialto for) . Phil M. Daly's breakfast
coverage
The stage across the country set
by a series of 19 regional key city
meetings in as many cities, and by
subsequent exhibitor unit rallies, the
industry tackles the 6th drive period,
extending thru Dec. 16, with enthusiasm at the highest possible pitch.
Among the significant highlights
of the week was the fact that showmen now more than ever before are
rapidly becoming issuing agents, and
there is a distinct effort on the part
of all to top the number secured during previous War Bond Drives.
Reports over the week-end from
exhibitor state chairmen throughout the country to National Chairman Harry Brandt offers positive
proof that the 6th War Loan Drive
will see more Bond Premieres than
ever before. Exhibitors everywhere
are rapidly lining up for Children
Matinees.
Campaign co-ordinator Jay
Emanuel has received word from
major circuit operators that National Free Movie Day, which will be
observed on Dec. 7, will see more
shows than ever in drive history.
This evening, coast-to-coast airwaves will carry one of the greatest
air shows for the sales of War Bonds

Editorial
To the People of the
V. S. Film Industry
Gl Joe in his Pacific foxhole —
maybe he is your brother, husband,
sweetheart or friend — is listening in
en you today.
H e knows
you have a
date
to sell
— and to buy

— Sixth
Bonds.

War.

G I Joe
counts on you
to have enough
sense and
knowledge of
the facts about
the Pacific
war to back
him up in his fo<!iole without stint.
The extra $100 War Bond you sell or
buy today is a ar Bond v/ith the most
power. It gives Gl Joe the support
he must have at the time when he
needs it most. It tells Tokyo that
in the Smashing Sixth you're in the
fight to the finish.
—PHIL
M. DALY.

Army-Navy Game in Baltimore
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With Frank Durkee,
WAC exhibitor state chairman for
Maryland, assuring the sale of $21,000,000 in War Bonds, transfer of
the Army-Navy football classic from
Anapolis to the Baltimore Municipal
Stadium on Dec. 2 was announced
here by the Navy Department Friday night. Durkee is head of the
Park Board of Baltimore which has
charge of the Baltimore Stadium
which seats some 63,000.

Coast Sector Hikes Quota
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Target of the motion picture theaters of Southern
California and the Los Angeles Examiner, working in concert on the
■ "Smashing Sixth," is 550,000 individual war Bond sales, a figure representing 50,000 more war Bonds than
i the 5th War Loan quota. In this
undertaking, the resources of 650
affiliated theaters and the newspaper
i are merged. During the drive, Bond
purchasers will be enabled to see
•
many of their favorite stars in person, attend radio network broadcasts,
Record "Breaks" Reported
Judging from the report made on stage shows, and other special events
Friday by Tom Waller to members of as rewards for their purchases.
•
the National Committee, the 6th War
Loan Drive should top all others con- Brandt At Para. Rally
Brandt, National Chairman
ducted
by the
industry's
in na- of Harry
the Sixth War Loan campaign,
tional
publicity,
it wasWACdisclosed.
Every kind of coverage across the will be the principal guest speaker
nation from wire breaks to page fea- at Paramount's Sixth War Loan rally
ture layouts via photo syndicates tomorrow noon in the 11th floor home
reaching hundreds of newspapers office recreation room. Other speakers will be Capt. Raymond W. Wild,
were accounted for in the report, together with spot news angles and AAF, Adolph Zukor, Leonard Goldtieups with national magazines.
enson and Phyllis Brooks.

in history. Ten major network programs will be aired from Madison
Square Garden where a six-hour show
will feature top talent. The rally,
expected to sell between $85,000,000
and $100,000,000 in 6th Bonds, is
under WAC auspices.
Blind Date Air Show
Presidents of six film companies
made bids aggregating $57,000,000
in War Bond purchases to outbid
other
contestants
the one
"Blind
Date"of
air show
which willin be
feature

Texas Plane Crash Kills
Son of Lawrence Kuhl

I Continued from Page 1)
estimates submitted by the Ar I
the Navy. Although no dett
these estimates are yet a1!
here, it is understood that the;)
sent a substantial jump in J
from current usage, despite I
cent attempts to hold down rj
use of 35 mm. film.
Estimates
for the
first!
months of next year were rj
Fridav at WPB from the Ml
FEA, and OWL
OWI estirm {
believed lower than they ha ]
been, with virtual abandonn j
the OWI theatrical program.
tails on the FEA request ar
able, although it is difficult
liow it could be lower than
requirements for export.
Lincoln V. Burrows,
WFJ
chief, said Friday he hope
various requests can be co:a
within another week, and thai
indication of the outlook fi|
year will emerge.

'/illiers Back to Englai
With U. S. Market Rep
(Continued from Page 1)
Studios, Ltd., was reported F
have returned to England.
Villiers is said to have pre
report that includes suggest:
marketing and producing
films which will cope with f
peraments, culture, and pace
American people. These find
believes, will provide a basis
hance the value and create
playoff of English product ir
ican and the world markets.
Sir Edward has expressed
that the American product h
a foothold in the world mark
the best approach for his i
generally, would be to reach

Des Moines, la. — Lt. Robert L.
Kuhl, son of Lawrence Kuhl, owner
of the American theater at Corning
and Grand at Greenfield, was
^ killed
in an airplane crash
near the Army airfield at Abi! lene, Tex.
Shortly after Kuhl joined the
AAF, his father purchased the
the Madison Square Garden program Greenfield Theater with the intention that the son would take over
tonight. But the prexies promptly
turned over their chances to as many its post-war operation.
service men, three of whom will be
stories
international
fla
duction ofandan direction
par wit',
selected by Phyllis Brooks, Carole Castle Succeeds Cohn
Landis and Marion Hutton for a tour As Para. K. C. Ad. Rep.
of night clubs.
Presidents and their bids were:
Alec Moss, Paramount exploitaBarney Balaban, on behalf of Para,
tion manager, has appointed
and theater affiliates, $25,000,000; J. S. Castle as district advertising
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's, $10,- rep. for the Kansas City, St. Louis AMES PARSLEY, manager. Rex, Cowai
000,000; Harry M. Warner, Warner and Des Moines territories, starting ,'ULES WEILL, Eastern division man;
Federal Service.
Bros., $6,000,000; N. Peter Rathvon, today. Castle, formerly with
BROWN,
Mid-West
division
RKO Corp., $5,000,000; Charles P. Fanchon & Marco theaters in St. WALTER
Rcss Federal Service.
Skouras, National Theaters, $7,000,- Louis, succeeds M. D. Cohn, who WALTER
ANDERSON, Southern divisior
000; Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox, has joined Fox Midwest theaters as
Ross Federal Service.
$4,000,000.
manager of the K. C. Uptown.
JAY STERN, Chicago branch
manager,
Canadian Pioneers To Meet
Now It's Major Fox
|. J.eral.DACEY.
Detroit
branch
mana
Federal.
Toronto — Annual meeting of the
Matty
Fox,
formerly
vice-presiS. K. MARSHALL,
Indianapolis
branch
Canadian Picture Pioneers will be
dent of Universal, has been proRoss Federal.
held at the King Edward Hotel Nov.
moted from the rank of captain to H. V.Federal.
FICK,
Kansas
City branch
man
29, it was announced by Clair Hague, major in the U. S. Army. Major
Fox is now in Washington awaiting R. N. BRINTON, Denver branch man
president.
a new assignment.
Federal.
Dover Leaves USO Post
R. J.Portland,
CADMAN,Ore. Monogram
'branch
William B. Dover had resigned Blumberg Getting Check-Up
KATHLEEN
HAEFNER.
cashier.
RKO
as executive administrator of USONate Blumberg, president of UniKeith's, Syracuse.
Camp Shows ETO to resume his
versal, enters Fifth Avenue Hospital J. I. M. SCHWARTZ, manager, -Capi
business activities.
today for a physical checkup.

IN NEW P0S

City,

la.

One Good

Reason Out Of Millions Of 'Em Why

You Need To Sell More In The Sixth

•^•mttSmSfltiw^^"

CAPTAIN

RAYMOND

W. WILD, A.A.F.,

wearer of the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Air
Medal with Four Oak Leaf Clusters, the Purple
Heart, the Presidential Unit Citation— now touring
with War Activities Committee, Sixth War Loan.

HE'S HAD $4,000,000 WORTH
OF
WAR BONDS SHOT OUT FROM UNDER HIM
FIGURE IT OUT FOR YOURSELF. A fully equip-

ped Flying Fortress (B-17) costs about a
half a million dollars. In his 29 combat
missions Ray Wild has had eight of them
so badly shot up, he's just managed to bring
'em in on a wing and a prayer. O. K. That's
four million bucks' worth of equipment

used up by just one of our air heroes. No
wonder Ray asks you, Mr. Exhibitor, to
get behind the Sixth War Loan Drive and
give it the greatest campaign ever. Total
war costs money. And War Bonds supply
that money — the mighty ammunition of
Victory . . . and a lasting Peace.

MAKE

"BUY BONDS AT YOUR MOTION PICTURE
ibis advertisement is published by this magazine in the interest of the Sixth War Loan

THEATRE " in the SIXTH WAR LOAN DRIVE!
campaign and prepared by the War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture hdu:try.

:<M
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Wright to Ask Decree New Vistas Seen for Films
Hearing Date Dec. 5 Predicated on Close Trade-Community Co-op
(Continued from Page 1)

discussed at the conclave, the key-^
note sounded, it is understood, was
the vast potential gains which could
be registered by motion pictures after
the war by communities aperating
in concert with the trade and viceversa in a fashion which would represent a continuance of the aid and cooperation which have been evidenced
mutually by the trade and U. S. communities during the war.
Above and beyond this, there was
strongly in evidence during the meeting, it is reported, a desire by the
industry and the various public interests to form an advisory committee which might grow into a permanent, centralized body, whose
function it would be to work out
problems connected with all phases
of entertainment and educational
productions.
Basic Platform of Aims
Theater Larceny Sends
Although
only passing reference is
Two Behind the Bars
said to have been made to the survey
recently completed by the American
Memphis — John M. Klinck, 23, Council on Education, and reported
former assistant manager of Loew's by the Commission on Motion PicState, and Richard Covington, 17,
tures in Education, chairman of
in charge of house service, who were which is Dr. Mark A. May who was
returned here from San Francisco, among those present at the parley,
where they were arrested and ac- the survey findings are interpreted
cused of absconding with more than by a number of the delegates as
$7,000 of the theater's funds, were constituting a basic platform for future aims of all concerned.
sentenced to 8 years in the State
pentitentiary on grand larceny
This platform, therefore, would encharges. Because of his age Covvision the employment of motion
ington's sentence was changed to 8 pictures to disseminate throughout
years in the Tennessee reform school. the world the democratic ideal, and
take on the responsibility, as "celluloid teachers," of warring upon
ignorance, intolerance, and illiteracy.
Riding Herd on the
Several who attended the ThursStudio News Range
(Continued from Page 1)
ment Co. that it be exempted from
provisions of any decree which might
be signed is heard by Judge Henry
W. Goddard in New York. Robert
Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, said Friday he has
notified the defendants that he will
ask the court to set oral argument
on the modification for later in December.
Wright had at first considered the
advisability of seeking to have the
actual hearing on the modification
on Dec. 5, but later abandoned that
idea. As Assistant Attorney General Wendell Berge told The Film
Daily early last week, a hearing in
late December now appears likely.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The news roundup:
William Goetz signed Orson Welles
at the week-end to co-star with
Claudette
Colbert
in International's
"Tomorrow
Is Forever"
Rene
Clair's production of "10 Little Indians" will have Walter Huston,
Mischa Auer and Sir Aubrey Smith
in the cast
Femme lead in the
Pine-Thomas
"Cheese
It, Corpse"
goes to Ann
Savage
Para, has
handed a termer to Ann Thomas. . . .
Jimmy Gleason gets a role in the
Caot. Eddie Rickenbacker pic, "First,
Last and Always"
Mono, to cash
in on Frank Fay's click on Broadway
in "Harvey," will rush a re-issue of
"S? flight Scandals"
RKO's
"George White's Scandals" will have
songs by Jack Yellin, Sammy
Fain
"U" has handed
a termer
to
Alfred LaRue
PRC has purchased "Furlough from Hell".... Andrew Stone has signed
Henry
S.
Kesler
as associate
producer
Stone is also establishing his own contract player roster. . . William Wilder
will film Anne Wigton's "American
Gothic". ... Robert Lowery gets the
male lead in M no.'s "Fashion Model"
PRC will star Mary Beth Hughes
in "Undercover
Girl."

day meeting concurred on the weekend with the thesis set forth in the
Commission's survey that films, more
so than any other medium, hold the
key to instructing peoples, both at
home and abroad, after hostilities
cease, and, therefore, films in all
languages and made on all subjects
will be a vital channel for keeping
the peace.
"Co-operative" Envisioned
Following the meeting, educators
expressed the view that a "co-operative" established between the commercial film industry, including Hollywood's producers and makers of
informative movies, and publicspirited organizations, would give
great impetus to the educational
cause everywhere. Conversely, cooperation extended by educational
and civic bodies realistically to commercial films for public consumption
at home and abroad would go far
toward eliminating unwarranted atducers. tacks upon the latter and their proIt, however, was repeatedly emphasized at the informal conference
last week that it was impossible to
plan screen entertainment to serve a
purpose and have it good entertainment, and that if a given picture
should be found to serve a purpose,
such service must be by accident and
not by design. Speakers also stressed
that the commercial industry, being
based on entertainment, must be
free to draw its subject matter from
the spheres of fiction and of drama
and as well from other essentially
natural sources.

Wall St. Talks Para.
Oth's Mid-Season
ales Huddle Dec. 4-6 $18,000,000 Earnings
(Continued from Page 1)

BRIEfinG THI
DflV'S nEUJSr'

(Continued from Page 1)

cently estimated its earnings as $12,476,000.
Pointing out that earnings of $4.50
a share would cover dividends on the
common about twice, the Wall St.
Journal said that "while larger payments would appear justified by
these earnings, the management has
followed a conservative dividend
policy. Although the capitalization
represented by funded debt and preferred stock has been reduced, the
management believes it expedient
to continue to build up cash."
It was pointed out that "after the
UK "Spellbound" via PRC
experiences of a decade ago, when
PRC will release the English pic- much of the industry was pinched
ture "Spellbound" under the title of financially, the emphasis now is on
"The Spell of Amy Nugent." That the maintenance of strong positions.
Although foreign markets offer long
picture
and "The
were product
that Castle
was to of
haveCrime"
been term possibilities amusemen* men do
handled by Fine Arts prior to the not expect much net income from
time PRC acquired that company's Europe during the period )f reconstudio.
division, district and branch managers in this country and Canada.
Handling sectional meetings will be
W. C. Gehring, Western sales manager; A W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales
manager, and L. J. Schlaifer, Central
sales manager.
The home office contingent will be
headed by President Spyros P.
Skouras and Executive Vice-President W. C. Michel. Others in the
group will be Hal Home, Charles
Schlaifer, Martin Moskowitz, W. J.
Kupper, William Clark, Paul Terry
and Harvey Day.

struction."

Murphy New Buffalo WAC ]
Robert T. Murphy, of Buffalo
Century, Inc., has accepted the
of WAC exhibitor chairman fc?
Buffalo exchange territory, sue.
ing Charles Hayman.

'Victory/ 'Sunday Dinner'

"Winged
Victory"
and
Dinner for a Soldier," constit
20th-Fox's block five of the nev
son, will be released in Decen

Family Club Feasts Early
The Thanksgiving dinner o
20th-Fox New York Exchange
ily Club will be held at the
Zanzibar tomorrow. Among
pany executives invited are
Connors,
Smith,Roger
Jr., 1
Gehring, A.
Hal W.Home,
Arrangements are being handl
Joe Goldenberg, chairman of tl
tertainment committee.

•
Shift "Falcon" Tradeshows
Special trade screenings of I
"The Falcon In Hollywood,"
viously announced for Los A:
on Dec. 7 have been pushed
and will now take place at Nev>
and Los Angeles on Nov. 28.

•
O'Brien Funeral Held
Funeral
services for Jan:
O'Brien, 75, father of Mort
O'Brien, assistant director objection andheld
sound
for Loew's
ters, were
Saturday
with
ment in St. Mary's Cemetery,
ing.
O'Brien
was
a well-}
architect.

Metro to Tradeshow F?
More Pix in Dec, Jan.
(Continued from Page 1)

told theater owners who attei
Metro luncheon here Friday.
First of the December pictur
be "Between Two Women" and
tie Annie," to be followed bj
tional Velvet."
"This Man's '
and
Millions"
shown "Music
the firstforweek
in Januaiv. j
The five additional screening
announced at this time so thj
hibitors will have sufficient tl
arrange for their attendance. I.J
is making an intensive effort t j
exhibitor attendance at the 'J
shows.
The company's meeting of c j
managers and home office cj
was concluded yesterday.
Arthur Simon Stricken
Big Rapids, Mich. — Arthur |
56, manager of the Big Rapid I
ater, for Butterfield Circuit i
past 16 ofyears,
is dead, follow
attack
apoplexy.
I
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\RLY '45 DROP IS SEEN IN CARPET YARDAGE
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ity's
Zoning Proposals Termed
itermen, Architects
;e Board of Estimate
Not Handicap Them
posed

amendments

to

Equipment Field Notes

New
/■^HECK-UP

with WPB

this week

dis-

City's zoning
regulations,
ly opposed
by local theater ^",/ closed that this agency okayed under
ors and architects, unless modi- its "spot" authorization program a total of
ill be reconsidered by members $291,000,000 worth of civilian production.
e Board
of Estimate,
which As of Nov. 7, a block of 320 new applications from plants able to prove they had
d on this course following the
hearing in City Hall on Wed- labor and machinery not needed for war
ji/ after listening to a barrage production were given the green light,
icism directed against the City while 75 were turned down. Electric
ng Commission's recommenda- lamps, outdoor lighting fixtures, and various products needed in building construcThe recessed meeting will be
tion were among
the most
recent
items
ued on Wednesday
in the
cleared.
•ers of the City Council,
*
*
#
earance of Leo Brecher, vetW. E. Gregory, formerly credit man:nid-Manhattan theater operaager for Altec in Chicago, is now mant last Wednesday's
session,
ager of the Seattle branch. He was
c he declared
that the zoning
(Continued on Page 14)
succeeded by D. M. Kirby of the Cincinati branch, who, in turn, was succeeded by A. W. Geeks.

f of Technicians
ha On Screen

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. has let a contract for approximately $700,000 to increase
capacity of its window glass works at Mount
Vernon, O. Huge volume of post-war business anticipated was back of the step, according to Harry B. Higgins, prexy.

Unless cotton yarn can be obmoved into its new Chicago plant at
tained within the next few weeks,
4425 No. Clark St., Chicago.
carpet production may come to a
*
*
*
War toll of former employes of the complete halt in several of the principal mills, spokesmen for the latRCA Victor plant, Indianapolis, continues.
ter declared yesterday. Looms in
Lt. George N. Clark is reported killed in some of the plants, it was asserted
action over Germany, Oct. 3, and Lt. Leon now have to stand idle for days
J. Crooning is reported missing in action waiting for backing yarn.
over

Czecho-Slovakia.

Mill officials point out that not
enough cotton yarn is available to
The National Electric Sign Ass'n. fill the needs of the armed services
held its meeting in Chicago's Hotel in items such as duck cloth, and the
Stevens at the beginning of the present small amount of civilian production
week to discuss current conditions in will continue at bed rock at least
the trade.
until this situation improves. The
* * *
question now confronting most of
Bakelite Corp., Chicago, announces for- the mills is how much more estabmation of a plastics group which will
lished quotas will have to be cut in
handle distribution of Bakelite, Vinylite,
(Continued on Page 14)
Vinylseal, Zyrox and other trade-marked
lines which will be sold by the corporation
commencing this month. The vinyl resins
were developed and produced by Carbon
Chemical Co.

Charles Richelieu, of Tarpon
Springs, Fla., has purchased the Vogue
Theater in New Port Richey, Fla.,
ywood — Technicians of the
i Picture Academy of Arts and
and plans to open it as soon as new
Export
Manager
Olsen,
of
DeVry
es are seen poised to serve as
equipment can be installed and the
Corp., reports that complete 35 mm. house otherwise put in shape. Stand
•'ormal
jury
on
the
newly-deDeVry
projection
equipment
has
been
W third dimensional theater
was built some years ago and named
shipped recently to the El Pacifico
| which may bring about the Theater, Callao, Peru, (the port city the Meighan in honor of the late
ssing of the elusive factor of
film star, who mainfor Lima); Empresa Mangua Margot, Thomas tainedMeighan,
to films.
a winter home in New Port
Mangua, Nicaragua; and to the AmerB(screen, brain child of Christian
*
*
ican Air Base Theater, Guatemala City, Richey. *
(Continued on Page 14)
For some years, Carrabelle, Fla., has been
Guatemala.
oast Bureau

of THE
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fitting Equipment
Conclave In April
lans formulated at the week-end
for the International Lighting ExItion to be held in Chicago's PalmHouse next April 19-23, inclusive,
er the sponsorship of the Inr al and Commercial Lighting
ipment Section, National Elecal Mfrs. Ass'n. The exposition,
fch will be the largest of its
I ever held, will be attended by
leading lamp and lighting equipIt manufacturers of the U. S., and
y innovations and advances are
eipated.

withcut a modern movie house. Now work
* * *
Capacity crowds attended the opening of is progressing on a new theater of brick
the new Amusu Theater, Groveton, N. H. construction, two-stories high. It will
Rachel McMann, winner of the high school have a large seating capacity, but the exact number of seats has not been definitely
contest in which the theater's name was determined.
chosen, was a guest, and Mrs. Sharby, the* * *
ater's owner, was presented a bouquet.

Indianapolis trade news includes the
item that National Theatre Supply has
Recent fire loss to the Gaines Thea- sold Crestwood carpet to A. B. Thompter, Pineville, Ky., is now estimated at
son's Park, North Vernon; Andy Anin excess of $30,000. Owners are underson's Kentucky, Hartford, Ky.; and
certain about rebuilding.
Oscar Fine's *
Carlton,
lnd.
* Evansville,
*
Nat B. Charnas, Toledo theater operator,
who purchased the La France Theater,
Swanton, O., from the Pilloid estate, reopened the redecorated house last week.

*

Merit

Coil

*

and

#

Transformer

has

Hardship

Cotton Yarn Shortage
Is Now So Acute That
Many Looms Are Idle

Saranac's (Mich.) new theater has
opened. Wayne Stebbins, who bought the
theater interests here in 1940, has been
leasing part of the Advertiser's Building,
but this autumn he leased another building
and remodeled it for a theater.

indies Musi Build
New Stands —Allied
For "the good of the industry,"
the 800 to 1,000 theaters allegedly
needed after the war should be built
and operated by independent exhibitors, according to a national Allied
bulletin issued at the week-end. It
would be bad from every point of
view, the bulletin added, if the producer-distributors succeeded in breaking down the barriers which the
(Continued on Page 14)

WE Premieres Its
Anniversary Movie
Press preview of Western Electee's new sound movie, "Heritage
For Victory," was held Thursday
afternoon in the Monte Carlo's new
Casino Room here. The film commemorates company's 75th Anniversary. Friday the attraction began
showings to the nearly 100,000 men
and women
comprising
WE's
nationwide "family"
at employe
gatherings
in various parts of the nation.
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A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprelieniively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher: Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
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Jury ol Technicians
To Pass On Screen
i Continued from Page 13 I
A. Volf, is based upon how the eye
itself perceives the dimension of
depth, a principle on which the inventor has been working since 1935
for application to theater optics.
"The eye perceives the dimension of
depth," Volf points out, "from the
outer layer of the cornea which is
made up of two membranes enclosing a layer of tear fluid, and I made
a screen embodying the same principle."
"When a motion picture is projected on the screen it produces the
dimension of depth never before produced on theto screen,"
he explained
with regard
his invention.
Should the "trial" of the Volf
screen before the Academy technicians come off with a favorable verdict, the present year may go down
in equipment annals as having witnessed two great strides in projection optics. The other is conceded
to be the advent of the Orthoscope
lenses which are beginning to be
so widely employed in theater booths
and which eliminates a number of
liabilities heretofore associated with
screen images.

N. Y. Zoning Proposals
Opposed by Showmen
(Continued

from Page 1 3 )

regulations, if they remain in their
present form, will make impossible
the building of his new theater at
53rd St. and Sixth Ave., awakened
other local theater interests to the
dangers they would face in the immediate future as the result of the
Planning
Commission's
proposals on
to
allow theaters
to be constructed
fractions of existing plots. Brecher's
new house, for example, would be
slashed to a ground area of 5,875
ft. from the property's actual plot
measurement of 7,500 ft.
As matters now stand, a theaterman wishing to build a new outlet in
any of the five boroughs, could only
have relief recourse to the Board of
Standards and Appeals, and there is
no assurance that such relief from
"hardship" would be forthcoming.
Probability is that the Planning
Commission's nroposals will be modified somewhat by including the best
features of the alternate plan advanced by Irving V. A. Huie. Commissioner of Public Works.

Drop Is Inevitable
!n Carpel Supply
• Continued

from Page 1 3 >

the next few months.
That the yardage of carpets in the first quarter
of 1945 will be less than a year ago
seems certain, spokesmen said.
The one note of optimism sounds
through the present difficulties of
the mills is that once "stocking up"
of yarns gains momentum, there
will be rapid strides made toward
post-war conversion, for the mechanical change-over of equipment
is a relatively minor problem.
niinois Stand Reopens
A number of pre-war wool channels are expected to clear as soon
Neoga, 111. — The Neoga Theater
has reopened after being closer! as as the fighting- in the Asiatic thearesult of a fire on Jan. 15. New
ter ceases in the south of that conlighting equipment and a cooling tinent.
system are among the many improvements.

For Excellence in the Production of Motion
Picture
Sound
Enuifttnrnt. DeVRY
Alone Flier: the
Army-Navy
"E"
with
Two
Stars
When Peace conies, DeVBY
first with the finest In
35 mm. Motion Picture
Sound Equipment and
other precision electronic
deilces. DeVRY CORPORATION. 1111 Armttag-e. Chicago 14, In.

will bt

• CHICAGO

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write (or samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

DeVRY
Hollywood

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET
• New

York

(M\ COMPANY

52 GRAFTON AVE. \^y
Newark, n j.
Soles Ollices in Principal Centers
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Indies Musi Build

Tempus FtigiC, — And
3,000 Ft. of Film
Master Melvin Ott never chased
flies of the baseball variety any
more assiduously than E. D. Eyles,

New Stands,—

of Kodak's research laboratory, did
the household-pest variety. Master
Melvin's job was to see that they
didn't alight; Eyle's job was to see
how his did alight on a ceiling, —
a mystery which has baffled science.
The Eastman researcher recently
"shot" 90 of the winged creatures,
and used some 3,000 feet of film
in the process before one of the
flies accommodated him with an upside-down landing. Members of
the British Royal Entomological Society in London witnessed the film
but were unconvinced because of

Government has built around
"and engage in an orgy of tl

(Continued from Page 13'

Allied asserted that the moi
construction."
issue
would continue to haras
industry and existing uncerta
would continue.
"They would look upon the
pendent
exhibitors
not as
mers," the bulletin declared,
| as competitors
and the favo
iand discrimination practiced in
of the affiliated theaters as a;
the independents would incre<

the experiment's artificial conditions.

Alliedandpointed
out that thi
, scope
intensity."
, one of the many reasons why
Marketing New Time Switches ' pendent exhibitors should suppc
1 efforts of the Department of J
Chicago — Paragon Electric Co. to get an effective decree in
here is offering the trade new time of the "ineffective consent dec
switches which have only two exposed gears, and features numerous
other improvements. Panel boards Guantanamo's Biz Up;
are another type of electrical equip- Two New Houses Rish
ment manufactured by the company.

CAC Plans Another
Franklin, Tenn. — Cowan Oldham,
Cumberland Amusement Co. president, operators of one theater here
now, announces leasing of a building
for a second theater to be constructed as soon as materials can be obtained.

Havana
(By Air Mail)— B'*
jby
public from
works thean
tradeseveral
of personnel
Naval base in Caimanera, film
ness in Guantanamo eontinu
improve. Two new theaters a:
der construction, and others
jbe
built ifwere
restrictions
on bu
materials
not in force.

talking about turkey • . .
Our
engineers
know what's
cooking
in projection
booths large and small.
They may mix a lot of ingredients and do a bit of stirring, but
out comes that tasty morsel,
always the specialty of the
house— SERVICE. In fact,
Altec Service, as dished
out by them, will make
you give
thanks
day in the
year. everyWrite
us for the recipe.

Jap bomb

splashes in sea, astern of American

carrier. Official U. S. Navy

Photograph.

Join the Navy cameramen
and see the war
THE Navy's in at the beginning of every big show. And right
up front where nothing can get between them and their
pictures, you'll find the Navy's Combat Photography Units.
In the Navy, as in all the armed forces, combat photography
owes much to "the movies." The movies have sent a lot of their
young cameramen to war. Many of those too old to go have served

Death by night. Inferno-like glare illumines
a battle in the central Solomons. Official
U. 5. Navy

Photograph.

as instructors, turned "green" kids into capable cameramen in
an amazingly short time.
And of course movie men with movie methods edit, cut,
and mold separate "shots" into finished productions that help
plan and fight the war . . . that provide the very best kind of
training films . . . and that bring the war to us at home. The Navy
combat cameramen's pictures are the basis for an illustrated history of war at sea such as the world has never seen.

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, N. Y.
Seasoned gunners hold their ears as a U. S.
battleship pours shells at point-blank range.
Official U. S. Navy Photograph.

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors
Fort Lee
Chicago Hollywood

°ne °* o series
ofadvertisements by
KODAK

testifying to

the achievements of
the movies ot war
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Back the Smashing

Sixth with

every resource of your theatre
and all your ability as a salesman and showman! Open a
planned
"WAR
BUY

BOND

HAY
TAPS
FOR
THE JAPS
WITH
6TH WAR IOAN SHOWMANSHIP II!

with
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WASHINGTON

H. OLDER =

WASHINGTON
T big name to leave the Army and
Bill
to Hollywood will be Col.
Seturn
ey, who's done a bang-up job at
ad of the Air Force pix unit. He's
airing until they decide on a sucfor the job. . . • Wendell Berge
s ideas about movie stars underwent
<ge when he got to Hollywood. .. .
i-g the glamour girls to spend most
)ir time fishing for compliments on
they were
ast pix, he found what
interested
in was politics and inonal affairs. ... Bette Davis, for in-

didn't let him get beyond
a hello
she started pumping him about inonal cartels. . . .And because everyorings their troubles to the Departof Justice, we suppose, Ida Lupino
ined to him about ruling on the length
ightgown she was wearing on a set
e went back to the set with her and
.■d five retakes necessitated
by the
of a trained frog to jump out of a
|e on time. . . • Despite all the
Hive talk about his leaving in the
ess, it's a fair guess that Frank C.
r will stay at his Post Office post.
may have read the story that ap;ared
in some
of the
lay press
is to the effect that Walter Wanger
int a make-up man to Washington to
i up" the President before the newsameras
start to turn. . . ."Tain't so
he story grew, however, from a leginews
story which
Steve
Early —
smart about these things — insisted
withholding. .. .Work
on the White
projection room was completed
rewith
an
especially
good
soundig job. .. .Someone got the idea that
>cm would be a good place to pose
esident for newsreel shots. . . .Upshot
lat Hal Rosson, M-G-M
photographic
lid out a miniature fold-away studio
i the projection rcom ... .Several difbackground screens were put in, far
lighting than has ever been available
ewsreel shots in the White
House
, some minor sound engineering was
. . .There is now a permanent studio
there which will permit better shots
ly of FDR but of his successors, whenhey

|A

may come along.
Early's
(Continued on Page 2)
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Kuykendall Calls for Expansion ofMPTOA League
of Regional, State Groups

'eeling 'Round- -

- By ANDREW

a

mis-

FOR

■

j0^

m

Brandt Circuit Adds
4 to Make 22 in N. J.
The Brandt circuit has acquired
four more theaters in New Jersey,
making a total of 22 in that state

A post-war permanent all-exhibitor national organization through the
being operated by the Brandts. Reexpansion
of the national MPTOA
cent acquisitions are the Marine,
league of repreHighlands; Atlantic, Atlantic Highsentative regional
lands; Ormont, East Orange, and the
and state associaWindsor, West Orange. These
tions is advocated
houses automatically become members of the ITOA.
by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
The Brandts also have taken over
president,
in a
the Lido Theater in New York City
current
national
which is scheduled to open this
bulletin.
month.
Declaring that
the MPTOA has
always supported
II
the "unity movements," Kuykendall wrote
that
"unitl all exhibitors, big and litED KUYKENDALL
tle, circuit and individual, first-run
Charges that the Psychological
and subsequent, affiliated, partly affi- Warfare Division had "disproportion(Continued on Page 7)
ately" selected only 12 British features to 40 American pix for distribution in French liberated areas,
made in London last week by the
News Chronicle, fail to hold water,
(Continued on Page 6)

s poinrtUKiona
spro
op"
Flte
ChaDirge

Rodgers Says Unity
Vital Post-War Aim

Managers' Guild Asks

_■

■

■

■

Special British Delegation
Starts Talks with Our State
Department and BIR
Washington

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Conversations
pointing toward a simplification
of international tax matters,

specifically toward knocking out the
burdensome double taxation which
imposes a heavy load on U. S. Pix
distributors operating in the United
Kingdom, got under way here today
between a special British delegation
and representatives of our State Department and the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. This is the first conversation of its type, but it is likely that
(Continued on Page 7)

WE to Manufacture,
Assemble in Britain
Upon his return from England yesterday, E. S. Gregg, vice-president
of Western Electric Export Co., declared that during his seven-week
inspection tour for his organization
in the British Isles he completed
plans to have theater equipment
(Continued on Page 6)

The co>-operation of one branch of Dispute Go to WLB
the film industry with the other durAt a second hearing before the
ing wartime can be practiced during
times of peace, and unity of thought State Mediation Board, the Motion Assistant
Rites TodayTreasurer
for Loew's
and action "is the most important Picture Theater Operating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild
Funeral
services for Miss Len
subject matter that you should conmoved to have its dispute
sider as a post-war objective," Wil- yesterday (Continued
on
Page
6)
Cohen,
assistant
of Loew's,
(Continued on Page 6)
Inc. since 1919, treasurer
will be held
today
at 10 a.m. from the Riverside Fun-

$85,000,000 Bond Show

(Continued on Page 6)

Garden Radio Event Starts Sixth Drive
Through the purchase
New Monarch Pictures
000 in War Bonds, more
Incorporated in Albany

of $85,000,than 20,000
persons last night witnessed a mammoth radio show at Madison Square
Albany — Monarch Pictures, Inc.,
of New York City, is among the new Garden to launch the Sixth War
corporations formed, offices of the
Secretary of State announces. The Loan. Ted Lloyd, chairman of the
firm is capitalized for $100,000.
industry's radio division for the
drive, arranged for the presence of
Law firm of Olvany, Eisner & Don- the stars and the program which
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

THE

JAPS! — SEND

THE

SMASHING

SIXTH

BOND

DRIVE

Rat Iii-oii* Odium Will
Address Colo. Grads.
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president,
will act as toastmaster tonight in
his capicity as president of the New
York Alumni Club of the University
of Colorado, at the annual dinner
in the Embassy Room of the Ambassador. Floyd B. Odium, RKO board
chairman, also an alumnus of Colorado, will be a principal speaker.

OVER
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TOP!
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take was his failure to release the story —
bits of it got out. got badly twisted.

•

•

\AJ£ get a feeling that there'll be a
lot less Congressional "smearing" of
the pix industry from incoming solons. . . .
A Ict of the ringleaders of the past found
out it didn't do them any good politically
— and, too, a lot of those whose ideas are
set against the generally progressive Hollywood tone of recent years, have been retired to private life, where they no longer
enjoy

Congressional

Tuesday, November

Riding Herd on the
Studio News Range
West Coast Bur., THE

Revise Theater's Plans
For Television Provision

FILM

COfllinG and GOIf

DAILY

Hollywood — The news roundup:
Ginny Sims first starring pic at

DIANA LYNN left Montreal yesterday U
wood followng a crowded two-day p. a. s
tied in with the local opening of "On

Metro will be "No Leave, No Love"
...Don't be surprised if both Bob
Hope and Bing Crosby produce one
of their own pix for Paramount....
Henry

Morgan

Were Young and Cay."
RUBE JACKTER. Columbia's assistant
s'les
manager,
leaves
today
for Jack
Fla.

repfaces Allyn Jos-

LARRY O'REILLY, director and earner
"West Point." latest "This Is America
will arrive in West Foint today for a
screening, arranged for Maj. Gen. Wi
I the entire academic board.

lyn
as Capt.
Purvis
in 20th-Fox's
"A
Bell
for
Adano"
Skippy
Homeier will make a coast to coast
p. a. four
the

immunity.

21,

DAILY

in cennection

with

pre-

VINCENT
YOUMANS
arrived
in H
! over the week-end
for conferences
at
on his
the career
script and
of "Sometimes
I'm Happy
on
music.

views of Lester Cowan's "Tomorrow
World". ... Mono, is talking a

deal for pic rights to "Chandu, the
Magician," radio serial, and in 1932,
filmed with Edmund Lowe. ... Plans

NEIL WELTY. assistant to Ed Pe
Greenwich and Stamford, is vacatioinng i

include the starring of Lowe in the
new pic. . .Gregory Peck will be

DAVIS DIAMOND has arrived in N.
from Hollywood
for a business visit.

Revised plans prepared by Louis A.
E. I. RUBIN.
Paramount
salesman
a
oppesite Jennifer Jones in "Dual
1 barker
of
the
Omaha
Variety
Club
Abramson, architect, for the new
in the Sun." and in return. Miss
Cmaha
today
to attend
the
national
theater which the 1350 Sixth Ave.
Club convention in Washington.
Jones will be seen in 20th-Fox's
"Cluny Brown". . . Binnie Barnes will
Representatives : HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. Corp. will build as soon as wartime
HARRYstay.M. WARNER is back in the
a short
-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone restrictions permit at the southeast
play a 17th century woman pirate
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H
corner
of
Sixth
Ave.
and
55th
St.,
in RKO's "The Spanish Main"....
GENE KELLY has cancelled his propc
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W„ Phoae
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Jo**pb call for television equipment includPara.'s version of "Feature for June"
I to New York from the Coast.
will
have
Diana
Lynn
in
the
lead.
.
.
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briaring a 300-ft. directional antenna, it
SUSAN PETERS. M-C-M star, has
fate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- is disclosed by Elliot Daitz, corporaher contemplated trip East.
Ray Milland w!ll star in Hal Wallis'
nan, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
tion's president.
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco.
British pic, "Whenever I Remember."
JUDY GARLAND'S proposed trip to N
Yirtude* 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
"iad been indefinitely delayed.
Under the plans' revision, stage
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger. has been increased from seven to 12
Vugusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
JACK FLYNN, M-G-M Western mana
SAM SHIRLEY, its Chicago manager, I
-E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL — Ray Car feet in depth to provide adequate James FitzPatrick First
turned to Chicago from Cincinnati.
space for equipment, including a spe■nichael. Room
9. 464 Franei= Xavie*- "5*
cial projection screen, and a com- To Use New Mex. Studio
GEORGE HICKEY, Metro's Pacific Co;
ager, is en route West after a vi:
pletely insulated and grounded aprelatives
in Toledo.
paratus and electrical equipment
.Mexico City I By Air Mail)— One
room. Installation of tele facilities stage of the new studio being erected
necessitates slashing of the original
by Associated Mexican Producers Sentencing of Zevin
m
(Monday, Nov.
20)
S
seating capacity from 598 to 570.
will be completed this month so that Deferred to Dec. 18
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Net
the first to occupy it will be James
Chg.
Beno Slesin Rejoins
High
Low
Close
The sentencing of Isadore
A.
FitzPatrick who is producing
Am.
Seat
J- 1
Warner Foreign Dept.
secretary
to Geor;
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2% I 20%
201 s 201 8 _
short subjects in Mexico. Original former
Columbia Picts. pfd.
convicted ex-head <|
Con. Fm. Ind
Beno Slesin, formerly supervisor plan was to open the studio early in Browne,
IATSE, was postponed yester
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
sVi8 293
'ivi8 293
'5'/28 .295
for Warners foreign offices in Cen- January.
East. Kodak
Xew York Federal Court unt:
167i2 1671 2 i67i2
tral
and
Eastern
Europe
as
well
as
do pfd
The new studio, which is on a 46- 18. At the same time the t:
2034
81 88
72
21
the Xear East, where he opened or
21
7338
Cen. Prec. Eq
723
838
271 8
acre tract, will have 14 stages with Harry
Hochstein,
former
C
Loews.
Inc
27i4
organized
many
of
the
territories,
Paramount
27
has rejoined the company, it was an- enough space to add 10 more if need- morals inspector, wTas postpo
8' = 8938
RKO
89i2
893 s 25 5 s
Both were hi
255a
nounced yesterday by Joseph S.
RKO S6 pfd
ed. RKO owns a 50 per cent inter- the same day.
25S8
32'8
est in the operating company.
for perjury in connection wi
3258
20th Century-Fox
. . . 3278
Hummel,
vice-president
of
Warner's
trial of the seven indicted las
20th Century-Fox pfd
International Corp. Slesin will be
IO3I4 103
1234
103
20th-Fox
ppf
for extorting more than $1,C,
Warner Bros
attached to Hummel's staff at the Tabor Found In Hospital
12?8
1234
from the industry.
home office for the time being, but
NEW YORK CURB
EXCHANCE
Detroit — Pfc. Peter Tabor, who
later
will
return
to
Paris.
Monogram Picts.
was reported missing in France, July Kaufman Rites Held
3%
3 5/8
35 8
RKO cvs
l'/8
l'/8
i%
15, has been located in a hospital in
Sonotone
Corp
234
234
234
Final rites for Harry Kaufm
Connolly to So. America
France, his family has been advised.
Technicolor
2034
2034
2034
Trans-Lux
He was formerly assistant manager stage producer associated wil
On
Newsreel
Swap
Plan
Universal Pictures
2OI4
201 s 201 8
of the Roosevelt Theater for Wisper Shuberts, took place yesterc
Miami — Jack Connolly, newsreel and Wetsman Circuit, and is a Riverside Funeral Chapel in
director of the Office of the Co-or- brother of John D. Tabor, operator hattan. Kaufman died Saturda;
Boston to Have Laffmovie
at the Chandler.
a long illness.
Boston — The Xormandie Theater dinator of Inter-American Affairs,
here on the week-end for Rio de
has been leased on long term by Fred left
Janeiro via the Brazilian Clipper of
RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
Leibei-man to James J. Mage of Pan American World Airways. On
V Newsreel Corp. to operate a laff- his tour, he will study possibilities
movie. House will show one feature
of the expansion in the exchange of
comedy and comedy shorts to run news
films between the U. S. and sistwo hours at a 22-25-cent scale.
ter nations of Pan America.
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Mo. I ON
THE HIT
"he Trolley Song
Diazes a box-office
rail for "MEET ME
N ST. LOUIS"!
VORLD PREMIERE
f. LOUIS— NOV. 22nd
IROADWAY PRESENTATION
ASTOR THEATRE— NOV. 28th

1N0IU1.

BiUUIJ

aiij

v..«j

.v.-—

so little in common.
could have
Cleavage Tracedfiafik.

M-G-M'S TECHNICOLOR

JOY

ME IN ST. LOUIS'
MEET NATIO
NWIDE FAME
GETS
AS ITS HIT PARADE TUNE
"THE TROLLET SONG'' HITS
THE HEADLINES/ IT'S
ALREADY No. I ON THE HIT
PARADE, AND NO WONDER
THET PICKED IT FOR THE
FIRST RECORDING/ WHAT
A BUILD-VP FOR M-G-M'S
GREAT SHOW/

mcasy

Motion Picture
Doubly Honored1

Truly a mark of honor — and one accorded to only two
other industries before — is the issuance of a special threecent stamp by the Post Office, to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of
Motion Pictures . . . and in recognition of the important contribution
of the industry to the War Effort. This great tribute, coming at the time
of the initiation of the Sixth War Loan Drive should serve, both as
"thank-you" for a job well done in the previous loans and as an incentive to better even your own fine record.

GET

BEHIND

OUR

GOVERNMENT

• PUT ALL YOUR

This message wot prepared and inserted in the trade press by: Columbia Pictures Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

"S

Pictures, Poromt.

bitors Of America
Dur Government!

In appointing the exhibitors of America as Issuing Agents
for Bonds, the Treasury Department has recognized the
stability and integrity of our industry— has given it a recognition
and responsibility formerly accorded only to banking institutions! In
accepting the authority as Issuing Agents— you also accept a great
honor. And we know you will meet it with all the showmanship at
your disposal — getting behind the Sixth War Loan with everything
you've got!

ND THE SALE OF BONDS
Pictures. Inc., Twentieth Century-Fox Film C

^

IN THE SIXTH WAR

LOAN !

"cWB;
Tuesday, November 21
ir

Disproportionate rr
Charges in UK Flop

SIXTH UJflRLOfldS

(Continued from Page 1)
it was indicated yesterday
on the
basis of a cabled statement from the
British Ministry of Information.
According to the statement received here by Thomas Baird, director of the BIS films division, the
number of British features handled
by the Psychological Warfare Division was 27. Of this number, it was
pointed out, nine had been shown in
Paris in the period immediately after
theThe
capital's
liberation.
BMI also
advised that of 68
short British documentaries selected
for PWD use in liberated France, 37
already have found screen time.
In trade circles here yesterday, it
was observed that the 27 British
features represented about half of
the total annual British production
at this time.

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE — DO YOUR SHARE

Bond Tie-in for WAC Display
The window display based on the
16 mm. gift films supplied by the
industry to troops overseas, set up
by the WAC at the Civilian Defense
Information Center, Pershing Square,
and originally scheduled for one
week's showing, has drawn so much
attention that it will remain on view
for another week. Changes to tie
the display in with the Sixth War
Loan drive have been made, and a
booth has been set up in the window
where CDVO volunteers will sell
Bonds.
•
Can You Say the Same?
Loew Theaters in the New York
area, report 100 per cent Sixth War
Loan Bond sales among managers,
assistants, doormen, cashiers and
ushers, all of whom are wearing a
red, white and blue small celluloid
pin reading: "I've Subscribed Sixth
(Continued from Page 1)
War Loan Loew's • Theaters."
manufactured or assembled in England by WE Export immediately fol- Show of the "Century"
Century Theaters, which jumped
lowing the war.
Commenting upon the flights of the gun for the "Smashing Sixth"
German V-2 rockets over southern with a Bond show and dance last
England, he said that this enemy Wednesday in Brooklyn's Hotel St.
weapon was having some effect on George, announced yesterday that the
theater box-office receipts. However, affair netted a total of $1,500,000 in
despite the somewhat increased fre- "E" issue sales. All 18 Brooklyn
quency of the V-2 attacks, apparent links in the theater chain particiduring his visit, film exhibitors
pated, and vended Bonds scaled from
seemed to be making out well enough. $100 to $1,000.
•
EditorialWolcott's "Trouble Shooters"
To the People of the
Eldora, la.— Leo F. Wolcott, coI/. S. Film Industry
chairman for the industry's participation in the Sixth War Loan drive,
The Victory Volunteer goes by
has
appointed
four "Trouble Shootmany names in the Sixth War Loan.
ing" committee's to contact exhibiSometimes he or she is called a
tors in all parts of Iowa. Chairmen
Gallant, someare: Northwestern, Mel Evidon, Cotimes a Blue
lumbia manager, Des Moines; NorthStar Brigadier
I eastern, Stanley J. Mayer, 20th-Fox
or perhaps a
manager;
Southwest,
Harry
HamBondadier.

WE to Manufacture,
Assemble in Britain

Whatever the
d e s i g nation,
he or she is
performing a
practical p a triotic service,
this industry in the next
few weeks
you will meet many of them at work,
in the theaters, the exchanges, the
heme offices and the studios.
Remember one thing: you do not
do them a favor when you buy an
extra War Bond. You help your
country, your fighting relatives and
friends and yourself.
So join the Victory Volunteer in
the greatest of all American Victory
teams — seller and buyer of a Sixth
War Loan Bond.
—PHIL M. DALY

burg. Paramount manager; Southeastern, D. C. Kennedy, M-G-M man•
ager.
First Date In Dayton
Dayton, O. — This city will have its
first Bond premiere during the
"Smashing Sixth." Loew's Bill
Reisinger and Keith's Bill Clark
finally got the blessing of the local
WFC and the show is set for the
RKO house on Dec. 12. Reisinger is
angling for a Jap Zero for Main
Street ballyhoo.
•
Bonds
for "Royalty"
Meriden,
Conn. — Champ male and
female Bond sellers during the 6th
War
Loan will
Poli Palace
and be
be
Queen at special
each will receive

sought byKing
Loew's
crowned
and
ceremonies when
a $25 Bond as a

•
prize.
Strong Support From R. I.
Providence — Bond premieres have
been set by Exhibitor State Chairman Martin R. Toohey for the local
Metropolitan, Loew's State, Palace,
Uptown and Community, and Children's Matinees will be held at the
Park, Hollywood and Uptown. All
theaters in this zone will observe
Free Movie Day. Two new issuing
agents have been secured in Providence. Pawtucket, Newport and
Woonsocket are also stepping out
with
Bondandpremieres,
Children's
Matinees,
other events
to not
only meet but exceed their quotas.
•
Morning Matinees in Denver
Denver — Free Morning Matinees
for children will be held in all theaters Friday in co-operation with
schools where tickets will be given
to children on purchase or sale of
War Bonds or Stamps.

Rodgers Says Unil\
Vital Post-War Air

i Continued from Page 1)
Ham F. Rodgers told more th.
exhibitors at a luncheon in (
nati last week-end.
The Metro vice-president an
eral sales manager said that th
war period was going to i
problems that no one can 1
and that he did not believe an
thinking person could discou
thought that together there I
problem too big in this indust |
could not be solved by sane re?
by fair-minded people.
As to Metro policies, Rodge
that long ago the company h
carded "the time-worn
cust
placing either a minimum or
imum number of pictures in >
bracket." He insisted that a
was deserving of what it cov
duce at the box office and t
cost of a picture was not
stick by which to determine ii
to the theater.
"We recognize," Rodgers sa
surest method of establishing
factory relationship is whe:
buyer and seller make a prol

Garden Show Rai
85,000,000 in Bo
(Continued from Page \)
was regarded as one of the
radio shows of all time.
Starting at 6 P.M. and co:
until midnight, the program :
tBurns
and
Allen,
Senato
■ Harry
Hershfield, Joe Lau
Lowell Thomas, Gabriel Heat
[ton Berle, Dr. I. Q., Arlene
I; and
"Blind Marion
Date" Huttc
pres*
CaroleherLandis,
I lis Brooks, the Quiz Kids,
: Joseph Ball, Nan Merriman
i Merrill. Nora Stirling, Phi
I and the orcnestras of Les Brc
Block and NBC, Ted Slaterprogram with Bill Stern, Ted
Don Dunphy, Red Barber, B:
Harry Wismer, Clem McCa
Benny
Show Leonard.
was prepared by t
through the committee
hej
Harry Brandt.

Rites TodayTreasurer
for Loew's
Assistant

Managers' Guild Asks
Dispute Go to WLB

(Continued from Page 1)
eral Chapel, 76th Street and Amsterdam Avenue. During her quarter
century with Loew's she has also
served as personal secretary to David
Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer, and has been in charge of all
insurance matters for the circuit's
theaters. She is survived by two
sisters and two brothers.

(Continued from Page 1)
with RKO certified to the War Labor Five New Pix to Start
Board after both sides were unable West Coast Bureau of THE FIL
Hollywood — Five new pic
to reach a compromise on salaries
production this week,
and hours. RKO was represented by into
total of 48 shooting.
N. Peter Rathvon, its president, W.
B. England and Monroe Goldwater,
the circuit's counsel.
Contract negotiations between the
company and the union, which covers
managerial
help area,
in 41 were
of thecalled
circuit's
houses in this
off
several weeks ago.

Neilan Fox Assoc. Producer
West

Coast

Bureau

Hollywood —
been- made an
20th-Fox and
be "The Davs

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Marshal Neilan has
associate producer at "Strawberry Blonde" Off
Warners has dropped its plan to
his initial picture will
Are Dark."
re-issue "Strawberry Blonde."

SMD BIRTH
GREETINGS I
November
Eleanor Powell
Walter Branson

21
James C
Vivian

ly; November 21, 1944
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Free Distribs.
ouble Taxation

BRIEfinG THE DAY'S DEWS

(Continued from Page 1)

jset a precedent for further atto rule out double taxation,
'■(details on the meeting were
pie here yesterday
and will
;ly not be for some time to
The discussion is not in terms
particular commodity group
her in terms of overall policy.
3 concerned only incidentally,
p concern is a real one for disirs and foreign managers.

|

Monarch Pictures
porated in Albany

j (Continued from Page 1)

0 Exchange Place, Manhattan,
candied incorporation of Monictures, Inc., declined yesterdisclose the principals in the
)mpany or give specific inion as to its aims and pur-

■ern Electric Observing
|p*h Anniversary
[y, more than 1,350 employes
sing the local telephone disig and repair plant of the
n Electric Co. at 395 Hudson
1 observe the 75th anniversary
r company. Since 1904 this
.ation has supplied the daily
me needs of the New York
me Co.
Moore, the company's local
tic, states that Western Electhe manufacturing, purchas. supply unit of the Bell Sys'ind during World War II it
; ome the nation's largest projpf communications and eleci equipment
for the armed

NEW

POSTS

^ER, manager, New Clark Theater, Barry,
TEFALCO,
Roger
Mahan
Enterprises
| Waterbury, Conn.
ARALSON,
salesman.
Monogram
exile. Dallas.
•MAN,
branch manager,
Monogram exe, Portland,
Ore.
CONNELL,
■'RAIKER,

projectionist, Pasadena, Deprojectionist,

P. BOUGHEY,
i Detroit.

supervisor,

Columbia,

De-

Broder The-

vllE, manager, Seville, Detroit.
T MOORE, assistant cashier, Monogram,
tngeles.
.LLIN, biller, Monogram, Los Angeles.
*CER, RKO
publicity, Chicago.
H CARDINIER, feature booker, Schine
:rs, Cleveland.
AH MACKEY,
Cleveland.

short booker, Schine the-

3RAIVES, Ohio district manager, Schine,
and.

Single Nat'l Exhib.
Organization Urged

Gassner-Nichols Pick 'Em
Pix selected by John Gassner and
Dudley Nichols for their forthcoming tome, Best Film Plays of 194344, to be published by Crown Publishers, include "Wilson," "Going My
Way," "The Miracle of Morgan's
Creek," "The More the Merrier,"
"The Purple Heart," "Dragon Seed,"
"Watch on the Rhine," "The Ox-Bow
Incident," "Madame Curie" and "Hail
the Conquering Hero." Screenplay
of the
1942 pic "Casablanca," will
also
be included.
•
First Dividend in 23 Years
Montreal — A dividend of $1 per
share has been declared on the common stock of Marcus Loew's Theatres, Ltd., payable Dec. 30, to shareholders of record Dec. 8. This is the
first dividend on these shares since
1921. It is hoped that earnings will
permit a dividend of this amount being paid quarterly, it is officially
stated.
•
Ascap Tables Leasing Plan
Decision on the leasing of the Anderson Art Galleries at 59th and
Park Ave. for permanent headquarters of Ascap was tabled at a special meeting of the board yesterday
until their next regular meeting
Nov. 30.
•
WB Wins V-Loan Flag
Toronto — For subscribing 118 per
cent over quota in the Seventh Victory Loan, Warners' exchange here
has been presented with a special
pennant by the Canadian Government.
•
To Release MOI Shorts
"A Date With a Tank" and "The
Story of Father Cuyten," made by
the British Ministry of Information,
will be released in this country in
December by Hoffberg Productions.
•
Otto Reddig Joins Brandt
East Orange, N. J.— Otto Reddig,
owner of the Ormont here and Windsor in West Orange, has joined the
Brandt organization for their buying and booking service, effective
immediately.

New Fred Gamble House
(Continued from Page 1)
Tacoma, Wash. — Fred Gamble,
theatre operator is opening a sec- Hated and independent, can get some
ond theater Dec. 1st at American unity into their own trade associations, what chance is there to get it
Lake Gardens, to serve the civilian
the industry?"
personnel of Mt. Rainier' Ordnance throughout
Unity with the producers and disDepot.
•
tributors doesn't seem to work out
Kyser Asks More Touring Time
very
he of
said,
adding too
that much
"too
much well,
conflict
interests,
Chicago — Kay Kyser, is asking self-interest, in Hollywood and New
Columbia to postpone the starting
date of his next film, so that he can York, too much wrangling and fightover film
andhope
terms"
play more
Army dates in the north- makesing unity
too prices
much to
for.
west territory.
However,
Kuykendall
asserted
that
•
"unity among exhibitors may be quite
New Fla. House for Para.
possible to achieve and would be
West Palm Beach, Fla. — Para- essential to any industry unity."
The foundation for such unity
mount has taken a lease on a twostory air-conditioned theater build- among exhibitors (and also for any
ing to be erected by Arthur J. Phelan national exhibitor organization) is
of New York on the site of the old bound to be the local trade association of theater owners, he wrote; and
Jefferson Hotel.
•
in that respect, Kuykendall contended
Limiting
Production
Plans
that the "only practical and workable organization plan ever devised
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Following his return for unity among exhibitors throughout the country is the MPTOA new
from New York, Herbert J. Yates,
president of Republic Productions, organization structure adopted in
announced his policy of limiting production plans to not more than three
Kuykendall said that "one thing
months in advance had been endorsed that' destroys, exhibitor unity is to
organize the small independent exby exhibitors.
hibitors against the affiliated or part•
ly affiliated circuits, and sometimes
Hope in Cleveland PA
also the independent circuits. And it
Cleveland — Bob Hope will come is1932."
just as destructive and shorthere to be master of ceremony at the
sighted for self-centered affiliated
annual Press Children party held at
circuits to underthe Public Auditorium on Nov. 30. and partly-affiliated
mine and disrupt the local exhibitor
•
organization, rather than extend
Larson "Loaned" to ODT
sympathetic co-operation and help on
Detroit — William Larson, manager its constructive and protective acof Film Truck Service, has been
The many problems that will arise
"loaned" to the Cleveland office of the
Office of Defense Transportation for after the war will need the attention
of
a unified exhibitor organization,
special assignment in connection with tivities."
Kuykendall indicated. An expanded
gasoline cases in that territory.
MPTOA can provide an adequately
•
staffed national headquarters for the
Weitschats As Censor, Critic
Detroit — The Weitschat brothers constant use of all its members and
are apparently moving in to form a local associations, Kuykendall concluded in pointing out some of the
"monopoly" on the local film business. Al Weitschat has long been the association's post-war plans.
film critic for the Detroit News.
Currently, his brother, Louis, is
starting in on assignment as police
censor of films, reviewing them before brother Al gets a crack at them.

Trop Starting Industrial
J. D. Trop, film producer, starts
shooting today for the American
Film Center on the industrial feature
in color, "The Red Wagon," based
on the life of G. F. Swift, of Swift
& Co.

Technicolor to Pay 25c

Mrs. Howard McBride Dead
Spokane, Wash. — Mrs. Howard McBride 53, wife of the theater owner,
recently discharged from Army, died
in a Seattle Hospital.

"Uncertain Feeling" Booked
"That Uncertain Feeling" has been
booked over the RKO and Fabian
circuits. Pic is now being distributed
through Exclusive Pictures, headed
by Saul Solomon.

Deliveries Not Affected
Boston — Strike of truck drivers,
members of Local 25, International
Teamsters Union, is not affecting
film deliveries.

THEATER DEALS

Technicolor's board of directors
has declared a dividend of 25c pershare payable Dec. 15, to stockholders of record at the close of business
on Nov. 30.

Show "To Have" Dec. 18
National tradeshowing of WB's
"To Have and Have Not" has been
set for Dec. 18.

Detroit— The Hazel Park Theater
in the north end suburb of Hazel
Park has been taken over by Lew
Betterly, formerly organist at the
Broadway-Capitol. Former owners
were Eddie Pasco, who has retired,
Army.Leonard Slepski, now in the
and
Sarasota, Fla. — Central Theaters,
Inc. of Lakeland, a subsidiary of
Paramount Theaters, has purchased
the Ritz theater building for approximately $47,600. Theater is now
operating under Sparks lease.
Burt, la. — Herbert Weise has purchased the Burt from Dr. Bahne
Bahnson and has taken over operation.
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"PRC has a box-office winner in
'The Great Mike'... A delightful,
human and warm sfory."

THE GREAT
W,
ft**

"'THE GREAT MIKE'... is certain
to gallop in a winner at the
b. o. feedbox... Entire cast torn

'Teeming with action and triplethreat sentiment . . .Thrills abound
with every race."

in neat performances."

s?^

"Original story twists, fine performances, smoothly-paced direction

*o*

best"
...one of the company's

\M |*

ta£

lAl**

h
"The picture will rate high wit
y
PRC customers and secure man
pany's
a booking beyond the com
."
present sales list

"Warm

h^

X

ft-

and friendly little film...

Story values will be recognized
for their familiarity, but they
have registered before."

"With plenty of innate taste and
has
good judgment, the studio
brought home what looks like
a sure winner.

n i

rtTHE GREAT MIKE' is a hea
warming and thoroughly
entertaining

picture."

"The story adds up to a delightful
tale which not only will please
ters
small boys but will carry olds

(ty

back to their kidhood."

'An unbeatable combination
All the thrills of saddle racing."
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M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York H. Y.
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TEN CENTS

RC BUYS EXCHANGES, TO ADD THEATERS
ank Deal for Half of Canadian
hanson and Masters to
■{ in Saddle; Rank to
Board Representation

WAC

Acquisition of eight exchanges
and plans for the purchase of theaters in key cities were announced yesterday by Leon
Fromkess, president of PRC Pictures, Inc. In line
with its expansion

First chairman of the distributors' committee was William A. Scully of Universal who was followed by William F. Rodgers of M-G-M. Depinet was elected
to succeed Rodgers.

$3,634,863 RK0 Net To Test Permanency
For 39- Week Period Of a Consent Award

Net profit after all charges of
RKO Corp. and subsidiaries for the
39 weeks ended Sept. 30, 1944, was
$3,634,863, compared with $5,008,074
for the corresponding 1943 period,
the company announced yesterday.
Profit from operations before deducting depreciation, taxes and dividends was $10,293,035, compared with
I ere will be no appeal from the
(Continued on Page 13)
Jjion
in the asMomand
inasmuch
the time anti-trust
limit for
jal expired in Oklahoma City on 4,500 Loew Employes Will
, 16. Reports from Oklahoma
j indicated that both Paramount Receive Holiday Bonuses
(Continued on Page 31
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., announced yesterday
side to Boost Balm
that a holiday bonus would be paid
to approximately 4,500 employes in
nanded to $1,350,000
the home office, exchanges, theaters
and Radio Station WHN. The bonus
Corp.,
ment
ie Hillside Amuse
the same as that of last year.
itop of the Mayfair Theater, is
Employes
whose salaries are up to
ide, N. J., was granted a motion $40 a week and who have been in
;rday in New York Federal
employ a year or more
t to file a supplemental com- the company's
(Continued on Page 3)
Iitincreasing damages in its trust
(Continued on Page 8)

Momand Appeal as
ie Limit Expires

program,
expects toPRC
acquire
and operate
b y
May 1, 1945, a
major domestic
portion of
its

distribution.
Exchanges acquired
The permanency of a consent
from franchise
award in an arbitration proceeding
holders during the
may be tested through the filing of
last 10 days are
those in Dallas,
a demand for arbitration by the Davestan Amusement Co., operating the
LEON FROMKESS
Los Angeles, CinKent Theater, Newark, N. J.
cinnati, CleveIn 1942, the complainant filed a
land, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Omaha
and
case charging that the 14-day clear- Des Moines.
ance granted to the Regent Theater,
(The Film Daily on Nov. 16 ex(Continued on Page 13)
(Continued on Page 8)

OWI Plans Huge
Raw Stock Saving

jVariety
Clubsto Convention
Calls Execs,
Capital

Annual meeting of the Variety
Clubs of America gets under way
semi-officially tomorrow night at the
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Statler Hotel in Washington and offi- Washington
Washington — Close to adoption
cially Friday morning. The Humanitarian award to Secretary of State now is a theatrical
revised plan
for OWI's
releases
which
Cordell Hull will be made Friday domestic (Continued
on Page 3)
night at the Mayflower Hotel.
Among the acceptances of attendance from New York are Barney Bal(Continued on Page 3)
RanU Won't Invade

South African Field

Schenck Names Dimes Aides

*ara. 'Streamlining'
Exhibition Contract
Paramount is preparing a "streamied" exhibition contract which
ill be shorter in size and content,
•t at the same time safeguarding
e interests of both the company
<d the exhibitors. While a draft
the new contract has been com«ted, it has not yet been apoved by the sales department.

T YOUR

Finalized

Plans Higher Pix Budgets;
Deals With Major Producing Units Will be Closed

Distributors' Division to Elect Today;
Annual Meeting of WAC Scheduled Nov. 30

Annual meeting of the Distributors' Division of the WAC is scheduled for
today when a new chairman will be elected to succeed Ned E. Depinet who
has completed his year of service. It was reported yesterday that possible
candidates include Charles Reagan, Paramount sales chief, and Abe Montague,
sales head of Columbia.

<ondon (By Cable) — J.
,aur Rank's deal for the ac'ition of a half interest in
-Odeon Circuit of Canada, coming some 90 theaters, has been
..zed, and formal joint announceI; here and in Toronto is expected
r today or tomorrow.
is rumored that the Rankin deal involves payment of $5,♦00 which would be used for theexpansion in the Dominion.
5 ul L. Nathanson will continue
(Continued on Page 13)

Odeon

Executive Group, Committee
Seven Hollywood Stars
On Sixth Drive Swings
Seven Hollywood stars, — ■ Ingrid
Bergman, Paul Lukas, Alexander
Knox, Linda Darnell, George Murphy,
Janet Blair, and Franchot Tone — ,
are
making
p.a.'s at war
Bondnowrallies
in connection
withplant
the
(Continued on Page 3)

PARTICIPATION

IN THE

SMASHING

Heads Picked

Nicholas M. Schenck, national
chairman of the industry's 1945
March of Dimes drive set for Jan. '
25-31, yesterday announced the Executive Committee that will pilot the
campaign. The group comprises:
Barney Balaban, Joseph Bernhard,
Harry Brandt, Oscar A. Doob, Gus
Eyssell, Si Fabian, Harry Kalmine,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Charles C. Mos(Continued on Page 13)

SIXTH

DRIVE

MEASURE

YOUR

London (By Cable) — Persistent
reports that J. Arthur Rank is planning to enter the South African theater field, presumably in opposition
to the well-entrenched Schlesinger
interests there, are without foundation, itwas authoritatively learned
by THE FILM DAILY yesterday.
Rank will not build there, nor
will he acquire an interest in existing theaters although it is understood
overtures have been made to him
to acquire the Lury Circuit of 40
theaters.

THANKS

TOMORROW

€fl\
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Milwaukee — Following funeral
services, remains of George K. Kitzinger, 60, veteran journalist and Atlanta staff correspondent for The
Film Daily, were interred in Spring
Hill Cemetery here yesterday. He
died in Atlanta on Friday from a
heart attack in the Winecoff Hotel
where he resided.
Although he inherited a fortune
from his father, the late Otto Kitzinger of this city, he continued his
active role as a newspaperman and
won civic renown in Atlanta by annually playing freelance Santa Claus
to the city's children, donning a red
and white costume and dispensing
gifts. Upondisclosed
his death,
executors
thathishe estate's
would

Archibald, Del Giudice and
Ostrer Head Rank Studios

London (By Cable) — Completion
of J. Arthur Rank's production setup, expected in early December, will
see George Archibald, Filippo Del
Giudice and Maurice Ostrer forming
a triumvirate, it is learned. Archibald, who returned from New York
this week, will be managing director
of Independent Film Producers, Del
Giudice will head up Two Cities films
and Ostrer, Gainsborough.
Aiming for the world market, it is
understood that Rank, among other
things, will place emphasis upon
Technicolor's use in production. He
is committed to three color pix in addition to the Laurence Olivier production of "Henry V," which will
have its world premiere at the Carlton
here
on Nov. 27. United Artists
continue his role as "Santa," for his
will provides gifts to youth organiza- will distribute the pic in the U. S.,
tions. He also bequeathed $15,000 as it will all other top Rank pix save
in securities and real estate to the
"The Way Ahead," which 20thFox distributes.
Ann Lynch home for show people, one,
and $22,000 in securities for a Kitzinger Memorial Library at the
Northwestern Military and Naval
"God
MyMacon,
Co-Pilot"
To BowIs in
Ga.
Academy, Lake Geneva, Wis.
To the Georgia 4-H Club he left
$13,000 to be used in setting up the
Macon, Ga., has been selected as the
George K. Kitzinger Honorary Award scene of the special world premiere
for the outstanding 4-H Club boy of "God is My Co-Pilot," tentatively
or girl each year.
fixed for Mar. 15, it was announced

Jarrett New York Trip
Not on Maxwell Deal

Wednesday, November 22 ?

DAILY :

Comma and GOI
BARNEY

BALABAN

is due

by plane
after 10 days at the
wood
studios.

in New

Yc

company

HARRY
M. WARNER
and CHARLES
went to Washington yesterday from New
HARRY H. UNTERFORT, city man
RKO-Schine houses, Syracuse, is in Clover
a business meeting.
GEORGE A. HICKEY, M-G-M's West I
trict manager, is due to arrive on Hi
Saturday from Ohio.
SOPHIE ROSENSTEIN, dramatic coacr ,
Warners' studio, is due in New York toe
the Coast.
GERALDINE
FITZCERALD
has arrived
East from the Coast
and is spending
in Connecticut.
BARRINCTON C. GAIN and DR. ALE
CALPERSON, representatives of ). Arth
of London, are en route to England.
JIMMY
ELLISON,
flm
player, will J
New
York tomorrow
from
the Coast
1
rehearsals for a co-starrng role in Howar
Broadway production,
"Good
Night Ladit !
BOB BURNS is due here early in Decei
JUDY

GARLAND

arrives next Monday.

DARRYL ZANUCK
in December.
HERMAN
SAM
New

RIPPS,

is due here the Hi
Metro

GARDNER,
manager
York visitors.

WILLIAM
Hollywood.
IRVING
week.

WILDER
BERLIN

Albany

mana:!

in Salt Lake

is en

GJ

route he

is due from the Co

yesterday by Harry M. W'arner, WB
president, following a series of conCOM. ARTHUR WILLIAM JARRETT, I
ferences here between Warner offifor Caumont-British Pictures
cials and a committee representing controller
has returned to England.
Macon and the State of Georgia.
GEORGE
ARCHIBALD,
controller
of I
London (By Cable) — The American Film is based on the career of Col.
visit of Com. Arthur W. Jarrett, Robert Lee Scott, Georgia native. son. tish Ministry of Informaton, arrived in
• (Tuesday, Nov. 21) ■
from the U. S.
terminated last week, was entirely
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Committee which came to New
unconnected with any sale of Mrs.
Net
York included Mayor Charles Bow- Raphael Leaving WHN
High
Low
Close
Chg.
John Maxwell's 25 per cent interest den; Lamarr Swift, city manager for
Am, Seat
- 16V2
16V2
16V2
in Associated British Cinemas, it was Lucas & Jenkins Theaters; Carmage For Coast Music Post
Col. Ficts. vtc. (2l/2% I 20' 8 20
20
—
l/8
learned reliably yesterday. In some Walls, business manager of The
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
quarters, there was a disposition to Macon Telegraph and News, and
Fred Raphael, head of MCon. Fm. Ind. pfd
28%
28%
28% —
%
Eastern music department and
Ellsworth Hall, Jr., city attorney.
East. Kodak
I691/4 168
1691/4 + 1% link Jarrett's trip with a possible
71%
deal
by
Mrs.
Maxwell
with
Warners
211/4
do pfd
8i/4
27%
program director, has tenders
8%
71
Sen. Prec. Eq
21%l/2 21 V4 +
l/4 which also has a 25 per cent interest
resignation, effective Dec. 15, tc
271/2
Sam
Sax
to
Produce
713/4 _
5/8 in the major circuit. Mrs. Maxwell
Loew's, Inc
89%
Paramount
a West Coast organization whic
27%
3/8
8%
+
%
is
understood
standing
by
her
denial,
25%
RKO
introduce a musical service for
32%
89 —
3/8 made early in the month, that she is Feature,
32%
RKO S6 pfd
"Boys
for
Sale"
After a 16-year association
25 3,4 89
12%
25%
2C.h Century-Fox
disposing of her holdings.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY the Loew organization, Raphat
3%
323/4 _
y8
20th Century-Fox pfd
1%
23/4
Warner
Bros
Hollywood
—
Sam
Sax
will
produce
represent Shapiro, Bernstein .
1%2% 12%
23/4 123/4
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Commander Jarrett's visit was con- "Boys for Sale" based on an idea and a group of standard E;
Monogram Picts
3%
3i/2
cerned with Admiralty business only by Joseph Causino, representative music companies to sell synchn
1
3%
RKO cvs
The Film Daily was informed here of St. Louis YMCA, who is an
33A
Sonotone Corp
tion rights to the publishers' ti
21
Technicolor
21
+
1/4
authority on boys' clubs. Sax has
33/4 —
% yesterday.
201
21 s
Trans-Lux
not
made
releasing
arrangements
as
20
Universal Pictures
20
—
%
yet but will give a percentage of
Ross Federal Recruits
profits to the YMCA. He will also
Shaping Local 771 Pact
SEEKING
A DEPENDAB!
make "Why Girls Leave Home," for
Ex-Gov't
Investigators
Contract between Motion Picture
release by Republic. He bought
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR Y0I
Film Editors, Local 771, IATSE, and
Ross Federal has added a complete rights to the property from Warners.
the newsreel companies and shorts division of trained former Governproducers here is being put in final
ment and state investigators to its Lab. Contract Talks Start
shape for signing by representatives
national staff, it was reported yesof both parties soon.
The Eastern laboratories and the
terday by D. A. Ross, general manINTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Laboratory Techniager. Many of these men have been MotionciansPicture
Dependable service . . . Low cost .
Union,
Local
702,
IATSE,
start
drawn from the FBI, United States
45 year's experience
stadiums,
amusementserving
parks,theatre
etc.
today in the Hotel PiccadilMarshal's office and, as in New Eng- huddling
ly in their efforts to work out a basic
We can supply your needs. Ro
land, from the Governor's office in
machine folded, reserve seats, et
Massachusetts.
agreement. Contracts with the labWrite tor samples, prices or other informal
oratories expire on March 10, 1945.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.
Investigators added this week
were John A. Hasselbrook, formerly Al Daff, Returning
attached to the Governor's staff in
Boston, and John Gunn, for 23 years
London (By Cable)— Al Daff, vicea detective in the New York Police
TICKET
£§§* COMPAN
president of Universal InternationDepartment All investigators are
52 GRAFTON AVE. vjg/ Newark, n
al Films, who has been over here for
Sales Offices in Principal Centers
under the direction of Arthur Jaeger, survey and conference purposes,
former U. S. marshal.
leaves for New York this week.

finnncifiL

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONA
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VI Plans Huge
■ w Stock Saving
i Continued from Page 1)
result in a saving of about a
pn feet of raw stock monthly on
•reels and a large, though in- ite, footage, on the shorts reel through WAC.
So far as the
i are concerned, the semi-month'■m bulletins, which used to run
1 225 to 250 feet, are out after
Sixth War Loan.
I:e new plan calls for suggestions
OWI to the reels for subjects
e shot in from 75 to 85 feet.
new arrangement gets close to
(original newsreel
arrangement
3 id out when OWI was first or"Sed, with Lowell Mellett's bursupplying ideas and occasional
ige to the reels.
On special
as — such as technical matters
' neome tax — OWI will shoot for
ie reels; in most instances, how* the reels will handle the ma'[ individually.
Monthly Saving
;e of the news portion of the
'will remain the same, about 750
with the extra portion only
t 75 feet instead of from 225 to
3tfeet.
Saving is estimated
at
,000 feet per month
by OWI
vhief Taylor Mills.
s change
is already agreed
Discussed
here Monday by
and WAC executives Francis E.
lion, John Flin nand Tom Baily
a plan for paring the footage
in the OWI- WAC shorts series.
e will continue to be issued twice
/hly, but the number of prints
ch will be halved wherever posIn some cases, where speedy
ibution is not necessary,
the
: >er might be cut by two-thirds.
' effect this means that instead of
, rints of each short — the present
I— a good half of the releases
only 230.
343 prints,
J'appear
in onlyinabout
Detailswith
on
ibution, and ways of overcoming
ie booking of OWI shorts in a
jje theater, are being worked out.
^ags will be substantial.
rlls emphasized that no final dei on this new plan has been
ed, but said he thought some- like it would have to be effect-

M BIRTHDAY
MEETINGS TONovember 22
Lee Patrick
Frank P. Rosenberg
Arthur DeBra
Felix A. Jenkins
Sam Silver
Harry A. Simons
Bobby
Burns
Sally
Bliss
November 23,
Hobart Henley
Brad King
Rosetta Duncan
■«oris Karloff
Jules Girden
f Harpo Marx
Jean Prothero
erde Bruggner
Louis M Cold

W^V

OAILY

No Momand Appeal as
THflilKSGIVinG, the SIKTH and V0U Time Limit Expires
Editorial-

THANKSGIVING

DAY

is essentially

a day

for

spiritual

reflection.

of keeping with the significance of this holiday to discuss War

It would
Bonds

be

out

in the light

of $4 for every $3 invested by an individual in this war-born security. What, then, is
there about the purchase of extra War Bonds in this Sixth
War Loan to merit editorial link with Thanksgiving Day?
The very origin of the observance gives you the answer.
Thanksgiving Day was born from the desire to acknowledge
Divine aid for the blessings of the year, for the plentiful harvest,
for the opportunity for families to reassemble under one roof,
for America, land of liberty and opportunity, where the motion
picture has attained its fullest development.
Thanksgiving Day, 1944, is a day of war, a day of family separation, aday of dying for many of the film industry in foreign
lands. You are fighting a war to destroy barbarians who would
enslave you and make Thanksgiving Days a mockery forever after.
Without the money you are providing through the sale of
Smashing Sixth Bonds or are lending your Government through
their purchase to fight those enemies, night would fall on you.
Your country cannot get along without your War Bond purchases.
You
can
make
future Thanksgiving
Days
a fine American
of God and your full support of the Smashing
Sixfrh.

Seven Hollywood Stars
On Sixth Drive Swings
(Continued from Page 1)
"Smashing Sixth," and are serving
as WFC co-chairmen of States they
are visiting.
Ingrid Bergman is now visiting
Minnesota cities and will remain in
that State until next Saturday. Bob
William of Warners' studio is accompanying her. Paul Lukas is touring Ohio cities until next Tuesday,
accompanied by Connie Krebs of the
RKO Radio lot.
Alexander Knox and Linda Darnell,
accompanied by Peggy McNaught
of 20th-Fox, are now visiting Pennsylvania. Miss Darnell will remain
until Dec. 2, and Knox until next
Sunday. Massachusetts is George
Murphy's "beat" until next Tuesday. M-G-M's Andy Hervey is his
"convoy." Janet Blair, with Norman
Manning, will be in South Carolina
Nov. 27-28 and in Georgia Nov. 29Dec. 2. Franchot Tone is appearing
in cities of New York State and will
do so until the drive's end.
Details of the plan were arranged
via the Hollywood Victory Committee, WAC, and Harry Brandt, national chairman of the campaign.
On Monday, George Murphy, film
star, appeared at Boston's Bethlehem
Simpson Yard before 2,000 workers.
Later he visited workers at the Murray Co. where that organization's
officials bought $200,000 worth of
Bonds.

Para. Employes Pledged
To All-Out Drive Effort
Paramount's metropolitan area
employes attending a Sixth War
Loan rally in the home office recreation room pledged their "all-out"
aid yesterday in putitng the drive
over the top via buying the "E"
securities themselves and vending the
issue to others. The meeting was
addressed by Harry Brandt, industry's national chairman for the campaign, and by Adolph Zukor, Para-

family

day

with

—PHIL

the
M.

(Continued

from Page 1)

and Momand would have filed a crossappeal if the other had filed an apDecision ruled that Momand had
not been damaged except in Wewoka
and Shawnee, the former by Parapeal.
mount and the latter by Griffith circuit. Whether Paramount will pay
single or treble damages awaits the
decision of a special master in New
York appointed by the bankruptcy
court, as Paramount was in 77B at
the time damages were first claimed
by Momand.
Single damages
ed to approximately
$12,500. amount-

help

DAILY

Mich. Co-op Theaters
Adds 2 Shafer Houses
Detroit — Addition of two more theaters to Co-Operative Theaters of
Michigan, one of the earliest and
largest booking co-operatives in the
country, was announced by James F.
Sharkey, general manager of the organization. New members are the
Wayne Theater at Wayne and the
Shafer Theater at Garden City, both
the only theaters in their respective
suburban communities. Both are
owned by Walter Shafer, who is planning to erect a third house in the
same general territory.
The new lineup gives Co-Operative
86 member theaters in Detroit and
suburbs, with 18 members upstate.
Ted Baldwin with Goldstein

Variety Clubs Convention
Calls Execs, to Capital
(Continued

from Page 1)

aban, Austin Keough, Claude Lee,
Spyros Skouras, Tom Connors, Will
H. Hays, Harry Warner, S. Charles
Einfeld, Jack Cohn, Ray Johnston,
J. R. Grainger, George Schaefer,
Herman Robbins, George Dembow, N.
Peter Rathvon, Nate Blumberg, William Scully, Ed Rafteiw, Grad Sears,
Tony Muto, Edmund Reek, Leo McCarthy, J. Robert Rubin, Ben Kalmenson, Charlie Berns, Al Richard,
Charles Reagan, Louis Sobol, Neil
Agnew, Hugh Owen, Edward L. McEvoy, Tom Baily, Ben Shlyen and
Mori Krushen.

4,500 Loew Employes Will
Receive Holiday Bonuses
(Continued from Page 1)

will receive two weeks' salary, not
exceeding $50. Those getting up to
$40 a week and with the company six
months but less than a year will receive a week's salary, but not to exceed $25.
mount's board chairman, as well as
Holiday bonus was announced early
Leonard Goldenson, vice-president in this year so that employes who
charge of theater operations.
wanted to buy extra War Bonds could
Brandt stressed importance of im- make plans accordingly.
pressing on the public that Bonds
can be bought at theaters on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, when
Two-Ply Circulation
other issuing agencies are closed,
and praised the Paramount organizaFor Loew's Tabloid
tion for being in the forefront of
Oscar A. Doob's publicity staff,
every Bond campaign to date. Attending the rally with Brandt were
as part of Loew's local area campaign on "Since You Went Away,"
William F. Crockett, industry's vicechairman, and Max A. Cohen, chairhas published Loew's Home Front
News, a tab newspaper in five sepman of special events.
arate editions, — one for each of
Other speakers included Lt. Col.
four boroughs, Manhattan, Bronx,
Roswell P. Rosengren and Capt. RayBrooklyn and Queens, and a fifth for
mand W. Wild, war heroes who acsuburban areas. Although serving
companied the National Sixth War
as promotion for the film, the tab
Loan Committee on its national tour,
newspaper contents are beamed to
and T/Sgt. Everett Winner, South
interest men and women of the
Pacific veteran, who spoke in behalf
armed forces, and civilian readers
of the Treasury's WFC. Entertainreceiving the issues are asked to
ment of a patriotic nature highmail them to G-l Joe, G-l Jane, et
lighted rendition
meeting's program,
and included
of the National
al, after perusing 'em.
Anthem by Lucy Monroe.
Ted Baldwin, formerly with Columbia handling promotion, joins
Monday.
Jack
Goldstein's staff at Vanguard
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M*G*M SWEEPS
EXHIBITOR VOTE
IN BOXOFFICE
MAGAZINE
SURVEY!
Bonds Buy Bombs! Sock 'em with the 6th!

,

FIRST STAR OF THE SCREEN!
TOPS

BY THOUSANDS

BAROMETER

"ALL-AMERICAN

VOTED

GARSON

GREER

IN BOXOFFICE

OF

EXHIBITORS

SCREEN

POLL"

EXTRA!
Miss Carson
is upholding
her honors as
First Star of
the Screen.
'Mrs. Partington"
sets new
M-G-M

records

at Radio City
Music Hall
and tops M-G-M' s
Biggest in advance
engagements
everywhere!

SA*G*M

"FIRSTS

//

It was the biggest exhibitor vote ever!

M

M-G

M FIRST

M-G

M FIRST

M-G

M FIRST

M-G

M FIRST

Highest percentage in "Top Hits" class!
Leading star of all — Greer Garson!
Most in male-female star vote!

M-G

M FIRST

Tops in female stars!

M-G

M FIRST

Most in place-winning male stars!

M-G

M FIRST

Largest number of "Top Hits"!

Tops "Blue Ribbon" Monthly Awards!

m
H

YOU'VE GOT TO

BE GOOD

TO BE A LEADER FOR TWENTY

YEARS!

'flU
TW
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PRC Buys Exchanges,
To Add Theaters

REVIEWS Of DCUJ HLfflS
"Winged Victory

(Continued from Page 1)
clusively disclosed that PRC
was
dickering for the purchase of certain of its exchanges.)
The eight acquired exchanges
represent 40 per cent of the company's domestic distribution and options are said to have been obtained
on outlets representing up to 85 per
cent of the domestic sales.
Fromkess announced that since its
affiliation with Pathe Industries, Inc.,
PRC had shown steady growth. A
policy of higher budgeted pictures
has been adopted, he said, and for
that purpose the company last year
acquired its own studio. Further increases have been approved by the
board of directors on the basis of
box office results shown on its recent releases.
Approval has also been given by
the board with respect to proposals
by major producing units which will
distribute through PRC exchanges.
Fromkess said that negotiations covering these deals had been in progress for some time and that they
will be concluded upon his return to
Hollywood next week. He emphasized that by its forward strides,
PRC would become a prominent factor in the industry.
An announcement regarding added
sales personnel will be made shortly
by Leo J. McCarthy, general sales
manager. New personnel will include
the appointment of three additional
division sales managers.

20th-Fox

Hillside to Boost Balm
Demanded to $1,350,000

Edmond O'Brien, Sgt. Mark Daniels, Cpl.
Barry Nelson — through the various phases
of their training and into the service.
Their tale is not without tragedy. The
love side of their lives is not overlooked

(Continued from Page 1)
suit against the majors and their subsidiaries from $900,000 to $1,350,000.
At the same time the court denied
20th-Fox's move to vacate, the examination of Joseph Schenck, originally scheduled for today. On Hillside's petition the court postponed
the examination to Nov. 27.
The defendants are charged with
conspiracy to prevent the plaintiff
from obtaining first-run product.

THEATER DEALS
Philadelphia — The Douglas, a
neighborhood house, has been purchased from Harold and William
Margulies by D. Rovner at a cost of
$18,000.

130 Mins.

MOSS HART STAGE SHOW CONVERTED
INTO
SMASH
FILM
ENTERTAINMENT;
ONE OF YEARS
BEST.
The Moss Hart tribute to the American
Air Forces has been transferred from stage
medium to screen in so superlative a fashion that it will win acclaim everywhere.
"Winged

Victory" zooms high as entertainment, possessing everything to touch
cff the box office spark. To give it a

place among the top films of
would be simple justice.

the

year

The production, one of the most creditable turned out by Darryl F. Zanuck, who
has spared nothing to make the film a
powerhouse of entertainment, is as fine a
compliment as ever paid by Hollywood to
any branch of our armed service. The film
is a warm, human document shot through
with excitement and delivering a strong
emotional impact. Certainly no greater
eloquence has gone into the telling of the
story of those in our armed forces.
The movement of the story exerts a
powerful grip on the audience. The effect
is profound as the film relates in fascinating detail the moulding of our sky fighters.
Their hopes and aspirations, their laughter
and their heartaches are touched upon with
feeling and understanding. The story is given
conviction by an air of authenticity resulting
from the care that has gone into the physical production and from the fact that all
the players save a handful of distaff performers are actual members of the AAF,
among

them

being

many

known

to film-

goers.
The story fellows a group of buddies —
Pvt. Lon McCallister, Cpl. Don Taylor, Sgt.

in the effort to build up
strength of the film.

the emotional

Hart's screenplay, a grand job, has capital
direction
by George
Cukor.
The acting leaves little to be desired.
O'Brien, playing a Brooklyn rooter, steals
the attention. The femme players are
overshadowed by the men.
CAST: Pvt. Lon McCallister, Jeanne Crain,
S?t. Edmond O'Brien, |ane Ball, Sgt. Mark
Daniels, lo-Carroll Dennison, Cpl. Don Taylor,
ludy Holliday, Cpl. Lee J. Cobb. T/Sgt. Peter
Lind Hayes, Cpl. Alan Baxter. Ceraldine Wall,
Col. Red Buttons, Cpl. Barry Nelson, Sgt. Rune
Hultman, Cpl. Carry Merrill, Sgt. George Reeves,
Pfc. Ceorge Petrie, Pfc. Alfred Ryder, Cpl. Karl
Maiden, Pfc. Karl Maiden, Pfc. Martin Ritt,
Cpl. Harry Lewis. Cpl. Henrv Rowland, S/Sgt.
Sascha Brastoff, Cpl. Archie Robbins, Cpl. lack
Slate, Cpl. Red Buttons, Pfc. Henry Slate,
George Humbert, Cpl. Richard Hogan, Cpl. PhilMo Bourneuf, Cpl. Damian O'Flynn, Capt. Ray
Bidwell. Lt. Carroll Riddle.
CREDITS: Producer. Darryl F. Zanuck; Director, Ceorge Cukor; Screenplay, Moss Hart:
Based on play by Moss Hart; Cameraman, Glen
MacWilliams; Musical Score. Sgt. David Rose;
Art Directors, Lvle Wheeler, Lewis Creber;
Set Decorators, Thomas Little. Al Orenbach;
Film Editor, Barbara McLean; Special Effects,
Fred Sersen; Sound, Eugene Grossman, Roger
Heman.

Campbell, O. — F. H. Hathaway,
owner of the Bell Theater has just
negotiated a lease for the Palace
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Fine.
Theater, formerly operated by L. J.
Frisch. Hathaway plans to close the B & K Not Buying Essaness
house temporarily.
Chicago — Balaban & Katz denies
Cleveland — Sol Raives who bought the rumors, prevalent since the death
the Royal Theater in September, has of Sidney Spiegel, that it is purchassold it to Frank Lombardi.
ing the Essaness Circuit.

BRIEflM THE
DAY'S DEWS

"3 Is A Family"
with
Marjorie
Reynolds,
Charlie
!UA-Lesser

Ruggles
81 Mins.

RIPPING FARCE IS POTENT GLOOM
TIES.
CHASER WITH BIG B. O. POTENTIALIPraise be to Sol Lesser for the way
has brought the play by Phoebe

he

and Henry

Ephron to the screen.
This story of a family in wartime in
which the stork figures prominently is a
blessed event serving well the cause of
farce. It contains a bellyful of laughs
which should bear spanking grosses. In
truth, it's just what the doctor ordered.
The show follows an uninhibited course
under the pell-mell direction of Edward
Ludwig. The mad pace never permits
the attention to waver for an instant
throughout the footage!
The tale concerns the

confusion

that

enters the already-crowded home of Charlie
Ruggles and Fay Bainter when Marjorie
Reynolds, their daughter whose husband
is in the armed forces, moves in with her
baby twins as Jeff Donnell, wife of Arthur
Lake, their son, is in the process of having
a child. Other complications, some storkinspired, arise to add to the madness.
The acting is as frantic as the action.
Some of the choicest moments fall to
Ruggles;

Helen Broderick, his spinster sister-in-law; Hattie McDaniel, a maid, and
the late John Philliber, who delivers in a
big way
as the doctor.
CAST: Marjorie Reynolds, Charlie Ruggles,
Fay Bainter, Helen Broderick, Arthur Lake, Hattie McDaniel, Jeff Donnell, John Philliber, Walter
Catlett, Clarence Kolb, William Terry, Cheryl
Walker, Fred Brady, Margaret Early, Else janssen, Renie Riano, Warren Hymer, Clyde Fillmore,
Christian
Rub, Donna
and Elissa Lambertson.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Director, Edward Ludwig; Screenplay, Harry Chandlee, Marjorie L. Pfaelzer; Based on play by Phoebe and
Henry Ephron; Musical Score, Werner R. Heymann; Musical Director, Charles Previn; Cameraman, Charles Lawton, Jr.; Art Director, Al
Ybarra; Production Designers, Phil Paradise, ).
Patrick; Sound, Percy J. Townsend; Set Decorator, James E. Altwies; Film Editor, Robert
Crandall.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Willkie Memorial Building
Freedom House has

announce'

plan
to erect herebuilding
a Wendell
L. "V\
kie memorial
which
house groups seeking to advance
causes served by the late chain,
of the 20th-Fox board. Among
members of the committee which
organize and administer the build
fund is Spyros P. Skouras, head
20th-Fox, who will be one of
speakers at Freedom
anniversary
dinner inHouse's
the Ht\\
Commodore next Tuesday.

•
Nominated for Brig. Generals
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DA\

Washington — The President
;
terday sent to the Senate the n I
inations of Col. William J. Dono
and Col. David A. Sarnoff to
Brigadier Generals.•

RPS Honors Kodak's Capstaii

Rochester — John G. Capstan*. I
charge of a photographic divisioij
the Research Laboratories of I
Eastman Kodak Company, is the
cipient of an honorary fellowship
the Royal Photographic Society, l
of the highest honors in the ph'
terday.
graphic field, it was announced ;|

The Rochesterian last month j
ceived the SMPE Progress Meds

•
Defer $1,000,000 Suit

Chicago— The $1,000,000 damj
suit entered
by Thomas
Mm
against the distributors, on Fed
Judge Holly's calendar, has 1
postponed to Nov. • 27.

High in Patron Reaction

Sneak preview of Lester Cow
"Tomorrow— the World!" at Lot
Lexington brought in 602 comn
cards, representing 64 per cent of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY audience, said to be a new high
Lester Cowan Prod. Tabula
Hollywood — Building up of European film markets to pre-war position showed 93% per cent had n
as soon as countries and districts are cellent
Cowan's orfirst
production as
veryindie
good.
liberated is the hope of Government
•
agencies having control of raw film
stock; Harold Hopper, general man- French Okay Chevalier
Chevalier has been clei
ager of M-G-M, said yesterday fol- of Maurice
Nazi collaboration charges by
lowing his return from East, where
Music Halls Purge Committee,
he represented the industry in a re- terday.
view of the raw stock situation be- INS reported in a Paris cable
fore WPB.
Hopper said he found WPB, lendlease, the military services and other
Warners Set First
groups very co-operative in their attitude toward allocation of stock, as
7 French Release
well as is their belief that films
should concentrate on building up
First group of pictures dubbed
French to be distributed by Wai
morale in both Europe and here. He
added that they agreed with indusners in France will include: "Prival
try's contention that this work should
Lives of Elizabeth and Essex," "A
be carried on as soon as possible.
This and Heaven Too," "The Maltes:
Falcon," "George Washington Slej
There will be no cuts below present allocation of stock as has been
Here," "Air Force," "Sergeant York,
feared,
Hopper quoted WPB officials
and
"Yankee
Doodle
Dandy."
as saying.

Build Up European Film
Markets Quickly, Is Plan

s flNMWfe

V0S&

coitA.

FORTUNIO

BONANOVA

ALFREDO

de SA • HENRY

JOSEPH

SANTLEY,

Director

• RICHARD

•

DA SILVA • RICO de MONTEZ

Screenplay

ROY ROGERS

LANE • FRANK PUGLIA • AURORA

by

Frank

Gill

Jr.

and

Laura

Kerr

•

Original

MIRANDA

• LEON
Story

by

LENOIR
Richard

Engliih
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henck Names Aides
r March of Dimes
(Continued from Page 1)
ritz, Herman Robbins, Spyros P.
mras, Joseph R. Vogel and RichF. Walsh. Most of the members
sred in the successful drives of
4 and 1943.
Crnest Emerling was named to act
Lin as Public Relations Chairman,
n Connors will be Exchange Com,tee Chairman and Leonard Goldion will be Home Office Committee
iirman. Walter Vincent again will
k/e as Treasurer.
i!chenck will announce State chairla in the near future.

a Share on Kodak Com.
)osts Wage Dividends
jiochester, N. Y. — Eastman Kodak
inpany's board of directors yester| declared a quarterly dividend of
a share on common stock, 75 cents
ire than the September quarter,
ether with the regular $1.50 on
ferred stock.
'he increased dividend boosts the
e of wage dividends paid to thou[ds of Kodak employes from threeiirters per cent to one and onehth per cent of each eligible emye's total wages or salary for the
t five years. Under the new rate
estimated wage-dividends to be
id workers in the Western HemiLere will total $3,700,000 as corned with $2,075,069 paid early this
ir. Under the Kodak wage-divid formula $11.25 will be paid next
rch for each $1,000 earned since
9. Last March dividend wage
cks were given 38,316, including
715 in Rochester.

st Articles to P.D.
jarticles lost in theaters must be
<ned over to the Police Department
|t not held by the theaters, circuit
[ independent operators were told
terday at a meeting held in the
:es of the MPPDA. Session was
ed by the Police Department.

LUEDDinG BELLS
'hiladelphia — Gertrude Pressman,
retary to branch manager Al Daof the Monogram exchange, aninced her engagement to Pfc.
m Dobkin.
^hirley Bleendes, secretary to WalI Brooks, assistant to H. M. Richey
|!M-G-M, will be married Nov. 22
Lee Rich at the Esplanade, BrookPhiladelphia— Edith Werner, book?per in the Columbia exchange,
1 Sgt. Sidney Warren were mari here.

DAILY

SIXTH UJHR LOHR^
FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

Statue Replica, Starr's Work

The Times Square 55-foot replica
of the Statue of Liberty serving as
the pivot for the industry's Sixth
War Loan Bond Sale activities was
designed, built, and erected by Jake
Starr, of Artkraft-Strauss, who has
built more than 80 per cent of all
electric spectacles on Broadway
for the past 40 years, including the
giant cash register for the Fifth
Drive. Starr accepted payment for
only the bare labor and material
costs, and these in War Bonds, and
was the second purchaser of a Bond
at the unveiling ceremonies.
j Starr has been awarded the industry's gold "Medal of Honor" by
Harry Brandt, national drive chairman.

— DO YOUR

SHARE

61 Bond Premieres for Conn.
New Haven — Total War Bond Premieres to date in Connecticut tally
61, according to Harry F. Shaw and
Henry Needles, co-chairmen for the
Sixth War Loan. This already exceeds the total number arranged in
the Fifth War Loan and additions are
expected. Pledges of co-operation
have been received from 96 state
houses and 100 per cent co-operation
has been promised for Free Movie
Day Dec. 7. Breakdown of the premieres thus far gives indies 32, the
highest number in any campaign;
Warner's, 17, Loew's, 8, M & P, 4.
Lockwood and Gordon have given
their Connecticut houses 100 per cent
for premieres.

•
War Picture Exhibits Help

Harry Shaw, exhibitor chairman
for Connecticut, wired the National
6th War Loan headquarters that
the first projection room screening
there today has been sold out to the
tune of $80,000. Room seats 62.

A fourth edition of the Folmer
"Graflex Sees The War" combat
photograph exhibit series will help
stimulate the efforts of the industry
to sell War Bonds during the Sixth
Drive when more than 800 of the nation's movie houses exhibit the new
25-print show, presented in co-operattion with the Treasury.

To Test Permanency
Of a Consent Award

$3,634,863 RKO Net
For 39 Weeks Period

(Continued from Page 1)
Newark, over the Kent was unreasonable. Through a consent award
by all parties, the clearance was reduced to 10 days. This week, Davestan Amusement Co. filed a demand
for arbitration, claiming that the
existing 10-day clearance was unreasonable and asked that it be eliminated.
Outcome of the case is expected to
decide whether the absence of proof
of change in circumstances would
give an arbitrator the authority to
abrogate a consent award.

(Continued from Page 1)
$11,914,106 last year.
In the 1943
39-week period, $1,000,000 was provided for contingencies and post-war
adjustments.
Taxes this year amounted to $5,656,000 against $4,900,000 for last
year's 39-week period. Dividends
paid during the period to date on
common and 7 per cent preferred
stock of a subsidiary company in the
hands of the public amounted to $22,315, compared with $39,142 last year.

•
Projection Room Prem SRO!

Weyer Heads Philly Variety Club

Philadelphia — Clint Weyer, HighAll-Western House Bows
way Express Lines, was last week
Cleveland — The Penn Square The- elected Chief Barker of Tent 13,
ater has faded out of the picture as Variety Club. Others elected were
Cleveland's only foreign film house, Ted Schlanger, first assistant chief
and, as the Hitching Post, inaugu- barker; David Supowitz, second assistant chief barker; Jack Greenberg,
rates an all-western policy, with
duals and three changes weekly. A dough guy; Al J. Davis, property
new price scale of 10c for children master; and Mike Felt, chairman,
and 30c for adults, tax included. house commtitee. Jack Beresin was
named national canvassman, and Felt
Emanuel Stutz operates.
and Bill MacEvoy, Jr., were elected
clowns, or delegates to the national
John Engst Killed in Battle
Chicago — Parents of John Engst convention.
^^ received Army word of his Warners War Fund Rally
gg| death in battle in France,
Warners will hold a National War
i*"^* Engst was formerly Essaness
theater manager. Memorial services Fund rally in the company's clubrooms this afternoon .
will be held here.

Rank-Canadian Odeon
Deal is Finalized
(Continued from Page 1)
as the Dominion circuit's president
and it is understood that there will
be no change in the status of Haskell
M. Masters as vice-president and
general manager. However, it is assumed that Rank will get board
representation.
Deal on Equal Basis
Importance here is attached to the
fact that Rank becomes a partner of
the Nathanson interests on an equal
basis rather than gaining stock control of the Canadian chain in the
deal negotiated by John Davis, mancircuit. aging director of the British Odeon
Expansion will be the Odeon keynote, Rank already has indicated, and
it is expected that the Dominion circuit will move quickly to consolidate
its position through the construction
of new theaters and the purchase of
others.
To what extent Rank will
attempt to challenge the dominant
place of Famous Players Canadian
remains
undisclosed
at this time.
Rank originally had contemplated a
FPC deal but found Paramount not
interested, it is understood.
Rank to Visit Canada
The British tycoon plans a visit
to the United States early in 1945
and it is a foregone conclusion that
he then will visit the Dominion.
Meanwhile,
Wardour
St. expects an early
announcement
that Rank has closed a deal for
the
site of
window"
in his
New proposed
York City."showIt
is reported here that the site
actually has been secured, and
only the formalities remain to
be closed by Davis.

Riding Herd on the
Studio News Range
If est Coast Buy., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — News roundup:
Charles R. Rogers plans to bring the
Varga Girls (Esquire Magazine)
to
the screen in a $2,000,000 pic
Gary Cooper has signed Don Costello,
screen "heavy" to a termer....
Bing Crosby's next pic for Para.,
"Blue Skies," will be made in the
Spring . . . Para, has signed Richard
Sale, ace magazine contrib., as a
writer. .. .Twentieth - Fox has cast
Maureen O'Hara for the "Kitten on
the Keys" femme lead ... While
Metro recently signed Capt. Robert
Hartzell, he'll be seen on Broadway
first, playing opposite Ruth Chatterten in Patsy Ruth Miller's play, "The
Windy Hill''
Betty Hutton's back
from the Pacific . . Gene Kelly, finally inducted, wants to serve in the
Navy. .. .Columbia has signed Anita
Louise for "The Fighting Guardsman". .. Joe Pasternak is New Yorkbound.

Cary Grant
j

R K O
RADIO

,N

Miss Ethel Barrymore

HaURES

BARRYCOUlOURIS
FITZGERALD
June
duprez • jane wyatt
• DAN DURYEA
ROMAN BOHNEN • KONSTANTIN SHAYNE

GEORGE

Produced by David Hempstead • Directed by Clifford Odeti
Screen Ploy by CMtord Or>i. ■ From the novel by Richard Llewellyn

ALTON COOK, N.Y. World -Telegram:
"An enduringly great picture . . . 'None But The Lonely Heart' is a title that will
keep reappearing on movie marquees for years and years."

BOSLEY CROWTHER, N.Y. Times:
"A film of haunting moods and desperate yearnings . . . Such a sensitive and warmly
revealing and poetically lovely film that one may feel wonder and amazement at
seeing it on the screen . . . Will be remembered — and revived — long after many
current favorites are forgotten."

WANDA HALE, N.Y. Daily News:
"A satisfying adaptation of Richard Llewellyn's fine novel. The acting by the star,
Cary Grant, and his distinguished support, Ethel Barrymore and Barry Fitzgerald,
goes deep into the heart."

ARCHER WINSTEN, N.Y. Post:
"It provides that rarest of novel experiences, characters and events which are not
predictable . . . Highly recommended to all people who want to see fresh new movies."

HOWARD BARNES, N.Y. Herald -Tribune:
44.

Cary Grant is wonderful.

Ethel Barrymore is magnificent, and Barry Fitzgerald,

George Coulouris and all the others are superb."

ROSE PELSWICK, N.Y. Journal-American:
"Cary Grant and Ethel Barrymore give brilliant performances."

WALTER WINCHELL:
"A dramatic symphony in tune with your emotions.

BONDS

BUY BOMBS! SOCK

'EM WITH THE 6th!
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TEN CENTS

ESTRICTION ON COMPUTING TALENT'S PAY
ft/

lew Freeman Duties in Wake of Ginsberg Post?
eman's
Statuson Expected
Be Clarified
Arrival
Salaban Here Today
acing of Henry Ginsberg in full
ige of the management and operi of the Paramount studio, king all its production activities,

$7,500,000 FOR AER VIA "ARMY

Warner Presents Seventh Million Dollar to Gen. Marshall —
$500,000 More Later for Fund Foreseen

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Treasury
to
Gen.
Marshall
which
accompanied
will not approve future compuWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The seventh million the presentation, "could not have been
tation of anof actor's
salary rate
raised without the magnificent and on the basis
the amount he might

dollar profit from Warners' "This Is
co-operation of the mothe Army" was turned oyer to Gen. wholehearted
tion picture theater owners of the
George Marshall,
Chief of Staff of country who are responsible for a
the U. S. Army, substantial portion of the total.
Thousands of theaters held special
by Harry
War- premieres, the total proceeds from
ner M.
Wednesday
afternoon. War- which were paid into the fund. The
ner e s t i m a t ed exhibitors of the country not only
that profits on the showed the pictui-e at terms highly
film — all of which favorable to Army Emergency Relief,
go to Army but also gave the picture extended
Emergency Relief playing time and generally handled
— will reach about the picture in such a manner as to
bring the greatest possible return
$7,500,000.
its
release in Since
July,
to Army Emergency Relief."
•RANK FREEMAN
HENRY
CINSBERG
"As for the part the Warner com1943, color
the musical
Technihas
pany played, we produced the picture at cost, without any charge for
place Y. Frank Freeman, who
played
over with
12,000 theaters,
overhead; we are distributing it at
the title of vice-president in harry M. WARNER
Ige of production, in a new capa- more than 65,000,000 admissions paid cost; and the Warner theaters turned
in this country.
(Continued on Page 10)
over their full profits on exhibition
(Continued on Page 2)
This sum, Warner said in a letter

ped O'Donnell to
ly as Chief Barker

Treasury Will Not Approve
Basing Salary Rate on Flat
Sum Paid for Previous Job

Current Stage Crop
Good Film Material

PRC Options Theaters
In Seven Key Cities

have received as a flat sum for a
previous job, the Bureau of Internal
Revenue said Wednesday.
Breaking its long silence after the
meeting of Salary Stabilization Unit
officials and representatives
of the
(Continued on Page 9)

Lab. Contract Talks
Delayed to Jan. 11
Actual start of negotiations between Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians Union, Local 702,
IATSE, and laboratories holding contracts with the labor organization in
an effort to set up a basic agreement
in the Eastern laboratory field to
(Continued on Page 10)

Staff Changes Made
In PRC's Exchanges

Purchase of eight franchised exBureau of THE FILM
DAILY
changes by PRC will result in some
ashington — Reelection of R. J.
changes in the managerial staffs, acCurrent
crop
of
stage
attractions
PRC
has
options
on
theaters
in
)" O'Donnell, of Interstate Circording to Leo J. McCarthy, general
I as National Chief Barker of offers better screen material than seven key cities, it was learned Wed- sales manager.
nesday. These seven theaters are ex'Variety Clubs was freely pre- that of previous seasons, in the opinNat Lefton, who owned the Cleveion of William Dozier, executive aspected to be the nucleus for a circuit
3d by delegates as they began to
(Continued on Page 10)
sistant to Charles Koerner, RKO pro- which ultimately will be operated by
(Continued on Page 10)
duction chief. Dozier is here from the the company. The options are re-:
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 2)
"Henry V" Hailed as
mgton

delivery Trueh Tire
Situation Tighter
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A tighter-than-ever
ti.iation on tires for film delivery
rucks loomed here Wednesday as
spresentatives of the nation's tirea'iing industry met in an all-day
ession at WPB to devise ways of
lombatting a major emergency short|ge of tires for military vehicles.
f shortage of tires for passenger
tars is also a distinct danger, but
lot a certainty.

MONEY

INVESTED

Fuel Supplies to Stay Short
But Exhib. Problems Simpler Than Last Year
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY,
Raibourn, Austrian, Beal
Washington — Coal and fuel oil
To Discuss Theater Tele
supplies for the Winter will continue
short, with present rations not likeA series of panel meetings will
ly to be upped. On the whole, however, exhibitors are expected to find
highlight the first annual conference of the Television Broadcasters their heating problems somewhat
Ass'n., Inc., in the local Hotel Com- simpler this Winter than last, when
modore, Dec. 11-12, it was disclosed the extreme shortage of oil resulted
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 9)

IN WAR

BONDS

WADS

THE GUNS

Superb in England
London (By Cable) — Laurence
Olivier's production of "Henry V,"
given its preview here Wednesday,
is a superb British masterpiece, and
will compare with anything from Hollywood. It is hailed here as the
greatest prestige British films of all
time. Olivier's performance, direction and production are masterly.
(UAS.will
distribute
"Henry completed
V" in the
U.
under
the recently
— FREDMAN
deal with J. Arthur Rank).
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BARNEY BALABAN, CHARLES M. REACAN,
AUSTIN KECUGH, LEONARD GOLDENSON, and
CLAUDE LEE will leave New York today for
Washington to attend the annual Humanitarian
Awards
dinner of the Variety Clubs of America.
EDWARD A. GOLDEN
within
a fortnight.

will leave for the Coast

JOHN
manager

gM4

RALPH

LINDA
JOSEPH HAZEN, associate of Hal B. Wallis,
is due in New York today after spending a
month in Hollywood. He returns to the Coast
in January.
ALAN

LADD
tour

will
of

leave

Army

Hollywood

today

on

a

month's

of

BUDD ROGERS has returned from seven weeks
conferences
at
the
Universal
studios.
ROY

a

HAINES, WB Western and Southern division sales manager, returned Wednesday from
Midwest
tour.

MAX
FRIEDMAN, Warner Circuit film buyer
and booker for upstate New York, returned to
Albany
yeterday
from
New
York.
ARTHUR
CARL
nesday.

FREED
SANDBURG

arrives

Franklin's Park Burns
Franklin, Pa.— The Park Theater,
rated by the Kayton Amusement
ivas completely destroyed by fire.
Sir Alex. Korda Coming Over
London (By Cable) — Sir Alexander
Korda plans an early departure for
New York.
John L. Calvin Dead
Washington, Mo. — John L.
''■), P
motion picture
operator, and
nber of the MPTOA, died

Calvin,
theater
charter
here.

Buffalo

manager,

are

in Wash-

DARNELL

WALLACE
ALAN
City.
SAM

is a

BEERY

New

York

is due from

F. CUMMINCS,
change operations, returns
GARDNER

has

today

visitor.

the Coast

head
from

of Metro exAtlanta
today.

returned

to

Monday.

arrives in town

next

Wed-

LT.

BOLIVAR

manager
York
on
LT.

HYDE,

USN,

for Florida State
Navy
business.

Salt

JULIUS

GORDON,

formerly

Theaters,
USN,

is a

Lake

district

is in New
New

York

visitor. He is president of Jefferson Amusement Co. of Texas,
associated
with
Paramount.
KARL HOBLITZELLE, president of Interstate
Circuit of Texas, is in New York for a week
for conferences
with
Paramount
officials.
MAJ. WILLIAM HALPERN,
York
for a two-day
stay.

$7,500,000 for AER
"Army"
Via Warners'
i Continued from Page
1)
to Army
Emergency Relief," Warner continued.
"In a report of this kind I would
not presume to attempt to do justice
to the incomparable contribution of
Irving Berlin whose genius gave
'This is the Army' to America. Nor
can I hope to give adequate recognition to Director Michael Curtiz or
to the other artists who helped make
the picture. I want to pay particular
tribute, however, to the many Army
officers and enlisted men whose
splendid co-operation and wholehearted efforts were so important to the
success of the production."

D. Merchant, president of Dawlat
Corp., Ltd., of Bombay, announced
he planned to build 30 modern 2000seat theaters in Bombay, Calcutta,
Delhi and other cities in the postwar period. Seats, carpets, screens
and all other equipment for the
houses with the exception of projectors will be purchased in the
United States and while here Merchant will also engage an American
architect to design the theaters.
Merchant, whose organization now
operates 120 theaters in Western India, will negotiate for five to 10 years
franchises for product from major £
American companies. Dawlat controls five native producing companies
each of which makes two pictures
yearly. Pictures cost $100,000 each
and are limited to 11,000 feet by the
Government which restricts raw
stock allowed for shooting to 40,000
*
feet per feature.

NEW
HOLLYWOOD'S
MUSICAL

USMC,

is in New

YORK

Pittsburgh — Pvt. Roy Algeo,
who was shipper for Republic
to»
entering
■!""~s" change
Saipan inbefore
September,
ac
HB^ Army, was killed in actic
ing to word received by his fa
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Century-Fox Picture in TechnicJ
— Plus On Stage —
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- GRACIE BARRIE
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ROY ROGERS
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ON SCREEN

First N.Y.
Showing!
'AN
AMERICAN

BOYER
With Charles Coburn
A Columbia
Picture
STAGE
PRESENTATION
SPECTACULAR
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Seats Reserved.
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6-4604
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Joan Fontaine
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"Frenchman's Creek"
RIVOLL
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BRIAN DONLEVY
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WOOLLEY

'Irish Eyes Are Smilii

GUIZAR — VIRGINIA

Republic

Algeo Slain on Saipan

JUNE

PAN-AMERICAN
ROMANCE!

co-starring

A

Expansion
of PRC's
theater
will
be handled
cautiously
and
servatively in view of the possil
that producer-operated theaters
be, outlawed as a result of proi
ings under the New York consen
cree.

THEATERS

BRAZIL
TITO

'Continued from Page 1)
ported to be on houses now opei
by both circuits and independen
hibitors whose leases expire sho
Some of the theaters will be
chased and others taken on 1
term leases.

today.

hospitals.

%V» from India en route to New York,

Ascap Won't Lease Art Galleries
The Ascap board of directors Wednesday rejected the proposal to lease
the former Anderson Art Galleries
building at 59th St. and Park Ave.
No other plan concerning a change
of address has been proposed.

MAW,
ington today.

J. ROBERT RUBIN is in Washington
and
is due back tomorrow.

Merchant to Buy Equip.
+
+ % For 30 New Houses in India
Vi
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
+
+ % Hollywood — On his arrival here
+

J. MALONEY,
M-G-M
Central sales
with headquarters in Pittsburgh, and
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Twenty years after "The Big Parade"
M-G-M celebrates its anniversary
with a picture that tops it for thrills,
romance and scenic magnitude.
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EYES ON

THE

N. Y. CAPITOL!
Watch the brilliant World
Premiere

engagement.

The cheering throngs, the
shattered records are
tribute indeed to M-G-M's
great motion picture and
prophecy of th ings to come
to your box-office.

•

M-G-M's GREAT MOTION

PICTURE

THIRTY SECONDS
OVER TOKYO
A MERVYN

LeROY PRODUCTION

VAN JOHNSON
ROBERT WALKER
PHYLLIS THAXTER • TIM MURDOCK
SCOTT McKAY • GORDON McDONALD
DON DEFORE • ROBERT MITCHUM
JOHN R. REILLY • HORACE McNALLY

SPENCER TRACY
LIEUTENANT

COLONEL
SCREEN

BASED ON THE BOOK

AND

JAMES

PLAY BY DAITON

COLLIER'S STORY

BY CAPTAIN

TRUMBO
TED W. LAWSON

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

DIRECTED BY MERVYN

AND

ROBERT CONSIDINE

PICTURE

LeROY • PRODUCED
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w Restriction on
npuling Talent Pay
(Continued from Page 1)
an Guilds here early in October,
3ureau announced that approval
large jumps in pay because a
sum contract prorated over a
; time resulted in large weekly
lent will not be forthcoming.
D. Burford of the Salary StabilDn Unit returned to Washington
fitly from a trip to Hollywood,
e he studied industry salary renships closely. Rulings on other
ty problems discussed in the Occonference may be expected.
interpretation of the ruling was
i by the Bureau, despite requests
nore information. The text bes the sole information given by
bureau.
Employment in the motion picture
lNtry of actors, actresses, directors,
ihicers, directors of photography,
■eramen and writers may be based on
aynient of a daily or weekly salary
I salary payment by the completed
A great many elements enter into
bargain for employment such as the
titular studio, the type and budget of
are, the probable length or guaranI duration of employment, the diffiy of the required services from an
stic viewpoint, the reputation of the
iloye and many other factors.
It appears that there is no fixed reonship between the amount paid on
aily or weekly basis to an employe
the amount which he might be paid
n the. salary payment is for the corned job. Accordingly, approval of apation for payment by the completed
will not be deemed to be an approval
i daily or weekly salary rate for an
loye for the purpose of employment
■eafter under the specific assignment
at a daily or weekly salary rate
xcess of the daily or weekly salary
theretofore established or approved
Buch employe. Neither may the cstabed or approved daily or weekly salary
of an employe be used as the basis
the hiring under the specific assignt rule under a 'flat' deal in which
it sum of money is to be paid for a
pleted job.
For example, the 'X' corporation ap-,
i for approval of a 'flat deal with' 'A,'
pctor who is to portray a part in a
ieular picture and whose compensais to be $10,000.
It is expected
'A' will be, and he actually is, em
ed only four weeks. 'AV last employt was for the 'Y' corporation at a
ry of $1,000
per week.
The
apal by the Salary Stabilization Unit
AV employment under the flat deal
UO.OOO for the picture may not be
ned to be approval for an increase in
weekly salary rate of $1,000 per
k to $3,500 per week."

IB BIRTHDAY
1EKTIJIGS Tl)..
November 24
Burton
j Alex Moss
Tom
aldine Fitzgerald E. V. DuPar
Lee Bonnell
Arthur
E Christie
John F. Natteford
November 25
ties Francis Coe
Margaret Livingston
i'Wrge Holmes
Lincoln Quarberg
Terry Kilburn
Louis D. Lighton
George P. Hirsh
November 26
LeRoy
Frances Dee
hilip Longdon
|Uon Holmes

Fred A
Adele Jergens
Julian Johnson

s;

Nov.

20th

SIXTH W LOIS
JFgfU

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE
57 N. Y. War Bond Shows Set
Fifty-seven War Bond Premieres
have been set to date in circuit and
independent houses in the New York
area, it was announced by Malcolm
Kingsberg, WAC area chairman of
the Sixth War Loan Drive. Approximately 50 additional Bond premieres
are anticipated.
Sixteen special children's premieres have also been arranged for
the area.

•
150 Iowa Bond Premieres

Des Moines, la. — More than 150
War Bond premieres have been
signed up in Iowa for the Sixth War
Loan drive, A. H. Blank, Iowa WAC
chairman, announced.

— DO YOUR

SHARE

In Des Moines, three Pin-Money
Premieres will be held on Nov. 30 at
the Roosevelt, Hyland and Eastown
Theaters. A children's show will be
held Dec. 2 and a regular War Bond
premiere will be held at the Des
Moines Theater Dec. 13.

•
Outdoor Pix Boost Drive

Toledo — Free outdoor movies on
a huge screen erected on Superior
St., between Adams and Madison,
are being shown here nightly to stimulate Bond buying during the
"Smashing Sixth" campaign. The
shows, which present Government
war shorts, are sponsored by the
Toledo
Theater Managers' Association.

Raibourn, Austrian, Beal
To Discuss Theater Tele

Current Stage Crop
Good Film Material
(Continued from Page 1)
studios for home office conferences
and to look over the Broadway plays.
Asserting that it was difficult to
predict public tastes, Dozier said he
believed the post-war trend would be
toward period stories and musicals,
but the public would be the final
judge. Because the boom in attendance may not last after the war, due
to outside competition, every effort
is being made to make outstanding
pictures, he said. Stories dealing
with rehabilitation of the returned
soldier are expected to have an important place in forthcoming programs. RKO has two such pictures
in preparation, "The Enchanted Cottage" and "Tomorrow is Here."
While out-and-out war themes may
be avoided, a good war story or one
with a war background will always
find a receptive public, Dozier said.
Forthcoming pictures that might
be considered "timeless" or timely
from the RKO lot include "The Invisible Army," "The Spanish Main,"
"Bells of St. Mary" and "Those Endearing Young Charms," the latter
having been purchased from Samuel
Goldwyn.

ing"; Com. William Eddy of WBKB,
Chicago station of B & K, "Studio
Technical Equipment"; Klaus Landsberg of Television Productions, Inc.,
(Continued from Page 1)
station W6XYZ, Hollywood, "Talent
yesterday. Of direct interest to the Problems";
Harry R. Lubcke of Don
film industry will be sessions devoted Lee station W6XAO, Hollywood, "Aspects of Television Management on Kohlmar Funeral Sunday
to the role which films and theaters
Funeral services for Mrs. Mina
West Coast"; Paul Knight, of
will play in television. Paul Larsen, the
Philco station WPTZ, Philadelphia, Kohlmar, 70, wife of the veteran acof SMPE, is chairman of the Theater "Management Problems of Remote
tor, Lee Kohlmar, and mother of Fred
Panel, and William Morris, of the Broadcasting"; John T. Williams, of Kohlmar, Paramount producer, will
Morris Agency, heads the Television NBC station WNBT, New York, be held on Sunday, at the Riverside
"Management Problems in Program- Funeral Chapel, 76th St. & AmsterPerformers Panel.
dam Ave. Mrs. Kohlmar died Tuesming"; and Cuff will discuss "Studio
Theater Panel speakers include Dr. Facilities
Required for Remote
day. Fred Kohlmar arrives today
B. W. Epstein, research engineer of
from Hollywood for the funeral.
RCA Laboratories, whose topic will Broadcasts."
be "Television Projection"; Paul Raibourn, of Paramount Pictures, speaking on "How Theaters Can Use Television"; Ralph Austrian, of RKO
Television Corp., whose topic is to
be announced; and Ralph Beal, assistant to the vice-president of RCA
Laboratories, whose subject will be
"Television Broadcasting as Related
to William
Theater Television."
Morris reveals that Ed
Wynn, Garson Kanin, Walter
O'Keefe, Jessica Dragonette, Larry
Brooks, Richard Mandel, Leo Horowitz, Hope Bunin and Selma Lee,
New York - New Jersey Territory Only
will be among stage, screen and radio
M-G-M Screen Room— 630 Ninth Ave.
personalities taking part in tele talent discussions.

G-M TRADE SHOWINGS
NEW DATES.'

Tele Station Reps. Will
Address Panel 1 of TPA
Representatives of principal tele
stations will address Panel 1 of the
Television Producers Ass'n here on
Dec. 11, Samuel H. Cuff, general manager of DuMont Television Station
WABD, New York, panel's head, announced.
Mrs. Jarmila Kennedy has been
named secretary of the panel.
Invited speakers are Robert Gibson, GE's tele station WRGB, Schenectady, "Management Problems of
Commercial
Television
Broadcast-

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28
A. M. and 1:30 P. M.

"MAIM STREET AFTER DARK"( 19:30
"NOTHING BUT TROUBLE
"NATIONAL VELVET"

"THIS MAN'S NAVY
"MUSIC FOR MILLIONS"

jJ 10:30
TUESDAY,
26
A. M. DECEMBER
and 2:30 P. M.

jtuesday, January 2
h™ a m. and 130 p. m.
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New Freeman Duties
At Paramount Studios!

Fuel Supplies Will
Continue Short
(Continued

(Continued

city of importance, it was indicated
here Wednesday. A clarification of
Freeman's status may be made with
the arrival today of Barney Balaban, Paramount president, from the
Coast.
Appointment of Ginsberg to a new
long-term contract with the added
duties was announced in a joint
statement Tuesday by Freeman and
Balaban. Ginsberg joined Paramount
in 1940 as general manager in charge
of studio operations and on Sept. 15
of this year was given the duties of
executive producer.

Freeman Will Continue
As Studio-H. O. Liaison
Hollywood — Under the terms of
his new seven-year contract whereby
Henry Ginsberg will be in full charge
of management and operation of
Paramount's studio including all its
production activities. The Hal Wallis,
B. G. DeSylva, Cecil B. DeMille and
William Pine-William Thomas units
will contact him for Paramount players, director, writers and other personnel.
No drastic personnel changes are
expected to be made by Ginsberg and
his first move was to promote Doane
Harrison, veteran film editor, to assistant to production executive Josephduction
Sistrom.
Ginsberg's
executive
is Frank other
Butler.proY. Frank Freeman will continue
to act as liaison between the studio
and the home office and Paramount's
theater affiliates. Paramount representatives declined to disclose the
financial terms of Ginsberg's new
pact. President Barney Balaban flew
back to New York Wednesday.

Rosenwald Reported Killed
Henry S. Rosenwald, a former
operator of the Thalia and Fifth
»a~ Ave. Playhouse, was reported
p^ killed in action in Italy on Oct.
'!""~^ 27, according to notice received by his brother Kurt Rosenwald from the War Department.

Pioneer Theater Owner Dies
Buffalo — Bernard C. Vohwinkle,
69, associated with Basil Brothers
theaters for many years, died of a
heart attack.

THEATER DEALS
Wallingford, Conn. — George H.
Wilkinson, operator for some 30
years with his late father, George H.
Wilkinson, Sr., of the Wilkinson
here, has purchased the 490-seat Victory, to be operated as a second run
in the town. Herman Meiselman remodelled and has been operating the
house, formerly known as the Strand,
for the past year.

from Page 1) u

in cold theaters in several se:
with
closings nee
in someday-a-week
areas.

from Page 1)

• • • THE $84 QUESTION: Did or did not I. Arthur Rank have
an option (which he failed to exercise) to purchase an American film
company?

▼

▼

▼

• « * CUFF NOTES: Don't be too surprised if Prexy James
Caesar Petrillo of the American Federation of Musicians finally comes
up with a new idea for a levy on theaters. . . • Nothing like practising, what you preach
And so William F. Crockett, vice-chairman of the industry's Sixth War Loan drive, stepped up to the Statue
of Liberty booth in Times Square on Wednesday and planked down
the mazuma for $25,000 in War Bonds
Bill is a partner in the
Bayne-Roland Theaters of Virginia Beach, Va., and since 1937 has
headed up the MPTO of Virginia. . . • The Lambs toss a theater
party at the RKO Palace tonight to honor Joseph Vitale, who, thanks
to Cary Grant, a fellow Lamb, gets his biggest Hollywood break in
"None But the Lonely Heart.". . • Here's one thing the London
News Chronicle seems to have overlooked when it took a potshot
at the claimed "disproportionate" showing of U. S. features over British in liberated France under Psychological Warfare Division auspices^ The American pix are provided via the OWI at no cost
to the Government
But in England, the Ministry of Information acquires the pix for the PWD on a rental basis. . . • Quite
an impromptu surprise birthday party for Arthur De Bra at the
MPPDA Wednesday. . . % A doff of the old chapeau to Warners for
its current publicizing in the Dominion of the fourth Canadian Navy
Week
A reciprocal gesture for fine co-op, it was conceived by
Warners' Glenn Ireton
▼
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

Shortage
in coal, accordif
OWI, will be about 16,000,00
for the preferred types of so ,
and about 6,000,000 for anthri
which means in all about 10 p'i
less coal than would be used !
supply
were alternate
up to the
some areas
coalsdemai
can
tained — or other inferior fuels
can be burned in most furrf
and can be used to take up !J
perTightest
cent slack.
coal areas, it appea j

be New England, New York,
era Pennsylvania, New Jersey
aware, Virginia, Maryland al
District of Columbia, with the!
tion somewhat better in th<j
west and South.
Heating oil is more plentifrt
last year, but not sufficiently :<
permit relaxation of rationing
hibitors who converted their I
from oil to coal last year ai!
permitted to reconvert back t<j
The oil supply is dependent
military demands. There is
dication yet that these wi !:
sharply, but burners of oil ar€ r
to fill their tanks as insurance j«i
a sudden shortage later in th If

Expect
to
Remain O'Donnell
as Chief Barke

PEARL HARBOR!

Staff Changes Made
In PRC's Exchanges
(Continued from Page 1)
land and Cincinnati offices, will retire completely from the company.
Fred Scheurman will be manager of
the Cleveland branch and Harry
Bugie will continue as manager of
the Cincinnati office. Harry Decker,
who owned the Los Angeles franchise, will step out completely from
the company, but Harry Stern remains as manager.
William Flemion, who, with Ann
O'Donnell, owned the Detroit franchise, remains as manager of the
branch. Miss O'Donnell will head exchange operations and headquarter
in New York. In Pittsburgh, Lou
Lefton will head the local branch.
The Omaha and Des Moines branches
will be under the managership of
Harry Rogers. Jack Adams, who
owned the Dallas franchise, will remain as manager.
At the home office, George Fleitraan is general assistant to McCarthy
and John Cossentino is assistant in
charge of contracts and sales.
Negotiations are continuing for the
purchase of the other franchised
branches. Each exchange will be incorporated separately under its respective state laws.

Laboratory Contract Talks
Delayed to January 1 1
(Continued

from Page D

replace individual pacts expiring on
March 10, 1945, was pushed back to
Jan. 11 on Wednesday following a
meeting of union and company representatives in the Hotel Piccadilly.
The delay was decided upon to give
the employers more time to study
the proposals advanced by the union.
Copies of the contract will be
placed in the hands of the company
representatives by Dec. 10, following
its submission to the union's members at their next regular meeting
in the Hotel Diplomat on Dec. 2.
The laboratories involved are DeLuxe, Paramount News, Paramount
Pictures (Astoria), Pathe at Bound
Brook (N. J.), Pathe (New York),
Consolidated (Fort Lee, N. J.), Ace,
DuArt, H.E.R., Producers, Film Service, Mecca, Mercury, Vitagraph,
RKO, National Screen Service and
Precision.
The Local 702 negotiating committee is headed by John Francavilla,
the
union's
president.
OthersGeorge
on it
are Nicholas
Koutrouby,
Waugh, John Conrad, Richard Gramaglia, Charles Peterson, Rose Vanoli. The IATSE is represented by
James J. Brennan, its fourth vicepresident.

(Continued

from Page 1) I

arrive here Wednesday for the]
day meeting. Election will l|
this afternoon.
National officers were guesi
night of the Board of Goven
the Washington Tent for a dii
the Willard Hotel. Tonight v
the dinner at the Mayflower at.
Undersecretary of State Ste
will accept the annual Human
award from Albert K. Ro^
chairman
of Variety's
Awards Committee
for Human
his chie
dell Hull, who is confined to tli
The dinner dance will be helc,
Willard tomorrow night, and o
day, between the halves of th
pital.
skins professional football
Slinging Sammy Baugh, main:
the powerful Redskins team,
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an honorary men"
the
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PR LAUDS SHOWMEN'S NATIONAL SERVICE
ank-Nathanson
ier Motion Picture As' Said to Refer Only
deon's Subsidiaries
onto — The Rank-Nathanson
i Ban partnership will have as
ihicle General Theater Corp.,
: it was disclosed Friday with
rmal announcement here of the
0 etion of the negotiations
by
J. Arthur Rank of London oba 50 per cent interest in Odeon
|]|rst intimation that the Rank, nson tieup extends beyond the
uspion of the 100-theater chain
ii rovided by the text of the offi( Continued on Page 8)

iets May Compete
Swiss Film Biz

Dom. Deal Strictly Exhibition

Attorneys for srme of the signatories to the New

York consent decree are
Washington

preparing data to be used either at the hearing on the Government's recommendation for a mrdified decree on Dec. 5 or at the trial itself, in the event
the action goes to court.

Bureau

of
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Appeal Board Modifies
Saugus, Mass., Decision

of

THE
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DAILY

ner here.
The
Variety
Club dindinner
honored
S e c r e t a ry of
State C o r d e 1 1
Hull who was
tendered the
club's annual
H u m a nitarian I
Award. In addi-

Sept. Admission Tax Double Censorship
Collections Up Million Stirs Cuban Exhibs.
Washington

Bureau

Washington — Unlimited
capacity
and energy to aid in good works is
the contribution of the nation's showmen, President
Roosevelt said
Friday
in a
statement read)
at the
gala

It was reported Friday that the distributors are still "standing pat" on
their proposals for changes in the decree, submitted to the Department of
Justice last January. Any changes made in that draft, it was said, are merely
clarification of language but there appears to be no move to make any further
concessions. In some quarters, it was said that a compromise loomed as
a greater possibility now than at any previous time.

Washington — Although the nationwide admissions tax collections last
month, on September business, were
$1,000,000 better than the previous
/ton Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY month, it appeared that outside the
^hington — Prospects
for re- New York area theater box offices
ion of U. S. domination of the were less busy than during the Summer months. Total collection was
film market are excellent, ac*lg to analysis of the situation $31,097,641 as against $29,042,668
prepared by Robert T. Cowan, i month earlier.
Collection for the third New York
Department rep. in that coun(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

;1p. Underwriting Plan
Finishing Touches

In Message to Variety
Club's Award Meeting,
Thanks Entire Industry

Counsel Prepare for Dec. 5 Decree Hearing
As Compromise Talk Gains in Some Quarters

Havana (By Air Mail) — Cuban exhibitors, through their national
union, have opened a heavy attack
on the recently enacted Federal legis- Club
tion
lation establishing a second censorship board designed to pass upon
the suitability of films for showing to
children.
The new statute, just signed by
President Grau, sets up the Comision
(Continued on Page 2)
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More Holiday Gravy

for B'dway Week-end

Electronic Parts Release
Not to Affect Shortage

The gravy was unusually heavy at
the boxoffices in the Broadway sector
Washington — Release of a large during the Thanksgiving holiday,
Arbitration appeal board has modi- stock
of electronic components by with no thinning over the week-end.
fied the award of the arbitrator in
ing completed
plans for the
Business was about on a par with
writing of 100,000 shares of the case of the State Theater, Sau- WPB last week will not materially
affect
the
shortage
of
parts
for
projired stock to be sold at $10 a
The arbitrator had regus,ducedMass.
Again" brought $24,duction of sound systems, it was re- last"Together
the clearance of theaters in
year's.
Monogram executives will pre(Continued on Page 2)
liably learned at WPB. A number of
Lynn over the State to 14 days and
I Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
-

e WB Move to End
of Schlesinger Pact
, 'amers' distribution arrangement
outh Africa with the Schlesinger
rests expired with the release of
e Watch on the Rhine" and for
reason the company will operits own distribution
system
in
South African territory, it was
ned over the week-end.
The
esingers handled the distribution
iall companies except United ArI and 20th Century-Fox.
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Newsreeis tor Schools Urged

WAC Distribs. Group
Meets Today to Elect

Educators Envision Joint Project with Trade

Distributors' division of the WAC
will meet again today in an effort
to elect a chairman to succeed Ned
E. Depinet. At a meeting held last
Wednesday, the group failed to elect
a chairman.
The exhibitors' division also is
slated to meet this week to name
a new chairman. Chairmen of both
groups are expected to be elected by
Thursday when the annual meeting
of the WAC is scheduled to be held.

Raytheon Applies for
Waltham Tele Permit
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Implementing its announcement of last month that it
plans a Coast-to-Coast mircrowave
relay system for FM, television and
other broadcast services, the Ray(Continued on Page 3)

LIFE - MONEY

FOR

AMERICAN

Employment of instructional films
during the war to train some 12,000,000 men and women of the armed
forces, and other millions on the
home front, clearly furnishes the
pattern for post-war education, several prominent educators told The
Film Daily yesterday. •
Citing the success of motion pictures as "text books," the educators
(Continued on Page 8)
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Term. Theaters First
in '45 "Dimes" Drive
Although the pledges haven't yet
been printed, and the industry's
March of Dimes drive isn't until Jan.
25-31, Chairman Nicholas M. Schenck
Friday received the first enlistment
of theaters from the Cumberland
Amusement Co., operating the Park
and Dixie Theaters, in McMinnville,
Term. With 1200 seats, these two
houses reported §502.50 in 1944 collections.

Richey to Dallas, Coast
Henderson M. Richey, director of
exhib. relations for M-G-M, left Friday for Dallas on the first lap of a
three-week trip. From Dallas he will
head for Los Angeles, arriving there
Nov. 30.

Monday, November T,

Distribs.-Def endants F
Jackson Park Case Ap

Stirs Cuban Exhibs.

Chicago — Attorneys
for t i
tributor defendants in the $
anti-trust case in which the p j
the Jackson
Park
Theate
(Continued from Page 1)
'Continued from Page 1)
awarded
the
triple
damages
000 to the Music Hall on Thursday, Revisora de Peliculas para Ninos, of
have filed appeals from the j
the gross for the four days being six members, and provides that all cision in the Federal Court
estimated at $85,000. The Roxy, programs suitable for minors must peals here.
A decision on
^laying "Irish Eyes Are Smiling," carry the new board's stamp of ap- peals is expected early next j
reported $60,000 for the ThursdayPerhaps the most disturbing feas-Sunday period, Thanksgiving Day proval.ture of the law, however, is the provision that at matinees on Sundays
accounting for $17,000 of this. The
and holidays only those films which
Capitol, where the "Thirty Seconds the board has okayed may be exhibited. Thus, exhibitors are faced
Over Tokyo" business was described
HOLLYWOOD'S
PAN-AMERIC
as "terrific," was forced to open the with the necessity of booking proMUSICAL
ROMANCE 1
grams deemed of juvenile appeal for
house two hours earlier and put on
co-starring
BRAZIL
two extra film shows on Thursday, such matinees, switching at night
to
adult
programs
if
the
latter
are
Friday and Saturday. The film did desired.
TITO GUIZAR—
VIRGINIA
BR I
featuring
$14,44*2 on Thursday.
are required to submit
The "take" at the Paramount, allDistributors
EDWARD
EVERETT
HORTOH
releases to the new board. The
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
where the film is "And Now Tomor- new statute sets up a schedule of
VEL02 and YOLANDA
row," was estimated at $68,000 to
FORTUNIO
BONANOVA
^70,000 for the four days, the fines for violations.
Critics of the new law point out
ROY ROGERS
Thanksgiving figure being $15,000.
(King of the Cowboys )
Cuban Cenas Guest
and Star
"To Have and Have Not" at the Hol- that thesorshiplong-existing
Board has classified pictures
lywood did $4,852 on Thursday and
A Republic Picture 51st
Midnite Shows
which
it
deemed
unsuitable
for
min=517,000 for the four days, with the
ors and that theaters showing picCO 5-9647
REPUBLIC
Strand estimate being $30,000, $7,tures held suitable for adults only
Theater
B'M
145 of this representing Thanksgivare required to bar children even
ing Day trade. The Strand attrac- if
the latter are escorted by their
Lion is "The Very Thought of You."
"Kismet" brought "fair" business
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
M
to the Astor on Thursday, with parents.
50th Street and Sixth Avenui 1
"average" business for the four days. Metro Field Exploiteers
Irene
a
Charle: j
DUNNE
«
BOYERl
The "Frenchman's Creek" gross at Coming for Week Visits
he Rivoli was estimated at $25,000
With Charles Coburn
for the four days.
"Together
Again'
Metro's home office visitation
A Columbia
Picture
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENT
Chicago — Thanksgiving holiday nolicy will be further extended to
1st Mazz.
Seats
RMMVtd.
Clrtl*
business in Chicago theaters gen- William R. Ferguson's 34 field exerally was well above normal.
nloitation men, it was disclosed Friday by Howard Dietz, Loew vieenrexy. Under the new plan, two exAppeal Board Modifies
ploitation reps, will visit the home
Saugus, Mass., Decision
office each week, starting the first
CARY GRANT
'NONE BUT THE LONELY HEA
of the year, and will meet all de(Continued from Page 1)
partment heads.
with MISS ETHEL BARRYMOF
Three M-G-M office managers will
and BARRY FITZGERALD
had abolished the clearance of theaAN RKO PICTURE
ters in Maiden over the State.
arrive today for a week-long visit.
They
are
A.
J.
Mayer,
Pittsburgh;
The appeal board fixed the clear- Don S. MacLeon. Indianapolis; and
ance of the Paramount, Olympia and
Warner Theaters in Lynn at 21 days. Edward Susse, Albany.
* PARAMOUNT present
William B. Zoellner, Atlanta, and
Tt further ruled that no clearance
Joan Fontaine
Louis
C.
Ingram.
Memphis,
are
the
shall be granted to the Granada,
Arturo
de Cordov
Strand and Mystic in Maiden over last of the branch managers scheduled
to
visit
New
York.
They
will
ar^he State on "any pictures with rerive Dec. 4.
spect to which the State is subject
to clearance or other playing restrictions infavor of the theaters in McCarthy Off on Trip
* RIVOIX B'way & 49th i
Alan
Lynn" and the maximum clearance
Loretta
Leo
J.
McCarthy,
PRC's
general
to those Maiden theaters on pictures
sales
manager,
leaves
New
York
.jl. IN PERI
with respect to which the State is
not subject to clearance or other today for a three-weeks' tour of
LADDin Paramount's
•
YOUNG
Clen
CraV ;
company
exchanges,
this
week
visitCasaAndy LornRu
nlaying restrictions in favor of the
ing Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detheaters in Lynn shall be 14 days.
troit; next week, Cincinnati, Indi"AND NOW
son l"s
anapolis and St. Louis; and then
Bowery Grads at Opening
Chicago and Milwaukee, returning to
TOMORROW"
Alan'ca'
"Bowery alumni" of the show the home office Dec. 18.
world will be honored at the New
York premiere of Universal's "Bow- Alperson Due Here Today
ery to Broadway" at the Criterion West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
on Wednesday. Among those receivHollywood — Edward Alperson left
ON SCREEN
ing their start on the Bowery who Friday for New York to negotiate
First N.Y.
Showing!
'AN
AMERICAN
will be on hand will be Joe Howard, for additional story properties in
IN PERS'
Harry Hershfield, Billy Gould, Fritzi connection with his deal to produce
CARME
starring
Scheff, Jim Barton, Dooley & Sales, six pictures for 20th Century-Fox.
M-GM's
A MAI
Smith & Dale, Dunninger. The do- His first production will be "Black
IN TECHNICOLOR
ings will be aired over WHN from Beauty." He returns to Coast in
BRIAN DONLEVV
7:40 to 7:55 p.m.
about 10 days.
JOE

for B'dway Week-end

1\. Y. THEATE

E23EI3

"Frenchman's Cre

PARAMOUNT

BESSf

ROMANCE'

mm
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lauds Showmen's
inal Service
Continued

from Page 1)

Idward E. Stettinius, who acfor the hospitalized
Hull,
briefly.
''resident expressed his regret
weing able to attend the dinner
. plauded the selection of Hull
i award, "but I hope," he add-at I may take this occasion
J your organization to thank
Imbers of the amusement inwho have done so much for
"»d of the community in our
"1 life. I am thinking of such
-i.s War Bond drives, Red Cross
b, participation in USO acihe March of Dimes for the
of crippled
children,
the
stance of children's camps all
e country, and in many kinItdds. The members of your
f, management,
actors and
lis alike, seem to have un; capacity and energy in giving
ne and effort to good causes."
I inius and Byrnes lauded the
astry and Hull.

&*\

BRIEflM THE
DAY'S nEUJS
20th-Fox Field Reps. Meet
Twentieth - Fox field representatives huddled at the home office at
the week-end to talk over plans for
the national exploitation of "Winged
Victory." Field men present at the
sessions, which will be conducted by
Sidney Blumenstock, the company's
assistant exploitation manager, included Spence Pierce, Leonard Allen, Bill Michaelson, Mike Weiss,
Seymour Freedman, Wally Allen, Al
Fowler, Al Winston and Ralph Stilt.

•
20th Sending Gifts Overseas

Some 5,000 Christmas parcels will
be on their way this week to 20thFox employes in service. Accompanying each package will be a $10
money order. •

rPA Meet Stresses Pix

Television Producers Ass'n meeting in the local Hotel des Artistes
auditorium on Dec. 4 at 7:30 p.m.
'Tribute to the Industry
will hear John Flory, of Hollywood's
Connolly, chairman
if the film industry, discuss use of movies
Foreign Relations Commit- with live action in tele shows, and
ter paying tribute to Hull, Vernon Lewis, local film producer,
explain part spot commercials on
1 American motion picture has film will play in post-war audiovital influence in moulding video programs. Bill Baird, world^pinion because it gives a gra- famed puppeteer, will champion puppet presentation outlook in tele.
d visual picture understood
•
people.
It is a common
tator of all races, creeds and MPA Nominates Tomorrow
Nomination of officers for next
'3 of human society.
American motion picture is year will be made tomorrow by the
-issador of the United States, membership of Motion Picture Assoto all countries and serves as
ciates in the Hotel Astor.
•preter of American life. The
in motion picture has an in- world. It will vindicate what it has
on our foreign relations,
done today in making this award to
•esponsibility and its oppor- the eminent Secretary of State."
will increase with the years,
The making of the Variety Club's
an be little doubt that in the Humanitarian
Award to Secretary
r days the motion picture will Hull attracted a crowd of 500 persons. Among those present were Will
ier gates of opportunity,
the responsibility of the in- H. Hays, Barney Balaban, Spyros
;o present to our own people Skouras, Ned E. Depinet, Robert J.
;he world products of such a O'Donnell, George Dembow, Rep.
andard and of merit as will Luther Johnson of Texas, George J.
e good-will and understand- Schaefer, Col. Curtis Mitchell, Senator Arthur Walsh of New Jersey,
ing the peoples of the world,
y, it is a mirror of American Brig. Gen. Robert L. Denig of the
'he recent picture, 'Wilson,' Marine Corps, Sen. Theodore Green
tremendous impression upon of Rhode Island, Vice-Admiral R. R.
pie of the United States.
I Waesche, Commandant of the U. S.
the days to come that the mo- Coast Guard; Neil Agnew; Col. Edwin A. Halsey, secretary to the U.
:ure industry may carry other
of a similar nature to all the S. Senate; Sen. Warren R. Austin of
of the earth. It will render a Vermont; Daniel Bell, under-secreservice to the people of the tary of the Treasury; Supreme Court
Justice Wiley Rutledge, Vice Admiral
Ben Moreell, J. A. Krug, WPB head;
Herman Robbins, Paul C. McNutt of
the WMC; Jack Cohn, Sister Kenny,
Ambassador Cimon Diamantopoulos
of Greece; Bob Hope, Jerry Colonna,
Franchot Tone, Rep. Wright Patman
of Texas; Sen. Ernest McFarland of
November 27
Arizona; Sen. Kenneth McKellar of
Spencer Charters
Tenn.; Supreme Court Justice Stanftinter
J. Ochs
Booth
Madge Hunt
ley Reed, Tom Connors, J. Robert
H. A. Arata
d Aliwyn
Rubin, Frank C. Walker and many
others.
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Mono. Underwriting Plan
Gets Finishing Touches

COfllNG and GOIM

(Continued from Page 1)

sent the financing project to the
stockholders at their annual meeting Dec. 6. It will be the first motion
picture underwriting assignment by
Emanuel & Co. Approximately $860,000 will go to Monogram for producable. tion and reduction of accounts payW. Ray Johnston, president, who
is in New York, said that the past
year's expansion had been the most
rapid in the history of the company
and that the gross collections for the
year ended June, 1944, had exceeded
the previous year by $1,700,025.
Plans for foreign business are
progressing rapidly, Johnston said.
An office will be opened in Paris and
a representative will be assigned to
cover South America, working out of
the new office in Mexico City. A contact man also will be assigned to
London to work with Pathe Pictures,
Ltd., Monogram's distributors. Johnston said he looked for a 33 per cent
increase in gross business in the
United Kingdom.
Twenty of the 45 features announced for the 1944-45 season have
been completed.

Raytheon Applies for
Waltham Tele Permit
(Continued from Page 1)
theon Co. on Friday applied to the
FCC for permission to construct a
commercial television station at
Waltham, Mass. Earlier in the
month it had applied for an FM permit.
Raytheon plans a system to relay
tele programs for home reception
and theater reception in the ultrahigh frequencies. Terminal cities
will be Boston, New York, Washington, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,
Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles. In addition to relaying regular
tele for theaters, it plans a supplementary slower service for theaters,
comprising pix of the important news
events of the day.

Electronic Parts Release
Not to Affect Shortage
(Continued from Page 1)

types of capacitors, microphones,
speakers and various other parts
were made available for civilian or
export, but the types released are not
those of great use to manufacturers
of 35 mm. sound systems.
The shortage of electronic parts
continues to be acute for this purpose, with sound system production
the sole facet of the WPB schedule
which still lags. Although it is estimated that current production is just
about enough to prevent any disastrous closings, the fact remains that
it will be a long time before the supply will be plentiful.

m
W. RAr JOHNSON and GEORGE BURROWS
return Wednesday
to the Coast.
BEN KALMENSON, WB general sales manager, is back from a Southern tour.
SAM SEIDELMAN, Latin American Supervisor
for Unite dArtists, has arrived in Havana.
RALPH H. CLARK, general manager for Warners in Canada, is on an extended tour of the
Western
provinces.
LT., (j.g.) LEN CRUENBERC, formerly RKO's
Rocky Mt. district manager, paid the home office a visit last week and is now "winging"
his way to Hawaii.
HARRY REINER, RKO field supervisor, is back
at the home office after a two-month trek on
territorial runs of "The
Master
Race."
NORMAN ELSON, vice-president of TransLux Theaters Corp., leaves New York today for
Toronto
where
he will remain
all week.
IRWIN ZELTNER, of 20th-Fox's home office
exploitation department, is in Detroit.
SERGT. BURT B. BALABAN, USMC, son of Barney Balaban, president of Paramount is home on a
month's furlough after 15 months in the South
Pacific.
OLIVER H. P. GARRETT has left for Hollywood to make revisions on the screenplay of
"Duel In The Sun."
JACK

SCHUYLER, FILM DAILY'S Syracuse correspondent, isin town for a week's cod fishing.
ROBERT WRIGHT and CEORGE FORREST, who
did the musical adaptation and lyrics of Broadway's "Seng of Norway," have gone back to the
ETHEL BARRYMORE has arrived in Hot Springs,
Coast.to recuperate from her hospital siege.
Va.,
JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales manager fcr Warners,
leaves today for Washington.
AL DAFF, vice-president of Universal International, left London Friday for New York.
ALFRED HITCHCOCK left London at the weekend for New
York.

DuMont Eyeing Main Stem
for Tele Studio Facilities
Persistent reports to the effect that
DuMont Laboratories, Inc., is dickering with the Shuberts for acquisition
of the latter's Ambassador Theater
on 49th St., west of Broadway, to be
utilized, after alterations, for tele
studio facilities needed by the DuMont organization, were characterized by well-informed sources on
Friday as "if anything, in very preliminary stages."
No _ action in the matter, it was
said, is expected one way or another
for some time, although the informing channels implied that DuMont is
eyeing the Great White Way sector
for prospective space of this type.
It was added that the company has
several sites in mind. In any event,
sales office and transmitter are expected to remain at 515 Madison
Ave.

Rites for Adolph Romish
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services for
Adolph Ramish, 82, pioneer in film
financing, who died Thanksgiving
Day, will be held today from the
Church of the Recessional, Forest
Lawn Memorial Park, with Dr. Maxwell Dubin officiating. In 1920 Ramish founded West Coast Theaters,
Inc., with Gore Brothers and Sol
Lesser, and acted as treasurer. He
was a franchise holder in First National and was a heavy backer in
new Universal, when Charles R.
Rogers took over the company, and
Eleven New Pix to Start
continued as a stockholder in Universal. He was also president of
Hollywood- — Eleven new pictures
Royal Amusements, Ltd , of Honogo into production this week making lulu.
total of 48 shooting.
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100% participation in
War Bond Premieres - 100%
participation in Free Movie Day.

Look at Rhode Island's record
— then get busy to make
your own measure up to it. If
Rhode Island can do it 100% - so can you!

MASH 'EM WITH THE SIXTH
N EVERY STATE OF THE U.S.A.

This -message was prepared and Inserted in the trade press by: Columbia Pictures Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures, Paramount Pictures Inc.,
RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc., Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., United Artists Corp., Universal Pictures Company.lnc, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

«

Mr. Lester Thompson
M. P. Productions Diet.
21st floor W.
W. 44th
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Rank-Nathanson Deal
Strictly Exhibition
(Continued from Page 1)
cial announcement which said, "This
Canadian company — General Theater Corp. — controls among other motion picture assets, Odeon Theaters
of Canada, Ltd."
Despite the reference to "other
motion picture assets," informed
sources said Friday that while
the scope might be greater at
some future date the 50-50 deal
as consummated was strictly exhibition incharacter. "Other assets" was said to refer to subsidiaries owned by Odeon, and it
was insisted there was no change
in the over-all picture.
General Theater Corp. and
Odeon both were founded by
Nathanson four years ago.
Under Canadian Management
It was also announced that John
Davis of British Odeon joins the directorate of General Theaters Corp.,
representing Rank. Davis will return to Toronto at end of year for an
indefinite stay.
There is no change in the Canadian franchise for 20 of Rank's British
films for the current season held by
Empire Universal Films, Toronto,
another company in the Nathanson
group. It was stated in the formal
announcement that it is proposed to
build modern theaters in the principal Canadian cities.
Will Show Soviet Pix
Nathanson declared that the Canadian Odeon policy would continue to
show the best pictures whether from
England, the United States, Russia
or other countries except those from
Axis countries, and his objective was
to follow the ideal of his late father,
N. L. Nathanson, in the development
of an empire chain of theaters.
It was divulged that Rank has arranged for the interchange of British and Soviet films, and that such
Russian product would be available
for distribution in Canada.
The statement added that GTC
like Odeon "will continue to be Canadian enterprises under Canadian
management," and that the new
Xathanson-Rank arrangement "will
extend and facilitate the distribution and exhibition of British pic-

Hurder the Tash . .
Greater the Effort

Nov.
20th

SIXTH OJflRLOflllS

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE
Harry Says It With Bonds

— DO YOUR SHARE

Met. Area Theater Sales

Sixth War Loan Bond sales in
film houses of Greater New York and
Westchester between Nov. 1 and
Nov. 19 totaled $2,893,000, Malcolm
Kingsberg, local industry chairman,
announced. Of this total 39,926
were "E" Bonds with $2,566,675 maturity value,
and maturity
balance value
"F" and
"G" Bonds
with
of
•
$326,425. During this span, the
$750,000 Bond Premiere
Broadway area sold $687,825 in
Kansas City — Combined 6th War Bonds, topping all other boroughs
Loan Bond Premiere for the city's and counties including Manhattan
first-run houses, with the house of which Broadway is a part. Score
scaled for $750,000 in Bonds, will be for the 19 days: Manhattan, $1,held at Loew's Midland theater here 366,825; Brooklyn, $550,050; Bronx,
Nov. 30. The Midland seats 3600.
$364,250; WestLeon Robertson is chairman of the $517,950;chester,Queens,
$70,725; and Richmond, $23,event.
300.
Harry Brandt, national chairman
for the 6th War Loan Drive, in the
presence of the National Committee,
in appreciation for their splendid service and co-operation, Friday awarded each member of the WAC personnel a $25 War Bond. Francis Harmon responded on behalf of the force.

Sept. Admission Tax Newsreel for Use
Collections Up Million !n Schools Urged
(Continued from Page 1)
(Broadway) area rose, however from
only $1,778,573 in September (on
August business) to $4,863,946 last
month.
A $3,000,000 drop was thus
try.
spread through the rest of the counCollections in October, 1943,
totalled $16,499,395 and the current
total as released Saturday by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue was less
than double that amount. It is estimated from these figures that the
admissions volume was about the
same in both months, in view of the
fact that the current tax is not quite
double the earlier 10 per cent rate.
The October, 1943, collection was a
record at that time, but the record
soared last August to $34,168,118.
Broadway theater admissions accounted for $4,241,512 as against a
year earlier, when the total Broadway collection was $2,043,582.
tures in Canada whether produced
by AsRank's
groupdisclosed,
or not." Odeon will
already
be expanded through the erection of
modern theaters in principal Dominion cities.

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — In a general news release pointing out that Sixth War
Loan trailers are being shown in
virtually every film theater throughout the U. S., and 16 mm. films, 12
separate ones, to workers in war

London (By Cable) — Announcement Friday of the closing of J.
Arthur Rank's deal for a 50-50 interest in Odeon of Canada brought the
blessing of the British government,
expressed through Dr. Hugh Dalton
president of the Board of Trade.

plants, the Treasury's War Finance
Committee Newspaper Section cited

Murray Suit Up Jan. 3
Chicago — Thtraias Murray's million dollar damage suit against the
distributors has been set for hearing
by Federal Judge William H. Holly
for Jan. 3.

the motion picture industry as "far
surpassing even its previous distinguished record of co-operation.

Monday, November 27,

(Continued from Page 1)
called for "a complete and realistic
overhauling" of classroom methods
so that all stages of instruction from
kindergarten up and through courses
at the highest seats of learning can
profit by the substitution of strong
mental impressions, as provided by
films, for the comparatively loose and
"imaginative" impressions which the
student has had to accept, mainly by
interpretation,
from books and even
lectures.
The commercial industry's 16 mm.
gift films, they point out, are proving
far more than an entertainment medium to fighting men on all the farflung battle fronts. The newsreels,
included among the gift films, are,
for example, teaching current history, and many sequences of the features and shorts are of educational
value, the educators assert.
After the war, it is suggested,
newsreels prepared by the five major
producer - distributors should be
issued for "spot" exhibition in American schools and universities under
joint industry-educational auspices.
Practice of showing newsreels in
commercial theaters alone has obvious value to the patrons whom they
reach, but it is pointed out a plan of
releasing the "spot" reels, in special
edited versions, to all schools would
disseminate current history where it
is vitally needed.
The educators see the progress of
instruction by films, which would deal
with all subjects taught, in direct
proportion to the co-operation they
will receive from commercial motion
picture channels, including the theatrical and non-theatrical fields, and
the co-operation they themselves are
prepared to extend to these fields.

Soviets May Comp ,
For Swiss Film Biz
(Continued

from Page 1)

try, and Nathan D. Golden, Dt
ment of Commerce pix rep.
French competition fell aw.
1940, of course, and German c<
tition is now being liquidated, fcl
ing a national decision not to z
any Nazi films after July 5, o
year. Italy, which had increas
exports to Switzerland until in
it originated 16 per cent of al
ture imports, is also out of the 3
et now. Local production is i
but strong competition from I
may develop. The report s,
significantly, that "Russia wi
pand its exportation of motior
tures after the war and may
sibly try to take the positions
erly occupied by Germany and
tria," in the European market.
Ten and twenty-year old Ami
films are now being shown in I
erland. Imports for the 350
theaters, seating 125,000, dr
from 1.932 in 1939 to 283 last
and only 32 in the first quar
this year. Five of the latter
U. S. pix.
No strong surge of native
duction is expected. There ar
studios, and it is not expectec
more than five features of good
ity per year will be scheduled
the war, due to a bothersome c
problem arising from French,
man and Italian speaking area
Our films for Switzerland a:
dubbed. French or German titl
added, or occasionally feature,
lip-synchronized in French or
man. Swiss attendance normal!
to about 36,000,000 annually
rentals from U. S. films aggi
about four million francs.

Joseph J. Cecile Dead

Syracuse — Joseph J. Cecile..
jectionist
at Loew's
Strand
eran member
of Local
376, and
die
lowing a six months illness,
vivors include a son, S/Sgt.
Cecile, who is stationed in En
Latter also is a projectionist.

STORK REPOR
An
eight-lb.
daughter,
Jane, was born to Mr.
Joseph
di Lorenzo
at
Ave. Hospital. The father
division manager
in the
tan area.
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TEN CENTS

S. DISTRIBUTORS TAKE OVER IN FRANCE

ench Gov't Favors Co-operative Production

ochemont. Home, Says
fie Sales Agency Over; for French Pix Talked
By SAM

V. C. OFFICE AND CLUB FOR NEW YORK
Reorganization of KC, Milwaukee

BERNS

&ILM DAILY Staff Writer
m Panleve, director of the films
D of the French
Ministry of
nation, is heading a move to
fiize French
traduction ons
i - operative
is, allowing]
i nicians, acetc, to share I
■ercentage of
profits, and I
ing the con>f the indus4y certainl
y factions, it
■eported at a
conference
: e r d a y by |
■ird de RocheMarch of
ie producer
RICHARD
DE
ROCHEMONT
-eturned last
from a sixtour of Fiance as a war corident.
re is also talk of "rationaliz(Continued on Page 6)

i. Fox to Produce
n Next 2 Years

of 10 New

Tents and Founding

American companies henceforth
are on their own in France.
Robert Riskin, chief of the OWI
chapter in New York City, organiza- overseas motion picture bureau, yestion business will be cleared through
terday advised his New York headthe planned New York office. The
quarters by cable from Paris that
club room, a small one, is contem- arrangements finally had been complated as a meeting place for visitpleted to hand over all films heretofore handled by the Psychological
ing Variety Club members.
James Cherry has been delegated Warfare Division to American comto reorganize the Kansas City tent
(Continued on Page 6)
which suspended activities about a

Tents Also on Year's Agenda

Establishment of a New York
office in the Paramount Bldg., a club
room in the Astor Hotel, the reorganization of the Kansas City and Milwaukee tents and the founding of
new tents in 10 cities are among the
activities planned for the coming
year by the Variety Clubs of America.
Although the Variety Club has no

on

Page

6)

Griffith Trust Suit
Trial Set for Mar.

WAC to Hear Davis,
O'Connor and Surles
Third annual meeting of the WAC
Thursday, at the Hotel Warwick
will have an impressive list of guest
speakers who will outline the needs
of their respective organizations for
1945 and the methods in which the
industry's
organization can be of
service.
With George J. Schaefer, WAC
(Continued on Page 7)

Allied Drops Fall Meet;
Board Parley in January

(Continued

1944 UA Theater Profit

FPC Asks Area Conciliation
Opposed

wietu Clubs Plan
June Conclave Here
^ext annual convention of the
iety Clubs of America will be
i in New York in June, 1945, it
decided at the annual meeting
Washington last week. Conxion will be held at the Waldorforia.

EVERY

BOND

YOU

to National Plan, Says Fitzgibbons

Toronto — Establishment of autonomous boards in each exchange center to handle conciliation matters
for theaters located in the individual
Acceptances of appointments to exchange territories is proposed by
act as state chairmen in the 1945 J. J. Fitzgibbons, FPC prexy, as an
March of Dimes, received by Chair- alternative to the Ontario-promulman Nicholas M. Schenck yesterday,
tion gated
setup.plan for a national conciliaindicate that the majority of industry leaders who served as state leadFitzgibbons has found the national
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)

Seven "Dimes" Chairmen
Answer Call for Service

SELL

MEANS

A QUICKER

Attendance Jump

Dallas — Post-war boom in theater
attendance is seen by Col. H. A. Cole,
Oklahoma City — The five-year-old president of Allied of Texas, in his
Griffith Amusement Co., anti-trust annual report to the convention cursuit was yesterday tentatively set
rently in session, to result from a
down for trial next March 12 by
back log of $100,000,000,000 in civil(Continued on Page 6)
Judge Edgar S. Vaught after a hearing on defense objections to the Government's answer to interrogatories IBEW Files Suit Against
filed last december.
Vaught instructed Holmes Wright, IATSE and the Majors
(Continued on Page 7)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Union
Higher Tax Bite Cuts
(Continued on Page 6)

Net income of United Artists TheThe customary
Fall meeting
of
Uliam Fox will leave for the Allied's board of directors will not
ater Circuit, Inc., for the year ended
by plane today to negotiate be held this year.
The board, how- Aug. 31, 1944, was $562,484, comfor 12 features to be made
pared with $586,578 for the previous
ever, will hold its next meeting in
i the next two years under a
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
m Fox Productions banner.
plans to release through his
ompany, it was announced by
(Continued on Page 6)

Psychological
Warfare
Division Hands Over
Pix and
Records to French Offices

RETURN

FOR

G-I JOE — GET

Entertainment
For Troops

Need
to Rise

' West Coast Bwr., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Need for morale-building entertainment
Uncle Sam's
forces
scattered for
throughout
the
United Kingdom and the European
continent will increase rather than
diminish with fall of Germany, according to William Dover, who for
the past two years supervised USO
Camp Shows on the British Isles and
later behind the battle lines in
France. Dover told how, at request
of General Eisenhower, he landed
18 Camp Show units on the Normandy beaches immediately following
D-Day. Dover is rejoining FeldmanBlum agency as director of its writer
and scenario departments.
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Saipan Air Bases Footage
For Newsreels Friday

The French Ministry of Information intends to release "France Libre
Actualite" as the official newsreel,
precluding the issuance of American
newsreels until after hostilities cease,
it was reported by Richard de Rochemont, March of Time producer who
returned last week from France.
There is nothing to prevent American cameramen from shooting scenes
for domestic consumption, subject to
military Allied censorship. Political
censorship now has the final say on
what appears on French screens.
"Monde Libre," a newsreel prepared in London by PWD will be
withdrawn. However, material gathered for this release will be submitted
to France for their use.

Washington

Liner, Fabian Executive,
Stricken; Rites Today
Irving Liner, 48, Staten Island district manager for Fabian theaters,
died Sunday night of a heart attack.
Funeral services will be held at 2:30
p.m. today in the Riverside Memorial
Chapel.
Liner, with the Fabian organization for the past seven years and
chairman of the WAC in Staten
Island, was holder of the DSC from
World War I and was a member of
the Legion of Valor and of the
famed "Lost Battalion."

"30 Seconds Over Tokyo'
To Be Sold Separately

27)
EXCHANGE

Chg.
Net
High
Low
Close
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2% > 203A
201/2
20i/2 —
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
71% .
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
287/8
287/8
28%
East. Kodak
170% 170% 170%
8% +
do pfd
187 186i/2 187
21
Gen. Prec. Eq
21
21
28
Lcew's, Inc
72
71l/2 88%
Paramount
2814 28
RKO
8i/4
8%
RKO $6 pfd
89
88
327/8 +
26
20th Century-Fox
.26
25%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 33
323,4
20th-Fox ppf
103V2 103V2 IO31/2
Warner Brcs
12% 12%
12% —
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Monogram Picts
3l/2
:>3/8
3y2
RKO cvs
1%
1
1
_+
21%
Sonotone Corp
2%
2%
Technicolor
213/8 21%
23/4 —
Universal Pictures 21
2Q3/8

+

Correction

U. S. Newsreels Out of
France Till War Ends

20%

-

Metro was inadvertently omitted
from those American companies who
handle their own distribution in
South Africa in yesterday's
Film Daily story discussing the
Schlesinger-Warner situation there.
Schlesinger theaters do, however,
play Metro product in South Africa
where Metro is also represented in
the theater field.
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Hitler's Turn Next
Albany — Ufa Films, Inc., which
was the American outlet for German
films until America entered the war,
has filed notice of voluntary dissolution with the Secretary of State.
Company was taken over by the
Alien Property Custodian.
Funeral services were held yesterday at 2 p.m. in the Park West
Chapel for Mrs. Zelda Weitman,
mother of Robert M. Weitman, who
died suddenly on Sunday from a
heart attack at the residence of her
daughter
in the Majestic Apartments
here.

COminG and GOI

DAILY

Washington — More than a reel of
film on the Saipan air bases, home of
the new 21st bomber command which
is spearheading the air campaign
against Tokyo, was given the newsreels yesterday by the Army and will
be released in the reels Friday. This
material shows the building of the
bases
B-29's and
there.the arrival of the first
There is no sign yet of any footage of the first Tokyo bombing, last
week, by the new command — nor any
pix taken on earlier missions before
existence of the new group was announced.
It is recalled here that no footage
of the Tokyo bombing of two years
ago has yet been released. It was
reported at the time that the plane
flying the pix back to this country
was reported to have been lost.

Catholics to Renew Pledge
Of Decency Legion Dec. 10
Renewal of the Legion of Decency
pledge will be taken in Catholic
churches throughout the U. S. on
Dec. 10,mittee the
Catholic
Bishops'
Comon Motion
Pictures
announced
over the week-end.
Annual report of the Legion shows
that 44.52 per cent of the 429 films
reviewed were found wholly unobjectionable and that 42.39 per cent
were approved for adults. Only one
American film and two Spanish pix
were banned. Fifty-one films — 11.89
per cent of the total — were placed in
the Legion's Class B.

Metro's "Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo" will be sold separately as a
special. Picture is now being made Report Warner Bros. Buys
available to all accounts under separate contracts. William F. Rodgers, Springfield, Mass., Realty
vice-president and general sales manMass. — Reported sale
ager, has not yet scheduled the com- of Springfield,
the Besse property, largest single
pany's 10th block.
downtown holding, to out-of-town interests for more than $3,000,000 has
WB Real Estate Head
given rise to reports the purchaser is
Visiting Midwest, South
Warner Bros. It was impossible last
night to get any confirmation of
Jules Levey, head of the Warner the report. Sale, still in the works,
Bros, real estate department, left
is the city's largest property transyesterday on a two-week trip through
fer. Local bank, holder of the propthe Midwest and South. His first
erty in trust, declines to give the
stop is Chicago, followed by Minne- name of the buyer.
apolis, Kansas City, New Orleans
and Dallas.
Stromberg East for Parleys

Rites for Mrs. Weitman
THE

Bureau

N. PETER
RATHVON,
RKO Corp. p;
Friday.
deferred
his departure for the Coast i
LEO MCCARTHY, PRC sales chief, left
for a tour of eight Midwest exchange:
H. M. RICHEY is in Dallas en roul
Angeles, Salt Lake Cty, Denver, Orr
Moines.
CHARLES EINFELD, Warner Bros, put
advertising chief, left for the Coast
after six weeks of home office confers
R. ). O'DONNELL, vice-president an
manager of Interstate Circuit of Dal
New
York visitor.

EARL J. HUDSON, president of Ui |
troit Theaters, affiliated with Parai
visiting in New York.
FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theate
tive, left last night for Cleveland, /
Youngstown.
He
will be gone about
JOHN GARFIELD, ELEANOR PARKER
RECTOR
DELMAR
DAVES
returned
wood yesterday from Philadelphia.
WALLACE BEERY is at the Waldc
from the Coast.
DAILEY PASKMAN has returned to I
following a business visit to New York.
FLIGHT OFFICER JOHN TENDER, ow
Tivoli Theater, Lorain, O., is home
from Laughlin
Field, Del Rio, Texas.
JOHN DAVIS returns to London din
Canada, foregoing a scheduled New Yo
LT. J. F. HOPE,
former
manager
branch
in Melbourne, Australia,
is en
England.
JOE PASTERNAK, M-G-M producer,
from the Coast.
GREGORY
RATOFF
got in from
over the week-end.
LARRY GOLOB, Warner's Eastern
manager,
spent
the week-end
in Ph
HOWARD DA SILVA has arrived in
from
Hollywood
to be at the
bedsi
father Benjamin Da Silva, suffering fro !
attack.
ESTHER WILLIAMS, M-C-M star
from
the Coast
the first week
in
LEO MORRISON,
Hollywood agent,
dicate
prexy. Al Lowenthal, Famous A
cago visiting

International to Advai
1945 Budget $1,000,00
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILL

Hollywood — International
will tilt its 1945 production b
million over this year's figi
cording to William Goetz. I
clear of war pix, IP will rel;
ly upon novels and will use
color for about 50 per cen
program.

Springfield Projection 1
Win $3 Tilt, Vacation I j

Springfield, Mass. — A $3 I
wage increase for 75 projei m
in 21 theaters in Springfield I
Hollywood — Hunt Stromberg area was approved at the vl
trained out of Hollywood for New
York yesterday to confer with United by the WLB. Board also giB
Artists officials and Lowell Calvert, week's vacation with pay.
his sales manager, on sales policy for is retroactive to Sept. 1, dat m
"Guest in the House," and to dis- new three-year contract nel
the IATSE and Western!
cuss 1945 product. The produc- by
chusetts Theaters.
er also plans to cover Broadway
shows in search for new talent.
Stromberg returns to Hollywood in
a week, accompanied by Tom Parham, comptroller.
SOUND STUDIOS, I
Cinema Lodge Hears Epstein
U. S. Senior Commissioner Martin
1600 BROADWAY.
N. Y. 19
Clrcl
C. Epstein will be the main speaker
Complete
Film am
at the Cinema Lodge (B'nai Brith)
Disc Recording Facilit
dily.
meeting tonight in the Hotel PiccaWest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
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French Gov't Favors
Co-op Production
(Continued from Page 1)
ing" French films abroad for better returns, with a general sales
representative to handle the distribution of all French producers, he added.
In augmenting the report of his
findings de Rochemont said that two
major problems confront the French
film industry. The first is to "clean
house of collaborationists" and next,
"get the industry going." A series
of "tolerances" will be given by the
Government until the film companies
straighten out their administrative
affairs.
All picture people must be cleared
by a special committee if they were
in the industry during the occupation, de Rochemont said. Restoration
of Nazi-confiscated theaters will be
a slow process because of investigations of theater operators and the
replacement of materials. An increase in civilian electric current now
has 31 houses operating in Paris.
Three of the four principal laboratories in Paris are in good shape,
using raw stock left by the Germans.
There is no shortage of chemicals
for lab use. However, many more
prints will be required to cover distribution hazards, due to lack of
transportation facilities, and longer
playing time will result.
A number of stories, actors, technicians, studios, etc., have been given
the "go ahead" signal, but Government priorities on certain materials
make it difficult to follow through.
One studio began operating but was
forced to close down because of inability to secure enough coal.
As soon as dubbing facilities are
made available, it is expected that
France will object to importing other
dubbed versions of films.
All French films exported must
now be examined for their cultural or
propaganda value.
American films are especially popular and requests for Technicolor features keep pouring in.
The March of Time has received
an authorization to release in France,
but de Rochemont claimed it was not
ready.
The MOT producer also stated that
two subjects will be made from sequences which were made on the
Continent, using combat material
available
thea "newsreel
which MOTto is
member. pool," of

Wm. Fox to Produce
12 In Next 2 Years
'Continued from Page

1)

William
Brown
of his New
York
. and construction of a studio
which he purchased in
West Hollywood is expected to beJan. 1.

Nov.
20th

SIXTH WAR LOAD i^

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE
Sell Bonds at Coast Plants
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

— DO YOUR

SHARE

62 Alliance Premieres
DAILY

Chicago — The Alliance Theater
circuit will hold 62 Bond Premieres.

Los Angeles — Scope of the Examiner's 6th War Loan alliance with
Southern California theaters broadened here with the announcement by
Earl Rice, chairman of the joint
effort's War Industry Plants Bond
Premiere Committee, working under
the supervision of Exhibitor State
chairman Gus Metzger, that Bondsales groups composed of theater
personnel are now on duty at 30 industrial plants selling War Bonds to
employes above and beyond their
savings plan accrual.

Akron, O. — Every downtown firstrun theater here will hold a Bond
Premiere on Dec. 20. Not an admission ticket will be for sale at
one of them. This is the first time
this policy has ever been tried in
this area.
•

Cole Sees Post-War
Attendance Jump

Area Conciliation
Is Asked by FPC

•
Premieres in All First-Runs

Union's Goal Is $200,000
Chicago — Operators Union members have set a goal of $200,000 for
Sixth War loan purchases.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ian goods and services now in active
demand. Cole announced this forecast following a canvass of exhibitors present who voted an approximate drop of 10 per cent from the
peak "take" in late months.
Cole forecast a boom in excess of
war time prosperity and to surpass
all known records for the industry
and which will last for a minimum of
two years following reconversion. In
the interim he says that the expectancy is for a substantial drop in receipts and that exhibitors must be in
position to readjust rentals downward for the remainder of the duration and for about six months following. He places the time as six
months hence, outside time, for the
collapse of Germany and the beginning of reversion to peace basis
business.
Cole's report dealt largely with
negotiations with distributors to arrive at a formula for rentals for Allied members and reported success
with most of the majors and minors.
H. M. Richey of M-G-M discussed
unity, the consent decree and the
WAC. He said unity was scuttled by
some distributors. This is no time,
said Richey, to press for any form of
legal action and that at least a year
should lapse before such is pursued.
He called the WAC the golden key
to opportunity for the independent
exhibitor for the reason that the industry is high in public respect for
its war record and that local WAC
activities by the exhibitor offers him
security from invasion by competition; his prestige will be so high that
local factors will discourage competition.
Upwards of 35 exhibitors, representing about 125 houses, were registered. Discussion on extension of
the scope of caravan will feature today's session.

conciliation agreement okayed by the
distributors association and the Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba exhibitor groups unacceptable to FPC, although itis reported that Odeon was
prepared to accept it.
The FPC prexy suggests that the
National War Services Committee
could extend its activities "to effectively represent the industry in matters that might concern the industry nationally."
Proposing
the establishment of the
Ontario Board of Conciliation in the
Ontario territory, Fitzgibbons urges
that any two members of the Motion
Picture Theaters Association shall
be eligible to sit on the board and
that executive members elected by
the Board have the right to vote.

Higher Tax Bite Cuts
1944 UA Theater Profit
(Continued from Page 1)

year. Net income before deducting
interest, depreciation, amortization
and provision for Federal taxes was
$1,557,091, compared with $1,282,220 in the 1943 period.
Taxes in 1944 amounted to $927,073; in the 1943 period taxes were

U. S. Distributors
Take Over in France
(Continued from Page 1)
panies in France, with yesterda;
effective date for the switch.
Riskin's cable, received by 1
Lober, his aide, informed tha
accounting and other records
been turned over to the distrih
companies by the PWD.
All American companies
agreed to give the widest dist
tion possible to OWI documents
it was said. In further co-oper
with the OWI, the company
draws a specific documentary fo]
tribution in other countries will
wise distribute it in France.

Y. C. Office, Club
For New York City
(Continued from Page 1)
year ago. Charles Skouras wi
organize the Milwaukee tent
ceased functioning two years
Skouras also has been delegat
organize new tents in San Fran
Portland, Seattle and Denver.
Beresin will head a campaif
form new chapters in New I
and Springfield, Mass. C. B. .
has been given the task of orgai
tents in Salt Lake City anc
Moines. H. H. Everett will or|
ida
tentscity.
in New Orleans and in a

IBEW Files Suit Agains
IATSE and the Majors
(Continued from Page 1)
has filed suit in superior court'
ing to have the court enjoi:
IATSE, its affiliated unions and
ness agents, William Bioff
George Browne, and the majo
companies from interfering wi
members' rights to belong to ]
or getting studio sound work cl
granted them by the basic
labor agreement, including the J
to handle sound equipment.
IBEW asserts that in 1936
tained a new clause to the basic
giving its members rights to all
other than operating on sound
ments.

TO THE COLOR!

$448,041.

Lt. Wile in Raid on Tokyo
First Lt. William E. Wile, AAF,
navigator-pilot on a B-29, and sonin-law of Charles Alicoate of The
Film Daily, was one of the New
Yorkers participating
in lastraid
week's
historic
first Super-Fort
on
Tokyo, according to press dispatches
over the week-end. Alicoate's son,
S/Sgt. Jack Alicoate, is a gunner on
a B-17 in the European theater, and
has completed 15 missions over
France and Germany.

*

DECORATED

*

LT. THOMAS C. ARTHUR, son of Hj
Arthur, Jr., president and genera! j
of Fanchon & Marco, the Distinguish
ing Cross.
S SCT.
JACK
ALICOATE,
AAF,
with
j
Medal
in England.
Sgt. Alicoate
son of Charles Alicoate of THE FILM f

— • —
• COMMISSIONED

LT.

•

WILLIAM
B. WILLIAMSON,
AAF,
M-C-M
booker, Charlotte,
N. C.

3fe
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WAC to Hear Davis,
O'Connor and Suries

lonnell Continues
V.C. Chief Barker
'bert J. O'Donnell was reelected
hal chief barker of the Variety
of America
at the annual
ting
last
in WashingO'Donnell's
Sit slate of
rs also was
scted.
t a i n e d in
present
were Carter
ion, first aspt
national
barker; Earl
gert, second
itant; March
II f , national
h guy; WilK. Jenkins,
nal property
BOB O'DONNELL
ter; "Chick"
i, national
director
of public
ons, and James
Banner,
naI ceremonial barker.
Id representatives elected were
allows: James 0. Cherry, Dallas
)maha; H. H. Everett, Atlanta,
phis and Charlotte; C. B. Akers,
aoma City; James Balmer, Pittsa and Boston;
Allan
Moritz,
nnati and Columbus; Earl Swei'more;
Washington,
Philadelphia
and
C. J. Latta;
Irving Mack,
,go, St. Louis and Detroit; Jack
in, Cleveland and Dayton, and
j es Skouras, Los Angeles.
K. Rowswell was elected chairof the Humanitarian
Award
nittee and John
Maloney was
Id chairman
of the National
; Committee.

fffith Trust Suit
il Set for Mar. 12
(Continued from Page 1)

ant U. S. attorney in charge of
rosecution, to file full answers
e Griffith interrogatories withdays. Wright and attorneys for
Griffith circuits operating in
?, New Mexico and Oklahoma
d in Judge Vaught's chambers
ly before the judge ruled that
overnment's trial brief was inent to cover the interrogatories.
■ i Griffith suit, filed in 1939, now
■res only the four Griffith family
s. Previous rulings by Judge
;ht had eliminated 13 distributor
dants.

Ill BIRTHDAY
tEETTO TO..

(Continued from Page D

ftt Retrospect
0
0
0 FLAWLESS
THAT'S THE WORD
that best describes
the annual meeting of the Variety Clubs of America in Washington
last week
In fact, that's how the officials of the State Department described the Humanitarian
Award
dinner for Secretary
of
State Cordell Hull at the Mayflower Hotel Friday night
The State
Department, itself, called the next day and said, in so many words,
that it was colossal
Veterans of show business functions frankly
admitted that the meetings and social affairs were the most smoothly
operated on record
Carter Barron, general chairman of the meeting, and his staff can certainly take a bow (if they still aren't too
worn out to even bend over and take a bow) for a great show
Orchids should go to Ed Fontaine, Fred Kogod, Sam Wheeler, Ray
Beall, Frank LaFalce, Nate Golden, Sidney Lust, Marc Wolf, "Chick"
Lewis, Al Sherman, Earle Sweigert, Tom Baldridge, Hank Shields, Lou
Rome, Lolly Feldman, every member of Tent No. 11 and the national
officers for their part in making the event a history-making one
V
V
V
• •
•
The Humanitarian
Award
dinner was conducted
with
clock-work precision
There was never a lag, never a dull moment
and the 500 industry and Government executives were fully awakened
to the fact that show business is a grand business to be in
and
to cap the evening of brilliant speakers, Bob Hope, Jerry Colonna
and Vera Vague arrived to add a note of hilarity to the festivities
The troupe was flown in from Chicago and then hopped
a
plane at 11:35 the same evening to do an Army camp show in the
South
Real troupers, those guys
Franchot Tone was another
from the acting side of the profession
And that banquet Saturday night at the Willard Hotel was equally as elaborate
along
with the cocktail party at the Variety Club before and after the
dinner

They, too, went off with expert management and precision with a great floor show to top it off
▼
▼
T
• • • WHILE GLOWING ADJECTIVES are needed to paint the
conduct of the two-day meeting and social events, it is equally important to point out the wonderful work done by the Variety Clubs as
a whole in the field of charity and the alleviation of human suffering
In the 17 months ending Nov. 1, 1944, the various tents raised
and expended more than $1,500,000 for charitable causes, something of
which
show
business can be proud
Although
every tent did

much for humanity, a committee consisting of "Chick" Lewis J. J. Fitzqibbons and E. I. Rubin selected the Dallas tent No. 17 for the year's
citation award
In the last nine years, those Texas showmen
raised and expended $450,000
and among its recent contributions were the Hope Cottage for Abandoned Babies, the Freeman
Memorial Clinic, the R. E. Griffith Boys Camp, the Boys' Ranch of Copperas Cove and a free swimming pool for poor children. . . .It would take
a list from here to there to enumerate the various charities sponsored
by all the other tents
But Phil M. has seen the list and only the
lack of space prevents a complete presentation
And so the motion picture business can be justly proud of John H. Harris who founded
the Variety Clubs of America and of men like Bob O'Donnell and all
the officers who carry on the work and aspirations of Harris and his

November 28
Emerson Yorke
Maurice McKenzie
ville A. Shauer
David Miller
ohn Willard
G. R. Keyser

cohorts in the organization's foundation
▼
T
▼
0 0 0 THE LEADERS ARE going to have to shoot high in
1945 when the tents hold their next convention at the Waldorf-Astoria
in New York. That Washington meet is going to be hard to match. . . .
V
V
V

-

0

0

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!

chairman, presiding, Francis S. Haron, WAC co-ordinator, will introduce
the guests who are scheduled to speak
at the "open" luncheon meeting. They
are: Elmer Davis, OWI director;
Taylor Mills, chief of the OWI Motion chairman
Picture Bureau;
Basil O'Connor,
of the American
Red
Cross and Stewart Brown, vice-chairman; Maj. Gen. A. D. Suries, director of the Army Bureau of Public
Relations; Ted R. Gamble, national
director, Treasury's War Finance Division; Capt. Eugene Markey, director, Bureau of Motion Pictures, Office
of the Secretary of the Navy; Maj.
Orton Hicks, Army Overseas Motion
Picture Service.
Industry speakers will be Harry
Brandt,
of the industry's
6th War chairman
Loan committee,
Ned E.
Depinet, chairman Distributors Division, Jack Alicoate, chairman, Trade
Press Division; Joseph McConville,
chairman, Foreign Managers Division; Si H. Fabian, chairman Theaters Division; John C. Flinn, co-ordinator Hollywood Division; Oscar A.
Doob, chairman Public Relations Division. A report will be read for
Walton C. Ament, chairman of the
Newsreels Division.
The Theaters Division Executive
Committee is scheduled to meet in a
morning session, with the luncheon
opening the joint meeting. A silent
tribute will be paid to members of
the industry who have given their
lives for the United Nations, and
resolutions of appreciation will be extended to Arthur L. Mayer, former
WAC executive, and Stanton Griffis,
now deputy commissioner and commissioner, respectively, for the Red
Cross in the Pacific Islands area.
WAC officers for 1945 will be
nominated at the joint meeting.

Seven "Dimes" Chairmen
Answer Call for Service
(Continued from Page 1)
ers in the 1944 campaign will again
act for the January 25-31 drive.
Among the first to respond to
Chairman Schenck's invitation to
serve were: Harold J. Fitzgerald,
Wisconsin; Roy Rowe, North Carolina; Harry L. Nace, Arizona; William C. Sears, Minnesota; Warren
Irvin, South Carolina; Max M. Yellen, Western New York; Rodney
Toups, Louisiana.

Allied Drops Fall Meet;
Board Parley in January
(Continued from Page 1)

January, although the city has not
yet been selected. An emergency
session may be called in the event
there are any significant developments in the New York consent decree.

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
w York N. Y.

WE HATE TO BE
A SHOW-OFF

PLAY TAPS
FOR THE JAPS
W I
6TH WAR LOAN SHOWMANSHIP

m

This business is founded on tricks . . .
that will stop the Main Street sprinter
cold in his tracks. ..to make him look,
loiter and lay it on the line . . . We
are dedicated to the idea ... of making the passerby's most urgent need
. . . a ticket off that nice big roll . . .
Going into out-of-the-way areas and
bringing back new patronage ... is
a cute trick . . . and we've perfected
it . . . But our banner trick is in getting people to take their place in
line ... in exactly the same place . . .
as many

times as you want them

. . . We can't establish bridge-heads
or beach-heads ... as the boys do
overseas . . . but we do establish
buyer-heads . . . within hearing distance of . . . "How

many, Please?"

rmTiorifU Cjtfieen service
S^S PRIZE BHBY OFTHlinDUSTRY

—
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G-H-LOEW FILE FOR TELEVISION LICENSES
ixas Allied Favors Expanded Caravan Policy
inuation of OPA
ist-War Period
a Necessity

Fresh indication that the Sixth War Loan drive is running ahead in the
number of special events arranged by the industry came yesterday when National
Chairman Harry Brandt reported that as of Nov. 25 exhibitors have pledged for

as — Decision to continue the
in activity on an amplified
yesterday's
sesfwasthevoted
Alliedat Theater
Owners
vas, following the testimony
ly exhibitors present that the
tent had been beneficial to
Col. H. A. Cole said that
)od relations nationally with
I is an outgrowth of the Caratort and that the logic of its
(Continued on Page 2)

e Honor Medal
Irade Publishers
istry paper publishers will be
of honor at a special luncheon
,'0 p.m. today at the Monte
when in recognition of their
in connection with the 6th
joan Drive, each will be prethe trade's "Medal of Honor."
>ng the publishers attending
•e Jack Alicoate, The Film
(Continued on Page 4)

Gardner, Carl Nedley
Metro Promotions
. Gardner, M-G-M branch manin Salt Lake City, has been
2d to manager of the Los Anbranch, succeeding the late
n V. Lynch, who died a few
ago while en route to New
(Continued on Page 4)

nxwell ARC Sale
Report is Revived
ondon
(By Cable) — The
rumor
Mrs. John Maxwell will dispose
Blf of her 2,000,000 shares
in
ociated British Cinemas was reel in Wardour St. circles yester■n the face of published denials
'Mrs. Maxwell that such a move
in prospect.
However,
ABC
ations have
advanced
on the
:k Exchange in anticipation of a

WRO

SAYS

WBAT

Tele Locations Sought
For New York, Washington and Los Angeles

3,254 Rond Premieres, 772 Children's Rond
Shows, 6,328 Free Movie Days Already Set

Entrance of M-G-M-Loew's on an
extensive post-war television project
was indicated yesterday when it was
learned that applications had been
filed Friday for three television stations, with locations sought for New
York, Washington and Los Angeles.
Marcus Loew Booking Agency is the
applicant for the operation in Washington on Channel 8 and in New
York on Channel 17. M-G-M studio
is listed as the applicant for the
(Continued on Page 4)

3,254 Bond Premieres, 772 Children's Premieres and 6,328 Free Movie
Days.
Of the 3,254 Bond Premieres 1,016 are in the smaller towns of less than
7,500 population; of the 772 Children's Matinees, 297 are in cities where the
population is less than 7,500, Brandt said.

Eagle-Lion May Take
Over Ealing Dislrib.
London (By Cable)- — J. Arthur
Rank's Eagle-Lion may take over
distribution of Ealing Films product
shortly under a deal now reported
in negotiation here.
Participating in the conferences
are Michael Balcon and Leslie F.
Baker of Ealing and E. T. Carr, representing Rank. Early consummation is indicated.
Move would result in Ealing's own
(Continued on Page 4)

19 Accept Chairmanships
For 1945 March of Dimes
Nicholas M. Schenck, national
chairman of the 1945 March of
Dimes drive, received yesterday 19
more acceptances of state chairmanships, as follows:
Carter Barron and John J. Payette,
co-chairmen of District of Columbia;
(Continued on Page 4)

Would Unionize All
Mexican Theaters

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — A
drive to force every film theater owner in Mexico to hire only union employes isbeing conducted by the Mexican Motion Picture Workers Union.
Pointing out that the production
and distribution branches of the local
industry are already 100 per cent
unionized, leaders of the labor group
London (By Cable) — With the
have announced their intention of go- Psychological Warfare Division stepping out of the French distribution
ing after the estimated 10 per cent
picture both for American and Brit(Continued on Page 4)
ish pix, British product is now being
handled by the Ministry of Informa16 mm. Army Gifts Total
(Continued on Page 4)

French Film Market

Open to All Distribs.

22,825 Feature Prints

WAC announced yesterday that N. Y. Ad-Publicity Chief
this week's delivery of industry's Signed for Rank Setup
16 mm. gift prints to the Army
J. Arthur Rank has already signed
Overseas Film Exchange included
M-G-M's "Strike Up the Band" and an advertising and publicity direc-'
"Meet Me in St. Louis"; Paramount's tor to head up an advertising-publicity organization which he will
"Dark Mountain";
Warners'
'To
(Continued on Page
4)
establish in this city at an early date,
(Continued on Page 2)

Raw Stock Figures in Week

Paring Down of Federal Estimates Sought
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
United Artists Circuit
Washington
—
Initial
estimate
of
Directorate Is Retained
raw stock requirements for the first
All directors of United Artists
Theater Circuit, Inc., were re-elected
at a meeting of the stockholders
Monday in Baltimore. The board is
composed of Harry D. Buckley, A.
H. Frisch, Joseph H. Moskowitz,
Bertram S. Nayfack, Dennis F.
(Continued on Page 4)

WAR

IS OVER?

ASKS

three months of next year should be
ready in about one week's time, it
was estimated yesterday by Lincoln
V. Burrows, WPB film chief.
Demands of the various claimant
agencies are now being correlated,
and in several instances these have
been sent back for additional screen(Continued on Page 4)

G-I JOE — LET

YOUR

ROND

Allied's Directors
In East Meet Dec. 19
A meeting of Allied's Eastern
regional directors will be held in
Passaic, N. J., on Dec. 19. Session
will be held in conjunction with New
Jersey Allied's annual Christmas beefsteak dinner at Harry Hecht's restaurant. Representatives of the New
England, Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey units are
scheduled to attend, along with some
of the national officers.
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(Continued from Page 1)
efforts is permeating
other companies'
policies.
On the consent decree question,
Cole gave a chronology of its causes
and effects and forecast the consenting companies will reject the
Government's
proposals for modifications, and that the suit will be
refiled, possibly in another
court,
Iwith an enlargement
of the plea
jIbased
on the
arbitrationof
cases and
the record
better ofeducation
jthe Government in the case. He expects a trial and full conclusion of
appeals in two years.
Problems
for tomorrow
involve
\ shortages of materials after civilian
production has begun due to extensive demand from all sources.
To
curb unduly high prices on equip\ ment items, seats, sound, screens,
carpets, etc., it was agreed that a
1 continuation
of the OPA is necessary in the post-war period.
Defends Allied's WAC Stand
Cole defended the national Allied
: position of non-participation
in a
' post-war War Activities Committee
jas set-up presently.
The impact of television upon the
jtheaters is declared by Cole to be
five years in the future, although
home sets may be available earlier,
and that its development will be an
aid to the theater rather than a
competition. Lee Bell of Clarendon,
spokesman for the committee, moved
the re-election of all officers and directors and his motion was carried.
Cole was personal host last night
'4
at a cocktail-buffet
dinner held in
Variety Club quarters to delegates,
local circuit executives, and exchange
managers, with their wives.

Canadian Appeals Court
Reverses Contempt Ruling

Canada's Gold Coin
\oiv the "Doob-loon''

While serving as assistant director
of the War Finance Committee in
Washington during the Third War
Loan drive, Oscar Doob, Loew Theaters' ad and publicity director, gave
advice and assistance to the Canadian Government in one of its drives.
Canada didn't forget it. At a recent
meeting of Loew Theater managers,
Francis S. Harmon WAC vice-chairman and co-ordinator, surprised D;ob
by presenting in behalf of the
Canadian Government a gold coin
of that country inscribed: "Canada
Thanks Oscar A. Doob."

N. Y. Ad-Publicity Chief
Signed for Rank Setup
(Continued from Page 1)
learned authoritatively yesterday. Identity of the new appointee
is withheld for the time being.
Deal, it is understood, was set by
John Davis, Rank's rep., while in
New York recently. Davis, who has
been in Canada on the Odeon deal,
returns to London immediately, but
iis expected back here about Jan. 1
at which time the ad-publicity machinery may start to grind.
Other important American moves
by Rank are said to be in work.
I Information reaching here from
London is to the effect that Rank is
about to close for a large London
building to house his ad-publicity
GHQ which will channel material
to the Xew York office where it will
be adapted to the American market.
Rank also, it is said, plans a Toronto
setup as an offshoot of the New York
organization.
it was

Use Industry Stamp on
Christmas Cards — Lee
Use of the film industry commemorative postage stamp in the mailing of Christmas cards, as well as
in correspondence generally, is urged
by Claude Lee, public relations head
of Paramount,
in a letter to all
employes.
Declaring that the issuance of the stamp was a significant
occurrence in the public relations of
the industry,
Lee said
the "recognition of our
publicthatservice
by
a department of Government carries
1 well deserved prestige to the con' sciousness of all the people who will
' see this stamp."

Montreal — Contempt of court proceedings, taken against George
Ganetakos, general manager of the
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
United Amusement Corp., Ltd., John
Monogram Picts
3Vz
3Vz
3 Vi
Ganetakos, the company's booking
Radio-Keith cvs
1 1/8
1
1 1/8
agent, and Larry Stephens, manager
Sonotone Corp
23/4
2%
23/4
of the Snowdon Theater, were disTechnicolor
21 3'8 21
21
missed by the Court of Appeals
Trans-Lux
3%
3%
3%
Universal
Pictures
yesterday in a unanimous judgment
which set aside a Superior Court decision. The judgment formed an
"Together Again's" Record
incident in long litigation between
Columbia's "Together Again," the United Amusement Corp. and
which goes into its second Musical Kent Theaters, Ltd.
Pathe Making Fund Trailer
RKO-Pathe today will shoot a speHall week tomorrow, gave that
cial trailer for the New York War
showplace its largest Thanksgiving Rose to L. A. as UA Manager
Chicago
—
It
is
reported
that
Sid
Fund
titledZorina.
"A Right
biz, playing to 95,595 admissions in Rose, Chicago UA manager, will be with Vera
Pathe Christmas"
is making
four days.
transferred to Los Angeles as branch the trailer on a non-profit basis. It
manager. Nate Nathanson, Mil- will be shown in approximately 500
waukee manager, succeeds Rose here. theaters in the New Yoi'k area beWA NTED !
fore Christmas.
Bob Allen, Chicago salesman, will
become manager.
MEMO CONTRACT SECRETARY
Precision Declares Dividend
Good opportunity tor person familiar with
Memo contracts or Cardex system tor theatres
Sheinbcrum to Minneapolis?
Nationally.
Precision Equipment Corp. yesterChicago — It is reported that Dick
day declared a dividend of 25 cents
Good
startinj
salary.
Position
N.
Y.
C.
Sheinbaum, C h i c a g o Paramount per share on the capital stock, payMail details of Experience in confidence to:
Box 221, Film Daily,
1501 Bway, N. Y. C.
salesman, will be named Minneapolis
able Dec. 15 to stockholders of
record Dec. 6.
exchange sales manager.
3278

1 0334 1 1278
13

12%

10334

COminG and G0IIK
B. B. KREISLER, vice-president and g
manager of Lester Cowan Productions, is n
Washington where he will make arrange
for the premiere showing

of "Tomorrov

NAT BARACH. Cleveland Screen Service i
manager, and MRS. BARACH are at the
Central Hotel.
ALBERT

LEWIN

has arrived from the Coa

STEVE TRILLING,
assistant to Jack L.
ner
atYorkthe Dec.studio,
is expected
to am
' New
15.
World!"
SOPHIE ROSENSTEIN. Warner test direc
in town
from Hollywood.
A. j. O'KEEFE.
Universale
Western
sales manager,
has returned
from Chicag
Hollywood.
HARRY MAIZLISH. general manag
Warners' Station KFWB, is in New York.
HENRI
ELMAN.
PRC
distributor
in CI
and MRS.
ELMAN
have gone to Califorr
the Winter.
STUART LECG, editor of the World in
films,
has
returned
to Canada
from
months' visit to England and France.
He
in New York late this week.
LOU BROWN, Loew Foli publicity chief
Haven and his family, are in Washingto
Philadelphia for a few days.
BRUCE

CABOT

GREGORY

is here from Hollywood.

PECK is due in New York Dec

DIXIE DUNBAR
KATE SMITH
SHIRLEY
JIMMY

has returned from the Sc
has arrived from Chicago.

ROSS is in town from
DURANTE

gets

Los Ang

in next week.

FRED SAMMIS, Photoplay editorial direel
left for Hollywood.
IRVING
EDMUND

BERLIN

is a New

GOULDINC

York arrival.

is stopping at

the

JOEL BEZAHLER of Metro leaves Fric
a 10-day
visit to Omaha,
Denver and C
E. K. "TED"
| Jacksonville.
ROSE KLEIN

O'SHEA

takes off Tuesc

of Metro

is vacationir

BOB WILLIAM of the Warner studic
j state.
liciry staff is in New York for about a v
IRA R. KENT, vice-president of He
Mifflin Co., is in Hollywood.
HUNT
STROMBERG
tomorrow.

will

arrive

in

N

Rank Provincial Circuit
Net Drops Substantially
London (By Cable) — Annual s
holders' report of Associated
vincial Picture Houses, one c
J. Arthur Rank group, shows a
ing profit of 294.366 pounds aj
325.585 pounds, with the net
down at 33,188 pounds against
pounds. Dividend rate is main
at 7 per cent.

"CAN'T

HELP

SINGING" lias just atout every element
tbat a memorable, entertaining picture must nave. No
comment

need be made about Deanna Durbin in Tecii-

nicolor ror tbe rirst time; no comment

need be made

about tbe wonderrul Jerome Kern music and tbe deligbtiul E. Y. Harburg lyrics; no comment

need be made about

tbe remarkably rine cast brougbt togetber in tne picture.
It is only important to say at tbis point tbat "CAN'T
HELP SINGING" is one or tbose unique productions
wbicn combines all tbe iascinating elements tbat insure
an entertainment masterpiece.

.OBERT PAI
AKIM TAMIROFF
DAVID BfiU€£ LEONID KINSKEY
d*«w%

FRANK RYAN

p^cdb,

RAY COLLINS

FELIX JACKSON

JUNE VINCENT ANDREW TOMBES

,w. p™&.«r FRANK SHAW

.*.«„> *, JEROME KERN

THOMAS GOMEZ
t,r* *>-E,5'fHARBl'RG

Screen Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER and FRANK RYAN • Story by John Klorer a-.d Leo Townsend
Based on "Girl of the Overland Trail" by Samuel i. and Curbs B. Warshawsky • A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

28 W. 44th N.St.Y. 21st floor
New York

Tele Licenses Asked
By Loew in 3 Cities
(Continued from Page 1)
Los Angeles license on Channel 17.
The booking agency now operates
WHN, New York.
While Paramount has television
affiliations through its interest in
DuMont and Scophony and 20th-Fox
an indirect interest in Scophony,
Loew's is the first film organization
to apply for its own New York tele
station. It is understood that the
Loew tele stations will be operated
in conjunction with its present F-M
stations which may form the nucleus
for an F-M network. Loew's this
week may file for an F-M license in
Washington.

Drive Honor Medal
To Trade Publishers
(Continued from Page 1)
Daily; Jay Emanuel, Jay Emanuel
Publications; Abel Green, Variety;
Charles Lewis, Showmen's Trade Review; Martin Quigley, Quigley Publications; Ben Shlyen, Box Office, and
Moe Wax, Film Bulletin.
Attending in addition to the publishers, will be Harry Brandt, national chairman for the drive; William F. Crockett, vice-chairman; Ned
E. Depinet, chairman of the Distributors Division; Leon Bamberger,
assistant to Depinet; Si H. Fabian,
head of the Theater Division; Max
A. Cohen, in charge of special events;
John Hertz, Jr., national publicity
director; Max Youngstein, publicity
co-ordinator; Herman Schleier, assistant to Brandt, Herb Berg and
the three War Heroes representing
the Treasury Department, Lt. Col.
Roswell R. Rosengren, Capt. Raymond W. Wild and Lt. Lewis R.
Largey.
At a similar function in Hollywood honors will be bestowed upon
Pete Harrison, Harrison's Reports;
Arthur Ungar, Daily Variety, and
William Wilkerson of the Hollywood
Reporter. Ted Lloyd of the National
Committee representing Brandt, will
make the Hollywood presentations.
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Raw Stock Figures
Expected in a Weel

SIXTH WAR LOIS
FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

Rivoli's Bond Rally Tonight

Sixth War Bond rally at the Rivoli
tonight under the direction of Montague Salmon, managing director,
will offer in addition to "Frenchman's Creek," now in its 11th week,
a special in-person show and a sneak
preview of Para.'s "Ministry of
Fear." Alan Corelli, head of the
Theater Authority and commander
of National Vaudeville Artists Post
690, American Legion, will emcee.

•
Altec Service Buys $55,000

— DO YOUR

SHARE

Aid Projection Room Shows
Branch managers hereafter will
be granted more latitude in connection with Projection Room Bond
Premieres for the Sixth War Loan
as a result of action taken by the
WAC Distributors Division. As a
result, they will make available any
production for which there are prints
available at the exchange at the
time, regardless of whether it has
been generally released.
•
NBC Hour Show for Rally
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Bert Sanford, Altec Service Eastern division sales manager, yesterday informed Harry Brandt, national
chairman for the 6th War Loan
Drive, that he has purchased on
behalf of his organization $55,000
worth of Treasury notes in support
of the industry's participation.

Hollywood — Huge Sixth War Loan
drive radio rally emanating from
this city Dec. 6 will include a onehour show provided by NBC. Maj.
Mann Holiner, now on the Army's
inactive list, will produce, with Cornwell Jackson of the OWI acting as
co-ordinator of stars and writers.

Eagle-Lion May Take
Over Ealing Distrib.

Would Unionize All
Mexican Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)
ing in effort to pare down the
all demands.
Burrows would not identifj
agencies where additional figB
is sought, but it is understood
they include- the two military
vices and the Foreign Economi
ministration, through which
stock goes abroad. Conferenc
the demands are being held al
Although Burrows says he c
week.
tell how tight the situation
shape up, it is reported here
the figures presented him thu
point toward an extreme imbc
of supply and demand, with rei
danger to the industry of a d
its allocation.

French Film Marke
Open to All Dislrib

(Continued from Page 1)
tion and French distributors, i
learned yesterday.
At the Ministry yesterday, i
said that the French market is •;
open
anybody."
exp
Britishto pix
to France Future
will come
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
the Board of Trade.
distribution
organization
closing of the nation's exhibition houses still
American distributors in h
down.
unorganized.
who took over from the PW
The union's executive committee Monday are starting operation
It is understood here that Columbia also has been dickering for dis- is forming special delegations to 14 U. S. features. These rep
tribution of Ealing pix.
visit every town in the republic in a
national effort to bring the hold-outs Division
the French-dubbed
pix whic'A
had been handling.
into line.
been turned over gratis to the
19 Accept Chairmanships
by the American companies.
For 1945 March of Dimes
16 mm. Army Gifts Total
British product heretofore hf
22,825 Feature Prints
by the PWD, however, had bee
vided
on a rental basis.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Jack Kirsch and Maurice M. Rubens,
co-chairmen, Illinois; Harry Katz and
K. T. Collins, co-chairmen, Indiana; Have and Have Not"; RKO's "None Ritchey Back at Mono.
J. B. Carroll, Maine; Frank J. Damis But the Lonely Heart"; Universal's After Service in Navy
and Walter Reade, co-chairmen, New "Bowery to Broadway" and "Hi,
Republic's "Brazil"; and
Jersey; A. M. Russell, Montana; Beautiful";
Norton V. Ritchey has been
PRC's "Swing Hostess." ,
Miles L. Hurley, New Mexico; L.
on inactive duty by the U. S.
New releases bring the total num- and has returned to his post ai
O. Griffith, Oklahoma; Robert H.
ber of prints shipped since the gift
Poole, co-chairman, California; Harpresident in charge of Mono;
film program's inception to 22,825 foreign department. Ritchey
ry C. Arthur, Jr., Missouri; John features,
and 24,359 short subjects.
was a lieutenant, has been on
Rugar, Utah; Fred J. Schwartz, cochairman, New York; Ted Schlanger,
duty for the last 18 months.
Ampa to Meet Tomorrow
co-chairman, Pennsylvania; Melvin United Artists Circuit
Ampa will hold a closed luncheon Morrison, New Hampshire; A. H. Directorate Is Retained
"Wilson" Leaving on Dec.
meeting tomorrow at the Hickory Blank, Iowa.
"Wilson" closes at the Victo
House to discuss plans to commemor(Continued from Page 1)
Sam Gardner, Carl Nedley
ate the industry's anniversary.
Dec. 19,
the 20th-Fox
weeks
on giving
Broadway.
O'Brien, Willard V. King, William
Win Metro Promotions
P. Philips, Joseph M. Schenck and
Lee Shubert.
(Continued from Page 1)
York.
Carl Nedley,
salesman
in
Omaha, becomes branch manager in Gerber Resumes at WB
Salt Lake City.
Lt. Morton Gerber, who went on inactive status Monday after serving
Gardner has been with M-G-M
November 29
Oklahoma City — Announcen
since 1931, joining the company as about two years in the Army, has
Busby
Berkeley
Kay Johnson
a salesman in Philadelphia. Nedley resumed as a member of Mort Blu- made of the elopement and ma I
Harold Beaudine Genevieve Tobin
has been with Metro since 1930, menstock's publicity staff at War- of Benjamin Y. Cammack, RK
Rod La Rocque Naomi Ruth Stevens
Louise
). Reider
district ma
starting as a salesman in Omaha
ners' home office. Gerber will work dio Southwestern
and Julia Mary Sims of this I
1 after several years with Universal. on general publicity.
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ELMS ON DEMOCRATIC FREEDOM PLANNED
i

Arbitration Board Proposed for Mex. Exhibition
•ater Owners Would End
*rnecine Quarrels Over
fits to Product There

GOV'T FILM LIBRARY SEEN SURE
Next Congress to be Asked for Speedy Authorization
for Construction, Says Archibald McLeish

ijixico
, City

(By Air Mail) — Crea,iof a board to arbitrate disputes
exhibition rights in this coun- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
•will be the probable sequel to
Washington — Speedy authorizautions passed at the recent
tion for the building of a huge cenention of the Mexican Associa- |tral repository of Government films
«f Motion Picture Theater Own- will be asked of the next Congress,
I Archibald MacLeish, Librarian of Cone decision to proceed with plans !gress, predicted yesterday, the study
organizing the regulatory body I of film storage he undertook
at
direction
definitely
lithe outstanding development of I Presidential
points toward construction of a film
Continued on Page 7)
library, he said, with facilities for
'■copyingtionalby
producers, oruse.for educaor documentary

ineider Elected

m

MacLeish pointed out that Govern-

ection of Samuel
Schneider as
ector and vice-president of Warwas announced
yesterday
by
'yner, Harry
M.
following
bard meeting
^uesday.
:hneider has J
associated
h Warners
* the
com's incorporation 1923. Being his career
ae accounting
artment, he
jinced through
ms executive
5 to the posiof assistant
ae president.
Sam Schneider
. the latter ca:y, which he has filled for the
(Continued on Page 8)

loldbery Succeeds
Liner With Fabian
Lou Goldberg, formerly New York
3ne manager for RKO Theaters,
las named successor to the late
ving Liner, as Staten Island disict manager for Fabian Theaters,
Ssterday, and will assume his duties
|nmediately.

THE

GREATER

THE

ment film facilities are so inadequate
now that until 1942, the Library of
Congress returned to producers all
films sent there for copyright. Since
1942, some prints sent for copyright
have been kept, with storage facilities made possible by funds from the
Rockefeller Foundation.
Excluding film made in combat
areas, MacLeish said, the Government
now possesses some 300 million feet
of film of all types, with no adequate
storage facilities for more than a
Continued on Page 2)

MPPDA-Financed Comm.
To Devise Educational Series For Schools, Colleges
Flatly warning that "the time is
rapidly approaching if not already
at hand when the nations of the
world, certainly the great powers,
must be either all democratic or all
totalitarian," the Commission on Motion Pictures in Education, offshoot
of the American Council of Education and financed by a MPPDA grant,
is planning to develop a series of
(Continued on Page 8)

rr
rr

xchange Pay Jumps
Okayed in 4 Spots

MPTOA Expansion
Plan Wins Support

Four more WLB applications designed to raise the living standard
of the nation's exchange workers
have been approved by regional
boards. Okayed were applications
filed by Denver, New Orleans and
(Continued on Page 8)

Proposal by Ed Kuykendall for a
post-war expansion of the MPTOA 12 More Accept State
and a strengthening of local units in "Dimes" Chairmanships
order to assure unity among exhibitors has had a favorable reaction
Acceptances from 12 more State
among exhibitor leaders in the field.
chairmen
for the 1945 March
of
(Continued on Page 8)
Dimes drive next January were an(Continued on Page 7)

Publishers' Contribution
To Industry Unity Lauded

Sturges-Hughes-UA Talks
Hit Snag But May Resume

Negotiations between United ArtExisting unity and co-op through
ists and the Preston Sturges-Howard
out the industry "could not be possible without the fine support and Hughes production unit were reported yesterday to have terminated
untiring efforts on the part of the
temporarily, at least, when an agreeindustry's trade press publishers,"
(Continued on Page 7)
Continued on Page 2)

Trend to Nabes in Detroit
Downtown

First Runs, However, Not Hard Hit

Detroit — A marked trend toward
a drift of patronage from the firstrun downtown houses that have been
enjoying a heydey of business for
Third annual meeting of the WAC the past nearly two years toward
takes place today at the Hotel War- the neighborhoods has slowly set in
wick. Members of the WAC execu- here. While the trend is unlikely to
tive committee and its theaters affect total grosses seriously until
Division executive committee are in the signs of a cutback in war pro(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)

Notables to Address
WAC Annual Meet Today

BOND

POWER.

THE

Oscar Serlin's "Life With Father,"
now in its sixth year at the local
Empire, is virtually certain to be
Warners' "ace" screen offering of
the 1945-46 lineup. That was the
(Continued on Page 7)

GREATER

THE

FERE

Heu* Adolph, Metro
Is Bach in Germany!
Banned from both Hitler's Germany and Nazi-controlled Europe in
August, 1940, when Metro defied
the Fuehrer's edict by producing
"Escape" and "Mortal Storm," Loewmade pictures are again being exhibited in Germany — in Aachen, to
be specific — readers of the forthcoming Dec. 1 issue of "LO!", Loew
employes magazine, will learn.
Article, telling for the first time
the circumstances under which Metro
and Hitler clashed, reports that Fred
Strengholt, then Metro manager in
Holland,
Hitler's
ban
order
was upon
served,whom
has been
unheard
from since Aug. 5, 1940 when he
cabled from Amsterdam.

POWER — BACK
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Adjustment in Clearance
To Canton, Mass., House

Low

Chg.
Net

Close
4
+

%

The 30-day clearance held by the
State Theater, Stoughton, Mass.,
over the Strand Theater, Canton, has
i been eliminated by an award issued
Iby Henry M. Channing, arbitrator,
in the Boston tribunal. The arbi"Medals of Honor" were also pretrator also fixed clearance at seven
sented to Ned Depinet, Leon Bamdays for the Norwood and Guild Theberger, W. F. Crockett, Roy Disney,
aters, Norwood, over the Strand. John Hertz,
Jr., Si Seadler, Max A.
The Norwood and Guild existing
Cohen, Herman Schleier, Max Youngclearance is 30 days.
stein, Herb Berg, Lt. Col. Roswell R.
Rosengren and Lt. Lewis R. Largey.

"Creek" Seen Runner Up
To Para.'s "Going My Way'

NEW

"Frenchman's Creek" is shaping
up as the probable runner up to
"Going My Way" as Para.'s top
grosser of all time, Charles M. Reagan, distribution chief, said yesterday. Pic is now playing pre-release
dates, with general release set for
Christmas, when it is indicated bookings will reach full capacity of Technicolor prints available.
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"To Have and Have Not'
WB's January Release

"Brazil" for B & K Circuit?

Trade Board Nominates
Chicago — B & K Chicago Theater
The New York Film Board of
opens tomorrow with Republic's
"Brazil" for a week's engagement. Trade held a meeting last night for
It is the first Republic film to play the first nomination of officers for
that house this year. It is expected the year 1945. Final nomination and
is scheduled for mid-Dethat
will States
play the
entire election
cember.
B & K"Brazil"
and Great
circuits.
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W. F. O'DELL, Ross Federal research
ager, is in Chicago handling the a
registration for the American Marketing
which
opens today.
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Coast
conferences.
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book author of "Si
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Theaters' terr
exe
is LOU
back KAUFMAN,
from a trip Warner
to the Cleveland
SIDNEY HULL, chief cameraman for J.
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and
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department,
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BANKHEAD
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"To Have and Have Not" has been
set for national release by Warners
Jan. 20.

Bob Perkins Joins OWI
The Office of War Information has
added Robert Perkins, pre-war man- 173 USO Units in Europe
ager for Universal in Manila and
USO Camp Shows now has 173
Japan, to its overseas branch opera- units comprising 837 performances
tions as an assistant to Michael
Europe, the largest number of
Bergher who will take over a Far in
units at any one time. Shows have
Eastern spot when current formula- played in Germany, Holland and
tive plans are completed.
Belgium. There also are 10 legitimate plays touring the combat areas.

IN

GRACE

yesterday
for
the
Richard
L. Moore.

THEATERS

TOMORROW"

London (By Cable) — A certain sign
of the importance with which the
"V regards the 16 mm.
% British industry
s
and 8 mm. fields in the post-war
period, the British Kinematograph
Society, counterpart of the American *
SMPE, is forming a sub-standard
division.

.

^l.
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MARKET
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COminG and GO in

(Continued from Page 1)
Harry Brandt, national chairman of
the 6th War Loan Drive, declared
yesterday at the presentation of the
industry's "Medal of Honor" to the
publishers. Affair was a luncheon at
the Monte Carlo.
Among the publishers present who
were presented the industry's . gold
"Medals of Honor" were: Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily; Jay Emanuel, Jay Emanuel Publications; Abel
Green, Variety; Charles Lewis, Showmen's Trade Review; Martin Quigley, Quigley Publications; Ben Shylen,
Box-office, and Moe Wax, Film
Bulletin.
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13y4
NEW
YORK
Picts

(Continued from Page 1)
minor part of the total. The bureau,
he said, has already approved funds
for drawing up complete plans for
the central repository, and MacLeish
believes Congress will approve.

Publishers' Contribution
To Industry Unity Lauded
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titration Board
■Mex, Exhibition!
(Continued from Page 1)
three-day
conclave,
which
was
inded by the operators
of 650
houses.
Phile the theater men refuse to
jn record to that effect, the projil is regarded by the local indusi as an attempt to avoid interne quarrels such as that between
American-controlled Jenkins cirand the Mexican Villasana chain
he city of Tampico.
pe board's purpose
is officially
ribed as "to settle, for once and
all, the destructive
fights for
rights to both foreign and naproductions — which in the long
prove harmful to every exhibi"cording to the plan approved, the
iation committee will be made
vf five members. Two will reptnt distributors of* foreign and
estic films respectively, and two
interests of Mexican exhibitors.
'fth member, not connected with
foregoing groups, will cast the
ding vote in the event of a dead!.l members will be appointed by
association's
1945
directorate,
'h was also chosen at the meetThe new officers are Antonio
j, president;
Manuel
Espinosa
das,
vice-president;
Eduardo
rez Garcia, secretary; and ManAngel
Fernandez,
treasurer.
i will be assisted by an advisory
cil composed
of Emilio
Azcar, Federico Rodriguez, Luis CasGabriel Alarcon, Guillermo San»ez, Francisco
Sumohano,
Luis
nso Calderon, and Luis R. Monher problems discussed at the
mbly were the high rentals,
y government taxes, and cutit competition resulting from
I opening of theaters in towns
e market is already saturated.

sill Rites Tomorrow

Warner-Serlin Deal
For "Father" Near
"Tlie Greatest of These . . ."
•

•

•

THE PHILANTHROPIC

November
2ginald Denny
Karl Struss

30
Jacqueline Logan
Saul Herrzig

which enlist the support

presented on its behalf by President Jimmy Walker to the "We, the
Patients" Fund at the Hospital
Senator Ed Ford accepted, and
in turn presented it to former Senator J. Henry Walters, RKO's general solicitor, and the Will Rogers Memorial
Fund's president
Patients at the Hospital, for relaxation, staff and publish their own
mimeograph newspaper, "We, the Patients," which chronicles hospital
activities
Its morale
value is great
Other morale
factors
woven into the rehabilitation program include language courses, and
others in business and occupational therapy
To those of the industry who contribute generously of their time and effort, as well as
money, in behalf of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Phil M. bestows
his own Order of Applause (With Two Palms)
High on the roster
appear the names of Senator Walters, Walter Vincent, and Harold
Rodner
T

T

T

•

• • TODAY'S $64 QUESTION: Did J. Arthur Rank determine to erect his own New York "show window" when his overtures
to acquire the Center Theater were politely nixed?
•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!.

Add Two to Ross Federal
Staff of Investigators

Joseph A. Quinn, former operaneral services will be held totive for the FBI, and James E. McCoy, ex-lieutenant of the New York
ow morning for James O'Neill,
ctor and retired member of Ac- City Police Department, have been
Equity staff, in St. Malachy's appointed special assistants to Werch.
ner Baader, Ross Federal director of
field investigators. D. A. Ross, gennnann Slain in France
eral manager, said that both men
racuse — J. Samuel Weltmann, would operate in the Eastern division
with Jules Weill, divi)er owner of the Liberty Theater in co-operation
sion manager.
Poster
and of the Syracuse
killed in acwas
Exchange,
tion in France, the War De- Gary Cooper in "The Robe"?
cent has advised.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gary Cooper will try
to clear his commitments as a producer for International Pictures in
order to play the role of Marcellus
in Frank Ross' "The Robe," scheduled for March shooting.

BIRTHDAY
lEETIKfiS TO..

CAUSES

of all of those engaged in show business are legion, but of their number none is more deserving of industry support or more close to the
hearts of all film-ites than the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac
There, men and women of the show world who have fallen
victims to that dread scourge, tuberculosis, receive urgently needed
treatment in surroundings
and atmosphere
which offer the greatest
.1
opportunity for both recovery
and rehabilitation
Perpetuation
of
the Hospital as a memorial to one of the greatest troupers
yes,
and Americans
of his generation is something
of an industry
trust
And it is a trust which will be met
It is heart-warming
to report that at the luncheon Tuesday of the Dexter Fellows Tent,
Circus Saints and Sinners Club of America, a substantial check was

Notables to Address
WAC Annual Meet Today
(Continued from Page 1)

New York to hear a report on 1944,
plans for 1945 and to hear addresses

(Continued from Page 1)
conviction of in-the-know channels,
late yesterday, although contracts
j had not yet been signed up to that
time. However, only a phone call or
a telegram from Jack Warner on
the WB lot is said necessary to
clinch the pact, and thus bring to
an end the most heated rivalry of
modern times among Coast studios
offering.
to acquire screen rights to a stage
Neither of the principals would
indicate what terms were involved.
It is certain that Serlin will cleave
to the original basic demand of $500,000, plus an important voice in the
film's making, plus a share in the
profits. These terms have been
among the fundamentals of Serlin's
so-called "Ten Commandments" recelluloid. garding "Father's" translation into
Samuel Goldwyn and David 0.
Selznick have been up in the running
as WB's chief rivals. Mary Pickford
and Paramount were also part of
the bidding channels.

12 More Accept State
"Dimes" Chairmanships
(Continued from Page 1)

nounced yesterday by National Chairman Nicholas M. Schenck. Acceptances to date cover 35 states.
Latest to be received were from:
W. F. Crockett, Virginia; E. J.
Schulte, Arkansas; Arthur Lehman,
Mississippi; A. M. Russell, Montana;
Paul Schlossman, Michigan; M. C.
Cooper, North Dakota; Fred Dolle,
Kentucky; E. M. Faye, Rhode Island;
M. C. Talley, Florida; Toney Sudekum, Tennessee; R. M. Kennedy,
Alabama; Julius M. Gordon, Texas.

Sturges-Hughes-UA Talks
Hit Snag But May Resume
(Continued from Page 1)

ment on certain phases of the distribution deal could not be reached.
by Basil O'Connor, American Red
Cross; Elmer Davis, OWI; Ted R. Henry Henigson, representative for
Gamble, the Treasury,
and others. Sturges-Hughes, returns to the Coast
Chairman George J. Schaefer will today after conferences with TJA
home office executives. Further parpreside, with WAC executives Franleys with Hughes and Sturges may
cis S. Harmon, Si H. Fabian, Herman result in ironing out some of the
Gluckman and Walter T. Brown fig- details. Under the proposed deal,
Sturges was to have produced three
uring in the proceedings.
Guest speakers at the luncheon pictures and Hughes was to have
are, in addition to those mentioned contributed "The Outlaw."
above, Brig. Gen. Robert L. Denig,
USMC; Col. Curtis Mitchell, chief,
Pictorial Service, Army Bureau of
Public Relations, substituting for
Maj. Gen. A. D. Surles; Stewart
Brown, Red Cross; Taylor Mills,
head of the OWI Domestic Motion
Ludwig Schindler Dead
Picture Bureau; Capt. Gene Markey, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood — Approaching marriage
Chicago — Ludwig Schindler, 81, Bureau of Motion Pictures, office of
of Col. Elliott Roosevelt, son of the
pioneer exhibitor, who operated the the Secretary of the Navy; and Presiden
t, and Faye Emerson, film
Schindler Theater for 39 years is Maj. Orton Hicks, Army Overseas actress,
was confirmed yesterday.
Motion Picture Service.
^dead, after a long illness.

UJEDDinG BELLS

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y.
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Detroit Trend to
Nabe Houses Seen

Pix on Democratic
Freedom Planned

(Continued from Page 1)
duction in this area are much stronger than at present, it is symptomatic
of what exhibitors may anticipate.
Back of the drift is the fact that
wartime money has been flowing
freely in many strata of the community including largely many newcomers relatively unaccustomed to
industrial wages. The solid permanent trade of established residents has been somewhat lost to
the big houses, first, because customers have found them too crowded
for comfort when they had a chance
to get down and, secondly, because
they have not enjoyed wartime prosperity as much relatively as the
transient, population, and so have remained as better patrons of the
smaller houses.
Upstate, a readjustment of §how
business has taken place somewhat
earlier along the same lines. In
larger cities, the trend toward the
neighborhoods appears to have been
more marked than in the Detroit
area. In smaller towns, typically
one-theater towns, there has however been a considerable loss of business that may be seen as the adjustment of the community to the neighborhood patronage itself ahead of the
metropolitan area. This has occurred
partly as an end result of gas rationing.

Schneider Elected
(Continued from Page 1)
past several years, Schneider handled financial matters, corporate activities in general and served in a
liaison capacity between the president and the distribution, production
and theater departments of the company.
Appointment of Schneider to the
Warner board restores the number
of directors to 11. There had
been only 10 since Joseph H. Hazen
left the company several months
ago.
Lantz Plans Mexican

Survey

West

FILM

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Walt Lantz will leave
Hollywood Dec. 15 for Mexico City
to survey possibilities of producing
Cartunes there with an eye towards
the Latin-American market.

r

Ban on Sunday Films
for Children Spurned
Lcndon (By Cable) — An attempt
to slap a ban on children's attendance at Sunday films failed yesterday when the London County Council's licensing committee rejected an
application to impose the barring
condition.

(Continued from Page 1)

Three Cornered Sales Race
Three State Exhibitor Chairmen:
Morton G. Thalhimer, of Virginia;
Frank Durkee, of Maryland, and A.
E. Lichtman, of Washington, D. C,
have set up a pool of $1500 in
"Smashing Sixth" Bonds as a purse
which will go to a charity designated by the winner among the three
territories of a quota-attainment contest. District of Columbia, with 68
theaters and 57,675 seats, has a
$1,441,875 quota, based on $25 (maturity) per seat; Maryland, 223 theaters and 113,849 has a quota of
$2,846,225; and Virginia with 238
theaters and 126,509, a quota of $3,162,725.

Navy Pix on Tele for Drive
Television will be called into play
by the New York State War Council tonight in a world premiere showing of Sixth War Loan films made
by the Navy over Television Station
WRGB in Schenectady.

MPTOA Expansion
Plan Wins Support
(Continued from Page 1)
This was indicated by representative
exhibitors who attended the Variety
Club meetings
in Washington last
week.
Top theater men told The Film
Daily that the 40 per cent admission
tax threat in Kentucky was a "classic
example" of what may be facing
theaters in other states and that
the situation in Kentucky should
give impetus to strengthening every
regional and state association.
The recently formed Kentucky association is combing the state to
bring in every theater owner so that
a united front can be put up when
the legislature reconvenes in January. It appears certain that the
measure will come up at the next
session. Kentucky theaters now collect a 10 per cent state tax and a
20 per cent Federal tax and an additional 10 per cent state levy is now
proposed.
Regional unit leaders plan to make
the MPTOA expansion plan their
No. 1 post-war task with the view
toward creating an efficient service
organization for all motion picture
theater men. A national convention
as soon as travel conditions improve
is advocated.

500 Pop., 230 Seats, $29,000 Sale
Jack Ramsey, of the Resort Theater, Lava Hot Springs, Idaho, in a
report to the National 6th War Loan
Committee reveals that his town has
a population of 500 and his theatre
seats 230. His 6th War Loan quota
is $19,710. On the opening day of
the drive, $29,000 worth of bonds
were sold.
•
105 Confabs for 6th
William F. Crockett, vice-chairman for the 6th War Loan Drive,
announced
that
in addition to theyesterday
19 national
committee

films
on ' problems
of democi
freedom.
Educational purposes to be sei
by these films are enumerated!
(1) "to promote a clearer um
standing of the conditions ui
which the democratic processes
operate"; (2) "to develop an ap,
ciation of the struggle for freedd
and (3) "to reveal some of the r
ern dangers to democratic libert
The Commission, via a stater
drafted by its chairman, Dr. IV
A. May of Yale University, pc
out that "a great boom in the
of teaching films by schools and
leges it
is "is
now ofimminent,"
and that,;
decl
that
the opinion
general procedure for planning,
duction and utilization of film;
civilian educational agencies
very well follow the general pat
developed by the film produ(

regional meetings, reports have been
received from 86 state and regional
meetings, making a total of 105 thus
far held by exhibitors.
units
of the
war agencies."
•
Study
in detail
of concrete sc
Lukas in $880,000 Sale
and college problems to ascei
the
extent
to
which
films will a:
Cleveland — Paul Lukas, here on a the solutions is urged
by the (
solo Bond selling mission, sold $880,- mission, which declares that seri<
000 worth of Bonds at the Hungarian
rally.
American Aid Society dinner and films for specific purposes mus
planned, adding that they mus
produced according to educat
specifications and followed
through programs of utilizatioi
The Commission,
discussing
riers to democracy, which it proil
to attack with films, is highly cri
of "the isolationist attitude of
liberately ignoring the problems
conditions of people in other j
(Continued from Page 1)
Cincinnati back-room locals of the of the world. It is important]
people the world over to under* ij
IATSE
andin byCincinnati.
the Alliance's front- clearly the modern
condition
office local
trade,
travel
and
communicl
The boards' action assures ex- make it difficult if not impossibl I
change office help a system of job
classifications providing minimum freedom-loving people in democJ
to enjoy their democJ
and maximum wage scales, while the countries
service workers will get a 10 per cent liberties if they are surroundej|
increase above the scale rate.
totalitarian states."
Yesterday exchange operations
heads of the film companies and Warners Acquires Site
Joseph Basson of the IATSE signed For New Haven Branch
three more applications drawn up
New Haven — Warners has u
by locals for submission to regional
boards. All three were in behalf of chased a tract of land at the d]
back-room help in Albany, Buffalo of Meadow and Whiting Sts. |
and New York City.
Annie E. Cannon, for the rep"fl
purpose
of building an excrF
when conditions permit. Site aci
Rochlin, Metro Atlanta
the present 20th-Fox building. J
Office Manager, to N. Y.

iExchange Pay Jumps
Okayed in 4 Spots

Chi. V. C. Preview

Nat Rochlin, M-G-M office manChicago — Herb Ellisberg, di
ager in Atlanta, has been promoted
to a home office assignment and will utor, holds a press luncheon pre
arrive in New York in 10 days to take today at the Variety Club fo
up his new duties. Meanwhile, Thom- "Kings in the Ring" film.
as F. Grady, master booker in Atlanta, temporarily takes over the
former duties of Rochlin.
AMPA

Luncheon

Today

AMPA meets today at the HickPoor Richard Award to Hope
ory House, on West 52nd Street, at
Philadelphia — Bob Hope will re- a closed luncheon for members and
ceive the Poor Richard Club's 1944 the trade press to discuss its forthgold medal for achievement at the
coming commemoration of the inannual dinner in January.
dustry's 50th anniversary.

STORK REP0R1I

A son, the second, was bon
terday to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
at the Lenox Hill Hospital.
is assistant to 20th-Fox's pres
Spyros P. Skouras.
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AC SETS 194S AND 7TH DRIVE BUDGETS
9th Cent-Fox 39 Weeks Net Hits $9,487,929
Quarter Earnings at
(19,496; U. S. Tax Bite
iB Weeks, $21,605,000
consolidated net profit after
:arges of $9,487,929 for the 39
s ended Sept. 23 was reported
;rday by 20th-Fox and all subies, including National Thea■ind Roxy Theater. This figure
jluivalent to $4.67 per common
j after deducting dividends on
(Continued on Page 4)

y Postpone Decree
■ring on Tuesday
ause Federal Judge Henry W.
ud has another commitment for
| ay, the scheduled hearing on
:,r W. Arthur's motion to inter[ n the New York consent decree

Warner Bros. MPPDA Resignation Confirmed
But Company Is Silent on Reasons for Move
Warner Bros. Pictures is resigning from the MPPDA. Formal notice to that
effect was penned yesterday by President Harry M. Warner and presumably
will reach the MPPDA headquarters today, it was confirmed at the WB home
office last night. No statement as to the reasons actuating the move by Warners was obtainable. Actual withdrawal, it is understood, must wait for six
months under the MPPDA
setup.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Representatives of Warner Bros, confirmed the report that
organization has withdrawn from the Association of M. P. Producers as
as from the MPPDA. They declared Warner Bros, was dissatisfied with
way labor negotiations had been handled and for not having received the

the
well
the
co-

operation of other Hays organization members in the company's "Hollywood
Canteen" dispute 10 months ago with the Screen Actors Guild.

Trade Press War Effort
Aid Huge, WAC is Told

The American film industry's 12
Ipie Government's move for a trade publications since May 1, 1942,
jjijig date on the recommenda- have donated 833 V2 pages of adver, (Continued on Page 3)
tising — the, equivalent
of $272,934
ill
T
worth of space — to the war effort,
and, at the same time, have devoted
iinia Censor's Film
13,554 editorial columns to the same
i Take a Big Jump

$180,000 for Regular Expenditures, $100,000 for
Next Bond Drive Approved
A budget of $180,000 for regular
expenditures of the War Activities
Committee for 1945, plus a special
budget of $100,000 for the Seventh
War Loan, was approved unanimously yesterday at the annual meeting
(Continued on Page 4)

Fabian Again Heads
WAC Theaters Group

Si H. Fabian was re-elected chairman of the Theaters Division of the
WAC at a meeting of the group yesterday prior to
the annual meeting of the general
cause, Jack Alicoate, chairman of
the Trade Press Division, reported
committee.
Leonard Goldenson
to the WAC at its annual meeting
was elected treashere yesterday,
to succeed
Arthur urerMayer,
The trade press, said Alicoate,
who is now with
"has no desire whatsoever to have
the Red Cross in
l
(Continued on Page 3)
Hawaii, and E. V.
Richards was reco - chairman. elected
Joseph
Bernhard elected
washonorary
rechairman.

hmond, Va. — Annual report of
mate Board of Censorship shows
the board viewed 1,373 films
h the year ended June 30 last,
(Continued on Page 3)

Rank Picks Burnside
For Hollywood Rep.

\ropose MPPDA Dept.
of E.vlttb. Relations

Thetors Division
Distribuhas
SI FABIAN
Albany — Charles Chaplin, in a deGetting "the ball rolling" for incision of the Court of Appeals yes- not yet elected its leaders for 1945.
terchange of U. S. and British film
reports yesterday that
talent in the interests of J. Arthur
terday was denied the right to sue There were
(Continued on Page 2)
Rank's rapidly expanding
produc- David O. Selznick Productions, Inc.,
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)

;;:■-

&n exhibitor relations man to
»d a department at the MPPDA
advocated in a current bulletin of
Independent Exhibitors Forum,
ommittee of the Greater Cincini Independent Exhibitors, Inc. The
mm, while not naming the peri it has in mind, hints at H. M.
they, exhibitor relations director
M-G-M. The bulletin contends
| certain
alleged
practices
by
distributors have created hate
thin the industry and that an
'PDA exhibitor relations man might
re the problem.

>AY: THE EQUIPMENT

Chaplin Wins, Loses
In Selznick Actions

Pix War Activities Lauded
Service Summarized

at Annual

WAC

Schaefer, Harmon and
Gluchman Re-elected

Meet

Tub Thumpers of America
Bows In; Browning Heads

The Army, Navy, Marines and
the motion picture ■ industry, itself,
paid homage to the War Activities
Committee for its war efforts at the
Boston — An outgrowth
of WAG annual meeting of the WAC yesefforts here in behalf of the 6th Wat
terday at, the Warwick Hotel.
The invaluable service rendered
Bond Drive and earlier similar- cam*
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

MEWS

SECTION — Tl/RIV TO PAGES

5-8 FOR

LATEST

George

J. Schaefer, Chairman;

Francis S, Harmon, executive vicechairman, and Herman Gluckman,
treasurer, of the WAC

were unani-

mously re-elected
the WAC'sNomanual business
meetingat yesterday.
inating committee comprised Barney
Balaban, Harry Brandt and Herman
Robbins.
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Pix War Activities
Lauded at WAC Meet

10 Cents

(Continued from Page 1)
JOHN
W.
ALICCATE
by motion pictures to the morale of
DONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher the fighting men and to the educaand General
Manager
tion and enlightenment of the public was lauded by the speakers who
CHESTER
B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
gave actual facts and figures of the
Published daily except Saturday!, Sunday! industry's accomplishments. Presided over by George J. Schaefer, the
»nd Holidays at 1*501 Broadway, New
Vork 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film meeting lasted four hours and drew
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, Preiident and
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- the top executives of distribution,
Treasurer; Al Steen Associate Editor. Entered exhibition and Government services.
ii second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
Francis S. Harmon, who received
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terras (Postage free) glowing praise for his work, made the
United States outside of Greater New York
opening remarks in which he de|>10.00 one year; fi months, $5.00; 3 months,
scribed the WAC as the power house
$3.00. Foreign. $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications which kept the war activities movto THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
ing. He dedicated greater effort in
■Jew York, N. Y
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 1945. Basil O'Connor, chairman of
"■-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121 Cable address: the American Red Cross, expressed
Filmday, New York.
his gratitude to the industry for its
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. contributions.
-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Pix Most Vivid Medium
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Elmer Davis, OWI director, pointOrdway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
ed to motion pictures as the most
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briarfate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- vivid of all media and said that picman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardoui
tures would render an even greater
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, service in the post-war era. Capt.
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger, Eugene Markey, of the Bureau of
Augusto Compte 5. Mexico. D. F. SAN JUAN
Motion Pictures, commented on co-E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Car
operation with the Navy and stressed
michael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
the necessity for steering the American people toward a more realistic
view of the war. Declaring that motion pictures gave the visual background to the headlines, Col. Curtis
D. Mitchell, of the Bureau of Army
{Thursday,
Nov. 30)
Public Relations, told of the services
given by the industry and warned
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net of the post-war problems and the
High
Low
Close
Chg. part that films can play in them.
Maj. Orton Hicks of the Overseas
Am. Seat
173/8
171/4
171^
Col. Picts.vtc. (2i/2%)
223/8 2114
22 Vs +
% Motion Picture Service read reports
Columbia
Picts. pfd
and letters from men in the combat
Con. Fm. Ind
zones who told of the morale boostCon. Fm. Ind. pfd... 28"/2
28 V4
28 Vi
East. Kodak
171
17014 170i/4 —
%
ing influence of films. Theodore
do pfd
I86I/2 I86I/2 I86V2 —
Vi R. Gamble, national director of the
Cen. Prec. Eq
21 V4
21
21
—
"/« War Finance Division, described the
Loew's,
Inc
72"/4
71 Vi
71 % —
</a
Paramount
285/8
28'A
28% —
V4 financial aspects of the war, his reRKO
8 1/2
8 1/4
83/8 +
Va
marks being principally off the recRKO $6 pfd
90
88'/2
90
+
%
ord.
20th Century-Fox
... 26l/4 26 Vs 26'/4
.<■
20th Century-Fox pfd. 331/4
33
33 Vg —
Vs
Si Fabian read a resolution passed
Warner Bros
13%
13'/8
13 Vs —
Vs
by the Theaters Division pledging
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Monogram Ficts
3%
3 V2
3% +
Vs continued co-operation to the GovRKO cvs
1%
1
li/g
ernment until the war is won, the
Sonotone
Corp
2%
234
234
j
Technicolor
21%
20 Vi
213/8+
5/8 resolution receiving unanimous adoption. Ned E. Depinet, reporting for
Trans-Lux
3%
33/4
33/4
Universal Pictures ... 21
20%
20% +
% the Distributors Division, said the
goal of his group was to be more
valuable and to do an even better
Skouras to UK on "Wilson/ job in 1945. John Flinn summarized
Then to Greece on Relief? the
activities of the Hollywood division and reported that the studios
The possibility that Spyros P. were more eager than ever for the
Skouras, will go to London in con- success of the WAC.
nection with the "Wilson" campaign
Brandt Lauds Pix' Co-op
there was seen yesterday. Reports
Harry Brandt, speaking as head
further had it that the 20th-Fox
prexy would proceed to Greece from of the Sixth War Loan, told of the
England in his capacity of Greek recent cross-country trip in the interest of the drive, lauded the coWar Relief head in this country.
operation given by both independent
and affiliated interests.
Rites for Espys' Mother
A resolution praising the efforts
St. Louis — Funeral services were of Arthur Mayer, Stanton Griffis and
held here for Mrs. Elizabeth B. Espy, John C. Flinn was passed unanimother of Cullen Espy, Southern
mously. Prfise for everybody conCalifornia film buyer for FWC, and
nected with the WAC was given
Reeces Espy, Hollywood producer whole-heartedly by every speaker.
and director.
Sgt. Jack Balaban, son of the ParaPublisher

financial

Lashy-MacEtven Join
for Indie Production
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jesse L. Lasky and
Walter MacEwen have organized

Jesse L. Lasky Productions to proindependently. They arrive in
F^<duce
CNew
York over the week-end to
close story deals and negotiated releasing arrangements with
a major.

Tub Thumpers of America
Bows In; Browning Heads
(Continued

from Page 1)

paigns, the Tub Thumpers of America has been organized here by publicity reps., public relations men and
p.a.'s of the film, theatrical, newspaper and allied industries. New
group will follow the pattern of
Washington's famed Gridiron Club
rnd New
Cheese and
Club,Sinners
Banshees and York's
Circus Saints
as a ribbing org. but will seek to
provide publicity service for all
worth-while
civic and national projects.
Heading the new group is Chief
Tub Thumper Harry Browning, publicity director of M & P Theaters;
Al Fowler of 20th-Fox is chief bill
poster; Marjorie Spriggs of the
Treasury is chief swindler; James J.
"Red" King of RKO Theaters, Ben
Bartzoff of Jewish Advocate, and
Arnold Van Leer of Paramount comprise the Black Ball Trio; Joe DiPesa
of Loew's and Art Moger of Warners head the committee on honorary
memberships, and Joe Longo of
Loew's and Abe Bernstein of Columbia, the committee on special awards.

COflllnG and coir

LOU HARRIS, Alliance circuit mair
engineer, is on the West Coast for
spection tour.
CORDON
LICHTSTONE,
general
man |
Paramount
Film Service of Canada,
LICHTSTONE are New York visitors.
SID
BLUMENSTOCK,
assistant
exp
manager of 20th-Fox,
left last night f
ton, Ohio, where
he will set up the
an Moss Hart's "Winged

Victory."

Fabian Again Heai
WAC Theaters Groi
(Continued from Page 1)
Ned Depinet may serve anothei
John C. Flinn, retiring co-o
tor for the Hollywood divisic
ported at the WAC annual m
that John Cromwell had been (
chairman and Eddie Mannix
chairman. Tom Baily was (
to succeed Flinn as co-ord
Other members of the commit
elude Bert Allenberg, Fred B<
Harry Brand, Trem Carr, John
Y. Frank Freeman, Everett I
George Murphy, Ken Thomsc
Walter Wanger.

ATSE Counsel Would
WLB Wage Action in £

Daveto Atlanta
Harper, yesterday
IATSE
went
inatJ
to secure favorable action
regional War Labor Board i
Loew-Lewin Forming New
city on applications designed
Producing Organization
prove the standard of living
exchange
workers
there
a
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY Charlotte, N. C. Involved are
Hollywood — David L. Loew and Albert Lewin are forming a new pro- room and back-office locals
ducing organization which will start tions
IATSEwere
in both
cities. the The
filed with
appra1
functioning as soon as they are able the film companies.
to complete current business comHalper is due back on Tue:
mitments. Loew will be producer
and Lewin writer-director.
Lewin recently completed direction loins M-G-M Transportatior
Chicago — Price Shoemaker,
of "The Picture of Dorian Gray" at erly with the Pennsylvania R;
M-G-M. Following a two months'
business trip to New York he will
beendepartment
added to M-G-M's
tn
tation
as assist
return to Metro and remain with the has
Warren
Slee,
Chicago
transpo
studio until the expiration of his con- manager.
tract.

Loew will independently produce
one of several important properties
he owns and expects to have it finished by time Lewin leaves M-G-M.
Walter Brandt Stricken
Cleveland, O.— Walter J. Brandt,
former Warner city salesman, died
Wednesday of heart attack while attending Keith's 105th St. Theater.
A son, Capt. Warner Brandt, survives.

E. M. Loew Residence Burns
Boston — E. M. Loew residence in
Milton was damaged $15,000 by fire.
mount president, was given an ovation for his photographing exploits
in the South Pacific.

SEND BIRTIID
GREETINGS T
December 1
Demetrious Alexis
December 2
E. W. Hammons
Alfred Reef
Andy Clyde
Frank Reic
Otto Brower
Julian Arthur
Ezra Stoi
Alfred
L. Werker
Marc
Pla
John Tyrr
|
Col |
December 3Monty
Deanna Durbin
Harold Hendee
Marion
Shi!
Basil Smith
Luceil Capt.
Engel Hollis Ke «l
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ik Picks Burnside

Trade Press War Effort
Hollywood Rep. Aid Huge, WACis Told
WEi

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Letup was described yesterday
William Burnside, newly ap"»d production advisor and liaietween Rank and the latter's
Coast production affiliations,
jremost among his new duties
I post.
|nside, who leaves New
York
I for the Coast where he will
iish an office, probably in BevjHills, asserted that under the
ag of talent which
he will
el to the Rank
organization
(there and for employment in
md will be players, writers, dis, and with union co-operation,
cians of all types.
He pointed
mat skilled technicians today in
, n number only about 1,650.
jtcial emphasis
will be placed
'eloping a roster of young stars
r layers, patterned after the sys::f U. S. majors, and producers
Mas David 0. Selznick whom
ule formerly served as producassistant.
. rently, Burnside said, there apj'|
be no immediate
for
| toto acquire
West Coast need
studios.
rper, he is scheduled to journey
llywood as a part of his trip
U. S. next February. Burnside
. ed that he himself would probgo to England and accompany
jj>!on the trip.
nside stated that he would as/esley Ruggles whose first film
Rank
auspices,
"London
" goes before the cameras in
, nd next February,
and will
|l as talent liaison for GainsborIndependent
Film Producers,
Cities, Eagle Lion, and other
j producing outfits.
Orry-Kelly,
ne designer, and Elliott Paul,
•, have already been signed by
ore joining Rank, Burnside was
:tion and liaison officer for the
h Government Film Division
lip Coast, having been transferrin supervisor of many of the
ian Government's films under
on of John Grierson. His first
t with the industry was as
ig director for Fox Films, Lon-

anigon Dead
adelphia — Joe Lanigon, vetraude trouper, is dead.

tORK REPORTS
•'■

May Postpone Decree
Hearing on Tuesday

its patriotic generosity measured by
a rate card formula," and he stated
as
"his editorial
consideredcolumns
opinion,"
thattheir
"it
is the
with
great diversity of stimulating approach to our war-time problems,
chat have been most outstandingly
Text of the full report follows:
helpful."
"Again, for the third successive
year, the Motion Picture Trade Press
finds itself playing an important
role upon an industry stage still
resolutely dressed for total war. Yet,
despite this identity of setting, the
great struggle moves toward a toDaily victorious climax. Victory is
now inevitable. However, I am sure
chat we are of one heart and mind:
Combined individual efforts toward
full and lasting peace cannot and
will not be slackened for even one
fleeting moment. As in all matters
cruly worthy of accomplishment, it
is the final effort that counts most.
"In the historic interim since Pearl
Harbor, the motion picture industry
of these United States has been privileged to play a major and heroic
part. In its dramatic accomplishments, Ihonestly believe, it has no
serious rival.
"Ours is a great industry. One in
which everyone of us can be mighty
proud. Great, both in peace and in
war.
Offer Quickly Accepted
"Ours is an international industry.
For the past 30 years it has been
che most progressing force in the entire world. To the screens of every
land, it has brought not only our
American way of life, but as well,
our great American democratic principles. Ours is a progressive industry for if it is to survive, it must
lead. It must see and plan ahead.
That is why, when, on that fateful
day of Dec. 7, 1941, realization of
total global war cast its shadow upon
a stunned and determined nation,
those in Washington, ever mindful
of both the seriousness of the occasion and the dynamic power of the
screen, immediately accepted our offer of assistance.
"This crisis found the industry
fully prepared to meet its tremendous responsibilities. It was
ready. Its remarkable accomplishments, world-wide in magnitude and dynamic in significance, are now documented
achievement, already carved upon the tablets of memorial history, so that all may read how
the great industry of the screen
saw its duty, then did it one
hundred fold, in every theater of
war, at all times, under all conditions.

odore R. Black, Republic counas become a pop for the first
"In this mighty effort
It's a boy, named Stephen F. press,
never unmindful
-ago— Boris Reidel, B & K pos- towards both its country
dustry, has played a
it director, reports the arrival
compelling, and efficient
new baby daughter.

Hearings to Continue

tions for a modified decree may be
postponed. Judge Goddard will hold
a brief meeting on Monday with
parties involved to decide a new
date. It is possible, however, that
Tuesday's session will be held if
the judge can arrange his schedule.
At the meeting, whether held Tuesday or at a later date, the distribuwill oppose
tiontorsin the
decree.Arthur's
Details intervenas to the
course of opposition have been prepared at parleys of company attorneys. At the same hearing, Robert
L. Wright, special assistant to the
Attorney General, and Wendell
The Trade Press' Role
Berge, Assistant Attorney General,
"Indeed, for reasons which must will outline the procedure by which
be wholly obvious, the success of any the Department of Justice plans to
bring about a modification of the
drive within the industry is depen- decree.
dent in no small degree upon the
trade press, first, for the necessary
information — the tools which must
Cuts TakeCensor's
a Big Jump
be employed by the trade — and, sec- Virginia
Film
ondly, for the requisite spur to individual effort.

most of you its helpfulness is an
open book. For the trade press and
its working personnel, the day never
ends. For every drive that finishes
in the evening, another starts the
next morning. The cycle is complete. One drive dovetails into another. To hurriedly quote a few:
The great Bond campaigns, United
Nations, Red Cross, March of Dimes,
National War Fund, WAC. Salvage
in a variety of fields. All important!
All national. All successful. And
your trade press is a compelling, integral part of each.

"For this, if for no other reason,
we trade press people are perhaps
a little closer than most industry
folk to each individual eifort of your
war activity work. In other words,
instead of being all out, like many
of you, for a particular cause, we are
an important spoke in the wheel of
each. This is as it should be. What
a great opportunity it has been for
all of us. For both the industry and
its trade press, to show the metal,
under national stress, of which it is
made!
"And now, not unmindful of the
fact that figures can be thoroughly
uninteresting, I am wondering whether or not the statistics reflecting the
practical part that your trade press
has played in the war effort will
not be as interesting to you as they
were to me.

(Continued from Page 1)

as compared with 1,290 the previous
year. The total reelage was 5,007,000 feet as against 4,717,000 the previous year.
During the year, 198 eliminations
in 12 films were ordered, as compared with 41 eliminations in 24
films.
Gross collections amounted to $44,027 with disbursements of $23,278.33.

Lt. Gerald Steinberg Killed

New Haven — Mrs. Edith Steinberg,
daughter of I. J. Hoffman, zone head

oa-^
of Warner
theaters Massachusin ConnecSSi ticut
and Southern
""v* setts, has been notified that her
husband, Lt. Gerald Steinberg was
killed in action in France Nov. 12.
He was attached to General Patton's
Third Army. He enlisted in the Army
"The following statistics were two years ago and went overseas the
gathered by your chairman of the past Summer.
Trade Press Division during the last
10 days and represent that period Earle Brown Dead on Coast
of time from May 1, 1942, when your West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Earle Brown, 72, film
trade press was first asked to contribute to the nation's war activities and stage actor, is dead.
effort, to Nov. 15 last.
12 Papers Co-operating
"The following trade publications,
national in scope, were asked for information. Alphabetically they are:
DECORATED *
Boxoffice, Bulletin, Daily Variety, LT. COM. ic
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, the Bronze
Star for meritorious achievement in action
Exhibitor, The Film Daily, Greater
the Normandy
D-Day
landings.
Amusements, Herald, Hollywood Re- SGT.during
JOHN DEWBERRY, formerly assistant
porter,
Independent,
Motion
Picture
manager
of
the
RKO
Fordham,
the Air
riety.
Medal with oak leaf cluster for bombing
Daily, Showmen's Trade Review, Vamissions over Germany.

"The information asked was: The
number of advertising pages donated
to the war effort. The cost of this
advertising, if paid for. The number
of editorial columns devoted solely
your trade to the war effort.
of its duty
"Here is the combined total for
and its incontinuing, the 12 publications:
(Continued on Page 4)
part.
To

TO THE COLORS!

SGT. TONY

PIZZONIA, formerly usher at Proctor's, New Rochelle, was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross and Air Medal
with three oak leaf clusters for 27 bomb-

ing missions.
PFC. CEORCE ANDERSON, formerly RKO assistant shipper, Indianapolis, the Bronze Star
and a Presidential Citation.
1ST LT. MARVIN CRIEVE, AAF, former Warner
publ:cist, Croix de Cuerre.
COL. KIRKE LAWTON,
USA, Legion of Merit
LT. COL. SAMUEL J. BRISKIN, Signal Corps,
Legion of Merit.
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Trade Press War Effort
Aid Huge, WAC Is Told
i

(Continued from Page 3)
Number of advertising
pages
833'/i
Cost, if paid for
$272,934
Editorial columns, war effort
only
13,554
"Thirteen thousand, five hundred
and fifty-four columns.
"These figures represent, surely,
the unselfish co-operation of the
Fourth Estate of your industry. It
has no desire whatsoever to have its
patriotic generosity measured by a
rate card formula. In my considered
opinion, it is the editorial columns
with their great diversity of stimulating approach to our war-time
problems, that have been most outstandingly helpful. Their day-to-day
uplift, at times perhaps when things
were not going so good, surely aided
inmeasurably. Editorial willingness
to give all, under any and all circumstances, issomething for which
their chairman is proud.
"It is my honest opinion that
never, at any time, has anyone
in authority,
asked for anything whatsoever in connection
with the war effort, from any
recognized trade paper, that he
did not receive, and that, cheerfully and promptly.
"And here may I take but a moment for a quotation? 'The greatest
single contribution of the Fifth War
Loan Campaign was that made by
the Trade Press Division.'
And this
from that splendid fighting Texas
Irishman, Bob O'Donnell. We all got
a great kick from working with Bob
in the 5th War Loan Drive.
"It is a matter of both record
and interest that the U. S. Treasury Department in Washington
has used the issues of the trade
papers of the motion picture industry as efficient and outstanding examples of how war loan
campaigns could and should be
dramatized by the trade press
of other important
industries.
"And now a word and I shall finish.
The importance of your trade press
in our industry has long since been
established.
Its co-operative duties
are manifold.
For your industry, it
provides the patrols, the reconnaisance planes that precede the adventure. It is the industry liaison for
all branches.
The
communication
center that keeps all component parts
amply supplied with up-to-the-minute information. It further and most
importantly
industry's asfirstit
line
of defense.is theParadoxical
may
seemof defense.
it is alsoIt the
last line
is a industry's
swift and
untiring messenger,
more comprehensive and more intelligently guided than any trade press in the world.
Lest but by no means
least, its
background is fostered by the finest
of American publishing traditions.
"And so, in all modesty, in
this, the greatest of all causes,
the Chairman of the Trade Press

LOlSS
FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

Weitmcm's Biggest Drive Sign

R. M. Weitman has the largest
theater sign on Broadway for the
Sixth War Loan. Covering three
large marquees on the 43rd St. side
of the Paramount Theater, along almost the entire length of the house,
this message appeals to the Times
Square crowds: "Back the Invasion
— Buy More Bonds — On Sale at the
Paramount Day and
Night."
•

— DO YOUR

SHARE

cial show the last week of the 6th
Drive admitting free each child purchasing $1 in War Stamps and each
adult for the purchase "of a $25
Bond.
•

$3,000,000 Bond Premiere

Des Moines, la. — Special War Bond
Premiere of "Meet Me in St. Louis"
will be held on Wednesday in the
Fox screening room with total sales
expected to exceed the $3,000,000
In Line 5 Hours for Premieres
•
Portland, Ore. — Lines formed five mark.
hours before the Bond Premieres of Century Circuit Backs Drive
"Together Again" at the Paramount
Century Theaters circuit has scheduled six War Bond Premieres plus
and "The Doughgirls" at the Broadway despite freezing temperatures. three Kiddie Bond Shows for the 6th
Total of 8,000 bonds for maturity Drive. Making a special play for
value of $721,083.50.
school co-op, circuit is offering a
•
free theater party to the class selling
Plans Special Free Show
the most bonds. Individual pass ana
Kaw City, Okla. — Thomas M. medal awards to pupils are also ofSmith, of the Tivoli, will run a spe- fered.

Chaplin Wins, Loses
In Selznkk Actions

20th-Fox 39-Week
Net $9,487,929

(Continued from Page 1)
but was granted the right to serve
process upon Vanguard Films, Inc.
Two questions were certified to the
Court of Appeals: "1, was the defendant, David O. Selznick Productions,
Inc., doing business within the State
of New York to such an extent as
to subject it to the service of process in New York? and, 2, was the
defendant, Vanguard Films, Inc.,
doing business within the State of
New York to such an extent as to
subject it to the service of process
in The
New court
York?"
certified its answer to
the first question in the negative,
tnd to the second question in the affirmative, and in its decision granted
a motion to vacate service of process
as to David O. Selznick Productions,
Inc.
The decision was not unanimous.
The prevailing opinion was written
by Judge Conway.

prior preferred and convertible preferred stocks. The showing is in the
face of Federal taxes totaling $21,605,000.
With National Theaters and the
Roxy excluded, the consolidated net
profit for the 39 weeks of 1943 was
$7,187,098, or $3.49 a share, after
dividends on prior preferred and
convertible stock. National Theaters
became a wholly-owned subsidiary
on July 9, 1943. Had National Theaters been wholly-owned from the beginning of 1943, the profit for the
first 39 weeks of that year, including Roxy Theater, would have been
$9,007,114. This would equal $4.53
on the common stock.
The consolidated net profit after
all charges for the third quarter
ended Sept. 23 was $3,149,496, compared with the second quarter's $3,152,131. Profit for the third quarter
of 1943 on a comparable basis was

Division, firmly believes that the
Trade Press Division of the Motion Picture Industry has not
failed its country, its industry,
nor its readers. When the story
of World War II and the brilliant and dynamic story of our
War Activities Committee, headed by George J. Schaefer and
Francis S. Harmon is written,
the perhaps short paragraph
covering your trade press will
be one in which all of us, from
office boy to publisher, can well
be proud."

(Continued from Page 1)

$3,471,835.

Motion Decision Reserved
New York — Supreme Court Justice Lloyd Church yesterday reserved decision on the motion to examine 20th-Fox and Randforce
Amusement Corp. before trial of the
suit brought by the Leader Theater
Corp. The suit seeks to stop Randforce from transferring a franchise
for first-run 20th-Fox product from
the plaintiff's Leader Theater, Brooklyn, formerly controlled by Randforce, to Leader's Culver Theater,
Brooklyn, a second-run
house.

WAC Sets 1945 and
7th Drive Budgets
(Continued from Page 1)
of the WAC at the Warwick J
The 1945 budget is the same a:
provided for 1944.
In his report to the full co:
tee, Herman
Gluckman,
trea
pointed out that the budget walected in thirds from the prod,
distributors and exhibitors anoi
the amounts for the current
had been collected in full, i
expenditures,
he reported, fo
first 11 months
of the year
$155,359.14, leaving a balanj
$24,640 to cover the regula'
penses
committee
for D'
ber, withof athebalanced
budget
f<
year indicated.
Budgets for the Fourth, Fift
Sixth War Loan campaigns to;
$350,000, with actual expens..
Nov. 30 amounting to $280,5?
that a surplus should be in
toward the 1945 war loan camp
Gluckman reported that a bala
$8,860 toward expenses of the
War Loan was due from the
ters Division in the Buffalo,
land, Pittsburgh and St. Lou:
change areas, but that there
every reason to believe that th<
ments would be made prior to
31.
Accrued Overage
An overage has accrued in
instance in connection with tl
lease of pictures for the arme
vices where charges were ma
the theaters in order to cover
Overage to date from "Batt
Russia" (20th-Fox), "Tarawa"
versal) and "The Memphis
(Paramount) totalled $183,6(
which $6,824 was added fron
Frontof in$190,494.
North Africa," no
athetotal
Five special assessments of
000 each were appropriated t
producers and distributors fo
16 mm. gift film project. Thi
resents only a small part a\
total cost of more than 22,000
of feature films and 24,000 pri
short subjects thus far delive:
the Overseas Motion Picture So
Raw
stock manufacturers
substantial contributions of filn
the laboratories made prints a
In addition, Technicolor mad' I
contributions
of $25,000 eaclj
the copyright
owners
have]
three-quarters of a cent per f

the
representing
tual laboratories
cost of printing.
Gluckma t 'f
that "if there be added to
copyright value of five cent J
person, between $15,000,000 ancj
000,000 additional must be adl
the cash outlay of the produce] Jj
distributors in order to proper i
praise the actual value of this 1

Rites for Mrs. Goldsmith
Albany — Funeral services m
held at the Sons of Abraham
j
gogue for Mrs. Emma Goldsmi I
mother of Arthur Goldsmith, s ■
rep. for RKO Pictures in ClevB
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E TO START ELECTRONICS PARK IN MAY
did, East Indies Planning Equip. Purchases
ih Colonial Gov't,
tits Reportedly Have
'-ess To Big Credit Pool
ival in this country of D. Merpresident
of Dawlat
Corp.,
of Bombay to "window shop"
airs, carpets, screens and other
nent for the some 30 modern
JTeaters which he plans to build
the war, or sooner if condi, permit, in Bombay,
Calcutta,
, and other cities, is regarded
is only a "spearhead" of the
; which will develop in great
I from India showmen.
significant that Merchant is
panied
by
H.
Chaudhury,
enting
Bombay
Talies. Ltd.,
(Continued on Page 7)

ier Sees Sales
bled After War
: icuse — Following its survey of
ar markets, Carrier
Corp. is
'! opinion that its annual busiolume after return of peace
; double that of any pre-war
which
means
approximately
^,000. In the fiscal year ended
1, 1944, sales set a record,
ig the $27,929,041 of the preyear.
drier plans to offer a complete
; air conditioning and refrig' Continued on Page 6)

.

\vard To Snyder
Hailed In Trade
'idespread approval is echoing in
trade as result of award pcstously to Carl A. Snyder of the
3S H. McGraw Medal for Coation. Honor was received by
widow. Snyder was named
his work in advancing better
ing and the collective action
>rcught about for that purpose
m all branches of business and
stry. Founder of GE's Home
au, he was general manager of
pany's appliance sales at time of
Jeath last August.

Equipment Field Notes
nLANS

for construction of a drive-in for the nation-wide financial and credit
■ Knoxville, Tenn., has just been an- functions which last year produced
nounced byJack Comer and W. W. Drum- nearly $600,000,000 worth of communications equipment for the armed
bar. Site is en west side of Chapman Ave.,
near Moody Ave. The City Planning Com- forces and our Allies, plus $118,000,mission granted a permit after some re- 000 of equipment for the Bell System!
visions in the plans.
$ •% *

*

*

*

This column's mid-November report
that the South is stepping up new theater projects, and consequently estimates of the number of new stands
must be scaled upward from the figure
of between 800 and 1,000 nationally,
is substantiated by the wave of blueprints wafting from architects throughout that section. Latest planned are
Amusement Enterprises' house for Ft.
Payne, Ala.; the Columbus, Ga., house
of Lucas & Jenkins; and Savannah
Theaters' Avon in Savannah.

Stanley Levine has received his medical
discharge from the Navy and is resuming
his activity in the building industry as vicepresident of United Builders, Inc., and
president of Stanley Theater Supply Co.,
both of Chicago. His building organization
has plans under way for several post-war
construction projects, including several theaters. Stanley Theater Supply, already representing several leading equipment manufacturers inthe Chicago area, is now adding
a number of new lines.

Quick Action Is Aimed At
|Capitalizing On The Huge
Post-War Volume Expected
Schenectady — Construction work
on GE's proposed Electronics Park,
just north of Syracuse, is scheduled to commence shortly after May
1, and plans will be ready by that
date so that bids can be let immediately, it is learned from sources
close to the company. Grading of
the huge site was started this week
by the Salina Construction and Supply Co., Inc.indications that GE
Further
tends to lose no time in getting
project under way is furnished
Nelson F.(Continued
Pitts, Syracuse's
on Page 6) city

inthe
by
en-

RCA To Distribute
Baldor Rectifiers

RCA booth equipment is going into
Great
States' Key Theater, Kewanee,
Walter E. Green, NTS president, an- III., which replaces the old theater
nounces appointment of Francis Keilhack as destroyed by fire last year.

manager of Kansas City branch, and that
Arthur "Count" de Stephano, formerly manager of the Kansas City office, has been
made supervisor of both the Kansas City and
St. Louis branches.

St. Louis — Baldor Electric Co.,
through G. A. Schock, head of the
firm's Apparatus Division, announces
that distribution of its nationallyThe Trane Co., Chicago, has developed a known Rect-O-Lite tube type rectinew propeller fan which has already gone
fier will be handled by the Theater
into production,
it is reported
from com- Equipment Section of RCA Victor.
Schock said that it is expected
pany's LaCrosse headquarters.
that the rectifiers will be available
$
$
$
H. C. Banbrick and H. J. Carson in increasing quantities in a few
have organized the Consolidated Elec- months under provisions of WPB's
and the distribution
tric Corp., Chicago, to engage in build- order L-325,
(Continued on Page 7)
ing electrical products for the film
trade.

A central "uniform depot" system
has been set up in New Haven by the
Warner chain, and it may mean that
house attaches of all the WB stands
will be uniformed alike in brown
tones. This standardization, its advocates contend, will furnish a "serLee T. Bordner is named district manager
vice trade-mark" by which the WB
ushers, et al, will be as individualistic by the Chicago Moulded Products Co., and
as the proverbial "Roxy Usher" of John E. Johnston district manager for Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnes:ta. Willard L.
song and story.
Expansion of Ernie Forbes Theater Supply
Co., Detroit, to provide extra space for
handling post-war business, has forced Universal Theater Premium Co. to move to

Mitchell will cover the Eastern territory and
the Southern territory will come under
Bordner's management.

Val S. LaLiberte, Massachusett's state
building inspector, declared this week
new quarters in the city's Film Building.
*
*
*
in Springfield that although restaurants, cafes and public meeting places
Western Electric and his many in that city have been remodeled under
friends in the trade are proud of the new state safety provisions since
the Cocoanut Grove fire in Boston just
George B. Proud, WE's secretary, who
has now rounded out 35 years of two years ago, no theaters have been
service in the company.
He guides ordered to make such changes.

Here's the Latest
En "Home Movies"
Buffalo — Constantine J. Basil and
his wife last week introduced a
home-planning innovation when they
held "open house" in their new
apartment over the new Colvin Theater at Kenmore City Line. The
living room is equipped with a fivefort panel facing the theater auditorium, and electrically - operated
switch enables room's occupants,
sitting in lounge chairs, to view the
show on the theater screen. They
also can see the movie audience, but
not vice-versa.

EQUIPMENT

NEWS

GE Speeds Building flW
Of Electronics Park

i

A Jsecuun oi I'HL FILM DAILY comprelensirely covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Film« and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John \V. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
il. ilersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chiet.

Carrier Sees Sales
Doubled After War
(Continued from Page 5)
eration products after the war, many
of them new, and expects to sell, for
example, a modern line of reciprocating compressors for air conditioning and refrigeration; room
coolers; and many other items.
Air conditioning of motion picture theaters, it is asserted, will
form a large increment of Carrier
manufacture in the post-war era. For
more than a decade, the company
has been prominent in the ranks
of air conditioning channels for
the film, exhibition field. This volume has been almost exclusively
for the domestic movie houses, but
the company expects, informing
sources declare, to build up a large
export trade, particularly in view of
theater expansion in many countries
overseas. Pre-war export trade
represented about 10 per cent Carrier activity.
Willis H. Carrier, chairman of the
Carrier Corporation, yesterday announced a new system of air conditioning which will permit individual
room control in multi-room buildings, involving new mechanical principles in temperature control.

Two Celotex Jobs
Chicago — Celotex Corp, has installed complete soundproofing in the
Lux and Presidente Theaters, Panama City, C. Z. Almacenes Martinez
SA is Celotex distributor for that
territory.

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL

TICKET/^
52 ORATION

AVE.

v

Sales Ol/ices ,n Pi,

COMPANY
WAR K
3/ Cei

,Or
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Wildwood, N. J.— William C.

Chicago — Radiant Mfg. Co. is scor-

(Continued from Page 5)
ceptance of its "Hy-Flect" improved
glass beaded screen. Motion picgineer, who declares that a water
tures, stills and Kodachromes show up
main to the site will be started in
brilliantly upon it, improving black
December, probably about the midand white contrast, and causing coldle of the month. A public hearing
ors to take on new warmth and
depth. Light is reflected sharply,
by the State Water Power and Coninstead of being partially absorbed.
trol Commission will be held in SyraThousands of tiny optical glass beads
cuse on Dec. 6, and approval is exfirmly imbedded make the difference.
pected at that time.
In August, when GE announced
its intention to build the huge Electronics Park, Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
vice-president in charge of electronJoins RCA's
Theat. Equip.
Section
ics, pictured the post-war business in Pollack
that field as likely to hit $2,000,000,000 annually. This past week-end,
Camden, N. J. — Al Pollack, promin New York, George S. Armstrong
inent film exhibitor for the past 25
& Co., industrial engineers and
management consultants, expressed years, has joined the theater equipment section of the RCA Victor
the view that post-war electronics
production would probably be around Division here as product man in
$1,000,000,000 or more yearly, fig- charge of motion picture rectifiers
ured on a wholesale basis.
and generators, it is announced by
Homer B. Snook, manager of theaAPC Reported Weighing
ter equipment sales. Pollak began
Patent Solution Plans
his career in the equipment end of
the industry in 1919 with the Minusa
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Cine Screen Co., St. Louis, of which
Washington — Controversial ques- he became assistant manager in
tion of making more available the 1922.
use of enemy patents now being exploited by American licensees, many
WORTH
ANGLING
of such patents being applicable to
the film industry, may be settled by
any one or all of three courses of
action, it is indicated here.
Property considering
Custodian's tooffice
nowAlien
is reportedly
(1)
allow continued exploitation of the
patent in this country for the life
of the contract, with fees payable
to the Government; (2) terminate
the contract, if such action is found
to be in the general public interest,
and after full and adequate negotiTH
ation has been had with the licensee;
and (3) renegotiate the contract from
an exclusive to a non-exclusive basis,
thereby relieving the licensee, if he
fi00
c?m
so desires, of responsibility of paying royalties.

New Spokane Theater
Receives Green Light
Spokane — Permission to build a
theater on six lots at Garland and
Monroe has been granted an independent group of business men
headed by Lester N. Johnson. The
theater, designed by Albert H. Funk,
will be built on four lots with parkjing facilities on two. This is the
| second contemplated theater in this
area, as the Evergreen theater chain
announced plans last week for a
theater at Garland and Wall.
New Amplifiers Set
Chicago — Stromberg-Carlson sound
systems have been, installed along
State St. here by the State St.
Council. These will provide regulated, block-by-block amplification,
and theaters are co-operating in the
improvement.
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Plans Are Under Way
Rebuild Grand Theate

Screen Org. Radiant
. . With Good Reason
ing heavily via public's strong ac-

1

president of Hunt's Theater
nounces that his company w
build the Grand Theater at
May Courthouse, 10 miles fron
House" was destroyed by fire
in November. Thalheimer
architects, Philadelphia, wh
signed the Hunt's Shore 1
here, have been commissioned
the job.
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for excellence Army-Xav
in the
of Motion Pittitre Soini
ment.
Learn how NEW
manufacturing
skill
inip.oved machinery, expanded facilities and
warborn production
economies
make it possible for 3011 to
buy so much for so little
from DeVry Corporation,
1111 Armiiase Ave.. Chieaeo
14. III.
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It's no fish story that
best catch you can mal
an Altec contract.

'Al
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Our only bait is our re
of performance.
If
booth is in occasional
water (as a matter of
why wait for trouble?)
on Altec and find out
one of our three fail
contract arrangements
help avoid equipment bi
downs. The net result
be a booth in a whale
good condition — all the 1 1
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THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

250 West 57th St.
New York 19.N.Y.

ry, December 1, 1944

ia, East Indies
in Equip. Buying
I Continued
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If Only They Had
Been Electric Eels
Digby, N. S. — Legion have been the
reasons for film house shutterings
during the war, but it was a brand

from Page 5)

new

one that forced the local Capi-

frill place an order for $100,tol here to close. Unusually plentiorth of studio equipment while
ful this year, eels from the Sissiboo
\ U. S.
River get into the sluiceways of the
i ile presence of Merchant and
local power plant and prevented
turbines from functioning. Result, —
fpury naturally spotlighted Inno current for booth operation. So
'i theater and studio expansion
„ several important equipment
owner-operator A. A. Fielding was
forced to shut down.
-jfacturers and supply sources
land on the West Coast figured
I week upon
participating
adjgeously
in the $800,000,000
pool reportedly established by
letherlands East Indies, whose
asing agents are quietly sure: the U. S. market.
increment of this pool, and an
frtant one, is said to be ear(Continued from Page 5)
ed for American-made theater
ment,
prominently
including agreement just made with RCA anticipates this increase in availability,
■onditioning units, projectors,
systems,
and screens, plus as well as the vast deferred requireneeded items.
ments which must be met when normal peacetime output is resumed. He
added that the Rect-O-Lite rectifi* Balcony Reopened
ers will be further improved by incorporation of wartime design and
-tford — The 500-seat balcony
M. Loew's here has been re- material developments in post-war
•d after extensive repairs in- commercial models.
ig fire escapes and exits. Move
"We are certain," Schock concludconform with new requirement
ed, "that our customers and dealers
ate Police and fire department. will welcome the advantages offered
iny has been closed several by RCA's national sales and service
is.
organization."

RCA To Distribute
Baldor Rectifiers

NEW
PC A BOOK
ON THEATRE
TELEVISION
RCA, pioneer of 25 years in the field of electronics, brought television to
the
New showing.
York World's Fair in 1939, and to the theatre in 1941 at a large
screen
With a realization of the great interest created by this new great potential entertainment medium, RCA Service Company has prepared a booklet
of especial interest to members of the theatre industry.
The RCA Television Handbook for Projectionists will help you prepare
for TT* day through a thorough understanding of what makes TT click.
Written essentially for the projectionist, it also contains an interesting
discussion of developments on this timely subject of importance to theatre
management.
Based on RCA's lengthy experience in the development of theatre television, you'll find plenty of good solid information to help you become
better acquainted with this most important development.
Whether you are theatre owner, manager, or projectionist, be sure you
get a copy.
Send for your free copy today! Address: RCA Service Company, Inc.,
Box 70-78x, Camden, New Jersey.
^Theatre Television

SOUND

• Do you need new

equip-

ment? Hundreds of theatres

and

are now qualifying.
Why
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EQUIPMENT
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INational representative? If
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you qualify he will help you
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proper

A Radio Corporation of America
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and speed delivery.
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Call him to-day!

NATIONAL

Subsidiary

RCA

SERVICE

"TV?/*, yf \s f
COMPANY,

informative
on Theatre
Don't wait— book
get your
copy of Telethis
vision

right

Inc., Box 70-78x,

away.
Camden,

Name
Theatre

SUPPLY
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Are you:

Manager?

Projectionist? .

Address
City

State

No

obligation.

N. J.

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.

I

Ln one hour of firing, one

I,

75 millimeter field gun expends
7,250 pounds of copper . . . copper
that is still high on America's critical shortage list of essential war
materials!
That's how important it is to continue saving the copper that drops
from your projector carbons to the
bottom of your lamp housings. And
the copper that you strip from stubs.
Salvaged copper turned in to your
distributor or local salvage headquarters quickly finds its way into
essential products for war. . . to keep
such weapons as this gun firing.
Your Government asks you to
continue saving copper. You'll save
still more by reading our bulletin
on the most efficient operation of
Victory High Intensity Carbons . . .
"National;' "Suprex" and "Orotip"
If you have not received your copy,
write today to National Carbon
Company, Inc., 30 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, N.Y., Dept. 7l.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
EDS
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

KEEP YOUR

EYE ON

THE INFANTRY. . .
THE DOUGHBOY

DOES IT!

Thedistinguish
registered products
trade-marks
"National" "Suprex" and "Orotip"
of National
Carbon Company, Inc.

imate
in Character
rnational in Scope
ependent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

OUBLE TAXATION PARLEY SOCCESS SEEN
sponsion of M. P. Charities Fund Under Way
litzelle Heads Comee to Work Out Plan
jperation for Group

U. S.-British Bilateral
Talks Continue; Expected
To Set Pattern for Others

ns for the expansion of the MoPicture Charities Fund on a
'n-wide basis were discussed at
eting of the Fund executives
iriday. Karl Hoblitzelle of the
E Interstate circuit was named
man of a committee to work
plan of operation and organi(C:ntinued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The bilateral discussions here looking toward elimination of double taxation between this
country and the United Kingdom
seem certain to go on for at least
another two weeks, with two weeks
already having
been passed
in dis-a
cussion. Pix levies,
while only

won to Direct
tl Cross Pix Week

minor consideration in these discussions, will be greatly affected by
any agreement which might be
reached to lighten the load on ex-

naton

WB Will Continue
PCA Affiliation

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

This is the first of these conferporters.
(Cont'nued on Page 2)

DAILY

shington — N. Peter Rathvon,
president, has accepted
the
nal chairmanship of Red Cross
e Week dur;he 1945 Red
; War Fund
p a ign
in
h, it was anced Friday
lolby M. Chesjchairman of
In e x t Red
|b campaign.
thvon
will
t and co-ore the efforts
,he WAC on
;lf of the Red
; campaign.
gtry particin will take N. PETER RATHVON
liform of nafor
'.vide theater solicitation

New Pact for Breen; St. Louis Exchange
Becomes MPPDAY. P. Strike Holds Up Pix

is year, under the direction of
(Crntinued on Page 3)

Plans Pix Educational Parley

teles on FPC Board
to Replace Griff is

Warner

Toronto — John W. Hicks, president
Paramount International Corp.,
5 been elected to the board of diasrs of Famous Players Canadian
trp. Hicks replaces Stanton Grifwho is serving in Hawaii as
'A Cross commissioner in the Paic area.

-

IF YOU

WANT

MORE

Blonde, vivacious Vera Hruba Ralston enjoys the antics of Robert Livingston, who's a
fizz on skates but a wow at romance in Republic's gay musical ice spectacle, "LAKE
PLACID SERENADE "— Advt.

Joseph I. Breen's contract with the
MPPDA as director of the Production Code Administration was extended for a three-year period on
Friday. At the same time, it was
announced that Breen had been
designated as a vice-president of
the association.

While Warners has tendered its
resignation as a member of both
the MPPDA and AMPP, the company will continue to utilize the affiliated agency, the Production Code
Administration, headed by Joseph I.
Breen, it was confirmed at the weekend.
While Coast press dispatches
(Cont'nued on Page 8)
St. Louis — - An effort Friday to
force three St. Louis County movie
theaters to hire union projectionists 20th-Fox Sales Conference
resulted in 17 members of the AFL Hears Skouras Wednesday
Film Exchange Employes Locals Bl
and Fl going on strike at ParaTwentieth-Fox's mid-season sales
mount's (Crntinued
local exchange.
on Page The
3) strike conferences get going today at the
Astor Hotel to continue through
Wednesday or Thursday. Tom Con(Ccntinued
on Pagedistribution
3)
nors,
the company's

Urges it as Post- War

WB "Life With FatherIn Technicolor for '47
"Life With Father," pic rights
to which passed to Warners over
the week-end, will be filmed in Technicoolor for 1947 release, Jack L.
Warner disclosed. Deal, closed after two and a half years of negotia(Ccntinued on Page 3)

B*29'S OYER

TOKYO

Project

Allied Board January

Plans for an international educational conference on the use of motion pictures in education, as a postwar project are being formulated by
Harry M. Warner who will hold preliminary discussions in Washington
this week, it was learned Friday.
Leading educators from throughout
(Continued on Page 8)

TOMORROW,

SELL

MORE

Meeting in Mid-West
Next quarterly meeting of Allied's
board of directors will be held "somewhere in the Middle West," according to Martin Smith, national Allied
president, who was in New Ycrk
January.
last week. Sessions are scheduled for
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Tony Spitzer Recuperating

Antoinette Spitzer, Eastern representative for Walt Disney, is recuperating from a major operation
at Manhattan General Hospital.
Mrs. John Gran Stricken
Youngstown, O. — Mrs. John Gran,
53, wife of John Gran owner of the
Schenley, died suddenly of a heart
attack.

WANTED
Animation
Apply
New

and

Title

Cineffects,
York

City
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NOAH
BEERY
is a New York visitor.
Vork 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, Preiident and
FREDRIC
MARCH
returned here yesterday.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
G. RALPH BRANTON, Tri-States' general manii second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
ager, returned to Des Moines yesterday after a
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the week in Chicago and New York.
jet of March 3, 1879. Terrai (Poitage free)
United Statei outjide of Greater New York
WILLIAM ZOELLNER. M-C-M branch mana(10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
ger, Atlanta, and LOUIS C. INGRAM, Memphis
53.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should stay.
manager, are due in New York today for a week's
remit with order. Address all communications
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
BEN KALMENSON, general sales manager for
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
Warners, left over the week-end for the Coast,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable addrMi : j with a brief stopover in Chicago.
Filmday, New York.

Representatives : HOLLYWOOD,
28, Cahf
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON —Andrew H
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Eiler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON — Ernest W. Fred
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardoui
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco.
Virtudei 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUA>.
-E. Sanchez Ortii. MONTREAL — Ray Car
michael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.

WILL

arrjvecj here Sunday.

TAMIROFF
BUCK

tne Coast-

is due today from

JOE ROBERTS
of Vanguard's
staff is in Chicago.

Raymond Blank Memorial
Hospital is Dedicated
Des Moines, la. — Film executives,
state and civic officials attended the
dedication ceremonies of the $300,000 Raymond Blank Memorial Hospital for Children yesterday. The
75-bed hospital was given by A. H.
Blank, head of Tri-States and Central-States theater Corp. and Mrs.
Blank in memory of their son who
died last year.
Among the film executives who
attended the ceremonies were Leonard H. Goldenson, Karl Hoblitzelle.
R. J.C. O'Donnell,
W.
Gehring. John J. Friedl, and
Newsreel coverage of the ceremonies was given by News of the
Day, Paramount and Fox Movietone,
while 10 radio stations broadcast the
program, on which appeared Rabb:
Eugene Mannheimer, Dr. Oliver Fey,
Dr. Walter Bierring, State Health
Commissioner; Blank, Rolfe Wagner, president of the Iowa Methodist
Hospital Board; Gov. B. B. Hickenlooper. Dr. Morris Fishbein and the
Rev. Will Orr.

Continued Film Supply
For Aussie Troops Asked
Hope that American films will be
made available by the industry for
the entertainment of Australian
troops after there are no Yanks
fighting in their immediate vicinity,
with the distribution of such pix
intrusted to the Australian industry, was expressed here by Sen.
Richard V. Keane, Aussie Minister
of Trade and Customs, speaking at
a luncheon tendered late last week
by the MPPDA.
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MANUEL
DE ENCIO, head of WB foreign title
day.
department
home office, is on a Coast visit for
conferences with studio executives.
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SKIPPY HOMEIER, youthful star of "Tomorrow
he World,"
is in Chicago
for War Bond shows.
JACK FLYNN. SAM SHIRLEY, WILL BISHOP
■nd )OE BEZAHLER left Chicago Sunday for
■Jes Moines where Flynn will present 10- and
20-year service pins to M-G-M
exchange employes.
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300 Attend Kirsch Dinner
Chicago — More than 300 theatermen attended the second annual allied booking department dinner to
Jack Kirsch at the Blackstone Hotel
Friday night. Mayor Edward Kelly
participated. Funds from the dinner will be contributed to the Larabida Sanitorium.

in con-

of "Holly-

(Continued from Page 1)
ences' and success here is ex
to set a pattern for future c
sions with other nations whe:
distributors and others are s
to two sets of taxes — ours ai
country of destination.
Cornelius Gregg and Rober
lis are heading the British d
tion, with Eldon King of the I
of Internal Revenue as chief
discussion group, which incluc
so officials of the State Depar
Complete
silence on progn
the investigation thus far ha;
maintained, but there is no
to believe that the conferenc
not be successful.
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Louis Exchange
ike Holds Up Pix

Expansion Planned
Of Charities Fund

(Continued from Page 1)

stop delivery
of Paramount
to houses in Eastern Missouri
parts of Illinois, Kentucky and
nsas, but will not result in an
idiate closing
of the houses
have booked
Paramount
picHowever, if the stiike con>s for several days, many houses
e St. Louis area probably will
as Paramount films form ben 15 and 20 per cent of the toookings.
No St. Louis de luxer
Paramount picture showing ex| at the Ambassador
which is
•rig over "Frenchman's
Creek."
.e Paramount exchange employes
ed to work Friday after Parait permitted delivery of a film
sday night to the Ozark Thein Webster Groves and to the
le Theater in Kirkwood.
Both
'esthewereunions
OK had
Wednesday
threatenednighttc
b if the film was delivered,
third county theater, the Kiik, Kirkwood, Mo., also was dark
sday night when Warner Bros,
exchange acceded to the unior.
nd that no films be delivered tc
theater.
These three theaters
been employing non-union mopicture
operators
for many
hs and have resisted all effort;;
rsuade them to hire union pro/nists.
other blow-up is seen in a suit
'by the Kirkwood theater in the
District Court here against
ler Bros., Twentieth Centuryand Monogram, asserting tha'<
iree exchanges had refused tc
their contract to deliver film tc
heater. An injunction to prethese exchanges from furthei
hing their contracts was asked.

ille
Abandons "The Flame"
mst Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'llywood — Production of "The
<e," story of the Mexican revoluwas called off by Cecil B. DeBoth DeMille and Paramount
I advisable to abandon the prom because of tremendous cost
'ed. Production would have
'ed the building of a large numf sets, and costumes from 1913
1950 period.

Bly Dead in Ohio
ce!and, O.— D. B. Bly, veteran
■Eut theater owner
and Shea
er, is dead.

WD BIRTHDAY
EETIIGS TODecember

4

'ray Silverstone Jack Sullivan
John Doran
Paul J. Creenhalgh
oyd F. Bacon
Mark Robson
Foster B. Cauker

m

400 Mass. Free Movie Days
The number of theaters scheduling
Free Movie Day in Massachusetts
will pass the 400 mark for the
Sixth War Loan in comparison to
181 presented for the Fifth, according to Sam Pinanski, chairman, who
was in New York last week. To
date, he said, 389 Free Movie Days
had been set up in the state.

•
Navy Bond Show in Chi.

Hadassah Sponsors Premiere
Philadelphia — "Frenchman's Creek"
will bring in an estimated $1,200,000
for its Dec. 14 War Bond Premiere
at Warners' Aldine, sponsored by
the Philadelphia Chapter of Hadassah. The Hadassah women, selling
$14,500,000 in War Bonds since Pearl
Harbor, have scaled the theater at
$1,000 a seat.
•

Chicago — The Pacific Theater's Gable Pic at Bond Show
Navy Show closed last night with an
ittendance of about 3,000,000. Both
Chicago— Maj. Clark Gable's AAF
heater and radio men aided in the
picture, "Combat America," will be
success of the Navy War Bond ef- a feature of the RKO Palace Thefort.
ater War Bond show Wednesday.

Joseph Schenck Again
Heads UA Theater Circuit

WB "Life With Father"
In Technicolor for '47

(Continued from Page 1)
zation. This committee, which is
composed of Will H. Hays, Martin
Smith, Barney Balaban, William
Crockett and Charles Moskowitz,
will report its findings back to the
Fund of which Walter Vincent is
president.
Whether the Motion Picture Charities Fund will take over the Will
Rogers Memorial Fund will be decided at a later date. The Motion
Picture Charities Fund is now the
trustee for certain funds of the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital. When
these funds have been spent, it is
possible that the film group will take
over the Will Rogers fund.

Rathvon to Direct
Red Cross Pix Week

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Joseph M. Schenck was re-elected
Warners' Joseph Bernhard, the industry raised approximately
$7,president and chairman of the board tion, calls for an advance of $500,all-time philanthropic
high
Df United Artists Theater Circuit 000 against royalties on the gross, 000,000,
establishing what is described as an in theater collections.
at a meeting of the directors on all-time high price for rights to a
Thursday. All other officers were stage piece. Howard Linasay anc lOth-Fox Sales Conference
e-elected. The regular quarterly Russel Crouse, play's authors, and Hears Skouras Wednesday
Day will act as proJividend of $1.25 on the preferred Mrs. Clarence
duction advisers.
(Continued from Page 1)
stock was declared.
produced
by
Oscar
Serlinhead,
will
conduct the meetings, daily
Re-elected officers were Lee Shu- in Play,
the last five years has grossec
sessions being handled by Western
approximately
$8,000,000.
Dert and Dennis F. O'Brien, viceWhile neither Serlin nor Warner, Sales Manager W. C. Gehring, Eastpresidents; William P. Philips, viceern Sales Manager A. W. Smith, Jr.,
president and treasurer; 'Bertram S. would discuss pact's terms, it was and Central Sales Manager L. J.
Nayfack, secretary; A. M. Georger, learned that the seven basic stipulations by Serlin, set up originally Schlaifer. The principal address will
•omptroller and assistant treasurei ;
1. H. Frisch, assistant secretary, in September, 1942, stand. Brief- be delivered on Wednesday by President Spyros P. Skouras.
ly these are: (1) 50 per cent ot
md Joseph H. Moskowitz. assistant
.reasurer.
Besides home office representathe film's gross, with $500,000 as
tives there will be in attendance all
down payment, making the Warners,
Serlin,
et
al,
partners
in
the
of
the
company's division, district
WAC Fetes Schreiber Who
and branch managers in this counpicture;
(2)
WB
to
have
play's
^eaves to Join Condon
try and Canada.
screen rights for a period of seven
years only; (3) Only one picture, Luncheon for Dave Home
Walter Brown today takes over the i.e. version of the play, is permitted
luties as publicity director for the
David D. Home, new home office
VAC, succeeding Ed Schreiber who to be made; (4) Serlin, et al holding interest in "Father," retain with- representative of Monogram's forhas joined the Richard Condon oreign department, was feted at a lunout jeopardy both the radio and teleganization as vice-president. Brown
cheon prior to his departure Saturvision rights; (5) Screenplay is rewill serve in the dual capacity of pubday for a limited stay in Mexico
to stage play's content only.
icity head and assistant to Francis and no stricted
other incidents or episodes City. In addition to Norton V.
Harmon, executive vice-chairman of in the life of Day can be incorporRitchey, foreign head, and other ex:he WAC. The WAC personnel tenated; (6) Film cannot be released
ecutives of the department who atdered Schreiber a farewell luncheon
until a minimum of two years after
tended,
were some
of Home's
forFriday afternoon at the Hotel Astor.
mer
associates
at RKO,
including
Brown served as toastmaster and pact's signing; (7) Mrs. Day, Lind- Vladimir Lissim, Joe Belfort, Bob
say and Crouse are to have a direct
speakers included Francis S. Har- say-so in technical aspects of the Hawkinson, William Home, and
mon S. H. Fabian, Harry Brandt, picture- such as costuming, etc.
Mike Havish, in charge of the RKO
Jay Emanuel and Richard Condon.
This is the second record price Curacao-Venezuela office.
Girls of the WAC office presented Serlin has engineered for a stage
Schreiber with a desk humidor and
property, for Serlin sold the screen
pipe rack.
rights to "The Moon Is Down" for
a then top price to 20th-Fox.
Lt. R. H. Fitzgerald Killed

STORK REPORTS

Milwaukee — Lt. Richard H. Fitzgerald of the United States Infante^ try was killed in action at
Leyte on Oct. 26. He was the
|ss|
^^"^ son
of Harold J. Fitzgerald,
head of the Fox Wisconsin Amusement Corp.

Farewell for Kay Schancer

Kay Schancer, secretary to Jules
Fields, publicity manager of 20thFox. was given a farewell luncheon
on Friday at the Castleholm, by h.o.
associates. Miss Schancer resigned
to join another company.

Henry Danziger, office manager of
the New York Film Board of Trade,
became a grandpop when a girl, Thea
Sharon, was born to his daughter,
Mrs. Edith Lerner.
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'Guest in the House'
with Anne

Baxter, Ralph

UA-Strcmberg
POTENT
PROVIDED

Bellamy
121 Mins.

DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT
BY STROM3ERG PRODUCTION.

Hunt Sternberg's second production as
independent stands up as strong dramatic fare of particular appeal to women.
The picture, adapted uncommonly well
an

from the Haaar Wilde-Dale Eunson play, is
a treat for the more discerning filmgoer.
Produced superlatively by Stromberg, the
offering has superb direction by John Brahm
and brilliant photography by Lee Garmes.
The story is about an invalid (Anne Baxter) who tries to steal a painter 'Ralph
Bellamy) from his wife Ruth Warrick). A
tragic end is her lot.

Monday, December 4,
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DAILY

LaRoche Doubts
Will Take Over Tele

There is slight prospect of the
film industry "taking over" television, in the opinion of Chester J.
LaRoche, vice-chairman of the Blue
Network, who discussed the web's
olans at a Waldorf-Astoria press
luncheon Friday.
LaRoche- foreseeing tele bulking
large in another five years, said that
Slue was proceeding with the organization of a tele department, but
:hat no man to head it had as yet
been named. Concerning tele-film
/elationships, the exec, stated that
-ie expected the Blue would work
with film companies, but expressed
the view that radio was better
qualified to develop tele programs
han pix studios because of the sales
ingle required.
Tele as a medium for film exploiation also was mentioned by LaRoche, who said the use of shorts
tnd trailers could not help but stimilate theater biz.
The Blue is now seeking studio
^nd administrative quarters in Hollywood, it was disclosed. Here, the
Blue has given some thought to the
Center Theater Building as a possible studio home.

WB Will Continue
PCA Affiliation

Leo Campaigned, Too
••For the Metro Party
Britain's film forces awoke the
morning after the U. S. election and
read this ad copy in their trade
papers: "Re-Elected

Leader

(Continued from Page 1)

Of The

quoted a studio spokesman as
ing that there had been diffei,
on "what is good taste and .
isn't" occasionally, it was
r

Industry By The Nation's Showmen
. . . The votes are in! We don't
yet know about a fourth term for
F. D. R. . . but we're certain ab:ut
the 21st year of M-G-M!"
Ads
showed Leo soap-boxing in his fav-

here
Warners
felt theas i'.
setup that
merited
full support
dustry service organization.
, -Letter
of MPPDA
resigi
penned by H. M. Warner wa:
to be critical of its policies re

orite tuxedo. Metro's London office
was a bit worried that their ads
would be incorrect, but on receipt
of American

electitn returns

mem-

bers were happy that they'd guessed
right and that F. D. R., Britain's
choice was again at U. S. A.'s helm.

to the industry's future, wit]
cial reference to the artistic an
tural sides. Warners has been
Th=
acting
is topflight.
festing unusual interest in tho
CAST: Anne Baxter. Ralph Bellamy. A'ins
pects for some time.
It wa;
MacMahon. Ruth War.-rck, Scott McKay. Je-oma
Cowan, Marie McDonald. Percy Kilbride, Marthat Warners is prepared to
garet Hamilton, Connie
Laird.
erate with other companies ir
CREDITS: Producer. Hunt Strox.berg; Director.
John Brahm: Screenplay. Ketti Frings; Based on
ually in this and other matt*
play by Hagar WJde. Dale Eunson: Cameraman,
'Continued from Page 1)
Lee Carmes; Musical Score. Werner Janssen; Propublic interest.
duction Designer, Nic:lai Remisoff: Supervising
Two other factors, in addit
the world will be invited to attend those previously mentioned,
Film Editor, James Newcom: Film Editor, Walter
Hanneman.
the parley.
influential in causing the Yi
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
Warner will meet this week with action, it was reported Friday
concerns the course steered :
Overseas Tour Stellar
educational leaders in Washington. New
York consent decree ne
It was learned that Warner plans to tions, although it was points
Vets, in Drive Air Show
set up an experimental educational that the Hays Office is not co
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
production
unit at the Warner stu- ed with this litigation, and the
Yanks
in
Germany
and
dios.
relates to the raw stock alk
Hollywood — Stars who have made
overseas tours during the past few Philippines Seeing Pix
cuts as applied to Warners.
months, will be featured on a oneSeven New Pix to Start
At various times since the
Film entertainment is now being West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ing of the MPPDA, six com|
hour 6th War Loan radio show ca7led
have withdrawn from the a
"The Show Goes On," to be aired presented on a regular schedule to
Hollywood — Seven new pictures go tion but in every instance th
coast-to-coast Wednesday via XBC. American fighting men on German
Line-up includes Bob Hope, Bing soil, as well as in the Philippines, into production this week, making turned to membership before tl
Crosby, Dinah Shore, Paulette God- da the industry's 16 mm. gift mov- total of 47 shooting.
month
notification period eh
ies, it is disclosed by the Army Picda'rd, Ann Sheridan, Edgar Bergen.
torial Service. First showing in
Al Jolson, Frances Langford, Jerry
Colonna, Fred Astaire, Ingrid Bei-g- Germany took place only three days
man, and Jack Benny.
after our troops had crossed the
borders
of the Reich. Three picWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
tures per week are now arriving in
Hollywood — The Nelson Eddy the Philippines.
coast-to-coast air show "The Electric Hour," will be broadcast from Goldwyn Pic to Play
the stage of Grauman's Chinese.
Wednesday night, as the third in the Hughes Detroit House
series of six radio-theater premierein conjunction with the 6th War
George McCall, representing How- j
Bond campaign.
ard Hughes, has closed a deal with
RKO
for Samuel
Goldwyri's "The]
MPAS In Movietone Deal
Princess and Theater,
the Pirate"Detroit.
for Hughes'
William Johnson, president of Mo- Downtown
He I
tion Picture Advertisers Sei-vice, Inc. left over the week-end for Detroit.
IVEW YORK-NEW
JERSEY
completed a deal with Steve Fitzgibbon, studio manager, for space
at the local Fox Movietone Studios "Winged Victory" Bows Dec. 20
and LOS ANGELES
for the ensuing year. F. A. Jones,
Twentieth-Fox's "Winged VicTERRITORIES
ONLY
MPAS' production manager, will be
tory" will have its world premiere
in chrrge of making a series of ad- at the Roxy here on Dec. 20. The
Coast premiere will take place at
atricalvertising
release. "minute movies" for the- the Fox, San Francisco, Dec. 21.
The same day tbj film will have its
Midwestern premiere at the ColonPRC Drive Mar. 1-Apr. 5
M-G-M
SCREEN
ROOM
ial, Dayton. 0.
Five special attractions to be

Warner Plans Film
Educational Parley

M-G-M TRADE SHOWING
NEW DATE! ,

MUSIC for MILLIONS
TUESDAY, DECEMBER

known as the "Anniversaiy Five"
will spearhead PRC's fif:h anniversary celebration which will run for
five weeks from March 1 to April 5.
Quints are "The Town Went Wild."
me, Inc.", "Strange Illusion."
"When the Lights Go On Again"
and "Bluebeard."

NEW

Rites for Bob Dillon
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

YORK

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert A. Dillon, 55,
former scenario writer and lyricist,
and one time serial editor for Universal Pictures, was buried Friday in
Engelwood Cemetery.
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ALKJA TRUST SUIT IN ST. LOUIS ROW
DR
Bids and'Dimes'
Leaders to White House
:utive Committee
Counsel for Parley
Three Houses
Grierson Reported Studying Possibility of
e Chairmen to Meet
i President Dec. 19

'•sident
Roosevelt
will
meet
state chairmen
and national
:ive committee
of the indus1945 March
of Dimes
camat the White House on Dec.
which time the Chief Exce will be given an outline of
(Continued

on

Page

3)

« to Blend CIAA
i the Stale Dept.
,gton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Producing Dom. Features in Canada

Ottawa — John Grierson, Commissioner of the Canadian Government's National
Film Board, is in Hollywood on what is called a periodic visit and is reported
to be studying possibilities for the production of Canadian feature films either
there or in Canada which would qualify under British or Empire film quota.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Ily wood — William
Home
has
named the new Eastern busirepresentative for the Jack H.
(Continued on Page 3)

ky Selects First Pic
From Galley Proofs
Jesse L, Lasky's first picture under
new
Jesse
Lasky
Productions,
':., set-up, under
which
he will
'tribute through a major company,
tentatively titled "Thanks,
God,
Take It From Here."
Lasky said
I sterday
that
he
purchased
the
ry after reading the galley proofs
the novel.
Story also will be
ialized in a national magazine.
| ; described the story as a wartime
I Happened One Night."
Authors
IE Jane Allen and Mae Livingston.
■alter McEwen
is associated
with
sky in the new
production
unit.
:gotiations for a major releasing
"angement will be started during
sky's month's stay in New York.

GENERAL

EISENHOWER

St. Louis — Threat of an anti-trust
action developed yesterday in the dispute between
the operators'
union
and three
St. Louis
County theaters
which on Friday led to a strike of 17
Paramount exchange workers that
forced the houses to close indefinitely. It was learned that Wayne Ely,
counsel for the theaters, the Ozark,
in Webster Groves and the Osage
and Kirkwood in Kirkwood, was
(Continued on Page 7)

Grierson's plan, announced recently, suggests the use of actors and technical
specialists from Canada for a production unit in Hollywood under the direction
of an associate producer of one of the major companies. This would be a
substitute for the idea of establishing another Hollywood in the Dominion,
he implied, pointing out that the United States film industry absorbs $9,000,000 each year from this country and provides little else than profitable entertainment in return.

Dual Decree Hearing
On Dec. 19 or 20

Trans-Lux to Build
n D. (.; Plans Tele

shington — Blending
of the
organization into the permaTrans-Lux Radio City Corp., a re3tate Department setup will get
cently formed subsidiary of the
way rapidly with the appoint- Trans-Lux Corp., will erect a 2,000of Nelson Rockefeller
as an
seat film theater and 13-story office
(Continued on Page 2)
building in Washington as the company's first post-war project, at
an estimated two to three million
oall Names Home
(Continued on Page 2)
em Business Rep.
foast

Closed by Union Dispute
Coming Here for Parleys

or Wwood

Plan NCCJ Luncheon
As Willkie Memorial

The dual hearing on the St. Louis
Amusement Co.'s petition to intervene in the New York consent decree
Preliminary plans for an industry-wide luncheon, set for Dec. 15
and the Government's motion for a
modification of the decree may be at the Astor Hotel, as a memorial
heard before Federal Judge Henry tribute to the late Wendell L. Willkie, were made yestehrday at a
W. Goddard on Dec. 19 or 20. Hear(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 7)

No AAAA Charter for SPU
If Chosen by Extras

Sturm's Passing Saddens
'Western Approaches" Ban 20th-Fox Sales Conclave
Report Termed Baseless
: Cable reports from London over
the week-end to the effect that the
Crown Film Unit Technicolor pic,
"Western Approaches," had been
banned in the U. S. by the Production Code Administration were termed without foundation yesterday by
(Continued on Page 3)

See Speed-up
Washington

in Educat'I Pix

Buzzing with Post-War

$10,242,544
SalesWeek
Here
In First"E"Drive
Theater sales of "E" Bonds in
lower New York State at the end
of the Smashing Sixth first week
hit $10,242,544 compared to $10,039,729 in corresponding period of
the Fighting Fifth, it is revealed
(Continued on Page 3)

LOOKS

TO

Twentieth-Fox's mid-season sales
Should the Screen Players Union
conference opened in the Hotel Astor
be
chosen by film extras as their baryesterday under the direction of
gaining agent in preference to the
Tom Connors, distribution head, with
(Continued on Page 3)
a discussion of three of the company's
top films, "Wilson," "The Song of
Bernadette" and "Winged Victory."
AFM Spokesman Says
A sad note entered the proceed(Continued on Page 3)
No Pix Levy Planned

YOU,

TOO,

Plans

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Washington is buzzing today with plans for post-war
utilization of pix in education. Immediately upon the freeing of raw
stock, personnel and equipment,
there are indications that tremendous activity in the visual education
field will get under way. Both GovContinued on Page 2)

TO DO

YOUR

DUTY

Talks of a possible levy by James
Caesar Petrillo, American Federation
of Musicians head, on film product
similar to that imprsed on the recording outfits brought a denial yesterday from an AFM spokesman
here.
Report that the AFM intended to
induce the newsreels to use live
music instead of dubbing also was
denied. The AFM representative asserted that the idea had been
broached at the time the federation and the producers signed their
new agreement last Spring, but
nothing had been done about it.

IN THE

SMASHING

6TH

G®\

Trans-Lux lo Build
In D. (.; Plans Tele
Vol. 86, No. 107
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Hove lo Blend CIAA
Into the Stale Dept.

10 Cents

(Continued from Page 1)
dollar investment, it was announced
yesterday.
The Maryland Building and adjoining McClean property, representing a 100 x 135 foot parcel, located
at New York Ave. and H Street,
was purchased by the new corporation for $750,000.
The theater will utilize rear-screen
projection. Provisions for television
are included, and the theater in this
respect may prove the forerunner
of similar projects throughout the
country, with a network plan operation in view. The building will be
air-conditioned throughout, and will
have a two-floor garage under the
property.
Norman Elson, the Trans-Lux
general manager told The Film
Daily that "Trans-Lux has definite
plans for entering the television
field which will be disclosed when
present negotiations with one of the
major networks for the leasing of
broadcasting and television studio
space in the new building has been

(Continued from Page 1)
Assistant Secretary of State. The
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
and General Manager
nomination went to the Senate yesCHESTER B. BAHN
::::::
Editoi
terday, along with that of Archibald
MacLeish, Librarian of Congress, to
Published daily except Saturdayi, Sunday!
a similar post. Immediate operation
ind Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
of
the pix bureau of CIAA, under
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Francis Alstock, will not be affected
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen. Astociate Editor. Entered
for the duration of the war, alii second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
though plans are being drawn up for
ict of March 3, 1879. Terras (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
its eventual incorporation into the
510.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
permanent State Department setup.
{3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
'emit with order. Address all communications
Rockefeller will resign as CIAA
•o THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
director, but no successor will be
Sew York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
»-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
appointed and he will continue to di'ilmday. New York.
rect the agency through the war
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, CaKf.
period and through its absorption.
-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
His State Department assignment is
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Latin-American affairs.
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone BriarAlthough discussion is at this
fate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
stage still speculative, it is beSt., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
lieved that the State Department
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
will eventually take over as a perDamon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAK
manent project a major part of the
-E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Car
CIAA film program, continuing in
raichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
peace time the educational and documentary work by the agency as a
means
of
cementing relations among
completed."
The new house will present first- the Americas.
run features while the present TransActually, CIAA has been since its
Lux theater, which adjoins the property, will continue to operate on a organization in 1940, under the authority of the State Department
newsreel policy.
(.Monday, \Dec. 4)
even
though
it was nominally an in"As soon as building materials
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Hollywood — Arthur S. Lyons, who assistant to P. A. Blankenship, Athas returned from New York, said
Ralph F. Miss.,
Harrison,
workin"-B
he could not make any announce- out of lanta;
McComb,
assisting
Rim Div. for Grey Agency
ment regarding the future of United T. Burnside of Memphis, and C.
James B. Zabin, who recently re- Artists commitments until after Henry Watson, Oklahoma City, assistant to W. E. Rhoades of Dallas
signed as general manager of Cin- Dee. 14 when Producing Artists
Corp., in which he is associated with
On his trip Hagen will confer with
ema Circuit, is establishing a mov- David
L. Loew, will hold a meeting.
ing picture division for the Grey Loew recently announced that the supervisors and assistants in Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas,
Advertising Agency, Inc.
organization is to be dissolved.
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Korda and Goetz En route

Haines on 3-Week Tour

Having completed "Perfect Strangers" for M-G-M in London, Sir Alexander Korda and Ben Goetz are en
route to New York and Hollywood.
While home office and studio conferences are expected to be held during
their stay here, it is understood that
they are coming over primarily to
spend the Christmas holidays.

Roy Haines, WB Western and
Southern division sales manager,
left last night for a three-week tour
of the West and South. His first
stop is Detroit, followed by Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and
other midwest points. He will then
cover Memphis, Oklahoma City, Atlanta and other southern exchanges.

COminG and GOIIK
H. aA.field
ROSStrip.returned to New
from

York yest

CEORCE A. SMITH, Paramrount Wester
vision manager, left last night for Kansas
and Des Moines.

J. J. DONOHUE, Paramount Central di
manager, will leave tomorrow for sales me
in Cincinnati
and Indianapolis.
EDMUND COULDING, film director, arriv !
New York from the Coast to produce hi;
stage play around Jan. 1.
NORMAN ELSON, general manager, 1
Lux theaters, arrived in Boston last nigh
will return
tomorrow.
FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theaters exec .
left last night for Boston.
JAMES WINN, UA district manager, B
is in New York for home office conference
CHARLES
GAUDANO,
formerly at the Ii
Poli, New Haven,
is home on rotation aft
months
in the Pacific.
VINCENTE MINNELLI is at the Wa Astoria from Hollywood.
JACK V. SHEEHAN, assistant to the I
ecutive vice-president of Walt Disney Pr j
tions, is here from the Coast.

Foresee Educations
Pix Activity Speed-I
(Continued from Page 1)
eminent
and private agencies
laying plans now.
The Government was, before
war, the leader in this field,
privately-made educational
were sponsored product, usually
a commercial angle. Agencies
the Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Mines, the Office of
nation and the Department of L;
however, were engaged in fairly
:ensive programs of educational
making, usually with contract
ducers although sometimes with
arally-owned facilities and Go-\
ment-paid personnel. All these
resume their programs after the
with stepped up activity by the S
Department, the Veterans Adm
tration, the War and Navy Dej
ments, the Treasury Depart]
and a continuation of the work
being done by CIAA and OPA.
addition, there are plans for \
tice.
subjects by the Department of
Aside from Government, the!
extensive planning under way
not only by small producers thro!
out the country, but by Holly".
studios as well.
There is mucl
erest here in the plans of We
Bros., as well as in the study of
national pix needs and possibi
by the MPPDA.
A large part of these pix are
as export material, and in num
if not in footage, educational
ports it is predicted, will greatb
ceed feature exports.

WANTED
Animation
Apply
New

and

Title

Cineffects,
York

City

Cameram;

1600

Broadwa;

CI. 6-62521
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Leaders to Parley
(Continued from Page 1)
Iheon of the Amusement
Divisjof the National
Conference
of
'stians and Jews
in the same

I

I Robert Rubin, chairman of the
jiion, who presided over the meeti said that several prominent
ikers are planned for the occaInong the industry leaders who
(hded were Spyros Skouras, MalKingsberg, Herman Robbins,
.. Ross, Will Hays, Harry Brandt,
fi Rosen, Albert Senft, Ed Church|\be Schneider, Jules Brulatour,
* Nayfack, Walter Vincent, John
thnor, Bill Ornstein, Dave Wein<, Ralph Poucher, Dr. Clinchy, J.
trt Rubin,
Brock
Pemberton,
Starr, Thomas Robinson, WilI F. Rodgers, Mike Rosen, Nate
'.gold, Ned Depinet, Charles E.
lis, Arthur Israel, Jr., Leo
fher, Pineus Sober, Dr. Phillip
~ing,
William E. McKee, and M.
k.

AAAA Charter for SPU
hosen by Extras
(Continued from Page 1)
ten Actors
Guild in an NLRB
edon to be held on the Coast on
ay it will be denied a separate
*er by the Associated
Actors
Artistes of America, it was as:d here yesterday by Paul Dullpresident of the parent of all
j>. talent unions.
Extra talent
bw under SAG jurisdiction.
e AAAA
stand
has the full
fort of the AFL, with which it
affiliated.
A wire from William
u;!n, AFL
head,
reaffirmed
the
|A's jurisdiction
over all per|ers, making
it clear that the
!JLA would not issue any charter
'nging on that jurisdiction and
s,!no international union would be
dtted to do so either.

rm's Passing Saddens
i-Fox Sales Conclave
I (Continued from Page 1)
■jwith the announcement of the
'a of Lester Sturm, manager of
,; -Fox's Detroit exchange, in the
.ling. Sturm had been with the
jpany almost a quarter century.

m BIRTHDAY
IEETINGS TO..
December 5
Walt Disney
Bernie Kamber

rginia Lee Corbin
iidney H. Algier
".I'ega Eloy David

Ralph Pielow
Sidney Stockton
Joseph H. Imhof

(Continued from Page 1)

"Stars Shine for P. A. L."
•

•

•

FOR

REASONS

that are general as well as specific,

"Stars Shine for P. A. L.", the Police Athletic League annual benefit show
to be presented at Madison Square Garden on the night of Dec. 12
rates generous support from film biz
On the general side, there
is the fact that the beneficial programs conducted by the League
As Newbold Morris remarked the other day at a luncheon meeting
of industry representatives, the league is "the last chance to do something" for the metropolis' million children "in the old-fashioned American Way"
On the specific side, the hundreds of New York's theaters have a stake in any cause designed to prevent and curb juvenile
delinquency
There is no better medium
for just that than the
P. A. L., a non-profit organization, which maintains 11 centers for
youngsters throughout the city and conducts an outdoor program carried on by the department's 81 precincts
The League membership now stands at 49,000
So back the "Stars Shine for P. A. L.",
with its great array of "name" talent, with your ticket purchases
And if the holiday season stirs you to philanthropy, a contribution to
the P. A. L. will further help the cause along
Deputy Inspector
James B. Nolan is prexy of the P. A. L„ and Commissioner Lewis J,
Va'.entine is honorary president. .....

▼
•

•

•

CUFF

NOTES:

TV
The Celestials, new monthly luncheon

club of men in newspaper, magazine and ad fields, holds its inaugural luncheon at the Waldorf today with Jim Farley as key speaker.
• Stuart H. Aarons, formerly of Warners' legal staff, is now in the
Philippines, having moved on there from New Guinea. . . • Jacob
Wilk, Eastern production manager for Warners, is now ensconced in
a handsome new suite of offices at the north end of the home offcie building. . . % Congrats to Bill MacKee for the swell all-around
job of public relations and trade publicity in behalf of Ross Federal
A difficult job, well handled

the industry's drive plans by Nicholas M. Schenck, national chairman.
The President's invitation to the
"Dimes" film leaders is believed to
set a precedent, it marking the
first time that so large a group
of industry leaders involved in a
drive has been bidded to the White
House. Further, during the war
there have been few, if any, similar White House gatherings.
The White House visit will follow a luncheon and campaign business meeting in the South American room of the Hotel Statler,
Washington,
with
"Dimes"Oscar
leaders
from
48 states
present.
A.
Doob and Ernest Emerling returned to New York yesterday from the
capital after completing plans with
District of Columbia Chairman Carter Barron for the gathering.
The Executive Committee members, with Chairman Schenck, who
will go to Washington, include:
Barney Balaban, Joseph Bernhard,
Harry Brandt, Tom Connors, Oscar A. Doob, Ernest Emerling, Gus
Eyssell, S. H. Fabian, Leonard Goldenson, Harry Kalmine, Malcolm
Kingsberg, C. C. Moskowitz, Herman Robbins, Spyros Skouras, Walter
ard Vincent,
Walsh. Joseph R. Vogel, Rich-

Alaskan Theaters Join
March of Dimes Drive

During the 1945 Motion Picture
March of Dimes campaign, Alaska
theaters will be participants in a
territory-wide drive for the first
time, it was disclosed by Chairman Nicholas M. Schenck, who
▼
▼
T
also announced appointment of Rob• •
•
WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!
ert J. Peratrovich as Alaska chairman. In the course of the 1944 drive,
Peratovich sent $50 from his Craig
Theater, Glawock, Alaska. Fifteen
Alaskan theaters whose seats aggregate 9,563, are operating.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Acceptances were received Friday
the British Information Services ofby Malcolm
Kingsberg,
WAC's Dollar
genfrom these additional state chaireral chairman
for this area.
fice here.
men: Albert J. Finke, Oregon; Frank
volume in some two per cent ahead
Thomas Baird of the BIS said J. Newman, Washington; J. Myer
Schine, northern New York; E. C.
of the Fifth's initial week, he said,
adding that theaters have sold a that the film had not been submit- Rhoden, Kansas; Charles Skouras,
ted
to
the
Hays
Office
nor
has
any
total of 100,549 Bonds as against
Robert H. Poole, George Mann and
95,000 individual Bonds in the last member of that office seen it. He Albert Law, co-chairmen for Califordrive.
added that it is not known how the
Manhattan shows biggest sales in- mistaken report originated.
crease, followed by Bronx and
The London report was based on
Brooklyn in that order. Long Ls- a formal statement of the MOI film
land counties, Westchester and Staten Island are running behind, but division -which said "mild profanity" in the pic had caused the ban.
Dutchess, Lower Orange, Rockland,
Barbara Hope Mindlin, daughter
Ulster and Sullivan Counties are
of Mr. ad Mrs. Michael Mindlin, was
running substantially ahead.
married Sunday to Lt. Jesse
All theaters expect to swell conStanley Lichter, AUS, in Temsiderably their total sales via speple Emanu-El, 1 East 65th St., here.
(Continued from Page 1)
cial events being arranged.
The groom returned from the EuroSkirball organization, UA producpean battlefronts. Bride's father has
ers of the Fred Allen-Jack Benny been prominent in the industry for
Finston Quits Metro
film, "It's In The Bag." Home has many years.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY been associated with RKO in New
Charlotte, N. C— Alice Black, of
Hollywood — Nat
Finston,
Metro York for the past 15 year§, and is
musical director for nine years, has currently assistant to Robert Moch- the Republic exchange staff, was
married to Richard K. Jarrell.
resigned.
rie, RKO's
general
sales manager.

$10,242,544
SalesWeek
Here In First"E"Drive

'Western Approaches' Ban
Report Termed Baseless

MWM

Skirball Names Home
Eastern Business Rep.

BELLS
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"We have made pictures of many and many a Broadway hit.
This time we will be accomplishing much more than the making
of a motion picture from a successful play,
"The importance of 'Life with Father' goes far beyond that of
a successful play. It is an American institution. And as an entertainment, itis one of the rarest and most sought-after treasures
of our time,
"Now in the sixth year of its engagement with a gross close to
$8,000,000, it will remain forever one of the landmark-events in
the history of the theatre.
"The play's producer Oscar Serlin, its authors Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse, and Mrs, Clarence Day, upon whose late husband's sketches this record-shattering comedy is based, all know
that the responsibility and the opportunity to make 'Life with
Father' a Warner Bros, Picture is one we all look to with much
anticipation,"

OLy&s^n^£s^s
Executive Producer

Bfe
-V ft R€VI€UIS Of THE MW
"Lights of Old

'Holly wood Canteen" ]"My Gal Loves Music"
Warner

with all-star cast
Bros.

with

124

Mins.

LAVISHLY PRODUCED MUSICAL
TAIN TO GET THE BIG DOUGH.

CER-

Prodigal in its entertainment values, "Hollywood Canteen" is one of the box office
behemoths of the year. The exciting Alex
Gottlieb production, which employs every
device in its efforts to divert, is enjoyable
every moment of its lengthy footage. The
quality of the entertainment is as bigtime as the names of those in the cast.
The studio has scoured the lot and
called in the services of a world of outside talent to make the film a gild-edged
investment. The cast roster is cne of the
most impressive ever assembled for a film.
Every taste is catered to by the show put
on by these topflight performers. Musical
and specialty numbers

abound, with comedy

playing a big role in the film's success.
The film has a fetching story so utterly
romantic that the women will go fcr it in
a big way. It's about a soldier (Robert
Hutton) who meets a movie star (Joan Leslie) in the Hollywood Canteen and falls
in love with her. The other important character in the stcry proper is a buddy of
Hutton's played to the hilt by Dane Clark.
Delmer Daves has contributed fine direction and a sound screenplay.
CAST: Andrew Sisters, Jack Benny, Joe E. Brown
Eddie Cantor, Kitty Carlisle, Jack Carson, Dane
Clark, Joan Crawford, Helmut Dantine, Bette
Davis, Faye Emerson, Victor Francen, John Carfield, Sydney Creenstreet, Alan Hale, Paul Henreid, Robert Hutton, Andrea King, Joan Leslie,
Peter Lorre, Ida Lupino, Irene Manning, Nora
Martin, Joan McCracken, Dolores Moran, Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige, Eleanor Parker, William Prince, Joyce Reynolds, John Ridgely, Roy
Rogers and Trigger, S. Z. (Cuddles) Sakall,
Zachary Scott, Alexis Smith, Barbara Stanwyck, Craig Stevens, Joseph Szigeti, Donald
Woods, Jane Wyman, Jimmy Dorsey and His
Band, Carmen Cavallaro and Orchestra, Golden
Quartet, Rosario and Antonio, Sons of the Pioneers, Julie Bishop, Barbara Brown, Theodore
von Eltz, Mary Cordon, Betty Brodel, Eddie Marr
Shayne.
Chef Miiani, Robert
CREDITS: Producer: Alex Gottlieb; Director
Delmer Daves; Screenplay, Delmer Daves; Cameraman, Bert Glennon; Musical Numbers Created and Directed by LeRoy Prinz; Art Director,
Leo Kuter; Sound, Oliver S. Carretson, Charles
David Forrest; Film Editor, Christian Nyby;
Set
Decorator, Casey Roberts; Musical Director, Leo
F. Forbstein.

DIRECTION,

Fine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fine.

Co-op of Newsreel and
Service Cameramen Cited
Close and efficient co-operation
between cameramen of the armed
forces and those assigned by the
newsreels under pooling arrangement was praised yesterday by Sgt.
Burt Balaban, TJSMC, son of Barney
Balaban, Paramount's president, in
a press interview held here. Sgt.
Balaban, who is spending a 30-days'
furlough in the U. S., following active service as a combat photographer with the 22nd Marine Regiment, Navy Task Forces, Army AirForces, and the 5th Amphibious
Corps, principally in the Marshalls
and the Mariannas, asserted that
raw stock has through air shipments and protective wrapping overcome adverse early climatic conditions and now functions perfectly.

Bob

Crosby, Mowbray
Grace

McDonald,

Tuesday, December 5,

with
with

Roy Rogers

Republic
SCINTILLATING MUSICAL

FILL-IN.

IS RATED
MENT.

Edward Lilley who produced and directed has taken a weak, silly story and
dipped it into a "musical solution" to give
it the necessary strength for programming.
are aptly pre-

sented, featur.ng "Over and
by Grace McDonald and Bob

Over" sung
Crosby, and

"Sing A Jingle," nicely vocalized by young
Freddie Mercer. Betty Kean shows promise
for future roles with her dry-humor delivery and singing and
dancing chores.
The stcry opens with McDonald and
Kean, a stranded sister act, doing a medicine show come-on for Walter Catlett in
Spoonyerville. In order to get back to
New York McDonald poses as a 14-year-old
prodigy to win a contest and radio contract sponsored by Alan Mowbray, owner
jf the town's vitamin factory, and judged
by Bob Crosby. Freddie Mercer, child runner-up who suspects the trio of a hoax,
discloses their true identity to Mowbray who doesn't really care since he's keen
on Kean.
CAST: Bob Crosby, Alan Mowbray, Grace
McDonald, Betty Kean, Walter Catlett, Freddie
Mercer, Paulina Carter, Tom Daly, Gayne Whitman, Chinita, Trixie.
CREDITS: Producer, Edward Lilley; Director,
Edward Lilley; Cameraman, Hal Mohr; Original
story, Patricia Harper; Screenplay, Eugene Conrad; Adaptation, Edward Dein; Art Directors,
John B. Goodman, Abraham Grossman; Sound,
Bernard B. Brown; Technician, William Fox;
Set Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, Victor A.
Gangelin; Film Editor, Russell Schoengarth;
Gowns, Vera West; Songs by Milton Rosen,
Everett Carter, Inez James, Sidney Miller, Clarence Gaskill; Special Fhotography, John P. Fulton.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Land of the Outlaws"

with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton
Monogram
56 Mins.
AVERAGE WESTERN IS FILLED WITH
STUFF THAT
PLAUSE.

WINS

YOUNGSTERS'

AP-

"Land of the Outlaws" is average as
westerns go. The film, produced under the
supervision of Charles J. Bigelow, has a
good

deal of solid action to win

er Arsene Lup

Alan

Universal
63 Mins.
LIGHT PROGRAM
MUSICAL
WITH
WEAK
STORY SHOULD SATISFY AS A

Six original musical numbers

FILMS
ft
"Ent

the ap-

plause of the youngsters. Under the direction of Lambert Hillyer the footage
moves steadily and swiftly to its climax.
Again Johnny Mack Brown and Raymond
Hatton are paired as U. S. marshals to
good advantage. The two give vigorous
accounts of themselves in smashing a gang
that conspires to seize possession of a rich
mine by making it appear that the ore
isn't worth much. Our heroes prevent the
owner from selling and obtain the evidence necessary for the conviction of the
villains. A number of innocent persons
have to suffer before everything is smoothed
cut.
CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Stephen Keyes, Nan Holliday, Hugh Prosser,
Charles King, John Merton, Steve Clark, Art
Fowler, Tom Quinn, Ray Elder, Chick Hannon,
Bob Cason, Kansas
Moehring.
CREDITS: Supervisor, Charles J. Bigelow; Director, Lambert Hillyer; Screenplay, Joseph O'
Donnell; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Musical
Director, Edward Kay; Sound, Glen Clenn; Film
Editor, John C. Fuller.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

FIRST-CLASS

78 Mins.
WESTERN

ENTERTAIN-

"Lights of Old Santa Fe" should serve
as a beacon to all in search of dazzling
western entertainment. Never has a Roy
Rogers film offered the customers so much
for their money. Associate Producer Harry
Grey has turned out the film in exemplary
manner, packing it with a wealth of talent
and maintaining it on a high level of diversion at all times.
The

film, directed expertly by Frank McDonald, has all the trappings of a rodeo.

The villainy is played down to the profit
of the spectacle and the musical content.
The

story, possessing color and excitement and making possible an ample production, is about the financial difficulties

of a rodeo owned

by Dale Evans and man-

aged by George "Gabby" Hayes. It is
Rogers' job to prevent a rival (Richard
Powers) from putting Miss Evans out of
business. The efforts of Rogers and his
pals to make Madison Square Garden give
the story added interest.
The cast performs exceptionally well.
Rogers, Miss Evans and the Sons of the
Pioneers share no less than eight song
numbers

among

themselves.

CAST:
Roy Lloyd
Rogers,Corrigan,
George "Gabby"
Hayes,
Dale
Evans,
Richard Powers,
Claire Du Brey, Arthur Loft, Roy Barcroft,
Lucien
Littlefield, Sam
Flint, Bob
Nolan
and
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Grey; Director, Frank McDonald; Screenplay, Gordon
Kahn, Bob Williams; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; Film Editor, Ralph Dixon; Sound, Dick
Tyler; Musical Director, Morton Scott; Art Director, Frank Hotaling; Set Decorator, Charles
Thompson;
Dance
Director,
Larry Ceballos.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Blonde Fever"

SOME
OF
SIDE, WILL

"Blonde Fever" will have to make its
bid on the basis of its romantic content,
some of which is on the hot side.
The tale, which wavers in its mood, tends
to be farcical more than anything else. The
central character is a married Casanova
with a continental

accent

who

has an eye

on a young gal employed in his high-toned
cafe in the Sierras. The bust-up of his marriage is averted only by a bit of strategy
by his wife, who at the same time saves
a romance between her rival and a protege
of his.
The players are not at their best. Partly
to blame is the spotty direction of Richard
Whorf. Philip Dorn plays the wolf and Mary
Astor

his wife.

Raines, J.

Gloria Grahame,

72

HUMOROUS
TREATMENT
THIS CROOK MELODRAMA
ENTEI
The light treatment given the rr
matic theme of this latest adven
the life of that master crook, Arst
pin, sets the production down as ar
ing offering certain to carry its we
double bills. Sometimes the acti
scends to downright spoofing thai
many
laughs.
Bertram
Millhauser
has created
tertaining
story
which
with
dispatch
by Ford
down
as producer, and

has been
Beebe, who
acted
with

by a worthy cast.
This is very much of a romanl
in which Lupin (Charles Korvin)
ferring his activities to England,
love with Ella Raines and attempts
her from death at the hands of hs
(Miles Mander) and aunt (Gale
gaard) who, being in financial
seek possession of a valuable emei
longing to the girl.
Korvin, a stranger to films,
able performer

who

brings much

c

the Lupin role. Miss Raines car
her part well.
CAST: Charles Korvin, Ella Raines,
Naish, George Dolenz, Gale Sondergaai
Mander, Leland Hodgson, Tom Pilkingto
Bronson, Holmes Herbert, Charles LaTorr
Hamer, Ed Cooper, Art Foster, Clyde Ki
phonse
Martell.Producer, Ford Beebe;
CREDITS:
Ford Beebe; Screenplay, Bertram Millhaus
on character created by Maurice LeBIai
eraman, Hal Mohr; Musical Score, Milk
Musical Direction, Milton Rosen; Art
John B. Goodman, Abraham Grossman; S
rector, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorator
A. Gausman, E. R. Robinson; Film Editoi
Goodkind.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

'The GirfWho Dal

with Philip Dorn, Mary Astor
M-G-M
69 Mins.
ROMANTIC
CONTENT,
WHICH
IS ON THE HOT
PUT THIS ONE OVER.

Korvin, Ella
Naish

Universal

Santa Fe"

AS

Charles

a new-

comer, doesn't appear to good advantage
as the quail.
Production values are splendid.
CAST: Philip Dorn, Mary Astor, Felix Bressart, Gloria Grahame, Marshall Thompson, Curt
Bois, Elisabeth
Risdon, Arthur
Walsh.
CREDITS: Producer, William H. Wright; Director, Richard Whorf; Screenplay, Patricia
Coleman; Based on play by Ferenc Molnar;
Cameraman, Lester White; Musical Score,
Nathaniel Shilkret; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbons,
Preston Ames; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis,
Richard Pefferle; Film Editor, George Hively.
DIRECTION,
Spotty.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Cood.

with Lorna Gray, Peter Cook
Republic
HAPHAZARD
DEVELOPMENT
THIS BELOW PAR MELODRAMA
LY IN THE

10-20-30 CATEGORY.

A ten-twenty-thirty melodrama
laboriously extracted from the Med
novel "Blood on Her Shoe."
The
ment of the plot is none too facile
production
is haphazard.
Directed by Howard Bretherto
the supervision of Associate Prodi
dolph E. Abel, "The Girl Who Da
Peter Cookson, an insurance in.
solving radium theft with the assi:
Lorna Gray, a guest in the house wr
of the action transpires. The vil
Grant Withers and Veda Ann Bors
hide.
bumped off by her confederate to
The
acting
is indifferent
part, owing perhaps to the

for '
fact

players
haven't
too
much
to wc
Willie Best is present for a bit o
relief.
CAST: Lorna Gray, Peter Cooksi
Withers, Veda Ann Borg, John Hamilt
Best, Vivien Oakland,
Roy Barcroft,
I
CREDITS:
Associate
Producer,
Ri .
Abel; K.Director,
John
Butler; Howard
Based Bretherton;
on
novel
b.'
Field. Cameraman,
Bud Thackery;
Fi ■
Arthur Roberts; Sound, Dick Tyler; Ar 1
Gano
Chittenden;
Set Decorator,
Otl*
Musical
Director,
Morton
Scott.
DIRECTION,

Pawable.

PHOTOCRAP

L
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IA Trust Suit
I, Louis Row
Continued from Page

Dual Decree Hearing
Dec. 19 or 20

1)

\.g a trip to New York for
in connection with a possible
jm act damage
suit against
TSE unions involved and film
ators on grounds of being deof contracted product.
strike was "called after Paraordered delivery of film Thurs,ight to the Ozark, and the
which, in common with the
od, do not employ union op-

Game Puts Md. Over the Top
Baltimore — Maryland, with the aid
of $58,637,000 in War Bonds sold
to purchasers of tickets to the ArmyNavy game, became the first state
in the nation to oversubscribe its
Sixth War Loan quota. Maryland's
tabulated sales now total $237,479,000 for the drive. The quota set
had been $210,000,000.

Special Employes Bond Shows

Los Angeles — Three special Consolidated Steel Corp. Bond Shows
honoring 12,000 employes have been
set for the United Artists and State
theaters in Long Beach and the
Vogue theater in South Gate for
Dec 19 in conjunction with the 6th
War Loan Bond Drive
•
i-heaters in St. Louis County
•
jse union operators have reBuy $500 Bond. Get a Hanky
lid their bookings to avoid Conn. Premieres Click
Cleveland — The RKO Palace is
■unt pictures.
New Haven — First five Connecti- boosting its Bond sale by offering
Jst of Closed Theaters
cut Bond Premieres in theaters sold a free gift every Tuesday night to
hon & Marco's St. Louis $443,000 in War Bonds, reports Har- the purchaser of a $500 Bond. The
ry F. Shaw, chairman, while three gift is a nylon silk handkerchief,
j-nent Circuit is continuing
mnt bookings, putting the is- projection room screenings sold hand painted by the RKO Palace
staff artist Charles R. Pecin.
mrely up to the projection- $202,000.
iion as to whether the operaJuvenile Vandals Fined
Sill refuse to run such film, First Original Short for
houses closed Sunday night Tele Hits the Air Monday
New Haven — Three youths who
ihe operators declined to run
caused estimated damage of over
•lint product include Capitol,
"Talk Fast, Mister," described as $4,000 at the Loew Poli Theater here
;te, Shaw, Congress, Maffit,
Pageant, Powhattan, Vic- the first short feature made ex- by pulling water pipes from the wall
id Yale. All had Paramount
pressly for television, will be tele- and flooding the balcony, received
cast over WABD next Monday night suspended sentences of one year on
I booked again for last night.
,)re expected to close if the as part of a tele demonstration at charges of breach of the peace in
•persisted in its stand.
the Hotel Commodore banquet of the City Court here. Two received
lis reported that the Maple- the TBA annual conference. Short $50 fines and one $25.
;nd Shady Oak and other St. was produced by RKO Television
anusement houses with Para- Corp. for the Liberty Mutual Insurpictures booked for last night
ance Co. of Boston. Clarence Budje closed by the union along ington Kelland wrote the original.
her circuit houses previously Cast includes Eddie Nugent, Royal
led. Fanchon & Marco's Beal, Harvey Stephens, Raymond
i Ambassador continues the Greenleaf and Heather MacLean.
id showing of Paramount's Thomas Hutchinson of RKO Tele
iman's Creek" without union supervised, Ted Long, tele chief of
ence because the film was in Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
fee when the exchange strike represented the client.
/led Friday.
ouis is the only situation in Rank to Dine Producers,
Intry, according to Arthur, in
•
rcwo operators are used in Bare Co-ordination Plan
rhood and suburban houses,
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
mters only using two men in
Rank will announce his production
HIS.
co-ordination program at a dinner
|e Federal Court Petition
tendered to all his producer's tomorice Rosecan, attorney for the row.
l^3d Amusement Company, yesjjfiled an amended petition in
Federal Court to cover that house's
film bookings for the next 60 days
which brings the amount at issue in
excess of the $3,000 minimum for
(tocfetng-l/p" For A
Federal Court jurisdiction. Attori•nppy G-I Christmas
neys yesterday filed briefs covering
tumbus, 0. — Requested by comthe various legal points involved in
ing officers of Lockbourne Army
the dispute. Judge Hulen took the
lase, Fort Hayes and Port Comatter under advice.

(Continued from Page 1)
ings were to have been held today.
Judge Goddai-d proposed yesterdty
that the hearings be held on Dec. 12
but, because Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney
General, has to file briefs in the
Schine case on Dec. 15 and would
be unable to be present on Dec. 12,
a later date was suggested. John
Caskey, attorney for 20th CenturyFox, yesterday sent a letter to Judge
Goddard proposing Dec. 19 or 20 for
hearing dates.

STORK REPORTS
Chicago — Mrs. Jean MacDonald.
daughter of H. H. MacDonald, of
the Chicago News Budget, is the
mother of an eight-pound boy, born
at the Evanston Hospital. MacDonald family now has six boys and
one girl.
West
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21 WORDS THAT
SPELL CHRISTMAS
BOND SALES!

PUT THIS MESSAGE IN
YOUR 6th WAR LOAN LOBBY

is to make possible Xmas gifts
?l service men in this area, local
;rmen and 1T0 of Ohio have
led a drive for this objective
lave enlisted theatergoers' aid
railers on screens. Theater
s are gift-collection centers,
ends on night of. Dec. 21.
littee comprises P. J. "Pete"
, ITO secretary, William H.
_ manager of Loew's Ohio, and
Jhinbach, RKO city manager.

Dubbed "Gaslight" for Xmas

"Gaslight," first M-G-M picture
to be dubbed in Spanish, will be released in Mexico during the Christmas holidays. All Metro pictures
will be dubbed in Spanish, the use
of Spanish titles to be eliminated.

$137,125 Charlotte Premiere
Charlotte, N. C. — Bond Premieres
of "Irish Eyes Are Smiling," at
the Carolina sold $137,125 in Bonds.

DAILY

Hollywood — A son was born here
to
Teresa Wright, wife of Niven
Busch.

"The War Bonds You
buy this Christinas
Speed the Christmas
when you may sayPeace on Earth, Good
Will Towards
Men"
•

Ross Federal Service, Inc.

PEOPLE WHO WERE TOLD TO

We

promised to plug this slogan to your public frcVn coast to coast as part of the national

campaign . . . and on the night of November 20, at tr\e big Madison Square Garden rally
in New York, 8 major shows over 4 major networks
sage, "BUY BONDS
TURE THEATRE,
INCLUDING

AT YOUR
ALWAYS

EVENINGS,

FAVORITE ! TX
"*Wl
OPEN
FOR

SUNDAYS

AND

HSiSl

drove home the mesMOTION

PICSALES

HOLIDAYS."

And

that' s only the begin ning! Every person in the country will hear that slogan at least seven times
more during the course of the drive. Be ready to meet the demands of patrons.
Sponsored by
Wor Activities

MORE AMMUNITION THAN EVER BEFORE TO
SELL MORE BONDS THAN EVER BEFORE IN THE «SZ

Committee
of
Industry
Motion
Picture
1501 Broadway
New York City

I Montreal Houses to Rank/ Don*. Show Window
{See Column 2 Below)

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

iitimate in Character
international in Scope
^dependent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

VARNER, FDR REPS. CONFER ON EDUCAT'L FIX

jwo More St. Louis Exchanges Join Walk Out
O and Republic Join
ike; 16 Theaters Dark
City and County

Conference With Rosenman
And Davies Preliminary
To a World Conference

it. Louis — Exchange workers of
ublic and RKO went on strike
i;erday morning because the non(Continued on Page 9)

Washington

}" Sales Parley To
larl New Releases
Universal will hold a three-day
is conference starting Friday at
I Astor Hotel, with William
A.
illy presiding,
sales execu:s and district
nagers will ati d.
Primary
rpose
of the
sions,
Scully
1, was to crysize the hanlg and exploii.on of "Can't
1 p Singing,"
ch is the highbudgeted picb in Universal
pry. Plans alwill be formu'd for Univer- WILLIAM A. SCULLY
s future
re-

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — Harry M. Warner
met yesterday at the White House
with Judge Sam Rosenman and Joseph E. Davies, in the first session
preparatory to the calling of a world
conference on educational motion
pictures. Leading educators of all
nations will be invited to attend a
(Continued on Page 10)

Hope for Lifting Raw
Stock Restrictions Fade
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Hope for an early
lifting of the sharp restrictions on
raw stock consumption
bv the in(Continued on Page

Happy Interlude in Republic's festive ice musical, "LAKE PLACID SERENADE," with
the charmingly pensive Vera Hruba Ralston and Screenland's handsome new male lead,
Robert Livingston. — Advt.

Rank Gels S-House
Circuit in Montreal

For Million ABC Shares

10)

Home Outlines 20th-Fox
Ad Plans at Sales Huddle
Advertising plans on future 20th
Century-Fox product were disclosed
yesterday by Hal Home at the mid(Continued on Page 10)

Boom

Go Bond Sales

Ses.

i addition to Scully, among those
London (By Cable)— Acquisition of
circuit of eight Montreal theaters
(Continued on Page 3)
for the new J. Arthur Rank-Paul L.
Nathanson partnership and plans for
the erection by Rank of a 2,500-seat
(Ccntinued on Page 3)
Government "Stamp"

On Pioneers9 Party
Postmaster General Frank C. Waikr will be an honor guest at the
'icrure Pioneers Xmas Party in the
Waldorf-Astoria a week from tonight,
t is announced by Sam and George
>embow, dinner committee's cohairman. The Pioneers "House
Manager," Jack Cohn, said yesterday
that the Class of 1945 will be the
largest ever inducted, — 51 applications for membership already having
•een acted upon.

Pix Redeeming Drive Pledge
Brandt Announces

Records In 6th War Loan

Report Warner Bros.
Quitting Canadian MPDA
Toronto — While no official word is
forthcoming,
it was learned here
yesterday
that the resignation
of
Warner
Bros, from the Hays or(Continued on Page 9)

MORE

DOLLARS

London (By Cable)— Ma j. R. P.
Baker, managing director of Ealing
Studios, Ltd., disclosed yesterday
that his company bid 1,000,000
pounds for 1,000,000 shares of Mrs.
(Continued on Page 10)

IN WAR

BONDS

HERE, FEWER

With the Smashing Sixth entering
its final phases, Harry Brandt,
trade's national campaign chairman,
declared that the industry is rapidly
nearing its goal in fulfillment of all
promises made to Treasury Secretary Morgenthau at the drive's outset, when Brandt pledged records
(Continued on Page 4)

CASUALTIES

OVER

. . With Tea Jn Tea
Lou Cohen,
Loew's
PoliHartford
Theater —manager,
stood near
the
War Bond booth in house's lobby
when a man approached and seemed
hesitant to purchase. Said Cohen
slyly
girl in
"I'll
give ato T the
coupon
to the
the b:oth,
next buyer
of a $100 bond." The hesitating man
no longer hesitated, and snapped,
"I'll go for that!" When the girl
delivered the Bond, Cohen ripped
off the tag on a tea bag, handed
it to the man, and said "Here's
your tea ccupon." The purchaser
laughed and went away. Word that
Cohen was giving away T coupons
spread rapidly. In a short while he
sold 15 Bonds of $100 denomination
to purchasers who asked for coupons!

THERE — BACK

THE

SIXTH!

^

0^\

Dramatists Guild Group
To Study Pix Buy Plans
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Plans and agreements which have
been used or suggested during the
past year as an alternate basis of
negotiation for the purchase of film
rights to Broadway plays were referred to a motion picture committee of the Dramatists' Guild Council
which met yesterday at the office of
Sidney Fleischer, negotiator and attorney for the Guild.
These will be considered by the
committee for a report to be made
at their January meeting, it was
said by Luise M. Silcox, executive
secretary.
It is expected that the finer points
of all these plans may be combined
to form an amendment to the
Guild's current "basic agreement."

Half Century of Movies
Is Shown To Tele Fans
DuMont television station WABD
presented from 8:15 to 9:15 p.m. last
night on "WOR Video Varieties" period a survey of 50 years of motion
picture history. Under the aegis of
Bob Emery, Francis Doublier, filmland pioneer, was featured in a demonstration of working of the first
movie camera. Included on the program, entitled "Cinematic Beginnings," were films which Doublier
took with this camera. Scenes were
of the coronation of Czar Nicholas
II in Moscow, 1896; President McKinley's inauguration, 1897; and of
subsequent historical and trade interest.

EXCHANGE

Chg.

Net
High
Low
Close
%
Am. Seat
17V4
17
17 — 1%
V4
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%) 213/4 21 Vz 21% —
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Vi
Con. Fm. Ind
6
5Vi
5 1/2 —
Con. Film Ind pfd... 29 Vi
29
29 —
East. Kodak
170
170
170 +
do pfd
%
Gen. Prec. Eq
22 '/8 22%
22 Va +
%
Loew's, Inc
73 Va
72 1/4 73 +
%
Paramount
29%
29
29% + 1%
RKO
87/8
8V2
8% -f- y4
%
RKO
S6 pfd
8974
88 '/2 89% +
%
20th Century-Fox
. . . 27%
27 1/4 27% +
%
20th Century-Fox pfd
34%
33% ■ 33% +
20th-Fox ppf
105% 105% 105% +
Warner Bros
13%
13%
13% +
NEW YORK CURB
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Monogram Picts
3%
3%
3%
RKO
cvs
1%
1
1% .
Sonotone
Corp
2%
2%
2% —
Technicolor
22%
22
22 —
Trans-Lux
334
33,4
3% +
Universal Pictures ... 21%
21%
21%

Allied Regional Meeting
Off; N. J. Dinner Stands

Wednesday, December 6,
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Those
Stand Initials
for War"WB"
Bonds
Albany — Something brand new in
Bond Premieres will feature Dec.
15 world bow of Warners' "Hollywood Canteen" at the local Strand.
Since the film's many stars cannoi
be present because of transportation shortage, local notables have
bought War Bonds for privilege of
sitting in as "proxies" f:r the luminaries. Ceremonies at the "proxy
premiere" will include coast-to-coast
Mutual hookup tied in with "Double
Dr
by stars.
"proxies"
willNothing."
be some Represented
two score of

Frank Fowler Leaving W-V
To Become Wilder Exec.
Frank Fowler, for the last 10
years associated with the Winner &
Vincent circuit as secretary of the
corporation, has resigned to become
general manager of the Wilder circuit with headquarters in Norfolk,
Va. The Wilder circuit operates theaters in Norfolk, Newport News and
Portsmouth, Va.
Since the Wilmer & Vincent amalgamation with the Fabian circuit,
Fowler has been booker and buyer
for the W & V houses. It is reported that George Trilling will become booker for those theaters, with
Bernie Brooks doing the buying for
the combined circuits.
Fowler joins Wilder on January 2.

Force Malay Theaters to
Give Gross for Jap Planes
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Malayan theater
owners have been told how to celebrate the third anniversary of Pearl
The meeting of Allied's Eastern
regional directors which had been Harbor by their Jap conquerors. All
scheduled to be held in conjunction 105 theaters will "contribute" their
with New Jersey Allied's Christmas gross receipts for the day to "a spebeefsteak dinner in Passaic on Dec.
cial fund for the purchase of Japa19 has been postponed to a later
nese fighter planes."
date. The New Jersey unit's Yuletide party, however, will be held as Liberty Ship Comerford
scheduled at Harry Hecht's Ritz To be Launched Monday
Restaurant.

All branches of the industry have
The Liberty ship M. E. Comerbeen invited to attend the beefsteak ford, named in honor of the late
dinner which is slated to begin at Pennsylvania circuit operator, will
6:30 p.m.
be launched next Monday at Brunswick, Ga. Ship will be christened
Blumenstock to Macon
by Comerford's widow and the coErnest Freeman Dead
To set up headquarters for na- sponsor will be his daughter, Mrs.
Friday.
Cincinnati — Ernest Freeman, siltion-wide publicity and promotional Thomas
ent partner in the Freemen & New- activities in connection with the special world premiere of Warner's James R. Grainger on Trip
bold Circuit, Bramwell, W. Va., is
James R. Grainger, Republic pres"God Is My Co-Pilot" in Macon, Ga.,
dead.
on Feb. 1, Mort Blumenstock left
ident, left last night for a trip which
for that city yesterday. He returns will take him to Chicago, Denver,
to New York next week to complete San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
arrangements for the "Hollywood Grainger expects to return to New
Canteen" world premiere here and York about the end of December.
in Albany, Dec. 15. Will Yolen accompanied Blumenstock to Macon
and will remain there indefinitely.
WANTED

Fritz Lang Joining Universal
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM
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and

DAILY

Hollywood — Fritz Lang is reported joining Universal as a producerdirector.

Title
Cameraman
1600
Broadway,

Apply York
Cineffects
New
City
CI. 6-6252-3

COflllDG and G0M
day.
N. PETER RATHVON may
wood visit to two weeks.
DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

HOWARD

extend his

arrives here on

DIETZ goes to the Coast Fric

O. HENRY BRIGCS returns to New
his Massachusetts
estate Sunday.

Yor

JOHN
LeROY
JOHNSTON,
Internation;
1 tures'
of publicity and advertisir
arrived director
from California.
GEORGE MORRIS, comptroller for Walt
i Coast.
Universal
cartoon
producer,
has returned
A. PAM
BLUMENTHAL.
producer
of 1
shorts for Warners
release, is on a trip
Coast
for
studio
conferences
with
Hollingshead,
in charge
of shorts
pn>
for Warners.
DOMENIC SOMMA, former shipper at
Fox, New Haven, is home on rotatioi
Ascension
Island after two years of serv

MAURICE N. WOLFE, Metro district m !
in from Boston to visit in New Haven.
CRANE WILBUR, has arrived from the
to direct the new Donald Kirkley-Harol
man
comedy,
"Happily
Ever After."
BILL BRUMBERG, WB field public r
rep. in the Cleveland and Cincinnati e>
territories,
returns to Ohio today followm
office
conferences.
COL. ROBERT LEE SCOTT
terday for Macon, Ga.

left New Yoj

BOB WILLIAM of the Warners' studi
licityCoast.
department left New York yesterc
the
LT. COL. LYNN FARNOL has arrived
York from the European
war theater.
MITZI

GREEN

JEANETTE
16th.

CHILL WILLS
week.
FRANK
ANN

is on from

SINATRA

CORIO

SHEILA

has arrived

MacDONALD

in New

Yor

returns here
the Coast.

returns to the Coa'

is in town.

BARRETT

is Kansas

City-bourn

TONY
MUTO is in New York.
GREGORY RATOFF is stopping at the
Netherland.
E. K. "TED" O'SHEA has postponed
parture for Jacksonville until the 12th.
has returned
ficeJOEL
from LEVY
a Southern
tour. to Metro's he
EMILY KIMBROUCH returns to Hollyw
Is.
day for a brief visit.
JOE ROBERTS of Vanguard's Eastern p
staff has returned to Chicago from Mil
LEE SHUBERT is in Chicago for a
checkup and is reported planning to
another
Chicago
tfieater.
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INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable
service . . . Low
cost •
45
year's experience
stadiums,
amusement serving
parks, theatre
etc.
We
can
supply
your
needs.
Re
machine
folded,
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seats, e :
Write for samples, prices or other informa'i I
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.
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nk Gets 8-House
tuit in Montreal

Times Sq. Services
On Pearl Harbor Day

i Continued from Page 1)
j window in Toronto were dis'id here yesterday by John Da? Rank
exec., who
recently
reSd from the United States and
ilda where he closed the Nathanweal. This Toronto show window
ie second to be announced for
iither side by Rank who earlier
^disclosed
his plan to erect a
jar house
in the heart of the
j York theater distinct to house
ph and other films.
»(vis also announced that Rank
!i be represented in Canada by
sard Brockington,
former
head
x\e Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
:ise adviser of Premier Mackening and rated one of the ablest
;rs in the Dominion.
Davis is
feing for Canadian
equipment
me through G. B. Kalee.
rther, Davis stated that he an'.ted visiting Canada three times
lr for the next two years and
jsome
part of the $15,000,000
'i at present goes to America
It deviate to Odeon of Canada.
'tressed the point that all Brit"ilms of merit would play the
t. •

*-

Sales Parley To
irt New Releases

(Continued from Page 1)
uint will be: N. J. Blumberg,
lent; E. T. Gomersall, assistant
al sales manager;
Fred MeyCastern sales manager; F. J. A.
flrthy, Southern sales manager;
O'Keefe, Western sales manEd
McAvoy,
short
subject
, manager.
| district managers
attending
iDavid A. Levy, New York; John
'dly, New England; M. M. GottChicago; Joe E. Garrison, KanCity; Dave
Miller, Cleveland;
. Graham, Atlanta; C. J. FeldLos Angeles; P. F. Rosian, Cin;ti: Salem Applegate, Philadelj and Maurice Bergman
of the
tising department.

Lindell Dies
<cago — Gus Lindell, DeVry
foreman, is dead following a
illness.

id birthday
Uetiigs to..
December
, Jack Henley
i Elissa Landi
Mason Hopper
rhryn McGuire
ry C. Lonsdale

-

6
Dot Farley
Sammy Cohen
David B. Whelan
G. B. J. Frawley
Hugh Farr

Religious services, in which all
denominations will participate, will
mark observance of Pearl Harbor
Day at the Statue of Liberty in
Times Sq. at 2:15 p.m., Dec. 7, it

I
On and off the Record
•

• • WITH THE NAME OF ERIC JOHNSTON constantly popping up as one that may become closely associated with the film industry, Phil M. did a little private probing and emerged dripping with
unconfirmed reports that emanated from the grapevine syndicate
One report was that Johnston had been approached on a plan to
represent the industry on matters pertaining to foreign distribution,
his duties being to protect the companies' foreign interests in relation
to any political development
Another report had Johnston co-ordinating the Hollywood
branches
As to the latter, according to
reports, Johnston was interested but did not want to live on the Coast
As far as can be learned, no official MPPDA proposition was made
but the overtures, if any, were made by an unofficial committee of interested parties
Bu your guess is as good as that of the grapevine.

T

▼

▼

'• • • STORK NOTE: Vera, vera auspicious debut, that of the
Celestials, Look Magazine-sponsored monthly luncheon club for men
in the newspaper, magazine and advertis'ng fields, in the WaldorfAstoria's Wedgewood Room yesterday
In the classic words of the
country editor, "a good time was had by all"
And how!
Harry Hershfield emcecd, and among those to wow the 300-odd guests
were, notably Milton Berle and Jimmy Durante
They were never
in better form
The serious note of the day was sounded by James
A. Farley, a great American
.Yes, the Celestials promises to be
very much
worthwhile
Incidentally, film biz was represented
yesterday by virtually all of its key advertising and publicity directors.
T
▼
T
O
•
•
THE PERSONAL
TOUCH:
Arthur Brilant of RKO
Radio,
is one up on the boys in discussing the Philippine situation. .... .Arthur
spent 13 months of his three years in the Far East as managing editor
of the El Renacimiento Filipino, a daily newspaper published in Manila
in English, Spanish, and Tagalog, the native language
As an AP
correspondent
he traveled through many
of the islands
So he
speaks with authority as he points to present developments on a huge
map which adorns his office. . . • That swell break on Belita in the
American Weekly was planted by Madeleine White, Monogram's
Eastern publicity rep. . . • Yehudi Menuhin, will check in at the
Paramount lot on Jan. 16 for his first professional screen appearance,
playing his fiddle in the ail-star "Duffy's Tavern"
While on the
Coast he will make two appearances at the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Auditorium. . . 9 Now that Don Reid is in Hollywood as the singer
on the Jack Kirkwood radio show, the film studios are after him
but in his capacity of a song-writer
Columbia has already used one
of his, "Timber," in "She's Got What It Takes," and his tunes are going
into at least two more. . . ® Sgt. John Ehrhardt passes this bit of
G-2 a'ong to the "buddies" in show
talk with new faces
Just watch

biz who
and see

want to sound off film
who reaches out for a

was announced
yestex-day.
tatives of the
Roman RepresenCatholic,
Protestant and Jewish faiths will
join with military and civic leaders,
together with officials of the American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars, in special ceremonies
dedicated to those who lost their
lives in the infamous Jap attack. At
2:26 p.m., the exact New York time
of the Jap raid on Pearl Harbor,
one minute of silence will be observed, following which the entire
assemblage, led by Lucy Monroe and
the Radio City Glee Club, will sing
the
hymn, "There
No Death."
Accompaniment
will Is
be furnished
by
a U. S. Army band.
Dr. Samuel H. Goldenson, Rabbi
of Congregation Emanu El, will deliver the invocation, and participating in the services will be Dr. Eugene C. Carder, general secretary
of the Protestant Council of the City
of New York, the Most Rev. J. Francis A. Mclntyre, Auxiliary Bishop
of New York.
The

entire commemorative program was arranged by the War
Finance, Motion Picture War Activities, and United Theatrical War
Activities Committees, and will be
broadcast from 2:15 to 2:45 p.m.
over WMCA. The regular War Loan
Bond Show will be presented on the
Statue of Liberty stage between
12 noon and 2 p.m., and will feature Ben Grauer, June Havoc, Martha Sleeper, and Myron McCormick,
plus the entire Roxy stage show, —
Mildred Bailey, Jimmy Savo, Pearl
Primus and Paul Ash and his orchestra.

De Rochemont Cocktail Host
Richard de Rochemont of the
March of Time will host 20th-Fox
sales execs, attending the current
Hotel Astor sales conference at a
cocktail party at 6 p.m. today in
the Cottage of the Hampshire
House.

Free Movie Day In
695 Met. Theaters

FILM DAILY during mail call and "you're in"

Pearl Harbor Day is tomorrow, and
is also Free Movie Day in the New

• • • DOWN MEMORY LANE: Four women, former employes
of the LaCrande Hotel operated in Wahoo, Neb. by the father of

York

▼

▼

▼

Darryl F. Zanuck and who helped care for the 20th-Fox production
chief when he zvas a child, received a pleasant surprise last week
To each, whom Zanuck met on a recent visit to his birthplace, came
a letter expressing his delight at seeing them again
In each, as
a souvenir of the reunion, was a $100 War Bond
T
•

•

9

WE'RE AVENGING

T

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

Metropolitan
area's 695
theaters and this number,
according

to Malcolm Kingsberg, industry's
area chairman, is the greatest to cooperate since inception of the Free
Movie Day idea. The anniversary of
the infamous Jap attack is expected
to stimulate an epidemic of Bondbuying by theater patrons, and consequently establish a record for free
movie admissions in this area.

Wednesday, December 6, lSjl

Trade's Promises To
Treasury Near Goal
(Continued from Page 1)
in securing new issuing agents,
Bond Premieres, Children's Matinees, and greater coverage for National Free Movie Day, would be
surpassed.
Brandt said that 6,017 theaters in
the U. S. -were issuing agents in the
last drive, and up until yesterday
343 newly created issuing agents and
122 new sub-issuing agents were
created in theaters, for a Sixth War
Loan total of 6,482.
During the last drive, 8,061 theaters observed Free Movie Day, and
in the current Smashing Sixth such
special events are being staged tomorrow by well over 10.000. As of
Monday of this week, latest figures
showed the Smashing Sixth with
6,015 Bond Premieres and 1,137
Children's Matinees, compared to
5,032 and 1,116, respectively, in the
Fifth War Loan.
To give impetus t«, and further
co-ordinate, the efforts of the patriotic showmen staging Free Movie
Day tomorrow, Brandt held a ninecity telephone conference with his
co-chairmen last night in Los Angeles, Dallas, Minneapolis, Chicago.
St. Louis, Salt Lake City, Des
Moines and Boston. Also participating in the "wire conference"
were Ned E. Depinet, Jay Emanuel,
Max Cohen and John Hertz, Jr.

New Patriotic Posters
Set For Use By Theaters

THEATER DEALS
St. Louis — The Hollywood, dark
for about two years, has been sold
by Dorothy Hyland of Florida, to
Charles K. Wilson of Memphis, Tenn.
Detroit — The Franklin Theater,
East side house operated for many
years by Louis D. Golden, has been
sold to Irving Belinsky, owner of
the Clawson at Clawson.
Tripoli, la. — Harry Pace of Pocahontas has purchased the Sumner at
Tripoli from L. L. Wells who will
remain here as a partner in an automobile agency. Pace formerly managed a theater at West Union.
Des Moines, la. — Vern Mahan, postal clerk at Guthrie Center for the
past 15 years, has resigned from that
post and has purchased the motion
picture theater at Pomeroy from A.
R. Fenton.
New Britain, Conn. — Lob-Lee Theatres, Inc. is new lessee of the 963seat Music Box, formerly known as
the Roxy, owned by Nick Karnaris.
Amalgamated Theatres, Inc., of New
Haven will do all the booking and
buying, and Joseph Spivack is house
manager. New policy takes out all
exploitation pix and vaude, and probably changes admissions.

More than 400 Christmas packages have been sent to members in
the Services in this country and overseas by the SOPEG' Local 109,
UOPWA, CIO. Funds were raised
through a series of special Saturday
night
at the union's
Silver dances
Screen held
Canteen.

Completion of arrangements between Max A. Cohen, in charge of
6th War Loan special events, and
the Sign Painters Union, Local 230,
whereby top flight artists of the latter organization will create a series
of 12 posters, 40 by 60, of national
heroes for special lobby displays, Remake
Arabian
Knights"
West Coast "Two
Bureau of
THE FILM
DAILY
was announced yesterday. Subjects
Hollywood — 20th-Fox has acquired
of the posters are President Roosevelt; Generals Eisenhower, Patton, rights to "Two Arabian Knights"
Hughes and will reArnold, MacArthur, Marshall, Still- from Howard
make it with John Payne and Wilwell, Bradley and Clark; and Adliam Bendix.

mirals Halsey, Nimitz, and King.
The posters were conceived to give
final stages of the Smashing Sixth
a big lift, and to provide theaters
with suitable decorations for all
• patriotic events. They are on rolled
Havana (By Air Mail) — Norma board in eight colors and can be
Colli, daughter of Peter Colli, War- bought in the set or individually at
$1.50 each, which is at cost.
ners' exec, was married to Humberts Fernandez, at the San Juan
de Letran Church.
407 New Eng. Theaters

UiEDDinG BELLS

Chicago — Gardner Benedict, director of the Coast Guard band and
former Oriental Theater musician,
will be married to Frieda Morgan of
Mattoon, 111., Saturday in St. Augustine, Fla.
Chicago —
tary to Elmer
ler, married
will continue
ganization.

.MOVING

SOPEG Playing Santa
To 400 in Armed Forces

To Mark Free Movie Day

Four hundred and seven theaters
in the New England territory have
completed plans for the observance
of
Free Movie
Day 'tomorrow.
is more
than twice
the numberThis
of
theaters that offered Free Movie
Esther Groner, secre- Day in the Fifth War Loan, according to Edward Ruff of Paramount.
Upton, B & K controlHenry Resneck. She
War Bond premieres in 11 Newwith the B & O or- England cities resulted in the sale
of $2,281,783 in Bonds.
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As fast as the Photoplays reach the newsstand— the
movie millions whisk them off!
At a faster rate than other magazines m the field!
That's leadership won

solely by editorial merit:

more text, more top-flight writers, more and better
illustrators than

any

other

magazine

of

its kind!

SELLS UP TO
THAN
ER*
FASTOTHER
6% ANY

3

MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD
-Established by a recent turvey involving 4 con»cutiv« iituet covering tetef
at more than 20,000 newMtartdi.

PHOTOPLAY
FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S FIRST MILLION MOVIE-GOERS

See Over— for preview of Photoplay's 33 January features

ica,

I
BING CROSBY'S -An in
vocation
to Ameri
as reverent as his singing of "Silent Night."
This Is the
THE IADY

AND

THE

CORPORAl-The Photoplay story that scoops
Hollywood.
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a biography in one word
—writes 2186 in "That's
Hollywood For You."
FRANK S. NUGENT'S- adroit
portrayal of the delightful
old priest in"Going My Way."
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# Velvet"
V"National
"The Falc
on in -'<
"The
Thin
Man
Goes
"Belle of the Yukon"

ith Mickey Rooney, Elizabeth Taylor
-M
125
Mins.

with Randolph Scott, Gypsy Rose Lee, Dinah
Shore

JP GROSSES ARE IN STORE FOR
HNICOLOR CORKER THAT DEPARTS

RKO-lnternational

)/ THE USUAL.
ie screen version of the Enid Bagnold
promises

the

exhibitor

plenty

of

84 Mins.

CONSISTENT ENTERTAINMENT
IS OFFERED BY LAVISH TECHNICOLOR
EYEFILLER.
International Pictures' latest offering is
a hybrid that scatters its appeal. While one

let." Departing from the customary,
production is one of the entertainment

can never be certain of its mood,

hts of the year that captivates with its
ness, its human touch, its simplicity
Its gentleness. The picture is in every

duction, holding the eye with its Technicolor lavishness, is consistently entertaining. An important asset is the fine production accorded the film by William A.
Seiter, who also functioned as director.

>ct an impressive offering that emTechnicolor eloquently,
t in England, the picture, a distinct
vement for Producer Pandro S. Berrelates with unusual warmth the senital story of a roving youth of uncertain
cter who undergoes a transformation
the influence of a young girl with
3 family he seeks temporary refuge,
force that links the boy and girl is

The
on

film, apparently intended

the pro-

as a spoof

the

Gypsy

Alaskan theme, offers such diversified talents as those of Randolph Scott,
Rose Lee, Dinah Shore, Bob Burns

and Charles Winninger. It is on the potency cf these names that rests much of

the picture's allure. The picture is in the
vein of a musical although with certain
melodramatic aspects.
atter's consuming love for a horse won
The lively story has Scott as a shady
er in a raffle. They groom the horse
operator in the Yukon who is transformed
he Grand National, which the animal,
into an honest man by Miss Lee, who,
n by the girl, wins in a thrilling sealong with Miss Shore, entertains in a dance
re only to be disqualified when it is
hall owned by him. The tale has been told
«ered that the jockey is a female.
with due regard for comedy.
E! production, atmospherically and picBurns and Winninger, as a couple of
v compelling, has been directed with
Scott's stooges, furnish the comedy.
»g and understanding by Clarence
CAST: Randolph Scoff, Gypsy Rose Lee, Dinah
ti and acted with distinction by a cast Shore, Bob Burns, Charles Winninger, William
°d by Mickey Rooney as the boy and Marshall, Guinn "Big Boy" Williams, Robert
Armstrong, Florence Bates, Edward Fielding.
oeth Taylor as the girl. Good as he is,
CREDITS: Producer, William A. Seiter; Diey is overshadowed by Miss Taylor, who
rector, William A. Seiter; Screenplay, James Edward Crant; Based on story by Houston Branch;
a melting performance.
oT: Mickey Rooney, Donald Crisp, Elizabeth Cameraman, Ray Rennahan; Art Director, Perry Ferguson; Set Decorator, Julia Heron; Sound,
', Anne Revere, Angela Lansbury, Jackie
Corson Jewett, Arthur Johns; Film Editor, Ernest
«s, Juanita Quigley, Arthur Treacher, RegiNims; Musical Score, Arthur Lange; Musical
Dwen, Norma Varden, Terry Kilburn.
:DITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Di- Director, Arthur Lange; Songs, Johnny Burke,
Jimmy van Heusen; Dance Director, Don Loper.
, Clarence Brown; Screenplay, Theodore
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
s, Helen Deutsch; Based on novel by Enid
Id; Cameraman, Leonard Smith; Musical
Herbert Stothart; Recording Director,
3s Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric GibUrie McCleary; Set Decorators, Edwin B.
with Edward Norris, John Abbott
, Mildred Griffiths; Special Effects, Warren
;mbe; Film Editor, Robert J. Kern.
Republic
61 Mins.
ECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY, ExEFFECTIVELY DONE
MELODRAMA
t.
WITH
PSYCHOLOGICAL
ANGLE
IS
JAMMED
WITH SUSPENSE.

"End of the Road"

Joining But Trouble"

with Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy
M
69 Mins.

TEST
LAUREL -HARDY
JLD MAKE THE GRADE.

COMEDY

> ose with sensitive funnybones are the
who will react favorably to the efforts
e Stan Laurel-Oliver

Hardy team. The

don't
spare
themselves
ter from the customers.
e

story,

concocted

of

to

weedle

material

and

heavily stamped
with
familiarity, reE Laurel and
Hardy to wreck a plot
away with a refugee king.
The stars,
doing, draw upon
of tricks. Mary

their whole reperBoland and Henry

ill as their employers and Philip Merias the villain are the best of the sup)g players.
>T: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Mary Boland,
Merivale,
Henry
O'Neill,
David
Leland,
Warburton, Matthew Boulton, Connie CilDITS: Producer, B. F. Zeidman; Director,
a 'lor; Screenplay, Russell Rouse, Ray ColAdditional Dialogue, Bradford Ropes; MarGruen; Cameraman, Charles Salerno, Jr.;
I Score, Nathaniel Shilkret; Recording
ir, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, CedSibbons, Harry McAfee; Set Decorators,
B. Willis, Jack Bonar; Film Editor, Con. Nervig.
ECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Associate Producer George Blair has come
forth with a melodrama that presents a
neat demonstration of how the science of
psychology can serve the ends of justice.
plst has been developed interestingly
with plenty of suspense that keeps
audience much on the alert all through
footage.

The
and
the
the

The

one who applies the psychology successfully is Edward Norris, crime writer.
Thanks to his efforts, an innocent man is
saved from paying for a murder of which
he is not guilty. Audiences will watch attentively as Norris goes about the business
of softening the real killer and extracting
a confession from him.

with William
Powell,
M-G-M

Myrna

Loy
100 Mins.

POWELL-LOY LAUGH-GETTING
AND
SITUATIONS OVERCOME
STRUCTURE DEFICIENCY.

LINES
PLOT

Home"

Notwithstanding that the latest of the
Thin Man films is below par for the series,
it still has enough entertainment to please

with Tom

Conway

RKO
HOLLYWOOD
LOCALE

FOR

Hollywood"

MYSTERY
ADDS
RIES' LATEST.

TO

INTEREST

67 Mins.
MURDER
OF

SE-

The Hollywood setting should give the
latest of the Falcon films an advantage

over its predecessors, even though the prothe admirers of the William Powell-Myrna
duction ishardly the best of the lot. The
Loy combination. Thanks primarily to the title carries a promise of melodrama tinged
presence of the two stars, the offering is with glamor, and that promise has been well
able to overcome to a large extent the
kept. The result is a film that has conments.
siderable interest apart from its story elehandicap of a script that doesn't shine too
brightly and a weak plot structure. ConThe story is an ordinary affair indebted
siderably in the picture's favor is the good
production Everett Riskin has given the considerably to the nonchalance of Tom
screenplay, which Robert Riskin and Dwight Conway. It has Conway going to Hollywood
Taylor threw together from a yarn by the for a vacation only to run smack into a
former and Harry Kurnitz which takes a studio murder mystery. The Falcon sets
lot of time to get going.
about solving the case in the casual manPowell and Miss Loy have a fair quota of
ner typical of him. Any number of suslaught-getting lines and situations in a story
pects are trotted out to confuse the audience before Conway puts his finger on a
which has them on a visit to the suave
producer plotting to get away with the
sleuth's home town. The discordant note
struck by the sophisticated attitudes of the money invested in his picture.
The
Gerald Geraghty screenplay was
couple in the midst of simple people sets
off most of the comedy. There is a delayed produced adequately by Maurice Geraghty
and directed easily by Gordon
Douglas.
plot about an espionage conspiracy which
CAST: Tom Conway, Barbara Hale, Veda Ann
the hero is called upon to foil.
Borg, John Abbott, Sheldon Leonard, Konstantin
CAST: William Powell, Myrna Loy, Lucile Shayne, Emory Parnell, Frank Jenks, Jean Brooks,
Watson, Gloria DeHaven, Anne Revere, Helen Rita ertCorday,
Walter Soderling, Useff AM, RobClarke.
Vinson, Harry Davenport, Leon Ames, Donald
Meek, Edward Brophy, Lloyd Corrigan, Anita
CREDITS: Producer, Maurice Geraghty; Director, Gordon Douglas; Screenplay, Gerald
Bolster,
Ralph Brooke, Donald MacBride, Asta
(dogl.
Geraghty; Based on character created by MichCREDITS: Producer, Everett Riskin; Director,
ael Arlen; Cameraman, Nicholas Musuraca;
Richard Thorpe; Screenplay, Robert Riskin, Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Directors,
Dwight Taylor; Based on story by Robert Riskin, Albert D'Agostino, L. 0. Croxton; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, Michael Chrenbach; Sound,
Harry Kurnitz; Cameraman, Karl Freund; Musical Score, David Snell; Recording Director, Francis M. Sarver; Musical Director, C. BakaDouglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbons, leinikoff; Film Editor, Gene Milford; Dance Director, Theodore Rand.
Edward Carfagno; Set Decorators, Edwin B.
Willis, Mildred Griffiths; Film Editor, Ralph E.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Cood.
Winters.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Cood.

"Army Wives"

"Main Street After
with Edward Arnold
M-G-M

57 Mins.

COMPACT
MELODRAMA
SHOWS
CONTEMPTIBLE RACKET PRACTICED
SERVICE MEN.
"Main
power

Street After

Dark"

employs

UP
ON
the

Dark"

of dramatization to show up a contemptible racket extensively practiced on
those in the armed forces. There can be
no

doubt

that in taking up

the

evil of

"paddy rolling" (picking a service man's
pockets) the picture serves a good purpose. Regarded as entertainment, however,
the effect of the film is that of an extended "Crime Does Not Pay" offering.
The story deals with the activities of a
criminal family which specializes in paddy
rolling. A more reprehensible family group

The story fashioned well by Denison Clift
and Gertrude Walker from an article by
Alva Johnston, has been directed ably by

has never been presented on the screen. The
dramatic narrative has Edward Arnold, a

Blair.
The director has drawn
good
perCAST: Edward Norris, John Abbott, June
Storey, Jonathan Hale, Pierre Watkin, Ted Hecht,
Kenne Duncan, Eddy Fields, Ferris Taylor, Emmett Vogan, Charles Williams, Edward Van
Sloan.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, George Blair;
Director, George Blair; Screenplay, Denison
Clift, Gertrude Walker; Based on article by
Alva Johnston; Cameraman, William Bradford;
Art Director, Fred A. Ritter; Sound, Earl
Crain, Sr.; Set Decorator, Charles Thompson;
Film Editor, Arthur Roberts; Musical Score,
Richard Sherwin.
DIRECTION, Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

dick, "getting the goods" on the villainous
bunch and busting the racket.
CAST: Edward Arnold, Selena Royle, Tom Trout,
Audrey Totter, Dan Duryea, Hume Cronyn.
Dorothy Ruth Morris.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Bresler; Associate
Producer, Herbert Moulton; Director, Edward
Cahn; Screenplay, Karl Kamb, John C. Higgins;
Based on story by John C. Higgins; Cameraman,
Jackson Rose; Musical Score, Ceorge Bassman;
Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbons, Richard Duce; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, McLean Nisbet; Film
Editor, Harry
Komer.
DIRECTION, Cood.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Cood.

with Elyse Knox, Rick Vallin
Monogram
68 Mins.
SENTIMENTAL
STORY OF EXPERIENCES OF ARMY MATES HAS WORTH
FOR DUAL BILLS.
Although not too successful in its attempt to project a picture of what the
average Army wife has to go through today
in the name of love, the film under analysis will get attention on duals on the basis
of

its sentimental appeal and the importance itplaces on the human factor.
The film is principally the story of Elyse
Knox and her soldier fiance, Rick Vallin.
The heart strings are twanged time and

again as the two experience one disappointment after another in their determination to be hitched. Finally, after the gal
has followed her man hither and yon, they
find themselves in a stage of oneness.
Paralleling the Knox-Vallin romance is one
between
Dorothea Kent and Murray Alper.
The B. Harrison Orkow screenplay as dicomedy,

rected by Phil Rosen has some regard for
with Marjorie Rambeau holding a

monopoly
on of
thekids.
laughs as a soldier's wife
with a flock
CAST, Elyse Knox, Marjorie Rambeau, Rick
Vallin, Dorothea Kent, Hardie Albright, Murray
Alper, Ralph Lewis, Ralph Sanford, Jimmy Conlin, Kenneth
Brown,
Billy Lenhart.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Director,
Phil Rosen; Screenplay, B. Harrison Orkow; Based
on idea by Sgt. Joel Levy, Jr.; Cameraman, Mack
Stengler: Art Director, Dave Milton; Sound,
Frank Webster; Musical Director, Edward Kay
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Okay.
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:< £• R€V1€UJS Of SHORT SUBJECTS *
"West Point"
(This Is America)
RKO
17 Mins.
Attention !
The first of the series for the new
season is a topflight short produced
in exemplary manner by Frederic
Ullman, Jr., and directed and photoby Larry O'Reileffectively
ly. The graphed
picture
is as smooth a job
as ever turned out by the makers
of the "This Is America" subjects
of timely import. In its limited
footage the offering presents an impressive study of West Point, giving the audience a clear and vivid
account of life and customs at the
military academy. Included are many
intimate sidelights of special interest. The exhibitor who fails to
book the film will be doing himself a
disservice.
"When Asia Speaks"
(World in Action)
UA
19 Mins.
Significant
The question that is Asia is
studied from many angles in the
latest of the series produced by the
National Film Board of Canada.
The footage emphasizes how vital
that continent of teeming humanity
and clashing forces is to the future
of this country and Canada, pointing out how our interests are irretrievably tied up with those of the
people of Asia. What the polyglot
groups of the East are asking for
in the world of tomorrow is expounded interestingly and forcefully in a film effectively edited by
Stuart Legg. Special attention is
placed on the part Japan is playing
in the Asiatic drama. This is definitely a subject holding great significance.

out the importance of a powerful
merchant fleet to our economic life.
The footage is deserving of the attention of every American because
it deals with a question which will
loom large once the war has ended.
"Youth's Responsibility in the
World"
Newsreel Post-War
Distributors,
Inc.
7 Mins.
Worth-While
Presented by the New York Times,
the concrete thoughts contained in a
radio forum exchange between a boy
and girl at a BBC microphone in
England and an American boy and
girl, similarly stationed in the U. S.,
point the way to an international
understanding by the youth of all
nations as a means of safe-guarding
future peace. An international youth
newspaper is suggested as well as
Alms showing the youths of all countries as they really are instead of attempting to "glamorize" them.
"Strife of the Party"16 Mins.
Columbia
Mild Comedy
Vera Vague is made to work overtime in an effort to produce some
laughs for the customers. That she
doesn't come through more often is
the fault of the material rather than
of the actress. Miss Vague spends
her time getting in and out of silly
situations. There's a lot of to-do
about recovering a necklace belonging to her husband's boss that is
frantic if nothing else. Hugh McCollum produced and Harry Edwards
directed.

"Old Grey Hare"
(Bugs Bunny Special)
Warner
7 mins.
Funfest
Bugs Bunny and Elmer continue
their feuding in this corking TechA Date With A Tank
nicolor cartoon. This time we see
Hoffberg
13 Mins. them old and decrepit in the year
Excellent
2,000 A.D. But even in the wisdom
A dramatic account of British co- of old age Elmer is still unable to
ordination and timing in the design cope with the wily hare. The short
A howl.
of a 17-pounder anti-tank gun used is a succession of laughs.
to
smash
"Tiger"
tanks
at Marshal
the battleRommel's
of El Alamein.
"Sunday
Go to Meetin'
Time"
With a fitting musical background to
(Blue Ribbon
Hit Parade)
accent the thrilling suspense, the Warner
7 mins.
Entertaining
Army Film Unit of the British Ministry of Information has produced a
A diverting fantasy that leans on
"must see" documentary.
music
for "much
of its appeal.
It
tells how
a nightmarish
dream in
which
he
finds
himself
condemned
"Uncle Sam, Mariner?"
(March of Time)
to Hell throws the fear of God into
20th-Fox
17 mins. a Negro lad who has been leading
Consequential
a life of sin. The Technicolor cartoon has been effectively produced.
Asking us to profit from our experiences at the close of the first
world war, the latest of the March
"He Forgot to Remember"
17 mins.
of Time films agitates convincing- RKO
Amusing Comedy
ly for re-establishment of America
as a first-line maritime nation unLeon Errol appears to better adder the impetus supplied by the
vantage than usual in a comedy
needs of wartime. The short, pro- short that is good for many laughs.
duced capitally, presents simply and Hal Yates, the director, applies a
clearly the problems that must be restraining hand to the action to the
met and solved if we wish to make benefit of the film. For once, slapstick is held to a minimum. Errol
our merchant marine something we
can be proud of.
The film points plays an erring husband who fakei

•

amnesia to square himself with his
"Hedge Hoppers"
wife, Dorothy Granger. Patti Brill
(Sport Reel)
Columbia
9 Mi
and Emory Parnell are among the
Will
Hop
'Em
Up
supporting players. George Bilson
The making of champion steei
has produced well.
chasers is depicted satisfactorily
the newest of the sports series. 1
"Harmony Highway"
Universal
15 mins. scene is the blue grass country
Entertaining
Kentucky. Employment of slow r
makes the training scenes dou
A neatly packaged variety show tion
effective.
The short reaches an
with Al Donahue and his orchestra
citing
climax
in scenes of steer.
handling the musical chores and chasers in competition.
The picti;
spotlighting numbers by Jimmy Cash, which has Bill Stern as narrator,
the Stapletons, Marilyn Hare, Lynne a fine booking.
Stephens, Dick Vance and the Foursome, emerges as a nicely- paced
"Saddle Starlets"
musical subject. Song highlight is
(Sportscope)
"Knock Me With A Kiss," sung by RKO
8 Mi
Vance and Stephens.
The making of saddle stars of
morrow
is depicted excellently
The Story of Father Cuyten
a
short
that
should please univ
Hoffberg
9 Mins.
sally. There are demonstrations
Humane
types of riding skill i
A brief British documentary film various
samples
of horsemanship
that
version of the Catholic priest in a worthy
of note. Slow motion is ui!
small Belgian fishing village who from time to time for added emp
used his radio sermon time to warn
sis. The photography is exceptior
fishermen to bring their boats back
to the harbor, gather their families
"As Babies"
before the Nazis arrived, and make
(Speaking
of Animals)
for a little port in the west of Eng- Paramount
9 mi
Grand
Fun
land which has since become a "little
Once more Jerry Fairbanks
turned out a short that is a sc
comedy click. The babes of the s
Belgium."
"Companions of the Future"
mal kingdom are called upon to
(Sports Parade)
Warner
10 mins. their stuff for the sake of big
and better laughs.
Problems f
Topnotch Booking
The short, photographed in fine ing animal parents are made
The
Technicolor, shows young whizzes in butt of most of the fun.
of the young of the anhaction in five fields of sports — arch- pearance
ery, tennis, riding, swimming and world alone will suffice to make
figure skating. Howard Hill, who warm up to the film.
produced and directed the short, is
seen in person coaching a young
"Dogs
For Show" 9 m\
Prize-Worthy
protege. The double appeal of sports Universal
and youth should make this one a
natural.
Using Warlord of Mazaleine,
country's outstanding Boxer dog,
the model of his breed, and a ci
"Popular Science"
mentary by Ben Grauer on the
(J4—
2)
and fast growing
po
Paramount
10 mins. velopment
Excellent
larity of this animal in the U.
A most absorbing short in Mag- the film portrays the Boxer as
nacolor. How oil fields under the telligent, protective,
and frien
interest,
slime of the Mississippi Delta are Directed with human
lovable,
scene
located and tapped is the main sub- outstanding,
ject of the short. This portion of focussed on a set of baby boy tw
the footage is indeed revealing. The in a play-pen having a grand t
remaining time is shared by a pre- with two full grown Boxers.
view of the post-war home with all
the latest inventions and scenes of
"Feather Your Nest"
18 Mi
a home-made device to protect crops RKO
A Few Laughs
from birds.
An ace short.
An average Edgar Kennedy co
"On The Mellow Side"
dy that should please the fu
Universal
15 mins. man's fans if not others. The co
dian buys a wedding ring for
Top-notch
Richly produced with better than brother-in-law so the latter will
average direction for this type of able to get married and move
I musical, here is a must-play for the Kennedy loses the ring. Therea
i musical "break" on the program. he's kept busy trying to recovei
The smooth rhythms of Emil Cole- The fact the ring has been sv
i man's band, the nice delivery of lowed by one of a large flock
chickens complicates matters for A
|"Amor, Amor" by curvaceous Delia
; Norella, and the nothworthy arrange- guy.
George Bilson produced, ~vl
I ments of the Delta Rhythm Boys, Hal Yates directing at top spB
Florence Lake and Dot Farley rl
Ijtainment.
add up to satisfying class enter- among the support.
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o More Walkouts
e Up St. Louis

IN NEW INDUSTRY

(Continued from Page 1)
on Osage Theater
in Kirkwood
.■rated Monday night, showing Regie's "Storm Over Lisbon" and
;.0's "Gildersleeve's Ghost."
Sixn theaters in the city and county
fce dark Monday
night.
Many
fall towns in this territory served
Paramount,
Republic and RKO
|?e also been deprived of film.
Expect More Theaters to Close
t Thirty or more city and county
;aters and many others elsewhere
Missouri, Illinois, Arkansas and
ntucky were expected to be dark
t night as a result of the IATSE
I on's boycott of Paramount, RKO
;il Republic product.
There is a
-.sibility that the exchange strike
1 again widen this morning to inide Warner Bros, as two non-union
nty houses, the Kirkwood
and
ark, had advertised they would
I open last night with Warner
jbs. pictures.
It was reported in
de circles that film would
be
pped to those shows,
^anchon & Marco's first-run Amsador has an RKO short included
ithe new bill due to open today,
ion spokesmen say the operators
refuse to show that film which
close the house for at least a
k.
jlarry C. Arthur, Jr., general man•r of the Fanchon & Marco St.
bis Amusement Co. houses anunced yesterday that all employes
those houses have been placed on
day-to-day basis because of the
l;jectionists' refusal to show con■£ted pictures.
He also stated that the theaters

r© THE COLORS!
*

PROMOTED

*

LT. JOHN ). NAUGHTON, formerly manager
for Essaness Theaters Corp., Chicago, to
1st lieutenant in the Medical Division of
the Army Air Corps in Italy.
LT. HERMAN W. GOLDSTEIN, son of Jack
Goldstein, National Screen Service, now
^stationed in Miami, to 1st Lt.
COL. JULIUS KLEIN, former film distributor,
Chicago, to colonel in the South Pacific
area.
RAMSEY, former Chicago Theater secretary, promoted to staff sergeant overseas
and awarded Presidential citation for battle
oravery.
|LT. EDWARD A. BIERY, nephew of Perry
Lieber, RKO studio publicity director, to
:aptain in
Italy.
•'. MORRIS ROCHELLE, formerly manager of
'he Strand,
Far Rockaway, to sergeant at
Harvard,
Nebraska.
ACK BANNER, USMC, formerly radio editor
'or Motion Picture Daily, to lieutenant
:ommander, with the Public Relations oflice in Washington.
BILL SCHWARTZ, formerly service manner, Chicago theater,
Chicago,
to master
ergeant with
the overseas
Medical
Corps
n Italy.

*
PAYNE,
laven.

chief

ARMY

*

of service,

Paramount,

New

* NAVY •
'ERT SPOON,
Detroit.

DAILY;

National Screen Service staff,

WARE LYNCH, account executive, New
office of Russell Birdwell.

JACK

W.

D.

FULTZ,

salesman,

RKO,

Des

Moines.

operator, Globe Theater,

GEORGE HUSSEY, Loew advertising artist, Cleveland.

JAMES, manager, CapitoJ, Jackson,
for Butterfield
Circuit.

JOE MALITS,
M-C-M
head booker,
Milwaukee.
STAN WOOD, booker, Delbridge and Gorrell office, Detroit.

HOWARD PRENTICE,
Detroit.
WALLACE
Mich.,

York

Freeman Resumes
AMPP Prexy

POSTS

L. DACEY,
Detroit.

manager, Ross Federal Service,

G. B. KNAPP, president, Motion Picture Engineering Company, Detroit.
J. BRADFORD, president, Motion Picture Engineering Company, Chicago.
BILL ENGLEN, salesman, RKO exchange, Seattle.
J. C. TUNSTILL, field division manager, Malco
theaters, Owensboro, Ky.

DAVID E. WILLIAMS,
Theaters, Detroit.
FRANK
B. HALL,
Trenton,
Mich.
MICHAEL
Detroit. THOMAS,

relief manager, Associated

manager,

Trenton

manager,

Theater,

Irving Theater*

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — At the unanimous request of the board of directors, Y.
Frank Freeman has reassumed the
office of the presidency of the Association of Motion Picture Producers. At a meeting Tuesday the
resignation of Warner Bros, from
the association, effective May 30,
1945, was accepted.

ADOLPH BAKER, city manager, Malco theaters,
Owensboro, Ky.
HELEN

McCOY, assistant booker, Monogram
change, Los Angeles.

LEONARD
Park,

UTECHT,
Chicago.

manager, B & K's Central

DAVID ZOOK, maintenance
theaters,
Chicago.
CHARLIE HULBERT,
mond.
DURWOOD CLARK,
Richmond.
ELBERT LEAKE,
mond.

ex-

manager,

manager,

Warner

Colonial, Rich-

assistant manager, National,

assistant manager,

Lee Rich-

that have had shows lost through
the refusal of union projectionists
to run prescribed films will bring
suits for damages against the unions
and all of their members individually and collectively as was done
in the famous Danbury Hatters case.
Closing of 18 shows Monday night
was a very severe blow to the Sixth
War Loan campaign as it was Free
Movie Night in all city and county
theaters.
Ozark and Kirkwood theaters obtained Warner Bros, pictures and
operated last night which means, if
procedure is followed, that exchange
office and shipping help will be pulled
by the union this morning.
Twenty-nine theaters were definitely dark last night.
The operators' union last night
permitted Fred Wehrenberg's Lemay and Normandy Theaters to go
through with special War Bond
shows featuring- Paramount's "Star
Spangled Rhythm" without interference. Union officials had stated they
would not interfere with such shows
and would also permit exchanges to
continue shipments to Army and
Navy camp shows, etc.

Report Warner Bros.
Quitting Canadian MPDA
(Continued

from Page 1)

ganization means the retirement
of Warner Pictures Distributing
Co., Ltd., from membership in the
Canadian Moving Picture Distributors Association, Toronto, which is
a branch of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America.
Local officials are silent while
awaiting directives or infonnation
from New York. A statement is expected on the return to Toi'onto from
a Western Canadian trip of Ralph
Clark who recently was appointed
Canadian district manager for Warners in succession to Wolfe Cohen.

>epor t to

tk e

This war-torn year of food rationinq and hotel personnel shortages have not worked well on AMPA's format of operation. Thus,
there may not be many "big" open meetings this season. To be
sure, we'll have a few salutes within keeping of AMPA prestige.
Members of AMPA will understand. As will others to whom
AMPA has meant much in the over-all pattern of a great industry
geared for its contribution to the progress of Peace and persecution of War.

■ •

y
In the service of the industry since 1917, AMPA
realizes the
trust in which it is held, — a trust it cannot fail. AMPA's is a
proud heritage cleaved out of the hard bedrock of deep loyalty
to the inspiring enterprise that is the Motion Picture; an abiding
faith in its destiny; and a practical sympathy for our fellowmen
(members or non-members) who need a helping hand. To the
latter, AMPA's Relief Fund is the first port of call.
In war as in peace AMPA will go forward, hand in hand,
with the creative forces of our industry. AMPA will rise to the
fullness of responsibilities placed on it by the sales, distribution
and exhibition forces of our business. That is both our professional
credo and our personal commitment.
Inspired by its glorious past, AMPA faces those unborn tomorrows with new hope born out of a world of chaos; with courage
to meet the ever-changing conditions in an ever-changing world;
and confidence in the ability and integrity of the leaders of our
business to guide it to ever greater achievements.
To those simple ideologies and matter-of-fact philosophies the
AMPA of today dedicates itself toward the moulding of an even
better, bigger AMPA of tomorrow. For, in so doing AMPA hopes
to
playPicture.
its humble part in civilization's great production, — the
Motion

ASSOCIATED MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISERS

10
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Warner and FDR Reps.

f amine touch

US'

Educal'l Pix
Discuss
(Continued from Page 1)
conference for discussion of the
problem involved and the possibility
in motion pictures for education.
With educational pix looming more
and more important in the post-war
scene, the move is scheduled to bring
together those of all nations who
will be active in the production and
use of visual education aids.
Warner is taking the lead in this
work among commercial producers
while Rosenman and Davies are reported to have been delegated by
President Roosevelt to discuss this
matter with Warner on behalf of the
President. Warner Bros, is planning an educational production unit
of its own, the first large scale
move into the educational field by
any major producer.
Site of the proposed conference
could not immediately be ascertained
although Washing-ton is the most
probable spot with London the second best bet.

Ealing Bid Million
For Million ABC Shares
(Continued from Page 1)
Maxwell's
interest in Associated British Cinemas as long ago
as last August, but without success.
The bid was made by Stephen L.
Courtauld, chairman of the Ealing
Studios board, with no strings attached to the offer. All that the
company wanted was a seat on the
board of ABC, with no interference
planned in the circuit's theater operations, and to take over the corporation's production activities.
The name of Courtauld in the offer indicates that these two powerful financiers may yet be a force in
the British film industry.

John

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably

Discharged

CAPT. LOU GIFFELS, USMC, former manager of
Olympia Stadium and the Buffalo Auditorium, returned to Detroit.
B. 0. DUNCAN, from the Army to Universal
shipper, Dallas.
L. C. MOORE, from the Army, to Roosevelt
service staff, Chicago.
TOM CODRICK, animation director, formerly with
Walt Disney Productions in Burbank, released from Marine Corp.
IRVING LAMM, honorably discharged from the
Army, now manager of Lex, Chicago.
CORP. ANGUS METZGER, AUS, shipper, United
Artists, Charlotte,
N. C.
PETER SACLIEMBINI, returns to former post
as New York booker, Warner Bros, exchange, from the Army.
CHARLES ROCERS, from the Army to manager,
Carver and State theaters, Montgomery, Ala.
ANTHONY DELISI, from the Marines to manager of Liberty, Saltzburg,
Pa.

BARBARA
RIDDLE,
stenographer,
Omaha.
BETTY
BERNDT,
assistant
cashier,

Oregon Exhibs. Lined Up

Bonds bought entitles them to an
Portland, Ore. — 0. J. Miller, ex- emblem. Saturday matinee has
hibitor state chairman for the 6th "Slap the Jap Club Special for the
War Loan Drive, reports pledges
•
for 121 Bond Premieres, 40 children's matinees and 123 Free Movie House Sells 'Em by Mail
Pensacola, Fla. — A. B; House, of
Day shows.
•
the Roxy here, for the 6th War
Loan Drive, has successfully used
Day."
Sweigert's $630,000 Sale
postal
Philadelphia — Earle W. Sweigert, a duplex licitation
of Bondcard
sales.for direct soParamount district manager here,
•
reports that his exchange has been 595 Free Movie Days Set
responsible for selling $630,500 in
St. Louis — Exhibitors in this terBonds for two projection room
screenings.
ritory have already set 595 Free
•
Movie Day shows, 66 Bond Premieres and 8 Children's Matinees.
"Slap the Jap" Club
•
Brockton, Mass. — John G. Corbett, Exchange Premiere for Chi
of the Rialto, is increasing children
Chicago — -Allen Usher, Paramount
attendance and boosting sales of
Bonds and Stamps by his "Slap the district manager, and Harold Stevens, exchange manager, are planJap" club. All Brockton children
ning a Sixth War Loan exchange
between 8 and 12 buy one 10-cent
stamp each week he goes to the premiere, that should eclipse the
movies. The sixth week they are $4,000,000 total of the Fifth War
admitted free. Each Saturday, 30 Loan premiere. It is reported that
numbers are also posted at the box- B & K will buy $1,000,000 of Sixth
office to be admitted free. Other treasury.
War Loan Bonds for the company's
special prizes are awarded.
Three

Hope for Lifting Raw
Stock Restrictions Fade
(Continued from Page 1)
dustry are dwindling here as the
Nazi armies continue to show no
signs of collapsing in the East, the
West or the South. Washington observers believe now the German war
machine will continue to function
for at least another six months.
Loosening up of the raw stock
situation and the end of the war
are not to be simultaneous, for the
armed forces will need huge supplies
of film for the rehabilitation program they are now working on. On
the other hand, it is hoped that
foreign film producing plants can
be put back into operation soon —
with power the only deterrent now
in France and Belgium.
WPB is frantically cutting down
wherever possible on film requests
for the first part of next year. Instead of doing so with a view to
permitting the industry more film —
as has been the hope prior to last
June — the purpose now is to leave
enough stock so that the industry
will not have to take a further cut.
There is no certainty that this will
not be necessary, although Lincoln
V. Burrows, film chief, reports that
the figures he has been working on
appear to make maintenance of the
present supply rate for the industry
possible.

M-ol
M-G

Omaha.
IOYCE
RODDA.
biller, M-C-M,
Omaha.
ELAINE SUGAR, secretary to Bob Snydtr,
Classics, Cleveland.

Home Outlines 20th-Fox
Ad Plans at Sales Huddle j
(Continued from Page 1)
season meeting
of the compa
sales personnel at the Hotel Al
Home introduced
each membeifl
hisAAF
department
to theindelegates*
co-operation
the ex,
tation of "Winged Victory" was
nounced
by Home.
Col. Ev:S!
ford
Chester,
chief of Lt.
Special
Division in Washington, is direc,
the exploitation program, with
assistance of Lt. Damon R. Eli
Tom Connors discussed mos
the forthcoming pictures and
conclude his product discussions
day when President Spyros Skc
also will address the meeting. H
Keys
of themorning
Kingdom"forwasthesere;
yesterday
re]
sentatives.
March of Time will be the
this evening at a cocktail partj
the conventioneers at the Hamp:
House.

21 WORDS THAT
SPELL CHRISTMAS
BOND SALES!
PUT THIS MESSAGE IN
YOUR 6th WAR LOAN LOBB1
"The War Bonds You
buy this Christmas
Speed the Christmas
when you may say~
Peace on Earth, Good
Will Towards Men"
Ross Federal Service, Inc

•is m uoiq.orvpo.irl

'd

*W

M. P. production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
H. Y.
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EACE MOVE STARTED IN ST. LOUIS STRIKE
oew's May

I Proposal Calls For
3ase of Common And
i on 3-for-l Basis

program calling for the canon of all authorized preferred
of Loew's, Inc., and to increase
iuthorized common stock from
000 to 6,000,000 shares was
mended yesterday by the board
lectors.
pecial meeting of the stockholdill be called and, if approved,
proposed to split the present
on stock on a three-for-one
Continued

on Page 2)

Bonds Will Smash Japs —

son-Laine Houses
Kank-Nathanson!
ntreal — J. Arthur Rank and
Nathanson are reported negog for the acquisition of the
ior Theaters group of eight
s. Cir-cuit is owned by Ben
n and Jules Laine.
Bses are the Beaubien, in the
(Continued on Page 6)
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —

(irel Loses Jury Trial
ion in Trust Suit

Cancel All Its Preferred
Stock
Report Company Attorneys

Those Mexican Suspicions That Cobian Deal
Aimed at Cuban Screen Time Cut Fall Flat

Havana I By Air Mail) — Reports from Mexico City that Mexican producers
and distributors look upon the Paramount-Cobian circuit deal as a move to
keep Mexican product from the Cuban market are totally without foundation,
according to industry sources here. Mexican pictures, it is said, will get the
same representation as before. A deal is expected to be closed shortly
whereby Tropical Films, distributors of Mexican pictures, will be shown in the
Cobian circuit, it was said by Nestor Sanchez, manager of Tropical.

20lh-Fox Sales Meet
Spotlights Big Pix

Ralhvon Picks Aides
For Red Cross Week

Delineation of product plans and
details by Tom Connors, vice-president in charge of sales, in which he
stressed such topflight attractions
as "Keys of the
Kingdom," Betty
Smith's "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn," and Moss
Hart's "Winged
Victory," together with an address by President Spyros Skouras, highlighted

Executive staff which will assist
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president,
in his role as national chairman of
Red Cross Movie Week was announced yesterday.
Maj. L. E. Thompson of RKO Theaters will serve as national executive
co-ordinator.
Leon J. Bamberger,
sales promotion head of RKO Radio,
(Continued on Page' 5)

yesterday's
winter sales midconference of 20thFox in the Hotel
.eral Judge Henry W. Goddard Astor. Also on
TOM
CONNORS
:day denied the Camrel Co.,
the
agenda
were
owners of the Cameo Theater,
individual round-table talks between
|jy City, N. J., its motion to
sales managers
and their respec(Continued on Page 5)
tive division, district and branch
(Continued on Page 6)

50 Extra Dividend
on Loew's Common
kn extra dividend of $1.50 along
lh the regular 50-cent
dividend
the common stock was declared
terday by Loew's, Inc., at a meetof the board of directors.
Divind is payable Dec. 30 to stockders of record on Dec. 19.
^n extra dividend
of $1.50 was
:lared last December and an exdividend of 50 cents was declared
June.
Total dividends
for the
:endar year have been $4 per share.

YOU CAN HELP

— Bonds Will Smash Japs —

No Managerial, Salesmen
Charters Sought — Walsh
Persistent reports out of Chicago
of a drive to obtain a charter from
the AFL for theater managers in
that area again were discounted
yesterday by Richard F. Walsh,
IATSE head, who led the alliance
delegationvention into
federation's
Newthe Orleans.
At conthe

Three WB Latin-American
Posts Filled by Cohen

PEARL

HARBOR

Film company attorneys were reported to have consulted with Richard F. Walsh, IATSE president,
(Continued on Page 4)
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —

Would End Double
Copyright Royalty
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although signing of
the final agreement will be deferred
pending discussions in London between the British delegation
and
(Continued on Page 4)
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —

Mono. Sales Up 35%;
Bonus O.K.; Officers Elected
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Chi. Trade Subject
To New "Clearance"

for Theaters Likely
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — No early improvement in the production of wood and
upholstered furniture is seen, WPB
Havana (By Cable) — Three new and industry representatives agreed
industry advisory comappointments in the Latin-Ameri- at an mittee
here. The lumber
can field were announced yesterday situation is meeting
extremely difficult, with
by Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of textiles for covers and under covers
Warners International Corp. in equally hard to obtain. Aid in ob(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)

AVENGE

As the strike of exchange workers
spread
yesterday
in to
Missouri's
St.
Louis County,
adding
the number
of darkened houses in that area, a
move was started here to settle the
dispute. Action was taken after employes at the Warner Bros, and 20thFox exchanges in St. Louis joined
the striking workers at the Repubthere.lic, RKO and Paramount branches

Hollywood — At the annual meeting of the board of directors of
same time Walsh reiterated his den- Monogram Pictures Corp. yesterday,
(Continued on Page 5)
ial of steps to obtain a charter for
(Continued on Page 5)

Seating Situation Stays
No Early Improvement

Confer With IATSE Prexy,
On Ways to End Dispute

TODAY

BY DOUBLING

YOUR

Chicago
— Thisto city's
folks
are trying
forget Film
a lotRow
of
things they know, and memorize a
lot
new ones.
The numbers.
"things" The
are
localof trade
telephone
solons of the Illinois Bell Telephone
Co. are so badly pressed for equipment in other parts of the city that
they've changed Film Row telephone
numbers to Harrison, Wabash and
Webster exchanges.

6TH DRIVE
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^
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Close
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22 Vi
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55/8
5Vi
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RKO
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RKO
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Author's Guild Elects

Ten members of the Authors'
Guild of the Authors' League of
America, Inc. were elected at the
annual meeting of the Guild to
serve on the "council of 30"
until 1947. Those members who were
elected are: Pauline Bloom, R. L.
Duffus, Walter D. Edmonds, Helen
R. Hull, Frances Lockridge, Carl
Sandburg, Ooscar Schisgall, James
Thurber, Mark Van Doren, and
Thyra Samter Winslow.

WANTED
Animation

and

Apply
Cineffects
New York City

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, who gets here from the
Coast on Saturday, will go back to the Coast
on Dec. 20.

: Associate Publisher
and

CHESTER

:

Title
1600

Loew's May Cancel
Its Preferred Stock

Cameraman
Broadway,
CI. 6-6252-3

.

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales manager for Warners, returns today from Pittsburgh.
SAM

NED

DEFINET

leaves

today

for

the

Coast.

ARTHUR SCHOENSTADT is back in Chicago
from his Winter home in Tucson, Ariz., for circuit and business
conferences.
SI FABIAN, WAC theater division chief and
head of Fabian theaters, arrived, in Miami
yesterday on a business trip and for a brief
vacation.

COSLOW

has

returned

to Hollywood.

JOHN

CRIERSON, Canadian Film Commissioner, will return to Canada on Sunday from
the Coast.
ETHEL BARRYMORE

returned from Hot Springs,

V.i.. yesterday after a two-week convalescent
period and will resume her stage role Monday
in "Embezzled

Heaven."

RALPH STITT and AL WINSTON, 20th-Fox
ARTHUR ). DUNNE, assistant to James J.
Donohue, Paramount Central division manager, field exploitation men, have returned to their
leaves Sunday for Indianapolis.
branches

GUS W. LAMPE, Schine home office execuposts. tive, was in Syracuse for conference with

returned yesterday from

operators' union.
M. A. LICHTMAN, head of Malco Theaters,
is due to arrive Monday in New York.

HARRY THOMAS is visiting Monogram
in Chicago and Detroit.
ZACH FREEDMAN
Philadelphia.

(Continued from Page 1)
basis, with the intention to jj
the new common stock on a divi
basis of $1.50 a share annually.
That Loew executives were
sidering the splitting of the com
stock on a three-for-one basis
revealed on exclusively
in The 1,
Daily
Nov. 16.

N. Y. House for "Pirate"
May Be Set This Week

Midnight Bond Premieres
In Eight Loew Met. Spots

Samuel Goldwyn's "The Princess
and the Pirate" may turn out to be
Goldwyn's biggest grossing picture
on the basis of early box-office returns, according to William Heineman, general sales manager. Picture as yet has not been booked for
Broadway because of previous commitments in leading houses but an
engagement may be announced this
week.
Heineman said that the picture
broke the house record at the Woods

Eight of Loew's Meteopolitan chain
will hold midnight Bond Premieres
on the nig-ht of Dec. 15, with Bond
purchases of any denomination the
admission ticket. One of the houses,

N. Y. THEATER
RADIO CITY MUSIC
DUNNE

Advancement of Ruel Williams to
the post of division manager for
Ross Federal in charge of Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland and Salt Lake City was announced yesterday by H. A. Ross,
president. Williams formerly was
Pacific Coast district manager.
O. M. Young, Midwest district
manager, has been appointed Western district manager and manager
of the Los Angeles office.
A complete staff of trained investigators isbeing added to the West
Coast division and it will install a
new method of checking shortly after Jan. 1.
—

Bonds Will Smash Japs —

Fete M-G-M Branch Heads
Salt Lake City — Carl Nedley, newly appointed M-G-M branch manager here, and Sam J. Gardner, who
has been transferred to Los Angeles
as branch manager, will be the guests
of honor at an exhibitor luncheon to
be tendered by the company on Dec.
15. Jack Flynn, Western sales manager, and George A. Hickey, Western
district manager, will attend.

It's Free Movie Day Today
For Sixth Bond Purchasers
Film theaters throughout the New
York Metropolitan area are staging
"Free Movie Day" today with new
and strong double bills making their
bow as free awards to purchasers
of 6th War Loan Bonds at box-offices and at the Statue of Liberty
in Times Sq., where the free tickets
admit purchasers to important
Broadway houses featuring, in most
instances, stage presentations plus
the screen attractions.
While only those who buy Bonds
at movie stands or at the Statue are
admitted free, regular admission to
all theaters can be purchased as
usual via box-offices. Not only are
record Bond sales expected to materialize, but attendance generally,
it is anticipated, will be far above
normal "takes."

BOYER

"Together Again"

NOW
PLAYING
HELD OVER

Loew's Kings will offer a big "in
person" stage show featuring Martha Scott, Wendy Barrie, Victor
Borge, Wilbur Evans, Jeri Sullavan,
Louis Calhern, Val Valentinoff and
Smith & Dale. Screen attraction

night at 8:45, and will screen "Mrs.
Partington," and a special Children's
Bond Premiere is slated for Loew's
Pitkin, Brooklyn at 9 a.m. on Saturday of this week, with "San Fernando Valley," starring Roy Rogers, the feature.

*

With
CHARLES
COBURN
A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTAT
lit Mtzz.
Seat* Rntrvid.
Clrel* 6AT
MUSIC
HAL
SECOND WEEK

INSIDE
CHINA
TODAY
'CAROLINA

Theater, Chicago, with a first week's
gross of $33,814, topping the prev- will be "Together Again."
ious mark by $5,000. The $61,000
Screen attractions at other prerecorded at the Pantages and Hill
miere outlets will be: "Mrs. PartStreet in Los Angeles also hit a
record and a new mark was chalked
ington," Rio and Pitkin; "Together
up at the Golden Gate, San Fran- Again," Apollo, American, 46th
cisco, where the initial week brought
Street; and "Thirty Seconds Over
in $37,961 Bonds, etc.
Tokyo," Valencia and Paradise.
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —
Loew's Mt. Vernon will hold a
Name Ruel Williams Head Bond premiere next Wednesday

Of Ross Federal in West

HAI

50th Street and Sixth Avenue
Irene
.
Charles

ON SCREEN
FlrrtN. Y. Skewlnfl

IN PERi

BRITT
MIL:
HARF
and

CARMEN

MIRANDA
VIVIAN

"Something

- MICHAEL
BLAINE

For

BLUES7

OR'

SAVO

Kay Victor
Kyser •Moore
Ann Miller

The

O'S

Bo:

A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technii
—Plus On Stage—
IIMMY
SAVO
EXTRA!
BUY MORE
BONDS

Alan
LADD

•

MILDRED
PEARL PRIMUS

ROXY

Loretta

•
YOUNG
"AND
NOW

in

Paramount's

^

6A

7th Ave.
50th St
IN PERS
Clen Cray ai
Casa Loma
Andy Rus
Son & So
WallySulla
B
Jeri
Alan Car

TOMORROW"
PARAMOUNT

CARY GRANT
NONE BUT THE LONELY HEAI
with MISS ETHEL BARRYMOR
and

BARRY FITZGERALD
AN RKO PICTURE

«<v*-

TAKE IT OFF, LEO
WE KNOW YOU!
Bonds Buy Bombs '. Sock 'em with the 6th !

i

DAILY :

Peace Move Started
In St. Louis Strike

Would End Double
Copyright Royalty

(Continued from Page 1)
during the day in the hope of finding
ways and means to terminate the dispute, which started when film handlers at the Paramount exchange

(Continued from Page 1)

• « • HARRY M. WARNER gave further evidence of his
abiding faith in motion pictures as an instrument for world peace

struck in protest over the employfollowing yesterday's screening of the U. S. Coast Guard's camera record
ment of non-union operators by the
of D-Day, "Beachhead to Berlin," in the company's home office proOzark in Webster Groves and the
jection room.
The screen w;ll serve to teach the Germans that
Osage and Kirkwood in Kirkwood.
right is more important than might, the Warner Bros, president told
Walsh disclosed that Felix D.
an audience that included many distinguished representatives of our
Snow, sixth vice-president of the
naval arm
After the screening, the audience was entertained at
IATSE, had been instructed to investigate the situation and submit
a Hotel Astor reception at which Norman Moray, WB short subjects
a report to him. He said that no
sales head played host.
action to settle the controversy would
▼
▼
T
be taken until he had a chance to
study Snow's findings.
• •
•
CUFF
NOTES:
Worthy
of your full support: The "Salute
The Loew's, Universal and PRC
to the Wounded" benefit show at Madison Square Garden Jan. 9
exchange workers were expected last
Monies derived from it will go to the Chaplain's Fund of the Army,
night to join the strike today should
Navy, Marine and Merchant Marine hospitals in this area. . . •Inthe three branches insist on furnishing films to the trio of houses interesting reading: Capt. Milton Sperling's "A Lady vs. Tokyo Rose"
volved in the controversy. Walkout
in the December issue of Esquire Magazine
Sperling, former proof the Loew's, Universal and PRC
ducer and writer, is USMC film and radio liaison officer in Los Angeles.
employes would leave only Columbia,
• Corp. Natalie Beiersdorf, Wac, daughter of H. R. Beiersdorf, 20thMonogram and United Artists exFox Pittsburgh branch manager, is now stationed in New Guinea. . .
changes in St. Louis operating.
One hundred and eight houses in
• Didja know that the Navy is using "Fortress Japan," UA "World
St. Louis and St. Louis County that
in Action" short, as a feature of its current Sixth War Loan drive exemploy union operators probably will
hibit at Navy Pier, Chicago? ... • The British Film Institute, which
be closed by tomorrow if the strike
is akin to the Museum of Modern Art's Film Library here, has published
spreads, with the only theaters opindices to the creative works of David Wark Griffith and Erich Von
erating nightly being the three
houses involved.
Stroheim, the former a compilation by Seymour Stem and the latter
Despite reports from St. Louis
by Hermann G. Weinberg. . . • With the fast-growing interest in
that the strike was seriously interthe non-theatrical field, the 20th annual edition of "1,000 and One,"
fering with the Sixth War Loan
standard film directory published by the Educational Screen of Chidrive in that territory, Fred Wehcago, just off the press, is bound to be in demand. . . • The 20threnberg, co-chairman of the camFox Home Office Family Club will hold a barn dance on Feb. 21 in the
paign there, informed Chairman Harry Brandt that all National Free
Movietone building. . . • The basketball team representing 20th-Fox
Movie Day shows for today and
studio is in Mexico for a series of five games with Mexican aggregascheduled Bond premieres would not
be affected.
tions. . . • Al Zimbalist of RKO's theater publicity department has
Wehrenberg assured Brandt that
found the "writing bug" that bites his leisure moments
an itching,
every theater scheduled to observe
but profitable, pastime
Al recently sold a script titled "Sweet
National Free Movie Day in St.
Georgia Brown" to his own company, and is now working on a musical,
Louis County would fulfill its obli"Radio Canteen of 1945," which is being sought by the manufacturers
gation, strike or no strike.
of Majestic Radios.
The strike forced the transfer of
T
T
T
Paramount's "Frenchman's Creek"
to the Shubert in St. Louis yesterday when the Ambassador went
• •
•
WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!
dark.
Federal Judge Rubey Hulen yes- Rites For Laurent Held
Local 771 Installs Roizman
terday denied the annlication of the
Morrie Roizman last night was
St. Louis — Funeral services were
Kirkwood Amusement Co. for a
temporary restraining order to com- held in St. Luke's Church here yes- installed as president of the Motion
Picture Film Editors, Local 771,
pel Monogram, Twentieth Centuryterday morning for Fred J. Laurent, IATSE, for a second term in the
Fox and Warner Bros, to deliver conveteran film executive, who died on presence of representatives of IA
tracted-for pictures to Kirkwood
Sunday. He was comptroller for unions here. Also installed at the
Theater. •
Fraternal Clubhouse were Jack
Skouras Bros. Enterprises when
Bush, vice-president; David KumCharles, George and Spyros Skouras mins,
secretary; Frank Madden,
were operating in this city, and was treasurer; Kenneth Cofod and Ed
also associated subsequently with Wyant, sergeant-at-arms; James
film interests. Surviving are his Molini, trustee. A party to which
service men were invited followed
wife, Georgia Christine Williams the induction.
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —
Laurent; two sons, Jules A. Laurent
December 7
Lee Marcus
Marcella Albani
of Pasadena, Calif., and Edouard F. Mitchell Heads Kiwanis
M. J. O'Toole
Frances
Cif ford
Laurent, of St. Louis; and two
A. M.
Brentinger John Tyrrell
South Bend, Ind.— John H. MitElsie Allen
Dan Hynes
brothers and three sisters. Interchell, manager of the Palace, has
Lillian Randolph
ment was in the New Saints Peter been elected president of the South
Bend Kiwanis club for 1945.
and Paul
Cemetery.

SEND BIRTHDAY
liREKTIflKiS TO..

Thursday, December 7,

British
Government
and trad'
ficials, indications are that the:
ference
in progress
here be
British and representatives
o |
Internal Revenue Bureau and :
Department
to eliminate
double
taxation
between troubl
the I■
countries will be successful.
Strong, provision to elimii
double
royalties
on copyrif
will include
pix, although
will not be treated specifical.
conversations
co '
forTheabout
another two will
weeks,
which the British delegation w]
turn to London.
The confereni]
been amicable from the begi ,
with the time consumed in ci

sing details.
State Department sources ar I
fident that the final agreemeni
be eminently satisfactory for p 1
tributors, and that early next;
the announcement of the agrei
will be made public, it is nc
lieved that the actual text h;i
been drafted, but there is g
agreement on principles.
At the same time an old ag
ment
with
France — origin
drawn in 1939 — has been re

mitted to the Senate.
This'
eludes a copyright clause s ',
lar to that proposed for the
British agreement, and will ]
sure pix against
double
t;
tion.
This new
clause
su ]
sedes
agreement
made '
France any
in 1929
which applies
cifically to pix and elimin
double
taxation
during
the
years prior to the war.
Successful
termination
oil
British agreement will be fo/
by similar
bilateral
parleys :
Canada
and
Mexico
and
pi
other countries.
There
is a
an agreement with Sweden, at
made with the Netherlands jV
fore
the war will probably
tivated.
—
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Ignatius Prusiecki Dies
Hobart, Ind. — Ignatius Pru
52, owner of the Art theatei
in his home following a hea?
tack.

East Side Fire Sale
Shows Burning It
There's something new under
York's lower East Side sun tc
Pearl Harbor Day. It's the B
selling stunt hatched by Joe Ci
manager

of Loew's

Apollo, anc

Gutterman,
manager
of Loew's
lancey. They
will launch
a p
cart, — characteristic vehicle of
district — , stacked with Bonds
decorated with a placard v.
reads: "Fire Sale. Buy Bonds !
. . . .Set Fire To Tokyo and Ber

isday, December 7, 1944

iting Situation
itinues Tight
(Continued from Page 1)
kg textile aid was asked of WPB,
! assurance
that quantities for
its tic use would match those for
|-t and other domestic uses,
ireased military needs for tanks
Vtillery shells have meant less
j for springs and frames, and
ine material for wood are low
-kse of ammunition needs.
locations are that exhibitors in(ted in replacing their seats will
t to continue to shop for reinent in the second-hand mar;lor some time to come.
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —

35 reUpcers
fio.usSale
Elected
O.K.;s Offi
(Continued from Page 1)
Jfe announced that domestic sales
Jling 1944-1945 program exceeds
proI per cent the 1943-1944 year.
| as of the same date last
Jn of the board of directors
!. Aug. 1, 1944 with respect to
employes'
\jdment
plan2. forof theexisting
period commenc
1944 and ending June
>uly
945 was approved.
'j,o approved was the proposed
jdment of certified incorporation
nended to increase the author■capital stock of the company
1,000,000 shares to 1,100,000
is by authorizing 100,000 shares
Emulative
preferred
stock at
ralue of $10 per share.
iction of the following officers
^announced:
W. Ray Johnston,
lent; Trem Carr, executive di'":■; Steve Broidy, vice-president
arge of sales; George D. Burvice-president and treasurer;
! Wolf, secretary;
George
N.
'hford,
comptroller;
assistant
i:aries, E. R. Mulchrone,
N.
ng, J. P. Friedhoff, Barnett
fro, Madeleine White; assistant
prer, C. A. Boyle.
w board of directors is as folJohnston, Carr, Broidy, HerRivkin, Arthur Bromberg, HowStubbins,
William
Hurlbut,
les Trampe, Alton A. Brody.
Bonds Will Smash Japs — :

lie Suspension to Courts

DAILY
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REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

Rathvon Picks Aides
For Red Cross Week

"Beachhead
to Berlin"
m>
(Popeye)
"Puppet
Love"
Warner Bros.
20 mins.
mins
Paramount
Tl/i
Compelling
Considerable Amusement
The story of D-Day could scarcely
Popeye and Bluto the brute tanhave been more compellingly or more
gle again over Olive in the latest
vividly told than it is in this Tech- Technicolor release in the cartoon
nicolor footage, official U. S. Coast series. The rival employs a puppet
Guard photographic record of that in the likeness of our hero to get
momentous event. Offered in top- the latter in trouble with Olive.
notch Technicolor, the film, a pro- The short, which has many laughe,
foundly stirring account of the open- is one of the better Popeyes.
ing phase of the invasion of France,
will hold audiences in its grip and
to Play
Football"
drive home a realization of the mag- RKO "How (Walt
Disney)
nitude of the task of defeating the
8 Mint.
Nazi war machine. Some equally
A Touchdown
fine footage is devoted to scenes of
This take-off on the sport of footpreparations for the great undertakball is an extremely hilarious cartoon done in Technicolor. All the
ing. "Beachhead to Berlin" is a
spellbinding document that retains various aspects of the game are
its impact while limiting the more given "the business." The star is
horrible details of the invasion. The that riotous character The Goof. His
picture, a superb photogTaphic job, antics will bring a gale of laughter
cries to be seen by all America.
everywhere.
A solid booking.

Camrel Loses Jury Trial
Motion in Trust Suit
(Continued

from

Page

1)

transfer its anti-trust suit from the
non-jury to the jury calendar. The
action is against the eight majors.
Camrel seeks to restrain the defendants from licensing features for
exhibition in any theater in Hudson
County except on a local competition basis.
—

Bonds Will Smash Japs —

Rites Today for Gcdizia
Funeral services will be held today
at the home of his parents, 327 Vanderbilt St., Brooklyn, for Pvt. James
m-. J. Galizia, 23, formerly employ|BB§ ed in the New York office of
* Famous Music Corp., Para.
Pictures affiliate, who sustained fatal
injuries in an accident last Saturday
at Spence Field, Moultrie, Ga.,
where he was a member of the Army
Air Forces. Besides his parents, he
is survived by three brothers and
three sisters.
—

Bonds Will Smash Japs —

Render. Slain in Italy
St.
was
«b~
E3|
"*^*
weeks

Louis — Corp. Mike Renda, who
chief of the service staff at
Loew's State Theater, prior to
joining the Army, was killed
in action in Italy about two
ago.

llywood— Cecil B DeMille, who
Jtteen suspended by the AFRA,
live Dec 11, for refusing to pay
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —
sessment to defeat proposition
• the recent election will seek
Gene
Hensley
Dies in Action
W junction in the Superior Court
event his suspension until the
Cincinnati — Gene Hensley of The
5 involved have been decided Black Diamond Circuit, Montgom, ,,'« courts.
to-^ ery, W. Va., has been reported
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —
EJsft killed in action over France.
Jb Quits Goldwyn
"^* Hensley was a flier, and before
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
entering active service was an instructor in aeronautics
for Uncle
"llywood
— Georgeof Glass
has and
red as director
publicity
Sam.
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —
tising for Samuel Goldwyn
ic-tions. He plans a month's AFM Will Hold Election
ion dividing his time between
Local 802, American Federation
co City and Palm Springs, foli|g which he will announce a of Musicians, will hold its election
connection.
today. Four tickets are in the race.

(Continued from Page 1)
has been named national campaign
director and S. Barret McCormick
and Harry Mandel, advertising and
publicity heads, respectively, of
RKO Radio and RKO Theaters, will
direct the publicity.
Industry leaders who will head
various committees will be appointed
upon the return of Rathvon from
the Coast where he is arranging Hollywood's participation in the cam—

Bonds Will Smash Japs —

paign.

Three WB Latin-American
Posts Filled by Cohen
(Continued from Page 1)
charge of Latin-America, Australia
and the Far East.
Michael Sokol has been transferred from Panama to acting manager
for Mexico to take over the duties
of Oscar Brooks, whose resignatoin
takes effect shortly. Stanley F.
Gaiter has been named acting manager for
Colombia,
to Wendhausen
succeed Ramon
Fernandez.
Helio
becomes acting manager for Uruguay, replacing Arthur Abeles, Jr.,
who was shifted to Argentina.
Cohen leaves here tomorrow for
Porto Rico.

No Managerial, Salesmen
Charters Sought — Walsh
(Continued from Page 1)
film salesmen in the Middle West.
The IA chief pointed out that requests for a charter for either the
managerial labor or the salesmen
would normally have to pass through
his hands first.

21 WORDS THAT
SPELL CHRISTMAS
BOND SALES!
•

PUT THIS MESSAGE IN
YOUR 6th WAR LOAN LOBBY
"The War Bonds Yon
buy this Christmas
Speed the Christmas
when you may sayPeace on Earth, Good
Will Towards
Men"
•
Ross Federal Service, Inc.

1»

Garson-Laine Houses
To Rank-Nathanson!
(Continued from Page 1)
north end of the city which confines itself mainly to French language films, the Electra on St. Catherine St., East, the Kent in Notre
Dame de Grace, the Midway on St.
Lawrence Blvd., the Perron in Cote
St. Paul, the Verdun Palace in the
suburb of Verdun and the Villeray
on St. Denis St.
It is considered probable that these
theaters would change hands if the
price offered was high enough.
The three other large groups in
Montreal are Consolidated Theaters,
Ltd., United Amusement Corp., and
Confederation Amusements, all of
which are linked with Famous Players Canadian through interlocking
directorates or stock interest.
At the office of Superior Theaters
it was said "all we know
is that
everybody is talking about it except
us, and we're not talking."

WHO'S WHO
I INDA

DARNELL,

Actress.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Born

Oct.

"Stork Club". . . Ernst Lubitsch will
produce "Cluny Brown," starring Jennifer Jones for 20th-Fox. . . ."George
White's Scandals" will have Jack
Haley co-starring with Joan Davis
...January issue of Sports Digest
carries a Pete Smith byliner, "Movie
Producer Tells All" . Jack Conway,
seriously ill for months, is on the
mend. .. First PRC pic to shoot in
1945 will be "The Wife of Monte
Cristo"
with John Carradine penciled
in.

Dallas,

Texas.

Educated

at Lida

Hooe Grammar School, and Sunset High School, Dallas.
Has been interested in a dramatic career since she was 14.
Developed a distinct flair for

art

and

began

in

addition

modeling

to

gowns,

for publicity pictures
American
Exposition.

her

extra-curricular

posing -for

advertisements

for the city of Dallas, home of the Exposition.
Fox.

activities,
and

for the Greater Texas
for PanAlso became the official greeter
Was dis-

covered in Dallas by a talent scout from 20th CenturyCame to Hollywood in 1939 and was given a con-

tract by that Studio.
Her first role was in "Elsa Maxwell's Hotel for Women," followed by "Day-Time Wife."
Studio recently loaned her out for lead in "It Happened
Tomorrow" and also for lead in "Summer Storm."
Currently working in "Hangover Square."
Married
to ace 1
cameraman, Peverell Marley.
Stands, 5, 4%.
Weighs,
, „,,.<
109.
Hair, black.
Eyes, brown.
,,„..
LINDA ...un,
DARNELL

Stagehands Get Vacation
Under New Loew's Pact

Syracuse — Contract between
Loew's and IATSE Local 9, stageDezel and Rosenberg Join
hands, affecting employes at the cirIn National Roadshows, Inc.
cuit's State and Strand here, has
been approved by the War Labor
National Roadshows, Inc., new na- Board. Under the contract stagetional distributing organization is
hands will get annual vacations with
announced by Albert Dezel of Albert
Dezel Roadshows, Chicago and Max
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —
J. Rosenberg of Classic Pictures, pay.
Inc., of this city. Both Dezel, who
operates exchanges in Cincinnati, "Incendiary Blonde"
Cleveland, Chicago and Detroit, and May Bow in Nitery
Rosenberg who handles pictures
If present plans work out, ParaEast of Pittsburgh, specialize in
roadshow attractions. New com- mount's Technicolor tunefilm, "Inpany makes its headquarters at
cendiary Blonde," which co-stars
1560* Broadway.
Betty Hutton, and Arturo de Cordova, will be premiered in a New
York nitery. The picture is based
Riding Herd on the
on the life of Texas Guinan, queen
Studio News Range
of Broadway's night clubs.

will go to WB for "Night and Day";
Bogart's Columbia pic is unannounced
....Joseph Cotten and Ingrid Bergman will co-star in Selznick's
"Dawning". .. . B. G. De Sylva's first
under his new Para, deal will be

16,

*~

— Bonds Will Smash Japs —

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — News roundup: 20thFox will do a musical, "Romance
with Music," based on the life of
the late Oscar Hammerstein; Oscar
Hammerstein, 2nd, will write the
screenplay and co-produce with
Otto Preminger. . . . Cary Grant and
Humphrey Bogart figure in a Columbia-Warners talent swap. .. .Grant

Thursday, December

DAILY

—
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Discuss Brit. Situation
Foreign managers met this week
to discuss a situation which has developed as the result of a British
agency taking over from a private
individual the distribution of American product to troops in Egypt,
Palestine and Iran. The British, it
is reported, seek to use the prints on
hand in London, while the American companies believe that the contracts with the private enterprise
should be kept in force, inasmuch
as the areas involved are not combat zones.
— Bonds Will Smash Japs —

Tele on Program for
NBC 1945 War Clinics
Discussion on FM and television
will mark the concluding day's program of each of the five three-day
sessions of the NBC 1945 War Clinics, scheduled to commence Feb. 5
at the Waldorf-Astoria and reaching
Los Angeles after successive stops
at Atlanta, Dallas, and Chicago.
Among NBC executives making
the complete journey who will address the clinics are John F. Royal,
with a talk on "NBC's Plans"; 0. B.
Hanson, who will explain "Allocations and other Technical Problems"; and Philip I. Merryman, discussing "Economics of Network
— Bonds
Television."

Will Smash Japs —

Indian Pic in English
Aimed for U. S. Market
Bombay (By Air Mail) — Film history, as far as India is concerned,
appears in the making at the studios here of Rajkamal Kalamandir
where cameras are grinding out "The
Story of Doctor Kotnis," the first big
feature picture to be made in this
country in English and which is
intended for world-wide distribution.
The film, dealing with the Indian
Medical Mission to China's hero, is
being megaphoned by V. Shantaram,
India top-flight director.
"The Story of Doctor Kotnis" will
be "beamed" particularly to the
United States and the British Empire outlets.
—

7, IS

20fh-Fox Sales Meel
Spotlights Big Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

managers
priorwill
to permit
confab's deleg
win*
today, which
to return to their respective ti
tories over the week-end.
Connors introduced W. C. Mi<
who spoke on past company su<
ses; Joseph Moskowitz, whose 1
was the value of literary propel
past, present and future; and Sy
To well, treasurer; Dan Micha
vice-president of National Thea
who extended
greetings on bi
of National's
president,
Gh !
Skouras; Larry Kent, executive
sistant
to Spyros
Skouras,
leaves soon for London; Felix
kins, secretary, and William
ers, chief counsel.
Also presi
by Connors
were J. Podoloff
James Connolly, now Lieutenar
the U. S. Navy.
Podoloff was
merly Minneapolis branch man
and
sales Connolly
manager. the company's B |
Delivering the top speech o
conference, Spyros Skouras pc
to the intense good-will which
son"
and
"Bernadette"
e
throughout the world, and expi
hope that "Keys of the King
and "Winged
Victory," along
other forthcoming ace pictures
score notable successes, partic
"Winged
Victory,"
since
charities will receive all profits
its production and distributk
Last evening in Hampshire I
officials and delegates attend
guests of March of Time a cc
reception that affiliate hosted.
Among guests ho-sted by R
de Rochemont, March of Time p
er, were Spyros P. Skouras, Tor
nors, Andy W. Smith, Jr., Bil
ring, Charles Schlaifer, Jack !
fer, Hal Home, Moe Levy,
Eddie Callahan,
Jack Lorentz,
Moss,
Harry Ballance,
Paul "V
Ferri and the following fro
March of Time: John R. Woe
Phil Williams, Howard Blac
D. Y. Bradshaw.

Bonds Will Smash Japs —

More Metro Mors. Coming

Open House art Hospital

Second group
M-G-M's
managers
to visitof the
home office
office
will include Joe Kronman, Washington; M. Berger, Cincinnati; Harry
A. Simons, Chicago. They will arrive Monday. Final group of branch
managers to confer with home office
department heads consists of William B. Zoellner, Atlanta, and Louis
C. Ingram, Memphis, who currently
are in New York.

Des Moines, la. — An open house
will be held on Sunday at the
Raymond Blank Memorial children's hospital at Des Moines for
employes and their families of TriStates and Central-States. A. H.
Blank, head of the two circuits,
and
Mrs. Blank, will receive the
3.
group. Formal education ceremonies have been set for Sunday, Dec.
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has improved!

How your SOUND
IF you were in the motion picture industry back in '26 when
Western Electric first brought sound to the screen,

Recording that successfully took care of everything from
a whisper to an earthquake.

you'll remember that any sound was good enough to draw
crowds to theatres.

The next step ahead was Mirrophonic Sound Recording
which brought still greater naturalness of tonal quality to
the screen.

The public thought that early sound was great — and it
was ! But Western Electric engineers knew that tremendous
improvements in sound recording and reproduction could

Because these changes have come gradually, it's hard to
realize how tremendous the improvements have been. But

and must be made. They've never stopped working on the
problem— and they've never stopped getting results.
Let's look back a minute. In 1931, Western Electric introduced Noiseless Recording — a vast improvement that
did away with hissing and scratching background noises.
In 1932

came

Western

Electric

Wide Range

you know 1926 sound wouldn't draw any crowds in 1944.
Has sound recording reached its peak of perfection today? Western Electric engineers of the Electrical Research
Products Division say, "No!" They are confident that new
knowledge gained in their years of war work will lead to
still finer sound in the pictures of tomorrow.

Sound

Electrical Research Products Division
OF

Western Electric Company
INCORPORATED

195 BROADWAY,
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BONDS

- MORE

WAR

BONDS

- AND

STILL MORE.' *

Wl illions of people from Coast to Coast
daily* folloiv the adventures of our* owt~
standing cartoon cHaracters in newspapers... bodJis... radi o... magazines. .etc.
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DICK
TRACY

BRENDA
STARR
NEWEST COMIC STRIP
STAR
ON HORIZON...

AMERICA'S FAVORITE CARTOON
DETECTIVE PROVES "CRIME
DOES NOT PAY "IN TWO FULL
LENGTH FEATURE PICTURES
EVERY YEAR....

RED HEADED, HOT-TEMPERED,
BEAUTIFUL GIRL REPORTER
MAKES SCREEN
DEBUT IN
DELUXE SERIA1

COURTESY of
R.K.O. RADIO PICTURES

COURTESY
of
COLUMBIA PICTURES
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WORLD-FAMOUS BOX OFFICE CARTOON CHARACTERS

fc# now available

TERRY^ THE PIRATES
LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE
GASOLINE ALLEY
CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT
MOON MULLINS
SMOKEY STOVER
WINNIE WINKLE
SMITTY^0 HERBY
INVISIBLE SCARLET (MIL TINY TIM
LITTLE JOE
AND OTHERS
SG

FULL

INFORMATION

WAV

BE

OBTAINED

^MDRIVE
SYNDICATE
♦♦ 35 ^
EAST WACKER
^M
.M^M

FAMOUS/ARTISTS

BY
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WR\TING

CHICAGO,

ESIDENT
PR
ILLINOIS..

M. P. Production Dist.
38 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y

imate
in Character
ernational
in Scope
dependent in Thought
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[TERM DECREE RESTS ON DIVORCEJSSUE
iree More Exchanges in St. Louis Join Strike
y Houses Dark; UA,
. mbia and Monogram
bet Employe Walkout

Berge Willing to Make
Rest
Majors'
Draft
Basis offor
Discussions

Louis — Three more
film exres, Metro, Universal and Capud the National Screen Service
le embroiled in the strike yesy and managers of the three
ning
exchanges,
United
ArColumbia and Monogram rao-

Washington

1 Continued on Page 11)

mon Lauds Trade
;$ Before Rotary
incling as his keynote, "The
and is forward!", Francis S.
ion, WAC vice-chairman and
linator, in a
Harbor Day
iss yesterday
3 more than
n embers of
Notary Club
■w York, dell that four
Dns of World
II stand out
: most valucombat inions, radar,
ribious craft,
r bombers,
;"the motion
e camera.
i to the moFRANCIS S. HARMON
picture
in• by Elmer Davis of the OWI
(Continued on Page 8)

•ur Front WB in
First '45 Quarter
;Varners will release only four feats during the first quarter of
5. Quartet comprises "To Have
Have Not," currently playing a
-release at the Hollywood here;
jjective, Burma," Errol Flynn
'^rer; "Roughly Speaking," Rosa, Russell vehicle, and "God Is My
:'Pilot," with Dennis Morgan and
^rnond Massey.

WHAT

ARE

YOU

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — If that portion of
the distributors' proposals for a revised New York consent decree setting a 10-year moratorium on the
Government's divorcement efforts is
eliminated, Wendell Berge, Assistant
Attorney General, would be willing
to discuss using the rest of the
draft as the basis for an interim
decree. (Continued
The original
draft7) was reon Page

10,000 New Theaters
On India's Program
Looks like the snow-mans

pleased with his pretty designer, Vera Hfuba

Ralston,

and Lloyd Corrigan's pleased with Vera, his god-child, in Republic's winter fun festival,
"LAKE PLACID SERENADE."— Advt.

No Rise in Booth
Equipment Schedule
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

PRC Eyes 60 Cities
For Theater Stands

India's post-war program, aimed
at helping to eradicate the appalling
illiteracy of that country's masses,
calls initially for 10,000 new theaters and touring units to bring
films to all urban and rural centers,
M. Akbar Fazalbhoy, managing di(Continued on Page 7)

Lasky, McEwen Talking
Deals for Distribution

DAILY

Washington — Booth equipment
production schedule for civilian use
for the second quarter of next year
will definitely not show any rise
from the production rate of the past
six months, it was indicated yester(Continued on Page 11)

Detroit — Some 60 key cities will
be checked as theater possibilities
for PRC under its new expansion
program, Leo J. McCarthy, general
sales manager, told Film Daily
upon his departure for Indianapolis,
(Continued on Page 8)

Preliminary discussions regarding
the distribution of product to be
made by Jesse Lasky Productions,
Inc., have been held with executives
of United Artists and Columbia by
Lasky and Walter McEwen, heads
(Continued on Page 6)

$1,000,000 in Day, FJP Goal
Canvass to Mark "Federation Day" Tuesday

Rubin Names 30 to Willkie
Memorial Luncheon Group

Federation of Jewish Philanthropies on Tuesday will stage a gigantic, city-wide crusade to raise $1,in a single day through perJ. Robert Rubin, chairman of the 000,000 sonal
visiting for gifts to the 116
Amusement Division of the National medical and social welfare instituConference of Christians and Jews,
tions serving New York, Samuel S.
has named Spyros Skouras chairman Schneierson, campaign chairman,
of the committee for the memorial announced yesterday.
luncheon for the late Wendell L.
Benjamin
Lazarus,
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued
on associate
Page 6) chair-

DOING

TODAY

TO SEND

THE

SMASHING

SIXTH

WAR

LOAN

World Peace Short
Yia Disney for OWI
Washington Bur., THE FILM DALLY
Washington — Negotiations are under way for the production of a short
on world peace methods by Walt
Disney for the OWI, it was disclosed here by Taylor Mills, OWI
pix chief. Mills said it is likely that
the short will be a Technicolor cartoon, available in several languages
for use by CIAA and OWI
seas as well as domestically.
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Rank Merging Studios in
Production Facilities, Ltd.

lete '44-45
to Comp
PRC ram
by End of Feb.
Prog
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

I

COfllinG and COIN

London (By Cable)— J. Arthur
Rank is merging all British studios
in his string into a new company to
be called Production Facilities, Ltd.,
it was announced at a dinner the
king-pin of the domestic industry
tendered his producers here.
Filippe Del Giudice will be in
charge of Two Cities and Morris
Ostrer of Gainsborough, which will
ormerlye. from Shepherds Bush as
foperat

Hollywood — PRC will complete its
LESTER KRIEGER and ELLIS SHIPMAN. \)
entire 1944-45 program by the end
Bros, theater executives in the Philad
of
February
and
to
accomplish
this
Publisher
zone,
are in town.
|CHN
W.
ALICOATE
the company will launch the heaviest
: Associate Publisher production schedule in its history
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
T. Paramount's mana:
S. E.is PIERPOIN
Brazil,
due in New York tomorrow.
and General Manager
according to Presi1,
Jan.
starting
HUCH
OWEN
leaves
for the Coast tod
dent Leon Fromkess.
Editor
CHESTER
B. BAHN
conferences with David O. Selznick and t
Six features are scheduled to start
with circuit heads en route.
Published daily except Saturday!, Sunday! dui-ing January and four on the
AL DAFF, Universal foreign superviso
ind Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
.eturned from London.
1944-45 schedule will go into proFilm
and
Films
Wid's
by
Y.,
N.
York 18,
duction in February, plus two others
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, Preiident and
HAROLD
M1RISCH,
RKO
home
offic;
listed for 1945-46. In addition, PRC
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryEntered
Rank announced that David Henbuyer, left yesterday on a business trip t.
Treaiurer ; Al Steen. Asiociate Editor.
Mon
return
Januwill
in
westerns
ley will be in charge of stars and cago and Milwaukee and
ii second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the will produce four
c
Eastern
Paramount
ERBB,
WILLIAM
ary and February, two starring Buscastas
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
Drury
n
ter Crabbe and two co-starring Dave artists, with Westoconfirmed that F. manager,
change.
is visiting at the New
Orlear
act of March 3, 1879. Term» (Poitage free)
ing director and
United Statei outiide of Greater New York O'Brien and
Tex Ritter.
t will be managing direcUO. 00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Fourteen features and 12 west- L. Gilber
tor of Production Facilities, Ltd.,
HUCH OWEN, general sales manager fc
{3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
erns
already
have
been
completed
remit with order. Address all communications
Archibald will have nick-Vanguard, leaves today for Chica:
George
that
and
•o THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
circuit
with view
on the 1944-45 schedule on an anCoast;on he'll
West and
the confer
Coast will
n
Independent Pro- anthe route
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
nounced program of 24 features and a similar postLtd. with
Gilbert comes to the and parley with Selznick.
ducers,
5-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable addreii: 16 westerns.
Filmday, New York.
PAUL MUNI
has arrived in town.
zation from the TreasRank organi
ury's Establishments Division.
TALBOT
JENNINGS
is a New York vi
28, Calif.
Repreientatives : HOLLYWOOD,
Lantz
Announces
New
John Davis, Barrington Gam and
-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
is due back in ab<
REYNOLDS
QUENTIN
"Teddy" Carr spoke at the dinner weeks from the South Pacific.
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. "Humanettes"
Cartunes
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
DOROTHY
McGUIRE
gets in on the
Rank's overseas ops of
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
on aspecterations
which they have handled.
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Eiler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briar- West Coast
STERLING HAYDEN arrives over the we
W. Fredgate 7441. LONDON— Ernest
Hollywood — Development of a
man The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
to Head Rank
EISENBERG
of Loew's legal dept
for ]AY
a Miami
vacation.
cartune production technique called John MyersSetup in U. K.
St W I HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
ity
Annabel
Public
Mn.
LU—
HONOLU
214.
Virtudei
"Humanettes,"
a
process
in
which
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger, miniature figures of human beings
RYAN, M-G-M's Buffalo offie
London (By Cable)— John Myers ager,MARION
is in Albany this week.
Auguito Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
are employed and plans for making is being released from the RAF to
— E. Sanchez Ortii. MONTREAL— Ray Car
A. C. HAYMAN, Niagara Falls exhibi
michael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St
left for Florida.
a series of four-reel featurettes inRank's
Arthur
J.
for
head publici
here. Myers formerly
rises ty
troducing the system was announced enterp
franchise
Classic's
, wi
Cincinnati
, and
ClevelandFilm
Detroit, DEZEL,
in ALBERT
by Producer Walt Lantz.
was publicity director for London tonight
Films.
for Detroit after advertising c
The process was developed by
conferences with L. E. Goldhammer on "
the country.
, Lantz and Edward Nassour, Los An- "U" Sales Meeting Opens;
Heights," now being re-rssued thr
ing
I geles manufacturer, who are organ(.Thursday, Dec. 7)
WILLIAM
HURLBUT, Monogram franchi
izing Lantz-Nassour Humanettes, Bill Scully Speaks Today
er in Detroit, has gone to the West C
NEW
YORK
STOCK MARKET
IInc., which will control patents on
17'/;
two weeks.
Net
High 171/2
Low
Close
Chg
the process.
Universal opens a three-day conAm.
Seat
17%
55/g 23
2234
ference of sales executives and dis48' 2 481/z +
Col. Ficts. vtc. 121/2%' 23
trict managers at the Astor Hotel Los Angeles House Los
Columbia
Picts. pfd.. 48 Vi 291/4 291/2
Florida State Theaters
5% ++
ance Compla
Con. Fm. Ind
534
today, with two sessions scheduled Its Clear
691/2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 2978
general
Scully,
A.
Shifts
Operating
Heads
W.
day.
each
East. Kodak
170
1 2178
76i/2 22 Vs +
sales manager and vice-president,
Clearance complaint file<
Gen. Prec. Eq
22 Vi
170
783/4 —+
+ 4
29
28'8
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Changes in will preside at the meeting and will George Bromley and Alec M
Loew's,
Inc
7834
Paramount
29'4
909
901/4 +
Singing," the operating the Campus Theate
operating heads of Florida State discuss "Can't Help
RKO
91 8 271/2
Theaters makes Jesse Clark, who soon-to-be-released Deanna Durbin Angeles, has been dismissed 1
RKO S6 pfd
90'/4
morning arbitrator. Complainants had cl
both
at
has been district manager with Technicolor pic,
20th Century-Fox
. 2734
—
9 J341/4. 273/4
343/4
+
that the seven-day clearance g
and afternoon sessions today.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 3434
headquarters
in
St.
Petersburg,
West
Warner Bros
14
to the Henleys Theater was u
13%
133,4
—
BlumJ.
Nate
Prexy
MARKET
NEW
YORK
CURB
Tomorrow
Coast manager with offices in TamSonotone Corp
2%
the meeting and onable and had asked that the
2%
27/a +
pa. He is to have jurisdiction over berg, wall address plans
and policies. pus be permitted to play 49 d<
Technicolor
22',s 21%
22
—
St. Petersburg as well as Tampa. will outline future
Universal Picts
21 1/2 211/s
21
—
Others to address the meeting ter Los Angeles first-run. A
Harry V. Vincent is transferred
from Orlando to St. Petersburg as are: E. T. Gomersall, assistant gen- tor found that the existing cle
Fete Sid Rose Tonight
eral sales manager, and Mauiice A. was not unreasonable.
city manager. James Cartwright
Chicago — Sid Rose, United Artists has been transferred from the post Bergman, Eastern advertising and
branch manager, will be honored at
in Tampa to Jack- publicity director.
a dinner here tonight prior to his of city manager
sonville for public relations work.
departure for the Coast where he
Brooks Leaving Warners
has been transferred to take over
the duties as Los Angeles branch
Music Hall Xmas Program
To Join Mexico's Filmex
manager. Ed Schnitzer, home ofMexico City (By Air Mail)— Oscar
fice executive, arrived today to at- Will Open on Dec. 14
tend the testimonial.
DECEMBER
8
Brooks, who has resigned as WarWilliam S. Hart
Lee Cobl
ners' manager here, is reported takBob Livingston Fred Herkov
A.FM Election Results Today
as
Filmex,
for
Christm
Hall's
ution
Music
distrib
City
over
ing
Maurice N. Wolf
Radio
Paul Cavanagh Bryan Fo
stage and screen program will be S. A., a Mexican company. It is
Results of yesterday's Local 202, presented this year in three parts. also understood he will serve as a
DECEMBER
9
AMF, election will be made public
today.
Opening next Thursday, the pro- co-producer.
Douglas
Fairbanks.
)r
Bert Spro
gram will be marked by the world
Edward
). Dowling
R. M. Blume
Maine Meet
Mark
Hamilton Bernard Birn
premiere of M-G-M's Technicolor Hyman to
Howard
Freeman
nt
Paramou
Hyman,
L.
Edward
film, "National Velvet," with a holiDECEMBER
10
day stage show that will consist of theater exec, will attend the annual
Animation
and Title
■ the theater's celebrated Yuletide stockholders meeting of Maine &
Cameraman
Victor McLaglen Anna Vallan
George
Lewis
Solita Pal
ParaTheaters Co.,
," to be pre- New Hampshire in
"The Nativity
pageant, sented
Una Merkel
Ray Colli
Poland Springs,
Broadway,
mount affiliate,
this year for the twelfth
Apply
Cineffects , 1600
Abel Vigard
Syd
Weill
Erskine
Jot
Lane,
W.
George
.
Tuesday
New York City
next
Me.,
"Star
CI. 6-6252-3
consecutive season, and
Bright," a festive, new stage circus, Jr., is president of the circuit and
John J. Ford general manager.
produced by Leonidoff,
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SEP BIRTHD
GREETINGS T

WANTED
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Ivertismd tor

CAJN 1

Universal; heing highly enthusiastic ahout the
wonderrul, entertaining ana hox-oiiice character
or Deanna Durhin's rirst Technicolor picture,
"CAN'T HELP SINGING," has gone the limit
in promoting the picture with the most strategic
type 01 national advertising.
Not only has Universal already placed an
extensive advertising campaign in all the masscirculation magazines, hut it has also prepared
extensive plans ior newspaper, radio and hillhoard advertising.
This advertising will reach approximately 85
million persons.

FulJ-pa^e advertisements will appear in

and many

omer

magazines,

as we

fcine.

THIS IS A TYPICAL ADVERTISEMENT RUNNING IN THE BIG MAGAZINES

'eOtUM. . in TECHNICOLOR for the First Time !
More thrilling... with the Miracle Melodies of JEROME KERN !
lomancing

ie arms o

...winning the West all over again

yimm
ROBOT PAIGE

six new 5#/t/as/

AKIM TAMJROFF

"More and More", "Californ-i-ay",
"Any Moment Now" and others!

DAVID BRUCE

LEONID K1NSKEY

RAY COLLINS

JUNE VINCENT

ANDREW TOMBES

THOMAS GOMEZ

Aw i» FRANK RVAN A„w A,y F E L[X JACKSON m« /W„„rFRAKK SHAW «„„f4» JEROME K[RD/,„i,i,E V HARBURG
Screen Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER and FRANK

RYAN

• Story by John Klorcr and LeoTownsend • Based on'Girl of The Overland Trail" by Samuel J. and Curtis B. Warshawsky • A UNIVERSAL

PICTURE
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ew Free Movie Day
md Sales Hit Peak
jcord Bond

f EfllfflE TOUCH

sales were reported

yesterday's Free Movie Day by
v's Broadway and nabe houses,
to 4 p.m. the following Bond
ihases were made for admissions
ioew's stands:
|;tor, 375 Bonds, maturity value
000; State on Broadway, 140
Hs, $7,675; Capitol, 650 Bonds,
000; Criterion, which manned
Bond booth at the Statue of Libin Times
Square,
550 pieces,

poo.

the neighborhoods,
American,
pieces, $25,000;
Paradise,
150
j?s, $11,000;
Metropolitan
in
iklyn, 115 pieces, $8,500; State,
ark, 45 Bonds,
$1,900;
Jersey
in New Jersey, 40 Bonds, $1,Kings, 45 pieces, $1,750; Boro
i 28 pieces, $1,200;
Valancia,
feonds, $2,500; Plaza, 30 Bonds,
175; 175th
Street,
46
pieces.
:5.
"hile a complete
tabulation
of
number of Bonds bought yesterin connection with Free Movie
may not be obtainable for weeks,
all, indications were last night
all records were broken by a
e margin.
Broadway
theaters
those in the neighborhoods had
lines last night as crowds of
'i-buyers sought to get into the-

spital Dedication
porded for Mrs. Blank
es Moines, la. — Transcription of
dedication ceremonies of the Rayd Blank Memorial Hospital for
dren will be played for Mrs. A.
31ank, wife of the head of the
States Theater Corp., which she
improved during her present illMrs. Blank was confined to
Iowa Methodist Hospital sufferfrom pneumonia at the time of
ceremonies.

ilson" in First Nabe
ew Haven — First nabe
to play
ilson" is the Strand,
Hamden,
13 one-day engagement.

UEDDIM BELLS

VIRCINIA CILMAN, assistant manager, B & K
Uptown, Chicago.
ANNE FLAHERTY,
Chicago.

assistant manager, Berwyn,

• •
•
THERE'S ONE ASPECT oi the Warner-Serlin deal which saw
film rights to "Life With Father" finally go to the Burbank studio that
intrigues
Unless memory is playing tricks — and Phil M. is open

VIOLET HALL, assistant manager, Marbro, Chicago.
MINNIE
BONDI, assistant manager, Will Rogers,
Chicago.

to correction on that point — it's the first screen-stage
transaction involving pure equality among
the principals
It isn't 60-40, 70-30,
or any other unbalanced percentage arrangement
It's 50-50 on the
nose and on the gross
And it's an all-around triumph
Serlin makes no bones about his delight that the Warners will cinematize

OWEN
BETTY

"Father," for the Brothers are his ideals at turning out pre-eminent and
powerful
film biogs
How
"Father"
would
fare at Hollywood's
hands has always been of highest concern to Serlin, witness ihe

LOUISE STEVENS,
Tenn.

deal's

provisions as reported by your favorite industry
newspaper
Consequently,
when
1947 rolls around, and beloved
"Father"
roars (and literally) across world screens in resplendent Technicolor,
the Academy jurists may we'.l hand the
year's Oscar to the Serlin
opus
At any rate, as of today, one wonders how "Father" could
miss garnering
the award
Could be Jack L. Warner
had the
same hunch
T
▼
▼
• • • FROM HOLLYWOOD k VINE: Don't be surprised if,
now that the Columbia deal is off, Al Jolson turns up on the Warner
lot at Burbank and that studio makes Jolson's life story
After
all, that would be a natural tie-up, -wouldn't it? ... • Judy Garland,
Ann Sothern, John Hodiak, Ray Bolger and Mildred Natwick will
decorate Metro's Technicolor musical, "The Harvey Girls," back on
schedule after three years at Culver City as an Arthur Freed pic to
be directed by George Sidney. . . • Attorneys for Agatha Christie,
the author, are kicking up a rumpus that is delayi?ig the start of Samuel
Bronston's
production
of "Ten
Little Indians"
Seems as how
they say Bronston doesn't have a clear title, although Sam insists
he acquired the pic rights to "And Then There Were None," the story
on which the stage hit was based, and the title from Lee Shubert and
Albert DeCorville, producers of the Broadway version. . . • Para.
has lianded Patric Knowles a termer. . . • Didja know Jane Wyatl
has made the N. Y. Social Register under her married name, Mrs.
Edgar Ward? ... • Dwight Taylor will script "One Touch of Venus"
for Mary Pickford. . . • Paul Muni's pondering a Shakespearean fling
on Broadway. . . 0 Sol Lesser's plotting "But We Call It Home"
as a sequel to "Three Is a Family.". . • Will Walter Wanger again
ally with Metro? Just askin' ... « Jimmy Fidler has a new fiveyear radio termer
T
T
T

• • PEN PORTRAIT: How's this for a swell 18-word ptm Fuman with a eW
"A determined-looking
ture of J. Arthur Rank
Cr»dit II te
of film in one hand and a Union Jack in the other"
Hye Bossin, who edits the Canadian Film Weekly in Toronto
•

T

•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

20th-Fox Shorts All Set

▼

PEARL

T

■«■

HAZEL
cago.HENCL,
MRS.

cashier, B & K Belmont, Chi-

MARTHA PEARCE has been named office
manager of the new Film Classics branch,
Des Moines.
biller, Columbia,

Memphis,

ELVIRA DOHANYOS, assistant manager, Grande,
Detroit.
MRS. IRENE LEE, manager, Abington Theater,
Detroit.
MRS.

MARY ALWAIN, manager, Krim Theater,
Highland Park, Mich.
FLORENCE BLUM, Allied Buying and Booking
Circuit, Chicago, as aide to Edward J. Mager.
SALLY

PERLE, secretary to Homer Harmon, publicity director of the Roxy, has been made
editor of the Roxy program.
PHYLLIS LAMBERT is the new secretary to
Maxwell
manager. Gill is. Republic's Eastern district
RUTH BERNS, formerly with Republic Pictures,
has joined Howard Lang Productions in
charge of the New York office.
MRS.ha.VERDA LUPER, secretary to Cy Dillon,
Republic manager, Charlotte, N. C.
BETTY

KEASLING,

RAVONA

Warners' stenographer, Oma-

HUEY, M-C-M

LIBBY
FISHBERG,
Omaha.

utility girl, Omaha.

Warners'

information

girl,

THERESA MONICO, Paramount inspectress
Omaha.
MRS. EDNA BOYS, manager, Norwest, Detroit.
DALE
YOUNG,
manager.
Regent,
Detroit.
MARTHA ANN WYNNE, contract department,
Paramount.
Memphis,
Tenn.
DOROTHY MUNN. cashier department, Universal exchange, Memphis, Tenn.
MARCARET BARTLOW, assistant manager,
Palms-State,
Detroit.
MRS.

JLIE CZARSKI,

son, Detroit.
ELEANOR SANTER,
EDWINA gan,
FINNIE,
Detroit. Detroit.
EDNA

KOTH,

BLANCHE

assistant manager, Madiassistant manager,

assistant manager,

manager,
LESPERANCE,

Alger,

MichiRamona,

Detroit.

manager.

Vogue,

De-

Show "Caballeros" on Dec. 11
Walt Disney's newest Technicolor
feature, "The Three Caballeros," will
be trade screened nationally by RKO
Radio on Dec. 11. New York City
screening will be held in the Normandie at 10:30 a.m.

HARBOR!

Warwick Funeral Held

Hollywood — Funeral services for
Movietone and Teirytoon releases
have been set through the last week Robert Warwick, 66, film actor, were
of the 1944-1945 season by 20th- held yesterday at Strothers' Chapel.
Fox. All the Terrytoon product is Interment will be made in Hollywood Memorial Park.
only two Moviecompleted, with
tone items still to be finished for
Show "Yukon" Dec. 12
the new season.
National trade screenings of Injttsburgh — Corp. Allen Tolley, f orrly employed by M-G-M here be"Belle of the Yukon"
son"
'"Wil
s for under lease to will be held byternational's
n Week
RKO Radio on Dec.
Chicago
— Apollo,
' entering the service, and Lois Seve
jib, were married yesterday. Corp. 20th-Fox for the local engagement 12. No screenings will be held in
[ ey is home
on furlough
after of "Wilson," reverts to B & K to- New York and Los Angeles, the
iding the past 31 months in the
picture having previously been trade"Wilson" a seven- shown.
ific theater area.
weeks' day,
run.giving
erminie, Pa. — Rudy Covi, who opes the Covi Theater in this town,
Evelyn Asquini, of Brentwood,
be married within the next 10

HESS, assistant manager, Drake, Chicago.
STAIR, cashier. Monogram, Omaha.

STORK REPORTS
Omaha — A daughter, Carol Ann,
was bom to Lt. and Mrs. James
Hopkins. Mother is a Fepco stenographer.
Johnny Cunningham of the Warner Bros, advertising department became a father for the third time
yesterday. The child, a boy, was
born in the French Hospital.

V/'\
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Russia to Open 20 Stereoscopic Film Theater
To Utilize Three-Dimensional Images Via Lens
Invented by Ivanov
Moscow (By Air Mail) — Within a
short time, 20 stereoscopic film theaters will be opened in various parts
of the Soviet Union, utilizing for
three-dimensional motion picture
images, the stereoscopic lens screens Pitkin Leads Loew Parade
invented by Semyon Ivanov shortly
Al Weiss and his Loew's Pitkin
before the war and greatly improved
bondadiers took the lead in that
disis
it
time,
that
by himclosedsince
here.
company's Bond report up to and inHis original invention consisted of
cluding Sunday. The Pitkin nosed
a calibrated screen upon which two
out the Capitol on Broadway for
films depicting the same scene from
different angles were simultaneously first place by $18,675 in 'E' Bond
projected by special projectors. sales. Pitkin now has $466,650 to
When properly focused both films
the Capitol's $477,975. The Boro
merged into one and produced the Park
is in third place with $353,550
effect of three-dimensional pictures.
Screen was composed of some 36,000 and the American in fourth, with
very thin copper wires running in $285,650. The Capitol, Washington,
three directions in conformity with continues to lead the out of town
certain calculations.
cheaters with sales in the amount
During the war, Ivanov discovered of $216,225. State, Norfolk, is secthat the wire can be replaced by
ond with $160,900; State, Cleveland,
very thin optical lenses with a con- riiird with $158,900 and Palace,
ical surface. Thousands of such vVashington, fourth with $141,225.
lenses are fitted on a mirror. On
Loew's total theater 'E' Bond sales
this screen the stereoscopic effect as of Sunday is $7,781,630.
is much clearer. The mirror screen
•
may weigh as much as a ton.
It's
Now
Col.
MacEachron
Ivanov has just presented his counJackson, Tenn. — J. R. MacEachtry with the new invention, the "inron, executive manager of the Paramount and State Theaters for the
tegral" screen, a development of his
earlier discovery.
past 10 years, in recognition of his
activities in Tennessee and MissisGenesee, Buffalo, Wins
sippi in the Sixth and previous War
Loan drives, has been appointed a
Seven-Day Clearance Cut
colonel and aide-de-camp to Gov.
Thomas L. Bailey of Mississippi.
The existing clearance of 14 days
granted to the Bailey Theater, Buf- Ad Agency and Station
falo, over the Genesee Theater is un- Producers on TBA Panels
reasonable, according to an arbitrator who fixed the clearance at seven
days. The five consenting companies
Five television producers at adwere defendants.
vertising agencies in New York are
listed to address the Advertising
Panel at the TBA conference here
Monday. They include: Lee Cooley,
Theater Presents
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Frederick A.
Courtroom "Drama"
"Ted" Long, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn; William E. Forbes,
Montgomery, Ala. — Shortly before
Young & Rubicam; Don McClure, N.
II a.m., opening time, a line formed
W. Ayer Co. and Herbert Leder, Benat the local Strand's box office, —
ton & Bowles. Elkin Kaufman of Wilbut not to see "The White Cliffi
liam E. Weintraub Co. will preside.
of Dover" — , the new attraction.
Dorman O. Israel of Emerson is
They were members of a jury empanel chairman.
panelled to hear a murder case at
the county courthouse. One of the
Eight television producers will parjurors was Frank Dudley, Strand's
ticipateHutchinson
in the producers'
manager.
Thomas H.
of the panel.
RKO
At the courthouse, he had pleaded
Television will be in charge of this
a few minutes previously to be expanel. Those to be heard include
cused long enough to open the house,
Raymond E. Nelson, Charles M.
since none but he knew the comStorm Agency, whose topic will be
bination of the safe. Judge Eugene
"Musical Comedy and Variety ProCarter wouldn't break the rule that
grams"; Irving Shane, Television
jurors cannot be separated. So all
Workshop, "Sources of Program Mahis fellow juror, and the bailiff, acterial"; Herbert Graf, Metropolitan
companied Dudley to the theaterOpera Association, now producing
opening task, and returned to the
shows for NBC, "Putting the Opera
courthouse to find the defendant
in Television"; Robert Emery, Bamguilty.
berger Broadcasting Service, "Spontaneous Programs"; Hoyland
Bet-

$1,000,000 in Day
Is Goal of the FJP
i Continued from Page 1)

Rites Held in Times Square
Memorial services for the Pearl
Harbor dead were held at 2:15 p.m.
yesterday at the Statue of Liberty
in Times Sq. on the third anniversary of the sneak Japanese attack.
One minute of silence was preserved
during the services as a token of respect to those who lost their lives.
Prominent clergymen of the Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish faiths participated, and the rites were broadcast by Station WMCA from 2:15
to 2:45.

•
Republic's
$500,000 Purchase
H. J. Yates, on behalf of Republic,

has purchased $500,000 in Bonds for
the 6th War Loan Drive, Harry
Brandt, National chairman, was informed yesterday. Company allocated this amount to its branches
throughout the country with the New
York branch being credited with a
purchase of $44,500
• wrorth of Bonds.

$415,000 Indianapolis Show

Indianapolis — Scaling of the 2,474
seats of Loew's from the $1,000
loges to the $25 balcony seats will
assure a minimum of $415,000 in
Sixth War Loan sales for the "Lost
in a Harem" War Bond Premiere
i the night of Dec. 13.

Detroit Suburban Houses
Increasing Stage Shows
Detroit — Experiments of local
suburban houses with stage shows
as an answer to dual bills are proving infectious, according to Howard
Bruce of the Amusement Booking
Service who is booking most of the
stage shows currently. The Allen
Park Theater, managed by Nicholas
George in Allen Park, a suburb, is
switching from one to three days
a week of shoves, after finding that
it doubled their business.
The Krim Brothers are putting in
one day a week at the Abington, and
the Broder Circuit will put stage
shows in for two days to a week,
starting Jan. 1, at the Kramer Theater. High caliber talent, including
headliners from such famed night
clubs as the Bowery and Lee 'N'
Eddie's, are being used.
tinger, GE, "Today's Chief Production Problems"; Edward Sobol, NBC,
"Television Actors from the Producer's Point of View"; Lee Cooley,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, "Putting Over
the Television Commercial," and R.
B. Gamble, Television Producers Association. "Special Effects in Television Programs."

man of the 1944 appeal, will se'\
as special chairman of "Federal
Day," which will begin with a "1
lion Dollar Breakfast" — so-ca <
because
of the
day's
Hotel Astor
at 8:30
a.m.goal — at
More than 1,500 crack volurr
money raisers are expected to
sembie at this "Early Bird" fij
tion, preliminary to a house
house and office-to-office <
vass. The Federation this j
is seeking funds to prepare fir
cially for post-w7ar wTelfare er
gencies and responsibilities, w
at the same time meeting curr:
home-front human needs.
Principal speaker at the 8:30 .
breakfast at the Hotel Astor
be Judge Jonah J. Goldstein of
Court of General
Sessions,
presidents of several Federation
stitutions will also be heard in s .
talks.
No soliciation of funds
be made at the breakfast.
In addition to the 1,500 men
women present at the Hotel A
breakfast, about 8,500 additi
volunteer workers from every
of the city and drawn from e
one of the more than 500 tr
borough
divisions
rolled in and
the women's
drive will
also
the field Tuesday to solicit gift |
"Federation
Day."
Committee chairmen of the An
ment Division of the Federatio
Jewish Philanthropies of New
will make their reports at a
cheon-meeting this afternoon in
Astor Hotel. David Bernstein
chairman
with Major
Albert Pi"*
ner,
will preside
and Eugene
campaign manager, will also adc
the committee members.

Lasky, McEwen Talkin
Deals for Distribution
'Continued from Page 1)
of the new company. No decisio;
been made. It is reported that
of the major companies have p^
their bids.
A New York office will be e|
lished by the company.
Lasky
McEwen plan to purchase story -1
erties and invest financially in 1
eral forthcoming Broadway pi |

Loew Asks for FM Station
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

l\

Washington — • The Marcus
Booking Agency has asked
FCC
for permission
to con; |
'an FM station in Washington,
followed last week's applicatic |
Loew's for commercial tele sti I
;in New York and Washington.
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erim Decree Rests New Theaters tor India
Divorcement Issue 10,000 in Trade Expansion Seen by
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)
fed by Berge's predecessor, Tom
piark, and Berge said yesterday
: he would have to reject it, too,
included the divorcement moraiim clause.
eanwhile, discussion of an infill decree, to operate during the
-|od of litigation on the anti-trust
d has been suspended here pend\ final decision by the majors as
Ivhether such a decree might be
red. Berge said he was not
.ning on an interim decree and
it was not his practice to take
J initiative in matters
of this
It's not appropriate," he said,
\ us to put on any pressure for
nterim decree when we're plan* a court fight for a permanent
lenient," adding that he would
'Tbe averse to discussing with the
(ors a temporary agreement to
through the conclusion of the
pent litigation.
"They are prac|ly free of restriction now, since
expiration date of the old de," he said.
"-udustry sources here were someItanmystified
the majors'
offer
interim bydecree.
The most

rector of RCA Photophone Equipment, Ltd., of Bombay, told a press
conference yesterday in the local
Hotel Commodore. He recently arrived in the U. S. as a member of
the India delegation to attend the
International Business Conference
in Rye, N. Y., and also to serve as
special representative of the Indian
film industry.
Government regulation imposed
upon the film trade in India has resulted paradoxically in "creating a
new industry there," one in which
Indian production has made strong
gains and native product has advanced in popularity with entertainment-se kers. Aquota now exists,
based on past production records,
whereby producers limit their features to 11,000 feet, which represents
a slash from 14,000, and no shorts
are turned out by studios for entertainment. Informative films are
shown in all houses and at all performances up to a maximum of 2,J00 feet.
Raw
Stock Supply Critical
The equipment and raw stock situations, he said, are "critical." Currently raw film comes from the U.
3., whereas prior to the war such
stock was imported from German
and Belgian sources predominantly.
Some 70 per cent of the films on
India's screens today are domestically made, and virtually all of the
remaining 30 per cent are of U. S.
origin, since British product is scarce.
India's 390,000,000 men and women

r

IN NEW POSTS

I J. LEWANDOWSKI, manager, Rex, Detroit.
JS LOVE, assistant manager, Stanley, New
'York.
IS WARNER,

chief

of service,

Eckel,

Syra-

Fazalbhoy
Arnolds Park, la. — The theater
building here has been purchased by
Phil Marsh of Wayne, Neb. Remodeling is to precede reopening.

from Page 1)

oable explanation was that they
JTed to have an efficiently funcLing distribution set-up and a
thy competitive system to show
court during the forthcoming
rcement trial. It may be, it
e said, that they figure the Govnent case would be weakened if
7 could show that major comints were already being remedied. Rubin Names 30 to Willkie
jge appears to be aware of this
nihility. Even if he does not win Memorial Luncheon Group
'icement, he might well figure
(Continued from Page 1)
: the Government had won a
ijtor victory if manv competitive Willkie to be held at the Hotel Asetices to which the Government tor, Dec. 15.
ects were ruled out by industry
At the same time, Rubin named
the committee of 30 who will work
■aement.
with Skouras on the memorial lun1 Laurence Dead
cheon. They include Jack W. Alijaris, Tenn. — Hal Laurence, con- coate, Barney Balaban, Harry
ned with local theaters for the Brandt, Leo Brecher, Jules E. BruJ: 30 years as manager, died af- latour, Ned E. Depinet, Walter
Green, Francis S. Harmon, Will H.
la long period of ill health.
Hays, Marcus Heiman, Joseph Hornstein, Malcolm Kingsberg, Edward
J. Noble, John J. O'Connor, Charles
L. O'Reilly, Brock Pemberton, Ralph
I. Poucher, Martin Quigley, Herman
Robbins, Jack Robbins, William F.
WRD REHIA,
manager,
Merritt, Bridgeport, Rodgers, David A. Ross, Gradwell
lConn.
L. Sears, Lee Shubert, Nate B. Spinchief of service, Paramount,
i-lUR
gold, Harry Thomas, Walter VinNew KRASSELT,
Haven
cent, Maj. Albert Warner, and Da30N
PAGE,
manager,
Hazel
Park Theater,
vid Weinstock.
Hazel Park, Mich.
SS 0. KENT, salesman, 20th-Fox, Detroit.
i HIMMELEIN,
salesman,
Paramount
Pictures, Detroit.

THEATER DEALS

Memorial Services for Andrea
Chicago — Memorial
services for
Joe Andrea of the Essaness circuit,
who was killed in action overseas,
will be held Saturday night at St.
\ Charles Borromeo
Church.

are served by only 1,700 theaters,
compared to the some 18,000 in the
U. S. serving 135,000,000 people.
In line with India's film house expansion, he said, are plans for increase of production to service these
show places. It calls for the annual
production of 300 features, 104 instructional shorts, and 52 weekly
newsreels. To achieve this, India
needs aid from the U. S. film industry, and especially needed is American training of more Indian technicians.
Little Equipment
Available
Very little theater equipment is
available during the war, he asserted,
and admitted that one of the facets
of his mission to the U. S. is to
try to get from Washington an
equipment quota for India which
could operate as soon as possible.
Seating capacity of Indian theaters averages about 800 currently;
the educational field is yet "untouched"; sound and photography in
studios are the equal of Hollywood
standards; and, of the 1,700 theaters
now in operation, only a very few
are air-conditioned, and hence a
huge market exists for such equipment in the post-war era, were other
points
of information furnished by
him.

Detroit — John C. Golden, who built
and hasurban
operated
Irving15 inyears,
subRedford fortheabout
is retiring, and is selling the house
to Associated Theaters, which takes
over Dec. 1.
Minneapolis — Donald Guttman has
acquired the local Alhambra and
Northtown, the Roxy and the Arcade, St. Paul, and the Grand in
Durand,
from Harry Dickerman, who Wis.,
is retiring.
Cedar Rapids, la. — G. F. Litts,
formerly of Cedar Rapids and recently of Georgia, has purchased the
Strand and will reopen it after resonally.
decorating. Litts will manage perLost Nation, la. — The Urbana at
Lost Nation has been purchased by
Mr. Allen of Maquoketa from K. D.
Sanders.
Charlotte, N. C— Effective Dec. 3,
H. H. Everett and Worth Stewart will
assume ownership and management
of the Sunrise theater in Southern
Pines, N. C. William P. Benner is the
present owner and manager.

21 WORDS THAT
SPELL CHRISTMAS
BOND SALES!
•

PUT THIS MESSAGE IN
YOUR 6th WAR LOAN LOBBY
"The War Bonds You
buy this Christinas
Speed the Christmas
when you may sayPeace on Earth, Good
Will Towards
Men"

Ross Federal Service, Inc.

1
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PRC Eyes 60 Cities
For Theater Stands

traditional major companies has done
for them, although they each show
product of other producers as well.

Charges
Autry
West Coast "Building
Bureau
of THEDown"
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Attorney Martin Gang,
counsel for Gene Autry who is seeking to have his contract with Republic adjudged void by Superior Judge
Charles E. Haas, said Republic has
been "building up" Roy Rogers and
"building down" Autry and that this
should be sufficient cause for a nullification of the agreement.
Tony Spitzer Quits Disney
Resignation of Antoinette Spitzer,
who for the past five years has been
Eastern publicity director for Walt
Disney Productions, is announced,
effective Jan. 1. Miss Spitzer is recovering from a major operation in
Manhattan General Hospital.

"U" Signs
McKnight
Coast Bureau
of THE as
FILMProducer
DAILY
Hollywood — Tom McKnight, who
is producing the radio "Hall of
Fame," has been signed by Universal as a producer.

Cnbun Indie Distribs.
Pltinniny Production
Havana (By Air Mail) — Restive
under the local inroads made by
Mexican distributors, indie Cuban
distributors are planning to produce
Spanish-language pix.
Latin American Newsreel, Inc.,
which produces the Latin American
Newsreel, has announced it will make
four features next year, while Octavio Gomez Castro of Continental
rights to Angel

Lazaro's "La Veguerita"
duction in view.

with

Harmon Lauds Trade
Press Before Rotary

BRIEfinG THE DDV'S REUJS

I Continued from Page 1)
after a three-day visit to the Detroit exchange, which has just been
taken over by the parent company.
"However, we won't buy or lease
all of them, and we might wind up
with only 10," McCarthy added.
He visualized major expansion in
the field of the small or medium
sized house, particularly in smaller
cities of perhaps 100,000-250,000
size, with first-run houses in such
size towns predominating.
"There will be a tremendous influx of new theaters after the war.
Most of these will be in the 500 to
700 seat class. Since the earlier announcement, Ihave had contacts
from about 40 men in the field who
want to open up new houses."
McCarthy indicated that he did
not view the acquisition of theaters
by PRC as an exclusive outlet for
their own pictures, but rather as
generally strengthening the compositionaffiliated
in suitable
situations,
much aspany'sthe
houses
of the

Films has acquired

"

WHY

pro-

Disney Pic in Mexican Debut
Mexico City (By Cable) — President Camacho will attend the world
premiere of Walt Disney's "The
Three Caballeros," Technicolor feature, at the Alameda on Dec. 21.

•
Injunction Granted DeMille
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

It's Commodore Beidler
Toledo. O. — James A. Beidler, Jr.,
of the Smith and Beidler circuit,
was elected commodore of the Interlake Yachting Association by unanimous vote at the fall meeting held
in Detroit.

•
Mayer to Studio Dec. 15

FILM

The

Motion
Picture Office Employes Union, Local 23169, AFL, will
nominate a new slate of officer! on
Dec. 18.
The election will be held
on Jan. 15.
•

Waldrof's Son Missing

DAILY

Hollywood — Superior Court Judge
Emmett Wilson yesterday issued a
temporary order restraining AFRA
from suspending Cecil B. DeMille
as a member for his refusal to pay
a $1 union assessment and set Dec.
15 as the date for hearing on an
application for a preliminary injunction.
•

West Coast Bureau of THE

Local 23169 to Nominate

DAILY

Des Moines, la.— H. S. Waldrof,
former owner of the Palace at Vinton, was notified by the War Department that his son, Lt. H. C. Waldrof,
a wing commander, had been reported missing in action since a
bombing mission over Germany on
Oct. 7.

•
Two Pix a Year from Frank
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — W. R. Frank announces that he will make a program of two pictures yearly, the
initial production to be budgeted at
$1,000,000 or more and to be based
upon a best-selling novel or hit play.
He leaves tomorrow for New York to
look over several Broadway plays
j and will also negotiate for a wellknown director now vacationing
there. Before returning to Hollywood, Frank will visit several exchange cities to talk to exhibitor
groups about "A Boy, A Girl and a
Dog," which he recently completed.

Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer, MG-M's vice-president in charge of
production, recuperating from injuries suffered in a fall from a horse,
•
is out of the hospital and is expected to return to his desk Dec. 18. Lt. Giachetto Wounded
•
Springfield, 111.— 1st Lt. William
MLT Net at $107,171
P. Giachetto, has been reported
Montreal — Marcus Loew's The- wounded in action in the European
aters, Ltd., reports a net profit of theater. Giachetto is the son of
$107,171, including the refundable Dominic Giachetto, president of the
portion of the excess profits tax, Frisina Amusement Co.
•
for the fiscal year ended Aug. 30.
Net working capital was $727,691 S/Sgt Gil Bevan Wounded
as compared with $634,129.
Springfield, Mass.— S/Sgt. Gilbert
•
J. Bevan, former assistant manager
of the Paramount Thea., and nephew
New 111. Booking Combine
Chictgo — An independent 13-the- of Harry Smith, of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., was wounded
ater booking organization, has been
formed by Alger circuit, Champlain, in the Allied drive on Metz. His
with five houses, the George Kruger brother, Sgt. Donald J. Bevan, has
theaters and the Bailey Theater cir- been a prisoner of war in Austria
cuit at Princeton.
since April, 1943.

Would Interweave

Pix, Stage

(Continued from Page 1)
that
aid
be extended to assure
|
derly transition from war to pi
will be answered
affirmatively a
fully by every wing of the tra
Harmon said. At the climax of
speech,
pledgedof "all-out
tinuing he
support
the war and
efforc<
and called the industry's trade pr<
"magnificent"
for its contributic
to
Victory.
Throughout
Harmon's
addre
which
made a deep
impression
his many listeners, ran the prece
particularly applicable to Pe
Harbor Day, that "the most any
us can do here at home is the le
we should do for our fighting n
abroad." Following his reference
the part the motion picture cam*
is playing in the quest for Victo
he explained the many functions
motion pictures on the home fr<
and battle areas overseas.
Backing his statements on the
dustry's vast accomplishments d
ing the conflict with statistics, H
mon pointed up the post-war role
motion pictures as one which 1
vie
in ofimport
withHere,
film's
warti
record
service.
he accen
the application of films as edu
tional media, and prophesied t
the millions of fighting men and '
men, who have learned the art
science of war via motion pictu
will use all the weight of their
fluence to assure the widespread
ployment of films to teach the
coming generations of Ameri
youth.
Stetson Heads St. Louis V. C.
St. Louis— Albert Stetson of F
chon & Marco has been named C|
Barker of the St. Louis Var
Club for 1945. Louis K. Ansell,
sell Brothers Circuit, is the first
sistant chief barker; Andy Diet;
PRC, second assistant chief bail
Joseph C. Ansell, Ansell Brotl
Circuit, doughboy; Albert Whe<
manager
Fanchon master
& Marco's j
bassador, ofproperty

New Type of Program Conceived at Syracuse
Syracuse — Development of a new
type of stage-film program that will
emphasize an all-embracing theme
or opinion is planned by Prof. Sawyer
Falk, director of dramatic activities
at Syracuse University, when the
University shortly restores films as
a part of its theater program.
Falk's unique idea has as its
keystone the relating of any single
film to other films or stage plays
presented in a series with it. A*
an example of what may be attempted, he suggests a screen revival
of John Steinbeck's "The Grapes of
Wrath" and "Tortilla Flats," showing the two pix alongside sections of
the same authors' "Of Mice and
Men" and "The Moon Is Down" on
the stage.

Syracuse, Falk said, is deeply interested in the kind of experimentation which interweaves the film and
stage mediums. At the present
time, his department is making two
newsreel sequences to precede the
first and second acts of a University

TO THE

COLORS

it DECORATED

Pvt.

*

FRANK
CALLUCCI
former manager, C
Dearborn,
Mich., with the Purple He
RAYMOND
COOLEY,
assistant
shiping
RKO,
Omaha.

* PROMOTED *
production of Thornton Wilder's "The CPL. STANLEY FISHMAN, son of Selig Fis |
Skin of Our Teeth." In the BroadFishman
(Conn.)
Circuit, to Sergeant
gallantry in action in France.
way version, lantern slides were em2nd Lt. HERMAN
W. GOLDSTEIN,
son c I
ployed instead of newsreels.
Falk, disclosing that Syracuse will
tional Screen's
Jack Goldstein,
Buffal J
1st lieutenant,
now
a pilot with the
make a close study of television, said
Transport Group operating from Miam I
that his depai'tment at present is Pfc. MARION L. WEBB, formerly a theate' j
ager in Lexington, Ky., to corporal j
where in New Cuinea.
preparing
Lynn Riggs'
for tele cameras,
and "Big
will Lake"
insert
sequences of filmed material for
U. S. MARITIME SERVIClj
which Riggs has written the sce- *
DAVID KATZ, M-C-M exchange employe j
nario.
York.

fPfve little words that sum up the
whole boxoffice story of this meteoric
Paramount star's return to pictures
after eighteen months with Uncle Sam.

r»

NOT JUST AS BIG, BUT BIGGER
THAN BEFORE /&>kl HE WENT AWAY!

AND NOW

Tomorrow
TOPS "GOING MY WAY/' "LADY IN
THE DARK/' AND "WASSELL" in

many of its scores of day -and -date
nation-wide premieres.

HUM LflDD

LoitcTTfl youne
in

Rachel field's

TOPS "CHINA" (the industry- stunning grosser that climaxed his skyrocket rise to superstardom) in nearly
every engagement.

TOPS TOP HITS like "I Love A Soldier"
by as much as 66, 80 and 95 per cent!
AND

NOW

TOMORROW

watch for Ladd in the terrific "Two Years Before
The Mast," "Salty O'Roicrke" and "Duffy's Tavern".

ROUl"
i
f
O
l
d
O
T
Susan Hayuiard • Barry Sullivan
with

Beulah Bondi • Cecil Kellaway

From Phenomenal

PARAMOUNT

Directed by IRVING PICHEL • Screen Play
by Frank Partos and
Raymond
Chandler

Play Taps for the Japs with 6th WAR

LOAN

showmanship

TOE
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hree More SI. Louis
jxchanges Join Strike

REVIEWS of ncuj fums
"Sunday Dinner for a

(Continued from Page 1)
jentarily expect their employes will
iilk out.

[Metro Wednesday night furnished
trirl
the Kirkwood;
Unirsal Crazy"
sent a to
newsreel
to the Ozark
id Capitol sent "Topper" to the
me house. Yesterday the employes
Further efforts were made here
yesterday to seek a solution of
the exchange workers' strike in
St. Louis County. Distributors
conferred among themselves during the day and had additional
talks with IATSE representatives
in an endeavor to terminate the
dispute.
the exchanges walked out as a
ntinuing- protest against the three
. Louis County houses refusing to
jiploy two union projectionists.
There seems little likelihood of
ly early settlement of the strike.
5 of yesterday 40 houses in St.
mis and St. Louis County have
en closed. The latest is the St.
buis, a Fanchon & Marco de luxer.
ie closing of the St. Louis makes
|e third large F & M house to close.
Allow "Fair" Pix to Show
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., top execute of F & M here, said that pro:tionists at the Shubert, also in
e center of the city, did not refuse
handle a Paramount film last night
rich was contrary to expectations.
i explanation of why the Shubert,
lew's and the Orpheum were not
>sed was made by an exec, of Local
). 143. A "fair picture," he said
is one that was released from an
change before the workers in that
rticular exchange struck. The
ion has ruled, however, that when
;se "fair pictures" complete their
n the projectionists will refuse to
ndle any but those from exchanges
'ere strikes have not been called.
''Frenchman's Creek" ran for three
eks at the Ambassador before bemoved to the Shubert. "Faces
the Fog" and "My Buddy" also
re released from the exchanges
!:/eral weeks ago. The same eondin applies at Loew's and the Orleum, where "Marriage is a Priite Affair" and "Meet Me in St.
pis" are being screened. When
:'ormed of this statement Arthur
:lared, "they are straining at
ats and swallowing camels."
4 of Circuit's 31 Houses Operate
Only four of the St. Louis Amusemt Co.'s chain of 31 houses operid Wednesday night. They are
i Fox, Congress, Powhattan and
'alon. Others reported closed last
Wai are the Apollo, Ashland, Baa, Bridge, Circle, Ivanhoe, Lindell,
iiiey, Lemay and Merry Widow.
me of these houses are owned by
ed Wehrenberg, president of
j^TO of Eastern Missouri and
uthern Illinois; some by Sam
mm and the Kaimann Circuit of

with Anne Baxter, John Hodiak
20th -Fox
86 Mins.
A TASTY DISH FOR THOSE WHO
RELISH THE SENTIMENTAL; EXCELLENT
PRODUCTION
HELPS.
Where the taste leans to the sentimental

Soldier"

Shirley
"Farewell,
My Lovely"
with Dick Powell, Claire Trevor, Anne
RKO
95 Mins.
FORCEFUL MELODRAMA EFFECTIVELY
PRODUCED SHOULD GO OVER DESPITE
ITS CONFUSION.

The Raymcnd Chandler novel has been
turned into strong melodramatic entertainment under the guidance of Executive Producer Sid Rogell and Producer Adrian Scott.
family's efforts to arrange a dinner for a
service man plays an extremely human tune The film carries a punch and its story has
on the heart strings, creating a sense of been worked out interestingly if not too
warmth. The Wanda Tuchock-Melvin Levy clearly. The production has so much in its
screenplay has been accorded a fine atmos- favor that one can be charitable about its
pheric production by Walter Morosco, Lloyd confused story line and its overdependence
Bacon bringing to it sympathetic direction. on talk. Its dark mood is one of the most
The stcry, a flimsy one mixing comedy and impressive things about the film.
heartaches, has Anne Baxter living a preUnder the biting direction of Edward
carious existence with Grandpappy Charles
Dmytryk the film weaves a tale cf terror
Winninger, a shiftless soul, on a houseboat as it follows the experiences of a private
on the Florida Coast. Keeping an eye on detective in solving a murder case involving
grandpop and two kid brothers and a sister a woman who, in marrying a man of wealth,
while figuring out a way to get food for hid her smelly past. There are so many
the dinner makes Miss Baxter's life miserable
indeed.
convolutions to the tale that one can't
easily set the plot down in confined space.
The film has been well acted. Miss Baxter
Dick Powell delivers his best performance
touches you with her performance. As the as the dick. As the villainess Claire Trevor
service man who comes to dinner and betakesinfull
advantage
the Shirley
best role
comes romantically involved with Miss Bax- had
a long
time. ofAnne
is she's
good

"Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" ought to prove
good film fare. The tale of an impecunious

ter, John Hodiak is okay. Winninger contributes immensely to the entertainment.

CAST: Anne Baxter, John Hodiak, Charles
Winninger, Anne Revere, Connie Marshall, Chill
Wills, Robert Bailey, Bobby Driscoll, Jane Darwell, Billy Cummings, Marietta Canty, Barbara
Sears, Larry Thompson, Bernie Sell, Chester Conklin.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Morosco; Director, Lloyd Bacon; Screenplay, Wanda Tuchock,
Melvin Levy; Based on story by Martha Cheavens;
Cameraman, )oe MacDonald; Musical Score,
Alfred Newman; Art Directors, Lyle Wheeler,
Russell Spencer; Set Decorators, Thomas Little,
Fred ). Rode; Film Editor, J. Watson Webb;
Special Effects, Fred Sersen; Sound, Alfred Bruzlin, Harry M. Leonard.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

theaters. Refund was made to 250
customers at the Ambassador Wednesday when the projectionists refused to handle "Laura" a Twentieth Century-Fox product.
The delivery of Bond films and
films for Army camps in the St.
Louis area has not been curtailed.
However, exhibits in the area which
includes Eastern Missouri, Southern
Illinois and parts of Arkansas and
Tennessee are on their own to obtain films.
Further Legal Efforts
Further Legal efforts are expected
to be made to force Warner Bros,
and Monogram to provide films, as
per contract, to the Kirkwood, St.
Louis County, in spite of the ruling
of U. S. District Judge Rubey M.
Hulen who refused to grant a temporary injunction. The court's memorandum opinion held that the Kirkwood Amusement Corp. has no remedy at equity and that its remedy
lies at law, in that there is a provision in contracts between film exchanges and the theaters whereby
the theaters can recover liquidated
damages for failure to deliver film.
Benefit with Strike-Banned Pic
The St. Louis Amusement Co.'s
Roy was permitted to run with
strike-banned film Wednesday night

as Miss Trevor's step-daughter. There are
plenty cf other fine performances.
CAST: Dick Powell, Claire Trevor, Anne Shirley, Otto Kruger, Mike Mazurki, Miles Mander,
Douglas Walton, Don Douglas, Ralf Harolde,
Esther Howard.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sid Rogell; Producer, Adrian Scott; Director, Edward Dmytryk;
Screenplay, John Paxton; Based on novel by
Raymond Chandler; Cameraman, Harry J. Wild;
Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Directors,
Albert S. D'Agostino, Carroll Clark; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, Michael Ohrenbach; Sound,
Bailey Fesler; Musical Score, Roy Webb; Musical
Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Film Editor, Joseph
Noriega.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

No Rise in Booth
Equipment
Schedule
(Continued from Page 1)
day. At WPB at the same time, it
is believed that if it holds up to the
current level it will provide the minimum requirements necessary to keep
all theaters functioning in good
shape.
Actually, approval of the first
quarter program for 1945 has not
yet been granted by the WPB. The
final okay is expected however within
another week. Difficulty has been
with manpower, rather than materials. It is necessary that before
final approval is given every manufacturer involved stipulate that undertaking the production for civilian
use assigned to him will not in any
way interfere with his work for the
armed forces. Some manufacturers
have found difficulty in scheduling
so as to eliminate the need for diversion of small quantities of labor.
This difficulty, it appears, is being
worked out.
Schedule for the current quarter
and the third quarter of this year —
which will probably be duplicated
next year — provides for production
of 335 projectors for commercial use,
as well as 165 sound systems and a
comparable number of lamphouses
and rectifiers. Actual production on
the sound systems has lagged somewhat, but in general the program is
moving along well.

Dr. Gallup to Conduct
Photoplay's Annual Poll
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

because it was the annual benefit for
Hollywood — At a luncheon for stuthe Buder School and the union
dio publicity directors, it was andid not want to get into difficulty
nounced that Dr. George Gallup has
with the patrons and children who been signed by Photoplay to conduct
had so many advance tickets for
annual national poll of fans to' dethe night's performances.
termine the country's favorite picAn unusual situation also was
ture of the year and the most popular actor and actress of the year.
presented with the showing of "Topper" at Ozark Wednesday night.
This film is distributed here by Decision Favors Century
Capitol Film Co., which offices with
Century circuit has won an arbiPRC, using same exchange help.
It is understood the union permits
trator's decision in Empire State Mothose workers to remain on the job
tion Picture Operators Union's action
to
seek
reinstatement of Albert
to handle PRC but not Capitol PicLube, projectionist at the College
tures.
Theater who was discharged in May.
Strikers' pickets are readily helping closed exchanges to handle the
Academy Awards in March
work of distributing film for serW est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
vice camps and benefit shows.
Hollywood — The Academy of M.
Meanwhile, the Post Dispatch is
critical editorially of the strike, P. Arts and Sciences' seventeenth
annual awards presentation will be
pointing out that "there are numerous casualties among innocent by- held in Grauman's Chinese Theater,
to the labor
dispute." Edi- probably either March 8 or 15.
torialstanderscontinues,
in part:
The film exchange workers also
"Sympathetic strikes and second- overreach by blocking deliveries to
ary picketing rest on long-establish- all exhibitors.
ed custom, with some sanction of
"For adequate cause in the past,
law, but they are a weapon that
does indiscriminate damage to per- the operators' union enjoys none
sons not involved and to labor it- too good repute. The strikers would
self.
do better for their own long-run
"The operators overplay their interest by showing more care where
hands by closing innocent houses.
the chips fly."
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IBOLISH GERMAN FILM INDUSTRY— ZANUCK
tank to Close N. Y. Theater Site Deal This Week
itish Film Tycoon Plans
Build or Acquire Houses
All the World Capitals
ondon (By Cable) — J. Arthur
k's deal for a site in the heart
!he New York theater district on
ich he will erect a 2,500-seat
iW window for British films will
finalized this week, the British
jien tycoon said Friday in an exjive interview.
lank, emphasizing that he is aimCcntinued on Page 3)

P Amusement Div.
nlribulions Gain

EXTEND SIXTH TO THE YEAR'S END
In a wire to all state exhibitor chairmen and exhibitors on Friday, Harry Brandt, Smashing Sixth's national chairman, revealed that the industry will continue to pitch for the
current
through to
December,
extentiondrive
will right
be credited
filmland. and that all War Bonds sold during the campaign's
Brandt also urged theatermen to continue with added Bond Premieres, Children's
Matinees and other special Bond-selling events. It is the consensus of the National

At Nobel Anniversary Dinner Says German Pix are
a Menace to World Peace
Outlining
a broad program
for
using motion pictures to foster and
maintain
permanent
peace, Darryl
F.
Zanuck
last

night
advocated
total abolition of
the German
film
industry
as
a
menace
to world
peace.
Speaking
at the American
Nobel anniversary
dinner at the Hotel Astor, Zanuck
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
said that all suggestions for world
Washington — The United States
Supreme Court may today hand down no
peacevalue
would unless
be of
its decision in the Crescent AmuseZANUCK
the
victorious darryl
ment Co.'s anti-trust suit on an ap- United
Nations
peal from the decision of the Federal District Court in Nashville, industry.
dealt realistically with the Nazi film
Tenn.

Committee that drive's prolongation will vend several additional millions in "E" Bonds
and help the Treasury meet quota in type of issue.

St. Louis Strike May |Crescent Decision
Close 52 More Houses May Come Today

St. Louis — The number of movie
theaters in St. Louis and St. Louis
County that had closed since film
30 per cent increase over the
rious year has been indicated exchange employes, Locals B-l and
F-l began
strike
at Paramount's
the Amusement Division of the local
brancha one
week
ago rose to
nation of Jewish Philanthropies 61 as of Friday and at press time
iJew York in the amount of conthere was every inations which they have received early Saturday
"We can no more trust Nazi film
dication that the remainder, 52, will
Assistant Attorney General Wenf Continued on Page 3)
be dark during another seven days.
to stick to entertainment
dell Berge told The Film Daily makers
(Continued on Page 3)
The
projectionists
assex't
they
will
at
the
week-end:
"I
expect
that
we'll
illy Asks Exhibs. Aid
not recede from their stand until
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
fDeveloping New Stars
[elieving
of the
in the
sales

that new stars will be
industry's crucial probnext five years, Univerforce will work closely

(Continued on Page 2)

lOth-Fox Sets Three
?or January Release
Keys of the Kingdom," "The
ighting Lady" and "The Way
Ihead" will be released by 20thBx during January, it was anounced over the week-end by
Dm Connors, vice-president in
.large of sales. The three films
>mprise block number six of the
jmpany's 1944-45 product. "The
ighting Lady" was produced by the
. S. Navy, in Technicolor. "The
'ay Ahead," Two Cities pic, was
iginally scheduled for November
lease, but the master print did
it arrive from London until last
eek.

NOW

Strong Re-issue Mart
Develops in Britain

Depinet Sending Plaque
To 39 for War Service

Bob Folliard to Head
RKO Ned Depinet Drive

Ned E. Depinet, retiring chairman
of the WAC's Distributor Division
announced Friday that each of 11
district chairmen and 28 distributor
chairmen, not previously honored,
will receive, before the end of the
(Continued on Page 3)

The annual Ned Depinet drive will
be launched by RKO on Jan. 19 and
A strong re-issue market is dewill run for 16 weeks to May 10,
veloping in England and small exwith Robert J. Folliard, Eastern
changes are springing up for the sole
district manager, as captain. Harry
Gittleson, assistant to the Western purpose of handling the revivals,
according to Al Daff, foreign super(Continued on Page 3)
(Ccntinued on Page 3)

Film Execs, at TEA Confab
Theater Television Before Special Panel
Top executives of the film industry, both from home offices in the
East and from West Coast studios,
are listed among the 500 registrants
At the luncheon which the Amuse- scheduled to attend the first annual
ment Division of the National Con- conference of the Television Broadference of Christians and Jews is
casters Association, Inc., which opens
tendering on Friday, Dec. 15, at this morning at the Hotel Commodore.
noon in the Hotel Astor, Basil O'Connor, head of the American Red Cross,
Large delegations will be present
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)

O'Connor, Gen. Uhl Will
Speak at NCCJ Luncheon

IS THE TIME TO INTENSIFY

YOUR

EFFORTS

IN REHALF

Hill-Mountain Deal
On for ARC Shares
London (By Cable) — A financial
syndicate said to be headed by
Phillip Hill and Sir Edward Mountain is reported bidding for half of
the interest of Mrs. John Maxwell
in Associated British Cinemas. Mrs.
Maxwell holds 25 per cent of the
shares, Warners holding an equal
number, with the remainder variously owned. The Hill-Mountain deal
is reported to be well under way.
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from Page 1)

from Paramount, and RKO Television Corp., with resei'vations received
from Warners, Twentieth-Fox and
other companies.
Registrations passed the 500 mark
over the week-end and J. P. Poppele,
Conference chairman, estimated that
more than 750 persons were expected to be present when the first
session opens at 10 o'clock today.
Larsen Heads Theater Panel
A talk on television network facilities for home and theater video
circuits by Harold S. Osborne, chief
engineer of the AT&T,
and a
theater panel meeting this afternoon
were expected to be of particular
interest to motion picture executives
attending. The theater panel will
be headed by Paul J. Larsen of the
SMPE and will be addressed by Paul
Raibourn, Paramount economist;
Ralph Beal and Dr. B. W. Epstein
of RCA Labs, and by Ralph Austrian
of RKO
Television.
A novel note will be struck at the
Conference banquet tonight at 7
when a 45-minute program of entertainment will be transmitted via
television and received on 30 video
rceivers at the Commodore ballroom.

Gold medals and plaques are to
be presented tonight to television
industry leaders for their contributions to the development of the video
art. Raibourn is chairman of the
Awards Committee.
Morning
Session Speakers
Talks at the morning session
are to be given by Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, vice-president of GE; E. W.
Engstrom, director of research at
RCA Laboratories; John F. Royal,
NBC vice-president in charge of television; Robert L. Gibson, GE executive and Thomas H. Hutchinson,
production manager of RKO Television Corporation, as well as Osborne.
Lewis Allen Weiss, executive vicepresident of the Don Lee Broadcasting System will be luncheon speaker
today. Following the panel meetings this afternoon a cocktail party,
sponsored by the First Television
Network— NBC, GE and Philco— will
take place. The telecast to the banquet tonight is being produced by
Austrian, RKO Tele executive vicepresident, and will be radiated by
WNBT and WABD.
Sessions are scheduled tomorrow
morning, noon and afternoon.

Local 702 Sends Proposed
Basic Pact to Eastern Labs

Scully Asks Exhibs. Aid
In Developing New Stars

Photostatic copies of a new contract proposed by the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union,
Local 702, IATSE, in a move to arrive at a basic agreement in the
Eastern laboratory field were mailed
on Friday to all film processors holding pacts with the labor organization.
Discussion on the agreement, designed to replace individual pacts expiring on March 10, 1945, are scheduled to start on Jan. 11 in the Piccadilly Hotel.
Receiving copies were DeLuxe,
Paramount News, Paramount Pictures (Astoria). Pathe at Bound
Brook (N. J.). Pathe (New York),
Consolidated (Fort Lee, N. J.), Ace,
DuArt, H.E.R., Producers, Film Service, Mecca, Mercury, Vitagraph,
RKO, National Screen Service, Precision.

(Continued from Page 1)
with exhibitors in an effort to develop extra interest in the promotion of new personalities who have
been added to the studio roster, it
was emphasized by William A. Scully, vice-president and general sales
manager, at the three-day sales
meeting which ended yesterday at
the Hotel Astor.
"We feel," Scully told the sales
representatives, "that exhibitors, as
well as producers and distributors,
have a primary obligation to lend
whatever assistance they can in the

^ The production staff of Radio
City Music Hall, through arrangements made by G. S. Eyssell, staged
an entertainment and religious 20th-Fox Execs. Back in Field
pageant at the annual dinner of
A large contingent of division,
Yeshiva College yesterday at the district and branch managers who
Hotel Astor.
attended the 20th-Fox mid-season
sales conferences at the Hotel AsTHE
EXPEDITION
tor last week have returned to their
BEYOND
BENGAL
respective territories. Among- them
A BOX
OFFICE
HIT
were Herman Wobbev. Harry G. BalRE-ISSUE
lance, Edgar Moss. Paul S. Wilson,
WRITE
FOR
TERRITORIAL
RICHTS
Philip Lonerdon, E. X. Callahan. J.
J. Grady, J. H. Lorentz, George M.
NU-ART
FILMS,
INC.
Ballentine, W. E. Scott, M. A. Levy,
145 West 45th St., New York 19. N. Y.
Sydney Samson,

development
of new personalities."
Plans for the promotion and handling of "Can't Help Singing" were
discussed at Saturday's sessions.
Peter Rosian, Joseph Garrison and
Harry Graham, district managers,
were awarded prizes as winners of
the recently concluded Blumberg
Testimonial
Drive.

Rosenberg Re-elected
Local 802's President
Top executives of Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, had
been returned to office on Friday.
They were Jacob Rosenberg, president; Richard McCann, vice-president; William Feinberg, secretary;
Harry A. Suber, treasurer. The
new executive board consists of Emil
Balzer, Charles Iucci, George Laendner, John H. Long, Henry Maccaro,
Al Manuti, Robert Sterne, Sam Suber, Hei-man Tivjn,

11,

Greer Garson To Agair
Make "Dimes" Appeal
Nicholas M. Schenck, chairm I
filmland's
1945
March
of I
drive, disclosed on the week-enc
Greer Garson has again volunt<
by exhibitor popular
deman
make the appeal trailer for the I
paign.
The March of Dimes
mittee is terming
the new tj
the "200 feet of film to gros:l
000,000." Miss Garson's appeal
in the 1943 drive trailer resuM
$4,667,000 collections.
Frank
beck, of M-G-M, is again crt,
the trailer.
Titled "The Miral
Hickory,"
it tells how the
collected in 1944 marched into ,
ory, N. C, and into other Sta
fight polio epidemics.
The til
will be distributed nationally b
tional Screen gratis.
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I Louis Strike May
lose 52 More Houses

Nazi Film Biz Peril
To Peace, Says Zanuck

(Continued from Page 1)
I three St. Louis County houses,
ge, Ozark and Kirkwood employ
: union projectionists at the union
e in each of the houses. The
jiers of these three are still de•t in maintaining their position
they have had one non-union
ijectionist in each of these houses
more than four years. Business
:>ood, and they see no reason why
I should accede to the union deids, it was said Friday,
xchanges now closed remain at
'I including that of National
*en Service. The only exchanges
tried by union employes axe
'bed Artists, Columbia, PRC and
iogram.
the only large houses operating
were Loew's
Orpheum,
Fox
.jay
Shubert.
Among
the closed
ses are six operated for Negro

(Continued from Page 1)
than you can trust Nazi munitions
said.
makers to stick to plowshares," he

executive of Local 143, IATSE,
;; charged that Fanchon & Marco
-irately provoked the closing of
^Missouri and Ambassador sevlays ago by attempting to run
lair pictures" when those in the
• " category were available.

pinet Sending Plaques
u39 for War Service
(Continued from Page 1)
M a citation and plaque commen! |ry of their war activities.
The
■lies are similar to those distrib1 several months ago by William
TRodgers
and
William
Scully,
I ious distributor chairmen,
aude R. Collins, Newsreel
Coator in Washington,
also will
ve one of the Depinet plaques
Ips WMC work in behalf of the
' ibutors Division.

Sells 30,000 War Bonds

Big Bond Shows Today

Theaters in the New York Met.
An all-star show, comprising the
area on Pearl Harbor Day, observed
58-piece First Combat Infantry Band,
by the nation's exhibitors as the
6th War Loan drive's Free Movie all of whose members have had serDay, sold 30,000 War Bonds, reprevice overseas, plus the Capitol Thesenting $1,535,650, it was estimated
ater's stage show featuring Jimmy
Friday by Malcolm Kingsberg of
Dorsey, his orchestra, and comedian
RKO,
WAC
drive area chairman.
•
Henny Youngman, aurmented by
Strong Bond Showing In Va.
Jeanne Cagney, Ward Wilson and
Richmond — In a report on Friday Evelyn Knight, will be held this
to National Committee headquart- noontime at the Statue of Liberty
ers, MortonState
G. Thalhimer,
Exhibitor
Chairman, Virginia's
revealed in Times Sq. The First Combat Infantry band also plays tonight for
that 68 Bond Premieres, 13 Kiddie
Show Premieres,— a total of 81 Bond the All-Star Stage and Screen Bond
Premieres — , and 199 Free Movie Premiere at the RKO Albee, at which
Day shows, is the record to date for "Irish Eyes Are Smiling" will be
the film feature.
the Smashing Sixth.

Close Rank Deal for FJP Amusement Div.
N.Y. House This Week Contributions Gain
(Continued

from Page

1)

ing at the establishment of British
pictures on world screens, declared
that he proposes to build or acquire
similar show windows in every one
of the world's capitals.
Commenting on reports that he
would visit both the U. S. and Canada early in 1945, Rank said that
while a trip to America in February was under consideration, definite
decision had not been made.

Strong Re-issue Mart
Develops in Britain
scent Decision May
,5 Handed Down Today
(Continued from Page 1)

visor for Universal, who returned
last week from London. Daff believes the reason for the rise in the
popularity of re-issues is the increased spending power of the English people.
Daff pointed out that many prewar pictures were not seen by a
vast number of British people, but
with more spending money they now
■ I NewPix to Start
|j|Cyorf Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY want to see the pictures they missed.
Hywood — Nine new pictures go During his stay in England Daff
^production this week, making held meetings with the GFD sales
staffs in London and the provinces.
' of 46 shooting.
Business continues to be good both
in picture and legitimate houses despite robot bombing. Daff said the
Paris office of Universal was operating with a skeleton staff.

;i

(Continued from Page 1)
t, but I've been wrong before.
Jjji't predict when there'll be a
on."
-"ge looks to the decision in this
to aid his staff in combatting
atory practices" by independent
; 5 ts throughout the country.

IE BIRTHDAY

Music Hall Sells 2,000 Bonds
December

11

Sally Eilers
Reginald LeBorg
Albert Roland
C. K. Stern
Chris Drake

B^^^H

(Continued from Page 1)
during the current drive, as reported
by the various committee chaimien
at a luncheon-meeting in the Hotel
Astor on Friday.
Eugene Picker, campaign manager,
addressed the meeting and explained
how certain loose ends were being
co-ordinated into getting complete
coverage of the entertainment world.
Plans were discussed to spread a
better understanding of Federation
activities to many groups and names
in show business in order to achieve
"top" results for the 1944 campaign.
Among the committee members
who attended this meeting were:
Barney Balaban, David Bernstein,
Max B. Blackman, Harry Brandt,
Leo Brecher, Irving Caesar, Jack
Cohn, George F. Dembow, Emil
Friedlander, Irving Greenfield, Arthur Israel, Jr., Moe Kerman, Jesse
Kaye, Malcolm Kingsberg, Fred
Lakeman, Nat Lefkowitz, Samuel
Machnovitch, Harry Mandel, Hon.
Paul Moss, Abe Olman, Eugene
Picker, Sam Rinzler, Harold Rodner,
Samuel Rosen, Edward N. Rugoff,
Rudolph Sanders, Sol Schwartz, Max
Seligman, Sam Shain, A. Shenk, Nathan D. Spingold, Max Wolff, William Zimmerman, and David Weinstock.

Bob Folliard to Head
RKO Ned Depinet Drive

More than 2,000 War Bonds, to(Continued from Page 1)
taling over $76,250, were sold at
Radio City Music Hall on the 6th division manager, will again serve
As in the past, it
War Loan's Free Movie Day, G. as lieutenant.
will be a contest for billings.
S. Eyssell reported Friday.

"It is my sincere belief," Zanuck
continued, "that no dyed-in-the-wool
Nazi can continue to look at American-made motion pictures without
naturally absorbing something of
their philosophy. For it is a significant fact that only after Mussolini and Hitler had barred our films
from their screen, and only then,
were they able to completely distort
truth and control public opinion.
"I therefore ask for a free screen
throughout the world, a competitive
screen. We will do our part. Protection— yes. We need the active
aid of our State Department as does
every export industry. Guidance —
yes. We need that, too, so that we
do not offend nationals anywhere.
But censorship in any form or Government interference will cripple our
efforts to aid in this great task."
Zanuck asserted flatly that disastrous results would follow any aittempt by the Government to interfere with the free functioning of the
American film business.
Zanuck's appearance as a guest of
honor marked the first time in history on Nobel dinners that a motion
picture producer had been invited.
Invitation was extended in recog"Wilson."nition of Zanuck's production of

O'Connor, Gen. Uhl Will
Speak at NCCS Luncheon
(Continued from Page 1)
will be the principal speaker, and
also scheduled to deliver an address
is Map. Gen. Frederick E. Uhl, Commanding General, Fourth Service
Command, Atlanta, Ga. During the
luncheon, memorial tribute will be
paid the late Wendell L. Willkie.

Rites for Howard Herrick
A funeral service was held Saturday at the Little Church Around the
Corner for Howard Herrick, 73,
legit, and film advance press agent,
who died last week in Washington.

COminG and GOING
HARRY M. WARNER arrives on the Coast
today from New
York.
CHARLES SKOURAS heads East Friday from
Los Angeles.
ROBERT H. POOLE leaves the Coast Thursday
for New York and Washington.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warners' Eastern ad
and publicity head, returned to New York on
the week-end from Macon. Ga., where he made
preliminary arrangements for company's "God
Is My Co-Pilot"
premiere
in February.
LT. WAYNE MORRIS, now a Navy Flier, returned to Hollywood over the week-end from
the South Pacific.
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Hties are praising it to the skies!

The Event of Events ...
The Show of Shows • .
from

CENTURY-FOX
SMASH 'EM WITH THE
SIXTH WAR LOANI

.MASH

'EM WITH THE SIXTH WAR

IOAN!

*

*

Directed by DAVID

BUTLER

• Associate Producer DON

HARTMAN

Screen Play by Don Hortman, Melville Shavelson and Everett Freeman

Distributed

by RKO

RADIO

PICTURES

Inc.

M. Po Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y.

People will tell people
The word will go from the
cities to the towns
And

from the towns to the

villages everywhere
And

the whole country

will know

about it.

'-t&sta^tfrsrtauei "GUEST
INSTROMBERG
THE HOUSE
HUNT
Presented
a
i„j by
u..
starring

ANNE BAXTER^ RALPH BELLAMY
ALINE MacMAHON • RUTH WARRICK
SCOTT McKAY • MARIE McDONALD
Jerome Cowan

*

Percy Kilbride

*

Margaret Hamilton

* Connie Laird

From the Stage Ploy by Hagor Wilde and Dale Eunson
• Screen Play by Ketti Frings
Director of Photography, Lee Garmes, A. S.C.
• Directed by JOHN BRAHM

Released thru United Artists
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St. Louis — An agreement for settlement of the projectionists and exchange workers' strike was
P^» L.OUI5 wCllKC «J6lLl€Q! reached last night. Closed theaters will be reopened as soon as the necessary booking arrangements can be made. The settlement came after St. Louis exhibitors had appealed to the Senate War Investigating Committee headed by Senator
lames Mead.
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TEN CENTS

CO VT WINS IN CRESCENT APPEAL
'oses Question of Live Talent vs. Films in Tele
Zeiss at TBA Convention

5-1 Supreme Court Decision Goes Beyond Findings
Of Tennessee Trial Jurist

ees Public as Only "Tolrating" Films in Television
By AL STEEN
,-sociate Editor, THE FILM DAILY
The
question
of
whether
live
lent or motion
picture film will
minate
the early stages
of the
pular use of television was posed

Washington

on

Page

8)

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Local 306 In Move

Return to WB

For Rep. Show-down

Sixty-seven
per cent of former
! irner Bros.' employes now in the
services intend to return to
Iijfted
; company after the war, accordI to the results of a survey made
(olic by Harry M. Warner, presi(Continued on Page 6)

>. Calif. TOA Sets Up
ipply Buying Combine
FILM

of

Tennessee area circuits of Tony Sudekum when the U. S. Supreme Court
handed down a 5 to 1 decision sustaining the Government case. Justice Owen D. Roberts dissented but
(Continued on Page 7)

I% in Service

1 Coast Bureau of THE

Bureau

Washington — The Department of Justice yesterday won
a sweeping victory over the

!Isterday at the first day's session
i the first annual convention of the
levision Broadcasters Association.
Lewis A. Weiss, vice-president of
itual Broadcasting System and a
(Continued

By ANDREW

DAILY

lollywood — A committee, headed
Harry Vinnicoff, has been apnted by the Southern California
*ater Owners Association to puri Continued on Page 2)

"Better the Fewer"
Is RCMH Watchword
Each year, it seems, Radio City
Mlusic Hall plays fewer feature films,
—a tribute to Managing Director
jus S. Eyssell's booking acumen
<nd Hollywood "know how." At
944's end, the nation's ace theater
will have played only 10 features
luring the year, one fewer than in
943. This year's 10 pix and accom<anying stage shows will have been
teen by more than 7,600,000 patrons
or an approximate gross of $5,900,100.

The controversy between Republic and IATSE Local 306 over the
question of a contract covering operators atto
thea company's
home office moved
showdown yesterday
A dazzling number audiences will long remember — the spectacular "Deep Purple" variety
when the union served notice on the
routine, starring glamorous Vera Hruba Ralston in Republic's hit musical, "LAKE PLACID
SERENADE."— Advt.
Warner Bros, and Paramount cir(Continued on Page 7)

Final Rites Today
For Sydney Towell

WE to Manufacture
Tele Transmitters

Last rites for Sydney Towell, 48,
vice-president and treasurer of 20thFox, will be conducted in Christ
Episcopal Church, Bronxville, N. Y.,
this morning, with interment in
Ferncliff Cemetery, Ardsley-on-Hudson.
Towell died Saturday morning of
(Continued on Page 6)

Western Electric plans to manufacture
television
transmissing
according
equipment in the post-war period,
terday by to an announcement yesin charge F. R. Lack, vice-president
of the company's Radio
Division.
enting the plans for manSupplem(C ontinued on Page 7)

Crescent Re- hearing Unlikely
Its Stake Not Enough for Long Litigation
Raw Stock Manufacture
Squawk Probed by D of J

Nashville — Although neither Tony
Sudekum nor his attorneys were inclined to discuss a possible re-hearing of the Crescent anti-trust case,
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY it has been apparent since the rendering of an adverse decision in the
Washington — Investigation to disclose possible violation of anti-trust United States Court here by Judge
statutes in the permitting of use of Elmer D. Davies that Crescent's stake
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 8)

<E" BO!\D SALE IS ONLY

50%

OF NATIONAL

QUOTA — ARE YOU DOING

Red Cross Drive Posts
To Michel and Brecher
N. Peter Rathvon, national chairman of Red Cross Movie Week in
the 1945 Red Cross War Fund Cam(Continued on Page 6)

Alto's Council Votes
Exhibitor Monopoly
Alto, Tex. — An exclusive right to
exhibit motion pictures and television for charge has been granted
by the City Council, to O. L.
Smith, local exhibitor. Ordinance
was passed under emergency powers
under one reading and has been
published in the Alto Herald.
Grant is for a period of 10 years
on payment of a license fee of $10
and is renewable on expiration at
terms then to be agreed upon between the City and Smith, his heirs
or assigns. A special paragraph relates that the purpose is to grant
exclusive
exhibition
rights.
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M-G-M's second group of office
managers arrived in New York yesterday for a week's visit with various
home office executives. They are H.
A. Simons of Chicago; Joseph Kronman of Washington and M. Berger
of Cincinnati.

NTS In $250,000 Bond Buy
The National Theatre Supply Division of the National-Simplex-Bludworth, Inc., has purchased $250,000
worth of Bonds to be credited to the
industry for the 6th War Loan Drive.
•
$3,750,000 at Gable Premiere
Chicago — Frank Smith, EKO Western theater manager, reports that
the Palace Theater's Bond premiere
with Clark Gable's "Combat America," sold $3,750,000 in War Bonds,
breaking all Chicago records.

$250,000

•
Montgomery

Premiere

Montgomery,
Ala. — A War
premiere
of "Thirty Seconds

Bond
Over

Tokyo" is scheduled at the Paramount tomorrow with members of the
Kiwanis Club serving as hosts.
House is scaled for $250,000. Added
attraction will be a 30-minute show
by talent from the Eastern Flying
Training Command at Maxwell
Field.

D. C. Theaters Reach Quotas
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington, D. C— The Palace,
Colony and Metropolitan Theaters
have reached the quotas established
in the Sixth War Loan Drive. First
to do so were Loew's Palace, and
Warners' Colony and Metropolitan.

Local 109 Weighs Merger
With UOPWA's Local 1

So. Calif. TOA Sets Up
Supply Buying Combine

The Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, CIO, will
hold a referendum on a proposal
that it amalgamate with Local 1
of the United Office and Professional
Workers of America, its parent organization, itwas disclosed yesterday. Ballots will go out to SOPEG
members the week of Dec. 18, with
a Jan. 1 deadline.
The merger, recommended to the
membership by the SOPEG. executive board, would add some 2,000
members to the rolls of Local 1,
which at present has a membership
of about 12,000 white collarites
drawn from the financial, book and
magazine, advertising, direct mail,
news distribution and general clerical fields.
Amalgamation is advocated as a
means of winning greater bargaining power for film office workers.

(Continued from Page 1)
chase all supplies needed in operation of member theaters. Albert J.
Law, counsel of the organization,
will make a trip to New York to
confer with presidents and general
sales managers of distributing companies to discuss problems affecting
members of association. While in
the East, Law will also attend
"March of Dimes" meeting in Washington Dec. 19.

Pioneers Executive Com.
To Hear Cohn's Report
Annual meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Picture Pioneers
will be held tomorrow in advance of
the organization's Exhibitor's Christmas Party at the Waldorf-Astoria
at which 59 neophytes will be inducted. Reservations indicate an
attendance of more than 300 members
additionally. Total membership
throughout the U. S. and Canada
now numbers about 800. House manager Jack Cohn will report on the
Pioneers progress at the Executive
Committee meeting.
Todd Buys Ferber Story
West

1500 B'WAY. N. Y. C. - CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

JAMES R. GRAINGER arrived in Hollywood
terday for conferences with H. J. Yates,

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Para, to Redeem Bonds
Of Chicago Theaters
Balance of the first mortgage
bonds amounting to $1,214,000 covering the Granada and Marbro Theater properties in Chicago, Paramount subsidiaries, will be redeemed
on or about Dec. 22. Cash was provided out of working funds of Paramount Pictures and the involved
subsidiaries. These first mortgage
bonds were issued in 1935 in aggregate amount of $2,024,200.

Korda's Next U. K. Film
Is Still Undetermined
Sir Alexander Korda's next picture
to be made in England has not yet
been determined and the progress of
the war may be a deciding factor,
the producer said here yesterday.
"Perfect Strangers," which he recently completed, will arrive in the
U. S. within the next two weeks.
Ben Goetz, who accompanied him
from England, left over the weekend for Hollywood.

Hollywood — Mike Todd, Broadway
producer, enters the picture field, Harry Smith's Son Missing
Boston — Joseph Smith, son of Harhaving- secured the film rights to
ry Smith, RKO booker, is reported
Edna Ferber's "Great Son" on a
down payment of $200,000 plus a missing in action in the European
theater.
percentage
deal.

at Republic's North Hollywood studios. G
ger's next port of call is San Francisco.
DAVID
E. ROSE,
Paramount
managing
rector in Great Britain, planed
in from Lc
yesterday for year-end conferences at the
office and studio.
Rose will remain
in
York until after the first of the year.
BEN GOETZ arrives on the Coast today.
SIR ALEXANDER
KORDA
plans to leav.
Hollywood
in a few days.
E. K. (TED)
O'SHEA,
M-G-M
Eastern
manager,
left yesterday
for a 10-day
:\
of Southern
branches
with Jacksonville,
Fl<
his first stop, and Atlanta, Ca., the second
BEN
KALMENSON,
WB
general
sales rj
ger, left the Coast
over the week-end
tour of
exchanges
en route bai
New
York.Southwest
VERA CASPARY, the author, will hea,
London soon to work on the screenplay o
new book "Bedelia," which is to be
into a film by a J. Arthur Rank unit.
L. M. McKECHNEAY,
treasurer of Tri-.'
Theater Corp., Des Moines, affiliated with
mount, is a New York visitor.
AL O. BONDY, GE's film distributor, h;
turned to New York from the Mid-West.
JAMES L. BAKER, of Mode Art Pic
Pittsburgh,
is a current New York visitor.
GALE STORM,
film actress, will leave I
wood
Friday to spend
Xmas
holidays
at
Bend, Ind.
GENE

KRUPA

will arrive on the Coast

25 to start work

on

RKO's

THEODORA
(TEDDY)
Scandals
of 1945."

"George

LYNCH,

who
completed
a role
in
Week-End,"
will
make
a
Friday at Town
Hall as a
tensive concert tour.

\fc

concert

Paramount's
special
appe;
prelude
to ai

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect,
New York today for Washington, D. C.
CRECORY PECK arrives in New York
from California.
ALFRED M. LOWENTHAL. president of F
Artists' Syndicate, Chicago,
is in New Yorl
WILLIAM HURLBUT, Detroit; LON T. Fl
Denver; HERMAN RIFKIN, Boston; C
TRAMPE, Milwaukee; and ARTHUR C. B
BERG, Atlanta, all Monogram franchise h
who attended the company's annual dirt
meeting in Hollywood are en route to
home
towns.
JAMES COWAN,
Hollywood Pictures
Pictures Co. is in
with Jack Goldberg,

Canadian representati
Corp. and Television N
New York for confe
TMP prexy.

DOROTHY McGUIRE, film actress, and hi
JOHN
SWOPE, leave the Coast tomorrow
New
York.
BELITA,
Monogram
star,
will make
sor.al appearance
at the Olympic,
Miam
morrow.
HARRY THOMAS was a week-end visil
the Monogram
Exchange
in Omaha.
LOUIS J. ALLEMAN, Lester Cowan put
SKIPPY HOMEIER and the latter's mother,
ing for "Tomorrow the World," will I
Louisville, Cincinnati and Dayton this weel
GENE AUTRY, with his horse, Champi
making a 10-day p. a. at the Chicago Co
for the war funds.
SID
KULICK,
Eastern
division
manage
PRC
is in Philadelphia
for 10 days on
deals.
HARRY
BLAIR,
promotional
solon
at
home office will be in Dunkirk, N. Y., on
nesday
and
Thursday
to make
premier,
rangemeflts
for
"When
the
Lights
Ci
Again"
at the Regent there.

REEVES
SOUND
1600

BROADWAY.

STUDIOS,
N. Y.

19

JNC

Circle 6-1

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

o

%iZt-^ &^^s>sczz^ "GUESTHUNT INSTROMBERG
THE HOUSE
Presented by
starring

ANNE BAXTER^ RALPH BELLAMY
ALINE MacMAHON • RUTH WARRICK
SCOTT McKAY • MARIE McDONALD
Jerome Cowan

•

Percy Kilbride

• Margaret Hamilton

• Connie Laird

From the Stage Play by Hagar Wilde and Dole Eunson * Screen Play by Kerti Frings
Director of Photography, Lee Garmes, A. S.C.
• Directed by JOHN BRAHM

Released thru United Artists
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Final Rites Today
For Sydney Towell

67% in Service
Will Return to WB

mi ~ r

i Continued from Page ll

Continued from Page li

injuries sustained Friday night in
an automobile collision on Riverside
Driver that caused his car to overturn1. The home office of 20th-Fox
will, be closed all day in his memory.
Survivors, include his wife," Gladys ;
two 'sons, Gilmer and David, and a
daughter. Cynthia.

Honorary pallbearers will be: L. Sherman
Adams. Abe Balaban. Morris Breg^in. Xat
Brewer. Rodney Bush. Linn Butler. John F.
Caskey, William J. Clark. Robert L. Clarkson. Tom J. Connors. Alex S. Corrisrill.
Harvey Day. John R. Dillon. Richard E.
Dwigrht, Wilfred J. Eadie. Howard Ehrlich.
and
"
'• '
Roger Ferri. Jules Fields. -H. ■ B. Finn.
Alan Freedman. Harold' Gallagher. Elmer
Galloway. Sumner Gambee. W. C. Gehring.
Maurice Goodman. William Gossett. • Carol
F. Hall. Ralph Harris. Daniel O. Hastings.
Donald Henderson. ' Hal Home.' F. S. Irby.
Felix A. Jenkins. Frank T.. Kelly. Larry
Kent. E. P. Kilroe, Otto E. Koegel. and
J. H. Lang-. William S. Lasdon. Robert
Lehman. Irving. Lesser, Irving Maas. Eddie
Mack. C. Elwood McCartney. Henry Mendes,
Ed Meyers. W. C. Michel. Dan Michalove.
Jcseph H. Moskowitz. Martin Moskowitz,
W. W. Owens. William P. Philips. Joseph
Piucus. Hermann G. Place. • Seton Porter.
William T. Powers. Edmund Reek. Richard
A. Rowland,
and
Joseph M. Schenck. Charles Schlatter.
Jack Sehlaifer. Joe Seeo. Sam Shain, Jack
Siebelman, Murray Silverstone, Read B.
Simonson, Spyros P. Skouras. Andy Smith.
Earl Sponable. A. M. Staehle. Norman B.
Steinberg. Hugh Strong. Charles P. Skouras.
Paul Terry. Briee R. Tut tie. Willian Werner. Darryl F. Zanuck.
Towell joined the Fox Film Corp. in 1928
as general assistant to William Fox. then
president. In 1929 he became comptroller
and in 1934 was elected treasurer, a position he retained after the reorganization of
the company and its consolidation with
20th-century Film Corp. In 1943 he was
elected a vice-president and continued to
serve as treasurer.

Rites For Laird Cregar
West

Coast

Bureau

of
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Los Angeles — Laird Cregar, 28,
motion picture character actor, once
a doorman for the Paramount, New
York, died here of a heart, ailment.
Cregar reached Hollywood through
a successful stage appearance in the
title role of "Oscar Wilde," and was
lecently sought by Billy Rose for
his contemplated production of
"Henry VIII." Funeral services will
be held tomorrow at Wee Kirk o'
the Heather, Forest Lawn.
Buchman
West

Coast

Forming Own
Bureau

of
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Hollywood — Sidney Buchman,
whose contract as executive producer
at Columbia expires in January, will
form his own producing company.

SEND lUIITHMl
GREETINGS TOLepschultz
Felder
Morley
Zern
Martin

OF THE first annual conference of the Television

Broadcasters
Association yesterday at the Commodore
the fondest hopes of the TBA executives, themselves

Hotel exceeded
It had been

estimated that between 600 and 7C0 persons would register for the sessions But by 11:30 yesterday morning, the registration had passed
'he 1,000-mark and hopeful persons had to be turned away
All the
enthusiasm of a new industry was apparent both inside and outside the
main convention room and, although it was the initial gathering of the
association,

it was

conducted
with veteran-like
efficiency
T
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• • • ATTENDING
THE SESSIONS, which end today., are
hundreds of broadcasters, manufacturers, motion picture executives,

advertising agency officials, independent and circuit theater operators, as
well as representatives from Argentina. Chile, Peru and the Government
Purchasing Commission of the Soviet Union
Among those representing Paramount interests are Martin Mul/in. Sam Pinanski, E. V.
Richards. Nat Goldstein. Al Brallcx (chief television engineer for B &■ A).
Leonard Goldenson. Oscar Morgan and Al Deane
Warner Bros.
is represented bx Frank Cahill and Martin Bennett
Rax Branch,
head of Michigan Allied, is here and will make a report on the goingson to the national
board
While
comment
among
the theater
people appeared to indicate that they don't see television as an immediate problem, they all agreed thai it was something that thex -would
have to contend with and that thex had better "get their foot in the
door"
y
▼
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• • 9 MORE THAN A THOUSAND persons attended the luncheon
yesterday in the grand ballroom where I. R. Poppele, general chairman
of the conference, presided
the principal door prize was a post-war
Philco television receiving set and the person who walked off with it was
F. B. Leedon
of the LaPorte
& Austin
advertising
agency
Lewis
Weiss, the main speaker, was both eloquent and humorous and he laid
a few facts on the line, highlights of which will be found in the news
columns
But a significant fact that he brought out was that nothing
would be more injurious to the welfare of television than a policy of mass
production of cheap receivers
He asserted that no city with less than
500,000 population could support a television station at this time
as not more than 10 per cent of the population would be eligible to own
sets which, he said, would cost at the outset between S300 and S350. ......
Among the speakers was Brig. Gen. David A. Sarnoff, RCA prexy, who
stated that while the United States is ahead of Great Britain in the
development of television. Great Britain is much
ning for television than we are
▼
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farther ahead

in plan-

the First Television Net-

broadcast a special program
Paul Raibourn presented awards for
outstanding contributions to television
First awards went to Dr.
Vladimir K. Zworykin, director of electronic research for RCA, for technical pioneering; DuMon'i Station WABD foi programs; and to Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff for general contribution to television
Others
who received gold medals for outstanding contributions were P. T.
Farnsworth, Lloyd Espenscheid, Dr. Peter Goldmark. F. J. Bingley, Dr.
stations WNBT,

WRGB

and

WPT7,

for first net-

work operation, CBS' Station II ( /MI and Station W6XYZ of Television
Productions, Inc., II. R. G. Baker, David B. Smith and Dr. A. N. Goldsmith
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WE'RE

AVENGING

▼
PEARL

party who got questionnaires.
"We want to do more than
give
a veteran
his job back," V
ner stated,
adding:
"I have always felt that pre
readjustment of veterans to civi?
life is the responsibility of ev
civilian, and this survey is one
which our company
has taker
meet the responsibility.
We c
ians are the ones who must go n,
than half way to make whatever]
justment may be necessary. We
that much to our service men
women.
After all, they are the
who have been doing the job
makes it possible for us at horn
live in peace. It is their courage
their sacrifice that makes
it
sible for us to have a free world
cur children to grow up in."

Red Cross Drive Posts
To Michel and Brecher
i Continued from Page ll
paign next March, yesterday
nounced the appointments of "W
Michel,
vice-presiden'
20th-Fox, executive
as chairman
of the dr
corporate gifts and of Leo Bre
as associate national campaign
rector.
Brecher will function on Rath*. !
executive staff with Leon J. Il
berger,
national
campaign
d1
tor.Rathvon, now in Hollywood, bs
pected to return to New YorlJ
the end of the week when he 1
complete his organization.

T

AFTERNOON

work was the host at a cocktail partx
and at 7 o'clock the conference banquet was held
Thirty television sets in the grand ballroom

Allen B. DuMont,

dent, before he left for the Cc
over the week-end. Nine per c
said they would come back if
fered a better job, 13 per cent w
undecided at the moment and 11
cent did not plan to return to A
Of former women employes only
per cent said they would return,
results were based on 1,100 rep
received from the approximately
600 former employes of the c

T
HARBOR!

Loew Hits New High
For Free Movie Da
Free Movie Day last week outsc
the
Fifth
War
Loan
free-day
nearly 10 per cent, C. C. Moskowit;
Loew
executive,
declared
yesterd;
Pressed
for an estimate
of curre j
drive's
cost, he guessed
that, wij
Bond
Premieres,
special
ad
ml
terials and other items, it would r
"not

far

stressed
the
figure
dollars

from

$100,000."

aj

point
that
"we
ca
against
an
essent

war effort."
He praised all theal
chains
and
indie stands
in the nj
tion for the splendid
work
they l\
doing for the Smashing Sixth.
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Deal 306 In Move

U* S. Wins in Crescent Appeal

or Rep. Show-down

Decision Goes Beyond Trial Court Findings

I Continued from Page li
Its
Dec. 18 would
memts ofthat
the beginning
labor organization
fuse to handle Republic product
any of the chains' theaters that
jurisdicjme within
hi.
A Local the306 union's
spokesman
said
at notification would go out to
her circuits later.
lit was said that the move was
(thorized by the Local 306 memk-ship at a meeting held last Wedtsday.
[The Local 306 representative as^ted that Republic had resisted
toy effort to sign a contract with
I union. He announced that "all
fal trade union steps will be taken
get a contract."
ijRepublic
is understood to be the
ly
film
company
here 306
thatcovering
hasn't
Contract with Local
•me office projectionists.
No one was available at Republic
:t night for a statement.

rescenlMay Not
sk for Re-hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

the litigation is not sufficient of
elf to justify prolonged litigation,
'inciples involved and the significpe of the issues to the whole busies of film distribution and exhibiii have largely prompted the trouand expense to which Crescent
lusement Co. has gone in defenditself against the Government's
isecution.
•Vs everyone
knows
the greater
t of Sudekum's business is in the
I and in the suburbs of Nashville
i this was excluded from the suit
the very beginning.
Sudekum
already revealed plans for the
war construction
of new the; .ts in Nashville nad suburbs that
,1 probably more than offset the
ue of the interests (not exceeding
per cent in any of the affiliated
-•uits) that the courts are demandhim to dispose of.

4)ut of Patience
| With Young Rowdies
1 Little Rock, Ark. — An anti-rowdyism campaign is being launched by
managers of film theaters here in the
wake of the Rialto's doorman receiving a broken nose while attempting
'o quell a near riot of high school
students. M. J. Pruniski, Malco
:hain's vice-president, says he won't
derate rowdyism any longer, the
njury to the doorman being only
one of numerous incidents. Malco's
iam Kirby says hooliganism is keeping patrons from theaters, and Robb
<i Rowley's manager blames failure
)f parental discipline.

Continued from

did not write a dissenting opinion,
jand Justices Felix Frankfurter,
Frank Murphy and Robert Jackson
did not participate.
Decision of the Tennessee District Court upholding the Govi■
ernment's charges of restraint
j of trade and
conspiracy to violate the anti-trust laws was up|
held, as were the remedies ofWashington Buy., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington
— Yesterday's
Supreme Court decision
upholding
the Government in its anti-trust
suit against the Crescent Amusement Co. and its affiliates is
looked upon here as providing
stiff support for the Government
in the New York suit against the
major distributors. It will "immeasurably strengthen" the Government position. Anti-Trust Chief
Wendell Berge said.
fered by the court.
In addition,
the court upheld the Governupon than
divestment ofment's
stockinsistence
in more
one
circuit by the major stockholders, and went beyond the Tennessee district court in granting the Government
plea that
no additional theaters outside of
Nashville may be acquired by
the circuits "except after an affirmative showing that such acquisition will not unreasonably
restrain competition."
The opinion was written by Justice William O. Douglas,
Justices
Jackson
and Murphy
are believed
to have disqualified themselves because they were Attorney Generals
while the case was on, but no explanation was offered for Justice
Frankfurter's action.
Discussing future theater acquisitions, Justice Douglas wrote
"The growth of this combine
has been the result of predatory
practices condemned by the Sherman Act. The object of the conspiracy was the destruction or
absorption of competitors. It
was successful in that endeavor.
The pattern of past conditions
is not easily forsaken. The proclivity for unlawful activity has
been as manifest as here, the
decree should operate as an effective deterrent to a repetition
of the unlawful conduct and yet
not stand as a barrier to healthy
growth on a competitive basis.
"Punishment for contempt
does not restore the competition
which has been eliminated. And
where businesses have been
merged or purchased and closed
out it is commonly impossible
to turn back the -clock."
Douglas pointed also to the
heavy load the district court
might have to bear, concluding
that the decree should be revised
"so as to prohibit future acquisitions of a financial interest

Page

WE to Manufacture
Tele Transmitters

II

in additional theaters outside of
Nashville except after an affirmative showing that such acquisition will not unreasonably
competition."
restrain
against franthe provisions
upholding
In
chises and against
using closed towns to
force product for competitive towns, the:
court said it is not its concord to weigh
the arguments that these provisions will
"aggrandize the distributors at the exdeprive exs" andpower.
of the
pensehibitors
of- groupexhibitor
purchasing
"It is not for us to pick and choose between competing business and economic theories in applying
this law.
Congress
has
It has declared that" the
that choice.
made
rule of trade and commerce should be competition, not combination."
the court wrote.
As to the order divesting the principal owners of stock interest in more
than a single of the defendant circuits.
Douglas
declared that "those who violate the act may not reap the benefits
of their violations and avoid an undoing
of their unlawful
project on the plea
of hardship
or inconvenience.
That
principle
is adequate
here
to justify
divestiture of all interest
in some
of
the affiliates since their acquisition was
part of the fruits of the conspiracy.
But the relief need not. and under these
facts, should not he so restricted.
Common
control was one of the instruments in bringing
about, unity of purpose
and unity of action and in making the conspiracythere effective.
that
affiliation
continues
will beIf tempting
opportunity
of these exhibitors
to continue
to act in
combination
against
the independents,
the
proclivity in the past to use that affiliation
for an unlawful
end warrants
effective assurance that no such opportunity
will he
available
the future."
After ain brief
review of the evidence in
the case, the court declared that:
"The crux of the Government's case was
the use of the buying power of the combination for the purpose of eliminating com-:
petition with the exhibitors and acquiring
a monopoly in the areas in question. There:
was
ample
evidence
thepurpose
combination'
used its
buying
power that
for the
either
cf restricting the ability of its competitors:
to license films or of eliminating competition with the exhibitors and acquiring a
monopoly in the areas in question. There
was ample evidence that the combination
used its buying power for the purpose
either of restricting the abiltiy of its competitors to license films or of eliminating
competition by acquiring the competitor's
property or otherwise. For example, the
defendants would insist that a distributor
give them monopoly rights in towns where
they had competition or else defendants
would not give the distributor any business
in the closed towns where they had no coinpetition. The competitor not being able
to renew his contract for films would frequently go out of business or come to terms
and sell out to the combination with an
agreement not to compete for a term of
years. The mere threat would at times be
sufficient and cause the competitor to sell
out to the combination 'because his mule
"In that way some of the affiliates were
born. In summarizing various deals of this
scared.'
character
the district court said, each of these
agreements not to compete with Crescent or
its affiliates in other towns extended far
beyond the protection of the business being
sold, and demonstrated a clear intention to
monopolize theater operation wherever they
or their affiliates secured a foothold.
"The same type of warfare was waged
with franchise contracts with certain major
distributors covering a term of years. These
gave the defendants important exclusive
film-licensing agreements. Their details varies, but generally they gave the defendant
exhibitors the right to first-run exhibit
of all feature pictures which they chose to
select in their designated towns. Clearances over the same or nearby towns were
provided, i.e.. a time lag was established
between the showing by the defendant exhibitors and a subsequent
showing
by

(Continued from Page 1)

ufacture of television transmitters,
Lack indicated that an active program of tele development will be
undertaken as soon as war conditions permit. The post-war transmitting equipment will be distributed through Graybar Electric Company.

Cowan Pic into the Globe
UA's "Tomorrow the World,"
opens at the Globe Dec. 21, following the run of "Dark Waters."

others. The
opportunity
of competitors
to obtain feature pictures for subsequentruns was further curtailed by repeat provisions which gave the defendant exhibitors
the option of showing the pictures in their
theaters a second time. In reviewing one
of these franchise agreements the district
court concluded, the repeat-run clause in the
franchise was completely effective in preventing the sale of a second-run of any
Paramount features to any opposition theater.
"We are now told, however, that the independents were eliminated by the normal
processes of competition; that their theaters were less attractive; that their service was inferior; that they were not as
efficient businessmen as the defendants. We
may assume that if a single exhibitor
launched such a plan of economic warfare
he would not run a-foul of the Sherman
Act. But the vice of this undertaking was
the combination of several exhibitors in a
plan of concerted action. They had unity
of purpose and unity of action. They
pooled their buying power for a common
end. It will not do to analogize this to
a ease where purchasing power is pooled
so that the buyers may obtain more favorable terms. The plan here was to crush
competition and to build a circuit for the
exhibitors. The district court found that
some torsof
the distributors
were
co-conspiraon certain
phases of the
program.
But
we
and
are
For

can put that circumstance to one side
not stop to inquire whether the findings
adequate on that phase of the case.
it is immaterial whether the distributors technically were or were not members
of the conspiracy. The showing of motion
pictures is of course a local affair. But
action by a combination of exhibitors to
obtain an agreement with a distributor whereby commerce with a competing exhibitor
is suppressed or restrained is a conspiracy
in restraint of trade and a conspiracy to
monopolize a part of the trade or commerce
among the states, each of which is prohibited by the Sherman Act.
"The exhibitors, however, claim that the
findings against them on the facts must fall
because of improper evidence. The evidence
to which this objection is directed consists
of letters or reports written by employes
of certain of the major distributors to other
employes or officers in the same company
stating reasons why the distributor was
discriminating against independent in favor
of defendants. The United States asserts
that these letters or reports were declarations of one conspirator in furtherance of
the common
objective
and all.
therefore
missible as evidence
against
And itad-is
argued that it makes no difference that
these distributors were dismissed out of tincase since they were charged with being
co-conspirators and since the findings are
with certain exceptions adequate to support
the charge. We do not come to that question.
The other evidence established the position
of the distributors and their relations to
the theaters involved, what the distributors
in fact did, the combination of the defendants, the character and extent of their
buying power, and how it was in fact used.
This other evidence was sufficient to establish the restraints of trade and monopolistic
practices; the purpose, character, and extent
of the combination are inferable from it
alone. Thus even if error be assumed in
the introduction of the letters and reports
the burden of showing prejudice has not
been

sustained."
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Live Talent Versus
Films in Television
(Continued from Page 1)
top executive of the Don Lee organization on the West Coast, said
at the convention luncheon that television was here, the producers were
ready to deliver it and the public
was ready to receive it. But, he said,
the public will only "tolerate" the
use of films and will not buy a television set because motion pictures
will be available. The public, he insisted, will want to see events as
they are happening, even though the
use of film would provide a simple
and economical viewpoint for the
broadcaster.
Sees Films in Tele Spotlight
On the other hand, Ralph Austrian,
president of RKO Television Corp.,
speaking at the theaters' panel of
the convention expressed the belief
that film would hold the spotlight in
the major functions of telecasting.
He asserted that live talent shows
were restricted in the use of sets,
changes of scene and scope. One
solution, he said, would be the utilization of rear projection whereby
live talent could stand before a projected scene and give the appearance
of being on a constructed set or
natural background. That, too, he
implied would be something for the
film companies to provide.
Paul Raibourn, treasurer of the
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories and
economist for Paramount Pictures,
said broadcasters
at the theaters'
that to
if
the
were panel
not able

TBfl COnfEREDCE

HIGHLIGHTS

sentences from addresses given by speakers at the morning session
K EYTelevision
Broadcasts Association at the Hotel Commodore yesterday:

of the

By DR. WALTER K. G. BAKER
General Electric Co., Schenectady, AT. V.
"As we see it, there will be two major applications
for television after the war.
The
first, and
perhaps
the more
important
is broadcast
television
the second
application is industrial television where pictures and sound will be carried by wires
or by radio transmitters
from one point to another for various private commercial
uses
There is every indication that American
retailers are interested in this (intradeparl mental video system)
application
of television
Education
can be modernized
by the intelligent and diligent use of broadcast television and intra-television systems
in schools
This type of equipment presents unlimited possibilities for training personnel Television
must
compete
with all other activities
in the home
We
have learned this much
too, about television programming:
that there's nothing
else
like it — not radio, nor motion pictures, nor the stage
Participation and co-operation
of the entertainment industry is absolutely essential if we are to have television programs of sufficiently high professional standards to attract the large audience necessary for television's continued
growth
and advancement
The first step in the
establishment
of television
on a widespread
scale
will involve
the construction
of
master
television
broadcast
stations
in the larger
centers of population
Motion
pictures, the transcribed programs of television, will be made especially for television
presentation after the war
We believe there will be at least 100 active master television stations in the country five years after the war and within their service areas will
live 67,000,000 people — over half the population of the U. S."

•

•

•

By THOMAS H. HUTCHINSON
Director of Production, RKO Television Corp,
"We may safel) say that a television schedule of six hours a day, seven days a
week composed of live, film and remote pickups is going to involve at least four fully
equipped television studios, a film projection booth with two projectors and a mobile
unit
operating personnel will be somewhere between 90 and 100 men
exclusive of the program builders, scenic artists, the designers, lighters and customers
that are continually preparing in advance the programs that are to come
Undoubtedly they (the public)
will get far better entertainment
in the home
from their
television receiver than they ever got from radio
Judicious
planning
will make
an intelligent television program
possible at a sum that is far from prohibitive
It is going to be possible to program
a station simply and economically
through
the
use of television programs
on film
The film that we have seen on television so
far is not at all representative of what we will have in the post-war era
In film
programs especially built for television, we will take advantage of the tremendous
knowledge that has been gained in film production in the last '■"<> years and will conform that knowledge
to the requirements
of this new medium
Until such time
as television networks "become practical, station operators between the East and West
coasts can do a creditable program job if they rely on the film programs that
will be
available
My feeling is that the television audience will not stay home
an evening
to see a good 30-minute television program which is surrounded by a lot of bad programs The public will not be satisfied with low caliber television programs.
They
will demand the best and we must see that they get them."

•

•

•

By JOHN F. ROYAL
Vice-President in charge of television, ft'BC
"Only by diligent and co-operative
thinking by everyone
responsible for and interested
in this new venture, can we be assured of taking the right road
Television must
be based on clean, wholesome amusement,
because we are sending it into the American
home
Television programming
is now, and will continue to be, expensive
By
the proper use of Television in co-operation with educational and religious groups, we
can raise the intellectual standard
of our people, and progress in science and health
can be brought
into remote places
In television there will be a definite need or
program
balance such as never existed in radio.
It would
not be good showmanship
to fill a spot for any reason except to make
a good show
Competition
in the
home for the concentrated attention of your audience will be greater than radio, hence
the shows must have sustained interest, tempo, contrast and variety, and the complete
elimination of that which is dull and boring."

further the advancement of television, the theaters would. Declaring
that theater interests were moving
ahead in the television field, Raibourn
asserted that the necessary equipment would be available before television networks or cables. Television
today, he said, is with the engineers
but that the theatermen were wide
• • •
awake to know what is coming and
By E. W. ENGSTROM
are preparing to meet the various
Research Director, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, jV. J.
problems that will face them.
"Now,
for certain, the time for major
(television)
decisions is upon
us
Research has been done over a long period of time on cathode
ray tubes giving very
Large Screen Tele Will Attract
bright
pictures
suitable
for projection
on to a viewing
screen
Research
has
Ralph Beal, RCA engineer, re- been done on a very efficient reflective-type optics especially suited for television projection We may look forward to a growth of networks suitable for television proviewed the use of large screen telesupport
the growth
of television
broadcasting
stations
Standards
for
vision experiments at the New York televisiongrams totransmission
are needed in order that receivers may be built suitable for reception from any one or all transmitters
Today the industry in regard to television
Theater on Broadway a few years
united in its recommendations
as it is practical to expect
Television,
ago and, based on audience reaction isin asitsnearly
widespread application, will provide employment for very large numbers of
and restriction, large screen tele• • •
vision should bring to the theaters,
By ROBERT L. GIBSON
he said. He affirmed Austrian's con- people."
General Electric Co., Schenectady, /V. Y.
tention that rear projection or
"The factor which counts most
heavily in the long pull is what the television audi"process shots" could be used for live
ence does to television
After those five years
(of regular operation
by WRGB),
talent shows. He asserted that the the honeymoon
is over, the newness is worn off, and our audience no longer looks
ultimate television networks would and listens because of the novelty
We have believed for some time that the auditie together the theaters in the unience likes a show
in which
'anything
can happen'
but this (results of a survey)
is
most positive indication of that which
we have seen
We put on afternoon
versal use of television for popular the
programs
two days a week for more than a year and found the afternoon
audience to
entertainment and the presentation be about l/5th of the evening audience
When
we went
to the audience
and
of events.
asked them which they preferred, 53 per cent said they preferred live-talent shows, 27
per cent preferred motion pictures, and 'JO per cent had no choice
It is unquestionably
Dr. B. W. Epstein of the RCA Lab- true
that the public likes television even
after the newness
has worn
very thin."
oratories in Princeton, N. J., discussed the application of television Samuel Bronston Hospitalized
Walsh's Father Buried
projection, pointing out the techni- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Newport, L. I.— Funei-al services
cal phases of its utilization.
Hollywood — Producer Samuel were held here Saturday for John
D. Walsh, 69, retired Navy officer,
"Music for Millions" on Dec. 21 Bronston is under observation in a and father of John D. Walsh, Jr.,
Metro's "Music for Millions" starts local hospital and may have to under- manager
of Shea's Fulton, Pittsburgh.
at the New York Capitol on Dec. 21.
go a major operation.
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BRIEflllG THE
DflV'S MUJS
Lehr ATS Program Chairmar
Lew Lehr, Movietone News ci
edian, will be program chairman
the American Television Soc3
open meeting Thursday eveniml
the auditorium of the Museuml
Modern Art. Speakers scheduled
elude Klaus Lansberg, director^
television for W6XYZ, Hollyw
and Bill Slater, sports comment* i

•
"Wilson" Continues in Chi.

Chicago — Twentieth-Fox is <1
tinuing "Wilson" at the B & K I
Garrick theater, under its lead
deal with B & K. Now in its eig I
week, pic will continue for i
ten weeks, originally
scheduled.-!
•

Sees 4V2 Million Tele Jobs

Chicago — Richard H. Hooper, I'|
publicity director, told members
the Chicago Federated Adverti:!
Club that 4,500,000 post-war i
would result from the perfecting
marketing of television equipmes

Raw Stock Manufacture
Squawk Probed by D ol

(Continued from Page 1)
certain processes in the manuJ
ture of raw film stock is under JJ
by the Department of Justice, it I
learned here Friday. Instigation^
the study came from a compl
believed to have been filed by a nj
ufacturer who has been denied
mission to use a certain proces:
the production of film. It was
stated whether motion picture
specifically was involved.
Anti-Trust
said
he has no Chief
reason Wendell
to expectBe1
startling disclosure, and termed
investigation
routine."
said he does "purely
not believe
it willj
volve projectors or any sort of
chanical equipment for booth or f
duction.

Name 7th Chairman Dec. 31
National chairman for the 7th ^
Loan drive will be announced
the WAC on Dec. 31.

French to Inaugurate
Tele Program in Jan,
Paris (By Air Mail) — French tele
vision technicians will raise the cur
tain on war-time advances in teli
which are said to eclipse anything
in the U. S. and Great Britain earl;
next year with the presentation o
a"Here
program
dubbed Inaugural
"Voici Paris"
—
is Paris."
is tentatively set for January. First programs will rely heavily on films
but spot news pickups are planned

Para. Applies forSerMes^TTeIelfeJay!9taiion&
(See Column 3 Below)

I

Intimaie in Character
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Looks fo Service DeniaB to Unfair Houses

:ih

future Agreement With
Exchanges Indicated by
i/ice-Prexy Felix Snow

ni}

, St. Louis— "No doubt some time
•,Jin the future we will have an agreement with the film exchanges
to
i |eny service to unfair theaters."
"his statement was made yesterday
y Felix D. Snow, sixth vice-presi, aent of the I ATSE,
following an_f ouncement of the settlement of the
strike of exchange workers in proest over the employment
of non(Continued on Page 8)

K0RDA PLACES "GOOD PIX" FIRST
Says British Studios in Post-War Era Must Make
"As Good Pictures as Any Country"
on U. K. screens than was the case
Declaring as the "first maxim"
that British studios must make in before hostilities, and a "good share"
of the playing time in other nations'
the post-war world "as good pic- theaters.
American and British producers,
tures as any country," Sir Alexander Korda, managing director of he said, should and will "make helpM-G-M London Films, told a press
ful deals" and "we must all work out
conference in the Hotel St. Regis a system without detriment to one
yesterday that the expectation exists another." In this connection, he
that within five years after peace is praised M-G-M for re-investing British revenue in the British industry,
declared British product should attain 50 per cent more playing time
(Continued on Page1 7)

[each Germans Ways
St. Louis Exhibs.
*f Peace-Zanuck
! I Indicating that Hollywood would
I |e willing to take part in any pro- Vote Defense Com,
l ?iram to teach Germany the ways of

.a: J

eace, Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox
roduction chief, revealed to the
■ade press yesterday in an interiew at the Sherry-Netherland Hoal that he had begun a search for
(Continued on Page 10)

free Movie Day Bond
ales Reach New Top
| Pearl Harbor Day, also Free Movie
'ay in the industry's, theaters, re1 talted in Bond sales far surpassing
ie results of similar days in any
(Continued on Page 9)

Record Attendance at
Mexico City Theaters
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Although economists claim that living
costs in Mexico have tripled since
this country entered the War, film
attendance in Mexico City continues
to shatter all orevious records.
Some 3,300,000 fans jammed into
the film houses of this capital during October, the latest figures reveal,
and the total for last month reached
4,000,000. These statistics compare
with 1,600,000 in October, 1939—
the best box-office month of that
year.

THE

TIME

IS NOW

Rise to 22I/2-171/2% in 194647 Season, and to 25-20%
In 1947-48; Shorts Stand

Para Asks FCC for
Tele Relay Stations
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

London (By Cable) — Modified quotas for renters and exhibitors were established for
the next three seasons by the Board
of Trade yesterday. Quota for 194546 will be 20 per cent for renters
and 15 per cent for exhibitors, increasing in 1946-47 to 22% per cent
for renters and 17% per cent for
exhibitors, and to 25 per cent for
renters and 20 per cent for exhibitors in 1947-48. No changes were
made in short subject quotas.
An important alteration in the
(Continued on Page 9)

Para. Device Relays
Tele fo House Screen

DAILY

St. Louis — Motion picture theater
owners yesterday voted to make permanent the St. Louis Motion Picture
Exhibitors Committee for Defense
in any future labor controversy or
other emergency that may affect
their mutual interests. Ben L. Liberman was retained as counsel. Louis
K. Ansell is chairman of the executive committee, with Clarence
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington — Paramount Pictures
Paramount has perfected a device
yesterday through its subsidiary,
Television Productions, Inc., asked for the projection of a televised event
the FCC for permission to construct on the regular theater screen within
a series of television relay stations two minutes after the event has
on channels nine through 16, with taken place, Paul Raibourn, president of Television Productions, Inc.,
A5 and special emission and power
(Continued on Page 10)
of 100 watts.
Locations are in Peru Mountain,
(Continued on Page 7)

Pix, Tele to Benefit
Each Other, TBA is Told

Pioneers Honor Five
At Gala Event Tonight

J. R. Poppele is Elected
President of the TBA

J. R. Poppele, secretary of the
Broadcasting
Co., was
Recipients of Honor Scrolls at the Bamberger
The motion picture and television
elected president of the Television
industries mutually will benefit each eighth dinner conference
("Exhibi- Broadcasters Association at the twoother in that each will contribute
tors Xmas Dinner")
of the Picture
(Continued on Page 7)
Pioneers
in
the
Waldorf-Astoria
toto the progress of the other through
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 11)

Snow Storm Hits Theaters

V. V. Realty Co. Buys

Houses Dark, Deliveries Slowed, Reports Show
McLeish Sees Films
In Foreign Affairs

Theaters in a wide section of the
country were suffering yesterday as
asnow
result
of the
season's
heavy
storm.
Area
affectedfirst
extended

Washington

Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY from Colorado to the Atlantic Seaboard and into the South. Snow
Washington — Pix have an increasingly important role to play in the was as much as 18 inches deep in
running of our foreign affairs, Ar- some parts of Western Pennsylvania while 14 inches was recorded
chibald McLeish, new nominee
as
(Continued on Page 1 1 )
(Continued on Page 8)
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SALE

Chicayo

Roosevelt

Chicago — New York Attorney Barney Bernstein of Feiring and Bernstein closed a deal with B & K
for the purchase of the 1,500-seat
Loop Roosevelt Theater for $500,000. B & K bought the house from
the Ascher Circuit 20 years ago for
$2,000,000. Camwil Realty Co. of
New York is the new owner, leasing the house back to B & K for
25 years at $33,000 annual rental.
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Declares 50c Div.

Western Electric's directors yesterday declared a dividend of 50 cents
per share on its common stock payable on Dec. 29 to stock of record
at the close of business on Dec. 22.
ART FOR
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MOTION
PICTORE
ADVERTISING
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Kaimann,
Harry C. Arthur, Lester
Kropp representing- the Fred Wehrenberg
circuit,
Sam
Komm
and
Tommy James the other members.
The meeting also decided to continue to impress upon the War Manpower Commission the waste of vital
manpower involved in two-man operation when experienced electricians are so badly needed bv war industries.
Individual theater owners are to
assemble data concerning their losses sustained in the labor troubles
since Dec. 1. This information will
be collected by AnselTs committee
and then the matter of legal action
to recover such losses from those
responsible in the union labor ranks
will be determined at another meeting of all the exhibitors.
Loew's State and Loew's Orpheum,
first-runs, reopened yesterday. The
Ambassador opens today, the Missouri tomorrow and the St. Louis
on Friday. Upwards of 30 neighborhood and suburban theaters were
expecting to operate last night and
the remaining houses plan to reopen in the next few days.
Fred Wehrenberg's Melba, Savoy
and Studio Theaters held Bond premieres last night.

Warner Circuit Meeting
Called Here Tomorrow
A meeting of Warner Theaters
zone managers, film buyers and
home office executives has been
called for tomorrow.
In addition to Joseph Bernhard,
general manager, and Harry M. Kalmine, assistant general manager,
the home office executives participating will include Clayton Bond,
Harry Goldberg, Frank N. Phelps,
Sam E. Morris, Louis Kaufman,
Frank Marshall, Nat Fellman, Herman Maier, Jules Levey, Rudolph
Weiss, Frank
Cahill," McDonald,
Martin F.
Bennett,
W. E.Stewart
Henry Rosenquest, Abel Egard, and
Dan Triester.
Zone managers arriving for the
meeting are James E. Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleveland; I. J.
Hoffman, Newr Haven; Frank Damis, Newark; C. J. Latta, Albany;
Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; M. A.
Silver, Pittsburgh; John J. Payette,
Washington, and Howard Waugh,
Memphis.
Film buyers will include Burt Jacocks and Max Hoffman, New Haven; Sam Blaskey, Newark; Max
Friedman, Albany; John Turner,
Philadelphia; George Crouch, Washington; Harry Feinstein, Pittsburgh;
Alex Halperin, Chicago, and Tony
Stern, Cleveland.

Local B-5 to Get 10%
Tilt Retroactive to 1942

COmiM and Gome
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA
in Washington
today.

is scheduled to

R. J. "BOB" ODONNELL was in Washing
yesterday
and is expected
in New
York to>
JOHN C. FLINN
yesterday.

arrived here from Washins

TOM
W. BAILY,
consultant
to the Trea j
on the Sixth War
Loan
Committee,
arrived
New
York yesterday from Washington,
and
return to Hollywood on Saturday.
OTTO KRUGER, film player, is due in !
York Monday from the Coast to assume a s1 ,
role for the new Jed Harris show.

RAYMOND MASSEY left the Coast yestei j
with MRS. MASSEY for New York.
JOHN
LeROY
JOHNSTON,
advertising
publicity
director,
International
Pictures,
back on the Coast from New York.
today.
DAVID
LEWIS,
producer
of
Internatior
"It's A
Pleasure,"
will
arrive on the C |
J.
ucts

P. TRAVIS,
Corp.
of

president
of Universal
Pr i
Dallas,
manufacturers
of If

luxe theaterFriday
equipment,
will be
tomorrow,
and Saturday.

in

New

"^

LAWRENCE
CAIRNS,
Warner cameraman,
finished with second
unit work
on "This t
of Ours,"
left for the Coast yesterday.
WILLIAM
J. GERMAN,
vice-president
treasurer of J. E. Brulatour,
Inc., is back a
a three-week business trip on the Coast.
TED LLOYD, chairman of the radio divi I
of the Sixth War Loan drive and on loan M
20th Century-Fox, has returned to New W
from Hollywood.
S. E. PIERPOINT, manager in Brazil for P;i
mount
International,
is
in
New
York
home office conferences with John W. Hicks,
THEODORA
(TEDDY)
LYNCH,
featured
c
cert
in Paramount's
"Lostbegin
Week-End,"
rived singer
from the
Coast and will
an exten >
concert
tour
after
a special
appearance
Town Hall Friday.

Cleveland, O. — Ten per cent pay
ED DUPAR, Warners' cameraman is in f
shooting backgrounds for the next week
increases retroactive to Dec. 1, 1942 York
10 days.
have been approved for members of
Local B-5 and the money will be
paid as soon after the first of the "Hollywood Canteen" Day
Albany — Citizens here will b;
"If we want to retain the system year as possible. This ruling afof personal initiative, we must supfects about 85 local B-5 members more than $20,000,000 in War Bon
port private charity; the two go and involves approximately $25,000. in addition to paying $1 admissi
hand in hand," was the keynote of
charge, to attend Friday's Stra
an address made by Bernard Baruch "Chick" Lewis in Hospital
premiere
Canteen
which will ofbe "Hollywood"
given a coast-to-coJ
Day"
yester
at
day's ,"Feder
breakfa
st meeting
held ation
in the Astor For Minor Eye Operation
sendoff via the "Double or Nothinj
Hotel as a prelude to the million
program from the stage of the tl
Charles "Chick" Lewis, publisher ater over 175 stations.
This will J
dollar fund-raising goal set for the
day.
of Showmen's Trade Review, is hos- the largest sum ever tallied in J]
pitalized
in
Medical
Center
for
an
Other speakers who addressed
War Bond premiere of a motion p'|
over 500 representatives of 150 emergency eye operation, which will ture.
trades and professions, including the put him out of circulation until after Jan. 1. Condition developed sud- Bond Premiere Encored
Amusement Division of the Federa- denly.
Concord, N. H. — War Bond p
tion of Jewish Philanthropies of New
York, were Judge Jonah J. Gold- Minute Man for 7th in Hub
miere at the Capitol Pearl Hart
stein of the Court of General SesDay was such a success that Mi,
Boston — With Sam Pinanski slated ager Frank Eldridge was forced
sions and Samuel Schneierson, citywide chairman of the 1944 Federa- as national industry chairman for arrange an afternoon show, in ad
tion Drive.
the Seventh War Loan drive, plans tion to the originall schedule e1
d
y
Proclaimed by Mayor LaGuardia are already under way here to match ning performance, to satisfy the <
as "Federation Day," more than 10,- Times Square's current Statue of mand for tickets. Eldridge is <
000 Federation workers were pre- Liber-ty replica with a mammoth chairman of the Concord War F:
pared to raise $1,000,000 by the end statue of a Minute Man for Boston ance Committee.
Common as a focal point for Seventh
of the day, considered the high activities
here. It will be modeled
point in the annual campaign to support 116 local medical and social after the Minute Man memorial in
welfare institutions which serve the Lexington.
Greater New York area.

500 Hear Baruch at
Federation Breakfast

Rites for Sydney Towell

SI, 000,000 "Bond" Take

Portland, Ore.— O. J. Miller, exhibitor state chairman, has completed arrangements for a $1,000,000 Projection Room Premiere Thursday for the City of Portland employes.

Funeral services for Sydney Towell, vice-president and treasurer of
20th-Fox who died of injuries received in an automobile collision,
were held yesterday in Christ Episcopal Church, Bronxville, N. Y. Interment was in Ferncliff Cemetery,
Ardsley-on-Hudson.
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Norman
Foster
Larry Parks
Burnet
Hershey
L. H. Mitchell
Frank Sinatra
Willard
R. Fraser
Richard
Schayer
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FORTUNIO
BONANOVA
RICHARD LANE
FRANK PUGLIA
AURORA
MIRANDA
ALFREDO
de SA
HENRY DA SILVA
RICO
de MONTEZ
LEON
LENOIR
and

ROY
ROGERS
KING

OF THE COWBOYS
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VERA HRUBA RALSTON
(eatcvatt?: EUGENE PALLETTE - VERA VAGUE • ROBERT
LIVINGSTON • STEPHANIE
BACHELOR

w£t6
WALTER CATLETT-LLOYD CORRIGAN-RUTH TERRY-WILLIAM
FRAWLEY • JOHN LITEL cutcC
• LUDWIG STOSSEL -ANDREW TOMBES
RAY NOBLE AND ORCHESTRA
HARRY OWENS AND HIS ROYAL HAWAIIANS
STEVE SEKELY, Director
Story by Frederick Kohner

• Screen Play by Dick Irving Hyland & Doris Gilbert

IceSfreciatOe*; McGOWAN & MACK -TWINKLE WATTS -THE MERRY MEISTERS
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JOHN WAYNE
ANN DVORAK
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lorda Places
>ood Pix First
"fair
(Continued from Page 1)
giving
the latter
a
knee."
Hope for Post-war "Balance"
(Before the war, Korda asserted
ankly, film trade between America
Id
one-way
street,"in
t England
that he was
and "aother
interests
land hoped for a fair post-war
Jance, whose hope of realization
6 in the determination of British
iducers' abandonment of "seconry pictures" such as pre-war quota
eulations spawned. Economics of
t future will assist England, he
Jed, because the tendency will be
vard production of fewer films of
tter and better quality.
orda said that British interests
|ire
set the playing-time goal for
■tir post-war
productions on U. S.
j«eens at from 8 to 10 per cent,
jelity of the entertainment will be
sole yardstick because "no Govment can force pictures on an
tailling public, and it is up to
itain to produce good pictures."
Jese, through swapping of talent
1 technicians with Hollywood, will
aimed at world-wide acceptance,
I stress will also be placed on
■duct which will tell the stories
'.nwealth.
and appeal There
to, thehaveBritish
not Combeen
I ugh of the latter, he added.
iorda, in addition to "The Perfect
[angers," which will be ready for
lease here via M-G-M in about six
before the camto put
plans
jjeks,
each
or all
of three features in
. These are "Velvet Coat," the
oert Louis Stevenson biography,
Robert Donat slated for title
"Pastoral," set for Carol Reed's
•ction; and "Pickwick Club." He
jraised Deborah Ken- as "a realreat actress" and indicated that
would play a top role in one of
Ise attractions.
Next week he
|as to be in Hollywood to arrange
directors to handle the othe:
All three will be top-bracket
budgeted
at over $1,000,000
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Santa 'Claws' Show Biz

J. R. Poppele is Elected
President of the TBA

Although show business is conceded to be generally good, a premature drop, "scooping" the weekbefore-Christmas results, was explained by Sam Rinzler, partner in
the Randforce Circuit, as due to the
inability of gift purchasers to secure the merchandise they want from
their regular shopping haunts, making
it necessary for the consumer to
take extra time in scouting other
neighborhoods.

U. S. Crescent Victory
Seen N. Y. Suit Help
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Government attorneys are agreed that the U. S. Supreme Court's upholding of the D of
J's demands for divorcement among
the various affiliated Sudekum circuits and the ban of further Crescent expansion without prior court
approval represent major victories
which will be of great importance in
che New York suit.
Assistant Attorney General Wendell Berge had already made it plain
that he expected a favorable Crescent decision to react favorably on
the Government attempts to combat
''predatory practices by other circuits— independent or affiliated.
Berge's statement on the Supreme
Court's decision follows:
"The decision represents a complete victory for the Government.
The Supreme Court upheld the findings that Crescent and its affiliates
have violated the Sherman Act by
using their vast circuit buying power
to crush independent theaters. More
.han that, the Supreme Court upheld
:he Government's request for a
stronger decree than the District
Court had imposed. Under the holding of the Supreme Court, the defendants cannot buy any more theaters unless they get prior court
approval, so we now will have a
strong decree that should be really
effective.
"Today's decision should strengthen the Government's position immeasurably in its other litigation
with motion picture companies."

orda has 14 scripts on hand now-,
war work is occupying all avail• studio stages, and only some
0 exempted technicians are now
king.
tudio equipment
in Britain is Pioneers Honor Five
ry run down, and shortages exist, At Gala Event Tonight
color film is scarce, he added.
(Continued from Page 1)
'es France, Russia Big Factors
ilm production and consumption night will be Darryl F. Zanuck, John
be very great in Europe when Harris, R. J. "Bob" O'Donnell, Walter Vincent and Francis Doublier.
war ends, and France and Ruswill be important factors, Korda
Event will be attended by more
than 300 prominent film men and 64
[lectronics' use in war, when ap- candidates will be inducted, with
i to peacetime film pursuits, will oath administered by Judge Ferdinand Pecora. Jack Cohn, house man'oundly, but constructively, affect
ager of the Pioneers, will preside
land, Korda asserted, — and this
ides, of course, television, — but and the evening's program features
med to comment on extent of its will be in charge of Sam and George
act.
Dembow. Dinner will be at 8 p m.,
orda said that he will return to preceded by an informal cocktail reception which starts an hour earlier.
ion in mid-January.

(Continued from Page 1)
day conference which ended yesterday at the Commodore Hotel. He
succeeds Allen B. DuMont. Robert
Gibson, vice-president of General
Electric, was elected vice-president
succeeding Lewis A. Weiss. Will
Baltin was re-elected secretarytreasurer and O. B. Hanson vicepresident of NBC, was elected assistant secretary.
DuMont, F. J. Binglev of Philco
and Curtis W. Mason of KFI, Los
Angeles, were re-elected directors
for a three-year term. Poppele was
elected to the board to fill out the
unexpired term of Worthington
Miner of CBS.
Three new companies were mace
full members of the association.
They were Farnsworth Television
and Radio Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.;
Bremer Broadcasting Corp., Newark; and Yankee Network, Boston;
RCA Victor and Raytheon Manufacturing Co. Elected to an affiliate
membership were 20th Century-Fox,
Rauland Corp., Chicago; American
Television Laboratories, Chicago;
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.,
Newark and Pan American Television Corp., New York. There are now
37 companies in the association, 20
of which are active and 17 affiliates.
An educational membership was
voted at yesterday's meeting.

Para, Asks FCC for
Tele Relay Stations
(Continued from Page 1)
Vermont, New York City, Buffalo,
Detroit, El Paso, Des Moines, Chicago and Los Angeles. Channels
nine through 12 were asked for the
West, 13 through 16 for the East.
Paramount already has, through
Television Productions, a tele station in Los Angeles, W6XYZ, and
through B & K a station in Chicago, and has applied, through
United Detroit Theaters, for a Detroit license. Yesterday's applications, however, are strictly for experimentation indemonstrating and
developing the practicability of a
nation-wide tele network, Attorney
Karl A. Smith said here.

Kent Leaving to Take
G-B Post in 2 Weeks
Larry Kent is scheduled to leave
for London within 10 days to two
weeks to establish permanent headquarters
as 20th-Fox's
representativethere
on the
Gaumont-British
board of directors and as a member of the G-B theater operating
and post-war planning committee,
the other member of which is Mark
Ostrer. Kent will report to J. ArG-B.
thur Rank, who holds control of
Mrs. Kent will remain behind,
joining her husband after the war.
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Service Denial
To Unfair Houses
(Continued from Page 1)
union
projectionists
by three St.
Louis
County
houses,
the Osage,
Ozark and Kirkwood.
The strike, which deprived the
majority of St. Louis County theaters of film product, thus forcing
them to close, was called off Monday night when Snow received instructions from President Richard
F. Walsh of the IATSE to order the
workers to return to their jobs. Snow
had been instructed by Walsh to
study the situation and report to
him.
While
order Snowcomplying
said that with
the Walsh's
union still
believe it had a "just fight" with
the Osage,
Ozark
and
Kirkwood,
acding: '"VVe will do everything within Snow
our power
them."
madeto itorganize
clear, however,
that the strike was the wrong
way to go about unionizing the
three theaters because the union
has agreements with all the majors restricting the exchange employes from going
on strike
without just cause.
Harvard 0'L.augnlin, head of Local 143, opeiators, said that the
members of the union would handle
the product of every company.
The walkout cost the theaters and
the exchange and theater workers
abouc $250,000 and closed some
90 theaters in the county.
The return-to-work order apparently ends need for Federal Court
action against the union for interference with interstate commerce,
Wayne Ely, attorney for the Osage
and Ozark, said. He had been working on plans for such court action.
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE head,
officially announcing the end of the
strike yesterday, asserted that all
exchange workers had complied with
the order to return to work. He
said that the employes had been instructed to live up to their agreements with the exchanges.

Nov.
20 th

SIXTHlilflR Lonn

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

Toronto — Ruth Masters, daughtei
of Odeon Theaters' general manager,
Haskell M. Masters, will marry
Lloyd Davidson of the RCAF Dec.
21 in the Holy Blossom Temple.
Chicago — Capt. Wallace Nygren,
son of A. Nygren, chief engineer of
the Chicago Theater, here on leave
after 18 months' service in South
Pacific, where he was wounded several times, will be married to Violet
Harry before returning to his Pacific post.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seaman Jackie Cooper, actor, married June Home, actress, in a ceremony at Wilshire
Methodist Church wedding chapel.

— DO YOUR

Dec.
16 th

SHARE

While the leadership of the Sixth War Loan drive rests ivith the independent
theater owners of the nation, its success is no less dependent upon the efforts
of distributor personnel across the country, under the leadership of Ned E.
Depinet, W AC distributor division chairman and Leon ]. Bamberger, assistant
chairman.
It is their aggressive and enthusiastic support, accorded in every exchange
area, which, in football parlance, "backs up the line'' and underlines the pledge
of the National committee that the 6th will go over the top . . . and then some.
Here, as released by the National committee, are the exchange chiefs who are
doing the patriotic job:
•
.chairman,
S. A. Shirley, M-G-M;
ALBANY: Joseph Miller, Colum- district chairman; W. E. Banbia; Raymond Smith, Warners; Ar- ford, M-G-M, WAC chairman;
chur J. Newman, Republic; C. G. Harold Stevens, Paramount; Ben
Eastman, Paramount, chairman; Max Lourie, Columbia; Bill Baker, Republic; Harris Silverburg, National
vVestebbe, RKO; Eugene Vogel, Universal; Herman L. Ripps, Loew's; Screen; Irving Mandel, Monogram;
Harry Alexander, 20th-Fox, asst. Jack Shumov, Warners; Tom Gilchairman.
liam, 20th-Fox; J. E. Flynn, M-G-M.

•

ATLANTA: Paul Wilson, 20thFox, district chairman; Fred R. Dodson, 20th-Fox, chairman; Hubert
Lyons, RKO Radio, assistant chairman; R. J. Ingram, Columbia; W. B.
Zoellner, Loew's; C. E. Kessnich,
Loew's; A. C. Bromberg, Monogram;
Charles Lester, National Screen;
J. Kirby, Paramount; Grover C. Parsons. Paramount; Ike Katz, PRC;
Merritt Davis, Republic; Winfield
Snelson, Republic; David Prince,
RKO Radio; C. W. Allen, United
Artists; W. M. Richardson, Universal; H. D. Graham, Universal; R. L.
McCoy, Warners; H. G. Krumm,
Warners.

CINCINNATI: Allan Moritz, Columbia, asst. chairman; Joe Oulahan,
Paramount; Bill Onie, Monogram;
Ed. Booth, M-G-M; Harris Dudelson,
United Artists, chairman; Lev. Bugie, 20th-Fox; George Kirby, Republic; Jimmy Ambrose, Warners; Stanley Jacques, RKO; John Bannon,
Universal.

•

CLEVELAND: Maury Orr, United
Artists, chairman; Lester Zucker,
Columbia, assistant chairman; J.
Sogg, Loew's; Nat Schultz, Monogram; Charles Lester, National
Screen; M. R. Clark, Paramount;
Saul Frifield, Paramount; Nat L.
•
Lefton, PRC; Sam P. Gorrel, ReBOSTON: Ed W. Ruff, Paramount,
public; B. G. Kranze, RKO Radio;
chairman; Albert M. Kane, Para- A. Kolitz, RKO Radio; I. J. Schmertz,
mount, district chairman; Jack Davis, 20th-Fox; J. Krenitz, Universal;
Republic; Harry Rogovin, Columbia;
(Continued on Page 9)
Morris Grassgreen, 20th-Fox, asst.
chairman; Tom Donaldson, M-G-M;
George W. Horan, Warners; Meyer
Feltman, Universal; Ross Cropper,
RKO; Ben Abrams, Monogram; John
Dervin, United Artists.

Mdeish Sees Films
In Foreign Affairs

(Continued from Page 1
Assistant Secretary of State
charge of public and cultural r
cions, told the Senate Foreign
lations Committee yesterday.
Creation of this post, he sai
a reflection of the Departme
recognition of the basic chang*
che relation of peoples to each o
which the modern development
che art and technique of comm
cations has brought about.
"It would not be too much to
that the foreign relations of a r|
arn state are conducted
quite
much
through
the instruments
international
asmblicthrough
diplomaticcommunica'
represe
„ives and missions,"
McLeish
ierted.
"This development imposes a
responsibility upon governrc
The day-to-day, hour-by-hour,
cact of the peoples of the world
fers a better hope than the w
has ever had before for the crea
of mutual understanding and tr
fore of mutual confidence and tr
fore of enduring peace. But it
fers, at the same time, greater
ger of international misunderst
ing and suspicion. If the cl
communications with each othe
the peoples of the world are tc
suit in mutual understanding,
must provide the full exchang
information and of knowledge i
which understanding
rests
McLeish made it plain that
,,
dustry must do the job.
"Clearly, no Government can
complish that tremendous labor
no democratic government sb
try to
undertake
it," he of
said,con,
the
various
instruments
nication- — press, radio, motion
ture, book publishing, works of Z\
must and will play their part.";
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BUFFALO: Ralph Maw, M-G-M,
asst. chairman; Elmer Lux, RKO;
Ira H. Cohn, 20th-Fox; A. J. Herman, Warners; Phil Fox, Columbia;
Mannie A. Brown, Paramount, chairman; Jack Bellman, Republic; J. J.
Spandau, Universal; M. V. Sullivan,
Jr., United Artists.

•

CHARLOTTE: E. E. Heller, PRC;
George Roscoe, Columbia, asst.
chairman; Ralph Iannuzzi, Film Classics; Bob Simril, National Screen;
Ben Rosenwald, M-G-M; Jay Schrader, Astor Pictures; John Bachman,
Warners; J. V. Frew, Universal; Sam
Hinson, Monogram; Rovy Branon,
RKO; Cy Dillon, Republic; J. E.
Halston, 20th-Fox, chairman; Byron
Adams, United Artists; Scott Lett,
Paramount.
CHICAGO: Sid Rose, United ArRKO;
asst.
tists; Sam Gorelick,

-
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Modify U. K. Quotas
For Disfribs., Exhibs

s ree Movie Day Bond
ales Reach Hew Top

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
rlier War 'Loan
Drive, it is in'- :;ited by telegraphic reports being
ceived by National Chairman Har;, ■l:| Brandt.
While reports from many
irtk" city chairmen
have
not been
.ji-lmpleted, the initial batch gives
hclusive evidence of the day's suc;ps. Typical reports received
rough yesterday include:
■Fourteen Broadway houses, more
Ian 12,600 Bonds with maturity
alue of approximately $575,000;
lew's New York houses, 11,246
pnds, valued at $844,825; Chicago,
,250,000 in Bonds; Dallas, 7,500
Ms worth $350,000; Kansas City,
timated 5,000 Bonds sold for a total
i $250,000.
!Also, Milwaukee County, 459 Bonds
r.i o irth $20,000; San Francisco, 15
r cent of reports in, 30,000 Bonds,
acurity value of $270,000; St. Louis,
4 Free Movie Day shows; Cincin[i, Harry David's circuit sold $32,1"I0 worth of Bonds while RKO Dayn houses sold 60 Bonds worth $3.0 and
RKO
Theaters
sold 416
■j-Mids,
$19,750. in
Also, maturity
Richmond, value
Va., of $350,000
•|C" Bonds;
Jacksonville,
Fla., 6,8 Bonds, value
of $546,725;
Aljlny, 351 shows in State compared
Hth 224 in Fifth Drive; Boston, 422
'■ '|ows as against
103 in the last
ia^live; Alburquerque, N. M., approxitte State total $286,000 for 4,200
5" Bonds; Pawtucket, R. I., 40
ir cent of theaters participated sell£ 439 Bonds, value, $18,225; Portid, Ore., 53 houses netted $115,'!!)0 in Bonds; Wichita, Kans., estimated over 20,000 Bonds sold; Province, R. I., $75,000
in Bonds
for
"ate estimated; Rutland, Vt., State
jles $16,950.
ifAlso, Tulsa, Okla., $500,000 in
knds for State; Newport, Vt., War
■md Premiere
netted
$200,000
in
~jmds; Los Angeles, 600 Southern
1 .lifornia houses sold 13,000 Bonds
%rth $998,850; Birmingham, Ala.,
IteO "E" Bonds worth $100,000;
iii-go, N. D., $65,000 in Bonds with
late already over quota; Bangor,
!e., 540 Bonds, value, $63,000; Lexicon, Ky., estimated sales five
jnes greater than any other Free

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE — DO YOUR SHARE
(Continued from Page 8)
Miller,
Universal;
Charles
Warners;
Joe Kaliski,
War-

proposals is that where renters' long
film labor costs amount to one pound
per foot, the limit is to be increased
by 50 per cent and films qualifying
for double and treble quotas also
are increased by the same amount.

Columbia; Ralph Li Beau, Paramount; F. C. Hensler, M-G-M, assistant chairman; A. A. Renfro,
RKO; F. J. Lee, Monogram; R. C.
•
Proposals must go before Parliament
Borg, Warners.
•
to be finalized by an order in counDALLAS: Ed Blumenthal, MonoLOS ANGELES: J. H. Maclntyre,
cil but it is believed certain that
gram; E. S. Olsmith, Universal;
rhil Longdon, 20th-Fox; Lloyd Rust, Clyde Eckhardt, 20th Century-Fox; they will go through.
Monogram, asst. chairman; J. B.
Under the 1938 Films Act, unless
Harry Cohen, RKO, assistant chairman; Bill Marriott, Republic; Fred
Underwood, Columbia, chairman and
district chairman; Sol Sachs, RKO; Greenberg, Warners, chairman; Parliament acts, renters' quota automatically jumps to 27% per cent
Fred M. Jack, United Artists; Leroy Wayne Ball, Columbia; Marty Soloon
April
1
and exhibitor quotas
mon,
Monogram;
Bert
Follard,
Bickel, M-G-M; Cecil House, 20thwould be increased at the end of
Fox; Burtus Bishop, M-G-M; Fred United Artists; Clayton Lynch, M- next year.
Larned, Paramount; N. J. Calqu- G-M; Henry Herbel, Warners, disRevision of quotas has been a maiioun, Republic; Forest Nine, United
trict chairman; Chet Bell, Parajor topic here since April when the
Artists; F. W. Allen, National
mount; Foster Blake, Universal.
Board of Trade circularized the in•
Serene; Doak Roberts, Warners; Ben
dustry asking for proposals to be
MEMPHIS: Bob Conway, National
f. Cammack, RKO.
before making recom•
Screen; James Pritchard, Universal; considered mendations
for revisions in the Films
L.
W.
McClintock,
Paramount;
John
DENVER: Charles Du Ryk, NaAct,
now
operating
on a three-year
tional Screen; Harry Haas, Para- Rogers, Columbia, chairman; L. C. modification of quotas. Members of
mount; Eugene Gerbase, Republic; Ingram, M-G-M; Ed Williamson, Vi- the British Film Producers Association recommended an increase in
Joe Ashby, PRC; Earl Bell, War- tagraph; T. W. Young, 20th-Fox; Al
ners; Clarence Olsen, United Artists; Avery, asst. chairman, RKO; L. W. renters' quota from 20 to 22% per
Robert C. Hill, Columbia; Henry Andrews, Republic.
cent, to be jumped to 25 per cent
•
Friedel, M-G-M., asst. chairman;
after one year. British Kmematofom H. Baily, RKO, chairman; ArMILWAUKEE: J. Frackman, Re- graph Renters Society members
thur Abeles, 20th-Fox; Lon T. Fidler,
public; F. Mantzke, Universal; C. sought a 25. per cent renters' quota
Trampe, Monogram; W. D. Woods, while U. S. distributors held out for
Monog-ram.
•
Warners, chairman; H. Shumow, M- retention of the current . 20 per
DES MOINES: Edward Spiers, G-M, asst. chairman; L. Orlove; J. cent. Last month, the Films Council recommended continuance of
Monogram; William Feld, Republic; Strother, PRC; N. Nathanson, United
Artists; Oscar Ruby, Columbia; H. modified renters' quotas to be inLou Elman, RKO, assistant chaircreased to 25 per cent in the third
20th-Fox; A. Schmitz,
man; E. J. Tilton, Warners; Julian Beecroft,
RKO; J. Milinkow, National Screen;
year, and an exhibitors' quota of 20
King, Film Classics; D. C. Kennedy,
(Continued on Page 10)
M-G-M, Lou Levy, Universal, chairper cent.
man; Harry Hamburg, Paramount;
S. J. Mayer, 20th-Fox, and Mel Evidon, Columbia.

Dave
Rich,
ners.

•

DETROIT: Harlan Starr, Monogram; M. Dudelson, chairman, United
Artists; Milton Cohen, asst. chairman, RKO; J. J. Lee, 20th-Fox; I.
Pollard, Republic; B. J. Robins, Universal; Arvid Kantor, National
Screen; Jack D. Goldhar, United Artists, chairman; Jack Zide, Allied;
Robert Dundas, Warners; Joe Gains,
Columbia.

W^l

•

§vie Day.

INDIANAPOLIS: Foster Gauker,
M-G-M, asst. chairman; Claude W.
McKean, Warners, chairman; George
T. Landis, 20th-Fox; Russell Brentlinger, RKO; Ted Liebtag, National
Screen; Ed Brauer, Republic; L. J.
McGinley, Universal; Elmer DonnelDetroit — The Carlton Theater,
ly, United Artists; Carl Harthill,
rthwest nabe house, has been taken
Monogram;
A . R. Taylor, Paraer by Philip Gorelick, owner of
Guy Craig, Columbia; Jos.
I Carmen Theater in Dearborn, W. Bohn,mount;
PRC.
Jm Douglas Brosey, who retains
•
jJ Amsterdam Theater- only. Ralph
KANSAS
CITY:
Arthur Cole,
relick. a son, has been named
Paramount; Robert F. Withers, Remager.
public; W. E. Truog, United Artists;
Meredith, N. H.— "Skip" Avery of Jack Langan, Universal, chairman;
j| town has purchased the Acme G. W. Fuller, 20th-Fox; J. E. Garrison, Universal, district chairman;
Kennebunk, Me., which has been
si-ated by Wallace A. Jack for Beverly Miller, PRC; R. M. Copeland, Paramount;
T. L. Baldwin,
reral years.

THEATER DEALS

fi-j^&^sh&J*****
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Teach Germans Ways
Of Peace-Zanuck
(Continued from Page 1)
themes calculated to help make the
re-education of the people of that
country a reality. His remarks elaborated on views expressed at the
American Nobel anniversary dinner
at the Hotel Astor on Sunday.
Zanuck said that as the first step
to attain the desired goal he was
"exploring" a story by Sidney
Kingsley for a possible sequel to
"Wilson." He plans to go to Washington to seek Government co-operation in the making of the film,
tentatively called "But for the Grace
of John." The story is "purely
American" and deals with the retm-ning soldier, according to Zanuck.
Suggests
"Code"
for Films
Re-education of the German people
via films should be a United Nations
movement and must in no event be
nationalistic, said Zanuck. He advocated the encouragement of the
French, British and Russians to establish organizations to make "under a code" films devised to foster a
love of peace in the German people.
He suggested that the first films
shown the Germans should be made
by the military of the United Nations for the purpose of bringing
home a realization of the tragedy
visited upon the world by the Nazis.
Zanuck said that while he favored complete abolition of German
film production, he didn't believe in
total destruction of the industry's
personnel because that would drive
it underground. He wanted those
engaged in production absorbed into
other fields of endeavor.
The adroitness and ability of the
German film makers make it doubly
necessary to put them out of action
in Zanuck's opinion.
"One World"
Not Forgotten
"We have not lost track of 'One
World,' " observed Zanuck in discussing the late Wendell L. Willkie's
book, pointing out that the film
script had long been finished. He
said he proposed to have a talk with
Mrs. Willkie on the film version on
his next trip to New York.
A decision on Willkie's successor
as chairman of the 20th-Fox board
will not be made "for some time
yet," Zanuck told the press.
The 20th-Fox production chief goes
to Washington today for a brief
visit. He is due to return to California on Dec. 20.

TO TMIE COLORS!
ir DECORATED

*

LT. (j.g.l JOHN RICHARD COX, formerly known
as John Howard, Him player, was awarded
the Navy Cross for heroism during mine
sweeping
operations.

*

PROMOTED

*

2ND. LT. STANLEY BUTT, formerly Schoenstadt
theater booker, Chicago to 1st lieutenant
in the Army.

Nov.
20th

Para. Device Relay
Tele to House Scree!

(Continued from Page 1)
revealed
at the TBA
confer
which ended yesterday.
Through
a patented process,
pictures on a television recer
Howe, RKO; Meyer Stern, Capitol;
set in the operators' booth are 4
on film, developed
I. Sokolof, National Screen; Joe Jac- tographed
printed
and
run through the reg
obs, Columbia.
•
projector and on to the screen in
PHILADELPHIA: Ulrik Smith, operation.
Paramount, it was si
Paramount; Harry Weiner, Colum- will make the device available tc!
bia; George E. Schwartz, Universal; theaters.
Bob Folliard, RKO, district chair- Meschter SMPE Speaker
man; Harry G. Bodkin, United ArtDr. E. Meschter,
research j]
ists; Charles Zagrans, RKO; Sam
Gross, 20th-Fox, chairman; Wm. sicist of DuPont's
photo prodi
Munsell, Warners, asst. chairman.
department, Parlin, N. J., will be
•
featured speaker at the SMPE
PITTSBURGH: Mort Magill, lantic Coast Section meeting in
United Artists; Dave Kimelman, Hotel
Pennsylvania
tonight,
Paramount; D. F. Moore, Warners;
subject
will
be
"Sound
Qua^
Max Shulgold, Crown Film; Perry Measurement:
Practical Aspects'
Nathan, National Screen; Lew Lef- Intermodulation Tests."
ton, PRC; Sam Fineberg, Monogram;
Clay Hake, 20th Fox; Art Levy, Co- $200,000 L. I. Bond Premiere
lumbia, asst. chairman; Sidney LehFreeport, L. I. — Century's Gi '
man, Republic; Pete Dana, Univer- War Bond Premiere of "Irish E
sal; M. E. Lefko, RKO, chairman.
Are Smiling," plus a stage srl
•
PORTLAND: Mark Cory, RKO; rung up a $200,000 Bond sale.
Jack Kloepper, Star Film Exchange; Sullivan, United Artists; M. Sa
R. T. Flannery,
Natid
R. O. Wilson, Universal; Jim Clark, M-G-M;
Paramount; Walter Wessling, Mon- Screen.
•
ogram; Charlie Powers, 20th-Fox,
WASHINGTON: Max Cohen, I
asst. chairman; J. H. Sheffield, Reversal;
Ben Caplon, Columbia; Ci
public; Louis Amacher; Albert Oxtoby, Warners, chairman; James Peppiatt, 20th-Fox; Mark Jacob:'
National Screen; J. S. Allen, M-G!
Beale, Columbia.
•
asst. chairman; Harry Brown, Mel
Mark Silver, United Arti |
ST. LOUIS: Lester Bona, War- gram;
J. E. Fontaine, Paramount; J.j
ners; Harry Hynes, Universal, chairman; C. D. Hill, Columbia, asst. Brecheen, RKO chairman.
chairman; A. R. Dietz, PRC; Nate
Steinberg, Republic; Hall Walsh,
Warners; Herbert Washburn, National Screen; B. J. McCarthy, United
Artists; Tom Williamson, RKO; Ray
Nolan, RKO; Ben Reingold, 20thFox; Maurice Schweitzer, Paramount.
•
SALT LAKE CITY: Cliff Davison,
RKO, chairman; W. G. Seib, Columbia, assistant chairman; F. H. Smith,
Paramount; C. R. Wade, Universal;
Charles L. Walker, 20th-Fox; H. C.
He*cir \
Fuller, Republic; C. S. Trobridge,
United Artists; S. J. Gardner, M-GM, and William S. Gordon, Warners.
•
SAN FRANCISCO: Newt Jacobs,
RKO, assistant chairman; Jack
O'Loughlin, United Artists; Sid
Weisbaum, Republic; Neal East,
Paramount; William Wobber, 20thIN WARNERS'
Fox; Barney Ross, Universal; Armand Cohn, PRC; Al Shmitken, Warners, chairman; L. Wingham, M-GM; George Ballantine, 20th-Fox; Mel
Hulling, Monogram; L. E. Tillman,
Columbia.
•
SEATTLE: Sam Milner, Universal; N. L. Walton, Columbia, assistant chairman; H. Kaufman, Paramount; Vete Stewart, Warners,
chairman; F. M. Higgins, Republic;
E. A. Lamb, RKO; Frank Drew, 20thFox; R. W. Abbett, Monogram; A. J.

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE
(Continued from Page 9)
D. Chapman, C. Koehler, H. Wirthwein, Paramount. •
MINNEAPOLIS: Jay McFarland,
National Screen; Ben Blotcky, Paramount, asst. chairman; W. H. Workman, M-G-M, chairman; LeRoy J.
Miller, Universal; H. J. Chapman,
Columbia; Norman W. Pyle, Loew's;
Thomas A. Burke, Monogram; Jack
Cohan, 20th-Fox; Abbott Swartz,
PRC; A. W. Anderson, Warners;
W. M. Grant, Republic; C. J. Dressell, RKO; Ralph Cramblet, United
Artists; Sherman Fitch, RKO, Sioux
Falls, S. D.
•
NEW HAVEN: B. A. Simon, 20thFox; Morey Goldstein, M-G-M, assiscant chairman; John Pavone, Universal; John G. Moore, Paramount,
chairman; Harry A. Levine, Monogram; Barney Pitkin, RKO; William
Shartin, United Artists; Tim O'Toole,
Columbia; Carl Goe, Warners; Jerome Lewis, Republic.
•
NEW ORLEANS: L. Boyer, National Screen; Henry Glover, Monogram; T. L. Davis, United Artists;
Erman Price, Paramount; H. DuVall,
Columbia; J. R. Lamantia, RKO,
asst. chairman; E. V. Landaiche,
20th-Fox, chairman; C. J. Briant,
Loew's; Leo Seicshanaydre, Republic; L. Connor, Warner; P. Sliman,
PRC.
•
NEW YORK: Sol Trauner, Columbia; Henry Randel, Paramount; Nat
Cohen, Columbia; Robert Fannon,
Republic, asst. N. Y. chairman; Maxwell Gillis, Republic; Sam Lefkowitz, United Artists; John J. Bowen,
Loew's, district chairman; Benjamin
Abner, Loew's, N. J. chairman; Ralph
Pielow, M-G-M, N. Y. chairman;
Clarence Eiseman, Warners; Charles
Boasberg, RKO; Ray Moon, 20thFox; Phil Hodes, RKO; Jack Ellis,
United Artists; David A. Levy, Universal; Joseph Felder, Monogram;
Moe Kurtz, 20th-Fox, asst. N. J.
chairman.
•
OKLAHOMA CITY: G. C. Clark,
National Screen; Grover McDonald,
Monogram; J. W. Loew's; J. R.
Partlow, Universal; E. L. Walker, PRC; C. A. Gibbs, Columbia,
Chairman, Distributors Division;
M. W. Osborne, 20th-Fox, asst. chairman; C. H. Weaver, Paramount.
•
OMAHA: Harold B. Johnson, Universal, chairman; Joe Scott, 20thFox; John Kemptgen, M-G-M; J. T.
McBride, Paramount, asst. chairman;
Mike Comer, Monogram; Harry Rogers, PRC; D. V. McLucas, United
Artists; Frank Hannon, Warners;
Harry
Lefholtz,
Republic;
Karl
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L Tele to Benefit Snow Storm Hits Theaters
ifth Other, TBA Told Houses Dark, Deliveries Slowed, Reports
THE'

(Continued from Page 1)
m jely-knitted relationship, accordto the consensus at the open
, jim session of the first annual coniv.snce of the Television Broadcast| Association which closed its
t-day meeting at the Commodore
aj,jel yesterday. The opinion was
' essed that films would be ened by television and that tele
(t)»nique would be acquired from
5, with the studios lending adee assistance.
ailability of facilities and manr will determine the period of
after V-E Day when television
ivers can be offered to the pubn a large scale, according to the
orities. One expert believed
it "would not be long" before
receivers would become a popufjiece of furniture in homes, algh another was not so optimistic,
matter of "what you have to
jk with" will be the determining
5 jir and nobody can say how soon
hostilities end, in Europe
at
jjjjl that materials and manpower
be plentiful, the experts said.
T^pe of 16 mm. Film Predicted
fod use of 16 mm. film for "transitions" of live
talent
shows was
icted. As
to color
television
and
-isoon it will be practical, guesses
:, lining from eight to 10 years were
i.ed, depending
on how long it
atetake to make changes in present
Unities.
Use of telephone wires
ij ending television over long disirqfs was said to be impractical
j lis time, although wires to a
ed degree have been., used for
distances.
Opinions that live
I lacked the quality of moIpicture film over television were
\ ted. The consensus was that if
' y.elecasting
tthere should were
be noproperly
contrast, han-

I Continued

in West Virginia mountain areas and
10 inches in Elkins, W. Va., equalling the fall in Chicago.
While detailed reports of theater
closing-s and film delivery difficulties
were not available in most cases,
the following were received up to
press time this morning:
Pittsburgh — Theater business in
Western Pennsylvania was completely demoralized yesterday as the result of the worst snowstorm in the
area's history. Fall which began
Monday afternoon continued during
the night and yesterday with up to
18 inches of snow causing missouts
and late film deliveries with numerous houses darkened as a consequence.
Many truck and messenger shipments could not be delivered and
film sent by train arrived late in
most cases. Theater attendance was
generally so bad that many situations closed because of lack of patronage and even first-run downtown
houses were heavy sufferers.
Less than half of theater and film
exchange employes were able to get
to work because of the unexpected
heavy snowfall following a prediction of light snow.
Albany

—

Severe

early-season

Lt. James Crawley Killed

POSTS

AMPBELL, accessory manager, Columbia.
BUNDLE,
manager,
Grand,
Oelwein,
la.
I LEIBER, assistant manager, Belpark, Chi.
|o
RECKENMAKER,

•tare,

assistant manager, B & K

Chicago.

jiLEN, assistant
manager,
Norshore,
Chifeo.
:HLICHTINC, chief of service B & K BelIrk, Chicago.
IN SIMMONS,
manager, B & K LaC-range
eater, LaGrange,
III.
60 MAURO, assistant production manaNorman D. Waters & Associates, New
rk.
CE H. ZOUARY,
staff artist, Norman
D.
^ters & Associates,
New York.
0 WISE,
booking
manager,
Paramount
thange, St. Louis.
1 NELSON,
director
of
AMPRO
eduional film sales division, Chicago.
3E, manager, Strand, Maiden,
Mass.
B.
KAUFMAN,
Monogram
publicist,
llywood.
GOLDMAN,
'cago.

city

booker,

Universal,

ll

snowstorms paralyzed business and
transportation in upstate New York
yesterday. Storm, which reached
its greatest intensity in central and
western parts of the State, forced
the closings of war plants, schools,
and stores, as well as many theaters.
While reports were not available
from film carriers, it is virtually
certain that film deliveries in many
areas were late, if not missed altogether.
Buffalo — Declaring a state of
emergency because of heavy snowfalls, Mayor Joseph J. Kelly urged
that everyone remain at home until
the storm subsides. All businesses
are at a standstill.
Rochester — Eastman Kodak and
other plants were forced to close
yesterday because of the heavy
snow. Plants ordered second and
third shift employes not to report.
New York was not visited by yesterday's heavy snows but freak winds
caused a 34-foot barrage balloon,
advertising "Winged Victory" to
break loose from its moorings near
the Roxy Theater. Big bag is believed to have blown to sea.

Conciliation Meet Tomorrow

Springfield, 111. — Mrs. James B.
First meeting between U. S. ConCrawley of Chillicothe, has received
ciliator James W. Fitzpatrick and
word from the War Department that
to. her husband, Lt. James B. representatives of the Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild,
|sB| Crawley, pilot of a C-47 plane,
'*"*" is reported killed in action. The Local 109, CIO, and Loew's, 20thyoung pilot was earlier reported Fox, Columbia, Paramount and RKO
missing over Holland. Prior to in an effort to settle a dispute between the companies and the union
entering the service he was emover salary and contract terms will
manager of Kerasotes' be held tomorrow in the office of
ployed asChillicothe.
theater at

summary, it was said that the
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Major Leslie Thompson of RKO.

Selznick Sues Rose
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

•
Parks Assn. Honors Carroll
Springfield, Mass. - — Edward J.
Carroll, owner-manager of Riverside
Park-In theater, Agawam, has been
chosen second vice-president of the
National Association of Amusement
Parks at its 26th annual convention
in Chicago. Carroll was also named
chairman for the 1945 convention.

W. R. Frank Heading East
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

100,000 Engineers Available
For Films, Tele After War
The U. S. Navy is training electronic engineers at the rate of 5,000
a month and 100,000 engineers will
be available for the radio and television industry at the close of the
war, it was said yesterday by Com.
William C. Eddy, Radar expert and
head of the Navy's radio school in
Chicago, at the Television Broadcasters Association conference here
yesterday.
Commander Eddy defined Radar as
a by-product of television, explaining that engineers schooled by the
Navy are thoroughly equipped to
enter post-war television and will
be valuable men in the development
of the sight and sound industry.

'
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Hollywood — W. R. Frank is en
route to New York via Minneapolis,
to seek an important story property either in a Broadway play, or
in a best selling novel, for his next
picture which
willmmbe
budgeted at
vmmmmm
&~»
$1,000,000 or more.

theater would have a new agency
for entertainment in television and
that the two industries should go
forward together. Those who think
otherwise, it was said, will be "left
behind."

DAILY

Hollywood — Myron Selznick & Co.
has filed suit against Harold Rose,
a former employe for $50,000 and is
asking an injunction to enjoin Rose
from soliciting Selznick clients. Action was filed in the Superior Court
and names James Craig, Director
George E. Marshall, Joan Caulfield,
William Cameron Menzies, Russell
Wade and Phyllis Thaxter as clients
Rose induced to leave the Selznick
agency.
•
Spurious Bill Warning
Cleveland — Local theater owners
are warned to be on the lookout for
spurious $10 and $20 bills that are
being passed. Split in half, with
each half pasted on a $1, these bills
have been presented at several local
theaters.

If you think you know how
far some women

will go

to attain their ends,
you don't need to see it.
If you are not sure you know,
you are going to he shocked.
But maybe you need
a shock.

%^-z<& A^tf^icZZee. "GUEST
INSTROMBERG
THE HOUSE.
HUNT
Presented by
starring

ANNE BAXTER -RALPH BELLAMY
ALINE MacMAHON • RUTH WARRICK
SCOTT McKAY • MARIE McDONALD
Jerome Cowan

•

Percy Kilbride

•

Margaret Hamilton

* Connie Laird

From the Stage Ploy by Hagar Wilde and Dale Eunson
• Screen Play by Ketti Frings
Director of Photography, Lee Garmes, A. S. C. • Directed by JOHN BRAHM

Released

•q.sia uoTq.on.poJd

•£
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thru United Artists

ntimcxte in Character
nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

HSTMBS. HAVE NO INTERIM DECREE PLANS
Iharles Skouras Calls for Greater War

Decree Issue Appears to

.,211,050 Given to War
encies; $209,000,000
or Bonds Sold Thru NT
Coast

By RALPH

Bureau

WILK

of THE

FILM

Be
"Up in
the Plans
Air" As
Neither
Side
Move
No move is under way on the part
of the five consenting distributors
to initiate an interim decree despite
the fact that Wendell Berge, Assistant Attorney General, has asserted
that the Department of Justice
would not take any steps along that
line. Industry attorneys said yester(Continued on Page 3)

DAILY

ollywood — "Along with the armed
ces, America's
motion
picture
ters went to war when
Japs
m b e d Pearl
arbor three
fears ago and
ve been at it
r since.
It's
ip us to conue — to increase j
u r part in
me front war
(ort until last
o t has been

St. Louis Theaters
Begin Reopening
St. Louis — The local theater situation is slowly getting back to normal, but it will be Saturday before
all the union houses closed by the
refusal of the operators to show var(Continued on Page 3)

his was the
ssage delivered
sterday
by
Hr^
I NT

P' , ?H^
and
FWC CHARLES P. SKOURAS
^sident, at the
mal meeting here of California
(Continued on Page 6)

iG Rejects Merger
ith AFRA Equity
't Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Colorful "Dixieland" spectacle, inspired by the days of Mississippi steamboats, one of
many sparkling ice revues in Republic's big musical, "LAKE PLACID SERENADE,"
starring Vera Hruba Ralston. — Advt.

11 Paris Pix Houses
Operate to Top Biz

Myers Sees Crescent
Decree as Sweeping

lollywood — It has been disclosed
Eleven theaters are operating in
!t the Screen Actors Guild has reed a proposal that it affiliate with Paris and the people are flocking to
RA, Actors Equity Association them in droves, Dave Rose, Paraother Four "A" affiliates to mount's managing director in England, said here yesterday. Rose,
(Continued on Page 6)
who has been to Paris three times
since its liberation, said the big
(Continued on Page 6)
Stetttniusi Zanuck

to Talk Pix Today
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Darryl F. Zanuck,
oroduction head for 20th - Fox will
ronfer here today with Secretary of
state Edward R. Stettinius on over-all
six policies. Specific subject of the
Discussion has not been disclosed.
Zanuck's proposal that the German
i m industry be put out of business
ifter the war has met with varying
Degrees of enthusiasm here. In some
quarters it is felt that German filmmaking must be delayed for from
10 to 15 years after the war.

G-f JOE HAS

NOW

Effort

$6,000,000

West

Declaring that the dissolution of
the Crescent circuit ordered by the
district court and upheld by the
U. S. Supreme Court was one of
the most sweeping decrees ever entered, Abram F. Myers in a special
Allied bulletin predicted that the de(Continued on Page 6)

Brazilian 'Take'

terday by Sigwart Kusiel, ColumHerbert E. Wappaus, manager of
bia's general manager in that country, at a press conference. Screen
the contract department at RKO Radio, was promoted yesterday by time is today taken up "almost 100
Robert Mochrie, general sales man- per cent" by U. S. pictures, asserted
ager, to succeed William M. Home in the foreign executive, who is here
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

A BILLION

IN WAR

BONDS — ARE

YOU

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Samuel
Goldwyn
announced yesterday the return of Lt.
Col. Lynn ( Continued
Farnol, AAF,
on Pageto2)the Gold-

Kusiel Says First-Run Biz There Up 50-60%
Further evidence pointing to a
Mochrie Raises Wappaus
heavily
market for our film
To Succeed William Home product growing
in Brazil was offered yes-

PURCHASED

Farnol Rejoining Goldwyn
To Head Studio Publicity

25,000 Blood Donors
Via Brooklyn Houses
In the last six months the Brooklyn
Red Cross Blood Donor Service succeeded in recruiting an estimated 25,000 dcnors through the services of the
borough's film houses, it was announced yesterday by Mrs. Ruth G.
Nathan, chairman cf theater recruitment. Theater managers and
the WAC were praised for their help
in enabling the Red Cross "to reach
the people of Brooklyn at a time
when their emotions have been
aroused by war newsreels and by
many of the stirring war films which
have been shown in the past months."
According to Mrs. Nathan, the Red
Cross effcrt in Brooklyn tops the
five boroughs in results obtained
through theater co-operation.
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will be held here Monday. Association isplugging the event with
300-line ads in local dailies. Jeep
parade will precede the premiere.

New Year's celebration at Lake Placid where Vera Hruba Ralston, star

NEW
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STOCK
High

Am. Seat
Ccl. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Lcew's,
Inc
Paramount
RKO
RKO SS pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner
Bros
NEW YORK
Monog'am
Picts.
Radic-Kaith cvs
Scnotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

13)

EXCHANCE
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49
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. 2958
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of Republic's "Lake Placid Serenade" will be crowned queen of the
ice carnival.
Yates said Republic is definitely
Chg.
- Net
% geaied for unprecedented production in 1945 and disclosed that its
l'/2
expansion program only awaits the
action of the War Production Board
to release necessary construction
material. Building plans include
construction of several new sound
stages, a three-story office building
and new quarters for the makeup,
hairdressing
and wardrobe departments.

-

Albany Variety Club
Giving "Canteen" Party
Albany — As part of the program
of events scheduled in connection
with the "proxy premiere" of Warners' "Hollywood Canteen" at the
Strand Theater tomorrow, the local
Variety Club will give a cocktail
party for the local and visiting
press and other guests. Press group
also will be guests at a dinner being given by the Albany Chamber
of Commerce and the Albany Federation of Sales Executives at the
Ten Eyck Hotel.
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Chicago — Harry Amsterdam, ?i
veteran theater musician, is der
from a heart attack.

Bay State Thea. Tops Goal
Fall River, Mass.— The Bay State
has topped its 6th War Loan quota,
with a sale of $10,084,565 to date
against a $9,883,065 quota, it was
announced yesterday by Nate Yamins,
co-chairman
of theYamins
industry's
6th drive
organization.
sold
over $500,000 in Bonds at a Bond
Premiere held in his own local theaters.

RADIO

Republic and Local 306
Confer to End Dispute
Conference between representatives of Republic and IATSE Local
306 opened yesterday in a move to
settle the dispute between the company and the union over a contract
for projectionists employed at the
firm's home office. Another huddle
is scheduled for today.
A union spokesman said that the
conferees had "high hopes that an
agreement will be reached very
shortly." Local 306 earlier this week
served notice on a number of the
leading circuits that beginning Dec.
18 its members would refuse to handle Republic pictures.
Representing Republic yesterday
were Walter L. Titus, Jr., R. K.
McKenzie and Joseph McMahon.
Appearing for the union were Herman Gelber, its president, and Nathan Frankel and Herbert Schrank,
Local 306 legal lights.

CITY MUSIC

50th

Street and

Sixth

"NATIONAL

HALL

Avenue

VELVET"

MICKEYM-G-M's
ROONEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JACKIE JENKINS— —
and —REGINALD OWEN

Yates Says Rep. is Geared !Farnol Rejoining Goldwyn
For Unprecedented Prod'n To Head Studio Publicity

(Wednesday, Dec.

Bureau

Harry Amsterdam Dies
1-Hour
Air Auction
Tomorrow
The sale of War Bonds will be
boosted by a full-hour victory auc! :ion show to go on the air over
WMCA
tomorrow
at 8 p.m. under
I Treasury
sponsorship.
Paul Muni,
I Eddie Dowling,
Max
Gordon
and
jBrock Pemberton will be among the
! participants.
Jerry Lawrence
will
act as master of ceremonies.
•
10-Theater Bond Premiere
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Hollywood — Virginia Van Upp w
be executive producer in charge
\ all top-bracket pictures at Columbi
commencing Jan. 1.

The Music Hall's Great Christmas
First
Mezz.
Seats
Reserved
IN
Circle 6-4600

Stage Show
ADVANCE.

1 Continued from Page 1)

wyn organization as director of publicity at the studio. Farnol had
previously held the same post for
eight years. Appointment becomes
effective Jan. 1 when Col. Farnol
. eceives his release from the service.
For the past two years he has been
attached to the Eighth Fighter Command, with headquarters in England.
He has been awarded the Bronze
Star for meritorious service.
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163 Century Serviceman
To Get Christmas Checks

- nu

Dean

■ UE

^ JIMMY SAVO

SOMETHING

Century Circuit will remember
163 servicemen, former employes,
with special checks of $15 each, and
a personal letter from Albert A.
Hovell, Circuit president.
Armistice Day and Independence
Day also saw $15 checks going out
in the mail to former employes, in
the service. This, in addition to a
monthly gift of $3.50 dispatched for
cigarettes and small incidentals, as
we.l as issues of a house organ, sent
by the home office.

UPTOWN
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Detroit back-room exchange workers yesterday had won approval of a
WLB application for wage increases.
Two other applications prepared for
submission to regional boards by
back-room locals in Dallas and Oklahoma City were signed here yesterday by representatives of the IATSE
and the companies.

B WAY &
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Audrey Long

"30 Seconds" Held Up 15 Hrs.
Broadway's Capitol theater missed
its first show since the house was
built when the orchestra lift refused to budge after the six o'clock
stage show Tuesday. Refunds were
made and "30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
found the screen again after a crew
worked
15 hours to repair the situation.
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» Interim Decree
lans by Distribs.
N. PETER RATHVON and NED E. DEPINET,
RKO executives, are due to arrive in New York
from the Coast on Monday.

Continued from Page 1)
fanother
that they
couldn'tan say
one way
whether
interim
dele, under which they would opte during the period of litigation,
"uld be sought. Issue appears to
"up in the air."
" le five companies appear to be
Bergoing
a period
of "watchful
^rrriting" to see what the Governnt proposes on Wednesday when
Department of Justice is expected
■outline its procedure for a modiI decree
before
Federal
Judge
— nry W. Goddard in New York. No
(ALL ,»nite action
is contemplated
by
distributors until they hear what
-ge recommends
to the court.
rge has indicated that if the dismtors
would
eliminate
the 10• ■•' r moratorium
on
divorcement
9 jse from their draft of a modi,. sm.,1 decree submitted last January,
:,;! re might be the basis for an in.m decree.
— Bo effect on the decree negotiais is seen by the U. S. Supi-eme
art decision in the Crescent case,
rdict apparently will not alter
distributors' stand on the modi.tion of the document.
It the hearing Wednesday, John
ekey, 20th-Fox attorney, will arb against intervention in the dele by the St. Louis Amusement
before Federal Judge Henry W.
Ward.

RS

Stff

I Louis Theaters
jsgin Reopening
(Continued from Page 1)

'5 pictures are back
, iking schedules were
work stoppage that
H tuning many theaters
led.

on the job.
so upset by
delay in recould not be

'he St. Louis Amusement Co. had
V the Avalon open last night, but
. resume shows in 14 houses to. , 11 on Friday and the remain• two, Columbia
and Victor
on
mrday.
;laimann
Bros.' Circuit
re-opens
11 houses today.
Fred Wehrenhas re-opened his 11 houses and
Is
1 Konn had shows in his six
ises last night. About the only
nished business is the exact loscaused the union houses and if
when damage suits will be filed
inst the operators' union.

END BIRTHDAY
REETIMS TODecember 14
Jack C. Raymond
William H. Erbb
Ray Foster
Margie Stewart
James W. Home

WILLIAM J. KUPPER. general sales manager
of 20th-Fox, who has been recuperating in
Southern California from pneumonia, is expected
back at the home office on Friday.

Yes, Sir, 'Ttvas Terrific ! ! !
•

•

•

IT WAS

AN EVENING

OF iun. filmosophy and foolosophy

We mean the "Exhibitors' Christmas Party" of the Picture Pioneers
at the Waldorf-Astoria last night ..... It was an evening of guffawing
and gastronomic
gayety
and much
of the hectic hilarity was
caused by an innocent looking fellow who. posing as a much-abused
Greek exhibitor of a sub-sub-sub-sequent run theater, created riotous
reverberations,
sometimes
at the expense
of Abe Montague
for
the fellow who broke into Walter Vincent's speech and bemoaned the
plight of the indies was none other than that nationally known practical joker and master of ribbing, Luke Barnett
It was with difficulty that the committee kept his identity a secret
That grand fellow
who homicidically speaks the English language, Sam Rinzler. was
master of ceremonies at the dinner which was attended by 300 pioneers
of the flicker industry and which was preceded by a cocktail party.

▼

T

T

• • • THE ENTIRE AFFAIR was in the hands of the Brothers
Dembow—Sam and George— who, with their committee consisting of
Hal Hode, Gilbert Josephson, Joe Hornstein, Jack Cohn, Jack Alicoate,
Sam Rinzler, Jack Levin and Tom Connors put over an affair that
can be described only as "terrific"
There were door prizes
and what door prizes!
ranging from full size rugs to neckties and shirts
Seated on the dais were President Jack Cohn,
Sam and George Dembow, Sam Rinzler, Spyros P. Skouras, Darryl F.
Zanuck. Barney Balaban, Jesse Lasky, Judge Ferdinand Pecora, Jimmy
Walker, Adolph Zukor, Captain Ray Wild, Bob O'Donnell, E. V.
Richards, Harry Brandt, Walter Vincent, Tom Connors, Neil Agnew,
Charley Reagan, Grad Sears, M. A. Lightman, Joe Blumenfeld, William
Rodgers, Abe Montague, Earl Hudson, Paul Moss and Gregory Ratoff.

▼

▼

▼

• •
•
SPEAKERS
AT THE EVENING'S
DOINGS
included
Harry Brandt, Walter
Vincent, Jimmy
Walker,
Darryl Zanuck
and
Capt. Ray Wild
Sam Dembow opened the post-prandial festivities
and introduced Prexy Jack Cohn who, in turn, introduced Sam Rinzler
who carried on from there
It might be mentioned in passing that
the chap who traveled the farthest to attend last night's affair was Joe
riumenfeld, with runners-up being Bob O'Donnell and E. V. Richards
Joe trekked from San Francisco, while Richards and O'Donnell
journeyed from New Orleans and Dallas, respectively

T

T

T

• •
•
THE LARGEST
CLASS ever . to
Pioneers was seen last night, 66 to be exact

be

inducted
into the
And here they are:

Salem E. Applegate, Henry R. Arias, John Balaban, Harold Blumenthal, Frank Boucher, James , Brennan, Joseph DeFrenes, Arthur De
Titta, Joseph Dombroff, Joseph Eagen, G. S. Eyssell, Joseph Felder,
Nathan Furst, Stanley Hand, John Hans, Jean Hersholt, A. Higginbotham, Karl Hoblitzelle, M. B. Horwitz, E. J. Hudson, Rudolph
Sanders, Joe Moskowitz, William Jenkins, J. S. Jossey, Myron Kallet,
Morris Kandel, Joseph Katsh, David Kay, H. F. Kincey, Edwin G.
Lauder, Jr., Sidney Lust, John Manheimer, Max Marcin, Thomas
Martell, William Massce, Vincent McFaul, Paul Mooney, Paul Moss,
James Mulvey, Harry Nace, Harry Olshan, Harry Post, Tom Murray,
J. R. Keegan, Arthur Rapf, Charles Reagan, Ray and Sam Rhonheimer, E. V. Richards, Max Rothstein, Michael Ruden, Al Selig, William Shirley, Andy Smith, George Smith, Meyer Solomon, Eugene Spitz,
Harry Takiff, Leslie Thompson, Bob Ungerfeld, William Wilder, Capt.
Fred Wingardh, Harold Wondsel, J. E. Robin, Mori Krushen and Joe
Blumenfeld
honor scrolls were awarded to Darryl Zanuck, John
Harris, Bob O'Donnell, Walter Vincent and Francis Doublier

▼
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•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

TV

PEARL HARBOR!

H. M. RICHEY, exhibitor relations head, is
due back Saturday from a three-week visit to
Dallas, Los Angeles and several other exchanges.
CEORGE A. HIRLIMAN, president of International Theatrical and Television Corp. has
returned from the Coast with options on three
plays for stage production.
PHIL HODES, local RKO branch manager, will
I leave with his wife Dec. 23 for a vacation in
Miami, where they will celebrate their 25th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 27.
OSCAR F. NEU, of Neumade Products, returns today from Mexico and the South.
ARTHUR H. DeBRA, director of research for
MPPDA, addressed the United Nations Club in
Washington Tuesday.
H. R. MAIER, Warner Bros, home office real
estate representative, is in Toronto checking
plans
the new Warner exchange to be
erected for
there.
HUNT STROMBERC, producer, and TOM PARHAM, his comptroller, are back on the Coast
after 10 days in New York.
BEN KALMENSON, general sales manager of
Warner Bros., returned yesterday from studio
conferences and a tour of the Southwest.
JERI SULLAVAN, singer, now appearing in
person at the New York Paramount Theater,
leaves for
screen
test. the Coast next month for a Warners'
CHARLES E. KURTZMAN, Loew's New England
division manager, was a recent visitor to Syracuse.

HARRY H. UNTERFORT, RKO-Schine city
manager, Syracuse, is back from a War Bond
meeting in Buffalo.
JULIAN BOWES, 20th-Fox exploiteer, is in
Syracuse
campaign
Victory."
S/SCT. to LEO
PILLOTon is"Winged
on detached service
in Denver to handle the opening there of
"Winged Victory" on Dec. 25.
HAROLD POSTMAN, assistant to Alan F.
Cummings, in charge of M-C-M exchange
operations, is in New Haven for a brief visit.
JOEL BEZAHLER, Metro office assistant to
J. E. Flynn, is back from a week's visit to the
Chicago and Omaha exchanges.
IRIS BARRY, curator of the Film Section of
the Museum of Modern Art, was in Washington
yesterday.
S. J. GREGORY and LOU HARRIS, Alliance
Circuit executives, have returned to Chicago
from a West Coast inspection trip
JUDY GARLAND and VINCENT MINELL,
M-G-M director, left Chicago yesterday
for
Hollywood.
JOE PASTERNAK and wife are en route to
Hollywood.

JULES FIELDS and MOSS HART are in Chicago for "Winged Victory" premiere at the
Civic Theater.
PAT O'BRIEN returned to New York yesterday from a USO tour of the Burma-India-China
sector.

IA Wins at Rep. Exchange
The IATSE yesterday was chosen
as bargaining agent by office workers at the Republic exchange here,
defeating the Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
CIO, by a count of six to three.

IN NEW POSTS
JAMES

TOBIN,

manager,

Warner,

Bridgeport,

BEN Conn.
CRUBER, manager, Capitol, New Haven.
JAMES
J. MCCARTHY,
manager, Lawrence,
New
Haven.
ED RHIA,
manager,
Merritt,
Bridgeport,
Conn.
JEANETTE
SHIELDS,
purchasing
agent, Wirntr
theaters, New Haven.
GEORGE
BUSCH,
Chicago.

city

booker.

RKO

ROY CARROW, salesman, RKO Pictures,
ROBERT BRYSON, booker, PRC, Detroit.

exchange,
Detroit.
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"One of the top box-office clicks of the year."
el
^ VeV

— vari

"The picture is its own assurance of maximum yield in a
situation against any competition."
— m. p. her
— BOXOFI

"Truly superb. It will have audiences on their feet cheering
!

"One of the finest pictures ever to come to the screen. It w
be 'velvet' for you."
—showmen's trade rev

HPRESS

REVIEWERS!

'"Top grosses are in store for this Technicolor

—FILM
corker."

DAILY

in J s

'One of the best films to emerge from M-G-M. In top category
—the exhibitor
eent both as to customer and box-office satisfaction."
P.HB

40X«

i.Iti 'A rare treat. Rates among
its in

top grossers."

—the independent

'Refreshing and original. Outstanding. Thrilling."

— m. p. daily

tippy 4 ^
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(has. Skouras Asks
Greater War Effort
(Continued from Page 1)
FWC home office and city district
representatives.
As one example of community
service, Skouras revealed that since
Pearl Harbor a total of $2,211,050
has been contributed through Fox
West Coast and National Theaters,
Inc., which operates film houses in
22 states, to March of Dimes, Red
Cross, Army and Navy Relief,
United Nations Relief, Beds for Buddies, USO and other worthy causes.
Skouras announced also that these
theaters, through their joint activities with press, retailers and radio
in the 3rd, 4th and 5th War Loan
drives, sold a total of $209,000,000
in Bonds.
Devoting a minimum of time to a
review of current year's business and
plans for 1945, Skouras turned over
larger portion of annual meeting to
a discussion of ways and means by
which the organization's executive
and showmanship ability may continue to be utilized to fullest extent
in contributing to winning of war.
"First comes our Government and
war effort," Skouras told the assemblage. "Business is secondary.
We have learned that wherever people gather there is an opportunity
for public service and it is up to all
of us, as individuals and as an organization, to continue — to double,
if possible — our home front contribution to victory."
Skouras
said FWC was one of

P. S.: United States
Senate Please Note
Portland, Ore. — In the great rotunda of the Oregon State Capitol
building in Salem, a State War Bond
Premiere of "Meet Me In St. Louis"
will be held next Tuesday night.
Gov. Earl Snell and other state dignitaries will be present as honor
guests. So great is ticket demand
that Bond-buyers will draw lots to
attend. It is expected to result in at
least a sale of $2,500,000 in Bonds.

SAG Rejects Merger
With AFRA-Equity

Mochrie Raises Wappaus
To Succeed William Home
(Continued from Page 1)
national circuit sales. The promotion becomes effective with Home's
leaving on Friday to assume the
post of Eastern representative for
Jack Skirball. Wappaus has been
with RKO Radio for about 18 years
in various capacities.
Mochrie also announced the promotion of Irving Cane, supervisor
in the contract department, to succeed Wappaus. Cane has been with
RKO Radio for 15 years.
Home's associates at RKO Radio
are tendering him a farewell luncheon today at the Hotel Taft with
Mochrie presiding as toastmaster.

NCCJ Luncheon Will
(Continued from Page 1)
Attract
600 Tomorrow
merge into one organization. One
of SAG's important objections to
the merger is that the proposed
Approximately 600 will attend the
luncheon for the National Conferheadquai'ters
were
to
be
in
New
York.
ence of Christians and Jews to be
held tomorrow at the Hotel Astor.
"The proposed merger plan calls J. Robert Rubin is chairman of the
for one governing body determining
Amusement Division and Spyros P.
the ingpolicy
all affiliates,"
accord- Skouras, chairman of the committee
to John fol
Dales,
Jr. SAG executive
secretary, who recently returned to on arrangements. Basil O'Connor,
Hollywood from conferences in New head of the American Red Cross,
York. "The Guild does not believe will be the principal speaker. Maj.
that the economic welfare of motion Gen. Frederick E. Uhl, Commanding
picture actors can best be safe- General, Fourth Service Command,
guarded by an organization whose Atlanta, Ga., will deliver an address.
A number today.
of other speakers will be
headquarters are that far away from announced
production activity."
Inasmuch as the merger idea originated with Equity and AFRA and
they have indicated they would go
ahead without SAG, it is possible
the first theater organizations to
sell Bonds and Stamps after post they will proceed on that basis. "The
offices and banks; the first theater Guild heartily supports such action,"
said, "and intends contractual
circuit to engage actively in March Dales
affiliation with the new unit."
of Dimes, Red Cross, Blood Donor
On the question of jurisdicService or Wave, Wac and Marine
tion over television players,
enlistments.
Dales suggested "that the Guild
administer all television broadcasts from film, and the merged
•
AFRA-Equity group administer
live telecasts."

Myers Sees Crescent
Decree as Sweeping

(Continued from Page 1)
cision "undoubtedly will be controlling in the pending cases against
the Schine and Griffiths circuits,
which involve similar charges of monopolistic conduct."
The main impact of the decision,
Myers asserted, is on the pending
suits against the eight major distributors, adding that the decision
"clearly paves the way for the successful prosecution of the suit."
Myers said it was gratifying that
the Supreme Court had found that
the "chief weapons
used by
this
combination
in its unlawful
warfare

Thursday, December 14, 19-*

$6,000,000
Yearly
"Take"
in Brazil
(Continued from Page 1)
for home office conferences.
He i
timated that the eight majors «
tain "about $5,000,000 to $6,000,0C
in film rentals yearly in Brazil, wl
figure steadily increasing.
According to Kusiel, business
the Brazilian first-runs has gone
50 ot 60 per cent since the a*
started, with grosses in the sm
ler towns showing
a smaller
crease.
The improvement was :
tributed to more money
placed
circulation by the war effort.
The Brazilians prefer Argenti
to Mexican films, said Kusiel.
1
native production
was limited
about eight features last year,
reported.
Kusiel will return to Brazil af
Christmas.

Storm Closes Toronto Houses
Toronto — Film theaters in the 1
ronto district missed shows duri
the worst blizzard in meteorologi<
history, although the Royal Ah
andra, only local legitimate hoi
was forced to cancel but one p
formance. Conditions compelled
closing of schools, large downto
stores and war plants for one a
two days. Neighborhood theat«
had particularly large attendai
despite a 22-inch snowfall.

21 WORDS THAT
SPELL CHRISTMAS
BOND SALES!

11 Paris Pix Houses
Operate to Top Biz

(Continued from Page 1)
problem was to get enough pictures
to supply the few houses that are
operating in all of liberated France.
The Pai-amount office in Paris had
only two pictures on hand when the
Nazis evacuated. They were "Gulliver's Travels" and "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," both of which were getting tremendous patronage, Rose
said. All other product had been
were the franchise agreements and destroyed or removed by the Germans.
the licensing system."
Pai-amount has no production plans i
Walter S. Carter Dies
for England until Hal Wallis goes :
Ottawa— Walter
Stanley
Carter, over in June to make the first fea- j
f>2. one of the original members of ture under his new deal with the
"National Film Board of Canada company. Rose expects to be over !
then known
as the Motion Picture here until late January. He will go
to the Coast late this month.
Bureau, is dead.

PUT THIS MESSAGE IN
YOUR 6th WAR LOAN LOBBY
44
The War Bonds You
buy this Christmas
Speed the Christmas
when you may sayPeace on Earth, Good
Will Towards
Men"

Ross Federal Service, Inc.

. ■-■ - ■

MEDAL

OF

HONOR

For Distinguished Service to Your Country

HONOR

Mate /our serv/ce to your country
outstanding by holding a War Bond Premiere
in the Smashing Sixth.

I

This Medal, in recognition of your participation, will be
° presented by your State Exhibitor Chairman
and State Distributor Chairman.
Be sure that your service merits this award.

Sponsored

,

by War

Activities Committee

of Motion II

M

Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N«w

&4

Yort City

You sit watching the
screen and an odd feeling
comes over you . . . like peeking
through a strange window
... or hearing something
horribly private . . . and you
say to yourself . . .
wThis is true ... I know
women

like her . . .

But how do they dare
show it on the screen?'

THE HOUSEU
^^W^^^^4^^ "GUESTHUNT INSTROMBERG
Presented by
starring

ANNE BAXTER^ RALPH BELLAMY
ALINE MacMAHON • RUTH WARRICK
SCOTT McKAY • MARIE McDONALD
Jerome Cowan

• Percy Kilbride

• Margaret Hamilton

■ Connie Laird

From the Stage Play by Hagar Wilde and Dole Eunson • Screen Play by Kerti Fringi
Director of Photography, Lee Garmes, A. S.C. • Directed by JOHN BRAHM

Released thru United Artists

•isia uoTQ.onpoJd[

°d

*W

_\Intimate
in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

ONFER ON CURBING GERMAN PIC INDUSTRY
Circuits Find Public Shopping for Entertainment
end Developing During
st 6 Weeks; Attendance
ff 10-15% Since Labor Day

I

Circuit operators outside of New
Irk report that the public is beming to shop more cautiously for
film entertainment.
Tendency
been noted during the last six
eks, it was said.
While general patronage is well
ead of pre-war business, attendee has dropped between 10 and 15
r cent since Labor Day, it is rented.
Because of the necessity to mail
(Continued on Page 12)

fAC Silver Medals
o lo 50 of Press

Mayer Heads Camps and Recreation Program
as fir if I'is Expands Red Cross in the Pacific
Honolulu (By Air Mail) — Tremendous expansion of Red Cross activities in
the Pacific area is under way here under the direction of Stanton Griffis, Paramount executive on leave of absence to the American Red Cross to function as
Area Commissioner. Red Cross personnel will be doubled within the next six
months, with 55 new workers being added during the past month alone. Before
June next, it is expected that 90 Red Cross recreation clubs will be operating
in the Pacific area.
Griffis has assigned Arthur L. Mayer, New York theater operator, who recently joined him here as an assistant, to head public relations and the Red
Cross camps and recreation program. Brig. Gen. A. Conger Goodyear, member
of Paramount's board, who has also joined Griffis, has been designated as
liaison between the Red Cross and the armed forces.

Hears Zanuck's Views
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Darryl F. Zanuck,
Twentieth-Fox production head, conferred yesterday at the White House
with Harry Hopkins, key Presidentialtoward
adviser,theon German
United film
Nations'
policy
industry.
Zanuck had been scheduled to see
Secretary of State Edward R. Stetwho was kept busy on Capitol
Hill alltiniusday.
Zanuck proposed to Hopkins that,
(Continued on Page 11)

Increase in Brazil
Quota Under Study

Republic, Local 306
Eagle-Lion Dislrib.
Agree on Pact Terms Setup for Dominion

President Vargas of Brazil has
appointed a commission to study the
forking members of the industry possibilities of changing the quota
•ss in the East were formally law so that every theater in the
arded silver "Medals of Honor" country would be required to show
the War Activities 6th War Loan three locally produced pictures a
ive Committee at a luncheon held
year, S. E. Pierpoint, Paramount's
terday in Monte Carlo, 54th St. Brazilian
manager, said here yester(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 12)

:ra., WB Ask Dismissal
St. Louis Trust Suit

Stettinius Unable to
Attend, Harry Hopkins

35 Film Leaders on Dais

Settlement of the dispute between
Empire-Universal in Canada plans
Republic and IATSE Local 306 over
the question of a contract covering to establish a separate sales organization in the Dominion to be known
the company's home office operators
was announced yesterday in a joint as Eagle-Lion Distributors to facilitate the distribution of British picstatement issued by both parties to
the controversy.
(Continued on Page 11)
The company
(Continuedandon the
Pageunion
12) reach- Name Towell Successor

Hollywood Producers Aims
For Post-Wor Shorts Field

Before End of Month

A successor to Sydney Towell,
vice-president and treasurer of 20thlast week-end of inHollywood Producers, Inc., newly Fox whojuriesdied
Approximately 35 leaders of the
■X. Louis — Paramount Pictures,
sustained in an automobile
organized
with
Benjamin
S.
Thaw
film
industry
and
speakers
will
oc.. and Warner Bros Pictur-es, Inc.,
collision, is expected to be named
(Continued on Page 12)
cupy the dais today at the luncheon as president, Robert B. Stanfield as
e filed motions seeking to quash
irn of service of summons and being tendered by the National Con- board chairman; Robert S. Stanfield
ference of Christians and Jews at as vice-president and general man(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 12)
No Holiday Season

Allied Board Meets
In Columbus Jan. 24
The January meeting of National
Mlied's board of directors will be held
■it the Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Coumbus, 0., Jan. 24-25.
Arrangements are in charge of P.
. ("Pete") Wood, Secretary of the

TO of Ohio.

This is the annual meeting at
*hich officers and members of the
xecutive Committee are elected and
lans are made for the functioning
W the association during the ensuing
tear.

DAY: THE EQUIPMENT

At Today's NCCJ Luncheon

Riskin Quits OWE in 6 Months
Will Return to Production in Hollywood
"Meet Me In St. Louis"
To be Sold Separately
"Meet Me In St. Louis," will be
sold by M-G-M as a special on contracts separate and apart from the
company's tenth block, which will
be announced shortly, William F.
Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales manager, made known yesterday.

NEWS

SECTION — TURN

Robert Riskin, chief of the OWI
overseas motion picture bureau, currently visiting the European theater
of operations, will leave the bureau
after June 30 to return to his former role in picture making on the
Coast, it was learned here yesterday. It is expected that the film
production unit will be liquidated
shortly thereafter.
In connection with an overall slic(Continued on Page 11)

TO PAGES

14-15 FOR LATEST

For Miss Liberty

Millions of New Yorkers and visitors to the city can stroll leisurely
through Times Sq. this holiday season,
but Miss Liberty will be right on the
job carrying her tcrch for the Sixth
War Loan, — and so will entertainers
at the giant statue, plus the 700
theaters in the local area which
are Bond-selling and issuing agents.
Yesterday, Chairman Malcolm Kingsberg flashed word that he and his
committeemen have arranged a series of new "in person" shows at
the statue for each week-day from
noon to 2 p.m. until Jan. 1.
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Schlaifer Charles Rosenzwei]
December 16
Clyde Cook
I. |. Hirsch
Barbara
Kent
Jo-Carol
Dennison
Herbert Kaufman
). M. Kerrigan
December
17
David Butler
Arthur
Dunne
George
Barraud
Aubrey Mather
Arthur
Hoerl
Peggy
Carson
Charles Seibel
Dusty Anderson
L.

).

— NATION-WIDE

Loew's Sells $13,696,755
Heavy increase in "E" Bond sales
by Loew's chain nationally was reported yesterday, with Free Movie
Day accounting- strongly to the total
as Dec. 10. Al Weiss and his staff
at the local Pitkin leads the Metropolitan houses with $678,500 in sales.
The Capitol is runner-up with $599,450, and the Boro Park in next slot
with $478,125. Norfolk nosed out
the Capitol, Washington in out-oftown field with total sales of $337,150 as against $314,695, with Cleveland third at $274,575. In-town total as of Dec. 10 is 92,447 "E" sales,
$7,903,530 value, plus 711 "F" and
"G" Bonds, value $1,418,575, while
out-of-town stands have vended 47,812 "E" Bonds, value $4,006,650,
and 223 "F" and "G" Bonds, value
$368,000. Grand total, all classes,
therefore, as of Dec. 10, was $13,696,755.
0

$104,000 Sale by Eldridge
Concord, N. H. — Manager Frank
Eldiidge's Capitol netted $104,000
in War Bond sales at its War Bond
premiere of "And Now Tomorrow."

William E. Raynor Dead;
Funeral Rites Tomorrow
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FLASH

Burial services for William E.
Raynor, 61, veteran exchange and
theater manager who died Wednesday of a heart ailment, will be held
tomorrow at 10 a.m. in the St. Gerard Majella, R C, Church, Hollis,
L. I. Having held branch manager
posts for RKO and Educational Pictures and once head of Pathe short
subjects, Raynor will also be remembered as having established the
first "long run" showing of a film
in the U. S. 23 years ago when, as
general manager for George Kleine,
he held "Quo Vadis" at the Astor for
six months.
Lately he was manager of Century Circuit's Floral theater, Floral
Park, and is survived by his widow,
two sons, and his mother.

French Film Head
Guest at WB Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Beg Pardon, Bob Lynch
Name of Robert Lynch, Metro district manager in Philadelphia, was
inadvertently omitted from roster of
Quaker City distributor personnel
enlisted in the 6th War Loan drive
published in The Film Daily Wednesday. In calling attention to the
omission, Jay Emanuel, drive costresses as
thatany"Bob
has done asordinator,
much
threeLynch
men
in the Philadelphia
• area."
1,700 Seats; 12 Millions Sale

BEN KALMENSCN, WB general cales ma
ger, is back from studio conferences anc
tour cf Southwest
exchanges.
LT. (j.g.) LEONARD SCHLESINCER, for
Warner Theaters' executive, is in New York
a few days from Washington.
LAUREN BACALL is due in New York e
next month following completition of V.
"The Big Sleep."
CTTO PREMINCER has arrived in New Y
from the Coast for heme office conferences.
CLAUDE
RAINS,
having
completed
his 1
rele
in the
British
production,
"Caesar
don.
Clecpatra,"
will arrive here shortly from
L
STEVE
TRILLING,
assistant to lack L. W
ner, production
head of Warner
Bros., is
in New York Tuesday from the Coast.
EDWARD A. GOLDEN, producer, will le
today for Hollywood.
JOHN M. WHITAKER, RKO vice-presidi
is expected
to arrive Monday
from the Co
BARRY SULLIVAN plans to leave New Y
for Hollywood
tomorrow.
ANDY RUSSELL, singing star of the curr
Paramount stage show, will leave for the Cc
next month to be screen tested by Buddy

Des Moines, la.— The "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" War Bond Premiere at the Des Moines theater exceeded the $12,000,000 mark, believed to be near a national record
for a 1,700-seat house.
•

FAYE
EMERSON
who
recently
married
(
Elliot Roosevelt,
leaves the Coast
this we
Sylva.
end for Washington
to meet the President
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.

Arthur's $190,000 Bond Buy
St. Louis — A purchase of $190,000 in War Bonds by the St. Louis
Amusement Co., headed by Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., is announced by the
lecal industry drive committee.

Plans for the proposed Wend
Willkie Memorial will be discuss
on Thursday night when Freed<
House members gather to witn«
the world premiere of Lester Co
an's "Tomorrow — The World!"
the Globe.
Charles Evans Hughes, Jr., new

jTwo
Buy $20,000,000
In Bonds
for Premiere

Willkie Memorial Plans
Outlined at Premiere

Willkie Memorial,
willthe
outline
elected
president of
Wend"t
plans. Members of the commitl
Albany — For the privilege of at- include
Spyros P. Skouras, Hen
Luce.
tending tonight's "proxy premiere"
Fredric March, Betty Field a
of Warners' "Hollywood Canteen,"
at the Strand Theater, as "stand- Skippy Homeier, will attend.
in" for Bette Davis and Errol Flynn,
:espectively, two leading Albany RKO Dispute to WLB
citizens each have bought $10,000,Dispute on wages and hours 1
000 in War Bonds, besides paying tween
ing.
RKO and the Motion Picti
the $1 admission for the gala open- Theater Operating Managers and /
sistant Managers Guild, which c(
In addition, 30 other Albany lead- ers managerial help in 41 of the c
ers have bought Bonds in the amount
cuit's houses in this area, has be
of $100,000 each for the right to sit- certified to the War Labor Board
in for their favorite Hollywood stars the State Board of Mediation.
at the opening of "Hollywood Canteen." This makes a total of $23,000,000 in War Bond sales, a record
for an event of this kind, and the
SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
amount will be further augmented
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR
by purchases
on
the
part
of
numerous smaller buyers.
Friendly on Schwartz Staff
Sol Schwartz, general manager of
RKO out-of-town theaters, announced the appointment yesterday of
Danny Friendly to his home office
staff. Friendly recently was honorably discharged from the Army.

Hollywood — Pierre Blanchar, former head of the underground in
France and now head of all film activities in that country, was the luncheon guest of Jack L. Warner, executive producer for Warners, at the Edward Planine Killed in Action
Burbank
studio yesterday.
Chicago — PFC Edward Planine,
Embassy Sets Christmas Party
former Great States manager, in
Embassy Newsreel Sound Masters tti-„ Joliet, 111., was killed in acfifth annual Christmas party will be BS^ tion in Holland. Memorial serheld at the Hotel Warwick a week " * vices will be held in St. Josfrom today.
eph's Church, Joliet.

THEATRE

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia,

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET
52 GRAFTON

AVE.

fg§* COMPANY
V^Jg/

NEWARK.

N

Sales Offices in Principal Centers
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SUCH

SPLASHED,
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TUNEFUL...
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American Weekly . . . This Week . . . Metropolitan Group . . . Puck, The Comic Weekly . . . Life . . .
Gi

Ladies' Home Journal . . . Good Housekeeping . . . Look . . . Cosmopolitan . . American Magazine
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. . .Time . . . Redbook . . . Parents' Magazine . . . Newsweek
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COMBINED

. . . Liberty ... Pic. . . Scholastic

NET CIRCULATION

60,666,725!
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20th Century-Fox
IN ASSOCIATION
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PVI. LON McCALLISTER • JEANNE CRAIN • SGI EDMOND O'BRIEN • JANE BALL
SGT. MARK DANIELS • JO-CARROLL DENNISON • CPL DON 1AYL0R • JUDY
HOLLIDAY • CPL LEE J. COBB • T/SGT. PEIER LIND HAYES • CPL ALAN BAXTER
Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK • Directed by GEORGE CUKOR
STAGE

PLAY AND
SMASH

SCREEN

'EM WITH THE SIXTH WAR

PLAY BY
LOAN I

MOSS

HART

U.S.M

iday, December 15, 1944

W*V

REVJJUIS»
"The Keys of the
with Gregory Peck
Kingdom"
,fh-Fox
137

Mins.

FILM WITH VITAL MESSAGE IS ONE
■ FINEST ACHIEVEMENTS OF SCREEN;
iCK SHINES.
The
A. J. Cronin
novel
has inspired
picture that
of a motion
e production
kes its place among the finest achievents of the
screen.
An
unqualified
umph, the film has all the requisites to
in it the accolade
as the best of the
It holds the promise
of long and
: fi table runs second to none.
|IA picture with a scul, "The Keys of the
gdom"
is a monumental
contribution
the screen as a power
for good.
In
eaching the gospel of brotherly love and
rifying the spirit of man, the production
iquires
a vast
significance
for
these
bies. It is doubtful whether the case for
lerance and humility has been more eftively or more eloquently
presented
on
e screen.
This story of a simple man of God who
t his beloved
Scottish village to work
jt his life as a missionary priest in China,
Bering
privation and humiliation
in his
al for tolerance and decency,
positively
.ws in its spiritual fervcr, offering filmifers a memorable
experience.
It is an
-nest tale told with reverence,
gentleps and great sincerity.
The picture is
profoundly
moving
testament
of faith
it will send audiences away uplifted as

WAC Silver Medals
Go lo 50 of Press
(Continued from Page 1)
and Madison Ave. Presentation was
made by Max A. Cohen, chairman
of Special Events for the SmashingPrincipal speaker at the awards
Sixth."
luncheon was Harry Brandt, drive's
national chairman, who praised the
industry's working press here for
their untiring efforts in behalf of
the current War Bond campaign as
well as all predecessor drives. He
paid tribute also to the trade journalists for "serving as liaison between the National Committee and
all branches of the motion picture
field through the medium of written and published word." This service he characterized as "vital" to
the success of Bond drives as well
as all wartime activities of a patriotic and charitable nature.
Close nalists
to were
50 awarded
of the trade's
jourthe medals,
and Jay Emanuel, WAC's trade press
co-ordinator, presided. Harry Brandt
received a bronze globe containing a
clock and other indented instruments
from his WAC associates for outstanding leadership in the "Smashing Sixth."

sy've rarely been before.
Even the men
I find
themselves
emotionally
shaken.
The physical qualities of the production
It impressive.
Photographically
and atspherically the film stands
unexcelled.
Joseph
L. Mankiewicz
covers
himself

Eagle-Lion Dislrib.
Setup for Dominion

-h glory as producer.
The screenplay,
Te by him in collaboration with Nunnally
inson, is a distinguished
job to which
been brought deep feeling and underinding.
The direction of John M. Stahl
in truth a labor of love, rating as an
omplishment of the first order.
The film has been acted superlatively,
the top rcle Gregory Peck turns in one
the prize screen
performances
of this
any year.
He is Father Francis Chisholm
the life, making you believe unquestionJy in his struggle to establish a mission
! keep it alive to serve the cause of God
a China so desperately in need of help.
Thomas
Mitchell,
Vincent
Price,
Rosa

(Continued from Page 1)
tures. An executive and sales staff
will be announced early next year.
The Canadian Eagle-Lion organization will use the shipping and office
facilities of Empire-Universal. Arthur W. Kelly heads Eagle-Lion in
the United States.

jadner, Edmund Gwenn, Sir Cedric Hard' ke and James Gleason
are just a few
the others whose acting shines.

Hollywood Producers Aims
For Post- War Shorts Field
(Continued from Page 1)
ager in charge of sales and production, and S. Syd. Mishkind as secretary-treasurer, will enter the entertainment field at the close of the
war with a series of 52 short subjects to be produced annually and
released weekly.
Meanwhile, the corporation, which
has established headquarters at 1501
Broadway, with a recording studio
in the Film Center Building, will
make a series of post-war reconversion firms, varying in length from
25 to 40 minutes, it was said yesterday by Robert S. Stanfield. Hollywood Producers, it was added, has
contracts to produce over 600 films
throughout the U. S.
The new company is a producing
unit only, processing and laboratory work being released under contract to New York, Chicago, New

'The Keys of the Kingdom"
is a thing
beauty with a message urgently needed
ay.
AST: Gregory Peck, Thomas
Mitchell, Vint Price, Rosa
Stradner,
Roddy
McDowall,
jund Gwenn,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Peggy
< Garner, Jane Ball, James Gleason, Anne
ere, Ruth
Nelson,
Benson
Fong,
Leonard
, Philip Ahn, Arthur Shields, Edith BarSara Allgood,
Richard
Loo, Ruth
Ford,
in O'Shea,
H. T. Tsiang,
Si-Lan
Chen,
lice Soo-Hoo,
Dennis Hoey,
Ethel Griffies,
ry Kilburn,
Lumsden
Hare,
J. Anthony
:hes, Abner Biberman,
George Nokes.
REDITS:
Producer,
Joseph
L. Mankiewicz;
ctor, John M. Stahl; Screenplay, Joseph L.
ikiewicz, Nunnally Johnson; Based on novel
A. J. Cronin; Cameraman,
Arthur Miller;
ical Score, Alfred Newman;
Art Directors,
ies Basevi, William Darling; Set Decorators,
mas Little, Frank E. Hughes; Film Editor,
les B. Clark; Special Effects, Fred Sersen;
id, Eugene
Grossman,
Roger
Heman.
■ •irection. Superb, photography, Superb. Orleans

and

Los Angeles

labs.
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Riskin to Quit OWI;
Return to Production

Today's Helpful Hint
Omaha — Monogram exchange here
is gaining plenty of goodwill this
Christmas.
Manager Mike Comer offered to
supply used film tin containers for
use by local residents in packing
fruit cakes and candies. Needless to
say he has plenty of takers.

(Continued from Page 1)
ing of personnel now under way at
OWI, which will take effect after
Jan. 31, the motion picture bureau
will be minus 30 employes, according
to the allocation for this division
Negotiations with outside producers to continue making documentaries for the OWI is now in progress
in Hollywood where Philip Dunne,
chief of the production division, has
already accepted outside contracts
for two shorts, it was further re-

Confer on Curbing
German Pic Industry
(Continued from Page I)
in the interest of world peace and
the furtherance of the democratic
ideal, the Germans not be permitted
to make motion pictures for some
years after the conclusion of the
war. He pointed out the extreme
harm done by German films in the
past, their use as weapons of terror,
demoralization
or aggrandizement.
Details of the conference were not
released, but it was reliably reported that Zanuck found Hopkins extremely sympathetic. Unofficially,
many Government officials here are
reported to be thinking along the
lines expressed by Zanuck last weekend at the Nobel dinner in New
York, when he first voiced the ideas
he put before Hopkins yesterday.

RKO

RADIO

Since the time Riskin started the
ported.
bureau in August, 1942, 28 documentaries, two feature-length news reviews, and 24 documentaries made by
other Government agencies were produced and adapted by the bureau for
overseas distribution.
According to Louis Lober, acting
chief of the film bureau, the Government received full approval on
Wednesday by the eight majors to
proceed in the duplication of the
same system of selecting and distributing 40 of the companies' films
for the Pacific area that was carried out in the European theater.

Lupe Velez Dead on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

PICTURES, Inc.

announces the following
revised dates for

LOUIS
ST
TRADE
SHOWINGS
(All To Be Held at S'Renco Projection Room,
3143 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.)

"MURDER,

MY SWEET!

"

(Former title, "Farewell My Lovely")
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 19, AT 10:00 A. M.

"EXPERIMENT

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

PERILOUS"

20, AT 1:00 P. M.

WEDNESDAY,"GIRL~RUSH"
DECEMBER 20, AT 3:00 P. M.

"NEVADA"
THURSDAY,

"THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Lupe Velez was found
dead in her Beverly Hills home yesterday, apparently
from an overdose
of a sleeping
powder.

DECEMBER

FALCON

21, AT 11:30 A. M.

In HOLLYWOOD"

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

22, AT 1 1 :30 A. M.

0^\
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EUI5*
RE"TVJ
he Three
Caballeros"

RKO-Disney
70 Mins.
LIVE ACTION AND ANIMATION COMBINED IN PIC THAT IS RIOT OF FUN
AND COLOR.
Once more Walt Disney has wcrked his
magic to make the exhibitor the gift of a
delightful piece of entertainment. From a
popular point of view his latest feature
easily outranks his others, being a potpourri
of fun and frolic.
The

film, which

animation

with

combines

live acti:n and

remarkable

results, al-

lows the imagination to run riot, attaining flights of fancy that are amazing and
fantastic. It moves at a dizzy pace in
relating the adventures of three happy-golucky souls, Donald Duck, and two finefeathered friends from Latin America, Joe
Carioca and Panchito, a cowboy. Disney
employs colors with a profusion and a madness that leaves one breathless. Some of
the effects achieved in Technicolor are
out of this world.
The production has no formal structure.
This results in many surprises and many
unexpected moments of hilarity. Not knowing what is coming next is what makes
the film so intriguing and holds the attention so closely.
Disney's combinations of live action and
animaticn are often startling. They rate
the picture as a remarkable technical
achievement. In these sequences
and his staff outdo themselves.

Disney

"The

Three Caballeros," a worthy contribution to the gooti-neighbor policy,
takes Donald on a visit to Mexico and Brazil,
offering many interesting glimpses ct the
two countries, with beautiful girls galore
appearing in some of the scenes. Donald
picks up Joe Carioca and Panchito on the
way, the three having a rollicking time.
Among those who are seen in the live
action sequences are Aurora Miranda, Carmen Molina and Dora Luz.
The film makes generous use of music
and dances of Mexico and Brazil.
CREDITS: Producer, Walt Disney; Production
Supervision and Direction, Norman Ferguson:
Production Manager, Dan Keefe; Sequence Direction. Clyde Ceronimi, Jack Kinney, Bill
Roberts: Story, Ernest Terrazzas, Ted Sears,
bill Peed, Ralph Wright, Elmer Plummer,
Homer Brightman, Roy Williams, William
Cottrell, Del Connell, James Bodrero; Musical
Direction, Charles Wolcott, Paul J. Smith,
Edward Plumb; Lyrics, Ray Cilbert; Art Supervision, Mary Blair, Ken Anderson, Robert Cormack; Process Effects, UB Iwerks; Film Editor,
Don Halliday; Sound, C. 0. Slyfield; Live Action Sequences Photographed by Ray Rennahan: Art Direction, Richard F. Irvine; Choreography, Billy Daniels,
Aloysio
Oliveira,
Carmelita Maracc
Excellent,
PHOTOCRAPHY,
DIRECTION
the best.

McKay Joining King Features
John McKay, head of NBC's press
department for three years, has resigned to join the executive staff of
King Features. Sydney H. Eiges,
ent assistant manager, has been
appointed acting manager.
Hafner

Leaving OWI Spot
Hafner,
screen
playwright,
om the Army
as war
. and currently attachI to the local OWI office, will leave
there today to negotiate
lio chain
shows.on plans for post-

Republic, Local 306
Agree on Pact Terms
(Continued from Page 1)
ed an agreement on terms of a contract which becomes effective on
Monday. Restoration of peace nullified an order that union members
refuse to run Republic films in New
York City theaters beginning on
that tain
day.
Theterms
contract
conidentical
and "will
conditions
as those presently in effect in all
home office projection booths using
Local 306 men," according to the
statement. It will further provide
"that any wage scales agreed upon
by the other producers in their present negotiations with the union will
be Republic
applicablewas
to represented
Republic."
by R.
H. Mackenzie and Walter L. Titus,
Jr., company officials, and Joseph E.
McMahon, its counsel. Herman Gelber, president of Local 306, and Nathan Frankel and Herbert Schrank,
its legal spokesmen, were on hand
for the union.

Increase in Brazil
Quota Under Stud
(Continued from Page 1)
day The present law makes it mandatory for every theater to show one
Brazilian-made picture a year. Stimulation of national production is the
purpose of the proposal.
Pierpoint said that six pictures
were made in Brazil in 1944 and
that the quality of the productions
had been improved greatly. Although the market for such product
is limited, a good Brazilian picture
can make a profit for the producers.
Admission prices are still low in
Brazil, 35 cents being top. A few
years ago, he said, the top price
was equivalent to 20 cents. There
is, "however,
a 20 per
The
key
cities of Brazil
are cent
badly tax.
in need
of new and more modern theatres,
he said.
Pierpoint will remain here until
after the holidays.

DAILY
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35 Film Leaders on Dais
At Today's NCCJ Luncheon
(Continued from Page 1)
the Hotel Astor. J. Robert Rubin is
chairman for the Amusement Division of the National Conference and
the committee in charge yesterday
reported capacity attendance is assured.
Speakers will include Rubin, Dr.
Everett R. Clinchy, Com. Joshua
Goldberg, Basil O'Connor, Dr. Daniel A. Poling, Dr. Howard Wilson,
and Maj. Gen. Frederick Elwood Uhl.
Occupying the dais will be Martin Quigley, Abel Green, Ben Shlyen,
Jack Cohn, Nate Spingold, Nicholas
M. Schenck, William F. Rodgers,
Austin C. Keough, Malcolm Kingsberg, Spyros P. Skouras, Ralph Poucher, Harry Ross, John J. O'Connor,
Joseph Bernhard, Herman Robbins,
George J. Schaefer, Francis S. Harmon, Harry Brandt, David Weinstock, Leo Brecher, Jules Brulatour,
Charles L. O'Reilly, Walter Vincent,
James Sauter, Lucy Monroe and
Marcus Heiman.

Circuits Find Public
Shopping for Films
(Continued from Page 1)
overseas Christmas gifts in Sep
tember and October, the customar
holiday ;tapering-off came earlie:
this year than in previous year
with the result that the early shop
ping was reflected to some exten
at the box-offices.
The picture-going habits of th
public have shown a definite change
according to consensus which re
veals that the practice of going fr
a theater regardless of the program
as has been the situation for th
last few years, has undergone :
modification. Circuit heads say tha
the public is picking its program
with care. Whether this is just ;
temporary pre-holiday tendency can
not be determined until early i:
January, operators say.

Chi. Xmas Party Dates
Chicago — Twentieth
Century-Fo:
employes' club will hold its annua
Christmas party at the Morrison Ho
Name Towell Successor
tel today. M-G-M
club will hoLJ
its Christmas party Monday at th |
Before End of Month
Stevens Hotel with Lt. Robert Tay;
lor as a guest. Jack Flynn, Wester: i
(Continued from Page 1)
by the board of directors of the com- manager, will present eight 20-yea
pins and at14 the10-year
pins toPara,
M-G-]\
end of the month, it was employes
celebration.
em !
learnedpany theyesterday.
ployes will hold their party Dec. 21 ',

fflmp Ci)ri£tma£

to m !

DURING

1945 WE WILL PAY OUR

THEATRE PARDNERS

MORE THAN

Para., WB Ask Dismissal
Of St. Louis Trust Suit

ONE MILLION DOLLARS

(Continued from Page 1)
to dismiss proceedings in the antitrust damage action brought by the
St. Louis Amusement Co. against
the five consenting companies and
the American Arbitration Association.
Dismissal is sought on the grounds
that Paramount and Warners, as
producing companies, have no authorized representatives here except
through the subsidiary distributing
companies and therefore the action
lacks jurisdiction over person. These
motions may be argued on Jan. 16
when the answers to the complaint
are to be filed or they may be argued at a later date.

FOR

SHOWING

THEATRE

ALEXANDER

SCREEN ADVERTISING.
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featuring

EUGENE
PALLETTE
1
VERA-VAGUE
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
STEPHANIE
BACHELOR
with
WALTER CATLETT ■ LLOYD CORRIG AN
RUTH TERRY ' WILLIAM FRAWLEY
JOHN LITEL • LUDWIG STOSSEL
ANDREW TOMBES
and RAY

NOBLE AND ORCHESTRA
HARRY OWENS
and HIS ROYAL HAWAIIANS

McGOWAN

*?ce
Specialties
AND
MACK
• TWINKLE

WATTS

THE MERRY
MEISTERS
with GUEST
STAR

ROY

ROGERS

KING

OF
THE
COWBOY
STEVE
SEKELY - DIRECTOR
Original
Story by Frederick
Kohner
Screen Play by Dick Irving Hyland
and Dorit Gilbert

IT'S

A

PICTURE

Mm
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EATER

CHAIR

:

_es, it's ready . . . and production will start as soon as conditions
permit. Then we can unveil the World's
Finest Theater Chair— the new Kroehler
Push-Back . . . the only theater seat that
combines lounge chair comfort with
Push-Back conveniences.

0

Let your patrons enjoy your shows
in luxurious comfort with continuous
visibility of the screen. Eliminate prolonged human blockades when someone
enters and leaves the rows ahead. Don't
make them stand when anyone enters.
Plan today for better box office tomorrow. Let our consulting engineers
help you.
KROEHLER
Here's the normal, com.'
fortable, lounge chair
position of the PushBack Theater Seat.
Then, when a patron gets
up to leave—

A gentle movement of
the body slides the seat
back — allowing adequate
passing space for the patron to leave quickly.

Relax, and the chair
slides back to its normal
position. No standing
up,
toes,
and nono stepped-on
inconvenience.

MFG.

CO.

Theater Seating Division

666 Lake Shore Drive

•

Chicago, 111.

KROEHLE
SEATS

J.QOU

is\z

'IS W*
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The Daily Newspaper
Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

itimate
in Character
iernational
in Scope
^dependent in Thought
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NEW
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TEN CENTS

EGARD CRESCENT VERDICT REVOLUTIONARY
'.
C.
Exchanges
Face
Tax
on
Valuation
of
Prints
;is to Be $1.75 Per
Important Bearing On
Other Cases is Seen

0 Valuation; To
rk Out Plan in Jan.
ington Bureau of THE

FILM

By Wash'ton Lawyers
DAILY

Legal interests outside of the motion picture industry look upon the
U. S. Supreme Court decision in the
Crescent anti-trust ease as one having revolutionary implications in that
che verdict is likely to have an important bearing on other anti-trust
cases, notably the Associated Press
and Hartford Empire.
Washington attorneys who specialize in anti-trust actions have expressed the opinion that the Supreme
Court decision is a turning point in
(Continued on Page 7)

ashington — Washington ex<ge managers will meet next
th with Assistant District of
mbia Tax Collector James L.
:in to work out a uniform sysof valuation for film, as the baor imposition of a D. C. tax of
» per $100 valuation. This does
represent a new tax, but marks
(Continued on Page 7)

Y. Area Theaters
3 5th Bond Drive
>tion picture theaters within the
York area from Nov. 1 through
sold Sixth
$29,117,134
"E"
s 10in the
War Loanin which
55,403,086
better
than
their
of "E" Bonds in the Fifth War
(Continued on Page

10)

en" rein
Cante
llywo
Premie
IillionodBond

Cal! 1,000-Line Tele
Lovely Vera Hruba Ralston, keen with anticipation of being crowned

Dishes Coming Back
As Conn. Biz Drops

aany — Hollywood
came
to Alby proxy Friday night and
New Haven — The trend seems to
jht along the biggest War Bond
ever made by a theater any- be definitely toward dishes again in
this territory, exhibitors report,
(Continued on Page 9)
mainly because poor business in the
neighborhoods has prompted trying;
special inducements. With the foropUins Receptive
mer improvement in business and
To Zanuch Proposal
increased difficulty of obtaining china
ashington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
and other giveaways, many theaters
(Continued on Page 10)
Washington — Harry Hopkins, Pres;ntial adviser with whom Darryl
muck conferred last week, is Deed to be receptive to Zanuck's
posal for the disposition of Geriny's film industry. While Hopis on Friday declined to comment
his conference with Zanuck, it is
own that the discussion centered
measures to render Germany's
I'': Hon picture industry incapable of
I -mful propaganda after the war.
t nuck proposed the complete outI zing of German production.

||"THERE'S

skating queen,

arrives for the spectacular Lake Placid Carnival in Republic's hit musical, "LAKE
SERENADE."— Advt.

PLACID

Ask Religious Uniiy
At NCCJ Luncheon

The need for unity among all Loew Dismissed in Rosyl
faiths was stressed Friday at the Case; Others in Prospect
annual luncheon meeting of the National Conference of Christians and
Loew's has been dismissed as deJews in the Hotel Astor. More
fendants in the anti-trust action
than 600 representatives of the
Amusement Division launched the brought by Rosyl Amusement Co.,
operating the Cameo Theater, Jersey
drive for a goal of $1,000,000.
company having made a
Sounding off the purpose of the City, the(Continued
on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 9)

Para. Employes
Paid Xtnas Bonus

Raw Stock Parley Today
Film Representatives to Confer With WPB

Paramount paid a Christmas bonus

The raw stock situation for the
first quarter of 1945 may be determined today when representatives
of all motion picture companies meet
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in Washington with officials of the
Washington — Several thousand War Production Board. While there
feet of film showing the first three has been no indication officially as
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 10)

Tokyo Bombing Footage
Released to Newsreels

NO DISCHARGE

IN THE

WAR,"

Image "Successful"

Successful experiments with 1,000-line television images was reported by Rene Barthelmy, French
television expert, in an interview with
CBS's Paris correspondent, CBS reported at the week-end. Barthelmy
predicted that the 1,000-line image
would eventually be adopted by tele(Continued on Page 9)

SO KEEP

ON SELLING

THOSE

Friday to employes in the home office and the metropolitan New York
area, Barney Balaban, president, announced. These receiving up to and
including $50 a week received one
week's salary as a bonus. Those
receiving between $50 and $75 weekly were paid a bonus of $50.

SMASHING

6TH BONDS!

^

Monday, December 18, 19
DAILY

Enroll First Million
Seats for "Dimes" Drive
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Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%>
Columbia Picts. pfd. .
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
'
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
. ..
20lh Century-Fox pfd.
NEW
YORK
Warner Bros
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonctone Corp
Technicolor '
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

Ampa

CURB

MARKET

High
191/4

Low
187/g

Net
Close
Chg.
19V4 +
%

221/2
49%

22
495/8

22
495/8 +

Vs

29
174

291/s —
1751/2 +

Vs
31/2

291/s
1 76
793/8
30231/s
91/4
911/2
281/g
351/a
3%H/4
STOCK
2%
135/s
4'/8
211/8

781/2 79l/4
+
l/2
.'.'
23" + .'.'.'Vs
22 s/g 297/g
295/8
91/g 91/4
901/2 913/g3h+
1/g
28
1/4
33/8 28i/8 +
345/s 351/s
%
l'/8 +
11/8
MARKET
27/8
27/8
131/2 135/g +
1/s
41/8
21
21

211/4

2141/8 —
211/8—

Party at Toots Shor's

Vs
Vs
1/8

Ampa will hold its customary
Christmas party tomorrow at Toots
Shor's Restaurant. Among the many
presents, which include books, is a
$25 War Bond from March of Time
and a bottle of Scotch, or something
that looks like one, from RossFederal.

WANTED
Animation

•

*

and

Title

Apply

Cineffects,

New

York City

»

1600

Cameraman
Broadway,
CI. 6-6252-3

Although pledge blanks for the
1945 March of Dimes drive have been
in the hands of state chairmen only
a few days, reports reaching the
national headquarters of the polio
committee at the Hotel Astor indicated that thousands of theaters
have already enrolled in the drive.
The response was so spontaneous
that Herman Robbins, handling distribution of the Greer Garson appeal
trailer, immediately made plans for
increasing the trailer order to at
least 13,000, 1,500 more than last
J. R. Vogel, circuit chairman for
year.
the drive, estimated that the circuits
from which he has pledges now represent the first million seats in the
drive, and they are coming in at the
rate of nearly a half -million seats a
day. The campaign committee aims
at a goal of 10,000,000 seats pledged.

Schwartz Hosts Century
Circuit Execs, at Placid
Continuing his practice of having
drive winners of the Circuit as his
guests, for a week-end at Timberdoodle Lodge, in Lake Placid, Fred
J. Schwartz, vice-president, entertained the following Circuit district
managers, and managers:
Ed Freiberger, Brooklyn district
manager; Jack LaReaux, Suffolk
County district manager; Emanuel
Friedman, Nassau County district
manager; Murray Greene, managei
of Century's Albemarle theater;
Mike Hudish, manager of Century's
Farragut theater; and, Ben Mindlin,
manager
Stream
theater. of Century's Valley

SPG Nominates Officers
To Serve for 1945 Term
The Screen Publicists Guild of
ated ofNew York last week nominElecti
ons
ficers for the 1945 term.
memwill be held in January. sGmld
bers in the armed force will vote
by mail. Hochfield, 20th-Fox, was un' Harry
opposed for president. Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., incumbent, of the same
re-nomination.
company, declined
Hochfield now is first vice-president.
low:Nominees for the other offices folFirst vice-president: Robert Ferguson, Columbia; Charles Cohen,
M-G-M; Vivian Moses, RKO-Radio;
2nd vice-president: Vivian Moses,
incumbent; J. Albert Hirsch, United
Artists; David Bader, 20th-Fox;
incumSecretary: J. Albert n,Hirsch,
Paramount;
bent; Fred Hodgso
Charles Cohen; William Slater, RKO
Service Corp.; Leon Roth, Unitec
Artists; Treasurer: Charles L.
Wright, incumbent,
unopposed.

Toronto Asks for First
Variety Club in Canada

Toronto— Committee of 11 representatives of the Canadian film industry were appointed at a lively luncheon' here to apply to the Variety
Clubs of America for the creation
of the first tent in Canada in the
Toronto district.
The committee comprises O. R.
Hanson, Paul Nathanson, Nat Taylor, L. M. Devaney, Ben Freedman,
G. Lightstone, Bill Covert, Glenn
Ireton, Ray Lewis, J. J. Fitzgibbons and B. E. Okun
Nathanson was host of the luncheon which was called to deal with
Party was also joined by Joseph the matter of the charity fund for
R. Springer, general manager of the the industry under the sponsorship
Circuit.
of the Canadian Picture Pioneers.
The proposal for Variety Club tent
stemmed from the meeting to in"Lake Placid Serenade"
clude younger representation. DurSet for Holiday Booking
ing the meeting Nathanson, who recently donated $1,000 to the Pio"Lake Placid Serenade," Republic's
neers fund, read a cable from J. Armusical starring Vera Hruba Ralsthur Rank with a donation of the
ton, will have its New York holiday like amount for the Canadian fund.
premiere at the Republic Theater on
Saturday.
An extensive campaign is backing the engagement.
Dr. John Papanek, Minister Extraordinaire of Czechoslovakia, and
members of the Czechoslovak Consulate and Information Bureau, will
head a group at a special screening
of "Lake Placid Serenade," to be
held tomorrow evening.

"Canteen" B'way Opening
Sets New Strand Record

COfninC and GOIRG
HOWARD
DIETZ,
M-C-M
vice-president
director of advertising,
publicity
and explo
tion, is due back next week from the Coast.
DAVID LEWIS, M-C-M manager in Brazil,
HARRY BRYMAN, manager in Cuba, are
New York for combined vacation and home
rice business
visits.
EDWARD
K. O'SHEA,
Eastern
M-G-M
.
manager, has arrived in Atlanta from Jacksonvl
He is making
a 10-day
tour of Southern
changes
under his supervision.
HAROLD POSTMAN, assistant to Alan F. Ci
mings, in charge of M-C-M exchange opi
tions, returns today from New Haven.
HENDERSON
M.
RICHEY,
M-C-M
exhib
relations head, is back from a three-week
of exchanges
which
took him as far as
Angeles.
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA is scheduled to
for the Coast today where he will spend at
two weeks at the M-G-M studios conferring
Louis B. Mayer and other executives.
EDWARD L. ALPERSON left for the
Friday after having completed negotiations
for
Fox.
tive to his feature, "Black
Beauty'
PAUL MUNI is in New York for a brief
tion.
CHARLES
today
from

arrives

C
r
2(
v;

New

WILLIAM
KUPPER,at the20th-Fox's
sales
manager, J. is back
home officegena
recuperating
from
his recent
illness on

HURD HATFIELD, M-G-M star, is visiting
Coast.
from the Coast.
ROY HAINES, Western and Southern divi
sales manager for Warners, returned over
week-end from Chicago, St. Louis and
Midwest points.

r\. Y. THEATER!
RADIO CITY MUSIC
50th

Street

and

Sixth

HAL

Avenue

M-G-M's VELVET"
"NATIONAL
MICKEY
ROONEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLO
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWEr
— and —
The Music Hall's Great Christmas
First
Mezz.
Seats
Reserved
IN
Circle 6-4600

ON

Dipson Files an Appeal
From Genesee Decision

IN PERSON

SCREEt

LEECASTLE

KISMET

Dm MARTIN

Alan
LADD in

Stage Sfio
ADVANC

RONALD COLMAn
MARLENE DIETRICH

AND ORCH.
EXTRA I

IN TECHNICOLOR!

Dipson Theaters has appealed
from an arbitrator's award which
reduced the 14-day clearance held
by its Bailey Theater over the Genesee Theater, Buffalo, to seven days.
The arbitrator ruled that the existing clearance was unreasonable.

Mrs. Holmes Passes
Detroit — Mrs. Flora Holmes died
at her home in Sarnia, Ont. She
All opening records in the history was the mother of Bert Holmes,
of the New York Strand were top- booker for Republic Pictures.
pled Friday morning with the premiere of Warners' "Hollywood Can- Two New Pix to Start
teen." Even before daylight, at
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
■
7:30 a.m., there was a waiting line West Coast
Hollywood — Two new pictures go
at the box-office, and shortly after
the doors opened, at 8:30 a.m., the into production this week, making
S.R.O. sign went up.
a total of 45 shooting.

R. ROGERS
Hollywood.

l<
I

•

Loretta

.i

IN PERSON

Casa
Loma and 0
•
YOUNG
clen
Crav
Paramount's
Andy
Russell

"AND NOW
TOMORROW"

Son I""orf
Z^ycZ"

PARAMOUNT]:

STARTS

I

TOMORROW

John WAYNE
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best-selling
masterpieces.

CENTURY- FOX

again fashions box-office greatness .
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BOOK

INTO A MIGHTY

Millions read it . . . talked about it . . . read it again!
The Book of the Month, it held top place in best-sellers
for months and months ... to become one of the
most popular novels in publishing history!
'Wk

Ajtmjfflrtf

lamia

"/*&*?* i
^

Wv -^
20th Century-Fox [ptfc....

a.j.cronin's "THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM" ,m Gregory peck-thomas mitchell-vincent price-rosa stradner-roddy mcdowall-edmund gwenn-sir ceoric hardwicke-peggy
. Eunice Soo-Hoo . Screen PI
BENSON FONG ■ LEONARD STRONG and Philip Ahn . Arthur Shields . Edith Barrett . Sara Allgood . Richard Loo . Ruth Ford . Kevin O'Sheai. H.T.Tsiang . Si-Lan Chen
Directed b, JOHN

M. STAHL

• Produced by JOSEPH

L MANKIEWICZ
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iw Stock Allotment
Be Talked Today
(Continued from Page 1)
whether there will be a cut, it is
Jected that an allotment will' be
I'ked out.
Lll companies received telegrams
I Friday asking that representa|'S be in Washington for the sesthis afternoon.
There appears
je serious concern over the reements of the Army which may
| further into the allotment for
brtainment pictures.

ixican Studio Plans
loduction in Spain
jexico City (By Air Mail)— MexI producers and distributors have
lied out a neat little scheme
|reby they hope to cash in on
leavy box-office returns from the
Iving of their films in Spain.
It present, Dictator Franco's ban
remittances prevents them from
|ng their gains out of that counSo at least one local studio is
jning to utilize its Spanish profits
(take pictures in Spain with Mexartists.
lie resulting films will then be
lised in Mexico — the producer
ping his reward on this side of
Atlantic.

Crescent Decision
Seen Revolutionary

•

• • THIS, THAT AND T'OTHER: Syracuse exhibs. and managers held an initial meeting of what might be termed an attempt to
start another tent in the Variety Club circuit. . . • When Nicholas
M. Schenck's March of Dimes aides visit the White House tomorrow, able
Abel Green of Variety will represent the industry press. . . • Thought
in Passing: What a corking job the Universal boys did in garnering
air plugs for "Can't Help Singing"
Seems as though you couldn't
tune in on a musical program without hearing those tunes so admirably
suited to Deanna Durbin. . . • Sophie Rosenstein, Warners' talent
scout, after a two-weeks' visit in New York, claims that this year's
stage presentations and Eastern talent material has improved considerably over last year
There'll be a half-a-dozen potential leading men and women who will follow Miss Rosenstein out to the Coast
for screen tests at the expense of Warners. . . • Before undergoing
recent operation in Manhattan General Hospital, Toni Spitzer, now resigned Disney publicity head, shot for the moon and hit it
The
considered-impossible target was Collier's cover for "The Three Caballeros"
Yesterday 'twas Learned that Feb. 10 issue of the mag
will carry it ....'. . It's another "first" for movies. . . • Mike Dolid,
Warner's supervisor of exchanges, is sporting one of the most beautiful
coals of tan that ever graced an Irish physiognomy
and he didn't
get it in a drugstore, either
He's just back from a Southern
swing. . . • "I'll Walk Alone," song hit featured in Universal's "Follow The Boys," has been nominated for an Academy Award
Words and music were written by the prize-writing tunesmiths Sammy
Cahn and Jules Styne
T
T
T
•

•

©

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!

riety Club Financing
|sa Health Center Bldg. Norman Moray Announces Junior Critics Rate SYWA
Vitaphone Drive Winners As Year's Ace Attraction
[lahoma City — Funds
to cornerection at a cost of $45,000
Winners in the 1944-45 Vitaphone
l.e Health Center in Tulsa, chief
|ty project of Oklahoma Variety sales drive, in which salesmen and
Tent 22, are on hand in the bookers from all exchanges participated, are announced by Norman
s treasury, members of the orH.
Moray,
short subject sales man|:ation were informed
in the
ager for Warner Bros., as follows:
[cial report presented by B. J.
Outstanding Salesmen
?nna.
The Oklahoma Tent has
ected Ralph
Talbot as Chief
First prize, H. Keeter, Charlotte;
ler.
2nd prize, Gordon Contee, Washington; 3rd prize, W. M. Gaffney, Kansas City.
|s' WNEW-Pacific Tieup
District Leaders, Salesmen
Bill Berns, now
stationed
Inhere in the Philippines, forEastern, tie between A. Daytz,
|- a Hollywood
and Broadway Boston, and Gorge Goldberg, Al|ter on Station WNEW, has arbany; Mid- Atlantic, tie between B.
•d for a series of transcribed Bache and R. S. Eichengreen, Philadelphia; Central, Charles Dortic,
'iews with G.I.'s from the New
and New Jersey area, to be Pittsburgh; Prairie, J. Hill, St.
jIt every
Friday night at 10:45 Louis; Southeast, H. H. Jordon, Charsame station.
lotte; Southwest, J. D. Jernigan,
New Orleans; Midwest, tie between
George Lefko, Chicago, and W. B.
Collins, Detroit; West Coast, J. W.
Spear, Seattle.
District Exchange Winners
Eastern, 1st prize, Albany; 2nd
prize, Buffalo; Mid-Atlantic, 1st
prize, Philadelphia; Central, 1st
December 18
prize, Indianapolis; 2nd prize,
I'tgers Neilson
John Humm
Cleveland; Midwest, 1st prize,
ISerty C-able
Edwin H. Morris
Chicago; 2nd prize, Detroit; Prairie,
"eorge Cooper
Arthur Metcalfe
Lynn Bari
1st prize, Des Moines; 2nd prize,
Kansas
City; Southeast, 1st prize,

ND BIRTHDAY
liEETINGS TO-

Providing the annual curtain
raiser to The Film Daily's annual
"Ten Best Pictures" poll, the Young
Reviewers of the National Board of
Review and the nation-wide 4-Star
Clubs, which are the Board's junior
field groups, have picked David O.
Selznick's "Since You Went Away"
as 1944's ace pic.
Other pix singled out by the young
critics, ranging in age from 8 to
18, are:
"Going My Way," Para.; "Dragon
Seed," Metro; "Wilson," 20th-Fox;
"The Story of Dr. Wassell," Para.;
"The Song of Bernadette," 20thFox; "The White Cliffs of Dover,"
Metro; "The Seventh Cross," Metro;
"Mr. Skeffington," WB; "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo," Metro.
Memphis; Southwest, 1st prize,
tie between Dallas and Oklahoma City; West Coast 1st prize,
Los Angeles; 2nd prize, Seattle; 3rd
prize, Portland.
Bookers' Drive Winners
Capital prizes: 1st, Los Angeles;
2nd, New Orleans; 3rd, Dallas.
Over-Quota Awards: Kansas City,
St. Louis, Seattle, Chicago, Atlanta,
Charlotte, Washington, San Francisco, New York, Philadelphia.

(Continued from Page 1)
judicial construction of the Sherman
Act. The court's added injunction
prohibiting Crescent from acquiring
more theaters without Federal court
permission is. seen by some lawyers
as a move by the courts to take a
hand in anti-trust enforcement as
well as acting as interpreters of the
law.
Somewhat of a parallel is regarded in the Hartford Empire actions which concerns patent agreements on glass containers. The Department of Justice, in addition to
other requests, is asking that present agreements be dissolved and the
making available of process information to applicants for licenses.
This would mean, according to- attorneys, that if the Supreme Court
should
grant
D of cases
J's request,
defendants inthefuture
would
have to break license agreements
and reveal research information to
prospective license buyers.

D. C. Exchanges Face
Film Valuation Tax
(Continued from Page 1)
the first serious move by the local
government
to enforce this property tax on film row.
The tax will be collected on film
in the vaults on July 1. No attempt
will be made to collect from theaters, regardless of the amount of
film they may have on hand, because the film they hold is generally
held to be the property of the exchanges.

"3 is Family" Tomorrow
"Three Is A Family" opens at the
Gotham Theater tomorrow.

STORK REPORTS
A son, Timothy Michael Sean
O'Brien, was born to Capt. and Mrs.
Morton J. O'Brien at the Naval Hospital,O'Brien
Hawthorne, isNevada,
6. Capt.
the son December-"
of M. D.
O'Brien of Loew's Theaters projection department.
Cleveland — Eddie Catlin, Warner
city salesman became a grandfather
when his daughter, Mrs. Norma Catlin Brainard gave birth to a 5%
pound daughter at St. Johns Hospital. The father, Lt. Harold Brainard, is pilot of a Liberator in the
Italian theater of war.
Capt. M. J. O'Brien, U.S.M.C.,
and the Mrs. presented Morton D.
O'Brien, assistant director of profor Loew's
theaters,jection
with anda sound
new grandson
recently.
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"Between Two
"Here Come The

"Tomorrow, the

with

Fredric

World!"

March,
Betty
Homeier

Field,

UA

Skippy

with Bing Crosby, Betty Hutton, Sonny Tufts
Paramount
99 Mins.

Waves"

86 Mins.

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TOP DRAMATIC PIX OF THE YEAR; HOMEIER
SENSATIONAL.
dramatic

entertainment,

"Tomor-

rcw, the World!" wins a place among the
top serious films of the year. From the
stage success of James Gow and Arnaud
D'Usseau there has been drawn by Ring
Lardner, Jr., and Leopold Atlas a screenplay
that strikes hard and drives home its point
cleanly and lucidly. The manner in which
the film version has been managed and the
timely import of the theme guarantee a
rousing reception for the Lester Cowan
production wherever
it is exhibited.
The picture, produced in exemplary fashion by Cowan, relates its story with a vividness and a stunning impact that leave a
powerful impression. Every step of the way
the plot holds you engrossed and in suspense.
The film tells of the efforts of Fredric

"Dangerous Passage"
with

Robert Lowery

and

Phyllis

Brooks

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Paramount
61 Mins.
EXCITING MELODRAMA WITH PLENTY
OF SUSPENSE SHOULD SATISFY AVERAGE AUDIENCES.
Here is an engrossing offering that holds
interest to the end. It has been given
able direction by William Berke and good
production value by William Pine and
William Thomas.
At St. Angel, Honduras, Robert Lowery
learns that he is heir to $200,000, but that
he must present a certain letter to an
attorney in Galveston, Texas, before he
can receive the money. Charles Arnt hires
Jack LaRue to sail on a tramp boat that
is going to Galveston and way-lay Robert.
Lowery meets Phyllis Brooks a cabaret
singer, and when an attempt is made on
his life, believes she is working against him.
She convinces him that she is in reality
an insurance company investigator. After

s'mc exciting adventures, Lowery and Phyllis

120 Mins.

with Van Johnson, Lionel Barrymore
M-G-M
83 M

SENTIMENTAL FILM DISTINGUISHED BY MUSICAL CONTENT; DURANTE STANDOUT.

LATEST OF DR. GILLESPIE SERIES
ACCEPTABLE BLEND OF DRAMA
A
HUMOR.

lilting tunes,

Joe Pasternak's new production is a
large and palatable serving of music and

comedy and pep, this new Mark Sandrich
produced and directed offering is the stuff

tears with a garnish of comedy. The picture possesses gloss and expansiveness in

dream-grosses are made on. With Bing
Crosby and Betty Huttcn to deliver the
music score vocally, and stalwart Sonny
Tufts as rival for the Hutton hand, the

keeping with the Pasternak custom of giving a film the finest of production values.
Of primary appeal to the women is a highly
sentimental story that will bring plenty
of moisture to their optics.

with

romance,

footage has great pulling power. As a
boon to the war effort, dealing as it does
with the Waves, — and bound to sharply
stimulate recruiting for that service — , the
picture is a honey.
Standout songs include "There's a Fella
Waitin' in Poughkeepsie," "I Promise You,"
"That Old Black Magic," and the especially
meritorious "Let's Take the Long Way
Home," and "Accent-Tchu-Ate the Positive." Crosby handles his varied assignments
ably, and the screenplay gives full play to

March, a professor of science, and Betty Betty Hutton's versatility. Bing is very appropriately cast as the crooner, idol of the
Field, his fiancee, to convert to the Ameribobby-socks swooners.
can way of life Skippy Homeier, the refugee
son of a German liberal killed by the Nazis.
He joins the Navy, falls in love with one
Much of the fight is waged on psychological ! of twin sisters in the Waves (Hutton
lines. March and Miss Field are about to plays the role of both), finally wins her, and
admit defeat and have the boy committed
after producing a big traveling stage show
to a reformatory, when, in a stirringly for the Waves, sails away to the Pacific
dramatic scene, the youth reveals that all war. One of the many comedy highlights
hope of altering him is not dead.
is a belly-laugh sketch, "If Waves Acted
The cast has given of its best under the
Sailors."
fine direction of Leslie Fenton. Superb as Like
CAST:
Bing Crosby, Betty Hutton. Sonny
March and Miss Field are, it is Homeier who Tufts, Ann Doran, Gwen Crawford, Noel Neill,
I Catherine
Craig, Marjorie
Henshaw.
dominates the film and captures the acting
CREDITS: Producer-Director, Mark Sandrich:
honors. His is a master performance for
Screenplay. Allan Scott, Ken Englund. Zion
one so young.
Myers; Music, Harold Arlen; Lyrics, Johnny
CAST: Frederic March, Betty Field. Agnes
Mercer; Musical Direction, Robert Emmett
Moorehead. Skippy Homeier, Joan Carroll, Edit Dolan; Cameraman, Charles Lang; Art Director,
Angold, Rudy Wissler, Boots Brown. Marvin
Hans Dreier, Roland Anderson; Film Editor,
Davis, Patsy Ann Thompson, Mary Newton, Tom
Ellsworth Hoagland; Special Effects. Cordon
Fadden.
lennings. Paul Lerpae; Process Photography, FarCREDITS: Producer, Lester Cowan; Associate ciot Edouart; Sound, Hugo Crenzbach, John
Producer, David Hall: Production Manager, Ray Cope; Set Decorations,
Ray Moyer.
Heinz; Director, Leslie Fenton; Screenplay, Ring
DIRECTION.: Top - Flight. PHOTOCRAPHY,
Lardner, Jr., Leopold Atlas; Based on play by Ditto.
James Cow, Arnaud D'Usseau; Cameraman, Henry
Sharp; Film Editor, Ann Bauchens; Art Director.
James Sullivan; Set Decorator, Edward C. BoyleSound,
Max
Hutchinson.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Good.

Durante, June

HIGHLY

DANDY
GROSS -GRABBING MUSICAL
ROMANCE
WHICH WILL DELIGHT ALL
FILMGOERS.
Studded

Potent

"Music for Millions"
with Margaret O'Brien, Jimmy
Allyson
M-G-M

"Can't Help Singing"
with

Deanna
Durbin,
Robert
Paige,
Tamiroff, David Bruce
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEWl
Universal
89
CORKING

Akim

Mins.

PERIOD MUSICAL IN TECHNICOLOR IS HEADED FOR EXCELLENT

GROSSES.
Deanna Durbin's initial Technicolor offering iseye-filling in many respects. The
star photographs beautifully and her many
period costumes are certain to attract
much attention. Picturesque
have also been utilized.

backgrounds

Felix Jackson provided an excellent production, while Frank Ryan turned in a good
iob of direction.
Frank
Shaw
functioned

get
goods" on Arnt and LaRue and
re'ch"the
Galveston.
CAST: Robert Lowery. Phvllis Brooks. Charles
Arnt. Jack LaRue. Victor Kilian. William Edmunds. Alec Craig, John Eldredge.
CREDITS: Producers. William Pine and William
Thomas; Director. William Berke: Author, Geoffrey Homes; Cameraman, Fred Jackman, Jr.;
Supervising Editor. Howard Smith; Editor, Henry
Adams; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos; Musical
Score. Alex Laszlo.
DIRECTION.
Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY.
Good.

The presence of Jose Iturbi guarantees
the musicai content of the film. He plays

"Between

WoWomen"
men"is as

Two

entert.

ing as any of the Dr. Gillespie series,
production goes heavy on the lighter touc
and
more
than
a little time
is found
romantic by-play.
The
with
due
consideration
human
interest.
In

his

latest

story has been
for the value j

clinical

adventure,

Johnson as Dr. "Red" Adams has two c.
on his hands.
The first concerns Gloria

Allyson, around whose impending motherhood revolves most of the story. Sadness

Haven, a night club entertainer with a
ation that makes food repulsive to her.
other has to do with a kidney operation
Marie
Blake,
the
phone
operator
at
hospital.
Our medical hero comes off v

turns to joy when the report that her soldier husband is dead proves to be false.

flying colors
in both
instances — with
assistance, of course, of Lionel
(Dr. Gil

Margaret O'Brien is prominent as her kid
sister who tries to ease her burden. Jim-

pie)
Barrymore.
romance
between

the conductor of an orchestra largely composed of femmes, among whom is June

my Durante, orchestra handy man who watches over the two girls, nearly steals the show.
The music is high-class, Dvorak, Grieg,
Herbert, Debussy, Tschaikovsky, Liszt, Handel and Chopin being among the composers
of Handel's "Mesplaying
The is
heard.
siah" oratorio
the musical climax of the
film. The screenplay of Myles Connolly,
none too believable, has been directed well
by Henry Koster.
CAST: Margaret O'Brien, Jose Iturbi, Jimmy
Durante. June Allyson, Marsha Hunt. Hugh
Herbert. Harry Davenport, Marie Wilson, Larry
Adler. Ben Lessy, Connie Gilchrist, Katharine
Balfour. Helen Gilbert. Mary Parker, Madeleine
LeBeau.
CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak; Director,
Henry Koster; Screenplay, Myles Connolly:
Musical Director, Georgie Stoll; Musical Adaptor, Georgia Stoll; Orchestration, Joseph Nussbaum. Ted Duncan, Calvin Jackson; Cameraman.
Robert Surtees; Recording Director, Douglas
Shearer; Art Directors. Cedric Gibbons, Hans
Peters; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, Helen
Conway: Film Editor, Douglas Biggs.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

The
film
Johnson

continues
and
Mar

Maxwell, a heart case that any man, do
or not, would be glad to handle.
Well directed by Willis Goldbeck,
film offers pleasant performances from
principals.
CAST:
Van Johnson,
Lionel Barrymore,
G
De Haven,
Keenan
Wynn.
Marilyn
Maxwell,
ma
Kruger,
Marie
Blake,
Keye
Luke,
Craig,
Edna
Holland,
Lorraine
Miller,
W.
Kingsford,
Tom
Trout,
Shirley Patterson.
CREDITS: Director. Willis Goldbeck; Scr
play, Harry Ruskin; Based on characters ere
by Max Brand; Cameraman, Harold Ros
Musical Score. David Snell; Dance Dire<
Jeannette Bate; Recording Director, Doi
Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbons, Ed-*
Carfagno; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, R
S. Hurst; Film Editor, Adrienne
Fazan.
DIRECTION.
Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Go

'Hi Beautiful'
with Martha O'Driscoll and Noah
Universal

Beery.
64 rV

n

VERY LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT PLAI
ED WITH
MUSIC OF THE GARDEN
RIETY.

If a little rhyme
or reason
were
as associate producer. Jerome Kern and
E. Y. Harburg fashioned seven songs, and Ijected
into
the
story
and
some
of
in three of them Miss Durbin is joined by standard tunes were omitted, Dick Hyl,
Robert Paige, who does justice to his best
role to date.
The time of the story is 1849. and
Deanna. daughter of Ray Collins, a Senator,
believes she is in love with David Bruce,
a cavalry officer, who

is an

opportunist.

j associate
producer,
might
have
built
; "sleeper" out of the low-budget class,
film, however,
will serve
its purpose
s
I fairly
entertaining
program
for
the
I in engagements.
The

story

brings

G.

I. Noah

Beery,

furlough,
and
Martha
O'Driscoll X
Against her father's orders, she follows on
Bruce across country from Washington.
I gether when she discovers him sleeping ~
Deanna
joins a wagon
train and
meets the model bedroom of the model he I
she works
for a real estate
f|
Paige.
He comes to her aid when George where
Cleveland, a marshal, is about to return her 'The romance catches cold when Martha
'
| to her father
and
the picture
ends
with cuses Noah of having entered a picture f^
Deanna
RobertDurbin,
in eachRobert
other'sPaige,
arms. Akim
CAST: and
Deanna
Tamiroff, David Bruce, Leonid Kinskey, Ray
Collins, June Vincent, Andrew Tombes, Thomas
Gomez. Clara Blandick, Olin Howlin, Ceorge
Cleveland.
CREDITS: Producer, Felix Jackson; Associate
Producer, Frank Shaw; Director, Frank Ryan;
Authors, John Klorer and Leo Townsend; Based
on "Girl of the Overland Trail" by Samuel J.
and Curtis Warshawsky; Screenplay, Lewis R.
Foster and Frank Ryan; Cameramen, Woody
Brcdell. and W. Howard Creene; Technicolor
Color Director, Natalie Kalmus: Associate, William Fritzsche; Art Directors, John B. Goodman,
Robert Clatworthy; Editor, Ted J. Kent; Music
by Jerome Kern; Lyrics, E. Y. Harburg; Musical
Director for Miss Durbin, Edgar Fairchild;
Musical Score and Direction, H. J. Salter;
Orchestrations by Frank Skinner.
DIRECTION.
Very
Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
High-grade.

took
into a contest
for a "Perfect G
Couple."
All is forgiven when Hattie I
Daniel, the colored
maid,
admits
she i
the photo.
In order to get the prize mc
Martha
marries
Noah
and
then
buys
model
home with
the award.
CAST: Martha O'Driscoll, Noah Beery.
Hattie McDaniel, Walter Catlert, Tim R
Florence Lake, Grady Sutton, Lou Ljbin,
ginia Sale. Tom Dugan, Dick Elliot. James [*
CREDITS: Associate Producer. Dick Ir
Hyland; Director, Leslie Goodwins; Screent
Dick Irving Hyland; Story, Eleanor Griffin, I
liam Rankin; Cameraman, Paul Ivano; Mu!
Score and Direction, Frank Skinner; Art Direc:
John B. Goodman, Alexander Golitzen; Soi
Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorator. Russell
Causman:
Vera West. Film Editor. Edward Curtiss; Cot
DIRECTION,

Fair.

PHOTOCRAPHY.

Okay.
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^k Religious Unity
INCCJ Luncheon
(Continued from Page 1)
CJ, Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, pres-'Lnt of the organization, said that
.;„:MV instrument of the NCCJ is your
;""^rument,
the American
people's
1 %rument,
to bring about team■k among Protestants,
Catholics
Dm Jews."
T Iaj. Gen. Frederick E. Uhl, cora'ncfciding general,
Fourth
Service
'»"i hmand,
Atlanta, in adding his
'Mtjcern for the cause of tolerance,
'*! il that "with our military vicwill come our final opportu■ -.
to convert into practical realthe principles of peace, justice,
3:rii
hanity, and goodwill among men."
ither speakers introduced
by J.
■:.■.' *ert Rubin were Basil O'Connor,
Red Cross,
1 l\101 d of the American
that "now is the time
soiti > warned
:hrow up a sand dune and any
-*ilk
,vark possible
to prevent
the
Dr. G3
I wave which may come after
Dr. Howard Wilson, Hari m iwar";
University professor, paid tribn», Id
to the work of the society in its
Ibeck roach to training a million teach...„
to. relay to their 20,000,000 puan interest in more construchuman
relationship, and also
•:=. t i
Ml cast
a post-war
co-ordination
leen schools and motion pictures,
o, and press in this behalf,
r. Daniel A. Poling, religious
•r- s ifer, concluded the meeting with
.!* ' irring report of his findings in
oi j various theaters of war, where
i! hldier's recognition of tolerance
't be duplicated
on the home
;, j ;t in order to safeguard
the
»oses of civilized humanity.

ly Lewin Leaving SAG
J Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

LOTS OF POWER;
AN ACHIEVEMENT.

ATMOSPHERICALLY

"Experiment Perilous," derived by Warren Duff from the Margaret Carpenter
novel, is a psychological drama of considerable power that has extensive box-office
potentialities. The picture succeeds rather
well in conveying a sense of fear and of
establishing an air cf doom. It is unfortunate that the story is not more convincing
or more lucidly developed.
Commanding the attention almost unbrokenly, the picture depicts how George
Brent, a doctor, prevents Paul Lukas from
driving Hedy Lamarr, his wife, insane because of the attention shown her by other
men captivated by her charm and beauty.
The story, told with a certain staginess,
is laid at the turn of the century.
The

film is most triumphant in recapturing the atmosphere of the period. The

art direction of Albert S. D'Agostino and
Jack Okey is in truth an achievement.
CAST: Hedy Lamarr, George Brent, Paul Lukas,
Albert Dekker, Carl Esmond, Olive Blakeney,
George N. Neise, Margaret Wycherly, Stephanie
Bachelor, Mary Servoss, Julia Dean, William
Post, Jr., Billy Ward.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Robert Fellows:
Producer, Warren Duff; Director, Jacques Tourneur; Screenplay by Warren Duff; From the novel
by Margaret Carpenter; Director of Photography,
Tony Caudio; Special Effects by Vernon L. Walker; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Jack
Okey; Set Decorators, Darrel Silvera and Claude
Carpenter; Sound, John E. Tribby; Music, Roy
Webb; Music director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Editor,
Ralph
Dawson.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

"Night Club Girl"

with Vivian Austin, Edward Norris, Billy Dunn
Universal
61 Mins.
MODEST

MUSICAL POSSESSES ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE YOUNG
IN PAR-

ctHff

nclass.si '-owski Missing in Action
icago — Daniel Zebrowski, fory of the Oriental theater is re;d missing in action over Aus-

I JEDDinG BELLS
icago — Dorothy MacFarland, of
aer theater headquarters, has
I .meed her engagement to John
feson, now in the U. S. Navy.
icago — James H. Stoner, U. S.
. formerly chief of service, WarCosmo
theater, was married
eanor Schreiber in Florida.
"onica Lake, Paramount screen
jand Andre De Toth, motion picdirector, were married
Satur-

Aimed

directly at the

young

and

un-

(Continued from Page 1)
with

Gale

Storm,
Sir Aubrey
Smith,
John
Mack Brown
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
83 Mins.
ENTERTAINING
HUMAN DRAMA
BRINGS GALE STORM
FORWARD
AS
SINGER
AND
DANCER.

Faith"

This offering marks an important step
forward in film career of Gale Storm, who,
in addition to dsing splendid acting, displays unsuspected talents as a dancer and
singer. She has been surrounded by an
excellent cast, including such veterans as
C. Aubrey Smith, Mary Boland, Frank
Craven and Conrad Nagel.

near to closing time, suddenly find themselves catapulted to success. The story has
it amusing aspects.
Seven musical numbers are scattered
through the story, with the Delta Rhythm
Boys turning in the best singing job.
Vivian Austin, Billy Dunn and Paula Drake
lend a hand in the warbling department.
Miss Austin and Dunn are the babes in
Hollywood. They have chiefly youthfulness
in their favor. Edward Norris plays a
columnist who sets them on their way to
success.
CAST: Vivian Austin, Edward Norris, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Mina Combell, Judy Clark, Billy
Dunn, Leon Belasco, Andrew Tombes, Fred Sanborn, Clem Bevans, Virgnia Brissac, Emmett
Vogan, George Davis, The Mulcays, Paula Drake,
Delta Rhythm
Boys.
CREDITS. Associate Producer, Frank Gross;
Director, Eddie Cline; Screenplay, Henry Blankfort, Dick Irving Hyland; Based on story by Adele
Comandini; Cameraman, Charles Van Enger;
Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina;
Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators,
Russell A. Causman, A. J. Gilmore; Film Editor,
Charles Maynard; Dance Director, Louis DaPron.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

ft

vision interests throughout the world.
The French expert said that 1,000line television was now ready and
was a pronounced improvement over
the "old-fashioned 450-line screen."
He asserted that many American and
British engineers with the armed
forces have viewed the new 1,000-line
image and that since 1940 his company had spent 10,000,000 francs in
its development.

"Hollywood
Canteen"
24 Million Bond
Premierein

production reflects credit on Producer Jeffrey Bernerd and Director William
Nigh. The photography by Harry Neumann
is high-grade.
Gale, whose father and grandfather, are

ing.

surgeons, is stricken by infantile paralysis.

Two Albany bankers — James R.
Davie and Frank Williams — each
bought $10,000,000 worth of Bonds
for
the Bette
privilege
in" for
Davis ofandbeing
Errol "standFlynn,

The

Her father's friend, Johnny Mack Brown,
a major in the Army medical corps, is opposed to treatment by splints and braces.
Over the opposition of the grandfather,
Smith, the father, Nagel, allows Brown to
operate.
Brown's theory is to crush the disabled
nerve and cause the uninjured nerve fibers
to branch out sufficiently to reactivate the
muscles. The operation proves successful,
and Brown also wins Gale.
CAST: Gale Storm, Sir Aubrey Smith, John
Mack Brown, Conrad Nagel, Mary Boland, Frank
Craven, Johnny Downs, Catherine McLeod, Selmer
Jackson, Matt Willis, Maurice St. Clair, Leo
Diamond
and his Harmonaires.
CREDITS: Executive Director, Trem Carr; Producer, Jeffrey Bernerd; Director, William Nigh;
Authors, William Nigh, Neil Rau and George
Wallace Sayre; Screenplay, William Nigh, George
Wallace Sayre; Cameraman, Harry Neumann;
Musical Director, Dimitri Tiomkin; Editor, Richard
Currier.
DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY, Highgrade.

"Double Exposure"

with Chester Morris and Nancy Kelly
sophisticated adults, "Night Club Girl" is
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
a familiar little musical with many popular
Paramount
63 Mins.
numbers but little sense. It is extremely
MURDER MYSTERY WITH DIFFERENT
lively entertainment, thanks no little to
the direction of Eddie Cline.
TWISTS IS ABLY PLAYED AND DIRECTED.
The yarn is the well-worn one about a
couple of young persons who go to Hollywood with high hopes of breaking into the
movies, suffer many disappointments and,

ss

"They Shall Have

"Experiment Perilous"

with Hedy Lamarr, George Brent, Paul Lukas
RKO
91 Mins.
PSYCHOLOGICAL
DRAMA
PACKS

TICULAR.

DAILY

i Sllywood — Molly Lewin, resigned
iTFU 'post as public relations represene of the Screen Actors Guild
editor of the Screen Actor, pubion for the Guild, with plans to
3 to New York early next year.

far

REMIEUJS Of DCUJ turns

This

is a

very

amusing

opus,

marked

by good direction, acting and production.
William Berke is responsible for the direction, while William Pine and William
Thomas were the producers.

(Continued from Page 1)
where in connection with a film open-

respectively, at the "Proxy Premiere" of Warners' "Hollywood
Canteen,"
the
Strand. which made its bow at
In addition, 30 other Albany citizens each bought $100,000 in War
Bonds for the right to be proxies
at the premiere for such stars as
Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor, John Garfield, Joan Leslie, Ida Lupino and
Jack Carson.
Bally for premiere included a
Coast-to-Ooast broadcast by Mutual's "Double or Nothing" program
from the stage of the Strand; a cocktail party given by the Albany Variety Club, a dinner sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce and Albany
Federation of Sales Executives in
the Ten Eyck Hotel, where Mayor
Frank S. Harris presented a plaque
to Warners, and a party at the Albany Canteen.

20th-Fox Yuletide
Employes Party Dec. 21

Nancy and Terry take some very realistic
pictures in the apartment belonging to
Charles Arnt, New York playboy, and his
seventh bride, Jane Farrar. When Jane is
found murdered, Nancy is arrested and
charged
with the slaying. By a ruse, Chester
Nancy.
forces Arnt to confess the killing, and wins

What has become a Yuletide event
in the industry will be repeated
again this year, in the Grand Ballroom of the Astor Hotel, when 20th
Century-Fox will sponsor a Christmas luncheon-party, on Thursday,
Dec. 21.
President Spyros P. Skouras, Tom
Connors, W. C. Michel, and Murray
Silverstone, with other topflight officials, will host 1,200 company employes, enlisted men and women and
officers of the armed forces and members of the trade press.

CAST: Chester Morris, Nancy Kelly, Phillip
Terry, Jane Farrar, Richard Gaines, Charles Arnt,
Claire Rochelle, Roma Aldrich.
CREDITS: Producers, William Pine and William
Thomas; Director, William Berke; Authors, Ralph
Graves, Winston Miller; Screenplay, Miller and
Maxwell Shane- Cameraman, Fred Jackman, Jr.;
Supervising Editor, Howard Smith; Editor, Henry
Adams; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos; Musical
Score, Alex Laszio.
DIRECTION, Splendid.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Drome y to Host 1,800 Kids
Chicago — John Dromey, mayor of
North Chicago and chief film buyer
for Great States theater circuit,
will be host to 1,800 youngsters at
the tenth annual Christmas party
to be held Dec. 20 at the Sheridan
theater, North Chicago.

Nancy Kelly comes from Iowa to become
an ace photographer for Chester Morris,
editor of "Flick," who falls in love with
her. She is followed to New York by her
sweetheart, Phillip Terry, whom she passes
off as her brother.
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Dishes Coming Back
As Conn. Biz Drops
i Continued from Page 1)
gave up premiums as a policy last
year and declared they would not
return.
In recent months, Warner's have
inaugurated dish nights in a few
spots which never before used the
idea. In other towns, return to
dishes in competitive spots has
started the cycle and long deals have
now been signed, which will carry
exhibitors well into the next year
and a half. With the scarcity of
dishes in retail stox'es, there is also
a greater appreciation on the part
of patrons of dish giveaways in the
theaters.
Latest to join the move are Fishman Theaters, which signed this week
with Price Premium for 68-week
deals in the Dixwell, New Haven,
and Rivoli, West Haven, twice a
week and once a week, respectively.

Loew Dismissed in Rosyl
Case; Others in Prospect
(Continued from Page 1)
satisfactory agreement on the servicing of product. Paramount was
dismissed as a defendant in October.
Attorneys for the plaintiffs indicated Friday that negotiations were
under way with the other major defendants for settlements on the issues involved and that other dismissals may be forthcoming.

Nov.
20th

SIXTH UIOR LOOA 5

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

Youngstein

N. Y, Area Theaters

Joining Treasury

Max E. Youngstein, the industry's national co-ordinator of advertising, publicity and exploitation for
the 6th War Loan Drive, will join
the War Finance Division of the
Treasury effective Jan. 2. While
Youngstein's new duties have not, as
yet, been defined it is understood
that he will work with the Motion
Picture and Special Events Division.
During his Treasury service he will
be granted a leave of absence from
Richard Condon, Inc.

Century Sales

•
10%

Ahead

Fred J. Schwartz, of the Century
Circuit, has informed National
Chairman Harry Brandt that to date
Bond sales in certain houses for the
6th War Loan were 10 per cent
more than sales for the same period
during the Fifth drive.

Tokyo Bombing Footage
Released to Newsreels

(Continued from Page 1)
raids on Tokyo by the new 21st
Bomber Command were turned over
to the five newsreels by the Army
Friday. This, along with footage
shot by Howard Winner of Paramount, who went on the first misSecond Soviet Pic in English
sion from Saipan for the pool, will
"Wait For Me," a Soviet film, is be released Friday of this week in
being dubbed here in English, and
will be released by Artkino early in the reels.
February. This is the second Russian film to be dubbed in the U. S.

Some Key Cities Get
"Winged Victory" in Dec.

Irv Mack's Son Wounded
Chicago — Bernard Mack, son of
Irving Mack, of Filmack, has been
A number of key cities will get
wounded in action in Italy.
"Winged Victory" before the year's
end, Tom Connors, 20th-Fox > vicepresident in charge of sales announced yesterday. Feature will
have its world premiere at the Roxy
Wednesday, and then will play in
Los Angeles, San Francisco, CincinCalmar, la. — The Olympic Theater
nati, Denver, Baltimore, Seattle,
has been sold by L. J. Frana to John Kansas City, Indianapolis, PittsLadau, of West Salem, Wis. Frana
burgh, Atlantic City, Rochester,
erected the Olympic theater build- Syracuse and Dayton.
ing in 1915. Ladau, formerly in the
Connors also stated that a record
theater business, was recently hon- number
of theaters have contracted
orably discharged from service. He
to play the picture, starting in Janwill take possession on Jan. 1.
uary, and heavy promotional backing will be given to assure maxiGraham, Texas — Liberty Theater
here, owned by W. J. Wilke for a
mum "takes," inasmuch as all distribution and production profits go
quarter century, will be acquired on
Friday by Leon Theaters. Leon to Army Charities.
also has the Palace.

THEATER DEALS

Farewell Luncheon for Home

Chicago — The Pickwick Theater
Seventy-five of his RKO associates
building in Park Ridge northwest
suburb, which houses the Pickwick, gave a farewell luncheon for William M. Home, who has resigned to
i rated by the H & E Balaban circuit has been sold for $310,000 to become Eastern representative for
Lake View Trust and Savings Jack Skirball's organization. RobBank, as trustee.
ert Mochrie presided.

Top 5th Bond Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
Loan drive. This is said to be es]
jially pleasing to the Treasury I
partment because it is the sales
"E" Bonds which have been laggii

— DO YOUR SHARE

$200,00 via Kid Matinees
Newark, N. J. — Frank J. Damis,
exhibitor state chairman for the 6th
War Loan drive, reveals that the
Children's Matinee shows at the
De Witt, Bayonne; Fabian, Hoboken;
Lincoln, Union City and Central,
Jersey City, accounted for the sale
of $200,000 in Bonds.

A report issued by Malcolm Kins
berg, New York chairman for i\
WAC,
shows Brooklyn
leading

sales
in "E"
Bor
to its with
credit.$9,940,489
The other
boroug
and counties sold "E" Bonds as f
lows: Manhattan, $6,940,062; Broi
$4,776,875; Queens, $4,143,318; N;
•
sau,
$903,110;
Suffolk,
$815,0i!
Westchester,
$707,799; Lower
N
Herman
Scores
a
"First"
Sulliv;
Marlboro, Md. — Bert Herman, York Counties combining
manager of the Marlboro, has just Ulster, Rockland, Dutchess and lov
$510,963,
and
Richmoij
passed his $30,000 quota to become Orange,
the first manager in Prince Georges
$379,493.
County to achieve his "Smashing
6th" War Loan goal, according to "French Town" Skirball's Nej
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAI
George Shepp, Area chairman.
Hollywood — Jack H. Skirball a
•
Nabe Bond Premiere Record
Bruce Manning will produce "Fren
Town" by Oscar Hammerstein a
Romberg
in Technicol
St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg's Sigmund
Melba shattered all War Bond pre- Romberg will supervise his own mi!
miere records for neighborhood ical score and Hammerstein will c ]
houses, with total sales of $1,326,- laborate with Manning on the scree
775 despite weather conditions that play.
"French Town" is a story |
were not ideal. The premiere was the nineties in New Orleans and
stged in conjunction with the Grand- budgeted at $2,000,000. Release hj
Gravoic Business Men's Association. not been set as yet.
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Practice good SEE-manship ... by setting your course . . . for
the middle of the brawl . . . like our great Navy does . . . The
best maritime scrappers of all history . . . Give 'em broadside
after broadside of SEE power Advertising . . . For good SEE- !
manship with Accessories and Trailers ... is nothing but good
Showmanship

. . . Get those Advertising flat -tops, battle-

wagons, cruisers and destroyers all over your area of opera- I
tion . . . Sink any stagnation that tries to . . . torpedo your

X

investment . . . Fight it out on plan N.S.S. . . . The plan that

X

makes every picture you buy . . . SEE -worthy.

nRTionpi \mpteen service
X^S PRIZE BBBY OF THE WD US TRY

T RA ILERS
EBMJffrlKiilKTlHTlfiffllM ITllT

*

SPE

-4

. . . people will
tell people... and the
power that is called
*word-of-mouth"
will exert its magic
as never before ...
rou must see it... you
it... you must

a

n

^^w^^wl'GUEST HUNT IN STROMBERG
THE HOUSE
Presented by

sfarn'ng

ANNE BAXTER w^ RALPH BELLAMY
ALINE MacMAHON • RUTH WARRICK
SCOTT McKAY • MARIE McDONALD
Jerome Cowan

•

Percy Kilbride

•

Margaret Hamilton

* Connie Laird

From the Stage Play by Hagar Wilde and Dale Eunson
• Screen Play by Ketti Frings
Director of Photography, Lee Garmes, A. S. C. • Directed by JOHN BRAHM

Released thru United Artists

o

*-.o\j£
timate
in Character
emotional in Scope
endent in Thought
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URROWS IS HOPEFUL OF RAW STOCK SUPPLY
PU Wins Over Sag, but a Real Battle Impends
jt Notifies Producers
.sserts Jurisdiction
sr All Film Acting
<> Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

llywood — At the election con|d by NLRB, the Screen Players
|ti was chosen as bargaining unit
xtras by a vote of 1,451 to 456,
tie Screen Actors Guild,
event the NLRB certifies that
m Players Union is to have
diction over bits and parts as
(Continued on Page 4)

iders To Capital
'45 Dimes Drive
igton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

shington — A dramatic meeting
darkened luncheon room of the
Statler, illuminated only by
ghts of a Christmas tree, will
Id today for discussion of plans
industry participation in the
jviarch of Dimes campaign, Jan.
(Continued on Page 6)

Iwyn's "North Star"
Outright to FC

Exhibs. Hare Put Out Fires With Fire-Pails;
This One Extinguishes Loss With a Jach-Pot
Detroit — That fortune favors the bold is proved by the saga of Ray Schreiber,
Midwest Theaters' head. The bold angle was his rushing from a nice recreational
game of gin rummy in the Variety Club and impressing into service both police
and firemen to serve as ushers while a small but stubb rn fire burned in his
Colonial Theater. This new and nervy twist not only resulted in maintenance
of perfect order in the theater during the blaze, but encouraged more patrons
to pay their coin at the box-office and go in, fire or nj fire. The fortune angle
is that Schreiber recouped his fire loss in the gin rummy game he so precipitously
left. He had laid down his hand, and his opponents had waited for him to
come back from the blaze.
He did .
and raked-in the jackpot!

urn

Will
Top Drive Goal 10%
Sixth War Loan Drive sales of
"E" Bonds — the particular interest
of the film industry — will aggregate
about $5,500,000,000, running at least
10 per cent ahead of the national
goal, it was disclosed yesterday by
Harry Brandt, national industry
chairman, at a special luncheon at
the Monte Carlo tendered to mem(Continued on Page 4)

Expect Union to Ignore
Operator Loan Plan

iuel Goldwyn's
"The
North
has been sold outright to Film
St. Louis — Local 143 is expected
cs, Inc., it was announced yes- to ignore the offer of the St. Louis
by Goldwyn's New York of- Motion Picture Exhibitors' Commit(Continued on Page 6)
tee to loan one man from each projection booth to a war plant and
reimburse him for any loss in salwriters Will Film
ary in making the change. On FriStory of Chaplains
day the committee asked the St.
t Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
(Continued on Page 6)
h

:llywood — Arrangements
have
i made by Jack L. Warner, exive producer
of Warners,
with
Rev. Daniel Poling, editor of the
stian Herald and head of the
slains' services of the U. S. Army,
the filming of "Four
Men
of
the story of the four chaplains

gave their life belts to soldiers

went
down
on the transport
:hester, torpedoed in February of
year.
ne of the four, each representing
fferent denomination, was ChapClark V. Poling, son of Dr. Poling.

Thompson

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Meeting of the Producers and Distributors Industry Advisory Committee called for yesterday, was postponed until Dec. 28 or
Jan. 4 because several members were
unable to get to Washington on such
short notice. The notification was
sent only last Friday.
WPB Film Chief Lincoln V. Burrows had hoped when he called the
meeting to be able to inform the industry that it would receive the
same amount of film in the first
(Continued on Page 4)

"Hero" of a 45 Arbitration Cases
ffis as —a "Something
GriWashington
hero" is the description of Parailed In 12 Months
mount's Stanton Griffis given ediWashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

torially byan
Saturday's
Star. In
editorial Washington
concerning
While the expiration of portions
Griffis' vitally important mission to of the New York consent decree on
Sweden, during which he convinced
did not affect the arthe Swedes to cut down sharply on Nov. 20, 1943,
bitration system, it apparently was
their shipments of ball-bearings to a factor in slowing down the activiGermany, the Star declared that it
ties of the tribunals. From Dec. 1,
(Continued on Page 6)
1943, to Dec. 1, 1944, a total of 45
(Continued on Page 4)

Emanuel Silverstone Joins
UA Foreign Dept. on Jan. 1
Emanuel Silverstone joins United
Artists' foreign department in an
executive capacity on Jan. 1 and
shortly thereafter he will accompany
Walter Gould, foreign manager, on
a trip abroad to survey the European market and aid in mapping out
(Continued on Page 4)

Quits the MPPDA

White Succeeds as Advtg. Code Director
Tri-State MPTO Calls
Memphis Meet Jan. 7-8

Industry Advisory Com.
To Hear First Quarter Allocations Dec. 28 or Jan. 4

Resignation of Lester Thompson
from the MPPDA was accepted,
with regret, yesterdav by the board
of directors. Gordon S. White, prevMemphis— The MPTO of Arkaniously associated with the field work
sas, Mississippi and Tennessee, will of the Public Information Commithold a two-day meeting in Memphis
tee program, will succeed Thompson
Jan. 7 and 8, J. Allen West, owner
of the Hollywood theater, and secre- as director
of the onindustry's
(Continued
Page 6) Adver(Continued on Page 6)

Seek to Enjoin Para/s
Sequel
to "Our Hearts"
A suit seeking an injunction

to
stop Paramount from making "Our
Hearts Were Growing Up," a sequel
to "Our Hearts Were Young and
Gay," was
filed yesterday
(Continued
on Page 4) in New

Jersey Indies Talk
New Boohing Ass'n
Philadelphia — A group of independent exhibitors from New Jersey
is scheduled to meet here Thursday
reportedly for the purpose of discussing a new broking and buying
organization. Groundwork for such
an association may be laid at the sessions. Meeting will be at the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel.
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michael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
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STOCK

MARKET
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
19i/2
19'/4
19V2 +
y4
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2% ) 223/8 22
22i/4 +
!4
Columbia Picts. prd. . .
Ccn. Fm. Ind
!4
51/4 51/4
51/4
29 29
C?n. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 29
176 176 176
East. Kodak
do
pfd
186 186 186 —
1/2
Cen. Prec. Eq
23V4 223/4 231/4 .....
7714
76
771/4
—
y4
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
297/s 295/8 293/4
RKO
9V8 9
9—1/s
RKO
$6 pfd
913/g 9OV2 901/2 —
%
20 h Century-Fox
. . . 28 1/8 273/4 28 —
i/s
20th Century-Fox pfd. 35
34V2 343/4 —
1/2
20th-Fox
ppf
IO51/2 IO51/2 IO51/2
Warner Bros
135/8 13y4 l33/8 —
i/s
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
31/4 31/4
3V4 —
l/8
Radio-Keith cvs
IV4 lVs
1V8
Sonotone Corp
27/8 27/g
27/B
Technicolor
223/g 211/2 223/g +
3/g
Trans-Lux
41/8 41/8
41/g +
l/8
Universal Picts
21
203,4 203A —
14

IA Board Meeting in
Minneapolis Jan. 15
The general
the IATSE will
winter meeting
tel, Minneapolis,

executive board of
convene for its midin the Nicollet Hothe week of Jan. 15.

WANTED
Animation

and

Title

Cameraman

Apply
Cineffects,
1600
Broadway,
New York City
CI. 6-6252-3

Hoblitzelle Cited
By American Legion

A national rally to be held Jan.
15 on the Plaza of local Rockefeller
Dallas — At a meeting of the LowSmartt Post of the American Legion
Center will be the "kick-off" event
for the 1945 March of Dimes camhere, Karl Hoblitzelle, president of
Interstate Circuit of Texas, was cited
paign, it is announced by the National Foundation for Infantile
personally and as a representaboth
Paralysis. Participating in the rally
tive of his company for his work in
will be Jack Benny and his entire
rehabilitating employes in the armed
services. Commander Henry Long of
troupe, including Rochester (Eddie
Anderson), Mary Livingston, Larry
the American Legirn, Dept. of Texas,
Stevens, Phil Harris and Don Wilson.
presented Hoblitzelle with a special
Names of many other celebrities of
citation in the name of 40,000 Texas
the entertainment world who will
Legionnaires upon recommendation of
also take part in the rally and subGen. J. Watt Page, director of Selective Service in Texas, who called Insequent drive events will be announced later, it is stated.
terstate's program the outstanding in
the
State.
The Benny troupe and added stars
are to perform at three subsequent
benefits, scheduled for New York's
Carnegie Hall, Jan. 20; Academy of Harry Hochstein Trial,
Music, Brooklyn, Jan. 23; and at Zevin Sentencing Off
Symphony Hall, Boston, Jan. 29, the
evening of President Roosevelt's
Trial of Harry Hochstein, former
birthday. All proceeds from the
benefits go to the National Founda- Chicago morals inspector, and the
sentencing of Isadore Zevin, former
tion for Infantile Paralysis.
secretary to George Browne, expresident of the IATSE, was postPRC Now Producing 70%
poned yesterday to Jan. 15 in New
York Federal Court. Both men were
Of Features on Schedule
indicted for alleged perjury in the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Chicago extortion case. Zevin pleaded guilty to a special grand jury
Hollywood — Approximately 70 per
cent of the pictures in preparation at when questioned in connection with
PRC, comprising the remainder of a 2 per cent special assessment fund
of $1,500,000 collected from IATSE
the 1944-45 program and initial members.
oroduct on the 1945-46 lineup are to
be produced by PRC, itself, accord- Nizer Book Subject of
ing to Leon Fromkess, president.
Compared with the ratio of PRC London Radio Forum
Productions to independent product
released on last season's program,
"What To Do With Germany," by
this shows an increase of more than
30 per cent. In addition to its own Louis Nizer, prominent industry attorney, was the subject of the Freepictures, PRC has seven independent
dom Forum, radio program from
producers contributing product for London, Sunday night. The entire
PRC distribution.
program was devoted to the book
and the prominent speakers declared
Capt. Duffy Back a Hero
it to be the most valuable contribution to the subject and the basis foi
Capt. James Duffy, attached to the
10th Air Command, and awarded the the program that eventually would
Purple Heart, Distinguished Flying be adopted. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
Service medal with two oak leaf in her newspaper column Saturday
clusters, and Air Medal with two described the book as a "must."
clusters, along with several other Nizer also spoke Satm'day on the
citations, has returned to the states Youth Forum.
after over two years in the BurmaIndia theater of war. Capt. Duffy Start Vote on Union Merger
Balloting starts today on a prois a former employe of The Film
posal that the Screen Office and
Daily and Lloyd's Film Storage Professional
Employes Guild, Local
Corp., leaving the latter to enter the
service.
109, CIO, amalgamate with Local 1
of the United Office and Professional
Rathvon Returns From Coast
Workers of America, its parent. Voting ends on Jan. 1.
N. Peter Rathvon, president of Radio Keith. Orpheum Corporation, and Stuart Paton Dead
national chairman of the Motion PicHollywood — Stuart Paton, 61, vetture Industry Red Cross War Fund
eran film director, died here.
Week for 1945, returned yesterday
from a two weeks' trip to the studios where he set up arrangements
with studio heads for Hollywood's
participation in the Drive which
starts March 15th and runs through
the 21st.

Belle Lyons Dead
Cleveland — Belle Lyons, an inspectress for Warners for the past 25
years, died unexpectedly.
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Mack Meyer
Bryon
Louis Amacher

D.

Stoner

COmMG and G0IIK
DARRYL F. ZANUCK has cut short his
here and gone back to California.
H. M. RICHEY returned yesterday fron
Coast and a number of key city exchanges.
JACK KIRSCH goes to Washington from!
cago today for the March of Dimes meeting]
VIRGINIA MAYO is in Chicago for the
War Loan drive.
ARTHUR HITCHCOCK, wife and dau]
were in Chicago yesterday, and will arr!
New York shortly.
JIMMY
WAKELY,
Monogram
star, will
next month for a six-week p. a. tour in S
western states.
LEO MCCARTHY, PRC's general sales mai
will arrive in Hollywood early next mon
confer with president Leon Fromkess or
.emainder of the 1944-45 product.
JACK KRAKER, Philadelphia district ma
for Ross Federal, is in New York office for
ferences after an extended visit to Washir
FELIX FERRY, associated with the L
Hayward-Deverich Agency on the Coast, is
until after the New Year.
ESTHER WILLIAMS, M-C-M film star,
the Waldorf-Astoria from California.
CLAY
V. HAKE,
special rep. for Parar
International
in South
Africa,
is now
way
to Johannesburg.
WALTER LANTZ, Universal Cartunes pro<
is in Mexico City to explore the possibility
producing there. Lantz is accompanied t
wife, GRACE STAFFORD,
actress.
M. Memphis,
A. LICHTMAN,
president
of Malco '
ters,
affiliated
with Paramount,
New York visitor.
,
JOSEPH SISTROM, Paramount productior
ecutive, has returned to the company's I
wood studios after a week in New York (
which he conferred with Russell Holman
other home office executives.
HAL HALPERIN has returned to Chicago
a vacation in Florida.
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universale souther;
Canadian sales manager, leaves today for
cago.

Geo. Trilling Re-elected
Bookers Club President

George
D. Trilling,
buyer
booker for Fabian Theaters, wasi
elected to a second term as presij
af the Motion Picture Bookers
of N. Y. at its annual election
last night in the Hotel Taft, wl
bers
only.
was followed
by a reception for n |
Other officers for 1945 who A
voted in were: Vice-president, 0 9
Lager;
Secretary,
Marmj'
Treasurer,
Lillian Beverly
Seidman;
Fill
cial secretary, Etta Segal; Serg^f
at-arms, Max Fried. Trustees,
Perley, Harold Klein; board oi
rectors, Peter Saglembini, BJ
Brooks and Irving Ludwig.

Rogers Seeks Talent, Show
Charles R. Rogers, United Arj
producer, is here to interview I
for the "Varga Girl" role and to]
a Broadway show. In addition
will seek eight more players to |
plete his stock company of 12
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"E" Bond Sales Wil

Burrows Hopeful on
Raw Slock Supply
(Continued from Page 1)
quarter of 1945 that it received for
the present quarter. As it happens,
however, Burrows does not yet have
the final answer. He is hopeful, but
not certain, that no further cut will
be called for. In addition to giving
the committee the facts about thenraw stock allocation, he had intended
also a thorough discussion of the difficult raw stock supply situation and
a detailed study of distribution and
production methods, with a hope that
additional methods of economy in the
use of film might be discovered.
Requirements submitted by all
claimant agencies, with only preliminary screening, are now before the
WPB requirements committee. Total footage asked for is considerably
greater than that which will be available in the first quarter of next year,
and it is up to the committee to decide upon the various cuts necessary.
Heretofore, the final screening has
been done before the figures went to
the requirements body. How they
wall treat the industry needs is still
uncertain.

Top Drive Goal 10%
FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE
$2,000,000 More Than Goal
Omaha — War Bonds totaling $8,215,000, more than $2,000,000 over
the Premiere goal, were purchased
by a capacity crowd attending a
showing of "Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo" at the Tri-States Paramount
Theater, managed by Donald Shane.
Theaters Sell 556 Bonds
Springfield, 111. — Members

of

SPU Wins Over SAG,
Bui Battle Impends

UJEDDinG BELLS

Joseph De Conco Killed
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

$20,000,000 "Jamboree" Sales

(Continued from Page 1)
bers of the national and execi
committees.
Brandt said that latest Trea
advices indicated the drive wil j
well over the top with Bond
scriptions running between
20 :
21 billion dollars.
Brandt thanked the various n|
bers of his committee for then
operation and presented each n
ber with an engraved gold padorned with the embiem of th<

Emanuel Silverstone Joins
UA Foreign Dept. on Jan. 1

Seek to Enjoin Para.'s
Sequel to "Our Hearts"

West

Springfield Theaters Association
have reported the sale of 556 Bonds,
totaling $14,750, for the 6th War
Loan.

Dallas — Four units of the "G. I.
Bond Jamboree" accounted for the
sale of $20,000,000 worth of 6th
the War Loan Bonds in Texas.

(Continued from Page 1)
York Supreme
Court in behalf of
Cornelia Otis Skinner
and Emily
Kimbrough, authors of the latter.
According to counsel for the plaintiffs, when Paramount bought the
rights to the Skinner-Kimbrough
best-seller the studio was given the
right to make one or more sequels
to the autobiographical book provided the defendant used material
from the original in conjunction with
any fictional stuff deemed necessary.
The suit alleges that although "Our
Hearts Were Growing Up" is entirely fictional the main characters
are identified as the Misses Skinner
(Continued from Page 1)
and Kimbrough.
well as atmosphere parts, a real
Argument will be heard in New
fight will develop. The Screen Ac- York Supreme
Court on Jan. 2.
tors'Guild will not oppose SPU holding jurisdiction over atmosphere 45 Arbitration Cases
work, but President George Murphy
of SAG issued a statement that SAG Filed in Twelve Months
is a branch of the American Federation of Labor and will continue to
(Continued from Page 1)
represent all actors in the motion new demands
for arbitration were
picture industry and will continue to filed throughout the country.
assert exclusive jurisdiction over all
This represents a reduction of 38
acting work in the industry.
cases under the total filed during
Producers are being notified of
the previous 12-month period when
the Guild's position in this matter. 83 new complaints were filed. During the last year, arbitrators issued
Wolf Hosts Holiday Dinner
26 awards. Of the 45 new cases
Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner zone
withdrawn before bemanager, entertained the, members filed,ing12heardwere
by
an
arbitrator.
of his organization, with their wives,
husbands and sweethearts, totalling
80, at his annual holiday dinner last June Havoc at Ampa's Party
night at the Cleveland Hotel. A
June Havoc, star of Ed Small's
business meeting of district and zone forthcoming "Brewster's Millions"
managers will be held today.
will be the honored guest at Ampa's
Christmas Party to be held at Toots
Shor's this noon.
Martin Starr, Ampa president, will
deliver his semi-annual report.

Memphis, Tenn. — -Valverda Marie
Brandon, daughter of the president
of Film Transit, was married Sunday to William Watson, 2nd. Miss
Brandon was for a time connected
with Universal exchange as contract
clerk in Memphis office and prior
to. that position she was with the
Charlotte, N. C, office.

— DO YOUR SHARE

DAILY

Hollywood — Joseph P. De Conco,
19, former still laboratory employe
at Universal Studio, was killed Nov.
ip^ 14 in the battle
of Leyte.
"^ Young De Conco was a radio
* gunner on a Navy torpedo
bomber. His father, Dominic De
Conco, is an employe of the Universal still department.

dustry's "Medal of Honor."
Among other speakers were
Gamble,
national director of
War
Finance
Committee
of
(Continued from Page 1)
Treasury Department; Ned Dep
plans for the company's
post-war S. H. Fabian, John Hertz, Jr.,
expansion.
Silverstone has served in several liam Crockett, John Rugar, Hi
industry executive posts, including Reeve, Jay Emanuel, R. J. O'l
nell, Leon Bamberger, and the t
special sales representative for Sam- war heroes, Lt. Col. Roswell Ro
uel Goldwyn, United Artists branch Lewis
Largey.Ray Wild, and L:
gren, Capt.
manager in Panama, home office repAlso present were Herman 1
resentative, sales representative and
vice-president and director of Alex- bins, Max A. Cohen, Catherine 0
ander Korda's company and special street, Herman Schleier, Max Yoi
representative for Howard Hughes. stein, Ted Lloyd, Edward Be
Dave Berg.
Bader, Sally Meiselman
He now is on UA home office do- Herb
mestic sales staff.

SCREEN ADVERTISING!
REVENUE RECEIVED FOR SHOWING ALEXANDER
THEATER SCREEN ADVERTISING IS USED FOR
NUMEROUS PURPOSES.
SOME THEATERS PUBLICLY ANNOUNCE THAT
MONEY DERIVED FROM THIS SOURCE IS DONATED TO WORTHY LOCAL CHARITIES. OTHERS
INFORM THEIR PATRONS THAT THESE EARNINGS ARE USED TO PROVIDE A PENSION FUND
FOR EMPLOYEES. AND MANY TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS REVENUE TO PURCHASE WAR
BONDS.

ARE YOU GETTING THIS
EXTRA CASH??

VERA HRUBA RALSTON
^>

mil

^^

J*^b

AKE/WlDJERENADE

featuring

EUGENE
PALLETTE
VERA VAGUE
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
STEPHANIE
BACHELOR
with
WALTER CATLETT • LLOYD CORRIGAN
RUTH TERRY • WILLIAM FRAWLEY
JOHN LITEL ♦ LUDWIG STOSSEL
ANDREW TOMBES

RAY NOBLE AND ORCHESTRA
HARRY OWENS
md HIS ROYAL HAWAIlANS
McGOWAN

AND
THE

with

ROY
KING

MACK
MERRY

GUEST

• TWINKLE
MEISTERS

WATTS

STAR

ROGERS
OF

THE

COWBOYS

STEVE
SEKELY
— DIRECTOR
Original
Story by Frederick
Kohner
Screen Ploy by Dick Irving Hyland
and Doris Gilbert

UBLIC

PICTURE

WI
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Leaders lo Capita!
For '45 Dimes Drive

Washington Star Hails
Gritfis as a "Hero"

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

is

men

like

Griffis

who

"make

us

proud to be Americans."
The editorial, headed "Adventures
of Mr. Griffis," first briefly identifies the man and tells of his career

in banking and proposed that Paramount could do well to make a picture on the Swedish mission which
Griffis undertook for FEA. Humphrey Bogart or Walter Pidgeon are
suggested for the Griffis part.
Griffis was sent to persuade the
Swedes to stop their huge shipments
of ball-bearings to Germany — shipments which were destroying somewhat the effectiveness of our bombing raids on German bearing plants.
He went from England in a mosquito bomber.
"But since a mosquito is roomy
enough for only two seats," the
Star explained — "for the pilot and
co-pilot — Mr. Griffis had to stretch
out horizontally in the bomb bay,
and in that position, strapped down
with his head facing the tail of the
ship. He was transported to Stockholm over some of the most dangerous of enemy areas at a speea of
more than 300 miles an hour. Then,
after arriving, numb and half frozen,
he was active in his task for about
a month, during which time — as in
a cloak-and-dagger melodrama — a
mysterious figure kept constantly on
his trail while anonymous notes repeatedly threatened him with death,
but he persisted, and last June — on
the 13th — he returned to England,
strapped again in the bomb bay and
altogether successful in his mission.
The Herald-Tribune account declares
that the Nazis would have sacrificed
several squadrons of planes to have
foiled him, and we can readily believe
in that, for what he did constitutes
one of the great economic coups of
the war, depriving Germany of at
least 51 per cent of high-grade Swedish bearings-1— an indispensable supercritical item in any military machine.
"Thus in effect this quiet and unspectacular man did a job whose
damage to Hitler's war-making capacity may be likened to the work of
thousands of allied bombers hammering away at Nazi industry in a prolonged offensive. There probably
are other Mr. Griffiises, all relatively
obscure figures rendering much the
same kind of confidential service in
behalf of our country, but it is
enough to know about this particular one — a gentleman who is certainly something of a hero — to make
us prcud to be Americans."

Bendheim's Mother Dead

Richmond,
Va. - - Mrs. Kate
M.
Bendheim, 80, mother of Sam Bendheim, Jr., general manager, Neighborhood Theaters, Inc., died suddent her home here.

T
T
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• • IT'S HOLIDAY PARTY TIME
This noon. Ampa's Christmas luncheon is on tap at Toots Shor's. . . • PRC is tossing a cocktail
party at the home office this afternoon for Judy C!ark. featured in "Minstrel Man" and the forthcoming "The Kid Sister". . . • Twentieth-Fox's
annual Christmas parly is set for the Hotel Astor Grand Ballroom on
Thursday, with dinner at one. . . • And Oscar Neu will host Neumade
•

Products Corp.'s. annual Christmas party on Friday, with the festivities
starting at 4 p.m
And credit Oscar with the season's most unique
invitation
It's a jumbo postcard to which is attached a silver dollar
with this inscription alongside
"Betcha Dollar You'll Have More Fun
at Neumade's Christmas Party"
Why the dollar?
Well, among
other things, this is Neumade's Silver Jubilee. . . • Paramount's annual
Christmas party is also carded for Friday in the home office reception
room, with the Pep Club sponsoring
It's an all-afternoon affair,
with carol singing preceding luncheon at 1. . . • RKO employes wi'.J
be the guests of the company Friday at a Christmas party in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
A bonus of up to $40 will be distributed tohome office employes on Thursday
The company will play
host at similar parties to the employes in the 38 branches
•

•

•

WE'RE

T
AVENGING

T
▼
PEARL HARBOR!

Goldwyn's
Sold Outright"North
to FCStar"
(Continued from Page 1)
fice. The deal includes all current

Lester Thompson Quits
MPPDA; White Succeeds
(Continued from Page 1)

tising Code Administration. Thompson, who had been with the MPPDA

and future residual and reissue revenues as well as complete rights to for 11 years, plans to reside in Flothe story and the title, effective Dec.
mate. rida for reasons of health and cli8, 1944. Film Classics recently acAt the meeting yesterday, Hal
quired reissue rights to 31 Goldwyn
Wallis
Productions, Inc., was elected
pictures.
James Mulvey, general manager a Class A member of the associaof Samuel Goldwyn Productions, will
tion, with Joseph Hazen elected to
continue to supervise current distri- Class C membership, representing
the company.
bution of the picture through RKO
Formal tribute to Thompson for
as representative of the new owners.
his services to the MPPDA was made

Expect Union to Ignore
Operator Loan Plan

in the form of a resolution. A similar resolution was passed paying
tribute to Maurice McKenzie, who
recently died.
Attending the sessions yesterday

(Continued from Page 1)
Louis Board of Aldermen to repeal
the ordinance requiring two men in
were Barney Balaban, George Bortha booth to make skilled help avail- wick, Jack Cohn, E. W. Hammons,
able to the war effort.
N. Peter Rathvon, Spyros Skouras,

FC Doubles Pick-up Deal
Film Classics has more than doubled its monthly contractual pick-up
deal with Samuel Goldwyn on the
31 pictures acquired by the company
from Goldwyn, according to Nicky
Goldhammer, general sales manager.
To date, he said, payments have
been made on nine pictures, thus exceeding by five the original commitment calling for four by Jan. 1,
1945. This has enabled Film Classics to pre-release "Wuthering
Heights" on Jan. 1 instead of June
1, the original national release date.

J. Robert Rubin, J. J. O'Connor, W.
C. Michel, Austin Keough and Carl
E. Milliken.

25-31, inclusive.
Attending the c
clave will be some
70 motion
ture
leaders,
under
the
natic I
chairmanship of Nicholas M. Schei
together with a child victim of
fantile
paralysis
whom
Dr. J
Lavan, polio expert, will present:
a "model" for demonstrating tr<
ment of the affiliction.
Following the luncheon, the inc;
try group will be guests of Pr
dent Roosevelt at a White House

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAIl\
Washington — It could not feij
confirmed here, but is believei \
that when Darryl F. Zanucl
comes to Washington today witl i
the March of Dimes delegation ht \
will remain in town over night I
to confer tomorrow with Secre I
tary of State Edward R. Stetin
ius concerning the future of th<
German film industry.
ception, where Chairman Sche
will present the Chief Executive v
a leather-bound resolution pay[;
tribute to the latter's inspiring le
ership in the polio crusade
pledging filmland's continued s
port
victory
is won."
All "until
branches
of the
industry
be represented at the meeting,
during the afternoon-long progi
the principal
speakers
will incl
Chairman Schenck; Basil O'Com
president of the National Four)
tion for Infantile Paralysis; Dr.
van, and Harry Brandt.
After the Presidential Recept:
Carter Barron and John Payt
will host an informal cocktail pa
in the Statler.
Objective of filmland in the foi
coming campaign to blot out p<
will be to top its great effort in 11
No specific money quota is be
established, but the trade hopes
add a million seats to the 9,000;
represented by participating t
aters in th 1944 drive.

STORK REPORT!
Boston — Bob Franklin, Paramoi
manager, and Mrs. Franklin are
parents
of a baby daughter, b<
last fortnight.

Boston — Harvey
Eisenberg, i
trict manager of the Lieberman C
cuit, and Mrs. Eisenberg are beij
congratulated
on the birth of
daughter, their first.
(Continued from Page 1)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
tary-treasurer of . the Tri-State orHollywood — Kim Hunter, David
ganization announced yesterday.
Selznick actress, gave birth to sevi
Business meeting will be held at pound, 15-ounce girl at Queen
the Variety Club in the Gayoso Ho- Angels Hospital. Miss Hunte
tel. There will be a luncheon Mon- husband, Capt. William A. Baldw
day, and a dinner dance at the club USMC flyer, recently reported
Monday night.
combat duty in Pacific Theater.

Tri-State MPTO calls
Memphis Meet Jan. 7-8

1

Caught flat-footed by our gunners
and a combat cameraman

Enemy submarine is shelled to its doom. Official U. S. Coast Guard Photograph.

THE combat photographer is two men — he's
a trained and toughened fighting man. He's
an expert cameraman. He has to have the
strength and skill of a fighting man to get his
pictures when the fighting is at its thickest. As a
cameraman, he has to be so expert that he is
virtually a picture-taking machine, functioning
at high efficiency under incredibly difficult
conditions.
<

i

Everyone sees his pictures; but few outside the
motion picture industry realize how many combat cameramen are former movie cameramen,

how many have been trained by veteran movie
photograph ers.
And, of course, processing, editing, cutting,
adding supplementary sound — weaving separate shots into finished productions — are largely
in the hands of movie-trained people. The archives ofthis war will be illustrated by the most
magnificent war pictures ever made, and much
of their excellence will be due to the co-operation
of the motion picture industry.
°ne of a series
of

advertisements by

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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testifying to

the achievements of
the movies at war

RED KANN praises "CAN'T HELP SINGING" in
Page 1 review, Motion Picture Daily, December 1 4th

u

NIVERSAL

is proud of CAN'T

HELP SINGING.

It believes

this Durbin vehicle — her first in color — will rank notably and high among
the season's attractions; that it will be regarded not alone as a distinguished contribution to the difficult cause of memorable films, but as a
pacemaker for peak grosses. Universal gets no arguments from this
reviewer. He agrees without the shadow of a dissenting syllable.
"'CAN'T HELP SINGING'

is that rarity: a thorough delight. Captured

beautifully are superb music and fine musicianship, a star who has never
been in better voice or seen to more flattering photographic advantage,
a romance with a sense of pleasant and always believable humor, a
comedy line which is consistently straight and unforced, and colorful
backgrounds of the California gold rush era. The whole package is
Tiffany-like from outer wrapping to very core.

Thanks, Red. Universal's happy you
have substantiated our original point of
view about

CANT

HELP

SINGING.'1

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
fndependent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

FDR GETS PIXDIMES PLEDGE
^rmy-Films in New 35mm. Agreement Abroad
ntal Pegged at 3 Cents
n Each Figurative 10-Cent
dmission Price Overseas

55 Million Voluntary Contributions Typical American Effort, Says President
Washington

A new agreement is being worked
,t between the American film comnies and the U. S. Army whereby
je industry will supply films for
n-combat areas abroad where peranent 35 mm. theaters for service
en only are now established. The
"my already has acquired 60 the'lers in France and expects to add
'proximately 140 more.
It is reported that the Army has
(Continued

on

Page 5)

letro Places Seven
ix in 10th Block
Seven

pictures

will comprise

M-

M's 10th block, all but two of
lich have been tradeshown gener- Fascinating Vera Hruba Ralston, skating queen of Republic's outstanding hit production
ly, it was announced yesterday by "LAKE PLACID SERENADE," enchants her audience in this elaborate costume waltz
illiam F. Rodgers. In addition to pageant — Advt
e group," "Thirty Seconds Over
>kyo" and "Meet Me in St. Louis,"
(Continued on Page 6)

re Outlook Gloomy, May
all Truck Off Streets
phington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

[Washington — Hard riding for film
livery trucks, with the tire situa|»n getting tougher than it has
jer been, is predicted for the next
w months by Col. J. Monroe John(Continued on Page 5)

B-ureau ■ of \THE

f\l IM ..DA^LY

Washington — Determination to
carry, on the crusade against; infantile paralysis and to set a record for
the 1945 collections drive was pledged to President Roosevelt yesterday
by 87 leaders' of- the motion picture
industry, who, at a White House
conference, heard the President exthat the thehis gratification
aterpressdrives
had brought millions pf
Americans into the campaign wijth
small donations.
i
,:
The White House, parley fo lowed
(Continued on Pa?e 6)

2% Gross Receipts
Tax for Montgomery

Public Groups Back
Gov't Decree Stand
Washington

KR1 Lashes Out at
Tribunal Proposal
London (By Cable) -, The, KRS
struck out vigorously yesterday in
opposition to proposals for the establishment' ofa Government industry tribunal recently advanced by the
special Films Council committee
(Continued on Page 5)

Ontario Province to Slap
On 10% Amuse. Impost

Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Montgomery, Ala. — The City Commission had adopted an ordinance
Washington — Complete support for
Toronto — Ontario theaters yesterthe Department of Justice position hiking theater licenses from the presday were notified of the intention of
ent rate of $300 to $500 to 2 per
in its anti-trust suit against the
provincial govei-nment to bring
cent of gross receipts. In the pres- the
majors was expressed in a letter sent
ent license schedule, theaters with back the amusement tax on all forms
(Continued on Page 5)
Attorney General Francis Biddle an admission charge of 15 cents and
(Continued
on
Page
5)
(Continued on Page 6)

Would Ban Kids From
Films After 10:30 p.m.

Decree Hearing Here Today

Shooting Schedule
Subject to Change

Philadelphia — The November Grand
Jury which wound up its investigation of juvenile delinquency here
made several recommendations, one
proposing the enactment of legislation which would prohibit the admittance of children 17 or under to
any motion picture theater between
the hours of 10:30 p.m. and 10:00
a.m. whether accompanied by an
adult or not.

Modification, Intervention Before Court

A wireless dispatch received by
the New York Times yesterday from
Stockholm states that in 1945 the
German film industry schedule, as reported from Berlin, calls for 72 new
features, some of which are already
in production.
Most of the output will be in
color. Among works to be adapted

THE NEWS

FROM

Delinquency Is Target
Of Proposed N. Y. Laws
Albany— Office of Gov. Dewey has
made public here a report urging
establishment of a State Youth Service Commission which would devise
a long-term program to assist com(Continued on Page 5)

THE WESTERlM

FRONT

Two important phases in the future status and operation of the New
York consent decree may develop today when Federal Judge Henry W.
Goddard is scheduled to hear pro-;
posals -by both the Department of
Justice and St. Louis Amusement Co.
The D of J, through Wendell Berge
and Robert L. Wright, is expected
(Continued on Page 5)

MEANS:

SELL MORE

SMASHING

to the screen are Shakespeare's
"Merchant of Venice" and the
Strauss

SIXTH

operetta,

WAR

"The

Bat."

BONDS!
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Sam Kahn Unopposed for IMetro Contest Winners
Announced by Ferguson
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Hitchcock Ready

West
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for "Notorious'
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Hollywood — Alfred Hitchcock has
returned from England, where he
made short subjects for British government, and will start preparations
for "Notorious," which he will produce and direct for Selznick International with Ingrid Bergman as the
star.

WANTED
Animation

and

Appl 1 Cineffectj,
New York City

T He

Cameraman

1600

Broadway,

CI. 6-6252-3

Sam Kahn ol Warner Bros, yesterday stood assured of the p.esidency of the Motion Picture Office
Employes Union, Local 23169, AFL,
as result of his being nominated for
that office without opposition. Leo
Haas presently is head of the union.
Others unopposed were Lillian
Cotton (incumbent) for financial
secretary, Norma Goldberg' (incumbent) for recording secretary and
Nat Salzman for sergeant-at-arms
to succeed John Cilento. Irving
Zimmerman and Harold Kreisberg
are nominees for vice-president, Edward Lawson and Ephriam Levy for
treasurer and Claire Barnett, George
Imber, Julian Isaacs and Rita Wasserman for general secretary.
The date of the election is Jan. 15.

Jall-around
prizes offered
by M-G-Mputforon the
campaigns
for best
the
!state capital premieres of "An
American Romance" were announced
yesterday by William R. Ferguson,
exploitation manager.
The prize
j winners, selected from campaigns
received from theaters in 48 state
Icapitals and the District of Columbia, were: Mort Berman,
Orpheum
!Theater, Springfield, 111.; first prize
$350 in War Bonds; Lou Cohen and
Lou Brown, Loew's Poli, Hartford,
<Jonn., seconu prize $150 in War
Bonds; Hugh Flannery, Orpheum
Theater, Madison, Wise, third prize,
$100; Arnold Gould, Capitol Theater, Jefferson City, Mo., fourth
prize, $50.

5 Sweaters for Servicemen Lt. Robert Drew Killed
Auctioned by Ampa, for $82 When Bomber Crashes
Five sweaters for servicemen, knitted by femme members of Ampa,
were auctioned off for a total of $82
at the annual luncheon of the organization yesterday at Toots Shor's.
The sweaters were then given to
June Havoc, luncheon guest, who
will give them to GI patients at
Halloran Hospital on Christmas Eve.
Revenue went into the Ampa relief
fund. Books donated by Metro and
"Vz actioned to the tune
Paramount were
of $32. President Martin Starr presided at what was said to have been
one of the best Ampa holiday luncheons in recent years.
Special guests were Skippy Homeier, one of the stars of "Tomorrow
the World," and Claude Lee of Para
mount.

Show Gable Pic in Jan.,
But Not for General Public
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Cincinnati — Lt. Robert Drew, 45,
former Monogram rep. for W. Va.,
was killed in a plane crash while
aja Liberator
Bomber
B5§ ferrying
to an unknown
destination.
''"s* Drew, a nephew of the late
John Drew, actor, was widely known,
having worked in various exchanges
in Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Salt Lake City, Denver and
Cincinnati. A brother, Frank Drew,
is manager of 20th-Fox Seattle
branch. He leaves two sons and two
daughters. His son, Lt. Robert L.
was an Army flier stationed in Washington, D. C. His widow, Mrs. Mary
Way Drew survives.

Local F-37 Wins 10%
Wage Advance in Cincy
Cincinnati — Film workers unionized by Local F-37 received a 10
per cent increase in pay, retroactive
to Dec. 1, 1943 with WLB approval
according to announcement of Bob
Morrell, business manager.
Exchanges paying off are Paramount, M-G-M, Warners, Universal,
United Artists and RKO Radio. Columbia, Republic and National
Screen, falling in line, are waiting
approval of the WLB.

Washington — Release of Clark Gable's hour-long film on Flying Fortress missions out of England is
scheduled for next month, with theatrical distribution definitely banned.
The Treasury's War Finance Division will distribute 300 16 mm. prints
of the color feature for use to aid
in War Bond sales through January.
Titled "Combat America," the film SYWA
Release Abroad
was withheld from theatrical release
because industry and Army officials Scheduled for January
agreed it followed too closely the
content of Col. William Wyler's
UA will premiere David O. Selz"Memphis Belle." It will be widely nick's SYWA in a dozen widely scatshown, however, in war plants,
tered world capitals and key cities
schools, and other halls used for 16 in January, it was announced yesmm. screenings.
terday by Walter Gould, UA foreign manager. Initial foreign showLowenstein Injured
ing of SYWA will take place in
Harry Lowenstein, president of Havana on New Year's Eve.
New Jersey Allied, was injured Monday night when he was struck by a Launch Willkie Fund Drive
car in Newark. Lowenstein was exThe inaugural of the Wendell Willamining a parked car which he had
kie Memorial Fund drive, sponsored
side-swiped when his car went into by Freedom House, will highlight
a skid. Another automobile ran into. Lowenstein and the owner of the the world premiere of "Tomorrow —
The World!", at the Globe tomorrow
parked car.
night.

\"
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Winners of the $550 in War Bono

cominc and come
5
STEVE TRILLINC, assistant to Jack L. War
executive producer for Warners, and MRS. TR
LINC arrived in New
York yesterday from
Coast.
FAYE EMERSON, Warners' star who rece
became Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt, arrived in W<ington yesterday from the Coast with C
ROOSEVELT to spend the holidays at the W
House.
NORTON RITCHEY, export manager of Mc
Friday.
gram, is in Toronto attending a meeting of Mo
gram Pictures of Canada, Ltd., and will ret
SI FABIAN has returned from Florida.
WIN BARRON has arrived back in New Y
after an absence from Canadian Paramount Ne
reel of two weeks.
DAN MacMANUS, story director for Walt I
ney Productions, is in New York.
CLAUDE RAINS, co-starred in the new Bri
pic, "Caesar and Cleopatra," arrives in r
York to day from England, via Boston.
LT. COL.
ROSWELL
ROSENCREN,
war r
today.
representing the Treasury in connection with
6th
War
Loan
Drive,
returns
to Washing
CAPT. RAY WILD, war hero for the 6th \
Loan Drive, is in Reading, Pa., today for a ;
LT. LEWIS LARCEY, war hero who ton
with the National Committee for the 6th \
Loan
Drive, left yesterday
for Los Angele
HENRY REEVE, co-chairman for the 6th >
Loan Drive, leaves today for Dallas, after a si
visit with National Chairman Harry Brandt.
JOHN RUGAR, co-chairman for the 6th \
Loan Drive in Park City, Utah, left New Y
for Washington yesterday.
MARCARET SULLAVAN and LELAND Hi
WARD, her hubby, depart for the Coast today
GREGORY PECK is due here tomorrow.
OTTO KRUGER is stopping at the Royalton
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON arrives here
morrow.
KAY FRANCIS
is an anticipated arrival.
VICTOR MOORE is slated to arrive on Jan
MARIAN HUTTON gets in Friday.
trip.
CRACE MOORE is at the Savoy Plaza.
INA CLAIRE is stopping at the Pierre.
"TED" O'SHEA returns today from a South
WILLIAM CLEICHER has returned from Bos;
DARRYL F. ZANUCK is stranded in Chic
for two days, having failed to obtain west
railroad connections owing to his New Y
train being late in arriving.
JACKIE COOPER and his wife, JUNE HOR
are in Chicago. Cooper is awaiting a i
Navy assignment.
ritory.
FRED ROHRS, PRC divisional manager is vi!
ing the Detroit exchange, just added to his t
PETE LICHTMAN, Richmond rep., Lichtn
Circuit, and his wife are visiting here.
SKIPPY HOMEIER has arrived from Hoilywo
ALFRED M. LOWENTHAL, president of Fa
ods Artists Syndicate, has returned to Chjc;
from New York.
VIRCINIA MAYO, film player, will arr
from the Coast next week to begin a "p
today.
sonal appearance" tour of Eastern cities.
ESTHER WILLIAMS will leave for the Co
J. R. WILLIAMS, head of Non-Theatrical S>
tion of the BIS Film Division, is returning t
week from a two-months' "refresher" visit
England.
SCT. PAUL KAUFMAN, former assistant m;
ager at Warners' Hippodrome, Cleveland,
home on furlough. He served three years
India and China.
E. S. CULVER, manager of Hughes-Downto
Theater, Detroit, goes to Hollywood, for ab(
three weeks.

JUST A MINUTE

PLEASE!

HERE'S ANOTHER SLICE OF M-G-M's
BOUNTIFUL ANNIVERSARY CAKE!
Oh! What a picture!
Winding up in a blaze of glory
MARGARET
O'BRIEN

Leo's Twenty Year Anniversary!
One after another as the year ends:
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo"
"Meet Me in St. Louis"

JOSE
ITURBI

"National Velvet" —
And now one of the Greatest!
"MUSIC FOR MILLIONS" has heart-glory!

!P

It's got Stars in a grand story
Of lovable human beings.
JIMMY
DURANTE

JUNE
ALLYSON

The Trade Press is cheering it!
Watch the Capitol, N. Y., World Premiere!
'MUSIC FOR MILLIONS" starring Margaret O'Brien • Jose Iturbi
Jimmy Durante • June Allyson ♦ Marsha Hunt • Hugh Herbert * Harry
Davenport • Marie Wilson • Larry Adler • Original Screen Play by
Myles Connolly * A Henry Koster Production ♦ Directed by Henry
Koster • Produced by Joe Pasternak • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Keep Selling Bonds !
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\ :< R€¥I€UIS Of THE fltUJ FILffiS tfr
"I'll Be Seeing You"

with
Ginger
Rogers,
Joseph
UA-Selznick

Cotten
85 Mins.

VALID DRAMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT
HAS POIGNANCY
THAT WILL FETCH
TEARS FROM WOMEN.
This Selznick-lnternarional production is
sober and often somber entertainment of
particular appeal to women. As drama the
picture has a lot to offer.
Directed by William Dieterle in slow
measure that emphasizes the dramatic values, the picture develops its story simply
and straightforwardly. Receptive souls will
be affected by this tale of frustration that
throws together a wounded war hero who
is a neuropsychiatric and a girl who because
of gcod behavior wins the right to pass the
Christmas holiday away from the prison
where she unjustly is serving time for manslaughter. The girl, afraid to reveal the
truth, makes the most of her brief free-

with

"Gentle Annie"

James

Craig,

Donna

Reed,

Main
M-G-M

Marjorie

80

FILM WITH WESTERN QUALITIES
PULL THROUGH
WITH
STRONG
OND FEATURE.

Mins.
MAY
SEC-

In the case of "Gentle Annie" Leo the
Lion roars in a minor key. The picture,
which has much in common with a western
melodrama, has been adapted indifferently
from the MacKinlay Kantor novel. Primarily
in the film's favor are a colorful production and a strong dose of action.
The way the story has been told it is
more than likely to baffle the average
mind. It is a weak and implausible affair
with a number of loose threads.

The story takes place in the Oklahoma
Territory at the turn of the century. James
Craig is a U. S. law officer who ferrets
out the perpetrators of a train robbery.
The guilty are Marjorie Main and her sons,
dom, falling desperately in love with the Henry Morgan and Paul Langton. Miss Main
soldier, who responds in kind. The climax and Langton come to a violent end, and
Morgan is headed for jail at the fadeout.
comes when the man discovers she's a jail
Craig and Donna Reed, a gal befriended by
bird. It is to his credit that he doesn't
permit the truth to alter his love. The the villains, provide what romantic interest
there is.
end finds him vowing to wait for her reCAST: James Craig, Donna Reed, Marjorie
lease.
Main, Henry Morgan, Paul Langton, Barton
Ginger Rogers as the girl and Joseph MacLane, John Philliber, Morris Ankrum.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, AnCotten as the soldier acquit themselves well.
drew Marton; Screenplay, Lawrence Hazard;
Shirley Temple injects a bit of girlish Based on novel by MacKinlay Kantor; Cameraman,
Charles Salerno, Jr.; Musical Score, David
freshness into the yarn as Miss Rogers'
cousin. Tom Tully and Spring Byington Snell; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art
Directors, Cedric Gibbons, Leonid Vasian; Set
Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, Glen Barner; Film
score as Miss Rogers' uncle and aunt.
CAST: Ginger Rogers, Joseph Cotten, Shirley Editor, Chester W. Schaeffer.
Temple, Spring Byington, Tom Tully, Chill Wills,
DIRECTION, Fair.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Cood.
Dare Harris, Kenny Bowers.
CREDITS: Producer, Dore Schary; Production
Assistant, Lou Lusty; Director, William Dieterle;
Screenplay, Marion Parsonnet; Based on Story by
with Bob Mitchum
Charles Martin; Cameraman, Tony Caudio; Musical Score, Daniele Amfitheatrot; Art Director,
RKO
62 Mins.

"Nevada"

"The Unwritten Coo

"Practically Yours"

with Claudette Colbert, Fred
Paramount
NOVEL

STORY

MacMurray
90 Mins.

OF AIR HERO

TRUMPED

WITH COMEDY SITUATIONS;
LY BOX OFFICE.

DEFINITE-

Primed with sufficient production value
and artful direction to give Colbert and
MacMurray

another

topnotch

starring ve-

hicle, Norman Krasna's story will hereafter
be identified, however, by the "kiss" scene
stolen by one Mikhail Rasumny in the role
of an artistic photographer.
The

story contains several novel switches

and gets under way after Ma Murray, proclaimed an air hero, reveals to Peggy
(Claudette Colbert), a former co-worker,
that the name he uttered before he made
a death
not
Peggy.plunge at a Jap carrier in the Pacific was "Piggy," the name of his dog,
They agreed to pretend at a romance
the entire
stake.

nation's

sympathies

since

were

at

with Tom Neal, Ann Savage, Roland
Columbia
61
SUSPENSEFUL

Lamb, — obviously a lie. Fred teases her
by taking Lamb along on most of their
dates. In spite of himself, however, Fred
falls for Colbert and is tricked into a
marriage before winding up his furlough.
CAST: Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray,
Gil Lamb, Cecil Kellaway, Robert Benchley,
Tom Powers, Jane Frazee, Rosemary De Camp,
Isabel Randolph,
Mikhail
Rasumny.
CREDTS, Producer and Director, Mitchell
Leisen; Story, Norman Krasna; Cameraman,
Carles Lang, Jr.; Editor, Doane Harrison; Art
Directors, Hans Dreier, Robert Usher; Set Decorator, Stephen Seymour; Musical Score, Victor
Young; Songs, Sam Coslow; Sound, Donald McKay, Don Johnson; Associate Producer, Harry
Tugend.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Swell.

AIDS

Once

GOOD

a Nazi — always a Nazi, appe;

be the message contained in the "Ur
ten Code." The elements of action
suspense have been coupled to camoi
a dubious tale. However, Roland \\
in the role of a Nazi impersonati
British naval officer, gives a sincere
credible performance to please the
of make-believe.
With
the locale centered somewhe
the U. S. where German prisoners are
railed in a war camp, the action gets
way when
Bobby Larson, Ann Savage,
brother
who
practices
commando
t;

suspects Varno of being a phony.
Vj
convalescing from an arm injury at
home, due to crowded space at the
pital,

To defend her pride, Colbert tells MacMurray that she is going to marry Gil

DIRECTION

TASTIC STORY; SMACKS OF
OFFICE AT ACTION HOUSES.

becomes

a

love

rival

of Tom

an M. P. stationed at the camp.
Br1
suspicions
are
confirmed
when
Var
discovered with a load of guns in at
to help some of the Nazis escape.
CAST: Ann Savage, Tom Neal, Roland
Howard
Freeman,
Mary
Currier, Bobby
I
Teddy
Infuhr, Otto Reichow,
Fred Essler,
erick Gierman,
Tom
Holland,
Phil Van
Carl Eckberg,
Alsn Bridge.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam White; Di
Herman Rotsten; Assistant Director,
Nicholson; Screenplay, Leslie T. White, <
Kenyon; Cameraman, Burnett Guffey; Filr
tor, Gene Havlick; Art Director, Perry
Set Decorator, Joseph Kish; Musical Di '
Mischa Bakaleinikoff; Sound, Ed Bernds.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Co

"The Mummy's Cur: I
with

Lon

Chaney,

Peter Coe, Virg

Mark'
Editor,
C.
Kern; Lee
Film Kirk;
Editor,Supervising
William H.Film
Ziegler;
Set Hal
Decorators, Earl B. Wooden, Emile Kuri; Sound, Richard DeWeese.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Good.

BETTER - THAN - ORDINARY WESTERN
SHOULD
PLEASE THE ACTION
FANS
CONSIDERABLY.

"The Fighting Lady"

makes "Nevada" better than the ordinary
western. Benefiting from its derivation
from a Zane Grey story, the film follows
a whirlwind course down to the very end,
possessing everything that one expects of
a horse opera.

A couple of grand musical production
numbers, some swell hoofing by Ann Miller
and Harold Nicholas, and the smooth song

"stiff" drink of tanna leaf soup to'
his spirit alive in order to pursue the
cess Ananka, his ancient Egyptian love,

Bob Mitchum is presented for the first
time as the star of a western. The actor

delivery of gorgeous
rates some stronger

Leslie Goodwins has directed thi:
with as much interest as could be squ

20th-Fox
AMAZINGLY

61 Mins.

PHOTOGRAPHED

OF PACIFIC AIR WAR
OF ITS TYPE.

FILM

IS THRILLER;

BEST

To "The Fighting Lady" goes the honor
of being the most extraordinary combat film
to emerge from the present conflict. The
picture, produced by Louis de Rochemont
in Technicolor from a 16 mm. original photographed by the U. S. Navy under the
supervision of Com. Edward J. Steichen,
USNR, is a compelling document of air
fighting and assaults on Jap-held positions
in the Pacific by planes based on a carrier.
The picture, every foot of which is the
real McCoy, contains camera shots such as
never have been viewed before in a factual
film of World War II. The photography
is truly astounding in footage almost literally shot through a gun barrel. It makes
"The Fighting Lady" by all odds the most
exciting film of its type ever exhibited.
The display of action leaves you limp and
breathless.
A masterpiece of vividness and realism,
the production tells of the exploits of a
flat-top identified simply as The Fighting
Lady.
The pictorial beauty made possible by
Technicolor by contrast serves to heighten
the raw drama of the film.
Lt. Robert Taylor, USNR,
job as narrator.

does

a swell

Greater

attention

to production

details

certainly justifies the faith placed in him,
delivering a performance that is smack in
the groove. The fellow does himself pretty
dishing out the
heroic stuff.
Mitchum is kept busy foiling a scoundrel
who tries to drive stake holders out when
he discovers that the supposedly worthless
clay they have been digging up contains
rich deposits of silver. The hero has many
close shaves with death before justice is
done.
The star of the film has better support
than is customarily given a western hero.
The direction of Edward Killy is swift
and punchy.
CAST: Bob Mitchum, Anne Jeffreys, Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams, Nancy Cates, Richard
Martin, Craig Reynolds, Harry Woods, Edmund Glover, Alan Ward, Harry McKim, Larry
Wheat, Jack Overman, Emmett Lynn, Wheaton
Chambers,
Philip Morris.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sid Rogell;
Producer, Herman Schlom; Director, Edward
Killy; Screenplay, Norman Houston; Based on
novel by Zane Crey; Cameraman, Harry J.
Wild; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, L. 0.
Franz F. Planer; Film Editor, James Sweeney;
Croxton; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, William
Stevens; Sound, Richard Van Hessen; Musical
Score, Paul Sawtell; Musical Director, C.
Bakaleinikoff ; Film Editor, Roland Gross.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Cood.

"Carolina Blues"
with Kay Kyser, Ann
Miller, Victor Moore
Columbia
81 Mins.
FAST
SHOULD

MOVING
MUSICAL
PROVE TIMELY
COIN

FARCE
GETTER.

Georgia Carroll who
roles, added to the

Christine
Universal

62

NEW TOLOCALE
FOR MUMMY'S
FAILS
CAMOUFLAGE
STEREO AhS
;'THO ABLY
PRESENTED.
Lon "Mummy"
Chaney

gets

a^

comedy bits by Victor Moore and Jeff out of the fantastic story. The actio
Donnell, really builds into satisfactory en- suspense is sufficient to satisfy far
tertainment. The theme takes on a 1 opus.
this type of tale, and Peter Coe a
timely aspect when Kyser induces his band sincere portrayal of an Egyptian prii
to play a show at a defense plant as well lend whatever credibility is lacking i <
as a few Bond-selling shows, although he
had promised the boys in the band a vacaWith the swamp lands of Lcuisian;
tion after they returned from entertaining background, the story has Coe and I
the soldiers overseas. Ann Miller and her
Moore, representatives of a museum,
father, Victor Moore, the only poor rela- in on a swamp-clearing project to
tion of the wealthy Carver family, try to
get Kay to allow Ann to replace Georgia for two mummies. Virginia Christim'
missing princess, returns to her coffi
ried.
when the latter leaves the band to get marbandages when discovered by Chane
CAST: Kay Kyser, Ann Miller, Victor Moore,
Jeff Donnell, Howard Freeman, Georgia Carroll,
M. A. Bogue, Harry Babbitt, Sully Mason, Diane
Pendleton, Robert Williams, Doodles Weaver,
Dorothea Kent, Frank Orth, Eddie Acuff, Harold
Nicholas, The Christianis, Four Step Bros., and
Kay Kyser's Band.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Bischoff; Director,
Leigh Jason; Screenplay, Joseph Hoffman, Al
Martin; Story, M. M. Musselman, Kenneth Earl;
Assistant Director, Ray Nazarro: Cameraman,
Art Directors, Lionel Banks, Edward Jewell; Set
Decorator, Joseph Kish; Music Recorder, William Randall, Gowns, Jean Louis; Music Director, M. W. Stoloff; Dances, Sammy Lee; Vocal
Arrangements, Saul Chaplin; Songs, Jule Styne,
Sammy
Cahn,
Dudley
Brooks,
Walter
Bullock.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Good.

ancient love. Chaney's exit is pre
country.
final when he is buried 'neath the -|^
debris of an old monastery in the
CAST: Lon Chaney, Peter Coe, Virginia
tine, Kay Harding,
Dennis
Moore,
Marrii
leek,
Kurt
Katch,
Addison
Richards,
i
Herbert, Charles Stevens, William Farnum,
eon Simpson.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Oliver
Screenplay, Bernard Schubert; Story and A
tion, Leon Abrams, Dwight V. Babcock; D
Leslie Goodwins: Cameraman, Virgil Mille
sical Director, Paul Sawtell; Art Directoi
B. Goodman; Sound, Bernard B. Browi
Decorator, Russell A. Gausman; Film Ediro
R. Feitshans: Songs, Oliver Drake, Frank
Technician, Robert Pritchard.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
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tarings on Decree
heduled for Today
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KBS Lashes Out at Gov't
Tribunal Proposal

I Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
outline a procedure looking told a modification of the decree. which investigated charges of mo- eral adoption of a standard form of
nopoly in the British film field.
contract as between renters and pro:orneys for the affected compaducers on the one hand and between
s will be present today to listen
Action by the distributors' organi- exhibitors and renters on the other,
zation yesterday was designed to
ji what the Government proposes
which, while safeguarding the exhibitor, would ensure a reasonable
1 their action will depend on the further strengthen its report to the
Board of Trade in which it is critical share of box-office receipts for the
of the committee's recommendations. independent producer.
Nashville — While it is permisThe committee proposed that the
Another important proposal resible to ask for a re-hearing on a
Tribunal have sweeping powers, inlates to Tribunal intercession to invfj. S. Supreme Court decision
cluding
authority
to
arbitrate
issues
vestigate complaints and arbitrate
'■within 20 days, counsel for the
affecting studio space allocation as as necessary should the Board of
Crescent Amusement Co. said yes•■:>
well as "questions referred to it by Trade fail to secure for indie exhibs.
terday that "we are not aware of
any firm in any section of the in- by agreement with the integrated
my thing further we can do but
dustry alleging that the terms of producers and distributors a reasH f'accept as final the Supreme Court
film hire were unduly onerous.
onable share of the feature pictures
to* i^
In this connection, the committee which they handle "on the lines of
ii,
>s asked by the Government. Com- proposed that the Tribunal "should the provisions of Article X of the
1)1 y
lawyers yesterday
said they be instructed to secure the more gen- American consent decree."
Itj
not know what was in prospect,
Ti
Ontario Province to Slap
Delinquency Is Target
it is likely that the Government
On
10% Amuse. Impost
ask for a hearing date before Of Proposed N. Y. Laws
tin
court in which to explain its
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
lification recommendations,
of
entertainment
and sports early in
she St. Louis Amusement
Co., munities in reducing juvenile delinthe
new
year
to
meet the need of
quency.
The
report
was
drawn
up
ied by Harry C. Arthur and repented by Russell Hardy, will seek by the Governor's interdepartmen- covering increased education charges
tal committee on delinquency. Bills
ntervene in the decree as the rerecently assumed
by the province.
of arbitration proceedings
in setting up the proposed commission
Ontario has been without a ticket
will be introduced in the 1945 legis:h the company's theaters might lature.
tax since 1937 when it was abolished
affected by an award.
The disOne of the provisions of the con- by Premier Mitchell Hepburn, then
utors
are
slated
to
oppose
templated program is not only to aid head of the Government, because of
idy's move for intervention.
communities with special counsel on
the nuisance feature.
delinquency, but to furnish funds
Owners of more than 400 theaters
e
Outlook
Gloomy,
May
where
necessary
to
blot
it
out
as
Cu 1 Trucks Off Streets
much as possible. The program's are concerned as they are already
accent will be on prevention rather paying a 20 per cent amusement tax
chan correction by punishment or to the Federal Government and the
(Continued from Page 1)
custodial care.
ODT director.
Present indicaIssuance of the report has brought latest proposed Ontario impost, is
, he said, are that commercial favorable reaction from welfare understood to average 10 per cent
-ators of all types will receive channels and theatermen in various additional on all admissions.
about half the tires they need sections of the State, and rapid
ng the first quarter of 1945.
of the legislation envis- Nebenzal Denies Report He
;sumption of the practice forced enactment
ioned is foreseen.
i exhibitors in many areas last
ng of calling for their own film
Will Abandon 'Mayerling'
private auto or cab is to be SAG Still Agent for All
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
3d for shortly, as it is predicted Acting Work, It Asserts
Hollywood — Seymour Nebenzal
a considerable number of trucks
yesterday denied published report
used for film will be pulled off West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
that
production of "Mayerling"
streets early next year.
Hollywood — SAG has notified the would be abandoned. He states he
will
produce
the picture for United
producers that the Guild retains its
lack" fcrawley Slain in Action
status as exclusive bargaining agent Artists release and that his production contract with Mary Pickford
ijillicothe, 111. — Lt. James
B. for all acting work, including all
*riey, pilot of a C-47 plane, who performances involving speaking of calls for him to act as sole producer
Miss Pickford financially intermanager of Kerasotes Brothers' a line or lines of dialogue and in- with
Palace and Sunset, before he
cluding all signing and stunt work ested.
According to Nebenzal he is owner
went into service, is reported and pointed out that under the reto have been killed in action
vised basic agreement of 1941 all of remake rights to "Mayerling" and
performing, acting, singing all such rights are completely cleared.
M Holland. Previously he had been persons
and stunt work are required to be
■ted missing.
members of the Guild.
Dinerman Leaving RKO
in I

i

M BIRTHDAY
IEETIMS to..
December
rene
Dunne
ennis Morgan

20
W'lliam
C. Hyer
M. L. Isaacs

Record Snows Delaying
Cincy Film Deliveries
Cincinnati — Record snows have
caused film delivery truck delays of
from 12 to 15 hours. Bookers and
shippers are kept busy with changes
and rearrangements to prevent dark
houses.

For Ad Agency Post
Cincinnati — E. V. "Dinny" Dinerman, resigns as advertising and promotion director of RKO-Midwest,
effective Jan. 1. Dinerman will be
vice-president of a new advertising
agency, Stokes - Palmer - Dinerman,
Inc., in the Carew Tower. He had
served RKO-Midwest for 15 years.

Army and Industry
In New Pix Formula
(Continued from Page II
approached the industry on a deal
based on a figurative price of 10
cents per admission, out of which the
Army would pay three cents rental
for film on each customer, the remaining seven cents to go for operation. The service men, however,
would not be charged. The Army reportedly has asked for eight prints
each of 50 pictures to serve as a
stock pile, to which would be added
eight prints of three new pictures
every week.
Distribution of the 16 mm. gift
films for forward and combat areas
will continue.

% Gross Receipts
Tax for Montgomery
(Continued from Page 1)
more but less than 20 cents, are reto paynext
$300bracket
per year.
atersquiredin the
pay The$400
and in the next, $500. The Charles
and Tivoli pay $300, the Strand, Empire and Clover, $400, the Paramount, $500. Under the amended
license, each theater would pay between Jan. 1 and Feb. 1, 1945, a
license for 1945 amounting to 2 per
cent of gross receipts in 1944. Hike,
in company with similar ones for
Bell Telephone Co., and Montgomery
City Lines, Inc., is said to be for
purpose of removing existing inbudget. equities and balancing the city's

TO THE

COLORS!

• COMMISSIONED
LT. EDWARD

CRUEA,

*

formerly Monogram

book-

Seattle.
MURRAY er, GERSON,
son of S. A. Cerson, recent
owner of the Royal, Cleveland, was commissioned a2nd lieulenant in ihe ordnance
dept. at Aberdeen, Md.

* PROMOTED

*

CAPT. SAMUEL C. LEVIN, formerly B & K manager, Luna, Chicago, to major, stationed in
the Panama Canal zone.
2ND. LT. FRANK WALSH, formerly manager of
Schoenstadt's Piccadilly, Chicago, to 1st
lieutenant, now on overseas duty.
1ST LT. WALLACE NYGREN, formerly chief of
service, Chicago theater, Chicago, to captain in the Army.
MAJ. DeFROIS SIEGFRIED, formerly Eastman
Kodak engineer, to Lt. Col. in the research division of the AAF at Wright
Field, Dayton,
O.
Lt. HAROLD M. STEEL, USNR, former installation engineer, Altec Service Corp., to
Lt. Com.,
South
Pacific Area.
ROBERT
JOHNSON,Altec
USNR,
VS 25,
"former
juniorH.engineer,
Service
Corp.,
received his wings.

* ARMY
PAULChicago.
MURRAY,

manager

*
Warner's

Stratford,

* NAVY *
JOSEPH
PASCARELLI,
assistant chief of service,
Poli, New Haven.
LAWRENCE
LAPIDUS,
son
of
Jules
Lapidul,
Warner Bros. Eastern division sales manager.
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Dimes Collections to Total 5 Million, Says Brand
1,000 More Theaters Will
in This Year's
Take Part
Drive,
Brandt Predicts

In White House' Dimes' Parley Metro Places Seven ,

Pix in 10th Block

(Continued from Page 1)
a campaign meeting at the Hotel
Statler at which every state, Alaska
and the Canal Zone were represented
by chairmen. Nicholas M. Schenck,
chairman of the motion picture drive,
presented the President with a
leather-bound resolution paying tribute to his leadership in the polio
crusade and pledging the industry's
continued support until victory
against the disease was won.
President Roosevelt pointed to
the fact that moviegoers
had
made more than 55,000,000 voluntary contributions and that it
was a truly typical American
effort.
He indicated his close,
personal knowledge of what the
motion picture theaters and all
branches of the industry were
doing to fight infantile paralysis. He said he realized how
much work and detail were involved and expressed his appreciation to every person who was
a part of the movie campaign.
Each guest was presented individually to the President.
Text of the resolution, presented
earlier to the assembled
industry
representatives
by Prexy
Barney
Balaban of Paramount, arid adopted
by acclamation, follows:
"Resolved, that we of the motion picture industry, assembled
in Washington to discuss ou *
1945 March of Dimes drive, take
this opportunity to extend greetings to the Hon. Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, whose inspiring, leadership has done so much to advance this humanitarian cause;
and be it further resolved
"That we pledge to him and
to the people of this country our
continued efforts in the fight
against infantile paralysis, until
final victory is won and Ameri-

Polio Director Is
Self-Made Shut-In
Winchester, Tenn. — George E.
Oldham, Cumberland Amusement Co.
prexy and operator of the Rivoli
here, was to have directed the polio
drive in Winchester and Franklin
Counties. But now he's crnfined to
his bed for several weeks, contemplating what woe it is to be a "shutin." It happened thus: Oldham and
a Negro porter cornered a large
rat near the theater's stage, and
moved in for the kill. In the fracas,
Oldham, who finally managed to
stomp the rodent to death, shattered
several bones in his foot when a
blow he aimed at the rat missed its
intended
mark.

CONFER ON FILMS' POLIO DRIVE. Left to right. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt; Nicholas M. Schenck, national industry drive chairman; Harry Brandt, who presided
at the capital campaign meeting, and Oscar A. Doob, who outlined all details of the
Jan. 21-31 campaign to the national executive committee and the state chairmen.

can children are freed from the
fear
of this Nicholas
menacing M.disease."
Chairman
Schenck,

to discuss one topic of interest to all
branches of the industry. Those present —
exhibitors and association heads — represented probably 75 per cent of all the movie
seats in America. All major producing studios and distributors
were represented.
Campaign books, now ready, will be mailed
immediately after the Christmas postal rushBeautiful, full-color "Citations" will be
sent to every theater signing a pledge. It
was revealed that the first avalanche of
pledges covered at least 2.000,000
seats.
Each State Chairman was provided with
a special "kit" by Ernest Emerling, publicity
director. The "kits" contain materials of
special help to the state chairmen- — enlarged listings of every theater in the 1944
drive in each state.

Loew's head, spoke briefly to open
the after-luncheon session, paying
tribute to the state chairmen ana
his executive committees of the past
for their excellent work, and making
it plain that the backbone of the
drive is the individual theater manager. Only through their efforts,
he said, has the industry been able
to provide the swelling totals it has
turned in from each drive.
This is the first time, in industry
Basil O'Connor,
head ofParalysis
the National
dation for Infantile
spoke Foun-at
history, said Harry Brandt, during length of the foundation's job, and of the
the luncheon which preceded the importance of the industry contribution.
"I can't help wondering,"
he said,
White House visit, that each of the
your actors act, your directors
48 states has been represented in a i "when
direct, your executives
exec, your dissingle room by its leading exhibition
tributors distribute and when your exexh'bitors exhibit. When do they find the
figures — and "it is typical of the intime?
We
of the foundation are gratedustry that they should be gathered
ful that you people don't try to figure
up
the
amount
of time you put into
for a charitable purpose." He pointextra-curricular
charitable
work.
It
ed out that because this is an epiis to our benefit that you don't try to
demic year, the industry collections
keep account of that time, but instead
continue
surpassing
yourselves
in the
is especially needed — 1944 was the
second worst year in recent history
interest of charity."
After the White
House
visit, the showfor polio, he said.
men returned to the Statler as guests of
Beneficial

Bi/, Effect

Brandt also told the industry that the
funds it contributed to research in the fight
against polio may have had a beneficial
business effect that was not looked for. The
support for research against polio provided
by the industry aided researchers in their
experiments on ventilation, with one result
being that authorities today advise against
closing theaters during polio epidemics because of the excellent ventilation in most
theaters.
Brandt said indications are that at least
1.000 more theaters will take part in the
drive- this year than last, and a million
more seats. Figuring on the basis of 54
cents per seat, he said one million added to
the nine million seats included in the drive
last year should push the 1945 collection
well above $5,000,000.
Brandt . presented a special ' citation to
Robert Peratrovich, Jr., Alaska chairman.
Oscar A. Doob, Loew's Theaters ad-publicity chief, and a member of the executive
committee, went through the campaign book,
emphasizing the importance of collections
at every show from 13,000 theaters. He
described the trailer being made ., by Greer
Garson,
"The Miracle of Hickory,"
which NSSentitled
will distribute.
Citations

to Pledged

Houses

The gathering of movie men in Washington iy-as historic in that it was probably'the
representative
group
ever
assembled

most

Washington
Chairmen
Carter
Barron
John J. Payette for a cocktail session.
At White House Tea

and

Among those in attendance in addition
to those already named were: Joseph Bernhard, Edward C. Dowden, Gus Eyssell, Si H.
Fabian, Harry Kalmine, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Chas. C. Moskowitz, Herman Robbins, Spyros P. Skouras, Joi. R. Vogel, Richard F.
Walsh, Ernest Emerling, Tom Connors, Leonard Goldenson, Walter Vincent of the Executive Committee, Abel Green, of Variety,
representing the industry press, and thest
State chairmen:
R. M. Kennedy, R. B. Wilby, M. A. Lightman, Harry Naee, Chas. P. Skouras, Geo.
Mann. Albert Law, I. J. Hoffman, Carter
Barron, A. Jos. DeFiore, John J. Payette.
J. H. Thompson! Jack Kirseh, Maurice M.
Rubens, Harry Katz, K. T. Collins, A. H.
Blank, Fred J. Dolle, Elmer Rhoden, Rodnej
Toups, M. J. Mullin, Samuel. Pinanski, John
B. Carroll, Edward Cuddy; J. O. Brooks,
Win. C. Sears, Arthur Lehman, Harry C.
Arthur, Melvyn Morrison, Walter Reade,
Fj-ank Damis, Milas L. Hurley, Fred Schwartz,
Samuel Rinzler, J. Meyer Shine; Rovy F.
Brannon, Roy Rowe, M. D. Cooper, P. . j.
Wood, Ted Sehlanger, Moe Silver, Sidney
Samuelson, E. M, Fay, Warren Irvin, ' Chas.
Klein, R.. J. O'Donnell, Tony .Sudekum,
John
Rugar, Levine,
W. F. Crockett,
Newman,
Sr., Milton
Robert ' Frank
J. Peratrovich,
Jr., and Marvin A. Eder.
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(Continued from Page 1)
will be made available in Janua^
although
they will be sold un
separate contracts.
The seven pictures in the 1
block are "The
Thin
Man
G(
Home," "Main Street After Dar
"Music
for
Millions,"
"Bloijj
Fever," "This Man's Navy,"
"Ij
tween Two Women"
and "Nothk
"Music for Millions" will be tra
But
shownTrouble."
in key centers, except Ni
York and Los Angeles where it
ready has been seen, on Jan. 3
4. "This Man's Navy" is slated
be screened in all exchanges on
same dates.
No release dates
the block are set, but it is expec
that they will be released in the or
named starting in. early January!

Public Groups Back
Gov't Decree Stand

(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday by seven leading worn*
organizations.
Signers, who expressed their "cijl
plete support" and "growing entlj
siasm" for the decree modificatf
asked by the Government in AugiW
include the American Association §1
University Women, the Council
Childhood
Education,
the Panji
Teachers
Council, the Home
E,
nomic Society, and Girls Frier
Clubs,
the National
Women's
Tr
Union League
and the
Board of
YWCA.
These groups described themseT
as long-time opponents of "com;
sory block-booking and blind-s
ing." They declared that "the ]
posals set forth in the applica
(for a modified decree) to be
forced in the usual way by conte «
proceedings and not left to exhl
tor action will accomplish the i
jective of our organizations and
serve the public interest."

IN NEW POSTS
C. L. CONNOUCHT,
salesman,
M G-M, Oi
MILTON
ZIMMERMAN,
office manager,
versal Pictures, Detroit.
LEROY VAN
PETTEN,
operator, Abington |
ter, Detroit.
MACK
MacFARLAND,
manager,
Times
Sf
Detroit.
JACK

BUCKLEY,
advertising
department,
sociated Theaters,
Detroit.

CHARLES
COLLINS,
Theater, Detroit.

assistant

FRED

MINDLIN,
salesman,
Service, Detroit.
RUDOLPH
BOSCHEN,
relief
Richmond.

CEORCE

LEWIS,

manager,

manager,
National

manager,
Rainbo,

S
Nat

Detroit.
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S. ASKS INTERIM DECREE, TRIAL DATE
P
i_

::.

ourt Nixes Arthur's Decree Intervention Move

ptj olds Not Sufficient Evince Furnished by the
. Louis Amusement Co.

n.
slate

■■

m Federal
Judge
Henry
W.
■w iddard yesterday denied the
"■,' i tition of the St. Louis Amuse-

■
|fg
''■'
j

jnt Co., headed by Harry C. Arir' Jr., for leave to intervene in
i New York consent decree. Judge
ddard based his denial on his contion that Russell Hardy, attorney
the applicant, had not furnished
ficient evidence to 'support his arments.
Counsel for the consenting compa(Continued on Page 11)

000,000 Seals Now
tit for Dimes Drive
'X record flood of March of Dimes
dges was reported yesterday to
inundating both campaign headrters in the Hotel Astor here as
a:^*.l as state chairmen all over the
m-a ion, and quickest response ap(Continued on Page 8)
Fn
V

juis Krouse Ordered
■ Rest After Collapse
fCoi (<ouis Krouse, general secretaryJllsurer of the IATSE,
suffering
m a nervous breakdown, has been
(Continued on Page 7)

jouis de Rochemont
Honored by N. 0. U.
Durham, N. H. — Louis de Rochenont, of Newington, N. H., and
Hollywood, founder of March of Time
ind currently a 20th-Fox producer,
leceived the degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters here in connection
;vith the inauguration of Dr Harold
N. Stoke as president of the University of New Hampshire. Dean
idward Y. Blewitt, of the College of
.iberal Arts, presented de Rochemont
nd praised the latter for his aftainnent of eminence and as a molder
f public opinion through motion
ictures.

St. Louis Amusement May Appeal Denial of Its
Move to Intervene in the JV. Y. Consent Decree
Russell Hardy, counsel for the St. Louis Amusement Co. said yesterday, following Judge Goddard's denial of a petition to intervene in the New York
consent decree, that he may appeal the action to the U. S. Supreme Court. In
any event, he will proceed with the anti-trust case filed by the company in St.
Louis against the American Arbitration Association and the eight major companies
for alleged damages due to arbitration awards and to prevent the filing of further
complaints.

Parliament Approves Affirm Conviction
Modified U.K. Quotas Of 7 Extortionists
London (By Cable) — Acting quickly on the modified quotas for renters and exhibitors established for
the next three seasons by the Board
of Trade, both houses of Parliament
yesterday approved the orders which
present no changes in the short subject quotas but set for features the
following: 1945-46, 20 per cent for
renters and 15 per cent for exhibitors, increasing in 1946-47 to 22%
per cent for renters and 17% per
(Continued on Page 8)

Rathvon Names Richey
To Red Cross Week Post

Hearing on Clearance Proposals March 5; Trial Date
Action Held in Abeyance
By AL THE
STEENFILM DAILY
Associate Editor,

An interim decree to allow
for the revision of Section VIII
(clearance) and to be effective

until the divorcement issue can be
tested in court was asked yesterday
by Robert L. Wright, assistant to
the U. S. Attorney General, at a
(Continued on Page 10)

Treasury Okays RK0
Pension Trust Plan

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday affirmed the conviction of
the seven men found guilty last year
of extorting more than $1,000,000
from the industry.
U. S. Treasury
approval of the
"We are satisfied that the accused pension trust plan for benefit of emhad an impartial trial and that no
ployes of RKO Corp. and affiliated
was announced yesterday
honest jury could have failed to con- companies(Continued
en Page 7)
vict them," the court held.
The sextet consists of Louis Com(Continued on Page 11)
Henry Randall Elected

MP Associates Again
Elect Sanders Prexy

Head of N. Y. Film Board

Henry Randall, Para, branch manager in New York, was elected president of the N. Y. Film Board of
Morris Sanders yesterday was reelected president of the Motion Pic- Trade for the new year at the final
ture Associates. Also continued in
(Continued on Page 7)
N. Peter Rathvon, national chairman of the industry's Red Cross office were Jack Ellis, first vice-presWar Fund Week of 1945, announced
ident; Saul Trauner, treasurer; Morris Fraum, recording secretary;
Raw Stoch Shortage
yesterday the appointment of Henderson M. Richey as chairman of Charles Penser, financial secretary;
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 11)
Extending to IS mm.

Oppose Ending All Clearance
Majors' Counsel Against Wright's Suggestion
Stockholders Re-elect
Amendment of the clearance projeven Columbia Directors
visions of the New York consent deColumbia's stockholders, at yesterday's annual meeting re-elected
these directors: Harry Cohn, Jack
Cohn, A. Schneider, N. B. Spingold,
A. Montague, Donald S. Stralem and
Comm. Leo M. Blancke.
Information as to when the board
meets
coming.to name officers was not forth-

cree to permit an arbitrator to eliminate all clearance between theaters
charging the same admission price
or where it was said no competition
existed was suggested yesterday by
Robert L. Wright, assistant to the
Attorney General, in a discussion
with major company attorneys.
Some of the lawyers frankly ad(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Raw stock shortages
extend to X-ray, gun camera and
16 mm. film as well as to the 35 mm.
fcotage, WPB announced officially
yesterday. Production this year has
been far below combined military and
civilian requirements for all these
types, it was declared during a meeting
of the Photographic Film Industry Advisory Committee, and all producers
of film were urged to overlook no
possible means of increasing their
output.
It was revealed yesterday that more
camphor will be available for film
production, and that new controls
for print paper are being considered.
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Low 19%
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Am.
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Col. Picts. vtc. <2i/2%) 21% 213/4
213/4 —
48
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 48
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Con. Ftn. Ind
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East. Kodak
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Cen. Prec. Eq
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Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
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RKO
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27% Warner Bros
131/4 13
341/2
—
NEW
YORK CURB MAR KET
13% —
Monogram
Picts.
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33/8
3%
.■
1%
1%
1%
Radio-Keith cvs
2% 2% 20%
Sonotone
Corp
2%
.
Technicolor
21% 211/2
4
4
Trans-Lux
21 % —
Universal
Picts
207/8 203/8

HARRY A. ROSS, president of Ross Federal, is
in Chicago for a mid-west division meeting, and
returns to New York the middle of next week
after inspection visits to Kansas City, St. Louis
and Atlanta on the 23rd, 24th and 26th respectively.
LEO J. MCCARTHY, PRC's general sales manager, is due back today from a six-week tour
cities.

of key

CIL LAMB
entertainment

returns to Hollywood from an Army
tour Jan. 10.

RUSSELL BIRDWELL will arrive in New York
from the West Coast today and is expected to
remain
for about
two weeks.
VIRCINA MAYO
Hollywood today.

arrives in New

JAY EMANUEL, 6th War
nator, goes to Philadelphia
morrow, returning here to
before departing for a Palm

Projectionist
DiesBlaze
Hero's
Death
In Booth

SIDNEY KULICK, Eastern district sales manager of PRC, got back yesterday from Philadelphia.
ROBERT BUCKNER, Warner producer, is due
in New York this week-end from the Coast, to
center with Herman Shumlin.
SCT. STEPHEN TRILLING, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ceorge Trilling, arrives at the weekend on
furlough for the holidays. Sgt. Trilling is stationed at White Sulphur Springs.
SID BLUMENSTOCK of 20th-Fox was in
Philadelphia yesterday on "Winged Victory."
A. H. BLANK leaves New York today for Des
Moines.

York from

Loan drive co-ordifor the holidays towind up the drive
iBeach vacation.

CHARLES E. KURTZMAN, Loew's northeastern
division manager, arrived in Syracuse for a few
days' visit.,
SYLVAN GOLDFINGER, Telenews
Cincinnati on an inspection trip.

exec, is in

Yates, Saul, Edwards
At Lake Placid Opening

Conciliator's Illness
Defer 109-Co. Parley
Efforts to settle the dispute between the Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
CIO, and Loew's, 20th-Fox, Columbia, Paramount and RKO over salary
and contract terms were delayed
yesterday when the illness of U. S.
Conciliator James Fitzpatrick forced
the cancellation of a meeting with
representatives of the union and the
companies. The session will be held
sometime next week.

de Acosta Judgment Upheld
The U. S. District Court judgment
awarding Mercedes de Acosta, the
l'/2 writer, damages and an accounting
Net
of profits against Beth Brown and
Chg.
% Hearst Magazines, Inc., for alleged
V2 plagiarism of an unproduced screenplay on the life of Clara Barton
called "Angel in Sex*vice," has been
sustained by the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, it was announced yesterday by Carl J. Austrian, the plaintiff's counsel.

RKO to Pay $1.50 Div.

Hollywood — Funeral
services will Jerauld Editing Boxoffice
be held today for Stuart Paton, 61,
James M. Jerauld has been named
veteran director, who died Saturday. editor of Boxoffice. Jerauld formerly
was news editor and before joining
Eddie Purcell Stricken
the trade publication was with Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.
Detroit — Eddie Purcell, booker for
Co-Operative Theaters of Michigan,
has been stricken by a heart attack. Isaac Goldsmith Dies
Doctors report he will be away for
Chicago — Isaac Goldsmith, 72, vetseveral months.
eran theater executive, is dead. Three
sons survive. He was also the owner
of a booking agency.

Cite Miriam Quirk's Hubby
Miriam Quirk, secretary to Universal's Maurice Bergman, has received notification that her husband,
Lt. Charles Lockwood, has been
awarded the Air Medal for distinguished service in the invasion of Holland.
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Hollywood — Merna Kennedy, 35,
who played opposite Charles Chaplin
"The attack.
Circus," died Wednesday of
ain heart
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Ruth Goldberg, private secretary
to Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager for Warner Bros., has resigned to go to the Coast, where
she will make her future home. She
winds up her duties here tomorrow
and leaves
from
today. for Hollywood a week

West

N. Y. THEATERS

Ruth Goldberg to Coast

Corp.'s board yesterday declared a dividend of $1.50 per share
on its 6 per cent preferred stock
payable Feb. 1, 1945, to holders of
record at close of business on Jan.
20, 1945, such dividend constituting
the regular dividend for the current
quarter which will end Jan. 31, 1945.

Rites for Stuart Paton

RKO

Lake Placid, N. Y.— This winter
sports center is already taking on a
carnival spirit in preparation for
the holiday
"Lake
Placid premiere
Serenade" ofat Republic's
the local
Palace on Dec. 28 and the elaborate
program of events which will follow. Vera Hruba Ralston, picture's
star, and Roy Rogers, its guest star,
will make p.a.'s at the theater on
the night of Dec. 29, as well as at
the Saturday matinee.
Following their arrival here on
Dec. 29, both stars will attend ceremonies in the Olympic Arena where
they will be crowned "Lake Placid
King and Queen of Winter" as part
of the Ice Pageant and Figure-Skating Carnival. They will visit the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and
Lake Placid Club, and select the
winning class in the Vera Hruba
Ralston Snow Sculpture Contest, one
of whose judges will be Herbert J.
Yates, Sr. William Saul and Steve
Edwards will accompany Yates here.

Ortonville, Minn — Alfred Weath
by, 50, veteran projectionist of t
local Orpheum where he had be
employed for 28 years, died a her
death Saturday after having p
vented what authorities said mi£
have been a panic at a final ^
Bond rally on Friday night at t
house. Unbeknown to the manaj
ment and a capacity crowd of 6
Weatherby, when film caught fire
the booth, fought the flames hi
self. Silent about his burns,
even went through the showing
the feature, "Stage Door Cantee:
at the second night performance 1
fore retiring to his hotel room, whe
at 3 a.m. he asked for a doctor. I
fore the latter arrived, Weather
had died of lung congestion, due
the large quantities of smoke he h
inhaled.
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Make a bee-line for the Astor.
There's honey inside. A gingerpeachy show. Inspires you like

Vitamin AT'THAT'S

BOSLEY CROWTHER IN THE
N. Y. TIMES. TURN THE PAGE AND
THEN GET THE STANDEE TAPES READY!
■

LEE MORTIMER
DAILY MIRROR

PITIES THE
REVIEW ...

HOUSE-MANAGER

IN

RAVE

"I'd hate to have the HEADACHES of the housemanager trying to figure how to crowd in the
customers for M-G-M's 'MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS'."

KATE CAMERON
NEWS ROUSING
//

GIVES PUBLIC A GOOD
REVIEW . . .

Let me steer you to the Astor.

STEER IN DAILY

Sheer enjoyment.

A

miracle of entertainment."

HOWARD BARNES IN HERALD
PROCLAIMS A HIT . . .

TRIBUNE

ENTHUSIASTICALLY

'The Astor has a hit which amply deserves to be
one. Enchanting. Heart-warming. A delight."

-spa

ssn, ST. 1<tma'
ROSE PELSWICK'S JOURNAL-AMERICAN
REVIEW
JOY FOR A LONG TIME TO COME . . .

PROMISES

"Delightful is the word for it. Will be around for some
time to come. Thoroughly entertaining show."

EILEEN
CREELMAN'S WONDERFUL
REVIEW
GIVES ADVICE ON HAPPINESS ...

IN

THE

SUN

"It's hard to think where one could have a happier
time than watching the Astor screen."

S PREDICTION!

if It will run through
{ Winter, Spring,
a Summer and longer.

ARCHER
GRAND

WINSTEN
N. Y. POST

GIVES
TIP-OFF
REVIEW . . .

<t
(

ON

LONG

RUN

IN

"It wouldn't surprise this reviewer at all to see the picture lingering through at least three seasons and
longer.

Go early, be prepared to stand on line."

Q
HOW TO GET RID
OF SOURPUSS

ALTON COOK'S
FOR SOURPUSS

MARVELOUS
...

REVIEW

FEATURES

SURE-CURE

"If you happen to be troubled with sourpuss the next
few weeks, a quick and sure cure can be had at
the Astor. Joy unbounded."

JOHN

McMANUS

"MEET // ME

OF P. M. PREDICTS

IMMORTALITY

FOR

IN ST. LOUIS". . .

'Always delightful, tuneful and mirthful. A real,
lively American saga. Should be in for a spell of
immortality."
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easury Okays RKO
ension Trust Plan

Oppose Elimination
Of All Clearance
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
Floyd
B. Odium,
lard chairman.

RKO

"The plan," Odium declared, "coved approximately 1,925 employes
ring its first year ended Nov. 30,
44. The RKO enterprise contribed in excess of $425,000 into the
ist fund for pension benefits durb the first year and a contribution
approximately the same amount
11 be made shortly to cover the
cond year.
"In addition to the contributions
the trust fund," Odium said,
roup insurance coverage provided
r under the plan is paid separately
I1 an insurance company. During
e first year of the plan, death benes in the aggregate amount of apoximately $55,000 were paid under
is group insurance to beneficiaries
15 deceased members of the plan
rmerly employed at theaters, exranges, the studio and the home offle.

enry Randall Elected
ead of N. Y. Film Board
(Continued from Page 1)

ininations and election held last
^ht at the association's offices in
? Paramount Building.
The other officers who were elected
serve during 1945 are: First Vice;xy, Clarence Eiseman, Warner
anch manager; Second Vice-prexy,
seph Falder, Monogram branch
mager; Treasurer, David Levy,
liversal branch manager; Secre■y, Robert Fannon, Republic's astant sales manager; Sergeant-atns, Ralph Pielow, Metro branch
nager.
installation of the new officers
.1 be held Jan. 10 at the home of
uis Nizer, attorney and executive
•retary of the board.

unk Gallucci Wounded
Detroit— Pvt. Frank Gallucci, 20,
•mer manager of the Circle The|r in Dearborn, was wounded Aug.
i in France, his family has just
|n informed. He had been overIs since May.

arry Brandt Hosting 150
Tarry Brandt hosts a Christmas
cheon for 150 associates and emyes at the Hotel Astor this noon.

END BIRTHDAY
1REETIKS TO..
December
lanche
Schneider
lucien Hubbard
Florence

mitted that they
over the proposal.
they said, that the
smaller theater a

Corp.'s

21

Pat Hartigan
William J. Cowen
George

"Winged

T
T
T
Victory"
in Happy

Landing

• • • FIGURATIVELY, if not exactly literally, there were Wings
Over Broadway yesterday as the Roxy ushered in its Christmas program with the world premiere of Twentieth-Fox's screen version of Moss
Hart's Army Air Forces play, "Winged Victory"
Tom Connors and
his sales force, intent on making sure that Army Charities gets a hefty
hunk of dough from the production and distribution profits, gave Hal
Home and his boys carte blanche to give the AAF 'baby' everything in
the publicity book
Aides Charlie Schlatter, Jules Fields and Rodney
Bush, as well as AAF public relations went to town, on the advertising,
publicity and exploitation, and the results speak eloquently for themselves

▼
•

•

•

AMID

▼

▼

the fanfare of a military parade during the day,

and an audience of notables in the evening, the day's big schedule
passed with precision
High-ranking
Army
and Navy
officials,
about 300 in number, including Lt. General Barney M. Giles and
Vice-Admiral C. Fitch, attended the official gala premiere last night
The parade, which started at 10 A.M. in midtown (64th Street),
with division A leading, was joined at 63rd, 62nd and 61st streets by
divisions B, C and D and the four divisions marched to the Roxy,
where a reviewing stand had been erected. Brig. General Ralph K.
Robertson and his personal staff took the salute from the stand and
brief dedication ceremony followed
General Giles spoke as the
representative of his chief, Gen. Henry H. Arnold, commanding general of the AAF, while others to speak briefly included Moss Hart and
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia
Moss referred to his work on "Winged
Victory," first as a play, then as a picture, as "an exciting mission" and
declared he owed "a debt to the Army Air Forces for the most rewarding experience of my life"
General Giles, declaring he accepted
the picture's dedication wholeheartedly, and with pride and grateful
sentiments of every AAF member, termed "Winged Victory" the "story
of an American ideal and an American spirit"
"The courage and
resourcefulness of our youth in time of stress and in the face of combat
should set an example for all of us to follow in the difficult years to
come"

monies

William C. Michel represented the company at the cere-

T
•

T

in Induction
January. ceremonies will be held

Louis Krouse Ordered
To Rest After Collapse
(Continued from Page 1)
ordered to rest at his Philadelphia
home
for the next
three
or four
months.
He collapsed in his office
here last week.

Close Calls for Dizon, Chapman
Des Moines, la. — Two salesmen for
National Screen Service, Oscar Dizon
and Abe Chapman, escaped unscathed inautomobile accidents which
occurred on the same dav and the
same hour at different places in
Iowa. Now both salesmen are riding
rented buggies.
In addition to the above, Dizon
later learned that his brother, Leon,
was in an auto wreck in Wisconsin
on the same day and also was uninjured. Leon formerly traveled in
in Iowa for Warners.

▼
Chicago — Balaban & Katz Corp.
has applied for renewals for television broadcast license for WBKB,
W9XPR, W9XBT, W9XBK, W9XBB,
all in Chicago. Zenith Radio Corp.
license.
has
applied for renewal of W9XZV

CUFF

RECEPTION

(Continued from Page 1)
Seymour Schussel and Leo Abrams,
trustees. Howard Levy was named
second vice-president, succeeding
Mathew Cahan, and Louis Kutinsky
sergeant-at-arms
to replace Harry
Furst.

B & K Asks Tele License Renewal

•

THE ROUSING

MP Associates Again
Elect Saunders Prexy

last night gave ample evidence that 20th-Fox has a smash hit in "Winged
Victory" and it's little wonder that when the house lights went on and
the big Roxy curtain came down smiles wreathed the visages of Prexy
Spyros P. Skouras and Vice Prexies Michel, Connors, Murray Silverstone
and Joseph H. Moskowitz
So, in the lingo of the boys who wear
silver wings, Hubba!!!
T
▼
T
•

•

could play the same picture dayand-date provided the price scales
were the same. Such a proposal, it
was said, would be bitterly opposed.

accorded the thrilling picture

•

•

were concerned
This would mean,
Roxy and a much
few blocks away

NOTES:

On

recommendation

of Bob

Gillham,

Para.'s ad and publicity chief, following suggestion by Stanley Shuford,
ad manager, all letters emanating from Para, home office and exchanges to exhibs. and other outside contacts are being signed "Practically Yours" (instead of "Sincerely Yours")
Idea was okayed
by Charles
M.
Reagan
Thus,
Paramount
will
make
thousands of trade impressions on behalf of its Block 3 romantic
comedy of that title. . . • Press Photographers Association of New
York, Inc. will hold another of its gay jamborees, the \6th annual
dance and entertainment on Feb. 2, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. . .

T
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

T

Maurer

Breaking all opening day records at
the Victoria on Broadway, Paramount's "The Sign of the Cross,"
which opened yesterday, also broke
the week-before-Christmas bugaboo
at the box office. Maurice Maurer,
operator of the theater, defied the
"according to Hoyle" policy for this
time of year and fortified the attraction with a strong newspaper cam-

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

Snubs Hoyle

paign.
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Parliament Approves REVIEWS Of H€UJ
'Lake Placid
Modified U, K. Quotas

fSLfflS

"Strange Affair"

'Continued from Page I1
cent for exhibitors, and to 25 per
cent for renters and 20 per cent for
exhibitors in 1947-48.
Both Lords and Commons manifest their interest in aiding the
sharply curtailed film industry here
to weather the tight wartime restrictions under which it has heroically operated. Tangible evidence
of this came in a statement made
by a Board of Trade spokesman,
following Parliament's action, in
which it is revealed that the Government will co-operate with the
trade to secure return of technicians
from the armed forces, and also assist in effecting release of more studio space.
U. S. Industry Scored
Quota discussion in Commons unleashed sharp criticism of the U. S.
trade. Maj. Henry Adam Proctor
asserted: "We have been for many
years in this country getting a very
raw deal from American producers,
and the whole of the American film
industry has dealt very harshly with
products made in this country," and
added that "this is due to the fact
that financiers in the industry, and
especially American controllers, see
to it that the British film will not
be a competitor with American production." Major Proctor then stated
that "we are equal to the Americans
in direction, script writers, and actors, and we have that peculiar quality of voice which makes English
sound like a flute against the American tin whistle."
Ellis Smith, discussing the quota
amendment, said he believed the
Board of Trade "too pessimistic
about future prospects for the British film industry" and that "the
world cannot run on Hollywood conceptions of life,"
and tht
continued,
"I
am concerned
about
effect of
many films from Hollywood on the
lives of our young people."
Earl Winterton said: "I view with
some alarm the way in which films
of an alleged educational character
come from America." He also asserted that it was not good for children to be shown films when they
cannot understand the language.

Yes. And Even The
Barometer Is Loew!
Mark Twain was wrong when he
said that everybody talks about the
weather, but nobody does anything
about it. Loew's State does. In its
lobby the snow is falling, wind howling, and Xmas carols fill the air.
Display, one of most effective in
Great White Way annals, has mannikins as Mr. and Mrs. Parkington
sleigh riding in the park ("Mrs.
Parkington" opens at the State Dec.
28).

with Ally n Jcslyn, Marguerite
with

Vera

Hruba

Ralston

Serenade"

Republic
85 Mins.
ICE SPECTACLE, SKATING WIZARDRY
OF RALSTON AND MUSICAL CONTENT
SHOULD PROVE THE MAKING OF THIS
PICTURE.
A musical cut skilfully to pattern, "Lake
Placid Serenade" is qualified to meet the
entertainment requirements of persons not
unduly critical. What the film lacks in
story and finesse, it more than makes up in
its physical attraction. Fashioned along popular lines, the eye-catching production constitutes a show of ample proportions that
will score heavily with lovers of ice frolics.
Frankly, it is the ice-skating scenes, especially those in which Vera Hruba Ralston,
who used to be Czechoslovakian figure-skating champ, displays her wizardry on the
blades that primarily make the film, which
was crisply produced by Harry Grey.
Second to the ice maneuvers as a boxoffice lure is a score generously endowed
with tuneful numbers. The participation of
Ray Noble and his orchestra and Harry
Owens and his Royal Hawaiians in the
musical activities will offer an additional
come-on to the younger generation. The
appearance of Roy Rogers in one guest num, oer also should help.
Miss Ralston's own experiences suggested
the story, which
is about a girl who wins
^success in America after being crowned
iice-skating champion of Czechoslovakia and
becomes romantically involved with Robert
Livingston.
Steve Sekely's direction
is commonplace.
There
are times when
the players
find
the story too much for them.
Miss Ralston
I is CAST:
to be

praised
when Ralston,
she's on
her Pallette,
skates.
Vera Hruba
Eugene
j Vera Vague,
Robert Livingston. Stephanie Bachei lor, Walter Catlett, Lloyd Corrigan, Ruth Terry,
William
Frawley,
John
Litel,
Ludwig
Stossel,
|Andrew Tombes, Roy Rogers, Ray Nole and
orchestra,
Harry
Owens
and
Royal
Hawaiians,
\ McGowan and Mack, Twinkle Watts, Merry
Meisters.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Grey;
Director, Steve Sekely; Screenplay, Dick Irving
Hyland, Doris Gilbert; Based on story by Frederick Kohner; Cameraman, John Alton; Musical
Director, Walter Scharf; Film Editor, Arthur
Roberts; Sound. Dick Tyler, Howard Wilson; Art
Director, Russell Kimball; Set Decorator, Earl
Wooden: Special Effects, Howard and Theodore
Lydecker.
DIRECTION,
Routine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine."

'Destiny"
with Gloria Jean, Alan Curtis
Universal
65 Mins.
OLD-FASHIONED
STORY SHOULD
HAVE STRONG SENTIMENTAL APPEAL
FOR MOST WOMEN.

Chapman

Columbia
COMEDY MYSTERY
BOARD IN ATTEMPT
ENTERTAINMENT.

78 Mins.

THAT GOES OVERTO AMUSE IS FAIR

Here

is a comedy mystery that concentrates on humor, reducing the melodrama to
where it becomes of little importance, even
in the face of the fact that murder is committed. While emphasis on comedy has the
commendable purpose of drawing laughter,
it causes the story to suffer.
Ally n Joslyn and Marguerite Chapman are
teamed as a married couple. Developments
in their marital life and indulgence in amateur sleuthing conspire to create loads of
confusion with complications that are
strongly
There yarn.
isn't much commonsense humorous.
in the muddled
The Oscar Saul-Eve Greene-Jerome Odium
screenplay suffers from lack of clarity.
Alfred Green does the best he can with the
direction
under
the circumstances.
The players are not in top form.
CAST: Allyn Joslyn, Evelyn Keyes, Marguerite
Chapman. Edgar Buchanan, Nina Foch, Hugo
Haas, Shsmp Howard, Frank Jenks, Erwin Kaiser;
Tonio Selwart, John Wengraf, Erik Rolf, Carole
Mathews,
Edgar Dearing,
Ray Teal.
CREDITS: Producer, Burt Kelly; Director.
Alfred Green; Screenplay, Oscar Saul, Eve Greene,
lerome Odium: Based on story by Oscar Saul;
Cameraman, Franz F. Planer; Art Director, Lionel
Banks; Set Decorator, George Montgomery; Film
Editor. Richard Fantl; Musical Director, M. W.
Stoloff.
DIRECTION,

Cood.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

300 Holiday Dates for
Para. "Frenchman's Creek"
More than 300 important situationsman's
will play
"FrenchCreek" Paramount's
simultaneously
as a

a tear. The picture possesses melodramatic
overtones that may succeed in luring the
meller devotees.

Craven as Miss Jean's father.
As director Reginald Le Borg finds himself in the position of having to change
from tender to melodramatic mood time and

character. The girl in "Destiny" is blind.
Her sweetness and her abiding faith in people slowly but surely make a decent person
of a chap who through an unfortunate combination of circumstances has been prevented from going straight after serving
time
in jail for robbery.
Gloria Jean is appealing as the blind girl.

Philadelphia
(7);
Blatt Bros.,
Pittsbu
(19); Hunt's, Wildwood,
N. J. (3); fc
dential.
N. Y. (44);
Basil Bros..
Buff j
(14); Amusement
Smalley.
Cooperstown,
Savar
Corp., Camden,N. N.Y. J. (l'l
Ill

Butterfield,
Michigan
"(59);
Dolle,
Lou
ville (15); M. Switow
& Sons, Louisvi ;
Ky.
(15) ; Crescent
Aruusement-Sudek
(68); Dominion.
Charlottesville,
Ya.
(lj
Associated.
Detroit
(19); Lichtrnan,
Wal
ing"ton
(24); Ruffin Amusement
Co.. Cl
ir.gton.
Tenn.
(14);
Frisina
Amusem i
Co.. Springfield, 111. (41); Buffalo 1-neU
Inc.
(12);
Midwest
Booking'
Agency,
lunibus. O. (11); Illinois-Indiana
Theati
Inc., Chicago (20); Durwood-Dubinsky Br {
Kansas City (8); Miner Amusement Co.. Bl
Lake,
Wis.
(8);
Northio
Theaters
Co j
Cincinnati
(14);
Martin
Theaters,
Colt j
bus.
Ga.
(ITS);
Fox
Circuit,
Milwau i
(61) ; Egyptian
Theaters,
Inc., Harrisbi j
111. (12); Kallet, Oneida, N. Y. (26); Wall
Ineaters,
Birmingham,
Ala.
(16) ; Ra
Snider, Boston (16); White Cincinnati (11
F. H. Durkee.
Baltimore
(21);
Lucas
Jenkins,
Atlanta
(43);
Latches
Theat' j
Inc., Brattleboro,
Vt.
(10); J. F. Wli
Asheboro,
N. C. (7); I. W. Rodgers, Ca ■
111. (15,i : Jefferson Amusement
Co.. Sal
mont, Salt
Tex. Lake(62);City Intermountain
Theat J
Inc.,
(22).

IN NEW POSTS

Alan Curtis brings vigor to the role of the

The none-too-substantial story is the
ancient one about the afflicted girl whose
influence serves to redeem an undesirable

(Continued from Page 1)
pears to be from circuits in ansv, i
to recent letters to them from J<
eph R. Vogel, circuit chairm;j
Headquarter's small staff of woi
ers are now occupied day and nig
typing trailer labels, and sendi I
out citations to pledged-theaters.
In yesterday's mail were blanl ;
pledges from the following circui
which bring the enrolled theaters
nearly 100 circuits above the
000,000-seat
mark,
or about oi
third of the committee goal.
Nu !
berRandforce.
of housesN. isY. given
in brackets.
(38) : Wm.
Goldm |

Christmas and New Year's holiday
attraction. Its general release follows nine successful pre-release en- 20th's Xmas Party Today
gagements in strategic centers, acSpyros P. Skouras, W. C. Mich
cording to Charles Reagan. Picture Tom Connors, Murray Silverstc
ends its Rivoli run Dec. 27 after a and Joseph Moskowitz, with ott
14-week
engagement.
top-flight execs, also in attendan
will host 1,200 employes of 20th-F<
members of the armed forces a
Metro Meeting Jan. 2-7
Although M-G-M has suspended representatives of the industry pn
the arrival of its office managers for at the company's Christmas pai
three weeks because of the holidays at the Astor Hotel a 12:30 no.
Lew Lehr will emcee.
.
and the annual auditors' meetings, to
be held at the Astor Hotel in New
York from Jan. 2 to 7, 11 managers
will visit the home office during January for a week's conference with department heads.

unashamedly sentimental film. "Destiny" is drama of the old school that will
bring a measure of entertainment to those
who are touched at the mere mention of

An

Seals Now
Set for Dimes Drive

man

who is the victim of destiny. A homespun performance is contributed by Frank

CAST: Gloria Jean, Alan Curtis, Frank Craven,
Grace McDonald, Vivian Austin, Frank Fenton,
again.
Minna
Gombell.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Roy William
Neill; Director, Reginald Le Borg; Screenplay,
Roy Chanslor, Ernest Pascal; Cameramen, George
Robinson. Paul Ivano; Musical Score, Frank
Skinner, Alexandre Tansman; Art Directors, John
B. Goodman, Abraham Grossman, Richard Riedel;
Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, Victor A. Gangelin;
Film Editor, Paul Landres.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Okay.

RCCER
SEACREST,
manager,
Palmer Park Th
ter. Highland
Park, Mich.
EUGENE
WOODHAMS,
national
supervisor, I
Federal Service, Detroit.
HOWARD
BROMLEY, state supervisor, Ross F
eral Service,
Detroit.
OTTO SCH1LL,
manager,
Garden,
Detroit.
.AMES
Dl FALCO,
manager,
Majestic,
Detr
ANN
ROMANZIN,
bookkeeper,
Midwest Tfi
ters, Detroit.
JIMMY
POPE,
head booker and office maw
Columbia
exchange,
Memphis,
Tenn.
CLIFF
WILSON,
office manager
at Monog
exchange, Memphis, Tenn.
EDWARD
PORTER,
student
booker,
RKO
change,
Memphis,
Tenn.
DICK SETTOON,
salesman, Paramount exchat
Memphis,
Tenn.
Chicago.
STANLEY
KRAMER,
Warners'
publicity
st

littl£

MA^-

usy^on..
e hadouta h
ou'vtime
ybut
for

Holtdt<
«y Greets,

!

It's been a good year. Universal is grateiul
during this noliday season to know that it
has added many good rriends. We send our
warmest noliday greetings to everyone in the
motion picture industry. Good luck ror 1945.
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U. S. Asks Interim
Decree, Trial Date
(Continued from Page 1)
hearing before Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard. At the same time,
Wright asked that the judge set a
date for the trial, but Judge Goddard
said that such action would have to
be held -in abeyance at this time,
pending the outcome of conferences
on clearances.
Wright had asked that a hearing
be held on the widening of the scope
of arbitration, but it was decided
that the Government would submit
briefs on its clearance proposals to
the distributors on Feb. 1 and that
the distributors would submit their
answers and views on Feb. 15. The
combined proposals are scheduled to
be aired before Judge Goddard on
March 5.
Clearance Provisions Held Inadequate
It was pointed out by Wright that
the distributors had agreed to the
continued use of arbitration but not
to the expanded provisions embodied
in the Government's recommendations for a modification of the decree. He sought a hearing in order
to demonstrate from past awards
that the provisions relating to unreasonable clearance were inadequate
so as to deal with violations. He
wanted the hearings to be confined
solely to a study of the awards and
to be without witnesses. Former
Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, representing Warner Bros., objected to
the procedure, following which it
was agreed that each side would submit briefs.
Wright said he was concerned over
setting an interim decree at an early
date because he was faced with the
question of whether the arbitration
system would continue or not. He
said he believed that it could be
demonstrated that those provisions
dealing with clearance must be
broadened. Defects in the provisions, he added, could be shown in a

UJEDDinG BELLS
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RT SUBJECTS ^P. Names Trio of
REVIEWS Of SHOturns.
The film captures well the
Universal
7 mins. fascination of the wide-opon spaces Supervisory Execs.
"Ski For Two"

Laughable
This brightly colored Woody Woodpecker cartoon has the wacky bird
taking a trip to the Swiss Chard
for a vacation. He meets
Lodge
Wally Walrus, the proprietor, who
won't let him in without a reservation, despite the fact that there are
no other customers in the place. In
order to get some food Woody dresses
as Santa Claus and Wally is tern
rily fooled until he notices the
calendar
reading the middle of Ocpora
tober.
"School for Dogs"

of the West. It offers glimpses of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
the life of the cowboy with the aid
of first-rate photography. A rousHollywood — In line with its rap:'
ing rodeo closes the picture.
Ex- expansion, Allen Wilson, Republic
vice-president, has named two aida]
tremely satisfying
Sappystuff
to form with Robert V. Newman
"Open Season for Saps"
Columbia
18 Mins. trio of supervisory executives to a,

with
Consolidated
Corp.former"
in Ne
sist him.
Jack E.Film
Baker,
York, will handle physical phases <j
production,
Comptroller
Hyman
Glick, the financial department, ar|
Newman all phases of creative d'

All the old tricks are tried in an attempt to squeeze laughs out of the
from
are far antics
the results
footage, Atbuttimes
jgood.
the comedy
are painful indeed. Shemp Howard
takes quite a battering for the sake
of a laugh. He's a near-sighted goof
who gets into marital difficulties over
his activities as a lodge member. The
pay-off comes when he tries to help
a fellow member who is in a mess
over a gal. Jules White doubled as
producer and director.

partment.

SYWA's $219,889 Sets
San Francisco Record

(Sportscope)
RKO
8 Mins.
Doggone Good
A short of particular interest to
the dog owner. The footage is devoted to the methods used to teach
"Porkuliar Piggy"
a canine obedience so that the animal will be a credit to its master.
(Li'l Abner)
The observer cannot but be amazed Columbia
7 Mins.
at the results achieved by the dogWon't Hog the Laughs
training schools. The film has been
The latest of the Technicolor carcapitally produced by Jay Bonafield.
toon series hasn't fhuch to offer in
the way
of laughs.
Abner's an"Broncs and Brands"
tics are strictly
for Li'l
the admirers
of
(Grantland Rice Sportlights)
the comic-strip character. The action
Paramount
9'/2 mins.
Swell Booking
revolves around Abner's attempt to
keep a pet pig from being stolen,
A trip to the Montana cattle coun- Our hero's behavior
is ridiculous
try that is relaxing and exciting by rather than funny
study
filed.

of

approximately

400

cases

It is possible that a trial date
will be fixed at the hearing
scheduled for March 5. In a
humorous vein, Judge Goddard
said he'd like to "knock the
heads together" of the opposing
factions so that an agreement
could be reached on the issues
involved. This was taken by
some as an invitation for the
parties to get together on a settlement without going to trial.
Wright told Judge Goddard that
the Government would be ready
to go to trial on the original
anti-trust action in June, but
Proskauer said October would
be preferable. However, the
trial issue was sidetracked for
the time being.

Cleveland — A Warner theater department romance culminated in the
marriage of Helen Lynch, a member
of the contact department, and Sgt.
Tony Laurie, former assistant manager at the Hippodrome, and now
stationed at Lockborne air base, Columbus, 0.

B & K Com. Dividend $1.25

Richmond, Va. — Maude Fugatt,
Neighborhood Theaters home office,
was married to Robert Hearn in
Florida.

Chicago — B & K has declared a
dividend of $1.25 payable Dec. 29.
Employes will receive cash holiday
gifts in addition to free insurance
depending on length of service.

Manchester, Tenn. — Sgt. William
McSpedden, manager of the Lyric
Theater here for two years prior to
enlistment in the Army, was recently
married to Edna Beryl Woodley, of
Bexleyheath,
England.

George Baldwin
Sanford, Fla. —
former manager of
wounded in action
been in service
1943.

No action was taken on Wright's
request for an injunction against
circuits acquiring additional theaters. Wright said, however, that
the circuits were refraining from
theater acquisitions.

Wounded
George Baldwin,
the Ritz, has been
in Italy. He has
since November,

San Francisco — David 0. Selznicl
"Since You Went Away" closed
first-run engagement in San FraJ
cisco with a gross of $219,889.10 f<.
16 weeks. This is said to be tl|
longest first-run and the large i
gross any picture has taken out
San Francisco.

Richmond Million Premiere
Richmond, Va. — The War Boi'
premiere
of "Woman
in the Wi':
' dow" at the Byrd here sold over
million dollars in Bonds, accordir
| to Bob Coulter, manager.
Of th'
amount, $118,000 were in "E" Bond

21 WORDS THAT
SPELL CHRISTMAS
BOND SALES!
•

PUT THIS MESSAGE IN
YOUR 6th WAR LOAN LOBBY
"The War Bonds You
buy this Christinas
Speed the Christmas
•when you may sayPeace on Earth, Good
Will Towards
Men"
•
Ross Federal Service, Inc.

.

-f
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= ;f
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lixes lintervention
i Consent Decree
(Continued from Page 1)
present to oppose the pertjss were
on. Paramount and 20th Century|)x having prepared written answers
jiich were not required to be read.
hn Caskey, representing 20th-Fox,
ade the only oral rebuttal for the
a 'ttributors, in which he vehemently
certain Hardy allegations re& 'nied
ting to arbitration.
Robert
L.
bight, assistant to the Attorney
•neral, also opposed intervention on
it, aHip
i
grounds that it would not conifbbute
anything to the solution of
e problems but could be an obacle to possible solutions.
Judge Goddard agreed with
both Wright and Caskey and
pointed out that if St. Louis
Amusement Co. were allowed to
:i 'intervene, others might want to
do the same thing, thus causing
ft
:omplications.
MO
in presenting
his arguJ;iHardy,
?nts, made the accusation that arration was controlled by the dis■:■;:»f butor
defendants
because
they
anced it. He asserted that in three
ars the distributors had paid out
■re than $1,500,000 for the opera(jn of arbitration under the decree.
ey paid, he said, because they es,;>ed a "real decree" and then asked
irji Jthey would be paying to "be rej ained."
It was to this charge
_J it Caskey took exception, demandJ_: that if Hardy had any evidence
support his contention that arbition under the decree was any'ng but impartial, the distribus wanted it right now.
Charging that the New York cone was the most compliSt decre
ed decree ever entered in an antist case, Hardy asserted that the
•rernment had unconditionally surdered in its action to break up
nopoly and that the decree did
He contended
touch conspiracy.
t the American Arbitration Asiation, which administers motion
ture arbitration, was a complete
ieial system and that, as prac>V :d under the decree, was contrary
11 law.
On three occasions, Judge
toddard interrupted Hardy to
sk him if he were opposed to
rbitration. Hardy said he was
|ot opposed to it but indicated
pat he objected to its powers as
jirected by the decree. Judge
oddard, however, said reports
oming to him were favorable
Ei

T0RK REPORTS
(lemphis, Tenn. — Chalmer Cullins,
je manager at Malco theater, and
I twner of the Savoy and Idelwild
I iters here, is in Newton Lower
I Is, Mass., to see his new grandIghter, born to Lt. and Mrs. A. C.
t.

11
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£ SIXTH IVOR LOADS
FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE — DO YOUR SHARE

Affirm Conviction
Of 7 Extortionists
(Continued from Page 1)

pagna, Paul De Lucia, Phil D'Andrea,
Frank Maritote, Charles Gioe, John
Roselli and Louis Kaufman, former
business
agent of Newark Local 244,
He
drive.
Loan
WB's Great Philly Showing
office Sixth War
Philadelphia — A. J. Vanni, War- made tht purchase in honor of his operators.
ner circuit district manager here, two sons in the Army, one of whom,
and Ted Schlanger, zone manager, Lt. William Kuluva, with the Fifth Rathvon Names Richey
reveal in a report to Campaign Co- Army in Italy, wounded twice and To Red Cross Week Post
ordinator Jay Emanuel that their the recipient of the Purple Heart,
organization in 16 Bond Premieres is a former Broadway stage and
(Continued from Page 1)
sold $26,952,496 worth of Bonds for radio actor. Other son, Harry, is
the "Smashing Sixth." This amount with Army Signal• Corps in Europe. the
tee. meeting arrangements commitis $3,595,590 over total sold during
$1,868,862 via 20 Premieres
the "Fighting Fifth"
premieres.
•
Richey, who is assistant to WilNew Haven — Sixth War Loan has
liam F. Rodgers, M-G-M's general
$2,000,000 via Screenings
netted $1,868,862 in this state as a
Seattle — Pete Stewart, distributor result of the first 26 Bond Premieres sales manager, in charge of exhibitor relations, will have full responchairman here for the 6th War Loan, to report, states Harry F. Shaw,
sibility for arranging the regional
announces that local projection room state chairman. Of the 26 shows, 23 meetings with exhibitors which will
screenings have resulted in sale of were scheduled by theaters, and precede the start of the Drive next
$1,800,000 in Bonds. When the last three as projction room Bond pre- March.
mieres for large Bond buyers.
of the five screenings scheduled has
Richey will shortly announce his
•
been held, total sales are expected
committee personnel.
to top the $2,000,000 mark. Com- Schine Premieres Click
mittee members working with StewGloversville — Schine Circuit head- "Woman of the Week"
art are H. Kaufman, M. Saffle, Neal
quarters here announced that the
Cleveland, O. — Evelyn Friedl of
Walton, E. Lamb and Dwight
first seven theaters reporting receipts
Spracher.
of their Bond Premieres, out of 25 Community Circuit was named "the
•
the week"
premieres to be held on this circuit, woman
Finance of
Committee
herebyas the
the WaxoutCincy, Des Moines Report
standing Bond saleswoman with a
sold
$1,685,000
worth
of
"E"
Bonds.
2,700 separate Bonds toCincinnati and Des Moines re- This
ord. establishes a new circuit rec- record of
talling half a million dollars.
ported to the National Committee
yesterday on projection room screenings held there. In former city,
Harris Dudelson, exchange area
chairman disclosed that screening of
UA's "Tomorrow the World" vended
$1,173 in Bonds, and "Meet Me In
St. Louis" at the Fox exchange, Des
Moines, set a new record there when,
according to Lou Levy, distributor
chairman, $3,000,000 in Bond sales
resulted.

•
$12,000 Buy Honors Kuluvas

Joe Kuluva, Kansas City., Kan.,
merchant, has bought $12,000 worth
of War Bonds in Paramount's home
and that he thought decree arbitration had been efficiently handled.
Hardy reviewed the St. Louis anti-trust action of 1931 and said that
his client's business had been saved
by the enforcement of the anti-trust
laws. Now, he said, the business is
in greater danger if parts of the decree are allowed to continue. He
charged that the representation of
the Government had been inadequate
and that the decree violates the
Sherman act on which it is based.
The factors upon which clearances
are based, he said, had little to do
with restraint of trade, pointing to
the "showmanship" clause as an
example.
In summary, Hardy said St. Louis
Amusement Co. should be allowed
to intervene because the decree had
created "unlawful and unconstitutional powers."

POST-WAR

PROSPERITY

WE CAN INSURE POST-WAR PROSPERITY IF
MERCHANTS CAN SELL MORE GOODS THAN
EVER BEFORE.
ALEXANDER THEATRE SCREEN ADVERTISING IS
A POWERFUL SALESMAN. IT KEEPS THE CONSUMER POSTED ON NEW PRODUCTS AVAILABLE,
IT EDUCATES THE PUBLIC IN THE USE OF NEW
CONVENIENCES, IT KINDLES THE SPARK THAT
MAKES CASH REGISTERS RING.
ALL MEDIA OF ADVERTISING IS NEEDED
REACH THE GOAL OF PROSPERITY.

TO

YOU CAN HELP BY LISTING YOUR THEATRE FOR
SHOWINGS OF ALEXANDER THEATRE SCREEN
ADVERTISING

--a
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IHEATER CONSTRUCTION OUTLOOK CLOUDED
ix Essential Contribution Demonstrated— Hays
ir»TMt

A*M_:_.f :_

v

t?

'PDA Chief in Year-End
mment Asserts Record
eaks for Itself

i

!-•

he essential contribution
made
notion picture entertainment to
ale has been demonstrated conively by the
: o r d of the
ei'ican screen
year, Will H.
•3, M P P D A
.ident, said
erday in cornting on the
l?ral industry
I 1 o o k at the
r's end as reed by discusin the recent
•terly meeting
bhe board of
ptors.
sserting that
inspiration of
WILL H. HAYS
ares has provs great a force in foxholes as in
(Continued on Page 3)
ie Merry

Clvistmas! -fr

Washington

(Continued on Page 8)

ate Distribution
\Trust for Yugoslavia
|A wireless dispatch from C. L
zberger. datelined Rome, to the
w York Times disclosed yesterday
at a state trust is being organized
the
provisional
government
of
arshal Tito in Yugoslavia for the
iribution of motion pictures. Su!zrger said in his story that "because
the puritanical moral standards of
i Partisans,
it is possible
that
ilywood's usual output will not do well."

r»-i

.-

__

By ANDREW
Bureau

of

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The bright outlook of a few months ago for
theater construction and equipment is rapidly being clouded over

by the German push in France, and
the generally dimming of bright
hopes for an early end to the European war. WPB officials admit
that the European situation and the
extremely urgent need for special
(Continued on Page 3)
•A- Merry

Ch'istmas! if

$80,000,000 Rental
Gross for 20th-Fox!
Talented Vera Hruba Ralston is the center of attraction in the most amazing skating
spectacle ever filmed on ice, the Hawaiian number, featured in' Republic's new musical
hit, "LAKE PLACID SERENADE."— Advt.

Chi. Operators Uni
|w Bank Night Test Till WAC Chairmen
Vacancies Next Week To Organize 1,500
ion Filed in Ind.
J.ry, Ind. — Prosecutor Charles W.
lion has filed a new Bank Night
|iy action before Special Judge
. Van Home, Sr., in Lake crim:ourt against the Voge Theater

t»t-

European War Situation,
Need for Military Goods
May Force Equip. Cutback

A gross business of nearly $80,000,000 is expected to be rolled up
by 20th-Fox from film rentals in. the
domestic and foreign markets in
1944, with the company's theaters
(Continued on Page 6)
ir Merry

Ch istmas! +

Columbia Quarterly Net
Reported at $380,000

The three remaining chairmen to
Chicago — President James Gorbe elected to War Activities Commitman of the operators' union says it
A iod
netendedprofit
13 weeks'
perSept.for30,the1944,
amounted
tee divisions may be named next has obtained a special charter from
week. They are the chairman of international headquarters to organ- to $380,000, it was announced yesterday by Columbia Pictures Corp.
ize 1,500 theater employes in Chicago
Lhe Distributors 'Division, to succeed
(Continued on Page 3)
Ned E. Depinet; chairman of the not organized now, including managers.
Membership
drive
begins
Foreign Managers Division, to suc(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 8)

State Dissolves 233

Firms

Follows Failure to File Reports, Pay Taxes
Herman Wobber to Lead
20th-Fox Sales Drive

Albany — Listed among 9,000 corporations dissolved by proclamation
of Secretary of State Thomas J.
Curran, for failure to file reports and
Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox Coast pay corporation taxes for three sucdivision manager, has been named
cessive years, are 233 in the amusement field with approximately 90 per
by Tom Connors, distribution chief,
cent
indicated
in the Greater New
to head the company's 30th anniver- York area.
sary month campaign scheduled for
next April. He will head East from
Any corporation listed as dissolved
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)

Stettinius to Appear
In OWI-WAC Special

l" a -hi i. gt on Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Shooting, cf a special OWI-WAC picture starring Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius,
with script and commentary by Assistant Secretary Archibald MacLeish,
has been scheduled for Jan. 4-6, in
Washington. Location will be the
huge naval laboratory at Anacostia,
D. C. The film will be an explanation
of the problems of U. S. fcreign
policy, and it will be in one reel for
release to theaters in February.
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Rep/s Goodman in Cuba;
Returns to N. Y. Jan. 15

300 Ky. Theaters Pay
5 Times Gambling Tax

Morris Goodman, Republic's vicepresident in charge of foreign sales
is now in Cuba on the final stop of
his three-month trip in connection
with production of Republic features
in Mexico and a general survey of
Latin-American sales conditions. He
is expected to return to the home
office on Jan. 15.

Louisville — Three hundred Kentucky theaters with a gross income
of about one-half of that of the
pari-mutuel offices of three race
tracks paid into the state treasury
more than five times as much tax
as the gambling interests, it is pointed out by the Kentucky Association
of Motion Picture Exhibitors which
is fighting a proposed increase in
the admission tax.
The association is drawing up its
battle lines to fight a recommendation for a 10 per cent increase in
the state admission tax which is al10 per cent in addition to the
Federalready levy.

His stopovers on his present business trek included the company's
North Hollywood Studios, Mexico,
Panama, Venezuela, Trinidad, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru and
Cuba.
ir Merry

Christmas! if

Krellberg- Wildberg Form
Thecrt. Securities Syndicate
Sherman S. Krellberg, president of
Goodwill Pictures and owner of the
Principal Film Exchange, and John
Wildberg, Broadway producer, have
formed the Theater Securities Syndicate, Inc., with an initial capitalization of $250,000 for the purpose
of financing and underwriting theatrical productions and films. This
is believed to be the first organization to enter the field actively in the
financing and underwriting of producers and authors for the production of plays.
Krellberg and Wildberg are the
owners of the Belasco theater, and
are also associated in the production of "Anna Lucasta" and "One
Touch of Venus."

In a current bulletin, the association reveals that the 1944 volume of
pari-mutuel betting in Kentucky was
$20,000,000 and resulted in state
revenue of $175,000. Rough estimates of box-office revenue for 1944
in Kentucky will be around $10,000,000 which will yield the state approximately $1,000,000 in taxes.
Members point to these figures as
unjustifiable.
if Merry

Christmas! if

Silverstein Named Univ.
Caribbean District Mgr.

Appointment of Maurice Silverstein as Universal's district manager for the Caribbean area was
announced yesterday by Joseph H.
Seidelman, president of Universal
International Films. Silverstein has
been active in international films ac(Thursday, Dec. 21)
•k Merry
Christmas! if
tivities for the last 17 years and
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Net
until a year ago was in Brazil for
Mich.
IATSE
Local
Chg. Eastern
Close
High
Low
Universal. After completing a EuAm.
Seat
Elects Defenbaugh Prexy
ropean assignment for the OWI, Sil215/8
Co'. Picts. vtc. (2</2%> 21S/8
verstein has returned to Universal
Columbia
Picts. pfd..
28%
+
but
his
services will be available to
21%
—
Detroit— Local 735, IATSE, with
Con.
Fm. Ind
29 . 28
jurisdiction over a large part of the OWL
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
+
East. Kodak
751/4 1751/48%1851/2
231
175V4
—
Eastern Michigan and headquarters
if Merry
Christmas! if
23
23
851/2
185
1/2
do pfd
•.
745/g
745/g
at Mount Clemens, has elected Dan Washington Newsmen
87/8
Cen. Prec.
Eq
291/s
Defenbaugh, Jewel Theater, Mount
Loews, Inc
29
Paramount
Clemens, as president for 1945.
745/3 —
9
29
—
RKO
270l1//24
275/g
Other new officers are: vice-presi- To See "Fighting Lady"
RKO
$6 pfd
341/g
901/2 —
dent, Roy Suckling, Shores Theaters, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
343/8
91
275/g
.
.
20th
Century-Fox
.83/4
_
I31/4 13
131/4 +
1/g
St. Clair Shores; business agent,
Washington — Washington news20th Century-Fox pfd.
341/4 Warner
Bros
men have been invited to a special
Bert Penzien, East Detroit Theater,
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
East Detroit; secretary, James Kim- press conference by Navy Secretary
mick, Eastwood Theater, East De- Forrestal and to a showing of the
Monogram
Picts.
. . . 3%
3%
33/8
RKO
cvs
IVs
1
1
—
l/g
troit; treasurer, George Konath, new Navy film "Fighting Lady,"
Sonotone
Corp
2%
2%
2%
.....
Roseville Theater, Roseville; ser- which is soon to be shown the pubTechnicolcr
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Names
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M/Sgt. James Drew, formerly chief
of service at the Senate theater, Jack Finkelstein Prexy
if Merry
Christmas! if
who was killed in action in France,
Jack Finkelstein has been elected
were held here with the Senate staff president of the Film Exchange Em- "Winged Victory" Attracts
attending in a body.
ployes Union, Local F-51, IATSE, 16,869 in Roxy First Day
for the third time. Others who will
An attendance of 16,869 persons
continue in office are Agnes McLoughlin, vice-president, and Mur- witnessed the premiere of 20th-Fox
ray Bleutrich, sergeant-at-arms. An- "Winged Victory" at the Roxy WedAnimation
and
Title
Cameraman
gelina Mazzi will be replaced as
nesday. The receipts were reported
financial secretary and treasurer by at only $9,500, since the mezzanine
1600
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Apply
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Harry Schochet, while Gertrude Rei- section was reserved for the day to
New York City
CI. 6-6252-3
man will be supplanted by Lillian host Army personnel, over 1,000
Pataky as recording secretary.
servicemen, and guests of Moss Hart,
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COmmG and GOING
2
N. PETER RATHVON, JOHN WHITAKER,
NtD DEPINET, RKO executives, returned
New
York from Hollywood.
HERBERT ). YATES
from the Coast.

will arrive here U

S. BARRET
McCORMICK
and stopping
Mrs. McC'
MICK
leave today
for the Coast,
of ^
Denver to spend the Christmas holidays.
BEN

SHLYEN

left for

Kansas

City

yester

PETE HARRISON goes to Minneapolis earl :
January and from there leaves with Al St< j
for Florida.
A. J. OKEEFE, Universal's Western div
s3les
manager, returns tcday from Detroit
Minneapolis.
VICKI
BAUM,
whose
best-seller
"Hotel
lin," is now being filmed by Warners, leaves
Coast
for New
York
as soon
as the pit
is completed early in the New Year.
ANGELA GREENE, Warners' starlet who
pears in "Hollywood Canteen," arrived in
York yesterday from the Coast.
MARK SANDRICH, accompanied by AL
SCOTT, screen author, is at the Waldorf
toria from California.
ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eastern publicity din
for International Pictures, returned yests
from a trip to New Haven, Boston and
on "Woman
in the Window."
STEVE
EDWARDS,
Republic
publicity
I
returns today from
Lake
Placid, N. Y.,
he went irr connection with the premiere |
of "Lake Placid Serenade' on Dec. 28.
if Merry

Christmas! if

N. J. Indies Hear Details
Of New Booking Combir

Philadelphia — More than 40 J
Jersey independent
exhibitors
here yesterday at the Bellevue St I
ford to hear details of a new bcfa
ing and buying organization to
known as Independent Buyer Ser\
Inc. No official statement was iss^
after the meeting, but it was unlja
stood that progress was made at 11
lengthy session. Exhibitors from I
parts of the state were present,!;

SEND BIRTHDjI
GREETINGS TIL •
December 22
L. J. Bamberger
Eleanore
Apel
Earl W. Wingart
Alan Carney 1|
Alfred T. Mannon
December 23
John
Cromwell
P. D. Cochrane
Leon Lee

James
Roosevell
Herman
Pincus
L. Strampfer

December
Jean 'Brooks24
John W. Alicoate
Evelyn
Hall
Michael
Curtis
Wilfred
Noy
Howard
Hughes
Ted Toddy
Ruth
Chatterton Jack C. ReVille
Paul Ackerman
Carl Brisson
December 25
Joseph M. Schenck
Sonya
Levien
Humphrey
Bogart A. P. Waxman
George
Brent
Tom Reed
Charles
Cruze
Charles
Curran
Helen
Twelvetrees
Joe Rock
Marguerite
Churchill
Mrs. Lela Roger
Joe Bonomi
David
Strumpf
Earle Foxe
Maurice
Goldstei
George
E. Weber

i
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* teater Construction
s Jutlook is Clouded
(Continued from Page

i >i|es

of

military

goods

1

may

force

(iitback in theater equipment.
' Uready the policy on authorizing
m Jater construction has been tightISljl
Ofd up. New buildings will be aura» rized only for extremely urgent
poses — to service war plant workj with no facilities, etc.
Alterafi and remodeling
jobs must be
J ally necessary
before
approval
;• 1 be given, and the standards for
•:■-: tally necessary" are tougher than
(.ewer Construction
Applications
There has been a wholesale falling
ltd : | of applications for even
small
ater construction or alteration
. lis in the past few weeks. Part of
yj Jb is attributed to the season but
jareness of the manpower difficulDtjj
|E and of the tightening up of
indards for approval is also an
portant factor.
\.s for auditorium equipment, caring and seating look to be tighter
>v than at any time within a year,
lat little carpeting is being turned
t may be stopped to make way for
r needs. And spot authorizations
seating, on which OCR has been
rking,
now appear almost imposmi le to gain
approval for the manever difficulties are a prime factor
this situation.

'.

May

Hit Booth

Equipment

'Booth equipment may also be hit,
though there is nothing definite
|. There is a fairly strong chance
it the program approved for civil::' St
production in the first quarter of
15 less than two weeks ago may
\ cut back to the level of the quarade I now ending. This would mean
it the 76 projectors and 45 sound
;tems promised as a result of cut:ks by the military services might
t be available after all. It is
;ped, however, that the schedule
ling for 335 projectors, 156 sound
Sterns and comparable quantities
. rectifiers and lamphouses will
ind. This is the level for the past
o quarters, although additional
its have been made available by
both quarters. The
ttrasmilitary
may not be available at all
xt quarter.
Real Blow Yet to Fall?
With all this, there is a feeling
Jound WPB that the real blow to
Ifilian production is yet to fall
■ius far, officials feel, they have not
IrS
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LUEDDinG BELLS
Chicago — Loraine Messinger, for?rly cashier at the Senate theater,
is married to Lt. Bernard Fried-

ssfjs^sj^^^s&^^^jss^js^^^^&^^^^^js^^^jss&js;?®;^?^^

Herman Wobber to Lead
20th-Fox Sales Drive

Columbia Quarterly Net
Reported at $380,000

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
San Francisco after the holidays to in a consolidated statement of earnplan for the drive and assemble a
ings subject to final check by its cerstaff to work with him.
tified public accountants at the end
of the current fiscal year. This
had to cut back too far from what compares with a net of $482,000 in
they had hoped for for next year, the 13 weeks ended Sept. 25, 1943.
but there are persistent rumors of
Firm's operating profit in the infar more serious action coming from
dicated 13 weeks' span this year was
topside WPB.
As yet the final disposition of 35 $1,065,000 as against $1,545,000 in
mm. film is not definite, but the mili- the corresponding period of 1943.
tary situation is so grave that there Estimated provision for Federal
is now a feeling that at least a slight taxes, including excess profit tax,
cut in industry allocation may be was $685,000 in the indicated span
necessary. Film chief Lincoln V. of '44 compared to $1,063,000 in the
Burrows has refused to admit that
of '43.Christmas! if
such a cut will be necessary, but like period~k Merry
even he is less optimistic about it Warren Stafford Dies
than he was only a week ago. There
is a definite and large discrepancy
Chicago — Warren Stafford, manager of B & K's mailing and supply
between supply and demand; precisely how this is to be adjusted among department, died at Illinois Masonic
the various claimant agencies has Hospital from a paralytic stroke.
not yet been finally worked out, but His widow, two sons and a daughter
there is grave danger that the pix survive. The sons are in service but
industry may be cut below its pres- here on furlough. The body was
for burial to Pardeeville,
ent quota of 75 per cent of its 1941 shipped
Wis.
consumption.

Essentiality of Pix
Demonstrated— Hays
(Continued from Page 1)
theaters, Hays pointed out that, beginning with six prints, the Army
has increasingly availed itself of the
16 mm. programs donated for soldiers in combat areas until today it
requires 106 prints of each feature,
a record which speaks for itself.
"While this is, indeed, a tribute
to our War Activities Committee
and its co-operation with our military forces," Hays said, "every person in the industry may thankfully
take satisfaction in the thought that
the 24,188 prints of photoplays and
25,533 short subjects contributed
have brought entertainment and moments of happiness to our fighting
men. Earnestly we hope that motion
pictures may add something pleasantly for them to this holiday seaContinuing,
thing
worthy ofHays
note said:
is that"Another
we not
only have been able to keep a steady
stream of product coming from our
studios, but we have exhibited it to
a larger audience than ever before.
In view of the world situation, reson." sulting in the complete elimination
of that large segment of the foreign
audience in enemy countries, this is
a remarkable record.
"Also, film service has continued
to the many 'shut ins', elderly people in homes, prisoners, children in
orphanages and patients in hospitals
including, through the co-operation
of the American Red Cross, the men
whose war disabilities suffered in
their country's service are forever
badges of honor. All this experience
adds to our determination to accept
every opportunity for service in the
•k Merry

Christmas! if

Boyd ahead."
Heads Local 376
year
Syracuse, N. Y. — Louis Boyd has
been elected president of Local 376,
projectionists, for 1945. Other officers who were voted in for the
new year are: Vice-pres., Melvin
Denny; Recording Secretary, George
Raaflaub; Financial Secretary, Lionel Wilcox; Business Agent, Raymond
Roe; Executive Board, Walter Scarf e
and Robert Poulsen; Sergeant-atarms, Francis Miller.

f EfMIIE TOUCH
DORIS HEFLEBOWER, secretary to Sam Bendheim, Jr., general manager, Neighborhood
Theaters,
Richmond,
Va.
MRS. SIDNEY KLEPER,
New Haven.

assistant, Loew

WILLISTEN
ALLEN,
contract
clerk,
exchange, Memphis, Tenn.
FAYE
VERELL,
booker
stenographer,
exchange,
Memphis, Tenn.
REVA SMITH, inspection dept. RKO
Memphis, Tenn.

Poli,

Columbia
Columbia

exchange,

ml %eco%os
Sum oa/ stGf/rL
a: '.&

r

RE

/?£K&4Z>y BIAS7ED:
CHICAGO . . . BUFFALO ... LOS ANGELES
CINCINNATI...SANFRANCISCO...DAYTON
KANSAS CITY... SALT LAKE CITY
ATLANTA . . . NEW ORLEANS . ... OMAHA
TAMPA . . . READING . . . HARRISBURG
CHARLESTON...ROCHESTER...SYRACUSE
**•
SIOUX CITY

♦»

> . with VIRGINIA MAYO
WALTER SLEZAK-WALTER-BRENNAN-VICTOR McLAGLEN
Directed

by

David

Butler

*

Screen

Play

by Don

Hartman,

Melville

Shavelson and Everett Freeman
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$80,000,000 Rental
Gross for 20th-Fox!

Chi. Operators Unto
To Organize 1,500

| Continued from Page 1)
adding a total "take" estimated as
high as $90,000,000, approximately
$4,000,000 accounted for by the Roxy
Theater here. This would make the
current year the most profitable in
the company's history.
The 1944 business compares with
gross film rentals of $14,500,000 in
1920, $45,000,000 in 1930 and a similar amount in 1940.
Today the tangible assets of the
company stand at $146,000,000, with
27,717 stockholders having an interest in the corporation.
Exclusive of distribution costs, the
season's program will cost the company a total outlay of some $38,700,000.
The
company's
operating
costs
jumped
to $387,000
per week
in
1944, as against $208,000 four years
ago, creating a need for increased
revenue.
* Merry

Christmas! ir

Three Television Permits
Are Granted by the FCC
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Three new experimental television permits have been
granted by the Federal Communications Commission. Farnsworth Radio and Television was granted a permit for Fort Wayne, Ind., operating
with four kilowatts (peak) visual,
four to six kilowatts, aural, unlimited time, with frequency not yet
assigned.
Zenith Radio received permit for
Chicago with plans for operation
with 250 watts visual (one kilowatt
peak), one kilowatt aural time, frequency still to be assigned.
Intermountain Broadcasting Corp.,
Salt Lake City, was the third applicant. Its permit is for opei-ation
of 400 watts peak visual, 200 watts
aui-al, unlimited time, with frequency
to be assigned later.

Continued from Page 1)
early next year under the diret
of Eugene Atkinson, business ag

And the Same to You!
• • • THE INDUSTRY began a round of
Christmas parties yesterday when 20th-Fox executives headed by President Spyros Skouras
played host to the company's personnel at the Astor with a luncheon and a show on the program, plus the distribution of
prizes
A raft of parties are scheduled for today
Paramount
employes will make merry at a party to be staged at the home office by
the company's Pep Club
RKO will spread the good cheer at the
Waldorf-Astoria
Universal, Columbia,
Monogram
and PRC have
arranged home-office parties for their staffs
The Eagle-Lion personnel will celebrate in the office of Arthur W. Kelly, head of the company
Newsreel Sound Masters will play host at a Warwick Hotel shindig
The NBC crowd will do its celebrating in the Rainbow Room in the
RCA Building
H. A. Bruno & Associates, public relations counsel
for Atlas Corp., is holding at the offices in Radio City a party for its own
employes
at which bonus checks will be distributed
And Oscar
Neu, whose Neumade Products Corp. is marking
its silver anniversary, is hosting the trade at a
party which starts at 4 p.m
Yes, sir. Merry
Christmas indeed! ! !

Nov.
20th

SIXTH WAR LOflfl 15

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE
Newscaster Sells Bonds

— DO YOUR SHARE

Bond Auctions Hit High

Albert Reid, who does a news
broadcast from the Times Square
Statue of Liberty every evening, also

Operators
union ofmembers
$260,000
in Bonds
the Sixthbo\'
loan, breaking all previous recc:
Gorman reported. Each mom
check is sent by the union to 40 rr
bers in service.
ir Merry

Christmas! ir

New Haven First-Runs P
New Year's Eve Shows
New Haven — Expecting unu.
attendance this year because of
taurants' closing in this state
Year's Eve, most first-runs are \:
ning shows.
"Meet Me In St. Lc:
is the Loew's Poli special midrshow over the circuit, playing ai
Poli and Majestic, Bridgeport, |
and College, New Haven, Poli,
terbury.
Palace,
Meriden,
Poli
Palace,
Hartford,
Poli, Spring:
and Poli and Elm Street, Worce
At the Bijou, New Haven, "BL
Fever"
has a single perform:
that night, and vaude is schec
for the Lyric, Bridgeport.
G
Bridgeport will play the curren
for
the late
show.
traction,
"Something
for the E*
At the Warner Roger Sher New Haven, "Hollywood Canl
opens the 27th and plays throug
week, including the midnight ;
The Paramount has tentativel;
"Here Comes the Waves" for a
cial performance. All prices
nounced to date are 85 cents, in
ingThus
tax. far none of the nabes hf
ported a show, but several are(
sidering the idea.

Cleveland — Local Bond Auctions
are hitting a new high in the sale "Three Caballeros" in Debu
of Bonds on all denominations. Fred
Mexico City — "The Three C
gives a digest of the latest news bul- Holzworth sold $40,000 worth of
ir Merry Christmas! ir
leros," Walt Disney's new fe
letins from the booths of the Trans
Bonds at Hilliard Square Theater picture, had its world premiere
Victor Vcdlejo Wounded
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Lux and Embassy Theaters. His without any outside attractions. Ad- yesterday. The event was atti
mission was free and every bidder by high-ranking officials from a
Hollywood — Victor Vallejo, former plugs at the theaters have been recountries.
member of Warners wardrobe desponsible for the sale of thousands received a free pass to a subsequent Latin-American
partment, has been wounded in of dollars in Bonds and other the- show. More than 1,000 attended.
France, a shell fragment shattering
aters are now interested in acquiring Top bid of $2,200 was for a dozen
his right leg.
his services.
roses.
•
•

WAR

THEATER DEALS

SERVIC1

. . on the Film Fn

"Little Fellow'" Sets Record

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— "The little fellow of
Ponca, Neb. — Effective Jan. 1, E. show business," the independent exR. Sherman will take over the Ponca
hibitor, has established war Bondtheater from Orin Andress.
selling records that the big fellows
will have a hard time shattering
Indianapolis — C. E. McConaughy, when the Seventh War Bond campaign comes along, according to Tom
who manages the Dream here, has
acquired the Mars Theater, from Rus- W. Baily, member of national Sixth
sell Lower.
War Loan Committee upon his return from Washington. For the first
Medina, Tenn. — The Medina the- time, all of the nation's 16,000 theater, owned by W. M. Cunningham,
aters participated in Free Movie
has been sold to Roy Lynch, a newDay
and
soldreported.
1,000,000 series "E"
comer into the theater field.
Bonds, Baily

Para/s Drive Over the Top
Paramount's Sixth War Loan drive
among employes in the New York
metropolitan area has gone over the
top by a large amount, E. A. Brown,
drive chairman, announced at a
\
meeting of the Paramount Pep Club
at the home office yesterday.

•

j$400,000 Springfield Premiere
'B n rf Mass. — War Bond preSpringfield,
miere of "Something for the Boys"
at Loew's Poli, netted a Sixth War
Loan sale of $400,000. manager
George Freeman said.

Detroit — Variety Club of Mich
launching a drive to raise $6,100 I
equipping of special facilities for rec
of wounded war veterans at hospi
Battle Creek, under the direction o
Schreiber, retiring Chief Barker.
Club will equip two day rooms in
9 of a hospital at Fort Custer fc
chopathic veterans; and a photo labt
three pool tables, and a day room
Mercy Jones General and Conva
Hospital at Battle Creek.

Ni
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v .v R€VI€UIS Of THE flOU FILfllS * >
'The Suspect"

■ . ith Charles Laughton, Ella Raines
- e rsal
85 Mins.
RKING MELODRAMA PACKED WITH
5ENSE; LAUGHTON GOES OVER BIG.
superior melodrama related grippingly
.been devised from the novel of James

"Meet Miss Bobby
with Bob Crosby, Lynn Merrick
Columbia
68 Mins.
MODEST MUSICAL IS STRICTLY ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE BOBBY-SOCK
TRADE.

Socks"

d under the careful guidance of proThis film capitalizes on the bobby-sock
r Islin Auster.
More
than ordinary
worship of crooning voices. This fact alone
ness
results
from
a
combination
of
■ Wi4
makes the Ted Richmond production some-•rs that are definitely on the credit side.
thing for the teen-aged who respond readily
film gains in force from the simplicity
to a Frank Sinatra or such. In every respect
DSl ; has gone into the development of the the entertainment is aimed at young people
Those who cry for suspense in their
possessed of nervous feet.
1W
will not be disappointed in the least.
The picture itself is a small-time musical
%e film offers a good vehicle for the ex- employing to the full the ability of Bob
ation of Charles Laughton's dramatic Crosby to deliver a song. The story is comits. The actor creates a graphic picture
pletely nonsensical and it is worked out
: man trying to foil detection for his with due regard for the type of audience
■ 's murder in the commission of which for which it is intended.
audience cannot but offer sympathy,
Crosby is a crooner discharged from the
•idering that the woman is represented army who is trying to go places on the air.
I
contemptible person who makes exist- A jive maniac, Louise Erickson, makes it her
|i miserable for him.
Her treatment of
business to create a craze for the guy. His
drives him to see happiness with Ella
rise to attention results in numerous comes, a lonely soul. His sense of decency
plications ofa hilarious nature. Miss Erickis undoing when
he is led to believe
son, who has a crush on Crosby, is disapthe wife cf a blackmailer slain by him
pointed when he falls in love with her sister,
ffOM i afeguard his freedom has been arrested
Lynn Merrick, but she finds consolation else: h er husband's murder.
where.
bert Siodmak, who has provided strong
Glenn Tryon's direction conspires to keep
:tion, has drawn fine performances from
the film going at a lively pace throughout.
H entire cast.
219 ijST: Charles Laughton, Ella Raines, Dean
rs, Stanley C. Ridges, Henry Daniell, RosaIvan, Molly Lamont, Raymond Severn, Eve
=r, Maude Eburne, Clifford Brooke.

sua :.EDITS:

;hwn|

Producer, Islin Auster; D'rector,
rt Siodmak; Screenplay, Bertram Millhauser;
ration, Arthur T. Homan; Based on novel
?3mes Ronald; Cameraman,
Paul Ivano; MusScore, Frank Skinner; Mus'cal Director,
< Skinner; Art Directors, )ohn B. Goodman,
in Obzina; Sound Director, Bernard B.
n; Set Decorators, Russell A. Causman,
. Robinson; Film Editor, Arthur Hilton.
RECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

,ijeske Elected Master
i Daylight F&AM Lodge

•etroit — Daylight Masonic Lodge,
,))tlie up almost entrrely of theatrical
» in Detroit, has elected Philip
me I eske of the Belmont in Highland
master, in suciai k;ionastoworshipful
Komulus Albu of the Norn.
roiui he other new officers to be in;led the end of the month are:
ior Warden,
Michael
Balarak,
town Theater;
Junior Warden,
[iter Rickens, National
Theater;
ior Deacon, Joe Couzins; Junior
FfJ jcon, Peter Parker, cafe operator;
ior Steward, Favor Jaco; Junior
i\-ard, Lewis
Erdos;
Marshall,
rge Kahaley;
Tiler, Henry LeiOrganist, Cris- Zazanis; MusDirector, Benny
Resh; TreasWilliam Swistak, Midtown TheSecretary, Paul Pitzer; and
1 1
|plain, Eric E. Newman.

vie:

J

ic Merry

Christmas! -fr

•pen Lakewood

Strand

he Strand theater, Lakewood, N.
Arill reopen tomorrow evening, it
announced by Dr. Henry Brown,
er and operator. The house has
i shuttered since a fire which
irred there Oct. 2.

CAST: Robert
Bob Crosby,
Lynn Merr'ck,
Erickson,
White, Howard
Freeman, Louise
Mary
Currier, Pat Parrish, Sally Bliss, John Hamilton,
Douglas Wood, Pierre Watkin, Lou Jordan and
his Tympany
Five, Kim Loo Sisters.
CREDITS: Producer, Ted Richmond; Director,
Glenn Tryon: Screenplay, Muriel Roy Bolton;
Cameraman, George Meehan; Art Directors,
Lionel Banks, Carl Anderson; Set Decorator,
Louis Daige; Film Editor, Jerome Thorns; Musical Director, Marlin
Skiies.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Cood.

20th-Fox Gives Atebrine
For Mex. Flood Victims

*

SHORTS

*

"Look and Listen"
Al. O. Bondy
10 mins.
Timely and Informative
With television strongly in the national spotlight, and of particular
interest to the film trade and its millions of entertainment-seeking patrons, "Look and Listen," which deals
clearly and interestingly with the
video medium, is an intriguing and
timely reel. No film to date portrays in such a direct and informative manner the fundamentals of
tele, what it is and how it works.
Two sequences in particular are
standout, namely the shots of fencing matches and those made of seals
at a zoo. General Electric's film producing staff fashioned "Look and
Listen," and it is a thoroughly professional job in which the video
scienceural"isfor film
humanized.
theaters. It's a "nat"Luckiest People on Earth"
Newsreel Distributors, Inc. 7 mins.
Lacks in Editing, Pace
Presented by LOOK magazine with
statistics on the home life of Mr.
and Mrs. Average American, this
one lacks both in editing and pace.
The subject plays up such angles as
$400 paid in a lifetime to the barber, 3,000 miles a year walked by
the average housewife, and the 19,000 beds she makes. Also, the fact
that the average American spends
21 years in bed.
"Design for Loving"
Columbia
21 Mins.
Fair Musical
A slapdash musical revue that
makes up in its array of talent for
what it lacks in finish and class.
Musical interludes predominate, participants including Edna Skinner,
Frank
Borden,
Ollie Franks,
the

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Both
the Hollywood and Mexico City offices of Twentieth-Fox are aiding
the victims of the recent floods in
Mexican seaboard states, it is disclosed by the Mexican Ministry of
the Interior.
Miguel Aleman, Minister of the
Interior, revealed that Joseph M.
Schenck and Lou Anger, have do- Industry Will Fete
nated 100,000 atebrine treatments Al Steffes on Jan. 15
to combat the outbreaks of malaria
in the stricken regions.
Minneapolis — Local and national
At the same time, the Govern- industry leaders will attend a tesment agency acknowledged receipt
timonial dinner for W. A. Steffes, reof 5,000 pesos in cash for the same
tiring chief barker of the Northwest
purpose from the firm's branch in Variety Club, for his efforts in bethis capital.
half of the club and his handling of
a campaign which raised $90,000 for
the Sister Kenny infantile paralysis
F/O David Coleck Slain
fund. Dinner for the exhibitor leader
Chicago — F/O David Coleck, son will be held at the Niccollet Hotel,
i^ of Dora Coleck, of the B & K Jan. 5. •A- Merry Christmas! if
Ba|
Uptown theater who was re''s* ported
missing in action, over Exit B & K Publicity Bldg.
Roumania, is now listed as killed.
Chicago — The Loopend building
Walter Oakes, War Victim
housing B & K's publicity and accounting departments has been sold
Chicago
— The word
localthat
operators'
union
has received
Walter through the Rubloff Co. for $300,000.
Oakes, formerly operator at the Lib- It will be torn down after the war
erty Theater, Chicago Heights, 111., and be replaced by a number of
modei'n buildings.
was killed in the South Pacific.

Grenadiers, Ralph Bunker. Stubby
Kaye, the comedian, also has a spot.
Ray Sinatra and his band supply the
musical background. Featured are
tunes by George Blake and Dick Leibert. B. K. Blake is listed as producer and director.
"Film-Vodvil"
(No. 2— Series 2)
Columbia
11 Mins.
Good Variety Bill
B. K. Blake has produced an entertaining short that is in the nature of a variety bill. The film is a
fast item that should go over well
where vaudeville is still appreciated.
The spotlight is stolen by Al Trace
and his Silly Symphonists, who prove
a howl in a comedy number. Other
acts include Hector and His Pups, a
laugh-getting dog act, and Francis
Urban, tap dancer.
"Inside China Today"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
Of Timely Import t 17 mins.
An attempt is made in this March
of Time release to explain the reasons for the reverses in China's war
against the Japanese. The picture
represents a vivid and forceful treatment of a subject of much concern to
us today. It drives home the seriousness of the situation in China and
suggests measures that must be
taken to alter the picture there. Of
special interest are scenes of contending forces in the Chinese theater of action. The picture speaks
frankly of the contention between
Chiang
Kai-Shek's
the Communist
Army.government and
"One Man Newspaper"
Universal
10 mins.
Entertaining
A number of interesting items
make up the footage. Shown are a
woman who makes novelties from fish
scales, a man who runs a newspaper
all by himself, the watchman of an
Idaho ghost town, a specialist in
navy ship models and a duck nesting
under railroad tracks.
"Mr. Chimp Goes to Coney 10Island"
Universal
mins.
Fairly Amusing
What happens when a chimp runs
loose in Coney Island is depicted
with a fair amount of amusement in
a short that will appeal particularly
to the youngsters. The animal winds
up by staging the mock rescue of a
woman on a stalled Ferris wheel.

Howard Rogers Wounded
Springfield,
Mass. — Pfc. Howard
W. Rogers, former
usher at the
Germany. was wounded at Aachen.
JBroadway,
•k Merry

Christmas! ir

To Organize Cashiers, Doormen
Chicago; — Gene Atkinson, business
agent for the IATSE, says that theater cashiers and doormen will soon
be organized into a subsidiary union.

m.

m

w
Fill WAC Chairmen
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State Dissolves 233 Firms

New Bank Night Tes
Action Filed in Ind.

File Reports, Pay Taxes
VaCaiKJeS NeXl Week Fo,lows Failure to1 Continued
from Page 1)
1 Continued from Page 1)
ceed Joseph McConville, and chairman of the Advertising and Publicity Division, to succeed Oscar A.
Doob.
Francis S. Harmon, executive vicechairman of the WAC, hopes to get
these elections out of the way by
Jan. 1. Because so many of the
committee members have been out of
town, an election has been impossible, but it is expected that the
necessary persons will be in the city
during the holiday period.
+ Merry

Christmas! -fc

Court Studying Decision in
Compensation Tax
Spokane — Superior Judge Timothy
J. Paul is studying for decision the
suit of the State Unemployment
Compensation Dept. against the Post
Street Theater. The Department
levied $500 against Joseph Rosenfield, theater's owner, for unemployment compensation taxes allegedly due vaudeville actors who
performed at the theater from 1941
through 1943. Rosenfield objected
and hearing was held, with record
reported to the Commissioner. Latter ruled taxes must be paid, and
Rosenfield appealed to Superior
Court.
Appeal was held by Judge Paul,
with Bernard Johnston, Assistant
Attorney General, arguing the tax
was due as vaude performers were
in reality employes of the theater
while performing there. Rosenfield's counsel insisted performers
were independent contractors not
subject to tax.
In a previous suit on question of
paying Federal tax, the theater won,
Federal authorities agreeing performers are indie contractors, but
question is more involved under
State law. Theaters throughout this
area are watching the outcome
closely.

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably
ALPHONSE MORIN,
at
the Regal,

Discharged

from the Army to doorman
Franklin, N. H.

E. C. OATLEY. from Naval Air Corps to ass't
manager,
Butterfield,
Grand
Rapids, Mich.
STANLEY NICKELSON, from the Army to manager of Essaness' Vogue,
Chicago.
HENRY T. BAHNER, from the Navy to booker
at Paramount exchange,
St. Louis.
WILBORN L. CRAFT, from the Army Air Corps
to manager of State, Plant City, Fla.
JACK HOLT, veteran movie actor, from the
A'my
to resume
picture work.
GLENN FCRD, fi!m player, out of the Marines
and back to his term contract at Columbia.
CHRISTY WILBERT, from Navy to 20th-Fox
home office ad dept.
EDDIE SEGAL, from the Army to former Warner
b^^ing
post. Boston.
LT. PERRY SPENCER, USNR, to Southern adv.
rep.. Universal.
WILL VALOS, from the Army to Valos theaters management
Chicago.

may proceed to annul its dissolution,
at any time within three months from
Dec. 15, through the payment of its
back corporate taxes, penalties and
interest charges, and a fee of $50 for
the filing of a certificate of reinstatement.
Any corporation listed as dissolved,
if such listing is through error, can,
on proper application, be reinstated
without payment of any fee.
As corporate taxes constitute a lien
against the real property owned by
a corporation, any going concern,
with its name appearing on the list
should take immediate steps to
secure reinstatement.
List of 233 dissolved corporations
follows:
— a — Inc..
■
Ace Concessionaires.
Ace Pictures
Coip.. The Actors' Workshop, Inc., Advance
Enterprises. Inc., Almey Productions. Inc.,
American Jewish Players. Inc.. Ameta Film
Corp.. American Television Corp.. Antonina
Film Corp., Apex Enterprises Corp., Arsog
Pictures Corp., Artistic Screen Laboratory.
Inc.. Associated Enterprises,
Inc.
— B—

B. & S. Theater Corp.,
Inc.. Benlen Amusement
ater Corp., Boro Hall
Break Enterprises. Inc.,
plays. Inc.

Beasley Enterprises.
Corp.. Bessall TheAmusement Corp..
Buflalo Roto Dis-

Canfleld Amusement Corp.. Carkey Theaters, Inc., Cat & Fiddle, Inc., Cineforum.
Inc.. Cinema Enterprises, Inc., Cinema Trading Inc., Cinemusic, Inc., City Information
Exhibit Center, Inc., Clinton Playhouse. Inc.
Cobian Productions, Inc., Collective Enterprises, Inc., Collective Film Producers, Inc.,
Consolidated Music Industries, Inc., Consolidated Television & Radio Corp., Continental
Amusement. Inc., Coronet Attractions, Inc.,
Cosman Raw Film, Inc., Costello Theater
Corp.. Credo Pictures. Inc.. Crest Pictures,
Inc.
— D—
De Laing-e, Eddie & His Orchestra, Inc.,
Diana Amusement Corp., Dickey Play Corp.,
Dpry Amusement Corp.
— E—
Eclipse Studios. Inc., Eldridge Amusements.
Inc., Empire Concessions, Inc.. English Films.
Inc., Ensemble Players, Inc., Everyman Theater, Inc.
— F—
Fair Grounds Amusement Corp.. Famous
Western, Inc., Federal Film Co.. Inc., Field
Amusement Corp., Frankel Enterprises. Inc.,
Frohman. Daniel, Presentations, Inc., Fulton
Theater
Corp.
— (3—
G. & B. Theater. Inc.. Garay Automatic
Amusement Co.. Inc., General Concessions.
Inc., Georgite Prods., Inc., The Gypsy Tent,
Inc., Goodsong Music Corp., Gotham Amusement Co.. Inc., Gramercy Designing' Studios,
Inc., Gramercy Pictures Corp., Gran sky Ticket
Service, Inc.. Green's Theater Ticket Service.
Inc., Grono Film Prods.. Inc., Group Prods.,
Inc.
— H—
Hampton Prods., Inc., Henday Exchange,
Inc., Highclass Motion Picture Theaters
Co., Inc., Hollywood Studios of Stage Dancing. Inc.
— I—
Ideal studios. Inc.. Ilena Theater Group.
Inc.. Imperator Pictures Corp., Independent
Concessions, Inc., Inter-Allied Films. Inc.,
International Altractions, Inc., International
Concerts Corp., Island Film Corp.
— J—
J. L. B. Operating Corp.. Jereg Theaters.
Inc.. Jewish National Film Corp., Jewish
Productions,
Inc., Juno Films. Inc.
— K—
. K. &. K. Amusement
Corp., Kale Amusement. Corp., Kaufman
Amusement
Corp.,
Kayhart Studios, Inc.. Keaton. Buster, Prods.,

'A

"N

Inc.. Klegan Enterprises, Inc., Knickerbocker
I Pictures Corp.. Kobzar Film Corp.
L. & M. Theatrical Corp., Lawder, Hope.
! Productions, Inc.. Le Baron. Eddie. Prods..
Inc.. Leading Attractions. Inc., Lee Film
Corp.. Lefecr Productions. Inc.. Legitimate
Attractions, Inc.. Leka Amusement Corp..
Lekay Amusement Corp., Lenwal Productions, Inc., Levar United Theater Corp..
Lyn Amusement Corp.. Lyric Amusement
Co.. Inc.
— M —Magnificent Pictures
M. C. Pictures, Inc.,
Corp., Mayfair Cinema Co., Inc.. Mayfair
Theater Rathskellar, Inc.. The McClendon.
Rose, Players, Inc., Mecca Roller Skating
Rink. Inc., Mecca Sports Arena, Inc..
Merit Pictures Corp.. Merle Amusement
Corp.. Meteor Productions. Inc., Mid
City Operating Corp.. Midtown Theater
Ticket Agency. Inc.. Miller & Sherry, Enterprises, Inc., Mirar Amusement Co., Inc..
Mrs. Dodd. Inc.. Modern Enterprises Corp..
Modern Jewish Players. Inc., Motor Coach
Film Advertising, Inc.. Motorcycle Amusements. Inc.. Movie Broadcasting Syndicate,
Inc.. Movie Studio, Inc., Movie Theater
Equipment Contracts. Inc.. Moviematic Laboratories. Inc.. Musart Film Productions.
Inc.. Music Management. Inc., Myron Theater Co.. Inc.
— N—
National Film Renovating & Process Co.,
Inc.. National Playgoers Guild. Inc.. Network Features. Inc.. New Star Films. Inc..
New Atar Grand Opera Co., Inc.. New York
Enterprises. Inc., No. No. Nanette. Inc..
Norbert Amusement Co., Inc.. Norma Enterprises, Inc.. North American Film Library.
Inc.. Noted Yiddish Artists, Inc., Ruby Newman Enterprises. Inc.
— O—
Oakhurst
Studios, Inc.. Oceanic
Pictures
Corp., Opera-On-Tour.
Inc., Opus Film Co.,
P — Syndicate, Inc.
Inc., Oraltone, Inc.. — Otis
P. C. & N. Enterprises, Inc., Pango Pango
Amusement Corp., Paradise Pictures Corp.,
Patterson Artist Bureau, Inc., Pax Films.
Inc., Payatz Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.,
Peet Film Corp.. Phonetic Film Slide Projector, Inc., Photo-Ad-Makers. Inc.. PhotoL,itho Service, Inc.. Photographic Technical
Corp., Picture Publications, Inc.. Pit Productions. Inc.. Players Productions, Inc..
Playtime Productions. Inc., Professional Appointments, Inc.. Producers Syndicate, Inc..
Provincetown Short Dramas, Inc.. Prudential
Enterprises. Inc.. Prudential Pictures, Inc.,
Puffing Enterprises, Inc.
— Q—
Queensboro

Inc.

Reid Amusement Corp.. Richard Amusement Corp., Rhapsody In Black, Inc.. Riverside Amusement Co., Inc.. Ring-Theater.
Inc., Robin Management Corp.. Roder Amusement Co., Inc.. Rome Theatrical Enterprises.
Inc.
Inc., Rotary Attractions, Inc., Royal Box,

(Continued from Page It
Chicago, one of five

L

county film houses charged by G1
non
laws. with violating Indiana's lott
Gannon dismissed the original ,

Home
to am "Vr
fidavit denied
against histhe motion
Voge after
it to show that $1,000 in War Bo
or Stamps rather than $1,000 in c :
!had been offered by the theater
the award to be made by the pat
drawing the lucky number in a B;
Night drawing over a year ago
tigation.
y
terrupted by the prosecutor's imvSj
The original affidavit was at v<
ance with testimony
taken at
trial, which disclosed that War Bo; '
and Stamps and not cash had b»|!l
posted
as the prize for the parti,;1!
lar
drawing.

The case against the Voge
been closely watched by theater f
erators
throughout angle,
Indiana beca'of
the precedent
The other
theaters pending
against bef
wh,j:
identical
four
othercharges
specialare judges
are Palace of Gary, first to be raided
Gannon's agents; the Parthenon
Hammond;
the Indiana of IndnP

Harbor,
and thetook
Hoosier
Whitii;
All the raids
place ofduring
latter partir Merry
of 1943.
Christmas! if
Q|

Bill Posters Re-elect Carano

r

Detroit — Local 94, Billposters, hij
dling all billing and paper distrifl
tion for theaters, has re-elected J>!
Carano
as president, and Mich
Noch
as business
agent.
Ot

newly-elected officers are: Vice-pi'-ident,
Rooss; and Secreta1
treasurer,Ernest
Matt Kobe;
Trustiv
Wire Baif-'
Elmer
Solomon,
Michael
Noch,
jj
Peter Miglio.
Village
William

Theater.
Inc., Vocastrations.
Vogel Prods.,
Inc.
— W—

Winthrop
Amusement
Corp..
casting. Inc.
— Y—
Yiddish
Group
Prods., Inc.

Players.

Yokel

Inc.,

•:■
to

— Z—
Z. & G. Motion Picture Corp
NUMERICALLY NAMED COMPANIE si
First Stop to Heaven. Inc.
12th Street Amusement
Corp.
Twentieth
Century
Presentation
in
77th St. Amusement Corp.

m

Safa Prods.. Inc.. Samo Associates. Inc..
Sandy Amusement Co.. Inc., Senta Theater
Corp.. Solvay Community Theater, Inc..
Something About A Soldier. Inc., Sphinx
Films Corp.. Stage Tests, Inc.. Standard
Projectors, Inc.. The Staten Island L. & B.
Amusement Corp., Stedman Productions, Inc..
Sterling Enterprises, Ltd., Stone Film Library. Inc.. Super-Serial
Prods., Inc., Superba
Management
Corp.
— T—
The Tanbark. Inc.. Tatra Film Corp.. Theater House, Inc.. Theater Owners' Trading
Corp., Theater Restaurants. Inc.. Theater AL WINSTON, 20th-Fox publicity staff, Chic
Screen Corp.. Theatrical Rendevous, Inc..
Paramount circuit sales. Chic f
Thumbs Prods., Inc. Todo Pictures Corp.. •AM STAHL,
BOWSER,
general
manager,
FWC.
Tower Amusement Corp., Tower Pictures. GEORGE
Inc., Transmarine Radio. Inc.. Treo Film
Angeles.
). KRAPPMAN,
FWC
Southern
(
Exchange of New York. Inc.. Tri-Dimension ANDREW
for'nia manager,
Los Angeles.
Film Corp.. Trident Film Corp., Trocer Enterprises. Inc., Tru Pictures Co., Inc.. Twin JOHN
BARTERO.
and
gel
Theaters. Inc.
counsel,
FWC. vice-president
— U—

IN NEW POSTS

Unit Entertainment,
Inc., University Place
Theater
Corp.
— V—

Van-Lope Amusement Co., Inc., Vanderbilt Studios,
Inc.. Verdict
Theater
Corp.,

VOA

•q.sia uoiq.orvpo.ici

Boulevard
— R— Theater,

of East

r

WILLIAM
TEMPLE, Lou Lifton's Publicity d.
Monogram,
Hollywood.
LEONARD
B. NEWMAN,
JR., manager,
SI
Gainesville,
Fla.
DON

MARTIN,

manager,

Normandie,

Boston

was
*d

'M
.

imcxte in Character
lernaiional in Scope
dependent in Thought
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D VANCE PREVIEWS POLICY PAYING OFF

.

sport East. Seaboard Buying Combine in Work
. Unit Said to Be
leus; Approximately
'heaters in Group

Boosts of From 20 to 40%
In Biz Realized; Practice
Gaining in Many Sections

. ependent Buyer Service, Inc.,
ply formed by a group of New
y exhibitors, is said to be the
us for an Eastern seaboard booknd buying organization. Initial
call for the operation of the
) in the territory between New
y and New England, later to
tended south to Maryland.
T-l Duncwork was laid at a meeting
Continued on Page 7)

w

Tho Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

Boosts of from 20 to 40 per cent
in business have been realized from
the policy of holding advance previews, put on for a single performance afew weeks ahead of the regular opening of a picture, and as a
consequence the practice gives evidence of catching on in a dozen-odd
territories,
a Film Daily checkup
reveals.
Idea received a major stimulus
(Continued on Page 6)

ir
I First in Penn,

20th-Fox Pension Plan
Action Slated in May

(al of the action brought by 24
endent exhibitors in the Pittsll area against the major comis has been placed on the calenor Jan. 22 in Pittsburgh,
e case was brought against the
:-ompanies in August after the
butors had filed a case against
( of the same plaintiffs for aljly falsifying box-office reports
(Continued on Page 6)

Prelude to hilarious fun with sensational Vera Hruba Ralston and comedy team, Walter
Catlett, Vera Vague and William Frawley, in this scene in Republic's new frolic, "LAKE
PLACID SERENADE."— Advt.

Big 16 mm. Field in
ranee and Belgium

ro Execs, to Attend

Development of the 16 mm. field
in France, as a result of the German
iual Auditors' Meeting occupation, will further the progress
and rehabilitation of the French film
j-M's
audi-2 industry, it was gleaned from a reslated annual
for the meeting
week ofofJan.
port made by Louis Lober, OWFs
e Hotel Astor, will be attended
acting
head of the overseas branch
by 26 home
office executives. of the Motion
Picture Bureau.
pns will be conducted by Charles
Whereas
there
were few 16 mm. proitem, assistant treasurer, and
jectors before the war, between four
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)

si

vench Printing for
American Pix Nears
^aris (By Air Mail)— Printing of
erican pictures in France may be
;s:b!e soon.
Operation
of the
•rich Kodak plant depends mainly
rbtaining
of coal.
Kodak
is
•able of producing
approximately
million feet of film and it is
peered that production
will
l by the end of the month.

be-

Tax Experts Differ
On Admissions Levy

Execs, on Probation Five Years

George E. Browne, ex-head of the
IATSE and his personal representative, William Bioff, sentenced in 1941
to eight and 10 years respectively
."The Outlaw," produced by How- for conspiracy to extort more than
ard Hughes, will be released by $1,000,000 from the industry, were
United
Artists, it was announced ordered released from Federal prison
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

d Hughe
Howar
vias UA"Outlaw'
Distribution

Preston Sturges to Make
Two Features for UA
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Deal by which United
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY Artists will release two pictures to
Washington — Opinion of the na- be directed and produced by Preston
been concluded between
tion's tax experts as rounded up by Sturges, has
(Continued on Page 6)
the Republican post-war tax study
committee of the House of Representatives shows a definite division in
thinking in regard to admissions
OW1 Briefing French
taxes, with general agreement that
Via Film Trade Mags
substantial paring of corporation
rates which now hit studios and disAs an aid in bringing France upto-date on Allied film activities
continued on Page 8)

Orders Browne, Biott Freed
Ex-IATSE

Following last week's announcement of Treasury Department approval of the RKO pension plan and
clearance earlier this year of a similar proposal
for Loew's
it
(Ccntinued
on Pageemployes,
8)

f:r the past four years, American
and British film trade journals are
now being sent there and articles
from these journals are being distributed to the press, according to a
report made by Louis Lober, acting
ch'ef of the Motion Picture Bureau
of the OWI overseas branch. Biographies tf new stars developed in
these years are also being released
to the papers and arrangements have
been made to keep both papers and
radio informed on the latest film
news.

3^
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Published daily except Saturday!, Sundayi
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, Preiident and
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreaiurer; Al Steen. Astociate Editor. Entered
ii second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
»ct of March 3, 1879. Terrai (Pottage free)
United Statei outfide of Greater New York
{10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00: 3 montht.
53.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Addrets all communications
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway.
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
J-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable addren:
F'ilmday, New York.
Representatives : HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
-RalDh W'lk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phont
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Eiler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardoui
St., W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco
Virtudei 214. HONOLULU— Mn. Annabe'
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger
Auguito Compte 5, Mexico. D. F. SAN JUA±\
-E. Sanchez Ortii. MONTREAL — Ray Car
michael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.

Name Lou Goldberg Prexy
Of 111. Reel Fellows Club
Chicago — Lou Goldberg, Republic
Pictures, was elected president of
the Reel Fellows Club of Illinois,
an association of exchange salesmen. Other officers elected to govern the club for 1945 were: First
vice-president, Ted Meyers, Universal; Second vice-president, Harry
Walders, RKO; Secretary, Saul Goldman, Variety Pictures; Assistant
secretary, Henry Kahn, M-G-M;
Treasurer, Robert Funk, Universal;
Assistant treasurer, Tom Greenwood, Columbia; Sergeant-at-arms,
Max Dreifuss, Monogram; Trustees,
William Weinshenker of Universal,
Paramount's Lou Aurelio, and Frank
Flaherty of Columbia.
Installation of officers has been set
for Jan. 21.

"Fighting Lady" Set for
Victoria Bow on Jan. 17
"The Fighting Lady," U. S. Navy
fi'.m which 20th-Fox will distribute,
is scheduled to have its world premiere at the Victoria Theater here
on Jan. 17.

REEVES
SOUND
1600 BROADWAY.

STUDIOS, INC.
N. Y. 19

$6,300,600 lo Ascap
Members for 1944

Circle 0-6686

Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

WILL H. HAYS is expected to arrive in New
York tomorrow from his annual Christmas visit
to his home in Sullivan, Ind.
CRAD SEARS, UA vice-pres'dent in charge of
dist: ibution. arrived at the week-end by plane
from the Coast.
HOWARD DIETZ, Loew's advertising and publicity chief, is back at his desk from the Coast.
H. D. HEARN. buying and booking head of
Exhibitor's Service, arrived with MRS. HEARN
from Charlotte, to spend the Christmas and New
Year holidays in New
York.
JULES LEVEY, president of Mayfair Productions, arrived from the Coast in time for the
Christmas Holidays.
STEVE EDWARDS, Republic's publicity chief,
arrived at the week-end from Lake Placid.
RECINALD ARMOUR, formerly RKO European
manager, is en route to London where he may be
assigned to an OWI overseas assignment after
conferring
there with Robert Risk'n, OWI
the film bureau.

chief of

GREGORY PECK, star of 20th-Fox's "Keys of
the Coast.
Kingdom," is at the Waldorf-Astoria from
the
VIRGINIA MAYO,
from California.

the film player, is a visitor

RALPH H. CLARK, Canadian manager for Warners, is in New York for home office conferences.
He returns to his Toronto headquarters next week.
JACQUES MERSEREAU, Hollywood set decorator and interior decorator, has arrived from the
Coast.
JERRY
MASON,
executive
Week" magazine, planed to
night on business. He will
Coast a week before returning

editor
of "This
Los Angeles last
be on the West
to New York.

The final quarterly payment
members of the American Society
Composers and Publishers sent
this month will bring the total I
the year 1944 to $6,300,000. TT
sum represents the largest amoii
paid in the history of the society sr
has been attributed to reduction
overhead and operating expend
from 28 to 15 per cent.

WB Putting $40,000 In

GENE and KATHLEEN LOCKHART will come
here from the Coast the latter part of January

"Happily Ever After"

to

"Happily
Ever
After"
will
backed by Warner Bros, to the ti
of some '$40,000.
The show will.)
presented on Broadway in March -j'
the company's
Barney Klawans
association wilth Victor Payne-J
nings.
Gene and Kathleen Lockh
will be in the cast.

rehearse
for "Happily
Ever After."
CLAUDE RAINS has arrived in New York from
London.
WILLIAM DANZINCER, Loew's home office
advertising
dept., will arrive tomorrow from Cincinnati.

Arthur Brilant Heads RKO
Special Features Service

Civic Awards Tied to
"Dinner for a Soldier"

Arthur Brilant has been promoted
to the post of manager of RKO Radio's special features service divis;on, succeeding Charles Levy who
becomes publicity director of Walt
Disney's New York office. Change
becomes effective Jan. 2.

Detroit — A presentation of special civic awards to the 10 Detroit
families who have entertained the
most servicemen during the past
year was made on the stage of the
Fox Theater Friday night by Mayor
Edward J. Jeffries, Jr., assisted by
the USO Committee. Event was the
climax of an intensive exploitation
campaign handled for the past two
weeks here by Irwin Zeltner, 20thFox exploiteer, in co-operation with
David M. Idzal and Betty Smith of
the Fox Theater, for the world premiere of "Sunday Dinner for a Sol-

Preparing Theater Bills in I1L

Five hundred additional couples
who have been hosts to servicemen
were the guests of the theater on
Friday, the opening day of the picture.
dier."

DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLO
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWE
— and —

In his new post, Brilant will supervise the preparation of feature
story and pictorial publicity material as well as various syndicate services to newspapers throughout the
country. His division also handles a
-oecialized advertising and promotion service direct to theaters.
Brilant, who at one time operated
a circuit of 30 theaters in the Middle West, is the author of two produced plays and a former staff writer
'or Paramount. A number of years
^.go he was exploitation manager of
pathe Exchange, Inc.. and director
"•f publicitv for the Warner circuit.
He joined RKO in 1939 after beinswith Rnthrauff & Ryan for four
years. He recently was named publicity co-ordinator
of the industry's
Red Cross
drive.

Chicago — The Illinois legislate
begins its sessions Jan. 3, and s
sral bills affecting theaters are I
ing prepared for early introducti

i*. Y. THEATER
RADIO CITY MUSIC
50th

and

Sixth

Avenue

M-G-M's VELVET"
"NATIONAL
MICKEY
ROONEY

The

Maj. Arthur M. Loew Back

Music

Hall's

Great Christmas

Stage

Sh

'MARRIAGE

IN PERSON

LanaTURNER

EODIE

ON

To Loew Post Early in '45

A report that Maj. Arthur M.
Loew, associate head of the OWI
overseas motion picture bureau, will
return to his former post as viceoresident
in chargeshortly
of M-G-M's
Columbia's Divisional
eign distribution
after forthe
Exploiteers to Huddle
new year, was confirmed by Morton
A. Spring, acting manager for
Frank
P. Rosenberg,
Columbia's Loew's Inc., during the Major's ab^dvertising-nuhlicity
director,
and sence.
Harry K. McWilliams, national exMaj. Loew, placed on the inactive
nloitation manager,
have called a list by the Army, is currently vaconference of divisional exploitation
cationing in Mexico.
[managers to be held here Jan. 2 and
3 to formulate
and discuss special
^lans for exploitation of company's "Keys of the Kingdom"
^rthcomine
Technicolor
attraction,
* Rivoli Thursdcr"
"A. Song To Remember."
Firm's
West Coast exploiteers will come to
"Keys of the Kingdom" will be
N°w York for the confab, together eriven its world premiere by 20thwith Ed Rosenbaum,
Philadelphia; Fox at the Rivoli on Thursday nieht,
Abe B°i-nstpin. Boston; Lee Seotem- it was announced on Friday bv Tom
bre, Washington:
Jules V. Serko- Connors, the company's distribution
wich, Chicago; William Shirley. De- chief. The film will start its regular engagement on Friday.
troit; and Hern^' G. Morris, Dallas.
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"House of Frankenstein," Universalis horror classic starring all its
Titans of Terror, has broken all existing records at the RIALTO
THEATRE

on BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

This again proves that

Universal knows when and how to make this type of boxoffice bonanza.
We really believe that "House of Frankenstein" is headed for an alltime record for horror pictures . . . So, brother, don't be wary of this
scary. You, too, can play it!

IfiTH

starring

BORIS KARLOFF • LON CHANEY M john carradine • J. carrol naish
ANNE GWYNNE • PETER COE • ELENA VEROUGO • LIONEL ATWILL
Screen Play by Edward T. Lowe • Directed by ERLE C. KENTON

Produced by PAUL MALVERN

• Based on a Story by Curt Siodmak

DAJL

Hear Exhlbs. Counter
Suit First in Penn.

Policy Paying Off
Continued from Page 1 I
from the experience of exhibitors in
communities near Army camps,
where enlisted personnel is shown
most new pictures well in advance
of public showings. Word-of-mouth
advertising by soldiers, including
their comments in letters home and
ro friends, immediatelv became a
potent factor in arousing general
interest in the pictures, with the result that they did more than average business in their regular theater
bookings.
In addition to aiding theaters, the
advance previews have a decided advantage for distributors in the way
of providing tests for their campaigns. In some cases, on the basis
of reactions at a series of previews
in assorted situations, the picture's
original merchandising campaign
has been revised with improved results.
In single-week and split-week
stands, the advance preview was
found to have special value because
the two or three weeks of comment
generated by the preview resulted
in much stronger business throughout the run than the outturn when
a picture opened more or less cold.
This proved especially helpful in
connection with pictures that were
hard to sell, had minor marquee
names but high entertainment value,
or otherwise required word-of-mouth
plugging to get maximum results.
From a financial standpoint, by
holding the previews at midnight
and charging, as a rule, higher than
the regular admission, theaters have
added to their income besides
launching a profitable promotion. The
owl showings also draw a lot of
non-regular customers and swing
shift workers.
Opportunities for effective tieups
also are provided by these previews.
Most active company in giving advance previews is Warners with exceptionally favorable results noted
in recent months on "Janie," "The
Very Thought of You" and other
pictures. A series of similar previews also is scheduled for ''To Have
and Have Not." the company's January" release.

Tuesday, December 26, 19,

Continued from Page 1)

▼
T
T
• • • CUTF NOTES: Morris Ehenstein, Warners' lawyer who
handles story and copyright matters, is a playwright in his spare time,
writing under the ncm de thealer of Martin Stone
He's had one play
produced and is working en another. ... 9 Ccgnsy Productions has
engaged Ruthrauff & Ryan as its advertising agency for magazines, newspapers, radio, and outdoor posters. ... • First announcement of a New

on percentage pictures.
While r
c istributors entered their compla
first, the counter suit by the exhi:
tors has been set for trial before tl
of their defendants.
In their complaint,
docketed u
Morris
theater operator
DuquesneRoth,
and Swissville,
Pa., in ;
half of himself and 23 other exhi-j
tors, the plaintiffs asked that the
tributors be enjoined from contii

O Booking of "The Princess and the Pirate" for the Hughes-Downtown
Theater, Detroit, on Jan. 19, marks a new departure for this house, with
the feature slated to stay three to four weeks. ...
9 Over 1,400 toys and

ing alleged
monopolies
and of
acting
concert
to require
payment
higi '
percentage
rates
than
allege.
charged to affiliated theaters.
I:
further asked the court to deck
license agreements unlawful, to h
certain provisions of the agreeme
unenforceable
and to issue an J
junction preventing
the defenda
from attempting to have the platiffs disclose
confidential
busir.
details.

games brightened Christmas for Onondaga County's needy children
Ruth Bolton, manager of Loew's Strand, Syracuse, accepted the gifts as
admissions to a special program, and then turned over the "receipts"
to the Onondaga Council Girl Scouts of America for distribution. . . .

National Arts Institute
Membership for Kern

Year's party in from Sherman S. Krelberg who has sent out invitations to
an annual luncheon at the Film Center Bldg. Friday. ... • Peter A.
Lewis of the New York Film Board of Trade has been elected a director of
the Motion Picture Bookers Club. ... • The latest count shows 5,963
members of the IATSE in the nation's armed forces. The latest count also
disclosed total Bond purchases of SI, 786,601 by Alliance locals. . . .

• Material on the industry's 16 mm. gift iihns to servicemen has been
incorporated into 44 different transcribed programs of the Keystone Broadcasting System, serving a nation-wide chain of radio stations beyond
metropolitan areas. ... 9 Ted Donaldson, star of "Once Upon a Time,"
has received special commendation on his performance from George J.
Hecht, president of The Parents' Magazine
▼
T
Y
• • • ODDS AXD EXDS: A Raymond Gallo of Quigley Publications has been interested by Agent Claire Leonard in producing "Larry
and Jean." a play b\ Richard Dwenger, USN, who died when his ship
went down
last year off the Italian coast
Contemplated
is an
early Spring .opening. . . 9 The Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, will hold its annual entertainment and ball
in the Henrx Hudson Hotel on Jan. 27. . . • Francis Flood, former
booker at (he New Haven zone office of Warners theaters, is note
serving with the U. S. Army in Holland ... • Tony Peluso, manager of F & M's 5,000-seat Fox, St. Louis, made a hole in one while
playing golf with Harry C. Arthur, Jr.. and Matt Schulter, at the
Meadowbrook Country Club

i

Election of Jerome
Kern to
National Institute of Arts and L
ters, honorary organization in
field, was announced on the week->
by Arthur Train, president.
Xj
ing of Kern was in the music cf..
gory, and two other candidates wf
selected in the department of art;
Frank
W. Benson,
Salem. Ma
and Edward Hopper of New Y
City.
Membership in the Natio
Institute of Arts and Letters is 1
ited to 250 life members and is < :
stowed in recognition of distingu:
ed creative accomplishments.
Frank Lorenzen Dead
Detroit — Frank Lcrenzen, 60, f-

mardead,
exhibitor
and theatrical
floi"
, is
following
a heart atti
; He
at
one
time
owned
the
old
tie B" Theater in Detroit and"5
6
•
O
WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!
Berkley Theater in Royal Oak,
also manager the Rex, local thea
Arabs Film Enthusiasts,
$55,000 Already Pledged
For the past 20 years, he hanc
floral
and seasonal decorating j
For Willkie Memorial
Says RCA Iraq Distrib.
practically all Detroit theaters,
was an active member of Vari
Camden. N. J. — Hollywood prodAt the official opening of a gen- Club of Michigan.
Preston Sturges To Make
uct holds prime interest for audieral appeal for contributions for acTwo Features for UA
ences in the Middle East, it is asquisition of a Wendell Willkie memorial building, Charles Evans
Continued from Page 1 i
serted by Hafidh Al-Kadi, RKO VicCigarette Days _Yeic_
tor distributor in Iraq and a member Hughes, president of the Willkie
Gradwell
L. Sears, UA
vice-prexy
Stimulant for B. O
and
Henry
Henigson
representing
of that country's delegation which Memorial Building Fund drive, reCalifornia Pictures Corp.
Detroit — The Abington Theater
attended the recent International
vealed that S55.000 has already been
800-seater recently acquired by thi
Business Conference in Rye, N. Y.
subscribed. The drive is under FreeKrim Brothers, is making a bid h
fame by holding two special Cigar
The Arab, he says, is an enthudom House sponsorship. Hughes dissiast for film entertainment, and
ette Days. Scl Krim. manager, ha
closed the figure in a talk following
corraled a supply of cigarettes, ant
the business flourishes in Arabian
the premiere of the film, "Tomorrow
will se!l one package to each patrct
cities. Ancient Baghdad alone main- che World" at the Globe Theater
for two days at prevailing OPA prices
tains a dozen film theaters, and at last week. Headquarters for the
Hjuse has a regular confectioner
DECEMBER
26
license for the candy counter whic
present three or four more are under fund committee will be established
allows them to handle the cigarette!
Charles A. Alicoate
Mort
Blumenstock
construction. Half of the existing temporarily at 16 East 48th St. on
Jan.
2.
theaters are of the open-air type.

\\\\\ illinium
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1 16 mm. Field in
nice and Belgium
(Continued from Page 1)
'...: five thousand machines are now
i>rted available, not only for use
I ehools and universities, but also
Icommercial
circuits, and Amer'<L16 mm. films are in great deistead of competing with standfilms, the OWI points out the
-:. .11 format acts as an appetizer
a amerent clientele — inhabitants
emote and mountainous regions
might never see movies other?. Tne 16 mm. exhibitor usually
■ is one showing a week to com900 peo) jlities
with numbering
three or 800
four to shows
to

DAILY

Orders Browne, Biofi Freed
Ex-IATSE

Execs, on Probation Five Years
(Continued from Page 1)

at Sandstone, Minn., on Friday by
Federal Judge John C. Knox in New
York. They have served three years
of their sentences and paid fines of
$20,000 each.
The Government did not oppose the
release of the two former labor
leaders because they aided in the
prosecution and conviction of the
seven men found guilty last year of
a similar extortion.
The move for release of Browne
and Bioff was made by their counsel, Edward J. Behrens and John J.
Dailey, Jr., former U. S. attorneys
As Browne's legal representative
Behrens stated that the ex-IATSE
head was a model prisoner and under ordinary circumstances would
have been released in two years.
Browne, now 50 years old, has
broken with his former associates,
he asserted.
Browne and Bioff, Judge Knox
said, will be released as soon as a
wricten order is served on the warden at the Federal penitentiary.
They were expected on Friday to be
sec free by the first of the year.
The jurist maeie it clear that the
two former labor leaders must re-

er villages of one to three thouL Many of these exhibitors own
nany as three or more halls in
lerent localities, and it is estijed that 10,000 communities
in
nee have weekly 16 mm. shows.
he program usually consists of
sreels, one or wo documentarand a feature film.
ural auaicnces
are rapidly being more discerning and critical
he films shown and are demandmocernizaiton of the exhibition
s. Proper acoustics, carpets, uptered seats, and permanent opors' booths are following
the
,ern set by the city theaters,
elgium has also seen the small
Jnat develop into a commercial
ure.
This was stimulated to a New Political Action
I »t extent by the Nazis who con- Committee
Launched
jed any theater taking in less
$150 per week from 35 mm.
Sal |pment
Entertainment world is strongly
to 16 mm. operation.
p meet the need for 16 mm. films represented on the newly-formed Inprance
Belgium,
OWI
has
. ared andandis now
dependent Committee of the Arts,
supplying those
ltries with 39 subjects, consist- Sciences and Professions, national
of 109 reels in French, and 27 organization for political action
jects, consisting of 74 reels in which is the successor to the Indeinish. These documentaries were
pendent Voters Committee of the
e in both the 35 mm. and 16
Arts
and
Sciences for Roosevelt.
size.
Designed
primarily to
ish information,
these subjects
The new organization's temporary
r the American scene, American chairman is Jo Davidson, and other
effort, education, news of the temporary officers include Fredric
fie war theater, and include a March, treasurer; Herman Shumlin,
review aimed at bringing lib- chairman of the finance committee;
ed countries up to date on the and the temporary executive council
\Zan Wyck Brooks, Norman Corwin,
augment their current number Mady Christians, Moss Hart, Dr.
cumentaries, OWI has 17 addi- Moses Diamond, Philip Evergood,
al subjects in production.
Lillian Hellman, John McManus,
William Morris, Yehudi Menuhin,
Edward G. Robinson, Sr. Harlow
ichford's Mother Dead
Falls, N. H.— Mrs. W. Shapley, Dr. Alonzo F. Myers, Dr.
; ampton
chford, mother
of George
N. John P. Peters, Robert Rossen and
chford, comptroller
at Mono- Nelson Poynter. The ICASP will
n studios in Hollywood,
died headquarter at the local Hotel Astor.
illCI

UEDDinG BELLS

M
feH \i\r Haven — Albert Kane, head of
'.mount's Boston exchange was
':ied here last week to Maude L.
oil of the Warner office.

Harry Langdon, Veteran
Comedian, Dead on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Langdon, 60,
veteran screen and stage comedian,
died Friday of a cerebral hemorrhage, following an extended illness.
Surviving are a widow, a daughter
and a son.

Report Hew Eastern
Buying Group on Way

(Continued from Page 1)
port to a Federal probation officer
regularly for the next five years, Thursday at the Bellevue Stratford
Hotel in Philadelphia.
either in writing or in person. "The
Among the independents whose
probation officer," he said, "will have
the power to arrest them if they do theaters may be included in the New
not do everything that he directs," Jersey unit are Lee Newbury, Dave
adding "they may have broken with Snaper, Irving Dollinger, Lou Gold
the underworld, as counsel has said,
and Eddie Lachman. Approximately
but I don't want them to feel that
25 theaters will be included in the
initial body.
it Judge
is all over
Knox now."
further said that the
two men "really aided the Government with their testimony and there
may not have been convictions withvias UA
out that testimony." "Bioff made a Distribution
"Outlaw"
Hughe
very good witness and told the Howard
(Continued from Page 1)
truth," he declared.
The Government, represented by
over
the
week-end by Gradwell L.
Boris Kostelanetz, special assistant
Sears, UA vice-president in charge
U. S. attorney general who prose- of distribution. Closing of the deal
cuted the case involving the seven was effected on the West Coast in a
men, consented to the motion by the
meeting by Sears and Johnny
attorneys for Browne and Bioff. ,
Meyer. Release date has not been
He said: "I have been impressed
with, the fact that the testimony
given by Bioff and Browne was given set.
Moore Talks Disney Deal
in spite of latent and actual threats
of death and physical harm and in
Garry Moore, co-star of the Moorespite of the fact that, at least in Durante airer and David O. Selznick
their own minds, they believed they contractee, is negotiating with Walt
would be the objects of revenge on Disney for a series of cartoons based
the part of the convicted men and on Moore's air stories. Moore would
of their families and associates for narrating.
make the adaptations and do th«
the balance of their natural lives."

SINCE PEARL HARBOR —
EVER SINCE THAT EVENTFUL DECEMBER DAY
THAT PLUNGED A WHOLE WORLD INTO WAR,
THE ALEXANDER FILM COMPANY HAS BEEN PRODUCING PATRIOTIC FILMS.
THE MAJORITY OF ALEXANDER THEATRE SCREEN
ADVERTISING HAS BEEN DIRECTED TOWARD
CONSERVATION OF VITAL MATERIALS, TOWARD
AVOIDING BLACK MARKETS AND APPEALING
FOR MORE WAR BOND PURCHASES!
LOCAL MERCHANTS ARE EAGER AND
TO SPONSOR THESE FILMS. ARE YOU
A SHARE OF THIS EXTRA REVENUE?
WRITE FOR PATICULARS

NOW!

WILLING
GETTING

m
DAILV

Tax Experts Differ
On Admissions Levy
(Continued from Page 1)
tributors as well as theater circuits
must be accomplished within a short
time after the war.
The study is based on analysis of
62 individual and group proposals.
There was general agreement
among the proposals included in this
study that the base for individual
income taxes must be kept at an extremely low rate, but it should be
pointed out that the opinions represented here do not include those of
liberal and labor groups who are
certain to have a powerful voice in
the drafting of post-war tax plans.
Significantly, the House group
points out that none of the proposals is clear regarding the time these
reforms should be accomplished.
Only when advocating repeal of the
excess profits tax do they even attempt to specify when, adding such
comments as "as soon as possible,"
'immediately after the German
war," or, in one or two cases, "immediately." Otherwise the time factor is left completely indefinite.
Plans studied by the groups all
have a similar objective — a Federal
tax system "designed to help business." This purpose, the planners
point out, is the surest way of providing full employment and assuring
steady income for farmers and professional people. In addition, there
is a strong desire to eliminate the
uncertainty of Federal taxing, with
a desire to do away with year by
year revisions in tax systems. Only
•■early changes of consequence, it is
hoped, would be in rates.
There is a call also for the end of
overlapping by Federal and state tax
bodies. This is especially important
to exhibitors who in many states are
forced to pay not only the Federal
admissions tax but also a state admissions tax of some size.
The committee noted a trend toward doingtoward
away with
taxes"of
and also
the "luxury
elimination

33 to Get Honor Medals

800 Attend Paramount's
Annual Christmas Party

TO THE COLORS!

*

PROMOTED

*

Pfc. WALTER K. SMITH, formerly Roosevelt,
Chicago,
to corporal
in the Marines.
Corp. BILLY EDWARDS, formerly Marbro serv ce staff, Chicago, to sergeant, somewhere
in France.

*

ARMY

*

HENRY
ONAK,
Roosevelt
theater, Chicago.
RAY
SIROVATKA,
Roosevelt
theater, Chicago.

— DO YOUR

SHARE

Baltimore — "Smashing Sixth" silver-Medals ofHonor will be presented by Walter W. Ruth here tomorrow
to 33 industry members for their
standout efforts in the campaign, it
is announced by Maryland's exhibitor state chairman, Frank Durkee.
Ceremonies is set for 2:30 p.m. at
offices of MPTO. Recipients are
Fiank Durkee, Louis Gaertner, Lauritz Garman, George Jacobs, Meyer
Leventhal, Jack Levin, Walter Pacy,
Arthur Price, I. M. Rappaport, Nat
Rosen, William K. Saxton, Lawrence
Schamberger, Harry Silver, Helen
Dieting, Mrs. Grace Fisher, Jack
Katzoff, Harry Goldman, Sam Dia- Berg Ends 6th Loan Stint
mond, Frank Scully, Gordon Contee,
Herb Berg, on leave for the past
Nick Weems, Joseph Young, Harry three months from UA and assigned by Carl Leserman to Harry
Kahn, Martin Rogers, William Briemann, Reginald Ashcroft, Sidney Brandt, national chaiiman of the inLust, Mrs. Hilda Hicks and Lee
dustry's Smashing Sixth," returns
Insley.
this morning to the UA home office.
During the drive, Berg handled all
Buy a Bond, Get a Dollar
trade paper publicity under John
Hollywood, Fla. — "Silver Dollar Hertz,
c.irector.Jr., drive's national publicity
Jake" Schreiber of Miami Beach, for•
mer operator of a string of theaters
in Detroit, helped along the Bond 420 Seater Sells $130,000
sale by riding in the parade dressed
Cleveland — A record was set for
in full wild west regalia. Stationed this territory by Manager Harold
in front of the theater, he gave away Ray of the Park Theater, Painesville,
a silver dollar with every Bond pur- O., according to Charles Raymond,
chase.
exhibitor state chairman. At a re•
cent Bond Show in the 420-seat
SPG in $10,000 Purchase
house, $130,000 worth of Bonds were
sold.
Another fine record was
Co-operating with the industry's
special Sixth War Loan campaign, chalked up by Jack Armstrong, State
the Screen Publicists Guild, Local Theater's manager, Napoleon, O.,
114, UOPWA, will purchase $10,000 who sold $24,900 worth of Bonds in
worth of "E" Bonds at the indus- his 314-seat stand.

Paramount's traditional Christmas
levies. In some
admissions taxes party was held Friday afternoon
the discussion is when approximately 800 of the personnel in the New York area bulged
but not in all the walls of the recreation room in
the home office. Event was sponsored by the Pep Club and was attended by the company's top executives. Entertainment was furnished by the Paramount Theater
stage show, arranged by Bob Weit* DECORATED *
man, and the club's choral group and
and Lester
ROBERT RAMSAY, formerly Chicago the- male chorus. Howard
ater, was awarded the Bronze Star for bravLanin's
orchestra
provided
the muery in the Soulh
Pacific area.
sic.

HARCLD SMITH, Marbro theater, Chicago,
received the Purple Heart for bravery in
the South Pacific'

20th-Fox Pension Plai
Action Staled in May

(Continued from Page 1)
was learned over the holiday wee
end that a pension system long und1
consideration by 20th-Fox will I
submitted to the stockholders of tl
try's Statute of Liberty in Times company at their annual meetin
next May.
i
Sq. tomorrow at 12:30 p.m.
Presentation of the plan at thT
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., SPG president, an unincorporated association, year's meeting of the 20th-Fox stoc
holders was considered inexpediei 1
will make the purchase in the Guild's as result of the purchase of Nation
behalf from Maj. Leslie E. Thompson, representing Malcolm Kings- Theaters from the Chase Bank ar1
berg, industry's New York chairman acquisition of part of M-G-M's holi
for the "Smashing Sixth." Present ings in Gaumont-British.
at the purchasing ceremonies, in adApproval of the plan, which
dition to Rosentieid, will be Guild take in virtually everyone servirj
officials including Harry Hochfeld, the company, is expected to win tl
1st vice-president; Vivien Moses, 2nd okay of the board of directors.
vice-president; Charles Wright,
treasurer; Al Hirsch, secretary; and Metro Execs, to Attend
many screen publicists.
o

FLASH NEWS — NATION-WIDE

many of the excise
cases, it is believed,
are included when
of
cases."luxury taxes"

Sgt.

Tuesday, December 26, 194

Suttell Slain in Germany
Buffalo— Pfc. Edward Suttell, formerly manager of the Old Vienna
in
reported killed
theater,
P^^ action inwasGermany.
Suttell,
* survived by his widow and a
son, is said to have been one of seven
machine gunners who captured 120
Germans in a single night.

RCA Names Heidenreich
To Southern Sales Field
Camden, N. J. — Appointment of
Max N. Heidenreich as sales manager for RCA 16 mm. equipment in
the 15 Southern States is announced
by J. W. Cocke, southern regional
manager for RCA Victory. Until
recently, Heidenreich was a commercial engineer in the local RCA Victor
plant, and previously was in charge
of 16 mm. assembly at company's
Indianapolis plant. Under new assignment, he will headquarter in At-

Annual Auditors Meeting
'Continued from Page 1)

Alan
Cummings, in charge of e:'(
changeF. operations.
William F. Rodgers, vice-preside)
and general sales manager,
hear
the official list of executives who w
attend.
He will also speak to til.
group.
Others who will be on haiL
.nclude Edward M. Saunders, assif,
cant general sales manager; E. ]JV
(Ted) O'Shea, Eastern
sales ma
iger; Edwin W. Aaron, circuit sal
head; H. M. Richey, in charge of e:
nibitor relations; Harold
Postma
assistant to Cummings; William
Brenner, in charge of exchange mai
:enance, and Max Wolf, purchasii
head.
Also, A. J. Nelson, chief statiB
tician for the sales department; Pi
;us Sober and Ben Melniker of t
egal department; William Gleich
Jay Gove, Nat Eisenstadt, Leona |
Pollock, Harold J. Cleary, Mike Siri
Dns, Rose Klein, Charles Quick, Jcjj
Bezahler, Charles F. Deesen, Leoif
ard Hirsch, Paul Richrath, Bea Lu|f
tig, Matilda
Green and Geraldi:(J HI
Hawkins.
The group of 12 field auditors ill
tending will be: Parke D. Agne|s
Paul J. Ash, Francis W. Becke
Charles Bell, Oliver C. Broughtc
H. Carl
Gentzel, Willard
Gillia
Thomas F. Grady, Arthur Sklar, Air
.hur Sterling and Edward Urschf'
of the domestic operations, and J.
Eastwood, from Canada.

The five "Commando Girls" to
present will be: Anna
L. Bergi'I1
Dorothy Donaldson, Roberta Elstdon
Jeanne
Harris
and
Henrietta
Kle:(fy
Dr. Nathaniel Lief Dead
Also Edna Frank, head booker
The local film trade and the en- the Chicago exchange, and Mari J
tertainment world generally was sad- Ryan, office manager at Buffalo.
dened at the week-end by the death
in West Side Hospital of Dr. Nathaniel Lief, dentist to many screen,
stage and radio "greats," and himself a veteran first nighter, composer and playright who co-authored
advertising
and publicity
direct «[
13 musical shows and a number of NAT RKOWISE,Cincinnati
division.
L,
popular songs. He was a member of SAM STAHL, Paramount salesman, Chicago
Ascap and noted for his charities DICK
SHEINBAUM,
Paramount
salesman. |
which he carried on quietly.
Minneapolis.

IN NEW POSTS

aw Stock Cut Looms tor

First Quarter
{See Columns 2 and 3 Below)
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OA BILL TO AWAIT CLEARANCE CHANGES
eport Strike Suits Facing Two St. Louis Unions
arate Actions by Each
later Closed by Dispute
stiflf! Under Consideration
Louis — Legal action against
[ocal operators' and exchange
resid is by the St. Louis County theWners whose houses were darki.
aby
the recent strike which ded them of screen product seemed
: to
An in'.nil a certainty yesterday.
d source disclosed that pers. Si | the
only details not decided
:;£, yet were whether each theater
J sue individually, the amount
3 (images
and the parties to be
,i in the litigation.
1 kve was talk in some quarters
(Continued on Page 6)

as Corp. Buys Into
nth Tele-Radio

; its

eat;
i of

_
i
itors
h:
!
Gfll
slar,
M

as Corp., investment trust head• Floyd B. Odium, board chair)f RKO, is moving into the radio
Revision field in the French Emhrough the acquisition of an inin the Societe de Gerance de
Imperial of Tangiers, it was
sed yesterday by Odium.
French corporation which al(Continued on Page 2)

Votes "Lonely Heart,"
mphis Belle" as Best

Dne but
the
Lonely
*)) and "Memphis Belle"
jjj "orces) were announced
I Dy the National Board
(Continued on Page 7)

Heart
(Army
yesterof Re

{Hilt
rfFaloi

■■>well Successor
pif piection Tomorrow?

Action on a successor to the late

Jney Towell,
vice-president
and
iasure.r of 20th-Fox, may be taken
norrow at a meeting of the com, iny's board of directors,
Towell
!iBa ud recently of injuries sustained
en his automobile
collided with
Dther and overturned.

Famous Players Canadian Buys Into Spencer
Circuit; Joint Maritimes Expansion Mapped
Saint John, N. B. — Famous Players Canadian Corporation, Ltd., which has 345
theaters in Canada, has acquired an interest in the F. G. Spencer Co., Ltd.,
which operates theaters in three Maritime Provinces.
The companies will undertake a j int program of expansion in Maritime
centres when wartime restrictions on theater construction are lifted. Direction
of the Spencer chain will continue under F. G. Spencer, Saint John, who founded
it more than 30 years ago.
FPC expansion move follows closely upon the announcement by Paul Nathanson
and J. Arthur Rank of similar plans for the Dominion.

ISM to "Ted" Curtis
or Service in SAF

National Pix Biz Up
After Bad Pre-Xmas

Except in territories badly hit by
storms, theater business began to
manager of Eastman Kodak's motion pick up again on Saturday after a
picture film department on leave to
below-normal Christmas week, a
the Army, has
checkup yesterday revealed. Storms
been awarded the
and Christmas shopping were the
D i s t i n g u ished
factors that held down yuletide atService Medal, actendance, but in most spots Christcording to War
mas day patronage approached or
Department ansurpassed normal business.
nouncement yesterday.
As an example of how weather and
shopping combined to throw theater
General Curtis,
business out of gear, four Milwaukee
one of 10 generals
(Continued on Page 7)
to be so honored,
receives the
4,000,000 Seats Pledged
decoration speciFor March of Dimes Drive
fically for service
as Chief of Staff
Theaters with an aggregate of
of the U. S. Strategic A i r Forces
more than 4,000,000 seats are now
in Europe from
GEN. E. P. CURTIS
pledged to participate in the indusJanuary to Octry's March of Dimes drive, it was
tober, 1944.
announced yesterday. Every circuit
The general, familiarly known to replying has signified 100 per cent
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
Brig. Gen. Edward

P. Curtis, sales

5% Raw Stock Cut Likely
Expect Army

Demands

Kallet Incorporates
Broadcasting Company

The ITOA's state industry control
bill, regarded as the most important
legislative proposal affecting the industry, is being brought up to date
and revised, but its introduction in
Albany may await the outcome of the
briefs relating to changes in the
clearance provisions of the New York
consent degree. This means that the
measure will not be presented to the
New York legislature until after
(Continued on Page 7)

onvene Next Month
Forty-four state legislatures are
scheduled to re-convene next month
but the full extent to which the industry may be affected by state
measures is unknown at this time.
In New York, the ITOA may intro(Continued on Page 6)

Paper Salvage Matinees
In Area Houses Feb. 19
A free movie matinee for children
who participate in the wastepaper
salvage drive, which ends Jan. 31, in
answer to the pleas of Generals
Eisenhower and MacArthur for war
(Continued on Page 7)

Blue Networh-DuMont
Negotiations Reported
Negotiations are reported in prog-

to Force Curtailment
Washington Bureau of THE

Brandt
ProposalSays
May Wright's
End Need
For Control Measure

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although formal announcement will probably not be
made until next week, it now seems

Albany — Myron J. Kallet, up-state
circuit operator with headquarters fairly certain that the industry's raw
stock allotment for the first quarter
in Oneida,
in association
with his Jjstock al
year will be pared by four
brother, Joseph^, tflfcet, *n»>K. #g» next
has*g«&t»|$§efpo£jjedJ® five per cent from the last allow
MacNeilly,
(Continued on Pj5©OX£
%&hZ
(Continued on Page 6)

ress between
Allan
B. DuMont's
television
station,
WABD,
and the
Blue Network whereby the Blue
web would become a factor in television soon after the first of the year.
Deal is reported to involve the acquiring cf program time and studio
facilities by the Blue Network from
WABD on a co-operative basis, with
the network plugging the DuMont
video outlet through Blue stations.
Details are expected to be worked
out at a meeting next week.

m
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ready owns a radio station in the
Tangiers International Zone will
have the assistance of Atlas in the
construction and operation of stations at the following points:
Martinique, French Guiana and
Guadeloupe, French territories in India, Madagascar and La Reunion,
New Caledonia and Oceanic Settlements, Clipperton Island and St.
Pierre et Miquelon.
In addition to radio and tele, the
operation will cover facsimile and
wireless communications.
The French company is headed by
Charles Michelson of Paris.

Mexico Leases Camden
Municipal Auditorium

Music Hall and Center
'/*
Give Christmas
Bonuses
For the first time in the history
'/«
of Radio City
Music Hall and Center Theater, employes of the two
Rockefeller
Center organizations
I/4
have been given a Christmas bonus,
G. E. Eyssell, managing director, announced. The bonus consisted of a
week's salary, up to a maximum of
$100 for those employed for a year
or more, and graduated amounts depending on salary and length of service, for those who joined the organization in 1944.

Test Film Trailer Plugs
Woolums Dead in France
Columbus, O. — Pvt. Robert W. For Blue Radio Show
Woolums, 28, formerly man^Ea ager of the Drexel Theater
Chicago — Libby, McNeill, and Lib1^5
here, died in France Nov. 3, by, sponsors of "My True Story,"
the War Department has ad- morning radio program on the Blue
vised. He is survived by his father network, are trying out movie trailers in five key markets to exploit this
and two sisters.
daily program. If successful, other
cities will be added for an extensive
theater campaign tieup.
Rep. Budget at $20,000,000
FILM

International Parley on
Educational Pix Indefinite
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Allen Wilson, vicepresident of Republic Productions,
Inc., announces that the company's
1945 production budget is fixed at a
minimum of $20,000,000 and approximately $2,000,000 for additional
buildings as materials become available.

West Coast Bureau of THE

cominc and come

DAILY

Washington — Plans for an international conference on educational motion pictures seem to be still in the
indefinite stage. Judge Samuel I.
Rosenman, White House advisor, is
unwilling to discuss in detail his recent discussion with Harry M. WarI ner, but he has stated that no one in
Washington, or to his knowledge
elsewhere, has been delegated to begin work on arrangements for such
a conference.
Warner early this month proposed
to Rosenman and Joseph Davies,
former ambassador to Moscow, that
such a conference be called. Both men
Jare believed to have liked the idea,
j but it is reported that they wanted
evidence of more Hollywood participation than just Wamer Bros.

Producers Recognize SAG
Authority Over Acting

Camden, Ark. — The City Council
has leased the local Municipal Auditorium to Malco Theaters, Inc. for
presentation of road shows and exceptional films. Under the deal, the
city receives 12 14 per cent of the
gross, with a minimum monthly payment of $300,
agement willand
pay thealltheater's
utility manbills,
janitor fees, and pay also for all
equipment used. Malco operates the
local Strand, Rialto and Ritz. Auditorium was built with proceeds of a
bond issue plus PWA aid.

West Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — At a meeting of the
producers and Screen Actors Guild
representatives yesterday the producers agreed that until and unless
ordered to do otherwise through
court action or Government direction
I they would recognize the existing
contract with SAG which gives it sole
jurisdiction over all acting work.
The producers did point out that
there appears to be a conflicting and
overlapping jurisdiction as to acting
work. This refers to the recent NLRB
order which the Screen Players
Union contends gives it jurisdiction
over all extra work and extras doing
bits, parts, stunts, singing, etc.

Loew's Pitkin's Sale of
$1,025,675, Bond Record
Loew's Theaters announced yesthat sales
"E" by
Bonds
during theterday
Sixth
War ofLoan
the local
Pitkin have now exceeded the figure
of $1,025,675 announced on the weekend. Circuit points proudly to the
fact that this is the first and only
theater in the U. S. to sell this
amount.

W. A. SCULLY, Universal sales chief,
MAURICE BERGMAN, eastern advertising
publicity director, are due in New York
week from the Coast.
DAVID E. ROSE, managing director for P
mount in England, is on his way to visit
company's Coast studios.
STEVE
BROIDY,
Monogram's
general
manager,
will start on a three-month
nat
tour of the company's exchanges from the <
Jan.
5.
WILLIAM
New
York
"reedley's

GAXTON
is expected
to arriv
from
the Coast
Jan. 6 for Vi
forthcoming
musical,
"Call

I. J. HOFFMAN, head of the Warner
Haven theater zone, is in Washington.
LT. CARL B. LEWIS, assistant dramatic e
of the Indianapolis Star, is home on convale:
Lucky."
leave
France. after having been wounded twici
S. E. PIERPONT, Paramount's general mar
in Brazil, left yesterday for the Coast.
HELEN AINSWORTH, resident manage.
NCAC, is en route from the Coast for a m
of
New conferences
York offices.in the company's Chicago
JOE SCHAEFFER, Columbia, and BILL KAR
Republic, Philadelphia salesmen, are spei
their annual vacation in Florida.
RHODA KAY, secretary to Columbia bi
manager, Lester Zucker, Cleveland, has tak
Florida.
leave of absence for a January vacatio
SAM
STECHER
and LOUIS
BERMAN
of
Associated
Circuit, Cleveland,
will take
wives to California next week for the wint
RUD LOHRENZ, UA district manager, Chi
spent
Lebanon,the III.Christmas holidays with his foil
family.
SAM SHIRLEY, M-C-M district manager,
cago, is on the Coast for a holiday visit wit
Army.
CHARLEY NESBITT, formerly B & K Rvelt manager, is in Chicago on furlough fron

Hope and Langford Ago
In March of Dimes Posts
Bob Hope, has been re-appoii
Chairman of the Servicemen's I
sion for the 1945 "March of Din
campaign. Frances Langford,
again serve as vice-chairman,
re-appointments were made by E
O'Connor, president of the Natii
Foundation for Infantile Parah

Alexander Coming East
for New York Parleys

Monogram to Release One
"A" Picture Each Month

J. Don Alexander, president of
Alexander Film Co. and chairma
the board of General Screen Ad
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tising, Inc., accompanied by 1
Hollywood — Monogram next month Alexander, is expected in New 1
will inaugurate a policy of releasing for a number of conferences the
one important picture each month, ter part of January and the e
starting with "They Shall Have part of February. Alexander
Faith" on Jan. 26. It will be fol- make his headquarters in the A
ander Film Co. offices at 500 5th i
lowed, in monthly order, by "Dillinger," "G. I. Honeymoon," "China's nue.
Little Devils," "Divorce" and "Sun-

bonnet Sue."
Dissolve Golden Company
Edward A. Golden Productions,
Inc., has been dissolved and its successor, Golden Productions, Inc., will
carry on the production activities of
Edward Golden.

WANTED

. . . SECRETAF

Publicity dept., leading independent. Mu
be experienced. Good opportunity. B<
222, The Film Daily, 1501 Broadwa
New York City.

.

"Dear Diary: I close the pages
of 1944 with my heart overflowing with gratitude to
my customers, the showmen
of America. They have made
it possible for our Anniversary Year to be not only a
commercial success but a
sincere expression of friendship. To them and to all of
good-will in our industry
thanks and God's blessings."
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Wllllford Elected

5% Raw Stock Cut Likely

GGI1r| Aniline V -P

ds to Force Curtailment
Expect Army Deman
(Continued from Page 1)

E. A. Willif ord, general sales manager of the carbon products division
of National Carbon, Inc., with which
firm he has been
associated for the
past 24 years, has
been named vicep resident in
charge of the
Ansco division of
the General Aniline and Film
Corporation, according to an announcement made
yesterday b y,
George W. BurE. A. WILLIFORD
pee, president.
This division of General Aniline,
which employs about 4,000 persons at its main plant at Binghamton, manufactures photographic
products and during the war has also
been producing war-time precision
instruments, having suspended temporarily the manufacture of cameras.
Williford, who joined National Carbon in 1920 has for years been closely identified with the photographic
field and is a past president of the
SMPE and a member of a number
of engineering societies.

DSM to "Ted" Curtis
For Service in SAF

further reduction in raw stock for
the industry. This will probably be
announced, along with the method by
which it will be imposed, at the Industry Advisory Committee meeting
set for Jan. 4.
It is believed that specific quotas
will again be set for each company.

New Haven — In New Haven and
Waterbury Sunday theater restrictions are being strictly enforced as
to New Year's eve performances.
Theaters must close their shows as
usual at 11 p.m., and reopen at 12:01
for the midnight shows, and are not
permitted to run continuous performance throughout the day and the late
show.
Other cities are not as strict
I in their enforcement and most shows
will be continuous.
Because of the
i closing of all restaurants and night
i clubs
throughout
the 'state
this year,
theaters
expect record
midnight
show
i business, and more shows are being
planned than usual.

(Continued from Page 1)
of including in the action individit
members as well as officers of 1j
three IATSE unions, Local 143, op>
ators; Local B-l, exchange back-roc
workers, and Local F-l, front-off
workers.
In the meantime each theater ov
er affected by the strike, which
Loew's
Theas., Ltd.,
Won't suited from the failure of the Ki:
Call In Preferred
Stock
wood, the Osage and Ozark to m
ploy union operators, has received
Toronto — Loew's Theaters, Ltd., questionnaire on financial loss causv
has no intention at present of calling by the dispute.
the outstanding preferred stock, it is
Whether
a Federal court wo;
announced. Shareholders, at a meethave
jurisdiction
legalaction
point com1,
ing, approved a resolution, which to be determined. is Ifa so,
when confirmed by supplementary be brought
in the U. S. Distil;
letters patent, will make the com- Court.
conform
with inscripIn the U. S. District Court ]£■
tion onpany's
thecharter
stock
certificates
Avhich
gives the company the right to re- Amusement
Corp., owners of
deem the preferred at 115 and ac- week counsel for the Kirkw< ",
crued interest.
Kirkwood, against
terminated
injunction
ceedings
Warner
Bros., 2'p :,!
Net profits for the fiscal year end- Century-Fox and Monogram Br
ed August 30, 1944, were equal to
$8.19 a share on the common and to
earlyforce
in the
in an eft"',r
thecontroversy
three distributors
$7.12 a share of this net was retained. Recently directors declared tracts
comply with
with the
the theater.
terms of their c5"
a dividend of $1 on the common and
announced their intention of making
distribution quarterly.

Schwalberg to Preside at
Cinema Lodge Luncheon

Don Francisco Quits CIAA
for Thompson Agency V-P

ance.
Present industry quota is 75
per cent of 1941 consumption.
Although Lincoln V. Burrows,
WPB Film chief, has been struggling
for weeks in an attempt to avert
further cut in the industry figure, it
now appears that the huge footage
demands of the Army will force a

Sunday Show Hours to
Rule New Year's Eve

Exchange managers have been in- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Don Francisco, Asvited by Cinema
Lodge
B'nai B'rith
; to attend
a luncheon
tomorrow
at the
sistant Co-ordinator of Inter-Amer(Continued from Page 1 1
ican Affairs, in charge of content
Hotel Astor Yacht Room. Al Schwalberg who recently joined Interna- planning in education, motion pica host of industry friends as "Ted,"
tures, and radio, has tendered his
tional Pictures, will preside.
is serving in his second World War.
resignation, effective Feb. 1, and will
A major in the AEF's Air Force from
1917-1919, he was decorated then Gibson Funeral Tomorrow
join the J. Walter Thompson adverwith the DSC, the Croix de Guerre
tising agency as vice-president and
Funeral services for Sydney C.
director.
and the Order of St. Anne.
Gibson, 66, associated with the comGiven leave in January, 1942 to
edy team of Olsen & Johnson for the
work with the War Department, Cur- past 20 years, will be held tomorrow Plans 12 All-Negro Shorts
tis, then a colonel, subsequently re- at 11 a.m. in the Frank E. Campbell
Chicago — Plans for the production
joined the Air Forces and went over- Funeral Home, 81st and Madison of six one-reel subjects under the
seas. In June, 1943, he was pro- Ave. Gibson, who died Sunday at name of "All American Varieties,"
moted to brigadier general. A bomb- the Polyclinic Hospital, is survived and six two-reelers to be known as
er in which he was flying was shot by three brothers.
"All American Gems," using allNegro casts, have been completed by
down in Italy, but Curtis escaped unscathed.. Later, his appointment as Maj. Glenn Miller Missing
E. M. Glucksman, head of All American News, Inc.
chief of staff for Maj. Gen. Carl
Maj. Glenn Miller, director of the
Bud Pollard has been engaged to
Spaatz was disclosed.
U. S. Air Force Band, and former
top-grossing orchestra leader, is re- direct the series, which will be made
Pelz, Theater Organist, Dead
ported missing on a flight from Eng- in the East and released especially
for the Negro trade.
land to Paris.
Portland, Ore. — Micha Pelz, former
Miller's band had been playing in
well-known theater organist, died in
San Francisco following a two Paris, and no members of the band PRC Signs Midwest Circuits
were with him on the plane which left West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
month's illness.
Hollywood — PRC has closed bookEngland Dec. 15 and has not been
found since.
ing contracts for its 1944-45 product
with the following Midwest circuits
Levey Signs Randolph Scott
representing approximately 160 theaters: Balaban & Katz Great States
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jules Levey has group, Schoenstadt & Sons, Illinois
and Indiana Theaters Circuit and
signed Randolph Scott for "The Van Nomikos Circuit.
Homesteaders" which he will produce
December 27
in color from the novel "Trail Town"
Marlenc Dietrich Edward L. Klein
by Ernest Haycock for United Artists Guy Ellis Wounded
John Bowers
Maria Alba
release. It will be the first of two
Cleveland — Pvt. Guy Ellis, former
Sam Coslow
Jackie Paley
productions he will make in 1945 for
Sidney Greenstreer
manager at Warners' Variety TheaUA. Levey paid $75,000 for the
ter, is in a Belgian Hospital recovscreen rights.
ering from wounds received in action.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..

Strike Suits Facing
Unions in St. Louis

Solons of 44 Slates
Convene Next Month
(Continued from Page 1)

duce its
industry control
measi ■•'
while
in Kentucky
a bill calling
a 10 per cent increase in the pres ja
amusement taxes appears likely t<j_
presented.
Reports
from
other states i
sketchy, with no accurate infon
tion although there has been t*_
of several bills affecting motion
tures in Illinois.
Such measures::!;
they materialize, may be offered*;
exhibitor interests although
tlr
has been no formal announcement ;
to legislative activities by the;,
groups in that state.

Axel Pearson Dead
Connersville, Ind. — Axel Pear; r
55, president of Anstead, Pearso:
Schilling, Inc., operators and owi
of three motion picture theaters h
is dead.

Retitled Oldies Bring
BBB Sting in Chicagt
Chicago — The Better Business Bu
reau has started a drive against fill
distributors in this area making
a practice of retitling old films an
offering them

to the public as ne1

product. Specifically mentioned i''iec
the bureau's current bulletin is "Pc
o' Gold," a 1940 picture with Jame
Stewart and Paulette Goddard bein
shown

once

more

as "Jimmy

Step

;dnesday, December 27, 1944
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Will Roosevelt and Churchill Kindly Arrange to
Meet Again, Somehow, Somewhere . . . But Quich!

ter Bad Pre-Xmas

Speaking in Commons

last week, Mai

Henry Adam

Proctor, in a speech

scoring the U. S. film industry, coced: ". . . and we have that peculiar quality
of voice which makes English sound like a flute against the American tin

(Continued from Page 1)
nters with a total seating capawhistle.'' Well, all was quiet on the vocal front until yesterday when the New
York Institute of Voice Teachers, in announcing its 1944 awards for the best
[ of 3,300 had an aggregate gross
$46 one day last week,
motion picture voices cf the year, warbled sweetly that "for the first time,
juffalo patronage, after a preno British actor or actress has been represented on the 10 best voice list,"
and,
as its president, Mrs. J. D. Parsily, pointed out at their recent meeting,
nistmas week which was 25 per
t better than the previous week,
"the American voice has finally achieved a stature as great, if not greater, than
that of the British."
"k another upward spurt on SaturMrs. Parsily now garnishes that with this: "It is about time we dropped cur
' only to have a heavy snowstorm
slavish enthusiasm for the British type of accent and the 10 motion picture
nket the city and territory, parstars selected have done much to make the American voice an outstanding
zing traffic and causing Mayor
;eph J. Kelly to declare a state of
example of voice perfection." Voices selected are those of Charles Bickford,
Ellen Drew, Martha Tiiton, Walter Pidgeon, Nina Foch, George Brent, Lauren
Urgency.
Bacall, Mary Anderson, Gene Tierney and Joan Fontaine.
Extremely cold weather delivered
nockout blow to Chicago theaters
t week, slowing up attendance in
h the Loop and suburban houses, 4,000,000 Seats Pledged
NBR Votes "Lonely Heart/'
verse war news was blamed partly For March of Dimes Drive
"Memphis Belle" as Best
Chicago theater managers for the
mp.
(Continued from Page 1)
Ul!
(Continued from Page 1)
torms and Christmas shopping set co-op, it was said by Joseph R. Vogel,
view
of
Motion Pictures as its selecladian theaters back on their heels circuit chairman.
Newest circuits
•ing the last week, according
orts from the Dominion.

to to line up with theaters enrolled in

Christmas day business in Broady houses was good.
The Music
11 set a new Christmas day record
h a gross of $23,100 with Metro's
; 'ational Velvet."
The Astor also
s a standout with "Meet Me in St.
ais." The Victoria broke four house
ords with the modernized version
Paramount's
"The
Sign of the
)ss," doing
the biggest
opening
ff business, biggest single day take,
gest week-end gross and biggest
ek. Other houses reported excelt Christmas day grosses.

G)

Jnited Artists reported top busies with the first two test engagents of Hunt Stromberg's "Guest
. the House" in Charlestown and
ientown.
:Lnf#|

THEATER DEALS

Expansion of the already extene Brandt theater chain by acquisin of the Liberty and Eltinge on
st 42nd St. is announced by Wili m Brandt. Purchase of the two
ises gives the circuit seven of the
outlets in the 42nd St. block be?en Seventh and Eighth Aves. The
—andts had been operating the Lib]y and Eltinge under lease. The
tierty and Eltinge, both one-time
it stands, were acquired by the
indts by purchase of controlling
ck in" valuation
the Daniel
;essed
of Holding
the plots Co.is
J20.000.

Irini

brackets, include.
Florida State Theaters, Jacksonville (110); Publix Great States, Chicago (52); Rockwood Amusements,
Nashville (16); Harris-Voeller theaters, Burley, Id. (12); Skouras theaters, New York (65); OK Theater
Corp., Dallas (4) ; Walter Reade, New
York (17); Fox West Coast (225);
Warners (485); Fox West Coast
(Northern Calif.) (52); Schulte Theatres, Detroit (19); Neighbox'hood
Theater, Inc., Richmond, Va. (25);
Cabart Theaters, Los Angeles (10);
Minnesota Amusement, Minneapolis
(81); Century Circuit, N. Y. (36);
Fox Intermountain, Denver (71);
Golden State, Oakland, Cal. (20);
RKO Theaters, N. Y. (99); Schine,
Glover sville, N. Y. (121).
Exhibitors participating will be
furnished via National Screen with
a full-color lithographed one-sheet
Citation poster signed by National
Chairman Nicholas M. Schenck and
Foundation
President Basil O'Connor.
The drive publicity committee has
prepared a "Thank You!" one-sheet
which is being mailed with the campaign books.
Lee Shubert was appointed yesterday by Schenck to head the legit
theater committee of the 1945 March
of Dimes. A goal of $100,000 is being
set by Shubert.

Ascap in Highbrow Field
Ascap has prepared contracts and
will start licensing producers and
promoters in the symphonic and conday. cert fields, it was announced yester-

Fred Erdman, Eastern supervisor
hicago — -Ed Rickabay, has sold his
■ i.bena Theater, Wabena, Wis., and of Ascap, formerly of the Artists and
Repertoire dept. of the Victor Talksines ' Laona Theater, Laona, Wis., and
ing Machine Co., has been placed in
-pit! h retain the management of the
the activities of this operaaatinj !'phenson Theater, Stephenson, and chargetion of
which will commence Jan. 1.
films Palace Theater in Daggett, Mich.

—,

tledford, Mass. — The Square, re- Sid Rose to Los Angeles
Chicago — Sid Rose, former UA
itly purchased from Fred Liberjn by the Middlesex Amusement branch manager, and his wife left
i, will now operate as a first-run, for his new post at the Los Angeles
itting product with the Medford, branch yesterday. Film row gave
him a farewell dinner.
ned by the same interests.

tions as 1944's best drama and documentary films, respectively. The "10
Best" in order of preference of the
Board's Committee on Exceptional
Photoplays are: (1) "None But the
Lonely Heart" (RKO); (2) "Going
My Way" (Para.); (3) "The Miracle
of Morgan's Creek" (Para.); (4)
"Hail the Conquering Hero" (Para.);

ITOA Bill to Await
Clearance Changes
(Continued from Page 1)
March 5 if at all. The Government
will submit its proposed clearance
changes on Feb. 1, the distributors
to make their answers to the recommendations on Feb. 15. The combined
proposals will then be presented at
a hearing before Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard on March 5.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
said yesterday that if the proposal
of Robert L. Wright, assistant to the
U. S. Attorney General, to permit an
arbitrator to eliminate all clearance
between houses charging the same
admission price should be adopted,
the need for the introduction of the
state control bill would be eliminated.
He said he found Wright's proposal
to be "very interesting" and that it
might said
erase
"present
squawks."
Brandt
he would
recommend
that
the measure be held up until the
clearance situation was clarified.
The ITOA-sponsored bill calls for
the creation of a New York State
Motion Picture Practices Board with
the power to prevent producers, distributors and exhibitors from engaging in unfair methods of competition. Thirty-one practices alleged to
be unfair were listed in the printed

(5) "The Song of Bernadette" (20thFox); (6) "Wilson" (20th-Fox); (7) proposals.
"Meet Me In St. Louis" (M-G-M);
Paper Salvage Matinees
(8) "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" In Area Houses Feb. 19
(M-G-M); (9) "Thunder Rock"
(Continued from Page 1)
(English Films); and (10) "Lifeboat" (20th-Fox).
materials, has been set for Monday,
Best documentaries in order of Feb. 19.
Theaters in all five boroughs are
preference: "Memphis Belle," "At- aiding in the plan by giving free adtack!" (The Battle for New Brimissions through the schools to every
tain), "With the Marines at Tara- child who collects 100 pounds of
wa," "Battle for the Marianas," and wastepaper. These admissions will
be subject to Federal tax only.
"Tunisian Victory."
The Board's large Reviewing Committee chose as the most popular Kallet Incorporates
films of 1944: (1) "Going My Way" Broadcasting Company
(Para.); (2) "Wilson"
(20th-Fox);
(Continued from Page 1)
(3) "The Song of Bernadette" (20thFox); (4) "Since You Went Away" Copper City Broadcasting Corp., also
(UA-Selznick); (5) "None But the with an Oneida home office. Name
Lonely Heart" (RKO); (6) "Meet of the new company, however, would
Me In St. Louis" (M-G-M); (7)
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M); (8) indicate that it is designed to enter
the broadcasting field in the adjacent
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-GM); (9) "Laura" (20thFox); and city of Rome.
(10) "The White Cliffs of Dover"
(M-G-M).
Committee on Exceptional Photoplays selected for outstanding acting:
. . on the Film Front
(1) Ethel Barrymore in "None But
the Lonely Heart"; (2) Ingrid Bergman in "Gaslight"; (3) Eddie Bracken in "Hail the Conquering Hero";
(4) Humphrey Bogart in "To Have
Cleveland — Variety Club has responded
and Have Not"; (5) Bing Crosby in
"Going My Way"; (6) June Duprez to an appeal for help from the Red Cross
in "None But the Lonely Heart"; (7) for additional blood donors by having made
Barry Fitzgerald in "Going My and running a trailer in all theaters stating:
Way"; (8) Betty Hutton in "The "War Victories mean more wounded boys.
Miracle of Morgan's Creek"; (9) That is why Blood Donors are needed imMargaret O'Brien in "Meet Me in
mediately. It's easy for you. It's life for
St. Louis"; and (10) Franklin Pang- him. Won't you be a Donor? Phone the
born in "Hail the Conquering Hero." Red Cross. Do It Today."
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ULL HOUSE SPEED
AHEAD!
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Give her the full throttle ... in Advertising . . . and let 'er

in telling the whole town what you've got . . . next weak-

whiz . . . Break all records . . . Keep blowing that old

day and next week-day ... So throw her wide open with

Advertising whistle continually . . . For you can't dawdle
on the Spondoolix & Southern . . . procrastinate on the

a full train of Accessories and Trailers . . . and you've got
a clear track . . . for full houses ahead . . . Give her more

Mazuma

and more Advertising steam and roll fast through the Big

& Western ... or hesitate on the Gelt & North

Eastern . . . You've got to give with the speed . . . Speed

Receipts belt . . . straight to your terminal . . . The Bank!
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!ND CENSORING OF PIX EXPORTS TO ENGLAND
4ewsreeSs Mull How They Can Save Raw Stock
/ Shaving 100 Prints
rom Their Orders Can
ive 150,000 Ft. Per Week

Export Licenses Not
Required After Jan. 1
To Any Part of Empire

Anticipating a sizeable cut in raw
j»ck allotments for their parent
upanies, the five newsreels are
(lay trying to decide how they will
;et the cut in their own film al^ance which they expect. The
?rnatives are cutting the length of
pi, or cutting the number of prints.
tt is believed that they may be
|e to shave their print order by
put 100 prints in all, which would
an about 150,000 feet of film per
ek. This would be a considerable
(Contnued on Page 8)

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DATLY

ew York Pix Critics

Washington— The Office of Censorship will stop issuing licenses for
export of films to England — in fact,
all of the British Empire — on Jan.
1, it was learned last night. With
review by the censors no longer required, the importation of films from
England will also be accomplished
without censorship by British authorities, itwas believed.
The actual order has not yet been
issued by the Office of Censorship,
but it is believed due in a day or
two. This will be the first relaxation of the actual licensing require(Continued on Page 3)

ck "Going Hy Way"
^aramount's "Going My Way"

Delighted friends of blonde skater Vera Hruba Ralston share her enthusiasm for one

Gov't to Ask New
Pix Morale Elforl

of the many brilliant, eye-catching skating spectacles in Republic's glittering ice
musical, "LAKE PLACID SERENADE."— Advt.

Washington Bureau of THE

de good as a triple threat in
ieving the New York Critics
ard for the "Best Picture of
4." In addition to the top honors
orded the film, the 16 critics of
metropolitan dailies, who met
?sday for their annual selections
(Continued on Page 3)

Gain in Equipment
To be Slow, IA View

a. First Over the Top
"Dimes" Enrollment

Delay in the increased production
of projection equipment is expected
by the IATSE as result of "the failure of defense plants throughout the
'abulations
made showed
yesterday
nalal headquarters
thatat Alalia is the first State over-the-top country to meet their scheduled military requirements."
theaters' enrollment for the 1945
The Alliance
reports
^rch of Dimes. Alabama already
(Continued
on Pagethat
3) "the re(Continued on Page 8)

Production to Remain
On Essential Roster
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

FILM

DAILY

Washington — New calls upon films,
radio and the press to impress upon
the public the importance of renewed
effort in support of the war are expected from Washington soon. Although pix have not relaxed in their
(Continued on Page 8)

DAILY

Washington — Although intensified Jackson Park Appeal
examination of individual jobs by
local draft boards is to be expected, May be Heard in April
there is little likelihood of any change
Chicago — Arguments in the Jackin national policy on selective serson Park Theater
anti-trust case
vice. Production of pix, including
against the major companies is ex(Continued on Page 3)
pected to be heard in the April term
(Continued on Page 3)

Plan AFL White Collar Push

RKO-Managers Guild
Row Hearing Jan. 16
The wages-and-hours dispute beween RKO and the Motion Picture
Operating Managers and Assistant
Managers Guild, which represents
nanagerial help in the circuit's houses
i this area, will be heard by the War
.abor Board on Jan. 16. The conroversy was certified to the WLB
m Dec. 8 by the State Board of
Mediation.

New International to Act After Cincy Meet
An intensive drive to bring into
Cobian Assumes Control
the AFL fold more white-collar
Of Cuban Smith Chain
workers in this country and Canada,
Havana (By Air Mail) — Ramos
Cobian last week assumed control
of the Smith circuit, Cuba's largest
theater chain, climaxing several
months of negotiations. Agreement
was signed with Ernesto P. Smith
(Continued on Page 3)

including those in the film industry,
will be launched by the International
Office Employes Union following ofi ficial receipt of its charter from the
AFL at a convention of all of the
Feo'eration's office employes' unions
opening in the Gibson Hotel in Cin(Continued on Page 8)

Zenith to Rebuild
Chi. Tele Studios
Chicago — Zenith Corp., having received allocation from FCC to operate a new 250-watt tele station on
a frequency of 480-504 megacycles,
announced here yesterday through its
chief engineer, J. E. Brown, that the
company will, as a consequence, rebuild its tele station W9XZV. Reopening in30 days is indicated.
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Leaves Columbia

Sam Kestenbaum, veteran film industry promotionalist, has tendered
his resignation to Columbia, effective tomorrow, and shortly after the
first of the year will announce his
new affiliation. Following his long
tenure as PRC's advertising and publicity chief in New York, Kestenbaum joined Columbia this year.
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Distinguished Audience
At "Kingdom" Premiere

"Smashing Sixth" Sales
Here Continue Strong

A distinguished audience drawn
from every field of endeavor will be
on hand tonight for the invitational
premiere of 20th-Fox's "Keys of the
Kingdom" at the Rivoli, where the
film will start its regular run tomorrow.
The 20th-Fox contingent will include Spyros Skouras, Charles Skouras, W. C. Michel, Tom Connors,
Murray Silverstone, Joseph M. Moskowitz, W. J. Kupper, W. C. Gehring,
A. W. Smith, Jr., L. J. Schlaifer,
Wilfred J Eadie, Dan Michalove, Hal
Home, Martin Moskowitz, Larry
Kent, Sam Shain, Charles Schlaifer,
Jack Sichelman and Roger Ferri.
Attending with Dr. A. J. Cronin,
who wrote the book, will be Gregory
Peck, the film's star, Otto Preminger
and Jane Ball and Frank Latimore,
20th-Fox players.
Some others expected to be present are: Adolph Zukor, Barney Balaban, Ned Depinet, George J. Schaefer, Robert Mochrie, Neil Agnew,
Edward C. Raftery, Grad Sears, William A. Scully, Jack Cohn, E. K.
O'Shea, J. J. O'Connor, Joseph Bernhard, Sam Dembow, Jr., J. R. Grainger, Leonard Goldenson, Charles
Moskowitz, Malcolm Kingsberg, Ben
Kalmenson, Will Hays, Abe Montague, Gus Eyssell, George P. Skouras, Si Fabian, Walter Reade, Norman Elson, Harry and William
Brandt, Sam and Harold Rinzler,
Fred Schwartz, Leo Brecher, Mayor
F. H. LaGuardia, Winthrop Aldrich,
M. H. Aylesworth, Irving Berlin,
Max Gordon, Francis Harmon, Jed
Harris, Moss Hart, John Hertz, Jr.,
John Hertz, Sr., Elsa Maxwell, John
F. Royal, Lee Schubert, Mrs. Sime
Silverman.

"Smashing Sixth" Bond sales continue strong in New York area film
theaters. Latest available official re"E"
port, through Dec.
sales $7,713,356
ahead17,of shows
those sold

Red Cross Sketch Is
Sought From Filmland

during
"Fighting asFifth."
Officialthebreakdown
of Dec. 17,
according to Malcolm Kingsberg, industry's New York area chairman,
finds Brooklyn still in front with
$13,119,572 in sales; Manhattan second with $8,779,062; Bronx third with
$5,904,720; Queens fourth with $5,106,293; and Nassau fifth with $1,073,160. Westchester has passed
Suffolk in the film theater Bond
league with $998,224 against $815,023. New York downstate counties
of Sullivan, Ulster, Rockland, Dutchess and Lower Orange have run
their combined sales to $623,793, and
Richmond to $446,075.
Boosting local totals yesterday
was purchase of $10,000 worth of
the "F" issue by the Screen Publicists Guild, Local 114, UOPWA, at
the Statue of Liberty in Times Sq.,
in co-operation
with War
the movies'
special extended Sixth
Loan drive.
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., president of
SPG, an incorporated association,
made the purchase for the Guild
from Raymond Massey, screen star,
representing Malcolm Kingsberg,
filmland's New York area chairman.
Also present at the ceremonies were
Guild officials including Charles
Wright, treasurer, Vivien Moses, 2nd
vice-president, Al Hirsch, secretary,
and many screen publicists.

Cinema
Lodge'sSupport
Journal
Drive Pledged
Full support was pledged the souvenir journal fund-raising campaign
of the Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith
by representatives of New York exchange and independent circuits yesterday at a Hotel Astor luncheon
honoring A. W. Schwalberg, general
sales manager of International Pictures.
The exchange representatives
formed themselves into a committee for the purpose of securing support of the
theaters
and lodge's
circuits drive
in thisfrom
area. all
Among those present were Sam
Rinzler, Max A. Cohen, Louis Brandt,
Bernard P. Brooks, Norman Elson,
Martin Levine, Edward M. Schnitzer,
David Levy, Ben Abner, Clarence
Eisman, Martin Moskowitz, Jack Ellis, Morris Sanders, Sam Goodman,
Henry Randel, Sam Lefkowitz, Nat
Goldberg, Harry Decker, Joe Ingber,
Sid Stockton, Max Blackman.

Home office art departments and
all ad agencies serving the film industry are asked to compete in designing a key sketch for use as
pressbook cover, lobby posters, etc.,
for the 1945 Motion Picture Industry
Red Cross War Fund Week in March.
No prizes are offered, but winning
design will carry artist's name, and
he and his company will be credited and given all publicity possible.
Sketches may be of any size, but
designed for 30 x 40 proportions.
Judges will be N. Peter Rathvon,
Red Cross War Week chairman; Si
Fabian, Francis S. Harmon, and the
Red Cross' Howard Bonham. All
entries must be submitted by Jan.
8 to S. Barret McCormick and Harry
Mandel, publicity directors of Red Morgan Names Ravenscroft
Cross War Fund, care RKO Radio
Ralph Ravenscroft has been apPictures, 1270 Sixth Ave.
pointed West Coast publicity rep. for
Paramount short subjects and ParaCokain STR Managing Editor
mount News, it is announced by
Ralph Cokain has been named Oscar A. Morgan, general sales manager. Ravenscroft has been serving
managing editor of Showmen's Trade
Review. Cokain joined the publica- as ad rep. for Paramount Pictures
tion seven years ago and has served in the West Coast district with headon the editorial staff uninterrupted- change.
quarters in the Los Angeles exly since that time.

Y. THEATERS
A

Brilliant

Musical

in a Setting of

Spectacle and Romance!
VERA HRUBA
RALSTON

LAKE PLACID SERENADE
featuring

Eugene
Palette
Vera Vague
Robert Livingston Stephanie Bachelor
Ray Noble
Harry Owens
and his Orchestra
and his Royal Hawaiians
and
ROY ROGERS
(as Guest Star)
REPUBLIC THEATRE

'mm«Sm
B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.
A Republic Picture

-

DARRYL
F. ZANUCK
Directed
by
GEORGE

ROXY

CUK0R

:

A MH.C1HWH

'MRS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL X
SOth

Street

and

Sixth

Avenue

M-G-M's VELVET"
"NATIONAL
MICKEY
ROONEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWEN
— and —
Spectacular Stage Presentation

I

IN PERSON

ON SCREEN

Greer GARSON
Walter PIDGEON

Extra!
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jyj

MAN0NE
Radio's Henry Aldrich^y
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ttf

Dickie JONES

in M-G-M's
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Hedy LAMARR
George BRENT
•
Paul LUKAS

'EXPERIMENT
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In Person

t
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49th
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"Going My Way
(Continued

from Page

1)

ft the Newspaper Guild offices also
ecognized Barry Fitzgerald for the
Best Male Performance" and titled
.eo
Director"
for
aeirMcCarey
work in the
this"Best
feature.
Tallulah
iankhead took the award for Best
emale Performance" via her role
lb 20th-Fox's "Lifeboat."
Special recognition was voted to
le United States Army for its facial films of the war, with specific
Dmmendation for "Memphis Belle"
nd "Attack."
Final results of the balloting were
sted as follows:
"BEST PICTURE of 1944"; "Goig My Way" (11), "Hail The Con■i Bering Hero"
(3), "Wilson"
(2).
honorable mention, "Double Indemnity" and "Thunder Rock."
"BEST MALE PERFORMANCE":
arry Fitzgerald (11), Bing Crosby
I) for "Going My Way," Alexander
nox (2) for "Wilson," Fred Mac- [urray (1) for "Double Indemnity."
FEMALE
PERFORMUL "BEST
NCE":
Tallulah Bankhead
(10),
lgrid Bergman (5) for "Gaslight,"
arbara Stanwyck (1) for "Double
idemnity."
Honorable
mention,
Mil pnnifer
Jones for "Song Of Ber: owjfidette,"
and
Ann
Sothern
for
Maisie Goes To Reno."
"BEST DIRECTOR":
Leo McCa;y (7), Preston
Sturges
(5) for
3ail The Conquering
Hero"
and
Miracle of Morgan's
Creek," Wilam "Billy" Wilder (4) for "Double
-idemnity."
Honorable
mention,
itto Preminger for "Laura," Henry
ing for "Song of Bernadette" and
rVilson," and Vincente Minelli for
leet Me In St. Louis."

!T"

COfllMG MID GOMG
DAVID

D. HORNE, Monogram foreign representative, is back at the home office after a
three-weeks stay in Mexico City.
SERCT. BURT BALABAN, Marine combat
photographer, son of. Barney Balaban, has left
for the West Coast for reassignment following a
28-day furlough, which he spent with his family in New York.
THEADORA (TEDDY) LYNCH, will arrive in
New York today for a three-week sojourn.
GREGORIO WALLESTEIN, Mexican producer,
and JOSE BENAVIDES, JR., Mexican director, are
in Havana to attend the premiere of "Las Huerfanas de ia Tempestad."
NICHOLAS H. RUIZ of Pan-American Newsreel
is in Havana.

28

Lewis Ayres
Arch
Reeve
Lee Bowman
Frank Butler
Maris Wrixon
John LeRoy Johnston

—

start work in "Three Strangers."
bow."
CHARLES S. STEINBERC, head of Warners'
educational bureau, is in Washington conferring in connection with "Objective, Burma" and
"Cod
is My Co-Pilot"
promotions.

Gain in Equipment
To be Slow, IA View

End Censoring of Pix
Exported to England

liis week with Universal for its taking every precaution with what
is on hand we will be indirectly con•45 releases.
tributing to the war effort by not
taxing production facilities through
BC Honors Commentators
hastening the manufacture of nonNBC will honor its commentators,
essential materials."
■ . V. Kaltenborn,
John
Cooper,

DECEMBER

CERALDINE FITZGERALD, now in New York,
returns to the Burbank studio this week-end to

SAM DIAMOND, 20th-Fox salesman for the
Baltimore territory, arrived yesterday with Mrs.
Diamond and will be at the Astor until Saturday.

plansnew
to acquire
The Alliance adds that "by our
id build
ones. Aother
deal theaters
was set future."
DOS 'A.,

riSEND BIRTHDAY
■•:
GREETINGS TO..

HELMUT DANTINE, now finishing his role in
"Hotel Berlin" at Warners, leaves the Coast
Jan. 8 for New York.

MILTON SILVER is now at the Beth Israel
Hospital where he went for an operation.

(Continued from Page l)
cent trend toward reconversion to
civilian production promised to somewhat ease theater needs, but the
complaints of military personnel that
serious reversals were experienced
through a lack of proper supplies,
together with the disclosures that
war plants have been lagging in their
production endeavors, might have a
tendency to rescind any contemplated
reconversion to civilian commodities
for some time.
Pointing out that "when reports
were first publicized of the reconversion to civilian supplies, the motion
picture industry generally shared
the optimistic viewpoint that its
needs would receive prior consideration," the IATSE indicates the importance of servicing in the current
crisis when it announces that "rather than depend on an early return
of supplies the member's of our Inobian Assumes Control
ternational of necessity will continue to exercise the utmost care of
U)f Cuban Smith Chain
their present equipment, especially
in view of the apparent uncertainty
(Continued from Page 1)
materials being manur a five-year period. New circuit, of any new
factured and released in the near
lown as Circuito Cobian de Cuba,

1 ;anley Richardson,
Ralph Howard
j eterson, Max Hill and Roy Porter,
||T|
jith a luncheon today in the Perrolet suite at the Waldorf-Astoria.

ERROL FLYNN, is due in New York next week
from the Coast, to confer with publishers, interested in bringing out his new novel, "The Long-

Editors. Reels End Huddles
Contract negotiations between the
Mation Picture Film Editors, Local
771, IATSE, and the five newsreels
have been completed. The agreement, which runs to Dec. 31, 1945,
and is retroactive to Aug. 15, sets up
wage minimums.

Tele for Indianapolis.
Washington — Application for a
commercial television license in Indianapolis was filed yesterday with
the FCC by the Capitol Broadcasting
Co., operators of radio station WISH
in that city.

Production to Remain
On Essential Roster
(Continued from Page l)
newsreels and lab. work, is expected
to remain on the essential list of
"National Selective Service, although
it will probably become more difficult for young men to retain their
deferments by virtue of employment
in these activities.
As before, the key figures are
again the local draft boards — and
this applies to all phases of the industry. Local draft boards will have
to be somewhat tougher than they
have been recently if the upped demands of the military continue at
their present level.
Noed fornational
policyof change
is lookin the case
WMC and
the

U. S. Employment Service, but exhibitors and exchanges in tight labor areas will probably find their
difficulties
increased as a result of
ment since war censorship was imthe shortages in some war plants.
In effect, however, it will not
posed.
greatly affect film content, since cen- Jackson Park Appeal
sorship has been a voluntary matter in production and there has been May Be Heard in April
little difficulty in obtaining export
licenses.
(Continued from Page 1)
of
the
U.
S. Court of Appeals. Work
Cornwell Dead in Nome
on the printed record is being rushed,
Nome, Alaska — John H. Cornwell, but if it is not completed in time,
41, manager of the Dream Theater, the action may have to go over to
is dead.
the October term of the court.
(Continued from Page I)

WE NEED MORE THEATRES
GENERAL SCREEN ADVERTISING, ORIGINATORS
OF THE GREATEST SHARE OF NATIONAL SCREEN
ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS, IS ASKING US EACH
WEEK FOR MORE AND MORE THEATRES.
IF YOUR THEATRE IS LISTED WITH US AS AVAILABLE FOR NATIONAL ADS WE HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE THIS EXTRA REVENUE FOR
YOU.
ADVERTISERS MAKE THEIR SELECTION OF THEATRES FROM CURRENT LISTS. GET ON THE LIST
—BE IN LINE FOR THIS EXTRA REVENUE.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

NOW!!
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with GEORGE COULOURIS • STANLEY RIDGES • OSA
MASSEN • CARL ESMOND • NANCY GATES • MORRIS
CARNOVSKY • GAVIN MUIR • PAUL GUILFOYLI

Directed bv HERBERT J. BIBERMAN

Screen Play by Herbert J. Biberman,
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I AY
thundered

— ten times more so than the few weeks ago when
its shock drama

it

to the first-run screens of America — "THE

MASTER RACE" becomes increasingly the "must-see" attraction for every
follower of the headlines! . . . Here is the daring picture whose sensational
and thrilling theme continues to inspire an endless flood of newspaper
editorials, magazine articles and
with the Germans after the war?"
important entertainment grows
each new showing adding more

radio comment on "What shall we do
. . . Here is the picture whose stature as
and grows with every showing — with
praise to the parade of comment which

already has included reviews like: "ENGROSSING ... SHOULD BE SEEN!"
Washington Times-Herald; "TIMELY AND POWERFUL!" Cleveland Plain
Dealer; "UNUSUALLY WELL-MADE PICTURE!" Time Magazine; "A VITALLY
IMPORTANT THEME!" Cue; "EVERYONE SHOULD SEE IT!" St. Paul Dispatch;
"STRONG . . . TIMELY . . . EXCITING!" Charm; "VALID AND MOVING!" Red
Book; "FLASHES WITH EXCITING VIGOR!" Dallas News; "GENERATES
TERRIFIC TENSION!" Chicago Daily News. And WALTER WINCHELL devotes
an entire column to the brutal breed this picture so vividly portrays!
It's front-page hot and super -exploitable, so get
your copy of the Presshook NOW and GO TO TOWN!

*
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AFL Will Launch
White Collar Push

Ala. First Over the Top
In "Dimes" Enrollment

(Continued from Page 1>
has three more theaters pledged than
the total number in the 1944 drive,
(Continued from Page 1)
a
circumstance attributable to the
cinnati on Jan. 8 for a run of three
or four days. The international AFL strong efforts put forth by the coorganization, which will be the par- chairmen for the State, R. M. Kenent of all AFL white-collar unions
nedy and R. B. Wilby. Pressing
in the United States and the Domin- Alabama for honors is Rhode Island,
ion, will be formally set up at the
chairmaned by E. M. Fay. A few
conclave, it is understood.
pledges and Rhode Island will
more
There are at present two AFL
also be ahead of last year's enlistunions covering white-collar work- ments.
ers in the film industry — the Motion
'45
Picture Office Employes Union here
Many State chairmen ofa the
special
and the Screen Office Employes Guild ' Dimes drive are making
on the Coast, the latter affiliated effort to enlist more theaters caterThey are having the
with the Brotherhood of Painters, jing to Negroes.
co-operation of Charles H. Bynum,
Decorators and Paperhangers of Idirector
of Negro Activities of the
America.
National
Foundation
for Infantile
The sole CIO competition in the
field of film white-collar labor is Paralysis. In the '44d drive, 179 Negro
theaters participate
and collected
offered by the Screen Office and Pro- $34,481.40, — a remarkable
showing.
fessional Employes Guild here.
In the '45 drive, it is hoped to have
all of the 409 Negro theaters enrolled, and that $75,000 in collections will be returned.
The Greer Garson appeal trailer,
"The Miracle of Hickory," shows
scenes during the North Carolina poH. Alban Mestanza, in charge of lio epidemic, and Negro children are
foreign language production for among the victims pictured.
Monogram Pictures, was married
Mailing started yesterday of the
Tuesday to Elaine Henno, the com- 1934 March of Dimes drive campaign
pany's synchronization director, by book to 16,500 exhibitors. Mailing
Judge I. Haber of the Municipal was held up to avoid the pre-ChristCourt.
mas post office jam.

UJEDDinG BELLS
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Government to Ask
New Pix Morale Effort
| Continued from Page 1)
mox-al efforts as much as have some
public figures in the very close past,
they will be called upon for even
greater efforts to drive home the
facts of war.
Just what form these new calls
will take, or what specifically will
be asked, is uncertain. A prime objective, however, will be the driving
home of workers of the importance
of staying on their war jobs. This
is thought by many to be the number one home front problem of today. Emphasis upon the food situation, and explanations of the current gasoline and tire difficulties will
also be high on the priority list.

Newsreels Mulling
Raw Stock Saving

Continued from Page 1 1
cut in overall film usage, but it is
feared that it may mean too greaj^
a time lag for effectiveness in the*
aters which get their reels towari
the end of the shipping list. Cutting
off more than 100 prints is not be«ji
lieved practicable.
Reel length has been 750 feet foi ,
some time now, having been cut fron
1,000 feet in 1942. Editors ard
strongly against further cuts, although they may have to vary then
length from 750 feet down, depend
ing upon the value of the curren.
Yates Heads Rep. Party
footage. No formula has been work]
At Lake Placid Opening
ed out, but it is believed that a common agreement will be reached as tc
means of meeting the exigencies 0J31
Herbert
J.
Yates,
Sr.,
Republic's
,,.
board chairman, and William Saal, reduced supply.
his executive assistant, head-up the
company's delegation which leaves
i\
here tonight' to participate in the
gala festivities at Lake Placid, N. Y.,
highlighted by the holiday premiere
of Republic's
Placidthere.
Serenade"
in
the Palace"Lake
Theater
The

STORK REPORTS

premiere, itself heavily exploited, is
expected to attract a record throng
to the house as well as "to "the winter sports carnival, at both of which
Vera Hruba Ralston, picture's star,
and Roy Rogers, will make p.a.'s.

Y

Murray LeBoss, general manageiof Max Cohen's Cinema Circuit, be-^'
came the father of a seven pound;7
baby
boy, Ave.
born Flower
to Mrs.
LeBossyes-lf
alLr
the Fifth
Hospital
terdav.

::
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"Thunder

Exhibitor

Rock"

"The No. 1 PictureArcher
of Winsten,
the Year"
N. Y. Post
"One of the Ten BestNational
of the
Year"
Board of Review
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Intimate in Character
international in Scope
Independent in Thought
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ndia Said Big Field for U. S. Indie Producers
Dmbay Banker and Circuit
Interpretation Varies
Over Crescent Decision
•perator Says American
1944 News Highlights Relating
tudios Will be Welcome
to Buying Pools
=^^=

Potentialities of India as a field
v production
under
independent
spices are cited by Dharmakumar
Merchant,
Bombay
banker
and
e of that country's top film insolons who is currently in
it, Ik stry
pod \iw York on a mission aimed at acjiring equipment for 15 new theirs which he is planning for the
(Continued on Page 12)
if Happy New Year! if

Slorneys Say Gov't
/ants Clearance Out
The Government is not asking for
adjustment of the clearance proions of the New York consent de•e but virtually the abolition of
arance, in the opinion of attorneys
• the five signatories to the de(Continued on Page 8)

this final business day of '44, — in
the Auld Lang Syne spirit. UA will
decide this morning. As the moon
rose yester eve hard-by the RKO
Building, your favorite daily industry paper's telephone survey also disclosed that company, plus Warners,
Columbia, Paramount, PRC and
'Monogram on the "open all day" list.
However, some of the latter firms
'admitted to Phil M. Daly that they
sxpected "convivial slowdowns" durng the afternoon hours. Happy
New Year!

—

I
THE WAR. Committed unreservedly to participation in the nation's war effort, the
American film industry in the 12 months of 1944 added appreciably to its record of distinguished service, its contributions at home and overseas winning international recognition. While the dollar sign of course is no criterion of patriotism, it may be noted
that $50 million in films was given to the OWI overseas bureau alone by the industry
during the fiscal year. Perhaps the best description
of the industry's 1944 status, a result
II
of its notable contributions, was that happily phrased by Ned E. Depinet: "A semipublic institution."
ANTI-TRUST LITIGATION. The Department of Justice brought the issues
involved in the so-called New York equity suit before Judge Henry W. Goddard again
in August with a move for a modified consent decree and a demand that divorcement
become effective in three years. In December, the Department sought an interim decree
and asked the setting of a trial date. The year was marked by several other highly
important anti-trust developments. The U. S. Supreme Court by a 5-1 division upheld
the findings against the Crescent Amusement Co. The sweeping decision went beyond
that of the kcal court. The Government's action against the Schine circuit was tried
at Buffalo, with decision awaited.
The trial of a similar suit against the Griffith interests
(Continued on Page 2)

Tax Collections Off
in

Washington

Bureau

ft

Great Job by

n

Says Brandt of 6th
of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — November admislarry
Bodkin,
United
Artists
sions tax collections on October busi.nch manager in Philadelphia, will
ness were only $30,183,454.81, nearly
ire from the film industry shortly
a million dollars under the $31,097,(Continued on Page 8)
641 registered a month earlier. They
were, however, better than a million
dollars above the $29,042,668 colA "Closing" Note
lected on August business — the lowest figure released by the Bureau of
This Closing Year
(Continued on Page 8)
M-G-M, 20th-Fox, Universal and
Republic will shutter at 1 p.m. on

B. BAHN

Editor, THE FILM DAILY

■A- Happy New Year! -fr

agill Replacing Bodkin
>r UA in Quaker City

By CHESTER

Treasurer and Member

WAC Distributors Div.
May Elect Head Today

commenting on Crescent's buying
power,notthedoSupreme
Court wrote:
will
to analogize
this to"Ita
case where purchasing power is
pooled so that the buyers may obtain more favorable
Industry
attorneys terms."
appear to be
divided in their interpretation
of
(Continued on Page 9)
~k Happy New Year! if

May Announce
Stock Cut Today
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Lincoln V. Burrows,
WPB film chief, said yesterday that
he may be able to announce the
agency's decision regarding the raw
stock allocation for the film industry
(Continued on Page 9)
if Happy New Year! if

Asserting that a "great job was Albert Law Here to Talk
done by all," Harry Brandt today
completes his duties as national With Distribs. on SCTO
chairman of the motion picture inAlbert Law, general counsel of
dustry's participation in the Sixth
War Loan following one of the most Southern California Theater Owners
successful drives ever attempted by Association, is here to confer with
the industry as a whole.
(Continued on Page 14)
Brandt said yesterday that the
success of the Sixth War Loan would
(Continued on Page 14)

20th-Fox Elects Henderson
Named

Prospective mushrooming of new
booking and buying organizations
is credited by some to one interprethe the
U. Crescent
S. Supremecase.
Court's
decisiontation ofin
In

of the Board

Donald A. Henderson was yesterday elected treasurer and member of
the board of directors of 20th CenDistributors Division of the WAC
tury-Fox Film Corp., to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Sydney
is scheduled to meet this morning when a new chairman of the Towell as the result of an automobile accident.
group may be elected. Meeting was
Henderson has been active in the
called by Ned E. Depinet, retiring
chairman. Still to be elected to WAC financial affairs of 20th-Fox since
(Continued on Page 14)
(Continued on Page 8)

"Keys
of Kingdom"
Hailed
at Opening
Twentieth-Fox

unveiled its pic-

turization of "Keys of the Kingdom,'' newest Dr. A. J. Cronin best
seller to be transformed into cinematic masterpiece, at the Rivoli last
night before a "name"-studded audience, obviously greatly stirred by one
of the finest contributions yet to
the screen's dramatic art. Turn to
Along the Rialto, Page 7, for first
night report. See full review in the
Dec. 15 issue of The— FILM
DAILY.
PELEGRINE

Mt;
1944 News

Highlights
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$606,000 was lost. By a directed verdict, the Pickwick Theater anti-trust suit in Connecticut was dismissed. The Government intervened as a friend of the court in the appeal of
the William Goldman
for the defendants.

CORPORATE.

anti-trust suit in which

the trial court at Philadelphia had found

Ill
United

Artists acquired the stock interest of Sir Alexander

Korda

by purchase and retired it, leaving the corporation's ownership with Mary Pickford,
Charles S. Chaplin and David O. Selznick. Loew's sold its Metropolis & Bradford Trust
holdings to 20th Century-Fox and J. Arthur Rank, the deal carrying with it ownership
of Gaumont- British. Atlas Corp. disposed of its RKO Corp. preferred stock, while
retaining its extensive holdings of common. National Theaters Corp. stock was reclassified as a preliminary to executive stock deals, and 20th- Fox stockholders approved purchase of the company's common by officers. Loew's stockholders adopted a comprehensive retirement plan for employes. RKO authorized a similar pension plan. PRC
moved

to establish its own
bition field.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

IV

exchanges

1944 was

and announced

marked

plans to enter the key city exhi-

by numerous

important

executive

changes,

both East and West. Neil Agnew left Paramount for Selznick-Vanguard, with Charles
Reagan taking over the Paramount top sales post. Arthur W. Kelly stepped cut of
United Artists to head Eagle-Lion here for J. Arthur Rank. Joseph H. Hazen and Hal
Wallis terminated long associations with Warners to form a producing partnership, with
Paramount their distribution outlet. Mervyn LeRoy, last with Metro, returned to
Warners under his own Arrowhead banner. O. Henry Briggs resigned as PRC president,
a post subsequently filled by Leon Fromkess. Morris Siegel left the presidency of
Republic Producti:ns to ally with Metro. Sam Dembow, Jr., resigned from Paramount
to head Golden Productions. Edward L. Alperson left the RKO Theaters' top spot to
enter production. Robert Schless, former Warners' foreign chief, signed a Paramount
1/4
contract. Hardd
Hopper resigned from the WPB and shortly thereafter joined Metro
"i manager. B. G. De Sylva stepped down as head of Paramount production
as studio genera!
/4
and termed his own independent unit. Henry Ginsberg, signed to a new contract, assumed
control of all Paramount production. Sol M. Wurtzel departed from 20th-Fox, Sam Briskin
from Columbia and John W. Considine, Jr., from Metro. Kenneth Macgcwan switched
from 20th-Fox to Paramount, David Lewis from Paramount to International Pictures, and
Richard Blumenthal from Paramount to Columbia.

Net
+

V
J. ARTHUR

RANK.

The

world-wide

plans of J. Arthur

Rank

left the drawing

board for the builder's hands in 1944, and among the concrete results were these:
Establishment of Eagle-Lion on both sides of the Atlantic. A deal with Wesley Ruggles
to produce under the Rank pennant both in England and in Hollywood. Purchase of a
50 per cent interest in the Paul Nathanson Canadian theater holdings grouped as the
Odeon circuit. A deal for Canadian distribution of British product with Empire-Universal.
Alliances with theater and distribution companies in Europe, North Africa, India, China
and the Near East. And in prospect, the establishment of Rank "show
New
York, Toronto and possibly other American
metropolitan cities.

windows"

in

VI

INTERNATIONAL SCENE. Parliament in late December approved modified British
quotas for distributors and exhibitors. Quotas for 1945-46 will be 20 and 15 per cent,
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Sees SYWA Top Grosser
Since Selznick's GWTW
David O. Selznick's "Since You
Went Away" looms as the greatest
box-office grosser since "Gone With
the Wind," based on the 1,405 engagements tnus far played, according
to Neil Agnew, vice-president of
Vanguard Films. With less than 10
per cent of its potential playing time
exhausted, Agnew said it was evident that Selznick shortly will be
the producer of two of the highest
inp pictures in the history of
industry. SYWA is distributed
by United Artists.

29, 1944

Y. FRANK
FREEMAN
leaves the Coast today
was set for March 12 next at Oklahoma City. The $4,950,000 Momand suit in Oklahoma
New York for conferences with Paramount'sij
City resulted in a victory for the distributers, except for an award of $41,000 against ] for
prexy, Barney
Balaban
and will return to Hollywood en Jan. 15.
Paramount and $6,900 against the Griffith Circuit. A second Momand action for

Chg.
Vs
IV2

Friday, December

respectively, increasing in 1946-47 to
and 20 per cent. RKO Corp. acquired:
one other American distributor reported
distributors generally incorporated new

22'/2 and MVz per cent and in 1947-48 to 25
a half interest in a Mexico studio, with at least
contemplating a move in kind. Major American
foreign subsidiaries, a move inspired by ambitious

post-war plans as well as by tax benefits to be derived. Special interest in the future
development of the South African market was indicated. Republic signed James
FitzPatrick to make a series of Latin-American features apart from his Metro short
subject commitment. Paramount acquired an interest in the leading Cobian circuit of
Cuba. Dubbing in Spanish, Italian and French was revived. Responsible industry spokesman urged that film3 be represented at the peace table that the global freedom of the
screen be assured.

TELEVISION.

VII

Industry interest in television and

its potential impact

three industry components — production, distribution and exhibition — touched
in 1944. Companies, including Loew's and Warners,
vision stations with the FCC, while RKO launched

new

upon

all

heights

and exhibitors alike filed for telea new subsidiary, RKO Television

Corp. to produce for the audio-visual field. The industry was prominently represented
at the first annual conference cf the Television Broadcasters Association, at which one
panel session was devoted to theatrical television.

VIII
of

TAXATION. The Federal admission tax rate was raised to 20 per cent, an increase
100 per cent, and the industry faced threats of new imposts in several states and
(Continued

on Page 14)

JOHN BALABAN and family of Ch'cago have )
gone to Mercer, Wis., for the New Year holi- j
days.
Sunday.
HARRY COHN is expected in Chicago on

ABE MONTAGUE has returned to New Yor
following
Chicago
conferences.
HENRY DANIELL, M-C-M player, is in from |
the Coast for a brief vacation.
JOE L. LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booker, leaves
today for New England where he will visit the
Poli houses.
ARTHUR STERLING, M-C-M field auditor, re*urrod
N.
Y. yesterday from a vacation near Newburgh,
CAPT. GENE RICH, former M-C-M exploiteer
in Chicago, left for Dayton yesterday after a
few days in town.
SEYMOUR MORRIS, Schine advertising and
publicity head, is in town from Gloversville.
KAY KAMEN, representative for Walt Disney,
s en route to the Coast.
WILBUR B. ENGLAND, RKO Theaters executive, returned to the home office from Cleveland
yesterday.
C.P.O. BEN MANCUSO, formerly of Jimmy
Sileo's leave.
photograph staff, is in New
30-day
theMARY
Coast.BOLAND

York on ai

is at the Waldorf-Astoria from

JOE ROBERTS of the Vanguard office returned
to New York from Detroit.
SKIPPY HOMEIER returned to New York this;
morning after a short visit in Boston.
WALLY BROWN and ALAN CARNEY, RKO
Radio stars who have concluded a six-week engagement at New York's
leave for Hollywood
today. Paramount Theater,!
E. M. SAUNDERS, assistant M-C-M general
sales manager, returns Tuesday from a brief va-j
cation.
HERBERT S. PICKMAN, field rep. for Warner:
n the Southeast territory, and ART MOGER,
who has the New England territory, are in New
York for conferences with Mort Blumenstock.
JULES SERKOWICH
] Winter vacation.
MAX
tion.

WEINBERG,

is here from Chicago 01
M-C-M

short subjects pub-

licity, will return Tuesday from a week's vaca-

M-C-M's Commando Girls in town are ANN/
L. BERCER. DOROTHY DONALDSON, ROBERT/
ALSTON, JEANNE HARRIS, and HENRIETT/
KLEIN. The field auditors now here includ'
WII.LARD KILLILAN, JOHN J. ASH, CAR!
CENTZEL
and ARTHUR
STERLING.

nu mnm
liREETlKliS TODECEMBER
29
William German
Max Graf
Harry Gold
Tod Alexander
Ceorge B. Marshall
Lou Irvin"
Emory Parnell
DECEMBER 30
John Lytel
E. A. Aaron
Robert Mclntyre
Nancy Coleman
Laurence Weingarten
DECEMBER 31
William J. Fadiman
Gep Evans
Jason Robards
Irving Morose
Gaston Glass
Harold Wirthwein
H. A. Friedel
Maxine Doyle
William Fox JANUARY 1
Bernard B. Kreisler
Jay Rescher
Boris
Morros
Robert Montgomery
Dana Andrews
Don Alexander
Al Martin
Carole Landis
R. K. Hawkinson
Charles Bickford
William Haines
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LBERT DEKKER • CARL ESMOND - OUYE JMNEY • MARGARET MH
Produced by
ROBERT FELLOWS
Directed by
JACQUES TOURNEUR
Screen Play by Warren

Duff
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arnoif Bares New
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA's
resident, in a year-end statement
sued yesterday, described a 300
legacycle teleision transmitter
;hich he said is
ae first of its
ind developed to
se five kilowatts
f power for tele
iroadcasting, and
nat it has been
h a d e possible
hiefly through
he creation of a
pecial electronic
ube and assoiated circuits.
CEN DAVID SARN0FF
Full use of the
itansmitter, no longer on the armed
';rvices' secret list, must await the
nd of the war, he said, and added
'hat engineers, caged in a great wire
Jiesh at RCA Laboratories, are
tudying the transmitter's performjnce and perfecting it for the future,
frith, field tests scheduled early in
945 in the New York area. He predicted that television and FM broadiisting would become great post-war
ndustries and services to the public.
Sarnoff asserted that the year
944 will be remembered in the anlals of radio as one in which "much
If future research and engineering
cas moved into the present," and
hat "it was the year in which
cience, — perverted for destruction by
he enemy — , was turned against
hose who used it for ruthless aggression." •k Happy New Year! -fr

["heater Authority Will
Mark 10th Anniversary
The Theater Authority will mark
its 10th anniversary with a party
from 4 to 6 p.m. today at its offices,
345 Fifth Ave.

UJEDDIDG BELLS
Dover, N. H.— Eileen M. Mullins,
assistant manager of the Strand,
and Corp. Laurence J. Leavitt, were
married at St. Mary's Church here.
Bride was attended by her sister,
Mrs. Melvin Morrison, wife of the
manager of the Strand.
Chicago — Lt. Com. Harry Miller,
formerly Chicago theater publicist,
was married here last week to Marie
Lamback.
Warner, N. H. — Frances Lefabvre,
and Sgt. Alan L. Waldo, former theater manager in Brandon, Vt., now
stationed at Fort Benning, Ga., are
scheduled to be married during the
holidays in Columbus, Ga.
Chicago— Rae Glasser, of M-G-M,
and Jerry Schnitzler were married at
the Edgewater Beach Hotel.

THE'

DATE

BOOK

5:
W. A. Steffes
testimonial,
Niccollet
Hotel, Minneapolis.
7-8. MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee convention, Cayoso Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.
15: IATSE General Executive Board midWinter meeting, Nicoliet Hotel, Minneapolis.
21-22: TCA of North and South Carolina
annual
meeting,
Charlotte,
N. C.

Keys of the City
• • • "KEYS OF THE KINGDOM" cpened the doors of the Rivoli
last night to an invited audience that rated as one of the most distinguished
to attend a New York screen event
It was an impressive tribute to a
great film in which participated persons from every walk of life, among
them notables of society, leading publishers, including the trade paper fraternity, prominent exhibitors, high-ranking members of the clergy and
executives of all the major film organizations
The presence
of
Mayor LaGuardia lent an official air to the brilliant occasion

T

T

Dr. A. J. Cronin novel
The story of a Scottish
immortality was a rare spiritual experience

priest's bid for

T
T
T
• • • President Spyros P. Skouras of 20th-Fox led a party of
company executives among whom were Charles Skouras, W. C. Michel,
Tom Connors, Murray Silverstone, Joseph H. Moskowitz, W. J. Kuppar,
W. C. Gehring, A. W. Smith, Jr., L. J. Schlaifer, Wilfred J. Eadie, Dan
Michalove, Hal Home, Martin Moskowitz, Larry Kent, Sam Shain, Charles
Schlaifer, Jack Sichelman, Roger Ferri
Dr. Cronin attended in the
company of Gregory Peck, who plays Father Francis Chisholm; Jane
Ball, the film's Nora; Otto Preminger and Frank Latimore, another member of 20th-Fox's p'.ayer roster
Among others present were Adolph
Zukor, Barney Balaban, Ned Deplnet, George J. Schaefer, Robert Mochrie,
Neil Agnew, Edward C. Raftery, Grad Sears, William A. Scully, Jack
Cohn, Jack Alicoate. E. K. O'Shea, J. J. O'Connor, Joseph Bernhard, Sam
Dsmbow. Jr.. J. R. Grainger, Don Mersereau, Leonard Goldenson, Charles
Moskowitz, Malcolm Kingsberg. Ben Kalmenson, Will H. Hays, Chester
B. Bahn, Abe Montague, Gus Eyssell, George P. Skouras, Si Fabian,
Walter Reade, Norman Elson. Harry and William Brandt, Sam and Harold
Rinzler, Fred Schwartz, Leo Brecher, Winthrop Aldrich, M. H. Aylesworth,
Irving Berlin, Max Gordon, Francis S. Harmon, Jed Harris, Moss Hart, John
Herlz, Jr., John Hertz, Sr., Elsa Maxwell, John F. Royal, Lee Shubert
▼
T
T
• • • It was freely admitted by those who witnessed Peck's performance that the actor was "in"
The player thus becomes the
third comparative unknown placed in an important property by 20th
Fox to zoom to the top, the others being Jennifer Jones and Alexander
Knox, stars, respectively , of "Song of Bernadette" and "Wilson"
Hal Home and his exploitation staff covered themselves with glory
V
▼
▼
• •
•
THE PASSING SHOW: Sardi's never had a more notable
luncheon crowd this year than was noted yesterday
Among those
seen by Phil M. were Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, John Golden, Moss Hart,
Elliot Nugent, Walter Gould, Lowell Calvert, Tom Mulrooney, Nancy
Walker, Victor Jory, Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein, Judith Evelyn,
Harry Thomas, Emil Friedlander, S. Hurok, Norton Ritchie and Arthur
Greenblatt ... • There was another brilliant luncheon crowd yesterday
in the Waldorf-Astoria's Perroguet Suite where NBC invited the Fourth
Estate to meet anew its ace commentators, H. V. Kaltenborn, John Cooper,
Stanley Richardson, Ralph Howard Peterson, Max Hill, and Roy Porter
William F. Brooks, director of news and special events for the net,
presented the speakers, following a brief introduction by Syd Eiges,
acting manager of the press dept
What the commentators had to
say was off the record, but this much NBC is prepared to reveal: A
majority of commentators predict end of the European War by Summer.

T
•
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WE'RE

AVENGING

ttMUUi

▼
PEARL

|an. 23-31:

meeting,
0.

Desh-

Industry's March of Dimes campaign.

Feb.

2: Press Photographars'
Association
and entertainment, Waldorf-Astoria.
March Oklahoma.
12: Griffith
suit trial
City. anti-trust

April

19-23:
International
Lighting
Palmer
House,
Chicago.

dance
starts,

Exposition,

▼

• •
•
Never was a film more deserving of such a resplendent
turnout
The audience left the theater deeply stirred by one of
the finest contributions to the dramatic art of the screen, uplifted by
the message of faith and tolerance contained in the film version of the

•

Jan. 24-25: Allied States board
ler-Wsllick
Hotels,
Columbus,

▼
HARBOR!

Browne and Bioff Are
Released from Prison
Sandstone, Minn. — William Bioff
and George Browne, seving 10 and
eight-year sentences respectively in
connection with the $1,000,000 extortion plot against the film industry, have been released from Sandstone Federal Prison in compliance
with an order by Federal Judge
John C. Knox in New York City, it
was announced yesterday by Warden George Humphrey.
The Warden refused to say when
the two former executives of the
IATSE were liberated.
■fr Happy New Year! -fr

"Three Caballeros" Setting
Mexico City Record
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "The Three Caballeros," which had its world premiere
at the Alameda Theater, Mexico
City, Dec. 22, has broken all first
four
recordsCity,
for according
an Americanto
film days'
in Mexico
Roy Disney, vice-president of Walt
Disney Studios, who returned here
by air.

•k Happy New Year! -fr

Col. Farnol to Coast

Lynn Farnol leaves Tuesday for
the Coast where he will take over his
new duties as advertising and publicity director for Samuel Goldwyn.
Farnol recently was discharged from
the Air Corps in which he served
overseas as a lieutenant colonel.

IN NEW POSTS
RAY

NAGLE,
amusement
advertising
manager,
Chicago Times.
ROY
BREKENAKER,
assistant
manager,
Senate,
Chicago.
LEONARD
Chicago. UTECHT,
?AT Chicago.
HALLAHAN,

assistant

manager,

State,

chief of service, Central

Park,

CARL

LOWRY,
office manager,
the Meiselman
Theaters,
Inc., Charlotte,
N. C.
CHARLES
DOYLE, assistant manager, Southtown,
Chicago.
TED

BARKER,
publicist,
pheum, St. Louis.

Loew's

State

and

Or-
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(Continued from Page 1 1
cree. Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney General,
has proposed that clearance be eliminated between theaters charging the
same admission price or not regarded
as competitive.
The lawyers will start holding
meetings immediately to prepare its
position on clearance and other decree provisions. Formal completion
of the brief will await the Government's written proposals which have
been promised for Feb. 1. The distributors will submit their written
proposals on Feb. 15.
A bitter fight against the Government's clearance recommendations is
in prospect, attorneys said yesterday.
They described such proposals as
"ruinous."
if Happy New Year! if

WAC Distributors Div.
May Elect Head Today
(Continued from Page 1)
divisions are a Foreign
Managers
Division chairman and a chairman
of the Advertising and Publicity Division.
Pvt. Joseph Smith Slain
Boston — Word was received here
yesterday that Pvt. Joseph Smith.
«j- son of Harry Smith, RKO
SE^ booker, recently reported miss'""™s* ing, has been killed in action
in the European theater.

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

SGT. STANLEY FISHMAN, son of Selig Fishman,
theater circuit head, New Haven, received
the S'lver in
Medal
somewhere
France.for gallantry in action,
WILLIAM DALTON, Chicago stagehands union
member, awarded DSC and Flying Medal
with Oak Leaves for bravery in French air
battles.

— • —
• COMMISSIONED

•

ROBERT BAJOREK. formerly of the Essaness
Sheridan Theater, Chicago, has been commissioned a2nd lieutenant in the Air Corps
at Waco, Texas.

*

— • —
PROMOTED

*

CORP. PARMELY W. URCH, formerly at the
Paramount home office, to sergeant with
the First Allied A rborne
Army
in Europe.
CAPT. SAM LEVIN, formerly manager Belpark,
Chicago, to major in the Panama Canal Zone.
CAPT. JACK DAILEY, formerly Paramount advertising representative in Dallas and Atlanta, to major in charge of film distribution
throughout the war area of Italy, Sicily, and
North Africa.
,
LT. JACK BRICKEL, formerly of the New York
Paramount Theater, to captain in India at a
services of supply depot.
HARRY SCHLAR, formerly booker at Paramount's
Boston exchange, to lieutenant at Camp
Planche,
La.
CORP. JIM CEVERA. formerly assistant manager,
Southtown, Chicago, to sergeant in the
Army.
CORP. EARL ALLEN, formerly assistant manager,
Southtown, Chicago, to sergeant in the Army
Air Corps.

3ti Jflemortam— 1944
As 1944 draws to a close, the amusement industry pauses to pay a final tribute
to those affiliates in all branches ivhose deaths were recorded in the 12-month
period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to pass are given
with place of death and date obituary was published in THE FILM DAILY.
HORACE
WILLIAMSON,
owner of entertainment
BENJAMIN COHEN, veteran theater chain owner.
bureau.
Cincinnati.
FD: 1-3.
Detroit.
FD: 3-17.
BILLY REEVES, actor. Suffolk, England. FD: 1-3.
GECRCE
KANN,
Loew
theater
manager.
New
WINSTCN
J. RAY,
theater
executive,
Green-! y^
FD: 3-21.
ville, Ala.
FD: 1-3.
MYRON
SELZNICK,
artists' agent.
Hollywood.
WEDWARD
HANNAN,
head
of M-C-M's
film I
fD: 3-24.
HERMAN SUSSMAN. Westchester theater owner.
I brary.
Hollywood.
FD: 1-4.
FREDERICK
D. RAYMOND,
M-G-M
sound engiNew
York.
FD: 3-24.
WALLACE WORSLEY, director. Hollywood.
neer. Hollywood. FD: 1-4.
FETER
STELLE,
SR.. WB studio lab. superintenFD: 3-29.
dent. Hollywood. FD: 1-4.
MCRT H. SINGER, theater circuit owner. ChiW. B. ("BIDE")
DUDLEY, critic and playwright.
cago. FD: 3-30. former president, Stanley
New York.
FD: 1-5.
JOHN J. McGUIRK,
Co., and First National. Philadelphia.
MAURICE
KLEIN,
president,
North
Beach
Theater Co. San
Francisco.
FD:
1-10.
FD: 3-31.
LCUIS
REICHERT,
film pioneer.
San Francisco.
FRED MITCHELL, trade veteran and Loew booker.
New
York.
FD: 4-6.
FD: 1-10.
EDWARD
McCOLDRICK,
old-time minstrel. Phil- MRS. THOMAS C. WINTER, director of department
of
public
service, AMPP. Hollywood.
adelphia. FD: 1-11.
CHARLES
A. SANDBLOCM,
theater
architect.
4-6. executive aide to Myron Selznlck.
New
Yoik.
FD: 1-11.
SIC FD:
MARCUS,
CHARLES
KING.
U. S. actor on overseas
tour.
Hollywood.
FD: 4-6.
CHARLES W. YORK, veteran theater manager.
London.
FD: 1-12.
ANITA
ROTHE,
actress.
New
York.
FD: 1-13.
Portland.
Ore.
FD: 4-7.
, RANK
|. HOWARD,
pioneer
Boston
exhibitor. BARNETT TABACKMAN, theater operator.
Boston.
FD:
1-13.
4-13.
Bridgeport.
Conn.
FD: 4-8.
WILLIAM
COLLIER.
SR.,
actor.
Hollywood.
RICHARD PURCELL, actor.
Hollywood. FD: 4-12.
ARTHUR PAT WEST, actor. Hollywood. FD:
FD: 1-14.
ALCNZO
KLAW.
New
York theatrical
producer.
Winter
Park,
Fla.
FD:
1-14.
T. HAYES HUNTER, film director. London.
DR. F. W. SCHANZE, theater owner. Baltimore.
FD: 4-18.
FD: 1-14.
J. IRVING WHITE, veteran actor. Hollywood.
MORRIS REITMAN, S.O.S. Cinema treasurer, New
FD: 4-20.
York.
FD:
1-17.
WILLIAM WEILAND, veteran film and theaterJACK C. SMITH, actor, song-writer. Hollywood.
man.
Pittsburgh.
FD: 4-21.
WALTER MENDENHALL. Paramount partner.
FD: 1-18.
1-20.DANZ, industry pioneer. Seattle. FD:
LEWiS
Boise.
FD: 4-24.
CHARLES SONIN. Loew purchasing agent. New
CARLYLE C. BARRETT, WB district manager.
York.
FD: 4-25.
New
Haven.
FD: 1-20.
AUGUSTUS S. GREENING, pioneer theater manCHESTER ALEXANDER, Mid-west-Pacific Coast
ager. Detroit. FD: 4-27.
COBB,
writer.
Port
Washington,
agent and vaude
actor.
Miami.
FD: 1-25. HUMPHREY
MICHAEL ). WHITE, theater owner. Dover,
L. I. FD: 4-27.
N. H.
FD: 1-26.
MITCHELL CONNERY, operator of theaters.
WILLiAM HOWARD, stock and film actor.
Ravena,
N. Y.
FD: 4-28.
ANTCNIA PAULA, theater manager. Havana,
Hollywood.
FD: 1-27.
,:RED B. MILLER, manager. Great Lakes Theater.
Cuba.
FD: 5-2.
Detroit.
FD: 1-28.
WILLIAM BITZER, pioneer cameraman. HollyWILLIAM KAIMANN. prexy, Kaimann Circuit,
wood. FD: 5-2.
St. Louis.
FD: 2-1.
SAM FCRREST. veteran stage director. New
ARCH M. BCWLES, general manager, FWC.
York.
FD: 5-4.
San Francisco.
FD: 2-8.
5IGBERT WITTMAN, former Universal sales exALBERT
RAY,
director.
Hollywood.
FD: 2-10.
ecutive. New York.
FD: 5-8.
-OU METZCER, WC theater operator, former AUCUSTIN J. FINK, president. Films Mundial.
2-15.
Columbia
sales manager. Hollywood. FD:
Mexico
City.
FD: 5-8.
3URTON L. KING, veteran production manager.
iDCAR SELWYN. playwright, director. HollyHollywood.
FD: 5-10.
wood. FD: 2-15.
ISAAC C. MISHLER. retired theater owner.
MAX SCHWARTZ, veteran M-G-M salesman.
Altcona.
Pa.
FD: 5-10.
Chicago.
FD: 2-15.
SAM MOSCCW, Columbia Southern division manVRS. JOHN CANNON, theater operator. New
ager. Atlanta. FD: 5-12.
Haven.
FD: 2-16.
AMES
FELIX
LUNDY.
Paramount
Denver
adv.
|. BARNEY SHERRY, veteran actor. Philadelmanager.
New
York.
FD: 5-12.
AARON J. JONES. SR., president, Jones. Linick
phia. FD: 2-24.
.'OHN E. LEFFLER. veteran stage producer and
& Schaefer.
Chicago.
FD: 5-16
manager.
New
York.
FD: 2-25.
CLARENCE A. FULLERTCN. theater architect.
DONALD STUART, screen actor. Hollywood.
Detroit.
FD: 5-16.
T. W. CASE, developer of Movietone. Auburn.
FD: 2-25.
LAWRENCE CROSSMITH, English actor. HollyN. Y.
FD: 5-16.
wood. FD: 2-25.
SIR JOHN MARTIN-HARVEY, actor. London
3ECRGE F. PERLEY, founder of Ottawa Film
FD: 5-16.
Productions.
Ottawa.
FD:
2-25.
GEORGE ADE, humorist and playwright. Brook,
:REDERICK McKAY, drama critic, theater manInd.
FD: 5-18.
NEWTON I. STEERS, former president, DuPont
ager. New York.
FD: 3-2.
ABE FRANKLE, veteran Iowa exhibitor. Des
Film.
White
Plains, N. Y.
FD: 5-18.
Moines.
FD: 3-3.
M. S. SCHLESINCER. theater operator. Orange,
W. G. ROOST, vlce-prexy, Jarvis Theater Co.
N. J. FD: 5-24.
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT, novelist. San Diego
Lansing.
FD: 3-7
M. H. HCFFMAN, veteran producer. Hollywood.
FD: 5-25.
EDMUND MORTIMER, director-actor. HollyFD: 3-8.
wood. FD: 5-25.
HERMAN C. RAYMAKE, pioneer director. HolEUGENE T. OLIVER, former theater manager.
lywood. FD: 3-9.
Little
Rock.
FD: 5-26.
GEORGE P. AARONS. assistant general counsel,
5-31. WARE, producer. Hollywood FD'
MPPDA.
Philadelphia.
FD: 3-10.
DARRELL
IRVIN S. CCBB, author, film actor. New York.
6-2.
FD: 3-13.
i'ESSIE RALPH, actress. Gloucester, Mass. FD:
PETER SCHAEFER. founder of Jones, Linick &
DARIO L. FARALLA. production manager for
Schaefer.
Chicago.
FD: 3-14.
Edward
Small.
Hollywood.
FD: 6-5.
WALTER L. STOKES, auditor, Wilmer & Vincent.
ARNOLD
KORFF,
actor.
New York.
FD: 6-8.
Atlanta.
FD: 3-14.
IOSEPH CARDINAL, theater owner. Montreal. A. JOHN FREY, Republic branch manager, Los
Angeles.
Hollywood.
FD:
6-6.
FD: 3-15.
LOUIS AUBERT, French film actor Berne
MRS. ELIZABETH McGAFFEY, head of RKO's
FD: 6-12
research department.
Los Angeles. FD: 3-15.
HARRY TURBERG, veteran theater manager.
;CSEPH BELL. Western supervisor for M-C-M.
Hamilton,
O
FD: 6-7.
Hollywood.
FD: 3-16.
WILLIAM MARSH, Loew's traveling auditor.
Montvale.
N. J.
FD: 3-16.

(Continued on Page 9)

Tax Collections Oft
Million in November i
• Continued from Page D
Internal Revenue since the new ir
creased tax rate was imposed la; J
March.
The collection total indicated tha
October business this year fell 01
more sharply from September tha;
was the case in 1943. Collection
then fell from $16,499,395 on Ser
tember business to $16,388,863. Th
collection for September business c
this year was slightly better tha
double that of last year, while o
October business it was considerabl
less than double.
Collection from the third New Yor
(Broadway) district was $4,015,45;
as against $4,863,946 a month earlie
and $2,204,879 on October, 194?
Business total on theater admission
was $3,505,674.96, compared witjg:
$4,241,512 a month earlier and $
032,715 the year earlier.
if Happy New Yearl-fc

Magill Replacing Bodkin
For UA in Quaker City
after

(Continued from Page 1)
the new year and will

ente

here
yesterday.
the real
estate field, it was learne"
Bodkin, with the company for 1
years, will be replaced by Morto la
Magill, UA branch manager in Pittsp
burgh and formerly salesman in th
Philadelphia territory. William Shai :
tin of the company's New Have-:;
in
Pittsburgh.
branch
will step into Magill's spc*'n
•k Happy New Year! ir

Midnight Show Record
For WB New Year's Eve
An all-time record in number o
midnight performances being givef
this New Year's Eve is indicated b
Warners sales department booking;;
which show 221 such screening
scheduled for the early hours o
next Monday morning, while Warne.
Circuit, and
playing
both the company'
product
other
300 showings
set. pictures, has ove
In contrast to previous year;
when shows after midnight were con
fined to large metropolitan situa
tions, the practice this year has ex
tended to an unusual number o
smaller cities.

STORK REPORTS
St. Louis — Russell G. Mortensen
head booker for the Fox Midwes
Circuit, and his wife, Eunice, for
merly office manager for PRC ai'
now the proud parents of a bab;
Boston — Harry Eisenberg, distric
manager for the Lieberman Circuit
is the father of a baby daughter.
girl.

^
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fPB May Announce
law Stock Cut Today
(Continued

from Page 1)

oday. Burrows pointed out that he
as been disappointed in the past
When he expected final decisions by a
1 'definite date, but said he feels fairly
Icertain he can announce
the final
3 determination today. He did not attempt to deny that his final anwill involve the' paring
jj -pouncement
pf total raw stock allowance for the

3n jffllemoriam — 1944
(Continued from Page 8)

Portsmouth,
FRANK
HOLLIS,
theater
manager
N. H.
FD:6-8.
FD:
6-8.
JOHN
M. HIX, cartoonist.
Los Angeles
MYRON
JOHNSON,
Mills
Industries
specialist.
Chicago.
FD: 6-8.
SOLOMON
P. FLAYER,
former circuit operator.
Detroit.
FD: 6-9.
2— IN MEMORIAM— FILM DAILY
ELLEN

BARKER, author of "The Art of Photoplay Writing."
New York.
FD: 6-12.
MRS.
LANCDON
ELWYN
MITCHELL,
actress.
New York.
FD: 6-12.
JOHN
ROMWEBBER,
veteran
exhibitor.
Cleveland. FD: 6-13.
IRA
RIKER,
former
Brooklyn
circuit operator.
New York. FD: 6-13.
LEW KELLEY, actor.
Hollywood.
FD: 6-14.
SAM ROSEN, Monogram branch manager. Philadelphia. FD: 6-14.
WILLIAM
JAY, Universal special rep. in United
Kingdom.
London.
FD: 6-14.
MAURICE
A.
CHOYNSKI,
pioneer
exhibitor.
Chicago.
FD: 6-14.
C. WILLIAM
HICKS,
Baltimore circuit director.
New York.
FD: 6-15.
HERBERT
IVES,
industry
veteran.
Detroit.
FD: 6-15.
EDGAR
C.
MAYOR,
film
director.
Detroit.
FD: 6-21.
EDWARD
F. TILYOU,
manager,
Steeplechase,
Coney
Island.
New York.
FD: 6-22.
CHARLES
VINCENT,
former
theater
manager.
Detroit.
FD: 6-27.
JACOB
LASKER, president,
Lasker Sons Circuit.
Chicago.
FD: 6-28.
MRS.
DORA
BERC,
pioneer
woman
exhibitor.
Detroit.
FD: 7-5.
J. S. MacLEOD
of M-C-M,
killed in Santa
Fe
wreck.
FD: 7-6.
HARRY
T. NOLAN,
pioneer
Denver
exhibitor.
Denver.
FD: 7-6.
CARL 7-16.
MAYER,
Writer-producer,
London.
FD:

j^industry.
j "There
will
be
some
minor
^changes," Burrows said.
Asked if
among the "minor changes"
to be
announced would be a cut for the
•film industry, he allowed that it
"could
be."
Burrows
has
been
to prevent
[Struggling for months
kny decrease in the industry allot!ment, with aid during October from
Harold C. Hopper, his predecessor
"and now M-G-M
studio manager.
jThe work of these two men is believed to be the major reason why
Ithe industry will not be cut by more
Ithan 5 per cent, which is believed
jthe maximum to be announced.
Both Hopper and Burrows
spent
i.long hours arguing with the military1, and other ^claimants, never
scoring sensational successes but
| constantly managing to shave off a
MILLER,
president,
Mills
Industrie*,
few feet here or a few feet there FRED
Chicago.
FD: 7-6.
4jfrom the total demands of these A. M.Soundies.
("DOC")
SALOMON,
head of WB Teddington
studios.
London.
FD: 7-7.
It was this constant eftl (agencies.
B/ifort
which
saved
WPB
from
being
|
dan
i
el"
j.
danker,
jr.,
of
Waiter
Thompson
Agency.
Hollywood.
FD: 7-7,
to forced to put through a really dis FREDERICK
FISHER,
former circuit head. Portastrous cut against the film indus
land, Ore. FD: 7-7.
ISIDORE
H. HERK,
theatrical
producer.
New
try
if Happy New Year! -fr

Memphis Variety Club
Again Names Lightman
Memphis — Members of the new
Aboard of directors of the Variety
Club, re-elected M. A. Lightman,
of Malco Theaters, chief
^president
I barker for another year.
' » Ed Williamson, branch manager of
e| > Warners,
was made first assistant
11 chief barker; James
A. Prichard,
branch manager,
Universal, second
assistant; Bailey Prichard, hranch
manager Monogram, dough guy and
ec^ri Ed
Sapinsley,
city manager
of
I Malco theaters, property master.
The new board members are:
Al Avery, branch manager RKO;
E. R. Gillett, owner
Bristol theater; Herbert Kohn, general manager
: 5 Malco
theaters;
Robert
Bostick,
, branch
manager
National
Theater
L Supply, Inc., Tom
Young,
branch
i I manager
20th
Century-Fox;
and
William Ramsey of Manley, Inc.

THEATER DEALS

:i

York.
FD: 7-7.
GEORGE
B. SEIT2,
writer-director.
Hollywood.
FD: 7-11.
NAT CARR, actor.
Hollywood.
FD: 7-11.
MAJ.
DAVID
F. SILVERSTEIN,
Signal
Corps
Photo
Service.
New York.
FD: 7-11.
ED COLLINS, city manager for Interstate circuit.
San Antonio.
FD: 7-11.
OTTO
L. MEISER, pioneer theater owner.
Milwaukee. FD: 7-12.
WARREN
C. MARTINSON,
theatrical
attorney.
Chicago.
FD: 7-17.
BETTY
COMPTON,
former actress.
New York.
FD: 7-17.
JOHN
LANCASTE,
former
Metro
casting chief.
Hollywood.
FD: 7-18.
7-18. MORDKIN,
MIKHAIL
dancer.
New
York. FD:
| AtAN DINEHART, actor.
Hollywood.
FD: 7-19.
1 JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER, former president of RKO.
Hollywood.
FD: 7-21.
MILDRED
HARRIS,
actress,
former
wife
of
Charles
Chaplin.
Hollywood.
FD: 7-21.
GEORGE
E. STODDARD,
musical comedy author.
New York.
FD: 7-24.
WILLIAM
B. MORGAN,
Spanish-Portuguese representative of20th-Fox. New York. FD: 7-25.
FRANK T. KINTZINC, booking agent. New York.
FD: 7-25.
EDWARD RAUSCH, B & L chairman.
Rochester,
N. Y.
FD: 8-1.
SIR WILLIAM
JURY,
British film pioneer.
London. FD: 8-3.
EDDIE
MACK,
vaudeville
actor.
Hollywood.
FD: 8-3.
PAUL
M. BRYAN,
producer
of Reel Life, etc
Hollywood.
FD: 8-8.
»
ALBERT F: SULZER,
Eastman Kodak vice-prexy.
Rochester, N. Y.
FD: 8-8.
JOHN 8-11.
ALDEN
COOKE,
agent.
Hollywood.
FD:
ELI COHEN,

1 West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Fox Fullerton
theater, 1,000-seater, has been purchased by Fox West Coast Theaters
at a reported price of $250,000.

owner, Cohen Amusement Co. Montgomery, Ala. FD: 8-15.
JOHN
M. STAHR, WE comptroller of manufacture. Summit, N. J. FD: 8-17.
GEORGE McDANIEL, star of early serials. Hollywood. FD: 8-22.
ROBERT
FRAZER,
film actor.
Hollywood.
FD:
8-22.

DAViD
GOLDENBERC,
former
manager,
Metro
theater
in Bombay.
Bombay.
FD: 8-31.
ISABEL
IRVING,
stage
actress.
Nantucket.
FD: 9-5.
Ludwig Satz, Yiddish actor. New York. FD: 9-S.
H. A. FORTINGTON, former member Para, board.
Renfrew, Ont.
FD: 9-6.
ARTHUR
RICHMAN,
playwright.
New
York.
FD: 9-13.
ABDUL
MALGAN
("Terrible
Turk").
Los Angeles. FD: 9-14.
CHARLES
A. BUCKLEY,
FWC v.-p. and general
9-22.
counsel.
Hollywood.
FD: 9-14.
LOUIS
N. PARKER,
dramatist.
London.
FD:
C.

N.

BELDEN,

veteran

exhibitor.

Cleveland.

FD: 9-22.
RICHARD
MARSHALL,
veteran
theaterman.
San
Francisco.
FD: 9-25.
HENRY
McRAE,
"U"
director, studio manager.
Hollywood.
FD: 10-5.
HARRY
BERESFORD,
actor.
Hollywood.
FD:
10-6.
WENDELL L. WILLKIE, chairman, 20th CenturyFox board.
New
York.
FD: 10-10.
CHARLES
H. AMOS,
theater
manager.
Nashville. FD: 10-13.
C. FLOYD
HOPKINS,
film vet of the W & V
Circuit
in Harrsburg.
Philadelphia.
FD:
10-17.
SAUL

E. HARRISON,
pioneer film director. New
York.
FD: 10-17.
EDGAR A. LICHO, actor.
Hollywood. FD: 10-17.
CARLETON KELSEY, orchestra leader. Hollywood.
FD:
HERBERT

10-18.
HAYMAN,
manager,
Capitol.
Baltimore. FD: 10-18.
DE WITT
C. WEBBER,
theater
owner.
Denver.
FD: 10-19.
WILLIAM
BAUSCH,
B & L board
chairman.
Rochester,
N. Y.
FD: 10-20.
SIDNEY
SPIEGEL,
treasurer and v.-p., Essaness
Circuit.
Chicago.
FD: 10-20.
RICHARD
actor.
Hollywood.
FD:
10-24. BENNETT,
CHARLES
E.
BLAYNEY,
theatrical
producer.
Canaan,
Conn.
FD: 10-24.
ISADORE BERNSTEIN,
pioneer showman.
Hollywood. FD: 10-24.
MAURICE
McKENZIE,
aide to Will
Hays
at
MPPDA.
Hollywood.
FD: 10-27.
B. FASSIO, producer, head of B. F. Enterprises.
New York.
FD: 10-27.
ROBERT L. CHARLTON, former independent producer. New York.
FD: 10-30/
FRANK
A. MERRICK,
former
Western
Electric
president.
Hamilton,
Ont.
FD:
10-31.
HAROLD
B. ROBB,
president,
R & R-United
Theaters.
Dallas.
FD: 11-1.
HENRIETTA
CROSMAN,
actress.
New
York.
FD: 11-1.
CLAYTON
LYNCH,
Los
Angeles
manager
for
Metro.
Chicago.
FD: 11-6.
JOHN
PHILLIBER,
veteran actor.
Elkhart, Ind.
FD: 11-8.
BEN
HEIDINCSFIELD,
president,
United
Theaters. Cincinnati.
FD: 11-10.
EDWARD
McNAMARA,
stage and screen actor.
Boston.
FD: 11-13.
HARRY
J. CRUVER, treasurer, New Theater Co.
Baltimore.
FD: 11-14.
WILLIAM
LEWIS,
drama
and film editor, SunTeleg.aph.
Pittsburgh.
FD: 11-14.
SENATOR
SMITH
W.
BROOKHART,
author
of
bills against films. Prescotr, Ariz. FD: 11-16.
FERDINAND GOTTSCHALK, film and stage actor.
London.
FD: 11-17.
MISS
LEN
COHEN,
Loew's
assistant
treasurer.
New York.
FD: 11-21.
HENRY
KAUFMAN,
stage producer.
New York.
FD: 11-21.
GEORGE
KITZINGER,
journalist, former Atlanta
correspondent for THE
FILM
DAILY.
Milwaukee. FD: 11-22.
ADOLPH
RAMISH,
film
financier,
founder
of
WCT.
Hollywood.
FD: 11-27.
IRVING
LINER,
S. I. manager
for SI Fabian.
New York.
FD: 11-28.
JAMES O'NEILL, actor.
New York.
FD: 11-30.
LUDWIG
SCHINOLER,
pioneer
exhibitor.
Chicago. FD: 11-30.
EARLE
BROWN,
film and stage actor.
Hollywood. FD: 12-1.
D. B. BLY, Shea partner, theater owner. Cleveland. FD: 12-4.
ERNEST
FREEMAN,
Freeman-Newbold
Circuit
partner.
Cincinnati.
FD: 12-6.
FRED J LAURENT,
western film executive.
St.
Louis.
F. D. 12-7.
ROBERT WARWICK, actor. Hollywood. FD: 12-8.
SYDNEY TOWELL, 20th-Fox v.-p. and treasurer.
New York.
FD: 12-12.

See Court's Ruling
Aid to Buying Pools
(Continued from Page 1)
that sentence. One lawyer expressed
the opinion that it meant that combines that saved independent exblesscourt'sa major
money had
ings.hibitors
On the
otherthehand,
company lawyer interpreted it as
meaning that no comparison was
drawn and that the court had not
passed onsirabilitythe
legality
deofbuying
groupsor asthe
it was
not an issue, except as it applied
to Crescent's purchasing power.
In any event, reports from the
field indicate an expanded use of
such combines, with new ones springtry.
ing up in various parts of the counic Happy New Year! it

$2,700,000 for Agencies
Of Greater New York Fund
As the result of contributions
made by businesse concerns and employe groups to the seventh annual
campaign of the Greater New York
Fund, local hospitlas, health and welfare agencies have received more
than $2,700,000, it is announced by
Arthur dent.A.This distribution
Ballantine, fund's
presiis the second
since the close of the campaign. During the Spring and Summer, checks
totalling $962,079.57 were sent to
the agencies in settlement of special designations and allocations.
Contributors to the Fund already
include more than 21,000 business
concerns and employe groups. The
408 agencies participating in the
appeal include such important homefront services as the Catholic Charities, the Jewish Philanthropies,
United Hospital Fund, Protestant
Welfare Federation, Community
Service Society, Salvation Army,
Visiting Nurse Services, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts,
and neighborhood settlement houses.
if Happy New Year! -fr

Macy's Goes Tele Jan. 3
Macy's on Jan. 3 will start regularly scheduled television programs,
using DuMont's Station WABD,
Channel 4, and produced by RKO
Television Corp. It will be a fiveminute program devoted exclusively to shopping information, with
Martha Manning, shopping adviser,
doing the commenting.
LAIRD CRECAR, actor.
Hollywood.
FD: 12-12
WILLIAM
E. RAYNOR,
veteran exchange manager. New York.
FD: 12-15.
LUPE
VELEZ,
actress.
Hollywood.
FD: 12-15.
STUART
PATON, veteran film director.
Hollywood. FD: 12-19.
ISAAC
GOLDSMITH,
veteran
theater executive
Chicago.
FD: 12-21.
12-21.
MERNA
KENNEDY,
actress.
Hollywood.
FDHARRY
LANGDON,
film comedian.
Hollywood
FD:
12-26.12-26.
DR. NATHANIEL
LIEF, dentist, composer
FD:
SYDNEY

C.

GIBSON,

legit

actor.

12-27. theater executive.
AXEL FD:PEARSON,
Ind.
FD: 12-27.

New

York.
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"Right Down Front'
For March of Dimes

DAILY

tKfje heroic Jftlm ©eat

""VHESE are not dead. In the heart of every American, they live. In the pride
of children, the love of youth and the reverence of age, they live. In
undone deeds of heroism to come, they live. In the litany of Liberty which
Loew circuit's 2,500 ushers, mostly the unborn yet shall sing, they live. In the song of the lathe, the hymn of the
girls, will usher $10,000 into the hammer, the roar of the locomotive, the prayer of the persecuted, they live.
1945 March of Dimes coffers or know
These are not dead. They have arisen above death. In that world of tomorrow where women and children are safe, where hearthstones are inviolate,
the reason why. They plan to have
relatives, friends, and others outside ■where man's compass shall be kindness and his sanctuary God, these shall
the theater contribute to coin-cards. know abiding life.
—CHARLES FRANCIS COE.
Each usher is pledged to fill two
such cards, each holding $2 worth LT. CHARLES M. BAER, AAF, of RCA Victor. BURDETTE PACE, son of Stanley Page (New
of dimes. Last year the Loew ushHaven projectionist). FD: 7-25.
FD: 1-4.
ers raised $8,000 by this method. RUSSELL SUCHY, doorman at a WB theater in SGT. ROBERT D. FOWLER, Des Moines theater
Cleveland;
killed
in
Bouganville.
FD:
1-4.
employe;
in Italy. FD: 7-25.
The campaign committee hopes to
LT. ROBERT PEARMAN, husband of secretary
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, manager RKO's
enroll 20,000 ushers in this drive S/SGT.
to Charles Einfeld; in jungle bomber crash.
23rd St. Theater, N. Y. C; in raid over
phase for total extra collections of
Bremen. FD: 1-10.
FD: 7-25.
7-31.
PFC. JOHN R. HARCRAVE, of staff of State CAPT. LEWIS S. MENTNIK, N. Y. Rep. of Jay
at least $50,000.
Emanuel Publications; in Normandy. FD:
•k Happy New Year!*

Holmes, Republic Booker,
Heads F-25 in Detroit
Detroit — Bert Holmes, booker for
Republic, has been named president of Local F-25, IATSE, covering
front office employes of all exchanges,
for 1945.
The following new officers, in addition to Holmes, were elected to serve
also on the Board of Directors, reduced this year from seven to five
members: Margaret Studebaker, Republic, financial secretary; Lillian
Neff, Paramount, corresponding secretary; Bemadette Voisin, Twentieth-Fox, treasurer; and Al J. Champagne, Twentieth-Fox, business
agent.
Other new officers are: Mary Voisin, Twentieth- Fox, sergeant-atarms; and Velma Grandy and Virginia Gates, both of Universal, trustees.
• -k Happy New Year! -fr

All-Time Production Peak
At RKO-Radio Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — With 25 features in
various stages of preparedness, RKO
Radio, on the threshold of the New
Year, is chalking up an all-time . record for pictures in work and in cutting rooms. Twelve are being edited,
four are getting final polishing jobs,
five are before the cameras, four
are getting new inserts and music
for foreign versions.
ir Happy New Year! -fr

Chi. to Ban Browne, Bioff?
Chicago — Robey Parks, Hearst
writer, says that Chicago authorities will not permit George Browne
and Willie Bioff to return here.

Two New Tele Firms
Chartered in Del.
Dover, Del. — Two new tele corporations have just been chartered by
the Secretary of State here. International Theatrical and Television
Corp. has been organized with $1,500,000 capitalization, while Rayenergy Radio and Television Corporation
of America has been formed with
750 no par value shares.

Theater, Nashua, N. H.; in the Southwest
Pacific. FD: 1-19.
PVT. WILLIE W. MERCIER, Berlin, N. H.
1-25.
theater employe; in action in Italy. FD:

SYDNEY

LANDE, son of Harry A. Lande (Cleveland distributor); in France:
FD: 8-2.
PVT. HERBERT KAUFMAN, son of Abe Kaufman (Terre Haute exhibitor) ; in France.

PVT. RICHARD C. McARTHUR, usher at Roosevelt Theater, Detroit; in Italy. FD: 1-25.
FD: JAMES
8-2.
CAPT.
P. PARISH, assistant manager
CORP. HENRY LARNER of the Paramount pubParamount Theater, Montgomery, Ala.; in
licity dept.; of wounds in Italy. FD: 2-1.
air battle in France.
FD: 8-15.
ARTHUR MEEHAN, son of Ceo. Meehan, Colum- LT. JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, JR., USN, son of
bia cameraman in Hollywood; in the Navy.
Joseph Kennedy; in plane explosion over
FD:
2-2.
CORP. PAUL E. HOLLAND, USMC, usher in Fort
England.LANGYHER,
FD: 8-16. ex-manager Princess The8-18
Theater, Rock Island, III.; in So. Pacific. WILLIAM
ater, Washington, D. C. ; in France.
FD:
FD:2-9.
LT. EARLE LIEBERMAN, shipper, Columbia exILT. CHARLES
E. COLEMAN,
Paramount
audichange; in plane crash in Arizona. FD: 2-29.
tor; in combat over Germany.
FD: 8-21.
LT. DONALD L. LEMBCKE, of Bausch & Lomb;
PVT. WILLIAM J. WALKER, Paramount shipping
in raid over Cermany.
FD: 3-1.
clerk in Philadelphia; in Italy. FD: 8-21.
S/SCT. JAMES W. RILEY, of Robb & Rowley
PVT. JOHN F. MORRELL, Metro home office
Circuit;
in Mediterranean
battle. FD: 3-2.
in France.
FD: 8-23.
LT. BENJAMIN F. FARBER of Spot Films; in LT. employe;
NICK ERMOLIEFF, foreign publicity head
plane crash in Pacific. FD: 3-3.
at RKO
Studios;
in Normandy.
FD: 8-24.
LT. (j.g.) EDWARD MARTIN, co-owner and HARLAN STEINCAMP, son of Ted Mendenhall
general manager of Southern Amusement
(manager Paramount Theater, Des Moines);
Co. of Lake Charles, La.; at Great Lakes
in France. FD: 8-25.
training station. FD: 3-23.
LT. LAMBERT C. ROOT, AAF, RKO messenger; LT. FREDERICK F. STRIBY, RCA Victor; in
France.
FD: 8-31.
in action over England. FD: 3-24.
PFC. CHARLES N. BESS, manager Woodbine
LT. ROBERT YENTES, of 20th-Fox's New York
9-1.
Theater,
Nashville;
in France.
FD: 8-31.
exchange;
at Cassino.
FD: 4-4.
SGT. LEE POWELL, screen actor; in action. FD:
LT. WILLIAM MURPHY, brother of John Murphy; in plane smash-up.
FD: 4-11.
CAPT. HAL FREEMAN, son of Al Freeman; in
LT. DANIEL BOONE BRUCE, of Metro's Atlanta
Pacific. FD: 9-1.
branch; in air collision: FD: 4-21.
JEROME POTRYKUSOFF, Bausch & Lomb; in
LT. ALBERT GRANT, AAF, exec, of Pantheon
Italy. FD: 9-5.
Theater,
Chicago; over Cermany.
FD: 4-21.
ENSIGN GERALD THOMAN, of Bausch & Lombr LT. MORTON C. EUSTIS, associate editor Theater Arts Magazine; in France. FD: 9-6.
4-24.
in Allied territory outside the U. S. FD:
DOUGLAS F. HARRIS, nephew of J. J. O'Connor;
in
France.
FD: 9-6.
LT. 'MONROE E. BILLINGS, USN., of Eastman
LT. 9-13.
BERNARD POLLOCK, assistant manager,
Kodak;
in Kansas plane crash. FD: 4-25.
Omaha Theater, Omaha; in France. FD:
LT. GEORGE HALABY, staff chief at New York
Strand Theater:
in New Guinea.
FD: 5-3.
LT. NEWTON GOLDMAN, son of Harry Coldman
LT. JOHN E. DALY, JR.. son of the head of
of Boston;
in European area. FD: 9-19.
Loew's mailing department; a Fortress pilot, LT. JOHN S. SCHULTZ, manager Columbia
9-19.
in Europe.
FD: 5-3.
Theater, Erie, Pa.; in airplane crash. FD:
FLYINC OFFICER CHARLES OLMSTEAD, actor;
in plane crash in Canada.
FD: 5-4.
CAPT. C. OCLIETTI, JR. of Lynchburg, Pa.;
of wounds in Italy. FD: 5-8.
LT. NICHOLAS LOUKIDES, USMC, usher in
New Haven; in Florida training accident.

LT. FRANK HANSKOWSKI, of Southtown Theater, Chicago; in New Guinea. FD: 9-20.
RENE DESCATEAUX, son of New Hampshire
theater owner; in South Pacific. FD: 9-22.
NICK KURIS, JR., son of Theater owner in
Muskegon,
Mich.;
in France.
FD: 9-25.
DANAIEN PARER, Paramount News ace; in
Peleliu. FD: 9-26.
LT. ROY ZESSER, nephew of Alexander Zesser,
Detroit
theater owner.
FD: 9-27.
PVT. JAMES S. NOEL, formerly with Republic
in Charlotte,
N. C. FD: 9-27.
LT. C. J. KONTOS, nephew of Harold Abbott,
equipment dealer of Chicago. FD: 9-27.

FD: 5-9.
FREDERICK FAUST ("Max Brand"), war correspondent; in Italy. FD: 5-17.
GEORCE BRENNAN, AFS, Ideal Pictures executive; of wounds in India.
FD: 5-17.
LT. HAROLD A. DEW, AAF, RCA employe in
Indianapolis; over Italy. FD: 5-24.
JOSEPH WEISMAN, of the New York Roxy
Theater staff; in Italy. FD: 6-13.
T/SCT. FREDERICK H. HOMNICK, brother of SGT. JOHN K. MULLEN, manager, Warners'
Ardmore, Philadelphia; in France. FD: 10-3.
Curtis Homnick, Wilkes-'Barre.
FD: 6-15.
PFC. PAUL W. WINTER, projectionist, PhiladelDAVID COHEN of the De Luxe Lab.; at Anphia; in France. FD: 10-3.
zio. FD: 6-20.
PVT. JOHN W. KRIVO, Local B-179, Detroit;
WALTER OAKES. Chicago projectionist; in New
in France. FD: 10-9.
Guinea.
FD: 6-20.
CPL, ERIC G. SVENSON, staff of Pantheon,
LT. JAMES C. SCHAEFER, son of George J.
Chicago; in sinking of ship in MediterSchaefer;
in Normandy.
FD: 6-27.
ranean. FD: 10-10.
S/SGT. JOHN S. CHAKLOS, of DeVry Corp.;
LT. CHANNING TRAFFORD, doorman at Emin France.
FD: 7-12.
pire, Montgomery, Ala.; in N. M. air
CORP. JOSEPH LIBEL, DeVry Corp.; in South
crash. FD: 10-13.
Pacific. FD: 7-12.
CORP. GROVER BROWN, actor; in France. FD:
PFC. ELLIOTT AUCLAIR of Ceneva, N. Y.; in
10-18.
Marshall
Islands. FD: 7-12.
|IMMY SMITH, Cincinnati booker; in France.
T/SGT. HAROLD E. ROCERS, film stunt man;
FD: 10-23.
in Europe. FD: 7-17.
CORP. ALTON T. BROWN, of Queen Theater,
CORP. LEONARD J. GIVERSON, usher in PlyAustin, Tex.; on Tinian
Island. FD: 10-25.
mouth, N. H., theater; in action on D-Day.
(Continued on Pago 14)
FD: 7-21.
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Suggests U. S. Indies
Produce In India
(Continued

from Page 1)

post-war period as additions to his
already extensive holdings.
Sound and projection for the new
houses is expected to be purchased
equally from RCA and Western Electric Export, and during his stay herey
he expects to line up lighting, air^
conditioning,
chairs,
carpets,
and
other essentials for outfitting the ,
new stands.
Interests in India, he declared,
would welcome indie U. S. producers and their efforts would supplement valuably the rapidly growing
skills of native film makers. American product, he added, will continue
to be popular with theater patrons
in India after the war, but that features should and must be carefully
selected for importation in order to
fit into the
tribution andcountry's
exhibition economic
pattern, disand
also to preserve and strengthen the
friendly bonds between the two peoHe foresees vast expansion of the
exhibition field in India in the wake
of the war and suggested that proples.
ducer-distributors inthe U. S. acquaint themselves better with this
field as it now exists. Some American companies still do not realize
how unbalanced the theater situation is. For example, a very great
gap presents itself via rentals and
scales,
with rural
theatershefarsaid,
below
city stands.
Generally,
U. "
S. companies judge India exhibition
outlets by what they see in the cities.
One of the important matters on
Merchant's agenda while in this
country is to organize post-war Indian distribution. Not only is he
interested in features and shorts in
35 mm., but also in 16 mm. films for
which he prophesies a vast and growing demand as film frontiers are expended in India, and this, he holds,
is inevitable.
Edward L. Kemper Stricken
Seattle — Edward Lee Kemper, 60,
retired vaude actor, appearing in
well known theaters, died at his
home here from a heart attack.

It's the Right Slant
For Nipping the Nips
Washington

Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington
— Jack
Loew's
Columbia,
carried
his Foxe,
Bond of
campaign
into the heart of Chinatown in the
nation's capital, — and with excellent
results. In co-operation with the On
Leong Tong, Foxe and his staff attended a Tong-hosted dinner at a Chinese
restaurant equipped with projection
booth. Following the repast, the
staff presented several WAC
short
subjects on Japan. At the finale, the
patriotic Chinese rose up and bought
$40,000 worth of "E" Bonds.

Think of a child
you love !. .
AND

REMEMBER

THOSE

LESS FORTUNATE!

v.-

^0
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Wbt Heroic Jf Urn Beab
(Continued

1926.

(Continued from Page 1)
He was a friend of

many

years' standing of his predecessor as
treasurer of the company.
Graduating from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1925,
Henderson entered the buying department of Halsey Stuart & Co. in
New York, remaining with that firm
until April 1936 when he joined the
industrial department of Lehman
Bros.
Felix A. Jenkins, secretary of the
corporation, was elected a director
to fill the other vacancy
on the
board.
if Happy New Year! -fr

SAG Dropping Class B
Memberships by Feb. 1
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Official abolishment of
the Screen Actors Guild "Class B"
membership classification by Feb. 1,
with the same date set as a time
limit for extra players in this category to apply for A-Junior status,
has been announced by the SAG.
This move puts an end to the
Guild's control of atmosphere players who recently voted it favor of
the Screen Players Union, but hands
an alternative privilege to those desiring to work under the SAG banner.
The SPU has called a special meeting for tonight to nominate officers
and decide on eligibility rules. The
possibility of filing unfair labor
charges against producers under the
Wagner Act, prompted by the Central Casting
listing
of SAG
members
andBureau's
others for
work
over
which SPU claims the recent NLRB
election gave them jurisdiction, will
also be discussed.

Help Problem Acute
In Cleveland Sector

age for
ushers
of boy
due to

ushers — now either have girl
or have a complete change
personnel every few weeks,
the draft. A theater owner

is often his own janitor these days,
and additionally frequently does all
the major and all the minor jobs
around the house.
Until recently he has not had to
do much "selling"; people attended
in droves to see almost any new
picture. Now, with discriminate buying the rule, they feel the necessity
of exploitation. If premiums were
available, many exhibs. say they would
use them in an attempt to hold their
present attendance.

3M>

T/SCT. ARTHUR SORENSON, JR., son of editor
of Movietone News; in Germany. FD: 10-31.
LT. JERRY MARCUS, former Metro booker,
Omaha'
in France. FD: 11-2.
LT. BERNARD Pollock, Tri-State, Sioux City,
la.; in France.
FD: 11-3.
ROBERT CHASA, Zephyr Theater, Burlington, la.;
in France.
FD: 11-3.
LT. MONROE SAMSALIC, S.O.S. shipping clerk;
in France. FD: 11-8.
HARRY BORN, manager New York Globe Theater;
in Europe.
FD: 11-8.
LT. JACK B. DOUGHERTY, WB home office; in
Germany. FD: 11-13.
CLEN SCHWARTZ, brother of Don and Abbott
Schwartz,
Minneapolis; in Italy. FD: 11-13.
T/SGT. EDWARD ). WALL, JR., son of E. J.
Wall of Londonville, N. Y.; in France.
FD: 11-14.
SCT. HOWARD B. CRAVEN, head usher Art
Theater, Springfield, Mass.; in Germany.
FD: 11-14.
LT. JOSEPH T. DANDREA, Essaness theater
manager,
Chicago;
in France.
FD: 11-17.
S/SGT. HENRY S. ROSENWALD, New York theater operator;; in Italy. FD: 11-17.
LT. ROBERT L. KUHL, owner of two Iowa theaters; in plane crash in Texas.
FD: 11-20.
JOHN ENGST, Essaness theater manager; in
France: FD: 11-22.
PVT. ROY ALGEO, JR., Republic shipper, Pittsburgh; on Saipan.
FD. 11-24.
J. SAMUEL WELTMAN, Syracuse theater owner;
in France.
FD: 11-30.

LT.

Firebug Suspected as
Charlotte House Burns

Albert Law Here to Talk
With Distribs. on SCTO

Charlotte, N. C. — An investigator
for the State Insurance Dept. and a
representative of National Board of
Fire Underwriters, is in Charlotte
assisting the local police investigation of the fire on Tuesday of suspected incendiary origin which
closed the Broadway theater.
A youth who was arrested Tuesday was released after questioning.
This was the second fire within a

(Continued from Page 1)
distribution executives on a number
of matters pertaining to the organization which was formed last July.
Law, who formulated a conciliation formula which, according to a
bulletin he issued in November,
would be more economical than arbitration, may discuss the plan during his New York stay. He will be
here until Tuesday.

week of suspicious nature in WilbyKincey Theaters and the eighth in
less than a year.
Six firemen are still hospitalized
from injuries.

Bennington, Vt. — Christopher H.
Buckley, owner of the General Stark,
once the largest independent theater operator in Albany, died here.
He is survived by his widow, four
Mineola Theater, against the five
sons and a daughter.
consenting companies. Complainant
charges that the clearance between
the Floral Park and the Mineola is
unreasonable and asks that it be
eliminated.

LT.

GERALD
STEINBERC,
son-in-law
of I. J.
Hoffman, New Haven; in France. FD: 12-1.
RICHARD
H. FITZGERALD,
son of Harold
J. Fitzgerald,
Fox. Wis. Amusement
head;

Leyte. FD: 12-4.
JAMES
J. GALIZIA,
Famous
Music Corp.
employe;
in air accident
in Georgia.
FD:
12-7.
CORP. MIKE RENDA, service staff, Loew's Theater, St. Louis; in Italy.
FD: 12-7.
GENE HENSLEY,
of Black Diamond Crcuit, W.
Va.; over France.
FD: 12-13.
PFC. EDWARD PLANINE, C-S manager in Joliet,
III.; in Holland. FD: 12-15.
JOSEPH
P. DE CONCO,
still lab. employe
at
Universal studio; on Leyte.
FD: 12-19.
LT. ROBERT
DREW,
former
Monogram
rep. for
W. Va.; in bomber crash. FD: 12-20.
LT.
JAMES
B. CRAWLEY,
manager
Keresotes
theater
in Chillicothe,
III.; in Holland.
PVT.

on

FD:
12-20.COLECK,
DAVID
son of Dora
Koleck
of
B & K's Uptown
Theater,
Chicago;
over
Roumania.
FD: 12-22.
WALTER OAKES, member of Chicago operators'
union; in South Pacific.
FD: 12-22:
PFC.
EDWARD
SUTTELL,
former
manager
Old
Vienna
Buffalo; in Germany.
FD:
12-26. Theater,
F/O

PVT.

PVT.

ROBERT
W. WOOLUMS,
Drexel
Theater,
Columbus,

former
manager
0., in France.

FD: 12-27.
JOSEPH
SMITH,
son
of
Harry
Smith.
RKO booker in Boston; in Europe. FD: 12-29.

"Chris" Buckley Dead

(Continued

from Page 1)

have been impossible without
the |
fine co-operation
shown
nationally i
ft
by exhibitors, distributors, theater '
managers
and other industry personnel in rolling up one of the largest Bond sales the Government has.
ever undertaken.
"To the exhibitors of the nation,"
Brandt said, "I want to express my
sincerest thanks for giving the Sixth
War Loan committees several new
records in the number of Bond premieres, children's matinees and national Free Movie Day shows. To
the members of the various exhibitor, distributor and publicity committees again I want to repeat that
without your extreme co-operation
I doubt whether we would have been

I

as Brandt
successful
we were."
alsoas again
thanked the
trade press for its "co-operative
spirit
and will
unstinted
Brandt
take aefforts."
brief vacation
before becoming active in the Red
Cross drive.
if Happy New Year! if

2nd Seattle Arbitration
Case; New Case in N. Y.
Second complaint to be filed in the
Seattle arbitration tribunal since the
system has been in operation was
docketed this week. Case, involving
some-run, was filed by Frank M.
Higgins, operating the Lake City
Theater, Lake City, Wash. Higgins
charges that 20th Century-Fox, Warner Bros, and Loew's have refused
to offer pictures to the Lake City
on any run. Interested parties are
National Theaters Corp., HamrickEvergreen
Theaters and Evergreen
Theaters Corp.
A clearance complaint was filed
in
York byCorp.,
the Calderone-MineolaNewTheater
operating the

1944 News Highlights

Cleveland, 0. — All exhibitors in
the Cleveland territory today are faced
with an acute help problem. Subsequent-run houses which in the past
have relied en boys of high school

from Page 12)

Great Job by All
Says Brandt of 6th

(Continued

if Happy New Year! if

Mae Tinee Retiring

from Page 2)

some
municipalities.
Despite
the tax uncertainties,
however, a move
to establish
a
Round Table Conference cf Exhibitors Organizations to combat adverse tax proposals failed.

IX

MPPDA.
scheme

Conscious

of the new

place of the motion

picture in the educational

of things, the MPPDA made available funds for a thorough study by the Committee on Motion Pictures in Education of the American Council on Education. No less

conscious of the industry's wider sphere of community service, one of the fruits of the
war, Will H. Hays presided at an exploratory conference of representatives of civic and
public groups looking to the formulation of an effective post-war program. Warner
Bros, formally tendered its resignation from the MPPDA and from the associate West
Coast AMPP. Lester Thompson, long identified with the MPPDA, resigned as head of the
Advertising Code Administration; elected to replace him was Gordon White.

X
MOURNED.
Death came to many to whom the world-wide industry owes much
for its business advancement and artistic progress during the years. High on the roll
of those mourned are the names of Wendell L. Willkie, Sydney Towell, Mort H.
Singer, Lou Metzger, Jack Partington, John J. McQuirk, Charles A. Buckley, George
B. Seitz, Joseph I. Schnitzer, Arch M. Bowles, M. H. Hoffman, William Bitzer, Aaron
A. Jones, Sr., and Harold B. Robb.

Chicago — Mrs. Frances Gorver,
for 30 years writing as Mae Tinee,
Chicago Tribune's film critic, is retiring owing to sickness. Anna Nagle
is succeeding her, using the Mae
Tinee by-line.

Variety Club for
Western Michigan
Grand Rapids, Mich. — A Variety
Club may be established in Grand
Rapids early next year. Membership, it is understood, will embrace
not only Grand Rapids exhibitors,
but theater men throughout Western
Michigan. Definite plans will not be
available until after Jan. 1.

i

i
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INSTRUCTION FIELD SET FOR PEACETIME
NAotiograph
Facilities at Peak on '45 War
Orders
Costs Not Much Greater
ut Essential Civilian
;'sers
To GetSays
Projectors
>nd Sound,
Matthews
. Chicago — Motiograph has just relived additional prime and sub-eon:acts to produce
for the armed
irces many new items of radio, rair and gun fire control apparatus

Equipment Field Notes

I N line with PRC's national expansion
' program, the company's Omaha office
is being moved to larger quarters in the
Film Building. Remodeling is under way,
and Branch Manager Harry Rogers says
ary. new quarters will be available in Januthe

immediate post-war period,
lie now
operates the Rialto in Bushnell.
The Barger interests still have as active
projects, the war notwithstanding, the construction of at least two outdoor stands in
that area. One is slated for 87th St. and

|hich will keep all three of the compny's
plants
working
at full cafocity throughout
1945, it is anspunced here by Fred C. Matthews,
South Highway, and another for the suburAmerican Seating paid a one dollar
fertner in the organization.
ban sector of the city's West Side.
dividend on its common stock on WedI "Though
Motiograph's
monthly
nesday of this week.
Ampro Corp. is currently distributjiaipments," he declared, "are at the
* *
*
»ighest point in its 48-year history,
ing a highly interesting booklet presenting an article by Stanley Young
aie company is still producing a limFreon is now being manufactured at OuJed amount of 35 mm. motion pic- Pont's plant in East Chicago with entire who discusses what will happen in the
movie world when the war is over.
(Continued on Page 16)
output going to the armed services. How* *
«
-k Happy New Year! ir
ever, when peace comes, this plant will

eating Hardest Hit
.n Cleveland Sector

provide a nearer and larger supply to both
the central and western territories.

*

*

*

A cigarette carelessly dropped en a sofa
is held the cause of the Madison Theater's
destruction with an estimated $75,000 loss.
Owners of the Covington, Ky., house were
protected by a $64,000 fire insurance policy and a $60,000 business interruption insurance contract, — but failed to have a
no-smcking
rule for the house.

DeVry Corp. is having Charles R.
Crakes, company's educational consultant, address various educational jorums on the use of films in classrooms.
Cleveland — Theater equipment in Recently in Fargo, N. D., he spoke before some 1,800 State educators on this
lis area is in fairly good condition,
Will Drumbar, theater operator of
ue to careful attention and replace- subject. The service will continue
ent of worn parts, but what the until the end of the school year, it is Knoxville, Tenn., has retained Architieaters need most as soon as con- stated by William DeVry, organizatect Fred T. Manley, Jr., to draw
itions permit, is new chairs, a surtion's president.
plans for a new theater on Chapman
ey of the situation reveals. In the
Highway, which will be built as soon
dlowing order they will then want
Milton K. Robinson, Eastman Kodak's as priorities can be obtained. It will
secretary,
has
been
named
to
the
board
be the first in South Knoxville.
ew carpets, new fronts and exter* *
«
»r modernization, and finally, new of trustees of the Monroe County Savings
Bank
in
Rochester.
rejection and sound equipment.
Harry F. Shaw, division manager for the
* *
*
For the past two years, theater
Loew Poli chain and headquartering in New
Bell
&
Howell
announces
a
new
16
jnprovements have been confined to
Haven, reports that practically every outlet
(Continued on Page 16)
mm. sound projector designed espe- in the circuit is being decorated and havcially for 25-cycle operation. Cateing walls and ceilings brightened.
gorized as the Filmosound Model 156* *
*
NTS Charlotte Branch
VB, it is identical in other respects
Bradley
College,
Peoria,
111., starts
with the Model 156-V. Entire output
Ends Year In Glory
a television course on Jan. 3. Stage
of
the
new
model
is
allocated
to
miliCharlotte, N. C— National Thetary and high-priority civilian use, but sets for tele will be a feature of the
atre Supply Co. has just completed
is expected to fill a real demand in course which is under direction of Dr.
Harry E. Wood, dean of the College
its largest '44 contract, it is reported
rural localities after the war.
by Branch Manager W. G. Boling.
of Fine Arts. *
* #
*
*
*
Contract was for equipping Government theater at New River Marine
Base. This house, seating 1,800, is
largest film house among the some
500 in North and South Carolina.
NTS provided all sound, projection,
lighting, etc., at the New River
base and for the Government theater on Paris Island, S. C.

Kroehler Mfg. Co., makers of theater
chairs, has certified an increase in its common stock from 600,000 to 700,000 shares,
no par value. This will give additional
funds for future expansion of the company.

*

*

United Builders, of which Stanley Levine
is vice-president, has five new theaters on
its drawing boards, each of which will be
an ultra-modern stand.

*

The Plaza here has reopened after
S. E. Pirtle, circuit owner, has purchased the Cole block in Bushnell, III., being closed for three weeks for reand will build a modern theater in the
pairs necessitated by a booth fire.

Than Before Hostilities;
No Labor Shortage Seen

Opinion of film theater architects
that the first five years of the postwar period will see an unprecedented
construction boom in the exhibition
field is echoed in behalf of the
building field generally by Harry D.
Watts, president and chairman of
James Stewart & Co.
The construction industry, he declared, isready to start work immediately, if the war were at an end
now, and, contrary to popular belief,
construction costs are not much
higher currently than pre - war.
Where the misconception arises is
in the fact that computation is made
on war cost bases when time rather
than expense is paramount. Present
(Continued on Page 16)
if Happy New Year! if

Sealuxe Systems Are
Mailable To Exhsbs.
Trend toward restrictions' relaxation on theater equipment is further exemplified by news issued
by A. J. Lindsley of National Theatre Supply Co. that Sealuxe theater display systems are again available for theater owners wishing to
modernize their front or interiors,
or equip an entirely new theater
with display systems which will
"dress
revenue.up" the house and help boost
Sealuxe theater display systems
(Continued on Page 16)

Kotlah Plants Have
Whole Constellation!
Rochester, N. Y. — The four local
plants of Eastman Kodak will soon
fly a total of 16 white stars on
Army-Navy "E" pennants, signifying
the five times the company has been
given the Army- Navy production
award. Award of the fourth star was
made to Kodak Park, Camera Works,
Hawk-Eye and Kodak Office last
week.

16 • EQUIPMENT

NEWS

<3ffc
New '45 War Orders
Occupy Monograph

A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre
aeniively covering the equipment field, pubished every second week by Wid's Filmi snd
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
Sl. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B
Sahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau
Chief.
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Expressions of Mars
Are Like Monu Lisa's
Sulphur

Spas,

Fla., suburb

of

Tampa, has opened its new 1,000seater, christened The Springs, and

(Continued from Page 15)
everybody is confent. But in New
ture sound and projection equipment
for 'essential civilian users.' "
Port Richey, Fla., the sailing isn't
so easy. There the debut of a
Over 1,000 employes and members
brend new stand is being held up,
of their immediate families attended
pending arrival rf new equipment.
the organization's annual Christmas
C. H. Richelieu, of Tarpon Spas.,
Party at plants Nos. 1 and 2, and an
owner of the house, is having some
equal number attended the party
difficulty securing equipment priorigiven
for
the
employes
of
Plant
ties.
No. 3.
Meticulous post-war planning,
aimed at furnishing the most up-todate projection and sound systems to
theatermen in the post-war period,
was an important activity of Motio(Continued from Page 15)
graph during the months of 1944,
construction wages are expected, he and exceptional improvements and
said, to continue for some time.
refinements are set for introduction
Whatever construction labor short- to the trade as soon as peace is
(Continued from Page 15)
age may threaten in large centers declared and manufacturing facililike New York when the boom gets
ties can be converted for supply of consist of photo, wall, easel and tack
under way will tend to be relieved, projectors and sound systems to both board display frames on high quality extruded aluminum with rich,
he explained, by a flow of labor at- the domestic and export markets, he
satin-smooth alumilite finish which
tracted by higher wage scales. How- indicated.
is impervious to fingermarks,
ever, some building labor which left
k Happy New Year! -k
scratches and tarnish. The finish
large centers during the war and Florida Theater Resumes
requires no polishing.
settled elsewhere may not return.
As Repairs Continue
According to Lindsley, Universal
Estimates by film house architects
Corp. of Dallas, creators of these
that between 800 and 1,000 new theLake City, Fla.— Cecil Cohen, man- display systems, also has a comatei-s will be built in the five-year
ager of the DeSoto Theater reperiod following advent of peace are
plete planning and designing sercently damaged by fire in the provice for theater owners wishing to
now being revised upward by at
jection room, has reopened the the- lay out an entirely new display sysleast 10 per cent. This is based upon
ater. New equipment has been intem for his theater front or interior.
the needs of small communities, plus
stalled and improved sound is exwidespread trends toward decentrali•k Happy New Year! -k
pected to arrive shortly.
Boosting Seating Capacity
zation of industrial plants from conWhile
all
renovating
and
redecorgested city areas. States of the South
Warsaw, N. Y. — Having changed
ating of the interior has not been hands,
are expected to play an important
the Farman Theater will have
role in erection of film houses in completed, the work is far enough its seating capacity boosted from 500
along
so that patrons may be ac- to 800 and will undergo extensive
immediate post-war days.
commodated.
■fr Happy New Yearl-fc
renovation. The building has been
•k Happy New Year! -k
sold to the Farman Theater Co., Inc.,
WPB Working to Prevent
New Theaters, Remodeling by the village for $27,000 after havit for more than 30 years.
Post-War Export Slump
Plans Booming in Chicago Myroning heldKallet,
of Oneida, is theater
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
firm's
president,
and Walter SunderChicago
—
Rapp
and
Rapp,
theater
Washington — A procedure for
land, vice-president.
channeling a certain amount of civ- architects, report they have several
■k Happy New Year! -k
ilian goods into foreign trade is be- new theater projects on their draw- Filmosounds for Spokane
ing boards for post-war. Additioning devised here by WPB to foreSpokane — War notwithstanding,
ally, they are preparing plans for
stall any tendency of the nation's
school children here will continue to
export commerce undergoing a sharp remodeling of a number of existing
enjoy a high standard of education.
slump after V-E Day when domestic stands in the territory and work will By
virtue of Government priority
demands may leave little or no sup- commence on these as soon as priori- allotment,
eight new Bell & Howell
ties permit.
plies for shipment
abroad.
The Rapp organization is also Filmosound projection outfits have
While no priorities will be apbeen acquired.
plied, WPB, it is understood, is hope- handling improvements which the
ful that, in view of the close work- H. and E. Balaban chain is about to
ing relationship it has established undertake at its Windsor Theater.
•k Happy New Year! *
during the war, it will be able to
DeVry alone has earned 4
work out an arrangement whereby Alliance Opens the Pasco
consecutive
Army - inNavy
"E's" for excellence
the
manufacturers will agree to put
Chicago — James Gregory, Alliance
aside a certain percentage of sup- Circuit, announces the opening of
production of Motion Picture Sound Equipment.
plies for shipment abroad when they the new 1,000-seat Pasco Theater,
Learn how NEW
nanufacturing skills
cannot otherwise be obtained.
Pasco, Wash., with Edward Hickey
Earmarking of a certain quantity as manager. Work is starting on a . . . improved machinery.. .exof film theater equipment is said 1,000-seat house at Kenwick, Wash. born production
panded facilities and
wareconomies
to be included in the plan.
make it possible for you to ,
•k Happy New Year! -k
k Happy New Year! -k
ture so
sound
so *
Chi.'s Gaelic Renovates
buy
muchequipment
inDeVvy,
motionfor1111
piclittle
from
111.
New House for Old Fort
Chicago— The Gaelic Theater has Armitage
Ave., Chicago 14,
William C. Macon, owner and man- shuttered for needed improvements,
ager of the Roxy in Old Fort, N. C, including new stage equipment.
k Happy New Year! -k
announces that a site has been purchased and plans drawn for con- RCA Employe Missing
struction of a new theater there at
Indianapolis — Flight Officer Earl
nated cost of .$25,000. Pro- R. Huehls, former employe at RCA
posed structure will be of stone and Victor here, is reported missing since
Hollywood • CHICAGO • Ni
have a seating capacity of about 500. Sept. -19 in Holland.

Construction Field
Set for Peacetime

Sealuxe Systems Are
Available to Exhibs.

4-TIME WINNER

mm

Seating Hardest Hit
n Cleveland Sector
(Continued from Page 15'
repairs,
emergency
replacements, painting and
interior
decorating.
Projection and sound
equipment have been given special
care to prolong their lives.
Many
new screens have been installed. All ,
of this has contributed to maintain-!
ing pre-war standards of projection.
But the refinements of new structure
have been entirely lacking.
When building opens up, there are
Drospects that Cleveland will have
a minimum of 10 new theaters. In
addition, plans have been prepared
for no less than eight new DriveIns. This building program is said
to involve more than $150,000 for
each theater project or a total of
$1,500,000 exclusive of the ground.
Cost of each Drive-In will exceed
$60,000, exclusive of the ground,
adding close to $500,000 to the previous amount. Of the eight Drive-ins
planned for this territory, four definitely and possibly six, will be located in the Cleveland area.
With theaters confined to emergency replacement, to a little painting and decorating, it is estimated
they spent only 25 per cent of their
normal expenditures for theater upkeep and improvements.
necessary

■k Happy New Year! -k

Ritz Remodeling Extensive
DeFuniak Springs, Fla. — Complete
remodeling of the Ritz theater will
include installation of a balcony with
100 additional seats. Rest rooms
will be installed and new projection
machines and sound equipment added.
Miss Roberta Ramsey, manager,
made the announcement, and stated
that work is to be under direction of
R. N. McEachern of the J. N. Brav
Co., Valdosta, Ga.
■k Happy New Yearl -k

3 New East Side Houses Set
New York's upper Sixth Ave. is
now slated to get three new theaters
in the immediate post-war period,
unless thecouragenew
zoning proposals disthe step.

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . , . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write lor samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET

COMPANY

52 GRAFTON AVE. \g/
Newark.
Sales Offices in Principal Centers
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